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Merger of Mid-Continent
with American Airlines discussed before

WHB

WHB's magic

carpet with
Dick
Smith on hand to
cover
maiden flight of^

travel-

ing microphone by W. T.
Brown, Kansas City airport
O.
M.

Kansas City made
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commissioner;
Mcsier,

Amei

vice-president

icon
A.

Smiih,
tions

Airlines;
public

A.

P.

of

with C. M. Woodard,
left,
manager of Kansas
City, Kansas, Chamber of

Rex

Moreland, assistant to the
president, Mid-Continent
Airl ines.

you see the Sfeyranger in flight. It is made
Kansas City by Commonwealth Aircraft, Inc. A
high wing monoplane, with side-by-side seating for
pilot and passenger, the Skyronger is powered by
85 h.p. Continental, has a cruising speed of 103
miles per hour, and top speed of
10 miles. It is
the first private airplane made hare since V-J Day,
and does better than 20 mites per gallon of gas.
I'ere
in

1
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signed
runs with
SI
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at
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to international air
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middle oF
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director and Bob
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Manager

City

Cookingham

KANSAS CITY
The City With Wings'

Commerce,
Perry,

right,

and Ralph
president.

AIR GIANT
Kansas Citions inspect 51passanger Lockheed Consellation.

Treaties

have

been signed with France,
paving way for overseas
air

service soon.
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Hold High the Torch

and

lull

taxes.

the long white
frozen and welbetween Christmas
January has a bone-

clean feeling, after the lushness
of December. It is, because we
need it, the new leaf, the clean
page, the time of inventory.

Man

has a need for ending
things now and then and starting over again. It's his defense
time
of
the
infinity
against
which he can neither comprehend nor endure. He has a need
He passels out the
for units.

Fourth Dimension as if it were
something you could measure
with a foot rule or keep in the

And
in a teacup
nature has done some measuring
for him; so that he had only to
be sensitive to changes of the
moon and the recurrence of seacellar

.

.

.

sons, to have eternity broken up
into
comfortable little pieces.
The seasons are his salvation
from terrible infinitude.

And so, the recurrence of this
season and the new era. Open
the door. There is a new year
knocking.
Don't expect it to
look too fine, though. The sins
as well as the victories are visited on the little New Year, and
he comes trailing a few old woes
and some ragged battle cloaks
along with his clouds of glory.
But it's the New Year, so help
us, and here's a welcome to it!

SWING

the new year,
has a birthday. It's our first.
And they say the first hundred
are the hardest. Well, we're not
one to be daunted. We've made
a firm resolution:
resolve
to stay in the swing. And that,
we believe, covers a lot of terri-
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JANUARY'S HEAVY DATES
BASKETBALL
(All games in Arena of Municipal

CONVENTIONS
Jan.

Auditorium)

Western Assn. of NurMuehlebach.

3-4,

M

serymen.

O

Jan.
Jan.

Auditorium.

Jan. 17
Francisco.

Phillips

10-11,

13-18.

Deserett.

Salt

10

Fox.

Phillips Oilers.

Jan.

K. C. Gift Show.
and Muehlebach.
Jan. 17-18. Mo. Ice Cream Mfrs.

Jan.

American

of

— Lake City
—Twentieth Century
15—
—Dardi and Co.
3

and Muehlebach.

Midwest Feed Mfrs.
Assn. Phillips, Muehlebach and

Assn.
Jan.

Cigars

Amateur League.

Jan. 7-9, Central State Salesmen's

San

of

Phillips

20-22,

Jan.

Heart

bach.

Jan. 11

men.
28-30,

Western

and Hdwe. Assn.

4

—Northeast-East,

Westport-Southeast,
Manual-Central, 9

Implement

m.

p.

8

7 p. m.
p. m.

p.

m.

—

Paseo-Southwest, 7 p. m.
Jan. 18
Northeast-Southeast, 8 p. m.
East-Central, 9 p. m.

President.

31 -Feb.
Eagle
Jan.
2,
Sales Co. Phillips.

—Manual-East,

Southwest-Central, 5 p. m.
Paseo-Southcast, 8 p. m.
Northeast- Westport, 9 p. m.

America
Muehle-

of

Jan. 23-25, Southwestern LumberJan.

4

Jan.

Men's Apparel Show.

League

Interscholastic

Assn. Continental.

Picher

26

Jan.

—Northeast-Central,
m.

7 p.

Manual -Pasec, 8

p.

m.

Westport-Southwest, 9 p. m.

THEATRE
Bankhead
Notions," Jan.
Auditorium (A

Tallulah

"Fashion,"

DANCING
"Foolish

in
4,

3,

5,

6,

N).

Resident theatre
presented by U. of Kansas City,

Jan.

8,

at

9,

(Pla-Mor Ballroom)

10.

Joe E. Brown in "Harvey," Auditorium. Jan. 7, 8, 9. Mat. on
9 (A y N).

"Angel Street," Auditorium. Jan.
17, 18, 19. Mat. 19 (A £>> N).
"Blossom Time" operetta. Auditorium, Jan. 25, 26 (A
N).
"Oklahoma." Auditorium, Jan.
29, 30. 31. Feb. 1. 2.
Mat.
Wed., Thurs. and Sat.

Tuesday and Thursdays, "over
50" dances. OzJie Clark, Jan.
Dean Hudson, Jan. 5;
3;
2,
George Didona, Jan. 6; Herb
Miller (brother of Glenn) and
orchestra. Jan. 9, 10, 12,
13, 16, 17, 19, 20. Joe Cappo,
Jan. 23, 24, 27, 30. 31. Harry
Cool (direct from Blackhawk,
Chicago), Jan. 26.
his

ON THE

Hockey, major league, 8:30.
Kansas City-Tulsa, Jan.

Arena)
Professional bouts,
tling, Jan. 8.

Jan.

7;

wres-

Jan. 9. Amateur
benefit Jackson County
Infantile Paralvsis Chapter, Jan.
14.

boxing,

Amateur boxing,

Jan.

William
wide.
Gallery of Art.

MUSIC

28.

Rockbill

Nelson

Kansas City Museum: Mrs. Jacob
L. Loose room open to public;
new William Volker Room on
display.

Amateur boxing,

Min-

Public skating at night.

Portrait of America, 150 paintings from 5,000 canvases, nation-

(Municipal Auditorium

6;

neapolis. Jan. 9; St. Paul, Jan.
Ian.
12; Dallas,
20; Omaha,
Jan. 27; Fort Worth, Jan. 30.

ART EVENTS
BOXING-WRESTLING

ICE

(Pla-Mor Arena)

Costume wing enlarged

and expanded.

(Kansas City Philharmonic,
Auditorium)
"Pop" concert; ballet
Jan.
6,
theatre in Arena, Jan. 14, 15,
16.

School concert, Jan.

Other

23.

musical

events: Jan.
10,
Yella Pessl, Harpsichordist, resi-

dent theatre.

Kansas City Art
icemen's

Ken

exhibit,
Riley, coast

officer.

Institute: Servwork of
also

guard

combat

Opera quartet, with four
Metropolitan opera stars. Jan.
28 at Auditorium (Town Hall).

Gr.ind

"

Parii-m
by D. W.

HOURS

20

HODGINS

,

from K.C.

The Paris bound salesman liked the nylons
and what went with it; the she-child was
taken up with her nursery rhymes, the TWA
Constellation roared across the airport,
in 20 hours.
off for Paris

—

and they were
young lady
THE
coat was next

in the silver fox
at the ticket win'

Beside her stood a tiny shewith a red beret and thumbing through a bright colored book of
nursery rhymes.

dow.

child,

hne was the Paris representative of a midwest manufacturing
company. He laid down two heavy

Next

in

suitcases

with a thud.

'TU weigh them

in,

suh,

while

you're getting your ticket," said the
the return trip

up from

the

man's eyes slowed down
and rode smoothly over the nyloned
orthopedic appendages just ahead.
I

AM glad the war

is

over,"

''Kansas City today!
thought.
Paris tomorrow
No more wrinkled rayon to look
nylons
at

he

.

.

.

.

.

but darn
a

it, I

am

little skittish

flying

the

.

.

.

.

Still

in line,

and behind the silver
and the

fox, the nylons, the she-child

red beret, the Paris bound air voy'
ager glanced quickly at the calendar
on the information desk.

(Saturday

—l^ovemher — 1946.)

months and

1

Trans-Atlantic
ing business has been going on
months," he thought
"Ill
that old North Atlantic is cold
here's hoping we don't find out

Lindbergh

.

.

.

hmmmmm, me
Lindbergh,

and
what a

difference

19 years

can make.

"My Paris reservation please

for
bet

.

.

.

.

just

the checker

down a
they gazed at the great giant
thing sprawled on the concrete ramp.

at the gate the line

slowed

bit as

Here was something
that could only hap-

pen in a dream
it was

about

Atlantic

.

1?

fly

this

how cold ... oh, well."
As they filed out past

just

.

—

small stack of federal fish.

.

but think of the
fuss they made over
.

ready,"
the

counted

.

suitcases the

"Boy,

all

is

"The war has been over only

pohte red cap.

On

"Yes, sir, you ticket
quickly the girl

and

.

yet, there

^

.

.

.

.

.

a great shining airplane, shaped like a

giant fish.

Four pug-

nacious motors jutted from the huge
wing.

The traveler
stopped and drew a
mental comparison.

He

figured

that

if

i

January, 1946
a

was placed in the center of
diamond the right wing
would touch first base, the left wing
third base, the tail would rest on
home plate, and the nose would reach
the thing

baseball

a

very nearly to second base.

The nylons and
mounted the few

fox were

silver

still

when they

ahead

at a given distance

steps into the in-

Some

terior of the sky giant.

faces

were already buried in newspapers.
An ample lady jounced on the soft,
plushy cushions as if buying a new
davenport at a furniture store. She
smiled with matronly satisfaction.

"Aw, gnats, and here
might be a widda."

A

little she-child stood up in her
and snapped on and off the little

within easy reach.
light
just
"Look, mommy, it works
like our floor lamp did before I
busted it."
personal

.

.

.

Within a few minutes doors were
away and mo-

closed, steps trundled

tors started.

"Mommy, did you say we'll be with
daddy in Paris tomorrow? But it took
daddy two weeks to get over there.
Mommy you said."

—

"Yes, honey, but

by

We

boat.

Daddy

the-ocean Constellation

.

.

cross-

the fast-

.

way to go over water.
Tomorrow when we see Daddy you'll
est

and

safest

be fresh and clean as a

"Mommy, whereza
see

it

.

.

.

where

is it,

little

flower."

ocean,

I

don't

mommy?"

"Hush, honey."

And
rustle

"Saaaay, I think I'm going to enjoy this trip after all."

the

aisle

as

the

representative of the midwest

Paris

manu-

facturer turned noisily in his seat and
looked deliberately out the window.

*

*

*

*

Sounds fantastic, doesn't
and Paris in 20 hours?

it?

Oh

the v;orld

All of

this

no, half

way around

here to stay, and in
probably less time than that. Regular
flights are now being made across
the Atlantic by those great,
silvery fish of the air.
These big
cloud chasers cruise along at 300
miles per hour with a full load of
They
47 trans-oceanic passengers.
carry over 19 tons of people, freight
and mail. They could go more than
5,000 miles without stopping for gas
in

20 hours

is

TWA,

up to 25,000 feet.
Never before in commercial

at altitudes

trans-

portation history has man seen a machine that can get him about the
world so swiftly. The Constellation
increases by more than 125 miles per

hour the average speed now flown on
America's air lines by the universally
used DC-3. On the other hand the
DC- 3 was 60 per cent faster than the
Tri-Motored Ford which it replaced.

The

then there was a noticeable
across

trim young lady in a soft blue
walked smilingly through

the air coach as though striking up a
mental acquaintance with all aboard.
As the plane began to roll the Parisbound representative perked up like
a hunter who had spotted his quarry.

traveled

on a

are flying

hoped she

uniform

The
seat

I

is

Lockheed-built Constellation
the product of private enterprise

rather than the war. In 1939, before
Hitler began ripping up the world.
Tack

Frye and

Howard Hughes

of

—
PARIS IN 20

HOURS

5

They were

also taught chess, checkers

and other games to help entertain
passengers
on the long overseas
flights.

They

are

hostesses,

real

traveling

the

insuring

comfort of each pas-

senger in a friendly, congenial manner.

All
bright,

of them are good looking,
personable girls, who were

chosen for such important assignments
for those very reasons.

Now
how

that

we

are this far along,

about dwelling a bit on the sub-

ject of longevity?

TWA

out plans and specifica'
tions for a super-transport plane.
They were not thinking of the war,
but of an airplane that would put
their airline out ahead of competitors.
laid

TWA's op'
world.
They
needed a plane for the job. There
was none, so they had the Constella-

They wanted

tion built.
service

to

around

erations

in

them up

expand
the

They planned
1940,

to

put

it

in

but the war held

five years.

on
international
carry a crew of seven in-

cluding a captain, first officer, flight
engineer, radio operator, navigator, a

male steward and a

us

want

a

as safe as flying

you

of

all,

doesn't require

hostesses has already been graduated

bird

the

TWA

special

training

French was a prerequisite,
and conversational French was emschool.

phasised daily.

They

received instruc-

tion in handling of foreign currency,
visas

and passports. They studied the
and learned what

different time zones

foods to serve in various countries.

as

over water
with land under

the

Constellation

is

powered with four 2,200 horsepower
No, it
Wright Cyclone motors.
that

from

long

at all times.

First

international

class

as

ize that air transportation

hostess.

first

live

But after you have waded through
few more paragraphs, you will real-

of

The

You and me and

to

Father Time will allow, and if traveling across the ocean by air might cut
our tenure a few weeks, months or
years, we would be inclined to stick
to those nice safe automobiles (29,000
killed last year), steamboats and railroad trains.

is

Constellations,
flights, will

of

all

power

to

all,

or nearly

all

of

keep the big aluminum

There is a surplus of
aloft.
power of about 4,400 horses. The
four motors are hung on the wings

maximum margin
one goes out, you stay
right up there. If two go out, you
still have the aerial right o' way
and if three go out and only one
stays alive, the pilot can extend his

to give an absolute

of safety.

If

January, 1946

where a safe landing
could be made, whether it be near an
island or ship.
But the important thing to remem'
ber is, that the four motors in the
Constellation are no more Ukely ^to
stop all at once than the four me'
clocks
you have strung
chanical
around the house would quit at five
minutes to twelve, and all at once.
The motors are all synchroni::ed, but
they operate as independently as your
pocket watch and the fellow's across
the hall.
Other safety factors include radio
control, radar, scientific navigation
and the science of meteorology.
Weathermen have such pat hands
on the ocean going storms that they
can tell where a storm is beginning,
where it is going, and can pinpoint
within a mile or two where the storm
glide to a point

how fast, and how hard.
Naturally, Constellation pilots are no

will strike,

more inclined to run headlong into
these storms any more than you are

ram your

to

phone

car into a tree or tele'

pole.

Moreover, the Constellation can
climb to 25,000 feet, far above the
sphere of the storm, and where you
are as safe and comfortable as a bug
in a rug in a temperature-controlled,
pressurized compartment, far above
the turbulence of the earth below.
*
*
*
!ti

Let's go back

sengers

stood

Atlantic.

and

see

their

Remember

how our

pas-

across

the

trip

the Paris repre-

midwestern manugal with the red
beret and her silver-foxed, nyloned
sentative

of

facturer?

The

the

mamma? And

little

the pretty hostess?

Well, they got to Paris in just a
httle under 20 hours, just as hundreds of other passengers will when
inaugurates
regular
transAtlantic flight service a few weeks
hence. Nobody was frazzled, sooty or
travel weary, because people just
don't get that way when they travel

TWA

by

air.

A

Missouri farmer, noted for his rich flow of profanity when the occaHe kept his vow until one hot aftersion called for such, decided to reform.
noon when he was plowing the cornfield and his team of mules kept reCompletely forgetting himself he yelled:
fusing to obey commands.

"You

Go on, thar, you blanks!"
blankcty blank mules!
I used to say."

added remorsefully, "as

—and

then he

—

HOLD J4ifli THE TORCH
A

terrific

job for which there has been too

little credit.

by WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

NOW
the

us,

there

facts

that

that the final

Victory

bond

Loan-

—

some very
come to Hght,

are

drive-

behind

is

found 3,000 theatres in the United
States selling War Bonds and Stamps.

interesting

This

that

until

facts

concern the efforts on behalf of the
entertainment world in all its phases
since Dec. 7, 194L And in the same
breath I would be remiss if I didn't
mention that the radio and film in'
dustry have done a terrific job for
which too little credit has been rc'
ceived.

number increased

periodically

every theatre, and there are
17,000 of them, accepted applications
for bonds and sold stamps. In many
instances the
and other agen-

AWVS

were called in to assist in theatre
lobbies and other places of amusecies

ments.

In one year 400 stars toured 500
and cities, covering 21,000
miles in 48 states. During the first
drive, the film industry was credited

towns

Ever since Pearl Harbor to June,
1945, these industries have f^iven their
all to make the seven drives a huge
success.

And

as I note this, all forces

have again been mustered for an out'
standing Victory Loan Campaign.

with selling one billion dollars worth
of bonds and it was not unusual for
stars who were touring in groups
to wind up with sales in excess of two
million dollars.

Let's take

come

to

some of the

light

before

Drive got under way.

facts that

the

Victory

From

Pearl

Harbor Day

to June, 1945, a total of
551 radio, film and stage stars made
personal appearances in one form or
another to spurt bond sales. The big'

names in Hollywood, New York,
Chicago, and points between gave of
their valuable time to the cause, 245
making special broadcasts and 93 hav'
gest

ing

made

transcriptions.

Three months after Pearl Harbor

Dorothy Lamour, in a tour of New
England, alone sold over twenty mil'
lion dollars in bonds, and Veronica
Lake auctioned a lock of hair to the
highest bidder for $186,000 worth of
bonds. An Indian tribe in Oklahoma
City named Bette Davis "Princess
Laughing Eyes" and then proceeded
to auction a heifer,

named

after her,

hundred thousand dollars in
bonds. This was in September, 1942.
These are only some of the highlights
for one

of the various drives.

January, 1946

Ted R. Gamble,

War

Finance Di-

rector for the Treasury Department,

from Portland, Ore., where he
theatres. In the first bond
drive, the state of Oregon paid tribute to him by selling more bonds per
capita than any other state in the

hails

owns four

union.

A

red, white and blue trainload of
Hollywood stars put on a two and a
half hour bond show in 17 cities on

eight thousand mile circuit of the
country during the Third War Loan,
chalking up a record of $1,079,?86,8 1 9 worth of bond sales.
its

A

quarter

of

a

million

dollars

worth of bonds was sold in ten days
by a five-section, fifty-five city air
armada of war heroes, chaperoned by
Hollywood stars, in one of the drives.

The

record also shows that 3,86?

and

players

stars

from Hollywood

made 47,330 appearances during

the

and a half years of war
to cheer service men at home and
abroad to boost bond sales, aid in war
charities and affiliated activities. They
traveled four million miles to do this.
Which means that stars from Hollywood were averaging forty-eight perfirst

three

formances a day. Conveniences in
traveling and at hotels were not of
the best, it must be remembered.

One
tions

star alone

made 90

for overseas

the war.

transcrip-

broadcast

during

A theatre owner in Windsor

Licks, Conn, (which has a population
of 4,000), held a bond premiere and
sold $104,000 in bonds.

Theatres throughout the U. S. held
a total of 30,661 Free Movie Days,
23,913 regular and children's bond

premieres up until July

6,

194?.

Up

end of 1944 there were more
than 20,000 free movie days, which
meant that all you had to do was buy
a bond, regardless of the amount, and
you were admitted to theatres free of
to the

charge.

More than

one-third of the theatres

United States were special issu'
ing agents for bonds. Theatres had to
have special sanction of the Treasury
Department for this permit, which
means you could buy bonds day and
night, Sundays and holidays, when
other agencies, Hke banks and postoffice, were closed.
in the

we

forget, novelty was a highevery drive. One instance
that comes to mind, an unusual stunt,
was where a theatre operator in the
New York ghetto district hired a
pushcart, loaded it with bond blanks,
a typewriter and two combat heroes,
formerly ex-ushers of the theatre, and
sold $19,600 worth of bonds in one
afternoon. Now that's something any

Lest

light

in

way you want

Up

to figure

it.

the final drive, Taylor
Mills, director of the
Domestic
until

OWI
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Picture Bureau, estimated
16,000 theatres contributed a
total of $218,003,200 of screen time
for the exhibition of government messages to the nation. He also figured
that Hollywood producers contributed
an additional $9,500,000 in produc-

and cents, but it ran into the millions.
Additionally, there were ten thousand
parades staged in various cities and
communities in the United States.
Every man in the radio industry who
could give his services to the cause
graciously volunteered.
Here again

As for overseas. Gen. F.
H. Osborn, director of Special Serv-

so tremendous

Motion

that

tion costs.

ices Division of the Army, revealed
the film industry contributed another
forty million in special features and
short subjects which were made available to men in all theatres of war free

V-J Day.
During the Victory Loan Campaign, it was estimated that fifty thou-

of charge, as of

sand people in the motion picture industry contributed their services gratis
to put over the bond selling drive.
This could not be estimated in dollars

no monetary value could be deduced,
was the application.
Although the goal for the entet'
tainment world for the final drive

was two

billion of the eleven billion

by the Treasury Department, the industry again topped its
quota by better than half a million, as
it did in the previous drives, which all
goes to prove the entertainment world
has its place in any emergency, large
dollars sought

or small, unselfish and unstinting to
the end.

DEFINITIONS
A

person in his early nicoteens.
musician who has easy pickings.
Darkroom: Where many a girl with a negative personality is developed.
Fireman:
man who never takes his eyes off the hose.
Newsprint:
kind of paper which is neither news nor print.
Rum At a party there's always rum for one more.
Tip: The wages we pay other people's hired help.
Oyster:
fish that's built like a nut.
Adolescent:
Guitar Player:

A

A

A

:

A

"I see you are no gentleman," hissed the young woman on the street
corner at the man who laughed as the wind swept her skirts up pretty high.
"No," he replied gently, "and I see you aren't either."

MODERN

jUife-Savin^

TRIO

Surgeons were not always in
the business of saving

by

lives.

great-grandmother probably
YOUR
would have died from a simple ap'
pendectomy.

would have

If she lived, she

suffered great pain, and infection common
to almost every operative case in those
Today, you can undergo a complidays.
safe from
cated surgical operation
pain, safe from infection, safe from death.
.

The surgeon and
carefully, but
forceps,
with

his

team work over you
with scalpel,
hemostats and

confidently,
ligatures,

clampi. They work on you knowing that
in a matter of hours you will be back
safely in your room, just coming out of
the anaesthesia, on the way to that blessing of modern surgery, an uneventful recovery.

You have been guarded
tion,

pain

against infec-

and death by three advances

which have made surgery
modern world ... (1)
antiseptics,

(3)

a science of the
anaesthesia, (2)
"the surgical team."

Looking back to great-grandmother's
day, however, we find that surgeons were
not always in the business of saving lives.
hundred years ago, their work was
largely a hit-and-miss business. They tried
to perform successful operations, but 9
times out of 10 they failed.
Even more
discouraging, was the fact that their few
pain
successes were marred by pain
which made the hospital a place of terror.

A

.

While the doctors of the
were pondering over their

last

.

.

century

failures, a

group

of people, not in hospitals, were seeking
a pleasure that was destined to change the
history of the surgical world.
It

was

in the early
gas parties

19th century

when

were all the rage.
laughing
group of people got together and in-

A

haled what they called laughing gas, sci'
entifically known as nitrous oxide.
few
whiffs, and the party was on for the
evening.

A

Despite
there

That

pleasure-inspiring qualities,
scientific use for the gas.
there was no use for it until the
its

was no

.

.

CONSTANCE RIVARD

is,

10th of December, 1800, when a young
Hartford dentist, Horace Wells, took his
wife to a gas frolic staged by Dr. Gardner
Colton. Twelve young men babbled from
the stage to the amusement of the audience.
All went well until one of the

young men,

drug clerk named Samuel
wander about
the audience. In doing so, Cooley scraped
his leg on a piece of rough wood.
Then,
suddenly, the gas wore off and he found
himself standing in front of Dr. and Mrs.
Wells, his trouser leg torn and a deep
gash in his leg.
The young man swore
he hadn't felt the blow, yet the flesh was
torn through to the bone.

A. Cooley,

a

left the stage to

way home. Dr. Wells thought
wound
the painless gash
Cooky's leg. The next day, after a

All the

about the
in

.

sleepless night. Dr.

.

.

Wells decided to

test

the pain-killing qualities of nitrous oxide.
He went to visit a dentist to have a
The only difference betooth pulled.
tween this and other extractions was that

Dr. Wells asked to have laughing gas
This was the first
before the operation.
scientific use of nitrous oxide as a pain
killer,

and

it

worked.

But

when Dr. Wells attempted
it

it

didn't

work

to demonstrate

before the medical faculty of Harvard
Cut by failure. Wells died

University.

within four years, a suicide in the
York City jail.

New

January, 1946
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Horace Wells had
William Morton, the

But

failed.

man who

to Dr.
actually

pulled the tooth in the unsuccessful Harvard demonstration. Wells' failure was a
challenge.
Morton went to work on a
new group of chemicals, and by September, 1846, he had perfected sulfuric ether,

known simply

He

performed a
a case of am-

as ether.

successful demonstration in
putation, before the same Harvard faculty

which saw Wells" previous failure
and ether became instantly popular
.

.

.

as

anaesthesia, the first of the three advances
which made surgery a science of the mod-

ern world.

He was able to walk, thanks
and he recovered without the
usual wound-rot or fever.
The creosote
had killed the pus-forming bacteria.
From that day on. Lister dipped everything that came in contact with operative
the results.
Lister,

to

wounds

hands, instruments, sponges
everything was dipped in carbolic
acid, the bacteria-killing agent in creosote.
When he published his results, the world
thanked Lister for the new modern antiseptic technique, the second of the three
advances which made modern surgery a
science of the modern world.
.

.

The

No longer did
Ether was wonderful!
hospital attendants have to duck from the
But
wild blows of struggling patients.
better still, the people lost some of their
fear of the operating table, thanks to
They lost some of their fear, but
ether.
Ether had made it possible
not all of it.
to operate anywhere in the human body,
but the larger number of operations resulted in a large
deaths.

number

of post-operative

.

findings,
teresting,

and found them particularly
in

connection

in-

pet
Lister discussed

with

his

theory, operative wounds.
his problem with a friend Anderson who
Anderson had a suggeswas a chemist.
tion, which had occurred to him while
strolling past the city's garbage dumps.
Creosote was being used on the garbage

dumps

to

keep them from rotting.

Why

then, couldn't the same substance be used
to keep operative wounds from rotting.
Lister

took

to

the

idea

immediately,

and on his next compound fracture case,
It was a young boy, and
he tried it.
Lister swabbed his wound with the strong,

The youngster didn't
stinging creosote.
like the stinging sensation, but he did like

.

third

advance

more

a

is

subtle,

gradual change.
There are no names involved in its development, for it is the
result

of

hundreds

of

men

individually

meeting thousands of problems in surgery.
It is an ill-defined advance called "the
surgical team."

Who

are the

members of

the surgical

team? Let's look at them. There is the
surgeon himself, who directs the entire
operations and is the man who actually

makes the
Joseph Lister, a professor at the University of Glasgow, first saw the clue to
preventing post-operative deaths. In 1865,
Lister had seen 15 years of pus flowing
from operative wounds, and he concluded
that there was some connection between
One
this pus and post-operative death.
day Lister found an article on putrefaction in alcohol and milk by a French
He studied the
scientist, Louis Pasteur.

.

.

incisions.

The

surgical

assist-

ant is himself a surgeon.
Only he and
the surgeon have actual physical contact
with the incision.
The anaesthetist originally puts the patient to sleep, keeps him
at the proper stage of anaesthesia through
the operation, and brings him back to
consciousness.
The pathologist is charged
with inspecting samples from the operation,
in order to determine its future
course.
The first nurse is in charge of
the instruments, handing them to the surgeon as he needs them, returning them
to their place when no longer needed.
The second nurse is in charge of sponges,
to ascertain the number that go into the
surgical wound and to be sure that the
same number come out again.

This is specialization ... six people
with definite tasks ... a specialization
which shortens operating time, guards the
health and life of the patient by reducing
shock, reducing the number of times that
a second operation is necessary.
They
arc "the surgical team."

on

Let us watch the six-man team in action
a modern operation of today
.

.

.

MODERN
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to the first nurse for retractors, a
kind of clamp, which he uses to hold back
the flesh and tissue so the surgeon can
have room to operate. The second nurse
supplies sponges to absorb the blood. The
first nurse returns with hemostats to clamp
on vessels and prevent further flow of
Now, the surgeon takes a bit of
blood.
the tissue, places it in a pan, and hands
calls

it

to the pathologist.

For everyone but the pathologist, it is
He takes the sample
a time of waiting.
and his carbon dioxide apparatus begins
to hiss.
It
freezes the tissue and the
pathologist slices a section, stains it with
a special dye and examines it under his
microscope.
His decision determines the
future progress of your operation.
By
his presence on the surgical team you are
saved the delay necessary between operations, or perhaps saved a second operation.
functions again, and as the

The team

surgeon cuts, the nurses pass instruments

are lying in the preparation room
team goes into action. The
team is the proper draping
of your body with sheets, so that only
your head and the actual operating area

You

as the surgical
first act of the

Then the operating area is
get -r..
before any bacteria «...
You are wheeled into the operatirg room,
where the surgical team is preparing itself
are exposed.
sterilized

wearing sterile gowns, sterilizing
hands in antiseptic solution, donning surgical masks and sterile rubber gloves. And
now you lie in the shadowless brilliance
of the sterile operating theater, surrounded
by white-robed figures bending patiently
.

.

.

and sponges, the surgical assistant stops
blood flow with hemostats, holds tissues
out of the way with retractors, and the
anaesthetist watches your breathing rate,
your color, and your pulse continuously.
over and there you are,
bed, weak and tired.
But you've felt no pain, because of
anaesthesia.
You're not infected, and you
won't be, thanks to bacteria-killers not
only in the wi ijnd but also outside it.
And you arc not going to die because the
surgical team prevented the delay which
might have meant your death. That's the
part of the three advances of surgery in
your own personal human adventure.

Soon,

all

it's

lying in your

own

over you.

No man

The

anaesthetist slips the cone over your

and before you can count very far
are without response between the
regions of sleep eternal and the waking
face

you

reality of pain.

Unhurried, with infinite skill, the surgeon and his team cut and clamp and tie
under the sterile light. With a swift incision the surgeon cuts through your skin.
Even as he does so, the surgical assistant

born into the world whose
born with him.
There is
always work, and tools to work with, for
those who will, and blessed are the horny
The busy world shoves
hands of toil.
angrily aside the man who stands with
arms akimbo until occasion tells him what
to do; and he who waits to have his task
marked out shall die and leave his errand

work

is

i«

not

unfulfilled.

—]ames

Russell Lowell.

CHRISTY MATTHEWSDN
CHRISTY Matthewson
has ever known, but

United

.

.

Checker Player

best remembered as one of the greatest pitchers baseball
true he was also one of the best checker players in the

is

States.

Many
friends

is
it

.

winter evenings were passed pleasantly by Christy in checker games with

and acquaintances.

First he played just to keep the long hours occupied.
As he got into the game,
he learned more and more of this ancient pastime, and realized its unlimited possibilities.

Then, he bought a book of the scientific side of checker playing. Had a special
board built with each spot numbered, and even when alone, Matthewson would study
the book and the board for hours at a time, moving both sets of checkers until one
side finally

won.

Naturally, he became very adept at the game, and would spring these
moves" on his next opponent with considerable skill and greater pleasure.

"book

Even during spring training, back in the days the New York Giants trained at
Marlin, Texas. Christy often found himself in the midst of some hot and exciting
games of checkers.

He became
exhausted his

so good at the game, however, he soon
of formidable opponents.

list

Then, one day a young man from the nearby little
of Durango came to Marlin to see his hero, the
"mighty Christy," throw out a few in the Giants' park.

town

In fact, this young man, E. C. Stuart, being a
pretty good amateur baseball player, was given the
thrill of catching a few curves from Matthewson.

The conversation between the two afterwards re
vealed that Stuart was also a "pretty good checker,"
so Christy invited him to stay over for dinner at the
old Arlington hotel, preparatory for an evening of
checkers.

Much
first

to

Matthcwson's

surprise,

Stuart

won

the

game.

"Pretty good," was Christy's laconic comment.

Truth of the matter, Stuart had also studied the
book of rules, and had practiced for months just for
such an evening with the famous baseball player.

When

the short evening was over,

Matthewson had won four games, and Stuart

three.

In the deciding game, Stuart had made less than a half'dozen moves, when sud'
denly Christy smiled, looked up at his opponent and said:

"Going

to let

That was

He

me

get old

number

three again,

his favorite play, learned

huh?"

from the book of

gave Stuart three free jumps, then, like
game was "in the bag."

rules.

many he had

played in baseball, the

.

IT

TAKES

Viiion,

SOLDIER

Boiling hooves in the local glue works,
or standing by the drugstore and
like wolves,

is

making

OUT.

by CHARLES

HOGAN

War

Dads to college profesWith practically everybody from
sors stic\ing their big noses into our returning soldiers' business,
Swing herewith presents a factual career-counseling service on planning one's future. Unli\e the lectures poured in a deluge on our
suffering warriors, this treatise is not written by (a) a tycoon, (b)
Professor Fludd of Squidge university, or ( c) the vice-president of
the Save Our Kedhud League. The treatise is as "homey as an old
shoe" (to coin a phrase) and "right down to earth" (as the fellow
says)

As OUR BOYS return in a sweeping
jLx. trickle to Uncle Sugar, literally
two of them have confided in me
that they don't want to go back to
the old treadmill.

This seems to

ture" cannot be overemphasized.
IS

Such a
a

is

The humdrum job, such as boiling
hooves in the local glue works, or the
avocation, such as standing by the
drugstore and making like wolves, is

OUT!

A

Sir!

All you need

is

vision,

ingenuity and DRIVE! Of course, it
doesn't hurt to own a couple of oil
wells or to stand in good with a rich
uncle.

The paramount

thing to remember

in choosing your post-war career is
to select a field that is not over-

crowded!

This "keystone of the fu-

slight

would have

is

the breeding

Of

drawback

and

course, there
in

to go to the

that one
South Pole

penguin ranch. But
one would not be overcrowded, unless Admiral Byrd should turn up
some day looking for all that stuff he
to establish his

left

Well, soldier, you don't need to go
back to the weary old grind.
new
world, a dynamic, atomic world, if
you please, is your oyster!

No,

field

raising of penguins!

in'

dicate a nation-wide trend.

IT

VITAL!

down

there the last time.

Byrd, I feel, would be a crowd even
South Pole.

at the

But penguin ranching can literally
be started on an ice pick. All you
need is a mamma penguin and a papa
penguin (the latter wears swallowtail wings) and the will to "see it
through!" For diversion in those vast
white solitudes, you can climb up the
Charles Bob mountains. Then you
can climb down the Charles Bob
mountains.

January, 1946
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Other

fields

which are equally un-

crowded, but which are

jammed

liable to get

any day now, are
Monster game
and the "Bright Burnoose" racket.
Gila Monster rancho can be started

to be

to the hilt

found

in the Gila

A

almost anyv,'here in the southwest,
preferably Texas.
In that vast republic all you have to do is shake out
your boots and you've got your live-

They

have fighting scorpions and salamanders, which ought
to he good for some damn thing or
bLock.

also

another.

The manufacture and

sale of burof course, can best be conducted in the middle of the Sahara

nooses,

Burnoose weavers are few and
the desert they're far between!

blew with chill fury into his bones,
"Seems
J. Emil Titwillow pondered:
to be a hell of a lot of snow around
here."

What

do about

to

that changed his

man

it.

Then came

question.

could make

life.

An

he decided.

Today

J.

Emil

Titwillow has

monopoly on snowmen
city.

He

employs 500

in the

is

Well, there you
the

snow

hurly-burly

of our great cities there are countless
opportunities for oleasure and profit.
For instance, just 10 short years ago
TitwiiliAV of Chicago awakJ. Emil
ened one day to the realization that
he was a failure! In his work as a
pretzel bender at Gritzmiller's Qual-

Bakery, he was earning a paltry
one mill per pretzel satisfactorily
bent. That, mind you, after 15 years!
ity

Furthermore, he was anemic, myasthmatic and afflicted with
Gleebers Disease. In fact, J. Emil Titwillow was a mess.
opic,

But

J.

Emil Titwillow had that

priceless gift, imagination!

am

anemic, myopic, asthmatic
and afflicted with Gleebers Disease,"
he mused as he savagely twisted a
pretzel. "But I've got imagination!"
"I

As

the wintry blasts of the worst

Chicago blizzard since the

last

one

the

at all

try literally going to waste. For work-

several million flakes of

mad

Look

are!

as

scattered around the coun-

in

the

a

wnndy

assistant artists

known far and wide
"Snowman King of America."
and

ing capital

in

imaginative
of it,

snowmen out

desert.

But even

was the next

the inspiration

all

you need

is

VISION,

snow and

a

stout shovel.

The

list is

There

well-nigh endless.

the fascinating vocation of
pool cue tipping. Only three men in
is

the United States really know how to
put tips back on pool cues after some
lunk has knocked them off!

This and

its

allied

craft,

racking

McCarthy's pool hall,
requires no capital and keeps you out
of the cold in the w-inter and out of
the sun in the summer.
balls in Jigger

As a parting hint, particularly for
returning sailors. The Navy is going
to haul a lot of battleships off somewhere and scuttle them.
Well, Mack, if you're a fast talker,
maybe you can get the admiral to
hold off the scuttling business and
give the old hulk to you.

Then you can overhaul
ship
self!

and go

into business

the battlefor your-

CAN'T BE BUFFALOED!

Jyiion
They make

pretty

rough

pets,

by

Pal, better stick to rabbits.

ATTEMPTS
•^t*- buffalo,

American

to

the

have been rare and
ended in failure.

bison,

have to date
Nevertheless,

domesticate

or more properly the

all

Edwin

ex-cattleman,

young

Butters, a

about to undertake

is

the domestication of 50 to 100 bison

on

230-acre farm in Michigan.

his

Painted fence signs bearing the

Death

"Certain

scription:

warns curious

in-

Inside"

trespassers against the

unsocial buffaloes.

Demand
Cuts run
house,

sirloin,

stews

buffalo

meat

soars.

—

porter-

beef

roast,

Connoisseurs

buffaloburgers.
sider

as

boned
and goulashes, and

T-bone,

for

cuts

buffalo

for

exactly

tongue

a

rare

condeli-

cacy.

man

to death.

JOHN WARINGTON

Many

tragedies of this

kind have occurred in the past.

For

owned

instance,

a

Rock, who
Henry's Lake

Dick

game ranch

at

Idaho, had a buffalo bull which

in

he had captured as a two-day-old calf.
The animal became extremely tame;
he would allow his master to mount
and ride him around the corral. But
one tragic day the vicious brute suddenly turned on his master and gored
him to death. So great was the animal's fury that he had to be shot bc'
fore the body of his victim could be
recovered.

The American

bison

is

the largest

animal on the American continent.
full-grown bull stands, on the aver-

A

age, six feet at the shoulder and,

What

will be the

experiment?
Experience
has
bison

outcome of

this

tail

included,

is

with

from ten to twelve
and a half feet long.

And

look

at

the

shown that the temper and action of

poundage! Bulls

the bison can never

1800 pounds, and
2400 pounds are re-

be

Al-

on.

relied

ily tip

eas-

the scales at

though apparently a
sluggish animal he is

corded.

really extremely ac-

horns of the savage
beast are not long as
horns among the cattle of the world go,
the breadth between

tive and,

when

least

expected, he suddenly sees red

tacks

and

and
gores

at-

a

Although

the

January, 1946

them is superb. Records are on hand
which displays a stretch of 30^2
inches from horn tip to tip. With
those horns bulls ripped tough prairie

make themselves a wallow,
wolf packs around like confetti, disemboweled horses, and hurled
hunters, white men and Indians alike,
sod

to

tossed

ten to fifteen feet into the air. To
approach a buffalo cow on foot vAth
a calf by her side is nothing short of
suicidal.

Many demonstrations of the bison's
strength and ferocity were given at
the time the Pablo herd in Montana
for shipment to Can-

was rounded up

At

the railroad station, a stout
nine feet high and
corral was built
made of two-inch planks spiked to
ada.

—

posts 8 feet apart.

through

it

as if

it

Another

door.

Yet a bull charged
had been a screen

inserted

his

horns

under a plank, ripped it with the
toss of his head and flung it a dozen
feet

to

the

rear.

Five

horses

died

from vicious encounters. One day a
bison suddenly whirled and sank both
horns into the sides of a horse, lifting
both horse and rider clear of the

ground and carrying them a hundred
yards,

at

full

run,

before he flung

them to the ground. Fortunately, the
ndpr was thrown clear and escaped,
the enraged beast gored the
dying horse.

while

To biologists, the drawbacks connected with feeding wildlife have been
demonstrated repeatedly. Piles of carcasses surrounding the artificial feeding grounds of elk in Jackson Hole in
Yellowstone National Park and of
deer in the Gunnison region of Colorado are typical examples. Feeding

—

grounds attract all animals the sick
and the well— and they all crowd together.
disease carried by one animal soon infests the herd. Disease, in
the early 1900's, wiped out a herd of
bison in Central Park in New York

A

City.

Wild

animals,

like

human

beings

soon become lazy and
unable to shift for themselves. Spectators at Jackson Hole have observed
elk after filling their stomachs with
hay, walk only a few feet and lie
down. Here they lie until the next
feeding rolls around. Taking no exercise, the wild creatures are subject
to pneumonia and other diseases.

on the

dole,

Outstanding American scienti.'^ts
unanimously agree that the buffalo
herd in Yellowstone Park must be reduced to the extent that it can subsist
without the winter dole of hay. Accordingly, during the winter of 1944,
400 buffaloes were removed from the
"tame" herd. This left .>50 buffaloes,
mostly cows, heifers and calves, in
the "tame" herd in the Lamar Valley

BISON can't be buffaloed

and 300 "wild" buffaloes

in various

The

offspring of
the wild herds are in excellent conparts of the Park.
dition.

Men

working with

bison, either

on

the range or in the corral, can take
nothing for granted. In the book
From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch,

Don H.

Biggers, the author,

relates

an incident which occurred when he
visited his friend Colonel Goodnight,
an old-timer with bison.
One day the Colonel saw Biggers
climbing the high fence which surrounded the buffalo pasture.

19

"Where are you going?"
Colonel called to Biggers.

the

"Thought Fd take a stroll in the
Park and have a look at the buffalo,"
Biggers replied.
"If you will wait a minute I will
have the buggy hitched up and haul

you out there."
"Oh, never mind, Colonel. I don't
want to put you to so much trouble."
"It

won't be nearly so much trou-

you out there as it would
be to locate the pieces, haul you back,
dig a grave, go after the coroner, hold
ble to haul

an inquest, and notify your

folks."

MUSIC HALL HABIT
In this day and age it may seem far fetched to name an actress Queen of the
Music Hall, but that's what's happening to Greer Garson, the Cameo-like MetroGoldwyn-Mayer star. At the same time her latest picture, with none other than the
personable Clark Gable playing opposite her in "Adventure," opens at the Music Hall
in New York, Mr. Gus S. Eyssell, managing director of the world's largest and most
uniquely appointed motion picture theatre, will confer upon Miss Garson the title
of Queen of the Music Hall.
The star will be given a diamond studded Tiffany
tiara becoming the title.

No

star has appeared in as many pictures at the Music Hall as Miss
In sum total her pictures have grossed more money at this theatre than any
individual personality and the number of admissions to the Music Hall while showing
films in which she appeared definitely proves the point of her popularity.
Miss Garson has appeared in seven pictures at the Music Hall since it opened,
namely, "Random Harvest," which played 11 weeks and holds the record; "Mrs.
Miniver" played 10 weeks; "The Valley of Decision," 9 weeks; "Madame Curie,"
7 weeks; "Mrs. Parkington," 6 weeks; "Pride and Prejudice," 4 weeks; and "Blossoms
in the Dust," three weeks.
In round figures her pictures have grossed close to ten
million dollars and were seen by approximately seven and a half million people.
With this kind of a record certainly Greer Garson unreservedly falls heir to
Queen of the Music Hall in New York, a signal honor which is the envy of all

one other

Garson.

Hollywood.

And

Kansas City's Gus Eyssell gets to crown her!

WHEN YDU GQTTA GLOW YOU GDTTA GLOW
THIS

Now

the sad saga of Elsie, the glow-worm, and Sam, the caterpillar.
Elsie
a very attractive and ambitious glow-worm
not content to glow the usual
Elsie, having the soul of an artist, dabbled in unusual and startling
basic colors.
color combinations.
She would amuse herself by the hour by glowing charming pastel
is

—

was

shades and, sometimes, when she was feeling unusually patriotic, she would glow red,
white and blue, simultaneously.
It was only natural, however, that love should find its way into Elsie's life, and
Elsie was out for
that she forget her play for the more serious business of marriage.
a walk one spring evening, when she chanced to spy Sam, a very sturdy specimen of
The little glow-worm's heart was immediately stricken with a
caterpillar manhood.
bright, flaming pang of love because everybody knows that a caterpillar is just an
overstuffed worm.

a brief whirlwind courtship, Elsie and Sam were married.
They spent
Theirs was not a brief fhckering
beautiful evenings together, that spring.
honeymoon; but, rather one continuous span of bliss. Elsie happily glowed her way
along, imitating, on every side, the riotous spring colors.
Sam patiently plodded
behind love and admiration written in every look which he bestowed upon Elsie.

After

many

—

One

evening, while they were out for their usual evening stroll, Elsie chanced
daring and many hued plaid skirt.
At that
moment, Elsie knew in her little heart that
she would never be satisfied until she had
She realized that this wasn't
glowed plaid.
one of the usual color combinations at which
^that this was even more
she was so talented
difficult than red, white and blue simultaneously.

to see a college coed, wearing a very

—

Realizing the difficulty of the task before
Elsie wisely conserved her glows for
During this long period of
three weeks.
inactivity, she went over her plans time and
This was to be her greatest tritime again.
umph. Sam noticed the absence of her usual
glowing; but, having learned the eccentricities
of women at an early age, he wisely refrained from comment.
her.

The

fateful

day arrived

for

the

"Plaid

Well, Elsie glowed and she glowed, and she glowed until she was purple
and still she didn't glow plaid. Taking a large breath, Elsie made one
in the glowermore tremendous effort and— Elsie blew a fuse. Sam tenderly carried her to their
little home, laid her on the bed and left at a full caterpillar canter, to fetch the doctor.
The doctor came immediately (this is a pre-war story), gave Elsie a thorough physical
He called Sam aside and whispered to
and stepped back, sadly shaking his head.
him that Elsie was in very bad shape, indeed. Only excellent nursing on Sam's part
and a maximum of care on Elsie's part would put her glow back in tip-top shape.
Premiere."

—

Sam was beside himself with anguish. He blamed himself for
Elsie lay, dying.
being a bad husband for not giving Elsie the happiness in life that she had deserved;
You
but, Elsie dramatically raised her hand and said, "Sam, you know it isn't that.
have been all that I could ever have desired in a husband but, there are some things
You know, Sam, that I have
things of the spirit.
stronger than the physical life
always had the soul of a great actress when you gotta glow, you gotta glow."

—

—

—

—]oe

Morgan.

Wind

by

Blows

had worked in HollyI come to find out
that there are "camera hogs" in the
radio game. Everybody knows what
a camera hog is. He is a scene stealer
the guy in a movie who tries to
until

I

did

—

I

!

I

in

Hollywood

Radio people may talk an arm off you
any place else, but in Hollywood they
really blow you down!

JOHN BROBERG

NOTwood

J4ard

turn his bit part into Academy Award
at least,
material. In the radio game
until we get television— the only way
an actor could possibly steal a scene
would be to shout, or butt in, or ad
lib some very clever wise cracks that
But radio has
aren't in the script.
found it necessary to take extreme
precaution in the form of continuity
department censors, producers, rehearsals, and live studio audiences
that are so damned critical they might
even tear a man limb from limb after
the broadcast if they don't like him.

—

and

talks.

He makes

a

friend one

minute, and loses him the next.

won't swear that

this

is

true,

I

but

a story concerning one of
When he died, they
could not make him stop talking, and
it was necessary for the undertaker
to strap his jaws shut so that he would
not spoil his own funeral.
there

is

these persons.

New

York, Chicago

and Kansas City have

their share of

I

suppose that

long-winded radio people. But for my
dough, I'll lay anyone even money
that there are more gab-happy persons per square inch in this glamour
capital than there are in any other
city in the world. They are very versatile, too. They do not talk in spurts.
If

you

you stop occaand there is
danger of someone
busting in and taking over. These men
talk and breathe at
the same time, with

talk in spurts,

sionally to take a breath,
So,

a

radio

per-

sonality with scenestealing tendencies

is

forced to get his release elsewhere, by
barging into private
conversations, t a k ing over cocktail
parties,
boring his
family to tears, or

perfect ease. In Hollywood, it is one
long, flowing sen-

knows what.
Wherever he goes,

and preand calm. Occasionally the modulation changes and it

he

rises to exhalt; it be-

God

talks

and

talks

tence, clear
cise

—
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then blatant, and
calm again. The words gush
forth like water from a hose, while

comes
then

hysterical,

is

the talker himself adjusts the nozzle
from a fine spray to a jet so powerful

anything before it. But alonly one sentence, only one.
It starts, it rambles, becomes fanciful,
and often does not stop until the
talker goes out the door and his voice
astounding and
trails off into an
miraculous silence.
it

blasts

ways

it is

Let

We

me

elucidate.

were

sitting around the office
one evening talking over a new radio
program idea. There were two of us,
were speaking in
both writers.
low tones, thinking out loud, trying
hard to unify a lot of loose ideas that
floating
about
room.
were
the
"George," I said, "can I bum a cigarette from you?" I held up a crumpled package to allay any suspicions
that I am a moocher
a little habit I
acquired during the shortage. George

We

—

proffers his pack,
it

and

we both

shake out

find a match. I strike
on the sole of my shoe, the door

cigarettes,

I

suddenly bursts open, and a man
with an electrifying, gripping smile

on

his face shouts:

Hold that light, son, thanks, just
happen to be out of matches myself
and my lighter isn't worth a damn
but I sec you fellows are working
anyway, not interrupting am I, or
am I, just ambled in to see who was
burning the midnight oil but I might
have known it was you two slaves

working away as usual trying to win
fame all in one night, well, it won't
hurt you anyway, that's how I got
my start back in little old Kansas

KPU— at

Dogwood, that's my home
sir, worked for 25 skins
a month there for two years before I
went into big time and brother that's
a far cry to what I'm making now
town, yes

with four T C shows on the string
and me paying income tax for one
year that the average workingman
could retire on, but then, what the
hell, I guess anybody can do it if he
has anything at all on the ball and
a damn good agent to throw in those
plugs for him and tell him what and
to audition for, yes sir this
is a great old town, but you have to
keep a stiff lower lip at times when
those old checks aren't coming in the
way they should and the little lady

what not

wants a new fur coat and your own
pants are so thin in the seat that you
can read the scripture through them,
but I always say you can't keep a
good man down no matter what happens come hell or high water and lord

knows we

got plenty of both out here

regardless of

Commerce

what the Chamber of
Club or

says, or the Lions

WIND BLOWS HARD
any of those boys but

I

guess

right if they say so because

anyway but

ever believes them

member

it's

all-

nobody
I

re-

how

they used
to dish out the stuff over the air and
the people would eat it up, no matter
what we said even if we read out of
the Congressional Record for an hour,
they thought it was good, why I remember a guy by the name of Quentin Crosby, no relation to Bing of
course, who had a seven ayem newsthe old days

spot which

is

a

godawful hour to get

up, even out here where its warm in
the winter and Crosby had a room

from the
and he would come busting in

in a hotel across the street

station

about two minutes before airtime, unshaved, his hair tousled, and his pa-

jamas

still

on under

his overcoat,

and

he'd grab his false teeth out of his

pocket and cram them in his mouth
even while he was waiting for the
engineer to give him the cue and the
guy was so damn sleepy and groggy
and half shot that he could hardly
see the newspaper because they didn't
have news writers in those days and
the announcer read the morning news
out of the paper and he would sit

23

there, his voice sounding like a huzz
saw, but then only a few truck drivers

were up and around

getting

their

own

at that

breakfasts

hour
while

their wives were still sleeping, so nobody ever listened to him anyway
and in those days of course nobody
ever heard of Hooper so what the
hell and then there was another guy
called Tubby Johnson and we'd always heckle him while he was on the
air reading his commercials to try and
get him to laugh and one morning
some guy went into the can and got
a big wad of paper towels and soaked
them in hot water and rung them out
and came into the studio and let them
fly right at Tubby who was on the
air at the time and it caught him
right in the kisser and people later

how they heard the "splat" right
over the air, and Tubby had to stop
reading and blubber and splutter and
dance around like a head with its
chicken cut off and then he finally
found his place again and finished
the commercial, but, oh brother it was
a good thing the sponsor wasn't listening that morning because Tubby
would have been canned say I could
write a book about all the screwy
things that I've seen happen in the
radio business that would be just as
good as "Low Man on a Totem
Pole," which is about the newspaper
game and has some pretty rare spots
in it and had me laughing so hard I
nearly ruptured myself especially the
one about the farmer kid who worked
on the copydesk and this smart columnist got sore at him when he tried
told

to edit the columnist's copy

copyreader

and

this

columnist he
didn't claim to be so smart but he had
told

the

—
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on a farm for many years and
was one thing he could recognize and that was horsemanure haw
haw haw haw haw haw haw ho ho
brother I laughed
ho ho ho ho
when I first read that one and it still
kills me, but I've seen some situations
just as funny myself in the radio
game so help me Hannah which would
make a helluva wonderful book but
not one exactly for the family to read
say!
if you know what I mean
good God, is that clock right, I've got
lived

gets the d. d.

there

say

I

gag

—

.

.

.

.

show myself

.

.

minutes in
so I gotta run but if you
studio
birds ever get over Beverly Hills way
why don't fail to drop in and we'll
have a few spins off the wheel even
if it is after curfew because our place
never closes except when my wife
a

D

in just five

Bob

—

I mean D. T.'s
Hope could vise that

t.'s

wonder

if

thought of

just

now,

it

I'll

give

a ring in the morning, well got

run along now but fellas I'll be
you (fade) and keep that old
lower lip stiff and don't take any
wooden nickels and
door slams).
ME: Whew! Hey, George, know
who he was? That's Gregory Gregory, announcer for "The Aspirin
Hour"
Hey, George! Wake up!
to

seeing

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

GEORGE:

(groggily)
not
passed out
hour ago
quick
open a window
no air in room
guy used up all
the oxygen

sleeping
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

too

going to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ME: Gosh ...
.

.

.

.

.

.

fai

.

feel

I

...

say
.

.

I

.

.

funny

think I'm

.

THE FIRST AIR MAIL
On

the 1st of July, 18?9, John Wise ascended from St. Louis for a trial trip in
He carried a
his balloon "Atlantic," with which he hoped later to cross the ocean.
bag of overland mail entrusted to him by the United States Express Company. Over
the eastern end of Lake Ontario a storm was encountered and the mail was thrown
overboard as ballast. Two days afterward it was picked up on the shore at Oswego,
New York, and forwarded to its destination. New York City. The first balloon mail
to be dispatched from a postofficc was sent from Lafayette, Indiana, in August of
the same year.

—Dr.

E.

Bumgardner.

A
The

iZ)at^

career girl

who mops

AT THE

OFFICE

the

back porch may live longer and
by BARBARA FRYE

sprout fewer gray hairs.

WAS

who,
some time in the midst of

there ever a housewife

at

mop

sloshing a stringy

in a pail of

dirty water, has not wished fervently

for the dignified haven of an office

desk?

Suppose you changed places with
girl next door who leaves the
cares and responsibilities of a house'
hold behind her each morning. She
the

steps into the nice, fresh air looking

immaculate and composed anticipat'
ing a day of business instead of formulas, what to have for dinner, and

numerous other domestic chores that
you are finding humdrum.

Your

and while that

dawn

you are used

is

not

(and, yes,

to getting

work and your

off to

two children scrubbed,
fed and off to school
by that hour) as a
"career" girl, you rise

between 5:30 and
7:00

a.

ing on

m.,

depend'

how much

mesticity

you

do'

must

manage before start'
ing on the job. Did
you ever notice how

much

easier

it

is

to

The alarm

is

switched off fran-

men from
running the adding machine in your
head. You groan involuntarily as you
recall a notebook full of dictation yet
to be transcribed.
The question is
whether to make the supreme effort
immediately and go through the motions leisurely and enjoy your morning coffee, or whether to lie there
tically to stop those little

debating the question and rush madly
from putting on your face to a half
eaten breakfast. And breakfast is a
must whether you like it or not or

exactly

the

know

that

only hungry, but stupid.

I

8:30

your husband

wrapper

than in freshly pressed gabardine?

you will live to regret
morning when you begin

office retreat starts at

crack of

fry an egg dressed in an old

Your

clothes

were

laid

it

mid-

in

feeling net

out the n-ght

and your mind
running ten min-

before,
is

utes ahead of yourself

making

coordination

and your

impossible

stomach begins a
churning motion
which

usually

lasts

you are home
running in reverse

until

process
ning.
is

in

Of

eve

the

course,

raining, your

if it

whole
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thrown off while you hunt
and
umbrella. The night's wardrobe preparations must be completely switched
or wear the new suit brazenly defying
schedule

is

frantically for old shoes, raincoat

the elements.

Then there is the shoving or being
shoved (the survival of the fittest),
the balancing act, weaving with every
sway of the street car. You turn your
ankle several times and mentally kick
yourself for wearing those heels when
you're late and off schedule.

From 8:30 to 9:00, you are lady
You dust the furniture, wash

janitor.

the

glass

top

desks,

dump

ash

the

and then look over the day's
appointments and yesterday's unfinished business. Nine o'clock finds you
(or should find you) beaming over
your desk with complete composure
(whether you just noticed a run or
have a migraine headache or any
trays

other

personal

grievance

that

will

have to be pushed into the background for the next eight hours).

Mr. Hugh

Mann Dynamo

in looking fresh as a daisy

strides

and you

are discouragingly wilted at 9:15.

You hand him

ten telephone mesnot counting the two phones
that are ringing persistently at your
elbow. You switch him in simultaneously as he calls you. Grab your
notebook, flip over yesterday's unfinsages,

ished transcription,

morning

and take up your

He

covers the mouthpiece of the telephone and dictates
post.

memorandums while making
you

calls

but

sort the conversations out auto-

matically.

Mr. Dynamo motions

for

you

to

pick up line three and you return to
your desk to do so. It is Senator

Fuddle calling from the Coast who
wants to dictate a letter to be sent to
a number of professional and business
men of our city. Senator Fuddle dictates rapidly, but distinctly, and it
would be a pleasure to take his copy
except for the reception room door
opening and closing a dozen times,
a western union to sign for, five cents
due the postman who is in a very
talkative mood. He is a jolly and patriotic citizen and you and Sam get
along famously except that right now
you could murder him to have it
quiet.

You hate yourself, but have to ask
the Senator to please repeat that last
sentence.
salesman has just the
carbon you've been looking for except

A

you haven't been looking for any
and you already have a year's supply.

that

The

long distance operator

calls to

A DAY AT THE OFFICE
report that they are waiting on a

cir'

and you call the Airport to see
if Mr. Dynamo's reservation has been
established. The window washers fin'
ish and the telephone man comes.
Someone knocks over an ash tray and
you sweep it up.
cuit,

You remind Hugh Mann of a
luncheon appointment and, upon his
return, take your own lunch hour.
(A lunch hour is what you have an
hour of if there is any hour to have
it.)
You grab a sandwich at the cigar
counter, pick

drop

up Hugh Mann's

hat,

his shoes off at the shoe shop,

stop at the post office for three hun'
dred stamps, take the checks to the

27

handling the business of a

in

The phones on your desk are
screaming for attention. You rush
back and stuff checks into envelopes
with one hand, answer the phone with
the other, and direct traffic with your
man with a red bandanna
head.
tied around his head appears and
asks if Dr. Ugg can pull his tooth

A

now. The phone

rings.

You bu22 Mr. Dynamo on your
communication
system
and remind him of a Board Meeting
at 3 :00. He says to remind him again
inter-office

when

it is

It is now 2:55
You show a new

time to go.

by your watch.

bank and see about a new rug for

client in, introduce her

the office.

she

The telephone

rings.

You

notice

an old school friend of Hugh Mann's
as he walks in the door, try to figure
how you can slip him in ahead of the
others. You call his Honor, the Judge,
and get a man excused from Jury
duty as he is essential in his war position and send Mr. Dynamo's card
with a hastily scribbled "thanks."

From

the

Dynamo's

"fixin' to leave" noises

you hear
and you knock

office,

and enter his private office with a
of "musts" for the afternoon. He
asks if you have your dictation out,
and you answer that you don't even

list

have yesterday's dictation transcribed,
let alone today's. He just beams and
tells

you a funny story which

relaxes

of the devil. He asks
people are waiting out
there and you give him a quick inventory. You give him a stack of
checks to sign and ask for his okay
on preliminary steps you have taken

you in

spite

how many

new

client.

and hope that

not long winded or the Board
will be on your ear.
is

The

telephone rings.

Determinedly, you tackle the task
of your shorthand notebook before
you. You riffle back to yesterday
morning's notes and scan hastily for
the most expedient letters. You get
to "Dear Sir" before the phone rings.

A woman with

a voice like a grater

you how much you want for the
lawn mower. You discover you have
made two dinner engagements for Mr.
Dynamo on the same evening. The
telephone rings. You are hungry and
you think longingly of that piece of
asks

cold chicken at

The telephone
It is

in the ice box.

nearing the close of the day

and you
tation

home

rings.

finally

out.

have yesterday's

You

call

a

friend

dic-

and

break an engagement for this evening
as you can see you will be working
late.
The telephone rings.
(Oh,

"
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where is that sweet luxury of afternoon tea, hausfrau?)
You tackle a bunch of shorthand
that
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is

so cold

ing perhaps it will be worth it to get
caught up in the peace and quiet of
after office hours.

looks like Einstein's

it

The telephone rings and your
nerves are so close to the surface you
wonder why you can't see them.

Phone numbers and "by
the ways" are scrawled around the
latest theory.

sides scribbled

prsrd
mind.

by Mr.

in haste

while inter-

You see, I'm the girl next door. I
have looked longingly at the sweetness of your ''humdrum domesticities." I, for one, would be glad to be
on the business end of a mop!

Dynamo's two-track

The

telephone rings. It is after five
resign yourself to another
sandwich at the cigar counter think-

and you

NDW YDU TELL ONE
An

elevator operator in a downtown building, off for the day, was replaced by a cute little miss greenhorn, who on her first trip brought the elevator to an abrupt stop.
"Did I stop too quickly?" she asked the passengers.
"No, indeed," coyly replied a little old lady in one corner of the car.
"I always wear my bloomers around my ankles."

•

A

well

and decided

known
to

with a night club cigarette girl
For the sake of prudence he hired a private dick

sales executive fell in love

marry her.

The operator's report read:
to get a character report on her.
Her past is without a blemish; she
"This lady has a fine reputation.
has a circle of impeccable friends. The only breath of scandal is that lately
she's

been going around with a

sales executive of

doubtful reputation."

•
Struggling Artist (being dunned for rent and endeavoring to put up a
bold front): "Let me tell you this in a few years' time people will look up
at this miserable studio and say, 'Cobalt, the famous artist, used to work

—

there.'

Landlord:

"If

you don't pay your rent by tonight

they'll

be able to say

that tomorrow."

•

A

milk bottle fished out of the Atlantic ocean was found to contain a
piece of mysterious looking paper, but the writing was too water-soaked to
be deciphered. It was clearly a case for the FBI.
Various tests were made and adds applied. At last, six words stood out
"2 quarts of milk, no cream."
in startling clearness:

become honeycombed with too
many tunnels that lead to Miami and Reno.

family

life

has

2bon't

A

GET

DIVORCE!

DOROTHY TRENGEN

by

W

CCTT T-HEN

A MAN

from Colofrom New
Texas for the

lack-luster

time almost anything can hap-

break-ups.

rado meets a

Hampshire down
first

pen,"

said

Wilson,

Jr.,

in

girl

Judge Robert Gardiner
in a Boston divorce court

the other day.

That's a bit of understatement
phrased to cover 1,000,000
marriages between people who were
marriages
comparative strangers
that wouldn't have occurred if it
hadn't have been for the war's presBased on not much more than
sure.
a speaking acquaintance and perhaps
a shiny moon, too many young Americans have been putting the holy state
of matrimony into a hit-and-run category for lo, these past five years.
aptly

—

Add

to the above figure, another

million marriages

who

HAD

composed of couples

known

each other for a

respectable length of time, but

who

hurriedly married because John
was going overseas or (2) hurriedly
married because John came home
(1)

from

overseas.

Thus we have today

2,000,000 couples

who now

face dif-

ficulties in personal adjustments.

Unfortunately, the adjustments in
instances are attempted in a

many

manner, and end in marital
Figures

show

that in the

country as a whole, the annual ratio
of divorces to marriages now runs
about 1 to 5. Paul Popenoe, director
of the American Institute of Family
Relations, admits two reasons for this
upsurge. One, as previously pointed
out, is hasty marriages by very young

The

couples.

other

is

that, in flush

and

prosperous wartime, for most
couples there is enough money to get
rid of the unwanted spouse.

To

this,

of course,

could be ap'

pended the interesting fact that legal
aid societies, in one 12 -month period,
had 15,000 requests for divorces from
servicemen.
If the present trend continues,

by

51%

of American marriages
will end in break-ups.
In Los Angeles county alone last year there
were 33,000 marriages, and 24,000
divorces
more than seven divorces
for every ten marriages.

1965

—

What

to do?

Obviously, the rockbound Gibral'

:

^0

s.

was American family life has
become honeycombed with too many
tunnels that lead to Miami and Reno.
tar that

The

smart,

the trend

the only

is

to chink

way

to

with

start that, to

practical

Mr. A, B was

beautiful,

charming, and intelligent, or he
wouldn't have said "Will ya?" in the
first place, let's look at one major
fault she has.

B

left

her sense of

humor

was made of jam,
other half of bread,
How very nice my wal}{ would be.
The greedy infant said."
"If half the road

The

check

up the tunnels

methods to
make failing marriages become sueAssuming from the
cessful again.
quickly,
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at the

She didn't think it was funny
when Uncle Algernon twitted her
about the burned biscuits that day
altar.

came over dinner. Hubwhich she
used to die laughing before she was
married, are putrid now, in the bun'
galow setting. If the laughs are on

B, like thousands of young wives,
needs to remember that the marriage
road, in the financial beginning, is
usually whole-wheat with only a thin
coating of jam to sweeten.
And
stews are in order, not tenderloin.
She's a married woman whose job
lies, not in an office, but in a home
that must be operated economically :'n
order to pay dividends of savings and

happiness.

A

husband

appreciates

simple, tasty food, not expensive caviar.

In furnishings he likes comfort,
is
not necessarily moneyed

which

the in-laws

style.

by's excruciating cracks, at

On the other side of the fence, if
marriage for
shows signs of slipping, and he wants to hang on, there
are a couple of angles for him to

B, she pouts.

To

successful marriage,

the recipe for a
let's

add a

toler-

ant chuckle for bad situations from
now on. You don't need to go hysterical
just a cheerful crinkle on the
old pan will make a mother-in-law
love B, and cause a husband to swell
with pride because she's such a grand

—

little sport.

B

can't

economy

seem to gear her post-war
The
program correctly.

cash isn't as thick as it used to grow;
she has best intentions about spendshe
ing A's income wisely,
broods over when she was a woiking
goil, and used to earn all that money,
and why shouldn't she go back to the

BUT

old job?
trating
said

A's ache

lies

in the pene-

words of Lewis Carroll, who

A

don't get a divorce

work, too (assuming he's handsome,

and

stern'chinned,

solvent,

wouldn't have said "You bet"
he stuttered the question!).

or

B

when

"He's too nervous and jumpy," the
wife complains.

Now

look,

Mr. A, the

conflict's

you're back home.
Okay, so you fought a war and personally annihilated nineteen of the
enemy in a minute and a half and
now your arm that got some shrapdoesn't

nel

when
let

feel so good, especially
the weather is damp.
Don't

self-pity

that,

interfere

facing the

with the fact
of your

possibility

maimed and/or killed before
you went overseas, you MARRIED
and now you have a FAMILY to
being

support.

powerful nations to insure Junior's
and be proud, and humble.
lot of fellows over there weren't
as lucky as you.
Calm down to the
cakewinner role, and hang to B in
future,

A

the reality as you hung to her in
desperate dreams while drawing gunfire in lonely foxholes.

now

and

over

Maybe

seem tiresome and

the responsibilities
life

is

hum-drum,

but remember that you licked two
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Another thing, Mr. A, life's not
if you treat your girl briskly.

dull

B

darn
her pegged all
wrong, butch. Women yell like the
devil when they're dominated, but
underneath those shrill cries they love
the master's hand.
Rule the roost
wisely, pepper your commands with
plenty of sugar, and keep her gasping with fresh plans for what lies
ahead.
Don't let
part of the
marriage go stale, and give it the best
you have to give. The interest rate
it pays is very high.
If

said she'd obey, then she'll

well obey.

You have

YOUR

The saving grace of marriage is
A's and B's will to make marriage
a success, and a chilling horror of the
divorce courts. There's nothing fatal
about a man from Colorado marrying
a girl from New Hampshire down in
Texas after knowing her for only

four days.
The sinister sign of failure is forgetting they lugged home
their marriage certificate in a

of "This

is

mood

for keeps."

Ever wonder what that funny looking
hole means which a train conductor
punches in your ticket?

little

and

Well, it's his "signature," for this
peculiarly-shaped hole is cut by a die
which is unlike that of punches issued to
all other conductors on his division, and
his headquarters keeps a record of

it.
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ALL-AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM
by LARRY WINN,

End

Kluszewski, Indiana
Hollingshead, Yale

Mastrangelo, Notre

Dieckelman, Holy Cross

...Tackle

Dame

Center

Bourgeois, Tulane

Guard

Jarmoluk, Temple

Tackle

Auburn

Brown

Virshup, Temple
Sniadack, Columbia
Schuetz, Northwestern
Savitsky,

End

Schumchyk, Arkansas

Penn

Spounagle, Penn

Back

Karamigios, Denver

Weisenburger, Michigan

Dekdebrun, Cornell

Back

Olsonowski, Minnesota

Back...

Trojanowski, Connecticut

Back

Honor Mention:

Lalikos,

Guard

Hellinghausen, Tulsa

Kuykendall,

JR.

Dellastatious, Missouri

Taliaferro, Indiana

Dancewicz, Notre Dame; Schlinkman, Texas Tech;

Ruggerio, Notre Dame; Sacrinty,

Wake

Forest;

Wedemeyer,

St.

Mary's;

Koslowski, Holy Cross; Kusserow, Colgate; Castronis, Georgia.

14Jore/a

AMERICAN HISTORY— From

^or our Pictured

the old Missouri side-

wheelers that once paddled up to Westport
Landing, to the which which later became the
crossroods of the nation's railroads, Kansas City
...
«!.
!.• •
.1
L
event. recently
when
an
notched another historic
American Airlines plane made tfs first landing
here. Pictured here is O. M. Mosier, Vice-President
of Administration for American Airlines, who was
in Kansas City in connection with the proposed
merger of Mid-Continent Airlines with American.
Mr. Mosier, former city manager of Oklahoma

— J-^a^e6

33-36

City, is one of the airline industry's outstanding
administrative oHiciols. (Page 33.)

REVERSE ENGLISH— Actress Barbaro Bates (Uni"''Iv »" ° hunk of ice and bids Old
Man Wmfer to do his worst. (As it he hasn t
jhe and Peter the Penguin hatched this
turn-about on the weatherman after all
jj^j,
other methods failed. (Pages 34-35.)
MR. KINDNESS, HIMSEIF-James J. Rick, chairman
of the Jackson County Infantile Paralysis Chapter,
and a dozen other charitable organizations, il
Swing's

Man

of the Month. (Page 36.)

MAN

QF THE
gained

MONTH

l^icL

"Big Hearted Banker"

WITHIN

the ample breast of a prominent Kansas City man beats a heart so big
he can hardly hold it. This man is James J. Rick, whose picture appears on

the opposite page.

Chairman of the Jackson County Chapter for Infantile Paralysis, Rick gives
generously of his time, money and talents so that the less fortunate may have at least
He's just that way because he's Jim Rick, big, kind, and friendly.
a fighting chance.

War

Chest;
That's why he is: member of the board of trustees, Missouri State
director of the Kansas City community and war chest; state chairman of United China
Relief; a sponsor of the Progressive Club for the Handicapped: national director of
the Inter'American Institute; executive committee member of the National Clothing
Collection drive; chairman of the United Nations Council, and treasurer of St. Mary's
hospital.

His "pet" charity, however, is St. Christopher's Inn at 530 Main Street in Kansas
where unfortunate men of all ages and creed are clothed, fed and
City's north end
housed until they find work and the road to rehabilitation. Rick is one of the five
trustees of this institution; and has been the leader in its fund-raising activities since

—

the Inn was founded.
a member of the Kansas City Club and the Advertising and Sales ExecuMoreover, he puts in full days as vice-president of the Union National
Bank. People have found him a kind and wise counsellor, whether on matters of
banking, financing, business, or the poor little Mexican boy down in the west bottoms
who needs some new crutches. In the game of fruitious living and unreciprocal giving,
Jim Rick is a big leaguer.

Rick

is

tive Club.

Born in Philadelphia, and after attending St. Joseph's College in that city, Mr.
Rick did an assignment in Europe as comptroller of Herber Hoover's European Relief
Council. From then on he and Mr. Hoover became fast friends. They correspond
frequently, and Rick regards the former president as one of the outstanding men of
this

century.

Mr. Rick went into the grain business and came to Kansas City as treasurer of the
Hall-Baker grain company. He went to the Union National Bank eight years ago
as vice-president.

Mr. Rick's two years as treasurer and two years as chairman of the Jackson County
Chapter for Infantile Paralysis distinguished the chapter nationwide. In no other city
or comcdunity are infantile paralysis patients given better or more expert treatment
and a great deal of the credit goes to James J. Rick.
than in Jackson county
.

He

.

.

married and lives at 3724 Belleview. The Ricks have three fine children,
Mary Ann, Jeanne and Jimmy. Our friend is an ardent sports fan and enjoys swimming. The following story describes in some detail how the Jackson County Chapter
for Infantile Paralysis operates, what it has done, and what it plans to do.
is
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YOU LIVE in Jackson county and you or your child were
IFInfantile
Would you be sent
Paralysis, what would happen?
pital to get through the virulent stages of the disease, and
recover as best you could on your wobbly pins?

to

come down with

to an isolation hosthen be toted home to

Or would you have

to cut through yards and yards of red tape, and withstand
become eligible for further treatment?
No. If you contraacted Infantile Paralysis, here is what would happen:
You would immediately be placed under the care and supervision of a merciful
and wonderful service the Jackson County Chapter for Infantile Paralysis. Whether
you could pay or not would be immaterial. You, or yours, would be taken to one
You would receive the best
of the local hospitals and placed in isolation for 21 days.
Upon initial recovery, you would
of care, and your family would be looked after.

investigation to

—

receive physiotherapy treatment either in a hospital, or at the Chapter Institute, free
of charge.

This same procedure takes place

Of

status.

pay.

And

in every case, regardless of the patient's financial
course, if you were financially "well fixed," naturally you would want to
that could be arranged, too.

In charge of this marvelous and unique service is a group of civic minded and
unselfish people. They start with James J. Rick, chairman; Senn Lawler, vice-chairman;
Walter W. Walton, treasurer, and Gunnard A. Johnston, secretary. Mrs. John B.
Gage, wife of the mayor, is in charge of the Women's committee, and 50 other prominent Kansas City people, including a staff of four doctors, complete the executive staff.
It would not be possible to list all the beneficent deeds performed by the chapter
this past year, but here are a few:
Physiotherapy departments are being added to St. Luke's and St. Mary's hos-

an approximate cost of $10,000 each.
chapter arranged with all hospitals in the city to establish isolation units for
This important accomplishment was
polio victims during the period of isolation.
achieved through the cooperation of Dr. H. L. Dwyer, director of health. Heretofore,
pitals, at

The

only the city-operated general hospitals would accept such cases.
The chapter purchased two iron lungs at a cost of $1,385 each, and installed
them in St. Luke's and St. Mary's hospitals.
Other hospitals had been previously
supplied.

They purchased 14 hot-pack machines
method of treatment and

installed

them

at a cost of

in

$4,000 for use in the approved
and in the Delano school

local hospitals,

for crippled children.

paid the salary of an expert technician at the chapter institute at 4532 Main,
The technician gave 216 treatments at the Institute
relative expenses.
during the period January 1 through October 1, 1945, and at the same time 1,802
treatments at General hospital.
Technicians gave 5,347 treatments at the Delano school during the last school
Although the school is closed during the summer months, the physiotherapy
term.
department remains open for treatments deemed necessary.

They

and paid

all

Records disclose any number of cases where the child has been restored to full
vigor and able to establish a happy and useful life through this treatment.
The chapter also pays the expenses of operation for a similar department at the
Attucks (Negro) school, with free transportation to crippled children.
crutches, and physical aids purchased by the Institute were
dozen moving vans would have more than they could haul.
Moreover, the chapter paid all expenses during the past year of three residents
of Jackson county who were stricken and hospitalized elsewhere: one in Omaha, and
If

all

the

braces,

collected, half a

two others

in

Warm

Springs, Georgia.

MAN OF THE MONTH
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The chapter beheves not only in treatment and possible cure of the aftermath;
Thousands of pamphlets have been printed and are being
but in prevention, too.
circularized, advising against doing things which might make it easier to contract the
disease.

Kansas City has been fortunate this year in that only a few new cases of polio
However, should the need arise, it is a great comfort to know that
have appeared.
the Chapter is prepared to meet any emergency.

The

insidious thing about Infantile Paralysis is that recovery is seldom complete.
process of healing is slow, and the treat-ment can be no more rapid than response
to healing applications.

The

Boys and
years ago are
by themselves.

and many older people, who had Infantile Paralysis one or more
receiving treatment
and will, until they can ge along nicely

girls,
still

.

.

.

All of us have seen people pursuing the daily walks of life bogged down by an
Maybe one leg. both legs, or a shrunken, useless arm.
wonder if at
some time this person may have had Infantile Paralysis, and if so, we marvel at their
recovery.

We

infirmity.

But the truth of the matter is that the people you see now getting about with
some perhaps in middle age, some of them older, probably had Infantile
Paralysis.
In days gone by there was no known treatment: in fact, the doctors were
not sure the victim had polio until sometimes months and years after, when the limbs
shrunk or wasted away noticeably.
difficulty,

You
difficulty

can make up your mind that the people you now see getting around with
might have had near or complete recovery if modern treatment had been

available.

But
have

less

We

alas,

it

was unheard

of,

and they must go limp, and

of that in the future, shall

have,

we

can,

and we

halt,

through

life.

Let's

we?

will!

TREASURE REACH
''"V^ONEY BEACH" near Rehoboth, Del.,
-^L in adventure stories of distant lands.

trove as exciting as any
wrecked ship of Revolutionary
War days, every northeaster storm throws up on the beach lead and copper buttons,
copper nails, shoe buckles, and copper coins, as well as an occasional silver coin.
Nearby coin collectors visit the beach only after a storm, and may pick up as many
Several theories are held as to which ship is
as twentyfive or thirty in one search.
responsible for the treasure; some think it is "The Faithful Steward" which was
wrecked near its goal, Philadelphia, on Sept. 11, 1785, sinking only one hundred
yards from shore; others that it is the wreck on an English paymaster's ship which
was delivering their pay to hired German soldiers fighting with the English; while a
third theory holds that it was a ship returning British coins to England after our own
coinage was started in 1791. There are English coins bearing the likenesses of George
II and George III, and Irish coins with a harp on one side, none bearing dates later
than 1783, and all so corroded that their faces can be seen only after several weeks'
cleaning by electrolosis.
Virginia Carter Stumbough.
is

a treasure

From

a

—

FASTER THAN THE WIND
by

ALL HAIL

ROLAND

J.

BIRD

—

to the King of Winter sports
Iceboating.
Iceboat racing is packed with thrills and chills for both the competitor and
the spectator alike, and with occasional spills. Of course minor spills are frightening
to the neophyte in this sort of chills, but to the experienced Winter yachtsmen they
The first time out in one of these winged
are just a small part of the day's fun.
creatures might not convince you of the thrills the sport holds, in which case you try
a few more runs and learn the truth about the fascination of Iceboating.

Goggled against the biting wind that keeps slapping your face, fingers already
as you huddle in the small cockpit, legs braced against a small cross-board for
support.
All set, you clutch the cockpit rail for dear life as the eerie whine of the
steel-bladed runners rises into a roaring chatter. The wind whistles through the wire
rigging and bites your exposed face with an angry roar, a howling gust of wind
strikes the taut canvas and carries you up, up, up, then the iceflyer heels over, one
In that burst of speed you go perhaps one hundred and
runner high off the ice.
twenty miles an hour. After that breath-taking moment of rocketing across the ice-

numb

crusted lake, the pilot slaps down the craft to a gliding speed of fifty miles an hour,
then reaching home skillfully dumps the wind out of the sail and slides to a halt a
few feet from where we started.

That is really iceboating. a sport replete with chills, spills, and thrills, a sport for
red-blooded sailors. For the origin of iceboating one must go back more than a century
to the Netherlands, where the first crude crafts were built by the Dutch as a means
of winter travel on the many frozen canals of the country.
Soon after the start in
Holland, iceboating caught the fancy of the hardy folk of Norway and Sweden and
quickly gained in popularity.
Iceboating in America developed in the era of the Revolutionary War, and the
for this development was around the Hudson River.
The craft first tried by
these ice sailors was quite rough, merely a long runner affixed to a box on which
locale

a mast and sail.
When the craft actually moved no one was more surprised than the builders of the awkward looking boat.
Soon competition developed
with the residents of every little hamlet along the Hudson River trying to see who
could build the fastest iceboat. Finally a new type craft was developed. It was three
cornered with a runner on each of the forward corners and another runner for a
rudder on the rear apex of the triangle. This type of iceboat was often referred to
as the banjo boat, and remained practically standard until a comparatively few years ago.

was mounted

The new development

in iceboats is a "skceter."
The skeeter is a sporty frontInexpensive, streamlined, and light, the skeeter carries seventy-five
square feet of sail and can be disassembled quickly for moving about the countryside.
The skeeter does not attain the speed of some of the larger iceboats, but it will attain
a speed of at least twice the velodty of the wind in which it is sailed.
To minimize
the weight and increase the speed, all timbers of the craft are built hollow, like the
bones of a bird.

steering

racer.

The

great improvement in iceboats has taken none of the thrills from riding in
non-mechanical means of transportation known to man.
There still are
sudden gusts of wind to catch one unaware and a cold ducking lurking up ahead for
ones who gamble with thin ice. The new-found speed has added to the thrills. Given
a nice ice-crusted lake and a thirty-mile-an-hour blow and the skipper of a skeeter
will skim along at a better than a mile a minute.
this

fastest

What lAJonJerd
Man Hath Wrought!
V-THE WASHINGTOSi STATUE

series of articles on sculptury by Wtlltam
tuhose original researches into Revolution history have
caused him to believe General Washington was the first to utter the
Then he proceeded to put Howe
classic phrase: "Here's Howe!"
down the hatch.)

(This

is

a continuation of a

P. Rowley,

THEWashington

dedication

George

the

of

statue

Kansas

in

Washington Square on ArmiDay, 1925, was a gala occasion
in many ways, not the least of which

City's
stice

was the opportunity

it

presented for

the feminine participants to adorn
themselves in the Colonial mode. It
presented a scene of beauty, although
it

was somewhat

startling

to

see

a

grand belle of the 1780 period step
out of a twentieth century limousine.
Step out, however, is hardly the
proper descriptive term for the maneuvering necessitated by the volumi'
nous skirts.

The
statue

Kansas
is

a

City

replica

Washington

by the sculptor

Henry Merwin Shrady of

a

work

which he was commissioned to execute for the city of Brooklyn back in
an era when that city had heroes
other than those whose names were
included in the roster of the Dodgers.
deserve plauin
dits for miracles on the diamond
fact, some sports writers contend it's
a miracle whenever the Beautiful
Bums win a game. The only crack
about its ball club that Brooklyn
never forgave was when President
Roosevelt was seeking to displace the
"nine old men" on the Supreme
Court.
New York writer said the
justices had nothing to worry about
they could always get a job with
Brooklyn.

The Dodgers, however,

—

A

—

The Shrady

statue depicts

Wash-

e
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ington in the dark days at Valley
Forge, a season in which the fate of
the American cause depended not so
much on the force of his sword as the
strength of his character. It was then
that prayer was his principal ally,
and in shaping the statue the artist
sought to bring out the grim determination and spiritual force in the
great leader's countenance.

The work was

the first of real imShrady's career as a
sculptor. The son of General Grant's
physician, Shrady was educated for
the law but was drawn into sculpture
by the artistic creative forces within
himself. The artist also created the

portance

in

famous Grant Memorial in Washington, which he completed only fifteen days before his death. Of him
it

is

said his life truly

went

into his

work.
Obtaining the Shrady statue for
Kansas City was due principally to
the

work

of the Pioneers' and Pa-

Memorial

Foundation,
of
which the late Joseph Meinrath was
the untiring guiding genius, a man

triots'

whose contribution
development of the

to

the

cultural

city never can be

overemphasized.
It can be emphasized, however, that he had no part
in the paving of Brush Creek and the
"bcautification" of Penn Valley Lake.
In selecting a

site

for the statue the

Foundation sought a place where it
might be viewed by the greatest number of persons in the every day course
of

life,

to serve as a constant inspira-

tion to the residents of the city
its

visitors.

and

In the choice, they not

only accomplished this purpose but
also gave Washington probably the

January, 1946

most elaborate view of liquor advertisements to be seen any place in the
city.
Oh, well, they had taverns in
Washington's day, too.
Speaking of Washington and tav-

modern tavern keeper
more balmy than
brethren and was taken

erns recalls the

who became

slightly

most of his
to an asylum.
comers arrived

Asked

his

Several

other

new-

the

same

time.

at

name by an

attendant, the

tavern keeper replied impressively:

"My name is
"Who gave

George Washington!""

you that name?" the

attendant asked.

"The Lord gave

it

to

me," the

man

answered.

There was a slight pause, followed
by the indignant voice of another of
the

new

inmates:

"That's a rank falsehood
did any such a thing!"

—

I

never

There have been many falsehoods
about Washington, some
malicious and others merely sickening
palp. The true Washington of the
Valley Forge days whom Shrady depicted was a real man in every sense

circulated

of the word, a man who in that dark
winter of doubt, death and despair

took a ragged and nondescript rabble
and made it into an instrument of
ultimate victory. That winter, under

Washington's leadership, that rabble
marched and drilled and marched and
drilled until even their rags became
something grim and ominous.

Hundreds died, but those who survived stood forth in the spring as an
army. Dirty and ragged they might
be, but their weapons were clean and

WHAT WONDERS MAN HATH WROUGHT
Before all they could do was
they were ready and
eager to attack. They met and routed
shining.
retreat;

the

now

enemy

House.

Monmouth

at

After that

Court

was merely

it

a

question of time.
Today on an arch at Valley Forge

43

"this
are engraved these words
shadow of that death
.

.

.

valley of the

out of which

the

And

man

the

America

of

life

arose regenerate and free

."
.

.

responsible

man whom Shrady saw

—

was the

the
ington of Washington Square.

Wash'

Have Ydu Head Your Bible Lately?
we have heard of him and declare unto you, that
him is no darkness at all. If we walk in the light, as
he is in the light, we hove fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus
Christ his Son cleonseth us all. Following is the suggested daily bible reading for January.
This, then

God

is

light,

Is

the message

and

in

—

Tues., Jan. 1
-Numbers 20.
Wed., Jan. 2 Numbers 21.
Thurs., Jan. 3
Numbers 22:1-35.
Fri., Jan.
Numbers 22:36-23:26.
Sat., Jan.
Numbers 23:27-24:25.
Sun., Jan. 6
Joshua 1.
Mon., Jan. 7 Joshua 2.
Tues., Jan. 8
Joshua 3.
Wed., Jan. 9 ^Joshua 4.
Thurs., Jan. 10
Joshua 5.
Fri., Jan. 11
Joshua 6.

—
—

4—
5—

—
—
—
—
—
— Joshua
—
—Joshua
—Joshua
—Joshua
16 — Joshua

Sat., Jan. 12-

Sun., Jan. 13
Mon., Jan. 14
Tues., Jan. 15
Wed., Jan.

7.

8.
9.

10:1-27.
11.

—
—
19 —
20 —
21 —Judges
22 — Judges
23 — Judges
24— Judges
25 —Judges

Thurs., Jan. 17
Joshua 22.
Fri., Jan. 18
Joshua 23.
Sat., Jan.
Sun., Jan.

^Joshua 24.

-Judges 2.

Mon., Jan.

3.

Tues., Jan.

4.

Wed.,

Jan.

Thurs., Jan.
Fri., Jan.

Sat., Jan.

6.

7.

26—Judges 11:1-33.
27—Judges 11:24-12.

Sun., Jan.
Mon., Jan. 28
Tues., Jan. 29

Wed.,

5.

Jan.

—
—

^Judges 13.
-Judges 14.

30—Judges

Thurs., Jan. 31

—Judges

15.
16.

DEMOCRACY
And

JS

Politeness,

YOUR

Eefim

Too, for That Matter.

"home government" one

of

and executive decrees,
democracy where individuals suban accepted code of conduct and

special privileges

—

or is it
mit to
established laws?

"I can't do a thing with Philip," a dis'
"He
tracted mother recently complained.
better than Elsie's, in
has a good mind
fact.
But he just out-talks me. If I ask
him to do anything he gives me such a
reasonable excuse I can't argue with him."

—

This woman gives lip service to democ'
racy but hers is a home where anarchy
governs there are no house rules.
The
fact that she shouldn't argue with an
eight-year-old boy has never occurred to
Obedience
this well-intentioned mother.
and respect for authority are not part of
the accepted code in her household. Philip
probably will grow up into one of those
intelligent but maladjusted men who "enjoy a good argument," become expert at
pointing out faults of other people and
of the political system under which they
live, proficient at self-analysis.
But Philip
probably will never amount to anything
or find much happiness.
The railroad engine of his life, self-discipline, hasn't any

—

Cracks.

going anywhere.

It isn't

was Aristotle who said, long before
modern psychology entered the scene to
It

confirm him, "Children cannot reason
properly until they have acquired the
right habits
which must be inculcated
.

example

by
with

children

.

.

and

AT HOME

discipline.

not equipped

To
to

reason
reason is

futile."

through example and through disyou give your child "a code
These are the railroad tracks
for his engine.
A parent ought to know
better than a child what is good for children, or he isn't fit to be a parent.
mother should no more hesitate to force
a child into habits of good conduct than
It is

cipline that
to live by."

A

by VIVIEN

B.

KEATLEY

she insisted on housebreaking him when
was young.
Decent behavior is as
much a matter of habit as reading and
writing and arithmetic.
personal code
of moral behavior is certainly as important
as good manners.
The most "progressive"
mother will not hesitate to teach ber son
to eat his peas with a fork instead of a
knife, yet the same mother will refrain
from "interfering with his self-expression"
through insistence on the habits of moral
conduct.

he

A

Self-expression

a

is

but of what benefit
self

to

is

very
it

if

And what

express?

good thing,
one has no
is

self

but

another name for character?

Cfp LIZABETH,"

an exasperated mother
scolded her young daughter the
other day.
"You have disappointed me.
You know perfectly well you were kept
in school yesterday
How can you lie to
J-*

me?"
"But, Mother," Elizabeth said, her dark
eyes deeply troubled, "I only told you I

went home with Mary so your feelings
wouldn't be hurt.
You know, like you
told Mrs. Morrison you couldn't play
bridge because you had a headache?"

You

can do

all

the talking you want

to about the rules for playing tennis but
you'll never learn the game until you get
a tennis racket in your hand and start
practicing.
And you can talk until you
sound like a broken record about right

and wrong, but unless you are an example
for your children, "unless you practice
what you preach," and see that they do
the same, your words will have no meaning.

One set of house rules for parents and
another for children in such matters as
personal integrity, truthfulness, honesty,
courtesy, and decency, lead only to confusion and distress on the part of children

DEMOCRACY BEGINS AT HOME
unable to understand why their parents
can be dishonest with impunity, or discourteous and rude to one another, and
yet the same behavior on their part is
cause for displeasure and sometimes even
punishment.
For a child sees the world
with clear eyes, and "special privileges"
are more apparent to him than to more
jaded eyes, accustomed to compromise.
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If there be no justice there, why should
he look for it in the outside world? Why,
indeed, should he value a word the meaning of which has never been made clear

him?

to

In

recent

years

much

about the rights and
citizens, but less and

and

responsibilities

has

liberties of
less

been

said

American

about the duties

which alone provide

rights and liberties.
One of the
major causes of emotional insecurity in
adult life is a lack of "mental tracks," an

These "special privileges" in many
homes are not limited to the variation
between the behavior of parents and that

those

required

absence of a set of fixed principles or a
code of conduct by which to live. These
principles are based upon duties and responsibilities, not upon rights and priviThe acceptance and performance
leges.
of these responsibilities lead to mature,
adult living, and in turn earn the privi-

of children.
Frequently they
the treatment of the children
themselves.
has not seen the difference in privileges and opportunities given
to the pretty, forward child, and denied
her shy sister who wears braces?
Or the
"special privileges" accorded the baby of
the family, or the only son?
The example and habit of justice to all is the
cornerstone of democracy.
It should be
the cornerstone of the home as well, for
it is in the home that the child develops
his understanding of the world outside.
exist

in

Who

QUICK TAKES

By Boer

"good conduct medal" of life.
Accepting and performing according to
a code ot personal behavior are accomplished only by practice, by forming the
habit of acting or doing so.
leges of the

The greatest value which lies in the
habitual response to situations, to problems, to decisions, along the
"mental
tracks" of an accepted code of conduct,
is that the person who has become habitual
in his personal behavior within the framework of the laws of decent behavior,
doesn't have to waste his energies worrying about them.
To him, the ethical response is a reflex, and of him his friends
can say, "I know what John would do in
a case like this," for his integrity is consistent,

He

not

spontaneous and haphazard.

mind the necessity
of deciding whether to return a lost pocketbook, no matter how valuable; he returns it automatically, and has no sleepless night with his conscience.

"I

bumped

Into a couple of
friends."

Mutual

eliminates from his

Moral confusion, indecision in the face
of moral problems, leads to more mental
insecurity and wasted energy than any
other character weakness.
In a true
democracy there is only one set of laws,
moral as well as other laws.
See to it
that your house rules are the same for
every member of the family, and see to it
that the rules are enforced.
Remember
that democracy, like politeness, begins at
home.

OH,Plaie PLAY SOMETHING!
Most Amateur Ivory Punchers need
by

MONA

LOURIA

PRESIDENTS
it;

play

schoolgirls play

it;
it^

maids play

—and so do

secretaries, doctors, lawyers, account'

and a host of other able repreof various and sundry

ants,

sentatives

other professions.

The amateur

pianist

is

as

firmly

America today as the
hot dog with mustard, and the fiveAlmost every
cent subway fare.
established in

home
istic

country can boast of at
one eager exponent of the pianart, and doting mothers who di-

rect

little

least

in the

Johnny

to "sit

play something for the

down and

company"

are

rampant.

The

reasons for the piano's wide

popularity among amateurs are many.
Barring the harmonica (which technically is not an instrument) the
piano is the easiest of all to play.

Whereas

much

hardly that

at least a

modicum

of in-

herent talent is requisite for the playing of other instruments, a person
who is utterly stone deaf can play the
piano without sounding too glaringly
bad, although the degree of skill he
may attain will probably be questionable.

Another explanation for the piano's
is the wide tonal range.

great vogue

of an invitation.

Most amado not play in groups, as it is
often difficult to find someone to
in full orchestral works.

teurs

play with.
The piano is primarily
a solo instrument with a range including that of most other instruments, and additional instruments are
not necessary to add to the richness
of its timbre.

Amateurs,

and degrees of achievement, most of them falling into the
following categories:

Eager Beaver. Will sit down
piano with or without the
slightest provocation and obligingly

A.

at

the

satisfy his

ebullient

desires to burst

forth into arpeggios, to the acute dis-

comfort of everyone within earshot.
B.

Thwarted Genius.

secretly considers himself a frustrated

Hoffman or Horowitz and

it

tion.

Realist.
Knows he's rotten,
C.
admits it, but keeps right on playing
just for the sheer enjoyment he gets
out of it.

D.

Sensitive

Esthete.

what

ting against

played as a

believes

now

before he will be
up there giving them stiff competi-

won't be long

piano as a background

and are usually
complement to each other

Tells peo-

ple he's just another "amateur," but

All other instruments have a somelimited range,

vary

like professionals,

in their styles

tibly

—a

Uses

his

sort of set-

which to droop percep-

and dreamily

let his long,

;

taper

j

I

I

OH, PLEASE PLAY SOMETHING
ing fingers slide gracefully over thz
willing keys while he gazes rnocdily
off

beyond the blue horizon.
Just-Missed 'the 'Bo at

E.

Type.

good amateur pianist, who
with an nth more talent might have
amounted to something really impor'

The

really

amateurs,

compared to

ranks very high
but suffers when

professionals.

We

among

amateur pianists.
all
amateurs are a disdainful lot, and do
not

some

consider

lately,

other
with,

who

amateur

Johnnycomc'

uses his ear as something

an

than
fit

instrument

to

hear

to join the ranks of the true
pianists.

be a figurative Aladaverage person.
One can indulge in all sorts of vagaries while playing.
One minute
you are in a great concert hall com-

Lamp

The piano means
one reason

why

so

escape,

many

and

that's

people play

means beauty and relaxaand that's another reason for its
immense popularity.
It also

tion,

As
"It's

know

a friend once
a

pretty

remarked to me:

comforting

when

thing to

you
down, you can always go home and
play Chopin."
that

the world gets

So the next time you hear your
neighbor's son diligently banging out

The piano can

din's

with your milk-white hands gliding
gracefully over the keys.

it.

"I'7^ever'Too\'a'Lesson'in'My'
The musical outcast
Type.

F.

Life"

manding the attention of thousands
of people whose only thought is for
the perfection of your playing. Then
you are seated in an elegant drawing
room in a black velvet dinner gown

He

tant musically.

among
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for the

you may laugh a little
hopeful poundings, but remember that he has captured something
you have missed, and his life is immeasurably richer because of it.
his sonatinas,
at his

THE SB3 QUESTION
A man made a $63 purchase. He had no dollar bills, and no silver.
The man from whom the purchase was made had no one-dollar or two-dollar
bills,

and no

How
answer.)

silver.

did

the purchaser pay

the

correct

amount?

(See

page

53

for

AN OLD RUSSIAN CUSTOM
IS SAID that when Czar Ivan IV wanted to marry, a circular was addressed to
ITthe
governors of towns and provinces of the empire, that
those of noble birth,
is,

and from

this notice

1

500 young

girls

were assembled for Vasseli Ivanovitch to choose

from.

After the first meeting 500 were sent to Moscow, that is, those chosen from all
the rest as the most beautiful and healthy, and the grand prince would select 300, then
finally 200, then 100 and on until the final 10 who were the most attractive and
After that, these would be examined by court doctors and
desirable were chosen.
midwives to judge their physical suitability and finally, the most beautiful and healthiest became the Tzarina.

Upon becoming
and the

girl's

a pretender to

Tzarina the

girl

took a

new name

as a sign of her

new

existence,

would take a new name, as since her marriage he became
the throne, and her relatives became the Czar's nearest relatives.

father, too,

—

TAargriet Benz.

DOWN ON THE FARM
-IDO YEARS AGO
when
TODAY
truck and

wants to move he loads up the family car and a
on the way. The problem of the farmer a hundred years
ago was much more vexing; even with modern transportation he would be
hard put to move his belongings. No wonder he wanted to sell!
Witness
this advertisement which appeared in a Versailles, Ky., newspaper in 1840:
he

a farmer
is

FOR SALE:
my

am leaving for Oregon by ox team, I will sell
personal property: Two milk cows, yoke of oxen, two ox carts, iron
plow, 1500 fence rails, 60-gallon soap kettle, 85 sugar troughs, 10 gallons
maple syrup, 1 barrel Johnson Miller whiskey 7 years old, 20 gallons apple
brandy, 2 spinning wheels, 30 pounds of tallow, 100 split hoops, 4 sides of
leather, 12 wooden pitch forks, figle with bullet molds and powder horn,
soap, bacon, ham, lard and molasses, 6 fox hounds all soft mouth, 6 Negro
slaves, all together as will not separate them.
Bertha Ellen Rohton.
Having

all

sold

farm and

my

—

WHEN THE ATOM

IS

Smaiked-

an instrument that weighs

Certainly,

by

4>900 tons ought to smash something.

WILL

super atom

the

smasher
Will

revolutionize our lives?
it

release

sibilities?

ness

it,

unheard of power and posWill man be able to har-

or will

Those are

just a

The

few of the momen-

FARMER

R.

The new cyclotron will be 58 feet
long and 15 feet wide and will have
an over-all height of 36.8 feet, of
which 11.8 feet will be underground.

master man?

it

GARLAND

a

plans for the cyclotron call for
will produce ener-

mechanism that

100 million

tous questions

gies in excess of

for years,

compared with the 33 million volts
produced by the University's present

feller

man has been asking
and now that the RockeFoundation has given to the

University of California $1,150,000,

which must be matched by $250,000
by the University, for the construction of a new and much larger cyclotron, or "atom smasher," the world
will
be looking and hoping for
answers to some of these puzzling

60-inch cyclotron.

The weight

University's present cyclotron,

have
permitted striking new advances in
the knowledge of the atom and also
in the fields of biology and medicine,
particularly through its production of
artificially radioactive substances and
its neutron rays.
largest in the world,

Compared

is

said to

to the 60-inch

of the present cyclotron, the

new

184 inches.
a deuteron

new

cyclotron

more than 20

times heavier and bigger
present instrument!

than the

Estimated weight of the

steel that

tons,

of the

of the

will be 4,900 tons, or

will be used in construction

questions.

The

volts, as

instrument will
It

is

beam

hoped

to

magnet
magnet
measure
produce

of 140 feet, as com-

will

is

4,500

which the copper winding
add 400 tons.
to

The new

cyclotron will

resemble

the present medical cyclotron, but in
details

it

is

planned to be the most

distinctive engine of its kind in the

world.

The

designers in the Univer-

laboratory state that,
first of its size ever
planned or even contemplated, its actual operation may compel changes
sity's radiation

because

it is

the

that cannot be predicted at present.

The new cyclotron is expected to
show, in a quantity sufficient for ob-

pared with the five-foot beam obtain-

servation, the types of

able at present.

served in cosmic rays.

phenomena

More

ob-

simply,

50
its

January, 1946

primary objective

is

to study

regions in the atom, which itself

new
is

an

infinitesimal planetary system.

More

simply

\vrest

still,

it

will

endeavor to

Unexpected new
these studies

is

fact discovered in

that about one-half of

the iron absorbed by the body, representing one-fourth of that given the

from the atomic substances that make

animals under study, accumulated in

up

the muscles.

matter the secrets of the energies that make plants and animals
grow.
Use of the giant atom-smasher, to
help time the passage of blood-building iron from food through the digestive tract, was announced by the Uniall

versity of California.

At

this stage its objectives are of

purely

physical nature, with the
structure of matter as the particular

a

problem to be solved. However, no
one knows what new objectives it may
light up or what new problems it may
produce or solve.

INDIAN LINGO
I

They found

the only foolproof, unbreakable code in the history of warfare, right in America's back yard.

Chalk one up again

for the

Marine corps!

|

I

When Major General Clayton B. Vogel suggested investigating the Navajo reservation at Window Rock, Arizona, back in 1942, he knew he was about to dredge up
The Navajos have a
a system that was likely to keep the Japs guessing forever.
"hidden" language one that lacks an alphabet or other symbols in its original form.

i

—

Cheerfully, these Indians surrendered their secret to the Marines when they
learned that the hard-hitting leathernecks needed a non-crackable code that could be
translated double-time on the battlefield.

|

At the same time, they bared the information that not more than thirty people
outside their tribe caji converse in their tongue, and that, being extremely clannish,
they are the only Indians which were not approached by German "scholars" between

World War

I

and World

War

II.
^

So, for three years, everywhere the marines landed, the Japanese received puzzled
earfuls of queer choked gobbles, mixed with other sound effects resembling sunset
prayer call to a Mohammedan mosque plus fast American Brooklynese and the dull
gurgles of a hot water bottle being emptied.

i

THAT Zllie^ MAY WALK, TOO
The banker

"pop" very

didn't

often, but

he

did that night; said he would beg, borrow,

rob and steal

if his little

throw away those

THE

lights

boy could only

were low

in the theater,

the only theater in a small mid-

western town. Farmers, still in their
boots and mackinaws, sat quietly bc'
side the village banker, the high
school principal, and a row of school
ma'ams. It was a typical community
gathering for the Saturday night

were
few other places to go. But it was
one place in town where humanity
show.

It

had

to be, for there

leveled itself off; banker, hole-in-the-

wall shoe repairman, the section foreman and his three grimy helpers all
sat together, brothers for a night.

In the back of the small, cove-like
showhouse an angular lady in her
Now and
late 50s paced ner\'ously.
then she would snap on her flashlight
and send its gleam down the aisles.
Yes, she was looking for peanut
shucks.
She would
teach those kids that

they couldn't throw

peanut shucks
around

house

her

by RICK ALLISON

crutches.

show-

any more

was always doing something for
somebody, and this was an occasion.
But tonight she was worried and
concerned.

Dimes

Would

this year's

March

$595 of
last year? She prayerfully hoped so.
It had grown from a mere $45 the

of

collection equal the

year up to the amount
brought back a congratulatory

that

first

from

letter

state headquarters.

"Dear Mrs. N
State Headquarters is proud of you, your efforts
in behalf of this great cause, and your
,

city ..." Yes, she
almost by heart.

And

knew

the letter

suddenly the feature picture

was over and on the screen came the
enlarged countenance of Gary Cooper, talking straight from the shoulder for more generous contributions
to this year's

of Dimes.

March

Within

a

few minutes the plea
was completed,
lights were snapped
on, and four petite
Httle Girl Scouts
passed around tin

than they could at
home.
But underneath

containers with slots
in the top.

her

clink."

stern

veneer,

beat a big heart.

She

"Clink,

clink,

One by one

the

January, 1946

S.

^2

dollars
quarters and half
dropped into the Infantile Paralysis
Frequently
fund collection boxes.
there was a delay as a rugged farmer,

dimes,

or perhaps the section foreman, or
maybe the high school principal
stuffed in some "folding money."

Near

the back sat the

town banker

and beside him his bright-eyed son.
Mr. "Moneybags," which nobody ever
called him to his face, was his usual,
unsmiling self. The picture had been
a bore, and he was not impressed
with Gary Cooper, but he had sat
there patiently through

it all.

The banker said nothing but a thin,
almost tragic smile curled his lips as
they went into the manager's office.

By
had

time the boy on crutches
and joined the gang. He was

this

left

lagging a rod or two behind, crutching along as best he could on the icy
sidewalk. The other fellows casually
waited, making believe they were in

no hurry.
banker sat down heavily,
hands on his chin, stared
straight ahead, and began slowly:

The

cupped

his

"Families who have never been visby the frightful tragedy of Infantile Paralysis have never felt the
ited

The

anxious,

tousle-headed

boy

leaned over and whispered something
in his dad's ear. And for the first
old
boy
the
time that evening
people looked around
cracked
Mr. M. didn't smile very often.
.

.

.

.

.

.

It was all over in an instant and
people were pushing for the door.
The banker and his son remained in
their seats until most of the crowd

had

left.

Then
crutches.

arms

there

was

a

The boy used

rattling
his

of

strong

to catapult himself to a standing

position.

His dad handed him the

crutches and the boy began dragging
his useless, shrunken limbs over the

carpeted

aisle

toward the

exit.

At

the door they were met by the
manager. She removed her old-fashglasses
thin-rimmed
dabbed at tears in her eyes.
banker took her arm gently.

ioned,

and

The

"A thousand dollars, just think, a
thousand dollars," the woman weeped.
"God will have to thank you for that.
I can't find the words."

torture and heartbreak of watching a
little

boy's

body grow and develop

while his legs wasted away.

THAT THEY MAY WALK, TOO
"Oh,

admit there's

ril

lots

worse

things that could happen to a family,
blindness, perhaps, or the loss of a

son in the war, but I believe this losing battle at home, against a treacherous, unseen enemy, is as bad or worse.

Time may heal,
wounds of death
one,

but

some

tragedy

the

Paralysis

to

extent, the

or the loss of a loved

of

Infantile

the darkness that never

is

lifts.

"Up

until

a

was done, and

few years ago

little

could be done
about the crippling, living, grim
reaper
not until a determined
man, a man with real guts, if you
.

want

.

little

.

to call

it

that, rose

up on

his

crutches and led the world through
the wilderness of death, devastation
and confusion to the doorsteps of

peace
crutches
.

.

.

He

led the

way

until his

could no longer bear the
weight of the big heart that beat
within him.
"And by the great horned spoon,
I have always been a Republicaxi, still
am, but I will forever admire and

and the
of
Franklin
D.
He proved, as no other
proved before him, that

respect the courage, the guts,
spiritual

Roosevelt.

stature

man ever
strong legs do not win all the races.
"If people could only realize that
their dimes, their quarters, yes, even
their dollar bills go to fight the most
dangerous and unrelenting enemy that
ever beset mankind, we would collect in

one hour what

month

to

it takes us a
gather in. If they could
only realize that half of the money
collected stays right here at home to
battle the enemy on its own grounds,
while the other half goes to battle on
a national scale, and particularly the

53

Warm

Springs foundation where Mr.
Roosevelt found physical fortification
to carry on through the tiring, wearing years.
"A thousand dollars is a lot of
money to a small town banker, with
interest rates being what they are
but by God's great kindly light I
would give that and everything I own,
and I would borrow, beg or steal
if my kid could play basketball with
his pals, rather than sit on the sidelines with his
crutches and keep
.

.

.

.

.

.

score."

At that moment the office door
burst open and a pair of bright eyes
illuminated the darkness of the room.
"Pop," the lad began with youthful

"They've

glee.

down

turned on
the

kids

in

got

at the

town

the

lights

pond and

down

are

all

there

what's holdin' us back?"
into the soft winter
"Okay, son, you're the doctor."
And they went out quickly.

skatin'

.

.

.

blinking

still

The
still

lady, with the night's receipts
uncounted and the theater lights

night,

knelt softly beside her

chair

and prayed:
"Dear God, give us the heart to

...

give

so that they can all skate,

and run and
crutches

may

and
on the

none with
with

play,

so

sit

sidelines

longmg, aching hearts

.

.

.

please,

Dear God."

By

that time the tap-tap of crutches

on the sidewalk had grown dim.

ANSWER TO THE
The purchaser gave
in

$63

QUESTION

the following

payment:

One
One

fifty-dollar bill.

five-dollar

Four two-dollar

bill,

bills.

and

bills

(^nicaao Letter

.

.

.

You'll find them in the stations, crowding aboard every piece of railroad equip-

ment which will move.
The big Union Station

FEW
CHICAGOANS
STAY

AT HOME

has that "lived in" look
orange peels, crying
babies, popcorn, and customers
who look as

—

though they had settled down to stay for
days, or even weeks, if necessary, to get
a train to Gravel Switch, Kentcky.

The Dearborn Street station is even
more crowded.
Any Kansas City travelers

who have

used this depot will agree

the dirtiest and
piece of station
architecture in the nation.
twentyfour hours the Dearborn Street station is
packed with a mass of patiently waiting
that without a doubt

most dismal and

it

is

airless

Now

humanity.

And when

trains

run

from

eight to eighteen hours late, and are correspondingly late loading passengers, often
it's an all night wait.

by

The overflow

hotel crowds are back in
Turkish baths.
Literally all hotels
worthy of the name are jammed to their
broom closets. At such popular hostelries
as the Palmer House and the Drake, hopeful customers wait in line for hours just
to check their reservations.
Getting a
room is another matter.
Often hotels
have found themselves unable to fill confirmed reservations until after midnight.
Bad weather, late trains, and a general
reluctance on the part of some people to
give up a sure bed
all have contributed
to the
congestion.
Jimmy Hart the
debonair manager of the swank Ambassador Hotels
says he's never seen Chicago hotels more crowded.
He should
know.
Every morning he gloomily surveys piles of waiting luggage in his lobbies.
The trains and planes are in, but
few of his already registered guests seem

the

NORT JONATHAN

Now that New Year's resolutions can
be safely tucked away in mothballs for
another twelve months, Chicagoans arc
Hot
ready to be up and about again.
toddies and the family fireside are being
neglected, at the risk of the flu, double
No one wants to
pneumonia, or both.
miss the January-February rush of new
shows, new talent, and new places to go.
It's a bright, happy town, in spite of the
inevitable gales which come howling in
Chicago wants to
from Lake Michigan.
have a good time.
And Chicago is having a good time.
From the North Shore to Gary, and from
Navy Pier to Oak Park, it's the same
Few Chicagoans are staying at
story.
home.

—

—

—

inclined to leave

new

town

to

make room

for

arrivals.

Conventions,

the

influx

of

returning

CHICAGO LETTER
their families, the proximity of discharge centers
Fort
Great
Lakes,
at
PILGRIMS Sheridan, and Rockford,
the lack of apartments or
houses of any kind, and a general restlessness on the part of one and all are
contributing to the sad plight of the pilgrim from afar who wants a room and a
bath for the night. Just one night.

servicemen

The

hotel association has rallied its
valiantly to try to keep up with
the growing flood of requests for room.
Frantic guests are being bedded down in
forces

small

neighborhood

hotels,

—

in

Aurora,

and Hammond and in banquet
rooms from which the half-empty highball

Joliet,

glasses have not yet

been removed.

The

you're stuck for a hotel
room in Chicago, call the hotel association
You may find
and cross your fingers.
yourself quartered with the floor maid's
brooms, but you'll have a room.
best advice

is:

if

Perhaps another reason for the overcrowding is the large number of four-star
attractions in town.
The theaters and
nightclubs, recovered from the pre-Christmas letdown, are now packing them in to
the doors.

person of Lieutenant Griff Williams. For
the past two years, Griff has been busy
in the Navy, his last assignment being
that of band, music, and entertainment
Griff, his fine
officer at Great Lakes.
piano, and his

GRIFF

tra

WILLIAMS

Merriel

HAS NEW

like

will

new

headline

orchesa

new

Abbott revue, the
of which has not been

seen

in

some

months.

these

parts

for

Others in
the Empire Room show will be Irwin
Corey, a highly touted new comedian
from New York, the deservedly popular
zanie acrobats, the Three Nonchalants,
and Stan Kramer, the puppeteer. It looks
as though Friti Hagner, the suave major
domo of the Empire Room, will have
plenty on his hands.

distinctly

a

Navy

continue well into the New
Year in the Glass Hat of the Congress
flavor

will

where the Tune Toppers are holding forth.
Four boys with a great talent
for tunes, the Tune Toppers entertained
all over the Pacific, presenting one show
in a submerged submarine.
It seems that
an alert was sounded while the quartet
was putting on its show and down went
the sub.
Kansas Citians may remember
them from the "Meet Your Navy" show
at the Municipal Auditorium in January
They stopped it cold.
of 1944.
hotel,

—

Burl Ives, the singer of folk songs,
continues at the Blackstone.
Playing his
own accompaniment on the "gittar" Burl
sings like a big, good-natured angel.
In
a room which usually sticks to the Jean
Sablon, Carl Brisson type of male singer,
Burl Ives is completely natural, completely
humble and appreciative of applause. The

guy

great.

is

The

theaters

Eddie

with

are

THEATRES
FULL OF
Heart"
play

is

tainly

full

of

good shows,

new play, "St.
Lazare's Pharmacy."
joining" Anna Lucasta,"

Bowling's

GOOD SHOWS

This month the Palmer House will welcome back one of its favorite sons in the

BAND

Another show with

and

SAD PLIGHT
OF

55

"Dear Ruth," Voice of
Turtle," "Carmen
Jones," and "The Hasty
the

in the hit parade.

Dowling's new

no "Glass Menagerie," but is ceron the plus side of the theatrical

ledger.

The

town these cold winter
the Actor's Club series of "guest
nights" for plays and musicals on Chicago
nights

talk of the

is

Every Saturday night the Actor's
Club entertains an entire theatrical troupe,
from wardrobe women to stars and fea-

stages.

tured players, or vice versa.
the

club's

beautifully

Of

decorated

course,

quarters

720 North Rush street had to be pracand redecorated after Olsen
and Johnson took over the place one recent Saturday night, but that was expected.
The club's officers had thoughtfully taken
out more insurance three days before the
at

tically rebuilt

invasion.

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Ultras

k BAL

MASQUE.

.

TRADE WINDS.

.

.

One

newest

Chicago's

of

located in the Hotel Continental which
people formerly identified as the MeJinah Athletic
Club. Hotel Continental, 505 N. Michigan. Whi.

brighteries,

and steaks

Hy

Barbecued meats, ribs, chops
the choice type dining that has made
place a national institution.
Open all
N. Rush. Sup. 5 496.

is

Ginnis'

867

night.

Colorful

4100.

BOULEVARD
Fourteen

ROOM.

HOTEL

STEVENS.

stuff produced by the old master
Ted Weems and his orchestra, mid the breathtaking surroundings of one of the world's largest
hotels.
All of this plus a Dorothy Dorben production of name acts.
7th and Michigan.
Wab.

karat

4400.

CAMELLIA HOUSE. DRAKE HOTEL. An

or-

English setting wherein Bob McGrew
(former
musical director) and his musical
crew set up a sophisticated pace. (GOLD COAST)
Michigan at Walter. Sup. 2200.
nate,

old

WHB

EMPIRE ROOM, PALMER HOUSE.
orchestra

Monroe.

Spacious,

showy, yet convivial and friendly.
music by George Olsen and his new
and a great show.
(LOOP) State and
Ran. 7500.

MAYFAIR ROOM. BLACKSTONE HOTEL. A
place to go for that extra special event, located on
the lobby level of one of the midwest's most exclusive hotels.
Ultra-chic magnificence.
Michigan

Har.

7th.

at

MARINE
HOTEL.

4300.

ROOM.

his orchestra with
entertainment fare in

places

Lon.

EDGEWATER

BEACH

The Dorothy Hild dancers, Emil Vanjjs
Nancy Evans round oui 'he

and

to

go.

Chicago ? smarte'.t
5J00 Sheridan Road.

one

of

(NORTH)

6000.

PUMP

ROOM,

AMBASSADOR

HOTEL.

Shimmering silver and blue hideaway kept by the
affable
and
dynamic
Jimmy
Hart.
(NEAR
NORTH) 1 300 N. State. Sup. 5000.
YAR. George Scherban's ensemble sets the romantic mood in the main dining room and Boris
Rom:inoff in the lounge.
Colonel Yaschenko, Chicago s suave, hand-kissing host, is in complete
(GOLD COAST) 181 E. Lake Shore
charge here.
Drive. Del. 9300.

Casuals

.

.

.

BAMBOO ROOM. PARKWAY HOTEL. A

bar

lounge of sky-high ceilings, bamboo coutrements. and atmosphere as scenic as the south »eas.
(WEST) 211 Lincoln Park. Div. 5000.

and

BISMARCK

HOTEL. Sherman Hayes and his
orchestra in the colorful yet restful Walnut Room.
For a kicker try the tavern where Earl Roth's
orchestra holds forth.
Randolph and LaSalle. Cen.
0123.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT.
his

Cool

great orchestra

SHERMAN HOTEL.
midwest
the

far

Where

congregate to beat
out stuff of Gene

Krupa

is
now extendiniT a
(LOOP) Randolph and Clark.

Gene

the cats in the
bottles to
and the like.
return
engagement.
Fra. 2100.
all

their

.

European

Open

cafe.

W. North Ave.

(GOLD COAST)

late.

500

Mich. 5988.

DON THE BEACHCOMBER. An
sea-island
glass
soft

in

with
knotted

straw
straw-stacks, huge
rum-based
cocktails.
E. Walton.
Sup. 8812.

refuge

floats
lights

enchanting
mat-covered walls,

and

COAST) 101
CLUB EL GROTTO.

Variety

shells,

(GOLD

musical

revue

Earl "Fatha" Hines and his orchestra plus
"Star-Time" company of top sepia headliners.
(SOUTH) 6412 Cottage Grove. Pla. 9174.
IVANHOE. Ralph Jensen's Ivanhoe on the
north side is open daily at five, good food and
drinks, atmosphere of old England and music by
Barney Richards orchesTa.
(NORTH) 3000 N.

with

Clark.

Gra.

2771.

L'AIGLON.

People who have been coming to
Chicago for years and sorting out the town s finest
restaurants, know all about Teddy Maerus' L'Aiglon
restaurant,
its
French-Creole cooking and ornate
Vi,.torian atmosphere.
22 E. Ontario. Del. 6070.

SINGAPORE.
flattery

They say the sincerest form of
imitation at this steak and chop harbor,
a
vast
following
among celebrities.
COAST) 1011 N. Rush. Del. 945 1.

is

which

has

(GOLD

SARONG ROOM.

Practically the only place
in the midwest featuring Bali-Java
menus, where
native dishes are prepared by real natives.
(GOLD
COAST) 16 E. Huron St. Del. 6677.

SHANGRI-LA.

America's

mnd

taurant.
Food for the
world spot in -an old world

dinner

at

most

A

(LOOP) 222 N.

5.

romantic

and soul.
setting.
Open
State.

Cen.

AMERICAN ROOM, HOTEL LASALLE.
rian Zabach
a stretch on

res-

newat

4,

lOOI.
Flo-

back in front of his orchestra after
hospital cot.
Nobody ever leaves
whirl at the Gay Nineties Tap where
is

a

without a
the Barber Shop Four entertain.
at Madison.
Fra. 0700.

BROWN

DERBY.

Irving

(LOOP) La

Salic

band

top-

Singer's

lights a super-sophisticated show, drawing
celebrity
trade.
(LOOP) Wabash at

Sta.

plenty of

Monroe.

1307.

CHEZ PAREE.

This lavish show place now
features Danny Thomas, comedy sensation, in a
limited engagement.
Also those lovely standbys.
the Chez Parce Adorables.
COAST) 610
Fairbanks court.
Del. 3434.
One of the best buys in sundodgers circles is the Club Alabam with its famed
flaming crater dinners and fine shows.

(GOLD

Harry

continue for something like
four months, along with the luscious Jeanne Shirlev, and ihc dancing Rossi Sis'crs.
(LOOP) Randolph and Wabash. Ran. 2822.
.ind

.

Bela Babai and his
Gypsy ensemble add a classic touch to this Southern

a

traditional,

Wonderful

.

BLUE DANUBE CAFE.

coke

CLUB ALABAM.

(GOLD

COAST) 747 Rush. Del. 0808.
CLUB FLAMINGO. Newest

of the

west side

nightcries is this big spot with an equally big
show, emceed by Rey Reynolds and Sid Blake. No
minimum or cover. (WEST) 1J59 W. Madison.
Can. 9230.

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL

A

variety floor show with
4r CLUB MOROCCO.
Carrie Finnell, remote control dancer, BiUie Carr
(LOOP) 11 N. Clark
and his music for dancing.
St.
Sta. 3430.

.

VILLAGE. Northside. it's the Cuban
Village for Latin- American frivolities featuring Kiki
Havana
Rhumba band. Show-time 10, 12
and his

(NORTH)

2.

715

W. North Ave.

CLUB. One

Mich.

of the six famous eating places

,

Under new management

y

N. Mich.
noon hour

Theatre

ANNA LUCASTA.

nightly.
is the popular

N.

Wacker Drive.

of Chicago's largest
arrays of femininity can be seen here
Troy Snap is your maestro and your host

loveliest

Clark.

Lew

Del.

King.
0173.

(GOLD COAST)

Laugh and quaff with the
rotund burghers in the main dining room, and then
go downstairs and visit Herr Louie and his Hungry
Five.
(LOOP) Randolph near State. Fra. 1892.

BAR. One of the town's most popspots, under Glavin-Collins management
with a well-liked staff.
(LOOP) 172 N.
sip

Dea.

Clark.

4508.

* CRYSTAL

TAP,

The

Monroe.

THE
26
Bergner
drama.
ern,

.

.

.

ONLY.

(Shubert, 22
Olsen and Johnson's

8240).

TWO
W.

Wacker Drive.
operetta

(NEAR NORTH)

in

a

in

Ran.

Michigan.
in

Philip

Cen.

9242)

8240).

Elisabeth
psychological

(Opera House, 20 N
Romberg's glorious
.

a

company

of

Cassi"
115.

(Studebaker,
410
S.
Tallulah BankheaJ stars

Barry's
sophisticated
sponsorship.)

(Under

play.

Theatre Guild

•

The

trouble with

champagne

is

that

it

makes you

see double but

fed

single.

I

Said the old maid: "Don't put 'Miss' on my tombstone
haven't missed as much as you thinik I have."

A

hick town

is

one where there

is

in

(Great North-

thrilling

new production with Walter

NOTION.

FOOLISH

COLONY

all

W.
staff

to pieces
star cast.

Wab. 6197).

this

and Dorothy Sandlin heading

CLUB. Smartly designed menus of
superb tastability and a new show policy that you
will like.
(GOLD COAST) 744 Rush. Del. 5930.

place

MRS. CARROLLS.

Jackson Blvd.
starred

is

THE DESERT SONG.

RESTAURANT.

AGOSTINO'S
For spaghetti,
seafood, Italian style food and steaks, if you're
luckv to be early, Agostino's is the happy, hospitable favorite.
1121 N. State.
Del. 9862.
•Ar

ROOM

Cen.

of fun-makers all but rip the
their latest laugh riot with an

three Bars, tunester trio, is scoring a neat little
hit, co-starred with Bob Billines at the Hammond
organ.
(LOOP) 120 W. Madison. Fra. 2363.

Food for Thought

(Civic Theatre, 20 N.
Original New York

.

LAFFING

HOTEL BREVOORT.

.

is

.

* CLOVER
and

.

,

for the
release.

W. Ran-

66

DEAR RUTH. (Harris, 170 N. Dearborn.
Cen. 8240). Norman Krasna's charming comedy of
war-time romance with William Harrigan, Leona
Powers and Herbert Evers.
THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE. (Selwyn, 180
Louisa Horton, Hugh
Dearborn. Cen. 8240)
Marlowe and Vivian Vance are the three stars in
this John van Druten comedy that's topped all
New York attractions.

"^rOLD HEIDELBERG.

ular

900

in this fine Broadway hit that
described as the best in many seasons.

has been

550

deli-

7818).

Fra.

Negro,

all

cast,

restful

its

(LOOP)

ideal stop-in anytime.
dolph. Sta. 1900.

A

Especially

and

Narikin

the

is

An

PLAYHOUSE CAFE. One

Color-

Parisian

Del. 0904.

NANKIN RESTAURANT.

Lon. 5111.

LIBERTY INN.
steady stream of conventioneers and visitors make this one of the brightest
70 W. Erie. Del. 8999.
spots on the Gold Coast.
and

Sup.

NORTH)

cacies highlight the

L.

i(

ir

and not too expensive.
menu. (NEAR

smart

ful,

typically

Leading a lavish all-girl entertainment
bill of beauty is Denise Darnell, CoUette, Penny
It's
Kent, Olive Sharron and Ronnie Williams.
good, kids. (WEST) 1316 W. Madison. Sec. 9344.
L.

Ontario.

at

JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT.

Billy Vine headlines the
Broadway in character with
some solid stuff from there on in. All of this plus
Selma Marlowe's Latin Lovelies. (LOOP) 23 W.

Randolph.

(GOLD COAST) Rush

reasons.

9868.

LATIN QUARTER.
It's

in

Went-

S.

Cantonese variations on a
SAI GAI.
theme and chop suey in all its delicious ver(LOOP) 85 W. Randolph. Dea. 8505.
•i( HENRICrS. French in name but in the universal
language of good food you can make yourself understood. Try the Merchandise Mart stopover, too.
(LOOP) 75 W. Randolph. Dea. 1800.
Smorgasbord has always been
•t( KUNGSHOLM.
one of the Windy City's favorites, and this handsome mansion of the Gold Coast is one of the

and presenting bigger shows, is this northside club
where Jan Murray is starred in a new revue.
(UPTOWN) 5100 Broadway. Lon. 5111.
show.

im-

served

solid
sions.

in the world presents the Sparky Thurman Duo and
Larry Leverenz, piano stylist. Dinners from $2.50.
(GOLD COAST) 885 N. Rush. Del. 9102.

^51 HUNDRED CLUB.

name

.

HOE

•tc

6947.

^ 885

GUEY

SAM. Yes, just what the
plies
.
the best in Chinese cooking
authentic surroundings.
(SOUTH) 2205
worth.
Vic. 7840.
rfr

* CUBAN
and

57

when

I

die, for

no place to go that you shouldn't.

homes are calm and philosophabout the whole thing (some are just
now taking in Life with Father) and relax
with the confidence of knowing that
they'll "get round to it" sooner or later.
It's the visitors who are in danger of being
and it's fascinating
vaporized.
It's fun
but take it easy. Manhattan is going
to be with us for a long, long time.
tablished
ical

.

.

.

One

of Manhattan's most thriving enis
Proxy Parents. Babies and
small children, heavenly little bundles that
they are, can be a pain in the neck if
there isn't an occasional relief from their
pretty little demands. The problem of how
to have a few hours respite from them
and know that they are under expert care
has been solved by Proxy Parents. It's a
All
sort of registered sitters institution.
sitters from this office have the finest references and their prices range from twofifty to however many hours are required.
terprises

To

be able to call one telephone number
instead of numerous ones and get a certified sitter is such' a good idea that Proxy

by LUCIE

INGRAM

Parents may soon become nationwide.
After all it's a national problem.

After a

There is no wonder that visitors in
Manhattan cannot understand how anyone
with less ability than superman can stand
the stress and strain of living in this great
metropolis. The answer is that visitors try
to crowd everything into a few days or a
week or two. Consequently, they end up
with a fine head cold, a flat wallet, utter
exhaustion and somewhat disgusted with
the whole thing. It's too much ... in a
BIG way. The secret of longevity here is
in taking things in easy
stages with a day or so off
JUST TAKE
now and then to pick up
IT EASY,
THAT'S ALL the pieces. That's the way

Manhattanites manage.

One

can do or find practically anything
somewhere in this maze of avenues
but it takes time. And in order to prevent
.

.

.

a case of split personality or body disintegration one has to "hole in" occasionally with both feet on the wagon and a
bottle of vitamins.

New

Yorkers with

es-

series

which

tions

simultaneously,

"give" again.

of inexcusable presentaand closed almost

opened

Broadway

The

is

beginning to
Union has

State of the

been received like welcome home Johnny
and is slated for a long run. Certainly
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse must
know what they are about in show busithey've dreamed up another
ness
honey. The lines sparkle and
.

.

.

NO FLIES
ON MR.

are so elastic that they include
each day's news headlines. It
BELLAMY seems kind of funny but exciting to hear actors repeating
in a play the news that one has just read
But this they do ever so
in the papers.
often in such a casual way that it is hard
to believe the script wasn't written that

day.

Ruth Hussey

as the wife ot a

lican presidential possibility
.

.

.

which

is

something.

is

Repub-

at her best

She shines here

as she never did in the movies. And there
are no flies on Ralph Bellamy either. Or
the rest of the cast. It's going to be hard

NEW YORK
get tickets but have a try anyway.
new but
Also watch Dream Girl
most promising.
Best and Co. have an atomic crater
fenced in on the corner of 51st and Fifth
Ave. So far there is nothing in the hole
but the store's hope of moving uptown.
But something may start any day now.
In preparation for the great day some
clever member of Best and Co. has arranged special peep-holes for side-walk
Large holes have been drilled
kibitzers.
to

.

.

.

in the fence at adult height for side-walk

superintendents and some distance below
them are little holes for junior superintendents. Best and Co. won't overlook a
plug for the Lilliputian Bazaar.
Crossing the streets in Manhattan is a
"look sharp, step lively" affair ... so

much

so that

it

is

a

common

sight to see

some old and uncertain

LOOK SHARP,

LETTER

59

becomes a verdict on any large city. Chitchat columns are full of celebrities who
have been seen at such and such a restaurant
but here let us add that they
are often seen deep in prayer in these
quiet chapels. The whole thing is a heartwarming experience and good for the
.

soul.

And who

There

This doesn't mean a Sunday visit or sitting through a service ... it means a
few moments out of any day in the week.
And you'll never be alone. It's a marvelous transition to step through a door
from a crowded, noisy street into a quiet,
chapel and find a scattering of
silent heads bent in reverence. It dispels
the impression of paganism which so often
softly

lit

feeble

a

is

hope

little

drifting

set before you come
and then
don't try to argue. It won't do any good.

PLEASE

and Fifth Avenue.
St.
Thomas's and St. Bartholomew's are easy, too.

prayer

little

or three times in the course of a week due
to the fact that their reservations and
their intended stay don't fit. It's a pretty
grim business. Get the body and the bag-

ous religious landmarks in lower Manhattan, it is always easy to drop in at St.
Patrick's Cathedral at 50th

COLUMNS

hasn't got a

about that the demand for hotel rooms
and apartments may let up a bit after the
first of the year.
But it isn't based on
anything substantial and the chances are
that it will still be drifting about for some
time to come. It's a common thing for
visitors here to change their hotels two

gage

CHIT-CHAT

.

handy.

of foot person asking for
the loan of a strong,
guiding arm to pilot
them across. One wonders how these elderly folk ever had the courage to get out
on the town in the first place but has to
admire them in the second for their determination, by heck, not to miss anything.
Very few out-of-towners ever take time
off to visit Manhattan's churches, and yet
they are one of the most revealing, dramatic and important parts of the city's
life.
In the far East or Europe a visit to
the shrines or various places of worship is
a "must" on the list. It should be in Manhattan. If it is inconvenient to go down
to St. Marks in the Bowery where the
ghost of Peter Stuyvesant still walks on
Christmas Eve, or any of the other vari-

STEP LIVELY

.

.

.

.

And

it's difficult enough anyway to remember where you are without having to
memorize a new hotel room number every
other day. Some visitors have arrived and

found that they are commuters from
Bronxville, Pelham, Long Island or
Jersey. All the hotels and inns in these
suburbs are in on the housing jam, too.
Shades of the old Home and Bell tele-

New

phone system in K. C.
Manhattan
has two electrical current systems, A.C.
and D. C, which are equally as inconvenient as the old Home-Bell job. In the
old days when one wanted to call a Bell
.

.

.

number and had

a

Home

THE WRONG

phone, one could always

NUMBER,

scoot to a neighbor's for
the loan of a call. But

with this A.C, D.C.
system one dare not do anything but accept the inevitable. For instance, all electrical equipment made for the A.C. current will burn out in the flash of a moment if plugged into the D.C. current.
The smell is pretty gruesome, too. This
is another headache for movers in Manhattan as it includes radios, irons, toasters
and all the other little results of civilization.

And

it's

something one can't run to

a neighbor's for the loan of.
Quip of the month
.
.
.

fiddles while

Byrnes roams.

Washington

NEW YORK
For Festive Fun
if

ADMIRAL.
fish,

ties;

W.

250

.

of this very gay spot.
evening.
Cover after

.

modern setting. Specialclam chowder and baked Idaho

Spacious,

oysters,
daily from noon,
Ci. 7-8415.

Open

potatoes.

.

CITY PORTS OF CALL

and there's

a bar.

57th.

ASTOR. Columbia Room with Jose Morand's
Ron Perry's
orchestra for dancing during cocktails.
band for supper dancing. Closed Monday. Times
Square.
Ci. 6-6000.

BEEKMAN TOWER.
tle

bar,

Elbow Room, a cojy litfrom which you work your way up to the
the tower, 26th floor for good American

top of
cooking, moderately
El. 5-7300.

priced.

49th

and

Ave.

First

In the

Glass Hat,

Payson

s orchestra and Nino's Rhumba band,
also the
Good
Kathryn Duffy Dancers and Bert Stanley.
Lexington at 49th. Wi. 2-1200.

Re

food.

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.
Sheridan

White continues

There's

tertainers.

In the Josephone-flight walk-down. Josh
the list of distinctive ennone like him when he sings

Square
to

top

Gave My Love
Imogene Coca carries on with her
Chicken."
zany commentary on the passing scene, and Cliff
Jackson plays some mighty fine piano. Benny Morion's band beats out the rhythm for dancing and
good listening. Minimum, $2.50. Closed Monday.
2 Sheridan Square.
Ch. 2-2737.
the plaintive old folk song about "I
a

* CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.
nue,

the

Josephsons

present

Off

another

Park

Ave-

distinguished

show whose
young
stcx)l,

best feature is Susan Reed.
She'« the
ballad singer who perches on a high kitchen
turns her calm but sentient blue eyes upon

her audience and announces simply, "This is a
zither."
Or it may be "This is an Irish harp."
Then she sings and the audience invariably clamors
Also on the bill, Beatrice Kraft, a pixie
for more.
with a prim and sexy little face, who burlesques

dancing; and Mary Lou Williams, from
Kansas City, whose piano playing is pretty superla-

Oriental

We

might
Ed Hall's orchestra, likewise.
suggest that you ask them to play, "You Go to
Head," if you want to hear honey out of a horn.
Minimum $3.50. Closed Sunday. 128 E. 58th.
tive.

My

PI.

Mu.

They're on from 6:30 each
Saturday, $1.50.
9 is $1.
2-3423.

EBERHARDT S CAFE GRINZING. Gay, cozy
Continental atmosphere.
Viennese-Hungarian cooking.
Bela Villanyi ensemble from 7:30.
Continuous entertainment with Carlo Hatvary and Meta
Korbitski. Bar closed Mondays.
325 E. 79th. Re.
4-9117.
LEXINGTON. In the Hawaiian Room, Hal
A.loma's orchcs.ra and a pleasant Oahu revue.
$.75
cover after ten.
Higher weekends.
Lexington at
Wi. 2-4400.
48th.

HELEN LANE'S RESTAURANT.

Well edited
It's a
in the heart of the Village.
relaxed and gracious room with scrubbed oak
and old burnished copper, Audubon prints,
and maybe the handsomest and most genial colored
service in the city.
The food is plain American,
Lunch and dinner around 85 cents
and superb.
and $1.5 0, respectively. Closed on Sunday. The
tall, well-groomed person around up front is probAnd this is where we came in.
ably Helen Lane.
110 Waverly Place, off Washington Square.
England,

clean,
tables

LEE CHUMLEY'S. A dim old one-time speak,
hned with book jackets hinting of the glory that
was Greenwich in the Golden Twenties. Around
an open fireplace and the bar. chess, backgammon,
bridge, and gin rummy can always find a taker or
a fourth.
The waiters arc Oriental and the food
is mostly American
and pretty good. 86 Bedford.
Ch. 2-9512.

ROOSEVELT. In the Grill. Guy Lombardo's
dreamy music for dancing daily except Sunday.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Melody's piano interludes.
Palm Room for tea or cocktails with music by
Madison at 45th.
Esther Vela's string ensemble.
ir

Ci.

ir

5-6150.

RUSSIAN YAR.

bound
is

to be fun.
better than you

dancer,
tihashlik

is

Wherein Muscovites gather it's
George Magiloff's Balalaika band
expect, and Zachar, the dagger

killing.

and blinchiki.

Specialties,

38

W.

beef

52nd.

Stroganov
5-9746.

EI.

TOOTS SHOR. Beyond the neat brick facade is
more or less circular bar and a big dining room
where Toots does some fine things with steaks and
Our
roast beef, and the fowl is more than fair.
Lunch and
favorite boy back of the bar is Chips.
dinner come ala carte. Entrees from $1.60. Opens
Sunday at 4 p. m. 51 W. 51st. PI. 3-9000.

ir
a

5-9223.

it ASTI'S. Everybody sings for your supper. The
bartender, the hat check girl, and assorted others
wander in and out with songs ranging from Pagliacci to Jerome Kern, and it's all kinda nice.
It's
a little old room about two jumps from the street
and usually crowded. Dinner from $1.50. Closed
on Monday. 79 W. I2th. Gr. 5-9334.

CAFE TOKAY.

East 43rd.

New

BELMONT PLAZA.

sons'

One

Strictly

from

Hungary.

The

food and geepsy music are both authentic and they're
both fine. "There's a dark and handsome man who
plays dream nostalgia on his violin. That's his son
at the
piano.
Any time after nine you're qviitc
likely to «ee some honest-to-God ciarding, and it's
delightful.
Dinner from 5 to 9.
Dancing after
Closed Monday.
that.
2nd Ave. between 82nd
and R3rd. Re. 4-9441.
Woody Herman and his orchestra
if 400 CLUB.
sound to the dance amid the tumult and shouting

TOWN

AND COUNTRY.

Enormous elegance,

even to the chandeliers. In both the Town Room
and the Regional Room really superior American
cooking, with the same thing in the Country Room
where men can dine in peace without females
around.
(The girl friend may go there for lunch
There's a thing inelegantly
if she's with an escort.)
called a peanut Ball which tastes pretty gooey and
And the "T
C hot popivo'K'crful for dessert.
overs are probably among the dreamiest things in
Dinner from $1.65. Sunday
the culinary world.
Cocktails in
brunch, noon to four, $1.I0-$1.65.
284
the front lounge while you wait for a table.
Park, at 49th. Vo. 5-5639.

NEW YORK
•^r

WHALER
just

sick

So authentic you may get seaThe portholes are alarmare the old salts who serve the
wear sloppy blue middies and look

BAR.

sitting

ingly realistic;
drinks.
They

kinda

PORTS OF CALL

there.

so

charming,

even

at

that.

The

cushoins

on

the side-wall benches could stand some new upholstering, but maybe you'd rather sit in the little
hack room anyway,
it's darker, there.
Lunch ala
Open noon until two
carte, except on Sundays.
Madison at 38th. Ca. 5-3700.
a. m.

WALDORF ASTORIA. Frank Sinatra has taken
in the Wed<;ewood Room where Emil Coleman's orchestra plays for dancing, relieved around
supper time by Mischa Borr. There's a two buck
cover beginning around mid-evening. Park at 49th.
over

5-3000.

El.

i(

VERSAILLES.

Dwight

Fiske, of the kingly leer

and fiendish dehght. sits down at his piano nightly
around 8. 12:30 and 2. Minimum after ten, $2.50;
151
Saturday, holidays and opening nights, $3.50.
E.

50th.

PI.

8-0310.

Walter Perner's
orchestra specializes in sweet tunes, varying them
with an unusually good collection of Latin-American
rhythms. Art Baker's trio takes over from time to
time.

Minimum

after
at

nine, $1; Saturday,
67th. Re. 4-4700.

$1.50.

NEW YORK THEATRE
1

Plays

I

(Mansfield. 47th W. of
B'way.
Sensational drama played
Ci. 6-9056).
Charles
by an all-Negro cast.
Valerie Black,
Evenings except Sunday.
Swain, and Claire Jay.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
8:40.

-AiANNA LUCASTA.

•

ART AND MRS. BOTTLE.

(Cherry

Lane,

Commerce St. Ca. 6-9042). Second production
by a new cast at this old Greenwich Village
theatre.
Good entertainment at modest cost. Evenings except Monday, 8:40.
38

BEGGARS ARE COMING TO TOWN.
'

>'

f

"
1^

V

r

(Coro-

49th W. of B'way.
Ci. 6-8870).
Paul Kelly
portrays an ex-bootlegger who comes back after 14
years in prison and expects to begin where he left
off.
He doesn't. Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
net,

^BRIGHTEN THE CORNER.

(Lyceum, 45th.
Ch. 4-4256). New comedy by John Cecil
Holm, presented by Jean Dalrymple, with a cast
including Charles Butterworth,
Lenore Lonergan,
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
ind Phyllis Avery.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
East.

Br.
-

DEAR RUTH. (Miller, 43rd E.
9-3970).
A bright comedy about

who

writes love letters to
name of her older sister.
happened, and it did.

soldiers

You

can

a

of B'way.
kid sister

and signs the
imagine what

*DEEP ARE THE ROOTS. (Fulton. 46th W.
of B'way.
Ci. 6-6380).
A new play by authors
of "Tomorrow, the World."
A bit controversial
and possibly inconsistent in telling of racial prejudices in the South.
Evenings except Sunday at
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

DREAM
6-8870.)

GIRL.

Prolific

another vehicle for his wife, Betty Field, an uncommonly good actress. This time it's a comedy about a
who daydreams too much. This dreaming

career girl

means a field day for fantasy, and it's all good fun.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:35.

DUNNIGAN'S DAUGHTER.

(Golden.

4ith.

Behrman's new plav
starring Dennis King and June Havoc, and presented
by the Theatre Guild. Cast includes Luther Adler,
and the staging is by Elia Kazan. Such a bevy of
good names should indicate a hit. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Saturday. 2:40.
West.

Ci.

6-6740.)

S.

N.

GLASS MENAGERIE.

(Playhouse. 48th E. of

Br. 9-3565).
A moving and beautiful
B'way.
play from the pen of a young author. Tennessee
Laurette Taylor plays the lead.
EveWilliams.
Matinee Wednesday
nings except Sunday at 8:40.
and Saturday. 2:40.

HAMLET.

(Columbus Circle Theatre. Broadway
59th. Co. 5-1173.) Shakespeare as the Gl s saw
overseas. Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
Mister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
gloomy Dane in mid- Victorian costumes, and sans a
few scenes which we've grown used to in -hi?
particular play. The gravediggers are out. They say
the fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
anyway, says Mr. Evans, the play moves better
without them. It's a great show. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee "Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

at

TAVERN ON THE GREEN.

Central Park West

61

(Coronet.
49th,
West. Ci.
playwright Elmer Rice turns out

it

HARVEY. (Center, 6th Ave. and 49th. Br.
9-4566). Delightful comedy fantasy about a genial
Evenings
boozer and his six-foot invisible rabbit.
except Sunday,
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:40.
I

REMEMBER MAMA.

(Music Box. 45th

A

W

B'way.
hilariously funny,
Ci. 6-4636).
yet tenderly touching story about a Norwegian
With Mady Chrisfamily and its lovable Mama.
tians, Oscar Homolka, Joan Tetzel and Adrienne
Evenings except Sunday, 8:35.
Matinee
Gessner.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:35.
of

THE LATE GEORGE APLEY. (Lyceum, 45th
of B'way.
Ch. 4-4256).
The story of the
Back Bay Boston Apley family makes a thoroughly
entenaining evening with Leo G. Carroll superb
as the late George.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:40.
E.

LIFE
B'way.

WITH FATHER.
Co.

5-8215).

(Bijou.

An

45th

immensely

W.

of

amusing

play based on Clarence Day's book.
With Wallis
Clark and Lily Cahill.
Evenings, including Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

MERMAIDS SINGING, THE.

(Empire Thea40th. Pe. 6-9540). An entirely newprominent cast. Evenings except Sun8:40.
Matiness Wednesday and Saturday

tre, B'way
show with

day

at

at
a

at 2:40.

PYGMALION. (Barrymore, 47th. West. Ci.
4-4499.) Gertie Lawrence (the Star WTio Danced),
having herself a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lidy, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly except
Sunday,
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

62
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RICH, FULL LIFE.
(Golden, 45th W. of
B'way.
Ci.
6-6740).
Modern melodrama with
Judith Evelyn,
Frederick
and Virginia
Tozere,
Weidler.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

STATE OF THE UNION.

(Hudson Theatre,

44th E. of B'way.

Br. 9-5641). Best thing of the
season. Lively, timely and telling comedy-drama
concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics

new

but not to politicos, and his wife who likes to tell
the truth, never mind who is listening.
Evenings
except Sunday at 8:35.
Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.

SECRET ROOM.

(Royale. 45th W. of B'way.
5-5760).
As you can imagine, a hair-chilling
mystery with Frances Dee, Eleanora Mendelssohn
and Reed Brown, jr.
Evenings except Sunday,
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
8:40.

Ci.

SKYDRIFT.

44th E. of B'way.
Br.
9-2067).
new play by Harry Kleiner with
Olive Deering, Robert Breton, and Paul Crabtree.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
(Belasco,

A

STRANGE FRUIT.
of

B'way.

Negro

life

Ci.
a

in

(Royale Theatre, 45th W.
5-5760).
An amazing story of
town in Georgia. Twelve

small

scenes, with seven different locales, presents a moving problem alone. They say the whole business is
rather slow, due to its size.
Evening except Sun-

day, 8:40.

Matiness Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

THERESE. (Biltmore, 47th W. of B'way.
Dame May Whitty gives a superb

6-9353).
formance

Ci.
per-

in
this
drama about two lovers who
in order to get married.
With Eva La
Gallienne and Victor Jory.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

murder

THE FRENCH TOUCH. (Cort, 48th, East. Br.
9-0046.) Brian Aherne and Arlene Frances in a more
or less inept comedy that may or may not be closed
by the time this appears. It has good intentions
toward the light touch, but we regret to say the
French touch is slighty teched. Nightly except
Monday,

8:40.

Matinee

Wednesday

and

Satur-

day, 2:40.

MERMAIDS

SINGING. (Empire, BroadTHE
light thing about a
at 40th. Pe. 6-9540.)
playwright in his autumn season who falls in love,
with
almost,
a young girl. John Van Druten, who
hardly ever misses, got a bit precious in this one,
and although those mermaids (cf. the last part of
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock") may sing
melodiously, their song barely extends beyond the
footlights. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
VOICE OF THE TURTLE. (Morosco. 45th W.
Ci. 6-6230).
of B'way.
John Van Druten's witty
and chuckling comedy about a soldier on leave and
two girls.
Principals played by Martha Scott,
Evenings exElliot Nugent and Vicki Cummings.

A

way

cept

Sunday,

urday,

8:35.

Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

2:35.

Musicals

BLOOMER

(Shubert.
W. of
44th
nice musical conjured up
question of women's suffrage.
With Nanette Fabray, Joan (Oklahoma)
Evenings except
McCracken and Dooley Wilson.
Sunday, 2:30.
Mstinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:30.
•k

GIRL.

A

B'way.
Ci. 6-5990).
out of the darkened old

CAROUSEL.

A

Ci. 6-0730).
land seacoast
lyrics

cept

day,

(Majestic, 44th W. of B'way.
musical set in a New Engin
1870.
Fine music and

fine

town

by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Evenings exSunday, 8:30.
Matinee Thursday and Satur2:30.

DARK OF THE MOON.

(46th St. Theater.
B'way.
Ci.
6-6075).
Musical drama
based on the Barbara Allen folk song about a
witch boy who loved a Smoky Mountain gal.
Evenings except Monday, 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

W.

of

—

FOLLOW THE

GIRLS.
(Broadhurst, 44th W.
B'way.
Ci. 6-6699).
Fast,
rowdy, showy,
with girls, dancing, singing.
Stars Gertrude
Niesen and Norman Lawrence.
Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

of

filled

2:30.

FROM

GIRL
NANTUCKET. (Adelphi. 54th
of 7th Ave.
Ci. 6-5097).
Musical comedy
with Jack Durant, Jane Kean, Bob Kennedy. Evenings, including Sunday, at 8:30.
No performance Monday.
HATS OFF TO ICE. (Center, 6th Ave. and
49th.
Co. 5-5474).
gala ice extravaganza
with all the blade stars you can think of, including Carol Lunne, Geoffe Stevens and the Brandt
sisters.
Matinees
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:35.
»
E.

A

MARINKA.

(Barrymore, 47th W. of B'way.
6-0390).
musical comedy version of Maybut with a happy ending.
Jerry Wayne.
Luba Malina, Romo Vincent, Edith Fellows and
Doodles Weaver.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
Ci.

A

erling,

OKLAHOMA. (St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
4-4664).
So much has been said and written
about this show, and the best of it is, it's all
true.
By all means, don't miss it. Evenings exLa.

cept Sunday,
urday, 2:30.

8:30.

Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

ON THE TOWN.

(Martin Beck, 45th W. of
Ci. 6-6363).
8th Ave.
The year's best revue
Evewith wonderful music, dancing and comedy.
Matinee Wednesday
nings except Sunday, 8:40.
and Saturday, 2:40.

POLANAISE. (Adelphi, 54th E. of B'way. Ci.
5-6868).
Some Chopin music, lots of singing by
Jan Kiepura, Marta Eggerth and Rose Inghram.
Matinee WednesEvenings except Sunday, 8:30.
day and Saturday, 2:30.

THE RED MILL.
Ave.

Ci.

5-5200).

(Ziegfeld,
of

Revival

54th and 6th
Victor Herbert

made lively and amusing by Eddie Foy,
Herbert
jr., Michael O'Shea and Odette l^yrtil.
music sounds grand.
Evenings except Sunday at
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
8:40.
THE THREE GIFTS. (Yiddish Art Theater.

operetta

is

A

musical
Gr. 5-5970).
2nd Ave. at 4th St.
fantasy with a wandering musician as the leading
character, with Maurice Schwartz, Berta Gersten,
Evenings, inMuriel Gruber and Luba Ladison.
cluding Sunday, 8:30.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:30.
(Broadway, 5 3rd
PARK.
IN
Pretty, lively enterand B'way.
Ci. 7-2887).
taining musical more in the operetta than comedy
vein.
With Wilbur Evans, Maureen Cannon, Noah
Evenings except SunBeery, sr., and Betty Bruce.
day. 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

UP
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OYSTER

HOUSE. One of the few
GLENN'S
restaurants in these parts specializing in sea food.
Fish and chips for lunch is the favorite of many
down-towners.
And they have a big variety of
Open 11 a. m. to 8 p. m.
other sea-foods, too.
Scarritt

Arcade, 819 Walnut.

HA.

9176.

MARTIN'S. One

of the largest and finest places
in Kansas City, with two large bars, a night club
and "Chicken In The Rough" table and booth
service.
All of which is very fine. Joe Meyers'

turn out the most polished ja« this town has
heard in a decade. On the Plaja. 210 W. 47th.
LO. 2000.
trio

MYRON'S ON THE PLAZA.

Myron Green
you forget that you can't beat a woman's
neatly apin
two
He
offers
fine
food
cooking.
1115 Walnut (VI. 8960)
pointed establishments.
and on the Plaza, 4700 Wyandotte (WE. 8310).
won't

let

NANCE'S CAFE.

Large enough to accommo17th precinct of the 11th ward all at one
but small enough to give individualized attention to your culinary whims. In the B. M. A.
building, first floor. 217 Pershing Road. HA. 5688.
date the
sitting,

A

nice blonde room
PHILLIPS COFFEE SHOP.
you can get a wonderful cheese and nut
sandwich, in case you're interested, and some very
too.
Hotel Phillips, 12th and
substantial
food.
Baltimore. GR. 5020.

where

TIFFIN

Food
AIRPORT RESTAURANT.
Just for

.

,

CALIFORNIA RANCHHOUSE. Reproductions
on the wails of Paul Wellman's famous book, and
quite in keeping with the spirit of the Ranchhouse.
Likewise the food. Linwood and Forest. LO. 2555.
EL NOPAL.

Genuine Mexican food served by
Open 6 p. m. to 2:30
m., Friday, Saturday and Sunday only. 416 W.

petite
a.

13th

Mexican

HA.

misses.

5430.

GREEN PARROT INN.

All the comforts of
home and then some.
Mrs. Dowd serves some
of the finest fried chicken in these parts, in a gra'
cious atmosphere.
Better have reservations.
52nd
and State Line. LO. 5912.

—

it

KING JOY LO.

Who

chops your

suey

when

UNITY

dinner 5:00-7:30, Monday through
1 1:30-2:00;
Sunday 1 1:30-2:00.
Closed Saturdays.
Friday.

eon
901

8113.

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE

SHOP. Just a good
Busy and bright; probably
as good service as you'll find anywhere.
Open all
night, too. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th and Baltimore.
jump from the lobby.

MEXICAN FOOD.

.

VA.

.

9611.

8720.

Kosher style cookery and the
most varied menu.
The food is rich and
of it.
Harry Weiss has spared no efmaking this one of the most satisfying places
Whole families like it for Sunday dinner
in town.
pow-wows. 1215 Baltimore. GR. 8999.
there's
fort in

lots

Z-LAN DRIVE-IN. It's a little too chilly to
take your food ala-automobile, but there are plentj
of nice red and blonde booths and tables inside.
Good food, excellent service. On the Plaza, 48th
and Main.

LO. 3434.

For Food and a Drink
AMBASSADOR RESTAURANT. A
.

like

it

.

.

luxurious

dining room featuring de luxe dinners. Martin Weiss
has made this place hard to match for variety, quality and quantity.
What a spot to get yourself
locked in for the night!
Hotel Ambassador, 3650
Broadway. VA. 9236.

BLUE HILLS BARBECUE.
For those

hot, Lupe's torrid, tempestuous Mexican dishes are
heartily recommended.
But all Mexican cooking is
not hot
.
and here's the place to find out how
good it really can be. On the Plaia. 618 W. 48th
St.

VI.

town's

1400.

LUPE'S

Tracy.

WEISS CAFE.

A

GR.

room serving
famous

INN. Meatless meals done up in unbelievable style with accent on big salads and rich
desserts.
It's the nationally known vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of Christianity.
Lunch-

the wife is out of town?
Don Toy is your man.
spacious upstairs restaurant convenient to everything downtown. Luncheon and dinner. 8 W. 12th.

HA.

large pleasant

food.

Air farers describe
this place as the finest among many of the big
airports in the country. Food and surroundings are
Municipal Airport. NO. 4490.
excellent.

it

ROOM. A

luncheon only and featuring Wolferman's
1108 Walnut. GR. 0626.

.

The

ideal

place for

perfect evening, what with barbecued ribs, beef
and chicken for dinner or supper. Then to top it
all off, step into the cocktail lounge where the Clef
Dwellers entertain nightly from 9 to 1:30 a. m.
Eddie Cross, well known for making a distinctive
place of Jan's Grill on the Plaza, is your host at
a

For

Blue Hills.

made

here

perfect evening,

a

is

a

place

6015 Troost.

Closed Sundays.

to order.

JA.

4316.
i(

ATER-HORN MUSEUM.

Worth

a full evening

wander around among the clutter of curios, including the two-headed calf, powder horns, stuffed
alligators and longhorn heads.
George Ater's Old
Fashions and luscious steaks call for repeat performto

HA.

1307 Main.

ances.

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.

here
is
for big Congress steaks and really good dinner
salads.
Bet both houses would agree on that measure.
Alma Hatten is caressing the keyboard for the
fourth straight month. 3539 Broadway. WE. 5115.

DOWNTOWN

Legislation

INTERLUDE.
it.

is

A

Something

new

new

spot,

bright

Rocco

Ray, boogie
pianist, working with Black Light.
Hotel Robert E.
Lee, 13th and Wyandotte. VL 0022.
with

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT. A

big
chummy place with a couple of enormous circular booths for larger parties. Harry Turner keeps
a busy and interesting place.
The lovely, blonde
Pauline Necce entertains nightly at the Hammond

and

1211

organ.

Baltimore.

VI. 8490.

GUS" RESTAURANT. The newest entry in the
Downtown District Derby. The former "Colony"

—

has been redecorated in grand style
modem and
with a spectacular entrance and a cute bar.
cozy
Gus Fitch, formerly of the Muehlebach, is on hand
to welcome you
and the food is rather special.
Nice eypsy music, tool.

—

.

.

.

ITALIAN GARDENS. A

fine array of genuine
Italian dishes served at tables or latticed booths by
ladies in native Italian attire.
They also
Service
feature fine steaks and American cooking.
Closed Sundays.
from 4 p. m. until midnight.

young

1110 Baltimore.
if TF^T-L

Pnv

HA.
An

8861.

and gold room
with bar, tables and booths, and capably managed
by Glenn E. Wood. 3223 Troost. VA. 9696.

KENN'S BAR

attractive blue

AND RESTAURANT.

Every

noon it becomes a branch office of WHB, KCMO,
and KCKN, mainly because of good food, reasonable
prices and excellent service. 9th and Walnut. GR.
2680.

MISSOURI HOTEL BAR.

—

Could be

a

taxidermy

you are the one who gets stuffed
school, but no
with fine food and inspiring mixed drinks. 314 W.
12th.
HA. 9224.

PHIL TRIPP'S.

A

quick one at the bar in
•k
front, and then step right back to the dining room
steaks or delicious meatball
sandfor spaghetti,
wiches. Across from the Pickwick bus station. 922
McGee. HA. 9830.

PICADILLY ROOM.

A

friendly

little

silver

and blue room downstairs from the bus station, frequented by radio people, actors and writers. In the
Pickwick Hotel, 10th and McGee.
PI

AZA BOWL.

PLAZA ROYALE. Attractive lounge, the South
Side sister of the Town Royale. Mary Dale takes
over at the Console of the Hammond organ while
Zola Palmer moves over to the Town Rovale. 614
W. 48th. GR. 0800.
PIONEER ROOM. A

Fillum Fun and
Joshua Johnson fill a mighty fine bill here. One
on the screen above the piano and the other on
Weird
the
illuminated keyboard of the piano.
Black Liaht accentuate the tuneful fingers of ojsh.
It's worth a full evening.
Food, service and drinks
are top drawer.
VA. 0926.
3 545 Broadway.

has been added and this
exquisite in decor, and

crashing pins.
The cocktail lounge is small and
so is the dining room and both are usually
crowded. On the Plaza. LO. 6656.

tidy;

9469.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

:*r
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Food and drinks

to the tune of

and old rose room

pastel

in the new Westport Arms hotel.
A divan all the
way around makes it cozy and convivial. Happy
^'lts IS your hos'.
Westport Arms Hotel. 301 W.
Armour. LO. 0123.
PRICE'S RESTAURANT. Excellent food, fine

service in
Cocktails,

this

downstairs

grill.

roomy, convenient down-town oasis.
great levelers. are superb in the
10th and Walnut. GR. 0800.

those

HYDE PARK ROOM. An

PUSATERI'S

ex-

tremely comfortable and inviting dining room offering booths, tables and bar stools for your comfort.
Piano melodies during the dinner and supper

hour offer
at

a pleasant

m.

4 p.

and inspiring obbligato. Opens
Hotel, 36th and Broad wav.

Hyde Park

LO. 5441.

NEW

YORKER. Luncheon, dindrinks, music and everybody you know.
It's
one of those places always crowded for very obvious reasons.
Inimitable Pusateri steaks and salad
with garlic sauce. 1104 Baltimore. GR. 1019.
PUSATERI'S

ner,

ROSE'S

COCKTAIL BAR AND

RANT.

RESTAU-

In the heart of Waldo is a gathering place
large
for the kind of folks you like to meet.
place with a modernistic bar and off to the side,
an attractive dining room.
Above the bar are
some interesting murals on the canopy, accentuated
by fluorescent and indirect lighting. 405-07 West
75th St., in the heart of Waldo. ]A. 9796.

A

SAVOY
with the

GRILL.

finest

midnight.
VI. 3890.
until

Dim,

historic

and

dignified

Opens 10 a. m.
9ih and Central.

foods and drinks.

Closed Sundays.

GILLHAM

STURB'S
PLAZA. Friendly, neighborly place where the chief attraction is the pretty
gal at the piano who plays loud boogie and sings
She reminds you of Lauren
in a big, deep voice.
Bacall. The name is Jcannie Leitt (as in light) and
she has a lot of fun.
So do you. 3114 Gillham

VA. 9911.
ROYALE.

Plaza.

TOWN

Honesty compels us to admit
visit the steaks were small and
was too much vinegar in the salad
one of the bartenders on duty was
However, it was Harry Newsmoking a cigar.
street's night off
and probably things are better
by now. At any rate, this beautifully appointed,
dimly lit downtown spot is mighty popular with
and should conservicemen and their gals
Mary Dale plays piano and solovox,
tinue to be.
1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.
very well indeed.
that

on

our

last

tough;

there
dressing; and

—

.

VERDI'S RESTAURANT.
tecture,

pared

historic

food

and

to CO for
west of Troost.

place

.

.

Old Romanic

appointments, plus expertly
incidental piano music.

A

a

quiet,

VA.

restful

dinner.

archi-

prenice

Armour,

9388.

WESTPORT ROOM.

Favorite waiting place for
people getting on or leaving a train. Next door is
the big Fred Har\'cy dining room which, too, is
usually crowded. Union Station. GR. 1100.

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
Drink

]nst for a

.

it

.

.

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

diminutive
i(
little
place tucked away in the Continental Hotel
duty.
(jreenbacks
do
double
The barwhere your
gain "two'for-one" cocktail hour from 3 to 5 each
afiernoon is something worth battling crowds to get
mto. Hotel Continental, 11th and Baltimore. HA.
6040.

CABANA.

Latin-American in decor, with a
large circular bar with comfortable stools, booths
and tables. Hazel Smith at the Novachord afternt.ons and in the evenings the charming and talented
Alberta Bird. Hotel Phillips. OR. 5 020.
i(

OMAR ROOM. A
A

dim and

inviting room, fa-

mous for its vintage of the grape and singing in the
Hotel
wildnerness.
fine place to get acquainted.
Continental, 11th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
i(

PINK ELEPHANT.

A

tiny

room

just

off

the

walk where there are pink elephants on the walls
and old two-reel comedies on a center screen from
time to time. State Hotel, between Baltimore and
Wyandotte. OR. 5 310.

THE TROPICS. A
with
over

soft

lounge

green

with

tables, buried deep in the heart of
the magnificent Bellerive Hotel. Wayne Muir, impressionistic
pianist
and composer, Joaquin and
Diane, the Latin Troubadors, and Seers and Haymer, pianistic clowns, are currently featured. Opens
11 a. m. with entertainment from 3 p. m.
Hotel
Bellerive, Armour at Warwick.
.7047.

VA

With Dancing

CROWN ROOM.

Judy

.

.

.

Conrad's

Beguine
Billy Snyder, the world's smalltrumpet player, begins around six. Dancing till
1:30. The new Russian Room is a wonderful glass
house.
Hotel La Salle, 922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

Rhythm, featuring
est

CUBAN ROOM.

Hangout for the gentry who
The Herman Walder trio
from 7 p. m. until the
legal curfew.
If you
work up an appetite, the
kitchen dishes out dinner.
5
West Linwood (just
off Main).
VA. 4634.
the

bounce

jumping

this

bistro

jive.

nightly

it.

Of

course,

5440.
in the

classiest places

singer and entertainer
Broadway begrudged giving up, even for a few
weeks. She is Sonia Cortis and you won't want to
that

her.
And then there's your old standby,
Charley Wright and his smooth music, Joey Rardin,
Camel Caravan emcee, and the Saturday afternoon cocktail dansants with free rhumba lessons and
no cover charge. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA. 7047.
MILTON'S TAP ROOM. An amiable place
where lots of people dance with lots of other people
to Julia Lee's music, and fhe rest sit, sip and
listen.
3511 Troost. VA. 9256.
it PLANTATION. Vic Colan and his Chicagoans
have been held over for several more weeks at
Highway 40, East.
this popular rural supper club.

miss

the

A

PENGUIN ROOM.
Kapplan and

A

CR.

EL CASBAH. One of the
midwest and now featuring a

melee of palms and bamboo

amber mirror

dig

14th and Baltimore.

ir

of the
cover.

ZEPHYR ROOM.

can't beat

favorite plushy places for luncheon, dinner or supper. Gene Pringle and his orchestra have moved in
for a stay of at least two months. Hotel President.

an occasional
place.

You

you can't dance much, either, because the junior
But it's one of our
size floor is always jammed.

the

tropical storm busting out all
Patty O'Dare entertains at the
Hammond and the Steinway, separately and together.
Hotel Phillips, 1 2th and Baltimore.
OR.
5020.

i(

DRUM ROOM.

65

his orchestra

town's
Closed

and Baltimore.

smartest

new

Kappy

sensation,

have taken charge
spots.

Sunday.
Hotel
6040.

in

No minimum
Continental,

one
or
11th

HA.

SOUTHERN MANSION.

One

of

the

more

ultra downtown spots, done up to live up to its
name. Dee Peterson and the boys play for dinner
and supper dancing. They're smooth and unobtruNo bar, but excellent drinks at your table.
sive.

1425 Baltimore.

TERRACE

GR. 5131.
Chiaparelli
GRILL.

pink are the
mirrors accentuated by cleverly concealed
dim, quiet, yet cozy and congenial. That's
the Terrace Grill of the Hotel Muehlebach. Bcrnie
Cummins is back after an absence of several years
with a brand new, sensational band. Call Gordon
12th and Baltimore.
GR. 1400.
for reservations.

•<r

walls,

lights,

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR. There are only three or
four B-Flat trumpets in the world and Dale Jones
pumps the valves of this amazing instrument nightly
at one of the near suburban spots on the south
Dale has one of the bounciest bands for six
side.
Food, drinks and dancing
pieces you ever heard.
7852 Wornall Road. DE. 1253.
until way late.
•k

TROCADERO. A chummy

off Main west on 39th.
latest platters are served

No
from

cocktail

lounge just

orchestra but
a juke box.

all

the

SWINGIN'

WITH THE STARS

FILMS EXPECTED IN KANSAS CITY IN JANUAHY
(Tentative Schedule)

NEWMAN

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

ESQUIRE,

life's

THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—

as 4 slums girl,
nearly
goes on the rocks with her assorted love affairs,
and finally

in the early days of the war. Robert Montgomery, John Wayne and

KITTY—Kitty
LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN—
Yes. it's the book you read last
year
celluloidized to tell the yarn
about a very disagreeable jealous
a'oman and the trouble her hypcr-po8sessivenes3 causes a lot of
nice people.
Gene Tierney, Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Grain.

—

—

LOEWS MIDLAND

embarks

on

journey

comes to safe harbor as a titled
English gentlewoman.
Paulette
Goddard and Ray Milland.

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT—
Charles Boyer and Lauren Bacall

OURS— Child

THIS LOVE OF
psychology a

\a

Hollywood!

Con-

cerning a doctor, his estranged
wife, and their daughter who is
obsessed with a mother-love complex.
Adroitly played by Charles
Korvin,
Merle Oberon, Claude

Rains and Sue England.

A WALK
tieth

IN THE

Century

Fox

starring

NEXT,

CORPORAL

unpredictable
corporal continues his gentle blundering through G. I. routine and
regulation. Robert Walker. Keenan
Wynn and Jean Porter.

Coulouris.

SAN ANTONIO

—

Technicolor

the old days when Texas
many six-shooters as it had
longhorns. Errol Flynn and Alexis

RKO ORPHEUM

Smith.

THE BELLS OF

MARY'S—

ST.

Bing Crosby continues as the same

FRONTIER GAL— A

priest trouble-shooter
co-stars

My Way"—
b,g techni-

western featuring Yvonne
deCarlo, Rod Cameron. Andy Dcvine, and other folk from down
Red Horse Gulch way.
color

— Starring
"Woman
the Window" — Edward G. Robinson and

SCARLETT STREET
we

tike so well

in

in

Joan BenDan Duryca, Jess
Barker and Margaret Lindsay.
nett.

WHAT

HARGROVE?—The

of
has as

Dana Andrews.

the same team

Donna Reed.

tale

SUN—Twenfilm

team up for a sizzling, intriguepacked tale of Spanish Fascists
Splendid supporting cast of Katina
Paxinous, Peter Lorre and George

Saga of P-T boots and their crews

With

from "Going
with Ingrid

Bergman, who portrays the Mother
Superior of St. Mary's school. As
simple and sincere a performance
as we've seen in many a day.

THE UNSEEN—A

thriller

guar-

anteed to provide you with goos»flesh and chills along the spine,
loel McCrea. Gail Russell, Hernert Marshall and Richard Lyon.

(Companion Picture) TOO

YOUNG TO KNOW—Joan

Leslie

and Robert Hutton in an unpretentious story of young !ove-ahlove

I

THE TOWER
Stage
screen:
Always
and
a
triple-decker
screen
features
(2
and a stage revue) with garnishes
newsreel, comedy, eic.
of
Just
one way to while away five or
(Features not posted
six
hours.
in

advance.)

FOLLY THEATRE
Vaudeville

and

shows of
(Features not

girlie

semi-lusty sort.
posted in advance.)
the

9
Parking your iron horse in this city
and many others is getting to be as irksome as your bridge partner with a onetrick mind.
Each morning one of the large fender-

Kansas City's biggest banks.
unable to find an

A

few days

and

said they were
account in the name of

later the cashier called

Mary Jean Apartments.

bashing operators drives three or four cars
across the entrance and lets in only a

He doesn't want "in-andouters" and you must promise not to take
your car out before five o'clock upon
penalty of turning over your keys and
bank account.
select clientele.

WHAT

AGAIN? ... The

manager of our

favorite

paper

far as I

full up
and would be as
was concerned until August 18,
.

.

having
Every

still

Friday they

carry
nearly a full page of
where to go and what
to do ads to the delight
of brew and

bourbon fanciers who

make

that

of a

sort

weekend out of

it.

They could
blamed

the

have

typeset-

the pressman or
the Bretton Woods
conference, but anyhow, there was a
funeral home ad right
ters,

.

1972.

is

advertising
daily news-

troubles.

his

One day we had to resurrect our little
gas pig to rush to a fire over at the Swift
and Company plant on the west side of
town. Not that we are competing with
the local bluejackets, but it seems that
people like to get first hand information
over their radio sets.
Well, we got the land-tank out of hock
but only after promising the Gestapo man
at the gate that we would never do it
again.
The next morning the same three cars
were barricading the entrance and the
plump man with the baggy pants said
they were

little

in the

middle of

Not long ago

it all.

a certain

private airplane

was soaring around people's houses
on the south side like a hungry buzzard.
He picked out a friend's house and began
circling around like a bee over a four-leaf
pilot

clover.

And

Chicago things are no better.
Why, traffic is so heavy in the windy city
that a fella can't pull away from the
Tribune tower until some guy turns into
the Illinois Central Station 1 3 blocks away.
in

His puzzlement grew as the gyrations
continued. It seems that from the north
side the house was a definite white, while
from the south it was no doubt canary,
or sorta cream color.

He went around three or four
times, took out a handkerchief and

more
wiped

the windshield.

APT-ITUDE TEST
Apt
of

is

home

.

.

service

Mary Jean
department

gas company, and while out of
sent her check for deposit in one of

the

town

with the

.

A

fearful chill crept

up

his spine.

So,

he turned the little ship's nose toward the
airport and went as fast as that little prop
could snake him through the air
.

.

.
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SERMONETTE
your wife

.

.

.

And remember—

your shortcomings
much quicker than she will your longstaywill tolerate

ings.

NOW, THAT

We

IS ...
are inclined
to absorb as gospel just about anything that

Russian

those

perhaps his eyesight might
fail completely before he could land.
The next day he found out that the
people were painting their house, and had
It half done.
fearing

that

•

HIGH FINANCE ... The
morning on

a
gal

townward bound

bank?"

AND

Resipresident's home town of
Independence, Mo., are pleasantly surprised each December when their electric
bill arrives marked "Paid."
Dunno how
.

.

.

the

they do

it,

in

great

but they does it.
Elsewhere
white neighborhood (11
inches of snow) a waitress was seen the
other day refilling the salt shakers at a
She tossed the few remainlocal eatery.
ing particles in each shaker over her left
this

or more
help and then again it
may not
the gal was wearing no
engagement ring or a set of wings
Out south on Broadway a dancing school
advertises an "Exercycle" with the likeness of a live gal riding the thing in the
window. She can be seen pumping away
several days a week, but ever so often
she disappears. Snooping around revealed
that the gal wears out her slacks and has
to be changed ever so often.
(Okay, you
win, call it "pants!"')
shoulder.
shakers.

Did

.

that to a dozen

may

It

.

serve

as

.

.

.

.

WE NAMED

SO

And

IT

"SWING"

in a name? Swing is
rhythm. It's rug-cuttin' and boogie-beat.
It's the impetus that goes to your head
and to your feet. Swing is the popular
trend; the direction of public tastes toward
a coffee, a chewing gum, a matinee idol,
.

.

.

what's

—

a toothpaste.

man

of

who

at the big

other

—

PRESIDENTIAL PULL?

grenadiers

movie houses choose to
yell down our throats, but we were somewhat awed the other night when we heard
one outside a large local theater announce:
"There will be immediate seating in half
an hour."

bus, a
old sat

sulky little
about four years
beside her mother. The tot was obviously
miffed.
Her little brow tightened and she leaned
over and scolded, loud enough so that nobody in the bus could miss "Mamma,
when are you going to pay me back those
pennies you berried out of my piggy

dents

doormen

It's

something the business

does with a deal. Swing

is also the cut
of a leather-clad fist, arcing through the air
to the other fellow's jaw. Swing was what
the cattle rustler or the tough road agent
used to do when the pioneers had a rope
and a sycamore limb right handy. Swing
was a hard word then. It not only brought
a lump to the thoat; it brought many a
throat to a lump.

When
they'll

the

Yanks march home

victorious,

swing down Main Street. Chariots

swing; children swing; outlaws swing; orchestras swing; we swing! Some high, some
low; and the word means many things to

many

people.

We hope

our

little

magazine

will

come

to

things to as many people.
hope the rug-cutter and the boogiebeater, the pricefighter and the fight fan,
the business analyst and the sales executive,
the man about town, and the man in the
service
all the guys and gals everywhere
—will find something they like about

mean

as

many

We

—

SWING.

—.Reprinted from Vol.
Swing — January, 1945.

I, >(.

J
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IT'S something
worth celebratng when one
station in a market is popularly

ranked first on
the Hooper Index weekday

mornings

.

.

weekday

first

.

after-

moons... and first
day Saturday.
Also, that's a

fi'-l

pretty good indication that 'WHB
is your best radio
advertising buy
in Kansas City.

For

WHB

Availabilities,
'phone

DON DAVIS
at

any

ADAM YOUNG
office:

NEW YORK

CITY 18
West 42nd St.
LOngacre 3-1926
II

CHICAGO
55

E.

2

Washington

St.

ANdover 5448

^AN FRANCISCO

4

KANSAS CITY
HOOPER WDEX
NOVEMBER '45

WHB

Station

Statfon

Station

Station

A

B

c

D

WEEKDAYS A. M.
MOM. THRU FSI.
8AJI.-12 Noon

27.2

21.7

18.6

12.3

15.7

3.4

28.2

22.6

26.7

15.9

8.8

2.4

10.7

37.0

27.0

14.5

9.0

3.8

31.8

28.8

26.7

12.6

2.1

0.0

Station

627 Mills Building
sutler 1393

ICS ANGELES 13
448 South Hill St.
Michigan 0921

KANSAS CITY

6

Scarritt Building

HArrison 1161

WEEKOAVS P.M.
MON. THRU FRI.
12 Hoan-ftPJI.

12

SDNOAY
AFTERNOON
Noon-ep.M.
SATURDAV
DAYTIME

«A.M.-6I».M.

WHB, KEY STATION

for

the

KANSAS STATE NETWORI

ouce^o^^T^^^co^^^^^^^^^Harvey, was a guest of
Rosemary Howard on WHB's "Showtime
when Harvey
"

NEWS
REEL

played

to three capacity audiences here. He calls Kansas City one of his "homes". He attended the University
of Kansas and was a classmate of Roy Roberts, managing editor of the Kansas City Star, and Alf London.
Pemberton got his newspaper start under William Aller
White of Emporia, Kansas.

PRACTICAL

PLAN BY
PRACTICAL

MAN
General

^Aaior

lewis F.
Ledo
China and au-

Pick, builder of the

road

in

thor of the Missouri River
Plan,

he

pictured here as

is

WHB

tells

and

Commerce
would

listeners

Chamber

the

plan

the

Big

utilize

Muddy

of

that the

river

and

all

its

for power,
manufacturing, and

tributaries

flood

control.

It

would

be
done by building
dams, dykes and reservoirs

to

impound water
advan-

man's most
tageous uses.
for

COOL KUHEL
Probably the "headiest" first baseman
in the business, Joe Kuhel at 39 is one
of the American League's top batters.
An insurance broker in Kansas City during the off season, Joe looks forward
to another good year with the Woshi'-qton Senators. He was a guest one
afternoon on the WHB Sports Show.

—

Swind

'an apparatus for recreation

100K

—

quick

it's

year's

February!
scherzo,

can almost always count on Feb-

ruary to give us a warm spell,
with the honey-sweet taste of
spring and a week or two of

mild disarming weather that
throws us off guard, melts our
wintered hearts, and sets our
spinning lightly with
fancies
thoughts of love. It's the month
to bake a cherry pie, split a rail,
recite the Gettysburg Address,
and send your true-love violets
with her valentine.
Time, too, when slander of a
sort acquires legality, thanks to

A comic valenValentine.
is to that gentle saint as
Spike Jones' Green Danube is
to Strauss. But comic valentines
we have, just the same, leering
among the lace and forget-meAnd we'd like to send
nots
a few comics, ourselves. To certain members of Congress, for
instance; to America Firstists; to
the producers of flimsy expensive
musicals; and to parents who
think juvenile delinquency is
cute. Also to Franco, Bilbo, and
three O's that add up
Hirohito
but a hunk of trouto naught
But we aren't concentratble.
ing on pet hates. We'd like to
send a few hearts and flowers,
too: To General Eisenhower, for
Li'l
Abner; and to
to
one;
Charles G. Bolte and his New
Veterans; to the manufacturers
of Kleenex, the bakers of salt
to Ingrid Bergrising bread;
man; to Jimmy Stewart; to Bing
Crosby; and to Mr. Kurtz of
Kansas City. And to all of you
who read SWING we send
greetings and the front cover
with die Swing Girl who, as
you can very well see, has a
heart and wears it on the right
St.

tine

.

.

—

side.

O

NO.

1946

2

ARTICLES
This

Is

Peace

3

Hl-JiNKS AND Lo-jACKS
Dogs Are All Right, But

William Ornstein
James R. McQueeny
Declaration of Interdependence .. Frank Singiser

13

The Singing Reed
Date Exchanges Grow Up

17
23

Jetta Carleton

Grier Lowry

Charles Hogan
GesundheiT
How to Be an Old Maid. .Norton Hughes Jonathan
Clifford Durr
Enter Durr, Swinging

MISCELLAN

I

Now You

5

9

31

41

47

ES

Gun to Shoot Dead Chickens

Blackburn Hall
Harry S. Donen

Tell One

12
15

OUR TOWN TOPICS
Swing's Man of the Month, Elmer
January's Heavy Dates
Ports of Call in Kansas City
SwiNGiN' With the Stars

F. Pierson. ...

37
2

63

66

Swing Around

.

——

FEBRUARY,

2

'^^P

the
short and merry little bridge between the andante of January
and the crescendoes of March.
In our part of the world, we
the

*It's

VOL.

67

OTHER TOWN TOPICS
Norton Hughes Jonathan
Chicago Letter
Chicago Ports of Call
Lucie Ingram
New York Letter
New York Ports of Call

54
56
58
60

PICTURES
(Center Section) Gayle Moore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. H. Moore, by C. W. Mumaw • Back cover by Willard
staff photographers.
Kamberg •
News Reel, by

WHB
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FEBRUARY'S HEAVY DATES
CONVENTIONS

MUSIC

4-6, American Gas Association
Home Service Worlcers.

Feb.

Muehlebach.
10-12, Institute of
ican Poultry Industries.
torium and President.

Feb.

Feb.
tric

13-

M,

14-16,

Grain

Audi-

Missouri Valley Elec-

Association.

Continental.

Feb. lJ-14, Kansas
Hotel Phillips.
Feb.
of

Amer-

Feb.

Feb. 6, Philharmonic, Music Hall.

Feb.

Feb.

Managers.

Music

"Pop"

BASKETBALL

Conti-

Muehlebach.

Chorus,

Philharmonic.

24,

American Federation

Midwest Circulation

Cossack

Philharmonic,

Matinee.

(

17-18,

Don

14,

Music Hall (Town Hall).
Feb.
19,
Hall.

nental.

Feb.

Music

Feb. 12, James Melton,
Hall (Fritschy).

Tax Agents.

Processors.

Philharmonic, Music Hall.

5,

Interscholasdc

Feb.

1

League

—Southeast-Southwest

Westport-Manual

Feb. 17-19. Allied Clothiers and
Jobbers. Phillips.
Feb. 20-22, American Association
of School Administrators. Auditorium.

ART EVENTS

East-Paseo

—

Feb. 6
Southeast-Manual
Central-Paseo
Southwest-Northeast

Portrait of America, 150
ings from 5.000 canvases.

liam
Art.

—

Feb. 8
Southwest-Manual
Northeast-Paseo

25-27,

Society.

American
President

Carnation
and Audi-

torium.

—

Costume wing enlarged

display.

—

ana expanded.

(American League)
Feb.

Feb. 3, Omaha; Feb. 10, Dallas;
Feb. 13, Fort Worth; Feb. 17,
Tulsa; Feb. 20, Minneapolis;
Feb. 27. Dallas.

—

Sacramento Senators-

14

M y O Cigars.
Feb. 18 — Los Angeles
M W O Cigars.

DANCING

Carrolls-

Heart
of
America
Industrial
League each Wednesday night
at Redemptorist auditorium.

BOXING-WRESTLING

(Pla-Mor)
Feb. 2, Stan Kenton.
10,
9,
Phillips.
tor.

Wrestling. Arena, Feb. 5-19.

Boxing. Golden Gloves. Feb.
12, 13 and 16 (finals).

of

lic;

Northeast-Manual

HOCKEY

Wil-

L.

Feb. 15
Central- Westport
Southeast-East
Feb. 22
Paseo-Westport
Southwest-East
Central-Southeast

(Major League, 8:30,
Pla-Mor)

paint-

Nelson Gallery

Kansas City Museum: Mrs. Jacob
Loose room open to the pubnew William Volker room on

East-Westport
Feb.

Rockhill

THEATRE
II,
1-2,
Feb.
Hall (A

"Oklahoma,"

Music

13,

14,

Feb. 6. 7.
17,

Teddv

Feb. 16, Tony Pas
Feb. 20, 21, 23, 24, 27,

Tuesdays and
28, Chuck Hall.
Thursdays, "Over 30" dances,
with Tom and Kate Beckhair
and their orchestra.

a N)

Feb. 4, Town Hall, Music Hall,
Paul Draper and Larry Adter.

New

Feb. 8-9,

York Civic Opera.

OTHER EVENTS

Music Hall.
Feb. 11,

Town

Clintic,

Feb.

25,

Hall, Guthrie
Music Hall.

Town

Hall.

Mc-

Charles

Feb. 7, Shrine Ball, Arena,

Feb.
Feb.

26,

Isaac

Stein

(Fritschy)

Music Hall.
Feb.

(A

27,
6?

Blackstone,

N).

Music Hall

Mu-

nicipal Auditorium.

Kullman, Music Hall.
10,

City

Veterans

Show,

Arena.
Council of Churches,
Feb.
17,
Stanley Jamc". speaker. 4 p- m

—

THIS ^6

f-^eace!

"Wartime economicitis"
Peace

can be

it

fatal.

is

a pleasant disease but in
the Gardner Advertising

From

Company's News Letter, Swing reprints some thoughts
on the need for a nationwide shift from the
ways of war to the ways of peace.

This

is

Peace!

Four years ago we were forced
Starting from scratch, we
trained and built the greatest striking

into war.

force in miHtary history.

savings.

And we

incurred unprecedented debts.

nation of our business and
lives
did so
for the duration.
willingly for Victory. Paradoxically,
we gave up our freedom to preserve it
private

We

all

We

time!

saved our

est hours.

strengths
tory.

No

Peace.
served

Today, they're obso-

their purpose.

Once more, we need to wor\
our way. Once more, we need to pay
our way. Once more, we need to

way on

build our

American

strictly

lines.

We

We submitted to Government domi-

for

the ways of war to the ways of
Wartime standards and habits
lete.

We performed unprecedented feats.
We paid unprecedented wages. We
paid unprecedented taxes. We built
up unprecedented

We need to make this Peace o//iWe need a nationwide shift from

cxaV.

need to recapture our trafreedom.
need to unshackle Industry.
need open,
competitive markets bulging with
goods for that is the only safeguard
against inflation.
need peace and
production
from the worker-employer-investor relationship.
need

We
We

ditional

—

We

We

allies

in their dark'

By combining our colossal
we hammered out global vicindividual,

no group, no na-

tion can claim credit for this victory!

Now,

for practical purposes, the "duration" has ended. The need for Government domination has ended. The

need for wartime economics has ended.
The need for wartime thinking has
ended. This is Peace.

the

of

incentive

This
our goal!
taxes.

What

is

is

—AFTER

profit

Peace and prosperity

is

prosperity?

GOAL

and not a
Prosperity is a
Prosperity can be achieved by
economic means and not by sociopolitical pressure and legislation. Prosperity is elusive.
can have it togift.

We

day and

lose it

tomorrow.

No

indi-

—

—
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no group, no Government can
guarantee it- and remain free.
Prosperity is highly contagious. It
lifts all groups simultaneously. To argue otherwise is to incite class warfare. Prosperity is relative. Prosperity for one man would be poverty
for another. Like climbing a ladder,
the rewards and hazards increase for
those who reach the top. That's bait
for ambition. That's why some men
think harder, work harder, press
harder to reach the top. They strive
to win. That's the American way.
That's how this nation rose to global
vidual,

leadership.

And here's the outstanding fact
about prosperity as our system has
proved: even those who live in relative poverty can eat better, dress better, live better, see more, play more,
learn more, have more than ninetenths of the rest of the people on
earth! That's why prosperity is a social asset and not a liabiHty.
Prosperity knows but one source
profit. Profit is an economic product.
It must be manufactured.
It comes
management of men,
money, materials and machines. Profit
comes after wages and all other costs

after

skillful

are paid. Profit is the source of taxes.
taxes are the source of Govern-

And

ment's strength.
Profit is the proof of management's
ability to

produce efficiently and com-

pete successfully in open, competitive

markets. The quest of profit is the
source of jobs and wages
for free
men. When that quest is futile, free
men are idle. Profit is the promise
of better products for more people at
lower prices. Profit is the source of
healthy growth for individuals. Industry and Government alike. And that's
the essence of prosperity!
In the pent-up demands of our people and the pent-up money in their

—

we have the basic ingredients
of peacetime prosperity. But it will

jeans,

take more than buying power to sustain it. It will take peacetime prosperity thin\ing! Thinking in terms of
free, competitive production
the
free flow of goods
open comhighpetition in the market places
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

employment based upon brisk
demand and profitable production
wages based upon output and not
upon some arbitrary estimate of what
level

.

.

.

is "fair"
plus a national awakening to the uncontestable fact that survival of free men depends upon their
participation in the production of
.

.

.

profit!

We

paid a stratospheric price to
totalitarianism
and not to
fought a war to
perpetuate it.
end the ways of war not to inherit
them in Peace. In the process, our
people contracted wartime economicitis.
It's a very pleasant disease. But
in Peace it can be fatal- -and this is

abolish

We

Peace!

—
—

HIJINKS

AND

Jdo-^acL

—

Ripped stockings, Oriental rugs, too
hig marquees, take the fun and profit
out of running a show house.

AT one

time or

ari'

by WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

.fx. other you have
gone to a movie and
noticed tremendous
crowds milling about

"distributor"

line

and when you
got

theatre

into

of release

and

theatres.

fi-

the

It

is

possible

that

one company can be
all three of the terms

you probably

mentioned.

At the same
you may have thought what a
profitable undertaking the movie business is; and you wouldn't mind operating a theatre of your own!
ing ushered to a seat.
time,

had that thought more times
can count on both hands. But
like any down-to-earth diehard, I've
scurried around, surveyed and studied
the general prospectus of the exhibithe owner or manager- and the
tor
results are anything but as they appear on the surface.
I've

To

dates

shipping prints to

a long time before be-

—

the

pictures are handled,
such as the setting up

were disappointed be
cause you had to stand

than

is

agency through which

the boxoffice eager to
gain admission. You
might have joined the
nally

sponsible for the finished product, and

I

—

begin with I should explain
three terms employed in the motion
picture industry. I've already mentioned "exhibitor." He is the man
who owns or operates on a lease the
theatre which exhibits the pictures.
"Producer" is commonly used to denote an individual or company re-

In fact

there are five companies which are producer, distributor

and exhibitor.
They are MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, Warner
Brothers, Radio-Keith-Orpheum, and
Twentieth Century-Fox. Each produces, distributes and exhibits its own
pictures. They even go so far as to
distribute films made by other producers who have no regular distribution

outlet.

And

they also exhibit

pictures of other companies.

Now

that this has been explained,

dwell on a few of the incidents which make life for the movie
theatre owner, both large and small,
a whirl of headaches of no mean proI'd like to

portion.

For instance, a large theatre in
Brooklyn some time ago effected a
tieup with a commercial establishment
to donate an oriental rug to the cou-

s.

«
pie

who would

agree to be married on
Everything went off to

the stage.

But several
weeks later the wedded blissfuls approached the theatre manager vnth a
perfection, as expected.

They

complaint.
suit

threatened to

unless the matter

was

file

straight'

ened out to their satisfaction. The
complaint was that the rug given them
as a gift was not a bona fide oriental.
That hurt their dignity. They were
fooled,
they charged, and unless
something was done about it the
theatre would have a neat little legal
action

on

its

hands.

Needless to say this resulted in a
unexpected grief for the theatre
manager. He had to go back to the
rug concern, argue with them until
finally it was agreed to exchange the
rug for another. It developed later
that the couple had a friend in the
rug business who had told them the
rug was a cheap one. Actually, the
rug was an oriental, but the theatre
manager did the smart thing by having it changed for another design.
This seemed to satisfy the blissfuls.
lot of

Along the same

hnes, another thea-

tre offered to give

home.

A

contest

away a one story
was held and a

February, 1946

board and a number
small appurtenances.
ing

of other

This again presented a problem.
insisted the house was
completely furnished, but the complainants adamantly argued that it

The manager

hadn't been. Yes, a suit was subsC'
quently filed.
Attorneys for both
sides tried valiantly to settle it, but
the plaintiffs stood firm, contending
they had been misled. The case went
to court

and was thrown

The

out.

judge upheld the defendant's conten-

good faith, that the theatre
had lived up to its obligation. But
the whole matter was exasperating
tion of

while

An

it

hung

in the balance.

who operated two
Lakewood, N. J., recently
acquired another in a town nearby.
exhibitor

theatres in

Generally speaking, when a theatre
to his holdings one of the
first things he does is to renovate the
acquired building to bring it as up-todate as his resources will permit. He
may even extend himself in order to
do the job handsomely.
In this particular instance, the exhibitor erected a new marquee. He
believed it was as important as his

owner adds

advertising

for

attracting

business.

it.
Quite a pubsplurge heralded the presentation of the deed from the stage of the
theatre. The couple took over occu-

While the sign was being built, he
was faced with a suit instituted by
the owner of a shoe store next door.
The allegation was that the new marquee was ten inches longer than the

pancy and a short time later a sultry
complaint was registered.

one removed and

young couple won
licity

'The house wasn't completely

fur-

nished," the couple charged.

After checking into the matter, the
manager found the couple had expected a few more floor lamps, a
toaster, bed spreads, an iron and iron-

this

had the

effect

A

preof blocking out the shoe sign.
liminary injunction was sought to
stop completion of the new fixture.
This was denied. Then an action for

$10,000

in

damages was launched.

The sign ultimately was finished and
many efforts to appease the shoe

I'LL
store

proprietor

failed.

BE SEEING YOU, AMERICA!

When

the

was ultimately tried the court
handed down a decision in favor of
the theatre. But it cost the exhibitor
more than $1,000 in legal fees. Also,

case

the very important goodwill of his
neighbor. He would have given an-

other $1,000 gladly to get that back;
but as matters stand now they are not
on speaking terms. The shoe man
still feels he is in the right and it may
take him a few years more to get

over

should eliminate this type of
complaint. Metal will replace wooden
seats

frames as fast as
for

theatres.

made

it is

It's

available

an expensive job

but one headache at least will be
eliminated by the changeover.
All theatres play up to children,
the well-founded theory being that
they are the adult patrons of tomorrow. No one has successfully operated a theatre without children as pocustomers.
And rightly so.
that when children

tential

Which means

it.

Then

there

is

the particular com-

plaint against theatre

public which

is

owners by the

heard almost every

women

ripping stockings. These rips usually result from
splinters at the bottom of seats and
day.

7

It's

about

complain they must be handled carefully and with a smile of understanding.

The

general complaint of youngthey see certain scenes

sters is that

advertised in the lobby,

some of which

chewers who leave their
wads all over the seats. Complainants
with hosiery rips have made all kinds

are not

of threats and the best any manager
can do is to try and have the hose re-

and we ought to get our money back!"
Very few refunds are given out
when such squawks are made, but it
makes the manager aware that something must be done right away. He

from

gum

paired.

There have been any number

of cases where managers have paid for
dry cleaning dresses and suits in order
to maintain goodwill. It is for this
reason that you find the sale of chewing gum forbidden at candy stands in
theatres. The latest trend in theatre

been

shown on the

cheated,

shout bitterly.

screen.

gypped!"

"We

"We've

they

will

didn't see that

usually changes the scene stills; that
is if he has new pictures to replace
If no
manager

those questioned in the frames.

other

stills

are available, the

February, 1946
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will say,

time," or
parts

'TU try to do better next
"Can I help it if certain

were cut out of the picture?"

As

justice to the exhibitor, he isn't
blame. What happened is that
some scenes had been deleted by the
studio to step up the pace of the story,
or by a local censor board, for one
reason or another. Today, however,
the tendency of distributors is to make
sure all photographs sent to theatres
are included in the film. But notwithstanding this precaution distributors can never tell what a local censor
body will eliminate. There are seven
state censor boards that have the
power to cut scenes at will. So no
matter how much the producer or
distributor tries to prevent this type
of complaint it will crop up every
to

now and

then.

There are also daily occasions when
patrons unwittingly leave personal
property behind. The first thing the
manager or owner does is to keep a
lost

and found department for the

return of these items,
identification.

after

proper

Whenever expensive

wearing apparel has been left behind
and not turned in, the manager is
usually met by an irate patron who
bellows that unless the item is returned the theatre will hear from his
or her lawyer. Such cases, when filed,
are called nuisance suits and are usually dismissed by the courts. Where
property has been turned in and the
owner doesn't call for it within a
specified time the articles are frequently turned over to a local charity.
Then again, lost articles might be
I know of one case
stored away.
where a woman reclaimed a fur scarf
three years after it was left behind.

Other types of nuisance cases deal
with patrons falling because someone's
leg was protruding in the aisle. The
carpet may have been torn and during a fall an injury was sustained. Or
the lighting on the stairs was poor and
someone fell and broke an ankle or
met with some other injury. Such
cases cost theatre men more than
$1,000,000 a year to defend. This is
exclusive of awards which have been
made, primarily to take care of doctor and medical expenses of the complainant.
In any number of cases
theatre attorneys have proved that
plaintiffs were never in the theatre
at the time of the so-called accident.
In other instances, persons claiming
serious injuries necessitating hospitali-

or being in bed for weeks,
have been found to be poor Hars.
Movies taken by special detectives
hidden in doorv,'ays and apartment
houses in the neighborhood and
screened in court have proved some
critically injured patients not to be so
lame after all!
Years ago managers were harassed
by patrons who claimed that they had
been hit by spitballs and other objects
from the balcony. Vandalism of this
zation,

was not unusual. Of late, it
seems to have petered out. Theatre

sort

owners and managers try hard
police balconies with as

many

to

ushers

as there are aisles.

These are only some of the headlarge and
aches of theatre owners

—

small.

Do you

still

want

to

own and

operate a movie theatre?
Or would you rather stand in line
patiently, buy your ticket and enjoy
the show, now that you know some of
the goings-on behind the scenes?

DOGS ARE ALL RIGHT-^^u/See, I like dogs, in their place, but

here

is

the other side of the picture.

by

JAMES

R.

McQUEENY

UNDERSTAND,!
like

dogs as well as

the next fellow. In my
earlier days, an endless

parade of them, mostly
mutts, found their way
to my door, and eventu-

my

ally into

Perry was

He was

heart.

my

favorite.

a well-bred, per-

fectly trained

EngUsh

bull,

the gift

where my
father worked. He became the light
of my life. I would go to the butcher
shop, personally select the meat for
his meals, and he would carry the
of a salesman at the plant

package home in

his

mouth without

disturbing the wrappings.

One morning

while I was at the
Perry was struck by a small
truck, ironically enough, one fitted
up as a miniature hearse by a vetdentist,

erinarian.

Heartsick,

the

way

times

and the campaign
I was glad.

I

called the

dog hospital

daily

to the hospital.

solable for a week.

I

was incon-

failed.

Somehow,

—

Subsequently, I
and the rest of
family acquired
other
dogs,

the

without getting
much satisfaction. On the second day
my father told me Perry had died on
several

Upon hearing of Perry s death, the
salesmanager at my father's office lost
no time in translating my sorrow into
a red hot sales campaign for a dog
biscuit handled by the company. If
every salesman hit his quota I would
be presented with another dog to fill
the void in my life. The salesmanager's enthusiasm left the men cold

—

Airedales, Wire-haired Terriers, Collies, and Irish Setters but none was
my dog in the sense Perry had been.

There was always high excitement
father brought home a new
dog. For a week or so, he'd be over-

when my

10
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fed and overhandled but after that
would be compelled to look

the dog

after himself.

Invariably the dog would die of
a brush with a grocery
truck, or in mortal combat. Our family spent as much for dog medicines
and professional services as we did on
distemper,

the children but no one begrudged
the expense; the dog was always con-

sidered one of the family.

During the years

I

was

in college,

far as the limitations of the leash per-

Upon our return to the
apartment she would plop herself into
a chair. There she'd remain for a few
minutes and then the futility of our
trying to prep her would evince itmitted.

Either by nature or environment, Lady was incorrigible.

self.

Life in a three room apartment
with Lady as a boarder became too
complicated so we were constrained to
ship her to my wife's home where she

dogs assumed a minor place in my
girl I was
orbit. All except one.
escorting to a dance saw him in the
window of a pet shop, stepped inside
and bought him.

A

She grew very fond of him and did
the honor of making him my
namesake. He went the way of most
city dogs and the girl married me out

me

memory, I think.
few months after we were married, we bought a Cocker Spaniel,
Lady. She was our first joint responsibility.
She had an elfin streak in
of respect to his

A

her that expressed
sand ways.

itself

in

a thou-

could

romp and play

until

we were

home
the

A

in the

back yard

in a position to

buy a

of our own.

apartment

For several days,
seemed dreary and

$100 hooked rug, a Cape Cod
chair, and a pair of chintz drapes
were sacrificed in Lady's training.
would purchase a wicker sleeping
bunk for her and after one night, it
would be reduced to shreds.
The problem of house-breaking
Lady was particularly discouraging.

and we were on the point of
bringing her back when we learned of
her death. Lady, it seems, wasn't cut
out for a natural life. She was more
at home in an overstuffed chair than
amid nature and had died of a kidney
ailment in the first week she'd been
given the run of the yard.

At

didn't acquire another dog
our children were two and five,
respectively, and we had taken up
residence on a suburban place suitable for the raising of children and

We

the

time

I

was writing radio

our small apartment, and
during my recesses from the typescripts in

writer,

would take Lady

for a walk.

She never fully grasped the significance of the missions. She spent the
time in frolicksome reconnoitering as

desolate

We

until

dogs.
Collie

Our

choice

this

time was a

puppy which we named

Pat.

—
DOGS ARE ALL RIGHT, BUT
the outset, Pat and my least
it off rather badly and three

At
one

hit

or four times a day I would be compelled to leave the typewriter to make
Pat release his grip on the seat of my
son's trousers.

Pat developed into a good watch

dog and a fine companion for the
children.

He

slept outdoors,

even in

the coldest weather, and left our yard
only once, and then to meet his death.

was two days before Christmas
and the children and I were ready to
go on a shopping trip when the milk
man told us that Pat had been crushed
It

We

under the wheels of a sand truck.
buried Pat that afternoon, and none
of us, even the younger boy, could

whip up much enthusiasm

for Christ'

mas.
See, I

But

Hke dogs ... in their place.

here's the other side of the pic-

ture.

many

For

in

hotel

a strict ban against dogs;
were not permitted to bring

tained
guests

them

into the rooms, lobby or patio.

Special

them

years, a world famous
Southern California main-

quarters were

provided for
grounds

in a remote part of the

near the tool sheds.
Business slackened, and a new manager took over. The first thing he
did was to rescind the rule against
dogs. Business boomed and the place
assumed the characteristics of a pound.

One dowager, who became
manent

guest,

a per-

spent $125 having a

special seat built into her limousine

for a

Chow. Another put on an

elab-

orate display of Fourth of July fireworks for the exclusive benefit of a
Pekingese. Every Christmas she also

11

had a room-high tree, decorated exclusively with dog biscuits and bones.

The widow
made her home

of an

oil

man, who

at the hotel, paid $65

for Christmas cards for her dog.

My

children were playing in the

one day when a middle-aged
woman appeared at one of the first
floor wmdows with her finger to her
patio

lips.

''Quiet, children," she said.

"Dog-

gie's asleep."

Another

housed

suite

woman who employed

a

young

a white uni-

formed

nurse to minister to her
Schipperke. One day I happened to
be on the lawn of the hotel when the
woman called to the dog's nurse,
"Bring Charles in now, Miss Adams.
He's had enough sun for today and
it's time for his bath."

A

Poodle intruded on our family
gathering at the swimming pool one
afternoon. He had a peculiar look
and my young, who, ordinarily, are
bubbHng over with affection for dogs
of any description, wanted no part of
him.

The Poodle stood
when one of my
"Boo!"

staring into space

youngsters

went

at him.

A woman sitting under a beach umbrella bolted upright

braiding

my

and began up-

son.

"Don't ever do that again, young
man," she concluded. "It's bad for
Taffy's nerves."

A heated bridge
to a standstill

game was brought
one night while one of

the opponents placed a long distance
call to

away.

her

home

When

three hundred miles

the

connection

was

12
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made, the

woman made

quiries of the
cold.

At

"Feigning the proper amount of
alarm, the manager recommended the
professional services of a veterinarian

exhaustive in-

maid about her dog's

length she instructed her

maid to hold the dog near the telephone so she might pour endearments

in the neighborhood.

The Great One shook his head.
The manager tried another ap-

into his ear.

A

few years ago I stopped at a
New York and in an unguarded moment the manager told me
an unusual experience he'd had in

proach. He suggested a detail of bellboys walk Queenie in the park. That
didn't ring the bell, either.

hotel in

"See that porch out there," the pubsaid, pointing to the veranda
adjoining the penthouse. "Queenie's
used to flowers and trees. See if you
can't fix up a place for her out there."

this connection.

lisher

The hotel was owned by a famed
publisher and when he came out of
the West for a stay, a movie actress
and a dog named Queenie were in
his

The upshot

entourage

A

of the conference was

was called
and $1,200 spent on
grass and shrubs for the veranda so
Queenie might join the regulars.

that a landscape gardener

day or two after his arrival, the
manager was summoned to the penthouse occupied by the publisher.
"Queenie 's having trouble with her

in immediately

See what

bowels," the publisher said.

W

I

mean?

egg)

MORE DARN FUN
A

fellow has to be somewhat of a contortionist to get by these days,
First of all he's got to have his eye on the
observes a local industrialist.
Then he's expected
ball, his back to the wall, and his ear to the ground.
to put his shoulder to the wheel, his nose to the grindstone, keep a level
head and both feet on the ground, and at the same time look for the silver
lining with his head in the clouds.

•
"I would take these pants," said the discharged sergeant to the distraught clothing store clerk, "but 1 am afraid they would chafe under the
arms."

Our
bold

instructor once said:
There are old
but there are no old, bold pilots.

flying

pilots,

pilots

and there are

DECLARATION OF

FRANK SINGISER

by

terdependence

Prudence will dictate that our separate
governments shall not be abolished for
some ideal but impractical government, under
which only the name of tyranny is changed.

(Suggested by an original manuscript of Thomas Jefferson's now on
view in the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.)

WHEN

in the course of

human

whenever such threats have become
war between nations has
ensued to determine whether free

becomes necessary
for one people to aboHsh the poHtical
barriers which have separated them
from other peoples, and to establish

unbearable,

among

tween nations have grown in intensity
and scope until they now threaten
the survival of mankind itself; that
through Science and its discoveries,
men everywhere are dependent on
each other for peace and the means
of transportation and communication.
The world indeed has become one
Neighborhood in space and time.
Prudence will dictate that our separate Governments should not be
abolished for some ideal but impractical super-government under which
only the name of tyranny is changed.
All experience has shown that mankind is more disposed to suffer under
outmoded forms of government to
which they are accustomed rather

events,

earth

the
that

it

Capital pov/ers
united
and

of

the

common

strength to which necessity and destiny have led them, a decent respect
for the opinions of

mankind

requires

that they should declare the reasons
which impel them to such unity.

We

hold these truths to be unchanged from the time of their first
all men are created
equal in God's sight, that they are

declaration: that

endowed by

their Creator

with

cer-

unalienable rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness; that to secure these
tain

democratic governments have
been instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of
the government.
rights,

We

hold these further truths to be

whenever any form
Government has become destruc-

self-evident: that

of

of these ends, such a Governto the selfgovernment of all peoples; that

tive

ment has become a threat

men

shall

continue to govern them'
such recurring wars be-

selves; that

than to create

new forms

i

.

'

of govern-

ment under which they have only the

Hope

i

:

,

of progress.

But when a long series of disputes
and wars between peoples and nations, resulting invariably from the
ambition and despotism of various
tyrannical governments, shows clearly

\

'
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the dangers of such political barriers
into

which have separated mankind

it is the right of
hkc'ininded, sovereign, self'governing
nations, it is their duty to their own
peoples to abohsh such barriers, and
to provide a common strength to prO'

rival nationalities,

tect

themselves

threat of

from the recurring

war and sudden

attack.

is the demand of self-governpeoples throughout the world.
Such is now the necessity which constrains us to urge our separate governments to establish together a new
government of the Nations themThe history of the present
selves.
United Nations organization is a history of repeated combinations and
joining together of military and civilian efforts, all having as their direct
object, the defeat of the Axis powers.
To prove this, let facts be submitted

Such

ing

to a candid world:

Our

of

the individual
governments have crossed national
and continental frontiers to confer
with each other in person, and to
1.

leaders

agree on a
for waging

common World
War.

Strategy

2. Our separate governments have
shared in exchange of goods and muof
war under lend-lease
nitions
agreements.
3.

Our

various sea routes and air
under the
protection of United Nations

lanes have been traveled
joint

escorts.
4.

Our

separate

harbors

and

air

bases and army posts have been made
available for the use of the military

of

all
5.

our

Our

forces.

national military

ders have been interchanged in the

war theatres so as
wage war against the Axis.
various

6.

fliers

of

soldiers

and

sailors

and

the United Nations are
as friends in uniform by

all

welcomed

the peoples of those lands where
seek to preserve freedom.

men

In these our combined war efforts,
acted as one people with one

we have

mind: to

mon

resist aggression.

struggle,

whose

This com-

final

victory

must belong to the peoples of the
world, demands a common effort to
secure the Peace.

Nor have we been wanting in attention to the peoples of the Axis

We

have warned them from
time to time of the consequences of
their governments' actions.
have
reminded them of the irreconcilability
of their Totalitarian dictatorships
with freedom-loving Democracies.
have appealed to their past greatness
and their common humanity, to disnations.

We

We

their despotic rulers who are
the instruments of their own destruc-

avow
comman-

Our

better to

DECLARATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE
tion.

The Axis

peoples have been
the

too deaf or too weak to heed
voice of Justice and humanity.
must, therefore, acquiesce in

We
the

which holds them on proba'
before world opinion until such

necessity
tion

time as

we

can be sure of their

sin'

cere desire to participate as equals,
not as inferiors or superiors, with the

other peoples

common and

We,

who march toward
free society of

a

man.
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good People of all nations, solemnly
publish and declare, That these Na'
tions united in War, are and of Right
ought to be united in Peace. That
our heretofore sovereign governments
are

joined

rights to

to

share

those

national

wage War, conclude Peace,

contract Alliances, estabUsh Com'
merce, and to do all other Acts and

Things which Independent Nations
alone in the past have been allowed

And for the support of this
Declaration, with a firm reliance on
the protection of Divine Providence,
we mutually pledge to each other our
Nations' lives, oxir Nations' Fortunes,
to do.

therefore, the people of the

United Nations, appeal to the Su'

preme Judge of the world, for the
do in the
name and by the Authority of the

rectitude of our intentions,

and our Sacred National Honor.

NOW YDU TELL ONE
An

old Hebrew couple had been having a few harsh words and the
scene had been particularly unpleasant for the last few hours.
Finally, the
old woman with a cross look at her husband sighed and said mournfully:
"Veil, I vish I vas in heaven."
"And I vish I was in a bar and grill," groaned her husband.
"Ach," cried the wife, "always you pick the best for yourself."

"I believe there is an error in this part of your will," said the lawyer.
leave your wife $1,000 a year so long as she remains unmarried, and
$2,000 a year if she marries again."
"That's quite all right," was the reply. "The man who marries her will
deserve it."

"You

Two men had talked for a time on the train. "Are you going to hear
Milberry's lecture today?" said one.
"Yes," replied the other.
"Take my advice, and don't ... I hear that he is an awful bore."
"I must go," said the other, "I'm Milberry."

—Harry

S.

Donen.

She perches on a kitchen stool, smiles
slowly around at the nightclub crowd,
and says, "This is a zither" then
proceeds to give with the finest ballad
singing New York and SWING'S ed
have ever heard.

—

—

—

New

York's Cafe
dinner
time, you'll quite likely see her sit'
ting toward the back in one of the
semi-circular booths, having dinner
with someone young and handsome.
Or she may be teetering around casually in her little brown mouton coat
(if it's winter time) and flinging her
golden hair around. "Golden" sounds
trite, but there's no other word for
it.
Most people call it red, but it
looks gold to us. '^here have you
seen that face before? Quite likely
in Vogue or Harper's Bazaar, or any
New York newspaper, or on a full
page of Life magazine. This is the
source of the ballad singing that has
been charming New York for some
six or seven months now. The face

you drop

IF

Society

in

on

Uptown around

and the name

by JETTA CARLETON

She's one of the nicer things about

New

York.
Susan is still news,
though hardly new news. Since the
moment she opened her pretty pink
mouth in Cafe Society Downtown,
she's been the toast of New York
nightlife. And toasted Susie
as Gertrude hath it is our ice cream. She's
our ice cream with marshmallow

—

—

sauce.

Not

that there's anything syrupy

about Susan.
gourmetrical

Reed

That's just our own
of putting Susan

way

in a class

special

favorites.

with our particular

And

don't get us

wrong. This young balladeer is as
far from schmaltz as Peoria is from
Petregrad by kiddie-car. She's direct
in her style, with the intui-

and clean

tive editing that

marks a natural

like

is

Susan

some

this one.

Susan

about what she looks. Along back in

is the young thing
the one who sits
on a kitchen stool, looks around at

the roaring and poetic twenties, there

is

familiar

Reed.

—

audience

with

prescience, relaxed

a

cool,

smiling

and controlled

—

as

dancer about to move and announces simply, "This is a zither."
And then she sings.
a

aura of

She's just eighteen.

You've heard about

her

visible

light.

And

that's just

illustrator who used to do
water colors of lovely young girls.
H. L. Webster, we believe it was.
Susan Reed might very well be the
statue to his Pygmalion, except that

was an

she's

distinctly not of the nineteen-

THE SINGING REED
and she's probably a little
more sophisticated in the real sense
twenties,

of the

—

word

—than

Webster's water

colors.

Susan's sophistication is that of wise
There's nothing about her
that you'll find in a thousand other
nightclub singers. None of the rhine'
children.

waxed hair, or the
brash cute manner. As she appears
in performance, she might almost
have stepped right out of a piece of
stone glitter, the

glass.
She has a somewhat
medieval quality. The soft hair, the
white throat, the cool detachment:
Essences of Guinevere and Christobel.

stained

Yet, with all this, she has more
substance, more of deUght. She has
humor and sense. That's what makes
it

so easy for her to handle a crowd.

We

sometimes

think

she

must be

quite a shock to the unwitting John
Ordinary, accustomed as he is to the

usual run of nightclub entertainment.
focuses his whirling gaze upon the

He

show, and then suddenly comes upon
uu'lacquered girl who does
not shout, strip, nor croon naughty
little songs
but who hooks her
heels on the rungs of the kitchen
this cool,

.

stool

and

.

.

and woe in
words of old folk tunes.

sings of love

the authentic

Consider the surprise of the average
nightclub prowler who's a sot in his
ways. It's a bit of a blow to the ex'

But then. Cafe Society

—

Downtown-

of

night

ments,

is

spot.

owned by

—Uptown

not the routine sort

The two

establish'

the brothers Joseph-

Barney and Leon (after an idea
by Clare Luce), have a reputation as
son,

proving'ground for some of the theatre's best talent.

The entertainers selected by the
Josephsons have something more than
the mere ability to sing or dance or
funny jokes. They have something
more than sex appeal although they
may have that, too, and in quantities;
but not that alone. The mere svurface
ability to entertain isn't enough to
attract Barney Josephson and get him
to ask you in. We've thought it over
and decided that what Cafe Society
entertainers must have is something
tell

like

—

—

soul.

precious?

Artistic soul.

We

Is

that too

can't think of another

word

for it. Their talent is individual,
genuine, and fresh. That applies to
such people as Hazel Scott, Josh
White (although Josh is overdoing
things a bit) Burl Ives, and Mary Lou
Williams; to the perennially pleasing
musicianship of Ed Hall and his men;
to dancers like Beatrice Kraft and
Katharine Dunham's people, and to
,

comedians like Paula Lawrence and
Imogene Coca. It applies best of all,
we think, to Susan Reed.
It was only a few months ago that
someone heard Susan sing at a party
and got her an audition before Barney
Josephson. That did it. Now besides
Cafe Society Up' and Downtown,
Susan has radio appearances and a

Town

Hall concert to her credit.

She's been singing

pected routine.

or

19

all

her

life.

Some

good voice teachers have brushed up
on a naturally good voice and today
she has three lessons a week with
Joseph Regneas. She's been playing
all things, since she was
That's a flat stringed instru'
ment that you hold in your lap and

the zither, of
eight.
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pick at. Something like a cross between weaving a rug and shelling
peas. Only
it makes music of a se-

—

dately elfin sort.

The

—

harp in relation to
from two years ago.
Somebody gave her one of these small
traditional lap-size affairs and she
says it was easy as anything to pick
out a tune on that. She also plays a
lute, and a guitar. But the Irish harp
and the zither are the two instruments she uses in performance to accompany her songs which are always
old ballads and folk songs, gathered
out of the Carolina mountains, from
Ireland or Scotland or the American
West. Susan carries on her research
faithfully, always looking and listen-

—

Susan

Irish

dates

—

ing for another old song that may
have been the communal property of
mountaineers or woods dwellers for
the last several hundred years.

There's the one about Jennie Jenkins, an obstinate redheaded baggage
who refused to settle on any color for
wearing at her own nuptials, and who
finally flounced out of the picture

with "Oh, whatta you care
go bare?"

And

there's the

song about the

if

gay and naive

girl

just

I

little

who wanted

to

marry the soldier, even if he didn't
have coat or shoes to put on, and had
a wife and three children at home.
And then, there's our favorite, a low
sweet song, nostalgic and tender
"Black, Black Is My True Love's
.

.

.

Hair.''

There arc sad songs and amusing
And Susan's singing of them

ones.

has a sort of fairy-tale quality, the
substantial

wonder of

folk-fairy-tales

were structural and functional in
She learned
some of them in Negro churches in
Carolina,
or from old moxintain
that

a people's daily Uving.

people.

Susan was born in South Carolina
Columbia. She came to New
York with her family six years ago.

—

in

The family

isn't

exactly

unknown,

Father Daniel A. Reed is a
director, an actor, and a playwright.
Mother, Isadora Bennet, is press director for the American Theatre
Wing. Her mother, says Susan, was
born between acts at a performance
of "Faust." So it isn't as if Susan
broke into the theatre rashly, like a
either.

variable.

And you

She comes by

it

naturally.

can take that "naturally"

any way you want

to;

it

still

covers

Susan.

We caught her between ballads
and ballet. She was just dashing out
between her eight-thirty and midnight
appearances at Cafe Uptown, for a
date with a likely-looking young lieutenant or ensign or something. They
were going to the ballet, but Susan
kindly took time to tell us things.

THE SINGING REED

—

Such as she dreams when she sleeps,
she has lots of energy, she paints for
doesn't

relaxation,

and she

likes

specialties

to

lemon

is

semi'classics,

like

One

cook.

pie

of her

— complete

with crust. And cookies are among
her repertoire.

She attended a couple of progresschools

sive

—-the

Little

Red

School

and the Dalton School for
Girls.
Last year she painted on a
scholarship at the Brooklyn Museum,
and took a couple of night courses
at New York University.
House,

She

mas

likes to

make her own

Christ'

She paints buttons and earrings. And she sews a bit. "A bit"
includes making most of her own
gifts.

No mean feat, if you ask
anyone whose manual activities are
mostly confined to punching a typedresses.

She'd just got around, when
talked to her, to having some

writer.

we

clothes

designed.

A

designer

was

whipping up four dresses for the spotlight. But wie doubt that they could
be much more effective than the singularly "right" things Susan fnakes
for herself.

There again,
style.

A

come out

she's consistent in her
singer of folk songs might

and manage to
outshine them. But we doubt it. It
wouldn't be in character.
Susan
chooses to wear soft vague blue things
that costume her particular quaint
charm exactly right. They aren't
in sequins

smart dresses; they're better than that.
saw her first in a little-girl affair
of sky-blue dotted swiss, or some such
innocuous fabric. And next, in a
deeper blue velveteen, with a wide

We

off-the-shoulder

neckline,

a

tight

21

bodice over her rather substantial little middle, and a hemline that struck
her just half-way between knee and
ankle. Beat that for quaint simplicity.
And yet it was completely right.
Blue is her favorite color, and she
wears it in performance almost always. It matches her blue eyes.

—

She'd been through a pretty grillwhen we snagged her for
an interview. Some dinner guests who
had drunk not wisely but too well
were seated down front and none of
Susan's serene poise and graciousness
could quiet them.
were at point
of using a plate, but not so Susan.
She sang, instead. And you'd never
have known a couple of rude inebriates
the kind the world is all too full
ofwere trying to talk to her all the
ing session

We

—

—

way through

the song.

"Gosh," she sighed later, "I sure
laid an egg tonight." But she hadn't.
That's just one of the things entertainers have to put up with, we suppose, as long as
large.

And

human

she puts

nature

up with

it

is

at

better

She was tired that night,
She'd been down in
South Caroline until the wee hours

than most.
too,

she said.

the

night

before,

singing

for

nine

thousand marines.

What

do you do

all

day, Susan?
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Oh, she

Then

sleeps until noon.

there

and photographers or
recording sessions.
(Columbia recordings, if you are wondering.) And
what do you do when you play? Oh,
she bicycles; she's not much on sports,
are interviews

usual tumult and shouting and the
exaggerated laughter of customers
making toujours gai. Easy-mannered

Ed

Hall will gather his

men

together

and white-hot rhythm will come boiling out of horns and piano and the

though. And she has dates for dinner and between shows
where's

double bass; there'll be a dancer or a
comedian; then Ed Hall will say,

home? Home's down

"And now. Cafe

.

.

.

in the village.

with her mother and father
in a flat on Charleton Street. "Looks
like a tenement," she explains.
She
has one brother. He's in the Marines.
What's next in your life, Susan?
Oh, she'd like to do a show. And
she might even consider the movies
some day. Leon Josephson told us
there was just a possibility that Susan
might play Ophelia to Maurice Evans'
Hamlet. It had been suggested. We'd
like to see this; it's a good idea.
But for awhile yet, at least, Susan
will hold forth at Cafe Uptown, between the two long walls peopled
with Lucille Coreas' quaintly mad
Coney Islanders, looking like blownup covers of "The New Yorker." The
din will be loud, there will be the

She

lives

Society Uptown
presenting Miss
Susan Reed." And a girl in a blue
dress will come skipping out into
the spotlight and settle herself on the
kitchen stool. She'll take that long,
half-smiling look around the room,
and
and say, "This is a zither
" And then
I should like to sing
she will. And even the people who
are habitually rudest, because they
are fools or ignorant, listen more than
they mean to, because even they sense
dimly that here is something genuine.
It's more than the song or the singer.
It's their synthesis into a certain quality. And in the midst of a big noisy
nightclub the people at play put down
takes

pleasure

—

in

.

the glass a

moment and

.

listen

.

with

their hearts.

FAMDUS-BUT UNKNOWN
of
ONE
unknown;

most famous composers

in the United States is practically
to the average radio listener.
This is strange, for this man has written songs which have been hummed,
whistled and sung for years. Among the 450 songs he has written are,
Heart," "The Breeze and I"
"In Spain They Say Si Si," "Always In
and "Dust On the Moon." He has also written 40 operettas, two symphonies, a great many concertos and rhapsodies. He wrote his first piece
at the age of eleven and at fifteen won the highest award
a gold medal
He received this award for
of the National Conservatory in Havana.
playing the Schuman
Minor Concerto, one of the most difficult compositions, from which most brilliant musicians shy away.
This man not only
writes great music but he has something in common with a master of another
day. He composes not only the melody for a composition, but does the
score for the complete orchestration. The only other man who was able to

the

unknown,

that

is,

My

—

A

do

this

was Beethoven.

2>ale

GROW UP

EXCHANGES

—

Wartime shortages included dates as well
etc. Reason enough for the

as

nylons, steaks,

by GRIER

sudden flourishing of dating bureaus who made
romance their business and business was good.

—

LOWRY

such a divine number existed at all
would have been grabbed off for
Prom long ago, but you could
dream, couldn't you? Anyway, you
got a brunette who wasn't any great
shakes as a dancer, and was a little
too morbid to be very personable.
if

she
the

The

college date bureau

was a

—served

twc'

a fairly
valuable purpose in getting dates for
ful little institution

the procrastinators, and acted as John
Alden for the bashful souls.

Came
went
fella,

waited until the
ask a

girl

when

last

for a date for the

and then discovered that

you

minute to

Prom

as far as the

eye could see, all of the eligible girls
had already wangled invitations?
Someone suggested that you pay a
call on the enterprising group of kids
who garnered pin money from the
not'very-profitable pastime of keep'
ing names of dating prospects on file.

You

advised the operators of the

college dating

weakness

for

bureau that you had a
blondes

course), skilled dancers,

(pretty,

and

of

let's see,

you mused, she must have a lush personality. Of course, you know that

war and

the date bureau

and became

paying proposition for those with
a flair for promoting their clubs with
well placed advertising and keeping
matters on a dignified and decent
a

REMEMBER,

the

into the big time
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Many such organizations
sprang up in war plant towns and
cities and aided the war effort by
offering lonely war workers com'
panionship, kept many from slipping
back to their home towns. Thousands
of servicemen have spent pleasant
evenings in strange cities through the

boy meets girl at the bureau office.
Or in some cases he may telephone
her, and if the girl likes his voice and
telephone manners, then matters are

of dating bureaus.

War plant workers, office and factory employees, clerks, stenographers,

level.

facilities

The

title

assumed by one such bu-

reau is "Introduction, Please," sponsored by Mrs. Irene Hofer, a pleasant
middle-aged woman, who operates an
inexpensive and simplified dating bureau in the Shukert Building in

downtown Kansas

The ma-

City.

jority of these organizations are

rected

by woman,

which

is

as

diit

should be, because a motherly type is
desirable if the activities of such an
organization are to flourish.

Over four thousand members are
tabbed in the files of the quick-date
bureau operated by Mrs. Hofer. All
members fill out cards answering
questions pertaining to age, religion,
color of hair and eyes, social proclivities, vocation, and whether the
prospective

member

is

single,

di-

widowed.

References are
listed.
Mrs. Hofer, like the sponsors
of many such dating bureaus, operates on the theory that there is a
companion for each and every registrant, and amazingly enough, she
usually comes through with companvorced,

ionship for

all

enrollees.

Regulations at "Introduction,
Please" require that each apphcant
come to the office for a personal interview before the matriculation can
finally be clinched. If the sponsor's
stamp of approval is assured, then

arranged in that fashion. Only two
feminine members of the club have
flatly called matters off after seeing
dates face-to-face for the first time.

and railroad workers make up
an overwhelming percentage of the
membership of "Introduction Please."
nurses,

End of the war saw a few war plant
workers, who were returning to home
towns, dropping their membership,
but ample replacements have come
from returning war veterans who find
"Introduction, Please" the answer to
their prayers of getting back on a
happy

social footing.

Oldest

member

of this club

is

in

gentleman who lists his
favorite recreation as bowling) and
the youngest a trick of eighteen who

his eighties (a

DATE EXCHANGES GROW UP
requests a date
books."

A

"who can

2:5

talk about

neat percentage of the mascu'

hne members of a Chicago dating
bureau have gone on record as favoring brunettes. Reason advanced by
several was that too many blondes
weren't the

McCoy. "Not

necessarily

was the answer of many male
members when asked whether or not
their partners for the evening had to
be terpsichorean experts. "Well balanced women," was a request put
so,"

through by
bureau.

many

of the men of this
too studious looking,"

"Not

said others.

Feminine

clientele of another

Mid-

Western bureau have

a well-defined

men

of the basketin order of

penchant for

tall

ball center variety,

importance

and

listed

sincerity,

neatness,

tributes in their favorite type of

Man,

to be

incidentally, doesn't

prosperous

if

reaus.

and

cleanliness as other pleasing at-

Ideal

Main criticism of the dating bureaus have come from men overseas
who complain that they have lost
some very attractive feminine friends
to men recommended by dating bu-

he

is

man.
have

a pretty

nice sort of a chap in other respects.

What do
jobs

—

these

the ladies think of their
operated the

who have

war-geared

moded

version
of
the
outdating bureaus?

A

college

few reply

in very flowery language

that they consider their

careers

in-

inasmuch as it includes
making people happy. One operator,
spirational,

Three out of

five servicemen

mem-

preference for nondrinking companions, according to
the results of a survey of five managers of Middle Western dating bureaus, but many amend their statements to the effect that it's "okay if
she just takes a highball or two."

bers

express

a

Out of the two-year social-fostering activities of the Chicago bureau,

a cosmetic jobber before the war limited supplies of this commodity, says
she gets a kick out of beating the
taverns out of some business.
She
features picnics, parties, and dances
for the entire

membership of her Date

Exchange.

Many

sponsors, like Mrs.

Hofer of

the Kansas City dating bureau, feel

a membership of over seven
thousand members, one hundred marriages have been consummated. To
date, only three of these couples have

that they have a special niche in aid-

secured divorces.

physically and financially.

which has

ing servicemen to become readjusted
socially.
This, they feel, is just as
important as rehabilitating the men

A GUN TO SHOOT DEAD CHICKENS
Aeronautics Administration has been working
THE
of gun —
designed
shoot dead chickens!
Civil

on

a strange

type

to
There are a surprising number of freak accidents caused by large birds
colliding with planes in flight. Not so long ago, a buzzard crashed into an
Eastern Airline plane en route to Miami. Fortunately, the bird struck the
it

is

wing between two

ribs.

plane landed safely. When the wing was examined, they found
a large hole in the leading edge. The buzzard had crashed through that
thick leading edge, and was inside the metal wing. Temporary repairs were
made and the plane took off again.

The

The Civil Air Regulations control the flight of planes, but the birds
where they please. A large bird flying along a Civil Airway is a menace,
like an uncharted mine in the harbor. For if the bird struck the windshield,
it would
The only solution to this problem is to
be shattered into bits.
fly

develop a windshield structure that will take

it.

The Technical

Division of the Civil Aeronautical Administration has
been experimenting with various kinds of windshields to find one that will
withstand a headon collision with a large bird in flight.

To determine the amount of
shock under these conditions, a bird
gun was invented by the technicians
shoot the carcasses of chickens
the
different
windshield
structures. With chickens selling at
to

against

60c a pound!
This curious gun was recently
demonstrated at Indianapolis during
a

C.A.A.

exhibit.

A

gun

to shoot

dead chickens!

—Blackburn

Hall.

HEAVENS HONORABLE ATTENTION"
SHINTOISM,
a religion at
of the land.

the religion of the emperor, and the court of Japan, is not
all, but a cult of ancestors derived from the ancient worship

gaily attired geisha, and the hardworking coolie women stop alike
gate of the temple, to enter, to pull the altar bell, to mutter the little
devout prayer, with closed eyes and head bent down, and then to drop into
the temple chest the hard-earned coin, while the small palms are clapped
together to let heaven know that its "honorable attention" is no longer
requested.
—A. W. Speaks.

The

at the

Says the Society of S^entlneis, of Detroit
Here's an open letter to President "Truman

many American newspapers.

published January 6 in

What do

YOU

think of it? Swing will pay $25
for the best reply in 2,000 words or less.

Mr. President: As stockholders in the great corporation of which
you are President, we desire to help in whatever way we can to promote the successful operation of that great enterprise known as the United
understand that you will soon advise our Board of
States of America.
Directors, the Congress, on the condition of our enterprise.

DEAR

We

For what it may be worth to you, we have drawn up a suggested draft
your forthcoming message to Congress on the state of the union, which
represents, we believe, the views of many of your stockholders.
of

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:
We

have successfully con1.
cluded two great wars, which have
been enormously costly in lives and
treasure. I urge you to pass immediately a resolution declaring that the
state of

are

now

that

we

with the world.

In

war has ended, and
at peace

the conduct of war, it is necessary to
concentrate enormous powers in the

Chief Executive.

I

now

desire to be

relieved of these great powers.

I

de-

the division of powers between the Congress and the President,
sire that

as set forth in the
stitution, shall

United States Con-

be restored without un-

necessary delay.

The production

2.

services

and
lief

of goods and
being restrained by strikes

industrial turmoil.

It is

my

be-

that the National Industrial Rela-

tions
is

is

Act passed by Congress

in 1935

largely responsible for the present

turmoil.

Experience has shown that

—
—

Act the relief
commerce from the burdens due to
strikes and industrial strife
has not

the objective of this
of

been achieved. Instead, the Wagner
Act has been used to bring about a
great
concentration
of
economic
power, so that single individuals can
determine whether we can have coal,
steel and automobiles.
It has given
certain individuals the

power

off

such

essential

services,

to shut
as

tele-

phone and telegraph service, radio
music, truck and bus transportation,
the loading and unloading of ships.
I ask for the immediate repeal of the
National Labor Relations Act, because it is a proven failure, because
it

gives the protection of the federal

government to economic dictators, and
because the United States Constitution does not authorize Congress to

S.
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on matters pertaining to employer-employee relations. The labor
laws passed by Congress are a usurpation of powers which our ConstitU'

legislate

tion reserves to the States. Our States
differ greatly in soil, industries, cli-

mate, racial stock and urbanization.
Let each State enact whatever labor
laws are required to meet local conditions and the desires of the citi:;ens.
I

3.

ask for the repeal of the Fair

Labor

Standards Act, because the
Constitution gives Congress no authority to determine the hours a citizen shall labor or the wages he shall
receive. The number of hours that
a citizen works is a personal matter
which depends on his age, health, ambition and circumstances. This law
which tends to restrict the hours of
labor, necessarily restricts production
and lowers the standard of living of
our citizens. I suggest the repeal of

The Wages and Hours
4.

eral

I

law.

ask that you repeal

all

fed-

laws for the control of prices,

production, and the allocation of materials.
These controls are unnecessary and are opposed to the principle
of free competitive enterprise.
large
proportion of the war expenditures
were financed by the printing of government bonds and other promises of
the government to pay dollars at some
future time. This enormous supply

A

pay dollars,
which now exceeds the nominal value
paper-promises

of

of

all

ple,

to

the physical wealth of the peo-

has greatly depreciated the value

of our paper dollars.

of the

OPA

The

operations

are designed to maintain

a fictitious value for our paper dol-

lars

and to deceive the people in

re-

gard to the true worth of our paper

money.

If

controls

results

the elimination of price
in a great rise in

then we will know the true
value of our money and we can then
base our actions on the facts. Little
or nothing can be gained by substituting deception for truth. To continue price controls is to make the
federal government a party to the
dubious procedure of perpetuating a
colossal deception.
rise in prices
prices,

A

the inevitable consequence whenever any government pays its bills by
is

printing

money

rather than by levy-

by devious
monetary manipulations, to escape the
necessity of paying for governmental
extravagance and the enormous costs
ing taxes.

It is

impossible,

of the war.
5.
It is only a corrupt and dishonest government that destroys the
value of the peoples' money. It is the
duty of Congress to maintain the integrity of the American dollar. To
restore the value of the dollar and to
prevent further inflation, Congress
should increase taxes and drastically
reduce federal expenditures so that

SAYS THE SOCIETY OF SENTINELS
there

may

be no further increase in
and so that in the

the federal debt,

near future the debt

may

be progres-

Such action

needed
to convince our people that Congress
is determined to preserve and not to
destroy our monetary system,
sively reduced.

is

6.
I do not look with favor on
laws which tend to nationahze agriculture. I ask for the repeal of all
laws designed to influence the prices
or the production of farm products.
Our farmers are not incompetent.
They should be free to operate their
farms without help or hindrance from
the federal government. Serfdom is
out-moded, and we should not replace
the lords of the manor, who enslaved
those who toiled on the land in feudal
times, with modern lords of the manor
operating from the nation's capital.
7.

much

As a result of war, there is
misery, hunger and suffering in

other lands. The American people
are generous and relatively prosperous.
I suggest that nations which

need capital to restore their productive machinery be encouraged to sell
bonds to those Americans who desire
to help
tation.

them in the
I hope that

tions like the

tasks of rehabili-

private organiza-

Red Cross

to us the needs of those

will disclose

who

suffer

and

will collect funds for the relief
of the suffering which is the aftermath of war. I have been unable to
find in our Constitution any article

which authorizes Congress
on American citizens

taxes

to

levy

in order

to make loans or gifts to other nations
or to aliens residing in other lands.
8.

I

ask for the repeal of the So-

29

cial Security Act as of June 30, 1947.
Legislation should be enacted to dis-

tribute to the States

on that date any

funds which have been accumulated
£is the result of this Act, on an equitable basis. The relief of poverty and
destitution should be handled by State
and local governmental agencies as
was our practice for 150 years. I fail
to find in the

any

tution

United States Constiwhich authorizes

article

Congress to care for destitute citizens,
or to establish compulsory and discriminatory systems of insurance, or
to pay money to citizens because they
are not working.
9.

I

suggest that

no appropria-

tions be passed for federal housing.
It is

not the function of the federal

government to build houses for the
people to live in, any more than it is
the function of the government to
make shoes for them to wear or to
bake bread for them to eat. It is pure
hypocrisy for Congress to give lip
service to free competitive enterprise

and

at the same time engage in
kinds of business undertakings.

all

There may be certain cases in
10.
which federal aid to the States is
necessary and desirable. But in most
should
not be granted. There should not be
divided responsibility and authority.
cases, federal aid to the States

The

plea that the States are too poor
engage in certain activities, and
that they must receive help from the
federal government, is specious. The
total wealth and resources of the citito

zens of the States are exactly the same
as their wealth

and resources

zens of the United States.

as citi-
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This great nation is at the
All over the
world, nations are floundering in the
quicksands of socialism and commuourselves have gotten off
nism.
the main highway of economic free
dom and constitutional government.
I ask that Congress repeal all existing
laws which do not have unequivocal
constitutional authority, thus undoing
11.

crossroads of destiny.

We

some of the mischief done

in the past.

Respect for law cannot be inculcated
in our citizens unless the lawmakers
themselves obey the law. For you,

that law

is

the Constitution of the

United States, which you have taken
an oath to preserve, protect and defend.

you

I,

also,

took that oath.

I

stitution,

under which

prosperous, great and strong, so that
our children's children may have the
great privilege of living in a free
America. Whatever others may do,
let us preserve this nation as an island
of freedom, so that Hberty may not

everywhere perish from

this earth

Society of Sentinels, Detroit.

THE NAKED TRUTH
WHEN
among

the networks were young, there was a good deal of horseplay
the actors, announcers, and technicians. One afternoon at a
Chicago station, a guileless, eager young announcer was informed by a
studio wag that he had been assigned to introduce a Miss Betsy Northrup
who was going to give a l?-minute broadcast on Nudism.

Inasmuch as the broadcast was his first network assignment, the young
announcer was anxious to do a good job.

When
the studio.

Miss Northrup was introduced to him, he ushered her into
Engineers went through the motions of setting up the program.

The light flashed and the announcer stepped to the microphone
read his opening announcement. Miss Northup standing behind him.

"And now, Miss Northup," he
to the

concluded, and the young

woman

to

stepped

microphone stark naked.

The announcer

Of

fainted.

program wasn't on the air. The young woman, a promodel who was paid $10 for the job, bad slipped out of her

course, the

fessional
clothes behind his back.

ask

Conwe became

to restore the United States

-

charles

"QeSundlieit II

h.

hogan

Slugger baseball bat.
your commentator hurries to resurrect

his old Louisville

And

again we
the
ONCE
ing middle of the period known
are in

snees-

to medicos as "the season of the

mon

com-

Your Commentator, along

cold."

with most of the citizenry, is wandering through his alleged career with
bloodshot eyes and a pounding skull.

The common
affair for

cold

them

is

a very hilarious

as ain't got

it!

They

are full of wisecracks of a particularly dejected caliber and, worst of

those hale and hearty specimens

all,

who

sympathize so leeringly are full
of remedies and variegated advices.

The

advice ranges from putting a
on the old torso to eating two or three pecks of onions per
diem. The latter treatment doesn't
stop the sniffles but does cause the

blister plaster

Helpmeet

Little

mother's

—

adjourn

to

to

sine die!

note

(Editor's

—So

now

it

gives

Latin, yet!)

(Author's
treatise

note^

—This

is

a scientific

and shut up!)

For instance, every time I sneeze
Clarence bellers— "Gesundheit!"
which for no reason known to man
lays him and Myrtle in the aisles. By
9 o'clock 75 ''Gesundheits" have been
tallied on the score sheet and Clar-

old

—

ence has got himself into a rut! The
comedy patter, one might say, has become monotonous for everybody concerned, with the exception of the Bob
Hope of the Wistful View apartments
and his rapturous stooge.

Your Commentator

cuts loose with
No. 76, Clarence roars "Gesundheit" and the Myrtle part of the happy little assemblage is wilting with
laughter. Personally, I wonder whatever became of that Louisville Slugger
ball bat I used to own.
blast

In addition to his snappy line of
gags that killed vaudeville, Clarence
carries in stock a full array of cold
treatments which, to a weakened man,
are plain poisonous. Interspersed with
this sage advice is a running commentary on

my

"It's a

At any

not enough
your Rasping Cough Editor to
gasping and snorting around
apartment.
should drop in
night but Clarence and Myrtle,
rate,

it's

Who

folks

who

for

be
the
last

the

live upstairs.

Clarence is one of those guys who
can best be described as even more
gruesome than a common cold. He is
a yuck from Yuckville.

affliction.

funny thing about

a cold,"

the drip philosophizes. "Some folks
say they are caused by a draft but of
course you couldn't of got it that way

on account of you've always been one
of them draft dodgers, haw! haw!
haw!"
For no known reason this sockeroo
sends Myrtle into a panic. When she
gets through wiping her eyes for the
last time she looks at Clarence and
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"Honest, I don't know how
Clarence thinks them jokes up all the
time! Why, I keep tellin' him he
oughta be on the radio on account of
he's 10 times funnier than a lot of
these guys like Jack Benny, don't you
think so?"
cods:

wheeze
stitches—and Ah,

"That

has

got

me

in

CHOO!"

"What you oughta be

doin'

is

eatin'

a lot," quips Clarence. " 'Feed a cold
and starve a fever,' they say. Besides,
Fm hungry myself."

He

launches an off-tackle rush to
the refrigerator with Myrtle playing
blocking back.

"Come

on, folks, let's raid the ice-

box," she screeches. Well, Myrtle's
idea of raiding the icebox was Sherman's idea of raiding Georgia.

Of

course,

when you go up

to their

and try to come even, why it
turns out they are only using the re'
frigerator as a warehouse for a couple
of toothpicks and an olive.
Then Clarence decides to mix up
a toddy which is a remedy his grandmother taught him would not only
work on the sufferer but on any stray
friends who wander in. As a friend,
he mixed himself three of the potions

joint

"I ain't had a cold in years, and
you know why?" he snorts. "I take
care of myself, that's why!"
He explains that in the summertime he goes in for golf and tennis
and "cool drinks but not ice cold."

In the winter, it seems, Clarence is
one of these kind of citizens who gets
up in the morning, sashays over to
the window, and beats his chest and
waggles his arms while the blizzards
roar against him.
"I simply lie there and shiver, just

watching him," Myrtle avers.

"Then you know what
Clarence demands.
"I
don't
even

PAL ... A serious and slightly
nervous Joe E. Brown emerged from his dressing
room. It was a first night for Harvey in Kansas
City, in fact o first night for the show everywhere
west of the Mississippi. "I should stand there?
Okay. Where's my little hot," He stepped before
the WHB microphone as the Joe E. Brown with
the silly pan, a man whom millions hove seen
and laughed with and admired for the lost 15
years.
An amazing transformation from the
serious businessman to Joe E. Brown the actor.
(Page 33.)
PRETTY GIRl, JUVENILE ... On our center pages
.

.

.

and -ah.

"I go in and take

me

a cold bath

—sometimes a shower and sometimes
a tub, but cold, see?

It

builds

up

the

old resistance."
"Well, Clarence, just suppose

you

what do you do

for

do get a

cold,

it?" the Little

Roommate

asks.

It never done nothin"
haw! haw!"
With that merry sally he quaffs
another toddy to cure my cold and he
and his enraptured cheering section
meander on up to their own igloo.
Some fun, eh, kids
and ah.

"Nothin'!

for me!

—

^lAJordd for our jf^iclureS

NEW

care

CHOO!"

CHOO!

just as a starter.

"HARVEY'S"

do?"'

I
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a pin-up photograph of Goyle Frances Moore,
6-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Moore
of Kansas City, photographed last year by C. W.
Mumaw. Gayle used to appear on WHB's "Kansas City Kiddies" Revue. Her Dod and Photogis

rapher

Mumaw

are pilots for Mid-Continent Air-

lines.

MAN OF

Elmer F. Pierson, genius
THE MONTH
Coca Cola vending machines and radar umand a master at getting things done, has
token the helm of the Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce. He is Swing's Man of the Month.

of

brellas,

(Page 36.)

.

.

.

w
H
B

MAN

"They'll

"What we
of

tee

need

know by

a joint commit-

is

Chamber

the

Commerce,

of

Real Estate Board, the

city,

the coun-

and

to

make Kansas City

live

up

to those ideals."

Who

said that?

Sounds

Elmer

like

F. Pierson,

Kan-

new Chamber of Commerce
The man is virtually a
president.

sas City's

stack of workable ideas,

all

of which

have panned out very well for himself, the Vendo Company which he
heads, and the greatest beneficiaries

—Kansas City and

its

people.

Directors of the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce probably reasoned
that Pierson's creative and executive
ability

is

just

what

this

community

needs in the days ahead to give this
community that "extra step" in the
race for industrial and peacetime expansion.

Elmer

F.

Pierson

is

as

native to

Kansas City as historic Penn Valley.
He was born here just before the
turn of the 20th century to John G.
and Anna L. Pierson. He attended
local schools and earned his L.L.B.
degree at the Kansas City School of
Law. He was married to Marie Wal-

his

works"

Kahmann on December 27, 1922,
and they have two children, Marilyn
Cecilia and Martha Ann.
ton

ty and a few skilled industrialists to
survey the city; to determine the ideal
city,

MONTH

OF THE

as

Pierson began his business career
an office boy for the Ridenour-

Baker Wholesale Grocery Company.
His later successes conventionally followed his 'teen-age driving of his
father's grocery wagon; and he earned
his

law degree attending night classes
Kansas City School of Law.

at the

He entered real estate and insurance in 1922, and 11 years later became the youngest president in the
history of the Kansas City Real Estate Board. He; his brother, and associates organized the Vendo company
in 1937.

Among official and civic assignments given Pierson are these: Trustee Philharmonic association, trustee
Art Institute, president Kansas City
Real Estate Board, 1933-34, member
of American Listitute of Real Estate
Appraisers, director, and now president, of the Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce, member Native Sons of
Kansas City, president of Kansas City
Mercury Club in its last year as the
"Lions," past president of Mission
Hills country club, vice-president of
the National Automatic Merchandis-
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ing association, director of National
Association of Manufacturers, member of the Saddle and Sirloin club,
where he occasionally rides his pet
horse, "Coca Cola." Too busy for
many hours of diversion, Pierson
manages to find a little time to play
golf. Most of the time he is too busy
doing something for his country, his

home town, and his company.
The story which follows is one
Mr.

—as

Pierson's success-

man and

And

this life-saving device

a business-

civic leader:

man? Elmer

F. Pierson, talented

ingenious head of the

pany of Kansas
also,

dreaded words, "Prepare
had been communicated to the B-29 crew. Homeward
bound from a mission over Tokyo,
the big silvery plane had encountered
adverse headwinds, and the Tinian
base was far beyond the supply of
ditch,"

to

gas in the tanks.

Eleven crewmen scrambled through
escape hatches as the big ship hit
water. They inflated their Mae West
hfe jackets and began swimming in
the 10-foot swell.

But before the plane sank the men
had inflated life rafts. Alone on the
Pacific, they could only wait and hope
to be found by search planes or ships.

Then

the

men

raised a strange con-

An

amazing network of
wires, resembling the framework of a
box kite, was mounted to an oar handle.
The radar reflector was ready
to work.
traption.

An

amphibian

plane ten miles
away picked up the radar beam from
seaplane tender dethe Hfe raft.
tected the beam five miles away* and
the men were soon picked up.

A

and

Vendo Com-

City.
is

the fact that the

Vendo Company began with

a staff

than ten years
ago, and expanded to a peak of 1,650

of

five

persons

at the height of

THOSE

de-

—

Graphic,
of

was

veloped and manufactured in Kansas
City by a man and his company who
was much fonder of manufacturing
life-saving equipment than making
tools of death and destruction. The

less

war production.

Pierson's company manufactured
Coca Cola vending machines up to

the time they converted to 100-percent war production. It was the first

locally-owned Missouri corporation to
receive the

Army-Navy "E."

Although the Jack and Heintz company of Cleveland caught the world
spotlight for employee benefits, the
Vendo company does as well, and
perhaps better, in more practical ways.
Vendo employee is not an em"Assoployee, but an "associate."
ciates" get a one-day vacation on their
birthdays. Every three months a cash
bonus is distributed, based on length
of service, base pay, and profits. Each

A

fiscal year a sum is placed in trust
equal to a month's salary, as an educational annuity for the associates'
children. Amounts are increased with

years of service. The company also
provides life, hospitalization and acci-

dent insurance on a cooperative

"As

industry spends

money

for re-

and profesbetter their com-

search, so should business

men spend to
munity," Pierson believes.

sional

basis.

—
MAN

OF THE

Another of Pierson's pet ideas
to raze the blighted

for

manufacturing

downtown

sites

... a healthy

condition for the manufacturers,
want close-in locations, and the
chants,

who need

is

areas

who
mef

the trade.

Probably Pierson s greatest asset, as
a businessman and community benefactor, is his ability to see and understand the problems of others. His fine
physical stature is enhanced by a pair
of sharp, Swedish blue eyes that seem
to look into the future and beyond.

The world would know more about
Elmer Pierson that it does now, were
Elmer Pierson.
it not for one person
Stories of the amazing things he has
done, how he did them, and why,
have brought feature writers to Kansas City from far and wide.

—

But,

respecting

Pierson 's

wishes,

and magazine editors have

press

many

killed

Pierson success stories after be-

MONTH

ing asked
"Please,
.

.

.

I

39

by

boys,

their subject himself

don't run that story
it is necessary at

don't think

all."

Nineteen forty-six is a challenging year in which to be president
of the Chamber of Commerce. The
To create
opportunities are vast:
and guide the community survey which Pierson believes should
be made ... to develop an "Area
Plan" which will enable the city
to develop in manifold ways
to clinch Kansas City's position in the
Air Age ... to tell the nation of
Kansas City's advantages through the
$150,000 national advertising campaign proposed by leading bankers
and businessmen.
.

—

McGinnis was a baseball manager. He was one of hustling, bustling
He liked to stress
"er up in there, you guys," type of managers.
over and over again that a ball game never was ended until the last out
was made. "I don't care," he would tell his players, "if we go into the
last half of the ninth inning fifteen runs behind and they get two outs
and two strikes on the third batter. Keep hustling! No ball game is over
"pep

One day

man

is

outl"

went into the last half of the ninth trailing by fifteen
out and the opposing pitcher had two strikes
on the third batsman the club scored sixteen runs and won the game.
runs.

his club

After two

men were

.

Nineteen forty-six is the year and
is ready to bet that a year from
now the natives won't be saying:
"Where's Elmer?" They'll know him
by his works!

Swing

FABLE

until the last

.

JOURNALISTIC CONQUEST

-OF A TYPE

High pressure journalism is not the parent of the news beat or, as they
say in movies, the scoop. It is as old as the profession itself. Even befpre
the telegraph, news expresses made it possible for journals to publish accounts
of current happenings in advance of the mails. The New York Journal of
Commerce regularly received its news from Washington by its own express,
beating the mail by many hours. As a rule, twenty-four relays of horses
were used on the run.
For a time the idea was allowed to languish but when Horace Greeley
entered the penny press field in 1841 with The Tribune it again became a
practice. So intense did the rivarly become that a vessel was fitted out for
a European voyage just to bring back news for The Tribune and associated
journals.

Editor Greeley's paper scored

Raymond,

assistant

first

editor,

greatest news beat when Henry J.
to Boston to report a speech of

its

was sent

Daniel Webster who was then at the peak of his popularity. Rival newspapers sent their best shorthand reporters to cover the assignment.
Mr. Webster was in fine fettle, delivering one of the best speeches of
his career. The group of New York reporters took the night boat back and
He was in a back cabin,
all except Raymond joined in the ship's festivities.
writing furiously. His suspicions aroused, one reporter went to investigate.
To his dismay he discovered that his enterprising rival had taken on board
a small printing office, fully equipped. Page by page his manuscript was
handed to the compositors to be set up in type.
When the boat docked at New York at 5 o'clock in the morning,
Raymond's story, making several columns of The Tribune, was all in type
and ready to be put in the forms. An hour later, the readers of that journal
were served with a detailed report of Daniel Webster's speech delivered in
Boston the previous afternoon.
This," at the time, was regarded as one of the greatest journalistic feats
on record. So astonished were The Tribune's rivals that they failed to publish
the stories turned in by their shorthand writers, and acknowledge themselves
fairly

beaten.

Complimentis

Something you say

to

another which both of you

know

not true.

Hobo

—A

Road's

Matrimony
degree and a

—An

woman

scholar.

institution of learning in
acquires a master's.

which

a

man

loses his bachelor's

•

—

body

Economist Somebody
else's money.

Corkscrews

—The

who

has

best thing with

a

plan

to

which

to

do something with some-

open a conversation.
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TO BE AN OLD MAID"

"Women Who Irk," or, women who say "I'll
Go With You If" and then proceed to name so
many there's no point in going at all,
Or,

by

NORTON HUGHES JONATHAN

be lousy lovers, but
according to many gals who claim
to get around, and who can be found
perched on stools from Mocambo to
the Stork Club, the home-grown romancers are still worse. In fact, the

out to the Pride of American Womanhood that they aren't perfect either.
He would like to remind his critics
that it takes more than equal parts

have made a great commotion,
both privately and over the radio,
about a lack of gallantry and Great
Lover technique on the part of the
average male who is solvent and on
the agile side of thirtyfive. There
has been an unhappy wailing and a
tearful wringing of hands over the
allegedly barbarian social conduct of
American men from lieutenants to

make

LATINS may
J

girls

of

Van

Johnson,

Tommy

Manville,

and Charles Boyer, well mixed,
a big evening.

to

The feminine

half of any date must do her share
toward making the evening a success.

Too many girls seldom bother.
Of course, there are exceptions.

radio announcers.

(A) If a girl has one eye on her
man's bank account, with the other
eye firmly fixed on the altar, an
evening spent in the balcony of Loew's
Midland will be fine with her. (B)
If a girl is waging a war with another

on the same

the male costume, civilian or military,

—

And there has also
been a furious gnashing of typewriters
subject.

This tumult is getting rather tireThe average guy is well aware
that he can't kiss like a refugee, or

some.

rhumba
Murray

like

somebody

whom Arthur

didn't teach in a hurry. But
at the same time, while admitting his

shortcomings, he would like to point

female over some hapless creature in
she'll

be equally easy to please.

However,

if an escort is just another man who asked for a date on
a night when she contemplated doing

nothing more socially significant than
writing home to Mother, a girl will
be likely to give him only average
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indicate she's having a

good time in
one or more of the subtle ways women
always have used so well.
Even
though the current candidate may be
a social mess, she can give him the
social recognition he longs for and
make him happy. Effusion isn't
necessary. She doesn't have to scream
with joy or continually throw her
arms around his neck—but she can
Just ask any bachelor
that average is. He is often

consideration.

how low
made

to realize that he's just

mated movie

an

exhibit

few of the sweet

a

traits

ani'

pass.

Just as men Hke to play Santa
Claus, women like to get something
for nothing. This may explain why
they're

such

rabid

and rabid movie

bargain

fans.

hunters

The man pays

so often.

But don't get the wrong idea. Men
majority of them anyway

— the

don't expect to score like the hero in
a Soap Opera every time they ring a

Although they have hopes, being human, they don't expect a great
romance to blossom out of every din-

belle.

ner date. They're mostly interested
providing a good time for their
"date." Gratitude is not expected,
but enjoyment is. Men, being both
sentimental and pleased with themselves, like to put on a lavish show.
Tliey like to be a generous giver of

which are supposed to make a man
stop wanting to remain a bachelor.

Women demand
his

buckle on

Since the maidens have sounded off
on what they think of masculine behavior, drinking, bus chivalry, rumble seat technique, haircuts,
clothes,
and practically everything
else under the sun, they shouldn't
mind listening for a change while the
other sex unburdens itself of a few
The general subcritical comments.

so loudly

wonderful things. When their audience lets them down, the whole perh^rmance falls flat.

ject will

All the average attractive girl has to
do to make a hit with most men is

man

armor.

in

Kindness and appreciation make
more of a hit with them than a whole
wardrobe of evening gowns which appear to be held up by faith alone.

chivalry as a right,

yet they seldom help a

be

— "Women Who

High on the
girl

who

gagement

list

doesn't

Irk."

there's the restless

announce her en-

an overseas male, or the
smpended animation known as "going
steady." Instead she encourages the
to

fact that she's in that sad state of

HOW TO BE AN
waste time, devotion,
her.
All this and
flowers too because she's tired of sitting at home working on her hope
variation of this type is the
chest.
versatile glamour girl who manages to
be faithful to three or four men at
local talent to

and emotion on

A

the same time.

When

choice must finally be
type of girl often sees herself as the heroine of
Situation.
She is touched by the devotion which

made,

a

this

A

she must ask the
elsewhere.
She

upper

lip,

wrong man
glories

to

in

the silent sorrow,

shower

the

stiff

and the

generous gesture. All this, of course,
on the part of the poor stiff who
won't have to support her. Perhaps
she can even work up a good cry over
his predicament
as long as he doesn't
get in the way.

—

Let us move on to the teaser who
a man into a dark room,

invites

OLD MAID

Women have often wondered out
The
loud why men make passes.
answer: Men get invitations to make
them. For one thing, natural feminine curiosity has been the basic rea'
son for many a pass. Women have
Hstened to "Portia Faces Life" for so
long, and have seen so many Lana
Turner movies, that they want to discover what Little Lucy goes through
after the discreet butler is told he
may have the rest of the night off.
Perhaps they're curious about their
own reactions, as well of those of a
man who previously has appeared
satisfied with that sterilized social gesture known as the goodnight kiss.
However, if a choice must be made,
most men do prefer the Teaser to the
Puritan. To the latter they would
like to point out twin facts of life:
(1) Wearing glasses won't prevent
passes.

They

isfactory.

Na
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girl

as being

mean

just
If

(2)

make them
a

man

less sat-

describes a

"smooth," he does not
jump ahead of the

she is one
vice squad.

Men

are usually willing to let the

have her fun.

Pviritan

happy

to believe that

it makes her
single-handed

If

she's standing off the entire

male

sex,

they won't spoil her pleasant dream.

Next on
changes into something which would
make a cigar store Indian wilt, cuddles a little closer
and then lets out
a shriek in an outraged contralto loud
enough to shake the family tree and
bring Father stumbling downstairs.
She enjoys starting something she
knows she can finish with either a
yell of purity or a sob of strictlyinadvance regret.

—

"^^i^lt

the

list

of

Women Who
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who

pose without invitation or warning.
All
man has to do to start them

can't be in the same room with a
telephone without wanting to use it.)
Amateur crooners who must moan

emoting

lyrics in their partner's ear in

Irk are the imitation

put a cocktail

to

is

actresses

glass in

a

Often when making a big entrance,
woman will plunge ahead of her

escort. Men resent being made to tag
along like a caboose. They have a
strong aversion to Stork Club emoting and would like to remind the
would-be glamour girls that constantly

raising

eyebrows

their

to

register

blase indifference will eventually give

them wrinkles.
Also, constant demands for fuel or
refreshments can be awfully wearing,
especially

one and

at

all

game when

football

a

possess frozen

hands and

are strait-jacketed within three or four
blankets.

And

battling

line
start

is

when

struggles

to

about

family

position,

schools, the things she's

done

assorted

and

—

aversions

free,

pest

telephone

who

calls.

say,

"My

best

I have a date,
sweet of you to take Imogene."

eggs.)

of

the

slightly solvent,

fairly slim:

The

who

town for the dance.
but it would be awfully

wealth,

.

Other

girls

(invari-

girl is

impress

amusing),

average male

Glamour

friend will be in

Weak women who seemingly are
incapable of carrying their own
things. (This type of female delights
in stuffing an escort's pockets so full
of assorted objects that they look as
though they were loaded with Easter

or the places she's
been (invariably expensive) Men are
seldom fooled by prattle of this kind
because they hand out so much of it
themselves.
ably

confer on the matter, also briefly.)

put on.)

men. She doesn't realize that men
are seldom taken in by feminine chatter

—

then lets her
glances at the menu
mind, her stomach and her conscience

to

Another unwanted glamour

who

Maidens who can never decide what
order.
(The ideal dinner date

all

him wondering whether

type

to

it's

team

on Notre Dame's one-yard

the quickest possible

Gals who are well aware that their
"date" has little more than the price
of a short beer in his pants, yet meet
him at the door wearing a hat and
coat, clearly indicating they expect to
be taken somewhere.

way

his

worthwhile.

the

off-

Women who take years to dress.
(Men have never been able to understand why girls can take two hours
to dress when they have so little to

sending a "date" out

for coffee or hot dogs
is

an

key soprano.

their hand.

Girls

— then
when

who beg

for a candid opinion

all hurt and
they really get one.

become

Athletic women who boast about
strong they are.

how

Dawn
want

to

patrol maidens
go home.

Movie fans who

badgers a man with
(This is the girl who

quiet

who

never

sigh and yearn
some Hollywoodenhead take the heroine in his arms

after

watching

HOW TO BE AN
then inquire sweetly,

"Why

can't

you

Van

Johnson?"
Women who say, 'Til go with you
" and then proceed to name so
if
many "ifs" there's no point in going
out at all.
variation of this type
is the girl who says, "Well, I don't
know but" This is the preamble
learn to kiss like

A

——

to four or five excellent reasons

the poor

guy

at the other

why

end of the

telephone probably won't be able to

make a date.
The chronically

late.

Habitual date-breakers who usually
telephone at the last minute.
The too eager who ask, "When am
I going to see you again?"

OLD MAID
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Misunderstood maidens who say,
just don't seem to understand
me, but I'm sure you do." (Usually
men understand her all too well.)

"Men

Glamour

girls

who

prattle constant-

life, and
what they did last night, the night
before, and the night before that
(with somebody else), leaving little
doubt in their escort's mind how wonderful it all was, and that nothing

ly of other

men, their love

can ever, ever be as wonderful again.
but why go
even the most critmale do without these darlings?

All this

on?
ical

is

just a start,

What would

SETTLE THIS AMECH-ABLY

ET'S

AMECHE, when
DON
cago microphones

he was spending several hours a day before Chiprior to his Hollywood career, had a reputation for
being one of the best all'round performers in the business. He was particularly adept at ad-libbing when an actor dropped his script or lost his
place. There was one occasion when his quick-wittedness was embarrassing.

He was working in a dramatic script and the script called for Amcche
to ihoot the villain. The sound department with their fanatical zeal for
perfection had arranged a real pistol set-up. The pistol shot had challenged
their ingenuity. They had not been able to reproduce it properly.

A

mike was placed near a door
So they worked out a foolproof set-up.
leading out onto the roof and at a cue, the sound engineer would fire the
gun into the night.

to

—

"Get ready to meet your maker," thundered
you right now

kill

Killer

Ameche, "I'm going

That was the sound man's cue but nothing happened. Ameche adUbbed for a second or two but there still was no sound from the gun. The
sound engineer was staring intently at his script his mind apparently

—

miles off.

With a bit of hair trigger,
matter with this gun
it's
jammed but I've
."
got my knife

Amcche

shouted,

"There's something the

—
.

He

didn't

.

care

how

he killed the villian just
so he got it over with,
^ith high dramatics.

Ameche

ad-libbed

the

opening of his knife and
just as he was stabbing
enemy the sound
his
effects
life

and

man

came

to

off

the

fired

gun.

NOT EASY FOR A POLITICIAN
The Senator was back home, looking after his political fences, and asked
the minister about some of his old acquaintances.

"How

is

old

Mr. Jones?" he inquired. "Will

I

be likely to see him today?

"You'll never see Mr. Jones again," said the minister.

heaven."

"He

'

has gone to

:

ENTER DURR, Swin ^ In ^ I
This "Challenge to Radio" is, in substance, a speech
delivered by Federal Communications Commissioner Clifford Durr
before the Independent Citizens' Committee of the Arts,
Sciences and Professions. The comments on FM have been
added in the light of recent developments. We're indebted to
"Theatre Arts" magazine for permission to reprint Mr. Durr's article.

by CLIFFORD DURR

SINCE

the first commercial radio
broadcasts were initiated a quar'
ter of a century ago, two different
philosophies about broadcasting have
been in conflict. In this conflict, radio
writers and artists cannot afford to be
mere sideline spectators, for no group

has a greater or more direct interest
in its

outcome than they.

The

first

of these philosophies has

been expressed as follows:

The ether is a public medium, and its use
must be for public benefit. The use of
radio channels is justified only if there is
public benefit. The dominant element for
consideration in the radio field is, and al'
ways will be, the great body of the listening
public, millions in
distribution.

number, country-wide

be granted only to applicants who
demonstrate their qualifications and
their intention of using the publicly
owned channels in the "public interest, convenience and necessity"; when
it provided that no broadcasting license
should ever be granted for a period
longer than three years, and that every
application for renewal of license
"shall be limited to and governed by
the same considerations and practices
which affect the granting of original
applications"; and when it provided
that every applicant for a license must
sign a waiver of any claim to the use

of the ether "as against regulatory
power of the United States".

in

However,
possibilities,

medium" philosophy,
down by Herbert Hoover in
when he was Secretary of Com-

This, the "public

was

laid

1925,
merce, and I believe it embodied the
best thinking of that time on the
subject.
I

believe

it

was the intention of

Congress to incorporate this philosophy into law when it expressly reserved to the people title to all radio
channels; when it directed that licenses

as radio

demonstrated

its

a second philosophy be-

gan to arise, which has in recent years
been asserted with increasing frankness and vigor. This second philosophy
exemplified in the statement of a
recent president of the National Asscy
ciation of Broadcasters, an association

is

which represents some two-thirds of
the

broadcasting

stations of this

country

One must
to

consider balance sheets

measure the progress of radio.
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s.

For balance sheets represent an in'
dex to the medium's effectiveness.

The

"balance sheet" philosophy was
by the former
president of the
in an address
delivered before the Kiwanis Club of
Omaha, Nebraska. He posed this
question

more

fully developed

NAB

Do you

regard

it

(radio) purely

as a miracle, as a flash of inventive

—a

genius

discovery in electronics

beyond the comprehension of ordinary mortals or do you associate
it with bookkeeping, clerks, secretaries, bank balances, customers, pay
checks and janitors in short, the
product of American business?

—

—

The

question would seem to proown answer. But lest some of
his listeners might associate radio in
their own minds with writers and musicians, dramatists, producers, actors,
educators and those in public life who
are struggling with the vital economic,
political and social issues of the day
or even with listeners the speaker answered himself
vide

its

—

American radio today is the product of American business! It is just

much
vacuum

that kind of product as the

as

cleaner,

the washing ma-

chine, the automobile
plane.

.

.

and the

air-

headed businessmen, and it was the
best thing that could have happened
to him." Coming forward to more
recent years, the speaker informed his
audience: "In 1935 radio and its advertisers really began to get together.
Advertising agencies had learned how
to produce successful programs with
some degree of regularity" and, may
we not assume, they had also learned
how to submerge effectively the "artistic

personality" of those station opera-

tors

who might

Going back

to the cruder days of

NAB

president re-

minded us of the time when station
operators "had a sort of 'artistic per'

"Many a station

operator,"

he pointed out, "who might have had
a personal preference for poetry and
the opera learned some sound lessons
in selling and merchandising under the
tutelage of America's good, hard-

be swayed by their

"personal preference for poetry and
the opera".
Earlier, during the period of dominance of the "public medivmi" philoso-

phy,

many

broadcasters felt

it

was

their opportunity, as well as their responsibility, first, to

encourage and to

serve as an outlet for the local talent
available

in

their

communities; and

second, to make available to their communities, by means of networks or
transcriptions, the cultural and entertainment resources of the entire nation.
But, as the
president
pointed out, the emphasis has now

NAB

shifted

to

another contribution

radio station brings to

its

local

the

com-

munity:

we

look no further than the
the radio station
brings to town from national advertising, this is a considerable item
which, after taxes, goes into local
salaries, programs and general deIf

income

.

broadcasting, the

sondlity' ".
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which

velopment.
Broadcasting today is of course a
product of both the "public medium"
philosophy and the "balance sheet"
philosophy. But let us look at the
overall picture and see where artists,

ENTER DURR, SWINGING!
and professional people fit
scheme of things when broad'
. ,;sting becomes associated with "bookkeeping, clerks, secretaries, bank balances, customers, pay checks and
scientists

49

Since programming

is

the essence of

have given

into the

broadcasting, the figures

janitors".

would seem to indicate a struggling
and impoverished industry. Few broadcasters, however, are impoverished and
most of them are doing quite well.
While I cannot talk about their individual fortunes, the story as a whole
is available and a few of the figures

The employment

figures

of

834

standard broadcast stations for the
week beginning October 15, 1944,
show a total of 20,452 fuU'time employees and executives. Only 863 of
the employees were writers; 1,195
were outside salesmen. The average
writer received $40.14 per week; the
average salesman, $95.92 per week.
There were 820 actors and other artists and more than three times that

many

accountants, clerks and stenog-

There was, however, no shortage of executives. These numbered
2,780, which is more than all the musicians and writers combined.
raphers.

Four

hundred

and

fifteen

local

channel stations got along with only
259 full-time writers, but they employed 409 outside salesmen. The
writers received an average of $31.87
per week while the salesmen received
$68.85. The average local channel
station employed less than one-third
of a full-time musician and about onesixth of a full-time actor.

As

for scientists, the 834 stations

reported a total of 60 people engaged
in research and development.

The

figures for the networks are

more encouraging, but even here the
salesmen outweigh the writers. The
four big networks and their ten key
stations employed only 122 full-time
writers, as compared with 135 salesmen. The writers averaged $64.58
per week and the salesmen, $128.56.

I

are interesting.

During the year 1944, 836 standard broadcast stations reporting to the
Federal Communications Commission
earned net profits before federal income taxes of nearly $69,000,000.
This represented an increase of 47 per
cent over their profits for 1943 and
an increase of 125 per cent over 1942.
The 1944 net income represented a
return of 194 per cent on their investment in tangible broadcast property at
the start of the year.

The 1944

figures

on program

ex-

penses are not yet published, but in
1943, the station reporting to the
FCC showed $1.30 in profits before
taxes for every $1.00 they spent on

programming.
The station which
earns 300 per cent, or 400 per cent,
or even 500 per cent a year is no
longer a rarity; and many of those

who make

the largest profit

—by

make

it

way

becoming little
more than platter players and relay
stations for national news tickers and
the easiest

networks, while avoiding the troublesome job of producing programs
through the use of local talent.
It is

only fair to say that the figures

which I have given with reference to
the employment of talent by broadcasting stations themselves do not tell
the whole story. Far from it. They

S.

^0
only

tell

the story of those to

whom

xve have entrusted the public's radio

channels and whom we have charged
with the responsibility of operating

them

in the public interest. Let us
look at the rest of the picture.

Broadcasting magazine, a weekly
journal of the industry, has recently
carried a series of articles about one
of the industry's major customers,
Procter 6^ Gamble. According to the
story, Procter & Gamble spent some
$11,000,000 last year for radio time
alone and an equal amount for talent,
or a total of $22,000,000, more or
This one advertiser spent four
less.
times the entire annual budget of the
networks and stations operated by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
three and a half times as much as the
entire program expense of 341 local
stations in 1943, nearly again as much
as the program expense that year of
316 regional stations and more than
twice as much as was spent by 41
clear channel stations;

enough to pay
Iowa State

the operating expenses of

College of Agriculture's very useful
Station
for 700 years at the
rate of its present budget.

WOI
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company

the president of this
following effect:

to the

We

have some funny thinking
here about radio, and we have been
criticized for it. Taking 100 per
cent as the total radio value, we
give 90 per cent to commercials, to
what's said for the product, and we
give 10 per cent to the show.

We

are commercial and we cannot afford to be anything else. I
don't have the right to spend the
stockholders'

money

just to enter-

tain the public.
Is this the function of radio which
the former president of the
had

NAB

mind when he ended

speech
with a reminder of radio's solemn responsibility and a prophecy of its
in

his

future:

Radio has become a recognized
guardian

of

the

public

interest.

with its own
principles of freedom and public
service and a war record which
places it high among the glorious

American

business,

institutions of this earth, likewise
has become a guardian of the public
interest.

my

prophecy that American

Procter ^ Gamble, it appears, is as
considerate of its listeners, who are
the customers or potential customers
for its products, as it is lavish in its

want to use radio in
the perpetuation of this trust, that
it will find new ways to sell itself

expenditures for time and talent. Ac-

and

cording to the story:

"P. &' G. has a

policy never to offend a single
tener. "

atten-

by the press is the American Tobacco Company.
The New York
Times for Sunday, April 22, quotes
tion

its products to the American
public through radio, that it will
share more fully in radio's recog-

lis-

Another customer which has

recently been the subject of

It is

business will

nition as a guest in the

American

home— and whether this develops in
the form of television,

FM

or the
radio of the past twenty-five years,
there shall be stronger safeguards
of free expression and a greater ful-

ENTER DURR, SWINGING!
fillment of public service
I

by means

of the union of broadcasting and
the businessman.

This union of broadcasting and the
businessman is, of course, a tremend'
ous source of employment for writers,
actors and musicians who can find the
.fulfillment of their artistic ambitions
in their pay envelopes and who are
[willing not to offend.

The problem

of broadcasting, as I
not what we hear over the
air
there are sufficient safeguards
against obsenity, profanity and the

see

is

it,

—

I

The problem

in

what we do

'

like.

I

not hear. Censorship by overloading
the air with programs which sell goods,
to the exclusion of programs which
do not, may be as effective as a com-

lies

plete denial of access to the air or cen-

sorship

by the blue

pencil.

offend anyone may be
good salesmanship, but is it good radio?
Is it good sense in times such as these

Never

to

which we are living? The best in
and drama, and even art
and music has offended. Milton offended in his time. So did Shakespeare and Victor Hugo and Voltaire
and Moliere, and even Galileo, in
theirs; but their works have survived
long after the even the names of those
whom they offended were forgotten.
Tom Paine and Sam Adams and Jefferson and Hamilton and Madison and
many others whose names we honor

in

literature

I

I

today did a lot of offensive speaking
and writing in their time, but it was
a time which required a challenge to
greatness and a big challenge cannot
be made without offending prejudices

and

vanities

thought.

Out

and
of

fixed
their

31

offend came a Declaration of Independence and a Constitution and a
Bill of Rights.

Our day

is

no

challenge, but
since

late

less a time for a big
hasn't been very long

Alexander Woollcott

ways with
sponsor because he offended by

came
his

the

it

to the parting of the

making uncomplimentary remarks
about two world statesmen, whom we
have since come to regard as rather unsavory characters- Adolf Hitler and

—

Benito Mussolini. Big challenges are
being made today, and they are being
made by radio, not only through
speeches but through dramatizations
such as "On a Note of Triumph"
which reach the emotions as well as
mvist not let such stirthe mind.
ring appeals to our generation be overwhelmed or crowded out by the sheer

We

volume of exhortations

to

buy com-

mercial products; nor must we permit the commercial reiteration of
broadcasting to anaesthetize us against
the mighty challenges which radio on

occasion can deliver.

The problems

of broadcasting are,

therefore, far greater than the questions of

whether the commercial

shall

come at the beginning, the middle or
the end of the newscast, or at all three
places, or what we should do about
cowcatchers, hitchhikers and singing
commercials, or even the direct employment which postwar broadcasting
will provide for talent.

basic

ency

Which

of the

philosophies gains the ascend-

may

well determine whether our

children and our children's children

habits

of

will find their

courage

to

scientists,

employment

professional

as artists,

people,

me-

S.

^2
chanics or farmers

—

or as soldiers or

sailors.

The exponents of both philosophies
of broadcasting pay full deference to
the symbols of public interest and
democracy. They say we must have a
"free radio". I agree. Let us have a
radio that is truly free
as free from

—

economic domination and overweening greed as from government censorship; that

is

free for the fullest ex-

pression of ideas
that
as

is

is

art;

free to dramatize ideas as well

mystery

that

and music and

stories or

soap or laxatives;

free even for the indulgence of

"personal preferences for poetry and
the opera"; that is free from fear of
offending, except throught vulgarity
and cheapness and obscenity and insincerity; that is free for the writer,
the producer and the actor to give
the best that is in him regardless of
the effect upon the sale of commercial
products.

They say we must have

comLet us have
a

petitive radio.

I agree.

a radio that

competitive for

is

listen-

ers as well as for advertising accounts;

and sinprograms as well as for listener ratings; that competes for the
that competes for the quality
cerity of

of using the people's frequencies in the best interests of the
people and on the basis of public service promised and rendered; that grants
free competition to ideas and music
and all other forms of human expression and that provides a free outlet for such expression in every community in the nation.
They say we must have a democratic radio, regulated by the people,
that gives the people what they want.
privilege

February, 1946
agree. Let us have a radio that is
regulated by the people and that gives
the people full access to all informaI

needed for intelligent regulation.
us have organizations through
which the people can speak in making
their regulation effective; let us have a
tion

Let

democratic radio that is scrupulous in
its regard for minority rights, which
are as sacred to our form of democracy
as majority rule.

Above

let

all,

us

have a radio which recognizes that the
essence of democracy

is

the

maximum

by the people in its
processes; which recognizes that democracy is not merely a form of government but a way of life, and that music
and drama and making a living and
participation

playing, as well as voting, are
its

among

important ingredients.
Until a short time ago,

lieved

by many that the

it

was

arrival

be-

of

FM

(frequency modulation) broadcasting would automatically bring new
life

and new freedom

to the

American

FM

system of broadcasting, for
provides not only higher fidelity and
greater freedom from static but, more
important, opens up new spaces on the

crowded broadcasting spectrum, making room for many new stations. The
very number of stations, it was felt,
would open wide the door to both free
expression and artistic talent.

More recently, however, those of us
who have pinned our hopes on FM
have suffered several disappointments.
has made room for
but it now appears
that the number will be far more
limited than had at one time been
thought. Already in some of our larger
communities, particularly in the northIt is

true that

many new

it

stations,

—
ENTER DURR, SWINGING!
eastern part of the country, the de-

mand

FM

channels exceeds the
supply and in other sections few of
the more desirable channels will be
left after the present applicants are
taken care of.
Moreover, it is becoming obvious
that new stations do not necessarily
mean new controls over broadcasting,
or even new programs. The new blood
which is so badly needed has, so far,
been merely a trickle. Of the 634 apfor

FM

with
the Commission as of October 8, 452
were from present broadcasting interests, and of the 182 newcomers half
were newspaper owners. Prior to the
war, the FCC adopted a rule requiring every FM licensee to program his
station independently for at least part
of the day. Recently this rule has been
repealed and a standard broadcaster
who obtains an FM license may now
program his FM station throughout
the day merely by piping in the programs carried over his standard broadplications for

cast station.

He

stations filed

gets the free use of

new channel without

being required to give the public a single new

the

program in return.
Radio cannot rise above the
of those

What

who

control

its

level

programs.

become depends upon
and freedom allowed
the writers and artists who actually
it

is

to

produce the programs. It is therefore
suggested that the time has come for
writers, producers and artists of the
theater and radio to consider expanding their roles and becoming broadcast
licensees as well. There is no reason
why groups of writers and artists are
not as well qualified to operate broadcast stations as are department store
operators, newspaper owners, filling
station operators and others.
Private Ted Kehoe was thinking
primarily of the theater when he wrote
to Theater Arts:

Today most of us march in the
ranks of the Army, but we are looking over our shoulders, watching
our oldsters play out their string
watching them, learning, even as we
march in war.
.

We
brick

.

.

shall steal their foundations,

by

brick, until the

American

Theater means something more than
Broadway, New York City until
it
means Cleveland, Pasadena,
Houston, New Orleans, St. Louis,

—

Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh and Seuntil the term
attle and Atlanta

—

"American Theater" brings to mind
the playhouses and the artists of a
nation.

the opportunity

That

to

broadcasting.

is

the spirit

we

also

need

in

(^Iticaao Letter
numbered cards from a

pile

and wait for

awhile.

Ticket purchased at
set

forth

for

last,

you confidently

the station.

Upon

arrival,

shove
your
way
MISSING IN through a mass of huACTION
manity which probably is
ONE TRAIN still waiting for yesterday's
trains and look hopefully
at the departure board, only to discover
that your train isn't even marked up yet.
It seems to be lost somewhere west of
Albuquerque. So you join the waiters and
perhaps camp out for the night on a station bench, if you can find a few square
feet not covered with grimy pop corn or
spilled orange crush.

you

—

Once

safely in

you

(which

month

has been survived, and
your Chicago hotel room

this ordeal

you are

in

providentially

reserved

a

advance), you'll probably find

the struggle well worth the wear and tear.

For Chicago

is popping with enough acnight life, theatrical and otherwise,
to make the visitor from afar forget the
bumps and bruises acquired on the way.

tivity,

by

NORT JONATHAN

Getting somewhere by train doesn't excome under the heading of good,
clean fun these days
unless one enjoys
feeling like a sardine in an overcrowded
actly

—

Trains, stations, and hotels are all
displaying SRO signs
and they mean it.
Having explored the hotel situation in the
last Chicago Letter, let's take just a few
can.

—

paragraphs to detail what happens

you want

to

go somewhere by

when

train.

you must have a reservation, unspending the night sitting on your

First,
less

For one thing, "The Cab" is back in
town. He's back, as you might suppose,
in that temple of jitter and jive, the Panther Room of the Hotel Sherman.
Cab
Calloway is again kicking the gong
around. As caloric as ever, as glib with
the jive patter as he was back in the days
when most of his admiring young hepcat
fans were listening to nursery tunes, his
show is what the Coca Cola set calls
"solid."
When Cab wails about St. James
Infirmary and laments over characters

named Minnie

the

Moocher and Smoky

Joe, his audience is all ears,
gratefully accept their beating.
to believe that these standbys of

way

and they
It's

Mr.

hard
Callo-

back to the early nineteenwell before the day of the jitter-

date

suitcase in a vestibule with a large portion

thirties,

the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
blowing in on you is your idea of the
ideal way to get from Kansas City to Chicago. This means haunting the ticket offices either in person or by telephone.
Then, the necessary space reserved (if
you're lucky), you pluck one of those

bug and "swing." Still with Cab Calloway
for his umteenth Windy City appearance
is what he calls his "intimate ensemble."
Its members are about as intimate as a
camp meeting, and three or four times as

of

exciting.

Kitty Carlisle

is

back in town again

at

CHICAGO LETTER
her usual hang'Out, the Mayfair Room of
Kitty was a sudden
the Blackstone Hotel.
replacement for Burl Ives,
the wandering minstrel, who
KITTY
CARLISLE wasn't able to stick around
IN
as long as the management

BACK

TOWN

had hoped. Miss
the

lovely

Carlisle

thrush

is

whose

warblings have brightened many a stage
Her audience is remusical and film.
ported to had calloused palms from hand'
clapping.

While we're

about the smart
supper rooms, let's not forget an old Kansas City boy who's doing all right for himself in the smart Camellia House at the

Drake Hotel.

talking

Bob McGrew and

WHB

his fine

band, late of
and the Kansas City
Club, are going into their fourth month
in this swank spot which ranks with the
best in town.
Bob does a grand job of
music-making and is always pleased to
see Kansas City friends on the dance floor.

Two new

night clubs have made an
the first of the year.
The new Continental Hotel, after many
delays, has built itself a lovely spot called
the New Horizon Room.
There isn't a
more attractive room in town, and the
music of Charles Victor's orchestra compliments the good taste displayed by those
who planned the place. There's a graygreen motif, with pastel murals, indirect
lighting and tables which, for once, aren't
too small. It's a perfect setting for relaxing over a dry martini, or whatever it is

appearance

you

since

like to relax over.

The

other

new

called the Frolics

—

spot

is

a

glitter

joint

being the fortieth
or so night club to be given that name in
Chicago since the speakeasy days. If you
like tinsel, long girly shows, and little or
no lighting, the Frolics is your dish. They
say there's room for more than six hundred people in this walk-up rendezvous,
but if half that many ever get in at one
time, they'll be the most uncomfortable
citizens outside of the subway.
The show
features Harry Jarkey, a comedian who unthis

fortunately believes that references to the

more utilitarian parts of the human anatomy are screamingly funny when served
with the soup.

By

far the

best part of

33

show is the singing of lovely Gloria
Van, who looks and sings like a dream.
Her beauty gives the show an attractivethe

ness

it

badly needs.

Over

ANNA

ter,

at the Civic

Thea-

management

the

is

LUCASTA
proudly announcing that
BREAKSALL "Anna Lucasta" has
broken all long records for
RECOUDS
that house. The all-Negro
entering its fifth capacity

dramatic hit

is

month, and

will

undoubtedly be around
come. It's the first
play housed in the Civic to stick around
for more than a month or so. That house
has been inhabited by so many turkeys
for a year or so to

Ashton Stevens wondered out loud in
column why the actors ever bothered
unpack their bags.

that
his

to

"Dear Ruth" and "The Voice of the
Turtle" have both disappeared from the
local scene after long runs. The bored faces
of K. T. Stevens and Hugh Marlowe are
no longer to be seen in Booth No. 1 in
the Pump Room or languidly drooping over
the bar at the Actors Club. They will be
missed, chiefly because they got around
more than any other theatrical stars to
hit town since Skeets Gallagher and Stu
Erwin, thus lending the Hollywood-New
York touch to this theatrical way station
midway as the streamliners fly between the
Stork Club and the Trocadero.

The boys in the white hats have been
taking some pot shots at each other. This
is distressing to the Chamber of Commerce
but a matter of indifference to the average
Chicagoan. After a decade or so of Ed
Kelly's rule the man in the street feels
that if the boys get too troublesome over
whatever it is they're shooting each other
about, Ed will knock their heads together
and tell them to behave. The situation, as
the police would say, will soon be well in
hand.

Don't

trip to

Chicago, because

contemplated
in the Dearborn Street station is more hazardous than
a trip through the badlands of Cicero.
let

it

spoil

a

life

•
There are four types of girls: mental,
tempermental, accidental and experimental.

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Ultras

.

.

.

BAL MASQUE. An

oasis of informal magnifiand service vie for top honors.
array of entertainment.

where food

cence,

Always

a

(GOLD

celestial

COAST)

Hotel Continental.

N. Mich. Whi.

505

4100.

SHERMAN HOTEL.

Unless a band jumps, its
This place
segment of
young voters who would put a hep-cat in the White
House and make this strictly a two-beat democracy.
(LOOP) Randolph and Clark. Fra. 2100,
short in the Panther Room.
unofficial headquarters of that

tenure
the

is

is

BOULEVARD
policy

TTie

shows are always bright and interesting and there's
somebody like Harry Cool, Eddie Howard, or other
such musical craftsmen on the bandstand.
(LOOP)
Randolph and Wabash. Ran. 2822.

ROOM,

here

HOTEL

STEVENS.

one of the

follow

to

is

biggest

and most glamorous shows in town with one of
the biggest and most glamorous shows in town.
It's a pleasing habit.
The Stevens is the world's
largest hotel and Boulevard Room shows are worthy

of

it!

Casuals

Wab. 4400.

7th and Mich.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, DRAKE HOTEL. An

orselect

plushy, old English setting wherein a
fashions an evening around "society" muat the moment by
alumnus Bob
McGrew. It's very danceable, yet lustrous and renate,

clientele

sic

WHB

played

fined.
Place.

(GOLD

COAST)

Michigan

at

BLUE DANUBE.

DON THE BEACHCOMBER. An
sea-island

somewhat showy, yet
friendly is this solid cornerstone of hospitality
in the very center of the Loop.
Always a fine
orchestra and interesting show. (LOOP) State and
traditional,

Monroe. Ran. 7500.

MAYFAIR ROOM, BLACKSTONE HOTEL.
society selects a place to hold something
super special,
the
Mayfair Room usually gets
unanimous votes.
One of Chicago's most richly

appointed dining

glass
soft

rooms,

it

attracts

many Chicago

with

refuge

floats
lights

knotted

in

and

enchanting
straw-mat-covered
walls,

straw-stacks,

rum-based

huge

cocktails.

COAST) 101 E. Walton. Sup. 8812.
CLUB EL GROTTO. A sepia theme
supply

sic

When

.

all the fittings, trimmings and surroundings necessary to attain the net result. Wonderful Gypsy music. Open late.
(GOLD COAST)
500 W. North Ave. Mich. 5988.

Walton

Spacious,
convivial
and

.

mosphere with

Sup. 2200.

EMPIRE ROOM. PALMER HOUSE.

.

Classic southern European at-

foundation

solid

a

for

a

shells,

(GOLD
and mu-

takeoff

into

Nothing pretentious, no fancy flummery, but what terrific shows! The food is probStartime.

ably

the

best

that part of town.
Pla. 9174.

in

(SOUTH)

6412 Cottage Grove.

IVANHOE.

HOTEL.

Ralph Jensen's Ivanhoe on the
is open daily at five,
good food and
atmosphere and decor in the mood of old
England, and always a good orchestra. (NORTH)
3000 N. Clark. Gra. 2771.

Hart, one of Chicago's most lavish showand on top of that a heckuva swell fella,
features many Hart "built-ins" at the Pump Room.
These include colorful silver and blue decor, fine
food and regal service.
(NEAR NORTH) IJOO

L'AIGLON. People who have been coming to
Chicago for years and sorting out the town's finest
restaurants, know all about Teddy Maerus' L'Aiglon.
French Creole cooking and ornate Victorian atmosphere. 22 E. Ontario. Del. 6070.

visitors.
And prices are not unreasonable, considering the setting and the entertainment. (SOUTH)
Michigan at 7th. Har. 4300.

PUMP

AMBASSADOR

ROOM,

Jimmy
men,

N.

State.

YAR.
sic

drinks,

Sup. 5000.
If

somebody leaps

pulling handshake,
extending a usual,

and

round

kitchen,
shashlik

North Side

this

it

is

at you with a tendonprobably Colonel Yaschenko

casual greeting.
the red oak

round
place

is

as

Russian

(GOLD
and blinchiki.
Lake Shore Drive. Del. 9300.

From

the mutables to the
as stroganov,

COAST)

181

E.

SINGAPORE.
pit-barbecued

wouldn't

Malayan background, featuring
and chicken, and steaks you
possible in this day and age.

ribs

believe

(GOLD COAST)

1011 N. Rush.

Del. 9451.

SARONG ROOM.

Practically the only place in
the midwest featuring Bali-Java menus, and where
native dishes are prepared by authentic cooks.
(GOLD COAST) 16 E. Huron. Del. 6677.

SHANGRI LA.
Colorful

.

.

taurant.

.

ting.

BAMBOO ROOM, PARKWAY HOTEL.

No

but it's worth its weight in bamboo in atmosphere of far-away places.
Mixed
drinks are wonderful and so are prices; just about
the best bargain in town. (WEST) 211 Lincoln
Park. Div. 5000.
entertainment,

BISMARK HOTEL.

Old

rose

and

silver,

thick

lots of room for people but not much for
dancing, and usually a first rate band. For a kicker,
try the tavern room. Randolph and LaSalle. (LOOP)

carpets,

Cen. 0123.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT.

Probably

one

of the most popular, not-too-high-priced spots in
Floor
the Loop where you can go and cut loose.

N.

America's most romantic resnew-world spot in an old-world set4, with dinner at 5. (LOOP) 222
Cen. 1001.

A

Open

State.

at

AMERICAN ROOM. HOTEL LA
Food

SALLE.

feature in a hotel dining room.
in the American Room is an
array of fine foods and delectable beverages, reminiscent of banquets and dinners ten years ago.
(LOOP) LaSallc at Madison. Fra. 0700.
is

again

a

Proudly on display

BROWN

DERBY. Super-sophisticated shows ata steady clientele, including a sizeable proportion of the celebrity trade.
Nice and dim and
friendly. (LOOP) Wabash at Monroe. Sta. 1307.
tract

CHEZ PAREE.
place to lay
course, you

up
can

a

As

brightcries go, this is no
for a rainy day. (Of
But the food, the

few nickels
get

lucky.)

CHICAGO PC TS OF CALL
and such top-liners as Joe E. Lewis and
Thomas, and those luscious Ches Paree
Adorables arc all worth it, and then some. (GOLD
COAST) 610 Fairbanks Court. Del. 3434.
CLUB ALABAM. One of the best buys in sundodger circles is the Club Alabam, with its famed
flaming crater dinners and intimate shows. (GOLD
COAST) 747 Rush. Del. 0808.
if CLUB FLAMINGO. It's a big place, with an
equally big show, and a bunch of boogie-beaters
you can hear way outside. Very reasonable, with
(WEST) 1359 W. Madino minimum or cover.
son. Can. 9230.
noisy, lively place with
MOROCCO.
A
CLUB
a large circular bar and fast and frequent entersmall
jump band
tainment from then on.
perched over in the comer all but rattles the chandeliers. (LOOP) 11 N. Clark St. Sta. 3430.

^7

COLONY CLUB.

lovely decor

Delicious foods.

bands,

ir

Danny

and a new show policy that everybody seems to
Not inexpensive.
(GOLD COAST) 744
like.

k

it

A

Latin-American frivolities,
it CUBAN VILLAGE.
For a
with the signals called by a sharp emcee.
Havana quickie, this place is pretty hard to beat.
Showtime 10, 12 and 2. (NORTH) 715 W. North
Ave. Mich. 6947.
it

5

HUNDRED

1

and

CLUB. Under new management

shows
snappy revue.
Lon. 5111.

presenting

Always

club.

Broadway.

bigger

it L

(WEST)
^LIBERT'V INN.
manner.

here

nightly.

A

(GOLD COAST)

Chicago's largest
femininity can be seen

of

gay

of

collection

550 N. Clark.

OLD HEIDELBERG.

With

of

folks!

dolls,

CLOVER BAR.
spots,

sip

ular

beer capital

of

One

beautiful

of the town's most popand bountiful in musical
management.

Glavin-Collins
Under
(LOOP) 172 N. Clark. Dea. 4508.

sessions.

CRYSTAL TAP. BREVOORT HOTEL.
much

the

in

informal

Novachord music
mentalists.

and

a

its

happy,
visitors.

Very

manner, with continuous
group of singing instruFra. 2363.

(LOOP) 120 W. Madison.

AGOSTINO'S RESTAURANT.
for

spaghetti,

hospitable

And

Scandi-

for

not

nearly

expensive as

as

it

looks!

COAST) Rush at Ontario. Sup. 9868.
JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT.
and smart.

(GOLD
Colorful

Parisian delicacies highlight the menus.

(NEAR NORTH) 900 N. Michigan. Del. 0904.
NANKIN RESTAURANT. A wise choice if
headed

Loop

Chinese

and

(LOOP) 66 W. Randolph.

Sta.

for

a

theater.

TRADE WINDS.
and

steaks.

The

Hy

Ginnis'

place

Barbecued meats, ribs, chops
choice of dining that has made
a national institution.
Open all

(GOLD COAST)

night.

867 N. Rush. Sup. 5496.

and
sea food
favorite
with

(NEAR NORTH)

1121

Highly regarded
steaks.

It's

Chicagoans

N.

Theatre

State.

a

and
Del.

9862.

.

Wacker Drive.
cast,

Negro,

all

Fra.
is in

(Civic Theatre,
20 N.
Original New York
7818.)
this

fine

has been described as the best in

ROOM

LAFFING
Cen.

Broadway

many

hit that
seasons.

ONLY.

(Shubert, 22
Olsen and Johnson's

8240.)

W.
staff

of fun- makers all but rip the place to pieces
their latest laugh riot with an all star cast.

in

ST. LAZARE'S PHARMACY. (Studebaker, 410
Cen. 8240.) Mariam Hopkins has
S. Michigan.
the focal role in a new drama by Miklos Lasjlo
and Eddie Dowling.

THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS.
26
Bergner
drama.
ern,

W.
is

Jackson Blvd.
starred

this

in

(Great North-

Wab. 6197.)
thrilling

Elisabeth
psychological

THE DESERT SONG.
Wacker Drive.

Ran.

(Opera House, 20 N.
Romberg's glorious
9242.)

new production with Walter
and Dorothy Sandlin heading a company of
operetta

in

a

THE HASTY HEART.

Cassel
115.

(Blackstone, 7th near
Har. 8880.) John Dall plays the sensithis popular New York production,
sponsored by American Theatre Society.

Michigan.
tive

Scot

in

The trouble with the law of supply and
demand is that those who have the supply
do the demanding.

.

,

ANNA LUCASTA.

Monroe.

Del. 0173.

the

the world, Milwaukee, not far away, much of it
tours the spigots of this famous old Bavarian inn.
The Rathskeller, downstairs, is interesting, too.
(LOOP) Randolph near State. Fra. 1892.

ie

lead

royal

girliest

A

arrays

The

—handsome

smorgasbord in the distinguished setting of a one-time millionaire's home.
food

1900.

PLAYHOUSE CAFE. One
lieveliest

KUNGSHOLM.
navian

American food.

steady stream of conventioneers and visitors make this one of the brightest
spots on the Gold Coast. 70 W. Erie. Del. 8999.

and

HENRICrS.

versal
self

you're

places in the Windy
the informal and undressed
1316 W. Madison. Sec. 9344.

One of the
much in

very

all

all

French in name but in the unilanguage of good food you can make yourunderstood.
Try the Merchandise Mart Henrici's for lunch when you're over that way. Crowded
always— but deservedly.
(LOOP) 75 W. Randolph. Dea. 1800.

ie

Side

Ran. 5544.

(f L.

City,

hospitality

And

5100

LATIN

Randolph.

Delicious and authentic Chinese
in the warmest of Oriental
very reasonable.
(SOUTH)
2205 S. Wentworth. Vic. 7840.

foods, gay
tradition.

North

this

(QUARTER. It's typically Broadway in
character, with some solid stuff from there on in.
All of this plus a line of lovelies. (LOOP) 23 W.

it

5930.

Del.

GUEY SAM.

(UPTOWN)

is

a

Rush.

YIew

Letter

VIot'li

adventure plus money well spent. Try a
jaunt from 42nd to 75th and see what

we mean.
Isn't it funny that no one outside of
the theatrical profession will admit that
they are superstitious?
It's like denying
that one is asleep when the telephone
catches one deep in slumber at a supposedly awake hour. The answer on such
occasions is always, "Oh, no, I wasn't
asleep."
And so it is with various little
superstitions close to the heart that are

frowned upon

COULD USE

much

ROOM NOW

belt

as

or

socially as

loosening the
waistcoat after

an impossibly heavy
But

Manhattan, suave as it is,
and created masterpieces of stone and with no fan-fare
meal.

men have

in

built buildings

deleted the thirteenth floor.
It's interesting to note.
Some business buildings and
a few hotel list a thirteenth floor but on
the whole .
no.
Even in medical
buildings this is so.
Just a quiet way of
protecting a sensitive idea.
It makes one
wonder if the thirteenth floor would have
been taboo during the "have you got a
room" era. Probably not as no stalking
ghost or dire prognostication could be as
bad as a flea-bag room on West Broadway
or a bench in Central Park.
Anyway,
Manhattan hasn't changed in this respect
and most buildings will carry on with no
thirteenth floor.
.

by LUCIE

INGRAM

stuff and junk
roars on
You can
the best and the worst.
It isn't a matter of
take your choice.
practically every
what you want here
thing in the world is here on this httle
it's in knowing where
pile of stone
The best way to search
or how to get it.
for that antique or trinket or what-have-

Manhattan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

you

is

to

.

.

.

.

have a

taxi

drop you

at

some

unfashionable spot and then walk, walk,
There are miles of shops on Lexwalk.
ington Avenue and Second Avenue that
They
are never advertised in magazines.
are as remote and bucolic as any little
small

town shop and

come

to terms.

.

just

as

It is true that

willing

to

when one

buys an antique or curio one wants a
name and security behind it. But, as W.
Shakespeare said, "What's in a name?"
And if you will just walk up thes? "off"
avenues, you'll have human interest plus

Kitchen or kitchenless the "what do we
Proveat" problem is always paramount.
ing that there is an answer to everything,
and
backed
with
evidence,
casserole
kitchens have offered their bit in ManhatThe Casserole Kitchen at 782 Maditan.
son Ave. cooks and delivers a delicious
casserole with two vegetables and a salad
(dessert extra) for $1.65.
The chef was
formerly with Jack and Charlie's (Twenty-

One Club) and you know

it must be good.
Sadie Seiner on Lexington Ave. between
65th and 66th does the same. They have
attractive little apple baskets lined with
straw which cradle the casseroles and make
the whole thing very attractive.
Delivered right to your door, sir, and no reason
This
for the little woman to complain.
same idea might be kind of super for the

Country Club Plaza.

NEW YORK
the weather

reasonable in
Manhattan taxis aren't as scarce as their
reputation.
However, getting in a taxi
here and getting out of one are two different things entirely. All taxis here are about
as tidy as an eight'year'old boy's room
and the equipment such as seats, doors
If

at

is

all

and so forth, is just
about as dilapidated.

GET OUT
WITH A SCREW
DRIVER

You may

not be able
out the same
door you got in
you may have to crawl over the driver's
seat or get a screw driver, but you'll make
it with patience.
Just put everything back
where you found it. And don't ever fail
to

get

.

.

.

on that treasure hunt once you

to keep

You're likely to find anything
a dime to a quarter to a lipstick to
nail polish once you settle down and give
an address. And you won't have to worry
about the O.P.A. or F.B.I, either.
All
you have to worry about is "will it hold
.together" and everything else is on the
house.
must say, on the whole, taxi
drivers are most courteous and helpful.
And like barbers they like to talk
and their talk is often very indicative of
what's cookin'.
?:et

in.

rem

We

.

As we mentioned some months ago

.

.

in

SWING,

dogs is people in Manhattan.
During the winter months they can get on
some of the most fantastic costumes
imaginable. If they look silly one doesn't
dare mention it
not because of a
slight to the master or mistress but because the dog himself would take it so to
heart and grieve so.
met a Boston
.

.

.

We

dog the other day on Madison Ave.
was wearing a scarlet, turtle-neck
sweater.
Remarking about how the
sweater became him, we were told that
he only wears that on rainy days.
He
looked up with inquiring brown eyes as
if to say, "Do you mean this old rag?"
Every dog has to be on a leash in Manhattan
there's no wonder they think
bull

He

.

so

.

.

much about

clothes.

Maurice Evans and his HAMLET have
become almost a tradition in the theatre.
Slight of build but so powerful of voice,

intonation and understanding, he captures
his audience entirely.
He may leave the

LETTER
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Columbus

Circle Theatre soon and with
regrets from the public
in
general.
Rarely a
performance passes but
what some celebrity is
there silently taking a
lesson in voice control, freedom of movement and the "give." Note
not taking a lesson but enjoying themselves thor-

MAURICE
EVANS AND

HAMLET

.

.

.

oughly one night were Dorothy and
Gish.
Gee, they looked swell

Lillian

and
young and everything.
By the way
Dorothy Gish is coming soon to the
Royale with Louis Calhern in "The Mag.

.

.

so
.

.

.

nificent

Shop

Yankee."

windows

are

summer

of

full

now. You can call them "Southern
Wear" if you like
and if you have a
ticket to the sun somewhere
and a
pretty little bank balance. But to most of
clothes

.

.

.

.

.

.

us they are just plain summer clothes.
It
always true that the first production;,
of these crisp cottons and gay prints are
much more attractive than those offered
when the local seasons really begin and
no doubt it is a good idea to gather up
a few for future glamour.
But, frankly,
we have enough trouble keeping up with
what we needed yesterday without trying
to figure out what we may need four
months from now.
Too, that waistline
isn't to be trusted too far.
Usually one
square meal is enough to split a seam, so
pardon us if we seem a bit disagreeable
about the whole thing.
Of course there
are many, many figure conditioning salons
up and down the avenue and they are
expert at bulge breaking
and for
thirty dollars plus one can slim it down.
But there is no security that it will survive a cocktail and beefsteak.
And one
is very likely to spend more on conquering the bulge than on the garment to
cover it.
Well, anyway, we've talked
ourselves out of that and the shop windows are still full of "Southern Wear"
and we'll march right along to the back
of the shop where the "drastic reduction"
racks offer something to bolster the body
is

.

.

.

tonight.

New

strike slogan for those of us

UNFAIR ... I'M
ING UNFAIR TO MYSELF ...
are left out

.

.

.

bottom of placard)
you'll picket me.

.

.

.

I'll

picket

who
BE(at

you

if

NEW YORK
it

For Festive Fun
ADMIRAL. Spacious, modern
W.

Special-

Open

potatoes.

250

.

.

setting.

oysters, clam chowder and baked Idaho
daily from noon, and there's a bar.
Ci. 7-8415.

fish,

ties:

.

CITY PORTS OF CALL

57th.

ASTOR. Columbia Room with Jose Morand's
orchestra for dancing during cockuils. Ron Perry's
band for supper dancing. Closed Monday. Times
Square.
Ci. 6-6000.

•tc

BEEKMAN TOWER.

Elbow Room, a cozy litbar, from which you work your way up to the
top of the tower, 26th floor for good American
cooking, moderately priced.
49th and First Ave.
tle

5-7)00.

El.

BELMONT PLAZA.

In the Glass Hat, Payson
Re's orchestra and Nino's Rhuraba band, also the
Kathryn Duffy Dancers and Bert Stanley.
Good
food.
Lexington at 49th. Wi. 2-1200.

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.

In the Josephone-flight walk-down. Josh
list
to top the
of distinctive entertainers.
There's none like him when he sings
Love
the plaintive old folk song about "1 Gave

Sheridan

sons'

Square

While continues

My

Chicken."
Imogene Coca carries on with her
zany commentary on the passing scene, and Cliff
Jackson plays some mighty fine piano. Benny Morton's band beats out the rhythm for dancing and
good listening. Minimum, $2.50. Closed Monday.
2 Sheridan Square.
Ch. 2-2737.

of this very gay spot. They're on from 6:30 each
evening.
Cover after 9 is $1. Saturday, $1.50.
One East 43rd. Mu. 2-3423.

EBERHARDT'S CAFE GRINZING. Gay, cozy
Continental atmosphere.
Viennese-Hungarian cooking.
Bela Villanyi ensemble from 7:30.
Continuous entertainment with Carlo Hatvary and Meta
323 E. 79th. Re.
Korbitski. Bar closed Mondays.
4-9117.
LEXINGTON. In the Hawaiian Room. Hal
Aloma's orchestra and a pleasant Oahu revue. $.75
Lexington at
cover after ten.
Higher weekends.
48th. Wi. 2-4400.
Well edited
S
It's a
the heart of the Village.
relaxed and gracious room with scrubbed oak
and old burnished copper, Audubon prints,
and maybe the handsomest and most genial colored
service in the city.
The food is plain American,
and superb. Lunch and dinner around 85 cents
and $1.50, respectively. Closed on Sunday. The
tall, well-groomed person around up front is probably Helen Lane. And this is where we came in.
110 Waverly Place, off Washington Square.
clean,
tables

CAPE SOCIETY UPTOWN.
the

Josephsons

present

Off

another

Park

Ave-

PI.

$3.50.

Closed

Sunday.

128

E.

58th.

5-9223.

Everybody sings for your supper. The
hat check girl, and assorted others
and out with songs ranging from Pagliacci to Jerome Kern, and it's all Icinda nice.
It's
a little old room about two jumps from the street
and usually crowded. Dinner from $1.50. Closed
on Monday. 79 W. 12th. Gr. 5-9334.
the

in

CAFE TOKAY.

Strictly

from

Hungary.

The

food and geepsy music are both authentic and they're
both fine. There's a dark and handsome man who
plays dream nostalgia on his violin. That's his son
at the piano.
Any time after nine you're quite
likely TO see some honest-to-God cz.irding. and it's
delightful.
Dinner from
that.
Closed Monday.

and 83rd.

Re.

400 CLUB.
.<ound

with

book

jackets

dim old one-time speak,

hinting

of

the

glory

that

was Greenwich in the Golden Twenties. Around
an open fireplace and the bar, chess, backgammon,
bridge, and gin rummy can always find a taker or
The waiters are Oriental and the food
a fourth.
is mostly American and pretty good.
86 Bedford.

Ch. 2-9512.

ROOSEVELT.

the

In

Grill,

Guy Lombardo's

except Sunday.
piano interludes.
Palm Room for tea or cocktails with music by
Madison at 45th.
Esther Vela's string ensemble.
Ci. 5-6150.

dreamy
Also

music

Mr.

and

for

dancing

Mrs.

RUSSIAN YAR.

daily

Melody's

Wherein Muscovites gather

it's

to be fun. George Magiloff's Balalaika band
is
better than you expect, arid Zachar, the dagger
Stroganov
killing.
Specialties,
beef
dancer,
is
El. 5-9746.
shashlik and blinchiki.
38 W. 52nd.

bound

TOOTS SHOR. Beyond the neat brick facade is
more or less circular bar and a big dining room
where Toots does some fine things with steaks and
Our
roast beef, and the fowl is more than fair.
Lunch and
favorite boy back of the bar is Chips.
dinner come ala carte. Entrees from $1.60. Cpeiu
Sunday at 4 p. m. 51 W. 51st. PI. 3-9000.
a

ASTI'S.

bartender,

wander

lined

distinguished

show whose best feature is Susan Reed. She's the
young ballad singer who perches on a high kitchen
stool, turns her calm but sentient blue eyes upon
her audience and announces simply, "This is a
zither."
Or it may be "This is an Irish harp."
Then she sings and the audience invariably clamors
for more.
Also on the bill, Beatrice Kraft, a pixie
with a prim and sexy little face, who burlesques
Oriental dancing; and Mary Lou Williams, from
Kansas City, whose piano playing is pretty superlaWe might
tive.
Ed Hall's orchestra, likewise.
suggest that you ask them to play, "You Go to My
Head," if you want to hear honey out of a horn.

Minimum

A

LEE CHUMLEY'S.

a

nue,

RESTAURANT.

HELEN LANE
New England, in

to the

5

2nd

to

9.

Ave.

Dancing after
between 82nd

4-9441.

Woody Herman and his orchestra
dance amid the tumult and shouting

TOWN AND COUNTRY.

Enormous elegance,

even to the chandeliers. In both the Town Room
and the Regional Room really superior American
cooking, with the same thing in the Country Room
where men can dine in peace without females
(The girl friend may go there for lunch
around.
There's a thing inelegantly
if she's with an escort.)
called a peanut Ball which ustes pretty gooey and
dessert.
the i" W C hot popAnd
wonderful for
overs are probably among the dreamiest things in
Sunday
Dinner from $1.65.
the culinary world.
Cocktails in
brunch, noon to four, $1.10-$1.65.
284
the front lounge while you wait for a table.
Park, at 49th. Vo. 5-56)9.

NEW YORK
WHALER

BAR. So

may

PORTS OF CALL
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The portholes are alarm'
just sitting there.
ingly realistic; so are the old salts who serve the

another vehicle for his wife, Betty Field, an uncomactress. This time it's a comedy about a
career girl who daydreams too much. This dreamins

They wear sloppy blue middies and look
even at that.
The cushoins on

means a field day for fantasy, and it's all good fun.
Nightly except Sunday. 8:35. Matinee Wednesday

•tC

authentic you

get lea-

lick

drinks.

charming,

kinda

the side-wall benches could stand some new upholttering, but maybe you'd rather sit in the little
back room anyway. It's darker, there. Lunch ala
Open noon until two
carte, except on Sundays.
Madison at 3gth. Ca. 5-3700.
a, m.

WALDORF ASTORIA. Frank Sinatra has taken
in the Wedgewood Room where Emil Coleman's orchestra plays for dancing, relieved around
supper time by Mischa Borr. There's a two buck
cover beginning around mid-evening. Park at 49th.

over

5-3000.

El.

VERSAILLES.

Dwight

Fiske, of the kingly leer

and fiendish delight, sits down at his piano nightly
around 8, 12:30 and 2. Minimum after ten, $2.50;
151
Saturday, holidays and opening nights, $3.50.
E. 50th.

PI.

8-0510.

TAVERN ON THE GREEN.

specializes in sweet tunes, varying them
with an unusually good collection of Latin-American
rhythms. Art Baker's trio takes over from time to
Minimum after nine, $1; Saturday, $1.50.
time.
Central Park West at 67th. Re. 4-4700.

NEW YORK THEATRE
Plays
(Mansfield,

47th

W.

of

Sensational drama played
B'way.
Ci. 6-9056).
Valerie Black, Charles
by an all-Negro cast.
Evenings except Sunday,
Swain, and Claire Jay.
Matinee
Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.
8:40.

ART AND MRS. BOTTLE.

(Cherry Lane,
Ca. 6-9042). Second production
38 Commerce St.
by a new cast at this old Greenwich Village
Good entertainment at modest cost. Evetheatre.
nings

except

Monday,

8:40.

BEGGARS ARE COMING TO TOWN.

(Coro-

net, 49th W. of B'way.
Ci. 6-8870).
Paul Kelly
portrays an ex-bootlegger who comes back after 14
years in prison and expects to begin where he left
off.
He doesn't. Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

BRIGHTEN THE CORNER. (Lyceum. 45th.
Ch. 4-4256). New comedy by John Cecil
Holm, presented by Jean Dalrymple, with a cast

East.

including Charles Butterworth, Lenore Lonergan,
and Phyllis Avery. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

DEAR RUTH.
Br.

(Miller, 43rd E. of B'way.
bright comedy about a kid sister
writes love letters to soldiers and signs the
of her older sister.
You can imagine what

A

9-3970).

who
name

happened, and

it

did.

ARE THE

DEEP
ROOTS. (Fulton, 46th W.
of B'way.
Ci. 6-6380).
new play by authors
of "Tomorrow, the World."
bit controversial
and possibly inconsistent in telling of racial prejudices in the South.
Evenings except Sunday at
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

DREAM
6-8870.)

GIRL.

Prolific

A

and Saturday, 2:35.

DUNNIGAN'S DAUGHTER.

(Golden,

45th.

West. Ci. 6-6740.) S. N. Behrman's new play
starring Dennis King and June Havoc, and presented
by the Theatre Guild. Cast includes Luther Adier.
and the staging is by Elia Kazan. Such a bevy of
good names should indicate a hit. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.

GLASS MENAGERIE.

(Playhouse, 48th E. of

A moving and beautiful
B'way.
Br. 9-3565).
play from the pen of a young author, Tennessee
EveWilliams.
Laurette Taylor plays the lead.
Matinee Wednesday
nings except Sunday at 8:40.
and Saturday. 2:40.
HAMLET.

(Columbus Circle Theatre, Broadway
59th. Co. 5-1173.) Shakespeare as the GI's saw
overseas. Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
Mister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
gloomy Dane in mid- Victorian costumes, and sans a
few scenes which we've grown used to in this
particular play. The gravediggers are out. They say
the fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
anyway, says Mr. Evans, the play moves better
«vithout them. It's a great show. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee "Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.
at

Walter Pemer's

orchestra

ANNA LUCASTA.

monly good

A

(Coronet,
49th,
West. Ci.
playwright Elmer Rice turns out

it

HARVEY. (Center, 6th Ave. and 49th. Br.
Delightful comedy fantasy about a genial
9-4566).
Evenings
boozer and his six-foot invisible rabbit.
Matinee Wednesday and
except Sunday,
8:40.
Saturday, 2:40.
I

REMEMBER MAMA.

(Music Box, 45tk

W.

A

hilariously funny,
B'way.
Ci. 6-4636).
yet tenderly touching story about a Norwegian
With
family and its lovable Mama.
Mady Christians, Oscar Homolka, Joan Tetzel and Adrienne
Matinee
Gessner.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:35.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:35.
of

THE LATE GEORGE APLEY. (Lyceum, 45th
The story of the
of B'way.
Ch. 4-4256).
Back Bay Boston Apley family makes a thoroughly
entertaining evening with Leo G. Carroll superb
as the late George.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
E.

LIFE

WITH FATHER.

B'way.

(Bijou, 45th W. of
5-8215).
An immensely amusing
Clarence Day's book.
With Wallis
Lily Cahill.
Evenings, including SunMatinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

Co.

play based on

Clark

and

day, 8:40.

MERMAIDS SINGING, THE.
tre. B'way
show with

day

(Empire Thea-

An

entirely new
at 40th. Pe. 6-9540).
a prominent cast.
Evenings except Sun-

at 8:40.
at 2:40.

Matiness

Wednesday and Saturday

PYGMALION. (Barrymore, 47th, West. Ci.
4-4499.) Gertie Lawrence (the Star Who Danced),
having herself a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lidy, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly except
Sunday,
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

2:40.

February, 1946

S.
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FULL LIFE.
(Golden. 45th W. of
Modern melodrama with
Ci. 6-6740).
Evelyn,
Frederick
Toiere,
and Virginia
Judith
Matinee
Weidler.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

CAROUSEL.

RICH,

B'way.

STATE OF THE UNION.

(Hudson Theatre,
Br. 9-5641). Best thing of the
season. Lively, timely and telling comedy-drama

44th E. of B'wav.

new

concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics
but not to policicos, and hia wife who likes to tell
Evenings
the truth, never mind who is listening.
except Sunday at 8:35.
Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.

SECRET ROOM.

(Royale, 45th W. of B'way.
can imagine, a hair-chilling
Frances Dee, Eleanora Mendelssohn
Evenings except Sunday,
and Reed Brown, jr.
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

As you

5-5760).
mystery with

Ci.

SKYDRIFT.

44th E. of B'way.
Br.
9-2067).
new play by Harry Kleiner with
Olive Deering, Robert Breton, and Paul Crabtree.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
(Belaaco,

A

STRANGE
or

B'way.

Negro

a

io

life

(Royale Theatre. 45th W.
5-5760).
An amaiing story of
Twelve
small town in Georgia.

FRUIT.

Ci.

scenes, with seven different locales, presents a moving problein alone. They say the whole business is
raUier slow, due to its size.
Evening except Sun-

day, 8:40.

Matiness Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

THERESE. (Biltmore, 47th W. of
6-9353).
Dame May Whitty give* a
formance

this

in

drama

about

two

B'way.
superb

Ci.
per-

lovers

who

in

THE WINTER'S TALE.
B'way.

Br.

(Cort, 48th E. of
9-0046.) Shakespeare's comedy with
Florence Reed, and Jessie Royce

Henry Daniell,
Randia.

THE MERMAIDS SINGING.

(Empire, Broadlight thing about a
6-9540.)
playwright in bis autumn season who falls in love,
almost, with a young girl. John Van Druten, who
hardly ever misses, got a bit precious in this one.
and although those mermaid* (cf. the last part of
"The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock") may sing
melodiously, their song barely extends beyond the
footlights. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

way

at

40th.

A

Pe.

VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Moro«», 45th W.
B'way. Ci. 6-6230). John Van Druten's witty
and chuckling comedy about a soldier oo leave and
two girls.
Prindpals played by Martha Scott,
Evenings exElliot Nugent and Vicki Gumming*.
cept Sunday, 8:35.
Matinee Wedneaday and Sat-

5

urday.

2:35.

(Majestic, 44th W.
muaical set in a

fine

of

B'way.
Eng-

New

town in 1870.
Fine music and
lyrics by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30.
Matinee Thursday and Saturday.

2:30.

DARK OF THE MOON.

(46th St. Theater,
W. of B'way.
Ci.
6-6075).
Musical drama
based on the Barbara Allen folk song about a
witch boy who loved a Smoky Mountain gal.
Evenings except Monday, 8:40.
Matinee Satur-

—

day and Sunday, 2:40.

FOLLOW THE

GIRLS.
(Broadhurst, 44th W.
B'way.
Ci.
rowdy, showy,
6-6699).
Fast,
with girls, dancing, singing.
Stars Gertrude
Niesen and Norman Lawrence.
Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

of

filled

2:30.

NELLIE BLY. (Adelphi.- 54th E. of 7th Ave.
6-5097.) A musical comedy with William
Gaxton, Victor Moore, Marilyn Maxwell, Benay
Venuta.
HATS OFF TO ICE. (Center. 6th Ave. and
49th.
ice
extravaganza
Co. 5-5474).
gala
with all the blade stars you can think of, including Carol Lunne, Geoffe Stevens and the Brandt
lifters.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee*
Thursday and Saturday, 2:35.
Ci.

A

MARINKA.

(Barrymore, 47th W. of B'way.
6-0390).
musical comedy version of Maybut with a happy ending.
Jerry Wayne.
Luba Malina. Romo Vincent, Edith Fellows and
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30.
Doodles Weaver.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
Ci.

A

OKLAHOMA. (St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
4-4664).
So much has been said and written
about this show, and the best of it is. it's all
true.
By all means, don't miss it. Evenings except Sunday. 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:30.
La.

ON

THE TOWN. (Manin Beck. 45th W. of
Ci. 6-6363).
The year's best revue
8th Ave.
Evewith wonderful music, dancing and comedy.
Matinee Wedneaday
nings except Sunday, 8:40.
and Saturday, 2:40.
POLANAISE. (Adelphi, 54th E. of B'way. Ci.
Some Chopin music, lots of singing by
5-6868).
Jan Kiepura, Malta Eggerth and Rose Inghram.
Matinee Wedne*Evening* except Sunday, 8:30.
day and Saturday. 2:30.
THE RED MILL.
Ave.

Ci.

5-5200).

(Ziegfeld.
of

Revival

54th and 6th
Victor Herbert

made lively and amusing by Eddie Foy.
Herbert
Michael O'Shea and Odette j^yrtil.
jr.,
Evenings except Sunday at
music sound* grand.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
8:40.
THE THREE GIFTS. (Yiddish Art Theater.

operetta

is

A

Musicali

BLOOMER

A

erling.

With Eva La
order to get married.
Gallienne and Victor Jory.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
murder

Ci. 6-0730).
land seacoast

(Shubert,
44th W.
of
GIRL.
nice muaical conjured up
way. CI. 6-5990).
out of the darkened old aueatioo of women's sufWith Nanette Fabray. Joan (Oklahoma)
frage.
McCracken and Dooley Wilson.
Evenings except
Sunday, 2:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:30.

A

musical
Gr. 5-5970).
2nd Ave. at 4th St.
fantasy with a wandering musician as the leading
Berta
Gerstcn,
Schwartz.
character, with Maurice
Evenings, inMuriel Gruber and Luba Ladison.
Matinee Saturday and Suncluding Sunday, 8:30.
day, 2:30.

UP IN CENTRAL PARK.

(Broadway, 55rd
Pretty, lively enterCi. 7-2887).
musical more in the operetta than comedy
With Wilbur Evans. Maureen Cannon. Noah
Evening* except SunBeery, sr., and Betty Bruce.
day, 8:35. Matinee Wedneaday and Saturday, 2:35.

and

B'way.

taining
vein.

PORTS OF GALL IN KANSAS CITY
OYSTER

GLENN'S
HOJJSE. One of the few
restaurant* in these parts specializing in sea foodFish and chip* for lunch is the favorite of many
down-townen. And they have a big variety of
Open 11 a. m. to 8 p. m.
other sea'foods, too.
Scarritt

Arcade, 819 Walnut.

HA.

9176.

MARTIN'S. One

of the largest and finest places
in Kaiuas City, with two large bars, a night club
and "Chicken In The Rough" table and booth

it

All of which i* very fine. Joe Meyers'
turn out the most polished jazi this town has
heard in a decade. On the Plaza. 210 W. 47th.
LO. 2000.

service.
trio

MYRON'S ON THE PLAZA.

Myron Green

you forget that you can't beat a woman's
He offers fine food in two neatly ap1115 Walnut (VI. 8960)
pointed establishments.
and on the Plaza. 4700 Wyandotte (WE. 8310).

won't

let

cooking.

Large enough to accommoit NANCE'S CAFE.
date the 17th precinct of the 11th ward all at one
sitting, but small enough to give individualized attention to your culinary whims. In the B. M. A.
building, first floor. 217 Pershing Road. HA. 5688.

A

nice blonde room
PHILLIPS COFFEE SHOP.
you can get a wonderful cheese and nut
sandwich, in case you're interested, and some very
substantial food. too.
Hotel Phillips, 12th and
Baltimore. GR. 5020.

where

it

Just for

Food

AIRPORT RESTAURANT.

it

.

,

Air farers describe

u

the finett amons many of the big
thii place
airport! in the country. Food and turroundiiiKa arc
Municipal Airport. NO. 4490.
excellent.

CALIFORNIA RANCHHOUSE.

TIFFIN

901

EL NOPAL.

Genuine Mexican food served by
Open 6 p. m. to 2:30
m., Friday, Saturday and Sunday only. 416 W.

a.

HA.

13th

misses.

5430.

GREEN PARROT INN.

comforts of
serves some
of the finest fried chicken in these parts, in a graBetter have reservations.
cious atmosphere.
52nd
and State Line. LO. 5912.

—and

home

then

All

Mrs.

iome.

the

Dowd

Who chops your suey when
it KING JOY LO.
Don Toy is your man.
the wife is out of town?
spacious upstairs restaurant convenient to everything downtown. Luncheon and dinner. 8 W. 12th.
8113.

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE
jump from the lobby.

SHOP. Just a good
Busy and bright; probably

good service as you'll find anywhere. Open all
ni^ht, too. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th and Baltimore.
as

GR.

1400.

LUPE'S

MEXICAN FOOD.

For those

like

it

hot, Lupe's torrid, tempestuous Mexican dishes are
heartily recommended.
But all Mexican cooking is
not hot
.
and here's the place to find out bow
good it really can be.
the Plaja. 618 W. 48th
.

.

On

St.

VA.

9611.

Tracy.

VI. 8720.

WEISS CAFE.

style cookery and the
llie food is rich and
there's lots of it.
Harry Weiss ha* spared no effort in making this one of the most satisfying place*
in town.
Whole families like it for Sunday dinner

Kosher
town'i most varied menu,

pow-wows.

1215 Baltimore.

•*Z-LAN DRFVE-LN.

GR.

8999.

a little too chilly to
take your food ala-automobile, but there arc plenty
of nice red and blonde booths and tables inside.
Good food, excellent service. On the Plaza, 48th
and Main. LO. 3434.
It'*

For Food and a Drink
AMBASSADOR RESTAURANT. A

A

HA.

famous

11:30-2:00; dinner 5:00-7:30, Monday through
Closed Saturdays.
Friday.
Sunday 11:30-2:00.

eon

Mexican

room serving

UNITY

Reproduction!

petite

large pleasant

INN. Meatless meals done up in unbelievable style with accent on big salads and rich
desserts.
It's the nationally known vegetarian cafeLunchteria of the Unity School of Christianity.

it

on the walla of Paul Wellman'i famous book, and
quite in keeping with the apirit of the Ranchhouse.
Likewise the food. Linwood and Forest. LO. 2?55.
if

ROOM. A

luncheon only and featuring Wolferman's
food. 1108 Walnut. GR. 0626.

.

.

.

.

luxurious

dining room featuring de luxe dinners. Martin Wei**
has made this place hard to match for variety, qualWhat a spot to get yourself
ity and quantity.
locked in for the night! Hotel Ambassador, J650

VA. 9236.
BLUE HILLS BARBECUE. The

Broadway.

ideal place for
evening, what with barbecued ribs, beef
and chicken for dinner or supper. Then to top it
all off, step into the cocktail lounge where the Clef
Dwellers entertain nightly from 9 to 1:30 a. m.
Eddie Cross, well known for making a distinctive
place of Jan's Grill on the Plaza, is your host at
a

perfect
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Blue Hills. For a perfect everting, here is a place
made to order. Closed Sundays. 6015 Troost. JA.
4316.

MUSEUM.

Worth a full evening
ATER-HORN
wander around among the clutter of curios, including the two-headed calf, powder horns, stuffed
alligators and longhorn heads.
George Ater's Old
Fashions and luscious steaks call for repeat performto

ances.

HA.

1307 Main.

9469.

PLAZA BOWL.

Food and drinks to the tune of
crashing pins.
The cocktail lounge is small and
tidy; so is the dining room and both are usually
crowded. On the Plaja. LO. 6656.

PLAZA ROYALE. Attractive lounge, the South
Side sister of the Town Royale.
Mary Dale takes
over at the Console of the Hammond organ while
Zola Palmer moves over to the Town Royale. 614
W. 48th. GR. 0800.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

Fillum Fun and
Joshua Johnson fill a mighty fine bill here. One
on the screen above the piano and the other on
Weird
the illuminated keyboard of the piano.
Black Light accentuate the tuneful fingers of ojsh.
Food, service and drinks
It's worth a full evening.
are top drawer.
3545 Broadway. VA. 0926.

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.

here

Legislation

for big Congress steaks and really good dinner
salads.
Bet both bouses would agree on that measure. Alma Hatten is caressing the keyboard for the
fourth straight month. 3539 Broadway. WE. 5115.
is

DOWNTOWN

INTERLUDE.

has been added and this
exquisite in decor, and

it.

is

A

Something

new

new

spot,

bright

with Rocco Ray, boogie
working with Black Light. Hotel Robert E.
Lee, 13th and Wyandotte. VI. 0022.
pianist,

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT. A

big
a couple of enormous circular booths for larger parties. Harry Turner keeps
a busy and interesting place.
The lovely, blonde
Pauline Neece entertains nightly at the Hammond

and chummy place with

organ.

1211

VI. 8490.

Baltimore.

GUS" RESTAURANT. The newest entry in the
Downtown District Derby. The former "Colony"

—

modem and
has been redecorated in grand style
coly with a spectacular entrance and a cute bar.
Qua Fitch, formerly of the Muehlebach, is on hand
to welcome you
and the food is rather special.
Nice gypsy music, tool.

—

.

.

.

ITALIAN GARDENS.

A

fine array of genuine
Italian dishes served at tables or latticed booths by
They also
ladies in native Italian attire.
feature fine steaks and American cooking.
Service
from 4 p. m. until midnight.
Closed Sundays.

young

HA.
JEWEL BOX. An

1110 Baltimore.

attractive blue

AND RESTAURANT.

Every

noon it becomes a branch office of WHB. KCMO,
and KCKN. mainly because of good food, reasonable
9th and Walnut. GR.
prices and excellent service.
2680.

MISSOURI HOTEL BAR.

—

Could be

a

taxidermy

school, but no
you are the one who gets stuffed
with fine food and inspiring mixed drinks. 314 W.
12th.
HA. 9224.

PHIL TRIPP'S.

A

quick

one

at

the

bar

in

front, and then step right back to the dining room
for spaghetti,
steaks or delicious meatball sandwiches. Across from the Pickwick bus station. 922

McGee.

HA.

and old

pastel

rose

room

Armour.

LO. 0123.

PRICE'S

RESTAURANT.

Excellent

food,

fine

convenient down-town oasis.
levelers, are superb in the
10th and Walnut. GR. 0800.

service in this roomy,
Cocktails, those great

downstairs

grill.

PUSATERI'S

HYDE PARK ROOM. An

ex-

tremely comfortable and inviting dining room offering booths, tables and bar stools for your comfort.
Piano melodies during the dinner and supper

hour offer

a pleasant

4 p. m.
LO. 5441.
at

and inspiring obbligato. Opens
Hotel. 36th and Broadway.

Hyde Park

PUSATERI'S

NEW

YORKER.

Luncheon, din-

drinks, music and everybody you know.
one of those places always crowded for very
vious reasons.
Alene Johnson, piano stylist,
featured.
1104 Baltimore. GR. 1019.
ner,

It's

ob-

now

ROSES COCKTAIL BAR AND RESTAURANT.

In the heart of Waldo is a gathering place
large
the kind of folks you like to meet.
place with a modernistic bar and off to the side,
Above the bar are
an attractive dining room.
some interesting murals on the canopy, accentuated
bv fluorescent and indirect lighting. 405-07 West
75th .it., in the heart of Waldo. JA. 9796.

A

for

SAVOY
with the

GRILL.

finest

midnight.
VI. 3890.
until

Dim,

historic

foods and drinks.
Closed Sundays.

and

dignified

Opens 10 a. m.
9tb and Central.

8861.

and gold room
with bar, tables and booths, and capably managed
by Glenn E. Wood. 3223 Troost. VA. 9696.

KENN'S BAR

A

PIONEER ROOM.

in the new Westport Arms hotel.
A divan all the
way around makes it cozy and convivial. Happy
Stilts is your host.
Westport Arms Hotel, 301 W.

9830.

PICADILLY ROOM.

A

friendly

little

silver

and blue room downstairs from the bus station, frequented by radio people, actors and writers. In the
Pickwick Hotel, 10th and McGce.

GILLHAM

PLAZA. Friendly, neighSTUBB'S
borly place where the chief attraction is the pretty
gal at the piano who plays loud boogie and sings
She reminds you of Lauren
in a big, deep voice.
Bacall. The name is Jeannic Leitt (as in light) and
3114 Gillham
she has a lot of fun.
So do you.
Pla».

VA.

9911.

TOWN

ROYALE. This beautifully appointed,
dimly lit downtown spot is mighty popular with
the younger set. Mary Dale plays piano and solovox.
1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.
1106 Baltimore. HA. 9020.
VERDI'S RESTAURANT.

Old Romanic

archi-

historic appointments, plus expertly prenice
food and incidental piano music.
Armour,
place to go for a quiet, restful dinner.
west of Troost. VA. 9388.

tecture,

pared

A

WESTPORT ROOM. Favorite waiting place for
people getting on or leaving a train. Next door is
the big Fred Harvey dining room which, too, is
usually crowded. Union Station. GR. 1100.

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
Just for a Drink

.

.

DRUM

.

•^ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

diminutive
Hotel
little place tuclced away in the Continental
duty.
The barwbere your greenbacks do double
gain "two-for-one" cocktail hour from 3 to 5 each
afternoon is something worth battling crowds to get
into. Hotel Continental, 11th and Baltimore. HA.
6040.

65

ROOM.

You can't beat it. Of course.
you can't dance much, either, because the junior
size floor is always jammed. But it's one of our
favorite plushy places for luncheon, dinner or supper. Gene Pringle and his orchestra have moved in
for a stay of at least two months. Hotel President,
and

14th

Baltimore.

GR.

5440.

EL CASBAH.

One of the classiest places in the
featuring the stars of the Zephyr Room
well as Arthur Blake, popular impressionist,
playing a return cniiagement, and Charley Wright's
smooth orchestra. Saturday afternoon cocktail dansants, no minimum or cover, and free rhumba lesmidwest,

^CABANA.

Latin-American in decor, with a
large circular bar with comfortable stools, booths
and tables. Hajel Smith at the Novachord afternoons and in the evenings the charming and talented
Alberta Bird. Hotel Phillips. GR. 5020.

as

Armour

Hotel Bellerive,

sons.

at

VA.

Warwick.

7047.

AOMAR ROOM. A

dim and

inviting room, famous for its vintage of the grape and singing in the
wilderness.
fine place to get acquainted. Hotel

A

Continental,

Uth and

Baltimore.

A

A-PINK ELEPHANT.

HA.

6040.

room

just

off

the

A

A

mirror tables,
magnificent Bellerive
liners

this

clowns;

month

soft

Seers and Haymer, pianistic
impressionistic and boogy
the Latin Troubador.
Hotel

are

Wayne Muir,

pianist; and Sandvol,
Bellerive, Armour at

PLANTATION.

Vic Golan and his Chicagoans
been held over for several more weeks at
popular rural supper club. Highway 40, East.

have
this

PENGUIN ROOM.

It will be homecoming this
Constance Duin and her all-girl orchessmart downtown spot. No minimum or
cover.
Hotel Continental, 11th
Closed Sunday.
and Baltimore. HA. 6040.

month

for

at this

tra,

SOUTHERN MANSION.

One of the more
downtown spots, done up to live up to its
name. Dee Peterson and the boys play for dinner
and supper dancing. They're smooth and unobtrusive. No bar, but excellent drinks at your table.
ultra

green lounge with
deep in the heart of the
Entertainment topHotel.

amber

An amiable place
people dance with lots of other people
Lee's music, and the rest sit, sip and
3511 Troost. VA. 9256.

lots of

Julia

listen.

tiny

TROPICS.
melee of palms and bamboo
with an occasional tropical storm bursting out all
over the place. Mary Jean Miller entertains at the
Hammond and the Seinway, separately and to12th and Baltimore. GR.
sether. Hotel Phillips,
5020.

ZEPHYR ROOM.

where
to

walk where there are pink elephants on the walls
and old two-reel comedies on a center screen from
time to time. State Hotel, between Baltimore and
Wyandotte. GR. 5310.

THE

MILTON'S TAP ROOM.

Warwick.

VA.

7047.

GR. 5131.

1425 Baltimore.

TERRACE
mirrors

GRILL.
the

refracting

Chaiparelli
pink
walls,
of cleverly concealed

glow

Dim, not too noisy, yet cozy and conAnson Weeks and his new band come in
genial.
January for a four-weeks stay. Call Gordon Ewing
lights.

CROWN

With Dancing

.

ROOM.

Conrad's

Rhythm, featuring
est

.

.

for reservations.

Judy

Billy Snyder,

trumpet player, begins around six. Dancing till
The new Russian Room is a wonderful glass
922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

1:30.

house. Hotel La Salle,

CUBAN

ROOM.

Hangout for the gentry who
The Herman Walder trio
bounce this bistro nightly from 7 p. m. until the
legal
curfew. If you work up an appetite, the
kitchen dishes out dinner. 5 West Linwood (just
off Main). VA.
4634.
dig

the

jumping

jive.

12th and Baltimore.

GR.

1400.

Beguine

the world's small-

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR.

There are only three or
four B-Flat trumpets in the world and Dale Jones
pumps the valves of this amazing instrument nightly
at one of the near suburban spots on the south
side. Dale has one of the bounciest bands for six
pieces you ever heard. Food, drinks and dancing
until way late. 7852 Wornall Road. DE. 1253.

TROCADERO. A
off

Main west on

latest

platters

are

chummy

39th.
ser\'ed

cocktail

lounge

No orchestra but
from a jufe box.

all

just

the

WITH THE STARS

SWINGIN'

i

PICTURES EXPECTED IN KANSAS CITY IN FEBRUARY

l

(Tentative Schedule)

j

NEWMAN
CONFIDENTIAL

With

Katina

Lorre,
George
and Victor Francen.
Peter

Paxinou.
Coulouris

Based on the
Charles Jackson novel of the ex-

an alcoholic.
The
hoclc-shops of New
York's
Third Avenue are all
Ray Milland, as the althere.
coholic, gives the best characterization of his career.
Jane Wyman, as hit girl, gives a delicate
periences of
saloons and

LOST

and moving performance.

WEEKEND

is

the "must-see"
year.

the

definitely
pictures

one of
of

the

same team we liked so well

m "Woman

in

Edward

Robinson

G.

the

Window"
and

Joan

Bennett.
With Dan Duryea, Jess
Barker and Margaret Lindsay.

BECAUSE OP

HIM —

Deanna

—

Ridges.

DAKOTA—A
story dressed

familiar

land-grab

up with knock-down
John Wayne.
Story

and
with the difficulties encountered by early Dakota settlers

fights

deals

battling
black
hearted
men
(blacker
than the Black Hills,
who try to swindle said
farmers' land from them. With his
in

ci^ad),

customary nonchalance
Wayne
plays a gambler; Vera Hruba Ralston is his bride.
With Walter
Brennan,
Nicodemus
Stewart,
Ward Bond and Mike Mazurki.
.

Hitchcock
mixes phychoanalysis and suspense
in this tale of a woman doctor
who attempts to straighten out
the mental t%x.'ists of a man who.
thinks he has committed murder.i
Ingrid

Bergman and Gregory Peck

convincing

are

Charles Laughton
and
Tone
with
Donald
Meek, Helen Broderick and Stan-

Durbin,
Franchot

'

SPELLBOUND—Alfred

SCARLET STREET— Starring

Icy

WEEKEND—

LOST

ESQUIRE

AGENT—

of the Spanish Civil War
intrigues and the part they played
in bringing about World War II.
Charles Boyer portrays an exconcert pianist detailed by Spanrepublicans
to
obtain
coal
ish
from the British. Lauren Bacall is
the daughter of the English coal
tycoon.
From here on out, it's
Boyer and Baby against the fas-

rc'huh

ci«t5.

LOEW S MIDLAND

UPTOWN, FAIRWAY,

as

Watch

twosome.

the
for

starring
excellenc

performances by Michael Chekhov
and Wallace Ford, the dream sets
designed by Salvador Dali, and
the magnificent background music
by Miklos Rosza.

^

(

UP GOES MAISIE—The

irrepres{
Sothern does another of

sible

Ann

her

boisterous,

bouncey

Maisie

J

roles.

\

THE HARVEY GIRLS—A

flam-

bouyant technicolor musical, based
on the Samuel Hopkins Adams
novel. Harvey Girl Judy Garland
turns out a fistfull of songs, including
the
notable
"On the

.

Atchison, Topcka and Santa Fe".
Among other doin's, she battles'*
a dance hall queen. Angels Lansj
bury, to purify a Western town

'

and win the affections of

RKO ORPHEUM
THE UNSEEN— From

the

keeper.
singing,

novel

by Ethel Lina White. A thrillercumstances
under
which
three
pretty

ladies

The

film

is

and

dancing

a saloonlonger on

romancing

—

it
is
on history but
gether, mighty entertaining.

than

j

alto-

'

their
neck*
Russell, Joel

get

With Gail
Herbert Marshall and
Richard Lyon.
(Companion Pic-

broken.

McCrea,

TOO YOUNG TO KNOW

ture)
pleasant legend about a boy
a girl and you-know-what.
Joan Leslie and Robert Hutton.

A

and

CORNERED—Yarn

of the postof a Canadian flier for
the collaborationist responsible for
the death of bis French bride.

war hunt
Suspense

and

thrills

all

over

THE TOWER

j

Stage and screen: Always a triplefeatures
screen
and
decker
(2
3 stage revue) with garnishes of
newsreel, comedy, etc.
Just one
way to while away five or six
(Features not posted in
hours.
advance.)

ace.
line

Jack
ture)

unscrupulous

With Walter
Cheirel,

LaRue.

femme men-

Slezak, MicheBarrier and

|

\

j

France. Belgium, Switzerland and
Argentina.
Dick Powell as the
flier, of course; Nina Vale as the
sliiiky,

|

•

FOLLY THEATRE

Edgar

(Companion

Pic-

RIVERBOAT RHYTHM.

With Leon Harold.

Vaudeville

and

shows of
(Features not

girlie

the eemi-lusty sort.
posted in advance.)

I

I

HOLMES' HOME
Chief Deputy
Holmes of the sheriff's office stayed home
a few days not long ago and it wasn't
until somebody brought up the subject of
weather that his absence was definitely
.

accounted

.

.

for.

One morning, following a night of
meteorological refrigeration the chief ventured out on his front porch for a preliminary survey.
Everywhere the landscape was ideal for hockey practice. Trees
snipped and snapped and a car was crossways the road spinning its wheels. The
chief stood there a
few minutes and
watched the progress of a young lady
skittering along the sidewalk and decided
he had a fine test case right there in
front of him.

AND WE'RE

S71LL

WONDERING

.

.

.

Friend of ours invited a lady friend to
Sunday dinner a few weeks ago, and supplied the main course himself
having it
cooked by one of the town's best chefs at
It was obviously
a downtown restaurant.
game of some kind, which he served in
grand style after carving it expertly.

—

Pheasant?
Seemed too big.
Duck?
but it didn't look like a duck.
asked him.
"Owl," he said
Any owland we're still wondering.
eaters in the house?

Maybe
So we

—

.

.

.

Finally the gal slipped out of sight, and
the chief decided he would slip back in
the house and crawl in for the day.

While

in

the

physical

around to go back

act

of turning

inside, the chiet s land-

In a flat spin, he went
as hard as a horse being thrown out

ing gear buckled.

down

window.
was small comfort to the chief,
propped up in a chair, swimming in liniment and arnica, to call up the boss and
hazard the assertion that perhaps it was
too slippery for major crimes to be committed, so he guessed he'd stay home.
a third story
It

NEW HONORS

DOUBLETALK ...

It

consists of

a

blending of sense and nonsense
that produces in the victim upon which it
is worked
a strong suspicion that he is
either hard of hearing or slowly going

mad.

PHOTOGRAPHY

McCrum,

Kansas City oilman, whose
hobby is photography, and who has made
a number of Swing's back covers.
He has
just been awarded second prize in
a
nation-wide contest for his photo of the
"Old Watts Mill," Dallas, Missouri, which
appeared on our September back cover.
The competition is sponsored annually by
Pillsbury Mills, was judged this year by
Ivan Dmitri. In London, five out of six
subjects submitted by Mr. McCrum have
been selected for exhibition at the London
Salon
Last month's Swing cover, by
the way
a rainy-snowy shot of the corner at Tenth and Grand in Kansas City
was a McCrum photo. At the right is
the Long-Bell Building, to which Crosby
Kemper wiU this year move his City National Bank and Trust Company.
You're
right!
The folks are already beginning to
call it "Crosby's Corner."
.

skillful

IN

want

to become an ace photographer,
the way to do it is to sell subscriptions
to the "Youth's Companion," earn a box
camera at the age of nine, make a fortune, retire, and pursue camera work as
That's the story of William H.
a hobby.
If

—

—
.

.
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BATH BURGLAR ...

In

still

an-

other part of this great and undependable universe, a willowy young thing was
going through the preliminaries of a
shower. Nearby stood her two and a half
year old sprig, Judy.
precocious child,
Judy thought the entire procedure was
pretty fine entertainment.
For the sake of conversation the
mother asked: "Judy, did you ever take

A

a

shower bath?"

—
wince

MOVE, OR

WE WON'T

.

.

.

With

exasperation running out of both ears, a
motorman on one of those fish-shaped

Troost

avenue

passengers

to

implored

cars

street

"Move back

the

in

his

cah,

please."

But the weary standees continued to do
what weary standees usually continue to
do under such drcumstances, merely
shifting their weight from one foot to the
other.

"No,"

Judy with a
one missing?"

replied
"Is there

childish

But more and more customers climbed
aboard as the tram threaded its way out
of the downtown section. "Move to the
back of the cah, puhleeze," the rail navigator implored.
Finally he stopped the car in the middle of a block, leaned

with

all

ance,
turned
loudly:

CHEM'MYSTERY

.

.

.

Over

the
professor
at

of Kansas City a
watched his students in a chemistry class,
and was told they were looking for a
something that
universal solvent
would dissolve anything.
"I think it is a great idea," the pro"When you find it, what
fessor offered.
are you going to keep it in?"

University

.

.

on

crank handle

his

the ease of a rehearsed perform-

and

around

announced

"Well, it looks as though you people
don't want to go home at all."
And he
stood there.
In

a

room

few seconds

there

was enough
two Hol-

in the front of that car for

steins

and

a

Brown

Swiss.

.

ONE FOR

D.

DIX

.

.

.

Judge Cowan

has his troubles over in the divorce court,
too.

The
Every workday evening
HIS CUT
about 400 young thrushes pile on a groaning Sunset Hill in front of the Hallmark
greeting card company at 26th and Grand
How they
avenue here in Kansas City.
.

.

.

get on is a traction company miracle
at the same time a lesson in propci
folding.
The other evening standees obstructed
the motorman's vision and as he pulled
the lever to close the rear door he caught
a young lady right in the coat.
No damage was done, but a standee
remarked: "You might have cut her in

suit

other day an attorney in a divorce
asked the plaintiff: "Do you doubt

your wife's veracity?"

"At
"Well, no." the man hesitated.
I have never heard of her going out
with any other man."

least

all

and

A POLITICAL UNDRESS ... A
known judge, speaking before a KanCity civic group on the antiquated.
182? Missouri constitution, put it this

well

two."

sas

The motorman quipped: "I wouldn't
to do that, madam, there's enougl-.
women around here now without slicin;.;

way:

want

them up

to

make

more.'"

"This antiquated program is not suited
nudes of any community."

to the

'
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4nd we could have made a movie
right
ring,

in

the studios of

left

to

right,

WHB

star-

Ann Dvorak,

Randolph Scott and Rhonda Fleming.
They vv'ere amona the friendliest
people ever to visit us.
Fellas,
how would you like a
Lost Weekend in "Abilene Town"
with either of these two lovelies?
And, gals, you con wrestle two
falls out of three for Randy!

om Slater, Mutuol's special events
WHB's Dick Smith, and
Valter Lane of Life, chat while
'WA Constellation pauses at KanlOS City on one-stop record-breokng transcontinental flight.
Breokost in New York, lunch in Kansas
pity,
dinner in Buibank, and oil
^merica in between!
Jirector,

Quentin Reynolds
Colliers' War
listeners

Correspondent, told
that Russian occupation forces were more realistic
in treatment of GernioitS tnan the
Anier'can foicc'.

WHB

Swind
apparatus for recreation *^^F

'am

MARCH
ning

bellowi fanthe fires of spring
... a big blowsy month mixing the headaches of tax time
with the economies of Lent and
the acute awareness of the cleft
hoof about to emerge from your
is

the

and caper.

foot

Now

while roller skates ring

on the walks and the sun sets
red
and
extravagant;
while
Brideshead is being Revisited,
women cry their men home
the wars; while the bread you
cast on the waters comes back
with cottage cheese on it; while
the
and all the rest of us
look for a place to live; and
our girl wears shamrocks on the
front cover
we warn you of
the imminence of spring, and
bid you be wary lest you lose

and

UNO

—

your head and your heart and
go addled with Stardust and bal-

and bluebells ringing in
your ears. That's something you
can almost always count on with
the coming on of spring
the
same as in March we can count
on kite weather^ marbles, and
loons

—

taxes.

of

VOL.

ing from things like winter, a
war, a season of strikes in the
devious pursuit of happiness.
There will be casualties yet. It
may be a troubled spring.
But the point is it will
be spring. They tell us it

—

comes on forever.

3
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we'll leave death out
For in spring, death is

an old superstition, a thing to
be cured by crossing the fingers
or hiding the seeds of a pumpkin
under a stone. It has no place in
the scheme. We ignore it. Now
is a time to live. We are emerg-

NO.
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MARCH'S HEAVY DATES
CONVENTIONS
March

MUSIC

Automotive
Parts Association. President and
Auditorium.
1

March

National

,

Animal

5-6,

Health

March

concert; March 4. Philharmonic
school concert; March 6. Phil'
harmonic subscription concert;
March
17,
Phil
Spitalny's
"Hour of Charm" orchestra,
with
nationwide
broadcast,

In-

Muehlebach.

stitute.

March

11-12,
Missouri - Kansas
Section,
International Association
of
Electrical
President.

March

sponsored by Pla-Mor; March
20. Kansas City school bands
annual
contest.
March
25.
Music Hall. Igor Gorin. Russian
baritone.
Sponsored
by

Inspectors.

11-16, National Association
Intercollegiate
Basketball.

of

Auditorium.

Town

March

13-14, Farmers Union JobAssociation and Farmers
Union
Auditing
Association.
Continental.
13-14, Missouri State Board
Nurses Examinations. Con-

of
tinental.

March

16-17,

sociation

International

Dental

for

As-

Research.

March

11, 12. 13, 14. 15. 16.
in the arena. National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball tournament in which more
than 40 top teams of the nation will compete. March 2223. N.C.A.A. basketball.

21-22.
K.
C. Western
Dental
College
Alumni Association. Continental.

March 25-27, Central
men. Muehlebach

States Salesand Phillips.

Heart of America Optometric Congress. President.
31,

ON THE RINKS
Major League Hockey
(Pla-Mor Arena)
Omaha; March 10. St.
March 13;
Worth March 17; Omaha.
March 24. Ice skating every
night except when there are

Paul;
Fort

OTHER EVENTS
3,

Red Cross

5.

6, 7, 8, 9,
in the arena.

rally,

music

10.

Police

hall.

March

Circus

March

Romula.

noted

psychologist.

Brig.

Gen.

(Town

Hall).

11.

Carlot

tary

March

March

Music Hall, Dr. George

4.

Crane,

committee on Art, Allied Miligovernment, in Italy.

March

March

W.

6. 13, 20. Paul Gardner,
director William Rockhill Nelson gallery of art will relate
experiences as member of sub-

American AssociaDental Schools. Con-

18-20,

tion of
tinental.

LECTURES, MUSIC
March

March

Continental.

March

Hall.

BASKETBALL

bing

March

"Pop"

Philharmonic

3.

March

lecture
27.
by
John
Erskine. Special movies at art
gallery March 8. 15.

ART

3.

Minneapolis.

Roller skating
hockey games.
every night with matinees SatSunday.
urday and

William

Rockhill Nelson Gallery
of Art, Memorial Exhibition of
Miss Frances Logan's collection.
Annual exhibit of Kansas City
Camera club. Exhibit masterpiece of month portrait, Frances
Eakins, by Thomas Eakins.

March

24, 25. 26. 27. 28. 29.
31. Kansas City Chamber
industrial exhibit
in the arena.

30,
of

THEATRE

Commerce

'Blackstone and His

Wonders"

DANCING
Tuesday and Thursday. "Over 30"
with Tom and
Kate
dances
Beckham and their orchestra.
March 2. Bobby Byrne; March
10.
13 and 14.
7. 8.
3,
6,
Chuck Hall; March 16, Alvino
Rey, out of the army and back
the spotlight; March 17. 20.
21. 23. Joe Cappo; March 24,
27, 28, 30. 31, Arny Liddell.
All at the Pla-Mor.

Show

— Music

27-2g-March

of 1001
Hall, Feb.

1-2.

'Dear Ruth," original New York
cast,
presented by A y N,
Music Hall, evenings March 14,
15. 16. with Matinee Sunday,

March

17.

TRACK, WRESTLING

in

Louis

Armstrong,

March

23.

(A6?N)

auditorium.

March

2,

arena.

Big

Six

track

meet.
19, World's Championship
the
in
wrestling
professional

March

arena.

A ELck CAT

THERE'S

They saw a load of empty barrels,
and immediately the New York
Giants shook their batting slump!

by

MALCOLM HYATT

WHAT

is your pet superstition?
According to many leading

practically

authorities,

every

person

on the face of the earth harbors some
superstitious

quirk

scious mind.

One may

in

the sub'conbe imbued in

deep conversation with a colleague,
yet have the awareness to avoid walking underneath a step-ladder standing
upright along the way, thus averting
the possibility of ill-luck.

—

and chew it for luck!
of the general superstitions in

off the button

One
baseball

that

is

empty

barrels

mean

One

of the most humorous
incidents pertaining to this supersti-

base-hits.

when the late
couldn't get his New

tion occurred at a time

Most

professional baseball players
are superstitious. Many a player carries a rabbit's foot in his hip pocket.

"Jumping" Joe Dugan would never
throw a baseball to a pitcher; instead,
he would deliver it personally to the
moundsman. Dixie Walker, Brooklyn's

"People's Cherce," never

fails

on home-plate at the compleBabe Ruth would
stand at the plate, swinging his mighty
to step

John

McGraw

York Giants out of a severe batting
slump.

The

players used every super-

stition in the book,

caps,
feet,

such as switching
mixing bats, exchanging rabbits'
but nothing seemed to help. But

one afternoon a few of the players
came storming into the clubhouse
with overwhelming joy.

tion of an inning.

bat and, superstitiously, doff his cap
and look in the direction of rightfield

—the

final resting place of

many

home-run balls. Eddie ColHns
would have a wad of chewing gum
stuck on the button of his cap. Only
when there would be two strikes
against him would be pull the gum
of his

"Gee,
just

saw

Today

fellers,"

a

load

one gasped,
of

empty

"we

barrels!

the ole slump ends for us!"
Sure enough, they started to hit again
with renewed vigor and confidence.
The next day a few more of the boys
saw them, and the following day,
until every member on the squad saw
the phenomena of empty barrels. For

Su

4

a week, truck'loads of barrels kept

and the

going past the clubhouse,
boys all started hitting.

A

few days

overalls

in

and demanded
to see McGraw. They informed him
that McGraw was out.

came

to the clubhouse

"Well,
grumbled.

I

want my money," he
'Tve been driving past

with a load of barrels every
day for a week, and I haven't had a
this place

cent of pay yet. I want my money!"
He finally received his well-earned
money but McGraw fought supersti'

and won.

tion with superstition

Opera
stitious.

like

stars,

atrical folk, are

all

the-

deeply super-

Nobody had

better

debunk and discourage the

practices

of mysticism in the curing of illnesses

was appalling the medical profession.
People from every walk of life, par^

turned to superstitions for cures.
yellow jaundice
sufferer was told to drink from a
ticularly the poor,

A

yellow wax goblet and his affliction
was supposed to disappear. Sufferers
of boils and leg-swellings were advised
to wear a collar of buttons strung on

A

chain of garlic around
neck was the superstition to
thwart the powers of magic. Corns
were supposed to be eliminated by rubbing a frog on
them, and bad eyes by an
a string.

the

application of red maize.

Many
whistle backstage.
singers appear at the Metropolitan

to

of quacks throughout the world. This

was done because the widespread use

after the incident, a

big burly fellow dressed

March, 1946

rusty sickle

A

was recommended

to cure a sty in the eye.

Opera House with

good-luck charms, pictures,
animal figures, lockets and

Children's

diseases

were

usually combatted with dolls.

certain kinds of flowers.

Nine

Some performers

white rags and tied around
the hip was supposed to cure

a crooked nail,

if

believe that

picked off

the floor at the theater,

means

Ezio Pinza, popular
Met star, always has a Dutch doll on
his dressing table.
When he tours
with a shovj the doll always goes along
with his costumes. Some of the German singers connected with the opera
believe that a good luck wish brings
back luck. So they outwit the evil
forces of superstition by wishing each
other "Hals and Bain Bruch" "a
breaking of the neck and limbs."
excellent notices.

—

About 18
the

years ago in Budapest,

International

Medical

Congress

held a Superstition Exhibition in order

little

dolls

made up

of

cure certain types of ailments.
dolls placed at any of the
cross-roads at midnight by a person
suffering from alternating fever was
the device recommended by the
quacks. The disease would be transferred to the first person picking up

Three rags

the dolls.

These were but a few of the hundreds of superstitions used by people
only eighteen years ago in various
parts of the world. But even today,
when internal medicine and surgery
have grown to be positive sciences,
humanity seems to incline towards

,

there's

and mysticisms
world'shaking events.

a black cat

after

superstitions

snakes

roll

down

associate

curator of the American
of Natural History, families

of deceased servicemen will undoubtedly be exploited by practitioners

promising contact with the dead
spirits.

the big business of mysticism which,
he estimates, costs Americans at least
125 million dollars annually. "It's a
pretty rotten
grief,"

way

and wives

will

tal ball gazers,

to exploit

human

"Mothers
be appealed to by cryspalmists and

says he

number "13"

But science explains that
kill milk snakes which
hang around their barns, permit the
mouse population to increase.
bad

luck.

farmers

seriously.

Essex

County

youth while
York University, Mr. Saunders professes to have harbored one
superstition. It seems that
after classes he would habitually walk along the north
end of Washington Square
to get to the subway. He
walked along this same route

back.

The

was a photograph
of his sweetheart, wife or
mother which he always
with him into the
clouds. A few air-corps men
took

regard a gift or
for

lively
I

began getting some pretty good ideas
during those walks for research and

Even today,
he admits, his mind seems to "speed
up" while walking along this street. "I
guess that is sort of superstitious,"
he admits smilingly.
other scholastic matters."

Many

luckiest possession of

the pilot

classroom discussion, worked well.

tain

England,

disaster
for a few.
Certain songs played during breakfast meant that
somebody wasn't coming

his

mind, excited because of

in

—

boded

New

twelve years. "During that walk, declares the curator, "I discovered that

my

air-field

fresh eggs for breakfast often fore-

and tea leaves."

During

who

Most American air-force pilots
were superstitious as to the clothing
they wore during combat missions. A
few of them wouldn't dream of making a trip unless they wore their
"good-luck" scarfs or ties. On an

readers of the stacked deck

attending

are definite

sol-

For the past fifteen
years Mr. Saunders has studied closely
dier's

chase them

on a match and the
omens of

lieve that three

According to John R. Saunders,

Museum

hills to

off the pasture, just as city folks be-

farmers still believe that cersnakes milk cows, that hoop

from their loved ones

as

memento
a "good-

luck" charm. One young pilot received a handsome cigarette case from
his sweetheart. On every mission, as

he was ready to "take off," he would
fondle it affectionately and then show
it off to his crew, saying, "Good luck,
fellows!" But one early dawning he
fumbled through his pockets and discovered it was gone. The crew felt
uneasy about the situation but they
laughed it off good-humoredly as the
plane shot up into the murky darkness.
few hours later the bomber
returned but the young pilot was dead

A
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Sivlnf

—a tragedy attributed
cigarette case

and not

under an object or person for fear it
would stunt one's growth; avoiding
being separated from your partner by
a pole or person; not turning back to
your house once you're on your way
to a certain destination— and many
other every day superstitions.

to the missing
to the

German

anti-aircraft fire.

Americans

are

prone

to

be

as

superstitious as peoples of other lands,

but

fortunately

we

are

sufficiently

advanced intellectually to recognize
the stupidity and ineptitude of med'
ical quacks, conjurers and clairvoy
ants. Yet the majority of people are
slaves to superstitions such as walking

By

the way, did you see that black
your path a moment ago?
Brother, you're it!
cat cross

NOW YDU TELL ONE
His father took him
Little Jimmy was paying his first visit to the farm.
out to see the various animals. At last they stopped before a pen in which lay
It happened to be meal time.
a mother pig with her eight babies.
"What are those things?" Jimmy asked curiously.

"Those are
"But, papa,
big one up."

pigs," replied his father.

why

don't you stop those

little

ones?

They

are eating that

•

A

flip

attorney, stuck for queries with which to irk and harass a witness,

living with a woman?"
That it had
interrupted to tell the witness he needn't answer.
no bearing in the case. "But," said the man, "I'd like to answer it. plea»e."
"Very well," said Hizzoner to the lawyer, "repeat the question."
"Are you," continued the lawyer, "living with a woman?"
"Yes," was the soft reply, "my wife."

aid:

"Are you

The judge

m
The owner

of the restaurant walked menacingly toward his cashier.
"I see," he barked, "that you're a little behind in your accounts."
"Oh, no," answered the cashier, happily. "The restaurant's behind
a few bucks to the good!"

—Harry

S.

—I'm

Donen.

Kansas City will bust out all over
with top collegiate quintets March
11-16 for the N. A. I. B. Tournament

by

SAM SMITH

TN

these days of semi'professionalism in collegiate athletics, the ex'
pression "the old college try" seems
extinct, buried beneath the gold dust
of big-time competition.

There's one place, however, where
still
keynotes an athletic show.
That's the National Association of
it

tournament
Kansas City's Municipal Audito-

Intercollegiate Basketball
in

rium.

The week-long

tourney, played in

mid-March each year, and the organization which sponsors it had the
wise counsel of the late Dr. James A.
Naismith. Today it is the only tourney bearing the personal stamp of

approval of the grand old
originated the
Basketball

game

as

it

man who

of basketball.
is

played in the

N. A. I. B. tournament may not always be as smooth as you can find in
the N. A. A. U. or the N. C. A. A.

On the other hand, the teams
play hard, fast but clean ball from
the opening whistle. They're always
out to win but the loser has a cheer
for the winner.
finals.

Emil
friendly

S. Liston, big

athletic

University,

gray-haired and

director

Baldwin,

at

Kansas,

Baker
is

the

managing director of the tournament
and executive secretary-treasurer of
the association.

8

To meet

"Lis" and get, at the same
an insight into the N. A. I. B.,
let's go back to early in 1944. Liston
was confined at that time to an ortho'
pedic bed in St. Luke's Hospital in
Kansas City.
time,

He was

having a hard time with

a badly fractured leg.

It

refused to

He was

having a hard
time, too, in making arrangements for
the seventh annual tournament. It
was a bad year for collegiate athletics
for most teams still in competition
were manned by Marine and Navy
heal properly.

trainees

to

March, 1946

Switif

who

make long

couldn't

like what the Sugar Bowl
Orleans or the Derby is to
Kentucky, with civic groups rallying

something
is

to

New

around to lend

full support.

always been a fine week of
basketball. With such leadership always striving to make it even better
It's

for the benefit of the

game and

the

boys who play it, the tournament
promises to gain in stature down
through the years.

"We

are cooperating with the re'

cently organized

Heart of America

trips.

Listen tried from his hospital bed
line up sixteen teams.
Letters

streamed from his room but finally
he had to give it up. Even then he
was talking about the basketball car'
nival he and his fellow officers of
the N. A. I. B. planned for the post-

war

years.

Last year the tournament came
back, a sixteen-team affair instead of
the pre-war thirty-two team bracket.
It was an excellent show but Frank
Casey of Indianola, Iowa, the new
president,

had

CHICAGO
GOLDEN GLOVES

this to say:

FDiALS
Pth. 25

"For seven years the N. A. I. B.
tournament has proven to be successful but we expect to
event next year.

make

it

a better

"It's

"We are also planning now for the
postwar period when the N. A. I. B.
can expand its athletic program to
reach more boys in the various colleges
and universities throughout the nation."

Liston envisions this tournament

which will be
16 as a great
show and a drawing card for the city,
the eighth edition of

staged

March

11

to

Amateur Sports Council,"

—

March

5

Liston says.

an organization which has great

possibilities.

significant
will

•

How
the

colorful

tournament

and how
becomes

depend upon how much responKansas City takes in making

sibility
it

so."

The N. A. I. B. was born of a
feeling among some managers of intercollegiate athletics, particularly bas-

was an opportunity
program of intercolle-

ketball, that there

for a national

BASKBT BOWL
giatc competition in which every
standard college or vmiversity which

I

so desired

might participate.

fire in the mind
Naismith. He became the
counsellor of the association's found'

That idea struck

of

Dr.

ers

and many of

his ideas

"The

pionship. That's another commentary
on the sharpness of the competition.
These teams come from schools with
as few as 108 students and as many
as 11,000 and little David has an
equal chance of whipping Goliath.

were incor'

porated.

9

Some

of the finest collegiate bas'

ketball players in the business

show

size

tunity for any school regardless of
and type of education offered to

wares in N. A. I. B. play. Last
year there was an ex-Marine by the
name of Fred Lewis, wearing the

compete were guiding principles of
Naismith 's which underlie the founda'

colors of Eastern Kentucky college.
He's a natural, good enough to win

idea of democracy, the oppor-

their

on any

tion of this organization," Listen says.

a starting spot

"Dr. Naismith didn't care much
about rules governing the eligibility of
a boy, whether he was a freshman, a

in the nation today.

transfer or playing his fourth year.

The James A. Naismith memorial
trophy in honor of his wife goes to
the winning team in the annual tour'
nament. It is the only basketball tour'
nament in which the name of the
founder of the game lives so inti'
mately.
are chosen

by

district

com'

the association now having
such organizations in 38 states. Consequently, teams bracketed for the
mittees,

tournament competition are of top
grade. The week'long play is marked
by one and two'point margins.

No

school has yet

won

the title

twice, although the previous
is

winner

given a chance to defend the cham'

—A

Professional
person
others do for pleasure.

who

association

is

team

estabhshing per-

manent headquarters

in Kansas City.
plans this year to resume a fullscale clinical
program during the
tournament, as well as the convention
of coaches.
These phases of the
week's program are as important to
basketball as is the court competition.
It

"His chief concern was that of the
reason for which the boy was going
to college and the reason he was play'
ing basketball."

Teams

The

collegiate

For a basketball mentor, a trip to
N. A. I. B. is an invaluable post'
graduate course in the game. Here he
can study basketball as it is played in
every part of the country and watch
the various types of offense and de'
the

fense in action.

Right now the N. A. I. B. is work'
ing to strengthen its district organizations, scattered the length and breadth
of the United States. It knows that
the more interest it can arouse in the
precincts shows directly in the caliber
of play in Kansas City's "Madison
Square Garden of the Midlands"
come March every year.

does the same thing for a livelihood that

JCucL^
Two

tabor, they called him

miners asked for a grubstake.

They went out and uncovered the
by RALEIGH WILLIAMS

fabulous "Little Pittsburgh."

a time
ONCE ofupon
the old west

in a fabulous

city

there lived

a great mining king; the mountains
opened their hearts to pour a golden

stream into his coffers, and all the
city that constituted his court paid
him homage— that is, all but one. For

had
was Eugene

this court, too,

jester

its jester,

Field.

and the

The

city

was Denver,

in the roaring days following the rich mineral strikes in
Colorado; and the king was Horace
A. W. Tabor, multi'millionaire mine
owner, father of the almost legendary
"Silver Dollar" Tabor, sublime egoist
and untutored early-day Babbitt
v>'hose

activities

did

much

to trans'

form the Silver State capital from a
small and uncultured mining town
into a great city.

The

story of these

two men and the

roles they played in the serio-comedy

enacted in the Colorado metropolis in
the early '80s is brought vividly to the
fore by the recent announcement of
plans to raze the famous old Tabor
Grand Opera House. Once it was the
glittering pride of the one-time silver
king who was the butt of keen shafts
of ridicule from the pen of the jester,
poet and satirist who was then managing editor of the old Denver Journal
a journal in keeping with the
spirit of the times, undaunted by shib-

—

and unfettered by any blind
adherence to the exact truth.
boleths

The Grand was the fruition of
Tabor's grand dream to provide Denver the world's finest theatre, a monument which would stand forever as a
memorial both to the city and the

man who

built

it.

When Field entered the Denver
scene about the time Tabor's dream
was taking shape, the mining king's
star

was

indeed.

Lucky Tabor,
and lucky he was,
Vermonter, he went to

at its zenith.

he then was

A

called,

Kansas as a stonecutter but alternated
most of his time there between farmpolitics.
The discovery of
gold lured him on to Colorado and
for tv^enty years he traded and prospected there. Late in the '70s he

ing and

opened a supply store in what later
became Leadville. Two miners asked
him to "grubstake" them. He did,
and the miners went forth in search
of fortune.

The miners returned, discoverers of
the fabulous Little Pittsburgh mine.
For the half interest which he received
for his "grubstake" deal. Tabor obshort
tained one million dollars.
time later luck again played into his

A

hands. He bought a mine from a
prospector who had salted the prop-

i2
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Tabor himself had given

the

man was one

the

man when the prospector was
down on his luck. After realizing the

for

whom

Tabor decided to explore the
property further. He struck a rich

purchased a great amount of land and
turned the city's growth away from
the syndicate's holdings. Power, too,

erty with ore

swindle,

has

way

a

of those "foreigners"

he had such

of

little use,

sobering

Tabor

injudicious

laughter.

Such was the condition of

affairs

when

the iconoclastic journalist appeared, newly from Kansas City and
probably still exuding a faint reminder
of that cow town's most pronounced

Tabor was king, but beneath
gown and toga Field saw
only the vain, untutored and arrogant
stonecutter. Never a respecter of persons and untrammelled by truth, Field
besieged the monarch. His weapons
were fashioned from the thing most
odor.

the velvet

effective

vein and sold out for a half million
dollars.

session

With V/z
and

title

million in his pos-

to

numerous other

mining properties then being developed. Tabor descended upon Denver,
seeking new worlds to conquer. He
immediately plunged into all sorts of
ventures which gave him wide publicity and made him the mark of the
pohtician and the promoter.

At first people laughed, but as the
wild speculations which he made one
after another turned out to be rich
investments the laughter ceased. At
one time he was reputed to be worth

A

peculiar glamour sur20 million.
rounds the possessor of such chunks

A

of the world's goods.
town does
not laugh at its richest citizen. The
representative of an English real estate
syndicate once offended the
Midas by some laughing remark. Possibly because of it, possibly because

vanity

against
is

great

persons

—

in

whom

ridicule.

Tabor's
peculiarities and shortcomings were
uncovered before a populace which
chuckled inwardly but dared not
laugh aloud.

Midas flowed
pen of the young detractor. One such told of a campaign
tour Tabor was making with James
Belford, a brilliant Colorado congressman and one of the state's foremost
Little stories of the

from the

facile

orators.

Belford
closed
an
impassioned
speech with the classical allusion:

"Tomorrow we meet

the

enemy

at

Philippi!"

Tabor,

from

in

Fields'

account,

arose

and cried:
"Judge, you are mistaken it's at
Montrose Junction!"
Tabor divorced his first wife shortly before he left Denver to serve a
short term in the United State Senate.
his seat

—

—
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In Washington he married again, and
according to a story attributed to
Field bought himself a complete trous'
seau, including a $300 lace-work nup'
tial nightshirt. And for quite a while
after his return to Denver he was
known in the convivial circles in
which Field revolved as "Ex-Senator
Nightshirt."

Tabor demanded.

There are many other stories lampooning Tabor, most of them having
to do with the Tabor Grand Opera
House, built by Tabor to gratify his
desire to give Denver the most costly
and elaborate theatrical edifice in the
United States.
No expense was
spared.
Rosewood veneer columns
were ordered replaced with solid rosewood when Tabor learned that veneer
had been used. How many of the
stories circulated
about the opera
house and its builder, and generally

the most magnificent opera

accredited to Field, actually originated
with the writer is unkown, as is the

Long

number of

Field's stories

which were

purely products of his fertile imagination. However, one of the best of
the lot tells of a visit to the opera
house by Tabor in company with several friends while a painter named
Hopkins, a noted decorator of the day,
was painting a huge bust of Shakespeare near the top of the curtain.

"Who's
"That's
answered.

"Who

that?"

Tabor asked.

Shakespeare,"
the

hell's

a

friend

Shakespeare?"

"Why,

a great English playwright,"

the friend replied.

"What did he ever do for Colorado?" Tabor demanded, grandly.
"Paint him out and put my picture
up

there!"

The opening

of the theater was a
great social event. Aspiring to obtain

on

earth,

bott's

Tabor

selected

organization.

were printed on

company

Emma Ab-

The

programs

flowers were in
profusion and, capping the climax.
Tabor was presented with a gold
watch and fob on which were represented some of the milestones of his
road to success. It was a great moment in Tabor's life. In honor of the
event Field wrote a poem, beginning:
silk,

The opera house— a union grand
Of capital and labor
will the stately structure stand

A monument to Tabor.
The reputation of the theater
spread rapidly, partly because of the
real magnificence of the structure and
the constant desire of its owner to
present only the best entertainments;
but more so because of the stories
Field wrote of

its

builder,

its

person-

and the players who appeared in
it.
Mr. Tabor, his son, Maxey, and
William Bush, the manager, were
eternal targets. When Bush went to
New York shortly after the opening
nel

to arrange for other attractions. Field

Su
published daily bulletins of his experiences there, asserting that he was the
personal guest of Emma Abbott and

drawing rooms were packed
by Booth, McCuUough,
Fanny Davenport, Mary Anderson,
Lotta and other stage luminaries of
that his

constantly

the period.

When

the Christine Nilsson com-

pany appeared in Denver
Field composed the following

At
Mme.

in

1882

9 o'clock in the evening
Nilsson was handed a card
as follows: "Bjwilliam Bjbush."
"Some old Swedish acquaintance," she murmured, "show
him up." In a few moments, in
accordance with the diva's wish,
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Colonel Bjbush, the popular manager of the Grand Opera House,
was admitted, and for half an
hour conversed pleasantly with
Mme. Nilsson in the Swedish
tongue. While they were talking Mons. Maxey Tabor was
ushered in. He was accordingly

received most cordially, and the
madame and he talked French

together for twenty minutes or
more.

At the conclusion of Minnie Maddern's engagement in 1883 Field invited her to supper, and afterward,
amid great acclaim,

in

which "Gen-

Stimson was master of
ceremonies, she was presented a huge

eral"

E.

K.

LUCKY TABOR, THBY CALLED HIM
pair of

"diamond" earrings which had
young writer $2.50. Again,
when Modjeska appeared in Denver

occupants.

cost the

tor's

1883, he concocted a tale to the
effect that someone had tried to poi'
son her, and every edition of the

eral friends.

in

Journal

contained

ments" of the

poem

case.

new

He

"develop-

also

extolling the actress,

wrote a
and it is

related that he tossed her a big bou'

quet of roses at her opening performance, only to pull them back by means
of a hidden string when she was about
to accept them. When Oscar Wilde
appeared at the Tabor Grand, a big
parade was planned for the distinguished esthete. Field, beating him to
it, hired a hack, and, a few moments
before the parade began, rode in triumph through the thoroughfares,
bowing to the cheering populace.

Tabor

"Why don't you have a picture of
your wife and children printed in the
paper?" a friend asked.
"When I have their picture made,"
Tabor replied, "I will go to Europe
and have one of the old masters paint
it."

theater's

usually attributed to
how a reporter approached
private box at the theater

endeared himself to all genera •ions
with such lasting monuments as
"Winken, Blinken and Nod" and

Another story about the

the

beautiful

Field left Denver in 1883 and
Tabor and his theater were permitted
a more tranquil existence. Later the
builder lost all but a remnant of his
great fortune, and the theater of
which he was so proud was converted
into a motion picture house. The king
passed on and his memory grows dim.
Even his fabulous monument, The
Grand, now also is doomed to dust.
But the jester reached to the stars and

builder which
Field tells

Mrs. Tabor and the senayoung daughters
the box, with Tabor and sev-

two

v/ere in

13

is

one night to obtain the names of

its

"Little

Boy

Blue."

AAA
Drink
The

And

horse and mule

nothing

\now

or

live thirty

of wines

years

and

beers;

The goat and sheep

at twenty die
But never taste of Scotch or rye.
The dog at fifteen cashes in

Without the aid of rum or gin.
The cat in mi]\ and water soa\s

And

then in twelve short years

it

Die Young

Lays eggs for noggs and dies at ten;
The lower animals are cursed
Because they lac\ a liquor thirst;
Oh, not for them the merry quips
That freely flow from wine-wet lips.

From

birth they play a tragic part
stop before they fairly start.
All animals are strictly dry.

And
croa\s:

The cow drin\s water by the ton
And when eighteen is almost done;
The hog when young is laid to rest
And never \nows a coc\tail's zest;
The modest, sober, bone-dry hen

They

and swiftly die,
rum-soa\ed men
Survive for three score year and ten.
And some of us, tho' mighty few
But

sinless live

sinful, ginful,

Stay pic\led

'til

we're ninety-two!!

—^Anonymous.

J4ear yourieif

THINK

fellow American, can't you hear that voice?
the voice that told Hirohito to get doivn off his high horse .
the
first voice he ever obeyed.
You can't mistake it. It's the same voice that scared Hitler to death to a
death like a rafs, in a cellar.
It's a clear, hearty, honest voice.
Approaching Normandy it whispered, "God, I'm scared." But a few months
later it shouted, "Victory!"
."
It's a humble, sincere voice.
The voice that says, "Thy will be done
That voice is speaking to you. The same voice that said, "More war bonds?
Sure, More production? Okay."
It's not the same voice under a Top Hat or a Brass Hat
It's not the voice
Or Salesman, or Storeof Labor, or Management, or Farmer, or Lawyer
keeper
Because ifs the voice of them all.
No, not any ONE of them
In it you'll hear your own voice. For this is the voice of America:
"Forward, sure. That's the only way we can go. For look what we've got
to go on!
"The war showed us for the first time our real strength
We never knew
we could produce so much or fight so well. Our enemies didn't either,
"Can anyone dare to think this country won't find a way, in peace, to solve
its minor domestic ills?
"Say, what do you take me for? I can read a balance sheet."

LISTEN,

It's

*

.

.
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AMERICA'S BALANCE SHEET
Liabilities

Assets
The

Greatest money accumulations in U. S. history
All-time-high investment portfolios,
both private and institutional
Highest U. S. national income on record
Continuously increasing production
per man hour of labor
Greatest production record

Unemployment
Current temporary work
stoppages

ever established

greatest

calling

demand

for

homes

at least a five-year
just to "catch up"

for

proRram

An

unprecedented, pent-up
services of all kinds

during

Private debts and mortgages
(greatly decreased, however,
during the war)

Highest payrolls in history

The

national debt

(greatly increased
the war)

in our history
accelerated building

demand

The

indigent and sick

Moral laxity
quency
.

for goods

and

.

.

delin-

.

.

.

crime

Social intolerances

Fear

Low

inventories
Birth of new industries,
with their rich promises of new products, employment
American inventive genius
Vast natural resources.

many

still

unrealized

An

efficient and prosperous agriculture,
producing an abundance of foods for our people and

raw materials

for industry

The highest level of culture and education
More than 12 million gallant men

of any people

who. in the Armed Services, proved the strength of
the American hcritace
The national protection of victorious Armed Forces
First real progress
toward world peace and unity, under American leadership
land of unsurpassed beauty,
with coming opportunities for travel and recreation
never before dreamed of
land of 140,000,000 people
the strongest, most procregsive and most undaunted
people on the face of the earth!

A
A

— Reprinted
an

from
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by
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WorLd FOR GRANDMOTHER!

IT

A

when the only beverage
taken freely and frequently.

torpid liver disappeared

was hard

cider,

by

MARION ODAAARK

HOMELIFE in the elegant eighties
ran according to recipe. And
the good Victorian wife and mother
had a recipe for any problem from
how to honor thy husband to how to
prevent the hair from turning gray.
Marital happiness was a simple
conformation to rules that said reverence your husband, conquer him
with love, forsake all for him, don't
conceal your affection, confide, culti-

—

vate personal and physical attractiveness,

and incidental

attentions.

The

wife made a concentrated effort to
retain her modesty and delicacy of
youth, to preserve sunshine, the better nature of her husband, his interShe followed the
est and character.
directions from mother and manuals
of the day with results that are still

on the model

Her

side.

social life

regulated

was

by a code

that said do not

make

assured heaven in the home. Without bedevilment of career, divorce,
psychoanalysis, domestic labor, politics
or keeping abreast a barrage of current events, her mind was a free and
self-possessed file index of what she
lovingly labeled "receipts."

Whether

she called

it

hartshorn,

ammonia, she used it
to restore colors taken out by acid, or
with a moistened sponge to remove
grease from coat collars. No professional furrier ever saw her fur jacket
once she took it home. She renewed
its luster with a hearty shaking and
sal

volatile or

whipping, then brushing. The finishing touch was a careful cleaning with
a cloth soaked in boiled flaxseed.
Old silk was made like new by sponging the outside surface with strong,
cold black tea, pressing when dry.

Cleaning kid gloves
done in the

was

a call of ceremony on
a wet day, don't talk

kitchen,

of yourself or of your

saucer was a little new
milk, in another, a
piece of white soap,

friends

deeds,
never leave a room
with your back to the
company, never read
what you do not wish
to

or

remember.

These and some
hundred other promissory prescriptions

not by proIn one

fessionals.

between
folded

The

the

two,

flannel

a

cloth.

was

flannel

dipped in the milk,
then soaped, and used
in a rubbing process

on the

gloves.

It

was

18
also a favorite

method

to use a Pari-

washing gloves in a basin
of turpentine, if time and

sian recipe,

of spirits

wardrobe allowed

for

a

prolonged

Cologne was concocted

home,
Vvith a minimum of trouble and expense. To one pint of alcohol v/as
added twelve drops each of oils of
bergamot, lemon, neroli, orange peel,
rosemai-y and one dram of cardamom
seed.

The

longer

it

at

stood, the better

became.

Her

of coarse lace or cheese-sacking over
pressing this down into the water

it,

and covering the top with a layer of
peas.
In a few days these vi/ould
sprout

airing.

it
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Moth

on the face caused by biliousand a torpid liver disappeared
when the only beverage was hard
cider, taken freely and frequently.
Feverishness was cooled off by sucking a lemon with sugar, and both the
adviser and the patient had faith in
Neuralgia was relieved by grating
it.
horse-radish mixed in vinegar and ap-

spots
ness

plied to the affected area.

Among her household ornaments,
you'd find a common pine cone with
canary seeds planted in its crevices.
This was placed half way in a hyacinth water glass; the seeds soon
sprouted, sending out feathery blades
that filled the whole upper portion
with a festoon of verdure. Another
idea, she would scrape out a large
turnip, fill with earth and plant a
clinging vine or morning glory. Or,
it

nearly

tie a bit

thread-like

going

roots

the lace into the water,

later the vines above being trained to
twine around the window, even pret'
tier,

a frame.

Her
pride

favorite mantel

was

ornament and

hung

a suspended acorn,

half an inch or so above a vase of
v.'ater.

sure cures were many.

she v/ould take a tumbler, fill
full (;f soft water and then

into

down through

After

it

had remained

so for

weeks, roots would burst
forth seeking the water, and shooting
upward would be a straight and tapering stem adorned with glossy green

several

leaves.

When
retired,

the mother of the mauve age
was to a dry straw bed or,

it

even better, a hair mattress. Her doctor had told her that a feather tick
debilitated the skin

by retaining

heat,

moisture and waste matter thrown off
by the lymphatic. If she couldn't
sleep right off, there was a remedy.

The
will

great

recipe

was known

for

slumber at

as Blinn's system, a

report published in London in 1842
and worked wonders for insomnia sufferers. The principal feature of this
theory was for the patient to fix his

attention on his own breathing. "He
must depict to himself that he sees
the breath passing from his nostrils in
a continuous stream, and the \ery instant that he brings his mind to con-

IT
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— and he no longer wakes,

from all other ideas,
and memory depart;
imagination slumbers, fancy becomes
ceive this, apart

sovereignty
but sleeps."

consciousness

dormant, thought subdued; the sen-

And

tient faculties lose their susceptibility,

of recipes

the vital or ganglionic system assumes

like the proverbial

grandmother ended a day
another. They worked

so

Vv'ith

charm.

SWINGIGGLES
Pat, thinking to enliven the party, stated with watch in hand:
"I'll presint a box of candy to the loidy that makes the homeliest face
within the next three minutes."
The time expired, Pat announced: "Ah, Mrs. McGuire, you get the prize."
"But," protested Mrs. McGuire, "go way wid ye! I wasn't playin' at all."

•
"Did you mail those two

letters I

gave you, Norah?" inquired the master

of the house.

"Ycs'm," Nora retored, "at the postoffice, but I noticed that you'd put a
two-cent stamp on the foreign letter and a five-cent stamp on the city one."
"Oh, dear, what a blunder!"
"But I fixed it all right, ma'm," Nora said. "I just changed the addresses
on the envelopes."

•
Felice had a new dime to invest in ice cream.
dime to missions?" asked Felice's mummy, Sophie.
let

"I thought about that," said Felice, "but
the druggist give it to the missions."

I

"Why

think

I'll

don't you give your

buy the

ice

cream and

•

"How

that young Posner has been attending church so regularly of
late?" queried a friend of an author.
"Why," Joel the listener spoke up, "he says that he likes to go where he
is always sure of having his contributions accepted."

A

is

it

teacher
of a stream.

"Go

all

came upon her urchins getting

into their

clothes

ahead, boys, I won't look," she shouted reassuringly.
plunged back in the brook saying:
"We don't dast risk it, teacher!"

on the bank
But the boys

AWARD YDUR OWN

"DSCAH"
Motion Picture

Nominations for

Academy Awards have been made,
and Swing gives you an opportunity
to embarrass the experts. Make your
own selections, and if you have four
out of six right, you're in the wrong
business. Winners will be announced

on March

7.

BEST PERFORMANCE
By an

BEST MOTION PICTURES

OF THE YEAR

Ingrid

Mary's
Anchors Aweigh
Lost

Bergman

Mary's"
Joan Crawford
Greer Garson

in

"The

Bells of

St.

Bells of St.

The

Actress

Weekend

in
in

"Mildred Pierce"
"The Valley of

Decision"
Jennifer Jones in "Love Letters"
Gene Tierney in "Leave Her to

Mildred Pierce
Spellbound

Heaven"

BEST PERFORMANCE

SUPPORTING ACTRESS

By an Actor
Bing Crosby
Mary's"

in

of

"Bells

St.

Gene Kelly in "Anchors Aweigh"
Ray Milland in "Lost Weekend"
Gregory Peck

in

"The Keys

Kingdom"
Cornel Wilde
member"

in

"A

Song

of the

To

Re-

Eve Arden and Ann Bluth in
"Mildred Pierce"
Angela Lansbury in "The Picture
of Dorian Gray"
Joan Lorring in "The Corn is
Green"
Anne Revere in "National Velvet"

BEST DIRECTOR

SUPPORTING ACTOR
Michael Chekhov in "Spellbound"
John Dall in "The Corn is Green"
James Dunn in "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn"
Robert Mitchum in "G. I. Joe"
J. Carrol Naish in "A Medal for

Benny"

Leo McCarey, "The Bells of St.
Mary's"
Billy Wilder, "The Lost Weekend"
Clarence Brown, "National Velvet"
Jean Renoir, "The Southerner"
Alfred Hitchcock, "Spellbound"

THE GRASS
An

answer to Barbara Frye's

"A Day

at the Office" in the

January 1946

issue of

by LEE CASTELL

Swing

DAY at the office." The words
jLX. dance before my eyes and stir
up tantaHzing echoes of my former
Hfe.
I,
too, was a "career" girl, a
CCA

white collar slave within the sacred
portals of an office. Five years ago
I exchanged my "Yes sir" for "I do,"
and since have known the so-called

and placid house-frau's life.
So you think you'd rather be on
the wielding end of a dripping mop,
do you? Read on, my trim little
transcriber in your fichu of lace. Let
us compare diurnal activities.
Your day may start with the infernal racket of an alarm clock. You
can reach over and turn it off. Mine
begins much before any self-respect'
ing cock would let loose a rousing
crow. And did you ever try to turn
dull

IS Qreener

hungry baby?
measure of warm
milk seeping through a nipple will
stop Lou Ann's indignant howls. In
the half-Hght of that hour you can
never find your slippers, your husband
off the piteous wail of a

Nothing but a

full

softly mutters unprintable things, the

from the

box adds
your
clatter the pan, and the
milk takes unending minutes to warm.
blast of cold air

new shivers
numb fingers

to

the

old

ice

ones,

March,

S. „^
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me

William is by now calmly depositing
lumps from his oatmeal on the tablecloth, and you swallow the last drop
of coffee and the last bite of toast,
both cold.
If it rains, you might as well make
up your mind from the beginning

that there will be chaos, with lurgent

demands for something new to play
from the four-year-old and a mutual
restlessness from the baby.
weather is pleasant, you can
Master William and send him

If the

dress

What's more, the baby
change

is

wet.

You

her.

But you can go back to bed, you
Yes, you can. And do. You

say?

huddle in the warmth of the covers
and fervently wish for sleep while
tasks you must remember to do flit
through your mind. Gradually, gent-

you

ly,

It

fall

into a righteous slumber.

seems but a second before the alarm

out to play. Of course, this doesn't
preclude frequent interruptions for
the purpose of kissing a bruised
finger; admiring found treasure like
a broken lead pencil, a bottle tup or
a half -rotted acorn; or aiding in trips
to the bathroom.

At

nine o'clock, you can
pick up toys from the
kitchen floor. Then you clean the
children's white shoes. You start the
breakfast dishes. Just as you're deep

about

You

start.

goes off in your ear.

in suds, the

bell rings.

To

husband turn

get rid of the persistent peddler

you

No!

He

it

off,

shakes

Does friend
and bid you sleep?

up

roars in his shower

and brimstone

the fire noisily,

and breathes

at his razor!

You

fire

get

up!
Breakfast is a simple matter. Or
should be. But complications arise.
"Complications" is a good name for
Master William, the four-year-old.
You fry eggs with one hand, mix
cereal with the other, and maintain
your balance despite the clutching
fingers of

your son.

You're never sure just how, but
eventually your man is out of the
house and on his way to the office.

buy a

back door

pair of shoe laces too long for

your shoes and too short for your
husband's, you discover later. Then
cosmetic
the front door bell peals.
salesman persists with a Hne of chat-

A

ter

intended to reduce your sales reIt creates only a hearty dis-

sistance.

taste

and you

finally

manage

to in-

"No" between his glib
paragraphs. The bell has wakened
the baby. She is wet. You change
her. You wheel her into the kitchen
sert a hearty

where

you

are

still

finishing

the

10:30 and you
give her a bottle, noting with dismay
that it is the last of her formula.
breakfast dishes.

It is

THE GRASS
You sweep the kitchen floor, carry
out the garbage. Then you run down
to the basement, fill the washing machine with water, and search in vain
for soap flakes. You are obliged to
chip bar soap, laboriously. The phone
rings.
It is

your husband

s

voluble aunt,

who

drones on for a half hour, during
which time you fidget and fume helplessly.
You remember the baby's
formula and cut the conversation as
short as possible. While water boils,
then,

you clean

bottles,

start

their

the water cool off,
measure the formula, add the water
and stir, fill the bottles, cap them and
sterihzation,

store

them

let

in the icebox.

Then down
you

again to the basement

go, to throv*? in the baby's diapers.

It is 12:00 noon when you've hung
them to dry. Master William demands his repast. You're hungry, too,

but nothing in the icebox looks appealing.
You open a can of soup,
r-^read crackers with cheese and drink
the last of the morning coffee in the
pot. The four-year-old pleads to be
out again, and off he goes with cookies
and apple clutched in his hand. The
b^.by, blissfully, is asleep.

From 12:30 to 2:00 you finish the
lunch dishes, pick up more scattered
toys and clean house. You mutter
fiercely at the curtains you've been
meaning to take down, for the last
three weeks.
It's unbelievable,
the
dust that settles on the floor and furniture ill twenty-four hours. You
skimp a corner here and there, resolving to get to it Saturday.

At 2:30 you
liam,

do a

call

in

Master Wil-

bit of fast talking to get

IS

GREENER

him

to

wakes.
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bed for a nap. The baby
She is wet. You change her

and give her another bottle. By 3 :00
you can tackle the mending of the
bedroom curtains and iron a white
shirt for your husband. It is one of
his last three and you have to be very
careful of

At 4:00

it.

both children wake with

a clamor that can't be ignored.
baby is wet. You change her.

The
Then

you bundle them both, tuck the baby
in the buggy, and trot down to the
store. At the meat market, you wheedle what you hope is a more choice
cut of meat from the dour-faced

You leave with a feeling
your sweetest smile has made no impression and you've fared no better
than the long-faced woman next to
you. Getting the buggy in and out
of the grocer's door is a trick requiring four hands. You sometimes regret
you are a normal human with the
usual allotment of two. You have to
discourage your four-year-old's tendencies to stray under counters or into
corners; and keep a weather eye on
the buggy; all the while trying to give
your order and make sure you're getting the most solid head of lettuce,
the most crisp stalk of celery, fair
v/eight on apples.
butcher.

At

a quarter to five you're rushing

24

home

"humdrum"

legs

the pulsating throb of business

as fast as Master William's little
permit you to go, and five o'clock

you peeling the

1946

^'^rch,

Swin^

domesticity for any of
life.

the
baby gurgling in her play pen with a
fresh change. Master William color'
ing pictures quietly, and the late evening sun making a pale gold puddle
on the kitchen floor. It's then you

Only, once in a while, the verdure
of your own back yard may seem to
pale a little. Excuse me while I go
turn off the potatoes, change the baby
and give her a bottle, and mop up the
coke Master William has just spilled

know you wouldn't exchange

on the kitchen

finds

potatoes,

this

floor!

SWINGAGS
Fla^:

A

woman went on

a

hunger

strike

and twenty Scotchmen pro-

poeed to her.

•

The old-fashioned man who had
grandson who has a great eye for them.

Remember:
hai a

Have you heard about
eyein'

a

good head for figures

the efficient house detective

who

now

struck while the

was hot?

•

Hubby: "So you were face to face with two dozen of
what did you do?"
Wife: "Darned, if I can remember."

my

torn sock*

•

it,

The feed store clerk answered the telephone.
"Please send up a bale of hay," came a voice over the phone.
"Who's it for?" asked the clerk.
"For a horse, you dumb fool," snapped the voice. "And hurry
too."

A

—

up with

•

nut was smoking a cigarette ^but he was placing the lighted end in hii
passerby watched the nut for a moment, and then couldn't stand it
mouth.

A

any longer.
"Hey, you!" he shouted.
in your mouth?"

The nut

"What's the

shrugged.
can do," he sighed.

"It'» the best I

idea of putting a lighted dgarettc

"I can't afford a cigar."

WRITES BOOKS
Moonstruck monarchs, empire
actresses, generals

.

.

.

builders,

All of these

possibilities are closed to

me!

by JAMES

other day bundled up a book
THE
pub'
manuscript and sent

McQueeny

lisher.

triple spaced.

I

it

rd hke

to a

well'known book
pubUsher had offered me $500 in advance royalties for putting something
between covers but the truth of the
matter is I don't know any book pub'
lishers and I'm sure none knows me.
to say a

Anyway, I feel a lot better.
The book isn't worth the postage
cost to send it east and I can't
imagine any publisher in his right
mind doing anything with it. And
if anyone should know I do; I know
its author personally.
it

Book writing isn't my dodge and I
never wanted to write one in the first
place. Of course, I might
have done a literary hay
roll on the order of For'
ever Amber only I was
frightened by a big book
I was a very small
boy and I can't bring
myself to read let alone
write anything bulkier

when

—

—

than 350 pages.

with the meager
knowledge of world af'
picked

up from

bar wipes and old ladies

on

street

very

well

cars,

I

stretch

can't

the

McQUEENY

Plan for Lasting Peace
a couple of pages

more than

monarchs, empire

Moonstruck

builders, actresses, generals, or great

have not sought asylum in
counsel so all these book possi'
biUties are closed to me. I have never
been imprisoned anywhere except, inscientists

my

pay

toilet in the
haven't any substitute for the moldboard plow or any
ideas, old or new, on helping our
decadent democracy, our decadent
agriculture, our decadent cities, o\ir
decadent press, or even a decadent
McQueeny. Being the shallow, super'
ficial type, I'm not smart enough to
tell whether anything is
decadent or not.

advertently,

Union

a

in

Station.

I

I'm constrained to realso
I'm barred

port

from

the

Little-Did'I'

Dream

school of book
writing.
This, by the
way, is a very productive
of

field

open

And

fairs I've

into

R.

casual

letters

to beauty operators,

bellhops, bookmakers, fry

cooks and others
meet the public.

who

Possibilities are unlini'

ited

and the melody goes
"Being a hotel

like this:
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man

frequently ate out, very often

I

in a little side street cafe

known

as

Ptomaine Tavern where a curly(tow-headed, black-headed,
headed
block-headed, albino-colored) young-

was earnestly trying to entertain
the guests on the saxophone (drums,
ster

piano, glockerspiel, zither, etc.)

and

Little-Did-I-Dream that one day all
the world would know him as Rudy
Vallee
(George Gershwin, Eddie
Cantor, or Dimitri Dempoulos).
only trouble here is that the boys I
knew as little punks grew up to be
big punks and whenever one of them

My

sent to the
shooting somebody
gets

penitentiary

Tm

for

not the least

surprised.

it

And, of course, not being
would be difficult for me

a doctor
to write

one of those books doctors are forever writing. This is more or less a
closed shop proposition, however, and
at

^946

Swinf

moment

the

the

field's

over-

crowded. There are so many doctors
writing books it's little wonder there's
any left practicing medicine any more.
In view of all this, you're still probably wondering why I wrote a book
in the first place.

To

be frank,

Take

Before
project

lushes

I

was driven

to

it.

a typical case.

I

in

I

started

working on

this

frequently ran into genial
bars.

The

dialogues,

like

most bar conversations, followed a
definite pattern, even though the personalities changed.
After telling me how well he knew
Harry in the old days out would come
a snapshot of his kids and before long
he'd be asking my advice on a business property he was thinking of
buying.

Finally he would say, "What's
your business, Mac?"
"Oh, I'm a writer," I would answer
vAth slight deprecation in my voice.
"Books?" he would inquire.
"No just articles and light pieces."
"But you are working on a book,"

—

he'd persist.

"No,"

I'd say, "I don't ever

intend
book."
this he would wink slyly and

to write a

At

"

"

EVERYBODY WRITES BOOKS
punch line. But when 1
would try and explain I was serious
he would look at me as though I were
wjiit for the
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agency has asked

me

to do; but she

mention of a
plot.
She
and she appre-

yavcfns outright at the

he-said-and-she-said

story

something out of Universal's script
department.

likes

fiction

ciates

how much more

"Imagine a writer not writing a
book," he would say over and over,
and then, triumphantly, "why even

they are than hacking out mange cure
pamphlets but she knows from experience it's the latter that buy the
olives and potato salad for the family

newspapermen write books."

"Some

of

my

favorite authors are

would assure him.
"In fact, I think literature would be
much better off if the book people
were put to writing obits and newspapermen were turned loose on novel
newspapermen,"

stories

soul satisfying

picnic.

Once

I

a writer, even a hack, gets

book writing frame of mind,
he graces into a painless form of cominto a

position.

Instead of sweating

the typewriter,

at

it out
doing the custo-

writing."

mary

That doesn't shut up my chum.
"Ill bet you could write books if
you put your mind to it," he would

around the house in
a tweed jacket and literary haze. He
dreams of characters, backgrounds and
situations for his book and he has all
his friends standing on one foot while
he gives them an outline. Bread-andbutter writing's forgotten while he
dreams of The Book.

— —

"Man you've got talent. Anyone can see that
"Well, thanks."
"I mean it," he would say. "And
book writing, say, there's money in
say.

Millions."

that.

He

gulps his drink

and then comes the payoff "My life
would make a book. Not a great
book maybe but a lot of people would
read it and I'll bet Hollywood would
buy it
While he's entranced by the mag'

leg

work and

research at the

library he walks

I

had three weeks of this idyllic
and then decided I'd better

existence

:

—

nitude
hat
.

My

of
.

his

biography

I

get

my

.

wife also has commented upon
my book sterility. Personally she
doesn't care whether I write a book
or not and with her endearing frankness, admits she probably would never
get around to reading it unless they
closed the rental libraries. She is a
study in absorbing interest when I
tell her about a 96-page booklet on
hemorrhoids
that
an
advertising

write the book, get it out of the house,
and then go back to writing Ten
Ways to Brighten a Room with Ivy,
Raising Chinchillas for Profit, and
How the Beautiful Model Was
Stuffed Down the Drain.

With no more preliminaries than
taking a piece of paper and inserting
it
into the typewriter I wrote a
90,000-word novel. Once

it

was

fin-

10 years younger. I was
a book writer at last. No longer must
I feel inferior to the inferior of the
ished

I felt

craft.

Unfortunately, however, there was
uneven writing in the

a good bit of
first

draft;

some characters

in

the
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hind side of the book for whom no
provision had been made in the early
chapters.

The whole

thorough

revision

job called for a
would take

that

/M<?f<;/>,

opened nestling amid

my

1946

deathless

prose.
I

found comfort, however small, in
I had held the mother

the fact that

two or three months.
I put it away and after a bit I was
closing up the tattoo parlor and going

mouse's interest

the navy. On my first leave
I couldn't bring myself to read
it.
After eating navy chow for 3
years I could stomach anything, so I

I'm no authority on mice and know
nothing of how environment affects
their lives but out of deference to my

into

home

went out

to

my

office,

which

is

100

yards or so from the house.

When I opened the desk drawer a
mouse jumped out and I was surprised
to find the manuscript chewed into
bits and five tiny mice with eyes un'

for, evidently intent

upon

getting to the finish, she had
eaten the heart out of the story.

book (of which the recent attempt is a rewrite) I do hope the little
mice grew up to be intellectual snobs
and shamelessly parade their erudi'
tion before other mice coming out of
first

homes fashioned from, say. True Story
magazine.

JUVEN ALIA
Five-ycar'old
to

make my

— "This

doll a bonnet,

world is full of disappointments, mamma;
and it's come out a pair of pants."

I

started

—

Bobby "Mamma, I have eaten my cake all up, and Charlie hasn't touched
Won't you make him share with me, so as to teach him to be generous?"

his yet.

"Whatever you
father,

suppose

I

do,

my

boy, begin at the bottom and work up."

were going to dig a well?"

"But,

QUEEN OF THE
Not even the legendary Annie Oakley
could match her with a shotgun.

by JOEL

LONGACRE

APRETTY little woJl\. man stepped to the
tiring

Grand

the

1945

American

trap-

line

at

shoot at Vandalia, Ohio.
She hunched over an old

12'gauge Winchester
pump gun and called
"p'P'P'pull!"
It

and

was

a familiar sight

call.
It meant to the
trapshooting sport that Lela Ammon
Hall, queen of the traps, was back,
firing to win her sixth North Ameri'

a familiar

can women's clay target championship.

The

five-foot-five-inch

Lela

was

running a slight fever and shaky from
months she'd spent flat on her back
in a Tucson sanitarium to overcome
tuberculosis.

She went to work slapping the
trigger of her $40 gun and on successive days she splintered 96 out of 100
of the flying discs to regain the crown.
Trapshooters everywhere said it was
fitting and proper for Lela Hall had
never known when she was licked, at
the firing line or in hospitals.
Lela is a pressure shooter, best when
the going is the toughest. That's the

way

she faced two major operations
in two years and the way she took
the news when doctors discovered

during

routine

a

that she

had

physical

checkup

tuberculosis.

From her bed in the sanitarium, she
wrote friends that she was winning
her fight to live and would be back
at the traps as good as ever. It took
time but she didn't get impatient.
Back on her feet a year later, she
began dry-handling her gun. It was
steady, tiresome Vv^ork as she slowly

regained her muscle tone and whittled her weight down to her normal
130 pounds.

The
souri,

38-year-old East Lynne, Mis-

woman

fired

rounds in two or

three practice shoots.

Her

scores

were

nothing extra. Then she underv>?ent
a check for an abdominal condition
and hurried to the 1945 Grand

American.
Lela had turned in better totals
than she did in that competition but
to the trapshooters assembled there it
was her greatest pair of days. The

30
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ivine

it.
She said she didn't
mind speaking at all but that she
thought she was taking too much
time, what with that stammer, and
please would they just forget about

thing about

her.

They

Lela

agreed.

won

women's

her

first

Grand American

She sold cold
drinks in the harvest fields around
East Lynne to get some spending
title

in 1935.

money and rode to the shoot with
other Kansas City entrants. She repeated for the next three years but
an attack of appendicitis shelved her
in 1939.

big'timers in

the

game hadn't even

expected to see her back to watch,
alone to win.

From

let

the point of view of correct

shooting style, Lela Hall does nothing
right, except to fracture the clays.
She hunches over her gun, slaps the
trigger, squints her left eye and fires
while slightly off balance. It's her
natural style.

She regained the title in 1940, lost
by one target in 1941 and then illness
kept her away until
Lela Hall learned

tliis

to

last season.

shoot

as

a

tomboy. She was the favorite child
of H. C. (Hod) Ammon when he
took to the fields around East Lynne.
Hod used to say "you have to slap
the trigger

if

you want to powder

pigeons" and Lela does just that to
this day.

Using

she has turned in such

One

runs as 284 and 359 straight clays.
For five consecutive years she was a
member of the All'American trapshooting team. There never was another woman who could match her
consistently with a shotgun, not even
the legendary Annie Oakley. With
it all, Lela is known as a real sports-

correct

it,

man.
Lela stammers slightly, making her
the trap long and drawn-out.
realist, she never lets it bother her,
though. For several years they asked
her to speak over the radio in connection with the Grand American.
Finally, she decided to do somecall at

A

of the outstanding teachers of
form at the traps cornered

Lela at the Elliott shooting park in
stomping
her
old
Kansas
City,
ground, several years ago.
"Lela, you ought to take some les?ons and smooth out that form," he
started in. "You'd raise your average
if you wouldn't do so many things
wrong."

"What was your average last year?"
she asked, her blue eyes twinkling.
He told her it had been 95.
"Mine was 97," she grinned.
"W^en you can better my average,
we'll talk about it. I'll just stick to

my own way

until then."

a

QUEBN OF THE TRAPS
As

taken those

yet, she hasn't

les-
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town of Strasburg, Misfew miles from East Lynne

in the tiny

a

sons.

souri,

Lela took her first shots at the clays
she was 15. Her mother had
forbidden her to go to a turkey shoot
but she went, anj'way. Hod Ammon
saw her and, instead of giving her the
tanning she expected, allowed her to

and about 35 miles southeast of Kan-

when

She

shoot.

won

a turkey.

Then Hod took

Many of her early trophies
mingle with the goods he has for sale

sas City.

in the

show

cases of his store.

There have been
Lela's career.

The

just
first

two guns in
was a double

gun her daddy promised her
and when she broke her first 25
straight targets.
She says she broke
24 many times before she collected

barreled

her to the old

shooting park in Kansas
Russell Elliott, himself once a

Elli-

City.

ott

Grand

if

American champion, remembers her

that gun.

that day.

It was stolen, however, and Lela
had plenty of trouble. No other gun
seemed to suit her until one day in
1934 Circuit Judge Leslie A. Bruce

"She was a

little,

stringy girl with

a freckled face and she was wearing
a gingham dress but she created a
mild sensation with her natural shoot-

ing ability," he said.

The gingham
She

prefers

dresses are gone
tailored

plainly

now.

sports

with her naturally
and trim figure,
make her an attractive and well-poised
which,

clothes

brown

curly

hair

woman.
Her hobby and her

life is

the out-

and hunting.
of them. She cares

doors, the traps, fishing

She excels

at all

nothing for cards or the niceties of
the social whirl. They bore her and

you so quite frankly.
was married when she was 21

of Pleasant Hill, Missouri, lent her
the Winchester pump. He said he'd
sell it for $40
he had other guns he

—

liked better.

She never gave it a nickname. Parts
have been worn out and replaced
faulty firing pin handicapped her on
the first day of the 1945 Grand
American but she clings to the battered old blunderbuss. It has been
copied exactly by gunsmiths but Lela

—

—

says the

new

editions just don't feel

right.

she'll tell

Lela
to

Harold Hall.

He

cessful general store

operates a succhili parlor

and

It's a tired-looking old gun and
Lela Hall was a tired little woman
when final scores for the 1945 com.petition were posted. But they're still
unbeatable as far as women shooters
are concerned.

The amiable old lady was overheard
talking to herself as she left the church
along with the crowd that had attended
services:

"If everybody else would only do as
do, and stay quietly in their seats 'til
everyone else has gone out, there woiildn't
be such a rush at the door."
I

STORY GETS THE AIR

A
We

often think of the great debt radio owes to famous literary works but
overlook or forget the fact as to what the world of letters owes to radio.
years ago a man was riding his bicycle along a lonely road in Eng'
was a foggy morning but the rider wasn't concerned with the weather.
He was trying to think of an idea for a story which the "British Weekly" had
commissioned him to write for the Christmas edition. He had only a few days
left in which to do it.
Suddenly, his worried brow cleared for an idea had
struck him and he pedaled furiously for home.
Four days later the story was
finished and when published became a success in a matter of hours. The writer's
name became a household word throughout England.

Some

land.

It

A

This
famous radio commentator in this country happened to see it.
commentator, a master of English prose and a renowned critic, was so delighted
Because of his comthat he spoke of it on his program in no uncertain terms.
ments the story was published in book form and became a best seller in a very
short time; the author became internationally famous in a matter of days.

The writer was James Hilton; the story "Good-bye Mr. Chips" and the
commentator, the late Alexander Woollcott. A wonderful combination indeed!
Without radio, however, it would have been a long, long time before the public
became aware of a new and brilliant author.

WorJi 3or Our Picturei
THE
star cf

ing

My

MORGAN MANNER
many

films for

"Christmas

in

.

.

.

Warner

Dennis Morgan,
Brothers, includ-

Connecticut" and

was grounded
enroute to Milwaukee

Co-Pilof,"

"God

Is

recently in Kansas

help celebrate
their 25th anniversary of broadcasting. From
early afternoon until his train pulled out at
midnight, Dennis was entertained by admiring
Kansas City friends in the Penthose of the
Muehlebach hotel. Dennis, whose real name is
Stanley Morner, doesn't play the piano any
City

better than you do, but isn't

to

a nice picture?
Insert is of Paul Draper, tap dance partner
of the harmonica wizard, Larry Adier, who was
it

a guest of Rosemary Howard on WHB's "Showtime" program.

DREAM GAL ... No well-regulated dream
should be without at least one such sample of
the provocative feminine touch, who in this
case is the lovely Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star.
Eve Whitney. The thought of closing the book
at this point

MAN OF

is

revolting, isn't

THE

MONTH

.

.

it?

.

J.

C.

HIgdon,

President of the Businessmen's Assurance Company and general chairman of the 1946 Red

Cross drive,

is

Swing's

"Mon

of the Month."

m

u/ma
9

MAN

6

DF THE

MONTH
ion

"Organization— that's
It

was not only what he

how he

said

it,

said

but the perfect

and
se-

which one humorous
and complemented the
other. Missouri's weekly newspaper
editors, a pretty sharp clan, were
pleasantly impressed. Here was a convention speaker jumping the old ruts.
They liked it, they liked him, and
told him so.
quence

with

story followed

Thus

the President of the Business-

men's Assurance Company, and Gen'
eral Chairman of the Red Cross Drive
for 1946 took on another host of followers and believers. That

now legion.
The barometer
don's

number

is

needle of Jay Hig-

points consistently at orFrom those dizzy days
back in 1919, when as vice-consul at
Tabriz, Iran, when he dodged bullets
life

ganization.

and brickbats through 12 revolutions,
up through the years to where he
stands now. Jay Higdon has stressed
organization. He knows what to do,
and how to tell other people what
to do so that it will be done.
Let's hear Jay tell in his own words
of those exciting months in Tabriz.
Tabriz, we experienced what
might be described as a shower of
boulders and brickbats. Large boulders

local authorities.

concerned about being hit.
"After a few days we appealed to

We

were informed

we

shouldn't be too concerned. It simply meant that the djinns had it in for
us and there was nothing we could do
except give some food to the poor.

"This didn't seem to be a very practical suggestion, so

we

didn't follow

it,

and the shower of brickbats continued.
When the shower continued we appealed to the American Consul and
guards were posted.

"One night when activities were unusually heavy, I joined the guards.
None of us could detect anyone responsible for throwing of the boulders.
"Suddenly, after about a week's
time the whole thing stopped and
peace and quiet reigned again. There
was never any satisfactory explanation
of cause, but the affect was apparent.
I am still just as baffled about the
experience as I was at the time."
He has a soft voice with a little
Missouri twist, a sparkling sense of
humor, watchful brown eyes, a profound knowledge of problems at hand,
and a compassionate understanding of
other people's problems and viewpoints.

"At

were catapulted into our garden at all
hours, day and night. One was always

it."

Since
B.

he became

M. A.

grown

associated

in 1921, the

from

three

policies in force, to

with

company has

million

dollars

two hundred and

twenty-five million this past year. Of
course Jay shuns credit, but it takes
something more than "luck" to head
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such an organization as B.
joined the

company

department,

surance

in

M. A. He

the Hfe in-

became

and specialized groups and com'

mittees.

Benefits of

more than

five million

were

Saddle and Sirloin Club, and
Country Club.

The Higdons have

secre-

tary and actuary in 1926, a vicepresident in 1931, executive vice-presi'
dent in 1944, and president in 1945.
He holds at least a dozen positions
among national life insurance, statistical

club.

the Mission Hills

Norden Research Laboratories, New
York; Mrs. Kenneth P. Knudtson,
wife of Navy Lieutenant Commander,
Charleston, S. Carolina; Kermeth, of
Kansas University, and Donald, student at Pembroke Country Day

paid to over 43,000
policyholders in 1945. It is the aim
of the company to provide complete
personal protection to as many people
as possible at lowest possible cost.

School.

Moreover, policy premiums go right

stops

dollars

to

work earning

interest to reduce the

original cost to policyholders.

Higdon

from the
5927 Grand Avenue,
Kansas City, to Indianapolis where
Phi
he was born March 20, 1897.
Beta Kappa graduate from the Uni'
versity of Texas in 1917, he married
Aimee Vanneman, daughter of Dr.
present

history goes back

home

at

A

W.

S. Vanneman, Presbyterian mis'
sionary to Iran, on August 17, 1918.
Soon after he was in the army, teaching radio at an aviation school at
Austin, Texas. Lieutenant Higdon
also did special investigation work in
wireless at Columbia University.

He

is

a

member

of the Advertising
club, the Amer-

and Sales Executives
ican Legion,

area

Boy Scouts of America

council,

finance

committee.

The
daily

Second Presbyterian church.

Other
City

Kansas
(Mercury)

activities include the

Club,

the

Lions

entire

life

surroundings

of

his

are as neat, orderly and or-

ganized as Jay Higdon himself. He
knows the cop on the corner, and
to

talk

often.

His employees

are relaxed, friendly and cordial, and
you can pretty near always find Jay

Higdon at his desk and ready to hear
your problem. Demands on his time
as a public speaker are terrific, but

he manages to get in as

many

as

he

can.

As for occasional golf. Jay says he
can hold his own with Elmer Pierson,
Swing's Man of the Month for February, but that's about all. Of course
Elmer might have something to say
about that, too.
Right now. Jay would rather talk
other subject. He
an opportunity
to do collectively, what they would
like to do individually. He considers
Red Cross one of his greatest of all

Red Cross than any
believes

it

gives people

humanitarian causes.

Chamber of Commerce; Conservatory
of Music, vice-chairman of the Housing Authority, Y. M. C. A. board
of directors, and a member of the

children.

five

William E., AAF, Holyoke,
Mass.; Robert V., research engineer,
Pvt.

a

Jay would like to have you go on
word visit to the Red Cross chapter

headquarters at
feels

of the

more

222

W.

11th.

He

certain that the responsibilities

1946 drive will be felt even
than they arc now.

deeply
Shall we go?

MAN

OF THE

SUPPOSE

that a great fire were to
sweep one of the residential sections of Kansas City, who would be

there first? The fire department, of
course.
Yes, but right behind would be the
disaster squad of the Jackson County

Red

Cross

nurses,

chapter

stretchers,

with
aid

first

doctors,

equip-

ment, field hospitals, field kitchens,
and every conceivable kind of equip-

ment for the relief of human misery.
But suppose that it was a major
disaster, something with which the
Jackson County Chapter was unable
to cope immediately? Within hours
would come relief and reinforcements
from St. Joseph, Des Moines, St.
Louis and other places far and near.
The American Red Cross is, and always has been right on the job to rehum.an suffering in peace,
war, and in time of disaster.
lieve

in

To

carry on this program for 1946,
the Jackson county Red Cross chapter needs $595,000. Certainly not a
wartime budget, but sufficient to
carry on a program that would meet
any emergency that might come up.
Of this amount, a percentage goes to
the state and national chapters, but
the bulk of it stays right here.
Millions of servicemen are on their
another two million or
so more will remain in the armed
forces even after this major demobili-

way home, but

zation period.
to continue

its

Red Cross

is

pledged

assistance in services

to these active servicemen

and women.

All but the actual administrative
and operative work in Red Cross is
contributed by men and women of
America. If it were not for this voluntary system of giving, it would be
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impossible to carry on a program even
as large or far-reaching.

one fourth

Part of the budget money this year
finance the operation of
16 chapter branches.

will go to

Then

there

is

the

camp and

hospital

committee, which among other duties
attends to the needs of the Wadsworth Veterans hospital. Rays of light
and hope are sent into the sick bays
at this and other Veterans' hospitals
with books, gifts, games and other
items to help disabled veterans pass
the long and heavy hours.

Four hundred and

fifty cookies a

week baked and packed by
and distributed

girls

hospital through the
be,

school

at each veterans'

Red Cross can

and are being handled regularly

with

only

volved.

many

If

others,

administrative

such

a

had

to

costs

project,

in-

among

be financed com-

mercially, or through taxation,

it

prob-

would not be done at all.
The Disaster Committee of the
Jackson county chapter saw action at
four large fires, two plane crashes
and one flood during the past year.
In each case aid and reUef came from
the disaster stock on hand, and not
from government, private or other
sources, or financed by taxation. Practice alerts are held regularly, and the
group is ready to move into the wake
ably

of any disaster.

Then

there is the first aid, water
and accident prevention squads
which are kept busy constantly. The
life guard who watches over your
safety

in the pool, holds a Red
Cross life saving certificate. He or
she volunteered their own time to
learn life saving from an instructor

children
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who, very
her

own

likely,

volunteered his or

The home nursing program is still
very much alive. Many wives of servicemen beginning married life with
their new homes and families, can obtain this training. It is open to others,

The course includes practical care
of the sick, and enables doctors to
give instructions over the telephone
that can be understood and carried
out. The Red Cross believes that to
maximum community
insure
the
health, one person in each family
should know the fundamentals of
home nursing as taught by the Red
too.

Cross.

Many

and

difficult are the prob-

lems of the Home Service department. They handle emergency furloughs, assist in filling out government forms, handle requests for de-

pendency discharges, transient

mili-

tary problems, lost pocketbooks, sick
babies, distressed wives of service-

men, loans and financial assistance,
and the housing problems, among
others. During the year 50,460 servicemen and women received assistance, while 14,897 veterans and 2,940
civilians were served.

Other categories of
Junior

Red

motion, administration, canteen corps,

home

time.

service include

Cross, nurse recruitment,
and pro-

nutrition, public information

nurses

service
aide,

corps,

personnel

motor

corps,

recruitment,

production corps, staff assistance, and

many

others.

What

Kansas City and all America
Red Cross donations
this year can best be judged by what
the Red Cross did last year. Here is
a recapituation Thirty-three workers
lost their lives in service; $83,000,000
worth of food packages, medical and
food supplies sent to prisoners of war;
messages and inquiries
1,300,000
handled; 3,700 field directors serving
with troops; maintained 350 clubs in
leave areas; enrolled 20,000,000 in
Junior Red Cross; served 52,000,000
meals in Red Cross clubs; provided
50,000 tons of food for foreign relief;
provided 8,500,000 beds for
weary warriors; gave 400,000 globuwill get for their

:

lin

500

protection from measles, and sent
field representatives to maintain

with the people of America.
Milton C. Tainter, manager of the
Jackson county chapter, summed up
the work of the Red Cross in this
liaison

way:

"With

the glamour of the

war

pe-

riod passed, the noise of celebration

faded, our servicemen, veterans and
know the true meaning

their families,

of our motto: 'Red Cross has served,
"
is serving, and will always serve.'

—
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GLAND?

Are you thymo-centric, little teeth,
md do your trousers look like slacks
by BOB RICHARDSON

on a gal? Or are you post-pituitary?

Pansy Elvira
YOUNG
Smythe has just

lic library and studied up
on endocrinology. Endo-

moved to Kansas City
from Beatup, Missouri.
She is pretty, intelligent
and just 19. She has a
good job and her soul is

crinology is a dreadfully
complicated business concerning the glandular

makeup
women.

Yet, life ofuntroubled.
fers her one perplexing problem
v^'hom should she choose to marry?
In these days of man-shortage, hus'

band hunting might be a tough

as-

But
signment for the average girl.
Pansy isn't average. Her trouble is
too many suitors, all taking her out
to the best places in town and showering her with proposals of marriage.
She

is

flattered,

criminating

but she

is

also dis-

—she doesn't want to grab

the first offer; otherwise she

would

married Marmaduke Prudd,
owner of Prudd's Groceries and Notions back in Beatup.

have

So what to do? Did Pansy trust to
Did she select her husband-tobe by eenie, meenie, minie, moe? Did
luck?

she write to

and

in general; but,

Jill.

Yes, sir, the study of man's glands
has progressed to the point that the
blushing maid and dashing young man
need no longer trust to by-guess-andby-gum when choosing a mate. Indeed, if the science of endocrinology
progresses much further, our grandchildren may court each other with
such unseemly remarks as: "Let me
see

your teeth." Or: "Do you blush
Or: "Do you perspire free-

easily?"

ly?"

The young man may demand

strand of the

young
hair

lady's

— not

to

press lovingly

In-

in a favorite

stead, she

book; but to
measure with
a micrometer

rushed to the
nearest pub-

mankind

Pansy, you will learn a lot about
the personality of human beings, too,
from this devastating means of
searching into the tickings of Jack

Dorothy
did not!

put you
and make you
will

like

Dix?

No, Pansy

men and

sleep

to

suspicious of

of
It

a

—
^2
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determine

to

and

its

The

Mike

relative thickness

his girl friend's personality trend.

height, the weight, the forma'

tion of the skeleton, the texture of

is

the adrenal type.

Mike

is

and has dark red hair which
is coarse, stiff and curly, and which
grows low on his forehead. Mike's
freckled

the hair, skin

teeth are strong, but sUghtly discol-

the

ored

nose,

teeth,

in

and nails, the shape of
development of the
short, the whole body de'
the

pends on the gland activity. And, just
surely, the personaHty is greatly

as

influenced by glands.
In determining personality by gland
analysis, there are four primary colors
of human pigment from which to
paint the entire personality canvas.
It should be emphasized, however,
that there are no "pure" types in en'
docrinology; there are merely domi'

nants around which the body
personality) chemistry swings.
four basic types are:

The

(Adrenal glands

(1) Adrenal.
dominant.)
(2)

(and

Pituitary.

(Pituitary gland

dominant.)

dom-

gland dominant.)

Remember, there are innumerable
and combinations springing

shades

from these four types, but

by

it

is

pos-

determine personality trends
physical

certain

characteristics

dominating gland.
Expert endocrinologists can very
nearly determine a stranger's personthat

tip

the

off

ality trend in a glance.

To

illustrate, let

had four boy
represented

lion

us suppose Pansy

friends, each of

whom

gland type.
Upon investigation of their endocrine
makeup, Pansy could observe something like this about each of them:
a

definite

and

is

likely to settle hia street

with other males by
punching them in the face with great
force and frequency. On the other
differences

hand, his quick, resourceful intelligence enables him to act quickly in
emergencies to "think on his feet."

—

late Lieut.

Gen. George

S.

Pat-

ton was likely a strong adrenal type.
a pre- pituitary. Frankwith a well-developed
strong frame and good muscular structure. His feet and hands are large,
his knuckles large and the backs of his
hands and forearms covered with
crisp hair.
Franklin's eyebrows arc
thick, his forehead high and broad,
his nose broadish and long, his jaw
prominent.
His teeth are large,
square and white; there is a small
spacing between the upper middle inFrankhn is very intelligent
cisors.
and, with proper educational guidance
and environment, may become the

Franklin

Thymo-centric. (Thymus

sible to

extremely aggressive, speaks loudly
and laughs loudly. He is brave as a

The

(3) Thyroid. (Thyroid gland
inant.)
(4)

(reddish-brown tint), with remarkably strong canines. He has great
energy, vigor and persistence. He is

lin

is

is

tall,

controlled genius type.

He

is

rational

and, for intelligent, thoughtful courage, is the bravest type man.

Ac

AIN'T LOVE GLAND?
cording to Dr. Louis Bcrman, cmi'
nent endocrinologist, twenty-three of
thirty-four winners of the Congressional

Medal of Honor

nary bravery in

for extraordi-

World War

I

exhib-

ited definite pre-pituitary signs.

Men

Gary Cooper, Abraham Lincoln
and George Bernard Shaw belong to
like

this

(When

type.

gland

overactive,

is

the pre-pituitary
such giants as

Primo Camera are the

the thyroid type. Jack is
of the party; he's a live-wire,

Jack
the

result.)

is

life

bubbling with vitality and personality.

Everybody likes Jack. He is lean and
wiry, with cleancut features. His hair
is glossy, thick and wavy; his eyelashes thick and long. The most distinctive feature of Jack's person are
Jack is the
kind who catches on quickly, and has
a fast comeback for any remark.
tireless, restless energy keeps him on
the go all the time. He frequently
lies awake nights, but this doesn't
bother him, for he needs little sleep.
Jack is sensitive and likely to become
upset over a trivial remark. Actors,
his large, brilliant eyes.

A

and other public figures who
betray symptoms of "temperament"
belong to this category. Percy Shelley
seems to have been a thyroid type.
singers

Then
centric.

walks

there

is

make

other people

decisions for

and push him around.

If

him

presented
become a

opportunity, he may
His type is easily adapted to
that profession, since they have so
little genuine regard for the opposite
sex.
However, with strong support
from another gland, thymo-centrics

the

gigolo.

may become

and little-underOscar Wilde is believed to have been a thymo-centric.
brilliant

stood geniuses.

should be pointed out that there
other gland-dominants, most of
them too grotesque to be considered.
However, there is one fairly common
type that should be mentioned. He is
the post-pituitary man. Domineering
(It

are

women

should be interested, because
most henpecked of men, the
classic browbeaten mate to the Carrie
he's the

Nation wife.
chubby and

He

is

will

short,

round and

develop a paunch

his hands and feet are
head looks too large for his
His manner is placid, kindly

early in

life;

small, his

body.

and gentle. He is greatly influenced
by cyclic periods of activity, feminine
in

character

what makes
though the

—the

post-pituitary

woman womanly,
post- pituitary man is
a

is

al-

not

Freddie, the thymo-

Freddie is fairly
with the grace of

tall

a

and
ballet

His hair is silky; his teeth
and translucent; his eyes
blue and babyish. His hands are soft
and long. Freddie's complexion is
creamy, with little hair on his face;
his chin is weak; his mouth underdeveloped. His trousers look on him
like slacks on a girl.
Freddie lets
dancer.

small, thin

normally effeminate in the popular

meaning of the word. Therefore, he
almost abnormally attracted to the
rhythms of music and poetry. Some
of our greatest composers, musicians
and poets belong to this group.)
is

—
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After making these observations
and armed with such a slather of academic knowledge. Pansy has a good
slant on which man she might choose
for a husband.

In

Mike

she

would get a

hustler

who would always bring home the
bacon, but who might get a little tiresome

with

his

aggressive,

lord-of-

However, Mike is
no crass dummy; he's as smart as he
is tough (disproving the low-forehead
conception of intelligence) and might
prove to be a thoughtful, though
creation attitude.

,

dominating husband.
Franklin seems to be the masculine
from both the feminine and
male viewpoint. He would be steady,
without being dull; brilliant of mind,
without violent displays of temperament, and a good lover, without
straying from home.
ideal,

As

for Jack, he's the epitome of

the line:

"You may have been a head-

you never were a bore." He
would keep Pansy interested one way
or the other; but he also would give
her a lot of anxious moments with his
moods and flights of temperament
and an eye that seems trained to follow a good-looking girl down the
ache, but

street.

Pansy would,

in time, just merely

feel sorry for Freddie.

which man did Pansy
Mike, Franklin, Jack or
Freddie? Nary one of them! By the
time she waded through volumes of
lore on endocrinology, morphology,

Oh,
marry?

yes,

psychology, anthropology, and so on, one of her glands
went out of kelter and Pansy suffered
a change in personality. So she went

constitutional

back to Beatup, Missouri, and married
Marmaduke Prudd of Prudd s Groceries

and Notions.

STARS SHINE
But the second time they

Dwice

visited

crippled childrens' school there

no photographers along.

miere

NEWSPAPER
raphers,

reporters, photog-

and

radio

newsmen

had a big time recently photograph'
ing and interviewing Randolph Scott,
Ann Dvorak, Rhonda Fleming and
others in the movie party who visited
Kansas City in the interests of the

away

alone

DeLano School for Crippled Children.
for a secret return visit to the

If

you'll

pardon

Pat, the story

is

us.

We

want the

as the teachers

kids

saw you that day.

The

Randy and

too good to keep.

you

ever

follows

in

F.

the

MaGILL

wake

of

The next day things had fallen
back into the usual routine at DeLano when one of the teachers "Paul
Revered" the news through the
Randolph Scott was in
and was coming

the building again

But they missed the biggest story
all when Randolph Scott and his

wife, Pat Stillman, slipped

that

GEORGE

Hollywood.

school that

Infantile Paralysis campaign.

of

by

rest of the folks to sec

and the crippled

to

all

of Randolph Scott
and the movie party to the DeLano
School was an official
publicity
jaunt, accompanied by the flashing
of camera bulbs, carefully prepared
interviews read from script into
microphones, and all the fanfare of
a movie public appearance.
half
hour radio program was broadcast
from the stage of the School auditorium. The stars entertained the
children,
signed autograph books,
saw the physiotherapy equipment, the
classrooms and the playrooms and
everybody was happy in the white
light of movie glamour and publicity

A

He

was!

He

did!

porters, camera men, and all the rest
and had come back to really get ac-

quainted. They visited every room
and every teacher and talked with

every child that could

The

first visit

the rooms.

Touched by what he had seen the
day before, he and Mrs. Scott had
slipped away from the gang of re-

talk.

Safety Council of the school

was having a meeting and Randy
tended

it.

He

at-

told the kids the safe

way

to fall off a horse, as if any of
them could even get on a horse, much
less fall off of one. But they loved it
and him.
.

.

.

Next,

they

took

Randy

to

the

Tower, the upstairs room where the
kindergarten is, little folks five years
and, of course, all twisted and
crippled in one way or another. You
really have to be able to take it to
visit there.
But the teacher, Miss
Davies, is one of those people and
she really makes the sun shine for her
unfortunate little charges. She has a
old
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little Scotty dog, Lulu Belle,
who
comes to school every day and con-

eiders

part

herself

which she
in a wheel

of

the

faculty,

Lulu Belle loves to ride
chair. She keeps everybody

is.

laughing. You just can't be downhearted or think too much about
yourself while she's wagging around.

They have
those
in

in the

Tower one

wishing wells which

the

Paralysis

Infantile

we

of
used

campaign
would be

and Miss Davies thought it
nice to drop their pennies in the well
and make a wish with Randolph
Scott. One httle guy hobbled up to
put in his money. He stopped and
looked mutely at the teacher. He
couldn't

make

couldn't

talk.

cases, his vocal

a

wish

One

of

because
the

he

spastic

chords paralyzed.

Miss Davies knows how to boost
them over hurdles like that. In her
hearty manner she said to another
little fellow, "George, why don't you
help a guy out? Don't you want to
help Jimmie make his wish?"
So George grinned, mounted his
crutches, and stumped up to the well.

The

He

took hold of Jimmie 's hand, and
while Jimmie dropped in the pennies
one by one, his pal made the wish:
"I wish that he can talk."

And Randolph Scott, athlete and
movie star, sun-tanned hero of a
hundred horse operas, who has sailed
the celluloid seas with
"Captain
Kidd" and shot it out with the desperadoes of "Abilene Town"
stood there in a school room with
.

tears streaming

He

down

.

his face.

wasn't acting a scene now, he

was seeing

life

.

.

.

the ugliness and

tragedy of it and the subHme
beauty of the human spirit that can
rise above it.
the

A

day or two

another
their

how

later, the school got
a personal letter from
movie star friend, saying

thrill,

new

grateful he

was for the opporwas
special showing of

tunity of visiting them, that he

arranging for a

his latest movie release at the school
and that he would see to it that it was
a real party, topped off with all the
ice cream everybody could eat.

antique dealer was trying to sell an old violin.
"on which Nero played while Rome
is the very fiddle," he said,
was burning."
"But," objected the customer, "that is a mvth."
"Well, didn't I say so?" said the dealer. "The name of Myth used to be
on the case, but it's so old it's got worn off."
"TTiis

.

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
Showman

artist

not of

who

like

it,

on Broadway, but
more

an ex-college football

performer and the composer share,
the spotlight of curiosity

and acclaim: Marilyn Miller in
Jerome Kern's Sunny, Helen Morgan
in Kern's Sweet Adeline. The libret'
tist and lyricist are the forgotten or,
at least, overlooked men, even when
they are one man and he is capable of
writing a libretto like that of
Boat and in it such a lyric as:
Fish gotta swim.
Birds gotta fly,
I've gotta love
One man till I die

.

.

Show

.1

Odd as it now seems, Oscar Hammerstein II, the librettist-lyricist of
those three musicals
and, before
that, of Wild Flower, J^ew Moon,
Desert Song, Rose Marie
arrived
fully in the public eye only in 1943

—

—

with Oklahoma! and

HUTCHENS

Carmen

Jones

craftsman, sometimes successful, sometimes not, and at his best an artist.
Even a non-Broadwayite could quote
the tricky lyrics of Ira Gershwin or
Cole Porter and ascribe their authorship correctly, but Hammerstein's
was a name coupled vaguely, if at
all, in the casual theatregoer's memory
with those of Kern, Sigmund Romberg, Vincent Youmans or whoever
was the composer with whom he
might be working. This was the more
mysterious because, you would have
said, the best of his lyrics were certainly as memorable as those of his
more sophisticated contemporaries;
more so, perhaps, because their appeal, like those of Stephen Foster, is
to the heart, where the folksong lives.

Nevertheless
that first

it

made

0\lahoma!

aware of one who had been writing
the words of hit songs and the books

and, last spring, Carousel; and this

of

more than twenty

had always been a careful

was

the public generally

despite the fact, well known to an
appreciative, professional Broadway,
that he

K.

star.

THE bright and usually tinsel
INworld
of the musical shows the
as a rule,

JOHN

by

at 50 looks

II

long-lived

musical

comedies

years.

for

If there is

a mild irony in this there is also, obviously, a reason: here was no pro-

—
48

tvtnf

duction tailored to the talents of a
particular star but a fully integrated
musical play, with a stout narrative
of its own, whose people had a life
apart from the personalities of its
players,

whose

lyrics

and music (by

Richard Rodgers) told a

story.

To

a

degree Hammerstein and Kern had
achieved this in

Show

Boat,

Sweet

Adeline and Music in the Air; but
Hammerstein, at least, had not hither'
to been concerned in any musical so
organically conceived (Even Show
Boat paused for "specialty numbers.")
The play, at last, was the thing, even
in the song-and-dance business. Some-

new had come

thing

to a depart-

ment of Broadway where convention had long ruled, where a
reasonably experienced audience
was accustomed to being as little
surprised as the patrons of the
Metropolitan Opera House.

knew

Broadway

this,

on

that

night of O\\ahoma!,
when the curtain had scarcely
risen before the young cowboyhero came out to sing one of the
show's most appealing songs. By

opening

all

standards of musical show procedure
it is

against the rules to introduce a

tune thirty seconds after the performance has started. In O\lahoma!
it set the mood of the play and the

hit

audience,

it

was

a positive factor in

the dramatic pattern, and

it

has been

so ever since.

An
that

utterly modest

workman (and

probably has something to do

his lack of public renown),
Hammerstein disclaims credit as an innovator. There have been, he points

with

1

March, 1946

musicals before The
for instance, and the
Gilbert and Sullivan works. But they

out,

cohesive

Merry "Widow,
were

essentially

with

operettas,

all

that that implies of rigid convention.

In 0\lahoma!, Carousel and

whether he admits

Jones,

it

Carmen
or not,

he has developed a musical play that
is at least on nodding terms with theatrical realism. For, as he also obthe distinction is enormous
between the musical play, on one
hand, and the musical comedy and
operetta on the other. Apart from
structural
and production differserves,

ences,

the dialogue of the musical
play approximates living speech;
in musical comedy and operetta
it
is a
caricature or fantastic
heightening of speech, a series
of cues for the songs that carry
the burden of such emotion as
may be lurking in the piece.
Having written his share of
them, Hammerstein, does not
scorn the operetta. He is grateful for the training he received
there; he might even return to
form, Broadway being an un-

predictable place.

The

point

is,

just

now, that as a writer he has gone
beyond it by the margin between,
say, the lush romance of Rose Marie
and the vivid immediacy of Carmen
Jones. Or, as he says: "In the operetta

you do as much as possible with songs,
you speak as little as possible." But
in a musical play like Oklahoma! a
writer writes. Although he must always be thinking of the song that
ends a scene, and must be as careful
as any playwright not to repeat, he
XJ

1

1

— ——

—

—

OSCAR HAMMBRSTEIN
nevertheless
has
room to build
character and situation. In the earlier

days Hammerstein wrote the libretto
first, then the lyrics; now he writes
them together, the speech and the
lyrics and the composer's music subtly
balancing one another. When that
happens the dialogue, if it would not
actually stand alone (and of course
it is not meant to), has a power and
impact of its own, as in any one of
Hammerstein's three recent great successes.
He is not writing musical
comedy or operetta when, in the last
moments of Carmen Jones, he transforms Carmen's death outside the
bullring to a

murder outside

a prize-fight arena:

.

I'll

kill

wistful allegory;

through

me now

Negro.
vehicle.

Joe.

Kill

me, den!

mc

For de

las'

dat

ten-cent

las'

ring

Kill

time

you

Here's

.

give

me

Da's de end of you!

You

—

bitch! You gimme love
den
right in front of my eyes! Y'ain'
never goin' to do dat to no man againlj
Joe.

you

kill it

It is beside the point, I think, that

of Hammerstein's three latest
works was an adaptation O\lahoma!
from Lynn Riggs' Green Crow the
Lilacs,
Carousel
from
Molnar's

each

Carmen Jones very freely indeed from the Meilhac-Halevy Carmen. In each, Hammerstein, as libretLiliom,

was working creatively (although
he was quick to say that in 0\la'
tist,

Jones, shot

None

of them was a starring
Each had a strong "story

probable terms of a Broadcharade. It is significant that while some of his
librettos date, the best of
them endure, certain of the
old ones turning up on
municipal opera schedules
around the country twentyodd years after their origBroadway productions; and that
less than seven shows to which he
contributed book and lyrics have
more than a year in New York

way

time

store

Carmen

a

A story line. Even as a neophyte
Hammerstein believed that the book
and lyrics of a musical show would
do well to make sense, if
only in the somewhat im-

go!

Carmen. For de

with

line."

arms!

or let

of Riggs' Hnes

counterpart of its
original's freight of gypsy doom, v^as
a moving tragedy of the American

you!

Carmen.

many

0\lahoma! became a
sunny story of a young land; Carousel, retaining the wonder of Liliom,
added a bouncing humor to Molnar's

Carmen. Lemme go!
Joe. You come wid me or
or

left

untouched).

.

rollin' in his

49

II

homa! he

Joe. I ain't goin' to let you
go!
Ain't goin' to have no
man laughin' at me while you
.

a

inal

not
has

—

run
one-man record and almost

self-evi-

dent proof of his contention that a
musical must have a story and that
the story must have a heart.

had, of course, his failures
(a

"flop"

never

He

has

Rainbow

satisfactorily

ex-

Broadway historians).
Sunny River, Very Warm for May,
Free for All, East Wind. Not only
by

plained

does he not forget them; he chooses
to learn

for

from them. Of Very "Warm
for example, he remarks.

May,

I

—

:

March, 1946

S.

^0

—

"I was trying to be someone else
was trying to imagine what would
be popular. When you do that, you're
cooked." Hollywood, Hammerstein
thinks, was partly responsible, though
he is more inclined to blame himself

than Hollywood. The idea of turning in a quota of material on a weekly
salary, the material to be passed upon
by a battery of executives, depressed
an individualist from the theatre.
But, worse than that, in the Nineteen'
Thirties when he was in the celluloid
El Dorado, he lost touch with the
stage; and this really threatened his
career, because "something mysterious

happens to you when you get away."
The barren spell was broken by only
one show he liked, the Kern-Ham'
merstein Music in the Air (1933),
which had a loyal public too small,
however, to carry it at the box office.
In 1943, after another fairly dismal
Holl^^ood session, he joined forces
with Richard Rodgers, the musical
member of the prolific team of
Rodgers and Hart, which had recently
been dissolved by the death of Hart.
The authorship of two solid "smashes"

—Oklahoma!

and

Carousel

— was

under way.
This partnership has been, one sus'
good thing for both parties.
Rodgers' music, always bright and
charming, took on a new richness,
forsaking its
gay and sometimes
shallow inventiveness for a wider
sweep, a deeper, more compelling
melodic line; Hammerstein's lyrics,
seldom merely competent even in his
lesser shows, acquired a new simpli'
city when he was writing in the near
ballad form, as in Oklahoma! a new
and defter humor and dramatic sense
pects, a

,

when he was telling a story in song,
as in Carmen Jones. Even his lyrics
and their romantic
for Show Boat

—

now

almost a part of American
folk music
do not match the haunt'
ing lyricism of the lovely opening
song of Oklahoma!
lilt is

—

—

All

the

sounds of the earth are

like

music
All the sounds of the
music.
The breeze is so busy

earth
it

are

like

don't miss a

tree

And

a ol'

wecpin' wilier

is

laughin* at

me!

Oh, what a beautiful mornin',
Oh, what a beautiful day.
got a beautiful feelin'
Ev'rythin's goin' my way
I

.

.

.•

same play, what would
be soulful romance in an operetta is
a quizzically comic yet moving love

And,

in the

song:
Don't praise my charm too much,
Don't look so vain with me,
Don't stand in the rain with me,
People will say we're

Or

in love!

.

.

.4

he can be both amusing and
vivid, as when
in Carmen Jones
he is fitting new words to die Ha'
banera
Love's a baby dat grows up wild
An' he don" do what you want him to.

—

—

Love ain' nobody's angel child
An' he won' pay any mind to you
I tol' you truly,

.

.

.

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
you dat's dc end of you!
your love-bird decides to fly
Dere ain' no door dat you c'n close.
She jus' pecks you a quick good-bye
An' flicks de salt from her tail, an'

II

would not write
Hne for a year during which he
would learn about the working theatre
as an assistant stage manager. "The
best advice I ever got," he calls it
now; and very hkely it was. For,
while an author no nearer to Broadway than Seattle may write an ac'
ceptable play, the musical show is a
complex affair drawing on many
sources and demanding an intimate
working knowledge of stage mechanics.
Hammerstein acquired it
then, and it has stood him in fine

If I love

the condition that he

When

a

goeslj

Now

at

50,

Hammerstein writes

than he once did, although
he was never facile. He is more self'
critical than he was, the standards
Hamhe has set himself are higher.
merstein libretto and its lyrics are
six months in the writing, and even
then he must work in the solitude of
a Pennsylvania farm, away from the
interruptions of Times Square. For
the great Oscar Hammerstein's grand'
son is on Broadway but not of it,
in the usual Broadway sense. In appearance he is more the ex-college
football player than a man who has
spent his life in the frenetic atmos'
phere of the footlights. The fact is,
despite his theatrical heritage, he was
a long time in getting around to the
theatre at all. He had always wanted
to write, but not specifically for the
stage. His fabulous grandfather played
no part whatever in his life, except
to give him a lasting distrust of grand
opera, into which the Hammerstein
less easily

A

ever since as author,

stead

there.

What
comes to
century

a

story

in a quarter of a

painstaking,

methodical

man who

poet. It does not

happen

on

miracles.

(vaudeville) for the great Oscar, did
not want Oscar II to go into the show

this:

practical theatre

fortunes

were forever disappearing.
William Hammerstein,
who managed the Victoria Theatre

Hammerstein

the
is

worker has become the leading showman-artist in his field of the American theatre, the fine example of the

His

father,

director

and producer. He does not overlook,
however, the education he acquired
subconsciously from his youthful,
weekly attendance at the Victoria,
where he learned the fine art of timing from the vaudevillians he watched

a

street

accustomed

is

also a

often, even
to

minor

(Reprinted with permission from
Theatre Arts).

From "Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man o'
Mine," Show Boat; copyright T. B. Harms
1

nor did the young man
decide to do so until after he got his
B.A. and his law degree at Columbia
and spent a year in a New York
law office.

business,

Then

the theatrical talent belatedly

He

asked his uncle, Arthur
Hammerstein, the musical comedy
producer, for a job, and got it on

emerged.

Co.
2

3

Carmen Jones, published by Alfred Knopf.
From "Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin',"

O\lahoma;

copyright

Williamson Music,

Inc.
4

From "People Will Say We're

0\lahoma;

copyright

in Love,"

Williamson

Music,

Inc.
B

From "Dat's Love," Carmen

right

Williamson Music, Inc.

]ones: copy-

THE
teenth

police

memorial statue at Fifand the Pasec

Street

We

are
stands as a daily reminder.
often prone to remember only those
police

who have

issued

us

traffic

tickets, forgetting the

members of the

who have

given their lives

department

community.
memorial to all those

in the protection of the

The

statue, a

What

lAJonclerA

Man Hath Wrought!
VI

slain in the line of duty, was designed
by Robert Merrill Gage. It depicts

a stalwart officer holding a baby in
one arm. Protection of children is one
of the chief duties of the department,

and indeed it is fortunate that chil'
dren have this strong arm to support
and protect them. Most children come
into this world under a terrific handi'

The moment they

cap.

are born, rela-

on each side of the family gather
to look them over and diagnose their
characteristics. Comments usually run
tives

something

like this:

"He's got his father's ears." (His
are his father's most sensitive

ears

point.)

"He has his Uncle Harry's well
shaped head."
"His brow's a Hogan through and
through."
His eyes belong to Aunt Belleau."
"His mouth is surely Uncle Joe's."
"I'm sure he has his grandma's
nose."

"The way he

the bottle is
(This is intended
as a joke. Uncle Will being the famhits

surely Uncle Will."
ily lush.)

Only grandfather

rates a compari-

(Editor's J^ote: In this sixth of his series of articles on statuary. William
P. Rowley, who soon will place on the mar\et his remarkable radar device
to detect and deflect singing soap commercials, treats with the Police Memorial
statue at Fifteenth Street and the Paseo. Professor Rowley is an authority on
police methods and procedure. Anyone seeJ^ing verification of the fact can
find ample evidence on the blotters of the Kansas City police department.)

WHAT WONDERS MAN HATH WROUGHT!
son on teeth, neither having auny.
When the comparisons subside the
poor infant's features are distributed

among members

of the

two

families to

without a
one of his own.
It's a good thing the poor child has
a friend in the Kansas City police de'

such an extent he

is

left

single

partment. He really needs one.
The Fifteenth and Paseo memorial
should cause us all to remember that

53

the lot of the policeman

is

not an

easy one.
So the next time you hear a siren
and pull over to the curb, remember
the lot of the police is a trying one.
Ten minutes later that same officer
may be shooting it out with a pair of
desperadoes.
And sometimes the police lose. The
police memorial is a tribute to the

men who

lost.

MERCY DRUGS
bucket
ONE
keen,

of cow's blood, one bundle of decayed sweet clover and
minds share credit for the development of two lifcsaving
and a vitamin K aspirin tablet.
It all started when a Wisconsin farmer asked help of the University
were his cows bleeding to death? What was
of Wisconsin scientists.
the mystery which caused the bossns' to die shortly after feeding?
It didn't take Dr. Karl Paul Link of the biochemistry department long
When put
to discover the white crystalline substance in the spoiled hay.
through tests it was found that this substance (salicylic acid) contained an
anti-coagulating agent which had caused the excessive bleeding.
So the
farmer's problem was solved by merely changing his cows* diet.
Then it occurred to the Badger state scientists that if they could isolate
and synthesize this mysterious substance it might prove valuable in the
prevention of blood clotting.
packet of the substance was forwarded to
the Mayo Clinic, Rochester. They found the substance
dicumarol helpful
in the prevention of blood clotting in trombosis, embolism and similar cases.
The second discovery grew out of the first. Dr. Link and his research
assistant knew that salicylic acid is one of the active ingredients in aspirin.
So could aspirin be used to slow up the blood clotting processes? Link and
his scientists began experimenting.
As the maid in Link's home had for sometime been bothered with vie
lent nosebleeds, Link suggested that she eliminate the aspirin she had been
taking in heavy doses. The nose bleeds ceased.
Link now began a series of "guinea pig" experiments on himself. Taking
aspirin week after week, he found that only four to six five-grain tablets
were required to make his blood clot more slowly, but that an occasional
or limited number of aspirin caused no ill effects.
Continuing his research, Link discovered the hemorrhagic effects of
aspirin could be controlled by administering vitamin K.
This in turn led
to a new combination tablet
aspirin plus vitamin K. In this tablet, aspirin
performs its usual pain-killing function while the vitamin
aids clotting
to assure against hemorrhage.
scientific

drugs —-dicumarol

Why

A

—

—

—

K

—John Warington.

benign approval of the mayor's Democratic
machine better known as the Kelly-Nash

—

Who

Further, the "Boys
that this was called "the
little black bag ordinance" and intimate
that some money may have changed hands.
organization.

Know"

allege

All this has recently become very embarrassing to the brass hats in the city hall.
How were they to know, "way back in
1937, that the mayor would become the
friend of the veterans
and that veterans
would want to go into the taxicab business?
Returning G.I.'s formed the Chicago Veteran's Taxicab Company
and promptly
discovered there were no licenses available.

—

—

Yellow and Checker had them all, and,
what's more, intended to keep them all. No
more could be issued except to Yellow
and Checker.
The veterans put G.I. heat on the city
council; the Yellow and Checker companies
sobbed aloud to the public in a series of
inept newspaper ads. Practically everybody,
after reading them, decided it would be an
excellent idea to give the boys a chance.
In the first dash between "big business"
and the veterans, the latter group won the

—

by

NORT JONATHAN

first

There has been some talk around town

Mayor Edward J. Kelly is
splendid fellow and the Great White
Father of all Chicago servicemen and veterans. The boys around the city hall point
with particular pride to the three giant
servicemen's centers, all of which dispense
the mayor's brand of free hospitality to
G.I.'s in the name of the city of Chicago,
and His Honor's numerous boards, commit'
tees, bureaus, etc., for the solving of any
stray problems the veteran may happen to
have lying around, or on his mind.
In view of all this solicitude on the part
of the city administration for the returning
and returned soldier, sailor, or marine, the
current taxicab mess puts Mr. Kelly in
to the effect that
a

something of

a

spot.

The "Boys

Who

Know"

intimately that the 1937 Chicago
taxicab ordinance, which granted the Yellow and Checker cabs a virtual monopoly

and tacitly recognized a cartel arrangement
between the two companies, was hastily
shoved through the city council with the

round.

The

city council hurriedly an-

nounced that unless Yellow and Checker
had all their cabs limping around on the
streets right away, the unused licenses
would be forfeited and given to the veterans.

So the veterans got their licenses and
the Yellow and Checker people got an injunction, based on the 1937
ordinance. Round three is now
in progress. The injunction is
still in effect, but the vets are
ignoring it. Abandoning hope of getting
anywhere with the city council, the boys
have piled into their cabs and driven to

ROUND
THREE

Washington;

a

modern,

Army.
The cab companies,

mobile

Coxy's

the city council, and
the police department all wish the veterans
would forget about the cab business and
enter some politically safe occupation, like
running a tavern. So does Mayor Kelly,
His Honor is slightly stuck with all those
fine words about Chicago being the city
of opportunity for returning G.I. guys and
gals.

—
CHICAGO LETTER
Chicago decidedly is the city of opportunity for anybody who wants to have a
good time. If you can get a Pullman reservation and a hotel room, there's a happy
time in store for you along Randolph street.
For one thing, Griff Williams and Meriel
Abbott have gotten together on what rates
as one of the Empire Room's best shows.
Fresh out of the Navy, Griff is providing
the best dance music in town and backing
up the best floor show since the John
Hoysradt-Larry Adler triumph of fond
memory. Top laugh-maker of the bill is
young Irwin Corey, who as the "world's
greatest authority," bumbles his pathetic
way through a refreshingly different routine.

Corey is a genius of the unfinished sentence; a champion of the changing trend
of thought. He gets many of his laughs by
not saying things, and his phonograph
pantomime to the strains of "Old Man
River" is of show-stopping calibre.
Another hit in the Empire Room is
Dorothy Shay and her differently done
hill-billy songs. Thar's gold in them there
hill-billy

numbers the way Dorothy does

them.

Now

to Griff himself. The man's considerable personal charm gives a lift and lilt
to his music that's impossible to imitate.
The Williams touch is still there, after
three years in the Navy. He has his own
way with a piano, and the band he quickly

organized

following release from active
rapidly approaching the top form
achieved by his pre-war crew. You can
hear the highly listenable result almost any
night on Mutual.

duty

is

The theatrical spotlight is turned on
Mary LaRoche, who stepped into Betty
Garrett's part in the Olsen and
Johnson laugh marathon at the
Shubert. It's one of these Cinderella stories retailed by the
fiction magazines, but this time it happens
to be true. Miss LaRoche is pretty; she can
sing, and she has a way with a song that
makes the customers forget the only average quality of the specialty numbers. For
once the tunes in an Olsen and Johnson
show get a chance to be remembered.
"Second Guesser" a baseball comedy

BUT IT'S
TRUE

—

scheduled

the Civic Opera
will transplant baseball from the
for

House
Loop

to

3^

an area not usually occupied by athletic
entertainment. Al Schacht, who arrives in
town with the billing "the clown prince
of baseball" is cast as a fanatical Brooklyn
fan (is there any other kind?) who inherits
a

broken down ball club. Mr. Schacht
it from there.

will

take

This athletic extravaganza was written
by Harold M. Sherman, the eminent author
of books for boys, whose last try on the
local
scene was the ice-bound turkey,
"Alaskan Stampede." Rumor has it that the
staid Civic Opera House will be turned
into a baseball park for the run of the play,
complete with bleachers and rain checks.
It is to be hoped that odor in the air on
opening night will be that of arnica not
burning turkey.

—

The winter "book" on the warm weather
concert season isn't complete, but the odds
are in favor of a big season. In addition to
orchestras scheduled or rumored to be
scheduled, there's a new deal in store for
that hardy and philosophical music-lover,
the outdoor concert fan. At both Ravinia
and Grant Park improvements arc contemplated which will shelter the audience
from the uncooperative elements. The luxury of a new parking lot, minus timber, is
one of the changes under way at Ravinia.
It will no longer be necessary to curl your
car around a tree. As for Grant Park, the
for the summer
free concerts planned
months will no longer require a music-lover
to risk double pneumonia. Ten thousand
seats will be protected from bad weather
by a huge two-piece roof hovering sixty
feet above the audience which can be pulled
back or closed on the drop of a gadget.
Don't ask how it's done.

The summer

concert season opens early
with the Chicago Symphony orchestra scheduled for Ravinia
YOU'LL and a long series of guest orBE SAFE chestras and conductors planned

in

July,

for the nightly free concerts
in Grant Park. Both series are well worth
a vacation trip to hear.

You'll be fairly safe, too. The latest
crime wave has petered out, with the usual
shakeup in the police department and the
usual inertia on the part of the local citizenry. The average Chicagoan is much
more interested in finding an apartment.

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Ultr»$

.

.

.

An

BAL MASQUE.

oasis of informal magnifi'
cence, where food and service vie for top honors.
Always a celestial array of entertainment.

ir

shows are always bright and interesting and there's
somebody like Harry Cool, Eddie Howard, or other
such musical craftsmen on the bandstand.
(LOOP;
Randolph and Wabash. Ran. 2822.

SHERMAN HOTEL.

(GOLD

COAST)

Whi.

tenure
is
the

STEVENS.

young
House

505 N. Mich.

Hotel Continental.

4100.

BOULEVARD
The

ROOM.

HOTEL

one of the biggest
and most glamorous shows in town with one of
the biggest and most glamorous shows in town.
policy

here

to

is

follow

Unless a band jumps, iti
short in the Panther Room.
This place
unofficial headquarters of that segment ol
voters who would put a hep-cat in the White
is

make

and

this

The Stevens is the world's
a pleasing habit.
largest hotel and Boulevard Room shows are wonhy
of it!
Wab. 4400.
7th and Mich.

democ-

two-beat

a

strictly

(LOOP) Randolph and

racy.

Clark.

2100.

Fra.

It's

CAMELLIA HOUSE, DRAKE HOTEL. An

or-

plushy, old English setting wherein a select
clientele fashions an evening around "society" mualumnus Bob
sic played at the moment by
McCjrew.
It's verv danceable, yet lustrous and re-

nate,

WHB

(GOLD COAST)

fined.
Place.

if

Michigan

at

Catuals

BLUE DANUBE.

Spacious,
and
convivial

W. North Ave.

500

PUMP

AMBASSADOR

ROOM.

HOTEL.

one of Chicago's most lavish showtop of that a heckuva swell fella,
features many Hart "built-ins" at the Pump Room.
These include colorful silver and blue decor, fine
(NEAR NORTH) 1300
food and real service.
N. State. Sup. 5000.
YAR. If somebody leaps at you with a tendonpulling handshake, it is probably Colonel Yaschcnko

men,

Hart,

and on

extending a usual,
sic

round

kitchen,
shashilk

and
this

casual greeting.
the red oak

round
place

is

as

Russian

(GOLD
and blinchiki.
Del. 9300.
Lake Shore Drive.

From

mu-

the

tables to the
as stroganov,

COAST)

181

E.

101

.

CLUB EL GROTTO.
supply

sic

solid

a

Nothing

mery, but what
ably

the

best

BAMBOO ROOM, PARKWAY HOTEL.
worth

entertainment, but

it's

atmosphere
are wonderful

far-away

in

of

and so
best bargain in town.
Div.

are

its

No

weight in bamboo
Mixed drinks
just about the
211 Lincoln Park.

(WEST)

5000.

BISMARK HOTEL.

Old

rose

and

silver,

thick

lots of room for people but not much for
dancing, and usually a first rate band. For a kicker,
tavern
Randolph and LaSalle.
try
the
room.

carpets,

(LOOP) Cen.

0123.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT.

Probably one

of the most popular, not-too-higb-priced spots in
Floor
the Loop where you can go and cut loose.

The food

terrific shows!
in that part of

Pla.

town.

is

prob-

(SOUTH)

9174.

rVANHOE.
Nonh Side is

Ralph Jensen's Ivanhoe on the
open daily at five, good food and
atmosphere and decor in the mood of old
England, and always a good orchestra.
(NORTH)
3000 N. Clark.
Gra. 2771.

drinks,

L'AIGLON. People who have been coming to
Chicago for years and sorting out the town's finest
restaurants, know all about Teddy Maerus' L'Aiglon.
French Creole cooking and ornate Victorian atmosphere.
22 E. Ontario.
Del. 6070.

SINGAPORE.
pit-barbecued

wouldn't

ribs

believe

Malayan background, featuring
and chicken, and steaks you
possible in this day and age.

(GOLD COAST) lOU N.

SARONG ROOM.

Rush.

Del. 9451.

Practically the only place in

the midwest featuring Bali-Java menus, and where
native dishes arc prepared by
authentic cooks.
(GOLD COAST) 16 E. Huron. Del. 6677.

N.

places.
prices;

A

sepia theme and mufoundation for a takeoff into
pretentious,
no fancy flum-

6412 Cottage Grove.

ting.

.

enchanting

(GOLD COAST)

and rum-based cocktails.
Walton.
Sup. 8812.

SHANGRI
.

An

E.

taurant.

Colorful

(GOLD COAST)

late.

Mich. 5988.

DON THE BEACHCOMBER.

Startime.

Jimmy

at-

sea-island refuge with straw-mat-covered walls, glass
floats
in
knotted straw-stacks, huge shells, soft

Monroe.

When society selects a place to hold something
super special, the Mayfair Room usually gets unanimous votes.
One of Chicago's most richly appointed dining rooms, it attracts many Chicago
visitors.
And prices are not unreasonable, conentertainment.
setting
the
sidering
the
and
(SOUTH) Michigan at 7th. Har. 4300.

Open

Gypsy music.

derful

lights

Ran. 7500.

.

all the fittings, trimmings and sur
roundings necessary to attain the net result.
Won-

traditional,
somewhat showy, yet
friendly is this solid cornerstone of hospitality in
Always a fine orthe very center of the Loop.
(LOOP) State and
chestra and interesting show.

MAYFAIR ROOM. BLACKSTONE HOTEL.

.

mosphere with

Walton

Sup. 2200.

EMPIRE ROOM. PALMER HOUSE.

.

Classic southern European

A

Open

LA.
America's most romantic
new-world spot in an old-world

at

4.

Cen.

State.

with dinner
1001.

at

5.

AMERICAN ROOM. HOTEL LA
Food

resset-

(LOOP) 22i
SALLE.

feature in a hotel dining room.
in the American Room is an
array of fine foods and delectable beverages, reminiscent of banquets and dinners ten years ago.
(LOOP) LaSalle at Madison. Fra. 0700.
is

auain

a

Proudly on display

BROWN

DERBY. Super-sonhisticated shows ata steady clientele, including a sizeable proportion of the celebrity trade.
Nice and dim and
friendly.
(LOOP) Wabash at Monroe. Sta. 1307.
tract

CHEZ

P.^REE.
As brighteries go. this is no
(Ol
place to lay up a few nickels for a rainy day.
course, you can get lucky.)
But the food, thi

s

I

I

I

.

CHICAGO PO
and such top-liners as Joe E. Lewis and
Thomas, and those luscious Chej Paree
(GOLD
all worth it, and then some.
COAST) 610 Fairbanks Court. Del. 3434.
One of the best buys in sunlir CLUB ALABAM.
dodger circles is the Club Alabam, with its famed
flaming crater dinners and intimate shows. (GOLD
COAST) 747 Rush. Del. 0808.

.57

And

(SOUTH)

bands,

tradition.

2205

Adorables are

ir HENRICI'S.

i(

A

CLUB MOROCCO.

—

you're

HUNDRED

51

and

presenting

Always

club.

Broadway.
it

CLUB.

Under new management
this North Side
is
snappy revue.
(UPTOWN) 5100
Broadway in
from there on in

(LOOP)

W.

23

(WEST) 1316 W. Madison.
LIBERTY INN. A steady stream

manner.

Sec.

9344.

of conventioneers and visitors make this one of the brightest
70 W. Erie. Del. 8999.
spots on the Gold Coast.

it

(GOLD COAST)

ilr PLAYHOUSE CAFE.

ANNA

Wacker Drive.
cast,

Fra.

Negro,

all

is

One

With

the beer capital of
the world, Milwaukee, not far away, much of it
tours the spigots of this famous old Bavarian inn.
The Rathskeller, downstairs, is interesting, too.
(LOOP) Randolph near State. Era. 1892.

CLOVER BAR.
spots,

sip
sessions.

One

beautiful

of the

town's most popin musical

and bountiful

Under
Glavin-Collins
management.
172 N. Clark.
Dea. 4508.

(LOOP)

CRYSTAL TAP. BREVOORT HOTEL.
much

Novachord
mentalists.

*•

informal

AGOSTINO'S RESTAURANT.

for

its

happy,
visitors.

Very

manner, with continuous
music and a group of singing instru(LOOP) 120 W. Madison. Fra. 2363.

the

in

spaghetti,
hospitable

sea food and
favorite
with

Highly regarded
steaks.

It's

Chicagoans

a

and

(Blackstone, 7th near
Har. 8880.)
American Theatre Society
legend with music by Howard Richardson and William Berney.
this

ROOM

LAFFING
Monroe.

Cen.

8240.)

a

Uke.

Rush.

gay

with an

place
all

to

star

W.

22
s

staff

pieces

in

cast.

ST. LAZARE'S PHARMACY. (Studebaker. 410
Michigan.
Cen. 8240.)
Miriam Hopkins has
focal role in a new drama by Miklos Lasjlo
and Eddie Dowling.
the

YOUR

SUDS IN
EYE. (Great Northern, 26 W.
Jackson Blvd.
Cen. 8240.)
Hilarious comedy
based on the best seller of the same name, with
June Evans

as

Mrs. Feeley.

THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS.
26
Bergner
drama.

ern,

W.
is

Jackson Blvd.
starred

in

(Great NorthElizabeth

Wab. 6197.)

this

thrilling

psychological

THE JOYOUS SEASON. (Selwyn, 180 N.
Dearborn.
Cen. 8240.)
Philip Barry's play is
revived with Ethel Barrymore in the leading role.

THE DESERT SONG.
Wacker Drive.

N.

State.

that

everybody

seems

(GOLD COAST)

to

744

5930.

operetta

in

Ran.

(Opera House, 20 N.
Romberg's glorious

9242.)

a

THE HASTY HEART.

(Blackstone. 7th near
Har. 8880.)
John Dall plays the sensithis popular New York production,
sponsored by American Theatre Society.

Michigan.

foods,

the

THE PASSING SHOW.
(Erianger,
127 N.
Clark.
Sta. 2459.)
Willie Howard heads a large
musical comedy cast of stage and cafe favorites.

1121

I

it GUEY SAM.

(Shubert,

Olsen and Johnson
rip

Delicious foods, lovely decor

new show policy
Not inexpensive.
Del.

ONLY.

Del.

(NEAR NORTH)

COLONY CLUB.

and

(Civic Theatre, 20 N.
Original New York

new production with Walter Cassel
and Dorothy Sandlin heading a company of 115.

9862.
ie

.

DARK OF THE MOON.

presents

S.

HEIDELBERG.

.

Michigan.

*OLD

A

.

7818.)

of fun-makers all but
their latest laugh riot

ular

Sup. 5496.

in this fine Broadway hit that
as the best in many seasons.

of Chicago's largest
and liveliest arrays of femininity can be seen here
nightly.
gay collection of dolls, folks!
(GOLD
COAST) 550 N. Clark. Del. 0173.

•tc

867 N. Rush.

LUCASTA.

has been described

much

very

and
Sta.

Barbecued meats, ribs, chops
The choice of dining that has made
place a national institution.
Open all

Ginnis'

night.

typically

of the girliest places in the Windy
in the informal and undressed

One

L.
all

Chinese

theater.

Theatre
It's

with some solid stuff
All of this plus a line of lovelies.
Randolph. Ran. 5544.

L

Loop

a

(LOOP) 66 W. Randolph.

TRADE WINDS.
and steaks.

Lon. 5111.

LATIN QUARTER.

City,

for

1900.

shows

bigger
a

headed

American food.

Hy

character,

•yt

W. North

715

Colorful

Parisian delicacies highlight the menus.

(NEAR NORTH) 900 N. Michigan. Del. 0904.
NANKIN RESTAURANT. A wise choice if

CUBAN

(NORTH)

JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT.
and smart.

VILLAGE. Latin-American frivolities,
i(
For a
with the signals called by a sharp emcee.
Havana quickie, this place is pretty hard to beat.
2.

75 'W.

The royal lead for Scandinavian food handsome smorgasbord in the distinguished setting of a one-time millionaire's home.
And not nearly as expensive as it looks! (GOLD
COAST) Rush at Ontario. Sup. 9868.

A

Showtime 10, 12 and
Ave. Mich. 6947.

deservedly.
1800.

Dea.

KUNGSHOLM.

with

lively place

noisy,

(LOOP)

Crowded always—but
Randolph.

large circular bar and fast and frequent entersmall jump band
tainment from then on.
perched over in the corner all but rattles the chandeliers.
(LOOP) 11 N. Clark St. Sta. 3430.
a

very reasonable.
Vic. 7840.

all

Wentworth.

S.

French in name but in the universal language of good food you can make yourself understood.
Try the Merchandise Mart Henrici's
way.
for
lunch when you're over that

Can. 9230.

son.

I

OF CALL

Danny

It's a big place, with an
i( CLUB FLAMINGO.
equally big show, and a bunch of boogie-beaters
Very reasonable, with
you can hear way outside.
(WEST) 1359 W. Madino minimum or cover.

i

rs

Delicious and authentic Chinese
hospitality in the warmest of Oriental

tive

Scot

in

Most

late to get things going.

theatres opened
there were so many
.

looked

.

.

all

but opened

empty

of the

and

late,

seats that they

the days in the early thirties
suffered its greatest depression.
There was no standing room
anywhere that night; one could sprawl
about and smoke cigarettes in the lobby
without the slightest inconvenience. And
the ticket brokers went slowly mad.
If
the shut-down happens again no doubt
Manhattan will be better prepared to hanlike

when Broadway

dle it
avoid.

but

There
ison

it

a

is

is

definitely

little

something to

Mad-

jewelry shop on

Avenue between 65th

aftd

66th that

run by a Japanese by the name of
Tanaka. Evidently he has been there for
years and evidently he was apprehensive
is

of the strong feeling against his race during the war, for framed on his wall is a
check and letter from Mrs. Eleanor Roosepayment for a repair job he did
velt
.
.
for her.
Also there is a letter from Miss
LeHand expressing President Roosevelt's
.

by LUCIE

which Tanaka had sent.
from Henry Morgenthau, Jr., thanking him for his cooperation
These framed testiin buying war bonds.

INGRAM

thanks for a

gift

And

letter

also

a

monials of prestige can't be missed in the

and there is a distinctly oriental
flavour in the way they are presented
silent but obvious.
shop

The Manhattan shut-down due

to the

tug boat strike was the most amazing and
bewildering thing that has ever happened
to this city.
Perhaps it was a good thing
for although it only lasted a day, it made
people realize the seriousness of a strike
and how much one faction of trade can
There was a hush over
affect all others.
the entire city as radios gave out informa-

and warnings for the emergency and
sought to avert any panic that might arise.
One may forget that Manhattan is an
island and completely dependent upon
shipping until something like this happens.
tion

a strange feeling to know that despite
the wonders of this city there are only
enough of the main essentials of living to
last a scant few days.
The feeling about
the strike, both for and against, was at a
very high pitch and nerves were ready to
snap.
The shop losses were tremendous,
to say nothing of the bars and shows.
When the shut-down order was rescinded
at six o'clock in the evening it was too
It's
all

.

.

.

The selection of the U. N. O. site has
the Greenwich section of Connecticut in a
complete dither.
Very few residents up
there will even tolerate the idea.
They
went there for peace and quiet
in the first place and as far as
QUIET,
they are concerned it's going
PLEASE
Even resito stay that way.
dents on the opposite side of the beautiful
Merritt Parkway whose property won't be
touched, are aroused and attending the
frequent meetings of protest. Clare Luce,
whose home is on the proposed site, said,
"Anything for peace."
But it looks as
though there is going to be anything
peace in Connecticut if the deal goes

BUT

through.

Whenever the weather forecast says
"Fresh Winds" in Manhattan it's a good
time to stay off of Fifth and Sixth Ave(Pardon me, I should have said,
nues.
"Fifth

Avenue and

the

Avenue

of

the

NEW YORK
Americas," but this new name for Sixth
Avenue has served no purpose or change
It's too much
for hurrying New Yorkers.
Someone
of a mouthful to bother about.
got to put up a lot of new street signs
and it was probably fun while it lasted
The wind
but it's all over now.)
gets a good running start before it hits
these avenues and doesn't give up until
it has made walking a thoroughly miserable
affair for hours on end.
Try Madison
Avenue on these days
it's
always
.

.

.

.

much

quieter and

.

.

.

.

a tailored
brows in their place.
those blouses and hair

most anything edible or
smellable goes as long as it's
yet;

piled high

enough. Hair is
all around the

up and down
town.

know
.

.

.

It's

getting so that a gal doesn't
type.
What is smart for

own
"Modam"
her

to keep eyestill think that

suit

We

bands which

say,

"Ce

soir?" and "Peut-etre?" are terribly
intriguing and we still wonder who ever

wears them.
Anyway, Manhattan gets
ready for the Easter Parade long before
the weather bureau has a chance to

dampen,

literally

or actively,

Modam's new

spring outfit.

Tip

for a successful evening

KNOW

.

.

.

always

where you're going.

Select the
restaurants or nite clubs that you want to
visit beforehand and make a reservation.
Otherwise you'll just flap around and
never get in the really good places. That's

Manhattan.

Some time ago
to

Manhattan to

here

and,

in

one shop

is

completely

as

so

a

woman we know came

live.

She had no friends

many

persons

do,

she

found Manhattan to be the busiest and
the lonehest place in the world.
She felt
empty inside and when

TRYTHIS
FOR AN IDEA

she looked at her
empty mail-box in the

hotel day after day,
Rather than go
emptier still.
under with loneliness and give up the
interesting life she felt must be here for
her, she decided to do something about
The something was to call at travel
it.

she

felt

agencies,

stores,

Civic

Movement

offices,

and so forth and get on the mail-

charities

lists.
Soon her mail-box was crammed
with mail and she began to feel important.
The result of her idea was that she became genuinely interested in some of her
correspondence and soon found herself on
various committees, tremendously active
and with a host of new friends. Now she
has to get out of town for a rest.
Just
an idea

ing

.

never waits for the first
robin to herald spring. Shop windows are
full
of ensembles
and violets.
Hats
haven't awakened from their Dali dream

HORREUR

There's

another.

in

like

.

.

Manhattan

QUELLE

39
Horreur"

"Quelle
nothing

.

more reasonable.

"O, Mistress Mine" has been lauded
and applauded all over Manhattan but
leave us say that words are frail implements indeed to describe the humor and
grace of this production. The Lunts have
hit it again
There
better than ever.
is never a dull moment, the settings are
perfect and, under Mr. Lunt's direction,
no character is ever standing around with
nothing to do other than feign an interest
in someone else's lines.
There are so
many laughs that the whole thing seems
to be over in fifteen minutes.
The Lunts
never looked younger or better and the
Theatre Guild never had a surer hit. "The
Lute Song" with Mary Martin may not
become the tremendous hit that some of
the other shows are, but for daintiness,
charm, color and beauty, it can't be surpassed. It holds quite truly to the Chinese
translation which gives the lines a mood
delightful to the ear.
And the music is
haunting and lovely.
"Mountain High,
Valley Low," stays with one long after the
final curtain and "Monkey See, Monkey
Do," which Miss Martin sings to a group
of children, brings spontaneous smiles and
warms the heart. One could go on and
on about the current shows on Broadway
they were never better.
.

LETTER

A

.

.

youth went to work

in

a

country

He was

ambitious, and the proprietor told him one of the ways to make
himself more valuable was to learn every
article in the store.
store.

When

a

young woman came

in a

few

days later and asked for powder, the youth
had an opportunity to demonstrate his
knowledge.
"Face, tooth, gum, or bug?" he asked.

NEW YORK
For Festive Fun

ADMIRAL.

if

ties:

fish,

potatoes.

.

CITY PORTS OF CALL
evening.
One East

.

.

modern setting. Specialclam chowder and baked Idaho

Spacious,

oysters,
daily

Open

trom noon, and there's

a bar.

W. 57th. Ci. 7-8415.
ASTOR. Columbia Room

250

with Jose Morand's
orchestra for dancing during coclcuils.
Ron Perry's
band for supper dancing.
Closed Monday.
Times
Square.
Ci. 6-6000.

if

BEEKMAN TOWER.

Elbow Room, a cozy litway up to the
good American
and First Ave.

bar, from which you work your
top of the tower, 26th floor for
cooking, moderately priced.
49th
El. 5-7300.
tie

BELMONT PLAZA. In the Glass Hat, Payson
Re's orchestra and Nino's Rhumba band, also the
Kathryn Duffy Dancers and Bert Stanley.
Good
food.
Lexington at 49th.
Wi. 2-1200.
CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.

In the Joseph-

Square one-flight walk-down. Josh
to top the list of distinctive enThere's none like him when he sings
the plaintive old folk song about "I Gave
Love
a Chicken."
Imogene Coca carries on with her
lany commentary on the passing scene, and Cliff
Jackson plays some mighty fine piano.
Benny Morton's band beats out the rhythm for dancing and
good listening. Minimum, $2.50. Closed Monday.
2 Sheridan Square.
Ch. 2-2737.
Sheridan

sons'

White continues

tertainers.

My

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.
nue,

Off

Park

Ave-

present another distinguished
best feature is Susan Reed.
She's the
ballad singer who perches on a high kitchen
turns her calm but sentient blue eyes upon

the

Josephsons

show whose
young
stool,

her

audience

and

announces

simply,

"This

is

a

lither."
Or it may be "This is an Irish harp."
she sings and the audience invariably clamors
for more. Also on the bill. Beatrice Kraft, a pixie
with a prim and sexy little face, who burlesques

Then

Oriental dancing; and Mary Lou Williams, from
Kansas City, whose piano playing is prettv superlative.
We might
Fd Hall's orchestra, likewise.
suggest that you ask them to play, "You Go to
want
out
Head," if you
to hear honey
of a horn.
Minimum $3.50. Closed Sunday.
128 E. 58th.
PI. 5-9223.

My

Everybody

CAFE TOKAY.

sings for

Strictly

from

Hungary.

The

food and geepsy music are both authentic and they're
both fine.
There's a dark and handsome man who
plays dream nostalgia on his violin.
That's his son
at the piano.
Any time after nine you're quite
likely to see some honest-to-God ciaring, and it's

Dinner from
delightful.
that.
Closed Monday.
and 83rd.

5

to

9.

2nd Ave.

Dancing after
between 82nd

Re. 4-9441.

Woody Herman and his orchestra
400 CLUB.
sound to the dance amid the tumult and shouting
ci this very gay spot.
They're on from 6:30 each

after

Mu.

9 is $1.
2-3423.

Saturday,

$1.50.

EDDIE CONDON'S. What
Town Hall on

you can hear in
certain Saturday
can hear informally every night at
Eddie Condon's new hang-out for hot musicians.
Up a few steps from one of the more junky and
Villagy of the Village streets you'll find a narrowish room with walls the color of a lemon, and
too many pillars even if they are covered with
mirror. The place draws a clientele that listens
intellectually
to the pure emotion flowing from
horns and drums, and looks upon this facet of sex
as
a
science of a sort. Well, bless them, and
bless Eddie Condon. It's a fine jatt joint (with
two buck minimum). The kitchen sends out
a
some very decent food; but you don't find the
maestro dining here; he's likely to be around a
dress
in
afternoons you
full

few

corners at Helen Lane's. He'll be in in a
including
minute, though, to sit in with the boys
Brad Gowans, Wild Bill Davison. Jack Lesberg,
Tony Parent!, Gene Shroeder, Bud Freeman, Georee
Wettling,
and Joe Bushkin. Joe Sullivan plays
piano sweet and hot between jam sessioo*. 47
West Third St. GR. 3-8736.

—

EBERHARDT'S CAFE GRINZING. Gay, coty
Viennese-Hungarian cookContinental atmosphere.
Continuing.
Bela Villanyi ensemble from 7:30.
ous entertainment with Carlo Hatvary and Meta
323 E. 79th.
Korkitski.
Bar closed Mondays.
Re. 4-9U7.
LEXINGTON. In the Hawaiian Room, Hal
Aloma's orchestra and a pleasant Oahu revue. $.75
cover after ten.
Higher weekends.
Lexington at
Wi. 2-4400.
48th.
HELEN LANE'S RESTAURANT. Well edited

New

It's a
England, in the heart of the Village.
relaxed and gracious rcmm with scrubbed oak
and old burnished copper, Audubon prints,
and maybe the handsomest and most genial colored
service in the city.
The food is plain American,
and superb.
Lunch and dinner around 85 cenu
The
Closed on Sunday.
and $1.50, respectively.
tall, well-groomed person around up front is probAnd this is where we came in.
ably Helen Lane.
110 Waverly Place, off Washington Square.

clean,
tables

A

LEE CHUMLEY'S.
lined

your supper. The
bartender, the hat check girl, and assorted others
wander in and out with songs ranging from Pagliacci to Jerome Kern, and it's all kinda nice.
It's
a little old room about two jumps from the street
Dinner from $1.50.
and usually crowded.
Closed
on Monday. 79 W. I2th. Gr. 5-9334.

ASTI'S.

Cover
43rd.

with

book

jackets

dim old one-time speak,

hinting

of

the

glory

that

was Greenwich in the Golden Twenties.
Around
an open fireplace and the bar, chess, backgammon,
bridge, and gin rummy can always find a taker or
The waiters are Oriental and the food
a fourth.
is mostly American and pretty good.
86 Bedford.
Ch. 2-9512.

OLD HOMESTEAD RESTAURANT.

In

the

market section, for gorgeous steaks. Used to be for

men

now

ladies share the
and you'll have to wait but the
table.
Prices from
service is speedy once you get a
$2.50 to $3.50 for food that would cost twice
as much at some of the better known restauranu.

only: but
wealth. Small,

56

Ninth Ave.

ROOSEVELT.

CH.

they

let

the

—

J-3346.

Grill, Guy Lombardo's
dreamy music for dancing daily except Sunday.
piano interludes.
Mrs.
Melody's
Also Mr. and
Palm Room for tea or cocktails with music by

In

the

NEW YORK PORT OF
Esther Vela's
Zi. S-6150.

ensemble.

itring

Madison

at

45th.

RUSSIAN YAR.

Wherein Musocvites Rather

it's

George Magiloff's Balalaika band
to be fun.
better than you expect, and Zachar, the dagger
Stroganov
beef
dancer,
killing.
Specialties,
is
El. 5-9746.
38 W. 52nd.
^hashlik and blinchiki.

TOOTS SHOR.

Beyond the neat

brick facade is
a more or less circular bar and a big dining room
^vhere Toots does some fine things with steaks and
Our
roast beef, and the fowl is more than fair.
Lunch and
favorite boy back of the bar is Chips.

Jinner come ala carte.
4

at

p.

m.

51

Opens
Entrees from $1.60.
W. 51st. PI. 3-9000.

WHALER

BAR. So authentic you may get seaThe portholes arc alarmjust sitting there.
ingly realistic; so are the old salts who serve the
They wear sloppy blue middies and look
Jrinks.
The cushions on
cinda charming, even at that.
t(

lick

benches could stand some new upholbut maybe you'd rather sit in the little
room anyway. It's darker, there. Lunch ala
carte, except on Sundays.
Open noon until two
a. m.
Madison at 38th. Ca. 5-3700.
;he side-wall
itering,

}ack

WALDORF ASTORIA.

Frank Sinatra has taken
the Wedgewood Room where Emil Coleman's orchestra plays for dancing, relieved around
supper time by Mischa Borr.
There's a two buck
cover beginning around mid-evening.
Park at 49th.
if

aver

El.

in

5-3000.

VERSAILLES.

Dwight

Fiske. of the kingly leer
at his piano nightly
around 8, 12:30 and 2. Minimum after ten, $2.50;
Saturday, holidays and opening nights, $3.50.
151
E. 50th.
PI. 8-0310.

and fiendish

(Henry Miller, 43rd, East. BR.
comedy about a kid sister who
to soldiers and signs her older
sister's name. You can imagine what happens, and
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
it
does.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
writes

is

delight, sits

down

^TAVERN ON THE

GREEN. Walter Pemer's
specializes in sweet tunes, varying them
with an unusually good collection of Latin-American
rhythms.
Art Baker's trio takes over from time to
Minimum after nine, $1; Saturday, $1.50.
time.
ICentral Park West at 67th.
Re. 4-4700.
and Dooley Wilson. Evenings except Sunday, 2:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
orchestra

ANNA LUCASTA.

(Mansfield, 47th W. of
B'way. CI. 6-9056). Sensational drama played by
an all-Negro cast. Valerie Black, Charles Swain,
and Claire Jay. Evenings except Monday, 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

•

NEW YORK THEATRE

(Fulton, 46th, West.
"Tomorrow the
of
World" present their plea for racial tolerance
under guise of a drama. Although they reach no
concise conclusions as to what should be done
about the problem, they do write an honest and
sometimes stirring play.
good cast, with special
Nightly except
honors to Barbara Bel Geddes.
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.

East. BR. 9-0046). Katherine Cornell in a
new play co-sponsored by Gilbert Miller, and
described by one critic as presenting "the acting
of a decade." Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday. 2:40.

(Lyceum Theatre. 45th E.

B'way.
(CH. 4-42-56.)
"An uproarious delight," says Barns of the Herald Tribune.
brand
hit, with former sports announcer Paul
Douglas a solid success in his first acting role.
of

A

new comedy

Evenings except Sunday.
Sat., 2:30.

Matinee Wed.,

6-6380).

The

authors

A

DREAM

GIRL. (Coronet. 49th. West. CI.
6-8870). Prolific playwright Elmer Rice turns out
another vehicle for his wife. Betty Field, an uncommonly good actress. This time it's a comedy about
a career girl who daydreams too much. This dreaming means a field day for fantasy, and it's all good
fun. Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

THE

GLASS MENAGERIE.

(Playhouse, 48th E.

A moving and beautiful
pen of a young author, Tennessee
Williams. Laurette Taylor plays the lead. Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.
of

B'way.
from

play

BR. 9-3565).
the

HAMLET.

(Columbus Circle Theatre, Broadway
5-1173). Shakespeare as the GI's saw
Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
Mister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
gloomy Dane in mid-Victorian costumes, and sans a
few scenes which we've grown used to in this
at
it

59th. CO.
overseas.

particular play. The gravediggers are out. They say
the fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
anyway, says Mr. Evans the play moves better
without them. It's a great show. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday,
2:30.

HARVEY. (Center. 6th Ave. and 49th. BR.
9-4566). Delightful comedy about a genial booier
and his six-foot invisible rabbit. Evenings except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.

MAMA.

REMEMBER
(Music Box, 45th W.
B'way. CI. 6-3646.) Hilarious, funny, tender
It's
about a Norwegian- American
and touching.
family and its wonderful mama.
Nightly except
Sunday, 8:35.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday,
I

of

HOME OF THE
(Cort.

148th,

I

bright

letters

2:35.

ANTIGONE AND THE TYRANT.

ir

A

love

DEEP ARE THE ROOTS.

CI.

Plays

BORN YESTERDAY.

61

DEAR RUTH.

9-3970).

Dound

Sunday

CALLS

Fri.,

and

BRA'VE.

(Belasco,

44th,

East.

BR. 9-2067). How the war in the Pacific affected
one Jewish soldier. Psychological study that almost becomes drama. Nightly except Sunday. 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

JANUARY THAW.
A new comedy

(Golden,
45th W. of
riot, termed by Mortimer
smash hit. Evenings at 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

B'way).
of

the

Mirror

as

a

JEB (Martin Beck, 45th W. of 8th Ave. CI.
6-6363). A brand new play about a returning GI
with Ossie Davis, Clay Clement and Laura Bowman.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.
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WITH FATHER.

LIFE

(Bijou.

45th

W.

of
amusing;

5-8215).
An immensely
play based on Clarence Day's book. With Wallia
Clarlc and Lily Cahill. Evenings,
including Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

CO.

B'way.

O MISTRESS MINE.

(Empire,

Broadway

»t

PE. 6-9540). The Lunts once more! Alfred
and Lynn Fontanne come to town in a new
comedy which they acted recently in London. It's
by the young Englishman, Terence Raitigan, was
formerly called "Love in Idleness," and presents
this spirited team at their spirited best. Nightly
except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Sat-

40th.
L.

urday,

2:40.

PYGMALION. (Barrymore, 47th, West. CI.
4-4499). Gertie Lawrence (the Star Who Danced),
having hers<:lf a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lily, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly eicept
Matinee Wednesday and SaturSunday,
8:40.
day, 2:40.
STATE OF THE UNION.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco,
6-6230). Sweet comedy about a
little
actress
soldier on a week-end pass, and a
who is afraid to fall in love again. John Bcal comes
45th,

West.

CI.

home

again to play the soldier and very nicely;
Martha Scott is vivacious and appealing at the
girl; and Vicki Cummings wears the kind of hats
a gal would wear who says the kind of lines she
says! All three are splendid; it's a lovely play.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:35.

THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE.

(Royale, 45th,
Louis Calhern and Dorothy
about Chief Justice Holmes,
written by Emmet Lavery. Nightly except Sunday,
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

West.
Gish

CI.

in

a

5-5760).

fine

story

THE DUTCHESS MISBEHAVES

(Adclphi, 54ih
frolicsome musical

B'way. CI. 6-5097). A
comedy with Jackie Glcason, Audrey Christie,
George Tapps, Paulla Laurence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

E.

of

2:30.

THE WOULD-BE GENTLEMAN.
W.
town

(Booth, 45th

Called the
of B'way.
CI. 6-5969.)
for (beer fun, starring Bobby Clark.

tops

in

Evening
Matinee Sunday, Friday and

except Sunday, 8:40.
Saturday, 2:35.

Musicals

ARE YOU WITH

IT? (Century, 7th Avenue
lot of capable people in59. CI. 7-3121).
cluding Joan Roberts, Johnny Downs, Lew Parker,
and Dolores Gray get with it to give out with
•ong and dance and comedy in a show having tome
thing to do with life in a carnival. Rather more
at

A

not.

8:30.

Ma-

DOLLAR BABY. (Alvin 52. West.
5-6868). The madly twitching twenties break
song-and-dance. with Joan McCracken and
Mitzi Green doing most of the honors. Adolph
Green and Betty Comdcn who turned out "On
the Town" also did book and lyrics for this one
and they've scored a hit once more. Nightly except
Matiness
Wednesday and
Sunday,
8:30.
Saturday, 2:30.
BILLION

CI.

into

CAROUSEL. (Majestic, 44th W. of B'way. CI.
6-0730.)
fine musical set in New England in
1870. Fine music and lyrics by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

A

FOLLOW THE

GIRLS. (Broadhurst, 44th W.
B'way.
CI.
6-6699). Fast, rowdy,
showy,
with girls, dancing, singing. Stars Gertrude
Niesen and Norman Lawrence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

of

filled

2:30.

LUTE SONG

(Plymouth, 45th W. of B'way. CI.
Michael Myerberg presents Mary Martin
with music. A beautiful affair, quite
unlike most others. A high, wide and handsome holiday. Evening, 8:30, except Sunday. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
6-9156).

(Hudson

Theatre,
44th E. of B'way. BR. 9-5641). Best thing of the
new season. Lively, timely and telling comedy
concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics
but not to politicos, and hit wife who likes to tell
the truth, never mind who is listening. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.
ir

Nightly except Sunday,
tinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
than

fun

in a love story

OKLAHOMA.

(St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
said and written
show, and the best of it is, it's all
true. By all means, don't miss it. Evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

LA. 4-4664). So much has been
about

urday,

this

2:30.

THE DAY BEFORE SPRING.

(National. 41.
6-8220).
very pretty musical concerning a lady who attends a college homecoming,
and discovers you can go back in place but not in

West.

A

PE.

Irene
Manning. Bill Johnson, and John
Archer head a capable cast. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
time.

THE RED MILL.

(46th St. Theatre, W. of
Revival of Victor Herbert
operetta is made lively and amusing by Eddie Foy,
Herbert
Jr., Michael O'Shea and Odette Myrtil.
music sounds grand. Evenings except Sunday at
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

B'way.

CI.

6-6075.)

SHOW BOAT.
at

54th.

CI.

(Ziegfeld,

5-5200).

river it tings about,
revival of the Edna

Ave. of the Americas

One show which,

like

the

keeps rollin' along. This
Ferbcr story comes in hand-

just

proportions with a fine cast. The music
wears well. With Carol Bruce (doing pretty well in
the part Helen Morgan set the precedent for),
Kenneth Spencer, Jan Clayton, Ralph Dumke, and
Buddy Ebsen. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
SONG OF NORWAY. (Imperial, 45th, West.
CO. 5-2412). Grieg's life set to Grieg's music,
and very pleasant listening. With Irra Petina,
Lawicnce Brooks, Helena Bliss, and Robert Shafer.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:30.
UP IN CENTRAL PARK. (Broadway, 5 3rd
and B'way. CI. 7-2887). Pretty, lively entertaining musical more in the operetta than comedy
vein. With Wilbur Evans, Maureen Cannon, Noah
Beery, Sr., and Betty Bruce. Evenings except Sunday, S:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:35.

tome

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
A

nice blonde room
PHILLIPS COFFEE SHOP.
you can get a wonderful cheese and nut
sandwich, and in case you're interested, some very
coo.
Hotel Phillips. 12th and
food,
substantial
Baltimore. GR. 5020.

it

where

ROOM. A

if TIFFIN
featuring luncheon

On

famous food.

downtown
•A-

large and pleasant room
only, and serving Wolferman's
the second floor of Wolferman's

1108 Walnut. GR. 0626.
Meatless meals done up in unwith accent on big salads and rich

grocery store.

UNITY INN.

believable

style

desserts. It's the nationally
teria of the Unity School of

known

vegetarian cafeChristianity. Luncheon

5:00-7:50.
Monday through
11:30-2:00; dinner,
Saturdays.
Closed
11:30-2:00.
Sunday,
Friday.
8720.
VI.
901 Tracy.
cooking
and the
style
Kosher
it WEISS CAFE.
town's most varied menus. "The food is rich and
satisfying.
Service is quick and orderly and the
checks are pleasantly reasonable. Whole families
1215 Baltimore.
like it for Sunday dinner parties.
GR. 8999.

Z-LAN DRIVE
Just for Food
it

AIKPOKT RESTAURANT.

weatherman

in

person and

Edgar

the
out

.

.

fortable

Airline

pilou,

che

Van Jobntont and

of thi« fine amiin and
in and day out. It it one of
places to eat in the terminal of one of
nation's finest airports. Municipal Airport.

Bcrgens are
IBi«t inttitucion day

we
NO.

4490.

* CALIFORNIA

RANCHHOUSE.

From Atchison.

Topela and Santa Fe, the old cow

trails

meander

A

fine
over the walls of this interesting eatery.
place to bring your little lamb, and to brush op
on your brands. Food and service excellent. LO.
2555.
roomy
ir KING JOY LO. Cantonese cooking.
and comfortable upstairs restaurant convenient to
shopping district. Luncheon and
the downtown
diliner. g W. 12th St. HA. 8113.
ill

A

^•MUEHLEBACH COFFEE SHOP.
good

Busy, bright,

and orderly, where the
any place in town. And

Gonvenient

service is is
all
of this in
all night. Hotel

as
traditional

Muehlebach style. Open
Muehlebach, 12th and Baltimore. GR.

1400.

A

OYSTER

neat and »pHOUSE.
GLENN'S
petiting sea food house, specialiting in just euctly
what the name implies in great variety. Open 10:10
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Scarritt Arcade. 819 Walnut.

HA. 9176.
it MARTIN'S. One

of the largest places on the
south side with two large bars, a lu'ght club, table
and cafeteria service. It is all very fine including
music by the popular "Four Tons of Rhythm."
On the Plaxa. 210 W. 47th. LO. 2000.

MYRON

I

GREEN'S

ON THE

PLAZA.

A

bright

it
dining room with broad, low windows and artistic
decorations, forms « wonderful setting for i pleaS'
ant meal. For family dinner parties, the dowo'
stairs

dotte.

Cameo Room

WE.

i*

recommended.

4700 Wyan>

8310.

NANCE'S CAFE.

Their neon sign says,

"Just
that isn't half the story. Their
untold secrets are quick service, varied menus, and.
as che man said, "just good food." In the B. M. A.
Building, first floor. 217 Pershing Road. HA. 5688.
if

Good Food," but

I

chill

inside.

in
is

you

if

like

for

much more com-

March

On

days. Plenty of tables
the Plaia. 4gth and Main.

LO. 3434.

For Food and a Drink

finest

the

these

and booths

IN. Drive
walk in

but to

curb service,

.

AMBASSADOR

.

RESTAURANT.

.

.

All

the

aplomb of the good old days, and by wise planning
the menus for luncheon and dinner are as appetizing as ever. Here's a choice selection to show
Hotel Ambassador.
visiting friends.
off to your
3650 Broadway. VA. 9236.

BLUE HILLS BARBECUE. An

ideal place for a

evening from good eats right on through.
beef
and chicken for
Features barbecued ribs,
dinner or supper. Then to make it perfect, step
lounge where Ralph Aldridge
into the cocktail
entertains nightly from 9 to 1:30 a.m. Eddie Cross,
perfect

well

known

for

making a distinctive place of the

former Jan's Grill on the Plata, is your host at
Blue Hills. Closed Sundays. 6015 Troost. JA. 4314.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

The headline

at-

here is Joshua Everett Johnson, famous
Decca recording artist, who does things on the
keyboard that you wouldn't believe possible.
natural born boogie pianist, who never took i
music lesson in his life, yet is nationally known.
Weird black light helps you follow the tuneful
fingers of Joshua. 3545 Broadway. VA. 0916.
traction

A

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.
for big
In fact it

is

WE.

Legislation

here

Congress steaks and fine dinner salads.
the law of the land at 35 39 Broadway.

is

5115.

DOWNTOWN

INTERLUDE. Two months ago
something jusc across the street from
the Municipal auditorium that has caused a population shift. The attraction is the Downtown Interlude where Rooco Ray frolics in Zanzibar fashion
on the illuminated keyboard of the Steinway. Hotel
Robert E. Lee. 13th and Wyandotte. VI. 0022.
big
and chummy place with a couple of enormous
circular booths for larger parties. The blonde and
buxom Pauline Neece entertains at the Hammond
organ. 1211 Baltimore. VI. 8490.
they

started

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT. A
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GUS RESTAURANT.

The newe« entry in the
District Derby. The former "Colony"
bas been redecorated in grand ityle, modern and
cozy, with a (pectacular entrance and attractive
bar, Cui Fitch, formerly of the Muehlebach, it on
hand to welcome you
and the food i< rather
apecial. 1106 Baltimore, GR. $120.
ir ITALIAN GARDENS. Pretty crowded at dinner
time, but cervice ia fine and you usually don't
have to wait long. Native Italian foods and Ameri*
can cooling. Service from 4 p.m. until midnight.
Clo«ed Snudays. 1110 Baltimore. HA. 8861.
JEWEL BOX. An attractive blue and gold
room with bar, tables and booths, and now under
the management of Glenn E. Wood. 3223 Troost.

Downtown

.

VA.

.

.

9696.

AND RESTAURANT.

KENN-S BAR

Until
wbopperdo of a

Kenn gets around to building a
place on the present location, the status quo it
even more than satisfactory. It's a noonday gathering place for radio personalities and many other
people you like to meet. Good food, fine service.
9th and Walnut. GR. 2680.
MISSOURI HOTEL BAR. Could be a taxidermy
school, but no
you are the one who gets
stuffed with fine foods and inspiring mixed drinks.
Sky-hi<!h ceilingj and unique decorations, 314 W.
12th. HA. 9224.
•k PHIL TRIPP'S. Yob enter the bar, grab one,
and then saunter on to the dining room for
spaghetti, steaks, or delicious meatball sandwiches.
Across from the Pickwick bus station. 922 McGec.
HA. 9224.
.

.

.

A

PICADILLY ROOM.

cute little silver and
station where
catch their breath. You'll hear
gals. In the Pickwick Hotel. lOth

room downstairs from the bus

blue

KM£C

the

some

fine

boys

lines,

the kind of folks you like to meet.
place with modemiatic bar tinted with
lighting. An attractive dining room it just
separate. Above the bar are some masterful
405-07 West 75th St., in the heart of
for

your Vitamin A.

is

PLAZA
your

it

sister

reel

off
into

two pounds

win it all
LO. 6656.

the dining
back. Goes

of

An attractive lounge,
the Town Royale. Mary

the

Dale

and inspiration at the
the silver and gold Hammond organ.
spacious yet cozy, and on the Country
Plan. 614 W. 48th. LO. 3393.
musical

console of
The place

Club

Take

ROYALE.

south-side

delight

it

PRICE'S

RESTAURANT. A

pleasant and popuplace for food, drinks and general
conviviality. Cocktaili, thote great Icvelers of humanity, are simply supurb in the downstairs grill.
10th and Walnut. GR. 0800.

gathering

lar

if

PIONEER ROOM. A

pastel

and old rose room

m the new Westport Arms Hotel. A divan all the
way around makes it pretty easy to get acquainted.
Happy Stilts is your host. Westport Arms Hotel.
301 W. Armour. LO. 0123.
J^PUSATERI'S
that

Gut

well

mattered

HYDE PARK ROOM.

It

teemi

Pusatcri and Dale Carnegie have pretty
the art of influencing people. And
Gus bat a lot of influence among those who like
good food, good drinks and good times. Piano
melodies during the dinner and supper hour offer
a stimulating obligatto to whatever you're up to.
Hyde Park Hotel. 36th and Broadway. LO. 5441.

ROSE'S

RANT.

\

j

Waldo.

COCKTAIL BAR AND RESTAU-

In the heart ol

Waldo

ii

a gatherini place

,

I

SAVOY

GRILL. In the hittoric section of Kansas City, and not far from the main business section, is a businessman's and businesswoman's hideaway in just the kind of atmosphere one usually
looks for but seldom finds. The subject is food.
The predicate, fine drinks. Closed Sundays. 9tk
and Central. VI.

STUBB'S

3890.

I

I

;

GILLHAM PLAZA.

Friendly,

neighSkeets

borly place where the five star attraction is
Light, boogie piano player who has come over for
an indefinite stay. 'The place is usually crowded,
but there's always rum for one more. 3114 Gillham

VA.

Plaza,

TOWN

9911.

A

ROYALE.

beautifully

appointed,

dimly lit, downtown spot, and mightly popular
with the Kansas City Sundodgers and Dayhatcri.
Zola Palmer came in from the down touth Plaza
Royale to play piano and solovox, very, very well
indeed. 1119 Baltimore, VI. 7161.

VERDI'S RESTAURANT.

Italian
fine food
place to go

Romanic appointments, plus
piano

interludes.

A

conversational dinner.
Troost. VA. 9388.

nice

No

drinks.

architecture.

and pleasant
for

a

quiet,

Armour, East of

WESTPORT ROOM.

Colorful and bustling cocklounge and dignified restaurant, located in one
nation's largest railway stations, the Kansas
City Terminal. Next door is the popular and busy
Fred Harvey lunch room. Union Station. GR. 1 100.
tail

the

of

keep that shape ship-shape,

crashing the pins and then
room or cocktail lounge and
just like that. On the Plaza.

j
'

muralt.

Just for a Drink ...

PLAZA BOWL. To

bowling

larg*
indirect
a little

JA. 9796.

and McGee.
if

A

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

'

dirainu-

tive place, tucked away in the Continental Hotel
where greenbacks work overtime. The bargain "two
for one" cocktail hour from 3 to 5 daily is somewhat worth elbowing your way into. Hotel Continental. Uth and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
CABANA. Latin American in decor and atmosphere. Hazel Smith at the Novachord afternoon
and early evening, with the pretty, charming and

talented

evening.

WHS

Alberta Bird of
Hotel Phillip*. GR.

featured
5020.

in

OMAR ROOM.

Dim. friendly and inviting.
furnishes the vintage of the grape or >
reasonable facsimile, and there is singing, or ita
fine place to get
equivalent, in the wilderness.
acquainted. Hotel Continental, 11th and Baltimore.
where

Omar

A

HA.

6040.

THE TROPICS.

Equatorial background, with
entertainment by Mary Jean Miller at
organ and the Steinway. The tropical storm, thundering in at planned intervals, it a
thrilling exrencnce. Hotel Phillipi, 12th and Baltimore. GR. 5020.

continuous
the

Hammond

ZEPHYR ROOM. A

smooth, toft green lounge

amber mirror tables, just a few steps from
main lobby of the magnificient Bellerive Hotel.
Entertainment topliners this month are Sctrs and
Haymer, pianistic clowns, Wayne Muir, impressionistic and boogy pianist; and Sandvol, the Latio
Troubador. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick.
with
the

VA.

7047.

I

the
i

I

'

:

:

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
With Dancing
ROOM. In a year,

.

^ CROWN

ir

.

up

a
tremendous following at this daylight
mecca. Billy Snyder, billed as the world's
trumpet
smallest
player, is feaured. Dinner dancing
from 6 to 1:30. Hotel La Salle, 922 Linwood.
LO. 5262.

built

I

.

Judy Conrad has

'haters'

DRUM ROOM.

You

can't dance much
floor
is
always
favorite
plushy places

can't beat

you

either,

size

jammed.
for

it.

because

Of
the

course
junior

one of our
luncheon, dinner or
It's

supper. Joseph Samarino and his orchestra are now
Hotel
featured.
President,
14th and Baltimore.

J'IGR.

EL CASBAH. One

of the classiest places in the
featuring the stars of the Zephyr room
well as Russell Swan, magician extraordinary,
playing a return engagement, and Charley Wright's
smooth orchestra. Saturday afternoon cocktail dansants, no minimum or cover and free rhumba lessons. Hotel Bellerive. Armour at WarwicV. VA.

7047.

MILTON'S TAP ROOM. An

amiable place
where lots of people dance and talk with lots of
other people and everybody listen to Julia Lee,
pianist

and

nationally
artists,

items.

PENGUIN ROOM.

It's a

homecoming month

for

Constance Duin and her all-girl orchestra at this
smart downtown spot. No minimum or cover.
Closed Sunday. Hotel Continental, llth and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
ir

PLANTATION.

are

still

per club.
•k

Vic Colan and

his

Chicagoam

going strong at this popular suburban supHighway 40, East. FL. 1307.

SOUTHERN MANSION. One

of the

more

ultra

downtown spots done up to live up to its name.
Dee Peterson and the boys play for dinner and
supper dancing. No bar, but excellent
your table. 1425 Baltimore, GR. 5130.

drinks

at

5440.

midwest,

A-

6^

"Baby" Lovett, drummer. They are
known Decca and Premier recording

and
5511

some of
Troost.

their

VA.

platters

are

A

Kansas

City
told

in a tone of

"I'm

*TOOTIE

refracting

Dim, not

MAYFAIR.

will

Glenn Williams and his
S
are back for a popular return engagement.
coast went crajy over the outfit, and so
Kansas City. Food, drinks and dancing until

way

late.

new band
The west

it
off

7852 Wornall Road. DE. 1253.

TROCADERO. A chummy
Main, west on j9th.

businessman

me

No

from

a

cocktail lounge just
orchestra, but all the
juke box. VA. 9806.

WOMEN FDR YDU

of
the other day

grudging antagonism:

ever voted for
I
suffrage.
are beginning to act just h'ke
like human
beings!"
And he added for final

woman

GRILL.

mirrors
concealed lichts.

latest platters are served

9256.

THAT'S
some repute

collectors'

TERRACE

Chaiparelli pink walls, with
the glow of cleverly
too noisy, yet cozy and
congenial. George Sterny and his orchestra are in
for four weeks. Call Gordon Ewing for reservations.
i:th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.

ir

strategic

sorry

Women

—

emphasis

"We should have kept them
bogged down where they belonged!"

Wanting to make sure we had not
seen a current movie, we called the
theatre and asked the following
question
"Say, is that Priscilla Lane or
Mary Martin in 'Birth of the
Blues'?"
Without hesitation, the cashici
chirped happily:
"Well, there's no one here but
me, kid, and my name's Sylvia!"

SWINGIN'

WITH THE STARS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

R..K.-0.

ADVENTURE — Clark Gable.
Greer

Blondell,
Garson,
Joan
Mitchell.
Gable plays a
tough, swaggering, romantic bos'n
who has made love and trouble
in every port on the seven seas.

CORNERED—Dick
Nina

Vale.

Powell

is

Thomas

Powell, WaltCheirel,
Micheline

Sleiak,

er

a

In

corner,

this

Canadian

flier

who

stages a post-war hunt for the
collaborationist responsible for the
The
death of his French bride.
from France to
locale switches

Belgium and Switzerland, and fiwhich
nally lands in Argentina
natural
hang-out
for
seems
a
Fascists of the variety Mr. Powell
Romantic interest
is
cornering.
of a sort furnished by the slinky,
unscrupulous femme menace, Nina

—

Vale.

—

Warner Brothers

•

MY REPUTATION—Barbara
A

young
Stanwyck, George Brent.
widowed,
unexpectedly
mother,
feels she must choose between a
life of seclusion and one in which
George
she plays a normal role.

Twentieth Century-Fox

Brent, as a dashing army officer,
helns Barbara Stanwyck make this
decision.

A WALK

Lewis
Milestone
takes
a
period of a few hours, a handful
of G.I.'s and a beach at Salerno,
and transforms them into one of
not the finest movie rethe
if
The
cordings of World War II.
G.I.*s are identified singly and
collectively as they proceed under
enemy fire from their landing
craft to their destination six miles
beyond.
Sincere and convincing
performances by Dana Andrews,
Hunt Hall and Herbert Rudley.
tor

m

—

Tentative Schedule in
Kansas City

NEWMAN
LOST WEEKEND

MASQUERADE

IN

MEXICO

KITTY

LOEWS MIDLAND
HARVEY GIRLS
ADVENTURE

MASQUERADE

IN

MEXICO—

Dorothy Lamour, Arturo de CorPatric
Knowles,
Ann
dova,
Dvorak, Mikhail Rasumny. Amusing account of what happens to an
American night-club singer when
she poses as a Countess in order
to get a job singing at an excluDottic
cafe.
sive Mexico City
gets herself involved with jewel
thieves, and later in a marital triDottie, a great believer in
angle.
twosomes, sets out to charm away
the third party of the triangle,
none other than Arturo de Cordova -a torrid wolf who chases

—

bulls

for

a

living

and ladies for

pastime.
Watch for Ann
Dvorak's excellent performance.
a

LOST WEEKEND—Ray
Jane Wyman.
itnown as The
adaptation of
novel about an
the
1945
of

and a
Bottle.

Milland.
character

A

Charles

iupeii)

Jackson's

Winner
York Film

alcoholic.

New

Award as well as a host
of other notable awards. Milland
plays the alcoholic who says he is
not drunk but a drunkard; Jane
Wyman. his fiance, whose only
rival is the Bottle. The picture
takes Milland graphically torough
the biggest binge on record . .
proceeding from the first nervetwitching hankering for a drink to
the point where little things, bats
and mice specifically, drive him
nearly to distraction. The picture's
excellence lies in the fact that it
just presents the
doesn't preach
facts for your inspection. And be
to
inspect
them!
sure
Critics"

.

MY REPUTATION

Paramount

Paramount

—

SUN— Direc-

IN THE

Carson's a girl whose greatest
adventure is a picnic on Sunday.
You can guess the rest. ADVENTURE puts Gable back in his
pre-war lusty, gusty he-man roles
socking and getting socked by
Excellent
the lady of his choice.
supporting cast of Tom TuUy.
Richard Haydn.
John Qualen.
Lina Roma and Harry Davenport.

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
SAILOR TAKES A WIFE

UPTOWN, ESQUIRE,
FAIRWAY
BECAUSE OF HIM

LITTLE GIANT

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY

RKO ORPHEUM
THREE STRANGERS
DANGER SIGNAL
TOMORROW IS FOREVER

CORNERED

RIVERBOAT RHYTHM

SARATOGA TRUNK

TOWER
Double Feature plus Stage Show
(Not Posted in Advance)

—

•

R-K-O

TOMORROW

IS

FOREVER —

Orson Welles. Claudette Colbert,
and George Brent. A fine example
of what can result with a superb
cast, excellent direction and production, and a helluva poor story.
But here's the plot; judge for yourself.

Orson goes away to World

War

I,

leaving behind wife Clau(who works for chemical
magnate G. Brent). Orson is reported missing, and after a DEdette

CENT INTERVAL.

Claudette
bears his baby and marries Brent.
Twenty years later. Orson returns
crippled, bearded, and a chem
whij from the old country. Claudette doesn't recognize him (not
even the Welles voice), practically
turns him out of the house. But
undaunted. Welles helps to solve
her family problems and dies, just
as Claudette begins to have a faint
suspicion of his identity. The acting and the direction will be worth
the price of your ticket, even if
the story isn't.

—

remarked Mr. Phelps, noting the date in
his calender.

But

E. W. Phelps, general manager of the
Swift and Company Kansas City plant,
has a check stowed away with a stack of
others upon which is scrawled in palsied
penmanship: "I hereby confess that I do
not know beef liver from pork liver from
veal liver from lamb liver when properly
prepared in the Swift kitchen."
If and when Mr. Phelps does try to cash
that check, the banker may chuckle a bit
as he reaches for the "NSF" stamp.
It all started in a casual sort of way, like

most arguments that end up in financial
violence. It we hadn't snorted at the Phelps
statement that vat.jus livers are practicably
impossible to tell apart it might have saved
some embarrassment.
The challenge was made, met, and a day
set for the protein duel.
were there
early and strolled about the immaculate
Swift kitchen with its 21st century cooking

We

gadgets, hoping against hope that maybe
the culinary artists themselves had labeled
the brazing pans for their own edification.

if

Braniff,

TWA,

Mid-Continent,

Continental or Ozark airlines can't do anything about it, a buck slipped in the process of a hearty handshake with a certain
gatekeeper will get us onto a train going
in

some direction on B-O Day.
•

PAGING MR. HANNEGAN ...

Laws and Regulations to open profitablelooking letters upon impulse, our grayjackets would be a clan of billionaires.
But unfortunately, federal judges scowl
upon such practices, and when the mail
reach its destination, many of us
are too stupid to take advantage of good
deals when they do come up.
cent and a half stamp brought these
offers to our desk this morning:
Intimate letters to brides, recognizing
certain facts; 50 miniature photographs
for a dollar and a half, (exclusive, maybe?)
a vibrant expose of vice conditions in the
nation's capital, first aid tablets for lumbago; formula for a soapless rug cleaner;
Big Thoughts on Money, 10 for 10 cents;
a book of great secrets; a pamphlet that
would cause the bird of matrimony to sing
oftener and sweeter; a "fool your friends
kit" for 10 cents, (two dozen of these,
please); a booklet titled, "Don't be a
sucker- mail order sales amount to more
are you
than a million dollars a day
getting your share?"; a technical book on
printing; specimen of an ad in poet's paper
that brought the writer $93,000; instructions on how to publish a trade magazine
with $1 capital; and a sample of snappy
sayings and jokes of which the following
is a sample: "Could you make a truthful
statement about a night club? Answer: The
customer is always tight."

does

A

—

Martha Logan, the Swift home econis charming and gracious, but she
couldn't be charmed into giving even the
slightest hint of which was which. The
pans were labeled A, B, C and D, and
you could start from there.
The test was run off and of course
we lost. Later, across his big glass top desk,
Mr. E. W. Phelps dictated assignment of

omist,

the check with professional satisfaction.
After debts were squared and the conversation drifted over into coagulated butterfat solids, we and our big mouth again
got into difficulties.
said we could and
Mr. Phelps said we could not distinguish
butter from oleomargarine, and a date was
set for another kitchen skirmish.
"We shall designate it as B.O Day,"

We

If

mail clerks only knew the value of some
of the precious stuff they cart around
the country, and were permitted by Postal

—

•

AND ALL

THIS,

TOO

.

.

.

With

that gracious and gorgeous Ann Dvorak
on a recent visit to Kansas City was a

—
68

March, 1946

"NUERENBURG— (AP)—A

German

general said today that he believed Hitler's
downfall was started with the bomb attack
on his wife July 20, 1944."

•
gregarious

tuft

heavenly-tinted

of

Rhonda Fleming. Some

fellas,

differential.

•

NEVER A DOLL MOMENT
The gentleman

in,

up,

that corner of Twelfth
Kansas City, advertised

comfort, Mr. Charles
tremely uncomfortable

when same

GIMBELS

rose

and
there were several that evening, have no
difficulty spanning or ignoring a sharp age
petal,

HAD NYLONS

.

.

.

"Don't

think we want to run this advertisement,"
said Gimbel's recently in the N. Y. Times.
"We have nylons 26,000 pairs of them.
But, believe us, having nylons is almost
worse than not having them. If we adverand a riot
tise nylons we'll have a riot
hurts us more than it hurts you (see hurts
listed below). If we don't advertise them,
what'll we do with 26,000 pairs, hoard
em? Shall we put them under the counter
and dole them out to pet customers?
haven't any pets. Shall we send them to
love cash customers,
charge customers?

—

—

.

.

.

down and around
and Baltimore

in
as 21 stories of
Phillips, was ex-

other night
imbibing kidnaper
the

larcenous,
snitched a Hawaiian doll from that haven
of dolls, the Tropics.
Dapper Deputy Delahunty of the
sheriff's office, who is forever "happening"
upon just such scenes, volunteered to con-

duct a one-man tropical woman-hunt. So
he made the rounds, not saying how long
he stopped at each.
Finally, perched in the middle of a
table at Pusateri's New Yorker, was the
curvaceous figure. Gus Pusateri, always on
top of any trick play, said that the guy
toted the doll in there was in substance the same way, plastered.

who

We

We

26,000 pairs are a drop in our
100,000 charge customer bucket. We've

too. Besides,

—

taken this large space to point out how
uncomfortable you will be 'uncomfortable'
is the adjectivial apogee of understatement.
Come if you must. Every pair will be prepacked. No mail, no phone, you must be
here. When you come, give us your size
leave color, brand, gauge, denier, and price
to us.

Take

escalators to the Fifth Floor

Rear.

DON'T

be distressed if you leave Gimwith your coiffure looking like a
sparrow taking a bath!
bel's

DON'T

be upset

if

some gentlewoman

your shins, tickles
thwacks your fibula!

barks

DON'T

come

at all unless

the strength
heart is pure!
is

your

as

of

ten

tibia

or

your strength
your

because

—

DON'T

we'll have
ask for a brand
Raalte, McCallum, Phoenix, Mojud,
Hudson, Gotham, Athena, and others!

Van

DON'T

•

HIS ACHILLES

HEEL

.

.

.

News-

papers, so it seems, have the annoying
habit of burying important stories on the
inside pages just because it is sometimes
old news. An Associated Press story under
a recent date was printed at the bottom of
page 2 by the Kansas City Star in this

manner:

ask

for

a

special

price

—

we'll

have nylons at $1.20, $1.35, $1.40, $1.45,
$1.55
take what you get and be happy!

—

DON'T
peaters.

try to get in line again.
pair to a customer.

One

pair perfect, first quality.

DON'T

—

No

re-

Every

think we exaggerate
remember
the third time Gimbel's has advertised nylons and Gimbel's knows."
this

is

brings a
MARCH
vorite back to

6
through Fridays

Kansas City faevening
m.
Mondays

WHB's

schedules

at

with "The

Fulton Lewis, Jr..
Top of the News" from
the nation's capital. Also

—

p.

new (and worth hearing)
is

"It Pays

For

To Be

WHB

Smart."

WHB

produced by
in co-operation
with the city's high schools and the
University of Kansas City. Hear it
Saturdays at 1:30 p. m. This is the
kind of audience-building program-

ming

that

One

advertising

makes

Availabilities, 'Phone

New York City, 18..
Chicago, 2
San Francisco, 4
Los Angeles, 13
Kansas City, 6

ADAM YOUNG

.

WHB your
buy

Number

the K.

in

C.

market.

DON DAVIS

at

any

office:

11 West 42nd St
55 East Washington
627 Mills Building
448 South Hill St

St

LOngocre 3-1926
ANDover 5448

Scarritt Building

KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE

SUtter 1393

Michigan 0921
HArrison 1161

NETWORK

wood. Queen
featured
of

in

of the Ice, will be

the

new Ice-Copades

1946 at the Plo-Mor Arena

during the week of April 4-11.
of the king-size beauties

Queen

of Hollywood is Alexis Smith,
wife of Kansas City's own Craig

Stevens of the film capital. Miss
Smith was a guest on Showtime
recently,
on a brief stopover

between trains. Queen of WHB's
Showtime,
Rosemary
Howard,
seems to have a crush on that
little

splinter,

Jerry

O'Leary,

whose manipulator. Bob Evans,
has been called the King of
Ventriloquists,

technician,

by

that

master

Edgar Bergen.

IT PAYS TO BE SMARTpopular high school quiz
"It Pays to Be Smart," is w<
ing away with laurels as Kan
City's outstanding weekend ri
show
Saturdays at
p. m. Quizmaster Dick Smith
.

.

.

the questions and students vie
cash prizes. The show is put
in
cooperation with the Bo^
of Educotion and the Univerj
I

of Kansas City. The series

stai^

at Southwest High School

wh

this picture

was taken.

VOL.
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ARTICLES
shores
that Aprile with
Now
turned our
sote hath
its

lightly

fancies to thoughts of love and
other rights of spring, we find
ourselves disturbed again by those
longings, immortal and otherwise, recurrent with the season.
And as before, we find it disYet,
tracting and delicious
the papers do not report the
smell of the lilacs nor its implications, nor the kiss under the
pale green willow; and the radio
seldom sings of the nightingale.
They are busy with the necessary
news of hunger, of the fascist
who refuses to be conquered, and
the senator who refuses to conquer him. With the air full of
these, we have learned not to
expect renascence at Eastertime.
And we have even begun to
doubt our right to realize April.
wonder if there is time for
the traditions of spring, and if
we do wrong to welcome them.
Perhaps we merely use April as
good excuse for cartwheels and
wings at the heel. Or is it irresistible, we wonder; simply that
we are the natural absorbent of
the vibrations of an earth pushing up flowers, so that we are
giddy, with good reason and
.

.

.

We

much rhyme.

On

the

first

day of the month,

Stalin Means Business
Why Jazz
War Dance or Mercy

Cedric Foster

13
15
17

John Broberg
Davenport
Carol White

25
27

Jetta Carleton

29

Sam Smith

41

H. Beckhart
Constance Rivard

47
49

Do Unto Others
The Grind and Bump
I'LL Never Do That Again
Radio Advertisers Need to
Grow Up
Old Jen

Lucille

An Overnight Army
And Every Girl a Queen
Funeral
Smoke Sign in the Sky
T.B.
Painless Danger

3

James B. Gaott
D. W. Hodgins
Flora Hafer
Jim Britton
Rick Allison

2,000 Miles of

Lucille

7

9

21

MISCELLANIES
Rats Are Smart
Boom Times for Whales

Theia A. Gebbie

Rowland G. Bird

44
45

OUR TOWN TOPICS
Swing's
April's

Man

of the Month, Mureel Crump
Heavy Dates in Kansas City

37
2
63

Ports of Call in Kansas City
SwiNGiN' With the Stars

66

Swing Around

67

OTHER TOWN TOPICS
Chicago Letter
Chicago Ports of Call
New York Letter
New York Ports of Call

Norton Hughes Jonathan
Marion Odmark
Lucie Ingram

54
56
57

59

when Puck's summation of us
strikes home again, we can't help
suspecting that April could be
good for people. If it really took,
we think it might prevent certain
pompous and pernicious evils.
And that is why we have decided
to wish April on everyone. On
all the stuffy people, the bigots,
and the greedy
and also on
the wise and reasonable ones

DAVID W. hodgins
DONALD DWIGHT DAVIS

have so much work to do.
hoi>e April happens to all of
and to you and to us
with all its terrifying tenderness.

Circulation Manager
PHOTOGRAPHY: Harold Hahn, Brooks Crummett,
Ray Farnan, Norm Hobart, Louise Putnam.

.

.

.

who

We

them

—

—

JETTA carleton

Editor

Managing Editor
Publisher

TOM COLLINS

Humor

NORTON hughes JONATHAN
LUCIE INGRAM
JOHN T. SCHILLING
.

ART:

Marge
Beyer,

.

.

Chicago Editor
Seui York Editor

.

.

James Gantt, Art Director; Betty Schultheis,
Estes, Jane Edmiston, Flaucy Pearson, Mignon
Don Flowers, H. Lindsey.
published monthly

at Kansas City, Missouri.
communications to Publication Office,
1120 Scarritt Building, Kansas City 6, Missouri.
'Phone Harrison 1 161. 247 Park Avenue. New York 17,
New York. "Phone Plaza 3-9327. 333 North Michigan.
Chicago 1. Hlmois. 'Phone Central 7980. Price 25c in
United States and Canada. Annual subscriptions. United
States, $3 a year; everywhere else, $4. Copyright 1946 by
Broadcasting Co. All rights of pictorial or text content reserved by the Publisher in the United States, Great
Britain, Mexico, Chile, and all countries participating in
the International Copyright Convention. Reproduction or
use without express permission of any matter herein is forbidden. Swing is not responsible for the loss of unsolicited
manuscripts, drawings or photographs. Printed in U. S. A.
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APRIL'S

HEAVY DATES
ART
William

Rockhill

BASEBALL

Nelson Gallery

Loan Galleries; paintings
by four Latin-American artists,
Carreno, Merida. Bermudez and
Tamayo. Fifty Latin-American
prints, and 50 Pre-Spanish Peruvian textiles, circulated by PanAmerican Union. Print Rooms:
Etchings by James McNeil
of Art:

Whistler.

Masterpiece-of-the-

Month:

Terra Cotta Funerary
Urn, Etruscan, 2nd century,
BC. Final motion picture and
musical program April 14. "The
Dance in Film," sponsored by
Fox-Midwest.

William Hudson from the Uni-

April

and

Alec Templeton.

4,

Missouri. Monday
Thursday evenings, 7:00-

versity

(A^N)

Music Hall.

of

8:15.

'Elementary Russian,"

(Conservatory Program)
April 2, piano students of Alice
Rutledge. 3522 Walnut.
April 5, excerpts from opera,
Atlcins auditorium.
April 9, students of Florence
O'Hara, at All Soul's Church,
34th and Baltimore.
April
Rosemary Maloscay'a
11,
violin students, at All Soul's

Church.
April 8, last concert by Allied
Arts symphony orchestra, directed by David Van Vactor, in
auditorium
of
Community
church.
April 23, Emily Ketting's voice
students. All Soul's church.
April 26, Lucy Handy's voice
pupils. All Soul's church.
April 30, musical program by
radio department at the con-

Monday

Thursday evenings, 7:00by Dr. Samson Soloveitfrom the University of
Colorado.
"Russian Foreign
Tuesday and Friday
Policy"

(Other
cale,

30,

Musical

Loretto

Events)
musi-

Academy

Music Hall of Municipal

Auditorium.
April 28, concert by
partment of Jewish

Music decommunity

1600 Linwood, including
Center Symphony, and choral

center,

groups.

THEATRE
April 1-8, Resident Theatre, 1600
Linwood Boulevard.
Resident
Theatre
players,
directed
by
Harry Scbwimmer, present
"Sfufu."

April 3. World's championship
match, arena. Sponsored by
Sports.

Inc.

April 16. Professional wrestling,
sponsored by Sports, Inc.
April 17, World's championship
match, arena, sponsored by
Sports,

Inc.

and

9:05,
chek.

evenings, 7:00-8:15.

DANCING

10.

11,

12.

24. 25,

20, 21,
Clark.

14,

27,

17,

Heart of America Opto-

President.
metric Congress.
April 7-8, Rotary Intl. I23rd District, Kansas City. Kansas.
April 10-12, Missouri Valley ElecContinental.
tric Association.
Osteopathic Chil15-17,
Aeril
dren's Health Conference. Little
Theatre.
April 24-26. Midwest Hospital

Auditorium.
Assn.
April 27-29, Central States Shoe
Travelers.
bach.

April

30,

Women

Phillips

and Muehle-

National
Voters,

April 12,

Arena.

ROTC

arena.
April 14, Eagle
Hall.
April 21, Easter
services, arena.

Military Circus,
Scouts.

Sunday

Music
religious

18.

CONVENTIONS
2.

arena.

28, Osiie

(Municipal Auditorium)
April 14, Louis Jordan, colored
dance.

April

get-together,

Auditorium

(Pla-Mor Ballroom. 32nd
and Main)
Tuesday and Friday nights, "Over
30" dances with Tom and Kate
Beclcham and their orchestra.
April 3, 4, 6, 7, Lloyd La Brie.
April

OTHER EVENTS
April 6, Campfire Girls city-wide
April 11-12, "Queen for a Day"
Mutual
and
Broadcast
over
WHB. 1:30 p.m.. Municipal

servatory.

April

lyn (Exhibitions)
April 11. Chicago Cubs vs. St.
Louis Browns.
April 12, St. Louis Cardinals vs.
Kansas City Blues.
April 13-14, Pittsburgh Pirates vs.
Kansas City Blues.
(American Association
League Season)
April 17, 18. 19, Minneapolis vs.
Kansas City Blues.
April 20-21. St. Paul vs. Kansas
City Blues (2 games on Sunday).

WRESTLING

LECTURES
(University of Kansas City)
'American Ideals" by Dr. Jay

MUSIC

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd and Brook-

League of
Muehlebach.

ON THE

ICE

April 4-11. Ice-Capades, Pla-Mor
Arena. Giant company of 152
and 10 production spectacles.

H

No

plea for peace

.

.

.

Peace

is

unattainable under the present
capitalistic

world economy.

by CEDRIC FOSTER

STALIN Weans BUSINESS
(In a broadcast heard Sxxnday, February 10, at 5:30 p. m.
highly rated commentator,

Cedric Poster, ripped aside the

thinking concerning ]oe Stalin, and what he has in mind.

weekdays except Saturday

at

1

p. m.,

AN unheralded appearance beINfore
the microphone of the Moscow radio, Josef Stalin, dictator of the
Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics,
people of the entire world
what they might expect from the Russian people in the next half decade.
told the

He gave this information to the
world through the medium of telling
the Russian people themselves, on the
eve of their elections which took place
today, of the tasks which he expected
them to perform. The reason that he
wished them to perform these tasks,
he said, was to prepare the Soviet
Union for "any eventuality." He did
not amplify that statement by saying
what he thought that "eventuality"
might be.
should be noted
no point in his
remarks did Josef Stalin refer to the
Deity. At no point did he suggest
that any Divine Guidance be sought.
I believe also that it should be noted
that his address was, for the most
part, an indictment of the capitalistic
system. Lastly, I believe we should
I

first

believe that

of

all,

it

that at

CST

on

WHB,

CST, MutuaVs
veil

of clouded

Foster

Sundays

is

heard

at 5:30.)

take into consideration that he made
no plea for peace, as we would understand such a plea here in the United
States

...

a plea for peace to be

established through a sympathetic

and

mutual approach by all nations to the
problems of their fellow-men in other
countries of the world. He made no
such plea, because that which he believed to be the prerequisite to such

a peace

.

.

.

redistribution

namely, "the periodic
of

raw

materials

and

markets between the countries of the
world, in accordance with their eco-

nomic needs, and by peaceful means"
he made no such plea, because
this, he said, was unattainable "under
the present capitalistic development of
world economy."
.

.

.

Holding
he

he frankly
he told the Russian
people that it was incumbent upon
them, in the next five years, to produce fifty million tons of pig iron a
stated

this opinion, as

did,

year; sixty million tons of steel; a half
billion tons of coal, and six million

tons of oil. Thus, the five-year output which looms immediately ahead

April,

Sivtnf
on the post-war horizon would be a
quarter of a billion tons of pig iron;
almost a third of a billion tons of
steel;

two

billion,

lion tons of coal,

tons of

five hundred miland thirty million

oil.

To anyone

famiHar with the last
published figures of Russian production, and it should be stressed that
these are Russian figures for the year
1941, to anyone with even a cursory
knowledge of these figures
those
outlined by Josef Stalin in his speech
of yesterday are drastically higher.
For the yearly output of his coming
five-year plan, Stalin demands almost
three times the pig iron production
of 1941 and almost three times the
amount of steel. Coal production for
each year of the coming five, if it
reaches the demanded half billion
tons, would exceed the production of
1941 by three hundred nine million
tons. Stalin's demands for each year
will not, according to the American
Iron and Steel Institute's compilation,
reach the level of production in the
United States during 1944. But it
will be close to it. It will not leave
a very wide gap when we take into
consideration that American figures
for that year were predicated upon
war production. It would be folly to
argue, of course, that American war.

.

.

1946

time production would be as high as
peacetime output.
At the same time that he urged this
gigantic effort to be expended by the
Russian people, Stalin declared: "Secondly, v;e are building on a large scale,
scientific research institutes to enable
science to develop. I have no doubt
that, if we aid our scientists, they will
not only catch up with, but they will
surpass, those abroad."
It was then that he said only when
these things are achieved "can we consider our country guaranteed against
any eventuality." In his indictment
of the capitalistic system, Stalin attributed to that system the wars which
have plagued the peoples of the world.
These wars, he said, "arose in reality
as the inevitable result of monopoly
its

He

said that the capital"conceals elements of
crisis and war" and that the "development of world capitalism does not follow a steady and even course for-

capitalism."

system

istic

Rather does it "proceed
ward."
through crisis and catastrophe. The
uneven development of the capitalistic
countries leads in time to sharp disturbances in their relation. The group
of countries which consider themselves inadequately provided with raw
materials and export markets, tries
usually to change this situation in its
and by means of armed
favor
.

.

.

force.

"As
set

war

a result the capitalist world

into

two

follows."

is

camps and the
was at this point

hostile
It

that he discussed periodic redistribution of raw materials only to come to
the conclusion that this is impossible
under the present "capitalistic devel-

opment of world economy."

STAIIN MEANS BUSINESS
right
There are those today
now, only a matter of hours after
who
Stahn has stopped talking
say that Stalin's speech was for home
that it was intended
consumption
to bolster the structure of a weakened
.

.

.

.

Russian state

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

that

purpose

its

was to shore and prop up a form of
government which the Russian people
do not want and which they will
eventually overthrow by force. In the
light of that which has happened in
the past, and there is no other way
to judge the future, these statements

being made because those who
make them hope and pray that they
are true. They are not made with
are

any

logical reasoning to

support them.

To

the contrary, everything that has
happened in the last five years contradicts them. The evidence which refutes them is to be found in Russian
preparation for the war with Germany. The evidence which further
denies their validity in reason is to be

found on
to

count

battlefields

... on

too

fields

numerous
of conflict

where the Russians fought
not
against their own government
but against the armed might of the
Teuton hordes who would have en.

.

.

.

.

.
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slaved them. Those battles were defensive and offensive, as Stalin point-

ed out yesterday

when he reviewed

the war.

words of yesterday should
the veil of any clouded
thinking in which we have been prone
Stalin's

rip

aside

to indulge.

They should

reveal, to a

world, that the
Soviet Union is unalterably opposed
to capitalism and that the Soviet
Union is out to match, in a united
effort, the production of that world.
Stalin's words allow no misinterpretation.
He spoke in the clearest,
simplest language. He said peace was
impossible under the present capitalrealistic

capitalistic

economy. He made no plea for
He merely ... to use the
"laid it on
American vernacular
the line to the Russian people." He
told them what they had to do to
prepare for ... as he phrased it
"any eventuality."
Here in the United States our
course is clear. It is to bring an end
to the interminable bickering and
squabbling between capital and labor
... to bring an end to it and to put
shoulders to the wheel, with farsighted, courageous leadership. In no
other way can we survive. On the
foundation of compromise alone, can
we face the future. Arrayed against
us is a totalitarian mass of tremendous power.
istic

peace.

.

.

.

.

As we

.

.

correct the inequities in the

system which we believe to be the
we are still
best economic system
beholden to maintain an alert vigilance lest the system which stands in
opposition to us ... by its methods
place us in the
of expansion
.

.

.

.

.

.

position of "have-nots." Thus, in the

Su
last analysis,

we must work

Soviet Union.

We

actions as she has stated she

ing

raw
It is

with the

must appraise her
is

weigh-

Equitable distribution of
materials means just what it says.
just as applicable to us as it is to
ours.

^er^it

tlie

rope trick, d^uL,

April,

any nation.
freedom to
certain

And
all

1946

peoples,

we grant
we must be

who

espouse the

that those

lastly, as

Communistic system do not sweep
into their orbit peoples who would
remain in ours.

and keep

on Join wliat ^ou 're doin

'

'

I

JAZZ

W/i^
A

quick look at conditions

that

make

Jazz inevitable.

by JAMES

AS THE
jL\.

B.

GANTT

tempo of American

life increases,

life

so does the pulse

of its popular music. Since the turn
of the century Jazz has charted tjie
history of our living, not as a line
upon a graph or a sum below a row
of figures, but as the breath of living
people. The fluctuating heart beats
as it responds to the pressures that
bear upon it.
Jazz was born of the social and
economic changes that heralded the
birth of the machine age. It pulsates

from the screens of picture houses,
weaves rhythmically on ether

it

the city night with a
voice that speaks of living and labor

waves,

it

fills

and love— it's America's way of gauging the pressure on its people.

The old forms are not discarded.
They are needed, badly needed to ex'
press those timeless basic problems of
our existence. This new travail and
bloody birth must find a different
voice, for it is not like any phase
preceding it. Certainly there have
been periods of unrest and movement
in our history
but they were caused

—

more by the functions of nature op'
erating inside the limits of time and
space that insulated the separate ide-

man.
But now we tear away those barriers and convert them into useful

ologies of

Instead of blocking out the
interchange of ideas and products,
they now function as a medium of
exchange.
tools.

This uprooting process

had not been for the sub'
merged black races that were thrown
into our struggle for existence on this
continent, America might have found
a different voice. But the Negro
brought a rhythm and a temperament
that was suited to fit this changing
phase and so we found a music that
could set up a mirror to our new
If

it

reactions.

progress,

and

its

is

results are

still
still

in

too

far ahead to be familiar to our lives.

we must

readjust our basic conour thinking and our evaluations to a new standard. This we
do or we must perish by the very
powers we have set in motion.
Even now, after fifty years the
goals are only dimly seen and half
embodied.
So,

cepts, time

8

S.win 9

Because this particular state of
mental and emotional evolution had
no precedent, it follows that it had
no voice. And so it sought those
peoples

whose

—whose

greatest

were

reactions

the

uprooting had been

the most brutal, and whose readjust-

were the most
American Negro.

ments

From

these

severe

distressed

—the

and lonely

came the cry of that vast
unrest that lived in every man; that
inability to fathom how or why
the
struggle to maintain life with unfaindividuals

—

mihar tools in unfamiliar fields. He
took the material at hand and gave
it a crude rudimentarv form, a form

devised of
marches

hymns— of

military

—of quadroons—and

these he

flavored with the rhythmic voodoopounding that was the heritage of his
worship. Thus the form, and in this
shape he poured the sum of his experience, rain and cold and hunger,
love and death and dice, the aching

HIS
/^LOWNS

April,

loneliness

home

—

for

of

humankind without a
were strange new

these

—

settings for the old problems- and
the old problems had a strangeness,
too, in this

new

light.

Yes, the Negro spoke of it first
but so adequately and completely that
it has now become a living part of
our culture a monstrous business involving tremendous amounts of money
the source of living for a great

—

—

number of people. Beyond that, it
has become the mirror of our change.
Perhaps Jazz

more

is

emotional

voice of unrest.

too shallow to carry

content than this
may be that it is

It

too tailor-made to fit a phase. When
mankind has readjusted to his own
creations, the

appear.

need for Jazz

But while we

still

may

or

dis-

e.xist

in

shaky transitional period, torn
by wars and political upheavals. Jazz
this

will be the great

and noble voice of

puzzled people.

GREATEST ACT

"Funny Men,"

as children call them, have caused the world
But, perhaps, the most redays of Aristophanes.
nowned clowns were the Fratellini Brothers of France: Albert, Francis, and
They can be compared to the Marx Brothers.
Paul.

to laugh

1946

since the

The most famous of the Fratellinis was Paul. His greatest performance,
which was really superb, was given before nine hundred orphan children; their
fathers had died in battle. He made the children laugh so hilariously that they
forgot their sorrow.
Then he went home to a little flowered coffin. His
seven-year-old son bad died that afternoon.

a

WAR DANCE
The

OF Werc^

Indians were bent on killing

every cursed white

man on

the

fringes of their sacred reserve.

HODGINS

by D. W.

FELLA,

if

paying
or electric

you want to get out of
pay no gas, water

taxes,
bills,

live

in

a rent-free

home, run around the country with
no license on your automobile, and
enjoy fishing and hunting the year
around with no bag limits, shooting
hours or any kind of restrictions, here
is how it can be done.

You would wander

off up to the
Indian reservation in
North Central Wisconsin, woo and
win yourself a bronsc'skinned beauty,

Menominee

and live on the reservation
"squaw man."

as

a

"Squaw man" is the name given
men who marry into the tribe.
Of course you wouldn't be a regular
white

enrolled

enjoy

all

Menominee, but you would
the privileges of a ward of

the federal government.

The Menominee

Indians are people,

and you over
your neighbor. However,
just like you,

inal

there,

and

as aborig'

Americans, they enjoy a special

now, whether Indian against Indian,
or Indian against white man, are set'
tied by the courts. But there was a
time when, the only language spoken
to the outsider was that of the coppertipped arrow and tomahawk.
Five years after the

Civil

War,

was smouldering on the Menominee reservation. The tribe had
roved the big hills and tall forests,
and fished the fast streams on the
trouble

Menominee
was deeded

lands since 1852, when it
to them by the federal

government.

Now and then a stage coach,
threading a thin and precarious line
up through the wilds of Wisconsin
to the iron and copper country of
Michigan, was held up, plundered
and

all

hands scalped.

al'

The old Military Road, now State
Highway 55, was cut through northern Wisconsin when it was believed

ways friendly and cooperative neigh'

that the British might send help to

In years gone by they felt they
had a valid claim against intrusion by
the white man.
Their differences

the confederate armies through Can-

status while living within the limits

of their 28'mile long reservation.
But the Menominees were not
bors.

ada, and attack the northern armies
through a back door. After the Civil

10

April,

War

the road

coach

line.

was used

as

1946

a stage

The Indians became restless and
disturbed as the whites trekked up
through the woods from Gills Landing and settled on the banks of the
Wolf River just seven miles from
their reservation. Scouts came back
with the word that 200 or more pale-

faces were cutting trees, building
homes and tilling the land. The Indians feared and hated the intruders,
especially at such close range.

They

the whites
would encroach upon their own sacred
lands and virgin forests.

Some distance beyond the flaming
spruce branches. Chief Oshkosh suddenly saw the figure of a man reeling

Occasionally the redskins would
skirt the settlement and send pioneers
scurrying with a shower of arrows.
But undaunted, the hardy whites held
their ground. It was then that the
Indians decided on more drastic
measures.

through the forest. The chief got up
and watched more closely. The man
staggered up to the tent and fell at

visualized the time

Finally a

when

day was

—

set for the be-

ginning of the end the end of the
white colony down at the big bend
of the river. Maddened tribesmen in
faces
danced
painted
hideously
around leaping fires. The echo of
tom-toms sounded far into the dense
woods. Women and children heaped
wood on the fires of war while their
menfolk shrieked, beat the drums of
war and danced.
his tent some few rods away,
Chief Oshkosh (for whom the
city of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, was later
named) peered out through the open
flap.
His eyes were moist and his

From

old

heart was heavy. He was thinking of
the time when the white man's magic
had saved him from an agonizing
death.

the chief's feet.

The visitor mumbled feverish words
that the colony of whites had been
stricken with red plague. Fifty were
already dead and more were sick and
dying. They were without food or
firewood, cattle and animals had not
been fed. Would the Indians bring
help?

The chief walked slowly to the
center of the flaming, dancing, leaping circle.

He

raised his

hand and

spoke slowly and clearly in the native
Menominee tongue. The tribesmen
ceased their war dance, fell to their
knees and with bowed heads listened
to the message of their wise chief.

Soon there was a scurrying of men
and ponies. Food and provisions were
brought out from the cavern under
Spirit Rock, where the Indians believed

supply.

it

holy to store their winter's

WAR DANCE OF MERCY
In a flash small bay ponies were
streaking through the woods carrying

men, merciless,

on

xincivilized red

11

tribesmen sat on crossed legs around
the stage of rough clap-board lumber.

Tim Wescott,

men,

the first village presi-

dent, spoke for an hour

a mission of mercy.

The colony of whites was saved,
but the red men lost hundreds of their

His speech ended with

tribesmen to the red plague which
they contracted from the whites. In
fact, they were far and away the big

petual

"May God

ment was

cast prosperity

upon

half.

and

better

are white, thought we were
than these people, and may

God forgive us for that great error.
Let history record that people with
dark skin, sometimes have whiter
hearts than those with light skin."

when

the settleincorporated into the village

of Shawano, Chief Oshkosh and his

DEFINITIONS
A
you

fanatic

is

a person

who

is

highly enthusiastic about something in which

are not even remotely interested.

The game Air Mail

is

simply postoffice on a higher plane.

Philosophers are people

and make you think

it's

who

your

talk about

something they don't understand

fault.

•
Appetite is so called because when you're eating your 'appy and
you get through your tummy is tight.

when

•

An

11 -year-old pupil of an art teacher had produced a rather unusual
stag in raspberry pink with one antler blue and one yellow.
adult visitor
to the studio looked at the picture and remarked, "But, sonny, people don't
see stags with one blue and one yellow antler and a raspberry pink body."

An

The young

artist

thought

a

minute and then

said, sincerely

and soberly,

"Isn't that too bad!"

•

An

old Negro preacher once cautioned his flock, "when you're lookin'
at your neighbor's melon patch, bredderin, you cain't keep your mouf from
waterin', but you kin run."

•
Mis. Average Woman has been epitomized as one who marries at 24,
quarrels with her husband twice a month, threatens eight times a year to go
home to her mother, never learns to drive a nail, ruins three fenders and one
garage door, and frequently reflects that she should have married somebody
else.

per-

these noble red men.

We, who

losers.

Fifteen years later,

life

and a

this prayer:

KNOW YOUR STREAMLINERS
below the airliners, the streamlined trains are the fastest and probably
most comfortable way of getting places. Even if you have not traveled
extensively you should know enough about these famous trains to identify at
least half of them, and probably more.
12 to 16 is excellent, 8 to 12 good,
4 to 8 fair, and 4 or less, poor. See how many streamliners you can put on
the right track. (Answers on page 55.)

JUST

1

—The "Rocket"

joy of (a)

the pride and
(b)

is

The Great Northern,

The Rock

Island, (c) Chicago and
Northwestern, (d) Wabash.
2
The "400' zips along the tracks
on the (a) Burlington, (b) Kansas
City Southern, (c) Soo Line, (d)
Chicago and Northwestern.

—

—

3
The "Will Rogers" carries tradition and people on the (a) Santa
Fe, (b) Frisco, (c) Chicago, Milwau'
kee and St. Paul, (d) Missouri, Kan-

and Texas.

sas

4

—The "Hiawatha"

eats

up nearly

two miles

a minute on the (a) Missouri Pacific, (b) The Chicago and
Alton, (c) The Chicago, Milwaukee,

Paul and Pacific,

St.

(d) Michigan

—The

"Wolverine" makes few
stops on the (a) Chicago and Northwestern, (b) Canadian Pacific, (c)
Canadian National, (d) Michigan
Central.

—

6
The "Broadway Limited" makes
record time on the (a) New York
Central, (b) Pennsylvania, (c) Erie,
Lackawanna
and
Delaware,
(d)

Western.
7

—The

"Super

flags of the

bash,

(c)

Chief"

(a) Santa Fe.

Rock

Island,

and Great Western.
8
The "Southern

—

Limited" is
(a) Pennand Ohio,
(d) Nickel

Plate.

—

10
The "Capital Limited" is a
16-hour train to Washington on the
(a) Baltimore and Ohio, (b) Pennsylvania, (c) Burlington, (d) Atlantic
Coast Line.

—The

"Zephyr" runs on the
of the (a) Kansas City Southern,
(b) Frisco, (c) Burlington, (d) Great
1 1

rails

Northern.

—

12
The "Abraham Lincoln" is a
smart train on the (a) Illinois Central, (b) Chicago and Eastern Illinois,
(c) Chicago and Alton, (d) Union
Pacific.

Central.
5

—

9
The "Empire State
the pride and joy of the
sylvania, (b)
Baltimore
(c) New York Central,

carries

(b)

Wa-

(d) Chicago

—

13
The "Tamiami West Coast
Limited" belongs to the (a) Atlantic
Coast Line, (b) San Francisco and
Southern, (c) Louisville and Nashville, (d) Chicago Outer Belt Lines.
14
The "Eagle" carries the banner of the (a) Kansas City Terminal
Railway Company, (b) Missouri Pacific, (c) Chicago and Great Western, (d) Wabash.
15
The "Seminole" is a sleek
streamliner on the (a) Michigan Cen-

—

—

(b) New York Central, (c)
Central of Georgia, (d) Illinois Cen-

tral,

tral.

Belle"

south daily for the (a) Union Pacific,
(b) Missouri Pacific, (c) Missouri,
Kansas and Texas, (d) Kansas City
Southern.

Too many

—always
time.

—The

16

heads

ple to the
Louisville

"Dixie Flyer" takes peo-

warmer climes over the (a)
and Nashville, (b) Illinois

Central, (c) Central of Georgia, (d)
Bell

Telephone Company.

people are like buttons

popping off

at

the

wrong

DO UNTO

Otli

famous Kansas writer-preacher didn't
become rich from his book, "In His
Steps" but

it

sold 30 million copies.

by FLORA HAFER

The Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, world-known
Kansas church leader and au:hor of "In His Steps,"
died February 24 at his home in Topeka.
Sales
of "In His Steps" have been exceeded only by
the Bible.
The religious novel was translated into
more than 16 languages and sold more than 30
million copies in

CCTN his STEPS"
JL

make

an account
persons who
a pledge to live each day as

of

number

a

is

of

would live, if He were in their
time and place. The book was writ'
ten in the summer and fall of 1896,

Jesus

mostly out of doors, while a merciless Kansas sun brought the temperature up to a hundred degrees and
above. As Dr. Charles M. Sheldon
wrote the book, he read a chapter
each Sunday to the congregation of
his Topeka church.
Late in the

were

still

fall,

while the readings

progressing, a small church

paper,
the
"Chicago
Advance,"
bought the book for seventy-five dollars and published it as a serial. But

many

of Dr. Sheldon's friends liked

and suggested that it be
published in pamphlet form so they
might have a copy for a keepsake.
the story

The author

offered

it

to three dif-

ferent Chicago pubhshers,
rejected

it

because of

its

all

of

whom

"strong re-

40 years.

ligious character;" but finally the

Ad-

vance was persuaded to put out a few

hundred

copies.

was copyrighted in good faith
by the company; but after some
100,000 copies had been sold a slight
technical error was discovered in the
It

copyright.
sixteen

By

the

midsummer

of '97

publishers had taken advan-

One firm bought
pamphlets, put cloth

tage of the defect.
several

paper

covers on them and sold them for
twenty-five cents apiece. Unbound

were bought and made into
"In His Steps" went
on the market all the way from ten
cents a copy to expensively bound
volumes selling for two dollars. In
England the book was even more popular. It was published by thirty different companies and went out in a
sheets

fifty cent books.

great variety of bindings. The author
received an offer of $50,000 to make
a speaking tour of the

British

Isles

and Canada. In this country a call
came to him from a large church in

14

To these propositions he
appHed the acid test that he had set
un in his book. "What would Jesus

the East.

do?"

And

in both cases his decision

was the same; he would

stay with his
people of Topeka, Kansas, at a salary
of $1,200 a year.
"A man can write books and create
values anywhere," the author of "In
His Steps" said.
But the fame that had come to Dr.
Sheldon was not without its worries.
It was generally supposed that the
author of this "best seller" had become fabulously rich from the sale of
his book, and he was receiving hvindreds of letters daily asking for donations to charitable institutions. In one
week alone he received nine hundred
letters; most of them closing with
"Brother, have a
pleas like this:
heart! What would Jesus do?"
As a matter of fact, with the ex'
ception of a London company who
sent him twenty pounds after they
had sold several million copies of his
book, and the Advance publishers.

A

mother is a woman who runs
a temperature of 103 every time her
child's temperature hits 100.

•
Walter Savage Landor, the English
poet, once asked this question: "Why
will not men look up to the rainbow
unless they are called to it by a clap
of thunder?"
•
"In discipline, erosion
explosion."
Marcelene

Any Woman."

is

better than

Cox

in

"Ask.

1946
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win 9

who

paid the author ten cents a copy

as long as they

were

in business, for

twenty-seven years the author did not
receive a penny of royalty from the
enormous sales of "In His Steps."
In 1924 Grosset and Dunlap, New
York, though not legally bound to do
so, gave Dr. Sheldon a check for
$1,000, which was allowing him one

on sales as shown on
amounting to 100,000
and since this time they have

cent a copy

books

their
copies,

kept up this small royalty.
Thirty million volumes of "In His
Steps" is a conservative estimate of
the number that have gone out to
various corners of the earth, and it
is still a good seller today.
It has
been translated into sixteen European
tongues, besides appearing in Jap-

Hindu

anese, Persian, a

dialect

and

Esperanto.
In speaking of the book's career
Dr. Sheldon said: "I lost no sleep
over the fact that I did not get rich
out of it. The book is being read
and that is what books are for."

The only kind

women

of letters

are those that
should have been written.

like

to

receive

never

•
"It is not enough for a prophet to
believe in his message, he must alto
believe in its acceptability.
Chesterton.

•

A man

is

never so weak as

pretty woman
strong he is.

is

telling

when

him

a

how

THE

Qi-ind

AND BUMP

Burlesque, social phenomena
that is genuinely American!

not with any idea of defendor attacking the business of
burlesque that this is written. Certainly a form of theatre that has been
able to withstand the crusades in the
cause of sweet purity that have beset
the enterprise will "little note nor long
remember what we say here." Yet,
IS
ITing

seems that an art form so completely indigenous is worthy of rather

it

the world

does
there exist an exact counterpart of
the American burlesque theatre. It is
a product of culture, or the lack of
it, that is found only in the U. S. A.
You can call this treason if you will,
but only in our country could it find
an audience sufficiently steeped in an
adolescent attitude to-

ward smut

else

in

to insure

economic security.
From Billy Watson's
Beef Trust to Billy
its

Rose's

Beauties,

the

traditions of this tena-

cious step-child of the
theatre have been a

influence

developed in

its

early

Red

vitality.

Skelton,

Billy

House, Abbott and Costello, Olsen
and Johnson, Clark and McCuUough,
these

and many others worked out
and devices before

their techniques

the

footlights

of

small

antiquated

showhouses devoted to the preservation of the strip-tease.

business has

al-

ways used these establishments as a
school and a pension.
A starting

—

point for the embryonic comic a last
haven for those who missed the coy
accolade and its rich reward.
The formulas upon which this art
form are based can be traced back
through the centuries to a more respectable ancestry
than any legitimate
production can claim,
either

consciously

or

subconsciously, and
no one connected with
the business seems to
know or care.

its

unmistak-

entertain the male

pictures,
is

who were

ribald halls are really a tribute to its

The ancient forms
of the Greek Tragedy
in
its
purest state
have been revived to

controlling factor.
Even in radio and
motion

comedians

The entertainment

close examination.

Nowhere

by JIM BRITTON

The names

The component parts and their

populace.

able.

of the

16
have been faithfully pre
Chorus, dancer, dialogue,
and
blackout, and repeat the same
even beyond that the analogy is too
apparent to be coincidental. The subject matter is so nearly the same.
Rape, incest, violence and elemental
comics were the very life blood of the
Greek dramatists. It would be interesting to know whether the forms
were so elemental as to be inevitable
to a rudimentary theatre, or whether
rigidity

served.

—

some unknown

classicist laid

down

the

pattern that should be followed. For
it is certainly a kinship too apparent
to be ignored.
All of this would seem to refute
the fact that Burlesque is a thoroughly American expression. Yet, the
fact that it can only flourish financially

in

American

cities

is

positive

proof that we are the creator and
consumer of this product.
should this be?
To begin with, our Puritan fore-

Why

bears stamped the American culture
with taboos that exist in lip service
even today. This unnatural restriction has led to an equally unnatural
reaction. Both examples are open to
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and both seem

criticism

to thrive

The American system

on

standard for the sexes is
reason for its existence- and the current loss of vitality in Burlesque is a
direct result of the increasing disregard for this arbitrary difference. For,

—

when

the

fair

on

sex cuts itself in

masculine recreation, the city fathers
redouble their efforts to supply them
with suitable and undesired protection.
It

may

well be that the hearty un-

inhibited

article

knew

fathers

tirely, for its

we

as

and

our

disappear

will

it

economic

en-

up

life is tied

so closely to the fast receding differ-

ences betv.'cen the sexes in our nation.

someday

Perhaps

automobile

and

refrigerators, tobaccos

tires,

real estate

will be offered to the public

without

benefit of exposed feminine limbs

Perhaps the comic

torsos.

retreat to

humor

and

strips will

instead of sex.

Per-

haps magazines will go on the newsstands without lavish leg art, that is,
perhaps.

But

until

that

day

arrives,

bur-

lesque will remain as a vital expression of our

American

culture.

Take the boy who
This younger generation of ours is plenty smart.
asked his father how wars start.
"
"Well," said Dad, "suppose America quarreled with England, and
"But," interrupted the mother, "America must never quarrel with
England."
"I know," said the father, "but I am merely taking a hypothetical
instance."
"You are misleading the child," protested the mother.
"No, I'm not," shouted the father.
"Never mind, Dad," put in the boy. "I think now I know how wars
start."

it.

double
another good
of

NEVER DO

I'LL

Okat

AGAIN

Gas gauges are honest little
gadgets but gasoline pumps
are a little more reliable.

by RICK ALLISON

tracks just north of the big bridge
over the Missouri. It was to smooth
that Sunday morning that hands on
the stick were unnecessary except to
lift

an occasional drooping wing.

Once off the ground we roared
along just above the runway and
picked up speed to 90 miles an hour.
Then we let the stick come back by
itself and the Piper sailed into the
air like a rocket. In no time we were

Excelsior
minutes
30
just
In
Springs lay out in a neat little patcaught up to a
tern below.
"doodle bug," one of those gas-electric trains, and tried to stay over it,
but the thing was too slow.
From Excelsior Springs to Chillicothe the country is rocky, hilly and
rugged. The tracks cut through huge
stone gorges and wind around hills.
It was fun playing crack the whip
with the tracks just below; like following a snake slithering through the

at cruising altitude.

tall grass.

the green
CAME
control tower and we
light

roll.

With one

from the
started to

person in a three-

place Piper Cruiser, the takeoff run
were airborne
is always short.

We

within 100

The

feet.

general

theory

2,500 to 3,000 feet
altitude for small
pilots

is

is

that

from

safest cruising

planes,

and some

go even higher, figuring that

altitude

is like

money

in the

bank

case something goes wrong.
However, I always liked to pick

in

my

way

along at a thousand feet or just
under, on the theory that you can
select a better emergency field where
you can see the topography, rather

way up there where everything looks alike.
picked up the Milwaukee road
than from

We

We

looked at the small wire plunger
ahead of the windsliield. It was
the gasoline gauge, which on a Cub
is nothing more than a wire through
the top of the gas cap to which is
attached a cork. When there's plenty
of gas the cork floats high. When it
gets towards bottom, your hours in
I

just

the air are numbered.
Two hours after takeoff time

we

were circling Seymour, Iowa. It was
Seymour all right, because the Milwaukee Road and Rock Island railroads form an unmistakable criss-
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But
the gasoline gauge still
showed half full!
The little Piper bobbed along for
another half hour or so, and still no
sign of Kansas City, or any familiar
.

.

.

landmarks.

Suddenly the plane hit an air disturbance over the edge of the river,
and can you guess what happened?
When I looked again at the gasoline gauge, the wire indicator just
ahead of the windshield, it was on
the bottom. The cork was obviously

on no gasoline

floating

at

all.

The

wire apparently had been stuck.

At

instant the motor began
reached for the carburetor
heat button, hoping, perhaps but it
coughed a couple of times and quit
cold. The propeller stood insolently
straight up and down. All was quiet
except for the air whistling through

that

to cough.

In "dead reckoning" navigation you make it a point
to learn those things ahead of time.
Just west of town was a small airport, but no activity, and much less
a gas pump, could be spotted anycross at that point.

where near.

So,

we

circled

Seymour

a couple of times and started back.

On the return trip I selected a
course of 180 on the compass, due
south, figuring that sooner or later
Vv'e
would come to the Missouri
River, running east and west across
the state, and then follow it west into
Kansas City.
The

gas gauge

still

showed

better

We

than half full.
passed over dozens of small towns, few of which
were marked. There should be a law
that every town must have some kind
of identification from the air. You'd
be surprised how few of them do.

Two

hours out of Seymour the meandering Missouri crept underneath.
had been aloft four hours and
the Cruiser is supposed to stay aloft
four hours or more with a light load.

We

I

—

the struts.

pushed the stick ahead to drop
and put the plane into a
glide, and began working on our little
600 feet of altitude. About a mile
away was a honey of a field. Nearby
I

the nose

was

a smaller field, but within gliding distance.
I

had

to

take

the

smaller,

and

plowed, field. I side-slipped the plane
over the trees on the edge of the field
and came down to within five feet
of the ground. I pulled up the nose
and the ship pancaked in with a thud.
What mysterious force kept the Piper
from nosing over, I'll never know.

We
down,

were
all in

down,
one good

providentially
piece, but out

of gasoline.

A

nearby farmer had gas but it was
of the tractor fuel variety
about 60

—

j

octane.

The farmer and

his

hired!

:

I'll

never do that again

hand filled a fivcgallon can and it
was soon gurgling into the tank.
I held controls while the hired hand
propped the motor, which did not
sound too healthy. With a chill I
looked at the 2?0 feet or so between
us and the fence. There was a 60'foot
gap between two trees that had to be
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That instant there was a slight jar,
and a "zung" Hke a violin string
breaking under too much pressure.
Gaining a little altitude I looked back
to see that our landing gear had
clipped the top fence wire. Another
look revealed that the landing gear

had not been damaged.

made.

As

And we came

instructed the farmers held both

wing

tips

and

I

opened the throttle

wide. The plane quivered but the
farmers hung on grimly. Finally it
began to roll in spite of them. The
plane lurched ahead and in a few feet

we were

airborne.

The motor

evi'

dently didn't like the new diet of
gasoline. It was turning up to 2,200,
but certainly not 2,500, the required
speed
for
normal takeoff.
skimmed along the ground with that
fence just tearing at us.

We

At

a

army camp a long
named Brad had
work well and faithfully.

Texas

eared sad faced mule

done

his

Just before the outfit shipped for
overseas a long list of promotions for
the enhsted personnel was placed on

the bulletin board.
Beneath it some
of the men tacked this resolution
"Whereas the mule, Brad, has performed acts beyond the call of duty,
and whereas he has gained the respect
and admiration of his company, so
be it resolved that, henceforward, he
shall be addressed by the more dignified name of Bradford, and that he
is hereby promoted
to the rank of
horse."

on into Kansas City,

not at 800 feet, not a 1,000 feet, but
just as high as that cheap gas would
take us, about 5,000 feet.

know what
With 2,000

Yes, the high fliers
are talking about.

they
feet

could have made that large and
smooth field with no trouble. But at
600, I had to take what was under
me
just like every other flier who
likes to hug the ground.
I

.

.

.

Well,

ni

NEVER

do that again!

There is the story about Tony
whose wife passed away and he was
almost inconsolable. At the cemetery
he collapsed with grief.
In the car
coming back home his frame shook

with sobs.

"Now, now, Tony, my

friend,"

soothed one of his pals, "you mustn't
take on so. I know it's a bitter blow,
but in six months maybe you'll meet
another woman whom you will admire
and first thing you know you'll be
married again."

Tony turned to him in rage.
months," he shouted.
"What
gonna do tonight?"

"Six

am

I

Minute
FUR YOUR INFORMATION.
Mink—When a woman turns
around to look at another woman's
husband that's mink.
Sable
When a woman in mink
turns around to look at another

—
—

woman.

—

Chinchilla
When a woman in
turns around to look at an'
other woman's husband.
Advt. o/ R. H. Macy and Co.
sable

—

•

"When we

Why

—

•

How

—

—

•

"No," said the Scotchman, "I want
the other one.
The days of string
saving are over.
We're time savers
now."

•

of us probably live all of our
lives surrounded by great discoveries
see.

Therein

lies

the big difference between the ordi'
nary mortal and the man of genius.
Elias Howe invented the sewing machine because he didn't accept what
everybody knew that the only way
to make a needle was with its point
at one end and its eye at the other.
C. G. Suits (Heed That Hunch).

—

—

Draw your own
rationing
were: Brains,

conclusions
Bepoint values
points; tongue, 6

ended,
3

points.

•
Arriving

Most

to

The other
placed it in a drawer.
pulled out his knife and snipped the
twine and tossed it into a wastebasket.
"Which boy shall I hire?" Carnegie
asked his secretary.
"Why hire the
saving one, the one who untied the
string and kept it," replied the sec-

fore

to tell the sexes apart now
that both are wearing pants
the one
listening is the man.
Home Life.

fail

One
told them to start unwrapping.
boy carefully untied the string and

retary.

were children we were
those who filled our

grateful to
stockings with toys at Christmastide.
are we not grateful to God,
then, for filling our stockings with
legs?"
Chesterton.

which we

One morning Andrew Carnegie interviewed two boys for a job.
He
placed a package in front of each and

home

earlier

one evening, a husband
wife in the embrace of

than usual

found
his

his

friend.

The

friend asserted himself.
that you've trapped us, let's
have this thing out, man to man. I
love your wife and she loves me. Will
you play a game of gin rummy to decide between us?"
"Sure," said the obliging husband,
"but how about stakes of a penny a
point, just to make it interesting?"

"Now

•

The

minister of a local congrega-

approached the desk of a city
editor.
"I just dropped by," he said,
"to thank you for the very generous
report on my sermon in your morning
edition and to register a mild protest."
tion

protest?
No serious mistake,
I trust," said the editor.
"That's just the trouble," said the
minister ruefully, "I'm afraid it may
You referred to me as
be too true.
'reverend,' but you spelled it 'never"
end.'

"A

"Ah, yes,"

replied the wily

Dean.

"Let every woman be permitted to
then she'll be
assess her own charms
generous enough."

—

•
People sometimes grow so broadthat their thinking gets shal-

minded
low.

•

Many
until

a man won't shut his trap
he has put his foot into it.

!

—
I

Radio ^^clverti5erA Need to
A

network news editor takes a pot shot

at advertising agency people.

Swing
by

How

right

will pay $23 for the best answer

is

he?

from an agency num.

JOHN BROBERG

RECENTLY,

a friend of mine
has gained some promi'
nence as a writer of first rate fiction,
offered a radio play to an advertising
agency which handles one of the most
popular network drama shows on the

who

air.

Grow Up

The

advertising executive, after

carefully reading the script, told the

writer that it was an excellent piece
of work, but that he could not use it.
It was, he said, too good for radio
audiences.
Rewritten in fictional

form, it might be bought immediately
by one of the national literary mag'
amines. But for radio audiences, who
are used

to

and theme

standardization of

—who

frown on

mentation and off 'trail material
was utterly out of the question.
friend,

who

bloody

battle

bears scars of

plot

experi'

—

it

My

many

a

with

the Philistines,
told the executive off, suggested what

he might do with his program, and
left the office fuming. He swore he
would never in his life write another
radio script, and I'm sure that he
won't unless advertising men become educated to the fact that not
all people are morons.

—

In past months, many articles have
appeared in national magazines harping at radio networks, and telling
them they must grow up. But as far

as

I'm concerned, the radio networks

are not wholly to blame.
It is

the advertising agencies, with

their bright

many

of

young men and women,
have never had an

whom

original idea in their lives,

dictating the

who

policy of radio

are

enter-

tainment.
Advertisers, with their
convincing magic of canvasses and
Hooperratings, have devised the moronic formulas by which American
radio networks fill in each day of air

With their commercials which
shout of bad taste and ethics, they
are striving to make us a nation of
hypochondriacs. Their soap operas,
drenched with quiet and futile tears,
anguish, desperate love and divorce,
are designed to distort our thinking,
bHnd us from reality, and make us
neurotic. Nine-tenths of the humor
in the extremely popular gag shows
and situation comedies is strained, intense and so thin at times that set
into print, it would not hold reader
interest for more than one paragraph.
But studio audiences, long trained in
instant reflex, never fail to laugh,
even though comedians often have to
pull chuckles out of them
where
chuckles are specified by producers
with quick pantomime and facial extime.

—

pression.

C
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plenty of thunder and lightning, two

aged and much frustrated spinsters

—

main characters and a
Siegmund Freud thrown in free

invariably as
bit of

Radio writers often write
with an eye toward the movies, since
they make excellent "B" pictures
when padded out a bit and given the
of charge.

Hollywood touch.

And that vast and puzzled invisible
audience, hearing a roar of laughter
after a fourth rate gag, wonders if
perhaps
of

it isn't

up on

the latest form

As an

example, right
now, any radio comedian only need
utter
the words "Hubba, hubba,
hubba," and people get down and
wallow in the aisles. But I'm sure
that any tired North Dakota farmer,
drollery.

trying desperately to get a little evening entertainment out of his radio,
will stare hard at the floor on that
one and wonder just what in hell it
is all about!
But to the advertising
agencies, such moron mash is good
copy.
It sells cigarettes and soap,
toothpaste and coffee like mad. And
the well'paid hacks turn it out by the
ream. For they decided long ago not

question public taste, as seen
through the advertiser's eye. Moral
judgments and ethical valuations are
not for them.
The moola three,
to

—

hundred a week
what counts.

four, five
cases

—

is

in

some

soap operas are the solution to
the daytime housewife audiences, adIf

have found the answer for
nighttime entertainment in ths realm
of murder mysteries and whodunits.
The late trend has been toward the
"Psychological Chiller"
that masterpiece of suspense and shock, with
vertisers

—

There

is

also the

continuing series of radio mysteries,
i. e., "The Shadow," "The Whistler,"
"The Saint" in which an omniscient
man with a mysterious voice leads
the audience into the yarn by divers
whispers, whistling, gloating laughter,
etc., although the whistling seems to

have proven the most popular device
to date. Creaking doors and high frequency hums have also been used to
good effect to both open and close
the program and tie it into a neat if
not somewhat musty bundle, smelling
strongly of the grave until the illusion is shot by the final commercial,
which often brings the scent of soap
or a delicious table wine out over the

But the over-all smell
program has finally ended,
something else again, and more

airwaves.
after the
is

often than not

some

is

so unpleasant that

listeners resolve

never to

listen

again.

A

few years

buying

vertising
thorities

ago,

when

radio began

air rights to story plots,

ad-

men suddenly became auin drama. With scarcely any

background

except in some
Freshman English,
the majority of agencymen became expert in knowing just what the public
wanted in the line of radio drama.
There were a few experiments. Some
agencies hired good writers, and told
them to turn out something good, to
at

all,

cases a course in

—
RADIO ADVERTISERS

So the networks bravely step out and
give sanctuary to their Corwins, their

exercise their creative talents to the

But at that time writing for
the ear was something new and much
of it, though basically good, fell flat
after a trip through the ether. Audihmit.

Obolers and their Orson Welles because there is nothing else for them
to do, no other way for them to turn.
Whether this gesture is a thankless

ences reacted badly, the agencies got
and decided to use the old
formulas, which, though worn to a
frazzle, never seem to quite give up
the ghost. True Story Magazine filled
the airwaves with wild sobs of
mothers over their wayward daughters, of daughters weeping quietly
on the doorstep, swearing they
astray
again.
would
never
go

one or not

scared,

True

Detective gave us our
shrieking auto
mysteries
stacatto

—

pistol

shots,

body

say the

police always got their
vertisers

philosophical,

is

least,

it

for,

experimenters is a fervent one.
hopes that some day the level of
radio drama will raise itself up, but
it has little or no faith in the guiding
the
It

first

hand of the

tires,

He may grow

advertiser.

up, but the process is slow, even interminable. After such a long period
of adolescence, delayed puberty may

falls

The

set in, and if
bad for all of

man, the ad-

always got their audience,

are

we

it

does,

it

will be very

help us if we
sad state of affairs

us.

God

such a
the millennium arrives.

in

when

and the audience was always very
good about buying the product.
Everybody was happy all around
except a few sour critics who started
wonder if radio would ever
to
amount to anything, would ever dare
go beyond the obvious and common-

For

Well, except for a few minor exceptions, these critics have been right.

The advance guard element

in radio

And where

is
it

on a sustaining basis, for
no agency would dare have the unexists, it is

mitigated effrontery of telling a sponsor that it was a good thing for him.

•
want an E

my

violin," said a G. I. in a London music store.
The girl brought out all the violin strings in the shop.
"Pick hit hout yourself," she said. "I carn't tell the blinkin' 'es from
the she's."

"I

string for

if

not here to stay, and
even the wonders of television won't
save it!
are, radio is

place of dramatics.

a pitifully small one.

to

worthy of praise.
years from now may
is

Ten, even five
give us an answer, but at present
there is little by which to judge.
Though a small one, the audience of

and the moans of dying men who
confessed to bank robberies before finally going out with the tide.
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She died

OLD f^en

as she

had

lived,

deathly afraid of water.

by LUCILLE DAVENPORT

JEN had been
OLD
Even
her

fastidious all

as a

life.

young

colt

she had refused to step into a pool of
water, and she either shied off to one
side and went around it, or hurdled
it

with a wild

leap.

She always ob-

jected to getting her feet wet, so

we

NOT

an

knew

that her death

was

accident.

One day at dusk, I was riding behind old Jen in what we called the
buckboard. It was an open one-seated
carriage with a box-like space back
of the seat, which could hold two suit

My

or the day's groceries.
brother Harold was driving as we
were jogging along toward home,
when suddenly Jen came to a puddle
of water, and before we knew what
had happened we were hurtled off
the road and found ourselves over
beside the fence, Jen, buckboard, and
occupants.
cases,

far edge of the puddle, her feet dry-

shod, as usual.

Jen was born blind in her right
with her
usefulness, for she always did her
eye, but that didn't interfere

share of the farm work beside serving as the "carriage horse." She was
her only pegentle and trustworthy

—

cuHarity being her refusal to walk
through water.
As Jen grew old she gradually became blind in her left eye, too. Finally father turned her out into the
orchard to spend her last blind days
in idleness.

The
swamp at
trees.

Another day. Jen was teamed with
old Nell. They were hauling a load
of com to the crib. Again Jen caught
the gleam of a puddle of water in
front of her, gave one of her wild
lunges,

and brought surprised old Nell

to her knees in the midst of the

mud

puddle, while Jen stood over on the

She had been so much

a

part of the family that we could not
bear to see her destroyed.
The orchard was reached by a long
lane fenced on both sides, which led
from the bars near the barn, through
fields of grain, to a gentle slope of
land. Here lay the orchard with its
thick green grass and its hundreds of
slope fell away to a boggy
the edge of which was a

wonderful fountain, an artesian well,
that poured forth continuously a
stream of clear pure water the size
of a man's arm. So old Jen had her
green pasture and her fresh water,
and her days were full of rest and
peace.
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Other horses and stock were pastured there in the orchard also from
time to time, and one of them was a
young colt weaned from its mother.
One day this colt came to the bars
at the end of the lane near the barn,

and
whinnied
Harold went to

persistently
investigate.

until

The

colt

turned, started back down the lane,
then turned back to Harold and whinnied again, even as a dog barks and

man. Harold followed
led through the orchard to the edge of the swamp.
There, far out in the watery bog, was
old Jen, facing forward, her body
almost out of sight in the mud and
tries to lead a

the colt and

was

the water, her blind face lifted

up

1946

and pointed out into the swamp. Old

who never stepped into a mud
puddle, old Jen who had served us
faithfully all her life, was now apparently tired of living. There was
only one thing for Harold to do;
help old Jen finish what she had
begun, what she wanted to do. But
Harold's heart failed him, so he summoned our neighbor who came and
did the task.
From the house, the sound of the
Jen

was muffled and distant, and
sounded to us like a farewell salute
Old Jen,
to an old family friend.
brave, blind old Jen, had made her last
hurdle, crossing the boggy swamp into
shot

a greener orchard.

SWINGIGGLES
It's

that

is

generally the case that the hand
held out for money hasn't any

corns on

it.

•
Legislators casting about for a new
source of tax revenue seem to have
overlooked a promising proposal once
offered England and the world by
Jonathan Swift.
satirical
"I
propose,"
said
the
Swift, "that a tax be levied on female

am never

well and I can't say
"I get a sort
said the patient.
of a pain, I don't know exactly
where, and it leaves rae feeling, well,
"
I don't really know
"This," said the doctor, "is a prescription for I don't know what.

"I

why,"

Take

it I

don't

know how many

times

a day for I can't think how long, and
you'll feel better, maybe, I don't know

when."

•
During a war some nations think

beauty."

"But could we make women pay
enough to make it worth while?" in-

it

quired a listener.

pay.

pays to hate.

Later they hate to

ARMY

AN
That's what

we might
morning

we

need. Otherwise

be blown to pieces by
.

.

MUCH

.

Would

be too late then.

by

CAROL WHITE

of

in that war, will show how futile
such a program would be. It is plan-

the young men of our nation for
military training, but so far, most

ned that military conscriptees would
not be trained by the army, but would

discussions have not brought out the
most pertinent argument against such

be given schooling in essential skills,
along with a grounding in military
fundamentals. There are two things
wrong with this idea. First, our technology changes so fast that men who
had completed their training as recently as the previous year would
have to be retrained, with the consequent setting up of another enormous
training program that would not only
take months to set up, but would
mean months of additional training.
Second, the basic training in miUtary
fundamentals would have to be added
to, which would mean more time

the

has been written about
universal

conscription

—the

conscription

fact

that

a large

body of partially trained young men
would be almost useless in the type
of

war that the next one will be.
By now, everyone knows that the

next war will be one of terrible swift'
ness. In the space of a few hours,
the attacked nation will have its major
industrial and population centers obliterated
hterally vaporized off the
face of the earth, by rocket powered
atomic bombs that are radar directed
to destroy their targets with awesome
certainty. After such an attack, the
power of our nation to wage war
would
be
destroyed.
Destroyed
months before our army could be

—

consumed in training. Time which we
would not have. Also, in such large
training programs, the course must

selves.

be adapted to the average needs of
the group. That means that many
men would be wasting time reviewing things that they had learned recently, while others would be inadequately trained because it had been
too long since their original training.

Proponents of universal conscription are thinking in terms of the last

to weld

mobilized,

if

we were

to

depend on

forging partially trained soldiers into

an effective fighting force. The war
would be over long before we had
an army capable of defending our-

A

war we fought.
little
thought,
based on our experiences in organizing and training our armed forces

Let us determine the time needed
men into an effective fighting
unit. Assume we were forming a

Rocket Bomb Interceptor Group,
whose mission would be to launch

28
designed to search out and
radar'detected bombs that
were aimed at our shores.
can get
a fair idea of the time required to
complete such an organization by con'
sidering the formation of a heavy
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missies

induction

destroy

would still take three months
of hard work to be ready for action.
Three months which we would not
have. Such a program is obviously

We

bomber group

in

World War

II.

First, the men had to be inducted.
Then they were given basic tradning.

Next they went to various specialized
where they learned the hundreds of skills that were necessary.
This phase required from two months
schools

in the case of a clerk, to

about a year

in the training of a pilot. Next, these

men were

sent to distribution depots,

from which were drawn men with
the various quaUfications needed to
make up the squadrons of the group.
Then, after these trained men were
assigned to their group,

it

required

months of constant work to
them into an organization that

center

to

their

fighting

unit. It

not the answer to our needs.
Instead of spending billions of dollars training men who will never get
a chance to be mobilized, let us do
the wise thing
the common-sense
thing. Let us make our money and
energy count for us by maintaining
an adequate professional army, al'
ready organized, and highly skilled
in the new techniques that have already made the tactics of World War
II obsolete. Let us keep working on
our program of development and research to maintain our superiority in

—

new

techniques.

Then we

will

have

units that are ready for instant de-

conscription

and counter-attack.
have an effective fighting force that will be ready when we
need it. Then and only then will we
have a chance of survival if we are
the victims of another surprise at-

they could be sent directly from an

tack.

three

unite

was a potent fighting force.
Grant the unlikely possibility that

men who

are products of universal
would be so trained that

action

fensive

Then we

will

An army sergeant was home on a furlough and his wife told him it was
high time he told Junior about the birds and the bees.
The sergeant protested that he hated to go through with that song and
"He's 11 years old," she said, "and no telling
dance, but his wife insisted.
what trouble he'll get into." So the reluctant father got his son into a room
and said: "Son, do you know where babies come from?"

"Why

of course, Pop," said Junior.

"Thank Heaven,"

"I've

sighed the relieved father.
the tame with birds and bees."

known

that for years."

"Well, Junior,

it's

exactly

AND EVERY

GIRL

A

Wanta dance in the streets in a Molyneux gown? Wanta make
a parachute jump from the Empire State Building} Then maybe
you wanta be "QUEEN FOR A DAY" and who doesn't!
That's why one of Mutual's most delightful shows is the answer
to a lot of women's prayers See and hear it at the Kansas City
Municipal Auditorium Arena, April 11 -12th.

—

.

CINDERELLA'S Fairy Godmother
had the idea

—but

first

that

by

JEHA CARLETON

was

before radio. And besides, all the
chick got out of it was a glass slipper
and a Prince. Today's Cinderella gets
a ride on a circus elephant, a night at
the Stork Club, a radio audition,
luncheon with her favorite star, a
night at the Waldorf-Astoria, and the
doggone moon. She does if she's
lucky enough to be chosen "Queen for
a Day." And if you've ever listened
to Mutual's fabulous, funny, and

—

charmingly cockeyed show, you

we

know

aren't just kidding.

for a Day" went on the airfrom New York last year. By
year's end it had moved to Hollywood
and copped the award in the 10th
Annual Motion Picture Daily poll as
the outstanding new program idea of

"Queen

lanes

1945.

five men and women. My, yes, the
show draws men, too, who may or

may not be looking for a queen.
Then the six contestants sit on

the

and emcee Jack Bailey has at it.
Between wise cracks and high jinks,
stage

The thinker-uppers of "Queen for
Day" did not underestimate the
power or the whims of a woman.
For the whims of the wimmen who
take part in this program make the
thing sure-fire. The whole show re-

he drags out of the candidates their
heart's desire
what it is they want
most of all, in case they get to be
Queen. Usually, the one with the
most unusual request is chosen. But

volves around the fulfillment of wishful thinking. And women think up
the daggumdest things!

when

a

—

You

—

probably

operates.

Six

know how

potential

show
Queens are
the

chosen from the studio audience,
along with a judging committee of

—

that's all

the

up to the five judges. And
Queen is selected, she gets

the works.
Just for instance, Mrs. Evelyn Lane
of Arcadia, California, the wife of an
officer in the Army Transport service,

was chosen Queen one day. She got a
New York and everything she

trip to

30
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for twenty-four enchanted
She rode in a golden chariot
and on the back of an elephant. She
drank tea with Ray Milland (no
week-ends were lost) dined at the
Stork Club; met Beatrice Lillie, Frank
Fay, and Frederic March. She danced
at El Morocco, stayed at the Ritz
Towers, and lunched with a bona fide
count. And at the end of the joyous
season, her fondest wish was that a
transcript of the program could be

A

wanted

in the Fair's barkers' contest.

hours.

dog, this Jack!
When the Fair closed. Jack went to
work for radio station
in San
Diego, and he hasn't been out of radio
since. His
stint was the early

;

sent to her son in the Pacific.

The

Queen's wish was her command, and

was sent.
Everybody has fun when "Queen
for a Day" is on the air. But probably
Jack Bailey has more fun than anythe transcript

body. Jack is the man who at Christmas time had his own personal greeting cards made. He had himself and
his dog photographed in peasant kerchiefs with tears rolling down their

That

gives you some idea.
Bailey was born in Hampton,
Iowa.
After Drake University he
studied dramatics in New York and
later under Max Reinhardt. For three
years he trouped with the Ralph
faces.

The

Bellamy Stock Company.

He
1933,
Fair.

didn't get

around to radio

until

during the Chicago World's
Then followed a season with

Larry Philbrick and his orchestra as
their clowning emcee, and a trek to
Hollywood in 1936 as a free lance
actor.

When the next World's Fair struck
on the West Coast, it found Jack
Bailey barking for some midgets. It
was one of his chores as assistant
manager of the concession. And unaccustomed as he was, he did such a
good job of it that he won first prize

gay

KGB

KGB

morning
an

six-to-seven program.

He

has

tongue and does a variety of
dialects. He used to produce them all
by the dawn's early light, to the deagile

light of his fans.

the

show was

Another feature of

a daily stunt performed

by a porter whom Bailey salvaged
from the night shift at the Pickwick
Hotel.

AND EVERY WOMAN A QUEEN
Once Jack threw
faithful following.

a picnic for his

When

the guests

had assembled at the grounds, Jack
made a grand entrance to the dubious
tune of a couple of sirens. He'd put
the Pickwick porter in a chauffeur's
uniform, himself in an old Civil War
costume, and had hired the most bat'
tered hack in town. The entrance
was effective.

At the picnic, one of the fans presented Bailey with a bag of avocados,
slightly over-ripe. Bailey decided to
present them to his guests one at a
time. He did, and his aim wasn't bad.
Just a new switch to the old routine.
And the Bailey fans loved it.

—

One

of the pet tricks on one of his
morning shows was the Worry Box.
Jack advised all his listeners to equip

themselves with a little box with a slit
in the top. Each day they were to
write down on a slip of paper whatever it was that worried them, and
slip the paper into the box.
Then
sometime during the program, Jack
would devote thirty seconds of air
time to dead silence while his listeners sat down and worried about

—

what was

in their box.

When

he isn't tied up with his
Queens and the royal duties. Jack
likes to swim and play golf, to cook,
and collect pictures of babies. He likes
working with Little Theatre groups,
too. But his "Queen for a Day" commitments keep him pretty busy. And
because he gives his uproarious all to
his task, that's probably one of the
bigger reasons for the show's success.
His ebullient sense of the ridiculous
and his inherent showmanship can
send the studio and radio audience
into hysterics.

But

at the

same time.
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Jack Bailey has the happy ability to
put each Queen candidate so at ease
before the microphone that she feels
perfectly at

her own
honey.

—

home

parlor

Assisting

as if she

eating

were in
and

bread

on the show are Bud

Ernst, the producer;

Bob Cummings;

and Mark Houston, the announcer.
Ernst and Bailey work throughout the
inviting members of the
theatre,
audience to come up to the stage and
participate. Both are excellent comedians of the screwball species, and the
show off-stage is often as funny as the
one on-stage before the mike.

Any woman lucky enough to
squeeze in on the show has a chance
to be elected as one of these six Queen
candidates or the five judges. But if
you see the line forming to the right
and the left of Earl Carrol's Theatre
Restaurant in Hollywood, where the
broadcasts originate, that's not nylons
that's "Queen for a Day." The
doors open at 10:30 a.m., and it takes
three policemen to keep the girls from
storming the gates. The house seats
two thousand, but at every performance, scores of people are turned

—

away.

"Queen

for a

Day"

is

Aladdin's

Lamp, the magic formula, the "Open,
Sesame." Because we are such stuff as
dreams are made of, and because our
lives are mostly a devious pursuit of
the end of the rainbow, who is there

who wouldn't

like to

for just one day!

be queen, even

And

if

where
Mutual's most rewarding program
packs its appeal. When it goes on the
air, every day's a holiday and at least
that's

one woman is a queen!
So far there have been more than

^
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two hundred Queens, age 16

to 85.

They have been housewives, glamour
girls, and career women. And each of
them has had twentyfour hours of
dreams'come-true. One danced in a
chorus line; one did a rhumba with
Xavier Cugat. Another asked for a
singing audition for her husband, and
got it. Another one flew to a cold
climate to rid herself of an allergy,
and one of the Queens met a troop'
ship and kissed the boys hello.
One wanted to be whistled at on a
street corner; one wanted to meet a
marriageable man.
One of them
wanted to ride down New York's
Fifth Avenue on a fire engine
and

—

she did.

And

still

another realized her

yearning to

sit in a high chair, eat
oatmeal, get it all over her face and in
her hair and have somebody else
clean it up. One Queen even decreed
that an apartment be found for her.
She got the apartment. That's "Queen
for a Day"!

—

The

"Queen

entire

for a

Day"

cast

appear in person at the Kansas
City Municipal Auditorium Arena

will

for
two coast'to-coast broadcasts,
Thursday and Friday, April 11-12

WHB

with

as

"host" station.

Free

from WflB ad'
vertisers in greater Kansas City.
Like poker, it is such dear madness
one might always win! And someone always does!
tickets are available

—

The small son of the house had been told that he must always wait
patiently until he was served at meals and never must he draw attention to
himself.
One day he was dining at a friend's house with his mother and
somehow he was accidentally overlooked. Nobody noticed, and for a time he
was patient, but at last he could stand it no longer. Leaning across to his
mother, he said in an audible whisper:
"Mother, do little boys who starve to death go to heaven?"

Our
A CROWN, FOR SOMEBODY
Bailey,

imaginative,

Jack
entrepeneur of
show, "Queen for a
.

.

.

hilarious

famous Mutual air
Day," seems to be rehearsing for his appearance in Kansas City, April 11 and 12.
The show will be broadcast nationwide from
the Arena of the Municipal Auditorium at
1:30 p.m. on those afternoons. WHB will be
the Mutual key station for that broadcast.
Tickets may be obtained by writing to WHB,
the

Pictured

Scarritt
City,

Building,

and Grand, Kansas

Ninth

Missouri.

WRONG NUMBER PLEASE ... Kay Booth,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer beauty may have the
wrong number, but who would dare say she
hasn't the right figure for something like this?

MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

Murrel Crump,
Sales ExecSwing's "Man-of-the-Month" for
.

.

.

president of the Advertising and
utives

April.

Club

is

u/itta 6

MAN

OF THE

MONTH

7

"He Makes Things Jump"

_
B ORN

August 22, 1901, Santa Fe, MonCame to Kansas
roe County, Missouri.
Married March 10,
City June 3, 1920.
1934, to Helen Louise Smith of Beloit,
Lives on Walnut Ridge farm
Kansas.
near Olathe, Kansas, with wife and two
children, Robert Owen, 9, and Constance
One year in cashier's departLouise, 4.
ment, Santa Fe railroad; advertising department of Long-Bell Lumber company
seven years; advertising agency business
seven years; with Sinclair Coal company
past nine years; now advertising manager
of Sinclair and of the Locke Stove cornpay, nation's largest producers of coal heatMember of several national
ing stoves.
coal and marketing committees; president
of Advertising and Sales Executives club;
president of A. y S. E. Building corp.;
first vice-president Kansas City Merchan-

Favorite Food: Roast beef with
brown gravy.
Favorite Cigars: La Coronas,

rich,

Reading:

Newspapers

and

and

Favorite Radio Programs: Blood and
Favorite Color: Red, but not when

it

brother.

Favorite

Actress:

Has

none;

sees

a year.

Favorite Drink:

An

occasional Bour-

bon, for conviviality only.

To make Walnut Ridge
this

world.

Hours Available: Whenever

you're

Inevitable Subject: The "Ad" club
of which he

Favorite Actor: Orson Welles; used
to be Lon Chaney.
Favorite Sport: Used to be golf, now
Palomino bosses.
Favorite Crooner: Better run for your

about one movie

Ambition:

lucky enough to catch him.

chillers.

pertains to business.

life,

Woman: Her telephone number
Olathe, Kas., 14-F4.
Hobby: Raising Palomino riding horses,
pure-bred shorthorns.
Ideal

farm simply outa

magazines, time permitting.

thunder mysteries,

and develop.
Owns and lives
on Walnut Ridge Farm, Johnson County,
Kansas. Belongs to Johnson County Farm
Bureau, and Olathe Saddle Qub.
organize

is

about eight or ten daily.

Favorite

Mart; director Kansas City Business
Bureau; director Kansas City Area Council, Boy Scouts of America; immediate pastdirector
National Federation of Sales
Executives; member Executive Publicity
committee Kansas City Art Institute;
chairman public relations division, Jackson County War Finance committee;
chairman Speakers' Bureau, Red Cross;
has served as vice-president of local Committee for Economic Development; serving
on various other committees including
emergency housing. Citizens Planning
Council; War Chest.
Member of Kansas
City Club; trustee and steward of Old
Mission Methodist church which he helped
dise

is

president.

Ordinary Pet Hates:

Politics,

care-

less drivers, traffic lights.

Extraordinary

Pet Hates:

Delays,

red tape, procrastination.

Pet Project: The "Adverettes" of
which Mrs. C. is president.
Major Project: The Kansas City
Merchandise Mart.
Cute Little Projects: Robert Owen
Crump, Constance Louise Crump.

S.
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(CT OOK, Murrel,

if

you want
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take a good picture of a hawg,
you gotta get right down behind it.
From that angle you took it, why,

your hawg looks more like a rabbit."
The camera expert speaking was
Harold Hahn, who probably knows
more about portraiture than does
Winston Churchill about wangling
loans out of Uncle Samuel. Harold
saying, in no classic language,
Murrel Crump may be president
of the Advertising and Sales Execu'
tives Club, and dozens of civic committees, but that he was no Rembrandt with the lens, and certainly

was

that

didn't

know

the photographic angles

of hogs.

Why

would the man who turned

down a chance not long ago to be
candidate for mayor want to photograph hogs anyhow? Well, it's because this miracle man of business
raises fine hogs on his Johnson county
farm, and fine hogs don't live forfella can have his memories,
ever.
can't he? Even of super-duper hogs?
Yes, Mr. Crump's ambition is to
make Walnut Ridge farm, a mile out
of Olathe, Kansas, a mecca for admirers of Owensdale pure-bred short-

A

horn

cattle.

Duroc

Palomino

horses,

and

every mission that will permit are his
two tots, Robert Owen, nine years

and Constance Louise,

four.

sold

just past

Like their daddy, they, too, are

on the freshness, freedom and

hilaration

of

he's going to have
twice as big a farm with twice as

many

horses, hogs,

and

tractors

ais

his

dad has now.

The telephone jingles loud and
often at Olathe 14-F4, because Murrel
has so many strings all tied together
and so many irons in the fire in Kansas City that Mrs. Crump is often
prevailed upon to become a full time
She does, and very

secretary.

effi-

ciently, too.

One

Monday

morning

Murrel

wasn't at the Sinclair Coal company,
where he is advertising manager; he
wasn't at home, and he couldn't be
located at the Kansas City Club.
There was only one answer, and it

was

right.

We

hogs.

Every weekend Murrel works as
hard as any dirt farmer in Johnson
County, driving tractor, feeding and
currying the thoroughbreds, and directing the help. Trailing along on

old,

when he grows up

farming.

ex-

Bobby says

picked up Murrel hurrying
out of the Advertising and Sales
Executives Club and chased him back
inside. During the next half hour or
so the story of the remarkable growth
of an advertising and sales fraternity
was unfolded piece by piece. Mr.
Crump is an expert at crawling out
of credit or personal glory, but we

had him dead to rights there.
When Murrel took office as president of the Advertising and Sales

MURRELL CRUMP, MAN OF THE MONTH
Executives Club four years ago, the
club had a membership of 207. Its
outside activities included only the
public speaking division.
Weekly

luncheons
President,

were held at the Hotel
and aside from the natural

conviviality of

men

in kindred busi'

was little else.
few months Murrel was
successful in getting the membership
to change its name from the "Ad
Club" to the Advertising and Sales
Executives Club. When membership
nesses, there

Within

a

reached 600, a club building corporation was formed with Mr. Crump as
president. The building at 913 Baltimore, formerly the Kansas City
School of Law, was purchased and
remodeled into a club home. All activities are now centered there.

The membership on January

1 of
year numbered 1,400, and the
club now has an enviable balance

this

sheet.

Activities have

grown

to such

an

extent that plans are in the making
to add two floors to the club home.
Educational activities include public speaking classes every night except

Saturday and Sunday. Sales schools
are held Monday and Tuesday nights
and an advertising school on Wednesday night. Four Spanish classes are

39

week and a letter writing
was recently concluded. Other
activities include sales round table discussions, town halls on marketing, all
in addition to Monday noon lunch-

held each
clinic

eons with prominent businessmen of
the nation as guest speakers.

May, 1944, the Women's auxwas organized under the name
of "Adverettes." Knowing that leadIn

iliary

ership runs in the

women named

Crump

Mrs. Helen

family, the

Crump

as

and she still holds that position. Auxihary membership is now
nearing 300 and continues to grow.
president,

In March, 1945, under the leadership of Murrel, the club and its building corporation voted to sponsor a
Merchandise Mart for Kansas City.
Tenants started moving into the Mart

2201 Grand Avenue last January
and plans call for completion of the
Mart and a grand opening early in
the summer. Out of town buyers will
have an opportunity to select innumerable lines of merchandise all under
one roof. The Mart is patterned
along the lines of the famous Chicago
Merchandise Mart.
at

The
prises,

club, through various enterhas contributed generously to

worthy civic enterprises in Kansas
and will continue to make civic
philanthropy an important function.
all

City,

Much to the surprise of members
who invested in club building stock,
corporation has been paying a
dividend of eight per cent on $10 per
share par stock, while steadily increasing its surplus.
the

While Murrel admits that the AdClub has been doing all

vertising
right,

he believes that he himself has
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April,

been a great personal winner. He
above everything else, the
friendship and confidence of the 1,400
members who looked for, and rc'
ceived, sound leadership. There was
a time when Murrel couldn't get up
and make a speech before a gathering
without turning the color of some of
his best garden beets. He credits the
coaching and guidance of Prof. C. G.
Fairchild, public speaking instructor,
for banishing his stage fright. Speak'
ing assignments on coal industry con-

values,

ventions are

now

all

part of the day's

work.

1946

Building, planning and improving;

making the

best better,

When

cess.

Ad

the

perhaps the

is

psychological keynote of

Crump

suc-

club reaches that

point in stature, perfection and operation for
strive;

pany

is

which he and the members
the Sinclair Coal com-

when

selling all the coal

mine, beg or borrow, and

can buy,
every
fitted out

it

when

farm home in the nation is
with a Locke coal stove, the Number
One candidate for sympathy will be
Murrel Cnmip.
Poor guy, he
won't have anything to do.
.

.

.

VICISSITUDES
By

a misplaced

mer, a
thumbs.

man

blow with a hamone of his

disabled

"That's too bad," a friend
"No, it
said several days afterward.
isn't," replied the man.
"It was one
of the best things that ever happened
to me.
It has taught me to appreciate that thumb.
I never knew its
value before.
I found out by actual
count the first day that there were

had been using my
thumb for every day of my life without ever giving it a thought and that
the thumb was almost indispensable
for doing every one of them.
We
never value our commonest blessings
until we are in danger of losing
them."
257

things

I

The young matron

listened

atten-

while her doctor prescribed a
remedy for her nervous condition.
"Madame," he said, "you require frequent baths, plenty of fresh air and
you should also dress in warm
tively

clothes."

That evening she
about it,
"The doctor
all

but

told her husband
these words.

in

says I'm highly distraught and that it is essential for me
to go to Palm Beach, then to a dude
ranch out West and to buy myself

an ermine wrap."

•

When

man

marries his secretary
he sometimes finds she then becomes
his tieuurer.
a

2,000

MILES

Big Medicine held the hostile
arrows of the Indians, Willie
Keil's dad kept his promise.

by

HOSTILE

SAM SMITH

Indians of the plains

and mountains were sworn to
stop the westward flow of the whites,
yet they launched not a single flash'

ing arrow at the long whitctopped
caravan in which Willie Keil and his
friends rode to Oregon.
The Keil party was armed with big

medicine, the power of music. The
emigrants sang constantly, their dirges
and hymns rippling outward on the
prairie winds or echoing through the

mountain passes.
It was Willie

his hearse.

Keil's

cession, the longest

funeral prO'

and strangest in
There is nothing

American history.
to compare with it in the annals of
the trails which fanned out from Missouri a century ago.

Willie had dreamed of this great
adventure, of seeing the endless sweep
of the prairies and watching for the
first faint line of clouds which would
mark the mountains. He couldn't see
them now but, riding there in the
lead wagon, he earned for his friends
safe passage through country marked
by skeletons of man and beast who
had fallen victim to the hostile red

men.

Nineteen-year-old Willie Keil died
days before
that wagon train pulled out for Oregon. He'd wanted so badly to go with
his father and friends that they preserved his body in alcohol in a leadlined coffin and made the first wagon
at Bethel, Missouri, four

For 2,000 tiresome miles, the 75

who made that strange odys'
sey sang to the accompaniment of the
families

and guitar, flute and clarinet,
and drums.
Awed and intrigued, the Indians
watched spellbound as the creaking
Conestoga wagons disappeared into
the distance, its music floating over it

violin

zither

like a protecting blanket.
It was on the morning of May 23,
1855, that the wagons assembled on
the main street of Bethel. That Missouri community was at the time the
center of one of those remarkable colonies which developed on the western

frontier.
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was a town born of a doctrine
"without money and without
price," a communistic settlement of
Dutch from Pennsylvania and Ohio
who had followed Dr. William Keil
It

of

As

this

prophet

of

1946

communism

waved

the train out of Bethel, his followers began to sing the dirge he had
composed to be sung at Willie' distant
grave.

Again and again along the road Dr.
received solemn warning from
plainsmen and scouts to turn back.
Stragglers from burned and plundered
trains told of Indian attacks and death
along the rutted road. But Dr. Keil
Keil

just

shook his head because he'd promgo to Oregon.

ised Willie they'd

News

charmed

the

of

company

traveled ahead of the wagons.

Large
bands of Indians frequently ap'
proached the train but they never
made a hostile move.
The mystery and sacredness of the
hearse, the songs and music of the
travelers,
earned it safe conduct.

Never before had the red men seen
such a thing, nor had they previously
been treated with such kindness and
trustfulness

by whites.

By November

Missouri Utopia he had
preached to them.
Now Dr. Keil was moving on with
75 families, headed for a new community of "Aurora" he planned in
the Pacific Northwest. Behind him
he was leaving a group of settlements
mushroomed around Bethel to prove
that his ideas would work.
He was a saddened man as he gave
the signal to pull out. Willie was
dead but he'd promised his son that
he'd not be left behind. The father
had prepared an ambulance wagon
In the final days at
for his son.
Bethel, it was made into a hearse, to
be drawn by six horses all the way
to

the

to Oregon.

23, six months after
leaving Bethel, the train v/as at Will-

apa, Washington,

cided to stop.

mas

in

and there Keil

The day

de-

after Christ-

1855 they buried Willie,

still

singing the song composed at Bethel
for the occasion.
It was the final

scene in that unique funeral.
One of the colonists, according to
records which have been preserved,

had

this to say

about

it:

"Some people would have laughed

whim of an
who knew Dr. Keil

at the story as a freakish

old man, but we
and his plan of

life appreciated the
solemnity and seriousness of the act.
It was not a pleasant task to escort

this

boy's body

and

to have with

two thousand miles
him amid that wild

2,000 MILES

and lonely country the depressing in'
fluences of his boy's remains. But he
had given his word to his son."
The elder Keil was one of those odd
characters

who appeared along the
He was called

frontier a century ago.

"founder, prophet, priest and
king" of the Bethelites. Born in Prussia, he came to Missouri by way of
the

j

Pittsburgh.

He'd been a Methodist minister but
had strayed far afield
from the accepted line of thought and
his theological fathers had stripped
him of the cloth. Although seemingly
none too well educated, he was an
eloquent and forceful man.
Keil preached no particular creed
after his days in Methodism.
He
modeled his theology after certain of
the primitive Christians and based his
gospel on the Bible. Believing in a
his preachings

communal

life, he preached so brilhantly of a Canaan in the west that
about 500 colonists followed him to
Bethel in 1845 from Pennsylvania
and Ohio.
Unlike their attitude toward the
Mormons, neighboring Missourians

became friendly with Keil's Dutch
and the colony prospered. Its industries and farms did well. But no man
had more than the next, be he farmer,
artisan or Keil himself.

OF FUNERAL
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Keil did live in a mansion house,

from which he ruled

colony in
time more
than 4,000 acres of rich north Missouri land was under cultivation by
the Bethelites. Keil's mansion, howthe

his

At one

excellent fashion.

flour mills

and farm

ever,

like

land,

was community property.

The

Bethelites built a church.

They

had no particular creed, no records,
nor ceremonials. But the church was
filled

every Sunday, just the same.

There never was any ill feeHng.
All property was held in the name
of Keil, to be deeded by him in a
general warranty to his successor. The
Bethel property was so deeded over
when Keil made his march to Oregon
to spread farther his gospel.

Both the communal projects
founded flourished until he was
to rest beside his son in 1879.

With

the leader gone, the colonists decided
to split

up

their

communal

holdings.

Representatives from the two centers
met and, to complete the strange
drama, worked out readily enough an
amicable division.

There wasn't a man among them
said it wasn't fair—which is as
odd in its way as was Willie Keil's

who

funeral procession.

The three-year-old and his father were being pushed toward the rear of
a rapidly filling elevator.
kindly woman turned to the father and said,
"Aren't you afraid your little boy will be crushed?"
"Not a chance, lady," answered the father. "He bites."

A

he
laid

RATS ARE Smart
are cunning.
RATS
Not

off bits and dropped

them to the

floor

good sized heap had been
up. The formation broke
up and each rat had his

built

until a

meal.

Thus

I

walk through a maze of wires,
funnel fashion, then through a push' in
door toward the bait. Once in, the rat
rat to

long ago I read about a
rat which coveted a side of beef hang'
ing in a small country slaughterhouse,
but was unable to reach it. He contrived to get some of it, and did.
He brought in some of his roden'
tary relation and by stacking them'
selves, tumbler style, the top rat was
finally able to reach it. He nibbled

was reminded

of other stories heard
over the years, actual ex'
periences with this clever,

was due for dunking
water.

Or

growing enemy.
lived on the edge of a
large city, far enough out to raise
chickens without bringing down the
board of health. Eggs for breakfast,
eggs for lunch and eggs to gather
when he returned at night. He was

paper.

One day, going to the basement of
the store where he worked, he saw
a rat rolling an egg across the floor
toward a hole in the wall. He stood
quietly and saw her push it into the
hole and come back for another egg.
He decided to catch the rat.

A

He bought a trap.
fancy arrangement it was, which invited the

a pail of

But things didn't work out that
way. The bait was always gone and
no rat was trapped. So, one day the
man waited and watched, just to see
what actually happened.
Soon a female rat came from the
hole, followed by three
httle ones.
She went
through the funneled
wires and held the trap
door open while her babies ate and backed out.

By wriggling, she, too,
managed to get through
the wires.

ally,

completely tired of eggs.
Rather than offend his mother by
asking her to amit the dailiy hard'
boiled egg from his packed lunch, he
merely tossed it away with the waste

in

so the salesman

said.

nauseating, and incident-

One man

at least,

This man was smart, though. Next
time he made a slight noise and star'
tied the mother so she lost control of
the trap door, held open for her
young. She, too, was caught in the
process.

Such

stories

always seemed more
which credit rats

plausible than others

with long time planning.

The slaughterhouses of our great
meat industry wage constant war on
rats.
One of their most effective
weapons is dry plaster. Mixed sparingly with crushed grain, this nearly
tasteless substance is consumed by the
rodent. Very shortly the rat starts
thus creating
to petrify from within

—

a problem that neither

Rat nor

their

families

Mr. and Mrs.
and children

—
—Theia A. Cehhie.

have been able to solve

as yet.

BQDM TIMES FOR WHALES
"^JOW

that the war is over, whale
shooting is going to be terrific.
Since 1940 the whaling industry has
been at a standstill, while herds have
increased rapidly.
Modern whaling is very different
from the romantic and hazardous days
of "Moby Dick."
Today whales are
hunted with harpoons shot from cannons and the carcasses are processed
at
sea
on huge "factory ships"
equipped to reduce the blubber to oil
and other products. As a result of
the improved methods of handling
and processing the whale, plus the
discovery of new uses for whale oil
such as margerine and soap, the whale
is
as coveted a mammal as it ever
was in the past.

^

Whales have been hunted

for

more

than a thousand years. When whales
were pursued in small ships and the
killing done with hand harpoons by
a few men in small boats propelled by
oars, whaling was necessarily limited
to whales that floated when killed,
such as: The Right Whale, the Bowhead, and the Sperm Whale.
The
larger "finner" whales including the
Finback, Blue Whale, Sei Whale, and

the

Humpback Whale,

sink

when

Moreover, these "finner"
whales were too speedy and dangerous to be hunted successfully until
killed.

the

perfection

of

the

harpoon

gun

about the middle of the 19th century.
This also permitted the use of a
heavier

line by which the "finner"
whales could be hauled to the sur-

pumped full of air and floated.
Large toothed whales, such as the
Sperm Whale, have throats big
enough to swallow nearly anything
face,

that lives in the sea, including giant
squid, seals, and sharks.
Such whales
easily swallow a man; but if
he managed to pass the teeth without getting bitten, he could not long
survive the powerful gastric juices of
the whale's stomach. Other types of
whales have no teeth but instead are
equipped with flexible blades of

could

whalebone which hang down

from

both sides of the upper jaws in strips
with hair-like bristles on the inner
sides of these blades.
These whale-

bone blades are called baleen, and
the baleen equipped whale lives on
small fish and shrimp-like crustaceans
live
near the surface.
The
whale's method of obtaining this food
is to swim through schools
of fish
with its mouth wide open, then when
the whale's maw is sufficiently full
the whale closes its jaws, and forces
the water out.
The baleen strips
act like a sieve and the food can be
swallowed at the whale's leisure, as
this type of whale has a throat only
a few inches in diameter.
large
baleen whale may be one hundred feet
in length yet can swallow nothing
larger than a herring.
Though whales look like fish and
can live only in water they would
drown like any land animal if they
frequently
surface
to
not
could
purposes
breathe.
For breathing
whales have a nostril or blowhole on
Toothed
the top of their head.
whales have no blowhole and baleen
whales have two blowholes.
Present day methods are such that
a huge factory ship (one of the larg-

that

A

hundred and thirty-three
and is rated at thirty thousand deadweight tons) goes into good
whaling locations and just cruises
around while the catcher
slowly
est

is

six

feet long

boats supply the whales.
of the "catcher" boat

At

the

is

a

bow
small

Su
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maneuverable cannon which fires the
harpoon into the whale.
The harpoon has strong barbs that open upon

location;

whale's flesh.
The
killing harpoon contains an explosive
charge that kills or fatally wounds
Whalers used to just
the whale.
mark their catch with a white flag,
then radio the factory ship of the

that

entry

into

the

very

but that method was not
Storms
would

satisfactory.

come up and

so scatter the carcasses

many would
whalers now equip

The
be lost.
each carcass with

a radio beacon costing five
dollars.

fifteen

1946

Losing a whale

hundred

is

hundred

like losing

dollars.

—Rowland G.

Bird.

THE SKY

IN
Hlots play Tic-tac-toe with

by LUCILLE H. BECKHART

blue sky as a scratch-pad.

USING a plane for a pen and the

feet, well over two miles, is considered the best. Although freezing cold
at all times, the air at this altitude is
generally free from bumps.

This is not as simple a matter as
might seem. In the first place, the
plane (or pen) weighs a ton, and
rapid maneuvering is necessary. To

The letters made by the smoke
plane are huge.
capital letter may
be one-half mile high, while the

add to

six-letter
of a mile high.
be two miles long.

sky as a writing pad, the Sky
writers spread their advertisements
above the city.

it

this difficulty, the flyer can-

not see what he is writing without
dropping below, or climbing above his
line of writing.

Sky writing may be divided

into

The purely

per-

three

classes.

(1)

which

such
using the sky
for a scratch pad. (2) The decorative
aspect where the sky-writer uses his
smoke belching plane to draw graceful plumes against the blue sky.
(3)
The third aspect is the commercial
phase and is the most important of all.
sonal aspect in

games

pilots play

as Tic-tac'toe,

The Sky Writing Corporation of
America has a monopoly on this. The
smoke they use

formed by a patented mixture of gas, oil, and chemicals.
These are mixed in a compliis

cated exhaust device. Watching this
device alone, with its six different

and

indicators

adjusters,

is

a compli-

cated job.

Summer
and blue

time, with
skys,

sky-writers.

is

An

its gentle winds
the best time for

altitude

of

12,000

A

smaller letters are a mere one-third

A

word may

Comparatively long distances
covered in the writing of a sign.

are

The

dotting of an "i" may make it necessary for the pilot to fly back a mile.

Sky-writing
"tricks" to

have

pilots

which they

certain

resort in their

In order to keep the letters in
an upright direction, the plane flies
directly toward, or directly away from
trade.

the sun.

The

size

of the letters

determined by count, the small
ters of a sign all receiving the

count, and the capital letters a

is

let-

same
few

more.

Writing the
line

is

somewhat by what
gering" of the

in

letters

difficult.

This
is

letters.

is

a

straight

overcome

called a "stag-

The

first,

third

and fifth letters of a sign are written
on a slightly higher plane than are
the second, fourth and sixth. This
enables the pilot to see the base line,
not only of the last letter, but of the

preceding one as well.

The

differ-

S.
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reason they are used mostly above
large cities or at special events which
draw large numbers of people together, such as County and State fairs.
Great care is taken in training pilots
for sky-writing. Much of the work
must be done by "feel" and all pilots
are not suited for this. Since they

encc of the height of the base lines,
or of the "stagger," is so small that
it cannot be detected from the ground.
Wind conditions are something
that the pilot cannot control, therefore he must learn to counteract them.
This he does by flying at different
For instance, in a 40'mile'
speeds.
an-hour wind, all upstrokes are made
at 60 miles an hour, and the down
strokes at 160 miles an hour.
All work is done by diagrams.
Banks and turns are carefully charted
before the pilot leaves the ground.

The

sky-writer must

work

may view

fast so

A

A ten letter advertisement may cost
as $1,000 for

from variom

—

one "copy."

would be poor business to use skywriting as a means of advertising
unless one were sure that thousands
of people would see the sign. For this
It

A

sign

is

Mistakes can be made in this pre
any other. Perhaps
the most embarrassing, as well as the
most puzzling one, was made by a
pilot over New York. He had been
assigned to write the words, "Air
Show." He worked from his diagram
and all went well with the first word
Air.
But in writing the second
word, he omitted the letter "h" and
sailed off, leaving the puzzled populace to gaze and speculate on what
an "Air Sow" might be.

minutes.

much

it

fession just as in

smoke falls apart.
good sign should last about twenty

as

their

necessary that the pilots
be able to almost automatically read
and think backwards.
angles,

as to complete the advertisement or

sign before the

^pfih 1946
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a hunting trip to Maine became separated from
about for several hours and became panic stricken.
He saw in his imagination a searching party finding his body weeks later.
Then he recalled some advice his guide had given him.
From up there you may
"If you are lost, climb a tree and look around.
sec something that will help you."
The lost fellow climbed a tree and found to his chagrin that the supposedly impenetrable forest extended for only a quarter of a mile and that
his camp and guide were less than a mile away.

business

his guide.

man when on

He wandered

•
Charles Steinmetz, the electrical wizard, often worked in the General
fellow
Elertric laboratory long after the rest of the staff had gone home.
worker chided him about it. "Don't be such a fool, Steinmetz. You get the
same pay check every week no matter how hard you work."
Steinmetz looked up from his test tubes. "It doesn't matter whose payroll

A

you are on,

my

friend," he said,

"you are working for yourself."

known

cure for Tuberculosis;

Rest

is

the only

even

if

a lung has to be collapsed to do

T.

it.

^.-PaiJesi

DANGER
CONSTANCE RIVARD

By

DANGER

is

lurking

on

every

dan'
doorstep in America
ger, in the form of tuberculosis, which
is the chief cause of death of all
Americans between the ages of 15
and 24 and the second chief cause of
death of all Americans between the
ages of 25 and 44.
.

At

.

.

people in the
not more, harbor
Some time
the tuberculosis germ.
during their lives, the tubercule ba'
cillus has entered and stayed in their
bodies. So long as resistance is high,
few of us are ever troubled by the
germ. But when overwork, too much
exposure or crowded living breaks
least

United

half

States,

down our

the

if

resistance, or

when we

get

another infection from a tuberculous
person, the tuberculosis germs go to
work. They change the body tissues,
filling them with decay, pus and
In this way, every year
blood.
500,000 Americans in every walk of
clerks, truck drivers, debutantes,
life
lawyers, students, bankers and teachdevelop active tuberculosis.
ers

—
—

Were

tuberculosis to

come with

as

many identifying marks as the common cold, its presence would be easily
detected and its treatment applied
immediately. But, so painless is early

man has taken thousands of years to recognize the nature
of the disease. Tuberculosis appeared
in so many guises that man thought
he was fighting many diseases.
tuberculosis that

One

of the most prevalent forms
was scrofula, or
"King's Evil," which our ancestors
thought could be cured by the touch
of a royal hand. Another torment
of

tuberculosis

was known

as Potts' disease.

we know it
spine.
The

is

tuberculosis

twisted

bones

Today
of the
of men

hump-backed by Potts' disease have
been found by archeologists as far
back as the prehistoric period of Neolithic

Man, 7,000

years ago.

But the most widespread kind of
and still is, pulmonary tuberculosis, often called consumption of the Ivings or phthisis,
from the Greek word meaning "consume" or "waste away." With all
their wisdom, the Greeks could not
halt that mysterious consuming of the
lungs. But in the 4th century B. C,
tuberculosis was,

Hippocrates, Father of Medicine,
carefully studied case after case and
recorded the symptoms to aid other
doctors. Hippocrates noted that consumption most commonly occurred between the ages of 18 and 35. Its at-

S.
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tack brought a dry cough, a spitting
of blood, chest pains, fever and a
wasting away of the victim.
These, as we know today, are
symptoms of advanced tuberculosis
For more than 2,000 years men tried
to

tuberculosis

detect

in

its

early

and had failed. Then, in 1761
Holy Trinity Hospital in
at the
Vienna, Dr. Leopold Auenbrugger,
while holding an autopsy for his stustages,

discovered that the lungs of
are lungs torn with
holes. Auenbrugger longed for a way
to see through the chest to the lungs,
so that consumption could be discovered before death, rather than the way
he had discovered it that afternoon,
dents,

consumption

on the autopsy table. His class dismissed, Dr. Auenbrugger walked to
his favorite Viennese cafe for his
afternoon coffee. A few feet away
from his table, Franz, the waiter,
tapped on the wine kegs in order to
find out

how much

Auenbrugger 's discovery of percussion revealed for the first time that

tuberculosis begins to injure the lungs

long

before

symptoms.

shows any outward

it

The development

of the
stethoscope by Laennec in 1819 enabled physicians to hear, in the breath-

of the delicious

ing of tuberculous people, the rattle-

remained for his customers.
The doctor watched him, and as he
watched he began to realize that here

fluid in the lungs or bronchial tubes.

liquid

was the

solution to his problem.

Why

not tap the chest and tell by the different sounds if the lungs contain air
or liquid!

Putting to work his brilliant power
Auenbrugger learned
that the sound elicited from a healthy
chest over the lungs resembles the
stifled sound of a drum covered with
a thick woolen cloth. In contrast, he
learned that a chest yielding only a
sound like that of a fleshy limb being
of observation,

struck, like

your thigh, carried

Using

new

disease.

sound, or

like

But

still

science

consuming
found it.
the

Some

doctors

which denotes

knew no way
disease

advised

to halt

once
fresh

they
air.

Others recommended
cold
baths,
horseback riding, eating more to gain
weight. But so little effect had any
of these treatments that many doctors
simply eased their patient's suffering
pain with opium or morphine and
waited helplessly for them to die. As
late as 1874, one despairing French
physician said
"There are only two
cures for consumption. Morphine and

—

technique of percussion, he found he could also discern

lies."

cavities in the lungs.

The

this

rales,

But a way

to healing was found.
cure was discovered by a young

PAINLESS DANGER

American

doctor,

who

himself

had

been struck down by tuberculosis. On
a May day in 1874, in New York
City, young Dr. Edward L. Trudeau,
weak with fever, faced what he believed to be certain death. He asked
his young wife to take him to the
Adirondacks where he wanted to
spend his last remaining days in the
quiet of the woods. Over a twisting
road, the young doctor v^as carried 42
miles in a wagon bed to a remote
hunting camp. Strangely enough, he
regained

his

strength,

and

in

six

months he and his wife returned to
the city. But a v^inter of activity
again broke him with fever and ex'
haustion, and the following spring he
was brought back to the mountains,
remaining there with his wife and

51

sanatorium in America. With the
enthusiasm of a crusader, young Trudeau sought subscriptions among the
rich and poor alike. He offered his
medical services if only others would
donate money. He must have been a
good salesman as well as a good doctor, because in a short time he was
able to start building his sanatorium
on the quiet shores of Saranac Lake
That pioneer sanatorium at Saranac
Lake brought the first true treatment
a

of tuberculosis in the United States.

From

beginning
have
Trudeau's
sprung the nation's some 600 modern
sanatoriums, where men, women and
children rest their way back to life.
But while Trudeau and Brehmer
were showing that early tuberculosis
could be healed, science still did not

children, to be again healed mysteri-

know what

ously.

that time,

One day, in 1882, while looking
through a British medical journal. Dr.
Trudeau read of a European, Dr.

contagious.

Brehmer of Silesia, who believed that
rest was the cure for tuberculosis.
This Dr. Brehmer had built an institution for tuberculous people, which
he called a sanatorium, where they
could rest in bed all the time and be
cared for by doctors.

Trudeau vowed he would

start

such

caused the disease.

few even thought

it

At
was

General ignorance encouraged tuberculosis to spread from
person to person.
In 1881 Robert Koch, a German

to discover the
Eight years later
he found the tubercule bacillus, the
beautiful, thin rod-like germs, the
parasites that formed modules in the
lungs. Koch's brilliant investigations

pathologist,

set

Q,ut

tuberculosis germ.

brought even greater findings. Examining tissue from scrofula and Potts'
diseases, he proved that these also
were caused by the tuberculosis germ.

His experiments demonstrated that the

germ usually enters the
lungs first, and usually remains there.
But the germ can be carried by the
blood to any part of the body, where
it can cause tuberculosis of the bones,
the internal organs, the eye, the skin,
or even the brain.
tuberculosis

S.
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prevent further spread, every
must be X-rayed and

incipient case

When
mann M.

New
fort

work proved that
was contagious, Dr. Her-

Koch's

tuberculosis

Biggs, in

1889, persuaded

York City to make the first efby a municipaHty to halt the

spread of tuberculosis in the United
States. The New York Public Health
Department sent agents into the tenc
ment areas to post orders on the care
and prevention of tuberculosis. And
to prevent people from hiding cases
of

tuberculosis

and

so

infecting

National

Tuberculosis
Association, early in the 20th century, obtained laws in most large
cities compelling doctors to report
their
tuberculosis cases to public
health authorities. The National Tuberculosis Association also established
educational campaigns and health
the

others,

programs throughout the nation.
TTiis

work lowered

ing the exhausting years of the second

World War,
of

sharply.

resistance fell

active

and the

tuberculosis

Just as important as the discovery
of the disease in a person is the con-

valescent

period.

rose

The

patient

must

be kept under proper care until completely recovered. In the sanatorium
tuberculosis patients are cared for by

who know how. They

those

are oc-

cupied with small tasks which take
their

minds off of their troubles and
same time keep them from do-

at the

ing exhausting work.

When

new

a

case of tuberculosis

him not become disRather, let him remember

discovered, let

is

couraged.

that history

the death rate

from 200 persons per 100,000 in 1900
to 43 per 100,000 in 1942. But dur-

rate

given intelligent treatment. There is
no quick, easy treatment. No medicine or drug cures tuberculosis. The
only proven treatment is rest, which
gives the lungs time to heal themselves.
In every step, the treatment
of tuberculosis is rest. Even in surgical tuberculosis, the goal is rest. To
give an infected lung the maximum
rest, surgeons may collapse the lung
by removing one or more ribs. To heal
tuberculous bones, after the diseased
part is removed, the patient is placed
in a cast to rest immovable, for weeks
or months. Even convalescent patients
must have regular rest. They may
look the picture of health, but without the proper rest, a relapse may
occur, worse than the original attack.

lives

is

brilliant

with the cour-

men whose
were wracked by tuberculosis

age and

persistence

of

the 18th century violinist Pagaone of England's greatest poets,
John Keats; Voltaire, whose words
were mightier than royal power in
18th century France; and the author
.

.

.

nini;

PAINLESS DANGER
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of "Treasure Island," Robert Louis

discovery and treatment of tubercu'

Stevenson.

losis possible.

Today's tuberculosis cases have new
life and hope ahead, thanks to the

of

modern sanatorium, public health
cautions and the

men who made

pre'

the

(Adapted from a recent broadcast
"The Human Adventure" of
WGN, Chicago outlet for the Mu'
tual Broadcasting System.)

Letter

.

.

died

down,

when

the

less than three hours later,
Herald-American picked its
"Miss Outdoor Sports" from practically
the same group of non-blushing maidens.
In fact, the quick and frequent changes
into bathing suits on the part of so many

some title or
other may have something to do with the
present flu wave among Chicago's models.
attractive females trying for

However, no one
the

current

is

complaining about

display

of loveliness in the
press. It gets the day off to
COM- a great start to open up the
morning paper and discover
PLAINTS
"Miss Broken Flash Bulb"
curving out at you from among the obituaries or want ads.

NO

The

press photographers have picked
queen and have had their annual
ball
complete with the usual banquet
fare of tired salad, cold ham, and iced
coffe, all served on midget-sized banquet
tables.
The event was adjudgd a great
success by one and all. Tony Martin, who
could hardly make himself heard above the
happy din, sang. So did numerous others
from Rufe Davis, the hill-billy comic, to
"Two Ton" Dick Baker, the overweight
their

—

NORT JONATHAN

By

Feminine beauty
the

pubhc

prints.

is having its
day in
Practically every daily

paper except the sedate Journal of Com'
merce, which no doubt thinks of cheese
cake strictly as a food, is either sponsoring
a beauty contest or promotng one. These
days no edtion is complete without plenty
of leggy pictures of luscious damsels with
their skirts coyly pulled up to reveal their
knees.

There's "Miss Fashion Rhapsody," "Miss

Forget'Mc-Not," "Miss Photo Flash," and
even "Miss Hubba-Hubba." Minor queens,
of which there seem to be dozens, have
less glamorous titles,
like "Miss Irving
Park Shopping District," and so on.

The
passes

local beauties

swing's

— none

cover

of

girl

whom

—have

sur-

been

dashing happily from contest to contest,
in and out of bathing suits and
evening gowns with a speed which would
astonish a veteran fireman.
few days
ago the Daily News sponsored the finals
of its "Fashion Rhapsody" contest, with
no less an authority than Nils T. Granlund on hand to pick the fairest of the
fair.
The moans of the losers had hardly

hopping

A

—

Sinatra.

Even the occasional

fist

fights

which broke out toward five o'clock in the
morning failed to subdue the joy of most
of the revelers.

The place was so noisy that even the
customary pistol shots which Olsen and
Johnson use to herald their personal appearances failed to create a startled hush.
scarcely heard over the roar
of conversation, the tinkle of glasses and
the gurgle of bourbon. When the press
photographers relax, the noise can be heard

They were

all

the

way

to

Wilson Avenue.

The appearance of Olsen and Johnson
was not unexpected. The boys can always
be counted upon to show up at benefits.
The photographers' fund for veterans benefited from their banquet, and at other
recent affairs for worthy causes, either
Ole Olsen or Chick Johnson, and sometimes both of them, have been on hand to
help the show with their dewing. In fact

b
d
a

CHICAGO LETTER
Olsen worked at so many benefits with a
bad case of laryngitis that his doctor finally
ordered him to bed.

Competing for attention with the numerous benefits and beauty contests was
the International Sportsman's show at the
Coliseum. There the populace gaped at
the new boats and planes and lovingly
handled fishing tackle, shooting irons, and
golf clubs. Most popular exhibitors were
the air aces, Don Gentile and John Godfrey,

who between them bagged 69 Nazi
town to show off the new Swift

planes, in

personal plane which looks like a sleek
junior edition of a Navy fighter.

The
known

sports show highlighted a fact wellto most localities
that Chicago is
practically
a
summer resort in itself.
Within "L" fare distance of the Loop
are more than a half a hundred public fee
golf courses, a score of swimming pools,
amusement parks, and beaches. And thirty
minutes west of the lake in suburban
Riverside is the famous Brookfield joo,
where instead of cages and bars, wide
moats separate the spectators from the
animals, or vice versa. Brookfield is also
the happy home of Mei-Lan, the photo-

—

genic panda.
If the weather is bad this spring, which
quite likely to be the case, the visitor can
wile away the damp hours in Chicago's
famous Museum of Science and Industry,
or the equally celebrated Field Museum.
The Museum boasts eight acres of exhibits,
including a wonderful working model of
a coal mine. For those who haven't hardy
arches, there's a replica of an old-time
Nickelodeon which features a program of
ancient movie thrillers. It's the place to
is

rest

your

missed
played

weary

"The
your

legs,

especially

you

if

of Pauline" when it
neighborhood theater years

Field

illustrating

practically

every

"ology" known to the college professors.
If a glimpse of prehistoric man is your
dish, you'll find a whole colony of early
birds at the

On

museum.

the lake side of Chicago sight-seeing

entertainment, there are those two venerable tubs, the SS City of Grand Rapids
The
and the SS Milwaukee Clipper.
"Grand Rapids" plows across the lake to
St. Joseph, Michigan, every day during
the outdoor season from its berth at the

Michigan Avenue bridge. The "Chpper"
can be said to clip up to Milwaukee on a
similar schedule, but "struggles" would be
a more descriptive word. There are all
kinds of deck sports to enjoy while you're
watching the shoreline inch by.
If indoor April entertainment is your
meat and drink, then there's Dick Buckley
and Beatrice Kay over at the new Frolics
Theatre Cafe. Dick is a new kind of
emcee, who looks like George Sanders and
His jokes can
talks like Noel Coward.
safely be enjoyed by nice old ladies from

Gravel Switch, Kansas, as well as buyers
Beatrice Kay is the gal who
those old-time ballads in a heartrending fashion. Her version of "Run Into
the Round House, Nellie, Because He
Can't Corner You There" will bring tears
of laughter to your smoke-filled eyes.

from Detroit.

sings

"On

Town"

the

—the

hit musical

probably be with us on April

—

will

or shortly
present quartet
1,

It'll join the
of stage hits, "The Late George Apley,"
"Anna Lucasta," "Dark of the Moon," and
"Laffing Room Only" in the long-run
sweepstakes. None of these shows signs of
withering away at the box office, so they'll
undoubtedly be around to entertain spring

thereafter.

Perils

visitors.

Museum

season—but you'd better bring along your
umbrella and a small, portable boat.

ago.

The

exhibits
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has miles

also

Answers

of

to

1—b
2— d
3—b

5—d
6— b
7—a

4

8

—

c

—

d

Indoors or out,

Streamliner ^uiz

9—c
10— a
11—c
12—c

13—

—
—

14
1?

16—

it

looks like a big spring

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Top Drawer
BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,
A

Michigan (Wab. 4400).
platinum

a

bands,

name

production of
Frankie Masters,

acts

and

name

current attraction.
Hotel. 1300 N.
State Parkway (Sup. 7200).
cheerful luncheon,
dinner and supper rendezvous; dancing in the evening is to a small, rhythm-minded orchestra that
usually goes on to the bigger time of New York.
HOUSE. Drake Hotel. Michigan
like

Bob McGrew and

tempos by

his

5106).

mance tunes.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT.

Wabash

and

(Ran. 2822).
Chuck Foster's handsome
assortment of musicians, several vocals and the
maestro, a very good-looking backbone of entertaining music.
ROOM. Hotel Sherman. Randolph
and LaSalle (Fra. 2100).
Cream of the swing
bands, both colored and white, alternating in usual
two-week engagements.
f!.andolph

Dorothy Draper debox setting and there

(Sup. 2200)cushioned jewel

VINE

and

(Div.

Hotel LaSalle. LaSalle and
(Era. 0700).
Florian ZaBach's light as
dancing arias, plenty of three-quarter time ro-

air

CAMELLIA
Walton

...

3430)

(Sta.

W. North Avenue
Light Fantastic

Madison

A

signed this
are society

Street

614

AMERICAN ROOM.

ir

BUTTERY, Ambassador West

and

N. Clark

11

GARDENS.

7th and
palatial play spot and

PANTHER

or-

chestra.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State and Mon(Ran. 7500).
Hilton ownership is enhancing
and tradition of this loop landmark with the best
roe

Scene Changers

—

show

COMBER'S. 101 E. Walton Place
SHANGRI-LA. 222 North State
.

igan at
cious and airy Avenue favorite for cockTricky tuneand dinner-dancing.
fare by Sande Williams and his boys.
Blackstone Ho•k
tel,
7th and Michigan (Har. 4300).
Great dignity of atmosphere, stately as
tails

MAYFAIR ROOM,

a

minuet and the smart set's
shows nightly of one

first choice.

973 3)

(~\

#
t*!^^!

.

name

)f

only.

MARINE DINING ROOM.

Edge-

I

K

water Beach Hotel. 5 300 Sheridan Road
'^^^U
^^^^1
Terraced magnificence,
(Lon. 6000).
most sizeable dance floor, large, stringconscious orchestra and a Dorothy nild revue ol
great color and originality.
HORIZON ROOM, Hotel Continental,
A fabu505 N. Michigan Avenue (Whi. 4100).
lous show-case in Shangri-La motif, not inexpensive
but worth it in dining and orchestral fare.
PUMP ROOM. Ambassador East Hotel. 1300
N. State Parkway (Sup. 7200). Headquarters for
visiting celebrities, gourmets who appreciate flaming
sword cookery and music lovers of David LeWinter's

NEW

orchestra.

WALNUT ROOM.

Bismarck Hotel. Randolph
A pleasant, hospitable
near LaSalle (Cen. 0123).
excellent cuisine
and neat but petite floor
scene
shows.
Benny Strong's crew in the bandstand.
YAR RESTAURANT. Lake Shore Drive Hotel.
ImperialKSl E. Lake Shore Drive (Del. 9300).
istic charm
in the Boyar Room, the rustic theme
in the lounge, excellent Russian delicacies in both
and gypsy airs by George Scherban's ensemble.
Host is that character of all characters. Colonel
W. W. Yaschenko.

—

Top Shows

\

'

.

\

rian

and stable dance bands at CHEZ PAREE, 610
RIO CABANA,
Fairbanks Court (Del. 3434)
400 North Wabash (Del. 3700) ... and LATIN
QUARTER, 23 W. Randolph (Ran. 5544).
Variety revues, with second-rate comedian, the
customary dance team, singer and addenda dancing
.

at

.

.

BROWN DERBY

(Sta.

1307)

Avenue

.

(Vic.

.

.

CAFE. Monroe and Wabash
COLOSIMO'S. 2126 S. Wabash

9259)

.

.

.

CLUB MOROCCO.

setting

\

BERG.

J>_

1892).

14

Eitel's

of

.

.

.

.

OLD HEIDEL-

West Randolph

Street

(Fra.

Dining Tips
AGOSTINO'S.

1121 North State Street (Del.
spaghetti and spumoni
STEAK
744 North Rush Street (Del. 5930), for
all cuts of you know what
BLUE DANUBE
CAFE, 500 West North Avenue (Mic. 5988). for
heavy Hungarian feasting
SINGAPORE. 1011
Rush Street (Del. 0414). for wonderful barbecued
ribs
CHEZ EMILE, 180 East Delaware Place
(Del. 9713), for an out of this world Chatcubriand
KUNGSHOLM. 631 Rush Street (Sup. 9868).
for superb Scandinavian dining and puppet-recording
operas ... 885 CLUB. 885 Rush Street (Del.
0855). for gourmet dinners and unusual selections
IRELAND'S. 632 N. Clark (Del. 2020). for

9862).

for

.

.

.

HOUSE,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fifty

varieties

of

seafoods

.

.

TRADE WINDS,

.

867 Rush Street (Whi. 9054), for quality (teaki
and chops ... A BIT OF SWEDEN. 1015 Rush
Street (Del. 1492). for abundant smorgasbord
And for chop sucy and all its derivatives: HOUSE
OF ENG. 110 East Walton Place (Del. 7194).
HOE SAI GAI. 75 W. Randolph Street (Dea.
8505). and THE NANKIN. 66 West Randolph
Street (Sta. 1900).
.

The big three of night clubs, name acts, three or
four supplementary numbers, lines of dancing beauties,

.

.

\
/

star

.

SARONG

\l\
I

Two

—

1

I

)

.

5000).

A\

(

8812)
(Dea.

Street

BAMBOO ROOM.

Parkway
2100 Lincoln Park West (Div.
.

Miscellaneous interior magic of Old
English vintage at IVANHOE. 3000 N.
Clark Street (Gra. 2771)
BaliROOM. 16
Java color at the
E.
Huron Street (Del. 6677)
French Victorian majesty at L'AIGLON.
22 E. Ontario (Del. 6070)
Bava-

VI
]

.

Hotel.

1

(

(Sup.

.

.

GLASS HAT.

Congress Hotel, MichCongress (Har. 3800).
Spa-

DON THE BEACH-

Tropical flora and fauna at

in its history
Griff Williams" orchestra, society hill-billy Dorothy Shay and Damon Runyan'e
favorite comedian, Irwin Corey.

.

.

Hot Spots
Call

it

exotic

dancing,

stripping,

arts of exfoliation, the all-girl
9 to 4. usually continuou.sly, at

or

the

higher

show goes on from
the

BACK STAGE
10077), CLUB

CLUB. 935 Wilson Avenue (Rav.
West Madison Street (Can.
1 3 59
9230). L
L CAFE. 1316 West Madison (See.
9344). CLUB SO-HO, 1124 West Madison Street
(Can. 9260), and the PLAYHOUSE CAFE. 550
Nonh Clark Street (Whi. 9615).

FLAMINGO.

.

^^ew

^L^orL

Letter

.

.

Things seem disordered and strange for a
while.
Its an
ungraceful and awkward
period. This reaction takes place after a
mere vacation. Think what a terrific reaction must take place with returned veterans who were shipped off, without
choice, to far away places where every
semblance of their former lives was replaced by orders, regimentation and battle.
If

they can settle

coming home

it's

down
a

within a year after

good average.

Cheery note for gals hitting middle age:
the leading ladies of six big Broadway hits
are comfortably past the "Life Begins"
year. All of them are gracing the stage
with a beauty and charm that holds their
audiences spellbound. There's Mady Chrisians in "I Remember Mama," Dorothy

"The Magnificent Yankee," KathCornell in "Antigone," Lynn Fontanne in "O Mistress Mine," Gertrude
Lawrence in "Pygmalion," and Laurette
Taylor in "The Glass Menagerie." Young
actresses will have to look to their laurels
to keep up with them. Also, though not
on the boards at the moment but seen at
LaRue's, Twenty-One and thereabouts,
Gloria Swanson and Mae Murray looking
chic, streamlined and gay.
Gish

in

arine

hattan o

'.

other

day or so there is a threatened strike about
something or other that is going to affect
seven million five hundred thousand people. Most of the threats seem to arise from
the buxom chest of one Michael J. Quill
who apparently has an unlimited capacity
for dreaming up cute little nightmares for
Mayor O'Dwyer to shake off. The recent
threat of a transit strike had everyone
getting out their old walking shoes and
reorganizing the old war time "share a
Fortunately the strike was
ride" idea.
averted ... it would have made a mess
out of this island; and what would have
been left of the rolling junk we call "taxis"
here couldn't be pushed down a hill.

The unrest and confused state of mind
of returned war veterans is most evident in
the East as no doubt it is everywhere. It
should be accepted as a natural conse-

COMING
HOME-

quence and not wondered at.
After all, every housewife and
business

man knows

coming home again

that

the

after a va-

a certain amount of mental
readjustmnet to get back in the groove.

cation takes

Many

Kansas Citians may recall hearing
the famous artist Ernest
Lawson who lived in our town for awhile
in the early thirties. His death in Miami
several years ago was
of,

or meeting,

FALSE REPORT

reported to be a suicide.
This report was quite a
shock to those persons who were acquainted
with his gentle manner and facile brush
which could be so bold and yet so delicate. And so, it may be gratifying to hear
directly from Paul King, one of his close
associates and one of America's outstanding artists, that the report was false. Mr.
Lawson died of a heart attack on the beach
as
a
subsequent
examination
proved.
Though his body was found in the shallow
washing of the waves, there was no water
in the lungs and he had begun his walk

when
states

the tide was
that no one

out.

who

Mr. King
accepted

also

life

as

— —
58

April,

them. The prices, which range from four
thousand dollars up, are very misleading
the price doesn't include foundation,
painting, plumbing, fixtures, decorating or
any of the little surprises that come with
being master of all you survey. These
small houses are fetching, neat and appetizing and the idea of a ready-made domi-

Lawson would have concluded

did Ernest

his span in such a violent fashion.
suicide account was published in Art

The
News

and various other papers and never

.

re-

It's a matter of word of mouth
to correct the false report.
Entree into restaurants and nite clubs
seems to be settling down to a reasonable
basis.
And getting theatre tickets is not
quite the ordeal it was. This doesn't mean
it's easy
just not quite as grim as it
was. But, hotel rooms are still harder to

tracted.

now

.

.

is most appealing.
the ultimate price, which

somehow

.

cottages. It's just a faint hope for
transients.
So far, supply and demand
aren't even on speaking terms. Proposed
apartment buildings which are still a mass
of lines on an architect's table are already

people

the

in this vale of tears.

Calamity Janes and Joes are having a
field day predicting the doom of practically everything. They seem to be ubiquitous
one can't avoid them. They're in
"
'"h >-!
every partu ever'' < '

summer

all

However, beside
is a vague guess

on anybody's part, one can't help but
wonder how they would hold up fn a wind
storm. The whole thing seems too easy

.

Where do

.

.

cile

get than a snowball in August. It's still
the old routine of being kicked round with
a time limit ... if you can find a hook to
hang your hat on at all. Perhaps this sitU'
ation will become more rational when the
locals get a whiff of spring and head for

rented.

1946

.

.

U''

come

from?
There's a lot of talk in Manhattan about
pre-fabricated houses. Wanamakers have
given over a whole floor
VILLAGE
to these houses, set them

wit.

A

OF VISION

up and furnished them and
everything. They call it the
"Village of Vision." There are always
long lines of people waiting to go through

WOMAN
A

program

—

An

A

V. ^^ls worry
and advocates read-

ing a light story before turning in for the
night. Perhaps we could all benefit with a
new mental diet and less, a lot less, doom
talk.

LIKE

IS

.

.

.

subject to change without

notice.

automobile

down.
A lamp
doum.

leaui.^

"bad mental hygiene

— often

—apt
banjo — often

to flare

runs people

up and

pic\ed

get turned

on

by

her

friends.

A thermometer often of very high deA cigar—inclined to be puffed up at
times.
A church men mal^e sacrifices for her.
A stove — often needs a new
gree.

lid.

is

But the average man admits thdt there
nothing li\e her!

—

—

p
the Iridium Room
with Paul Sparr's orchestra and
the organ alte'rnating throughMaximilian's
a for dance music.
j
at luncheon, which is yours for
$3.50.
In the Maisonette,
.er from
icia Bright and her little songs, and a
music for dancing.
orchestras making
5th
Illy
from $3.50.
Closed Monday.
at

—

55th.

Dort

own
iarney

youn^
>rown Mar>
o
vho blows a gouu
.>vs
lukea one of the oio
It
8:30, 12 and 2:15; dinner tiom S2.50; miniPI.
128 E. 58th.
num, $3.50.
Closed Sunday.
ire

)-9223.

CAFE TOKAY.

tr
ixcellent

wines,

Notable for its gypsy music,
authentic Hungarian food, and an

occasional bit of authentic czarding that
Dear on the dance floor from time to time.

Monday.

may

ap-

Closed
Re.

2nd Ave. between 82nd and 83Td.

EDDIE CONDON'S.
They

Hallowed ground for

We

couldn't

tell

—

LATIN QUARTER. Where the
goes fast, but you get your money's
tertainment.
Revues at 8 and 12
Saturdays) are big, fast, and varied,
thing is Hollywoodish.
Our favorite
who

Yankee dollar
worth in en(and at 2 on
and the whole
is Arthur Lee
Alouetta with

sings Pagliacci and
equal effectiveness.
There's an intricate arrangement of prices but if you want to know how they
Minimum, week nights, first show,
go, here 'tis:
$2; second show, $2.50; Friday and Sunday, $3;

Simpkins

Big and gaudy inside and out
if ZANZIBAR.
with a show Winchell brands as "Zanzational."
currently the revue stars The Ink Spots, Ella Fitzgerald, Maurice Rocco, and the music of Cootie
You'll see them at 8, 12
Williams and orchestra.
and 2. Minimum after 10. $3.50. Dinner 9-9:30,

from

$2.

dis-

us the brand here is
prove it but it's intristuff,
anyway.
amazing
The band incate and
:ludes brand names in the world of classic jazz:
Dave Tough, Gene Schroeder, Wild Bill Davison,
And Mr. Condon
Joe Marsala, and Bob Casey.
bimself sits in with his hot guitar when the mood
Between staves, Joe Sullivan touches
strikes him.
The
off some of the best piano in these parts.
Dinner and
place is open from 7:30 to 4:00.
nipper come a la carte, and the waiters are usually
aiee to tell you if the chicken is better than the
Minimum, $2.50. 47 W. 3rd. Or.
liam tonight.
3-8736.
of hot jajt.

Dixieland.

little es-

ishment in the midst of Central Park, and very
-uarming it is.
You may dance from 6:45 on
to music by Walter Perner's orchestra and Art
Dinner from 5 to 9 and from $2;
Barker's Trio.
opens at 5 on weekdays; 1 o'clock on Sundays.
Central Park West, at 67th.
Rh. 4-4700.

Opens

at

6.

Broadway

at

49th.

Ci.

7-7380.

4-9^41.
A'
:iples

3-4500.

PI.

.VERN-ON-THE-GREEN. Rambling

Saturday, $3.50.

48th and Broadway.

Ci. 6-1737.

Bread and Wine
ir ASTI'S.

.

.

.

Hunks of Italian bread, sharp wines,
Most of the attendants drop into the

and opera.
dining room and give out with arias from time to
time, and the customers, most of them, are known
by their first names and join in on the antiphonal
Closed
between mouthfuls.
Dinner from $1.50.
on Monday. 79 W. 12th. Gr. 5-9334.

BARBERRY ROOM.

Probably the silkiest of
deep, dim room with stars,
the swank spots.
or a reasonable facsimile, in the high ceiling, and
Lunch and dinner both
elegance dripping all over.
a la carte and not what you'd call inexpensive.
Opens at 4 on Sundays. 19 E. 52nd. PI. 3-5800.

A

Excellent
man-food
BARNEY GALLANT'S.
and good liquors, to the random accompaniment of
a wandering accordionist and a pianist (not wandering)
A place of honest hospitality. Dinner
from $2.00; opens at 5; dosed on Sunday.
86
.

University Place

(11th).

BEEKMAN TOWER.
tail

St.

9-0209.

Top O'

the

Tower Cock-

lounge has one of the better views short of the
It's a shallow, high ceilfloor, overlooking the East

Empire State Building.
inged room on the 26th

"

-

J

lit,

>

by the
generous,
dinner, $1.50-$1.75.
Sunday
66 W. 11th.
Al. 4-46^8.
.

iiv^

taste

.1

courses,

all

t

HELEN LANE'S. Excellent •
served up in straightfor«.'ard New
a New England setting.
Brick wai

'

—

mellow light and spotless scrubbed-o'"
is friendly and fast, and the pr
Luncheon around 85c; dinner around $1
on Sunday.
110 Wavcrly Place, off
service

'

.

;
of
jperb

''

Square.

A

JUMBLE SHOP.

'

tradition

of

a

s.

it was in i^y.
still
welcome the paintings
you have an art show with youi
lunch or dinner (or Sunday brunch).
28 W. 8th
(just off MacDougal's Alley).
Sp. 7-2540.
LONGCHAMPS. There are a flock of these
around town, but you may as well know what
they're mostly about, in case you don't.
You may
pet a weighty feeling from visiting the one topped
by the Empire State Building.
It's festive enough,
and the food and drinks are satisfactory.
Lunch
and dinner come a la carte; the menu is varied,
moderately priced, and the servings are large.
5th
Ave. at 34th. Also at Madison and 79th. 5th Ave.
12tb, Lexington and 42nd, City Hall, and a
at
few other places.
At Madison and 59th they're
open all night.

jt'^.

enduring traces of the VillaRC as
local

artists,

ONE

A

AVENUE.

PENTHOUSE.

—

A

room with a view overlookthe Park, and offering very good food to the
tunc of very nice dinner music.
There's also a
palmist around for diversion.
Luncheon from $1;
dinner. $3-$4.
Opens at 1 p. m. on Sunday. 30
ing

Central

Park S.

PI.

3-6910.

PETER'S BACKYARD.

Another old Village
living roopi, where the drinks are somewhat better
than the food, although a lot of people seem to
Luncheon, 90c: dinner, $1.50 and a la
like it.
carte.

fi

64 \V.

10th.

St.

9-4476.

RUMPELMAYER'S.

The New York representaof the famous international
(more or less)
restaurants.
Excellent foods, good drinks, and not
just the plain garden variety.
You'll probably be
somewhat inclined to drool, whether it's an ice
cream soda, Turkish coffee, a full meal, or one of
their delectable and displayed desserts you choose.
tive

In the St.

"O""

so

FIFTH
lot of piano playing
distinguishes the extensive dining room and bar from
Luncheon from 75c; dinner from $1.75;
5:30 on.
and the entertainment is continuous.
5th Ave.
1
(just like it says).
Sp. 7-7000.
ir

'

The walls

when.

(tory
7 to a
8:40.

'>

MoriU. 50 Central Park

S.

Wi. 2'5800.

,

..

"--»

an

ah-.
and Claire

Jay.

W.

47th

of

Jrama played by
Mack, Charles Swain,

'''""''^

except Monday,
2:40.

i,veni.i<s

8:40.

Matinee Saturday and Sunday.

ANTIGONE AND THE TYRANT.

(Cort.
East. BR. 9-0046). Katherine Cornell in a
play co-sponsored by Gilbert Miller,
and
described by one critic as presenting "the acting
of a decade." Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
48th,

new

BORN YESTERDAY.
of B'way.
light," says

(CH.

(Lyceum Theatre. 45th E.

4-42-56.)

"An

uproarious

d«»

A

Bams

of the Herald Tribune.
brand
new comedy hit. with former sports announcer Paul
Douglas a solid success in his first acting role.

Evenings except Sunday.

Matinee Wed.,

Fri.,

and

Sat.. 2:30.

DEAR RUTH.
9-3970). A bright

(Henry Miller. 43rd.
comedy about a kid

Eaat.

BR.

sister

who

letters to soldiers and signs her older
name. You can imagine what happens, and
Nighfly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
it
does.
Thursday and Saturday. 2:40.

writes

love

sister's

DEEP ARE THE ROOTS.

(Fulton. 46th. West.
The authors of "Tomorrow the
present
their
plea
for
racial
tolerance
under guise of a drama. Although thev reach no
concise conclusions as to what should be done
about the problem, they do write an honest and

CI.

6-6380).

World"

sometimes stirring plav. A good cast, with special
honors to Barbara Bel Geddes. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.

DREAM

GIRL. (Coronet. 49th. West. CI.
6-8870). Prolific playwright Elmer Rice turns out
another vehicle for his wife, Betty Field, an uncommonly good actress. Thia time it's a comedy about

NEW YORK PORT OF
who daydreami too much. Thii dreama field day for fantasy, and it'» all good
Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wcdisday and Saturday, 2:35.
FLAMINGO ROAD. (Belasco Theatre, 44th E.
B'way). A new play by Robert and Sally Wilder,
apted from Wilder's recent novel. With Francis
Bourneuf and
Philip
Felton, Judith
Parrish,
Sunday at 8;40.
Geer,
Evenings except
.'ill
latinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
pareer girl

meana

>

In.

THE GLASS MENAGERIE.

(Playhouse, 48th t.

B'way. BR. 9-3565). A moving and beautiful
from the pen of a young author, Tennessee
Laurette Taylor plays the lead. Evekilliams.
mgs except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
'ay

2:40.

Saturday,

id

HAMLET.

(Columbus Circle Theatre, Broadway
59th. CO. 5-1173). Shaltespeare as the GI's saw
overseas. Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
lister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
'loomy Dane in mid-Victorian costumes, and sans a
:w scenes which we've grown used to in this
articular play. The gravediggers arc out. They say
ae fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
Inyway, says Mr. Evans the play moves better
Without them. It's a great show. Nightly except
kunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday,
r
:

.:30.

WHO

GETS SLAPPED. (Booth, 45th W.
B'way.)
Theatre Guild production with
new version prepared from
Dennis
King.
\ndrcv's original play by Judith Guthrie. With
itella Adler, John Abbott and Reinhold Schuniel.
evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday
ind Saturday, 2:30.
I^HE
if

A

A

(Center, 6th Ave. and 49th. BR.
A- HARVEY.
4566). Delightful comedy about a genial boozer
and his six-foot invisible rabbit. Evenings except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
5-

2:40.

except

Monday

8:30.

Matinee

252

W.

B. Shif-

and very
Evenings
Wednesday and

Saturday 2:30.
I

CI.
touching.
family and its
Sunday, 8:35.
2:35.

and

(Music Box, 45th W.
6-3646.)
Hilarious, funny, tender
about a Norwegian-American
It's
wonderful mama.
Nightly except
Matinees Thursday and Saturday,

How

the

war

(Belasco, 44th, East.
the Pacific affected

in

one Jewish soldier. Psychological study that almost becomes drama. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

JANUARY THAW.

(Golden, 45th W. of
termed by Mortimer
of the Mirror as a smash hit. Evenings at 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.
*JEB (Martin Beck, 45th W. of 8th Ave. CI.
6- 6365).
A brand new play about a returning GI
with Ossie Davis, Clay Clement and Laura Bowman.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.
LIFE WITH FATHER. (Bijou, 45th W. of
B'way.
CO. 5-8215). An immensely amusing
play based on Clarence Day's book. With Wallis

B'way).

A

Cahill.

Evenings,

new comedy

including

Sun-

Broadway

at
(Empire.
PE. 6-9540). The Lunts once more! Alfred
L. and Lynn Fontanne come to town in a new
comedy which they acted recently in London. It's
by the young Englishman. Terence Rattigan. was
formerly called "Love in Idleness," and presents
this spirited team at their spirited best. Nightly
except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Sat.

2:40.*

urday,

PYGMALION. (Barrymore, 47th, West. CI.
4-4499). Gertie Lawrence (the Star Who Danced),
having herself a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lily, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly except
Matinee Wednesday and SaturSunday,
8:40.
day, 2:40.

STATE OF THE UNION. (Hudson Theatre,
44th E. of B'way. BR. 9-5641). Best thing of the
Lively, timely
and telling comedy
season.
concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics
but not to politicos, and his wife who likes to tell
the truth, never mind who is listening. Evenings
•k

new

except Sunday at
Saturday, 2:35.

8:35.

Matinees Wednesday and

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco.
West. CI. 6-6230). Sweet comedy about a
on a week-end pass, and a little actress
who is afraid to fall in love again. John Beal comes
home again to play the soldier and very nicely;
Martha Scott is vivacious and appealing as the
girl; and Vicki Cummings wears the kind of hats
a gal would wear who says the kind of lines she
says! All three are splendid: it's a lovely play.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:35.
45th,

soldier

THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE.

(Royale. 45th.
Louis Calhern and Dorothy
about Chief Justice Holmes,
written by Emmet Lavery. Nightly except Sunday,
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:40.

West.
Gish

CI.

in

a

5-5760).

fine

story

THE DUTCHESS MISBEHAVES

(Adelphi. 54th
B'way. CI. 6-5097). A frolicsome musical
with Jackie Gleason. Audrey Christie,
George Tapps, Paulla Laurence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
of

comedy

2:30.

THREE TO MAKE READY.

(Adelphi,

54th,

A

of 7th Ave. CI. 6-5097).
loose-jointed musistarring loose-jointed Ray Bolger who certainly
makes more sense than the story and would, with
one talented foot tied behind him. Brenda Forbes
and Rose Inghram help liven things up a bit.
Bolger is superb in spite of the handicaps of the
E.

HOME OF THE BRAVE.
BR. 9-2067).

Lily

Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

O MISTRESS MINE.

E.

REMEMBER MAMA.

B'way.

of

8:40.

61

40th.

•k

LIKE IT HERE.

(Golden Theatre,
CI. 6-6740). A new comedy by A.
frin with Oscar Karlweis and Bert Lytell,
capably directed by Charles K. Freeman.
I

45th.

and

Clark
day,

CALLS

cal

—

show. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinea Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

riot,

Musicals

k ARE YOU WITH

IT?

A

.

.

.

(Century, 7th Avenue
of capable people in-

at 59. CI. 7-3121).
lot
cluding Joan Roberts, Johnny Downs, Lew Parker,
and Dolores Gray get with it to give out with
song and dance and comedy in a show having something to do with life in a carnival. Rather more
fun than not. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

62
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win:
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DOLLAR BABY. (Alvin 52. Wut.
5'6g6g). The madly twitching twenties break
(OQg'and-dance, with Joan McCracken and
Mitti Green doing most of the honors. Adolpb
Green and Betty Comden who turned out "On
the Town" alao did book and lyrics for this one
and they've scored a hit once more. Nightly ex*
cept
Sunday,
8:}0.
Matiness
Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:30.

Archer head a capable cast. Nightly except Sunday. 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:30.

it CAROUSEL. (Majestic, 44th W. of B'way. CI.
6-0730.)
fine musical set in New England in
1870. Fine music and lyrics by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

at

BILLION

CI.

THE RED MILL.

(46th St. Theatre. W. of
Revival of Victor Herbert
operetta is made lively and amusing by Eddie Foy,
Michael O'Shea and Odette Myrtil. Herbert
Jr.,
music sounds grand. Evenings except Sunday at
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

into

B'way.

FOLLOW THE

GIRLS. (Broadhurst, 44th W.
B'way.
CI.
6-6699). Fast, rowdy, showy,
with girls, dancing, singing. Stars Gertrude
Niesen and Norman Lawrence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

of

filled

2:30.

LUTE SONG

(Plymouth, 45th W. of B'way. CI.
Michael Myerberg presents Mary Martin

in a love story with music.
unlike most others.
high,

A

beautiful affair, quite

wide and handsome holiA
Evening, 8:30, except Sunday. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

day.

OKLAHOMA.

(St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
said and written
show, and the best of it is, it's all
By all means, don't miss it. Evenings exSunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

true.

cept

A

(National.

and

Famous Husbands
MANY they women

Ave. of the Americas

One show which,

husbands

are.

But

it's

5-2412). Grieg's life set to Grieg's music,
and very pleasant listening. With Irra Petina,
Lawrence Brooks. Heleiu Bliss, and Robert Shafer.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday. 2:30.
UP IN CENTRAL PARK. (Broadway. 53rd
and B'way. CI. 7-2887). Pretty, lively entertaining musical more in the operetta than comedy
vein. With Wilbur Evans, Maureen Cannon, Noah
Beery, Sr., and Betty Bruce. Evenings except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

41.

John

of

Successful

Women
Be-

who

fun to guess.

So try matching the name of a successful woman with the name of her
famous husband. Give yourself 10 points for each correct match. A fair
You know what a
score is 70, a good score is 80, an excellent score is 90.
100 is. Let's go! (Answers on page 68.)

HUSBAND

WIFE
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Paulette Goddard
Pearl S. Buck
Cornelia Otis Skinner
Betty Grable

a.

Frances Hutt
Anna Roosevelt
Mary Livingston
Mary Pickford

c.

Sally

Rand

Mabel Dodge

the

CO.

are as successful as their famous husbands.
of today's
cause
use their career or maiden names, we don't always know

their

like

just keeps

Harold Arlen and lyrics by the inimitable Johnny
Mercer. Starred are the Nicholas Brothers, Pearl
Baily, Rex Ingram. Ruby Hill and June Hawkins.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
SONG OF NORWAY. (Imperial, 45th, West.

pretty musical concollege homecoming,
in place but not in

Johnson,

(Ziegfeld,

5-5200).

WOMAN.

urday, 2:30.

THE DAY BEFORE SPRING.

CI.

roUin' along. This
Ferber story comes in handsome proportions with a fine cast. The music
wears well. With Carol Bruce (doing pretty well in
the part Helen Morgan set the precedent for),
Kenneth Spencer, Jan Clayton, Ralph Dumke. and
Buddy Ebsen. Nightly except Sunday. 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
ST. LOUIS
(Martin Beck Theatre,
45th W. of 8th Ave. CI. 6-6363). Edward Gross
presents this new musical play with music by

this

West. PE. 6-8220).
very
cerning a lady who attends a
and discovers you can go back
time.
Irene
Manning, Bill

54th.

river it sings about,
revival of the Edna

LA. 4-4664). So much has been
about

6-6075.)

SHOW BOAT.

A

6-9156).

CI.

b.
c.

d.

Jack Benny

Turk Greenough
Buddy Rogers
Antonio Luhan

f.

John Boettiger
Harry James

g-

Thomas

h.

Alden Blogett

i.

)

E.

Dewey

Burgess Meredith
Richard J. 'Walsh

CALL

,PORTS OF

KANSAS CITY

IN
stain

Cameo Room

dott«.

WE.

is

4700 Wyaa-

recomdmcnded.

8310.

NANCE'S CAFE.

Their neon sign says, "Just
Good Food." but that isn't half the story. Their
untold secrets are quick service, varied menus, and,
as the man said, "just good food." In the B. M. A.
Building, first floor. 217 Pershing Road. HA. 5688.

A

PHILLIPS COFFEE SHOP.
nice blonde room
you can get a wonderful cheese and nut
sandwich, and in case you're interested, some very
subsuntial food, too. Hotel Phillips.
12th and
Baltimore. GR. 5020.
where

TIFFIN ROOM. A large and pleasant room
featuring luncheon only, and serving Wolferman's
famous food. On the second floor of Wolferman's
downtoxwn grocery store. 1108 Walnut. GR. 0626.

UNITY

INN. Meatless meals done up in unbelievable style with accent on big salads and rich
desserts. It's the nationally known vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of Christianity. Luncheon
5:00-7:30.
11:30-2:00; dinner,
Monday through
Friday.
Sunday,
11:30-2:00.
Closed
Saturdays.
901 Tracy. VI. 8720.

Z-LAN DRIVE-IN.

Just for Food

AIRPORT RESTAURANT.

.

.

.

Justly called one of
Kansas City's finest suburban eating places, with a
large selection of foods and emphasis on luscious
salads.
3215 Troost.

BRETTON'S.
roast

WTiat formerly used to be the
Restaurant, now flies the banners of the
They specialize in filet mignon,
family.

young

Baltimore.

goose,

OR.

and

broiled

lake

trout.

1215

8999.

CALIFORNIA RANCHHOUSE.

Just

what

it

a ranch-style restaurant in a nice and convenient location, for a quick or leisurely gastronomic
stopover. LO. 25 5 5.

says,

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE
good

as

SHOP.

Busy, bright,
service it at
all
of this in
all night. Hotel

and orderly, where the
any place in town. And

convenient

Mueblebach style. Open
Muehlebach, 12th and Baltimore. GR.

traditional

1400.

A

GLENN'S
HOUSE.
neat and ippctixing sea food house, specializing in just exactly
the name implies in great variety. Open 10:30
i.m. to 7:J0 p.m. Scarritt Arcade, 819 Walnut.

OYSTER

what

HA. 9176.
MARTIN'S. One
south side with two

ON

A

GREEN'S
THE PLAZA.
bright
dining room with broad, low windows and artistic
deeoratioru,

ant

meal.

for Food and » Drink

AMBASSADOR

forms a wonderful setting for a pleasFor family dinner parties, the dowa-

,

RESTAURANT.

.

.

All

the

aplomb of the good old days, and by wise planning
the menus for luncheon and dinner are as appetizing as ever. Here's a choice selection to show
to your visiting friends.
off
Hotel Ambassador.
3650 Broadway. VA. 9236.

BLUE HILLS BARBECUE. An ideal place for
a perfect evening from good eats right on through.
Features barbecued ribs, beef and chicken for dinner
or supper.
Then to make it perfect, step into the
cocktail lounge where Tony Curuchi and his Latin
music, with Betty Lee, vocalist, are featured. Your
host is the genial and well known Eddie Cross.
6015 Troost. JA. 4316.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

The headline atEverett Johnson, famous
does things on the
believe possible.
natural bom boogie pianist, who never took a
music lesson in his life, yet is nationally known.
Weird black light helps you follow the tuneful
fingers of Joshua. 3545 Broadway. VA. 0926.
traction

here

is

Joshua

Decca recording artist, who
keyboard that you wouldn't

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.
for big
In fact it
is

of the largest places on the
large bars, a night club, table

and cafeteria service. It is all very fine including
miuic hy the popular "Four Tons of Rhythm."
On the Plaza. 210 W. 47th. LO. 2000.

MYRON

modest

LO. 3434.

Main.

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA.

Bretton

and

effort

One

of the finest
eating places in one of the finest administration
buildings on one of the finest airports in the country, and the service and food is thoroughly in
keeping. Municipal Airport. NO. 4490.

Weiss

Little

stipend is required to take on nourishment here. Eat
in the car if you like, or, go inside and sit in a
nice red and blonde booth, and a nice red-head or
blonde will wait on you. On the Plaza, 48th and

WE.

A

Legislation

here

Congress steaks and fine dinner salads.
the law of the land at 3539 Broadway.

is

5115.

DOWNTOWN

INTERLUDE. Two months

ago

something just across the street from
the Municipal auditorium that has caused a population shift. The attraction is the Downtown Interlude where Rooco Ray frolic* in Zanzibar fashion
on the illuminated keyboard of the Steinway. Hotel
Robert E. Lee, 13th and Wyandotte. VI. 0022.
they

started

64
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FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT. A

bie

chummy

and

place with a couple of enormoui
bootha for larger parties. The blonde and
Pauline Neece entertainj at [be Hammond
1211 Baltimore. VI. 8490.

circular

buxom
organ.

GUS RESTAURANT.

The newejt entry in the
Derby. The former "Colony"
bat been redecorated in grand style, modern and
cozy, with a spectacular entrance and attractive
bar, Gus Fitch, formerly of the Muehlebach, is on
hand to welcome you
and the food is rather
apecial. 1106 Baltimore, GR. 5120.

Downtown

District

.

.

1946

has a lot of influence among those who like
food, good drinks and good times. Piano
melodies daring the dinner and supper hour offer
a stimulating obligatto to whatever you're up to.
Hyde Park Hotel. 36th and Broadway. LO. 5441.

Gus

good

ROSE'S

A

RANT.

BAR AND RESTAU-

COCKTAIL

favorite gathering place of friendly
the heart of Waldo.
It's a large place
with a modernistic bar tinted with indirect lighting.

people

in

.

ITALIAN GARDENS.

Pretty crowded at dinner
time, but service is fine and you usually don't
have to wait long. Native Italian foods and American cooking. Service from 4 p.m. until midnight.
Closed Snudays. 1110 Baltimore. HA. 8861.
BOX. An attractive blue and gold
ir JEWEL
room with bar. tables and booths, and now under
the management of Glenn E. Wood. J223 Troott.

VA. 9696.
KENN-S

BAR AND RESTAURANT.

Until

Kenn

gets around to building a whopperdo of a
on the present location, the status quo is
even more than satisfactory. It's a noonday gathering place for radio personalities and many other
people you like to meet. Good food, fine service.
9th and Walnut. GR. 2680.

place

MISSOURI HOTEL BAR. Could

be

a

taiidermy

but no
you are the one who gets
with fine foods and inspiring mixed drinks.
Sky-high ceilings and unique decorations, 114 W.
I2th. HA. 9224.
school,
stuffed

.

.

.

An attractive dining room is just a little separate,
featuring noonday lunch, dinner, and a la carte after
nine.

SAVOY
City,

sas

GRILL.
and not

In
far

the historic section of Kan-

from the main business

tic-

businessman's and businesswoman's hideaway in just the kind of atmosphere one usually
looks for but teldom finds. The subject is food.
The predicate, fine drinks. Closed Sundays, 9th
and Central. VI. 3890.
tion.

is

a

enter the bar, grab one.
room for
saunter on to the dining
or delicious meatball sandwiches.
Across from the Pickwick bus station. 922 McGee.

STUBB S GILLHAM PLAZA. Boogie with a
education,
yes,
that's
collcRC
boys
and girls,
Jeannie Lcitt, who is back at Stubb's after a short
friendly,
neighborly
place
where
vacation.

HA.

everybody

PHIL TRIPP'S. You

if

and

then

spaghetti,

steaks,

9224.

PICADILLY ROOM.
blue

KMBC

the

boys

some fine lines,
and McGee.
ic

A

cute

silver and
station where

little

room downstairs from the bus

You'll
Hotel.

catch their breath.
In the Pickwick

gats.

hear
10th

PLAZA BOWL. To

bowling

keep that shape ship-shape,
your Vitamin A. Take off two pounds

is

crashing the pins and then reel
room or cocktail lounge and win
just like that. On the Plaza. LO.

PLAZA

ROYALE.

into
it

all

the dining
back. Goes

6656.

An

sister

PRICE'S

RESTAURANT. A

pleasant ind popuplace for food, drinks and general
those
great
levelers of huconviviality. Cocktails,
manity, are simply supurb in the downstairs grill.
10th and Walnut. GR. 0800.

knows

VA.

TOWN

everybody

3114

else.

Gillham

9911.

A

ROYALE.

appointed,
ditnly lit, downtown spot,
and mightly popuLir
with the Kansas City Sundodgers and Dayhaters.
Zola Palmer came in from the down south Piatt
Royale to play piano and solovox, very, very well
indeed. 1119 Baltimore, VI. 7161.
beautifully

VERDI'S RESTAURANT.
Romanic appointments, plus
piano

attractive
lounge,
the
of the Town Royile. Mary Dale
your musical delight and inspiration at the
it
console of the silver and gold Hammond organ.
The place is spacious yet cozy, and on the Country
Club Plaza. 614 W. 48th. LO. 339J.

south-side

A

Plaza.

interludes.

A

conversational dinner.
Troost. VA. 9388.

nice

No

Italian
fine food

place to
drinks.

architecture.

and plettant

go for a quiet,
Armour, East of

WESTPORT ROOM.

Colorful and bustling cocklounge and dignified restaurant, located in one
of the nation's largest railway stations, the Kansas
City Terminal. Next door is the popular ar»d busy
Fred Harvey lunch room. Union Station. GR. 1100.
tail

gathering

lar

PIONEER ROOM. A

and old rose room
Hotel.
divan all the
way around makes it pretty easy to get acquainted.
your
host.
Westport
Arms Hotel.
Stilts
is
Happy
JOl W. Armour. LO. 0123.
in the

pastel

A

new Wettport Arms

PUSATERI'S HYDE PARK ROOM.
that

Out

well

mattarcd the

Pusateri

and
trt

Dale
of

It teems
Carnegie have pretty

influencing

people.

And

Just for a Drink

.

.

.

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

diminu-

tive place, tucked away in the Continental Hotel
where greenbacks work overtime. The bargain "two
for one" cocktail hour from 3 to 5 daily is somewhat worth elbowing your way into. Hotel Continental, llth and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
CABANA. Latin American in decor and atmosphere. Hazel Smith at the Novachord afternoon
and early evening, with the pretty, chtnning and

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
talented
:vciun(.

#OMAR
where

WHB

Alberta Bird of
Hotel Phillip*. GR.

ROOM.

Dim.

featured
5020.

and

friendly

ia

tht

Fiske,
invitini,

Omar

fumiahes the vintage of the grape or a
reaionable facsimile, and there ia tinging, or iti
fine place to get
equivalent, in the wildemesi.
acquainted. Hotel Continental, 11th and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.

A

THE TROPICS.

A

treasure trove of melody
which you" II discover at the Tropics when you hear
Pauline Lamond at the piano and Bob Jones at the
Hammond organ. Also Margaret Arrow, numerologist.
The tropical thunder storm is a thrillinj^
experience.
Hotel Phillips, 12th and Baltimore.

HA.

6040.

A

smooth, soft green lounge
if ZEPHYR ROOM.
with amber mirror tables, just a few steps down
from the lobby of the Bellerive hotel. This place
has been written up and discussed nationwide, and
as such is a mecca for celebrities visiting Kansas
City. The Zephyr room is the halfway house of the
nation, where the highest calibre of entertainment
is
caught enroute from New York to Hollywood,
and vice-versa. Program changes every two weeks.
Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA. 7047.

With Dancing
CROWN ROOM. Helen Dittemore,
.

.

her violin

is the gorgeous successor to Judy
Conrad who held forth at this popular night spot
Dinner dancing from 6 to
for more than a year.
Hotel La Salle, 922 Linwood.
1:30.
LO. 5262.

DRUM ROOM.

You

can't dance much
floor
is
always
favorite
plushy places

can't
either,

size

jammed.
for

beat it. Of
because the

course
junior

one of our
luncheon, dinner or
It's

supper. Joseph Samarino and his orchestra are now
featured.
Hotel
President,
14th and Baltimore.
GR. 5440.

ir

EL CASBAH. The glamour

spot of the midwest,
stars are something to be expected.
called the nation's greatest ventriloRussel Swan, the master at magic, and in a

name
Bob Evans,
where
quist,

"It's

weeks the great and incomparable Dwight
he of the kingly leer, form a constant

parade

entertainment

of

With the stars of
in several times during
just too perfect.
Saturday
stars.

room coming

Zephyr

the
the

evening, it is all
afternoon cocktail dansants are featured with no
minimum or cover charge and free rhumba lessons.

Armour at Warwick. VA. 7047.
MILTON'S TAP ROOM. An amiable

Bellerive.

where
other

lots

pianist

and

nationally
artists,

items.

people dance and

of

people

and

everybody

and
3511

some of

their

VA.

Troost.

are

creating

platters

9256.
Paul

somewhat

are

other,
right."

of

Lee,

collectors'

and

his

sensation at
minimum or cover
Hotel Continental,
of

a

smart downtown spot No
Closed Sunday
any time
11th and Baltimore HA. 6040.
PLANTATION.
popular supper club and just
Cliff
a nice, convenient drive out in the country.
Anderson and his orchestra are now featured every
FL.
night.
East of Kansas City on Highw^ay 40.
1307.
MANSION. One of the more ultra

this
at

A

SOUTHERN

supper dancing. No bar, but excellent drinks at
your table. 1425 Baltimore, GR. 51)0.
TERRACE GRILL. Schaiparelli pink walls with
cleverly concealed mirrors reflecting the glow of
strategic lighting. Bill Bardo, well known, to Kansas City, comes in April with a fine new orchestra.
Call Gordon Ewing for reservation. Hotel Muehlebach, I2th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.
TOOTIE S MAYFAIR. Joe Myers and his fine
band have moved into this south side night club for
an indefinite stay. Lots of room in this place and
always something doing until quite late.
7852
Wornall Road. DE. 1253.
TROCADERO.
chummy cocktail lounge just
off Main, west on j9th. No orchestra, but all the
latest platters are served from a juke box. VA. 9806.

A

this unidisagree with
are always all of us
Pearsall Smith.

we

place
lots

Julia

McNabb

an odd thing about

—although
each
we
—Logan
verse

with

to

"Baby" Lovett, drummer. They are
known Decca and Premier recording

PENGUIN ROOM.
orchestra

talk

listen

downtown spots done up to live up to its name.
Dee Peterson and the boys play for dinner and

.

and her orchestra,

you

few

65

all

"I was made a producer," exclaimed
one of the actors in Hollywood.
"Yes," said his friend. "I overheard
the big shot tell you to produce or get

out."

WITH THE STARS

SWINGIN'

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Twentieth-Century Fox

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES—Big

COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S

budget
production consisting of the following 12 acts: (1) Esther Williams

—Charles Cobum,
Joan BenWilliam
Allyn

RAID

Eythe,

nett.

Joslyn.

in

C. Cobum plays Colonel Effingham, who settles down in a sleepy
little Southern town and awakens
it with a bang. He stirs up a lively
romance between a reporter and

Marian

Vincent
Soring

Walter

Price.

Tiemey.

who

plays Miranda,

goes to live
home of her distant cousin
(Vincent Price) a member of the
landed gentry of early New York.
.

He

is

unhappily

married

to

a

complainer, a woebegone
mysteriously dies one
day. Her death is unezplainable to
her doctor (Glenn Langan). The
doctor is taken up with other
chronic

woman who

things, such as

Miranda, to

whom

he proposes marriage only to find
that she is already betrothed to
her now widowed cousin. The
marriage between Miranda and her
cousin takes place, but becomes intolerable
when M. learns her
cousin-husband is insane and his
wife's murderer
and
intends to kill her. But luckily
there's a doctor in the house and
the situation
as well as Miranda
first

.

.

.

now

—

—

is

Paramount
THE VIRGINIAN—Joel

Maguire. George Brent,
Barrymore,
Smith.
Ethel
Kent
Hollywood's latest plot dealing
with diseased minds and one of
the best to date. Dorothy Maguire
plays Helen, a mute, and speaks
only 9 words throughout the film.
She is a servant in the house of
Mrs. Warren (Ethel Barrymore).
In the neighborhood of the Warren house several physically defecgirls
tive
have been murdered.
Indications are that Helen will
be the next. It becomes obvious
that one of the Warren household
is the murderer as he almost man-

—

ages to kill Helen. He fails, but
not before you have many eerie,
suspenseful moments.

(6)

AND THE BROMIDE;

(12) BEAUTY, sung by Kathryn
Grayson.

A

that

brought

once

upon

takes

his

Sonny
ginian's
Britton

Gary

Cooper fame

a time. Joel McCrea
place
and ably while
portrays the Vir-

—

—

Tufts

wayward

pal.

Barbara

school m'am who
comes out from the east to bring
larn'in
to
the
small
Wyoming
is

the

town.

She is wooed, if you remember, by both the Virginian
and his buddy, the latter of whom
becomes involved with rustlers and
is
hanged.
THE VIRGINIAN
gives the usual hair-raising round
of gun duels and cattle stampedes
seasoned with homey barbecues
and country dances. Good entertainment.

Warner Brothers
CINDERELLA JONES—Joan
lie,

Robert

Alda.

S.

Z.

Edward Everett Norton.

A

Les-

Saltall.

curvy

torch singer (Joan Leslie)
little
inherits 10 million dollars from an
eccentric uncle who has stipulated
that she gets the money only on
condition that she marries by such'n-such a time and ties the knot
with a man whose I.Q. is 150 or
better. Though the singer really
loves band leader Robert-GershwinAlda she goes out to seek a

brainy

mate

at

a

coIIckc,

of

all

Of course, everything is
taken care of nicely when it's
discovered that the band leader
has an I.Q. of over 200! The two
struggle happily ever after on the
10 million dollars.
places.

•

Dorothy

(7)

TELEVISION COMES;
LIMEHOUSE BLUES, dra-

BITT
McCreo,

Brian Donlevy. Sonny 'Tu/ts. Barbara Britton, Fay Bainter.
refilming of the good old western

saved.

R-K-O Radio Pictures
THE SPIRAL STAIRCASE —

THIS

SWEEPLOVE,

a

matic pantomine, Fred Astaire and
Lucille Bremer; (10) a great lady
has an interview, Judy Garland;
(11) Fred Astaire in THE BAB-

Houston.

at the

wins

Brice

Lucille

story,

MINE;

OF

WHEN
(9)

Revere.
Glenn
Langan.
Byrington.
Gene Tiemey

dance

with Lena Home; (8) Red Skelton
demonstrates what will happen

selection.

Anne

and

Astaire
a

STAKES TICKET;

Confederate Monument Square to
Toolen Square. Adapted for the
screen from a Book-of-the-Month-

DRAGONWYCK—Gene

TRAVIATA;

sing

Bell
in

(2)

NUMBER

in

James Melton and

(3)

HEART

Fanny

BALLET:

Wynn

Fred

(5)

Bremer

editor of the local rag.
Then, instead of retiring quietly,
the Colonel begins a raid on a local
political
scheme to re'name the
society

Club

A WATER

Keenan

PLEASE;

Tentative April Showings
in Kansas City

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

ESQUIRE,

COLONEL EFFINGHAM'S

SARATOGA

TRUNK — Gary

Cooper. Jngrid Bergman. Flora
Robson. John Warburton. The tempestous demimondaine, Clio Du-

SARATOGA TRUNK

New Orleans,
in
arrives
laine,
vengeance-bent and fortune seeking. She meets Clint Maroon, a
cattle man from Texas and subsequently shocks her smug relatives
and all of New Orleans by hrr
affair with him. Clint leaves town
but meets the wily Clio again in
Saratoga Springs, where she has
gone to snare a millionaire husband. Clio's intentions go astray
though when Clint is seriously iniured in a railroad fight. Ingrid
Bergman, as Clio, wins all the acting honors plus a slightly dazed

SPIRAL STAIRCASE

Gary Cooper,

RAID
HOUSE OF DRACULA
PILLOW OF DEATH

NEWMAN
THE VIRGINIAN
ROAD TO UTOPIA

LOEW'S MIDLAND
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
THE SAILOR TAKES A WIFE

ORPHEUM

as Clint.

We

STILL ALIVE ...

DAY

to acknowledge
that the nutritious, delectable flavor of
Swift's Allsweet Margerine equals that of
butter and cannot be distinguished from
butter in a scientific kitchen test."

B.O.

.

.

.

"This

is

Yes, we had to raise our right hand and
repeat those words from Mr. E. W. Phelps,
general manager of Swift and Company's
Kansas City plant after tests had been
made to prove that we didn't know what
we were talking about when we boasted
we could easily tell the difference.

We

had every intention of crawling
out of this one, after having been embarrassed to the amount of $1 and other considerations some weeks ago for not being
able to tell various types of liver apart.
Because of the obvious purpose of the
test, Mr. Phelps decided we should call
it butter versus oleomargerine, or "B.O."
day.

The
test

was made

gleaming Swift
kitchen with the lovely and charming
test

in the

like the story

about the electrician who asked his helper
to put his hand on one of two wires. The
assistant did. "Feel anything?" asked the

"No," was the

electrican.

reply.

"Then
the electrician.
don't touch the other one or you'll drop
"Good,"

said

dead."

AWFUL TRUTH

... The boys in the
crime detection laboratory at Northwest'
ern University, Evanston, 111., were playing
around and decided to do something super.
They got in touch with a psychiatrist who
brought in one of his patients, a fullfledged nut. They asked the nut if he
were Napoleon. The nut craftily said,

The

"No."

lie

showed he was

detector

lying.

LITTLE ESSENTIALS

.

.

.

Mrs. Meade

of the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, has the full time and unpleasant job
of stalling off applicants for telephone
service. Unless the need is proved essential,

installations

cannot be made

diately, the applicants are told.

an outraged young
Meade's ear:
"Certainly

phone

to

STAND

Martha Logan and her two

luscious assistthe trap.
Of course we
wouldn't be so unsportsmanlike as to say
that they pared the margerine with a sharp
razor blade, and melted the butter and
shot it on the toast with an atomizer.

ants

baiting

They spread

and ordinary
bread with the two products, with no other
identification than "A" and "B".
crackers, toast

There was only one consolation, and
that was that Mr. Phelps, who also took
the

test,

couldn't

tell

the difference either.

this

yelled

into Mrs.

essential! I want a teledates and get married and
with."

it's

make

have children

girl

immc

One day

STILL
Dale Carnegie tells
his home town, just a few
.

.

.

one on

miles southeast of Kansas City.
It seems that some out of state visitors
were trying to find the place, and they

came

to a cluster of cabins at a crossroads.

Stopping his car one of the strangers hailed
a native.

"I'm looking for the town of Belton,
can you direct me to it?"
a

"Stranger," said the native, "don't
inch."

damn

move

d

J

68
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From Don Bunker, Associated

Press field
mechanic who roams the territory of Missouri, Kansas and part of Oklahoma tinkering with teletypes, comes this tidbit of
predatory connivery.

Out near Garden City, Kansas, Don
claims he saw an aged farmer striding back
and forth across a plowed field, his hand
dipping into a grain sack at his side and
his arm swinging rhythmically as he apparently broadcast the seed. Stopping to
talk to the old man about that part of the
country, and to snap a few pictures, Don
was surprised to find the sack empty and
no grain fell from the farmer's hand.

Then he noticed a large flock of crows
following the sower, seeking the grain that
wasn't there.

the dog was 13 years old,
tion on his report:

made

this nota-

"Complainant stated neighbor's dog
him frequently and demanded I

chased

make an

arrest.
I did not, as
the dog couldn't get out of his
without the aid of a cane."

OVERHEARD OVERHEAD

believe

I

own yard

Ernie
the nation's keenest collector of
nut stories until he cornered the caviai
market in Chicago, admits riding in a
Michigan avenue bus the other day and
winchelling two conversations between the
driver of the bus and an ovcrstimulated
male passenger, who persisted in admonishing him to drive carefully and not run into
any of the nice pedestrians.
.

.

.

Byfield,

The farmer

explained that he continued
at the beginning of the planting season every spring.
When the black robbers finally give up,
exhausted, they depart for more profitable
pastures, leaving the man to sow his grain
without loss.
this

performance every day

"Five yards closer," he cried, "and you
hit that nice old lady square in
the bustle."

would have

COURSE

A

friend of
SINGLE, OF
...
ours applied for a driver's license at the
city hall. The mechanically operated clerk
asked, "Name?" The gal replied, "Evelyn,
no middle name, only Evelyn." When her
driver's license arrived by mail a few days
later it was made out to "Evelyn Only
Nolt."

The bus driver told the drunk that
everything would be all right if he would
only take his alcoholic breath and anxieties
to the upper deck. The drunk did as requested; but almost immediately returned
to his stance near the driver's back hair.

"Why,"

demanded

driver, "didn't

you

stay

—no

"Too dangerous

the

where

exasperated
put you?"

I

driver

up there."

ANSWERS
AGE BEFORE DUTY ...

One day

not long ago the local police department
received a complaint of an ugly dog bothering a neighbor. The officer went out,
made an investigation, and finding that

1—

i

2—
3—h
4—f
5—g

6—e
7— a
8—c
9—b
10—

Certainly,
YOU[RE
IF ficult
job
market ...

We

Can

an advertiser with a

This

dif-

ahead in the Kansas City
if your campaign needs
that added flourish to be successful
if you want unusual co-operation from an alert radio
station
is
your
.

.

.

— WHB

medium!
For

Out of a Hat!

Pull Rabbits
the

is

point-of-view"
vertiser

station
.

.

a client

is

.

with "agency-

where every
who must get

able this spring and summer.

WHB

New York

Availabilities, 'Phone

City, 18

Chicago, 2

San Francisco, 4
Los Angeles, 13
Kansas City, 6

adhis

money's worth in results. And when
you advertise on WHB, we'll see that
you get results! Ask about the desirable early evening time periods avail-

ADAM YOUNG

DON DAVIS

627 Mills Building
448 South Hill St
Scarritt

at

any

office:

West 42nd St
55 East Washington
11

Building

St

LOngocre 3-1926
ANDover 5448
..SUtter

1393

Michigan 0921
HArrison 1161

KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWORK

AND

JUSTICE

X/ITHIN

THE5

RU
ALLS

MAYOR

TAKES OFFICE

MAYOR WILLIAM
fore a
council

E. KEMP took office bebattery of microphones, the city
and guests, pledging that the

cleanup pace set by former-Mayor Gage
would be continued. Inset oval portrays
Mayor and Mrs. DeLesseps S. Morrison of
New Orleans as interested spectators,
lower center; Gov. Andrew Schoeppel,
Kansas; Gov. M. Q. Sharp, S. Dakota;
Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Pick, and former
Mayor John B. Gage, at MVA ceremonies.

Tom

Clark, Attorney General of the United
spoke to a Kansas City audience recently.
John Pounce, fourth ranking tennis player
in the U. S., told WHB listeners that keeping up
the pace is a rough job

Left,

States,
Right,

.

i

VOL.

MAY,

2

NO.

1946
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ARTICLES
time of the singing of
THE
birds
has come,
and the
ringing of doorbells. And there
on our doorstep we find a

month
ing

like

over

Maybasket
with
flowers
a

spill-

and
what

candies. You never can tell
surprises a Maybasket will carry.
(Take the Freuds of Vienna, for
instance. Their Maybasket surprise was Sigmund. And since
then, the spring has never been
quite the same. What used to
pass for simple spring fever has

now become

Kansas City Kitty

Grier Lowry

Harry Van Demark
Marion Odmark
James Gantt

Stratovision Broadcasts

TSK TSK, Mr. Fiske

The Dog Cried Fowl
Your House Is On Fire

Karl A. Kellar

Last Curtain Call

James R. McQueeny
Raleigh Williams
John Quinn
Little Verses Are Big Business. .Wm. P. Rowley
Novelty Song King
William Waller
She Learned the Hard Way
Anne Hamilton

Diamond Cut Diamond
While We Were Gone

Kemp

Chicago Letter
Norton Hughes Jonathan
Chicago Ports of Call
Marion Odmark
New York Letter
Dave Hodgins
New York Ports of Call

—

are

the contents to please our peregrine fancy. What a month you
could contrive, if you could do
as you like with the ingredients!
There'd be a peace parley like
no other peace parley in Paris
or any other where. We'd have
Molotov winding a Maypole to
Bidault's rigadoon and roundelay, while Byrnes drinks bock beer
under a spirea bush and Bevin
a Bacchus in English tweeds,
fishes for speckled trout, with
violets over each ear. All the
women, whose May days are
cluttered with dust mops and
curtain stretchers we'd send with
the fleet into the Atlantic
while
the Admirals pick new peas in
inland gardens, sun-stunned and
lazy. One thing we'd leave in
its proper place. That's V-E Day.
This year when the voice of the
turtle sounds through the land,
you can hear it because the guns
are still. They began to stop a
year ago. No need to ask if you
remember. You do. With a shudder of relief and a terrible gladness. That we'd leave in its place.
Only, we might jumble the celebration a bit and instead of
parades put in a prayer instead
-a.
prayer sent up from the
middle of a meadow and followed by a communion of strawberries washed down with a bit
of May wine.

—

—

—

Editor

53
55

41
2

made of. But the results
much the same.)

Given the contents of this
year's May, we'd like to do a
Maybasket-turnover and jumble

29
45
49

the Month,
E.

May's Heavy Dates In Kansas City
Ports of Call In Kansas City
Swingin' With the Stars

still

17
23

OUR TOWN TOPICS
Man of
Mayor Wm.

Swing's

convolutions and
vapors arising from the libido,
with echoes of infant repressions,
and repercussions from
such stuff as dreams
purple
dreams with green spots
are

——

3
7

11
13

66
'70

Swing Around

71

TOWN TOPICS

OTHER

58
60
61
63
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MAY'S HEAVY DATES
CONVENTIONS
April 30-May

National League

3,

Women's Votors, arena.
May 2-June 10, Women's Interof

national Bowline Congress.
tinental and Pla-Mor.

Con-

May

4-?,
Missouri Association
of Chiropodists, Phillips.

May

7-10. National Association
of Corrosion Engineers. President.

MUSIC
May

Armour

12,

Chorus.

May

24,
union.

May

Auditorium.
Kansas City Choral
Auditorium.

12,

5,

rectials

May
Club
Male

Social

Muehlebach

presents

19.

26. concerts and
afternoons at

Auditorium.
William
Rockhill Nelson gallery of art.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Boy Scout roundup.

4,

3,

Auditorium.

May

S.

Rubber Co.

Auditorium.

exhibit.

15-17. Business Men's Assurance Company "All Star"
meetin?. President.

May

19-21,

Rotary International,

134th
District
Muehlebach.
Auditorium.
May 22-24, Kansas Bankers Association, Auditorium.
May 20-22, Missouri Peace OfPhillips.

ficers.

May

29-30,

sociation

Beau Brummel Minstrels.

6,

U.

12-19.

Farm

May

Sunday

Missouri
of

Letter

State AsCarriers.

Continental.

Music Hall.

May

7, Junior League, lecture on
atomic energy. Auditorium.

May

10,

Spring

May

St.

Mary's

festival.

16,

College

Field

Kansas

Art

City

Institute,

ex-

year

stu-

hibitions:

May
dent

end
show,

slice

Hall,

Vander4415
Warwick
Fashion show.

Boulevard.

William

the

of

15.

gallery,

Nelson,

Rockhill

gallery
galleries,
paint-

Loan
army medicine from the

of art.
ings of

Abbott

print room,
McNeil
James
from Harris
Whittmore collection; Ceramics
room, English Lustre ware from
Burnap collection. Mastcrpieceof-the-month, Eruscan, 6th Century,
The Women's
B.
C.
collection;

etchings
Whistler,

by

Chamber

of

loaned

Commerce

will

evening opening at

sponsor an

Auditorium.

R.O.T.C.

ART

bach.

May
re-

Atkins

May

11-12. Missouri State Junior
of Commerce. Muehle-

Chamber

the gallery Friday,

May

10.

Day.

Auditorium.

May

17. Wheatley Provident Hospital Floor show and dance.

May

18. Amateur
contest.

tra

May

24.

BASEBALL

dance orches-

Eastern Star card party

ROLLER SKATING

and dance.

May

25-26,
Theatre.

Garden Show.

May

26, Catholic HiRh
baccalaureate
services.

(Pla-Mor Rink. 32nd
and Main)

Little

Schools

Audi-

torium Arena.

May

29, De La Salle Military
Academy graduation.
31. Good will mass meet-

Roller skating ever>- night with
matinees Saturday and Sunday.
Speed Derby in arena every
night
throughout
the
entire

month

National

Conference

of

Christians and Jews,
Frances
Perkins, speaker. Arena. Municipal

Auditorium.

May

27, 28, 29. Music Hall,
Goose
Gloria Swanson in
for the Gander."
(A. 6^ N.
Attraction)

"A

May

skating

May

28, professional
wrestling.
featuring
world's
champions. Sponsored by Sports
Incorporated for the American
Legion.
14,

4-5.
IndianLouisville;
8-9,

6-7.

Columbus; 21-22, Minneapolis;
23-24.

29-30-31.

Paul;

St.

Milwaukee.

May.

every night, 7:30,
with
matinees
Saturday
and
Sunday.

Roller

Toledo;

2-3,

apolis;

Torrcon Rink. 31st
and Gillham Plaza)

WRESTLING

THEATRE

May

(El

May

ing.

of

Kansas City Blues. American Association. All games at Blues
Field. 22nd and Brooklyn.

DANCING
(Pla-Mor Ballroom. 52nd
and Main)
Tuesday and Friday, "over 30"
dances with
Tom and Kate
Beckham and their orchestra.

May
16,

2,

1.

19.

5.

orchestra;

Masters;
ton;

May

Chuck

9.

8.

Oizic

Raymond

II.

Clark.

Scott

and

12.

15.

May
his

4.

new

May 18. Frankie
Mav 25. Stan Ken-

22.
Hall.

23.

26,

20.

30.

I

Is the most beautiful gal in the
midwest. And lucky Dick Meloan
has all her telephone numbers!

by GRIER

it!
Kansas City girls are
most beautiful in the world.
Beauty is a commodity as vital in pro'
moting a community as any other

IET'S

face

J the

natural resource.

To both the professional and the
nonprofessional eye, Kansas City has
more beauty per city block than any
other American city. Dallas, Holly
wood, Louisville, all claimants to the
title of "Beauty Capital of America,"
are passed up by the beauty experts,
and inexperts, in favor of Kansas City.

Among the staunch admirers of the
beauty of Kansas City girls, but who
decries our failure to put this lovely
talent
work,
to
is
bespectacled,
round-faced J. Richard Meloan. In
his files are names, addresses, telephone numbers, and measurements of
over three hundred Heart of America
lassies.

Every day forty beautiful
a path to his doorstep.

A

girls

beat

professional

photographer, his latest venture

is

a

which includes a
placement bureau, an enterprise that
gives him the envious opportunity to
school for models,

examine, close-hand, the pulchritude
of the region. His reactions?

LOWRY

"Local girls have a well-scrubbed
well-developed figures," says
Dick. "In the kitchens, the offices,
behind department store counters, on
farms, in factories, you can single out
pretty creatures who out-class the
model whose picture adorns the cover
of a popular monthly.
"On every Country Club streetcar
southward bound toward the Pla2;a
around five every evening, there is
at least one feminine standout, whose
fresh personality, healthy air, simple
mannerisms, sparkling eyes, would fit
her for jobs in New York or Hollywood helping sell everything from
breakfast food to beach pajamas. She
has thousands of counterparts."
look,

Dick Meloan's career has embraced
photography, radio announcing, newspaper reporting for pin money he
used to judge beauty contests.
critical appraiser of the feminine face
and form, he eyes the beauty offerings of the East and West coasts a
bit disdainfully. He picked up still
photography savvy from the Holywood experts, and during the Holly'

—

wood

A

interlude had occasion to scru-

tinize the

vaunted Hollywood concep-

tion of beauty.

May, 1946
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There are two major markets for
Meloan models
photography and

—

Fashions

is a sprouting industry in Kansas City, and will absorb more models in the future. But
photography is the lush pasture where
the model collects fees that range
from $3 per hour to $35 after she
graduates from the Meloan school
which helps her develop charm and

fashions.

poise.

He

cast

an approbative eye over the

came to the
whereupon he adjudged them

film city lovelies until he
faces,

"artificial looking."

"As
is

for the

New

York models, it
"The shanky,

to laugh," says Dick.

underfed, tall models which the Eastern crowd thrusts before Mid-West'
ern eyes is outmoded, appears ridiculous to our standards."

At the Meloan School for Models,
under the tutelage of a former Powers
model. Miss Ideal measures: Height:
five-foot-five-or-six;

Bust:

thirty-six

inches; Waist: twenty-four inches;
Hips: thirty-four to thirty-six inches.
More often than not, the well-fed
Mid-Western girls have hips that
measure from thirty-six to thirty-eight
inches, but it is a remediable condi-

an ever-widening

field and the
blunderbusses her talents in
several spheres will glean the most
revenue.
The model who isn't
camera-shy has another outlet in visual education film. Kansas City is the
home of one of the largest producers
of this commodity, and the Calvin
Company shoots an endless variety of
film that requires the use of all feminine "types."
It is

girl

who

Amateur photography

offers

still

another field for Meloan models to
tap. As anybody with a smattering
knowledge of photography knows, an
amateur is not really an amateur nowadays not a dilettante. He is called
an amateur merely because he does
not garner the major part of his income from photography. But he isn't
just a snapshooter, with a box camera,
who gets his prints developed at the
corner drug. Today's amateur has
crashed the professional field.

—

tion.

Contemporary standards of

facial

beauty decree that the photographically perfect girl have well-set eyes,
high forehead, well-balanced features, a generous mouth (the Clara
Bow mouth went out with Clara
Bow), and an angular face.
a

Beauty of the female figure has

ways been an

attractive

subject

al-

for

photographers. Camera clubs on the
coast take a crew of models
along on safaris to the desert where
they plunk the girls in pretty poses
that subsequently go on postcards, cal-

West

KANSAS CITY KITTY
candy boxes, and sometimes
become salon prints.

The

endars,

Dick Meloan has introduced the
plan of using professional models to
Greater Kansas City camera clubs
with noteworthy success. The girl
next door makes a fine subject up to
a point, but for good photography it
takes the assurance of a professional
model. As every shutterbug realizes,
"a picture is only as good as its subject."

"nudes" are decent now,
and almost every amateur has a secret
Pictorial

ambition to see if his artistic talents
lie in shooting good nudes. You can't
very well ask the neighbor's daughter
to pose for these.

Wise men

3

Mid'Western,

rosycheeked

"natural" for a wind'
blown shot by a picket fence. She is
exotic'looking with effective shadow
lighting.
In evening gowns, slacks,
bathing suits, she's
street clothes,

beauty

is

a

strikingly beautiful!

we concentrated on
world about her! Publicists, artists, amateur and professional
photographers, advertising agency
It's

about time

telling the

workers. Chamber of Commerce brochure artists, and their ilk, have the
opportunity to break the news, picto Mr. and Mrs.
North
America that Kansas City has the

torially,

most beautiful

Come

in,

girls in

the world.

Dallas!

learn by other folks' misFools by their own.

What most of us needs is a swift
kick in the seat of our "can'ts."

There is an ill wind that blows nobody good. It's the blowing you do

This country might not be in such
mess if the Indians had adopted
stricter immigration laws.

takes.

about yourself.

a

•

An

optimist

is

a

fellow

who

looks

back from the laundry
says, "Oh, well, we needed lace
curtains anyway."
at his shirt just

and

When the average husband sees the
kind of men most women married, he
cannot help thinking that his wife did
mighty

well.

—

STRATOVISION
from

airplanes

Eroadcasti

which would

go no place slowly, yet beam
powerful ¥M waves, nationally.

MOVING broadcasting upstairs
some

six miles into the air, in

the present proposal made by
Westinghouse Radio, Inc., as the most
economical means of handling television and FM programs on a country
wide scale. It is called stratovision.

fact—is

Giant planes, floating broadcasting
stations complete in every detail ex-

which will be left
firmly grounded, will soar in neverending circles, high up beyond the
reach of human sight, flooding the
country with television reports of
news events, sporting events, and an
around-the-clock program of entertainment.
cept for talent,

Perched in these airy counterparts
of the present on-the-ground broadcasting plants will be an army of experts trained in handling the many
controls necessary to keep the system
forever in operation over a 24-hour
They will be men and
schedule.

women who come down
when

to earth only

and whose lives will
be spent above the clouds and storms
that form the ordinary ceiling of
human life on earth, literally living
and working high in the heavens.
off duty,

by HARRY

to

its

and

many

VAN DEMARK

stockholders explaining
but by the

illustrating the plan,

Federal Communications Commission
in Washington, which has granted
permission for an experimental set-up.

Work on the biggest upward movement of any industry in all history is
being done at the Westinghouse Baltimore plant, where it is believed the
experimental set-up will be installed.
Credit is given Charles E. Nobles,
27-year-old radar engineer, for originating this unique scheme to make a

country-wide expansion of television,

and

of

FM

broadcasting,

time.

Cost has been the bugaboo of teledevelopments.
Both kinds of waves travel in straight

vision, as well as

FM

This, for all practical purposes,
prevents sending television and
programs further than the horizon,
from any one broadcasting source.
With the highest possible towers that
present engineers know how to build,
this limits the scope of a television
broadcasting station to a radius of
lines.

FM

fifty miles.

To

spread

it

farther,

Fantastic as the scheme sounds, it
has been given serious consideration,

sort of national coverage

only by the parent company,
which has mailed interesting leaflets

then,

not

possible

within a comparatively short span of

nary

giving

which

the
ordi-

broadcasting affords, means,
the erection of hundreds of
towers, separated from each other by

May, 1946
about 100 miles, all over the country.
second possibility, and one that
may yet be the method chosen, is
the use of the very expensive coaxial

A

system, and in spite of Mr.
Nobles' proposed six-mile elevation of
the v^hole business of television broad'
casting, plans of a coast-to-coast nature are already in progress based on
the use of coaxial cables.
cable

The experimental set-up by Westinghouse will, according to announced
plans, include the installation of four
transmitters in one plane. Two of the
transmitters will handle FM, a third
will be used for television testing, and
a fourth will transmit test signals and
programs to another plane.
special
broadcasting station to feed the flying
laboratory of sound and sight will be
erected on the ground below.
Nobles' plan of operation, when it

A

New

the area of

York,

New

Jersey

and Pennsylvania.

The comparative

cost,

according to

the Westinghouse engineering depart-

becomes full-fledged and in actual
commercial use, includes the use of
one plane which will be able to broadcast five FM and four television programs simultaneously. Another transmitter and receiver will be used to
pick up programs from the preceding

ment, is illustrated by the fact that
to cover this area from the sky would
require but l/?Oth as much power
as is now needed for a single 50kilowatt transmitter on the ground,
which covers but a radius of fifty

plane in the chain of flying broadcasting stations and relay them to the
plane ahead of them. Each will do
broadcasting and relaying work all
along the country-wide chain of airborne stations, the initial one receiving the broadcasts from a parent

Using wartime discoveries in the
making of lighter transmitting and
receiving apparatus and smaller tubes,

ground

From

station.

the height of 30,000 feet—
or nearly six miles such a high-flying
rebroadcasting station would cover

—

miles.

weight reductions necessary to make
such an aerial broadcasting station
practical are possible,

it is

claimed.

In order to carry out the scheme
it was necessary' to provide a special
type of airplane which would go no
place
and slowly; a sort of reverse
development in aviation. This job

—

L.

Martin Com-

an

all-metal, low-

the earth's surface in the shape of a
huge inverted ice cream cone, meas-

went

to the

pany.

The

uring 422 miles across a territory,
for example, including approximately

wing monoplane nearly the size of
the famous B-29 Superfortress, but

—

Glenn

result

is

STRATOVISION BROADCASTS
weighing considerably less. Power is
supplied by two 1,450-horsepower en'
gines.

planes would
never-ending circle, six
miles above the ground, at a rate of
less than 150 miles per hour. Aboard
would be four television transmitters,
monitoring
transmitters,
five
equipment and relaying apparatus for
the handling of these nine programs.

These

cruise

stratovision

in

a

FM

Also radio equipment for crew

use.

turbo-chargers and
supercharged cabins would be standard equipment.
In effect, each stratovision plane

Automatic

would be

pilots,

a complete

combined

trans-

mitting station and antenna. Fed from
a ground-based conventional studio,
the broadcasts would then be fed to
the airborne stations, and rebroadcast
and relayed from plane to plane.

The Westinghouse
a coast-to-coast

project proposes

network for relaying

programs originating in New York or
Hollywood. In all, eight stratovision
planes, flying continuously over

New

Chicago, Kansas
City, Central Nebraska, Central Colorado, Salt Lake City and Los Angeles, would make up the national
network.
The addition of six more planes,
one each over Durham, North Carolina, Atlanta, Memphis, Dallas, Sacramento and Portland, Oregon, would
provide a coverage of 51 per cent of
the area of the United States, and
include 78 per cent of its population,

York,

it is

Pittsburgh,

claimed.

The

proposed

working

schedule
56
flying broadcasting stations, four to
each station, each plane and crew recalls

for maintaining a fleet of

9

maining aloft eight hours, replacements taking place at four-hour intervals.
This would keep two planes
always in the stratosphere and two on
the ground for emergency needs.

Meanwhile,

keeping

considerably

and even digging beneath the surface, the American Telephone & Telegraph Company
is going right ahead with its plans
for a coast-to-coast television network
on transmission by coaxial cable.
closer to the ground,

Authorization for the plan has already been granted by the Federal
Communications Commission, which
will permit the installation of a 1,500mile coaxial cable line between Dallas
and Los Angeles. The new Hnk of
the coaxial cable chain will cost about

$24,500,000, according to FCC figures, and is the most costly single construction project ever cleared by that
board.

When

completed, the A. T. y T.
will have 3,287 miles of
coaxial cable stretching south from
New York City to Atlanta, and then
on to Los Angeles approximately
7,000 miles of cable in all.

Company

—

The granting of the A. T. ^ T.
permit to continue its coaxial cable
installations, however, guarantees a
coast-to-coast television network within four years, according to radio experts.
It is

believed in engineering circles

by the stratovision way, as proposed by Westinghouse, it could be
done at a much earlier date, providing the test flights for which permission has been granted by the Federal
Communications Commission, are sucthat

cessful.

JOHN
T

OHN

J
the

AND HIS SKIN-TIGHT PANTS

L.
L.

pugilist

world

SULLIVAN,
champion
12

for

Washington street and

of

years,

was afraid of rats. One
day while he was sleeping soundly fully dressed,
a rat ran up the famous

man's
pugilist

leg,

inside

his

trousers.

The

and grabbed
the cloth and

became

terrified

rodent through
squashed it.
They found the Boston Strong Boy
deathly pale, for the event had comIn the scrampletely unnerved him.
But
ble he had been slightly bitten.
he was not concerned with the
wound, his thoughts were only of his
future comfort and peace of mind.
Resolved to end a repetition of the
act, he went to Murray the tailor on
the

ordered a pair of trousers
His tailor
remonstrated,
explaining
that John L. would be the
laughing stock of town.
But the order stuck and
fighter appeared in what
built skin-tight.

soon

was

the
to

become the rage

of the 80s.

His followers wanted pants of the
same style but none were to be had.
Then they appealed to Murray to

make

clothes

John

L.

The

for them
clothier

the same as
was swamped

with business and his place blossomed
in a

few weeks into a large

establish-

ment.
So, Boston's Strong Boy became
Boston's stylist for men.
Mrs. Florence Webster.

—

COWBOY EXPLORER
TT WASN'T

a

famous archaeologist

but a plain Texas
cowboy with the equally plain name
of Jim White, who discovered the
celebrated Carlsbad Caverns just west
of the Pecos river in New Mexico.
While riding the range late one summer evening in 1901, White was attracted by what appeared to be a huge
tornado-like cloud of smoke boiling
from the ground.
or

scientist,

His curiosity overcoming him, he
rode closer and learned that the
phenomena was caused by bats milissuing from a crevice
lions of them

—

—

in the rocks.

With

he investigated

and

the aid of a rope
later interested

the people of the neighborhood in
further exploration of the caverns.
More than a million people now have
explored the subterranean wonderland.
Park rangers conduct walking tours
on schedule twice daily; the Caverns
are reached by an elevator which descends 750 feet into the earth; and
luncheon is served to as many as 600
people daily at a cafeteria in one
large
underground "room."
The
Caverns are perfectly dry; and the
temperature is always ?6 degrees.

Ringmaster of the risque,
the wicked eye, curled lip,
and the voice of a villain.

MR. FISKE

Dili, "Dih,
ODMARK

by AAARION

a
business
SHOW
fabulous industry.
is

And nobody knows
better than

who

is

in

the
it.

ble

it

man
It's

Fiske

mean

a

With

thing,

common

in the strange case of

rule, as it is

Mr.

Fiske.

Dwight Fiske is middle'aged, he's
bald-headed, and he's a long way from
being handsome. He's never claimed
to have a voice, which long ago was
grooved to an abusive monotone grind.

His piano
of

ocrity
player.

orum

the melodramatic median old-time movie house
is

He

assaults every social dec-

in the realm of dignity

and good

There's no glamour about him,
and only a smut-ering of personality.
He's diametrically insolent to what
should succeed in entertainment. But
year after year the most consistent
money-maker at the platinum palaces
taste.

from coast to coast
This

is

how

it

is

a

unique

a

in

annals.

minimum

of

charm, he
physical
has capitalized on and

where the gamble is
based on intuition,
where the unknown element is all im'
portant. And the anomaly may just
as well be the

is

amusement

a

gargantuan guessing
game where facts
don't

raconteur and

demon with double
entendre, Dwight

Dwight

Fiske.

figures out.

Ringmaster of the risque, inimita-

the wicked
and its elastic
socket, the curled lip and the voice
of a villain. For material he specializes
glorified

eye

raillery that's an incontinent lot
of broad and brothel stories heroizing
immoral morons. His fine point of
projection runs the gamut from sneer,

in

to leer, to jeer.

He

has a faculty of

dissolving surroundings into one spot-

New

England Puck and his
a
piano. He's the darhng of the prim-

light,

minded dowagers, the envied idol of
the man about town, the number one
a lot of would-be
In short, he gets away
with murder, makes a fortune and
fan-following doing it, and there's no
accounting for it.

sophisticate

of

sophisticates.

The seamy side of romance is what
composer Fiske sells in his Steinway
stories.

There's

whimsy

acters like "Ida the

to his char-

Wayward

geon" and her long-famous

tryst

Stur-

with

May,

S.

^2

an octopus called Tristan WeisenThere's befuddled humor, like
"Pokey Brown," a lucky fellow who
had faced nothing worse in life than
his ovm cardiograph. There are authoritative lectures on sex, as in his
"Mrs. Pettibone." In summary, his is
a creative fancy that smacks of a crass
Noel Coward. But where Coward
specializes in the drawing room, Fiske
moves into the boudoir. And for
Fiske and his fans, it's obviously a
good move.

stein.

Under the microscope of word for
word censorship, there is nothing that
can be pinned to pornographic
dence.

It's

evi-

entirely possible to hear

and not know that
what's implied is very likely far from
proper. But to do this, you should
have your eyes closed. What isn't in
words is in his expression, or what
passes for a reasonable facsimile.
his subverted tales

Fiske's career actually

began

at the

age of seven, when his family moved
from Providence, Rhode Island, v^here
he was born, to Boston, where his
musical education, the usual piano
lessons, got under way. In short order
he was bored v/ith the customary
finger exercises and began to vary the
drudgery by improvising charming, if
innocuous, melodies. By the time he
was a callow fifteen he had achieved
a surprising success. His song "The
Bird" was sung by Geraldine Farrar
during her concert season, and enjoyed a mild triumph. It's still in the
repertoire of many sopranos. At six-

Some

girls

they won't be

arc afraid to leave

in.

hi

J

946

teen he was in New York, under the
watchful eye of an indulgent aunt,
and pointed out by his contemporaries
as composer of incidental music in

"Good

David Belasco's production,
Little Devil," starring

By

Mary

Pickford.

the time he enlisted in the

in the spring of 1918, he

Army

had no

less

than forty-eight songs to his by-line
credit.

With

the

Dwight

armistice,

re-

turned to Paris to study with Philippe,
at the Paris Conservatory. Short of
funds,

and to insure

fairly

regular

meals, he took to playing for private
parties, conceiving the innovation of

impromptu musical portraits of guests.
The late Marie Dressier was one of
these, who was so pleased with Fiske's
musical

impression of her that she

commissioned him to compose two special stories for an appearance on a

program for the American Hospital.

On the heels of this recognition,
Tallulah Bankhead plugged him for
a

try-out

two week engagement

at

the Bat, then London's popular night

He was such an immediate hit
with nobility that he remained for
similar series of hits
nine months.
awaited him in America, and continued with increasing glory ever since.
Putting color in the off-color songclub.

A

story
the

is

the Fiske stock in trade. Ask
of the plush

management of any

supper clubs he plays over the country and you'll find the stock is giltedged and the trade is terrific. Only
in show business could a fluke like
this flourish.

for fear the

wolf will knock and

—

—

Poultry comes and poultry

somehow

goes, but Skip

is

in there for his "share."

THE DOG CRIED 3^ow{
those
AMONG
people who

by JAMES

GANTT

owners to cherish.
Even for a lady dog,

^

burden

or a doggie lady, to
avoid a short harsh
term she seemed at
certain times to respond too enthusiastically to the rhythm
of nature.
Consequently she dissipated much of her
energies in the task
of raising nondescript curs as the
direct result of her

themselves

with the

and

care

—

training of their personal pets,

I

have an

acquaintance who
has been faced with
quite a problem

.

.

.

and as yet seems
floundering about in
a manner that is very
heart-rending to her

immediate friends
not to mention her
neighbors.

The
(and

willful

I

use this

advisedly)

is

ways

progeny

.

.

.

had
been promulgated by

pet in question

word

a hand-

that

father or fathers un-

some German Shepherd whose ap-

A

pearance is a pleasure to behold.
sleek beauty even in his present adoPerhaps a short exlescent stage.
planation anent the distaff side of his
impressive pedigree should be elaborated upon here. It may, or it may
not, have some bearing on the matter.
"Cubby," the shortened version of
a rather poly-syllabic Teutonic name

by which she is known to the American Kennel Club, has since gone to
her reward, but not without leaving
the doughty "Skipper" and a host of
somewhat bizarre memories for her

known. Sharp vigilance and close confinement seemed to avail but little
and through a long and colorful career
that
would have made "Forever

Amber"
the

The

quite dull reading, she trod

and narrow but once.
was "Skipper."

straight
result

Just

how much

of his mother's mer-

temperament was inherited by
Skipper and what amount of his

curial

—

cussedness is his own idea is a matter
for conjecture
but Skipper has developed into that social pariah of the
canine kingdom the chicken killer.

—
—

Of

course

when

a

puppy does

—
something wrong, the

first

step

is

to

him well and belabor his bot'
tom with a rolled up newspaper, or
lecture
a
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choice

which

said

—

walnut two-by-four after
puppy is supposed to mend

his ways.
It

was a bright and cheerful sum-

mer afternoon when Skipper

—

—glow-

and his eyes still
ing with pride
sparkling from the excitement of the
chase, came bearing his initial trophy
from the neighbors' hen house.
friend's mother, sensing that this

My

might be the opening curtain on a
experiences,
unpleasant
of
grabbed a newspaper, rolled it hurriedly and descended upon Skipper
and his inflated ego. After this she
tried hard to remember which neighbor owned such a hen. Failing
series

because the features of the
corpus delicti were somewhat disarranged in the heat of battle she
slipped out quietly after dark and deposited the dank and draggled evidence in the garbage pail.
Morning found the pail overturned
and a sprinkling of white feathers
reminiscent of a heavy frost adorning
the back yard. Skipper was sleeping
largely

—

soundly under the porch. Thus began
a monotonously regular occurrence.
Skipper would slip off to a neighbor-

and return heavily
laden with booty and to avoid favoritism, he occasionally raided his
ing chicken yard

mistresses'

own

—

poultry.

The

results

of his misdemeanors never seemed to

blunt the edge of his sporting instinct.
In fact, he seemed to anticipate each
varying method of discipline and
there were many.

—

A

friend

who

considers

himself

wise in the ways of canine logic, advised that the dog be whipped with
the dead chicken. So when Skipper
committed his second offense my
friend wrenched the chicken from his
slathering jaws and grasped him by
the

collar.

She began earnestly

to

punch him soggily with the cadaver.
It was unfortunate that the head was
missing and that numerous vents had
been ripped in the carcass by SkipSkipper was
per's excited teeth.
bathed and so was my friend, and
the laundry bag that week had an
unpleasant odor.

No

whit dampened by this messy
courageous dog slipped out
a few days later and dashed the hopes
of the home reform movement. But,
by this time, my friend had accumulated a goodly supply of hopeful adlesson, the

vice.

This time, acting on the suggestion
of a second self-styled authority on
animal psychology, she snatched up
the wilted poultry and hastened to
the kitchen. By dint of much shaking

and scrubbing about amid rumpled
feathers, and reduced to desperation
by violent sneezes, she covered the
remains quite liberally with red pepThen, with an air of pseudo
per.
innocence, and dabbing tears from her
red-rimmed eyes, she placed the in-

—
THE DOG CRIED FOWL
viting morsel before the unsuspecting

She

then retired to the
kitchen window to await results.
Skipper, aware that the rhythm of
events was slightly out of kelter, ap'
proached the languishing hen with
great caution. Once or twice he was
seen to roll it over on the neatly
clipped lawn, poking first with his
nose and then deeming it rather uninviting to his sensitive nostrils, he
pummeled it with his front paws.
Both performances sent him off in a
paroxysm of sneezing and caused him
to drink his water pan dry three times
in the space of half an hour.
It was with a feeling of relief that
my friend and her mother watched
him carefully grasp the chicken in
his jaws, scurry to a corner of the
flower garden and there bury it but
criminal.
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eyed desperation.

My

friend sneaks

and out of her home, her
very demeanor arousing the neighguiltily in

bors' suspicion.

She avoids the eyes

of everyone in the neighborhood, for

now

the whole world seems to point
an accusing finger and the battle
rages unabated. Her latest encounter

was
one.

—

as humiliating as each previous
Still

hounded by the unreason-

able singleness of purpose that resides

appHed
Somewhere she

in Skipper's black heart, she

yet another remedy.

—

deep.

At

the formula had been
Skipper, with a sad and frustrated air about him, lounged spirit'
lessly about the back yard for the remainder of the day.
nimrod with
last

found.

A

had read, or heard, or thought, of a

a broken bow.

With

cheerfulness the
family partook of the evening meal

cure that would surely work. Skipper's last chicken was lashed securely

and retired to sleep with the gratify
ing knowledge that this shameful
thing that had shadowed the household for so many weeks was at last

about his neck and he was made to
wear this badge of shame. The theory
was that the warm svmimer air would
work upon the remains and in so
doing would forever imbed a distaste-

a

revived

Skipper, like

dispelled.

incorrigible outlaws,

many

other

had learned that

ful association in the dog's

how

mind

.

.

.

crime, unless organized, does not pay.
But that night, by the light of a

laudable logic, but

wan

Skipper skulked about the yard
with his silent white companion and

of moon,

Skipper disinterred his prize and devoured it
to
sally forth again upon his
^by now
grim quest.
sliver

—

Desperation
fits

the

is

the only

situation,

word

quivering,

—

that

wild-

then, did

it

work?

a

distressed

expression.

He

tried

thumping at it with a hind foot, but
aside from sprinkling a few feathers
about him there were no results. Vig-
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orous shaking had no visible effect.
few clusters of plumage at each
corner of the house showed where
he had tried in vain to rub it off.
Before bed-time, Skipper was care-

troubled

examined to see that the fowl's
moorings were intact, a not too pleasant job, for the day had been long
and hot, and some faint suggestion
of the horror to come emanated from
the hen. Doubts as to the advisability of such drastic methods assailed

tration lurking behind her usual calm

A

harsh,
ter

demeanor.

when she arrived at
me the results frus-

—

Skipper was found placporch and a

concentration of feathers like a disemboweled pillow lay in a corner of
the yard.
Short of shooting, which seems
rather abrupt, and begging the issue
anyu'ay How do you break a dog
of killing chickens?

—

—

lot

she told

idly asleep beneath the

but grimly she clung to

A

can be
adminis-

it.

work

the belief that the end justified the
means and so she retired to her

happy person forgets a
only make him unhappy.

who

This morning

fully

his mistress,

Discipline

sleep.

even for those

of things which,

if

remembered, would

•

Only uncomfortable chairs become
worn out by use in a single generation.

antiques.

Comfortable

chairs

are

•
Most
sits

girls

nowadays

are convinced that opportunity doesn't knock.

It

outside and honks.

The doctor asked the patient if he had been leading a normal hfe.
being told that he had, the doctor's advice was: "Well, you'll have to
give up whisky, late hours and women for a few months."

On

An

applicant for a job reported that she had been forced to leave her
When pressed for the nature of the illness,
because of illness.
she admitted "because my boss was sick of me."
last position

!

YOUR

J4ouie

ON

IS

FIRE

Inflationary fires are burning and
wasting the real estate market. Is
the end in sight? They say it isn't.

by KARL A. KELLAR

and

scorching

dollars,

searing

the

hands of those who seek nothing more,
perhaps, than a place in which to live.
House buyers are paying 157 per
cent more for the same houses than
they would have paid in 1940. They
are paying from 7 to 10 per cent
more than a year ago, and the spiral
continues up, up, and up.

HOW

would you

like to sit

out in

your back yard some balmy eve'
ning and with a few chips for kindling, build a nice bonfire out of a
bushel of $5 bills?

Sounds
profitable

doesn't

it?

like a

way

balmy

as well as un-

to spend an evening,

Yet, that

is

exactly

what

happening, not only in Kansas City,
but throughout the entire country
is

These figures were not dreamed up
by some freelance statistician, but
were obtained from the files of the
Kansas City Real Estate Board,
which keeps a close record of every
piece of property bought and sold in
Kansas City, and for how much.

A

year ago this month a Kansas
City home was sold for $5,000. Six
weeks later it brought a price of
$6,600 from an out of town buyer.
Less than a year later the third party
sold it for $7,500 and with a little
dolling up the fourth party may get
unless the horrible night'
$8,500
.

today.

People who are going into the real
estate market with $10,000 today can
expect to come out, if they come out
at all, with about $6,000 a few years
hence, when sanity in the real estate
business once more takes over.

Real estate is on fire, burning up
thousands of hard and easy earned

mare of
.

.

.

.

.

men comes

real estate

OPA

to pass

ceilings.

Another house was sold for $7,500
August and with less than $500
repairs there were people standing in
last

line

ready to grab

it

for $12,500.

Real estate madness
in a small

A

is

not confined

home was built
Wisconsin town in 1942

to Kansas City.

Two

for $3,900.
later
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and a half years

owner

the

sacrificed

it

for

The true answer is that FHA's ap'
praised value and the builder's selling
price never agree.
allows a
"reasonable" profit to the builder plus

FHA

$6,500.

Southeastern Kansas a small
home that neighbors swear up and
down didn't cost over $4,000, was
recently
for
New
sold
$12,500.
houses, too, are bringing torrid prices.
Despite strikes and material short'
In

Therefore, the builder is
obviously asking about $2,000 more
than
thinks the house is worth.
actual cost.

FHA

While

the

estate

real

merry-go-

round spins faster and faster, more
and more brokers are getting on for
nice profitable

An

rides.

interview

with a state real estate examiner, evidence of previous experience, plus a
small fee will get a

man

or

woman

into the real estate fraternity as a U-

censed operator. The fee is $5 for a
broker and $2.50 for a salesman or
Listings in the want ad
saleslady.

columns and a flourishing business
under way.
ages,

builders

are

getting

sizable

home building programs under way.
One builder of new homes naively
advises his buyers that the

Federal

Now,
Are

let

us pose this question:

more people in America
today than there were six years ago,
are

there

there

less

houses,

or what?

Housing Administration has cut the
percentage of loan guarantee from 80
per cent to 66 per cent. Therefore

seems that wherever you go,

a $10,000 new home requires a down
payment of $3,300, with the balance

body

mortgaged and underwritten by

However, there

is

FHA.

the other side of

According

Vivian

to

Truman,

brother of the president of the United
States,

and

assistant

FHA director
FHA

for

will unthe Kansas City area,
derwrite a loan up to 90 per cent of

value on a new house costing
$6,000. They will take 86 per cent
on houses costing from $6,000 to
full

$8,000.

What

is

small

crossroad

towns

cities,

everybody

is

this,

a guessing game?

then,

some kind of

to

the

It

from
large

outbidding every-

else for houses.

The answer seems to be that many
young men who left as boys from a

now coming
men, many of
them married men, seeking a home.
Farmers flocked to the cities during
the war to take high paying jobs. The
jobs have petered out but the workers
enjoy city life and would like to stay.
family five years ago are

home from

the picture.

is

service as

There are vacant houses in this
but where are they? The
could
of
agriculture
department
answer that one because they have
country,

been recording a steadily decreasing
farm population since 1940 and the

trend, even

gested

is

still

IS

to the con-

fair price?

cities.

Why
nage

now,

doesn't

OPA

ON

YOUR HOUSE

stop

the car-

housing?
Because neither
nor congress know where to
begin.
They know that any house
ceiling program would be widely discriminatory.
Costs means little in
this maelstrom. Location, convenience
to schools, churches and shops wield
severe influence on property values.

They would have to guess,
and there seems to have been too

much

OPA

would have to appraise, and ad'
judge separately, every house that
was bought or sold. What would they
go by, how would they arrive at a'

of that in the past.

Real

estate

men

against

OPA

ceilings

in

OPA
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FIRE,'

They

believe

unanimous
on housing.
that production and reare

lease of materials, plus a drastic cut-

ting of red tape

and

formalities, will

spur the building program. They believe that when there are enough, or
nearly enough, houses to go around,
the universal law of supply and demand will step in and operate on the
basis which, up to now, has made this
the finest housed nation in the world.

ENOW YOUR HOTELS
SUPPOSE

demanded an extensive tour of a
stay, even if you could
So that you won't be stumbling into the wrong hotel in
reservations?
right town and getting yourself all mixed up with the police, besides havsomething to explain when you get home, SWING has decided to throw
that your business

number of midwestern
get
the
ing
this

cities.

dealings

Where would you

Hotel Quiz right in your face. 8-10 is super; 6-8, good; 4-6, fair; under
home. See if you can put the hotels in the right towns.

4, better stay

(1)

MILWAUKEE:
(c)

Statler,

(a)

Mayo, (b)

Schroeder, (d) Lowry.

(2) KANSAS CITY: (a) Netherland Plaza, (b) Brown, (c) Drake.
(d) Muehlebach.
(3) CHICAGO: (a) Muehlebach,
(b) Schroeder, (c) Drake, (d) Pennsylvania.

(4)

ST.

PAUL:

(5)

ST.

LOUIS:

(6) LOUISVILLE: (a) Jefferson,
Brown, (c) Muehlebach, (d)
(b)
Pennsylvania.

CINCINNATI: (a) Statler,
(7)
(b) Netherland Plaza, (c) Drake, (d)
Schroeder.
(8) MINNEAPOLIS: (a) Curtis,
(b) Lowry, (c) Mayo, (d) Drake.
(9)

Lowry, (b)
Mayo, (c) Schroeder, (d) Brown.
(a)

(a)

Lowry, (c) Jefferson, (d)

TULSA:

(a)

Brown,

(b)

Drake, (c) Jefferson, (d) Mayo.
(10)

Mayo, (b)

(b)

Statler.

vania.

NEW

YORK:

(a)

Statler,

Lowry, (c) Drake, (d) Pennsyl-

(Answers on Page 68)

—

A minute/

U/
A

Russian

staff

sergeant,

"Take me

Moravian farmer.

commissioned to obtain food, addressed a
where I can get food for my men."

to a field

"Immediately, sir," said the old man.
He led the sergeant down into a
In half an hour they approached a field of barley.
"This will do admirably," said the sergeant.
"Wait," said the farmer, "and I'll show you better." In a few minutes
more he had led the sergeant to another rippling field. "Here," he said.
"This field is no better than the first," replied the sergeant, "and you
wasted much valuable time. The first field was fully as good."
"Perhaps the second field is no better," assented the peasant, "but it
isn't mine."
Pulpit Digest.
fertile valley.

—

•

The

wife of a junior senator from Iowa was scheduled to "pour" at a
reception for the Trumans at the Congressional Club.
She arrived, looked
up the flurried chairman of the arrangements and asked for instructions.
"Now let's see," mused the chairman. "Mrs. Olin Johnson of South
Carolina is pouring at the same table. Which of your husbands is the senior
senator?"
"They came to congress at the same time," said Mrs. Hickenlooper, the
lowan's wife.
"Goodness," said the badly worried hostess. Then she brightened vis"Which state," she asked, "came into the Union first?"
ibly.
Mrs. Hickenlooper pointed out that South Carolina had been one of the
originail colonies

"Ah,"

You pour

and that Iowa had been
chairman.
Minneapolis Tribune.

said the relieved

tea."

—

in for a scant century.

"Then Mrs. Johnson pours

coffee.

•

Two Alabama

farmers were wrangling in front of the village postoffice.
traveling salesman asked the cause.
"Oh," explained the postmaster, "they swapped mules here awhile back
and now each is accusing the other of skinning nim."
"Well," suggested the salesman, "why don't they trade back?"
"Why," said the postmaster, "they're afraid they'll get skinned again."
Judy's Weekly.

A

—

•

Two

brothers were convicted of stealing sheep and were branded with
the letters "S. T.," meaning sheep thief.
One brother, unable to stand the stigma, tried to bury himself in a
foreign land.
But men asked him about the strange letters. He wandered
away, lived a short life of bitterness and was buried in a nameless grave.
The other one said, "I can't run away from the fact that I stole sheep.
I will stay here and try to win back the respect of my neighbors and myself."
As the years passed he built a reputation for integrity. One day a
He
stranger saw the old man with the letters branded on his forehead.
asked a native what they signified.
"It happened a long time ago," said the native, "and I've forgotten what
the letters means, but I believe they were put there as an abbreviation of
"
Macartney's Illustrations.
the word 'saint.'

LAST

C^urtain

CALL

old Charlie was an actor to
the end. He had to come back
for one final footlight bow.
by JAMES

R.

McQUEENY

TWENTY

was every
could raise to keep
Charlie Hurt from being buried by
the county. I had chipped in $2.50,
which is little enough, but you know
how things are for a city hall reporter

about burying Charlie because the
mention of my paper made his temples

with school

throb.

cent

dollars, that

we

girl scruples.

Charlies wasn't what you'd call a
loyal party worker so we couldn't
ask his precinct captain to contribute.
Nor could we get any help from the
boys who were around every week or
so selling tickets to their ward dances

or taking up a collection for flowers
to send to the mayor's aunt's funeral.

The burial fund, such as it was, had
come from a few of us who had
known Charlie during life and felt
poorer

at his passing.

Charlie had picked an inopportune
time to die.
city election was com'
ing up and the paper's trained seals
v.^ere all over the city hall rewriting
all the old chestnuts with a generous
sprinkling of such words as hossism,
disfranchisement, and mulcted.

A

Everyone connected with the
ganization

was

jittery.

Tim

or-

Tyler,

councilman at large, was a silent partner in an undertaking firm handling
most of the city's business but I knew
it wouldn't do any good to call Tim

We

Tony LaSalle was our
and I volunteered to see what
could be done as I was supposed to
stand in good with him.
You see, when I first went to the
city hall Tony was one of the minor
bosses in one of the older wards. He
used to come into the press room occasionally and when his daughter.
Rose, was asked to sing at the mayor's
all felt

best bet

Christmas party for the orphans, I
succeeded in getting the city desk to
go whole hog on the item by using
a half column picture of her.

thought that was

A

Tony

fine.

couple of months later when
they read Tony out of the organization for trying to do his own collecting, I phoned in a short item about
it but the rewrite man in the office
evidently was busy with a page one
story about a cat rescuing a fireman
out of a tree or something and forgot
to turn in the story about Tony. Of
course Tony thought I had used my
influence in keeping the news out of

24
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the paper and thereafter he stood ready

get

to go to hell for his frand, but he

stolen property room.

couldn't bury Charlie for less than
$35. I said all right and gave him
the address of the hotel where Charlie

had been found dead a few hours be
fore and we set the funeral for the
following afternoon.

Tony
thing.

said he'd take care of every-

He

said he'd fix Charlie

up

he did the boys, even Willie
Stone, the numbers man, only he
hoped Charlie's face wasn't messed

just like

up

way

Willie's was. CharHe was
assured him, and wouldn't
need much fixing as acute alcohohsm,
not gang trouble, had
caused his death.

the

intact,

I

On my way

back to

him another typewriter out of the

We

ran into another snag when
up about the grave lot.
Somehow, we had overlooked this detail but again Joe Wares, who, ordinarily is pretty much of a stinker,
came to our aid. He felt sure he
could get the lot from Eddie Reiser,

Tony

the

called

make-up

BEE,

as

and miniature golf courses. Joe said
Eddie didn't have any use for it because he had become interested in a
book he had found on an
owl car on his way home
from the office one

morning

the city hall I stopped at
the Paddock cigar store

and

was

charmed with the idea of
making himself into a

to see Izzy Grumm who
operates the handbook
there. Izzy, without ever
having heard of Charlie,
kicked in $5.

bonfire when his hver refused to take any more

punishment.

But raising $10 more

was next to impossible
and I was on the point of calling Tony
to tell him the deal was off when Bud
Grady, a bookkeeper in the water department, picked up the typewriter
that Joe Wares of the opposition paper
used and carried it across the street to
few minutes and he
Solly's place.
came back with $10 and a pawn ticket.

The lot was worth $60
but Joe said he thought
he could get it for nothing and with that he left to look up
Eddie at the Fourth Estate Recreation where Eddie spent his afternoons
waiting for the result* of the last
three races at Hollywood park before
going to THE BEE.

A

When Joe Wares clocked in
work he complained bitterly about
typewriter being gone but when I

THE

editor of

Eddie had been pressured into buying
a grave lot several years ago when
everybody was promoting cemeteries

for
his

Eddie didn't know

but

if

there

play pool.

ex'

plained we had cut him in on Charlie's
funeral he didn't say another word
but went over to police headquarters
to see if the desk sergeant couldn't

it

was anything Joe Wares could do
better than split infinitives it was

to

Joe, I learned later, first suggested
Eddie they play a game or two to

kill

a

little

time between the race

and Eddie was

all

for

it.

To

calls

plant

the larceny in Eddie's heart Joe said

LAST CURTAIN CALL
he appeared nervous and off form and
Eddie, being quick to notice this, sug'
Eddie
gested they play for keeps.
must have been surprised at how play
ing for keeps steadied Joe's game and
by the time Eddie had to quit to get
back to the office, Joe owned the
cemetery lot and Eddie's check for
$1.25.

WHY

we went

to

so

much

bother to have a funeral for
Charlie calls for an explanation and
Charlie is hard to explain.
When I first started covering the
city hall, I thought Charlie worked
there. You could find him in
the corridors or draped across
somebody's desk barbering
with the boys. When the boys
found it necessary to vote the
tombstones to carry the silkstocking wards, he would
scurry from polling place to
polling place with a hst of
aliases as long as a clothes line.
These missions he regarded

and didn't
much as an

solely as larks

ex'

pect even so
invitation to the victory barbecue in return. Otto Schmitt, who dis'
penses the patronage, once offered
Charlie a $125 a month job in the

Welfare department but Charlie

gra-

ciously refused.
I will never forget the first time
Charlie stalked into the press room.
With a princely flourish he put his

stick
and lemon colored
on the desk and launched into
a rhapsody on Maurice Evans' Machexh he had seen the night before. It
was just as if he were a pitchman
making his spiel on a new fangled
can-opener in a handy doorway. His

walking
gloves

25

dramatic voice could be
heard out to the elevators but Joe
Wares, busy pecking out a true life
detective yarn, did not bother to look
up from his typewriter. Joe was used
to such goings-on.
resonant,

At

he was as a bellows
your imagination. He
was sixty-five, maybe older, and
though not tall, the military erectness
of his body made him appear so. On
first glance,

to the fires of

second glance you could see alcohol
and poverty had ravaged his face; a
deep furrowed bitterness had been
etched into his massive features. His
steel gray, deep-set eyes

had

much of the luster you
knew had been theirs, still

lost

they were penetrating and expressive.

His once yellow polo coat
with tie belt had faded into a
neutral gray, yet it failed to
hide his purple shirt and
green cravat. When he re-

moved

his

coat,

inquisitive

sunrays were quick to find
splotches of green in a black
suit that looked as if it were
patterned from a Cruikshank illustration. An ill-fitting toupee and twotone button shoes removed any lingering doubt but that you were in the
presence of a poverty racked actor
whose earlier days had been studded
with triumphs in a forgotten theatre.
He was shabby-looking, yet he neither
pitied nor apologised for his appearance; he reveled in it.

For all his poverty, Charlie, I
learned in subsequent months, was as
much a part of the theatre as ForbesRobertson or James Heme. Talking
to him was like reading a plump book

26

of reminiscenses stage producers are
forever putting between covers. He
would sit far into the night talking
of the Blac\ Croo\'s opening at Niblo's Garden, of the final American
pilgrimage of Henry Irving and Ellen
Terry, of Ada Rehan's Katherine,
Mansfield's Prince Karl and Eleanora
Duse's Camille. Lefty Grain, the owl
eyed dramatic critic, once pointed out
during one of Gharlie's lectures that

he must have been a babe in arms at
the Blac\ Croo\'s premiere as it happened in 1879 but Gharlie didn't pay
any attention to him. Dramatic critics

anyway.
His pockets were chock full of

Ma^.

Swin^

are too technical,

clip'

pings from theatrical periodicals. He
was hard to pin down regarding his
own performances but he was continually having jousts with agents over
parts and commissions. In his inside
coat pocket he carried a wad of manuscript on which was written a part
in a play Brock Pemberton or some-

J
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Once

the conversation veered from
Gharlie would excuse
himself, pay for his beers, if any, and
be off to his hotel which was bedenizened with bedbugs, curbstone med-

the

icos,

theatre,

and

tarts as

shabby as himself.

Gharlie ignored the vermine, discussed
the decadent condition of the theatre
with the snake-oil impresarios, and
bowed to the harpies as if they were
reigning queens of the drama. If given
the opportunity, I doubt if he would

have moved from his wretched surroundings; the hotel had gained the
dubious distinction of being the stopping place for show folk of another
era and that was all that mattered to
Gharlie.

Between engagements

in the theaGharlie sold canned
tuna and salted mackerel for a mail
order fishery on the Pacific Goast. He
might have become a good salesman
and built up a prosperous business if
he had applied himself but there were
too many interesting things about the
theatre to talk about that were closer
to his heart than the merits of canned
tre, as

he put

it,

tuna.

Peculiarly enough, Gharlie would
have to look through every pocket to

find a price list on a ten pound tub
of salt mackerel or a case of forty-

clam chowders, items he had
been selling for ten years, but he could
recite with all the fire of Irving
Mathias' Hnes in The Bells without a
moment's pause. When he would rise
to a dramatic climax, his toupee would
skid over on one ear but this would
not deter Gharlie and he would carry
on to the end before adjusting it.
If the power to convey feeling to
an audience is the essence of acting,
eight

body was going to put into rehearsal
The memorizing of these
lines was done almost exclusively in
crowded lobbies and street cars.
shortly.

LAST CURTAIN CALL
Charlie was a star of the

first

magni'

Even Joe Wares, whose interest
in the theatre started and stopped
with the Margie Harts and the June
St. Claires, would sit enthralled when
Charlie spoke of the curves of PauHne
Markham, Lydia Thompson, May
Howard, and other stars the world

tude.

has forgotten since they quit putting
pin'ups in cigarette packages.

shame

it

he couldn't be there to enjoy

it.

audience, and

what

a

was

Amid profuse apologies, Tony got
the car ready to roll and a half hour
later we pulled into the cemetery.
$35 funeral at Tony's doesn't in-

A

clude an imitation grass covering for
the clay dug from the grave and it
was piled nudely along one side.
didn't have any money for flowers,
either, but Tony took care of this,

We

adequately he thought, with two wax
wreaths and a bouquet of dust-laden
crepe paper roses, which Charley's
esthetic sensibilities would have considered unsuitable as props for a parish
entertainment.

The

theological student corraled to

conduct the

LaSALLE'S regular hearse
TONY
was out on another job so
Charlie was borne to the cemetery in
sort of a hotshot car Tony used in
hauling flowers from the undertaking
parlor to the graveyard.
Halfway to the cemetery, a back
tire gave up the struggle with a sick'
ening whine, smack-dab in the center
of a busy intersection. Horns tooted,
street car bells clanged, and the traffic

making noises with his
we reminded him it was
pity a guy couldn't even go to the

cop began

mouth
a

until

graveyard without getting a

from

a

fat'head

copper.

lot of lip

We

all

p\ished the truck off the car tracks

and while Tony was slipping on a
we dropped into Rabbit Parker's bar to have a short one while
ruminating on the fact old Charley
was probably playing to his biggest
spare,

last rites

came

directly to

he was seated on a
tombstone with a stem of grass in his
mouth when our car, followed by the
black wagon, rolled into the grounds.
the

cemetery;

In the next few minutes, Tony,
busy with other details, neglected to
tell the young cleric either the name
or sex of the late departed and in
the brief service, when he mentioned
something about the "memory of the
patient smile of this pious mother remaining ever in our hearts," we all
blushed for Charlie.
But that wasn't our last blush of
the afternoon. Just as we were getting ready to lower Charlie into the
grave, eerie sounds rippled across a
row of wind-swept graves. The wind
shifted momentarily and out from behind a granite marker stepped Dolly
Blackburn, a blonde rumpot from the
floor show at the Barrel O' Fun, to
sing. The fresh air evidently affected
Dolly and The Rosary, which was
Tony's idea of religious music, took

!

|

j

"
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That must have

On our way back to Rabbit Parker's

disturbed Charlie's eternal peace con-

to let the boys in on some'
thing but I couldn't bring myself to
do it: Charlie had been a Hving He.
He'd never set foot on a stage; his
whole career had been in giving peO'
pie the impression he was of the
theatre. In his cups one night Charlie
told me how he'd aspired to a bit part
with a kerosene circuit repertory but
that his family had nipped the ambi'
tion in the bud. Physically he was
lost to the stage thereafter but in
spirit was one of its immortals. I dc
cided to make his secret mine.

an awful beating.

I

siderably.

This ordeal over,

I

was anxious to
ground

see Charlie lowered into the

before we had to suffer the embar'
rassment of seeing a sacrilegious wind
whip the purple bunting from the pine
boards of the casket. I signalled for
action but either in my enthusiasm
to conclude the services, or through
some fault in the equipment, some'
thing went wrong. The web on which
the casket was resting started slipping
and poor Charlie went hurtling into
the grave feet first.

We

the grave digger to lift the casket out
of the hole and then lower it in the
proper manner.
could hear their
gruntings and cursings as we rode
away, dry-eyed but still blushing.

a

We

"Our

girdles

come

rode for several minutes with'

word and then Joe Wares said,
"Old CharHe was an actor to the end,
wasn't he? He had to come back for
out a

The funeral was over, as far as we
were concerned. We left Tony and

Sales girl:

wanted

bow

—

The

me

nodded and then gave
I wondered if
were all mine.

others

the fish eye and

the secret

in four sizes, small,

medium,

wow

and holy

mackerel."

•
"Hilda, how did you happen to break that plate?"
Hilda: "I threw down the dish towel and then found out it was in
other hand."

Housewife:

my

•
Judge: "I'm sorry, but I can't issue a marriage license until you have
properly filled out your form."
Gal: "If my boy friend doesn't mind, I don't see what business it is
of yours."

Where would be

the logical

place to hide diamonds? It
seems Riley had the answer.

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

Cut

by RALEIGH WILLIAMS

Fm

ME, Tm Joeonly

a deGallagher.
I don't call

tective,

self that.

call myself an investigaoperate an agency that

I

and

tor,

my

I

running down stolen
jewelry for a group of big insurance
companies. Yeah, stolen or reported
stolen. Sometimes it is and sometimes
Usually I find out and get
it isn't.
the jewels back. But once in a while
I miss, like I did on Riley Milliken,
but only once in a while. Agencies
like mine don't keep their big accounts through failures.
in

specializes

—

Maybe you never heard of Riley.
The case never got into the newsand even the police didn't

papers

know,

officially.

Usually

operate on the q. t. The
insurance companies don't
like jewel theft publicity.
It gives too many other
people ideas.
I

Riley

got

away with

$10,000 in diamonds from
the

Boulevard jewelry

store

where he

clerked.

I

know he

did

prove

And I know he's

it,

but

I can't

and Riley knows I know. He also
knows I know there's nothing I can
do about it.

A

bachelor about 40, Riley was
popular with his fellow employees

and his customers. Old Man Jacques,
the proprietor, liked and trusted him.
Jacques isn't his name, of course.
Neither

is

Riley's last

name

Even when you're sure
the libel laws

still

Milliken.

of something

operate unless you

can prove it. Riley used to help old
Jacques put away the trays of dia-

monds

in the big vault at closing time.

After they'd locked the vault and set
the time device they'd ordinarily
leave together.

Riley usually would

flag a cab at the curb

and

go home.

Most of the things Fm
you I found out
later. You can't tail a guy

telling

for nearly a year without

finding out a lot about
him. Riley hked to read,
chiefly
whodunits,
and

wrote humorous verses and
an
occasional
detective

gotten rid of the stones

story that sometimes
found their way into print.

now, but

He

it.

I

that, either.

can't

prove

I just

know.

also liked prizefights,

symphonic

concerts

and

May. 1946

30
football,

was

which made it fine when I
him because I go for

tailing

those things, too.
The night the stones disappeared

he and Jacques closed up the place
as usual, only they didn't set the
time lock on the vault. Old Man
Jacques had an important evening
customer and he didn't want the whole
pohce department to come charging
in

on the

transaction.

He had

noti-

me, as he always did in such
cases, and I sent two operatives over
to supplement the store watchman
fied

They
as Riley and Old
finished fixing up
just in case.

got there just

Man

Jacques

a special tray

of diamonds for the old man to
show his evening customer.
There were twenty stones worth

from $1,000 to $2,500 each, insurance coverage. Riley took the
tray back to the vault, set the
regular combination, and then
the two closed up, leaving my
men and the watchman in the
back room.
At the curb Riley flagged a cab
and the old man went on to his club
for dinner. Two hours later when
Jacques opened the vault to show the
tray of diamonds to his customer half
the stones were missing. No one had
been in or out of the store in the
meantime and, of course, the vault

had been locked. That left only Riley.
It had to be him because it couldn't
have been anyone else. I hurried over
and the old man and I decided to go
see Riley and find out what he had
to say.

Checking up was easy. The cab
had taken Riley directly home without stopping. He had a little studio

apartment on the first floor, second
apartment on the right as you enter.
The old girl in the first apartment
gave us the number and volunteered
the information Riley was in, that he
had come home in a cab, hadn't gone
out and hadn't had any visitors. I
guess there's one like her in every
apartment. This one even kept her
door open so she wouldn't miss out
on anything.

Old Man Jacques explained what
had happened. Riley appeared more
puzzled than anything else. Naturally,
he denied any knowledge of the
stones. They were all there, he
said, when he closed the vault.
He seemed genuinely concerned
and eager to co-operate. I knew
it was an act, but he certainly
put it over good. The stones had
to be there, either on him or in
the apartment, because nobody
else could have taken them and
there was no place where he
could have gotten rid of them. I
had put the screws on the taxi driver
and was sure he told the truth. When
I suggested an unofficial frisk he consented quickly. "Go as far as you like,"
he said, "but you won't find any dia-

monds

here."

thought it was going to be easy:
fifteen minutes and the diamonds,
Riley, Old Man Jacques and I would
be headed for the nearest police station. He hadn't had time to hide them
except in some readily accessible place
and it was only a small apartment.
I

Fifteen

minutes,

I

—maybe

thought^

Yeah, thirty minutes at the
outside. That was more than a year
ago and I still haven't seen those diamonds. Now I know I never will.
thirty.

DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND
But I do know, too late, where he
had hidden them. It was so simple
never even considered it.
I been in this business nearly thirty
years. When I shake down a joint
person of my
It's really shook.
experience knows where to look. As
I said, I thought it was going to be
After an hour I wasn't so sure.
easy.
After three hours me and my boys
had to quit. There simply wasn't any
had gone over
place else to look.
the place with a fine tooth comb.
We'd probed the mattress,
the divan cushions, the pillows, suitcase linings, shoe
heels, the food, garbage and
sifted the flour, sugar and
other things in the cupboard.
Yeah, we even emptied the
milk, catsup and mustard jars.
I

A

We

When we

I left

and

I

a

quit

man

to tail Riley in

Man Jacques

talked things over.

We decided

any help, that
the best thing to do was to keep Riley
on at the store where we'd have a
better chance to watch him. I figured that way it would be easier to
trip him up. Of course, we kept a
watch on all the shady dealers on the
off chance we might catch the diamonds if they showed up for sale,
but I didn't have strong hopes. The
missing diamonds were the hardest
the police wouldn't be

—

We

We

had me puzzled. One night,
half joking, I asked him why
he didn't quit the jewelry
business and take up investigations.

'Tve been thinking about
just

went out and Old

kind to detect expensive,
big enough to be obvious.

One night Riley called me up. He
suggested as long as we were going
the same places, anyway, we might
had dinner
as well go together.
and took in some fights. After that
liked the same
we met often.
sort of things and before long I had
a genuine liking for the guy. He was
smart, too. I told you he read a lot
of mystery books and he had some
pretty definite ideas about cases that
came up in the newspapers. Nine
times out of ten he was dead right.
He even helped me out on
a couple of problems that

that, "

the place
looked like the scene of an
atomic explosion, but there
weren't any diamonds.
case he

31

but not
Besides,

being in the business, Riley probably
knew more outlets than we did. Naturally we kept a tail on Riley. At
night I often took over the job myself.

he replied gravely. "I

had an aunt die out west

and leave me $10,000. I figure with that, what I can
make writing and an occasional case or two I can do as well
as I can at the store."
I knew then he'd gotten rid of the
stones and I'd never see them again.
I sighed.
Well, a guy can't succeed
every time.
"Tell me something, Riley," I
asked. "If a guy was going to hide
some diamonds in a small apartment,
where would you consider the best
place to hide them?"
Riley grinned. "What do you call
diamonds in slang parlance?"
Then I got it, only I got it a year
too late. Boy, was it beautiful! Now
whenever I look for diamonds the
first place I go is to the ice box.
but Riley would have thought of hiding stolen "ice" in ice cubes?

Who

—
our

"[lUEEN
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TWENTY-TWO

thousand singing, screamstampeding women all wanted to
be "Queen for a Day" when WHB brought
Mutual's Cinderella show to Kansas City,
and 12. The huge Municipal AudiApril
ing,

n

torium Arena received a terrific beating
those two days as there were some forty
thousand requests for tickets. Women began
pushing on the doors as early as 6:30 on
the mornings of the broadcasts. Many
brought their lunches and either sat or
stood it out until Jack Bailey began selecting candidates shortly before one o'clock.
engineers put the show on the air
at exactly 1:30 p.m. and it went out to
the 299 Mutual stations throughout the

WHB

nation.

Follow the numbered
what happened:

pictures

see

to

(1) Queen Esther Turner of
81st St. Terrace, wanted a small
tiled room in her house to replace the
diminutive structure in her back yard.
Queen Esther, receptionist for a doctor
and the mother of six children, not only

Page:

First

2030

E.

got her lavatorial wish but a trip on MidContinent Airlines to New Orleans, and
was queen of the Coronation Ball at Plaaddition to receiving many lavish
gifts and all the new clothes that could
be draped on her by Berkson's. (2) Queen
Moyme Deacy, of 4938 Baltimore, was

Mor,

in

selected Queen for a Day, April 12, and
was awarded a Santa Fe trip to the Grand
Canyon by Gorman's, plus gifts and honors,
clothes and the usual adulation due her

Majesty.

Second and Third Pages:

(3)

Here

is

an

eye-view of the Municipal Auditorium Arena during a broadcast. Only a
small part of the 11,000 spectators were
usher's

caught by the camera

A gamble-gambol "RouQueen. What con you lose when

Center Pages:
lette"

lens.

f-^icturei

DR A DAY"
both the red and black are covered with
something like this? Who would have the
conscience to ask odds from the beautiful
Yvonne De Carlo of Universal Pictures?

Page: (4) Queen Esther Turner
a mammoth parade from the
Municipal Auditorium, through the downtown district, south to the Country Club
Plaza. Top picture shows several of the
21 busses which brought 750 Queen fans
from Jefferson City, Sedalia, Springfield
and Joplin, Missouri, and from Emporia,
Atchison, Salina and Great Bend, Kansas.
Lower picture shows the procession entering
the Plaza from where the
busses
fanned out homeward with their excited
feminine cargo. Inset picture shows WHB's
Showtime Gal, Rosemary Howard, broadcasting a description of the parade from
WHB's mobile short wave transmitter, the
Magic Carpet, with Announcer Bob Kennedy and a cordon of cops.
Sixth

headed

Seventh

Page:

Nan

(5)

Zimmer

and

lorry Honlon of the Arthur Murray Studios

Jock

give

rhumba

Bailey

lesson

and

Queen

Hanlon bows to the Queen.
Jock

Queen

kisses

(7)

Esther;

(8)

a

Esther

at the Coronation

Ball

(6)

mmmmm
A

little

chosen from the audience, selects the
Out of Town Queen. (9) Jack samples
angel food cake brought along by a
prospective Queen. (10) "I like it here,"
miss,

Queen Esther dances
(11)
Hanlon. (12) Audience vote is
token when the judges tied and Mayme
Deacy is chosen by applause. (13) "I
would like to spend 24 hours with my
husband," soys this candidate. (14) Bailey,
remembering he was once washed overJack.

says

with

Larry

board, keeps his distance from this WAVE
candidate. (15) WHB broadcasts departure of Queen Esther for New Orleans on
Mid-Continent liner.
Last

Swing's

Page:

"Man

Mayor William
of the Month."

E.

Kemp

is

wina

DF THE

Mayor

WMam C J(emp
Keep

February 18, 1889, on a
near Lament, Missouri.
Grew up as a farm boy, attended
country school and Lament High
School. Decided on a teaching career
and was graduated from Warrensburg State Teachers' College in 1912.
the

legal

profession

in

1913-1914 at the University of Missouri. Went on to George Washington University, Washington, D. C,
to obtain his law degree. Enlisted in

armed

the

forces in 1917.

field artillery instructor at

Became
Fort

a

Sill,

Oklahoma, as a First Lieutenant.
Mustered out of service in 1919.
Came to Kansas City as a junior
partner in legal firm of Cooper, Neel
and Wright. College romance cli-

maxed

in

Margaret

•

1921

when he married

Johnson,

daughter

of

a

Favorite Food:

quired by

Kemp

That Way"

It

BORN
farm

to

MONTH

MAN

"Let's

Turned

s

Fish, preferably actechnique.

Warrensburg banker, and a Phi Beta
Kappa at Wellesley College. Was appointed to Kansas City Court of Appeals in 1939 as presiding judge. Resigned June 1, 1940, to become City
Counsellor under Mayor John B.
Gage. President of the Missouri Law
School fund; past-commander of William J. Bland post of the American

Legion;

40

et

past-Chef

de

Gare of the

past city chairman Legion

8;

committee; pastKansas City Lawyers'

executive

central

president

of

is a member of House of
American Bar Association;
Deacon of Country Club Christian

Association;
Delegates,

Church. Lives at 1011 Romany Road
with Mrs. Kemp and 15 -year-old
daughter Belinda, student at Southwest High.

•

Hobby

:

Gardening, but from a con-

siderable distance.

•

Favorite Smoke: Camel cigarettes,
as many as you and I smoke.
• Favorite Reading: Opposition says
it is the Kansas City Star.
• Favorite Colors: Pleasing blends,
but not what you're thinking.
• Favorite Sport: Fishing and miss-

• Ambition:
To catch a fish big
enough to feed entire council.
• Hours Available:
Less and less
and less and less.
• Ordinary Pet Hates: Busy signals
on important calls.
• Extra-Ordinary Pet Hates: Ma-

ing trains enroute thereto.

chinery, city hall variety.

Favorite Radio Programs: Election
returns on the night of March 26.

• Neglected
Project: The
munity garden near his home.

—not

•

com-
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THE
mering

oars cut the shim'
blue waters of the Canadian lake with the expertness of a
guide's

butcher slicing minute steaks.

Kemp and Paul Koonts, KanCity lawyers, checked their fish'
ing equipment carefully. Excited as
small boys, they had driven more
than a thousand miles for a few
snaps at the wiley walleyes. But to
the guide, it was just another day's
work.
Bill

sas

"Bill," said Paul Koontz, interrupting the rhythmic beat of the oars,
"in which pocket did you stick our

in delicious

fishing licenses?"

I

"Oh, they're

right here," assured
increasing the speed of

Kemp, while

fumbling fingers from one pocket
"that is, I thought
to the other
."
they were
Well, Bill had forgotten the licenses, and there was nothing else to
do but deposit Paul on a small island
while the man-to-be-mayor and the
guide oared back several miles after
the licenses. They gave Paul a book
to while away the two hours.
With nearly half a day wasted,
Paul and Bill were soon throwing

"Them
dem good

.

daredevils

haunts.

On

.

.

.

the alleged walleye
the second or third cast

at

Bill's rod was bent almost double as
he pulled in a fighting monster. Paul
helped as they flopped the 15 -pound

fighter into the boat.
tionless

oar,

up

to

then,

bopped the big

The

guide,

picked up
fish

moan

across the

back of the neck and threw

it

back

overboard.

Kemp and Koonts, stunned, and
tempted to give the guide the same
treatment,
planation.

pressed

for

a

quick ex-

Canadian, "dey

.

you

tink

.

.

Yes,

ain't

fellas

nordern pike.
and snakes dey

his

.

Jackfish," replied the guide
fit

fishing

.

um Pick'el or
call um snakes,

We
is."

his

law'col-

lege pal, Paul Koontz, have been

many

no
.

.

call

Kemp and

Bill

ain't

to eat

busts

on

Some

together.

of them were busts, but many were
not. And, they have not veered far
off the same path politically, either,
because wherever Bill Kemp stands,
on any question, Paul Koontz is within

handshake distance.

councilman at large in the
administration. They have
worked, fished, played golf and
shared each other's ups and downs
for more than 30 years. In fact, the
only automobile accident Kemp ever
had occurred when he was driving
to Paul Koontz' wedding.
Paul

is

new Kemp

A

day or so after the March 26
we called on the new mayor
his law offices in the Insurance

election
in

Building.

"Well," remarked one of
retaries,
is

"It

late this

looks

like

Little

his sec-

Willy

morning."

"Little Willy,"

we

exclaimed,

"I'll

Mayor William
bet

you don't

call

him

that

E.

Kemp,

Man

to

his

The campaign which resulted in
election as mayor of Kansas

"I did one morning," the girl cx'
plained. "You see, the opposition
tried to tear

him

to pieces one night

opponent httle
Mr. Kemp all over the air
lanes. The next morning when he
came in I said good morning Little
Willy. Well, Mr. Kemp grinned a
little and said my voice sounded like
sweet music after what he had heard

in a radio address. His

willied

City sizzled with

When

a

Kemp

person

The

in his office,

phony

political

a

from
there is an

across

hack in his makeup.

strong advocate of sports
and promises that the Kemp ad'
ministration will do everything with'
in its power to further the cause of
sports in Kansas City.

L.

45

About a year ago City Manager
P. Cookingham and Counsellor

Kemp

decided to learn to fly. Cook'
ingham went right through and now
has 25 or more solo hours to his

Kemp did nearly as well but
not an avid a birdman as the
city manager.
credit.

he's

Kemp takes a composite view of
problems for what they are, v^^hat
they might develop into, and tries to

He is a good listener,
and for that reason receives lots of
advice. He is a hard man to go with
or take any place because somebody
is
forever grabbing his lapel and
opening a barrage of words.
act accordingly.

charges,

counter'

smoking vituperation.
City Star, standard

Kansas

bearer in the cleanup brigade since
1940, liberally salted campaign write'

ups of "machine"

activities

with such

expressions as "bossism," "mulcted,"
and "city hall raiders." They made

references

repeated

the

to

"wild

and "Pendergastism."

thirties"

However,
sits

inescapable impression that the man
has gained the wisdom, poise and
judgment of years, while retaining the
vigor, buoyancy and perspective of
youth. There is none of the stern or

He

and

charges

the night before."

is

Month

Kemp's

face."

Bill

of the

in

Bill

Kemp's

cam'

paign there was none of that. He
fended off "machine" charges, real
or fancied, with satisfactory explana'
tions. Others, which he obviously con'
sidered beneath the dignity of as'
pirants to Kansas City's
he completely ignored.

first office,

The Democrats, led by
Ryland, charged that the
ministration was hatching
sales tax, favored certain

Robert K.

Gage Ad'
a personal

sections of
the city in building and location of
improvements, had no post'war pro'
gram, collected millions more in taxes
than any other administration, failed

provide

to

blamed

for

traffic

veterans,

deaths on

and even
the

Gage

boys for fostering "outmoded traffic
controls."

The Democrats (machine) promised
to correct all of this; to free the city

from "bossism, domination and conKansas City Star;" to get
immediate action on homes and jobs
for veterans and veterans' hospital

trol of the

facilities.

Kemp made no
he didn't have
the

to.

wild promises; felt
But he vowed that

Kemp broom would sweep

as clean, into the corners

just

and under

Sc
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rug, as the Gage broom had
swept Kansas City during the six
years previous. He ended his cam'
paign with a promise that the "money

the
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f
changers" would
the temple."

Who

beheved

be

kept

"out

whom was

of the final tally of votes

told in

March

HEY! WHAT'S YDUR HURRY?
THAT'S
five

what your Doc
months ago.

told

you

But you're so busy, so extremely
It is
busy; you have so little time.
with you as it is with many Americans.
Out of bed you tumble, gobble a

skimpy breakfast, dash to work, lunch
in a crowd, race home, rush to a
movie, steam home, a few hours sleep,
and you start the whole routine again.
Nervous exhaustion!
Not you,
never; you have stamina.
You don't
need time for relaxation; time for peace
You're no weakling, you're
of mind.
And you even in'
a regular fellow.
elude Sundays in your dizzy ecstasy
of speed.

And what

happens?

You become

Nervous irrias nervous as a spider.
tation sucks at your throat; you quiband quarrel with your best friends
over trifles.
With your family you're
everything but a saint.
Oh, your poor stomach!
Hurried,
skimpy meals, with no thought whether
food and drink had the right temperature, has wrecked your stomach.
With
one hand you clutch the bottle, with
the other your poor stomach.
You're

ble

as thin as a crane's neck.

But your poor heart!

How

it

suf-

so very sad, so very tired,
so very worn out.
It wants to stop,
fers!

call

It

it

And
It

all

is

quits.

once your heart was so happy.

sang and purred.

Your

to race about.

your heart
But now

just
.

.

.

Then you

started

heart was game;

wouldn't let you down.
your heart can't make

much longer.
Your Doc says, "To mend your
heart, you must mend your ways."
You must take it easy. Get plenty

it

of sleep.
An abundance of good food.
Stop racing about with the speed of a
racehorse.
Stroll along leisurely, take
time to gaze lovingly upon the nicely
arranged flower-bed in the square, to
admire the gorgeous painting in the
shop window.
Stretch out for a fifteen minute rest period forenoon and
afternoon.
You must take time to relax. Listen
to good music, play games, go hunting,
go horseback riding, play with the
baby, sit in the sun.
Complete weekend relaxation is a must.

"You must," your Doc

says, "if

you

don't want to join the harpists."

—John

of

"Warington

26.

We WERE GONE

WHILE

An
by

JOHN QUINN

ex-GI haunts the old familiar places

as his first civilian detail
there's no place like

and finds

Home Town,

U.

S.

A.

AFTER an absence
Ax. of four years
and numerous de'
lays enroute, we
have returned to our

good old Home
Town, U. S. A. It
could have been any

home town

— Chi'

New

York,

cago.

—

or Grand'
view.
It just hap'
pened that ours is Kansas City.

Our

return was not without trem'

mark over our civic curiosity
while we were gone was, "How has
the old town stood the rigors of war'
time?"
tion

first

detail,

doffing a

after

troop suit and donning a drape suit
for our droop shape was to give the
town the O.P. treatment and see
what new wrinkles time hath wrought
in her beauty mask and with what
new gimmicks she greets the unwary
traveller.

During our

stretch (in service)

learned about towns and
training

camp we had our

cities.

we
In

ears pinned

back by gabby characters who sound'
ed off endlessly about their civilian
stomping grounds.

At

home-town plugging
wondrous stuff. We
confess we listed agape to the wonfirst their

sounded
ders of

\^

like

remote spots

like

C, San Paper,
and Wallawa, Wash. These
fellows have really lived, yes sir, was
our impression in basic. They have
Me., Lumber'on, N.

blings of emotion, for the great ques'

Our

\=\

Y,

'"''^^''^^^

Kokomo

Bang'Up,

Cal.,

lived to the depths, while all

was to put
Town.

in time in

our

lil'

we

ol'

did

Home

We never thought home was so bad.
Steak

fries

Swope Park or on

in

yum. Dancing at
Fandango or the crys'
tailed ballroom on payday nights, oh
boy. The juke joint where we could
dance all evening on three cokes, or
beers, between paydays. Tri'weekly
movies at two bits (balcony) per
throw. We liked it, anyhow.
waterworks

hill;

the Lighted

we

After learning
obstacle course in

could

do the

two minutes, some

we

took stock in our own
gabbed right
back at the gabbies about our home
town. But we never fully realized

what

flat,

point of

the old

We

origin.

town

is

a great place until

after basic.

Then

the

Army

began moving us
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around, and we saw Bangerup, Me.,
Lumber-off, N. C, San Piper, Cal.,
and Whatofit, Wash., not to mention

have chuckholes which would have
been issued as deluxe foxholes at
Cassino.
Prospect's new paving is a pride.
This now gives the Southeasterner an
even break with the Broadway-Brookside drivers in the 5 p. m. tearing-

home

Many

sweepstakes.

streets

other

have their ups and downs,

as

always.

The welcome-home
touched us
road block

closest

at

What would
up
the

life-is-cheap

crossroads

of

Los

Angeles County. All nice little spots,
you understand, but eye-openers.
Our voice box opened with our
eyes, and from then on, brother, we
told loudly, clearly and often of our
own Home Town, U. S. A.
told
some pretty tall ones and our first
echelon check-up was to make certain

We

she

is all

we

Mainly she

said she

is.

but there are a raft
of changes. The skyline still has its
points.
Many big buildings have
cleaner faces, however, and they say
they have been scrubbed, virtually,
with tax dollars. The gang told us
the scrubbing could be charged off to
maintenance, under the Treasury Department's own articles of war. It
seems clever of the Treasury to encourage such civic enterprise.
recall telling a buddy about
the home town's feather-down boulevard system, and we drove around to
see for ourselves. Still is pretty good
riding, and lots of streets have new
coatings the color of tan camouflage
is,

We

paint,

Ml.

Some

streets

persist

in

being rugged, and some thoroughfares

which

effect

the full-fledged

Twelfth

and Main.

a city be without torn

But tearing one

streets?

downtown

is

crossroads

is

the

at

master
road block
a

welcoming stroke. The
theme is carried out on a number of
other city streets.

Civilians seem to have taken over
Army game, standing in line.

the old

Lining-up was one of the great occupations of troops, standard operating
procedure for the Army. Such lines
were the first haunt for M. P.'s
searching for

was known

AWOL's. One old buck
down a discharge

to turn

because he got to fourteenth in line
and could not bear to leave his vantage point.
On our first day back we saw three
From
lines a block, or more, long.
service-engendered habit we quickly
learned that one was for nylons, one
for white shirts and the third for a
movie.
a
remember out-shouting

We

buddy about show

we

lines at

home.

Two

admitted you to
every colossal, mammoth production,
except two Wind specials, Gone With
the, and Reap the Wild. The twobits,

bit seat

but

if

bragged,

was

in the balcony, naturally,

the picture wasn't good you

WHILE WE WERE GONE
could watch couple pitching woo all
over the place.
That's gone now, of course. Today's admissions are in the sixties,
topsides or deck seats (our amphibious vocabulary creeping out). At
those prices young love can't afford
the luxury of pitching woo. They

must pay

strict attention to the pro-

gram

get their

to

parents'

money's

worth.

We

found department

stores

now

favor charge customers where they
were very discouraging about such
matters when we went away. Charge
accounts seem to be the way to get
scarce items. The wife now has two
pair of nylons, and we have two white
shirts, due to charge accounts.
This way, the stores beat the
"liners." These ruthless people buy

47

semble and a covert.
little

spot where

we

Our favored
formerly could

evening away on three
has five piece jive, a
buck minimum, and never an empty

dance the
soda pops

now

table.

We

took a party for a fling to an

Three beers
and two ginger ales, straight, with
covert, minimum, sales and federal
taxes came to $3.30. Although our
position was untenable, we held our
ground until they threw us out to
old haunt in the Plaza.

close the joint.
Hereafter, we
confining flinging to epithets.

are

Many home town wonders grew
more wondrous

in the telling.

highest building

had only 33

The
stories

and twin towers in the first telling.
But after Sgt. Munchausen tried to
tell

us the

had 102

Umpire

Straight building

and a mooring mast
for Zeppelins, and after Cpl. Kaminsky tried to tell us the Brooklyn
Bridge was not for sale, we weren't
stories

so strict about the physical truths of

our home town.

At the separation center parting
the 33 stories had mushroomed to
twice that number, and the building
had not only push-button elevators
with

electronic

controls,

but

which stopped flush with the

cars
floor,

every time.
a scarce item at the regular price, and
then resell at a nice dark profit on the
sly.

Thus the charge account

also

whips into the black market. The
poor working goil who doesn't have
time to stand in line also gets an even
break on the charge method. Yes sir,
the old

home town

Every
feet of

nite club

dance floor

is

hep.

with four square
now has an en-

Some

of

the

stretchy

things

we

arms and down on
our buddies' lists. But when the gabbies tried to run down our town or
brag up their own, them was fightin'
words.
figure we can say anything we want to about our old home
town. But let anyone else say anything about her it had better be
told got us

up

I

in

|

I

We

—

good.

That's

all,

brother.

i

Little

Are

Verses

Business

Corny, yes, but people are buying
sentiment, not literature, at the

by WILLIAM

rate of 70 million dollars a year.

ROWLEY

Buying a greeting
comparais
a

almost every drug
INstore
in America,

prominently

P.

card

dis'

tively simple task, but

played, as well as in
stationery shops, de'
partment stores, the

the planning and

five

and

work that goes
into

give

gift

tens,

and novelty shops and
other establishments,
you will find senti'
ment for sale in the form of Httle
verses printed on brightly colored
cards, designed to express almost the

entire

human

gamut of

emotions.

Sometimes the displays are elaborate,
sometimes merely a small case set on
top a counter. In either instance they
are highly important, for from them
each twenty-four hours millions of

Americans make
suitable

greeting

occasion

may

their selection for a

for

whatever

the

require.

America's greeting
has come of age.

card

industry

Little verses

now

its

manufacture

employment to

thousands of persons.
Greeting cards are
planned some eighteen
months in advance.
The larger
companies
do2;en
employ
a
or
more staff writers and maintain
large art departments. Regular conferences are held in which writers,
artists,

and company officials
Chances are, when you
the corner drug store and

editors

participate.

stop

at

buy a card

costing perhaps 10, 15 or
25 cents, it was the subject of a
lengthy discussion in conference participated in by some of the highest
paid executives in the business some
year or so ago.

are definitely big business. In 1945
the estimated total sales of greeting
cards for all occasions was $70,'
000,000 at wholesale and represented

Like the movies, the greeting card
industry sticks pretty closely to tried
and true formulas which have proved

some three

get very far

billion

Sales of stamps

individual

units.

for the mailing of

these cards provided about one-tenth

of Uncle Sam's total postal revenue
receipts.

sure-fire in the past.

The

films never

from the boy meets

girl

pattern and the greeting card producers rarely get far away from the
"roses are red, violets are blue" meto-you type of greeting.
From a

50
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purely poetic standpoint

many

of the

verses are pretty corny, but the greet'
selling sentiment,
long as the senti'
there the cards sell.

ing card industry

not literature.

ment

is

is

As

able

business

of

putting poetic

ex-

pressions of sentiment in other people's

mouths.

The

was

by J. C.
one-room office in downtown Kansas City.
At
first, he turned out only comic post
Two years later he started
cards.
producing greeting cards. From that
time on the business has enjoyed a
sure and steady growth, even through
business

Hall in 1910 in a

started

little

the depression years, until now the
company has somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,500 employes, runs neck

and neck with Walt Disney's studios
in the maintenance of the largest
department in the world.

While
company

Rhyme, meter and

simplicity

are

the three vital requirements for any
successful greeting card verse.
It

must be general enough to have the
widest possible appeal, yet manage
to convey the impression to the recipient that the card was designed
expressly for him or her. An example of a standard best seller carrying
out these requirements is this:
Though sending you this birthday
card

Took

No

minute
one could ever measure
just a half a

All the friendliness that's in

it.

timent factories is located in a block
long multi-story building at 2?th and
in

Kansas City.

It

is

operated by the three brothers Hall

—

J.

C,

Rollie

and William

is not the policy of the
quote figures on the number of its employees or its volume of
business, the big plant is almost a
veritable city in itself, with its own
big cafeteria and many other employee attractions. About the only
thing it lacks is a well-stocked commissary for the sale of nylon hose.
Boy, what a concession that would
be! Most of the employees are young
it

to

women, and in the
company has been

years in which the
in operation thou-

Kansas City women and
have at one time or other been
included upon its payroll, which
forms an important contributory factor in the city's economic stability.
Before the war. Hallmark cards
were sold the world over. The war,
of course, with limitations on paper
and other handicaps, tended to be a
disruptive factor, but now peace has
come company officials look forward
to an upward surge that will continue as the peoples of the world besands of
girls

Foremost and largest of these sen-

Grand Ave.

art

—who

once sold candy in Nebraska. Doing
business under the trademark of Hallmark, for a quarter of a century, now,
they have been engaged in the profit-

come more and more greeting card

LITTLE VERSES ARE BIG BUSINESS
conscious.

Sentiment, properly mar-

keted,

commodity everywhere.

is

a

Greeting cards are not seasonable.

They sell the year around with up'
ward swings on certain holidays.
About 48 percent are produced for
Christmas, the other 52 percent be
ing divided among cards for Valen-

Day,

tine's

Day,

Mother's

Easter,

Father's Day, Thanksgiving and

New

with a sizable number for
everyday occasions such as birthdays,
Year's,

anniversaries,

get-well cards,

friend-

ship greetings and those with expres-

sympathy or condolence.
Mother, of course, receives more

sions of

greeting cards in the course of a year
than any other member of the family,

Next

indicate.

sales

in

the average

person's affections comes Sweetheart.

Sweetheart cards are usually sexless,
may be sent either by a
man or a woman. Tests conducted
by the industry have revealed four

so that they

It

was

just before closing

in a school

one Friday

penny savings bank

estab-

for the pupils.
A small boy
came up and withdrew two cents. Monday morning as soon as the bank
opened, he returned and deposited the
two cents.

lished

"So you didn't spend your
cents," observed the teacher-teller.

"No,"
likes to

the

said

have a

the

lad,

little

two

"but a fellow

cash on hand for

week end, you know."

31

out of five of the greeting cards sold
are purchased not so much because
of their appearance but because of
the sentiment expressed in the greeting-

There is quite a knack involved in
writing verses for greeting cards. For
that reason, virtually all the verses
are composed by staffs of trained
writers which each big company maintains. Although tons of rhymes are
submitted to the card companies each
year by contributors in all walks of
life, the bulk of the stuff is impossible. The negligible amount accepted
usually must be v^orked over by the
staff. The trained staff writers know
how to dress up sentiment to bring
the dimes and quarters into the tills
of the comer store merchant.

Those dimes and quarters, multiby the thousands, mean millions.

plied

Yes,

little

verses spell business with

a capital BIG.

There was a Swede who lived pracon the border between Minnesota and Wisconsin,
For years he
wasn't certain in which state he lived.
tically

Finally he got a state surveyor to make
an investigation of the problem.
The surveyor decided that the
farmer lived in Wisconsin.
Hearing
the news the Swede threw his hat in

the air

and cheered.

"Thank Heaven," he
more of those
ters."

terrible

cried.

"No

Minnesota win-

NOVELTY'SONG J(in^
Creator of "Mairzy Doats" has

more

profitable

Forest
INlives
in

Hills,

and "goofy"

Long

Island, there

modem

apart'

tree'lined,

quiet

a modest,

ment house on a

many

one of America's most enterprising songwriters. If you've ever
heard "Mairzy Doats" who hasn't?
then you've had a fair sample of
his work. His name is Milton Drake,
street,

—

—

and thinking up new ideas for crazy
songs is his business.

Any illusion you might have that
Milton is one of those moon- June,
love- dove songwriters encountered in
Hollywood musical

quickly
dispelled as soon as you enter his
home.
The bookshelves are lined
with works ranging from Saroyan to
Anatole France, from Dos Passos to
Dorothy Parker. In addition, you notice a nvimber of rather bedraggledlooking tomes, which prove to be
Americana. This is a rather recent
hobby of a man who has many hobbies.
Before the war put a stop to
such innocent pleasures, he was a
radio "ham," a licensed amateur radio
operator with his own station, a powerful transmitter which carried his
voice to all parts of the world. Radio
films

is

amateurs in South America, Australia,

England

and other
and west

south, east

points
will

by WILLIAM WALLER

ideas!

north,

remember

him as W2JPN or W6PBT (his
Hollywood call-letters). This happens to be a hobby which dates back

when Milton
years old. The

war put an abrupt

stop to his broaddid to all "hams," and
for the duration he had to con'
with
experimenting
tent
himself
with home-recording devices and
walkie-talkies which he built for
casting, as

it

his air-raid

warden

service.

With

re-

conversion under way and "hams"
going back on the air, it probably
will not be long now before Milton
Drake's "CQ" is heard on the ether
again.

Despite the fact that Milton is a
partner in the songwriting and songpublishing firm of Drake-HoffmanLivingston, he finds time for his other
hobbies, too. One happens to be the
taking of home moving pictures. The
high point of an evening at the
Drakes' sometimes comes when Milton yields to the pleas of his friends
and shows his own movies. One is
apt to be regaled with some very
funny cinema stuff, and, now and
then, something a little on the serious
side of life.
splendid example of
this is the short he filmed of a three
alarm fire in an adjoining apartment
house. No news-reel is more exciting
than this.

A

Another hobby of Milton's is the
making of fine, hand-made furniture.
A good example of this is the bed
he made for his httle daughter Niela,
the

who became famous
"Mairzy Doats" kid, for she

little girl

to the crystal set days,

the

was only about ten

supposed to have given her

as
is

Daddy

54
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the idea for the song. There is another httle daughter, Lorna, age three
and before long she may be giving
her Daddy ideas for songs, too.
Not that Milton is ever lacking for

—

Well-known as a songwriter in both Tin Pan Alley and
Hollywood long before he wrote the
ideas himself.

Livingston and Al Hoffman, and the
trio have followed up their big hit,
"Mairzy Doats," with a number of
other novelty tunes which they have
published themselves.
"Mairzy Doats" was the outstanding novelty song of all time, topping
such previous zany ditties as "Yes,

"Mairzy Doats," Milton has
had other song-hits to his credit,
amongst them being "Bless Your
Heart," "Champagne Waltz," "Java
Jive," "Fuzzy Wuzzy," and the recent "Don't Squeeza Da Banana,"
which has become synonymous with
one of the bobby-soxers' favorites,

We

Louis Prima. At various times, Milton has worked with such celebrities

they've discovered to their profit, are
eagerly received by a considerable

Milton Berle, George Jessel, and
Oscar Levant, as well as his first
partner, Walter Kent, who wrote

portion of the American public. If
anyone ever does dream up a better
novelty song than "Mairzy Doats" it

lyrics to

as

that big hit of the war,

"The White

Have No Bananas," "The Music
Goes Round and Round," "Three
Little Fishes," and "The Hut Sut
Song."

trying.

to

likely

is

man

that

orations to his present partners, Jerry

Drake!

of

Novelty

tunes,

-

himself

—

Milton

HOME

The

boy dashed wildly around
the corner, and collided with the
benevolent old gentleman who in-

applicant for position of cook
explained to the lady why she had

quired the cause of such haste.

the truth, mum, I just
couldn't stand the way the master
and the mistress was always quar-

"I

little

gotta

git

home

for

maw

to

"Bless my soul!" exclaimed the
old gentleman. "I can"t understand
your being in such a hurry to get

spanked."
"I ain't.

paw,

But
he'll

if I

don't get there

gimme

a lickin'."

her

"To

spank me," the boy panted.

'fore

left

last place:
tell

relling."

"That must have been unpleasant," the lady agreed.
"Yis, mum," the cook declared,
"they was at it all the time. When
it

wasn't

and her."

as

be that song's creator,
many hobbies, the no\

king

elty-song

NO PLACE LIKE
A

not likely that the boys

—

there

Dover." Nowadays, however, Milton confines all his collabCliffs of

It is

come up with another tune that
will prove even more popular than
"Mairzy Doats"- but they're in
will

me and him,

it

was me

f
1

SHE LEARNED THE J4arJ

WAY

"/ ain't goin' to let you-uns
see the first letter

by

—Now!"

ANNE HAMILTON

CCTXE name
JLJ you'uns

iss

Fannie Crall; but

kin call

Dat sounts more

me

'Granny'.

friendlier,

still,"

said the trim, sturdy, little seventy
year old Pennsylvania'German whom
I had just engaged to help me in the
care of my baby.

Granny seemed
virtues that

we

to possess

all

the

ascribe to the Penn'

sylvania-Germans,

except

one;

in

spite of the greatest industry

and

fru'

gality throughout her long

life,

she

—together

with her husband during
had not been able to
accumulate enough to allow her a
respite from wage-earning toil, not
even after the Biblical three-scoreand-ten had been passed. Perhaps
this might be accounted for by the
fact that they had left their native
habitat and had emigrated to the
his

life-time

—

wilds of Missouri.

Our country
distance

was at some
from our farm, making it inschool

convenient to send our seven year old
son; so I taught him at home. Granny
became an absorbed listener, paying
avid attention especially to the spelling and writing lessons.
She explained: "We lived so far from de
school dat I did not go much. I went

long enough to say de

a-b-c's,

to read or write 'em, still."

ony not

And

then

one day she ventured: "Will you-uns
let me borrow de writin' book w'en
he ain't usin' it? I sink I learn me to
write

letters, still."

"Why,

certainly,"

answered, "but better than borrowing I will get you a book of your
own; and I will be glad to help you."
"No, sank you for help," she said,
"but I sink I mek it out minese'f.
I

Anyways, I try it minese'f, still."
There was no opposing such a dignified refusal, and so Granny began her
patient study by herself.
Every day after that, Granny could
be seen poring over her writing book,
which contained the alphabet and
many blank pages for writing. Laboriously she would say the alphabet
over, and point to each successive
character as she went along; then she
would say "d" or "a" or "f" letters
in any haphazard order
and write
them over and over again.

—

—

At last the day arrived when she
proclaimed: "Now I know all de letters an' kin write 'em in any w'ich
way; so de time fur letter writing iss
here, still." She again refused help;
quite by herself she evolved her own

—

:

:
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the daughter-in-law as long as her little hoard lasted.
But when the savings were exhausted, Granny promptly

became persona non grata and had
some more.
So before long she returned with

to go out to accumulate

made

a beautifully

—

quilt that she in-

tended for an heirloom in the family
of the baby!
really attractive pattern of a green tree on a white
ground. Even the baby loved it.
When I praised her letter she exclaimed "An' you sink dis ole Granny
iss smart enough to learn herse'f to

A

system of spelling. "I ain't goin' to
you'uns see my first letter, now;
but pretty soon I go to visit my son
an' den I sent you-uns a letter, still."
She had one great passion: her love
for her son and his wife and children,
who lived on a poor farm in the
let

sticks.

Faithfully

Granny served us

had accumulated a neat litof money; then she went on
her visit. Said the daughter-in-law
when she came by in a two-horse
wagon to take Granny home with her
until she

tle

sum

"Oh, how we love
She

visit us!

During her
from Granny

is

Granny

good and sweet."

so

visit

to have

the promised letter

arrived.

It

became one

my

prized possessions. Her natphonetic spelling was remarkable for the accuracy with which it
reproduced her brogue. It read as

of

ural,

follows:

wen

i

oder chap

se

him

stil

i

kom bek

kilt

gift

tu uns

and i gif him
mi luf tu de
Grane"

Here is the interpretation
"Dear Anna: I think I come back
to you-uns soon.
I make my baby
quilt and I give him quilt when I see
him.

write letters? But, you know, I did
not learn myse'f to say dose a-b-c's
I learn dat over sixty years ago in

Give

my

love to the other chap,

still.

Yes, her presence

Granny."
was welcomed by

An'

school.

listen

I

w'en you learn

de udder chap his spellin', still." But
she w£is greatly encouraged and elated;
she continued to write diligently and
sent a number of letters to her son's
family.

Then one day our

front door was
open and the daughstormed
in:
"Where's

violently jerked

ter-in-law

And

Granny?"
the

woman

you
you

to send us
call

smart.
us!
all

"der Ana i sink
sun i mek mi babe
kilt

:

I

Granny appeared
"I don't want
no more of them things
as

shrieked:

letters!

want you

You

think you're

to stop disgracin'

You'll have the postmaster and
a-laughin' at us."

I

said to the

you who are a disgrace.
Granny is a great soul and a smart
woman; but you aren't even smart
enough to appreciate her wonderful
shrew: "It

letters."

is

The

daughter-in-law's

last

stormed out, were:
"Keep your wonderful letters to yourself. I don't want to see no more of
em.
As might have been expected,
Granny took the rebuff with quiet
words,

as

she

—
SHE LEARNED THE HARD

WAY

^7

letters

cumulated wages and went back to

through the mails. She still wrote a
little for her own
edification, but
evidently the heart had gone out of
her hobby.
In due time she again took her ac-

her people for her periodic visit
and that time she did not return to
us. Later, on inquiry, we learned that
Granny had taken her last trip
"over the hill to a pauper's grave."

dignity; but she sent

no more

.

Letter

ica

.

KING GOT
HIS START

huge, sedate, and specialize
in the type of music which
Wayne King, Art Kassel.

and Guy Lombardo have
been playing since the days of "Valencia"
and "Mary Lou." Wayne King was the
first band to gain national renown at the
Aragon and Trianon. With the exception
of the strictly jump outfits, he has been
succeeded by almost every major "name"
in the band business, playing either one
night stands or for months on end. For
years Aragon-Trianon bands have broadcast on a six nights weekly schedule over
and the Mutual network, helping

WON

build

to

Mutual's reputation

as

the top

network for popular band pickups.
Except for the west
has

and

By

coast,

which

also

large ballrooms, the Aragon
Trianon are unique. They arc huge

several

—looking

huge movie houses with all
and eminently respectable. Both have done much to retrieve the commercial ballroom from the
cheap dance hall level. The music is

NORT JONATHAN

like

the seats scooped out

—

C> ONTRARY

to the general impression,
the most popular joy spot in town is not
that home of the large check, the Chez
Paree. Neither is it that local seat of
sophistication known far and wide as the
Pump Room of the Ambassador East hotel.

highly

In fact, the most popular joy spot in
isn't one place at all, but twins.
The Aragon and Trianon ballrooms, both
known from coast to coast as huge palaces
of the waltz and fox trot, between them
share the distinction, if any, of being the
town's largest places to which a guy can
take his girl for a little rug-cutting, or

high level of conduct is expected
of the customers. Suave young men who
don't look like bouncers unobtrusively
dampen the spirits of the too athletic
dancers and too ardent lovers. Soft drink
sales outnumber stronger potions at both
ballrooms. The Aragon doesn't have a
bar, and it apparently isn't missed much.

Chicago

perhaps
isn't

a

waltz. Even a minuet
or laughed at. The twin
to all kinds of dancers.

of

—

the

Old and young. And

older ones had their first
or the other of the huge

at one
dance palaces which

date
in

Andrew

Karzas built

the ninteen twenties.

ballrooms are as popular today
they were twenty years ago. Both are

Both
as

A

stately

unknown

ballrooms cater
Large and small.

some

danceable, the air is pure, the
and expansive, and the prices
popular. For less than what a couple of
rounds of drinks would cost at almost
any hot spot in town, a man and a maid
can dance all evening long to Sammy
Kay or Eddy Howard.
floor slick

Karzas, who took over the operaof both ballrooms on the death of
his father several years ago, says that
the romantic role played by the ballroom
has been badly neglected by writers. "They
come here because they're in love or because they want to be in love. They like
the music because its frankly sentimental.
The floor is large enough so that a fellow
Bill

tion

can hold his

girl

in his

arms for twenty

—

—

Chicago Letter
or thirty minutes and dance with her without being buffeted around the place."
Mr. Karzas also takes pride in the
legions of romances which have sprug

two pleasure
palaces. "Kids come up and
tell
me their parents met

up

ROMANTIC
ROLE

at

his

at the Aragon or Trianon,"
he says, "and they seem to be pretty happy
about it."

Whether you enjoy dancing, show
going, just sitting on a bar stool, or exposition-hopping, Chicago is the place for
you these days. Exposition-hopping is an
entirely new amusement, developed by the
bumper crop of trade shows and exposiwhich have been around recently.
there was the Sportsmen's Show,
followed quickly by the Sport and Travel
Show, the Trailer Coach Show, the Boat
Show, the Fashion Rhapsody Show, the
Ice Carnival and, most recently, the Travel
Fair. Certainly anybody who wants to go
anywhere by any conveyance with the
will have
possible exception of a dog sled
all problems solved by the first of June.
tions

First

—

—

The best exposition, or what have you,
of the lot was the Herald-American's extensive cavalcade of muscles at the Chicago
stadium. The show, which included some
touring movie stars, ran for a full week
to packed houses. At each performance
Sharkey, the trained seal, neatly stole the
show from the less amphibious performers.
The highlight of his act was a race the
length of the long tank against two
decorative young ladies with rubber fins
attached to their feet. Even with the help
of the fins and a good headstart, they
were no match for Sharkey. He finished
each race with a burst of speed that far
outdistanced his competitors; and then
happily leaped out of the pool to demand
another fish, slapping his fins noisily.

—

Another big show of another kind,
course
was the Army Day visit of
enough brass hats to fill an officers' club.
of

—

correspondent is well aware that
President Truman is an old sight to Kansas City readers, but for the record it
should be mentioned in this space that
Chicago liked Harry S. Truman very

39

The merchants along Chicago's famous
State Street are getting ready for a little
own.
celebration
of
their
They'll be honoring one of
their own pioneers this time
Henry C. Lytton, president of
the big store at the corner of State and
Jackson and one of the fourteen original
founders of the State Street shopping

HONOR

LYTTON

district.

Mr. Lytton

will

be one hundred

years old early in the summer, but that
wont't stop him from coming down to
the store every day.

On the theatrical scene we have
"Laura" coming into town for an extended
run. Miss Miriam Hopkins, who was last
around in Eddie Bowling's "St. Lasare's
Pharmacy," will play the role Gene Tierney made friends and influenced people
with in the movie. Otto Kruger will be
seen as Waldo Lydecker, who in Vera
Caspary's novel was the late Alexander
Woollcott's waspish disposition in Orson
Welles' body. The play will be confined
Laura's apartment- and
to a single set
will be designed by Stewart Chaney, who

—

knows about such

—

things.

—

That fascinating fossil
"The Late
George
Apley" is still with us and
seems content to remain into late spring.
But Olson and Johnson are getting restless and will shove off for Atlantic City
just before this reaches print. Ole Olsen
in a recent talk to the members of the
Publicity Club summed up the partners'
idea of good show business neatly in a

—

single sentence:
in

to

"We

like to invite

people

have a good time."

That might well express how most of
Chicago feels this first Maytime since
1941. People will have a good time
and
maybe there'll even be a few cool breezes
around to make a ride on the lake something to recall with pleasure when the
tropic winds start blowing across Kansas.

—

This

much.

"Four

fifths

of

the

perjury

in

the

world is expended on tombstones, women,
and competitors." Lord Delvin.

—

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Show

Dancing Dates

Cases

BOULEVARD ROOM. Hotel Stevens, 7th and
Michigan (Wab. 4400). Those beautiful BoulevarDears have a way of stealing the show here, even
from name acts and fuUsome band attractions.
BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N.
State Parkway (Sup. 7200)
Phil Gordon is the

AMERICAN ROOM,

Ar

.

who

pianist-entertainer

little

has

Windy

taken the

City by gale.

Don't miss him.
Drake Hotel, Michigan at
Walton (Sup. 2200). Frank Ahmstadt is the very

CAMELLIA HOUSE,

suave gentleman of service direction in this plushperfect old southern mansion.

ROOM,

EMPIRE

Palmer

House,

GLASS HAT,

Congress Hotel, Michigan at Con(Har. 3800)
Dancing to rhumba fare begins
and by 6:30 changes over to more American
numbers.
gress
at 2

.

MAYFAIR ROOM.
at 7th
strings

name

4300).

(Har.

band keeps the

Blackstone Hotel. Michigan
Ernie Hecksher's strong-oncrowd dancing. Single

society
night.

twice a

act

MARINE DINING ROOM,

—-meanwhile

Edgewater

505
James Hilton
nental,

would

N.

Colman

Ronald

for

.

.

.

Lincoln Park West

(Div. 5000)
It's Meirie
Englande at Ralph jansen's IVANHOE, 3000 N.
Clark (Gra. 2771)
Parisian-Victorian charm
at Teddy's L'AIGLON, 22 E. Ontario (Del. 6070)
Old world color at Eitel's OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph (Fra. 1892).

man

.

.

.

...

Menu Magic
AGOSTINO'S,
for

1121 North State (Del.
dining
STEAK
(Del. 5930). for filet

Italian

.

.

.

744 Rush

tenderloins

sirloins,

.

.

.

BLUE

500 W. North Ave.
(Mic. 5988), for Hungarian specialties
CHEZ EMILE. 180 E. Delaware (Del.
9713), for superb chicken specialty and
lobster thcrmidor
KUNGSHOLM.
631 Rush (Sup. 9868). Scandinavian dining at Its finest
885 CLUB. 885
Rush (Del. nR55>, bill of fare long on tasteappeal
BIT OF SWEDEN. 1015 Rush
(Del.
1492), coast to coast famed smorgasbord
SINGAPORE, 1011 Rush (Del. 0414). for
barbecued ribs and meats
Best of the chop
sucy establishments:
HOUSE OF ENG. 110 East
Walton (Del. 7194)
HOE SAI GAI. 75 W.
Randolph (Dea. 8505)
THE NANKIN. 66
West Randolph (Sta. 1900).
.

Ambassador East Hotel,
Parkway (Sup. 7200). The

.

.

.

.

.

...

know.

to

.

DANUBE CAFE,

Stork Club of Chicago in clientele, magnificent dining and chi-chi atmosphere. Phil
the

.

.

mignon,

matter

cafe

Something Different

HOUSE,

PUMP ROOM,

is

hit at this
history.

Lure of the islands at DON THE BEACHCOMBER'S, 101 E. Walton Place (Sup. 8812)
SHANGRI-LA, 222 N. State (Dea. 9733)
... and BAMBOO ROOM, Parkway Hotel. 2100

9862),

very old worldish.

1300 N. State

ever

band

Hotel Sherman, Randolph and
LaSalle (Fra. 2100).
Greatest name band booking
ever made, with a sequence of first flight start in
two-week engagements.

Hotel Conti(Whi. 4100).
that

Wabash and
Chuck Foster and his boys

PANTHER ROOM,

Beach

Michigan
would love this spot and so

in

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT.
are proving a greater than
celebrating its 25th year of

Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (Loo. 6000).
In June
the Beach Walk opens for under the stars
divertissment and movie-set romance.

NEW HORIZON ROOM.

LaSalle. LaSalle
You'll
be seeing

the movies soon
dance tunes here are superb,

his

Randolph (Ran. 2822).

and

State

Monroe (Ran. 7500).
Ted Straeter's orchestra
has moved into the bandstand limelight along with
a new Merriel Abbott hit revue.

Hotel

Madison (Fra. 0700).
Florian ZaBach and his violin
and

WALNUT ROOM,

Bismarck Hotel. Randolph
and LaSalle (Cen. 0123).
Sherman Hayes is the
handsome new maestro and the revue is usually a
dance team and novelty act.
YAR RESTAURANT. Lake Shore Drive Hotel.
181 E. Lake Shore Drive (Del. 9300).
An impact of dramatic continental decor, Russian dining
delicacies and gypsy melodies by George Scherban's

... A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ensemble.

Star Acts

Honky-Tonk

quartet of name night clubs now where
the
entertainment
world's
greatest
personalities
head the show and specialty acts and a line of
dancing girls are handsome accessories of the evening: CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court (Del.

3434),

definitely

is

QUARTER,

W.

23

number one
Randolph (Ran.
.

Martha Raye until July
N. Wabash (Del. 3700),
.

.

And

.

.

.

.

Less

.

comedian,

is

newest

impressive

dance

team

BROWN
.

.

.

9259)

W.

.

.

LATIN

5544).

.

.

.

has

RIO CABANA, 400

.

always

has

70

class

acts

W. Madison

all-girl

5106).

have

a

way

of

a

BACK STAGE CLUB,

Wilson Ave. (Rav. 10077)
CLUB EL
1519 W. Madison (Can. 9407)
CLUB FLAMINGO, 1359 W. Madison (Can.
L CAFE, 1316 W. Madison
9230)
L
CLUB SO-HO, 1124 W. Madi(See. 9344)
son (Can. 9260)
PLAYHOUSE CAFE. 550
N. Clark (Whi. 9615).
935

.

MOCAMBO,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

Ballrooms

1307)

ARAGON BALLROOM,

(Vic.

CLUB MOROCCO, 11 N. Clark St.
... and VINE GARDENS. 614
(Div.

revues
marathon performance at the
Sophisticated,

big-time bracket
show-fare of the emceeand girl act variety at
in

DERBY, Monroe and Wabash (Sta.
COLOSIMO'S, 2126 S. Wabash Ave.

3430)
North Ave.

(Sta.

.

FROLICS CAFE,

the

3300),

(Fra.

I

a

It's

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grove

1100 Lawrence Avenue

RAINBO GARDENS, Clark and Lawrence
TRIANON BALLROOM, 6201 S. Cottage
.

.

.

All

spotting

well-known orchestras.

.

fjew uforL

Letter

.

.

couldn't get by at the
38-year-old-plus landmark
on the brink of the park,
PLAZA without the management
going all out on decorations. Even the war didn't squelch the
resurrective enthusiasm of Eastertime and
it was "flowers as usual."

Easter just
Plaza Hotel,

THE

This year, however, Easter Paraders
found the Plaza as flowery as ever, and
possibly

more

so.

flotsam and jetsam in the form
of potted plants, vases and greenery, burgeoned all over the vast caravansery.
However, in the 59th Street lobby, spring
was the springiest. The area was transformed into a garden that should rival
anything the Flower Show had to offer.
20-foot dogwood tree blooming away
like crazy was the central figure in a
sunken garden, which included pools with
fountains and goldfish, statues, masses
of azaleas, pink hydrangeas and calidium,
all enclosed in an ivy-clad trellis.
Floral

by DAVE

Charley

A

HODGINS

BUSCAGLIA

has

named

restaurant on 46th Street "House
of Buscaglia," a rather overpowering monicker, but to most of his following it will
never be known as anything but "Charley's
Place." He has built up a following of
friends made in the ten years and two
he managed the Place Elegant, during
the prohil5ition era. As a subtle reminder
of those days, the new restaurant has no
name on the marquee, just the plain
number, 330.
his

new

You

enter a walnut paneled bar with
strategically spotted tables, and
then come into one of three small dining
rooms. The walls are a soft red and gray,
the table linen is snowy and the silver
a

few

glistening.

Though prices are not low, the quality
of food and service is high, and reservations are suggested.

The Embassy Club has started rumba
matinees every Saturday afternoon, with
Noro Morales' band making the music.
Joe Dosh, who sings popoular ballads at
the Casino-on-the-Park (Essex House) is
a former FBI agent who served under
Edgar Hoover during the war. An
J.
awful poor place to start something. Bub.

Although the present Plaza was built
only 39 years ago, it is considered an oldtimer by most New Yorkers. Yet, it is
actually the "new" Plaza. The old Plaza,
and of course you can't remember that
far back, was the marvel of the 80's.

Swains in peg pants and the ladies of
the bustle were agog over the old Plaza's

Cutler Mail Chutes,

OBSOLESCENCE

mosaic bathrooms, and
its pink "ladies parlor."
brightly colored lithographed pamphlet
was distributed at the Chicago World's
fair in
1893, and one of the features

A

which the management was especially
proud was that "water and ice used is
distilled and frozen on the premises and
its purity certified by Professor Chandler
of Columbia College."
But obsolescence rushed along then as
it does now,
and plans for extensive alterations were brewing by 190?. The new
structure cost seventeen million as against
three million for the old suit-case palace.
In the course of the years, most of
the world's great have flowed through
the Plaza for one reason or another.
When it opened October 1, 1907, the

62

May. 1946

win.:

occasion was observed by a very exclusive
dinner party. Even cabinet officials were
present.

The Plaza bowed the knee to the growing dance mania in 1912 when the grill
was opened for dinner and tea dancing.
Such things had been unheard of before.
Joseph Smith's orchestra played for twosteps and waltzes, and whirling about the
glistening floor were such well knowns
as Basil Durant, Margaret Hawksworth,
and Diamond Jim Brady was a frequent
visitor. Mae Murray, Constance Bennett
and Gloria Swanson were constant ha-

bitues.

The

latter,

still

frequent visitor
opinion of the

a

the Plaza, is, in the
older employes, hardly changed at all.
As usual Yankee stadium is a mad'
house this time of the year, and there are
many who believe that Marse Joe McCarthy can't miss. With Bill Dickey, Flash
Gordon, Charley Keller and other greats
of the diamond back from the wars,
Yankee followers are sure that McPhail
has enough material left over to cut out
pennants for Newark, Kansas City and
the other Yankee satellites way down to
company. KanFond du Lac, in Class
Citians probably felt the pleasant
sas
impact of that lush of players recently
when half a dozen or so were sent to
to

D

Bluestown.

Nobody, except the Bums themselves,
the Dodgers much of a play. The

give

There was a Swede who lived pracon the border between Minnesota
and Wisconsin. For years he wasn't certain in which state he lived. Finally he
tically

got a state surveyor to make an investigation of the problem.
The surveyor decided that the farmer
lived in Wisconsin. Hearing the news the
Swede threw his hat in the air and
cheered.

"Thank Heaven," he

cried.

"No more

of those terrible Minnesota winters."

book boys eye you queerly
IT v.hen you try to nudge for
some kind of odds that the
Brooks will be in the first division by
the first of July. Y'know, you can bet
yourself crazy, and the Books say the
best way to do it is bet on those unpredictable Bums. You can walk in almost anyplace and somebody will take
your money that the Yanks, Dogers, or
Jints will be in first, second or third place
on such and such a date. Naturally the
Yanks wouldn't pay much on such a

YOU NAME

parlay.

Riding high after an extremely successseason the Ballet theatre closes on
May 5. Ballet, which is having as big an
influence on American life these days as
ful

is

the theme of a new Ben
story, "Specter of the Rose,"
murder-mystery sort of thing.
baseball,

is

Hecht movie
a

The hotel and taxi situation in New
York is still somewhat more than awful.
Your best bet is a bench in Grand Central
Station and a sleeping

pill.

A TWA

pilot

told us not long ago that he knows for a
fact that business travelers to
York
have been known to sleep in the waiting
room at LaGuardia Field five or six nights
in a row.
quick shave in the lavatory

New

A

and necessary changes of clothes in places
where privacy can be assured for the
price of one small coin, and you're ready
to step out and do business.

before closing one Friday
penny savings bank established
for the pupils. A small boy came up and
withdrew two cents. Monday morning as
soon as the bank opened, he returned
and deposited the two cents.
It

was

just

in a school

"So you didn't spend your two cents,"
observed the teacher-teller.

"No,"
to

said the lad,

have a

little

"but

cash

week end, you know."

a fellow likes

on hand

for

the

NEW YORK CITY PORTS
Bread and Wine

.

ic Italian bread, sharp wines and opera at ASTI'S,
BARBERRY
79 W. 12th (Gr. 5-9934) .
Probably the silkiest of the swank spots.
deep, dim room with stars and lots of big name
customers.
19 E. 52nd (PI. 3-5800)
BARNEY GALLANT'S: Excellent he-man-food and good
liquors.
place of honest hospitality.
Closed
86 University Place (11th) (St. 9-0209)
Sunday.
TOWER: Affords one of the
better views of the Empire State building.
Start
at Elbow Room,
first
floor, work up to dining
.

.

ROOM:

A

.

.

.

A

.

.

BEEKMAN

.

49th and 1st Ave. (El. 5-7300)
Small crowded room just
off Park Avenue where you get the same food as
around the corner at Town and Country. Luncheon
from 95 cents, dinner from $1.65.
Sunday Brunch
12-4 p. m.
47 E. 49th (PI. 8-3017)
ENRICO y PAGLIERI: Guess what kind of cooking
they have here?
It's all very good, in five generous courses.
Luncheon from $1; dinner, $1.50.
66 W. 11th (Al. 4-4658)
HELEN LANE'S:

room, 26th
.

.

floor.

DRURY LANE:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New

England style cookery, brick walls, old copper, mellow light and spotless oak tables.
Moderate
prices.
Dinner from $1.50.
110 Waverly Place,
off Washington Square
JUMBLE SHOP: The
walls groan with paintings of Gotham artists.
En.

during traces of
days of when. 28

.

.

the
village in the
8rh (Sp. 7-2540).

W.

Epicurean Epithets

.

.

Empire

Yes.

it's

Madison
.

.

.

buildinc;.

St,'.tc

^
iBK^

.

if There arc a flock of these around
town, and this one happens to be in
the

The name?

.^^RSkR
^^^H^Bl
^i^SI

WM

LONGCHAMPS.
and

59th

This one at
open all night

is

ONE FIFTH AVENUE: A

lot of

Vw
MW

piano playing distinguishes this cozy
dining room and bar from 5:30 p.m.
Prices reasonable and entertainment continous 1 5th Ave. (Sp. 7-7000)
room with a view, overlooking
PENTHOUSE:
the park and offering good food to the tune of
smooth dinner music. Luncheon from $1; dinner
$3, $4. Open 1 p.m. Sundav. 30 Cenrta! Park
South (PI. 3-6910)
PETER'S BACK YARD:

^

.

.

.

A

.

Old Village
than

the

.

.

room where drinks seem
Luncheon 90 cents, dinner

living

food.

64 W. 10th (St. 9-4476)
MAYER'S: The New York version

$1.50.

.

.

CAFE TOKAY. Notable place for gypsy music.
wines
and authentic Hungarian food.
Closed Monday.
Second Ave., between 82nd and
Re. 4-9441.
83rd.
Intricate
and amazing
EDDIE CONDON'S.
stuff turned out by brand names in the world of
Still better when Eddie himself sits in and
jazj.
thumps a hot guitar.
Open 7:30 to 4 a. m.
Minimum $2.50. 47 W. 3rd. Gr. 3-8736.

if
excellent

.

,

.

better

from

RUMPEL-

QUARTER.

LATIN

Big.
fast
and varied
nights $2. Saturday $3.50.
48th
6-1737.
Ci.
and Broadway.
CARLO.
big. beautiful club with
a lot of glass, white gingerbread and pink paint.
Dinner from 6. Minimum $3, weekends $4. Madison at 54th.
PI. 5-3400.
YORKER. Dazzling ice show in the Terif
race Room at 7:45 and 11:45.
Lunch from $1.10;
dinner from $2.
Cover after 9. $1; Saturday and
holidays, $1.50.
8th Ave. at 34th.
Me. 3-1000.
In the Iridium room, sparkling ice
if ST. REGIS.
show at 9 and 12.
In the Maisonette. Patricia
Bright and her songs.
Two orchestras for dancing.
Dinner only from $3.50.
Closed Monday.
5th
Ave. at 55th.
PI. 3-4500.

Week

revues.

MONTE

A

NEW

TAVERN-ON-THE-GREEN.

|BBK
'SraK

And More, and More

ST.

^K^^U

.

J

.

gray

with a 21-k show starlighting Mildred
Cocktails from 5; liquor minimum $3.50.
PI. 3-0626.
55th.

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.

Hot

jizz.

ballads and dancing.
Fine array of talent
comes and goes but Josh White stays and stays
and stays.
Dinner from $1.75.
Minimum $2.50.
Closed Monday.
2 Sheridan Square.
Ch. 2-2737.

folk

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.
Current and
attractions are ballad singer Susan Reed and
coppery Mary Lou Williams at the piano.
Dinner
from $2.50.
Minimum $3.50.
Closed Sunday.
128 E. 58th.
PI. 5-9223.

chief

.

,

.

in

.

.

right

places.

Sunday

at

4

Always
p.m.

a

51

star

W.

to

51st

.

.

steer by. Opens
(PI. 3-9000).

•

NEW YORK THEATRE
APPLE OF HIS EYE.

in

.

of all
variety

Continental, too. 50 Central Park S.
(Wi. 2-5800)
SEA VAKE: The
kind of finny foods even fishermen lay awake nights
and dream about. Usually crowded, but queue up,
you'll get there bv and by. No drinks; moderate
prices.
41 W. 8th (Or. 4-3973)
TOOTS
SHOR: Fine foods, good drinks, colorful atmosphere
and the satisfaction of being seen in one of the

.

up

fun

the Cafe de la Paix is the
of
accents within earshot.
The food is
American. Be sure to take in the Club

jw

3r

MORITZ: Most

Plays
.

little es-

^
^
I^hA

South (Wi. 2-5800).

Vun and Stuff
BLUE ANGEL. A jewel box done

Rambling

tablishment up in Central Park and very charming.
Dinner from 5 to 9 and from $2.
(Central Park
West at 67th. Rh. 4-4700.
if ZANZIBAR. Big and gaudy with the
Ink Spots. Ella Fitzgerald and Maurice
Rocco. Dinner 6 to 9 from $2. Minimum after 10 is $3.50. Broadway at
J
49th. Ci. 7-7380.

of the famous
international
restaurants.
Excellent
foods,
good
drinks and you should try some of their Turkish
coffee. In the Hotel St. Moritz, 50 Central Park

velvet,
Bailey.
152 E.

OF CALL

.

.

.

(Biltmore.

47th

W.

of

B'way. CI. 6-9353). Walter Huston and a superb
cast in an authentic, realistic and very simple story
of a farmer past his prime who takes a fancy to a
young hired girl. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

ANNA LUCASTA.

(Mansfield, 47th W. of
CI. 6-9056). Sensational drama played by
all-Negro cast. Valerie Black, Charles Swain,
and Claire Jay. Evenings except Monday, 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

B'way.
an

ANTIGONE AND THE TYRANT.
48th,

new

East.

BR.

(Cort.
Katherine Cornell in a
Gilbert Miller,
and
as presenting "the acting

9-0046).

play co-sponsored
described by one critic

by

64
of a decade." Nightly except Sunday,
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

SAO. Matinee

BORN YESTERDAY.

(Lyceum Theatre, 45th E.
uproarious deof B'way.
(CH. 4-42-56.)
brand
light," says Barns of the Herald Tribune.
new comedy hit, with former sports announcer Paul
Douglas a solid success in his first acting role.

"An

A

Evenings except Sunday.

Matinee Wed.,

Fri.,

and

Sat., 2:30.

DEAR RUTH.
9-3970).

A

bright

(Henry Miller, 43rd,
comedy about a kid

East.

BR.

sister

who

letters to soldiers and signs her older
name. You can imagine what happens, and
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
it
does.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.

writes

love

sister's

DEEP ARE THE ROOTS.

(Fulton, 46th, Weit.
"Tomorrow tht
of
World" present their plea for racial tolerance
under guise of a drama. Although they reach no
concise conclusions as to what should be done
about the problem, they do write an honest and
sometimes stirring play.
good cast, with special
honors to Barbara Bel Geddes. Nightly except
Wednesday
and Saturday,
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
2:40.

CI.

May, 1946

Sivina

6-6380).

The

authors

9-4566). Delightful comedy about a genial booKr
and his six-foot invisible rabbit. Evenings except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.

LIKE IT HERE. (Golden Theatre,
CI. 6-6740).
new comedy by A.
with Oscar Karlweis and Bert Lytell,
capably directed by Charles K. Freeman.
I

except Monday
Saturday 2:30.

DREAM

FLAMINGO ROAD. (Belasco Theatre, 44th E.
A new play by Robert and Sally Wilder,
adapted from Wildcr's recent novel. With Francis
Felton, Judith
Bourneuf and
Parrish, Philip
J.
Will
Gecr.
Evenings except
Sunday at 8:40.
Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.

THE

GLASS MENAGERIE. (Playhouse, 48th E.
B'way. BR. 9-3565).
moving and beautiful
play from the pen of a young author, Tennessee
Williams. Laurette Taylor plays the lead. Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.

A

HAMLET.

(Columbus Circle Theatre, Broadway
at 59th. CO. 5-1173). Shakespeare as the Gl't tiw
overseas. Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
it
Mister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
gloomy Dane in mid-Victorian costumes, and sans a
scenes which we've grown used to in this
particular play. The gravediggers are out. They say
the fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
anyway, says Mr. Evans the play moves better
without them. It's a great show. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday,
2:30.

few

WHO

HE
GETS SLAPPED. (Booth, 45th W.
B'way.)
A Theatre Guild production with
King.
A new version prepared from
Dennis
Andrev's original play by Judith Guthrie. With
Stella Adicr, John Abbott and Reinhold Schunzcl.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday
and Saturday, 2:30.
of

HARVEY.

(Center,

6th

Ave.

and

49th.

BR.

Matinee

B. Shif'

and very
Evenings
and

Wednesday

I
REMEMBER MAMA. (Music Box, 45th W.
B'way. CI. 6-3646.) Hilarious, funny, tender
It's
about a Norwegian-American
and touching.
family and its wonderful mama.
Nightly except
Sunday, 8:35.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday,

2:35.

HOME OF THE BRAVE.

(Belasco.

44th.

East.

BR. 9-2067). How the war in the Pacific affected
one Jewish soldier. Psychological study that almost becomes drama. Nightly except Sunday. 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

JANUARY THAW.
A new comedy

(Golden.

45th

W.

of

riot, termed by Mortimer
smash hit. Evenings at 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday. 2:40.
JEB (Martin Beck, 45th W. of 8th Ave. CI.
6-6363). A brand new play about a returning GI
with Ossie Davis, Clay Clement and Laura Bowman.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:40.

B'way).

of

the

Mirror

as

a

WITH FATHER.

(Bijou,
45th W. of
5-8215).
An immensely amusing
on Clarence Day's book. With Wallis
Clark and Lily Cahill. Evenings, including Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

LIFE

B'way.
play

of B'way).

of

8:30.

W.

252

of

A

GIRL. (Coronet, 49th, West. CI.
6-8870). Prolific playwright Elmer Rice turns out
another vehicle for his wife, Betty Field, an uncommonly good actress. This time it's a comedy about
a career girl who daydreams too much. This dreaming means a field day for fantasy, and it's all good
fun. Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

A

45th.

frin

CO.

based

O MISTRESS MINE.

(Empire. Broadway at
PE. 6-9540). The Lunts once more! Alfred
and Lynn Fontatme come to town in a new
comedy which they acted recently in London. It's
by the young Englishman. Terence Rattigan. was
formerly called "Love in Idleness." and presents
this spirited team at their spirited best. Nightly
except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Sat-

40th.
L.

urday.

2:40.

PYGMALION.

(Barrymore. 47th. West. CI.
4-4499). Gertie Lawrence (the Star V^Tio Danced),
having herself a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lily, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly except
Sunday,
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

STATE OF THE UNION. (Hudson Theatre,
44th E. of B'way. BR. 9-5641). Best thing of the
Lively,
timely and telling comedy
past season.
concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics
but not to politicos, and his wife who likes to tell
the truth, never mind who is listening. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco.

45th, West. CI. 6-6230). Sweet comedy about i
soldier on a week-end pass, and a little actress
who is afraid to fall in love again. John Beal comes
home again to play the soldier and very nicely;
Martha Scott is vivacious and appealing as the

NEW YORK PORT
girl; and Vicki Cummings wears the kind of hats
a gal would wear who says the kind of lines she
»ays! All three are splendid; it's a lovely play.

Nightly except Sunday,
and Saturday, 2:35.

Matinee Wednesday

8:35.

WOMAN

BITES

DOG— (Belasco,

BR. 9-2067). Sam and
such
give us a

Bella
delights as

frothy

new one which

44,

East.

Spewack who turned
"Boy Meets Girl,"

should, like the

implica-

make news. Nightly except Sunday. 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
of

tion

its

(St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
has been said and written
show, and the best of it is, it's all
don't
miss it. Evenings exBy all means,
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

true.

this

urday, 2:30.

Louis Calhern and Dorothy
Gish in a fine story about Chief Justice Holmes,
written by Emmet Lavery. Nightly except Sunday,
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

out

OKLAHOMA.
about

(Royale, 45th,

5-5760).

CI.

65

LA. 4-4664). So much
cept

THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE.
est.

OF CALLS

title,

DAY

BEFORE SPRING. (National, 41,
THE
very pretty musical conWest. PE. 6-8220).
cerning a lady who attends a college homecoming,
and discovers you can go back in place but not in
Irene
Manning, Bill Johnson, and John
time.
Archer head a capable cast. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

A

THE DUTCHESS MISBEHAVES

(Adelphi, 54th
frolicsome musical
B'way. CI. 6-5097).
with Jackie Gleason, Audrey Christie,
George Tapps, Paulla Laurence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

E.

A

of

comedy

2:30.

Musicals

*ARE YOU WITH

IT?

A

.

,

.

THE RED MILL.

(Century, 7th Avenue
of capable people in-

lot
at 59. CI. 7-3121).
cluding Joan Roberts, Johnny

Dowiu, Lew

Parker,

and Dolores Gray get with it to give out with
iong and dance and comedy in a show having lomellu'ng to do with life in a carnival. Rather more
fun than not. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
and

Oscar Hammerstein

II

Richard

Rodgers

Ethel

Merman

present

in what promises to be the musical hit of the
year. Music and lyrics by Irving Berlin. Evenings

except Sunday at
Saturday, 2:30.

8:30.

Matinees

Wednesday and

BILLION DOLLAR BABY.

(Alvin 52, West.
5-6868). The madly twitching twenties break
with Joan McCracken and
into song-and-dance,
Mitzi Green doing most of the honors. Adolph
Green and Betty Comden who turned out "On
the Town" also did book and lyrics for this one
and they've scored a hit once more. Nightly ex8:30.
Matiness
Wednesday and
cept
Sunday,
Saturday, 2:30.

B'way.

ME
A

CAROUSEL. (Majestic, 44tb W. of B'way. CI.
6-0730.)
fine musical set in New England in
1870. Fine music and lyrics by Rodgers and HamEvenings
except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee
merstein.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

SHOW BOAT.

FOLLOW THE

GIRLS. (Broadhurst, 44th W.
B'way. CI. 6-6699). Fast, rowdy, showy,
filled with girls, dancing, singing. Stars Gertrude
Niesen and Norman Lawrence. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

(46th St. Theatre, W. of
Revival of Victor Herbert

Ave. of the Americas

(Ziegfeld,

Kenneth Spencer, Jan Clayton, Ralph Dumke, and
Buddy Ebsen. Nightly except Sunday. 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

LOUIS WOMAN.
W. of 8th Ave. CI.

ST.
45th

presents

this

new

(Martin Beck Theatre,
6-6363). Edward Gross
musical play with music by

Harold Arlen and lyrics by the inimitable Johnny
Mercer. Starred are the Nicholas Brothers, Pearl
Baily. Rex Ingram, Ruby Hill and June Hawkins.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

SONG OF NORWAY.
CO.

5-2412).

Grieg's

life

(Imperial, 45th, West.
set to Grieg's music,

and very pleasant listening. With Irra Petina,
Lawience Brooks, Helena Bliss, and Robert Shafer.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:30.

A

of

6-6075.)

is

at 54th. CI. 5-5200). One show which, like the
river it sings about, just keeps roUin' along. This
revival of the Edna Ferber story comes in handsome proportions with a fine cast. The music
wears well. With Carol Bruce (doing pretty well in
the part Helen Morgan set the precedent for),

CL

MISTER. (National, 41, West. PE.
CALL
new musical starring Betty Garrett
6-8220).
and produced by Melvin Douglas and Herman
Nightly
except
Sunday,
8:30.
Matinee
Levin.
Wednesday and Saturday, 8:30.

CI.

made lively and amusing by Eddie Foy.
Jr., Michael O'Shea and Odette Myrtil. Herbert
music sounds grand. Evenings except Sunday at
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
operetta

THREE TO MAKE READY.

(Adelphi. 54th,
loose-jointed musiloose-jointed Ray Bolger who certainly
makes more sense than the story and would, with
one talented foot tied behind him. Brenda Forbes
and Rose Inghram help liven things up a bit.
Bolger is superb in spite of the handicaps of the
show. Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
E. of 7th Ave. CI. 6-5097).
cal

A

starring

—

2:30.

LUTE SONG
6-9156).

(Plymouth, 45th W. of B'way. CI.
Michael Myerberg presents Mary Martin

in a love story with music.
unlike most others.
high,

A

beautiful affair, quite

wide and handsome holiA
Evening, 8:30, except Sunday. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

day.

UP IN CENTRAL PARK.

(Broadway.

53rd

and B'way. CI. 7-2887). Pretty, lively entertaining musical more in the operetta than comedy
vein. With Wilbur Evans, Maureen Cannon, Noah
Beery. Sr.. and Betty Bruce. Evenings except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

'

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
eating oasis. In connection are two large bars and
a night club where the "Four Tons of Rhythm"
are currently holding forth. On the Plaza, 210 W.
47th. LO. 2000.

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE SHOP.
room,

mirrored

but

bright

Paneled and
vvith murals

dignified,

by Maxfield Parrish and specializing in good food.
Grab a table or park yourself at the horseshoe.
Open all night. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th and Balti-

GR.

more.

1400.

MYRON'S ON THE PLAZA.

Neat and attracwith accent on quality cooking. No place in
the Southwest puts out more meticulously prepared
food, and all with the endorsement of Duncan
Hincs. The Cameo room downstairs is recommended
for family gatherings. 4700 Wyandotte. WE. 8310.
tive

NANCE'S CAFE. A

large place that specializes

in good food at modest prices. If you're in the
neighborhood of the Union Station around lunch
time it's probably one of your best bets. Parking
just across the street. Located in the
build'
ing, first floor. 217 Pershing Road. HA. 56S8.

BMA

COFFEE

PHILLIPS
Just for Food

.

.

AIRPORT RESTAURANT.

Many large airports in the country have long, smooth, unob'
structed runways and excellent mechanical facilities
for airplanes. But somehow or other you can't eat
this fine cqvjipmcnt.
Kansas City, however, has
everything that a good airport should have, plus
the prettiest and most appetiiing eating place of any
of the larger air terminals. Murals on the walls
were designed by Earl Altaire. and put there by
Gertrude Freyman. There's always a crowd at
breakfast,
lunch,
dinnertime and between hops.

NO. 4490.
BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA. The

Municipal Airport.

food inside is
the exterior is colorful. Usually
crowded, especially on weekends, but well worth
the waiting. The food is fine and in wide variety.
Reservations not necessary. 3215 Troost.
just

as

tasty

as

BRETTON'S. The
up

as

restaurateur

n

tradition
is

being

Harry

Weiss set
carried on most

by his successors, the Brettons. The food
is
rich,
luscious and
plentiful,
and prices are
reasonable. They specialiie in filet mignon, roast
voung goose and broiled lake trout. 1215 Baltimore.
GR. 8999.
capably

CALIFORNIA RANCHHOUSE. The

walls

are

An about town
interlude for
Features an array
as tricky sandwiches.
Phillips lobby. Hotel

SHOP.

An

room, cozy and congenial.
any well-planned shopping

.

ideal

trip.

of substantial food as well
Just a few steps from the
Phillips. 12th and Baltimore.

GR. 5020.

PLA-MOR

COFFEE SHOP. Red and beige
cuisine corner of the big Pla-Mor bowling alleys,
featuring home made pies, cakes, and tender, lus'
stopover here is a "must" on any
cious steaks.
body's bowling schedule. Pla-Mor, 32nd and Main.

A

VA.

7848.

UNITY INN.

Meatless

meals

style with
accent on
rich desserts. It's the nationally
cafeteria
of
the
Unity School

believable

done up
big

in

un-

salads and
vegetarian
Christianity.

known
of

11:30-2:00; dinner, 5:00-7:30. Monday
through Friday. Sunday, 11:30-2:00. Closed Saturdays. 901 Tracy. VI. 8720.

Luncheon

VERDI'S. American-Italian restaurant, formerly
known as the Rathskeller. Open daily and Sunday
4
p.m. till 4 a.m. Full course dinners,
steaks and chops, with dinner music by
Triska. Armour at Troost. VA. 9388.

Z

LAN

those

DRIVE-IN. Savory service
who wish to fill their tummies.

lights for drive-in service,
service
and surroundings
Plaza. 48th and Main. LO.

choice

Monica
ica

station

f<

Flash youi
or go inside where the
14-karat.
are
On the
3434.

with blown-up reproductions of Paul
Wellman's book, "Trampling Herd." Old cattle
trails meander all over tne east wall. Giant ham-

decorated

burgers,
attract

For Food and a Drink

course meals and betwecn'time snacks
epicurean parade. Linwood and Forest.

full

an

is

GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE.

Sure fishing is
good in Lake Lotowanna, but we'll guarantee you'll
have better results at Glenn's. Everything from
large, luscious Chesapeake oysters straight through
excellently prepared
the piscatorial catc(ory,
all
and served promptly. Open 10:50 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. Scarritt Arcade. 819 Walnut Street. HA.
9176.

MARTIN'S. "Chicken

in

the

Rough"

is

still

going strong here, and they have a wide variety
of other foods, too, in this mammoth red and gold

.

.

.

AMBASSADOR RESTAURANT.

LO. 2555.

the

ambassador

Martin Weiii
and congcnialitf*

g(x>d food
in one of the
steaks and crisp

of

room

,
'

'

south
French fnc<
side hotels. Thick
and wonderful desserts. It's the kind of pl.icc
where you can take your grandmother or your
granddaughter or your date. Hotel Ambassador,^!
in

this

attractive

3650 Broadway.

VA.

nicer

'

H'
j

9236.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

For more than a
year crowds have been coining and coming back
to sec and hear Joshua Everett Johnson perfoim
on the "black light" keyboard. The food, too, is
top drawer. The midnight interlude from midnight

'
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Sunday to 1:30 a.m. calls for standing room only.
3545 Broadway. VA. 0926.

CONGRESS RESTAURANT. You can leave
your car in the Congress garage and walk in thru
the back door, or drop in the front way. Either
way you'll find Alma Hatten turning out melody
3529
at the Steinway console. Casual atmosphere.
Broadway. WE. 5115.
ir

DOWNTOWN

INTERLUDE. Small and coiy
bugs in a rug, but with Rockin" Rocco Ray
piano one keeps looking out of the corner
of one eye for the fire department. His digical
musical contortions are traced in black light, similar
to
Josh Johnson's cavortings at the Broadway
Interlude. Both are under same management. In
the Robert E. Lee Hotel, across from the Municipal Auditorium. 13th and Wyandotte. VI. 0022.
like

at

the

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT.

Famous

shrimp. Colorado rainbow trout, fresh
crab meat; famous as a meeting and eating place
for the famous, and famous for the organistics of
Pauline Neece, heard nightly. 1211 Baltimore. VI.
for

lobster,

8490.

A

few months ago the
GUS RESTAURANT.
popular Gus Fitch took over the Colony club,
gave it a face lifting, dolled up the bar and
acoutrements in Zanzibar style, and now it is one
of the show places of the town. Gus, well known
as official greeter at the Muehlebach, is kept busy
pumping hands and welcoming old friends. 1106
Baltimore. GR. 5120.

ITALIAN GARDENS.

A

roomy

restau-

Italian

rant with pretty latticed booths, which are worth
waiting for, and that's usually the case. Miles and
miles of genuine Italian spaghetti are unwound
with each turn of the clock. And there's fine
American cooking, too. Closed Sundays. 1110 Baltimore. HA. 8861.

JEWEL BOX. A
drink,

listen

to

about town.

tidy little

room where you can

music and have

The new owner

Glenn E.

is

3223 Troost.

KENN'S BAR

VA.

a

chicken dinner.
well known

Wood,
9696.

AND RESTAURANT.

One

of

the most popular down-town luncheon spots where
everybody and his brother gathers to gab and
"The businessmen's lunch appeals to everypocketbook. and more elaborate dishes are
too. The bar is right handy. 9th and
Walnut. GR. 2680.

gobble.

body's

available,

PIONEER ROOM.

Growing in popularity is
new room in the town's newest apartment
Beige,
pastel
and canton decor, strategic
hotel.
indirect lighting, and a red leather divan all the
way around which, of course, makes it pretty
easy to get acquainted with other people. Happy
this

Westport Arms
keeps
everybody happy.
301 W. Armour. LO. 0123.
PUSATERI'S HYDE PARK ROOM. An at-

Stilts

Hotel.

booths and
tractive dining room offering tables,
piano
melodies
by
stools,
with
inspiring
bar
Helen. Opens at 4 p.m. Hyde Park Hotel, Broad-

way

at

36th.

LO. 5441.

NEW

YORKER. An extremely
popular downtown spot, always crowded and people
seem to like it that way. Other reasons for coming
back again and again is the marvelous food, and
1104 Baltimore.
the pianistics of Willie Weber.
GR. 1019.
PUSATERI'S

ROSE'S COCKTAIL BAR
RANT. Where your friends and

AND

RESTAU-

neighbors get to-

gether for a few quick ones and general conviviality
in the Waldo district. It's a large place with a
modernistic bar and indirect lighting. An attractive dining room is just a little separate, featuring noonday lunch, dinner and ala carte after nine
p.m. In the heart of Waldo. 405 W. 75th. VA.

PHIL TRIPP'S. A bar out front with dining
room connected by an arch door. The mixed drinks

9274.

are rather special, and so is the food, including
spaghetti, steaks and delicious meatball sandwiches.
Across from the Pickwick bus station. 922 McGee.

Kansas City, and not far from the main business
section. People who like good food, served in a
quiet and friendly atmosphere, are very partial
to the Savoy. And the drinks are something to
rave about, too. Closed Sundays. 9th and Central.
VI. 3890.

HA.

9224.

PLAYHOUSE

RESTAURANT.

Chicken

and

steak dinners, plus a star-studded revue. Weekdays
1st floor show at 10:30. Charlie Rankin, M. C.

2240 Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.
PLAZA BOWL. Take off that avoirdupois in
the bowling alley and put it back on in the
Biowl's restaurant. The alleys open at 9 in the
morning, and Sundays find a lot of businessmen
bowling themselves into shape. 480 Alameda Road.

LO. 6656.
PRICE'S

RESTAURANT.

Decor

by

Janet
Waldron, and there's ample restaurant space for
breakfast, luncheon and dinner, plus a coiy lounge
downstairs for after-five relaxation. 10th and Walnut.

GR. 0800.

SAVOY

GRILL.

In

the

section

historic

of

WESTPORT ROOM.

Colorful and bustling cocklounge where people always find an easy excuse to wait for a train or somebody coming or
going. Right next door is the famous Fred Harvey
restaurant. Union Station. GR. 1100.
tail

Just for a Drink

.

.

.

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

microscopic

little
place, but big in hospitality. It's popular
with people who like to make their greenbacks do
double duty. The bargain "two for one" cocktail
hour is featured every day from 3 to 5. Who said

two couldn't be happy
Continental.

Uth and

as cheaply as one? Hotel
Baltimore. HA. 6040.

CABANA. Latin American in decor, with tables
and circular booths. From the cigarette girl to the
man at the amber fulid spigots, the atmosphere
is Aca Pulco.
Haiel Smith caresses the Novachord
in
the
afternoon
and early evening with the
popular and talented Alberta Bird of
feait

WHB

OMAR ROOM.
But

A

grape.
suit

the

If

you're

looking

for

5020.
a

book

a bough, better bring your
will furnish, the vintage of the
of constant dawn or twilight (to
with that incredible mirror over

underneath

verses

own.

GR.

Hotel Phillips.

tured in the evening.
if
of

May, 1946

S.

68

Omar
room

your mood)
bar. Hotel Continental,
6040.
,

11th

and

Baltimore.

HA.
PINK ELEPHANT.

This hip-pocket edition of
a bar is one of the most popular and hard-to-getinto spots in the downtown area. But it's worth
several tries. Don't worry if you see pink elephants parading around the place. They're really
there.
12th between Baltimore and Wyandotte.
State Hotel. GR. 5310.

On

THE TROPICS.

Accent

is

on atmosphere. Take

•k
the elevator to the third floor of the Phillips, turn
left,
pass the gift shop and go down the long
hall and there you'll emerge into what many people
think the south sea islands are like. You sit in
deep leather and bamboo chairs, with your drink
before you on a low table. Solid comfort while
you hear Pauline Lamond at the piano and Bob
Tones
the
Hammond organ. Also Margaret
at
Arrow, numerologist. Hotel Phillips. 12th and
Baltimore. HA. 6040.

A

smooth, soft green lounge
•k ZEPHYR ROOM.
with amber mirror tables, just a few steps down
from the lobby of the Bellerive hotel. It is a
mccca for celebrities and show people, where the
highest
calibre
entertainment
caught enof
is
route from New York to Hollywood and viceversa.
Program changes every two weeks. Hotel
Bellerive. Armour at Warwick. VA. 7047.

With Dancittg

CROWN ROOM.

•k
and

his

Tbe
Bcguine Rhythms

are featured with no
minimum or cover
free rhumba lessons. Hotel Bellerive. Armour
Warwick. VA. 7047.

sants

and
at

MILTON'S TAP ROOM. Famous

for

a

num-

ber of reasons including the line drawings of famous
faces about the walls; the casual friendliness, and
Julia Lee, Decca recording artist whose pianistic
platters have become collectors' items. And with
Baby Lovett massaging the drums it is one of the
finest combinations in town.
3511 Troost. VA.

9256.

PENGUIN ROOM.

Roy Mack and his band
moved into this popular place for an indefinite stay, probably through the entire month
of May.
Supper dancing nightly except Sunday.
No minimum or cover. Hotel Continental, 11th and
have

Baltimore.

HA.

6040.

PLANTATION. A

cheerful dinner and supper
rendeivous. with dancing to the small but rhythmminded Jerry Gilbert trio. East of Kansas City
on Highway 40. FL. 1307.
•ir

SOUTHERN MANSION. Spacious and airy
Baltimore avenue favorite for cocktails and dinner
dancing; the latter to the pleasant and hospitable
music of Dee Peterson's orchestra. No bar; mixed
drinks at your table. 1425 Baltimore. GR. 5131.
SKY-HIGH ROOF. Dancing Friday and Saturday nights to the music of Kenny White and his
smooth orchestra. Other nights the roof is available for parties.
Mixed drinks served at your
table.
Hotel
Continental,
11th
and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.
TERRACE GRILL. The standard by which
other supper show places in this part of the
country are measured. For nearly two decades the
Grill has been the mecca for top flight orchestras
and the people who like that kind of music and
entertainment.
The interior features Schiaparelli
pink and silver decor, amber glass mirror tables.
Bill Bardo and his orchestra will be there until
May 1 when Ray Pearl, back from three years of
all

service

in

the

armed

brings

forces,

his

in

new

band. For reservations phone Gordon Ewing. Hotel
Muchlcbach. 12th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.
.

.

popular
are back

.

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR. A
Judy Conrad
and ready to

more good listening records. Billy Snyder, the
yard-high trumptccr is Judy's standout performer,
both with the little pretjel horn and on vocals.
Wc like this place because it is lively without
being too noisy. You will, too. Dinner dancing
from 6 to 1:30. La Salle Hotel. 922 Linvvood.
LO. 5262.
set

DRUM ROOM.

Enter at the sign of the drum,
or go in via the lobby through that magic eye
door. Luncheon, dinner and supper available in

Drum Room proper, two steps below the bar,
where Johnny Kaiihue and his Hawaiians continue
whispering sweet nothings throughout the month
of April. A worthy successor comes in May 1. No
cover; dancing at dinner and supper. Hotel Presi-

spacious

night

tra,

Smokey

contortionist,

Joe,

novelty

and

Diana

dancer, Virginia Clark,
Lee,
K. C.'s favorite
IP

vocalist.
Chicken and steak dinners. Dancing
to 4 weekdays; 8:30 to 3:30 a.m. Saturdays

Sundays.

79th and Wornall Road. DE.

1

14th and Baltimore. GR. 5440.
EL CASBAH. The glamour spot of the midwest
where name stars arc the usual rather than the
unusual. Wayne Muir, formerly of Glenn Gray's

and

253.

TROCADERO. A
and albeit noisy
lounge where mixed drinks, conviviality
and juke box music form an ideal combination for
an exciting evening. Just off Main, west on 39th.
VA. 9806.
friendly

cocktail

the

dent.

club

on the south edge of town that stays open later.
The show now features Joe Myers and his orches-

ANSWERS TO HOTEL QUIZ

if

1-c

orchestra, and a boogie, impressionistic pianist with
the heaviest beat you ever heard, is arrayed with
a large number of nationally knovi-n stars.
It
is
all just too too.
Saturday afternoon cocktail dan-

I'd
3- c
4- a
5- c

6-b
7-b
8-a

9-d
10-d

:

FEARS OF THE FAMOUS
WHEN

we

are

certain

William Boyd's fear of making small
kept him from accepting many

the

that

cough we cannot shake in

spite

talk

of all the medicine the doctor prescribed indicates that we have developed tuberculosis; when that hangnail
looks infected and we fear that we are
going to be minus a digit; when every-

dinner invitations.

thing looks very dark and gloomy and
we cannot shake off our depression; it
may be encouraging to know that other
people who are now famous have had

Ochlophobia, a fear of crowds,
dogs Greta Garbo.

seem a

fears that

Here

match

for our

own.

are a few:

No less a personage than Bette
Davis suffered so from shyness that
she

nearly

swooned

when

addressed

even by friends.
Jean Arthur's bugaboo was not being
able to endure having people look at

To

avoid
Janet
doorv/ays.
street,

meeting

on the
duck into

friends

Gaynor used

to

still

A

fear of enclosed spaces, known
doctors as claustrophobia, torments
Norma Shearer and Billy Rose.
to

Nyctophobia, fear of the dark, and
fear of heights, are Joan
Crawford's bugaboos.
acrophobia,

In school

when he was

to recite, Charles Farrell
stuttered painfully.

called

upon

blushed and

her.

in the income tax deresident with his form
filled out approached the "pay"
all
window and laid a quarter on the ledge.
It

A

"What's this for?" asked the clerk,
glancing at the total of the tax, which
was for more than a hundred dollars.
for my income tax.
the top you can pay it a
quarter at a time, and here's my first

"Why,

It

says

that's

at

payment."

A

boarding house keeper told a new
fresh from the country to knock
soldier's door and awaken him in
the morning.
The maid reported later

maid
on a
that

Farmer Corntassel

happened

partment.

she

couldn't

arouse

the

soldier

and finally had gone into his room
and had shaken the sleeper awake.

The shocked landlady

said:

"Didn't

you know better than to go into a
dier's room?"
The maid replied: "I do now."

sol-

retired

and moved

the morning, after
spending the first night in her new
home, his wife said: "Well, Pa, ain't
it about time you got up and built a
fire in the stove?"
"No, siree," said the old gent. "I'll
might
call the fire department.
as well get used to these city conveniences right now."
to

the

city.

In

We

•
Mrs. Longsham, giving instructions
to her new servant, said
"Before removing the soup plates,
Ellen, always ask each person if he or
she would like any more."
"Very good, mam."
The next day Ellen, respectfully
bowing to one of the guests, inquired:
"Would the gentleman like some more
soup?"
"Yes, please," was the reply.
"Well," said Ellen, "there ain't any
left."

—

WITH THE STARS

SWINGIN'
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer

Universal Pictures

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS

Myrna
SO GOES MY LOVE
Loy. Don Ameche. Bobby Drij-

— Lana

RINGS TWICE
John

Gar/ield,

Hume

Cronyn.

—

Turner,

Kellaway,
Cecil
Celluloid version

"A

of the James M. Cain best-seller,
not a pretty story, but as grimly
dramatic as you'd want! It concerns a triangle made up of (a)
Lana Turner, the provocative wife
of a roadside restaurant proprietor; (b) John Garfield, footloose
his
love
hitch-hiker who
takes
where he finds it; (c) Cecil Kell-

Lana's unimaginative
husband. Besides

away,

unwanted
triangle,

there's

and a bloodhound
.

.

.

the

but nary a sign of a postman.
film has more surprise twists

The

than any you'll see this year.
Beery.
Margaret O'Brien, Marjorie Mam.
With the three scene stealers.
Beery, O'Brien, and Main, on
can t
hand.
miss! It's a wild, whoopin' tale
tamed
of the bad hombre being

BAD BASCOMB—Wallace

BAD BASCOMB

by

a

little

orphan

girl,

with

all

the Run battles, Indian attacks,
chases, and stream fordings of any
three westerns rolled into one.
Best scene: Margaret O'Brien tells
Beery he'< got to wait 'til she
grows up so that she can marry
him! And oh, yes Marjorie Main
comes in for her share of the
action as the unwilling Beery't
hatchet-faced girl friend.

—

the

FROM

THIS

wife

Stevens.
adversity,
after all! The adversity in this
case being that the husband works
nights and the wife, days
that
they are beseigcd by inlaws
and that unemployment and The
Law rear their ugly heads. The
solution seems to appear (to the
amazement of all the World War
II veterans in the audience) when
friend husband goes off to the
army. But since the aforementioned is about all that any cinema
couple can take, hubby and wife
are reunited at long last to begin
a blissful life together.

—

and
every

is

Myma
man

again

is

longs

the

The

for.

setting is Brooklyn of 75 yean
ago. The plot concerns the relationship of the various members
of the Maxim family. It's a light

Twentieth Century-Fox

DO YOU LOVE?—Kathrjn

and inconsequential
and well told.

airily

tale,

Gray-

Dic\ Haymes, Harry Jamei.
Katie Grayson, as the dean of the
Milliard School of Music, goes to
New York to arrange for the
son,

school's

summer

symphony

Warner Brothers

fes-

En route she meets band
leader Harry James who tells her
•he's not the slick chick she could
be.
This ruffles Katie's feather*,
so she gets a complete glamourizing
Next she
job in the big city.
tival:

meets crooner Dick Haymes. From
then on out Haymes and James
are out after the dame's favor.
But why talk about the plot when
there's so much nice music in the
picture?

•

DEVOTION—

Ida Lupino. Oli»i«
deHaviland, Paul Henried.
The
Bronte sisters. Emily and Charlotte,
their brother, father, and
sister come to the screen with all
the poignant drama of a compli*
cated and some times unbalanced
family.
Pau IHenricd. as the
neighborhood curate, shares the
love of both Emily and Charlotte
takes his place as the hero
of the novels of each, "Wuthering Heights" and "Jane Eyre."
The lilm traces the Bronte sisters'
lives through their trials as governesses, the labor pains of their
first manuscripts and their subsequent success and tragedy.
.

Tentative April Showings
in Kansas City

.

.

SEVENTH VEIL
SO GOES MY LOVE
DO YOU LOVE ME
NIGHT IN PARADISE

DAY FORWARD

Joan Fontaine, Marlj
—
Love docs triumph over

as

Percy Maxim.
an inventor

of Hiram
yes. Ameche

life

again,

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

Pictures

this

Genius in the Family," the
and pleasant episodes in

And

ESQUIRE,

R-K-O Radio

remember

leisurely

and

murder
a juicy
district attorney

You'll

coll.

NEWMAN

Paramount Pictures

ROAD TO UTOPIA
KITTY

LOEW'S MIDLAND
TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON
BAD BASCOMB
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE

ORPHEUM
DEVOTION

•DING DONG WILLIAMS
FROM THIS DAY FORWARD
•DICK TRACY
(•

Companion

Pictures)

KITTY

— Paulette

Milland.
dard's

got

weekend!
of

the

Cecil
the

A

rise

Goddard, Rav

Kellau/ay.

man who

Godlost

a

rambunctious account
of an illiterate Cock-

ney waif to a position of nobility.
Paulette Goddard outdoes herself
as the flirtations hussy who makes
five men do her bidding, marches
three to the altar, and finally
forsakes all for the ingratiating
scoundrel. Sir Hugh Marcv (that's
Ray Milhnd, of course). Good
supporting cast.

I

I

.

i

i

GOOD OLD DAZE

... The "white

man

has come a long way since
the days of his grandfather as witness
the following instructions to employes issued by a local store proprietor in 1870:
collar"

"Any employe who smokes

cigarettes,

uses liquor in any form, gets shaved at
the barber shop or frequents pool halls
or public dance halls will give his employer every reason to suspicion his integrity,

worthy

intentions

and

around

all

honesty.

"Employes will sweep floors, dust furniture, shelves and show cases; fill lamps
and clean chimneys.
Each clerk shall
bring in a bucket of water and scuttle of
coal for the day's business.

"Men employes will be given one evening off each week for courting purposes,
or two evenings if they go regularly to
church.
After any employe has spent his
1 3
hours of labor in the store he should
then spend his leisure time in reading
good books and contemplating the glories
and building up of the Kingdom of God."

AND

HERE'S YOUR CHECK
who gallops about the midwest
.

.

.

Jim Castle,

Paramount has another academy award winner, got a scat
in a railroad diner one day.
"Do you
like split-pea soup?" asked the waiter.
"No," smiled genial Jim. "Chicken croquettes?"
"No." "Prune pie?" "No."
The waiter took the napkin off the table.
"Good day," he said. "You is had your
lunch."
yelling at people that

ART OF REJECTION ...

Ten

years ago as an unfound Arthur Brisbane
free lance writer in Chicago, we sent an
article to the McClure syndicate.
asked the editor kindly to read and publish the story immediately as we had other
irons in the fire.

We

The manuscript came back with the
note: "I have read your story and advise
you to put it with the other irons."

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
13 at the

.

.

.

Gateman

Union

Station tells this one as
gospel.
It seems that the Southwest Limited from Milwaukee is late more often
than it is on time.
One morning the
Southwest rolled into the station exactly
at 7:45.
The overjoyed commuters got
together quickly and presented the blushing conductor with a small but significant purse.

"I

jist

accept

can't

it,"

said

the Irish

ticket puncher.

"Why not?"
spokesman.
"Cause

this

is

prodded the commuters'
yestiday's train."

LETHARGY LEGEND ... A

local

paper
salesman
was driving through
southern Iowa and stopped his car long
enough to keep from running over a litter
of little pigs oozing through a gaping
hole in a fence.
A farmer sat nonchalantly watching.
Exasperated, the sales-

man

asked:

"Why

don't you repair that fence
that your pigs will stay off the road?"

so

"Tain't no use," he answered deliber"In a few weeks the pigs will be
so big they won't be able to git through
ately.

it."

72
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ALL RIGHT THEN, WHO?

... Our

spy over at Kansas University who knows
every blade of grass on Mount Oread and

how

it
got bent, reports that at a
recently one of the questions was:
"Name two ancient sports."
freshman

just

quiz

A

wrote: "Antony and Cleopatra."

EXTRAVAGANCE
tell

me

.

.

.

"Will you

why you want a divorce?"
Judge Cowan of the Jackson

exactly

queried

county divorce court.

HEAD WINDS
Oscar Tennenbaum, government weather observer at
Kansas City, picked up the phone one
day and an articulate feminine voice asked
him what the weather was going to be
It seems that the lady was
June 18.
planning a swanky outdoor wedding for
her daughter.
Oscar replied that they
couldn't forecast more than 36 hours
.

.

.

ahead.

"What's the matter," snapped the
"Don't you have an almanac?"

woman.

"That wife of mine keeps asking for
night and day.
She even calls me
up at work and pesters me."
"Well," replied the judge, "what does
she do with all that money?"
"I don't know, sir ... I haven't given
her any since last December."

money

•

UPPER CUT ... Our

friend George
the barber says that as a boy he learned
the trade from a bear-pawed, slashing,
whisker mower of the old school in a
small town in Southern Missouri.
One day a leather-skinned farmer
plunked down in the boss's chair and be-

gan to absorb
He squirmed
wielded his dull

tomer sat
around.

up

his

as

expected punishment.
the tonsorial mason

steel,

in

the

and

finally the cus-

chair

and

stared

"Have you

got another razor?"
but this 'uns the best, why?"
"I want to defend myself."

"Why,

A

couple

of

days

prediction

made

just

a pert little
station called up

later

news writer for a local
Oscar and chided him
a

on the haywire
few hours before.

"We have decided now that it isn't
going to rain," was Oscar's reply.
"What did you do, look out of the
window?" pressed the feline inquisitor.
"Oh, no," replied Oscar. "That would
be cheating."

yes,

•

COLLECTOR'S ITEM ...

If

more

deputy sheriffs had a sense of humor like
that of a couple over at the County Court
House, their routine reports would be
better reading. A few weeks back, when
the weatherman let it snow, let it snow,
because he couldn't do anything about it
anyway the following item turned up in
a report sheet of the night's work of two
of the deputies: "While patrolling on 24
Highway, near the entrance to Mt. Washington cemetery, we found a man lying
along the road. We took him to the
Independence Bastille to sober him up and
thaw him out. He was stiff in more ways
than one, as the temperature and his bottle
were both low."

—
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Availabilities,

ADAM YOUNG
New York City, 18
Chicago, 2
San Francisco, 4
Los Angeles, 13
Kansas City, 6

SCHILLING, Gen. Mgr.

T.

phone

DON DAVIS

11 West 42nd St
55 East Washington St
627 Mills Building
448 South Hill St
-

KEY STATIONS

Scorritt Building

for the

at

any

office:

LOngocre 3-1926
ANDover 5448
SUtter

1393

Michigan 0921
HArrison 1161

KANSAS STATE NETWORK

Hi
ADD-DRESSES— Mrs. Jomes
the
of

Missouri

lafe

radio

audience

OPA

is

Senator,

that

the

Reed, widow

A.

of

the

Mutual

"unrealistic

attitude

told

responsible for the

present dearth

women's dresses." Mrs. Reed, a nationally
known dress manufacturer and creator of the

of

"Nelly Don" lines, directed her remarks at
Chester A. Bowles who had spoken over another network a short time before.
Bowles
said the shortage would be eased in July;

Reed replied that July would find no
more dresses avoilable than now. Mrs. Reed

Mrs.

recently

caught

attention

staging a dress show

in

of

the

nation

by

the Senate.

SWEET ADO-LINE— Warming up

for

national

competition in St. Louis, is the "Four Leaf
Clover" quartette.
Left to right, Roy Ryon,
Earl Mustard, Joe Fehrenbach and Dick McVay. They are members of the K. C. chapter
of the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartette Singing
in America.

mi^

^

^uautt

iM

- 'lili

"liiiii

liliMI'TiMi^iiSiiiiaiiliMfcr

HEADACHE HEARING — Problems

of management were discussed by business leaders at a forum
broadcast by WHB.
Left to right, E. B. Chapman, Topeko State
Journal; Rex Newman, Joplin Globe; W. T. Grant, Business Men's Assurance Association; Ira
Mosher, Russell-Harrington Cutlery; M. G. Ensinger, Union Wire Rope; E. W. Phelps, Swift and
Company, and Warren Whitney, National Cast Iron Pipe Company.

meeting

in

the

Hotel

President,

VOL.
Let's

Go

NO.
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ARTICLES
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Fishing

D.

APOSTLE OF Jabberwocky
Baseball's Little Helpers

have
THERE
Christian

been,

since

the

reckoning of time,
exactly one thousand, nine hundred and forty-five Junes, up
till
now.
And here comes
another one, none the worse
for wear, and not one shade
less
wonderful because it has
happened before. In many ways,
June is a state of mind. It may
happen to you in the middle of
winter, for all we know, or
toward the end of September.
But mostly it comes around between May and July whether
you're looking for it or not.
Even if you didn't look at the
calendar, you'd know it by its
ancient, reliable signs: by the
sound of Lohengrin, by roses
singing on the fence like music
written in reds and pinks upon
a staff of wire, and by the
miraculous gradual widening of
the bright world.

—

Not

that

the

pretty

month

have its solemn note.
counterpoint
to
"I
Love You Truly" is the inevitable
theme of doom, compounded of greed and fear, the

Dust Bowl
Okay Then, Flounder

mumble

of

ancestral

voices

prophesying war, punctuated by
the rumble of old battle drums.
"The month of rice and roses
finds the world in a condition
not exactly rosy. And the rice
that should bless the wedding
must fill the empty bowls of
star\ing
countries.
This year
when the young Launfals ride
forth, they will find their poor
lepers
multiplied
millions
of
times. And not one of us is
guiltless of these beggars. More
reason, then, that we should
share our crust, and our caviar.
And reason, too, to share our
laughter if we have it still, and
any exultation that comes with
a joyous season. For it is a
joyous
season,
essentially,
by
tradition and by weather. Because we creatures love the sun
and the gentle warmth of late
spring.
expand in it, mellow, and grow kind. Winter is
a thing that never was on land
or sea. It's as if you had folded
It away like a woolen blanket
And if the moths consume it,

We

you'll

never

—

care.
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JUNE'S

HEAVY DATES

DANCING

WRESTLING, BOXING

(Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd
and Main)
June 1, Griff Williams. June
Chuck Hall. June 5, 6, 8.
12.

U,

15,

16.

Kenny
30,

Jackson. June
Lee Williams. June

Howard.

Eddie
Friday
dances

Beckham

2.

and

30"

«ke
1 1

of the Ozarks.
resorts write
2

31,

Lake Venita. 3S miles East
Kansas City on U. S. 40.
Crappies,

Bass,
Catfish.

Bluegills,

One

Lake Remote.

of

No

Open now.

closed season.

mile

north of

Smithville race track on Hiway
No license required. $1 per
automobile.

F.

Good fishing. 25
miles from downtown Kansas
City. Following Highway 71 bypass South to sign.

Allendale Lakes.

Pertle

Springs

Crappic

and

25,
boxing.

Lakes.

Pine

Bluegill

bass,
fishing.
50.

Association, President.
Federation of Republican Women's Clubs of Missouri,

June

7,

Muehlcbach.
June 9, Kansas City Kennel Club

Dog Show.
ing,

June

26th and McGee.
Sunflower Kennel

10.

Club

Dog Show.
June 9-11, Missouri Lions Clubs.
Dist. 26. Muehlebach.
12-14.
Missouri
PharmaJune
Association. President.
Southwest Federation of

ceutical

June 15.
Cosmopolitan

Clubs.

Muehle-

bach.
June 16-18. Cosmopolitan International, Muehlebach.
June 21-23, Veterans of 13th
Railway Engineers, President.

One hour from K. C. on
Warrensburg, Mo.

Lake Taneycomo. Fine Bass. Channel Cat, Crappie, Jack Salmon
Write
fishing.
Bud Brown,
Box 100, Branson, Mo.

Tonganoxie State Lake. Largest
Bau, Crappie and Blue Gill
fishing.
Within one hour of
Kansas City, West.

Bean
fish

Lake,
are

Keene*$
really

Camp.
biting.

The
Only

40 miles north of Kansas City
un Hiway 45. Rushville, Mo.

professional

CONVENTIONS
Dealers

Box

Ozarks Association,
Gravois Mills, Mo.

Arena,

June

June 3-6, Heart of America Men's
Apparel Show, Muchlebach.
Missouri
Automobile
June
6,

For list of
Lake of the

professional
Arena,
sponsored by Sports,

Inc.

Kate

and

18,

wrestling

orchestra.

their

ROD AND REEL
I

June

9.

"Over

Tom

with
and

Arena,
professional
sponsored by Sports,

Inc.

Tuesday

nights,

11,

wrestling

22.
27,
29,

20.
26.

19.

June

THEATRE
June

11,
of

10,

Wives

12,

13.

ART
Kansas

Summer
Summer

City
school

Art

Institute:

starts

art

show,

of

the

June

17.

including best
year on display
during June, July and Aupusi.
William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art:

works

Masterpiece of the Month: "Portrait of a Man and His Wife,
by Barrel Bruyn, 1558.
'

Summer

classes for

children,

7-16

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings, June 18 through
27.

July

Loan Galleries:

"A Woman

LaTausca.
Nelson Art Collection
by Burnett Shryock.

With

Pearls,"

paintings

Ceramics Room: 18th and
Century English pottery
the Burnap Collection.
Print

Rooms: Old Master
the
Permanent

from

19th

from

Prints
Collec-

"Merry

Windsor,"
with
A. if N. at-

Charles Coburn.
traction.

Music

Hall.

BASEBALL

GRADUATION
Arena,
June 3,
June 5,
June 6,
June 7,

Municipal Auditorium
High.

Central

Manual.
Northeast.
Southeast.

Southwest,
Paseo,

Hall.

High.
University of Kansas City,
day, June 2.
Rockhurst College. Friday.
31.

4,

June

2,

3,

4, 5, Toledo.
7, Indianapolis.
9, Columbus.

22, 23, 24, Minneapolis
25. 26, 27. St. Paul.

East

Mason-Halpin

Louisville.

1,

6,
8.

Music
June

Kansas City Blues, American A»
sociation.
All games at Blu^^
Stadium, 22nd and Brooklyn

Sun-

May

Ficldhouse.

MUSIC
Concerts held regularly in Loose
Park on Sunday nights.
June 9. Cochran Music Co. recital.
Music Hall. Municipal
auditorium.

J

How

about a Swing up through

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan:

Here are some inside
by

D.

tips!

W. HODGINS

KOSHKONONG,

Winnebago,

Waupaca, Ontonagon, Escana'
Minocqua, Tomahawk?

ha,

What

is this,

injun double talk?

Well, how about Shawano, Weyauwega, Menominee, Eau Claire and
Eagle River?

No, brethern and sistem, these are
famous summer playgrounds in the
of America's most colorful
country, the Wisconsin-Upper Michigan vacation land.

heart

It is

the land of the sky blue waters

where

highways arched by
stately forests wind through mirrored lakes; where nimble deer bound
across the road in front of your car;
v.'here lakes are so numerous that
there has never been an accurate
rustic

count of them.

Would you like to do your camp
shopping in a small city of ten or
fifteen thousand— where 90 per cent
of the people are dressed in slacks,
shorts
and other vacation attire?

Would you

like to

walk into a spot-

dairy and say, off-handed like,
"ten pounds of butter, and pack it
in ice to take back to Kansas City,

less

please."

Okay

then,

how

about 50 or 60

nice perch, blue gills or crappies in

one evening of fishing, and having
an open air fish fry in the back yard
of your cabin, topped off with some
genuine Wisconsin brew?

Wisconsin and Michigan resort
owners realize that when a person
takes a vacation, he wants it to be
a vacation, that is not tied down by
restrictions with which he has to
contend the year around back home.
For example, slot machines and
pay-off pinball machines are just as
much against the law in Michigan
and Wisconsin as they are in Missouri. However, during the tourist
season it is not hard to find anything
you want along those lines, from tlie
really big games in the swank resorts
of the far north, down to the small
roadhouses in the woods at thousands
of crossroads.

However, drunken driving

will get
into serious trouble as quickly
as anything can. Wisconsin peace of-

a

man

ficers realize that if

people come up

there and get killed, it will eventually
kill off business. Some of the small

towns in
Upper Michigan and
Northern Wisconsin depend entirely
on the tourist trade. Surrounded by

-
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and

forests

ture

Natu-

rally,
they must make
vacation hay while the

sun shines.
Prices in this vacation
land are high but not exorbitant. Food is generally cheaper
than it is here, and the average cottage
weekly rental, on a good lake with

boats

and

fishing

accommodations
more than

furnished, usually runs no

$35 a week.
However, if you want to go to
King's Gateway, at Land o' Lakes,
on the Wisconsin-Michigan border,
you can splurge. This place is a vacation city within itself. It has an airport with 4,500-foot runways, a
large hotel, 18-hole golf course and
every vacation accommodation you
desire. You can spend a lot, or you
can get by within reason. It's your
money.
Wisconsin-Michigan vacations may
be had for almost any amount of
money you want to spend, and you
can get there by train, plane or
automobile.

Oconomowoc, Lake Geneva, Lake
Koshkonong and some of the classier
resorts in the southern part of Wisconsin are more expensive than up
north.

regions

Poygan,

Moderately priced are such
as Lake Winnebago, Lake

Shawano

Lake,

driving

best

lakes, agricul'

impossible.

is

Pickerel

Lake, Three Lakes, Tomahawk, Wausau, Rhinelander, and the Chain o'

Lakes at Waupaca. Minocqua and
Eagle River run into just a little more
money.
Wisconsin resorts may be reached
by automobile and are about 650
miles northeast of Kansas City. The

route

is

through Des Moines, Marshalltown and Dubuque,
Iowa, into southeastern
Wisconsin.
Rail
connections
arc
good, too. For example,
there's the Southwest Limited on the
Milwaukee road leaving Kansas City
daily at 7:10 p.m., arriving in Milwaukee at 9:45 p.m. From there you
can take the Northwestern, Milwaukee Road or Soo Line to any point
in Wisconsin or Upper Michigan.

The Flambeau on

the Northwestern

runs from Chicago to Eagle River
daily,

and return.

It is

a non-reserva-

through Fond
du Lac, Appleton, Green Bay, Shawano, Antigo, Three Lakes and Eagle
daylight

tion,

River.

train,

The Milwaukee Road runs
Chippewa and

two

streamliners, the

the

Hiawatha west, northwest, and

into the

Upper

Peninsula.

Plane connections to Chicago may
be negotiated on Braniff or TWA,
while another good bet is Mid-Continent to Rochester, Minn., and Northwest to Milwaukee or Madison. For
example, you can leave K. C. at 6:30
in the evening and be in Madison
before midnight.

Connections

at

Chicago

may

made with Wisconsin Central

be

Air-

lines, a network of passenger lines
two
deep into the resort country.
and a half-hour trip from K. C. to
Chicago, and from two to three hours
on Wisconsin Central, and there you
are. For reservations on this line write
to Wisconsin Central Airlines, Clintonville, Wisconsin.

A

A

Wisconsin-Michigan

vacation

LBT^S

GO FISHING/
Eagle River, Wisconsin; Marquette
Daily Times; Marquette, Michigan;
Escanaba Daily Journal, Escanaba,
Michigan; Rhinelander News, Rhinelander, Wisconsin, and the Antigo
Daily Journal, Antigo, Wisconsin.
Another good shot is to write to
the Milwaukee Journal Travel Bureau,

should cost a family of four no more
than $250 by automobile. However
by rail or plane it might go higher.
Lining up a trip to the north country from this distance is always a
problem, and writing to Chamber of
Commerce officials usually does not
bring desired results. They will send
you travel folders which will net you
no more information than you al'
ready have.
The best way is to write to the

which

newspapers

publish

and State, Milwaukee, Wisconand ask for vacation folder on
Wisconsin and Michigan, and a Sunday edition of the Journal. When
you get the newspaper, turn to the
classified section and you'll have a
wide selection of where to go and
4 th

sin,

special

vacation editions; and all of them in
the resort country do that every year!
Better enclose a 50-cent piece and
ask for their vacation edition. Here

whom

of papers where you might
wriCe Appleton Post Crescent, Apple

is

a

list

Wisconsin;

Wausau

is

to

start

Record'

on a lake full of
you at the end of the long
If you insist on doing it

fish awaits

Herald, Wausau, Wisconsin; Merrill
Daily Herald, Merrill, Wisconsin;
Shawano Evening Leader, Shawano,
Wisconsin; Vilas County Times,

journey.

that way, don't be surprised to find
yourself sleeping in some farmer's

haystack.

A

young widow commissioned a monument cutter to inscribe on her husband's tombstone: "My Sorrow Is More Than I Can Bear."
Before the work was finished the widow married again, and the cutter
asked her if she still wanted the inscription.
"Yes," she answered, "but I want the word 'Alone,' added."
•

One

thing about hell
prefixed "pro" or "anti."

With

history piling

—

up

it's

the only institution

so fast, practically

still

mentioned without a

any day now

is

a first or second

anniversary of something awful.

•

Here is an idea of Chinese psychology. "Why don't you oil that squeak in
your wheelbarrow?" a coolie was asked. His answer: "The squeak is cheaper
than the

oil,"

out

trusting to luck

that a nice cabin

:

ton,

to contact.

Your poorest bet
from home "cold,"

you want to get hep to this
slanguage, bone up on the wit
Be a solid sender!
parade
If

.

.

by

.

APOSTLE OF

JOHN QUINN

^aUei-wocLif

your birthday's
HOPE
Geetchie, cagey, snazzy,

just

perf!

sharp,

I mean. Rooty, tooty, reet,
hope it's simply keen! But def,
mean.
Well, wind me up and call me

that

is,

terrif,
I

cranky.

And

What

kind of jabber

from one

so

is

that?

young? What's

he talking about?

No, your

ears didn't deceive you.

it from that slick
chick next door, or able gable in
the corner casbah
to translate, young
man in the corner drug store. It's

Yes, you did hear

—

hep character's way of saying
"happy birthday."
But don't worry. Those keen
teeners know what they are saying.

just a

They

are not speaking a foreign
language. They are speaking the language they love, and they call it

jabberwocky and

jive.

If you want to get hep to this
swingy slanguage, bone up on the

wit parade, for this nonsense is the
thing that makes sense to the solid
senders.

Jabberwocky and jive have been
around a long time and in varioiis
forms. In grandpa's day it was, "Oh,
you kid!", "Twentythree, skidoo!",
and the purveyors were dandies and
pretty babies.

Today
lost,

it's

frosty,"

wolfs,

first

"Jet-propelled," "Get
and the purveyors are

class,

or

cruisin'

susans

(gals who get around). The keen
teeners have taken up the conversation piece in earnest and in their own
inimitable way have evolved their
elusive, exclusive slanguage.

Jabberwocky

and

jive

are

more

than a manner of speaking. They indicate that the teen ager has come
into his own, a sign that the coke
set HOt only has a speech all its own,
but a world all its own.

This world is fostered by many
present day influences, among them
such national magazines as Calling
All Girls, Deb, Seventeen, Miss
America, and Woman's Home Companion. Calling All Girls has made
jabberwocky its very own province,
publishes handbooks on the lucid
lingo, much as did the Army on
languages for the GI in foreign lands.

A

number of people share

credit for this focus

on the coke

Among

Nancy

are

these

the
set.

Pepper,

Winifred Snyder, Walt Disney, Carl
Ed and Betty Betz. Miss Pepper
doubles as editor of fashion and jabberwocky for Calling All Girls.
recent chore was to devise ways and
means of weaving "hubba-hubba" into
costumes. That it can be done by
typing the phrase on a white hairribbon, by painting it on various
places with nail polish, by sewing
it on sweaters, and other means are
results of the Pepper plotting.
Miss Snyder is regarded as one

A

of the

ablest

Cone

and

writers

of the

Foote,

Belding
Advertising
Agency, a ready Hedy at attracting
teen age attention.
Walt Disney has made bobby
soxers a principal part of his movie,
"Make Mine Music." And always,
of course, Carl Ed and his Harold
Teen strip, and other Comics.

All these have their following, but
the one who has all followings and
is

the real apostle of teen agism

writer for Woman's Home Companion, Seventeen, National Rotary
Magazine and others, she is the epitome of their world.

She can speak and write their Ianguage as easily as the average person
talks back. For the uninitiate she is
compiling a "coke-abulary" of jabberwocky. They say parents will study
this book like mad to catch up with
their offspring, much as we used to
uddystay igpay atinlay to catch up
to our big sister.
Betty Betz first won accolades of
teen world designing playsuits,
petticoats and other fashions. She it
was who beribboned and beruffled
the petticoat into the slip which can
and does show top and bottom. This
undie won such acceptance it is
the

How's Your Coke-abulary?

•

]ahheTwoc\y Terms
1.

Hi, celery.

1.

Let's

Rat race

2.

A

3.

Retread

3.

4.

Corner Casbah

rat

or,

talk,

let's

stalk.

wouldn't go near the place,

much

too

A woman

noise
gets

and dancing.
it

at

the

beauty

shop.

Pop

called the drug store.
Fountain squirt at the CC,
gooey sandwich.
Like Johnson, who else?
Any sharp Joe.

5.

Fizzician

4.

6.

Slurpswitch

5.

7.

Vanny

6.

8.

7.

9.

Able Gable
Able Grable

10.

Ready Hedy

9.

11.

Jet-propelled, atomic or cataclysmic
20/20 zazz

10.

Sharp Jill.
See No. 9.

11.

Ultra, the last word, super.

Dinah mite
Warrior
Fugitive from

12.

Stuff easy on the optics.

13.
14.

Chic chick, no relation to chickcry.
Chick who daubs the paint on

H.

Drip.

16.

Opposite of No.

13.
14.
15.
.

•

The Translation

2.

12.

8.

a faucet

Feeble greeble
17-22. Terribly reet, boogin, on the
old downbeat, large charge, strictly
uptown, booties laced, solid sender

is

Miss Betz. As cartoonist, editor and

16.

A

freely.

17-22.

Okay.

10.

APOSTLE OF JABBERWOCKY
called

"betticoat."

Gunder,

More

And

9

no wonder,

is it?

recently

she

has

won

the

with a combination blouse and
slip. By itself it serves admirably for
scrounging at home; with a skirt it
serves as a petticoat below the waist
Jills

and a blouse above.
Is it any wonder the teen agers
claim her for their very own? They
list her as a smooth chick with 20/20
zazz and booties laced, strictly up'
town and all reet. In other words,
hubba hubba. She is only 24, but
just to stay in the groove she picks
up many a lush idea from her kid sis,
Swish.

Miss Betz' drawing is as unaffected
herself. She did not study cartooning, but just doodled and came
up with the homely cartoon characters
as

that live the teen life. Roughly the
drawings are reminiscent of Syd
is no connection. It
one of those happy things that
her cartoons hit the teen agers where
they tick. She is their Rembrandt
and good will ambassador, and they
will have few others.
is
the Betz pets which have
It
brought current emphasis on the
sleek, sensitive dachshund. She has
two of the elongated pooches, and

Hoff, but there
is

just

was
wander

should
into her cartoons. And they
do, at least one pooch in each draw'
ing, a sort of signature. It is little
short of a 3 'ring circus to see her go
through a revolving door with the
dogs in tow.
Kansas City has found its place in
the teen world, and Miss Betz is the
link between the two. Recently Calling All Girls made a survey which
it

inevitable

that

they

revealed that teen agers have a yen
for greeting cards, but don't like to

adopt those of their elders. It was
only natural that Hall Brothers, the
leading greeting card manufacturers,
should heed this call.

When it was found the teeners
preferred cartoon cards with jabber'
wocky verses, who but Miss Betz,
natch, should be called in. With some
help from Miss Snyder and the Hall
editorial department the job has been
done, but def, and terribly reet. Jabberwocky has been trapped and put
in print.

That

birthday

greeting,

for

in'

and how a hep character sends
cheer for the glum chum
"Hi, bird-

stance,

—

brain. Sorry you're sick. It sends

low, you feelin' gooney.

When

me
you

it will be swoony!"
Other cards are quoted in the lush
language as saying "Why don't you
write?" and just plain "Hi." With
such sentiments, what name so suits

recoop,

the series as "Solid Senders?"
Walt Disney, too, has heard the

Hall call, and is to produce a series
of teen greeters under the Hallmark
banner. Similiarly a card of this series
has the Disney cartoon characters
swinging out with a verse reading,

10
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wine

"Bake a cake and call me cookie,
hear ya gotta birthday due Hope
it's
darby, groovy, shiny. Tact, I
hope it's simply goo!" Out of this
world, true, and little about it you
can do, Stew.
There may have been a time when
the teen ager was a source of dis-

—

(^udt a6

^
id

tltou^lit

a

i^arJ.

comfort to the commercial world. But
with national influences at work the
teen age world is cutting a facet to
match each one in the adult world,
with their own strictly atomic variations, but def. Seventeen has come
into its own. Jabberwocky is here to
stay. Reet? You shred it, wheat!

— not
wide

one

—

em

—

BASEBALL'S
From
star?

J!utte

HELPERS

bat-boy to major league
It's

by GRIER

been done many times.

LOWRY

ASward

a husky younpster strode to-

the plate, bat in hand, at
a Cardinal-Giant baseball game last
summer, a feminie voice rose piercingly from the front row of the
grandstand: "That child play baseball! Take him out!"
"That, dear," said her escort, with
controlled patience, "happens to be
the batboy."
It's
a common mistake; because
these youngsters really know their
way around the diamond. Batboys
often shag fUes during batting practice, sometimes take over a position
while a player changes a shirt, and
the keen-eyed ones even join the bull
sessions when the players confer on
methods to be employed in trouncing
the opposition.
Tim Sullivan, the goodluck batboy
of the 1941 version of the New York
Yankees, had the players lending
ready ears when he made sugges-

improvement of their play.
perhaps the most widelyheralded batboy of recent years, was
so highly-regarded by members of
the team they voted him a $1,500
tions for

Tim was

share

of

the

1941

World

Series

money. Tim used to say that the
most trying period in a batboy 's life
was the first of the season, when,
watching someone like Joe DiMaggio

take a lusty swing at the ball,

it

was

easy to forget to hand the players
their bats.

To

appearances a batboy 's exa prosaic one. Clearing the
field of bats, masks, gloves, and other
paraphernalia, and running errands

istence

all

is

for the players, are the

main duties

with the pay averaging two dollars a
day for three hours work. Evidence
that the

young men consider the job

anything but prosaic is the fact that
along about the time of the year
everyone gets spring fever, the New
York Giants, and other major league
clubs, receive thousands of applications for the job. The clubhouse
custodian, who picks the batboys
one for the home club, one for the
visiting teams
selects athletic strip-

—

from sixteen to eighteen years
of age, who have an interest in baseball, are alert, in good health, and
lings

possess a cooperative temperament.

An

opportunity to rub elbows with
is the main lure. Association with men of the strong

baseball greats

S.
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character and playing calibre of big
leaguers is an experience boys relish,
and outweighs the financial advantages, which, with clubs like the

Giants can amount to around $500

if

the money.
Players often tip batboys generously.
St. Louis' perenially-great Cardinals
the

team

finishes

in

always vote batboys a share of
Series

World

money.

Youths

in

their

early

teens

with

the urge to adopt baseball as a career
enhance their chances by joining clubs
as batboys

the trade.

and learning the

From batboy

tricks of

to the

/»«^, 1946
If a pitcher,

to

George,
today
first
a
stringer with the Chicago White
Sox, was batboy with the Little Rock
Travelers in 1930.

The late Lou Gehrig, idol of batboys of every club in the American
League, who played first base for
the Yanks, used to take Yankee batboys, with a serious interest in becoming players, aside and give them
advice on improving their game. After
hammering out a homerun, Lou often
ignored other outstretched hands to
let the Yankee batboy be the first
to offer him the traditional fivefingered congratulations.

A

lot

of

people

ask

batboys

if

have superstitions. No one
has a better opportunity to note the
lockers full of horseshoes, rabbits feet,
4-leaf clovers,

is

due

woman
is

would rather step off the side of a
mountain than walk on the chalked
foul line. Some pitchers won't shave
on the day they are to pitch; others
won't bathe on that day.

Ducky Wucky Medwick always
third base when he trots out

kicks

There is a player in
American Association, according

to the outfield.

the
to

the

batboys,

who

stoops to

the

dark age practice of tipping his hat
to the scoreboard when he moves to
his position in centerfield.

But batboys,

in all

leagues,

agree

that the most universal evidence of
superstition
practice

among

ballplayers,

is

of retaining the same

the
ball-

no matter how venerable or
worn, that they used in their high-

gloves,

playing

school

days.

Many

players

contend that were they to forsake
their old gloves for new ones they
would misjudge the first pop fly to
come their way.
If,

when you occupy

a seat in a

park this season, you note
player
approbatively
eyeing a
a
shapely red-headed woman in the
front row, remember his intentions
are honorable!
baseball

players

teeth.

cross-eyed

a

very likely to count the game lost
before he pitches it. When slugging
Hank Greenberg has a field day at
bat, he eats precisely the same food
the next day, believing that by doing
so he will have good luck again. Batboys say that almost any pitcher

leagues

Yankees.

on the day he

spots

on the way to the ballpark, he

major

reads the story of several
players. One player to reach the bigtime via the batboy route is George
"Skeets"
Dickey, brother of the
famous Bill Dickey, catcher for the

fling,

wishbones and sharks

Ballplayers say red-heads are goodluck charmers!

DUST BOWL
The

or

great question over the wheat belt of

Kansas,

"Will

Oklahoma and Nebraska

it still

THEfrom

B. J.

ROBINSON

cry for food
war-devastated countries
all over the globe has refocused im'
portant new emphasis on the nation's
bread basket. This is the wheat belt
which extends through Kansas, Oklahoma and Nebraska and which funnels most of its essential, nourishing
goodness to the wide world through
the trade channels of Kansas City.
The question posed by the requests
of President Truman, Herbert Hoover
and Herbert Lehman, to eat less and
share more food is: "Will this region,
already cultivated to the hilt, come
through as the food bowl over which
the hungry nations hopefully drool?"
Once termed in disgrace as the dust
bowl, bounteous war'
international

production

earned for the wheat
belt the right to
change its name to
food bowl, but already
the

traditional

anxi-

is,

the international cry for food:

by

time

Jood BOWL?

prolonged dryness of the 194 5 '46 winter season again has raised the fear-

some question, "Will the dust bowl
return?"

Some

observers

winter's dryness
in ten years.

is

Some

state

this

the worst drought
said too much land

was farmed too hard during the war,
that with a little more drought and a
couple of high winds the topsoil will
dry up and blow away.
The wet period during the war, like
the dry period preceding, was unusually long. If nature is to stay on its
is it time for a
change to dry weather? The farmers

schedule of cycles,

know

that

nature

knows no exact

timetable and that anything can happen in the realm of the earth and the
elements.

Viewing nature's
unpredictabihty, agriculture officials are
turning prime atten'
tion to the dust
possibilities.

bowl

If it is

ety of the wheat belt

hkely to return, could

farmer

it

raised

Is it possible

has been
a few keys by"-

forebodings
weather.

While

of

dry

rain, or lack

of it, continually
changes the outlook,

do so in one season?
that this

removed
from former devastaarea, so far

tion,

tually

could again acdegenerate to

scant production?
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How

can dust bowls be prevented?
come through with
its share of world food needs?
The United States Geological Survey has jumped into the fray to say
that the dust bowl will not return, at
least not soon. Surveys show the sub'
soil water level of the former dust
bowl to be far above that of the

Will

1946

Sivin^
this vital area

Recent rains have
strengthened this reservoir, and except
for surface moisture, there is little
cause for alarm.
Surface moisture is probably the
drought period.

greatest single

factor

in

telling

this

whether famine is
beaten back or not. But on the question of a ravaged dust bowl such as
that of ten years back the Department's answer is probably as good a
year's

story

of

short-term reply as can be given.
The plain answer to the plain question, however, is that no one can say
definitely whether the dust bowl will
return. Man would like to think he
knows all the answers to nature's mysteries,

efforts

but,
little

clever as he

Broke the Plains," presumed a pictorial answer of how it all happened.

Some

said there

some

busting;

was too much

sod-

much

un-

said

checked erosion.
Whatever they

much

dust,

and

all

too

said,

knew

it

was too

that the corn-

was in the hands of nature,
While there was an element

plete cure
herself.

of truth in all answers, no one provided the complete, definite solution.
Wet and dry spells have alternated
for centuries. Bible lore tells the story
of Joseph in Egypt, or that of Noah
and the flood, for examples. There

were

cycles,

and there are

likely to be

more.

The wheat

belt has a

historically

Coronado, exploring
what he hoped was Quivira over 400
dry

heritage.

years ago, labelled the region "desert"
his maps, and the label stuck until

on

less

than a century ago.

Even

best

later explorers, such as Zebulon Pike, were doubtful whether it

the

was worthwhile for the young United

offered as

region, according to C. C. Isely writ-

is,

his

more than scratch

States to spill over into such a dry

surface of the elements.

Numerous answers were

what brought the dust bowl. The
new'deal movie, "The Plough That
to

DUST BOWL OR FOOD BOWL?
ing

recently

in

The l^orthwestern

mechanization

machinery

farm

of

more and more

Miller.

which

That the region has been brought
a long way from this habitual dryness
is due to the perseverance, boundless
energy, foresight and thrift of the
American pioneer and his farming descendants, Mr. Isely points out.
While the hardy American strain
has wrought great changes in the dust
bowl, the day is not yet here when

problems of bounteous production.
Today's market prices are an equally

nature has settled down to a rut of
bounty. Nature is never through with
extremes.

What

of the effect of extremes

on

the dust bowl? What of severe winters, or roasting summers? What of
freezes?

late

What

of

such

little

understood phenomena as sun spots?

Where do

grasshoppers, locusts and

millions of other insects

fit

in?

Are

dust bowls caused by any one factor?
Or by a combination of the elements?
is to say exactly?
As yet, no
one has the key to the situation.
No one can logically conclude that
the dust bowl will not recur. Or that
it will recur.
That it will recur this
season is obviously unlikely.
Today's farmers have many advantages over their predecessors. They

Who

have

the

greatest

advantage

in

licking

is

the

great incentive.

There are
Knowledge of
tion,

newer,

other,
soils,

aids.

fertilizers, nutri-

conservation; practices such as

contour

burning,

stubble

weed

plowing,

and
There is continual help from
the Department of Agriculture, the
ag schools, county agents, 4-H Clubs,
and other agencies. All in all the
battle is joined and progress is being
basin

lifting,

control

others.

registered.
If

nature runs true to her erratic

form the dust bowl will be back. The
hope of food producers is that when
the drought does arrive it will find
up against better man-made

Itself

counter-measures. It will be a fight,
it will be a better fight.
Wet or
dry, whichever the season, that hardy
American strain will be in there

but

pitching.

Man's

lessen

efforts

the

extremes

more and more. Therein,
and on the wheat belt farmer, lies the
hope and reassurance for the wheat

of nature

belt

to continue

You can

bet on

as

the

food bowl.

it.

There was the Boston clergyman who returned a purse to a woman who
her seat. He warned her of her carelessness with this classic:
"You must remember that there are some in the congregation so simple that they
might consider finding your purse an answer to a prayer."

had

left it in

:

(}e6t

A MINUTE

(With

A

village

only engine

fire

chief,

busy with

Tom

factory, was called to the telephone to
hear of a distressing coincidental con-

flagration two miles across the country.
His instant response:
"You'll just have to keep your fire
going until we get finished over here."
« »

Hay,

the

famous

American

diplomat and statesman, before being
admitted to the Illinois bar, was called
before a committee of prominent lawyers fer examination. A member of the
group in an attempt to confuse the
young lawyer, cited a very difficult and
involved case in great detail and turning a forbidding eye upon the fledgling,
said

not the number of hours that a
man puts in, but what the man puts in
the hours that counts.
It

John

his

at a big blaze in the local

Collins)

"And now, Mr. Hay.

is

« >

Two workmen

were cleaning the
paint off the top of a high building with
the aid of a blow torch.
The foreman, from the ground, called
out to one of the men, who turned to
hear what was being said, at the same
time accidentally directing the flame of
the torch directly on to the ear of his
mate.

The mate said nothing for a minute
or two. Then he remarked casually:
"Blimey, Bill! Someone is talkin' abart

let

us suppose

came to you with such a
case. What would you tell him?"
Young Hay had become lost in a
maze of data and was thoroughly bethat a client

wildered.

Inwardly he swore that he

would kill the
him with such

first

man who came

to

problem. But after a
moment of nervous reflection, he looked
up and said: "I would ask him for $?0
and tell him to call again in the morna

ing."

The committee murmured

its

appro-

val.

"Mr. Hay," said his questioner with
a twinkle in his eye, "you are admitted."

me!"

«»

< »

Two Arkansas farmers had been
feuding for more than 20 years. One
morning one of them hitched up his
mule and drove to the property fence.
Pretty soon the other one came along
in his buckboard.

Bill O'Dwycr was running for
Attorney he generally appeared
on the platform with a piece of paper

"Mawnin",

Jeff,"

said

the

first

farmer.

"What in tarnation you speakin' to
me for after 20 years?" asked the second one

suspiciously.

"I'm just here to tell you that I'm
aimin' to run for Congress and I don't
want you nor none of yours a votin' for
me."
"Now looky here," said Jeff, "me and
my kin's been a votin' the straight
Democratic ticket since
granpappy

came to these hills, and if you don't
want us a votin' for you, you can get off
the ticket."

When

District

his hand ostensibly covered with
notes of the address he was about to
in

make.

He'd look around the audience, say
"Hello, Joe," to one listener. "Howya,
Harry" to another. Then he'd smile
and tell the audience: "I didn't know I
would have so many friends here tonight. I don't need notes to talk to you
people," and he'd throw away the paper
in his hand. "To you, I can speak from
here," he'd add, indicating his heart.
reporter, curious because he had
seen O'Dwyer do this in every Brooklyn

A

neighborhood

from

Red

Hook

to

Brownsville, one night mounted the
platform and picked up the discarded
paper. It was an old laundry bill.

OKAY THEN, ^/oMAiX/a famine does come, you can
blame it on a gibbous moon the
saw the other night!
//

American Museum of Natural History Gudgers,

silly!)

Doc Gudger made

his

report to

Science magazine. It was relayed on
to me by the science and filler editor
of the local newspaper. So here I sit,

by CHARLES

a Left-eyed

going noisily mad (I could go quietly
but I've done that before officer)
and worrying over this appalling
situation in the winter flounder field.
It's not enough to have too many

took a hasty
the other night

atom bombs and soviet menaces and
according to
stuff to worry about
Doctor Gudger we've got too few

HOGAN

GODS! We Face
YEFlounder
Famine.
Yuck

that

I

am,

gander at the moon

—

I

was gibbous! There was more
floating around up there
than I've seen in many a moon.
"Aw, aw, Hogan, grab your rabbit's foot and head for the tall timit

gibbosity

ber!"

I

gasped.

"There's

ba-a-a-a-d

news tonight!"
Well, the shattering blow has arjust as prompt and horrifying as a witch on a broom!
It
seems there are only three
rived

—

authentically

known

cases

eyed winter flounders in

all

of

left-

the lakes,

and the seven seas!
This just goes to show what can
happen when you go maundering
around looking at gibbous moons.
rivers

The

devastating shortage of lefteyed winter flounders, in a world
that certainly could do with a darned
sight more of them, was reported to
me by Dr. E. W. Gudger (of the

—

left-eyed

flounders!

Frankly,

I'm

aghast!

But I'm not surprised. In a sneaky

way

been keeping a close
flounder business ever
since I was a tot of 22. In my keen
young brain there lurked a suspicion
that there was something mighty
fishy about the whole flounder situation.
And as to left-eyed winter
flounders
well, really!
In his report to me (and of course
to Science and that filler guy on the
local journal) my darkest doubts have
been confirmed. You can't tell me
these mama flounders haven't been

sort of

eye

on

I've

this

—

ruthlessly killing

any left-eyed babies

turned up in their broods (or
whatever it is one calls a bunch of
infant flounders). Gudger remains
that

significantly
point.

silent

on

this

crucial

S.
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But the doctor gets almost gabby
on other aspects of the world flounder

crisis.

"Flounders and their ichthyological
relatives
leers.

are

odd

fish,"

the

"In early youth they

the bottom and

lie

report

settle

down on one

to

side

the rest of their lives except for
very brief spurts of swimming."
all

Odd, the man

Why,

says.

offhand,

I

can't imagine a

dreamier, more sensible, way to fritter away a life!
I
just wish I'd
thought of it, that's all! This fellow
Gudger is the one who's eccentric!
He thinks they ought to get jobs
and have income tax worries, I pre-

sume.
the flounders loll at their ease
the ooze, the report continues,

J.

Ent-

whistle excursion steamer.

come out like a man
but he hints that these
restless sleepers of the deep belong

Gudger

As
in

overboard from the Horace

and say

doesn't

so,

SUMMER FLOUNDER

their
"underneath
eyes
migrate
around" so that both right and left
eyes come to be on the same side

to

of the head.

WINTER FLOUNDER

But, it seems that Doctor Gudger,
by snooping around amongst this in-

darned much
around, grabbing all the covers, and
stewing over who's going to have to
get up in the cold and find those

credibly intelligent breed of fish, has

discovered

that

and flounders.

know how

to

there

are

flounders

one would like
Gudger ever developed
(I for

technique for flounder-sleeping'
habit-peering in the first place. You
can't get a job like that at the United
States
Employment Service, you
his

know!)

Some brands

of flounders, for in-

stance, roll over every 50 years or so

clock on the
calendar. Thus, in those species there
are about an equal number of right-

to turn off the alarm

eyed

and left-eyed flounders,

fully snoring
all

that junk

away down

there

bliss-

among

which has been tossed

the

school of inertia.

For

he

bluntly that the
has got too
sense to go flopping

states

bathing suits for that "brief spurt
of swimming." To hell with it, says
the winter flounder.

The

sensible

little

critter

merely

yawns
damp, dismal world and remarks:
"Ho, hum! Guess I might as well
turn in. Got a hard life ahead of
me!"
Then he flops down on his left
side. There he spends his lifetime, as
serene and unperturbed as a drunk

bids the stork a fond farewell,
at a

His eyes, of course, start
all over our prone pal.
doesn't even faze him. As

in a gutter.

"migrating"

But

it

—
OKAY THEN, FLOUNDER
far as the winter flounder is concerned, he's got a damn good thing in
this snoozing business. If his eyes

want

to

go gaUivanting

half acre,

over hells

'em!

let

Anyhow,

all

Gudger

reports,

both

up on the right
side of our friend and pal, the winter
flounder. Having satisfied their abeyes eventually meet

surd wanderlust they settle down in
some light housekeeping rooms. Hence
the rarity of left-eyed winter floun-

Gudger comments.

ders,

But

and worthless as they
winter flounders seem to
have found time from their comas
to develop some fiendish traits. According to the doctor they have a
maniacal hatred for proofreaders.
Somewhere in their boondoggling
history,
they flopped up enough
are,

shiftless

the

Did

you

hear

about

driving across the
the distance they

the
couple
desert? In
a tiny black

"How

man
far

is

at

the

the
waste,

said

sandy

We

flounder friends, of course,
such as Dr. Gudger and me, refer to
the

little

critters

and

said,

star-

"What

a

simply, "floun-

But with all the venom of their
malignant, sleepy souls the left-eyed
call
themselves
winter
flounders
"Pseudopleuronectes Americanus."

And

a

if

name Hke

that doesn't

proofreader floundering
around to the nearest lost weekend.
I'm a Pseudopleuronectes Americanus
myself with roving southpaw eyes,
even!
the

start

—

"Have you been

to any other doctor
you came to me?" asked the

"No
"I

replied the meek patient.
to a druggist."
went to a druggist!" ex-

sir,"

went

"You

claimed the doctor. "That shows
much sense some people have!

went to

man.

as,

ders."

grouchy physician.

surprised, the couple explained that the ocean was a few
hundred miles away, on the other side
of California.

ing

flounders.

saw

Somewhat

beach!"

Did they choose Jones, or Smith,
or even the Jukes family? Huh! If
you think so, you don't know your

before

hailed them
the ocean?"

"Good Lord,"

energy to pick out a name for themselves.

Mojave

speck which, when they approached
it
turned out to be a man wearing
only his swimming trunks.

The
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a

druggsit.

And what

how
You

idiotic

advice did the druggist give you?"

"He

told

me

come and

to

see you."

« »

A

sign

on

the

front

gate

of

house in Edinburgh, Scotland, reads:
Salesmen and canvassers barred
except those with free samples,"

a

STATE

UfJiVetSITY
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Need

Advertising Critics

to

"Grow

Up''

Prize winning reply to John Broberg's
on radio advertisers.

article

comedy shows
by EUGENE

GRAMM

to

contaminate the

place of dramatics."

mit

me

is,

without

a

doubt, the most highly criticized
form of human endeavor in modern
civilization. Everyone outside the immediate field of advertising has some-

venomous to say
about it, in varying degrees of eloquence. Why? I dunno. Maybe it's a
hold-over from the old days of itinerant salesmen with magic cure-all
thing carping and

Maybe

it's

because many

people are inclined to think of any
form of it as an unpleasant "trick"
an effort to "put something over" on
them. Maybe it's just that the function of advertising has never been
articulately

explained.

As

I

say,

I

dunno.
Lately, the scope of this critical
carping has widened.
Advertisers
have now become, among other things,
villains,

political

dictating

editorial

the most powerful

pubAmerica. And to top it all
off, along comes Mr. John Broberg, a
network news editor, to tell us that adpolicies

to

lishers in

vertising

is

responsible

for

— guess

what? For the low cultural level of
our masses. "It is the advertising
agencies," says Mr. Broberg solemnly,

"who are dictating the policy of radio
entertainment." He avers that it is the
advertising agencies who cause the
soap operas, mystery thrillers, and

To

which, per-

Mr. Broberg,
static, and you

to say: Phooey,

that's a lot of editorial

ADVERTISING

elixirs.

air-

waves with the "obvious and common-

know it! It is the masses themselves
who determine what sort of radio entertainment they shall have, and they
do it through letters to the networks,
through support (or lack of support)
to a given sponsored item, through
reputable polls of opinion, and
through the amazingly simple expedient of turning the radio dial when
they get fed up. Mr. Broberg himself
is ready to admit, for example, that
the "advance guard" in radio is "a
pitifully small

one" and that

exists

it

only on a sustaining basis.
And
that the audience of the experimenters
in "better" kinds of programs, however fervent it might be, is "a small
one." If Mr. Broberg needs further
proof to supplement his own contradictions, let him look to the cinema.
There, without the sinister hand of
advertising to intervene, the mass still
prefers its own crude melodramatic
choice to the refinements of the avant
.

.

.

garde.

"No agency would dare have the
unmitigated effrontery to tell a sponsor that it (an experimental type of
program) was a good thing for him."
So says Mr. Broberg. Does Mr. Broberg have the slightest notion as to the
function of an advertising agency? I
think not. Allow me to enlighten him.
The principal role of an advertising

S.
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agency
ice

is

to

a

to sell a given article or

great

serv

number of people

through a medium that reaches a great
Advertising a
of people.
breakfast cereal or a cake of soap on
a program devoted to the Greek drama
might prove very gratifying to devotees of Euripedes, but I question
the effectiveness of such a program as
far as selling soap and breakfast cereal
is concerned.
You know, enormous
sums of money are paid for very small

number

allotments of radio time.

I

wonder

if

Mr. Broberg would be so altruistic
about the whole thing if it was his

money

getting spent.

Certainly radio can "grow up" a
bit.
I agree on that score.
(So can a
lot of things. It's still comics and crossword puzzles that sell the newspapers
with the largest circulations, if Mr.

Broberg gets the analogy)

.

But

this is

the business of the radio executives,
not the advertising executives. Fur'

thermore, the former seem to be doing

]une, 1946
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very nicely, with quite a few experimental dramas and fine symphonic
programs, so I really can't see what all
the squawking

As

is

about.

for the soap operas, mysteries,

and gag-shows that so

irritate the deli-

cate sensibilities of a

few

snobs,

I

refer

remark by the

them

intellectual

to that immortal

Will Rogers on his
some people who
were too lazy to get up and change the
station. Those soap operas and mysteries, corny as they may seem to Mr.
Broberg, give a lot of pleasure and relate

lack of respect for

laxation to a lot of ordinary folk, in a

world

filled with a lot of extraordinary
misery, avarice, and hopelessness.
I have saved for last my comments
on Mr. Broberg's scorn for radio com-

mercials, because

anced

it

betrays so unbal-

a set of values, as to deserve the

coup de gras. Those commercials
which so anguish Mr. Broberg and a
few others of his ilk here and there,
are merely what make the fabulously
expensive phenomenon of radio possible.
Without them, Mr. Broberg's
radio would emanate a long sustained
silence through most of the day (as
they do in many foreign countries).
Without them thousand of blind
people, cripples, shut-ins

.

.

.

and

or-

dinary housewives, trapped indoors by
the drudge of daily chores, would be

robbed of that magic

little

box which

provides them all day long, almost free
of charge, with music, laughter, information, and a touch of that makebelieve they need so badly to make the
stubborn clock-hands move in the long

And

without them, net-

editors like

John Broberg would

afternoons.

work

have no

job.

KID STUFF'
Why

so

so little

50

A

year

much from radio and
from the flickers?

by WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

ONE

of these days I'd like to see

a miracle happen in the motion
picture industry. It's simply this:

Hollywood
together and among them agree

That
get

all

make

the producers in

year
with at least one child playing an
important role in each picture.

to

at

least

fifty

films

a

Selfishly, I suppose, I'd like to see

my

youngest daughter, age nine, go
movie theatre once a week and
witness a picture she can enjoy. Have
in the picture at least one performer,
under ten, and I know she'd be
thrilled until she reaches her teens.
Notice, if you please, that I'm allowing for two weeks vacation; but
if the general principle were followed
it would do
a lot of good for the
to a

industry and create any amount of
goodwill for the children and parents
concerned.
I have another daughter,
fifteen,
and between the two they presently
find a series of radio programs such
as "Junior Miss," "A Date With
Judy," "The Great Gildersleeve,"
and others much to their liking. And
with a few other programs my chil'

dren are getting something in the way
of entertainment practically every

But why so much from radio
and so little from the flickers?
day.

Now

I'm not asking for 365 picdesigned for the children's
palates every year. All I'm asking is
one a week with two weeks not to
be discounted for vacation stuff.
tures

Only the other day I took my
youngest daughter to see "Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes." It was the
first time she'd been to a movie since

"Meet

Me

in St. Louis."

Both pictures starred the magnetic
Margaret O'Brien, who gets cuter
with each and every film. In "Our
Vines Have Tender Grapes," she had
precocious, freckle-faced and everdarling Jackie "Butch" Jenkins as
cohort in mischief. On the whole, the
picture was a double treat for my
nine-year old offspring. In "Meet Me
In St. Louis" moppet Margaret was
unbeatable in that Halloween sequence. Aided and abetted by Judy
Garland, mite O'Brien was a delight
to see.

Then

later,

to see "Junior

a

took both daughters
Miss" and it, too, was
I

grand picture for their

set.

My

Su
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daughter saw Peggy Ann
Garner doing some of the things
which we did not approve in Joan,
and Joan took the hint after she
saw how bad her faults were painted
on the screen. And it was also a
oldest

lesson to Francine,

Child

stars,

my

as

it,

run

in

motion picture business.
I remember the Lee
Twins, Jane and Katherine, for in
their heyday I would never miss one
of their didoes on the screen. And
very well do I recall the day they
cycles in the

Very

well do

made

a

on

Saturday and

a

personal appearance. It
I

made

sure

was

Td

among

the first in line to buy a
ticket and sit up front in the theatre
for a close-up of my favorites

be

.

Then

was freckled Wesley
Barry who had the field to himself
for

there

many

"Rebecca

years with such pictures as
of
Sunnybrook Farm,"

"Daddy Long

tures,

Legs," Rags to Riches,"

Days," and "In Old Kenout of piclike so many of our favorites

"School
tucky."

He grew up and

who

reach the "awkward" age. The
time I saw him in Akron, O.,
he was leading a band of his own on
the stage of Lowe's Theatre.
And then there was darling Madge
Evans. She could make me borrow
or do some extra chore for ten cents
so I could see her latest picture. She's
married now to a famous playwright.
As in the case of Wesley Barry, she,
last

too,

had to bow to "awkward"

screen.

I'd

age.

Lee Cobb, the fat boy, and Farina,
the Negro girl, always gave me an
extra quota of laughs in Our Gang
comedies. I tried never to miss any
of these comedies, which for the past

few years have been missing from the

like

to see these subjects

own again and it
not be long now. From informed
sources I've learned that Hal Roach,
the producer of these shorts, is working on an idea to make a new series.
come

into

their

may

However,

youngest.

see

I
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I'd

like to see a

new

tag

used because the word "gang" now
has an ominous tinge to it. Something
with Kid or Junior in it, I would
imagine, would meet with general
approbation.

Mickey Rooney
child stars

who

is

one of the few

slipped through that

"awkward" age without

serious mis-

may well
be remembered as Mickey McGuire,
the tough kid whose derby was
synonymous
with
mischief-maker
roles. His appearance in the Andy
Hardy series carried him through the
so-called dangerous years and his perhap. In his earlier days he

formances in "The Human Comedy"
"National Velvet" proved he
could be as touching a dramatic

and

—
KID STUFF
actor as he

derby days.

was trouble maker

Now

that he

is

in his

out of

the Army, his first picture will be
based on the old reliable series under
the title of "Uncle Andy Hardy."

Another great child actor in his
day was Jackie Coogan, who flashed
to overnight stardom following his
appearance with Charlie Chaplin in

"The Kid." The

last

after his discharge

was

heard from him,

from

Army

serv-

appearance as night club
and vaudeville entertainer on the west
and east coasts. Performances of his
which can never die in my mind
were in such bellringers as "Peck's
Bad Boy," "Oliver Twist," "Long
Live the King," "A Boy of Flanders,"
"Tom Sawyer," and "Huckleberry
Finn." How can one ever forget such
outstanding
characterizations
once
youVe seen them!"
ice,

his

30 A YEAR

her. He cast her in roles definitely
hand-tailored to her talents, such as

"Since You Went Away" and
Be Seeing You." And making
sure Miss Temple's boxoffice potentialities would not be injured when
he "farmed" her out, Selznick himself put his okay on the script of
"Kiss and Tell" before she appeared
for work at another studio.
Deanna Durbin is another star I'd
in

"I'll

"Three Smart Girls,"
and a Girl," "Mad About
Music," and "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up" than in any of her recent
films. Not only do I feel this way,
but I've taken my children to see one
of her "grown-up" parts and they
are in full agreement with me.
rather see in

"100

Men

Freddie Bartholomew's appearance
"David Copperfield," "Little Lord
Fauntleroy,"
"Kidnapped,"
"Lord
Jeff," and "Captains Courageous"
were pictures no child should have
missed. He has made some films of
minor
importance
while
passing
through the "awkward" stage and to
my way of thinking they have not

added much to
tinues

to

make

his

a

credit.

picture

He connow and

then.

A

little
different twist fits in
neatly with Shirley Temple. Since she
swept into the limelight with "Little

Marker," little Miss Temple
made any number of pictures which
were "musts" on my movie schedule.
She was idle only a comparatively
Miss

short

age

time

during

when David O.

the

"awkward"

Selznick signed

after her work
Dover" and "Nafast winning public
for
Peggy Ann

Elizabeth Taylor,
in

"White

Cliffs of

tional Velvet,"
plaudits.

in
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is

Ditto

Garner in "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" and "Junior Miss." Miss Garner,
as you well know, garnered an Oscar
from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for her unusual work in "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," the only juvenile to be so
honored. Jean Porter has outgrown
her child parts and is now in the
Junior Miss class, but even at that
it has been difficult to find enough
parts to keep her busy every week
in the year.

The same

ginia Weidler.

goes for Vir-

Skippy Homeier, who

heavily in "Tomorrow the
World" on stage and screen, is seen
in "Boys' Ranch" and other celluloid

scored

doings.

But the

call

for his services

are not too frequent, either.
If

only the producers could believe

what they preach; that the youngsters

S.
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today are the potential adult patronage of tomorrow. Then give more
consideration to plotting an even
flow of films designed especially for
children!

Yesteryear the cycle was the Lee
Twins, Jackie Coogan, Wesley Barry,
Shirley Temple, Madge Evans and

TAPING
record shows
THE
pened —
the Portsmouth
this

at

Prison, maintained as a
now the Portsmouth,
is
shire Naval Base.

really

of

was

the

hap-

Naval
part of what

New Hamp-

hall.

One

carried

a

circular object about the size
of a saucer, and a piece of chalk. The
other bore a common clip-board, holdfamiliar,

blank

paper.
manner, a sentry
Impressed
at the door allowed them to leave with
little
more than a passing scrutiny.
sheets
by their

several

ing

of

in plain view of the guard,
Still
they headed for a telephone pole
about twenty feet from the entrance.

chalk mark at the base of
As one prisoner held an
end at the mark, the other strolled
away, unrolling a ribbon of shining
First,

a

the

pole.

steel

measuring tape.

"Sixty

formance
.

.

.

check." The per"Sixty feet
At each stop, the prisoner

feet

was

check."

.

.

.

repeated.

it's

Margaret

O'Brien,
"Butch" Jenkins,
Jackie
Elizabeth Taylor, Peggy Ann Garner,

and a handful of
what and who?

Tomorrow,

others.

hope the new cycle will be
and entertaining tomor-

Let's

pleasant

as

row

as

it is

today.

WALK

with the clip-board made a few notes.
They did it again. "Sixty feet
check." And, again, a dozen and more
.

.

.

times.

A

a bright

dining

Mickey Rooney. Today

A

sunny morning some
five years ago when two trusty prisoners arose from the table, and stepped
door
confidently toward the front
It

/««^, 1946

gate
.

.

.

dreamy sentry at the front prison
saw them coming. "Sixty feet
check."

The

front

check."

gate. "Sixty feet
another notation.

Still

"Sixty
the gate.

feet

"Sixty

feet

.

.

.

.

.

.

Outside

check."

.

.

.

check."

Going

farther away. "Sixty feet
check."
Finally, the two measured their ca.'^u.il
way to a buliding three hundred yards
from the sentry tower. Then, like a
flash, they ducked around the corner.
.

It

was

a

good

trick,

.

.

alright

—and

almost succeeded! It was two days
before enraged Marines rounded up
the ingenious pair.
The escapees never did get outside
the main Naval Base gates. They had
it

remained hidden in one of the huge
submarine
construction
buildings,
where they were finally spotted, cornered, and recaptured without a strugg'e!

—Dal Wyant.

QentLman
Henry

C.

ON STATE

STREET

Lytton has survived

four wars, five panics, the
Chicago fire, and looks ahead!

by

NORTON HUGHES JONATHAN

A

approximately one o'clock on a

afternoon,
Mr. Henry Charles Lytton, ninetynine years and nine months old, jaunt'
ily entered the corridor outside the
offices of the Chicago store bearing his
recent bright

spring

name. Mr. Lytton was on his way to
an afternoon of work, stopping along
the way to talk to younger associates
and turn out the lights in offices
empty during the lunch hour. Executives who had left desk lamps burning could count on hearing from him

things. However, his are the
memories of a man who still lives in
the present— still is incredibly active
in the business he began in 1887. The
yesterdays were all right, he feels, but
the tomorrows look even better.

many

He

the end of the hall, Henry Lytton
called in his secretary and asked for

belongs to the group of pioneer
merchants who in the years of
expansion following the Civil War
changed Chicago's State Street from
a dirt road to one of the world's foremost shopping centers. One of the
fourteen ifounders, he is the last alive.
Marshall Field, Potter Palmer, Levi
Leiter and all the others are gone. The
huge stores they created are run by
other men, but at the northeast corner

the sales figures of the day before and

of State

later.

Once

at his desk in the big office at

went to work with a concentration
which a century of living hasn't
dimmed. The man who has survived
four wars, five financial panics, and
the Chicago fire is still on the job, looking forward to his 100th birthday on

prairie

and Jackson, The Hub, Henry
C. Lytton and Company is still headed
by a patriarch who looks like a man of
eighty, talks like a man of sixty, and
dresses like a man of forty.

He

scans the daily sales figures with

happy concentration of an accountant hot on the trail of a fugitive

July 13 th.

the

Today, seated erectly at a big desk
eighteen stories above the great shopping district he helped found sixty
years ago, Henry Lytton remembers

dollar.

This

business grossed
million

dollars

work day

is

retail

merchandising

more than nineteen
in

1945.

When

his

over, Lytton departs for

a
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the elevators

and

his waiting car

with

the spirit of a commuter on his way
to a big evening at home.
His day begins at eight-thirty, with
breakfast at nine o'clock. He reads the
papers in bed, but doesn't care much
for sleep. "It wastes too much time
when you get to be my age," he says.
all

"And

besides," he adds confidentially,

"I've been having the darndest dreams
lately."

After an early lunch he dresses himand starts for the Lytton building.

self
If

there were a

prize

for the best

man

over seventy, Henry Lytton would undoubtedly be the winner.
His attire is impeccable. Sartorially
magnificent in a gray suit, compledressed

mented by matching spats, a maroon
and white tie, crisp handkerchief
folded in his breast pocket, and with
a freshly perfect flower in his button-

hole as he looks like a boulevardier
has emerged from retirement to

who

show

He

the boys a thing or two.
dislikes

bad days because they

keep him away from the office. He
likes walking through his store and
overseeing its advertising. He is certain that progressive advertising is one
of the main reasons for his success.
"Advertising is to selling," he said in
1900, "what steam is to an engine."
He claims he has lived a long time
because of moderation. He stopped

smoking a quarter of a century ago,
and gave up drinking at the age of 79.

He

likes to eat practically

everything

and says that the books he reads are
"the damnedest trash you ever heard
of."

He

likes big occasions, like the an-

—

nual State Street Seniors banquet
gathering of the deans of the city's
great stores. He's bald and hard of
hearing, but speaks fluently and precisely in a strong voice. There is none
of the tremor of age in that voice. At
most public occasions he can be

counted upon to

recite the

numerous

verses of Kipling's "If" with the en-

thusiasm of a high school graduate delivering the prise-winning senior oration.

These are the surface things
the
qualities which indicate the
man's great zest for living. There are
.

.

.

human

other qualities, too, deeply rooted in
Henry Lytton's character. Qualities

which brought him back from retirement at the age of eighty-seven to
guide his store through the depression
Qualities which began to take
form when James Polk was in the
White House
when Robert E. Lee
was a colonel and the war against
Mexico was only two months old. A
century ago, this nation was only a
little more than half as old as Henry
Lytton is now.
years.

.

.

.

GENTLEMAN ON STATE STREET
Before the Civil War was two years
he was busy at his first job, which,
incidentally, paid him the magnificent
sum of fifty cents a week. Too young
to enlist himself, he had to be content

old,

with marching down Broadway, try
ing to keep in step with the departing
troops, proudly carrying his brother's
gun.

The New York
had

he

knew

as a

boy

a population of less than a million

ber
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much about

the Swedish Nightin-

gale herself, but the ballyhoo methods
Barnum used to tell the city about her

made

profound impression. Years
business lagged, he began
using circus'like promotion and adver'
tising methods. And what worked for
later,

a

when

Barnum

also

worked

for Lytton.

Lytton went to work in New York
as an office boy. Later, in 1865, he
got a better job in St. Louis. There he
sold boots to soldiers returning

war and watched
wagons trundle West.
the

the

from

covered

The

levees

along the river front were crowded
with steamers the air acrid with pine
smoke from towering funnels. Young
Lytton met the trains, the boats and

—

He sold so many boots
that he decided to go into business on
his own and chose the little town of
the caravans.

Michigan, for the venture.
In Ionia, and later on in Grand
Rapids, Indianapolis and Chicago, he
Ionia,

There were farms along the
East River that dated back to the time
of George Washington and the Dutch
settlers. To the South, Battery Park
occupied the tip of Manhattan Island.
The six young Lyttons, shepherded
there by an Irish nurse, could look out
over the several yards of water sep'
arating Manhattan from the circular
outline of Castle Garden.
Castle Garden is one of Lytton's
most vivid early memories. He recalls
it was there that Jenny Lind made one
of her first American appearances
under the management of P. T. Barnum. Henry was too young to remempeople.

remembered the Barnum idea of dramatically calling attention to what he
was selhng. He decorated every barn
available with huge signs painted in
fire-truck red. He mounted a crate in
front of his shop and literally began
throwing away merchandise into an
astonished crowd.

Lytton staged the
store

window

first

wedding

in Indianapolis

in a

when he

took over a retail business there. In
addition to being a pioneer in outdoor
advertising and in store promotion, he
was among the first users of full page
newspaper space. His ads were larger,
blacker, more attention - compelling
than any others. Long-established merchants thought him crazy. The public
flocked to his stores.

In 1887,

Henry Lytton founded

his

Su
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first Chicago store, calling it "The
Hub." He had only $12,000 in capital,
but he spent more than a third of it

for advertising before the

cus-

first

tomer appeared. He began his campaign with a quarter-page proclamation more than a month before the

}^ne, 1946

minutes

my

had

coat

collar

split,

was a limp rag, my
and my shirt was

ruined.

"But

it was a wonderful stunt," he
"Thousands of people came to
watch. They had to call out extra

smiles.

police to clear State Street."

opening.

That was just an eye-catcher. Other
ads appeared on an almost daily sched-

The

ule until the opening date.
its

curiosity aroused,

on State

mobbed

public,

his store

Street.

"I kept people interested with pub-

stunts," the century-old merchant prince recalls. "I knew that
coupled with plenty of
publicity,
honest advertising, paid. I sent up
balloons with tickets attached entitling the finder to from one dollar to ten
licity

I threw overcoats
in trade.
from our store roof down into State

dollars
Street.

posted the

I

on the

city

street

name of our
signs.

I

store

wanted

people to say, 'This fellow Lytton
must be either crazy or run a wonder"
ful store. Let's go and see.'

He remembers

that one of his

most

successful stunts involved paying

oS

an election bet in a show window.
"That was the year Cleveland was
running against Harrison for the
presidency, and I had a bet with a
newspaperman named Keefe that if
Cleveland lost I was to put on my
dress suit
boiled shirt, white tie, and
and saw half a cord of wood in
tails

—

—

the front

show window

of

The Hub.

Well, my man lost, so I paid off the
even though they almost had to
bet

—

me

out of the window, and I
had to buy a new dress suit. In twenty
carry

His ideas on advertising remain
youthful. "Early methods were so conserative that something drastic had to
be done about them," Lytton recalls.
"Only during the last few decades has
advertising taken great strides forward. Modern advertising, both press
and radio, is just good salesmanship in
print." He is proud that his stores
were among the first to buy radio time
on Chicago stations. Radio, he feels, is
a medium too many retail stores have
neglected too long.

The Lytton

When

ing.

stores are

expand-

still

materials can be obtained,

cago's South Side.

opened on ChiOther plans for

expanding

are

a branch store will be

further
formative stage.

On

felt like

little.

the

in

the day he signed the lease for

the South Side property,

ton

still

As

Henry

Lyt-

celebrating by singing a

his secretary helped

him

into

he recalled the words to a
song he had liked sixty-five years ago
in Grand Rapids: "Wake, lady, wake!
The hour of love draws near
Wake, lady, wake. ..."
his coat,

.

.

.

The last of the State Street merchant princes, who once appeared in a
benefit concert with the great Lilli
Lehmann, sang the words again as he
started

for

the

elevators,

swinging a walking

them on key.

stick.

jauntily

He

sang

HORROR
THE

IN

QatierU

"Masters of Decay," fake prize
after prize in national shows.

ANYTHING
world of

can happen in the
and usually does

art,

of

interpretations
as

any

old

inveterate

academies

of

schools.

observer

palette

can

of

tell

And
the
you,

strange ideas get by as artistic, cultural developments. What will be
lasting in values and acceptance is

anybody's guess.
Gallery- goers

this

season

Middle-West are getting

in

the

of
pre-meditated horror, a viscious attack
of the senses that to all indications
will probably continue for some time
to come.
a taste

ANN SEDGWICK

by

year after year. Abuse of color, form
and expression has long been a camouflage, however, for new trends or

showings.

Until

now

they have

re-

world
see in one performance paintings and
water colors created by them from
1924 to 1945.
Symbolic portrayal of death is
Ivan's $125,000 canvas of the funeral
wreath on the door, a painting called
"That Which I Should Have Done,
I
Did Not Do," for which he resisted all offers to let the art

Medal at the Metropoliof Art for "one of the
most unusual and distinguished paint-

ceived First

tan

Museum

ings

ever

produced

in

United

the

Credit for this mode macabre goes
to the twin Albright brothers, Ivan
LeLorraine and Malvin Marr (better
known by the adopted painting name
of "Zsissly"). It was Ivan who gave
impetus to the trend with his paint-

States." This took ten years to paint

"Dorian Gray" for the movie of
the same name and later on exhibition. For the first time, at the age
of forty-nine, the brothers have been

The one human hand which appears

ing,

jointly

exhibiting their

show.

The

retrospective

have variously
called them the "masters of decay,"
"gremlins" and "old masters," as
they took prize after prize in national
critics

and

is

so large that Ivan

was forced

cut a hole in the ceiling of his
studio and raise the canvas on pulleys
to save himself from lying on the

to

floor

to

paint the bottom

portions.

in the paniting necessitated a

model

posing every Sunday for two years.
To achieve the proper "inspiration,"
Ivan bought a door from a wrecking
company and a wax funeral wreath
from a florist for the complete setting
props. After five years of working
on the canvas, he felt that the wreath
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tvint

began to take on the quality of decay
which he was seeking.
Ivan's

painting

"Woman'"

briefly

called

another shocker that
caused one reviewer to write, "The
pictures of Ivan fall into the same
category' as Poe's tales of horror;
there is a frightful fascination about
them that makes a beholder return to
the scene of torture." The painting,
flabby, lined old woman,
a
was
is

banned by public protest after it
had been invited for showing at the
Toledo Museum of Art in 1929.
Last year, the "masters of decay"
to paint four portraits
for the film version of Oscar Wilde's

were invited

"Dorian Gray." Those who saw the
movie know the theme, wherein Gray
expresses the hope that he may remain as he is while his portrait be-

WORK, WORK AND WORK

President

comes old and withered in his stead.
wish eventualized with the
withering of himself on the suces-

The

The Albright

sive Albright portraits.

brothers did such an impressive job
of fear in art that the Director of
the Art Institute of Chicago, one of
the most astute authorities in the

country,

was beside himself

in praise.

"Death's corruption," he said, "has
never been exposed with more unfailing insight; the very pigment seems
dead, made up of cob webs, dried
spittle and dust ... it loosens, rots
and decays, yet holds a strange fascination."

No

predictions are being made
long or how far this trend will
live or grow. While it does, though,
the nicest respect you can honor the
artist is, "Your painting makes mc

how

sick."

Swing's Center Spread.

scription.

She is Gloria Grahome, daughter of the famous English actress
Jeone Grohame Hollward.
Glorious Gloria
is five
feet five and one-half, 112 pounds,
very blonde, has greenish blue eyes, and her
marital status is prefixed with a "Miss."
She
played a leading role in "Good Night Ladies"
and understudied in such stage productions as
"Skin of Our Teeth," "Stardust," "Worlds
Full of Girls," and
"Highland Fling."
For
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer she has worked
in
"Blonde Fever," "Without Love," and currently, "Tenth Avenue Angel."

When MetroGoldwynSTILL
FEVERISH?
Moyer released "Blonde Fever" they say that

Director

drugstores were

Form Clubs,

Harry

.

.

.

Trutnon returned to his native state
of Missouri the other day and accepted an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree from William
Jewell College at Liberty, before a neighborly
crowd of several hundred.
Burdened with
strikes and confusion ol home, distrust and
starvation abroad, the president pleaded for
work and more work as a solution to our
bewildering problems.
The entire program
was broadcast by WHB, with News Bureau
Chief Dick Smith giving a plea-by-plea deS.

cleaned out of clinical therReason for that rush
mometers in no time.
of
high
temperature business reclines on
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of
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Western
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Frank C. Lane,

Division

activities of

from the Blues office

in

Swing's Mon-of-the-Month.

Kansas

of

Yankee

the YankCity.

He

MAN

MONTH
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.ane
"He's

Got the Blues"

DIRECTOR

games per season. Followed

of the western division of
the Yankee Farm Clubs, this shrewd,
'urc-footed and very likable baseball executive conducts President Larry McPhail's
Western Worry department from a point
near the rafters in Kansas City's Blues
Stadium. From there he is sowing the
seeds of baseball prosperity which his
followers believe will bring another crop
of Rizzutoes, Kuhels, Priddys and whirling

his old whistletooting colleague, Larry McPhail, into
business office of Cincinnati Reds in
vember, 1932. Took unto himself a wife
the same year. They now have a daugh'
ter, Nadi, age 7. Was vice-president of
Reds in charge of minor league clubs
until November, 1942, when he entered
the Navy as a full lieutenant. Put on
another half stripe in September, 1942

turnstiles.

Son of a druggist, he was born February 1, 1896 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Grade
and high school and University of Cincinnati two years. Tried out with Reading, Penn., and Marion, Ohio. Managers
hinted he would be a better ticket taker
or ump. He chose the latter and spent
the next 25 years officiating basketball,
football and baseball in the Big Ten, Big
Six,
Southern Conference and others.
Worked 70 basketball and 40 football

and became full Commander in July, 1945.
Served under Rear Admiral A. E. Montgomery, in charge of rehabilitation and
crash survival. While on terminal leave,
became acting general manager of Kansas City Blues January 10, 1946. Took
Blue Neophytes to Lake Wales, Florida,
for Spring training. Appointed to present
position May 9, 1946, when Lee McPhail,
son of Larry, became general manager.
Says he has known Lee since the boy
wore rectangular britches.

Favorite Food: Base-hit soup, and the
more base hits in it the better.

Hobby
Searching for
apartmentlcss Kansas City.

Favorite Smoke: For him
he likes smoking curve-balls.

Ambition: Pennants, every year
Yankee farm clubs.

none, but

Favorite Drink: Frank says: "Lips
that touch liquor shall never, etc."
Favorite Expression: "Larry,

I

gotta

Nc

:

Pet Peave: Rain, about an hour
Pet Hate: Umpires who
guess instead of look.

Favorite Color: White, thousands of
white shirts in the grandstands.

baseball crews happy.

Favorite Favorite: The Lane's 7-year

for

in

all

be-

fore a croocial ball game.

have one more outfielder."

old daughter, Nadi.

apartment

Pastime:

Rounding

up

Darkest Hour: Snow on
day

at

Fond du

Lac.

consistently

and

keeping

the opening

S.
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WAS quite
ITFrank
Lane

rew years ago that
and Larry McPhail
a

were officiating a football game between the University of Ohio and
Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware, Ohio.
Wesleyan was the big favorite, but

June, 1946

ftg

you quit
leyan."
"Lissen,

callin'

you

offsides

fellas,"

at the nearest heckler.

on

Wes-

Lane roared

"You

for a very obvious reason they weren't

haven't
seen anything yet
just wait until
you see the second half." And Larry
gestured his assent. They thought

getting a chance to kick points after

alike

and acted with that unison born

mainly because they
touchdown
weren't making any touchdowns.
The crowd of 25,000 Wesleyan

of a

common

—

partisans

got

it

their

in

two

heads that

between
team and \'ictory, and those two
obstacles were running around out
there on the field in black and
white striped jerseys and toot^

there were just

obstacles

their

.

Reds' office, too, as well as

r\

weary nights on the basketball
courts and long, chilly afternoons following the pigskin up
and down the gridiron trail.
Frank recalls very vividly a
few years back when Johnny
Vander Meer hurled two con-

^Le^ jjm

MJ K)

secutive no-hitters for the Reds,

called

were
in the

offside penalties.

The crowd was

tantrums.

Cops

ambled back and forth in front of
the stands to keep them off the field.
With the first half over, and Ohio
Wesleyan gaining about 300 and losing 299 yards on penalties, the crowd
clamored for the scalps of their
umpships.

During half'time the two unpopuofficials walked meekly around

lar

the corner of the stands, searching
the haven of the dressing rooms. They
were met by a posse of fans.

"You

guys!"

"We're gonna mob

and how the office force didn't
do a tap of work for a week.
In those days before the

boys

in

bond.

McPhail stepped up from
Columbus, Ohio, in the American
Association to Cincinnati, in the National League, Frank Lane went along
as director of the farm clubs.
Oh, there were hectic days in the

or Frank spotted the play they

an offside on Wesleyan.
Pretty soon the scorekeepers
running out of space to write

.

When

ing whistles.

Larry claimed that Wesleyan was using illegal shift
which put the whole forward
wall in motion before the ball
was snapped. Every time he

.

they
threatened.
the bothaya unless

war

the

who

chose baseball as a career
had to start in the bush leagues despite the physical hardships it entailed. Time after time Frank got
telephone calls in the middle of the
night with the bad news that a busload of hungry, weary ball players
were waiting to get towed in a hundred miles from nowhere. Transportation in the small leagues is usually
by bus or automobile and somebody
is
forever getting hung up some-

where.

Frank claims that keeping half a
dozen bush league ball clubs in line
was like pasturing a herd of antelopes

FRANK

C,

LANE,

MAN

in an open field. You were chasing
some of them all the time.
The minor leagues are all back in
operation, and with old and warweary traveling equipment, more

headaches are probably in store for
the management.

The western division of the Yankee
Farm Clubs includes Kansas City in
the American Association; Beaumont
Texas League; Quincy, Illinois,
Three-Eye League; Twin Falls,
Idaho, in the Pioneer League; Joplin,

in the
in the

Western Associaand Fond du Lac, in the Wis-

Missouri,
tion,

in

Webb, president of
and Dan Topping,
Newark,

New

vice-presidents.

president

home

is

A

as

^r],

third vice-

American

Association from 1925 through 1930;

Mrs. Gertrude McClure, secretary; O.
D. Lenn, grounds superintendent; Pat
Bales, supervisor of concessions;

Bud

Dyke, office assistant, and a large
crew of helpers, groundskeepers and
assistants.

Out on

the playing field of course

baseball men have
the outstanding manager
in
baseball
including the major
leagues
William Meyer. Bill's chief
is

man who

the

marked

as

is

Golden (Goldie) Holt, the

who

doubles just about everything from nursemaid to road secre-

coach,

charge became badly weathered during a flight from Rio to Recife, in
Brazil. Ceiling was zero and the air
was a combination of rain, mist and
fog. They could see exactly nowhere
for quite a distance,

Frank

recalls.

Finally, with the gas supply run-

ning low, they decided to

Amapa, where

set

down

there were

_\

no radio beams, no control
tower, no anything
just
makeshift two-way communi-

j

cation with the field operator

.

^
V

who

...

failed to

make

.

.

himself

clear.

Just as they were about to
touch wheels they saw the runway under them but at an angle. They
were drifting sideways.
second later
they crashed into a commisary shack.
Nobody was hurt but the ship was
badly wrecked.
To add climax and insult to bewilderment, the field operator at
Amapa said he was glad it happened
because he had been crowing all
along to the Army how badly they
needed a radio control tower.
"And to think that fellow was
glad that we darn near broke our
necks," concluded Lane.

A

.

.

.

—

—

sidekick

implications.

»

New

a first rate shortstop in the

and

They rush back
to a certain night not many months
ago when he was in the Navy. The
PBY amphibian of which he was in

president

George Weiss, of

office in

valuable man, Mr. Holt.
Lane's most vivid memories

many

r\\

the Blues
Jersey,

A
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are not connected with baseball
its

is

York.
Included among very important people
in the Blues organization in Kansas
City are Fritz Nicolai, public relations
director, who will be remembered as

the

But

at

headed by McPhail, with Del

of

tary.

the

consin State League.
The Yankee organization

MONTH

OF THE

Truth

in

when some
facturer

laundry,
split.

to

advertisine;
shirts, said

be

able

came back

by

was
their

upheld

manu-

laugh at the
with their sides

to

LOOK DUT BELOW!
A

certain schoolmarm has a niece and the niece has a husband. The niece
has also been sewing on tiny garments lately.
So the other wee hour the niece's husband called the schoolmarm and
it's a baby boy
eight pounds, three
said, "I'm at the hospital now
ounces!"
The schoolmarm climbed into her clothes and stuck her hair under her hat
hospital quick," she told the cabbie, "I
and called a cab. "Get me over to
want the maternity entrance."
The cabbie rolled. Along came a speed cop. The cabbie shouted. "Maternity case!" and the cop opened up his siren and escorted the cab to the hospital at 70 miles per. As the cab reached the maternity entrance the schoolmarm, a tremulous creature, fainted.
When she woke up the staff physician, three nurses and an interne were
standing around her. She was in a hospital gown. They were puzzled. She was
puzzled. She was, they intimated, either a false alarm or crazy. She didn't try
just took her clothes and went home, blushing.
to explain
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•
Johnny's mother asked him if he had fallen down in his good pants.
replied, "Yes, ma'am. I didn't have time to take them off."

To

which Johnny

wrong now," hummed the young bride

"It won't be

the

as she strolled

down

aisle.

—

who

An engagement between two strangers, arranged by someone
Blind Date
dislikes both parties.
Doing

right

would probably be

a lot

more fun

if it

were wrong.

•

Two

Chilean workmen stopped on a railway siding to have a look at a huge
transformer which filled most of the space on a flatcar. "1 wonder what
that funny-looking thing can be?"
"I'm not sure," said the other, "but it might be a North American canary
cage. These Yankees always make things a.^ complicated as possible."
electric

•

"I'm very absent-minded," said the
"I often find names and
telephone numbers written in my notebook, but I can't remember what persons they represent. Recently I had
a general checking up. The name and
address of one man baffled me. so I
wrote to him asking if he had ever
heard of me and if I was supposed
to do something for him.
He wrote back a cordial letter, sayprofessor.

ing

that

was

my

I

had already done
"
first husband

wife's

>c.

He

KANSAS AND THE ATOMIC AGE
Sunflower folks get first hand
information: Facts, not fancy!

no sign in
coming of the
atomic age. The forces of the United
Nations were busily preparing for the
assault on the Japanese homeland.
The bloody Okinawa campaign had
been completed, and estimates of future casualties of the United Nations
before final victory ranged from one
million to two million men. That the
war would continue through the fall
and winter seemed a certainty. The
l^ew Tor?( Times on its science pages
was featuring statements on the aloof'
ness of scientists from social activities,

INtheearly
sky

July

last year,

foretold the

how

powerless the scientists are in re
gard to the uses to which their discov'
eries are put,

and how small a part

they play in generating the desires of

mankind or formulating its aims. A
joint statement had been issued by
Truman, Churchill, and Chiang Kaishek calhng upon the Japanese people
to surrender. The document ended
with the significant statement, "The
alternative is prompt and utter destruction." It was on this world of
preparation, condemnation of the lack
of social responsibility of the scientist, and pleas to the enemy to surrender, that the atomic age dawned on

July 16, 1945, in the

New

Mexican

desert.

The month ended without any
to the

common man

sign

that the atomic

age had been inaugurated. Within
the first ten days of August, however,
it was realized throughout the world
that atomic energy had become the

most powerful destructive force

known

to

mankind

On August

15,

for waging war.
Japan surrendered as

an immediate result of two atomic
bombs, one on Hiroshima and one on
Nagasaki. The world stopped short
in its preparation for war, turned to
the problems of peace, and began a
thoughtful

consideration

of

future

atom bomb wars.
During the period which extended
from the date of the announcement
of the dropping of the first bomb until
the present, there has been a great
deal of discussion regarding the na-

and international aspects of the
The world was even
more unprepared to deal with the
atomic bomb than it was with the surrender of the Axis partners.
tional

atomic bomb.

As time progressed, the people of
the United States learned mOre and
more about the problem of atomic

42
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win 9
They observed

that the Brit-

bomb was

ish

in such a state that the average individual could not distinguish

international control of atomic energy.

ever, in addition to the scientists

They found

created the bomb, a number of men
who felt that the people should know
the facts regarding the atomic bomb

energy.

government which shared the secret
of the bomb, advocated late in August,

by the beginning of
October, the thinking in Washington
on the atomic bomb was divided into
that

—those

three groups

ing the

bomb

in favor of keep-

secret, those in favor of

sharing it with Russia, and those in
favor of turning it over to an international organization. At that time it
was stated that about 90% of the men
in Congress were against any plan to
share the secret. By the beginning of
November, they learned that the scientists who had created the bomb had
begun making speeches throughout
the country on the futility of trying
to keep the bomb secret, of the uselessness of any known defenses, and
advocating that the military control
of research on nuclear physics be

fact

from fancy. There

existed,

and the future of atomic energy. One
these individuals was Professor
Hilden Gibson of the University of
Kansas.
Professor Gibson, who is in the Departments of Political Science and Sociology

of

the

University,

he became firmly convinced of
the importance of this topic to the
world at large and to the people of
entists,

Kansas in

particular.

Through

Nations. They watched with interest
the altercation between the scientists
who had created the atomic bomb, and
controlled

entists

who

it,

and no-

the top scihad been on the project
all

had returned to universities to carry
on other research. They heard discussions about the May-Johnson bill, the
MacMahon bill, and the Vandenberg

amendment

By

the

to the

first

MacMahon

bill.

of April, this year, the

whole problem of control of the atomic

at-

listening to the statements of the sci-

the atomic bomb would be referred to
the Security Council of the United

Army who

had

tended a meeting in Denver, Colorado,
on the atomic bomb last fall. After

Before six months had passed, they
found that an agreement had been
reached between the United States,
England, Canada and Russia which
stated that the problem of controlling

ticed that essentially

who

of

abolished.

the

how-

^liii ikouiJ Li
liim liome nlakti"

his

:

KANSAS AND THE ATOMIC AGE
and those of other members of
University faculty, arangements
were made to bring scientists who had
worked on the bomb project to a number of Kansas towns in order to have
the people of the State informed on
the very significant question of the
control of atomic energy.

During the morning, a
atom and the nucleus was presented in an elementary
manner by Dr. Borst. Dr. Jorgenson

efforts

the meetings.

the

description of the

Drs. L. Borst, P. Henshaw and H.
Brown came from Oak Ridge, Ten-

and J. Nickson
from Chicago, and Dr. T. Jorgenson
from Los Alamos, New Mexico, to

nessee; Drs. D. Hill

participate in the tour.

men from
staff

In addition,

the University of Kansas

assisted

in the

discussions.

In-

D.

S. Brewster
H. B. Chubb

J.

Gemmel

L.

L.

H. Gibson
R.

S.

Howey

J. Ise

L. L.

The

cation to the operation of the

bomb.

The

point was made that very little of
the basic information needed to produce U-235 or plutonium was a secret
and that almost any country could

conduct sufficient experiments to make
a bomb in a period of five years. Dr.
Hill considered the possibility of de-

fense against an atomic

He

bomb

stated that 100 to 500

attack.

bombs were

all of the
of the United States. The
best defenses around London during

major

Hume
O. Maloney

Pritchard
W. E. Sandelius
E. O. Stene
J. D. Stranathan

Waters

cities

the buzz bomb attacks knocked down
90% of the V-1 type and none of the
V-2 design. Since any effective defense would have to be essentially

100%,

it

was concluded

that

no physi-

defense was possible. Dr. Brown
next presented the scientists' concep'
tion of what should be done.
He
stated that the only feasible control
cal

Kansas towns selected
were Kansas City on April
I, Topeka on April 2, Salina on April
3, Hays on April 4, Dodge City on
April 6, Wichita on April 8, Chanute
on April 9, and Pittsburg on April 10.
In each of the cities the program was
sponsored jointly by the University of
eight

for visits

Kansas, the local schools, the Chamber
of Commerce and other civic and service clubs and organiaztions. People of
the surrounding areas were invited.
Those attending the meeting were individuals who are articulate and influential in guiding the destiny of these

communities.

The program consisted of three sesThe meeting at Kansas City

sions.

could be taken as representative of

described the general principle of a
chain reaction together with its appli-

probably enough to destroy

cluded in this group were
R.

43

all

was of an international character. Individuals and not nations must become
the responsible parties for any breach
of international law.

During the afternoon session. Dr.
Jorgenson showed pictures of the test
in New Mexico and the bombing of
Nagasaki. The number of persons
killed in the tv;o Japanese cities will
never be known. He stated that the
article by Major de Seversky which
appeared in the Reader's Digest for
February, in which it was stated that
the atom bomb would have no more
effect on a modern city than a blockbuster, was completely in error in the

|
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opinion of every competent scientist

and bomb expert.

The peacetime

of

applications

atomic energy are many, according to
Dr. Hume of the University of Kansas and formerly of Oak Ridge, Ten-

He

nessee.

radioactive

stated

use

the

that

of

undoubtedly
medical and chem-

tracers will

be of great help in

The application of
research.
atomic energy for power production
is possible, but the details remain to
be worked out. Members of the Economics Depart inent of the University
of Kansas stated that the effect of the
atom bomb and atomic energy on the
economy of the nation was difficult to
determine. But it did tend to force the
nations of the world to reach reasonable economic agreements in world
trade, or failing at this, another world

ical

struggle

The

was

inevitable.

legislation

now

before

Ck)n-

was described by members of the
Political Science Department of the
University of Kansas. It was pointed
out that there were two bills and one
amendment now being considered.
The May-Johnson bill definitely emgress

phasized
energy, and

military

were

control

secrecy.

The

definitely against this

of

atomic

scientists

The

hill.

Report," prepared by a distinguished
board of consultants consisting of
businessmen and scientists, received
the hearty approval of the scientists as
the significant document in guiding
our international relationships on this
matter. This report recommends that
the control of atomic energy be vested
in
an international agency.
This
agency would have control of the
world supplies of uranium and thorium, would construct and operate
plants producing uranium 235 and
plutonium, would license activities in
research and development, and v/ould
have an inspection force to check on
declared and legal activities as well as
undeclared activities. The report rec-

ommends

the gradual turning over of

the information to this agency as

it

operation on atomic bomb
manufacture.
The conference was concluded by
an evening session at which representatives of the locality presented a series
of findings or resolutions resulting
from the conference. The principle
features of these resolutions included
begins

recommendation that the MacMahon
as now on the Senate floor be
iidopted and that international control
is the only sound solution to the prob

,1

bill

emphasized civilian
control and considerable freedom in
nuclear research. This bill was favored by the scientists. The revised

1cm of control of atomic energy.

Vandcnberg amendment

by them throughout the
These meetings were noteworthy in that they represented an
organized attempt by scientists to inform the leaders of a state on the issues
of the atomic bomb; and that the state
of Kansas was the first of all the states
to become so enlightened.

MacMahon

Mahon

bill

bill

to the

Mac-

calling for a military

liai'

son group acting in an advisory capacity

is

agreeable to the scientists.

The

international aspects of atomic
energy control were also discussed.

The

report issued by the State Depart-

ment under the name of the "Acheson

The meetings were marked by

the

interest of the local people attending.

Many

questions were asked and opin-

ions expressed
sessions.

J.

WHG SAID
by

AMERICANS

ALMA

FIRST?

IF
LEE

MARTI

Someone says something pertinent, or which appeals
of us repeat it.
quote the phrase long after we
have forgotten the author's name. Sometimes we are surprised when we learn who
really did say the phrase first.
love pet phrases.

to our imagination,

and

We

all

See if you can remember who is given credit for having first said the following
score of 70
pet phrases. Count five points for each correct choice of authorship.
passes you. Between 70 and 80 is good, and over 80 places you at the head of the
class. (Answers on Page 5^)

A

anyone attempts to haul down the
American flag, shoot him on the spot.
(a) Gen. George S. Patton
If

1.

9.

10.

Frenchman was

ence

He

in

said:

studying

"When

relating

the
I

first

am

black, but

(a)

soul

is

is

12.

13.

14.

white.

the soul of wit.

William Shakespeare
(b) George Bernard Shaw
(a)

(c)
7.

If she

What

Irvin

S.

seems not chaste to me,
I how chaste she be?

(a) George Wither
(b) Sir Walter Raleigh
(c) Carl Sandburg

Abraham Cowley
Abraham Lincoln
Thomas Paine

any would not work, neither should
eat.

(c) Moses
Procrastination is the thief of time.
(a) Edward Young
(b) Owen Meredith
(c) Benjamin Franklin

A

man's

a

man

for a that.

(a) Emily Dickinson
(b) Robert Burns
(c) William Shakespeare
when lovely woman stoops to folly.
And finds too late that men betray.
(a) John Greenleaf Whittier
(b) Edgar Allen Poe
(c) Oliver Goldsmith
The half was not told me.
(a) Anne Boleyn, wife of Henry

VIII
(b) Josephine,
divorced

Cobb

care

men's

Jesus
(b) Paul

15.

Brevity

try

(a)

(a) Paul Laurence Dunbar
(b) Hey wood Broun
(c) William Blake
6.

If

he

English language.
discovered that if

O my

Alcott

These are the times that

experi-

learn the English language."
(a) Henry W. Longfellow
(b) Walt Whitman
(c) John Keats
I

Amos Bronson

(c)

were quick, I was fast; that if I were
tied, I was fast; that not to eat was to
fast, I was discouraged. But when I came
across the sentence, 'The first one won
one one-dollar prize,' I gave up trying to

5.

David Crockett

(c)
souls.

11.

I

presi-

Wesley

(b)

(b)

his

than

(c) Dwight L. Moody
Be sure you are right, then go ahead.
(a) Benjamin Franklin

men's nurses.
(a) Harriet B. Stowe
(b) Francis Bacon
(c) Sara Doudney

right

Henry Clay

(b) John

While there is life there's hope.
(a) John Wesley
(b) John Gay
(c) Ralph Waldo Emerson
Wives are young men's mistresses,
companions for middle age, and old

A

would rather be

dent.
(a)

Dix

(c) John A.

3.

I

Andrew Jackson

(b)
2.

8.

16.

whom Napoleon

(c) Queen of Sheba
All men are created equal.
(a) George Washington
(b) Thomas Jefferson
(c) Alexander Hamilton

NO MORE WeeM
New

chemical concoction will do

weeds what

to

by

NOW

does to insects.

JOHN BROBERG

that science has dealt the

insect

the

DDT

kingdom

a

fell

blow in

form of a chemical known

DDT,

as

readying another new
and potent concoction which, if used
by the public with such unmitigated
enthusiasm and ardor, will surely
make us a weedless nation as well as a
bugless

known

it

is

one.

The

new

chemical,

weedy sedges or grasses. It does hurt
bent grass and anyone with a bent
grass lawn should be cautious about
this new treatment.
good point
about 2, 4'D spray is that it does not
injure Kentucky bluegrass, annual

A

bluegrass, redtop, fescue
grass.

The
owners

short,

new

The treatment definitely
poison ivy leaves, but it is not yet
known whether the treatment will be
permanently successful by killing the
roots.
So far, 2, 4'D has not been
found effective on crabgrass, quackgrass, Johnson grass, nut grass or other
investigated.
kills

first

White Dutch clover.
question most home

will ask is how much does this
concoction cost, say for treating
the average sized lawn. 2, 4'D is very
cheap to use. In homc'made prepara'
tions, enough of the chemical needed
to treat one acre will run around $1.25
to $2.25, depending on the quantity
purchased. This may be less when

acid,

tested extensively by its developer,
the United States Department of
Agriculture, in collaboration with the
United States Golf Association. Its
effect on poison ivy is being intensely

and buffalo

will kill or seriously retard

the growth of

as 2, 4'Dichlorophenoxyacetic

but called merely 2, 4'D for
is a white powder that when
dispersed in water kills dandelions,
ragweed, plantain, pennywart, and all
manner of garden and lawn varieties
of noxious weeds when used as a spray.
So far as is known, it is harmless to
animals as well as man. It has been

It

manufacturers are able to make
larger quantities.

To

this cost

it

in

must be

added the cost of the dispersing agent.

4'D

not readily soluable in water.
at the Plant Industry
Section of the Agriculture Depart'
ment used "Carbowax"
about six
parts of it to one part of the plant
killer compound. One ounce of this
mixture is dissolved in a gallon of
water. Adding the cost of the dis'
pcnser, the total cost per acre for
2,

is

Investigators

—
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chemicals alone runs from
between $4 to $6 when used
on lawns and turf. And
to most property owners
who have spent many a

to avoid

applying the spray
2,4-D may
for a short time effect the
growth of crops planted
to bare soil, since

there.

Many

back-brcakinc
crawling
over

sweltering,

afternoon

veteran coming

a

home from

the vvars with
no job in sight might make
an excellent living for himself by purchasing a used
sprayer
from a surplus

greensward
armed
with trowel and oil can, it
is well worth it, if it docs
the arduous job for them.
Usually the best time to use 2,4-D
sprays on lawns or other turf is in
their

property store, loading it on a picktruck and making the rounds

up

the late spring or early fall, when
the weather favors the growth of
grass, rather than extremely cold or

a

so

much per square

city

dry periods. Lawns effectively

"weed exterminator" charging

as

neighborhood,

foot. In

many

a

manicured
consideration, and
well

necessary to re-treat the area to kill
seedling plants that have grown since

lawns are a first
competition is high. Weary businessmen would be overjoyed to hire a
man to kill all their dandelions in
one fell swoop.
But even so, even if it enjoys

the first spraying. After being used
for 2,4'D, a sprayer should not be

scientific

hot,

treated with the mixture will be free

of dandelions and plantains for two
or three months. Later it may be

definite

necessity

A

new

pay for

takes hold the

from
the

new

this

way

this.

public,

For

DDT

if

2,4-D

did, if every

hardware, drug and grocer^' store has
an ample stock on hand by summer,

kinds of useful plants. In using the
mixture near crops that may be injured, such as beans, tomatoes, squash,
care must be taken that the
etc.,
spray does not blow or drift to these
plants. Care should also be exercised

the rear.

miracle,

long
accustomed to paying through the
nose for all good things, must of

used for spraying garden crops or
ornamental
The chemical
plants.
leaves a residue that cannot easily be
cleaned out of a container, and even
a small quantity may endanger some

Prejudice is a great tirae-saver.
bothering to get the facts.

benefits

we

will find ourselves a nation where
dandelion wine has become an extinct brew, and the making of it a
lost art. And in that sense, perhaps,
it is not worth it.

It

enables one to form opinions without

thing about a one-way street

is

that

you can only be bumped

in

SWINGIGGLES
A well-known novelist sold the
cinema rights of one of his novels to a
certain motion picture producer, and
when the picture adaptation was completed, the producer submitted it to
the

novelist

With

for

okay.

his

growing

amazement,

the
scenario of his
book and at one point exclaimed,
"What on earth is this?"
writer

perused

the

Looking over the

novelist's shoulder

the scene indicated, the producer
studied the lines. "Oh, yes," he explained. "In your novel there was a
girl in that scene, but in the picture
we make her a boat."
at

A

New

famous old
York banker, still functioning at the age of 87. was
listening to his lawyer list the faults and foibles of the banker's 55-year-old
bachelor son. "And the worst," concluded the over-wrought attorney, "is this
half-million-dollar breach of promise suit
a blonde gold-digger!"

which was

Calmly the old bank official sat back
and laughed tolerantly:
"Well, boys will be boys."

filed against

in his chair,

him today by

stuck his thumbs in his

vest pockets

A long que stood outside a theater in England where an opera company
was playing for the season. Noticing the line, a woman passer-by approached
and inquired:
"What are you people waiting for?"
"Tales of Hoffman," was the reply.
"Well," she remarked, joining the procession, "that'll do for mc. I don't
know how to cook 'em, but my husband will eat anything."
The salesmanager

of a very reputable firm held up an order book. "This,"
put business on the books of our company year after
year." And then turning to the advertising manager, he asked, "Can you show
me a single order that advertising ever put on my order book?"
"I think I can answer your question," replied the advertising executive,
"if you will first answer one of mine. Will you show me a single load of hay
that the sun ever put in a barn?"

he

said, "is the thing that

•
Susan B. Anthony, the pioneer of women's suffrage, once had a heated
argument with an abolitionist on the question of marriage.
"You have no right to discuss marriage," said the abolitionist. "You're not
a married woman."
"In that case,"

slavery? You're

responded Miss Anthony, "why do you

no slave!"

talk $o

much about

THE GLICKSTEIN
.

.

.

and dedicated

proposition that

all

to the

men

by BARBARA FRYE

are created equal.

JUST

about the time you are convinced that a person has to have
"pull" to get along in this world,
and when your son or daughter comes
home from high school with a dis'
reputable report card, complaining
that one has to know the "right
people" to get good marks you are
a patient ready for a liberal dose
of the "Glickstein Tonic."

—

What

is

the "Glickstein Tonic?"

not a medicine, and it is not
a political, social or economic panacea
... it is simply the prescription of
a young high school senior who came
to this country from Poland eight
years ago, unable to speak or understand a word of English, and who
now leads his graduating class by
every standard with which a good
student can be measured.
It

is

For those who think this is no
longer the land of opportunity, for
those who are convinced that you
have to "be somebody" or "know

somebody"

to

"get

somewhere,"

Aaron

Glickstein

is

a living frustra-

tion of these lazy theories.

WHB

Not long ago
carried its
popular high school quiz show, "It
Pays to Be Smart" from the auditorium of Central High School, KanCity, Missouri. Our awe was
added to that of the judges when
Aaron walked through the sets of
questions
questions that were filled
with academic booby traps with the
ease of a college professor. His speech
was without the slighest trace of
foreign accent. He answered difficult
questions on American history, present day economics and government
with the ease of a motorman calling
sas

—

—

The circumstances of his
education would have made it utterly
impossible for him to obtain even a
small fraction of this vast storehouse
of information casually. There is only
one answer, and to put it bluntly,
he must have studied like hell.

off streets.

To this brilliant young mind the
ordeal of enrolling in the first graSe
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wmt

the age of niiie could have been
humiHating. But he jumped grades,
two at a time, and hurtled himself
into Junior High School in the unbelievable period of two and one-half
at

years.

Now

senior at Central High,
top student in his class,
president of two societies, and a member of the Engineers' Club.

Aaron

a

is

many ways Aaron

In

is

not un-

hke millions of other American boys
and girls of high school age, with a
variance of likes and dislikes. He
doesn't care for dancing
and many other forms of

owns and operates a drygoods
His sister Sylvia, age 12, attends Central Junior High,
and
Martha, 19, is employed as a secretary. There has been no word from
the relatives they left behind in
Poland since the German occupation.
father

store.

Life for

Aaron began

in the small

There were
no newspapers, no automobiles, no
plumbing, no paved streets and only
two telephones in the city of 5,000.
Polish city of Dubienka.

There being no high school in
Dubienka, the seventh grade was considered the zenith of education.

It

difficult

is

to

teen-age recreation, but his

imagine where

eyes light up at the
gestion
of
football

mind might have
had not the footsteps of fortune led him to
America where initiative
young

sug-

and

traveled

basketball.

Rather slight of stature
and tensed somewhat by the

has
the
opportunity
flower and grow.

characteristic nervousness of

Aaron seems

so brilliant,

to

It

putting
himself at east with people
older than himself. Perhaps it is a
strong inherent quality of the European tradition of respect for one's
elders that Aaron has retained
and
that so many American young people
have either lost or never had.
find

difficulty

He

gives the impression that hav-

come

so great a

short a time has built

distance in so

up

a head of

nervous energy that seeks constant
release. Yet, he is casual, friendly
and courteous, even to the extent of
frequently employing the Continental
l^ow of departure.

The
seven
lished

Glickstein

years
in

family

in

only

become well-estabcommunity. Aaron's

has

the

of

in

—

ing

this brilliant

to

seems that in the case
the

Glicksteins,

two

"Uncle Sams" have played
important roles. One was Uncle
Samuel Abend, a well known figure
on Kansas City's "Film Row," and

owner of the Exhibitors Film
Delivery and Supply company, who
is
widely known and remembered
in the show business. The other Uncle
Sam is yours and mine, too, who has
a part

bestowed upon Aaron no greater opportunities than he has upon us.

But
them?

—have

we done

as well

with

In the footprints on the sands of time
some people leave only the marks of a
Leel.

GILT-EDGED ADHESIVES
ARE

you interested in investing in
article on which you can't lose
a cent, but which may increase up to
100% within twelve months of its
purchase?
No, it isn't a government
bond, but it is a government product.
Such an investment is possible only in
Althe United States and Canada.
most all other countries have taken

xV.

an

precautions against

The

it.

over a period of years.
is

made by purchasing

complete sheets of the lower denominations of special stamps which are
issued from time to time to commemorate historical occurrences or famous
people.

Recent examples of this type of
stamp are the Army-Navy issue, the
United Nations commemorative, and
the Roosevelt memorial stamp.
All of
these stamps were issued in limited
numbers and were on sale for only a
few days.
Collectors value this type of stamp.
When the government supply runs out,
they bid for the privilege of owning
these stamps.
In the case of those issued in small numbers, the demand far

If

we could

known

the

This

supply.

been

has

to increase the value of a three-

cent stamp to six cents within a year.

The

may

commemorative

be

ex-

pected to increase in value from ten
The exceptions
to twenty-five percent.
occur when the stamp is not well designed or when it is printed in large

numbers.

Even

everyday postage
stamp. The profit is not made by buyNor is it made by
ing single stamps.
buying up huge quantities of the common stamps which are released for use
article is the

The money

exceeds

the stamp does not increase
can't lose because they're
still available for postage!
Other nations insure against this by invalidating
their stamps when a new general issue
is released.
In those countries the purchase of large lots of stamps is truly
if

in value,

you

speculative.

The large profits in stamps go to the
To obtain top market
careful buyer.
price, the stamp must be perfectly executed.
It must have an even margin
en all sides and perfect perforations.
The investor who buys any sheet of
stamps that the postoffice offers without checking them for imperfections,
will seldom get more than his postage
out of them.
This type of "speculation"

by the government.
stamp purchased by a

is

Each

favored

unused

collector

is

all

profit for the postoffice as it is called
upon to render no service for its fee.

This

is

one of the few ways the post-

office can

see ourselves as others see us,

make

we'd be

a profit.

—R.

a

W.

Vail

mess of plumb

dis-

satisfied folks.

The church

is

full

are willing to let them.

of willing people;

some are

willing to work,

and others

Ralph can still be
heard from another venerable spot
the
Palmer House on a schedule that calls
for almost daily broadcasts over MUTUAL.
berg's string orchestra.

—

—

According
to
newspaper
clippings,
was a housing shortage in 1921.

there
too.

The

cars that pulled up in front of
the
Blackhawk
were

WHAT, THEN,

Auburns,
Hupmobilcs
and Maxwells. Chicago's
women were wearing
polo coats, one-strap shoes and ribbon
hats. Evcrs, McGraw and Ty Cobb were
making baseball history. Helen Hayes wa,"!
just becoming well-known on the stage in
a long-forgotten play called "Bab" at the
Erlanger Theatre over on Clark Street.
Concert-goers
were mobbing the old
Auditorium Theatre to hear Galli-Curci's
great voice with the first Chicago Opera

TOO?

.

.

.

Company.

NORT JONATHAN

By

And

the band played

on!

month the venerable (as night
spots
Blackhawk Restaurant on
go),
Chicago's Wabash Avenue is celebrating
This

century of dining, dancing and
the same old stand. Right
now Chuck Foster's not too notable
orchestra is carrying on a tradition started
years ago by a famous band known to
jazz lovers everywhere -and to Kansas
a quarter

imbibing

at

—

— Coon-Sanders

fa-

The Blackhawk, operated through

the

Citians

in

particular

It wasn't until 1926 that a dance floor
was added and the sedate cafe became a
cabaret cradle of great dance bands. In
that year the Blackhawk made musical
with
history
Coon-Sanders and their
"Kansas City Nighthawks." The Coon-

Sanders

aggregation played five seasons
capacity crowds and was one of the
first to gain
a national reputation over
the air.
to

—

Ben Pollack took over in 1931 with
the great musical assistance of a trombone
player named Glenn Miller and a clarinetist

who wore

glasses

named

Benny

Goodman.

mous Nighthawks.
years by the same management, has survived the Charleston, the Big Apple, and
the Black Bottom. Jitterbugs have done
little damage to its long-lived reputation
as a good place to go for good dance
music. It has also spanned the years from
the "nip from the hip" era to the legalized
"varnish remover" of 1946.

Named

Blackhawk Division of
the cafe opened
with sedate dinner music by Ralph Ginsthe

first

Then the parade of Blackhawk "discoveries" really began. Coon-Sanders and
Ben Pollack had made their first reputaelsewhere,
but
Hal Kemp, Kay
tion
Kyser, Art Jarrett, Bob Crosby, and Red
Norvo were virtual unknowns when they
took over the bandstand. They left,
months and even years later, with solid
reputations. All of them were heard nanetwork
over the
tionally
from the Blackhawk.

MUTUAL

for the

World War,

Hall

Kemp had

Skinnay

Ennis.

a featured singer named
Kay Kyser was an un-

I

;

I

CHICAGO LETTER
known young man from

South who

the

Kemp

successfully followed

KEMP AND
KYSER,

—

the Blackhawk
sidered an impossible
at

TOO

a similar feat

confeat.

Bob Crosby accomplished
when he followed Kyser.

Don Roth, who runs the place, has
eyes and ears on the future. He's looking for new bands to "discover." But
perhaps around three A.M.
when the
last guest has consumed his last scotch
and soda, when the tables and chairs are
stacked and the lights turned off
he can
still hear Coon-Sanders giving forth with

—

—

"Broadway Rose."

Not

that Mr. Roth has too much time
to listen to ghostly music. He, like other
Chicago night spot operators, has been
facing the coal shortage and the resultant
dim-out bravely. The public is facing it
bravely, too. To a man and a maid, the
public is flocking toward the
bistros, candlelight, and a very
short supply of beer. Never was

to serve
cocktails.

mutitude

a

of

mixed

quickly

Michael Todd has come around with a
production of "Up In Central
Park" which, judging by the advance
sale,
should still be packing
A GOOD 'em in when the leaves begin
to fall. Everybody liked the
SHOW
performance of little Maureen
Cannon, who was discovered in Chicago
by George Abbot and popped into "Best
Foot Forward" with another youngster
named June Alyson. Now Maureen's back
delightful

again, this time in a starring part.

Leo Carroll and "The Late George
Apley" company has deserted the Erlanger and, incidentally, the Actor's Club
bar. But the replacement, which will run
well into the summer, should be wellworth taking in. It's Charles Coburn as
Falstaf in

"The Merry Wives of Windsor." Mr. Coburn is appearing
person having temporarily
deserted the film business.
in

"stepping out" more popular.

"Anna Lucasta" remains and

However, by the time June

the Roots."
couldn't get together
on this "race prejudice" play.
so does

The

starts bustin' out, the situation

should be back to normal. The
pilgrim from afar will be able
to count on such outstanding
entertainment as Merriel Abbott's annual summertime Review at the Palmer House for
a big evening in the big Empire

The liberal Chicago Sun thought
was wonderful; the critics
from other papers thought it
was more propaganda than play.
it

If you're

no

—

Room. Ted Straeter's band in from the
Mark Hopkins of San Francisco and HoUywood Ciro's will take Griff Williams'

—

spot on the bandstand. Griff moves westward, but will be back again next year
for another long run.

That big noise over on Randolph Street
means that Woody Herman and the Herd
have once again taken over the Panther
Room at Hotel Sherman. You don't need

Woody and the boys. Just
follow
that
superb beat.
Woody's pushing the walls back with the
highly successful assistance of such toppers
as Red Norvo, Bill Harris, Chubby Jackson, and Pete Condoli. In the floor show,
in addition to that wonderful band, you'll
lights to find
listen

watch "Think-A-Drink" Hoffman

fear.

sport-minded, have
has almost

Chicago

anything along the straining muscle line.
Besides the two major league ball clubs,
there's boss radng at Lincoln Fields, boxing
at the Marigold Gardens and grunting and
groaning at the Coliseum. Look for the
wrestling news in both the sports and

drama

sections of the local papers. Those
claim that some of the best allout, no grimaces barred, ham acting in
town is done by the resident stable of
muscle torturers. Come and see!

who know

—then

the highly decorative College Inn

"Deep Are

critics

(ANSWERS)
"Who Said It First"
1.

(c)

2.
3.

(b)
(b)

4.

(c)

utilize

6.

Models

5.

(a)
(c)

(b)
(a)
9. (b)
10. (c)
11. (b)
7.

12.

8.

13.

15.

(c)
(c)

16.

(b)

14.

Thess
3:10

2

(a)
(b)

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
Sherman Hayes

Open Air

BEACH WALK.

Edgewater Beach Hotel. 5 300
Sheridan Road (Lon. 6000)
Another season of
dancing under the stars to Henry Brandon's orchestra,
with a lavish Dorothy Hild production an
added attraction, swings along in this dream-world
.

setting.

JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT,

900 N.

Michigan Ave. (Del. 0904). The
open for luncheon and dinner, a

patio is now
Riviera scene

Lido.

French cuisine

that
is

attracts

society

the

like

BOULEVARD ROOM,

Hotel Stevens. Michigan

(Wab. 4400). Dorothy Dorben has

imaginative revue and has
Orrin Tucker and his orchestra to furnish the
music. The combination nets another unquestionable
hit for the hospitable Stevens.

another

together

Lake

E.

rhum

try

BUTTERY. Ambassador West Hotel. 1300 N.
State Parkway
(Sup.
you take your
7200)
If
dining seriously and know a good small
band when you hear it. you'll appreciate
favorite
this
slick
of
the
.

Lake Shore Drive Hotel.
Drive (Del. 9300). By all
chicken Kiev and baba au
and if you're stout-hearted, you

Shore

dessert,

for

Nothing's too good for the vacationer in Chicago
this year.
Without exception, every major night
club has shot the bank-roll for expensive acts and
a
quantity of them. Cream of the lot: CHEZ
PAREE. 610 Fairbanks Court (Del. 3434), with

Danny Thomas
RIO CABANA. 400
Wabash (Del. 3700), witE Jan Murray
.

Michigan at
2200)
Good

.

.

S.

in

itself

Drake Hotel,

Palmer
(Ran.

Monroe
Revue"

—Stardust
and

is

music

a

vacation

by

Ted

Hotel Continental, 505

for

.

.

.

Dancing

BLACKHAWK

RESTAURANT,

Randolph and Wabash (Ran. 2822)
Del Courtney's back with the best
band he's ever had. and that's terrific

PANTHER ROOM. Hotel Sherman, Randolph
and LaSalle (Fra. 2100). Names like Krupa, Calloway, Herman, Dorsey and Monroe and their
bands come and go.

Nonh

act.

Ambassador East Hotel. J 300
Parkway (Sup. 7200). Number one showcelebrities of the hour and what a back-

drop! Flaming swords, cool blue walls and white
banquettes, not to mention the fashion headlines
of the ladiei. Pint-site Jimmy Tatler is the popular
wine steward.

WALNUT ROOM.

.

Hotel LaSalic.
LaSalle
(Fra.
and Madison
0700). Florian ZaBach's orchestha stays
on until the handsome maestro leaver
for Hollywood.

House.
7500).

PUMP ROOM.
ring

COLOSIMO'S. 2126

Specially for

Emphasis on Color
The slant-eyed view

Bismarck Hotel, Randolph
and LaSalle (C^n. 0123). Year after year, you
can't beat this airy, ample focus of the Bismarck
Hotel for trim little shows and danceable music.

of the world

BEACHCOMBER'S. 101 E.
SHANGRI-LA.
8812)
.

State

.

AMERICAN ROOM.

his

NEW HORIZON,

N.

.

.

(Vic. 9259). with ice show.

.

.

Michigan Ave. (Whi. 4100). It's an understatement to call this room unique. It's something entirely modern in plan and appointments and embelishes the beauty with tasty food, dancing and
single

.

MOROCCO,

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michigan at
Congress (Har. 3800). Here's a honey for dining, dancing and cockiailing that promises to help
your romancing along at a nifty tempo.

a

.

Wabash

^

orchestra and Gil
Lamb. Nip Nelson, the Stuart Morgan Dancers and those cute Abbott
Beauties.
Straetcr

.

(Ran. 5544),
FROLIC'S. Clark and

On a smaller scale but definitely
in the running for good entertainment,
food and liquors:
DERBY,
Monroe and Wabash (Sta. 1307)
CLUB
11 N. Clark (Sta.
VINE GARDENS, 614
3430)
W. North Ave. (Div. 5106).

Watson Place
(Sup.
news for the rhumba

EMPIRE ROOM,
and

.

W. Randolph

23

Martha Raye
Madison (Fra. 3300)
with

enthusiast,
Ramon Ramos and his
band arc back! American tunes get
their share of attention, too, but oh,
that rhumba rhythm.

"Summertime

N.

.

.

BROWN

CAMELLIA HOUSE.

State

wife

his

can begin with the Yar Special cocktail, a vodka
based nectar. Concert music by George Scherban
will
probably transpose you right back to the
Steppes of Russia.

set.

.

maestro;

borscht,

LATIN QUARTER,

.smart

current

vocalist.

Broadway-Wise Kevues
La-De-La

put

his

is

YAR RESTAURANT.
181

means

magnificent.

and 7th Ave.

the

is

Welcome

Dell

(Dea.
Hotel,

.

.

at

DON THE

Walton Place

(Sup.

222 N.

Street

State

9733)
BAMBOO ROOM, Parkway
2100 Lincoln Park West (Div. 5000)
.

.

.

.

TROPICS,

Hotel

Chicagoan.

67

W.

.

.

Madison

(And. 4000).

Olde

English trimmings: Ralph Jansen't
3000 N. Clark (Gra. 2771)
For the graceful gay '90s. L'AIGLON. 22 E.
Ontario St. (Del. 6070)
for continental
grace and distinction. OLD HEIDELBERG, 14
Randolph (Fra. 1892).

For

IVANHOE.

.

...

.

W

.

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL

9862),
ateak

of

744 Rush
cuts,

Italian
Street,

5988),

State
delicacies

all

.

.

.

W.

500

North

Best of
comedy chatter is very, very blue
the bumps-emporiums: BACK STAGE CLUB, 935
CLUB
Wilson Avenue (Rav. 1000-77)
FLAMINGO, 1359 W. Madison (Can. 9230)
... EL MOCAMBO, 1519 W. Madison (Can.
L y L CAFE, 1316 West Madison
9407)

linda

all
.

.

Ave.

.

BLUE
(Mic.

goulash is a real pride
1011 Rush (Del. 0414), ace barbe.

.

draw

.

.

big

of

.

theatrical

match

can't

.

.

KUNGSHOLM,

.

IRELAND'S,
867
spot

A

his

mind-reading of tune-titles
N. Clark, (Del. 2020),

.

.

632

standby

for seafoods
Rush Street (Wbi.
with ribs a specialty

.

.

.

.

HOUSE

there's

Place

(Del. 7194)
(Dea. 8505)
(Sta. 1900).
.

Randolph
Randolph

.

.

.

.

cast

66

into

Shubert
Michael

100.
at

N. Wacker Drive (Fra.
Negro beauty Hilda Simms

.

reformed

in

this

Civic theatre, 20
That fabulous
plays the prostitute

the

7818).
still

bewitching

comedy-drama.

"STATE OF THE UNION"

at

Blackstone

the

7th near Michigan (Har. 8880). Judith
Evelyn, Neil Hamilton and James Rennie are the
key threesome in this year's most outstanding
theatre.

W.

topical

if

The Shapes

A

the

from

masterpiece

the

brains

of

Howard

Lindsay and Russel Grouse.

it You'd never recognize the burlesque
entertainment as it has been revised in

lordly limousine

quated "jalopy."

of

"ANNA LUCASTA"

SAI GAI, 75 W.

NANKIN,

at

8240).

.

9054), fine drop-in-late
worth investigating

HOE

.

brand

"CANDIDA"

at

the

Harris

theatre.

170

N.

Dearborn (Cen. 8240). Katharine Cornell's handsome production of the G. B. S. perennial with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke (closing June 17th).

of

Chicago's

was followed through the congested

The limousine stopped suddenly and

traffic

by an

anti-

the "jalopy" crashed

it.

A

W.

handsome costume musical comedy about
Tweedtime in New York City, with the original

.

dish,

1124

.

Todd's

1015 Rush Street (Del.
famed smorgasbord is justly
And if chop suey is your
OF ENG, 110 E. Walton

.

.

Chicago Theatres

the

.

CLUB SO-HO,

.

"UP IN CENTRAL PARK"
22 W. Monroe (Cen.

TRADE WINDS,
.

.

Theatre,

BIT OF SWEDEN,

1492), its nationally
famed, believe us

.

631 Rush Street

...

Honnert and

.

.

.

(Sup. 9868), magnificent smorgasbord and dividend
dining, plus puppet operas if you have advance
reservations
885 CLUB, 885 Rush Street
(Dtl. 0885), besides gourmet menus, there's Johnny

old

.

.

PLAYHOUSE CAFE,
Madison (Can. 9260)
550 N. Clark Street (Whi. 9615).

.

.

.

9344)

(See.

notables
CHEZ EMILE, 180 E. Delaware Place (Del.
9713), romantic retreat with a demi-poulette you
the

is

.

.

STEAK

.

Hungarian

SINGAPORE,
meats

(Del.

Street

(Del. 5930),
superlative quality

DANUBE CAFE,
cued

N.

1121

choice for

HOUSE.

—

what
sundodging
spas
the
girls
are
beauties,
little
costumes they have are ingenious and the

Man

That Inner

AGOSTINOS.

^7

policeman came out and asked the driver of the "jalopy" for his name

and address.

"Paddy Murphy," he answered.
"Begorra, is it now?" said the officer. "Hold on

a

minute while

I

give the

other fellow a ticket for backin' into ye."

•
Senator Josh Lee, of Oklahoma, recently attended a travel congress in
Mexico City. After a few meals of Arros Con polio and frijoles, he hungered
for a good American steak with mushrooms. Going into a restaurant, the Senator from Oklahoma prepared to enjoy himself. But he couldn't speak Spanish
and the waiter couldn't speak English.
So, Mr. Lee resorted to picture writing. He drew a picture of a cow, and
beside the cow he drew two mushrooms.
"Si, Si!" said the waiter, and he darted away. Presently he came back
bringing two umbrellas and a ticket to the bull fight.

.

f]ew ijork

Letter

.

.

the Persian

Room. She has been there now
months out of the year for

for about six

the past four years and
there doesn't seem to be
PACKS 'EM IN any doubt about her contracts for some time to
come. She entertains for a solid hour at
each performance and is the only "one

HILDEGARDE

show"

in

Manhattan

.

.

.

probably in

no mean proportion and everybody in the show business takes off his hat to her. Songs, some
on the market and some purely individual,
have a distinct charm that belongs only
to Hildegarde. Her hair-do and chic gowns
don't hurt anything either. At one point
in program she gives away roses (from a
existence. This

a feat of

whom

she coyly mentions), to
or chosen patrons. The other
evening Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt was at a
ring-side table with her son Elliot and
florist

by LUCIE

is

celebrities

INGRAM

wife, Faye Emerson.
that Mrs. Roosevelt was
his

But, Hildegarde

Summer
is

is

arriving in

one of the few

down without

visitors

Manhattan and

who

can

settle

day limit. Holiday
and Saturday mornings find the Stations
packed to the gates with country bound
room-dwellers. Most of the traffic from
town keads out Long Island way (Longilan
is the way to pronounce it), where there
are beaches all along the south and north
shores. Also, swimming, hot-dog stands
and row'boats for a dollar a day. There
is a tremendous lot of fishing off the shore
line
one wonders what becomes of
.

all

.

a

five

.

the fish caught out there. Perhaps, as

the sun grows more intimate, it may be a
good idea to take an early train back
just in case you might have to share a
seat with some unhappy fish on its last
mile to a Manhattan frying pan. Sail boats
are on the water from various Yacht clubs
and are preparing for the racing season.
Department stores are practically out of
those bits of material we laughingly call
bathing suits and all in all it looks as if
.

Summer

is

.

.

ready to open for business.

Hildegarde

is

still

packing

'em

in

at

Everyone knew
due for a rose.

presented

all

the

others

Then without mentioning a name
merely said, "To a very lovely lady,"

first.

she

and placed the roses on Mrs. Roosevelt's
table.

One

of the most amusing press stories
was that of Victor Moore being
arrested in Central Park because his dog
didn't wear a muzzle. Mr. Moore's fame
as a mild and baffled civilian and the fact
that his dog is a Pomeranian made the
case a big laugh. He was fined two dollars and this created another laugh as his
most famous skit in the Ziegfeld Follies
was about a two dollar fine. In the skit,
Mr. Moore had a lawyer who insisted in
defending him against the two dollar fine
as a result of spitting in the subway and
ended up by getting him convicted of
murder. In real life Mr. Moore fared
better. He paid the two dollar fine, took
his dog and went home. He remarked,
however, in parting, that if his Pomeranian
had to be muzzled he thought the squirrels
lately

should be muzzled, too.
Visitors in Manhattan find that doing
business here and shopping, is a sort of

NEW YORK
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Marathon of endurance. Half of this is
due to the fact that
MARATHON OF one tries to do too much

on Broadway have been just something
dreams are made of. But now two are
on the boards with every

ENDURANCE

BETTER GET
YOURS NOW

too short a time.
half is due to the
bewildering problem of how to get where.
Most taxis have one wheel in the grave
and traffic being what it is, one can often
save time by walking. To save time by
walking, however, one has to resist shop
windows; they are time-eaters but defiin

And

nitely. If a taxi

be

sure

and

is

desirable and available,
the one-way street

One can

.

.

.

chosen a theatrical career. Robin is now
appearing in Pygmalion. Also, she is working with Theatre, Inc., and doing occasional radio parts. Summer stock is beckoning to her with a bright aspect for the
fall theatre season. Robin has won her way
through many a radio and theatre contest
by hard work, reliability and constant
^raining ... to say nothing of a natural
beauty and charm. She has everything
... so step right up and place your bets.
The Old Vic Theatre Group is packing
them in at the Century
59th and
Seventh Ave. They were brought here
from England by Richard Aldrich (Gertrude
Lawrence's husband),
head
of
Theatre, Inc., and have proved a gold
mine. Their offering of King Henry IV,
first and second part, is a perfect example
of Shakespeare as he should be spoke.
.

.

.

Uncle Vanya, the relief play, isn't much
of a relief. It is heavy and tedious but so
expertly done that Checkov is forgiven
for writing it. Judging from the general
enthusiasm accorded the Old Vic Company, methinks they will return anon.
For the past year or so musical hits

a

CALL
ME MISTER and ANNIE

YOUR GUN

have moved in and
GET
landed right on top. Already tickets are
as scarce as seats on a Madison Ave. bus
but one can always try. Like hotel
reservations it's best to ask long in ad.

.

.

vance.

watch

save many a three blocks
by walking half a block for a ride in the
right direction. Subways are great timesavers ... if you get the right one, that
is.
Otherwise one can land miles out of
the way in a split second. On rainy nights
if one is at the old Plaza Hotel or thereabouts, and getting a ride is a lengthy
and grim ordeal, there is usually a horse
.-ind carriage available from the Park-driving trade. This type of transportation is
slow and expensive
but dry and sure.
Kansas Citians may well keep a watchful eye on a young lady from their midst
by the name of Robin Humphrey who has
signs.

indication of staying
long, long time.

After the

stress

Manhattan

and fatigue of a day

quite a temptation to
hotel for dinner. It is
almost always a sure bet for comfort and
service. But, with very little added effort
one can frequent the small restaurants.
Here, one finds an entirely different
atmosphere and a much more indigenous
type of Manhattan life. And it is well
worth the added effort. If you forget to
make a pre-visit list of these attractive

in

stay in one's

it

is

own

spots from your SWING, look them up in
a Manhattan publication ... of which
there are many. You will find not only
names listed but also prices and entertainment. Something not to be taken
lightly. Might as well see the town while

you're at

it.

The movie going
about

letting

its

public

is

never reticent
dislikes be

and

likes

known. Applause and

hisses are all a part
of public opinion. The latest character to
be hissed in Manhattan movies is John
One cannot believe these
L. Lewis
hisses to be from an anti-labor feeling
rather an anti-a-certain-person feeling. Public opinion is recognized to be
the most powerful force in the world.
When it jells into a hiss or to acclaim it
is something to be highly respected
and
reckoned with. The receiving end of a
hiss can't be a very pleasant spot.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Husband and wife radio programs have
taken to the air in such quantity that they
have become the brunt of many a gag.
Like so many things, it was a good idea
until overdone. No doubt the old standwhile many a
bys will carry on
new team will fall by the wayside. The
.

Fitzgeralds

and

.

.

Dorothy

very securely anchored but
guess for the others.

and
it's

Dick

are

anybody's

NEW YORK CITY
THEATER FOLK
chips, to 21,

go

Chambord,

Sardi's

to

(and,

in

the

Pavillion, Brussels, Colony,

Voisin and
kind), to
Bar on West
45th in the middle of the district. The Sixth
Avenue Delicatessen is known as "Little 21" and
Louis"

their

you'll

find

lots

of

celebrities

there.

OCCUPATIONAL BARS

with lots of characters
and characters, are Toots Shot's, of course.
Hurley's, the only corner of Rockefeller Center
which isn't Rockefeller Center the northeast corner
of 49th and Sixth; P. J. Clark's and Tim Costello's over on Third. Tim's Bar is decorated with
New
murals by James Thurbcr.
It's
an old
Yorker magazine crowd hangout and frequented by
John McNulty and the other NY-er writers.

—

—

RADIO PEOPLE

eat at Louis and Armand's 42,
52nd; the English Grill in Rockefeller Center;
Barberry, 19 E. 5 2nd; the Swiss Chalet, just
east of Louis and Armand's; at Toot's Shot's 51
West 51; Louis XLV Room on Rockefeller Plaja;
House,
on the
the
Holland
also
Plaza,
in
fact
pick any spot near NBC, CBS. MBS, or
find
stars,
producers,
and
you'll
agency
ABC
People, announcers, and even control
operators, who know as much as anybody about good radio shows. The
quick coke spots for radio are at Colbee's just back of CBS on 52nd and
the NBC Drugstore, on the main floor
of 30 Rockefeller Plaja. It's more fun
to go to Toots Shot's after the theater
than any other time. Everybody congregates there, and it's far easier to
get a table and it's far cheaper than

•k
E.

the

PORTS OF CALL
New Jersey: Mayfair Farms, W. Orange, 431
Eagle Rock Ave.; Robin Hood Inn, Clifton, 935
Valley Road; Terrace Room, Newark, 1020 Broad
Street.

SHOW

CASES: Bal Tabarin. 225 W. 46th.
amusing decor and good fun; Cafe Society Downtown, 2 Sheridan Sq., hot jazz and Folk songs;
Cafe Society Uptown. 128 E. 58th, sophistication,
plus Susan Reed; Commodore, ornate and plushy,
big bands; Copacabanca. popular night spot, good
Lower Plaza. Rockefeller
shows;
English
Grill.
Center, good view of the amateur ice show on the
rink;
Essex House.
100 Central Park S; Jack
Dempsey's. the fighter's name packs them in;
Latin Quarter, big, fast, girly revues; Lexington,
dancing, name bands, good shows; McAlpin Grill,
traditional, good bands; New Yorker, palatial plav
spot, platinum ice-show productions; Pennsylvania,
name bands first choice; Plaza, 5th Ave. at 59th,
pleasant, hospitable, showy; Russian Yar, 28 W.
52nd, imperialistic charm, rustic theme. Russian
delicacies;

St.

magnificence,

BASEBALL PEOPLE fatten their
batting averages and themselves at Al
Schacht's. 137 E. 52nd, where the Clown prince
of the national pastime has proven himself a fine
epicurean

host.

JUST FOR FISH it is the Anchor Sea Food
House, 200 W. 57th; Captain of the Sea. 19 E.
49th; Cooper's Sea Food, 136 W. 50th; Dick the
Oysterman, 65 E. 8th; Fishermen's Net, 3rd Ave
between 33rd and 34th; Grand Central Oyster
Bar. Harvey's Seafood House, 509 3rd Ave.; King
of the Sea, 879 3rd Ave.; Little Shrimp, 226 W.
23rd; the two Sea Fare places 41 W. 8th and
103 3 1st Ave. and Sea Food Galley. University
Place at 8 Ave.

COUNTRY DINING:

Westchester and Dutchess;
Levine's 1890 Palmer Ave; Ben Riley's Arrowhead Inn. 385 Tuckahoc Road; Glen Island Casino.
New Rochelle; Old Greeley Kitchen. Chappaqua at
end of Saw Mill River Pkwy; Wendover Farms,
6 miles south of Poughkeepsic.

Abe

Long Island: Hidden House, Great Neck, Rtc.
25-A; Pierre's, Syosset, Rte. 25; Roihman's, E.
Norwich. Rte. 25-A; Town Club. Great Neck,
Chelaea PI. off Cutter Mill Rd.

dance

floor,

59th.

at

terraced

name bands.

NEW YORK THEATRE
Plays

ANNA

.

.

.

LUCASTA.

(Mansfield.

W.

of B'way. CI. 6-9056). Sensational drama played by an alll-Negro
cast.
Valerie Black, Charles Swain,
and Claire Jay. Evenings except Mon-

47th

day 8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sunday. 2:40.

—

Club Room at the Stork unless
Jack Spooncr knows you you won't get
there
anyway!
in
the

Ave.

5th

Regis,
sizable

BORN

YESTERDAY.

(Lyceum

45th E. of B'way. (CH. 4"An uproarious delight." says
A
Barns of the Herald Tribune.
brand new comedy hit. with former
sports announcer Paul Douglas a solid success in his
Evenings except Sunday. Matinee
first acting role.
Wed.. Fri., and Sat., 2:50.
Theatre.
42-56.)

DEAR RUTH.
A bright

(Henry Miller, 43rd. East. BR.
comedy about a kid sister who
to soldiers and signs her older
sister's name. You can imagine what happens, and
it
does.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee
Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
9-3970).
writes

love

letters

DEEP ARE THE ROOTS.

(Fulton, 46th, West.
The authors of "Tomorrow the
present
their
plea
for
racial
tolerance
World"
under guise of a drama. Although they reach no
concise conclusions as to what should be done
about the problem, they do write an honest and

CI.

6-6380).

sometimes stirring play. A good cast, with special
honors to Barbara Bel Gcddes. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.

DREAM

GIRL. (Coronet, 49th. W«it. CI.
6-8870). Prolific playwright Elmer Rice turns out
another vehicle for his wife, Betty Field, an uncommonly good actrcM. This time it'a a comedy about
a career girl who daydreama too much. This drcaminf meant a field day for fantaay, and it's all teoi
fun. Nightly except Sunday. 8:15. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:35.

NEW YORK PORT OF
HAMLET.

(Columbui Circle Theatre. Broadway
59th. CO. 5-1 17J). Shakespeare at the Gl'a aaw
overteas. Maurice Evans, under the aegis of
Mister Michael Todd, presents the tragedy of the
gloomy Dane in mid-Victorian costumes, and sans >
few scenes which we've grown used to in this
particular play. The gravediggers are out. They say
the fellas in uniform considered them corny, and
anyway, says Mr. Evans the play moves better
without them. It's a great show. Nightly except
Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday,
2:50.
i(
at
it

HARVEY.

(Center, 6th Ave.
Delightful comedy about

and

49th.

BR.

a genial booxer
9-4566).
and his six-foot invisible rabbit. Evenings except
Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

2:40.

CALLS
TOO

THIS.
SHALL PASS (Belasco. 44th E. of
13'way.). Dramatic dynamite, a brave, disturbing
indictment. Evenings at 8:40. Matinee Saturday
and Sunday, 2:40.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco.
West. CI. 6-6230). Sweet comedy about a
on a week-end pass, and a little actress
who is afraid to fall in love again. John Beal comes
home again to play the soldier and very nicely;
Martha Scott is vivacious and appealing as the
45th,

soldier

THE MAGNIFICENT YANKEE.

(Royale. 45th.
Louis Calhern and Dorothy
about Chief Justice Holmes,
written by Emmet Lavery. Nightly except Sunday,
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

West.
Gish

a

and

family

Sunday,

its

8:35.

(Music Box, 45th W.
6-3646.)
Hilarious, funny, tender
It's about
a
Norwegian- American
wonderful mama.
Nightly except
Matinees Thursday and Saturday,

fine

story

UNCLE VANYA
nings,

REMEMBER MAMA.

5-5760).

CI.

in

Theatre

ie I
CI.
of B'way.
and touching.

61

(Century, 59th at 7th Ave.).
Incorporated presents this new play. EveMatinee Wednesday and Saturday,

8:15.

2:15.

Musicals

.

,

.

2:35.

WITH FATHER.

LIFE

play based

and

Clark
day,

(Bijou,

45th

W.

of

5-8215).
An immensely amusing
on Clarence Day'a book. With Wallis

CO.

B'way.

8:40.

Lily

Evenings, including SunMatinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.
Cahill.

O MISTRESS MINE.

(Empire,

Broadway

at

PE. 6-9540). The Lunts once more! Alfred
and Lynn Fontanne come to town in a new
comedy which they acted recently in London. It's
by the young Englishman, Terence Rattigan, was
formerly called "Love in Idleness," and presents
this spirited team at their spirited best. Nightly
except Sunday, 8:40. Matinee Thursday and Sat-

40th.

ARE YOU WITH

2:40.

ON WHITMAN AVENUE

(Cort, 48 St. E.
B'way. BR. 9-0046). Claims to face Negro
problem boldly, candidly and intelligently. Comes
to tight grips with post-war racial problems. Evenings 8:30.
Matinee, Wednesday and Saturday.

of

2:30.

PYGMALION. (Barrymore, 47th. West. CI.
4-4499). Gertie Lawrence (the Star Who Danced),
having herself a time as the little cockney who
turns into a lily, thanks to the efforts of the
professor, played this time by Raymond Massey.
With Melville Cooper and Cecil Humphries, and
staged by Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Nightly except
Sunday.
8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

STATE OF THE UNION.

(Hudson

Theatre,
44th E. of B'way. BR. 9-5641). Best thing of the
past season.
Lively,
timely and telling comedy
concerning liberal industrialist who takes to politics
but not to politicos, and his wife who likes to tell
the truth, never mind who is listening. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.

SWAN SONG
6-5969). A

CI.

story

by

(Booth,

45th

sparkling new
Ramon Romero and

W. of B'Way.
play based on a
Harriett Hinsdale,

St.

A

(Century, 7th Avenue
of capable people in-

59. CI. 7-3121).
lot
cluding Joan RoberU, Johnny
at

Downs. Lew Parker,

Dolores Gray get with it to give out with
song and dance and comedy in a show having something to do with life in a carnival. Rather more
fun than not. Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

and

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN

L.

urday,

IT?

(Imperial.

45th

W.

B'way. CO. 5-2412). Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein II present Ethel Merman in
what looks like a musical hit. Music and lyrics
by Irving Berlin. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. 2:30.
BILLION DOLLAR BABY. (Alvin 52. West.
The madly twitching twenties break
CI. 5-6868)
and
into song-and'dance, with Joan McCracken
Mitzi Green doing most of the honors. Adolph
Green and Betty Comden who turned out "On
the Town" also did book and lyrics for this one
and they've scored a hit once more. Nightly ex8:30.
Matiness
Wednesday and
cept
Sunday,
of

.

Saturday,

2:30.

CALL ME MISTER.

(National, 41. West. PE.
new musical starring Betty Garrett
6-8220).
and produced by Melvin Douglas and Herman
Nightly
except
Sunday,
Levin.
8:30.
Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 8:30.

A

CAROUSEL. (Majestic, 44th W. of B'way. CI.
fine musical set in New England in
6-0730.)
1870. Fine music and lyrics by Rodgers and Hammerstein.
Evenings except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

A

LUTE SONG
6-9156).

(Plymouth, 45th W. of B'way. CI.
Michael Myerberg presents Mary Martin

in a love story with music.
unlike most others.
high,

A

A

beautiful affair, quite

wide and bandaome

Evening, 8:30, except Sunday. Matinee
nesday and Saturday, 2:30.

day.

OKLAHOMA.

(St. James, 44th W. of B'way.
said and written
show, and the best of it is, it'i all
By all means, don't miss it. Evenings exSunday, 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Sat-

LA. 4-4664). So much has been
about

this

with Jacqueline Horner and Marianne Steward.
Evenings 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday.

true.

2:40.

urday, 2:30.

cept

holi-

Wed-

62
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THE RED MILL.

(46th St. Theatre. W. of
it
B'way.
CI. 6-6075.)
Revival of Victor Herbert
operetta ii loade livclf and amuaing by Eddie Foy,
Jr., Michael O'Shea and Odette Myrtil. Herbert
muiic aounda (rand. Eveoinga except Sunday at
8:40. Matinee Wcdneaday and Saturday, 2:40.

SHOW BOAT.

(Ziegfeld,

Ave. of the America!

at 54tb. CI. 5-5200). One thow which, like the
liver it liogi about, juat keepi roUin' along. Thii
revival of the Edna Ferber itory comet in bandtome proportiona with a fine caat. The muaic
wean well. With Carol Bruce (doing pretty well in
the part Helen Morgan act the precedent for),

Kenneth Spencer, Jan Clayton, Ralph Dumke, and
in Matinee
Buddy Ebaen. Nightly except Sund^v.
Wedncaday and Saturday, 2:?"
ST. LOUIS WOMAN. (Marti« Beck Theatre,
45th W. of 8th Ave. CI. 6-6565). Edward Groat
pretentt thii new mutical play with mutic by
,H

Down in Tennessee I heard a conversation between a colored woman
and the wife of a college president.
"Children, Liza?"
"Yes'm three boys."
"Do

have work?"
"Yes'm. One's a lawyer in Knoxville, one's a lawyer in Nashville and
they

all

one's a professor."
"A professor?" "Yes'm." She mentioned the university. "How in the
world did you ever do it, Liza?" "Oh
I

jes'

Harold Arlen and lyrict by the inimitable Johnny
Mercer. Starred are the Nicholai Brothert, Pearl
Baily, Rex Ingram, Ruby Hill and June Hawkiru.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:}0. Matinee Wednec
day and Saturday, 2:30.

SONG OF NORWAY.

(Imperial, 45th, Weat.
5-2412). Grieg'i life tet to Grieg't music,
and very pleaaant liatening. With Irra Petina,
Lawience Brookt, Helena Blitt, and Robert Shafer.
Nightly except Sunday, 8:30. Matinee Wedneaday
and Saturday, 2:30.

CO.

THREE TO MAKE READY

(Broadhurst.

W.

2:40.

Saturday.

Exasperated
as

being

at

known

only

the husband of Fannie Brice, Billy

on

Rose,

opening

his

Casino

some

to be famous on
had a huge sign made, fourhis own
teen stories high, spelling out Billy

years

ago,

—

Rose

decided

vertically.

On

the opening night the sign was
He stood off about a block
to take it all in. "Some sign,
chummily commented a stranger

lighted.

away
eh?"

standing next to him.
bet your life," Rose answered

"You

took in washin!"

proudly.

"Know who
One morning Bruno

Walter, famed

European conductor, walked into rebowed a courtly good mornto

hand

the
for

then raised his
"Now, gentlemen,"

the

Brice's

husband."

silence.

said, "the

—

black

ment

"Will you please
of

raised his baton. Tensely, the
placed their instruments in position, but before even a single note
was played, Walter lowered his. baton.
"No, no, gentlemen," he said solemnly.
"Already too loud."

tell

me what

color

flame they make?"
« >

He

men

< »
looking at a display of
candles in an Eastern departstore
inquired a bit timidly,

A woman

musicians,

opening of this symphony
must be piano softly, but very, very
softly. It opens like a whisper. Now!"

he

that fellow is?" volunstranger. "That's Fannie

teered

hearsal,

ing

44th

B'way. CI. 6-6699). Looae-jointed
of
starring
loose-jointed
musical
Ray Bolger who
makes more sense than the story. Brenda Forbes
and Rose Inghram help liven things up. Nightly
Matinee Wednesday and
except
Sunday,
8:40.
St.

Said the stout lady to the little boy:
"Can I get into the park through this
gate?"
"I guess so, lady. A carload of hay
just

went through."

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
Just for Food

.

k AIRPORT RESTAURANT.

,

.

When

Wright

the

Brothers invented the airplane we'll bet that nobody ever dreamed that airports would blossom
forth with such excellent culinary accessories as
this
colorful and hospitable eating place at the
Kansas City Municipal airport. There's always a
congenial crowd at breakfast, lunch, dinnertime and
between hops. Municipal Airport. NO. 4490.

ALLEN'S DRIVE-IN.

A

Fielder-Jones establishreputation. Features steak and
chicken dinner, outside and inside service. Open
daily and Sunday until 1 a.m., Friday and Saturday until 2 a.m. 63rd and Paseo. JA. 9534.

ment

with

a

fine

ALLADIN COFFEE SHOP.
Kansas City

sirloins

Famous

for

sizzling

An

and tempting T-bones.

ideal

place for a family dinner party. Alladin Roof is
available for private parties. In Alladin Hotel. 1213

Wyandotte. VI. 0371.

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA. A

colorful
place a
short distance south of the downtown area where
the food and service is excellent. Reservations are
not necessary but you may have to wait in line,
especially on weekends. 3215 Troost.

BRETTON'S. The

tradition Harry Weiss set up
restaurateur is being capably carried on by
the new owners, the Bretton's. The food is rich and
plentiful and prices are reasonable. They specialize
in filet mignon, roast young goose and broiled lake
trout. 1215 Baltimore. GR. 8999.
as

a

RANCH

CALIFORNIA
HOUSE. Dude ranch
atmosphere and surroundings plus liberal portions
good food. Giant hamburgers and full course
meals. Their dinner steaks at 80 cents are highly
recommended. Two locations, Linwood and Forest
and at 12th and Baltmiore, across from the Muehle-

PICKWICK HOTEL. A

PHILLIPS COFFEE SHOP. An

now

Reopened
decorations and improved

with new fixtures,
facilities. Open at 10:30 a.m. closes at 7:30 p.m. Fine
fish dinners and sea foods, exclusively,
and in a
wide variety. There's no other place like it in
this
part of the country.
Scarritt Arcade.
819
Walnut Street. HA. 9176.

FRANK
flown

by

in

MARSHALL'S. Where

J.

air express daily

An

attractive

and

dinner.

and

friendly

direct

sea

food

from the

is

gulf.

featuring lunch
midnight. Closed
Monday. Brush Creek Blvd at Paseo. VA. 9757.

Open

11

place

a.m.

to

MAYFAIR COFFEE SHOP.

Dodd

Ray

justi-

boasts of a place where choice cut steaks
and chops are the rule rather than the exception.
Serving 7 a.m. to I p.m., 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Lin-

fiably

wood and Tracy. VA. 3870.

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE SHOP.

Paneled

and

dignified and specializing in
traditional Muehlebach food. Open all night. Hotel

mirrored,

but

bright

Muehlebach.

12th

and

Baltimore.

MYRON'S ON THE PLAZA.
tractive

are
is

the

and widely advertising
best

cooks.
for

recommended

a

The Cameo
family

GR.

1400.

Neat

and

GR.

HA.

5688.

Red

and

beige

cuisine corner of the big Pla-Mor bowling alleys,
featuring home-made pies, cakes and tender, luscious

Pla-Mor,

32nd and Main.

VA.

7848.

Fried
chicken and barbecue, yum
yum! And boasting their own Arkansas-raised
fried chicken served every day. Curb service and
carry out. North Kansas City, Highways 71, 69
and 169. NO. 4304.

RUGEL'S.

UNITY INN.

Meatless

meals

done up

in

un-

believable style with accent on big salads and rich
desserts.
It's
the
nationally
known vegetarian
cafeteria
of
the
Unity School of Christianity.
Luncheon 11:30-2:00; dinner 5:00-7:30. Monday
through Friday. Sunday 11:30-2:00. Closed Saturday. 901 Tracy. VI. 8720.
the Rathskeller, now KanCity's most unique American-Italian restaurant.
daily and Sunday from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Dinner music by Monica Triska. 1115 East Armour
Blvd. VA. 9388.

VERDI'S. Formerly

sas

Open

Z-LAN DRIVE-IN. A

beautiful place on the
of the Country Club Plaza. Prompt
service and plenty of parking space. Inside
there are plenty of booths and tables and a wide
variety of food. 48th and Main. LO. 3434.

border

east

curb

at-

claim that women
room downstairs

For Food and a Drink

gatherings.

large place, very comfortably appointed, featuring good service and fine
food at moderate prices. Parking just across the
street.
In the
building,
first
floor.
217

Perebing Road.

interlude

5020.

PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP.

NANCE'S CAFE. A

BMA

ideal

any well-planned shopping trip. Just a few
from the Phillips lobby. Good food and
moderate prices. Hotel Phillips. 12th and Baltimore.
for

steaks.

GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE.

place,

steps

of

bach.

well-organized

with a justifiable claim of better food and service.
Luncheon, dinner and late snacks. Hotel Pickwick.
10th and McGee. GR. 5100.

.

,

,

AMBASSADOR RESTAURANT.
is

the

at

this

ambassador
attractive

side

hotels.

VA.

9236.

of

good

food

Martin Weiss
and congeniality

room in one of the
Ambassador. 3650

Hotel

nicer

south

Broadway.

S.

64
BOETTCHER'S.

•k

Grand Piano

Dave McClain
somewhat more than

is

broiled

spiration for
food. Swope

Parkway

Baby

the

at

sufficient insteaks, fried chicken and sea
at Benton Blvd. \VA. 9756.

BROADWAY

INTERLUDE. Joshua Everett
packing them in nightly for his
inimitable brand of piano boogie performed with
light.
Midnight interlude from midnight
black
Sunday to 1:30 a.m. Monday plays to standing
room only. 3545 Broadway. VA. 0926.

Johnson

still

is

CONGRESS RESTAURANT. Alma
pressionist of the piano,
is
heard
cellent food and casual atmosphere.

WE.

way.

Hatten, exExBroad-

Cozy

DOWNTOWN

INTERLUDE. Small and cozy
•k
but with Rockin' Rocco Ray it's strictly big league.
His digital musical contortions are traced in black
light.
In the
Robert E. Lee Hotel.
and
13 th
Wyandotte. VI. 0022.

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT.

Famous

lobster, shrimp, rainbow trout, famous as a
meeting place of the famous, and famous for the
organ music of pretty Pauline Neece. 1211 Baltimore. VI. 8490.

for

formerly

of

own

his

the Muehlebach,
beautifully-decorated

popular Gus Fitch,
now holds forth at
place

which

was

once the Colony Club. The food is fine and the
drinks are prepared by experts in that line. Gus
as friendly as ever and always glad to see
is just
you. 1106 Baltimore. GR. 5120.
A-

ITALIAN GARDENS. A roomy

restau-

Italian

rant with a wide variety of American-Italian food
and inspiring liquid refreshments. Closed Sundays.
1110 Baltimore. HA. 8861.

if

JEWEL BOX. A

management
well

the

junior size place now under the
E. Wood. Piano music by
Ganz. 3223 Troost. VA.

Glenn

of

known

PIONEER ROOM.
this

A

Willie

RESTAURANT.

PRICE'S

Spacious,

upstairs

and down, with prompt service, good food and
moderate prices. Downstairs is ideal for after-five
relaxation. 10th and Walnut. GR. 0800.

3529

TAVERN.
place to enjoy fine
foods prepared to your taste at one of Kansas City's
smartest dining spots. This and Maurice's Grill
at 6332 Brookside are operated by Maurice Bell.
113 E. 10th. VI. 4352.

GUS' RESTAURANT. The

PLAZA LOUNGE. Smart, major league entertainment for the Country Club Plaza. "Hiis place,
formerly known as Martin's, now presents Stan
Nelson's jive trio and the vocals of Jean Montrose.
Restaurant,
cocktail
lounge,
two bars, cafeteria
and a night club. 210 W. 47th. LO. 2000.
if

nightly.

5115.

DIERK'S

June, 1946

ng

new room

Growing

popularity

in

is

new Westport Arms

the

in

hotel.
a circular divan, glass-top
tables and indirect lighting. Occasional organ music.
Westport Arms hotel. Armour near Broadway. LO.

around

all

with

0123.

PUSATERI'S HYDE PARK ROOM.

Attractive

room offering tables, booths and bar servThroughout the evening Helen caresses the
Steinway keyboard beautifully. So is Helen. Opens
4 p.m. Hyde Park Hotel. Broadway at 36th. LO.
dining
ice.

5441.

PUSATERI'S

NEW

A

YORKER.

crowded and

popular downtown spot, crowded because it is so
popular; but it's lots of fun regardless. Excellent
food, and the same can be said of the piano playing ability of Willie Weber. 1104 Baltimore. GR.
1019.

BAR AND RESTAU-

COCKTAIL

ROSE'S

RANT. A

convivial place in the heart of tha
Large, comfortable and friendly,
with an attractive dining room opposite from the
the bar. Lunch and dinner, and ala carte after
9 p.m. 405 W. 75th. VA. 9274.

Waldo

district.

SAVOY

GRILL.

Dim.

and

historic

dignified,

but the food is somewhat better than 14-k. Straight
and mixed drinks are fine, and always available.
Closed Sundays. 9th and Central. VI. 3890.

WESTPORT ROOM. A

fine place from which
to miss your train or pass the time of day or
evening. Richly appointed with fine service in food
and drinks. Right next door is the famous Fred
Harvey restaurant. In the Union Station. GR. 1100.

9696.

KENN'S BAR

AND

A

RESTAURANT.
noonafternoon gathering place for proradio writers, actors and actresses,
where everybody knows each other and the food
and drinks are of excellent choice and quality.
9th and Walnut. GR. 2680.
and

time

fessional

KELLEHER'S

MART

cover charge.

CAFE.

New,

smooth,

One

of Kansas City's most
restaurants, with a cute bar.
In the Merchandise Mart, 22nd

distinctive, spotless!
beautifully decorated

No

and Grand.

PHIL TRIPP'S. A popular standby
who really know where to go. Mixed

of those
drinks at

the bar, and a convenient dining room with something in it. Across from the Pickwick bus station.

922 McGee.

HA.

PLAYHOUSE
steak

Just for a Drink

.

.

,

late

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE. A

people,

dinners

plus

RESTAURANT.
sightly

and

Chicken
shapely

and
revue.

Weekdays 1st floor show at 10:30. Charly Rankin,
C. 2240 Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.

M.

PLAZA BOWL. One

of the midwest's finest
alleys containing a restaurant and cocklounge thoroughly in keeping with the Bowl's
policy of the best of everything.
480 Alameda
Road. LO. 6656.

place

but

big

micro-

hospitality.
It's
popular with people who like to make their greenbacks do double duty. The bargain "two for one"
cocktail hour is featured every day from 3 to 5.
little

in

11th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
Latin-American
atmosphere
with
colorful south of the border decor. Hazel Smith
entertains at the Novachord afternoons, while the
is
popular and charming Alberta Bird of
featured in the evening. Hotel Phillips. GR. 5020.

Hotel Continental.

CABANA.

WHS

OMAR ROOM.

If you're
looking for a book
a bough, better bring your own.
will furnish the vintage of the grape.
room of constant dawn or twilight (to suit
your mood) with that incredible mirror over the

of verses

But

9224.
a

scopic

beneath

Omar

A

bar.

Hotel

Continental.

11th

and Baltimore.

HA.

6040.

PINK ELEPHANT.

A

junior-size cocktail lounge
nearly always crowded, but once inside it s
than worth the effort. Yes. three pink elephants parading around the walls are really there.
State Hotel on !2ih Street. GR. 5310.

bowling

that's

tail

more

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
•k

THE TROPICS.

Take the elevator

to

the

third

of the Phillips, turn left, pass the gift shop
and go down the long hall and there you'll emerge
rnto what your dreams of south sea islands should
be like. Paul Weber's fingers dance and the Hammond organ laughs and sings. 12th and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.
floor

ZEPHYR ROOM. A
to

El Casbah, where
Bellerive family.

well-mannered little brother
seems to run in

hospitality

Always top-notch attractions.
Program changcss every two weeks. Hotel Bellerive.
Armour at Warwick. VA. 7047.
the

With Dancing

.

.

Judy Conrad, the band of

a

melodies and as many friends, is back for
another long engagement. Billy Snyder, the world's
smallest trumpeter, is the standout entertainer. We
like this place because it is lively without being
too noisy. Dinner dancing from 6 to 1:30. LaSalle
Hotel. 922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

million

DRUM ROOM.

Bob Sylvester and his orchestra,
featuring the lovely Eloise, song stylist, back for
an indefinite engagement. There's very little room
for dancing but food portions and hospitality are
generous.
Hotel President.
14th and Baltimore.

GR. 5040.
if EL CASBAH. The glamour spot of the midwest where a name star is featured in two shows
nightly. An array of nationally known stars comes
and goes on a two-week schedule. The popularity
Dwight Fiske has been a fine example of El
Casbah quality. Saturday afternoon cocktail dansants,
no minimum or cover; and free rhumba
lessons. Hotel Bellerive. Armour at Warwick. VA.
of

even

already

become

platters

are

here,

tractions

3511

too.

Troost.

VA.

A

the

home

Lee and Baby
and drums that

Julia

piano

talking

to

themselvi-.;

No

11th and

if

GR. 6040.

Baltimore.

PLANTATION. An

club,

just

attractive dining and supper
convenient drive east of the city. The

a

magnet

is

East

40,

now
of

Gilbert's

Jerrv

K.

C.

FL.

SOUTHERN MANSION.
Baltimore
decorated

—

latter
to
orchestra.
1

425

fine

trio.

1307.

and
remodeled

Spacious

airy

newly
and
favorite,
cocktails
and dinner dancing; the
pleasant music of Dee Peterson's
bar; mixed drinks at your table.

avenue

for
the

No

Baltimore.

GR.

5131.

SKY-HIGH ROOF.

Dancing Friday and Saturday nights to the music of Kenny White and his
smooth orchestra. Other nights the roof is available
for parties. Hotel Continental. 11th and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.
ir

TERRACE

GRILL. Russ

with Blue Baron,
musical attraction

Carlyle. former vocalist
the

his new orchestra is
this show spot of the

and
at

mid-

west. The grill is a gorgeous place from every
standard, yet its prices are very reasonable. For
reservations phone Gordon Ewing. Hotel Muehlcbach. 1 2th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.

STUBB'S
tuneful

for a
Leitt.

For

heard.

They

Education."

ham

a

GILLHAM PLAZA.

Here's a place
night with the pianist-vocalist Jeanie
she has the best beat you ever
call her stuff "Boggie with a College
And how right they are! 3114 Gillgal,

Plaza.

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR.

A

roomy night club out
the Waldo district that stays open later than
other places. Right now the musical attraction is the "Four Tons of Rhythm," and they're
just exactly that. 79th and Wornall. DE. 1253.
in

most

mixed
an
off

drinks,

friendly cocktail lounge where
conviviality and a j'uke box form
a friendly evening. Just

combination for
Main, west on 39th.

ideal

VA.

9806.

colored preacher wanted to be a D.D., just like many white preachers.
wrote to a certain institution of very dubious standing and asked them to
confer on him this honorary degree. Finally some unscrupulous individual
wrote that if the preacher would send $25, he'd see what could be done. The
colored brother did not have the twenty-five dollars, but was determined to get
the degree. He wrote, "Enclosed please find the sum of $12.50, for which I
kindly ask you to please send me one 'D.' As soon as I get the money I will
"
send for the other 'D,'

He

at-

PENGUIN ROOM.

TROCADERO. A

MILTON'S TAP ROOM.

fre-

9256.

Roy Mack and his band
are setting a record in popularity. This place is
cool as a Penguin's nose during the warm summer months, but the atmosphere is just the opposite.
minimum or cover. Hotel Continental.

7047.
Loveit do things with
send the cats crawling

col-

cut

Food and drinks are other worthwhile

Highway

JA. 4316.

have
though

records

items,

lector's

quently.

musical
.

An ideal place for a perfect
it BLUE HILLS.
evening in a colorful and friendly blue and silver
hideaway. Featured on the menu are barbecued
ribs,
beef and
chicken,
dinner or supper.
for
Through a glass arched door is the cocktail lounge
where Tony Curuchi and his Latin music are on
hand for nightly entertainment. Your host is the
genial and well-known Eddie Cross. 6015 Troost.

CROWN ROOM.

Decca

Their

65

—

SWINGIN'

—

WITH THE STARS

Metro-Goldwyn Mayer

THE GREEN YEARS

Paramount

— Charles

THE WELL GROOMED BRIDE

—Olivia

Tom

Coburn,

sensitive

de Havilland, Ray Milland,
Sonny Tufts. Milland is
again struggling for a bottle, this
time a magnum of champagne instead of a fifth of rye. Ray needs

Drake.
Beverly
Stock well.
Screen
Cronin's
best
J.
the account of a
Irish
lad sent to live

Tyler,
Dean
adaptation of
seller,
giving

A.

with a
strict
There he finds
in

his

Scottish
family.
a staunch friend
great-grandfather and an

unreasoning ruler in his greatgrandmother. The boy strives to
obtain an education and to carry

on

his

beliefs

in

spite

of

handi-

caps. His romance with a childhood sweetheart is woven through-

out the

story.

EASY TO
Esther

WED—Van

Williams,

Keenan Wynn.

A

Johnson.

Lucille
Ball,
singin", dancin',

magnum

the

RKO Radio Pictures
BADMANS TERRITORY

—

romancin' Van Johnson woos both
Esther Williams and Lucille Ball
and finds himself in a marital
triangle with
the
two. Keenan
Wynn, as a slap-happy newspaper reporter lends his bit by
arranging Van's marriage to both.

Randolph Scott. Ann Richards,
George Hayes. There are badmen

It takes some hilarious fixing before the comedy of matrimonial
errors can be straightened out.

fearless

boot in this western thriller
and the Daltons.
a horde of desperadoes, bank busters and train
to

the James boys
Belle Star and

Randolph

robbers.

law

officer,

Scott,

as

to

christen

ship;

a

Olivia wants it to christen the
palate of her returning war hero.
Sonny Tufts. Olivia gets the magnum of champagne, but Ray, undaunted, appeals to her patriotism,
lures her to
offers her money,
dinner, even makes love to her
all
to get the champagne back.
As you might have guessed, he
not only gets the champagne, but
also Olivia!

the

mingles with

the desperadoes under a sort of
truce.
Ann Richards portrays a
fiery she-editor of a small town
newspaper, crusading to have the
early-west territory brought under
Federal control, and meeting fierce
opposition along the way. Scott
more than adequately takes care
of both
the outlaws and the shf
editor.

—

THE BLUE DAHLIA

—

Alan

William
Lake,
flower show, bv
any means, but a mystery shocker
Veronica

Ladd,

Not

a

first

order.

Bendix.
the

of

as a returned war
his
wife
(Doris

Alan

Ladd.

veteran,

finds

a
Dowling)
and involved with a
night club owner. Disgusted and
disillusioned, he walks out on her
and into the life of Veronica

drunkard

Lake, who later turns out to be
the estranged wife of the night
club owner. Ladd's wife is found
shot to death, and the plot races
bruisingly through his efforts to
clear

his

war-buddy,

name and
William

that

of

his

Bendix.

•
Tentative
Schedule
for
Films Showing In April
In Kansas City

NEWMAN
Warner Brother*
HER KIND OF

MAN — Dane

Clark, Janis Paige, Zachary Scott,
Faye Emerson. Tale of a gambler,
his gal, and the cinema version
of a newspaper columnist. Janis
Paige is the gal who loves the
ne'er-do-well
gambler,
Zachary
Scott. While Zach is riding a rare
streak of luck to big money, back
in the late Twenties, Dane Clark
tags along trying to edge in on
Scott's girl. "The law and vengeful associates finally catch up with
Scott, relieving Janis of the problem of choosing between him and
Dane Clark.

THE BLUE DAHLIA
THE WELL GROOMED BRIDE

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

ESQUIRE,

DO YOU LOVE ME?
CLUNY BROWN

RKO ORPHEUM
BADMEN'S TERRITORY
HEARTBEAT

Twentieth-Century-Fox

CLUNY

BROWN

—

Jennifier

Reginald
Charles Boyer,
Gardiner. Richard Haydn. One of
the more delightful comedies of
the year in which Jennifer Jones
portrays a young lady whose sole
ambition is to become a plumber.
Through a quirk of circumstance
Jones,

she becomes a housemaid instead.

LOEW'S MIDLAND
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE
THE GREEN YEARS

Charles Boyer is a Ctech liberal
in
the pre-war English setting,

who
a>ell

befriends the
to
aa tend*

affairs.

housemaid
her

as

romantic

(Excerpt from "Santa Fe. The Railroad
That Built an Empire," a Random House
book, by James Marshall).
"Ripley, Storey and Bledsoe, Engel and
Gurley built track and locomotives and
millions of things that make a railroad
but they built something more.
.

.

.

"In September, 1944, a ChicagO'KanCity train stopped one night at Fort
Madison, Iowa, and from it the conductor
and a trainman carried Albert E. Stine,
an Associated Press man of 4508 Broadway, Kansas City. A. E. Buckingham, the
Santa Fe's agent at Fort Madison helped
them, and, as the train went on, saw Mr.
Stine safely to the Sacred Heart Hospital
and waited while the doctors examined

sas

the sick passenger.
"The physicians

have to have a major operaWe'll need blood transfusions.'

"So Mr. Buckingham bared his arm
and gave his blood. After that, he sent
for Mrs. Stine, also a Kansas City newspaper worker. Next day he visited the
hospital and brought along two other
Santa Fe men, already rolling up their
" 'You'll need some more blood for Mr.
here it is,' he said.
Stine

—

just

now

Telephone Co. in Kansas City, and
with A. T. (i T. in New York:

"It's

paper that a

saying here in the

guy named Stine (and it sounds like my
Al) gets a bellyache on a train. Well,
lots of people get bellyaches on trains.
I had a bellyache on a train one time and
what did I do? I go to the room marked
'Men' and toss cookies all over Birmingham, Alabama, for three miles. What
does this Stine do? Go to the room marked
'Men'? No. He starts yelling 'Who owns
"It seems that the train belongs to Mr.
A. T. Santa Fe, who doesn't happen to
be along on this trip, so his first asMr. Buckingham, he steps up
sistant,
and says 'My boss owns this train what
gives?' You can't imagine what's happening then. This Stine says, "Stop her!

—

By Gawd,
know why
he

pulls
to

Stine

sleeves.

"Yes,

Bell

this train?'

" 'He'll

all

the book was published came
from Justin E. Hoy, formerly
assistant sales supervisor for Southwestern
a letter

came out with grave

faces.

tion.

AFTER

it
seems that
running trains."

railroading

isn't

soft

and

still

he's

I
gotta bellyache.' I don't
yet but this guy Buckingham,
the rope, they take this guy

nursery and make him real
happy. Some nerve, eh? But
not happy. Nothing does but

a

poor guy, whose boss owns the train,
has to be giving up his own life's blood
for this Stine. (At this point I'm betting
Mr. Buckingham was wishing this Stine
had been riding on the Burlington.) Do
this

you think maybe this Stine was happy
now? No. Two more guys who happened
to work for
to lean over

the

railroad,

they,

and bleed for

this

too,

got

Stine.

"In conclusion I can only say that the
railroad should hire more lawyers like
that smart shyster from Venice named Mr.
Portia, and further that if this guy Stine
ain't my friend Al, it's only because my

Al didn't think of

this

routine first."
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DOUBLE TIME

Fifty-eight minutes after carpenters begin to build one
of those new GI houses out in Northeast
Kansas City, the lady of the house is already in the tub. Then the doorbell rings.
The brush salesman has arrived.

BANG BANG

.

.

.

Five Kansas City

men went on a hunting trip up into
Canada. Coming to a likely looking farm,
one member of the party, carefully omitting mention that he knew the farmer,
volunteered to ask permission to hunt.

Warmly

greeted by his old friend, the

hunter was told that they could shoot to
their heart's content. "Oh, wait a minute,
Fred," said the farmer. "I've got an old
horse out by the barn that I have to do
away with, but I'm too attached to the
old mare to shoot her. Will you do the
job for

me?"

"Sure,"

"What'sa

matter, Fred?"
us hunt?"

.

.

VERSATILITY ... The

California
seems, never gives up. The day
of a torrential downpour of near-flood
proportions, a department store, advertising boots, raincoats, and umbrellas said:
"Let us help you get ready for California's
Liquid Sunshine Days."
spirit,

it

FINAL NOTICE ... The
weekly

they

editor of a
carried

paper
this notice on the front page:
southern

Missouri

"Attention subscribers.

answered Fred.

Returning to the car, Fred began to
growl
angrily
as
he
approached
his
friends, and hurriedly loaded his gun.

"Won't he

.

When

your sub-

come in and renew
promptly if you want a good boost toward the golden gate when you expire."
scription

expires

asked.

let

"No," snapped Fred. "I'll show the
old so-and-so that he can't get away with
that." Walking over to the barn and
taking careful aim, Fred plugged the old
mare

in

her

tracks.

The

other four took one look, climbed
back into the car and wheeled down the
road with visions of red coated Mounties
and stern Canadian law in hot pursuit.

The foursome was twenty miles on
way home before the practical joker

their

could head them off by telephone.

DUCK

BETTER
Doris Duck was
paddling happily in the lagoon one day
when she spied a good-looking, shiny
stranger duck. Doris swam up and said
coyly, "Hello There." The other duck
answered not a word.
.

.

.

"Aw

go to hell then," grated Doris,
her best duck etiquette. Just then
she spied a hunter aiming a gun at them
from the wooded shore. Being kindhearted, Doris took time to shout warning to the surly stranger before she dove.
with

DOUBLE TROUBLE ... A man
court charged
offered this novel defense:
a

local

police

with

in

assault

"Your honor, I wasn't within a mile of
the place where she says the assault took
place. Besides, it wasn't an assault because she invited me in. And besides
that, she ain't the woman."

Coming

to the surface cautiously, Doris
all
shot to pieces,
splinters in fact.

saw the strange duck
to

"Aha! Wooden duck, eh!"

said

Doris.
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ARTICLES
was—when
TIME
shot off a few

the kiddies
firecrackers

and we called it July. But that
was before. It wasn't enough
that since 1776 we'd had bunting and speeches and some skyrockets.

century

'This

—well
—

is

on

twentieth
way to the

the
its

twenty-first
and America had
to take it big. For the celebration of this independence month

nothing
—
bomb—and

than an

less

atomic

the biggest explosion ever known in the history
of any independence won from

Minnesota Vacation
D. W. Hodgins
Barnyard Rhapsody
Betty and William Waller
Sterilized Heartbreak
Kay Lyman
Try Tipping
John Warington
Send a Cow by Radio
John Quinn
Blood and Thunder
Harry Van Demark
Impresario of the Impossible. .Charles H. Hogan
What's in a Name
Jack Andrews
The Seedless Herb
Lewis C. Hodgins
.

This Shrinking
It Was So Easy

Bourbon in Bondage
Minute

22

40

Man of the Month, R. J. (Hap) Gardner
Heavy Dates in Kansas City

37

sparklers, ice cream and
sunburn and spankin' white sails
.
chiggerbites and the splash
sticky Sun.
.
of cool water

.

.

.

.
day mornings in church
band music in the street
.
.
white jackets and crew cuts
and the girls in their summer
dresses. The days blaze like a
sulphurous fire in a crucible.
And in the early morning, an
hour before the sun, the blackbirds come, whistling and fiend,

.

.

.

ish,
charlike
old
cackling
to scrape the crucible
of day clean of the burnt black
night. That's July as it has been
and will be in all the forever
any of us will ever know.
But in the new reckoning of
time, this is the end of a year.
The first twelve months of the
atomic age have passed. The old
year dies in the midst of a
month hot and golden as brandy
held against the sun. And over
Bikini the first movement ends
in furious crescendo.

2

Ports of Call in Kansas City
SwiNGiN' With the Stars

63

Swing Around

67

66
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Chicago Letter
Chicago Ports of Call

New York
New York

Letter
Ports of Call

Nort Jonathan
Marion Odmark
Lucie Ingram

53
55
57

Jeanne Taylor

59
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.

Tom
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Swing's

and

5

Collins

July's

—

41

45
47

Marion Odmark

Jest a

whatever enemy! This is another
of the devious avenues down
happiness.
On the calendar as we knew
it before the atomic bomb, this
the
the seventh month
is
pleasant compound of picnics

John H. Furbay
Joseph Kantor

23
27

MISCELLANIES

which man pursues

his ultimate

World
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7
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HEAVY DATES

ROD AND REEL
Lol(e
1

12

ART

For list of
write Lake of the

Orarl^s.

the

of

resorts,

Ozarks Association.
Box
31.
Gravois Mills. Mo.
La\e Vcnita. 35 miles East of
Kansas City on Highway 40.

No

closed

Bass,

season.

Crappies.

Open now.

Bluegills,

Cat-

fish.

La\e Remote.
Smithville

way

F.

No

One mile north of
race track on Highlicense required. $1

per automobile.
Allendnle Lak.ts. Good fishing 25
miles from
downtown Kansaj
City. Follow Highway 71 bypass South to sign.
Pertle Springs La\cs. Fine Bass,
Crappie and Bluegill fishing.

Kansas City Art Institute
Summer art show, including
best works of the year on display during July.
William Roclthill Nelson, Gallery
of Art

Summer

classes for children, 7-16,

through July 27. Classes held
Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday mornings.
Nelson Art Collection paintings
by Burnett Shryock.
Ceramics Room: 18th and 19th
Century English pottery from
the Burnap Collection,
Print
Rooms:
Old Masters
Prints
from
the
Permanent
Collection.

One hour from Kansas City on
50. Warrensburg, Mo.
Taneycomo.
Fine
Basi,
Channel Cat,
Crappie.
Jack
Salmon
fishing.
Write
Bud
Brown. Box 100. Branson. Mo.
Tonganoxie State La\e. Largest
Bass, Crappie and Bluegill fishing. Within one hour of Kan-

West.
Bean LaJ^e, Keene's Camp. Only
40 miles north of Kansas City
sas

City,

on Highway 45. Rushvilte. Mo.

SWIMMING

GOLF

La^

Courses

Public

Armour

d

69th

Field*,

Ward

Parkway.
93rd

Belle-Air,

d

Nail,

Johnson

d

Washita.

County.

Old

Mission, 48th
Johnson County.
St.
Andrews, 8501

State

Line,

Johnson County.

Meadows, Blue
Highway 40.
Swope Park Golf Club,
Stayton

Ridge,

MUSIC
Kansas
City
Civic
Orchestra,
direction
under
of
N,
De
Rubertis, each Sunday evening,
7:45 in Loose Park.
Band
Concerts:
Kansas
City
Municipal Band, under direction N. D« Rubertis; Tuesday
nights. Budd Park; Wednesday
nights,
Pcnn
Valley
Park;
Thursday nights, Troost Park;
Friday
nights,
Swope Park.

(Special concert at Swope
July 4).

evening of

Park

2,

and Pasco.
all

Hcim

40,

Main

Tom

I,

3,

and

Sunny

Kate

Beck-

Dunham;

4,

Tom ana
Lee Williams;
5,
Kate Beckham; 6, Johnny Long;
7,

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

St.

son near Monroe.
5th

and

Charlotte.
Sbetler No. 2.
children
/or

14,

Mulkey, 13th and Summit.
West Terrace, 17th and Jarboe.
Roanoke. 37th and Roanoke Road.
Loose Park. 55th and Wornall.
Sheffield Park, 12th and Ewing.
Garrison Square, 5th and Troost

16,

Williams; 16, Joe Cappo;
Kaye; 18, 19, 20,
21. 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28.
30. 31. Joe Cappo.
Lee
17,

near

3-10).

Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd and

ham;

17th

boards,

Park, East Bottoms, Nichol-

Swope Park, near
pools,
(Wading

July

and Ben»

(Colored).
diving

Hardesty

Park.
John.

Columbus,

DANCING

15

Onter.

no

with
free/

fPools

Budd

W. on

Community

Paseo

Swope

Victory Hills, 4 miles
Wyandotte County.

—

(free).
Grt>ve, Grove Park.
ton (free).

Swope Park.

Park.

Swope Park No.

unth
Stfimming pools
open daily)
boards
Park
in
Swope
Swope Park pool,
(adm.)
Valley.
26 and Summit
Peiui
(Public
diving

JULY 4TH

Sammy

BASEBALL
Kansas City Blues, American Association. All games at Blues
Stadium, 22nd and Brooltlyn.
July 6, 7, 8. Milwaukee.
9. 10. Indianapolis.
12. Louisville.
11,
13. 14. Columbus.
15. 16. Toledo.
28, 29. 50. Toledo.

Skinnay Ennis, ani
Kansas City Muni
cipal Auditorium.
Municipa
Show,
Fairfax
Air
Airport, sponsored by Kansa
Patrol.
City
Civil
Air
Je

Bob Hope.
company

planes,

at

etc.

CONVENTIONS
July

15-17

Central

States

Sales

men. Phillips and Muchlcbach
21-26
City
G<<
Kansas
Show. Phillips and Muehlebadi

July

MINNESOTA

Vacation

how to go and
do in that scenic
wonderland, Minnesota!
Where

what

to go,

to

by

D.

W. HODGINS

YOU may

be unfamiliar with the
of a Pfluger fishing
reel as you are with the controls of
a jet'propelled, P'80 Shooting Star.
Your past fishing experiences may
have been as dismal a failure as the
recent meeting of foreign ministers.
In fact, you may not even know on
which end to bait the boat.
operation

But, there are places in this beautiful

and

health, rest

And

now, it becomes imperative
more and more people learn
where these places are, and learn
from first hand experience how
that

they can be reached.
Far north, at the headwaters of

easily

•

the Mississippi River, some 240 miles
north of the Twin Cities, is the land

of 10,000 lakes. It covers an area of
;

temperature

warm and

and no

country of worn-out automobiles
shirts where you can climb
into a boat as an angling amateur,
make 20 casts, and haul in from 15
to 17 fighting, flapping walleyes or
northern pike.

\

pen to your good cook at home. There
is no limit to the amount of fresh
fish,
crisp garden vegetables, and
sweet cream butter you can stow
away. With an average summer

many thousand

square miles, dotted
with lakes bordered by cabins, cottages

the

and

delicious

scented

and all spiced by
and healthful pine-

resorts,

air.

What happens to your appetite
once you get up there, shouldn't hap-

of

69,

the

days

are

delicious; the nights cool

—

restful

and

all

combining

for

relaxation.

Bemidji, Minnesota, is the center
of a great scenic wonderland. Here is
the home of the Chippewa Indians,
immortalized by the poems of Longfellow. Here is the mythical headquarters of Paul Bunyan, legendary
superman woodsman, hero and patron
saint among the loggers of the early
Northwest
the mighiest man who
ever lived. Here is where the people
of Bemidji erected a 20-foot high
solid concrete statue of Paul and his
Blue Ox, Babe. Here is an ideal vacationland, easily accessible by rail,
.

.

.

highway and a combination of the
nation's airlines.

There are upwards of 300

lakes

within a half-hour drive from Bemidji, jewels of crystal, set in geat verdant forests of pine, spruce and elm.

S.

4
highlighted by
graceful birch.

radiant

sprinkles

of

There are 40 lodges and resorts
in the immediate vicinity of Bemidji,
but it is just possible that your stop
may be at Ruttger's Birchmont
Lodge. Then again you may be di'
rected to Harry Roese's Shorecrest
Lodge, both of which are located on
the seven-mile long and four-mile
wide Lake Bemidji.
Birchmont 's rates are as low as
$38.50 weekly and from $45.50 per
week when two or more occupy a
room. There is a half rate for children under ten. The entire plan inlodging,

cludes

community worker and has

terrific

done much

food,

linens,

privi-

to help develop that part
of the country.

There are many other resorts close
by: Beaver Pass, Lake Motel, Lake
Plantagement, Lazy Day Lodge, Pike
Winebrenner's, Sandy Beach

Point,

Camp,

Woods, Log Cabin

North

Court, Port O'Wild, and dozens of
others.

All of these places can be reached

by plane or automobile. By highway,
the roads are in good condition. By
plane, a good choice is Moberg's Sea
Plane Service, which operates charter
to all of the resort country from a

downtown

pier in

Bemidji.

on the nearby golf course, and
Fishing equipment may be
boats.
rented for a small sum. Birchmont

somewhat of a community event, where everybody sits
at long tables, and devours fresh pike

consists of a large resort hotel,

with

more than 100 rooms, and 27

cot-

fillets like mad. Fire Chief Pete Johnson of Bemidji, big in voice, stature
and culinary ability, is a nationally
known figure. At work over the
caldron of smoking-hot fat, Pete
wears an apron upon which is let-

leges

tages.

In the cottages, however, you

do your own cooking. At the
food

hotel,

served at regular mealtimes,
and it's just too bad for habitual
late
comers. However, they have
plenty of candy bars. Birchmont is
located on the sun-swept north shore.
is

The water

is

as clear as

new

plate

Fish fries are

tered,

"Genius

to a delicious

huge rotary

ripples.

roads,

On the west shore of the lake is
Shorecrest resort, owned and operated by Mr. and Mrs. Harry Roese.

Pacific

They have

out

neat cottages, completely modern, clean and trim, and
well-spaced among pines and birches
of the 115-acre playground. There's
the usual good fishing, dancing, playground and beach for children and
cars for use of guests. Harry is a
ten

Work." The

pound or more

half a

and with your own eyco you
can see the haughty walleyes and
northerns come and go in shimmering

glass,

at

fillets

are eight to ten inches long, weigh
each, are done

golden brown, and are

flipped out like newspapers from

a

press.

Bemidji is served by three railGreat Northern, Northern

easy
State

and the Soo Line, and
from Minneapolis

drive

Highway
to

85.

Good

International

is

an

over
roads fan

Falls,

Grand

Forks, Duluth, Hibbing, Braincrd and
all points of the Northwest vacation

country. Bemidji has an airport big
enough to land anything that flies.
In fact, many resort towns in this
area are laying number one stress on

MINNESOTA VACATION
most expensive. Chances are that you
will choose Mid-Continent out of
Kansas City or St. Louis, or Northwest out of Chicago and the eastern
cities.

With your big plane landing at
step
is
your
next
Minneapolis,
aboard a private charter plane or
scheduled airliner. Very likely you
will

ride

in

a twin-motored

aircraft piloted

Cessna

by Bob, Joe or War-

who

operate a charter
Or,
you may have seats on the Bemidji
Air Lines, a scheduled service between the Twin Cities and Bemidji,

ren Schaper,

air service to the lakes country.

with new, seven passenger Nordyne

development of air transportation
facilities.
Because of distances and
general convenience, air travel

is

the

most logical way to travel to and
from the Minnesota vacation country.

Among the first to realize this importances was Les Schroeder, Commissioner of Aeronautics for the state
Minnesota. Schroeder, rotund,
of
apple-cheeked
talkative
only
and
when he has something worthwhile
to say, is a gristmill of plans and
ideas. He has educated Minnesotans
to the air age, and already it is paying off in vastly increased use of the

Norsemen

planes.

from Minneapolis
hour and a half.

The

trip

takes

by plane
about an

Mid- Continent Air Lines are

play-

ing an important role in developing
the Minnesota vacation country. Bob

Moreland, Mid-Continent Public Re'
lations director, believes that

Minne-

Bemidji country is six hours by air,
26 hours by train and a long, long

something that should be
shared. It is not a question of increased ticket sales or high pressure
promotion behind Mid-Continent's
efforts, because the airline operates
a heavy schedule without the vacation trade. It is a simple matter of
economic and social benefits that can
accrue to both north and south sections when they are brought closer
together by a swift bond of air

day's drive by automobile. Complete

travel.

information on where to go and how
to get there may be had by writing

For the visitor to the Northland in
summer, and South during the

to Mid-Continent Air Lines, Waltower Building, Kansas City, Mo.

winter months, air travel vastly in-

•

state's resort facilities

by

From Kansas City or

Air travel

is

air.

St. Louis,

the

the easiest and most

comfortable and by

all

odds not the

sota

has

creases the length of the vacation,

by

hours

of

out the tiresome
travel in between.
cutting

BARNYARD
How

^kapsod^l

—

"Chickery Chick" was born

song craze of the Atomic Age.
by BETTY and WILLIAM WALLER

THAT'S

about five years ago
when they first
started writing tO'
gether
but it was
not until July of last
year that "Chickery

the tune

you heard over
your radio lately.
That's the tune you
heard

—

juke
boxes. That was the
biggest song-craze of
this post'war atomic
in

the

Chick"

"Chickery
last

first

published

September,

finally

submitted to a pubSidney Lipplisher.

age!

was

was

Chick"

and

man had

so little con-

fidence

in

that

he

the

was

song
afraid

its

rapid rise to a
place on the Hit Parade surprised no

that henceforth the
publisher might have him barred from

one who was

from his office. The songwriter, who
had had a number of songs previously
published, might have been more confident if he had stopped to consider

at all familiar with
America's taste for nonsense rhyme
accompanied by a simple, catchy
tune. It is only two years since
"Mairzy Doats" stood the nation on
its ear
and "Chickery Chick" almost equalled it in popularity. The
song sold almost a million copies of
sheet music, and well over a million

—

phonograph records. Such luminaries
as Sammy Kaye, Gene Krupa, George
Olsen, and Evelyn Knight put the
little ditty on wax; and Kay Kyser,
Eddie Cantor, Frank Sinatra, and
other radio stars had a field day with
it on the air.
Sylvia Dee, who wrote the lyrics,
and Sidney Lippman, who wrote the
music, conceived the idea for the song

that

frequently

so-called

novelty

songs have been outstanding successes
Have No
as witness "Yes,
Bananas," "Hut Sut Song," "Mairzy

—

We

Round and
Round," and "Three Little Fishes."
The latter two also were discovered
by Tin Pan Alley's Georgie Joy,
who knows a good novelty tune when
he hears it. Be that as it may, it was
with some trepidation that Lippman
Doats," "The Music Goes

left the

—and
about

tune at the publisher's office
then completely forgot all

it

until

a

month

later

when

J"b, 1946

Mr. Joy

him

in to sign a con-

in her spare time. Popular songv.Titing, however, was probably very far

"Chickery Chick" was the result
of one of the strangest collaborations
in Tin Pan Alley history. Sidney

from her thoughts. Her poetic efforts
were directed toward more serious
channels, and her writing had appeared in numerous literary magazines and newspapers. No doubt, she
came by her talent naturally, for her
grandmother had been an amateur
songwriter, and her mother was a
member of ASCAP (The American
Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers), with approximately 250

called

tract.

Lippman, a Minneapolis boy, had had
considerable musical training.

At

the

age of twenty, the symphony orchestra at the University of Minnesota,
which he attended, played his composition, "A Burlesque Waltz;." It is
ironical that at this stage he could
not stand the sound of jazz. Following graduation, he won a fellowship
at the Juilliard School, and studied
composition under the noted teacher,
Bruno Wagenaar. It was not until
after Lippman had secured a position
as a staff arranger with a music publisher in New York, however, that
a mounting interest in popular music
led to the desire to

compose

in

this

medium.

At about

this time,

New

Sylvia Dec, a

native
Yorker, was
as advertising copywriter in
olis,

and

doing

working
Minneap-

prodigious

writing

published semi- classical songs to her
Possibly, Sylvia at that time
thought she might go her mother one
better and become the present day
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Chances
are, however, that she did not think
about it at all, for with such a heavy
work schedule there could not have
been much time for introspection.
credit.

Sidney Lippman then in New
York mind you had never heard of
the talented Miss Dee until one day
he happened upon one of her verses
in a column in the hometown newspaper which he read from time to
He was so much impressed with
her ability that he wrote to her, in
care of the newspaper, offering to
collaborate in the songwriting field.
Mr. Lippman may have had xasions
of Miss Dee as an ugly-duckling,
spinsterish type. If he did, he was
very much mistaken, for Miss Dee
was an attractive young woman whose
httle daughter often provided inspiratime.

tion for her less serious efforts.

quite

had

possible,

that

It is

Miss Dee

Mr. Lippman as the
Tin Pan Alleyite immortalized
Ring Lardner
the
flashily
visions of

typical

by

also,

dressed,

—

semi-illiterate

who

facilely

BARNYARD RHAPSODY
rhymed June with moon. If so, she
was very much mistaken, too, for
Lippman was a pleasant- looking,
rather serious young man whose
knowledge had an impressively wide range.
It was quite some time, however,
before the collaborators actually were
to meet in person. For the time being,
their work was carried on entirely
musical

the mails. Since Sylvia Dee at
the present time lives in Rochester,

via

New
ing

York, where she is an advertiscopywriter for a large depart-

most of their work tocarried on by remote
control, so to speak. Except for the
gentlemen who write the Ellery
Queen stories and Gilbert and Sullivan, of course
this is probably the

ment

store,

gether

still

is

—
—

only successful collaboration on record
which has been carried on in such a
manner.
Every week Miss Dee sends Mr.
Lippman three or four lyrics in the
mails, and he responds with music
he has written. Aside from their
great success, "Chickery Chick," the
plan seems to have worked moderately
well.
number of their other songs
have been published, and the late
Glenn Miller thought well enough of

A

A

one of them, "I'm Thrilled,"

to

do a

record of it. Strange are the ways of
authorship!

No one knows what interpretation
our psychologists may place upon
such phenomena as "Chickery Chick"
least of all Sidney Lippman, whose
brother happens to be a well-known

—

neuropsychiatrist

who

studied

in

Vienna with the great master himself,
Sigmund Freud. Perhaps, the
opinion of Mr. Lippman's scientific
brother would be as unintelligible
(to the layman)
as the
lyric of
"Chickery Chick" itself!
Whatever the clinical analysis
might be, it did not stop the millions
from enjoying "Chickery Chick." No
one knows how it might have sounded
if Jascha Heifitz had duplicated his
performance of "Mairzy Doats" with
an
inimitable
interpretation
of
"Chickery Chick," but it can be
taken for granted that the radio
audience would have awaited it with
bated breath. And if Lauritz Melchior,

of the Met, had sung

as

it, it

we

and had for a reply: "Oh,
through the ice and burned her foot."

it

—

on,

program well,
one James Durante might have put

let's say,

a Fred Allen

wouldVe been a bananika. This,
it, would mean "the tops!"

take

lady asked a guide in Yellowstone Park:

freeze over?"

9

yes.

"Do

Once

those hot springs ever
winter a lady broke

last

THE DOMESTIC ANIMAL
The young husband

just

had

A

ar-

rived back from the office.
"What's the matter, darh'ng?" he
asked. "You look very flustered."

"Oh,

had

first

a dreadful day," his
answered. "First, baby cut his
tooth, then he took his first

step

and then he

wife

I've

fell

and knocked

out his tooth."
"Well, and then what happened?"
"Oh, darling," she answered in a

shocked
word."

voice,

"he

said

his

from afar a large and patient
curled

up

in

around him and were fearful for his
Among them was a German who
spoke English brokenly. He stooped
down and felt the gentleman's pulse,
and looking up, said: "He's all right;
life.

he'll rewifc."

In a

young woman who had parked

her car in forbidden territory, returned about two hours later to espy

man

graveside of his beloved was so overcome he fainted. His friends gathered

first

T
A

gentleman of very high emotions
the misfortune of losing his
third wife. He took the affliction
very much to heart, and at the

had

the

police-

front

scat,

asleep.

She stepped into a taxi, rode home
and telephoned the police that her
car had been stolen. An hour later
the car was driven up to her door
by the same traffic officer who had
awaited her, now quite proud of his

Winnipeg

groceteria a

woman

shopper
halted
at
the
cashier's
counter with a package of shortening
atop her basket. The clerk stared for
a
moment, then said, "Madam,

where did

you get that?

shortening yesterday but
in a few minutes."

it

We

had

was

sold

"I know," said the shopper triumphantly. "I was here yesterday too,
but didn't have enough money. So I
hid the shortening in the store until
today."

T

alertness.

T
A

wife
had lost all
farmer's
semblance of sanity and it was necessary to remove her from her home
by means of a strait-jacket and
ambulance, and confine her to a
nearby institution for the insane. Her
husband, a day or so later, in trying
to explain her sudden loss of sanity,
said he just couldn't understand it.
"Why, nobody ever bothered her.
She hasn't been out of the kitchen in
nearly twenty years."

T

When

Charles M. Schwab was 72
he was sued for a large
sum of money. In court he offered
a formidable defense, and won. Before leaving the stand he asked for
and received permission to say a few
words.
"I am an old man," he said, "and
have had a long and eventful
I
career. I want to say that a great
years

old

deal of my troubles have come from
trying to help other people. If you
young people want to avoid trouble,
be hardboiled and say 'no' to every-

body. You will then walk through
unmolested, but, you will have
to do without friends and you won't
have much fun."
life

The

most worrying is well
what happens when
you notice a crack in your plaster
you feel the house is coming
Ten years later you realize
down
with a start that you haven't fixed
it and that the house is still standfolly of

by

illustrated

.

.

.

.

ing.

.

.

A

cynic

smells
coffin.

is

flowers,

a

man, who when he
around for a

looks

STERILIZED

Once the die

is

over forever

.

cast it is
.

.

And

often than you think

by KAY

LYMAN

tossing

spite of
INprotective,

state

women

younger

laws,

supposedly

among

sterilization
is

increasing at an

alarming rate. That it results too often
in tragedy and heartbreak seems to
be no check on the thousands of
young people who rush into the dead
end of sterility without a thought
of the consequences.
I

went

to the hospital to see Elaine

after the arrival of her third baby.

looked very pretty, her dark
hair braided into shining pigtails, a
pink ribbon on each one, her brown
eyes sparkling and merry.

She

"I'm having a grand time bejng
fussed over," she said, "But still
a bore, taking all this time out of
life.

Thank goodness

have to go through it
I go home I'm to be

As

shocked,
lightly

and
as

privilege

knew

it

would do no good to argue with her.
In some cases, where an extra
child would endanger the mother's
life, where there is threatened epilepsy or insanity, such a course might
be justified. But Elaine was young,
healthy, a good mother, and she and
Dick were in comfortable circumstances.

a

That such a situation can occur as
mere matter of convenience, either

financial or physical, is a damning
charge against our present system.
The two immediate consequences
of such a step are the psychological
effect on both the woman and her
husband, and the eventualities of the

For instance, there was Lucille,
who, with the full consent of her
husband and doctor, submitted to
sterilization because she already had
larger
two children and a good job.

won't ever
again. Before

No,

A

would mean giving up the
and she couldn't see it.

family

My

job,

afraid

for

she

v/as

band had the two children with him
in the family car, there was an accident, and both children were killed.

it."

was

I

future.

course there weren't any compli'
cations, but Dick and I have all we
doctor
can do to bring up three.
agrees with me. In fact, he suggested
I

And

it's

.of

Elaine.

life.

more

.

my

I

sterlised.

.

away her God-given

bestowing

of

far

.

that

E.xactly a year later Lucille's hus-

S.

^2

and

Bill

lived,

job,

but their

There was
Bill

Lucille

life

1946

had the
was over.
presently, and
still

together

a divorce,

married a

July,

girl

who

could have

children to take the place of those

he had

For Lucille, bitter and
be no more

lost.

grief -stricken, there will

children. All she has left

is

Bereavement of a child

how

made

the job.
is

some-

more

bearable if
mother and father know there

sometime be another
the

empty

Uttle

the

may

one to

fill

chair at the table.

Psychologically,

the

impact

of

to do so and you remove the cornerstone of love, reverence, and tenderness. Too often sterilization for the
sake of convenience is followed by in-

on a woman is terrific.
Complete freedom from the consequences of infidelity puts her on an

separation.

equal
physical
with the
footing
debonair and nonchalant male, whose

woman's

sterilization

toward passing romance is
too-well known to need comment.
Men have always had this freedom,
and it is unquestioned. Whether it is
good or bad thing for a woman is
controversial, but certainly it can have
bad repercussions on family, homelife, and reputation.
attitude

Good

or bad, however, a woman's
does change after sterlization, she becomes subtly independent,
critical, restless when the function
of life-giver is removed.
attitude

is the change a man
toward the woman he
loves when he knows she can no

Subtle,

too,

experiences

longer bear his children. Like
not, that's

how

case-histories

are

too

it is,

prove

basic,

too

it

or

and hundreds of
These things

it.

fundamental,

to

tamper with. Primarily, the function
of a man and woman is to produce
offspring. It always has been and it
always will

be.

Remove

the capability

fidelity

on both

sides

Psychologically,
love

is

with resulting

two-thirds of a
her submerged de-

Remove this drive
much left. She may

for a child.

sire

and there

isn't

experience passion, liking, and friendone of which takes the place
of old Mother Nature's biological
urge. The meaning of love is gone.
ship, not

who had been married at
was a widow at thirty-eight.
Linda was brilliant, beautiful, meteorlike with her swift charm, and she
was also a concert singer. Her tragedy
was an ambitious mother, who domiLinda,

thirty,

nated her. Before Linda's
riage the

first

mar-

mother somehow persuaded

her to be sterlized so her dazzling
career wouldn't be interrupted by
child-bearing.
I

grant you Linda should have had
backbone, but the point is,

more

didn't have. She was unhappy
during the first marriage, and after
Richard's death she fell in love with
a man ten years younger than herself.
He was blindly in love with

she

STERILIZED HEARTBREAK

me

Linda told

her.

about

with

it

tears in her eyes.

"I
give
in

want to marry him, but I must
him up. More than anything else

life

he wants children. For the
I'm ready to settle

time now,

first

down.

I,

too,

want

I live

have a child of

shall I

it's

my

and

act,

I

Never, so long as

can't have them.

and

home,

my own

And, by

children.

a

my

own,

A

Legend:

that

lie

dignity of

has

attained

A

T
Discipline: Before you flare up at
anyone's faults, take time to count
10
10 of your own.

—

T
Marriage:
Two can
cheaply than one wants

A

person

live

more

to.

who knows

toward the future, because once the
die

is

cast

it

is

forever.

than you'd think, that

And
last

oftener
baby, the

who seemed just too much at
the time, grows up to be the greatest
comfort, the warmest, sweetest thing
one

T

N

0

I

life.

S

One which, if you
dining with a man old
enough to be her father he is.
Hick town:
a

girl

—

Hat: Something the average man
covers his head with, the beggar
passes around, the statesman throws
into the ring and the politician talks
through.

T
A

country whose recent
history began with Port Arthur and
ended with MacArthur.
Japan:

T

all

Diplomacy: Lying

the ankles.

T
Imagination: Something that sits
a wife who sits up waiting
for her husband.

up with

woman

decides on a step as final as sterli2;a'
tion she should take a long look ahead

commodity former'

ly obtainable in restaurants.

Wolf:

sion seems possible. Before a

see

age.

T
Civil Service:

These cases could be multiplied
by thousands, so only one conclu'

that happens in your

fault."

DEFIN
the

13

in

state.

T
Liar:

between
facts.

A

man who
his

has no partition
imagination
and his

fl.

S.

V.

p.

up for the night?" asked wifey.
"Everything but you dear." was hubby's reply.
"Is everything shut

T
"There's just one thing I want to tell you before you go any further"
said the girl to her eager suiter. "What's that?" he asked.
"Don't go any further."

T
you when

back from this cruise. What's your phone
number," asked Wolf of a cutie. To which Cutie answered "222, and if a
man's voice answers it's me with laryngitis again."
call

"I'll

I

get

—

was pouring.

It

Two men who

to settle their differences.
and held him there.
"Will you give up?"

T
had quarreled, went out in the rain
until one got the other on his back

They fought

he asked and the reply was "NO."
time the question was repeated but again the reply was "No."
"Then," said the other, "Will you get on top for a while and let me get
under? I'm getting soaked."
After

a

R.

F.

D.

once hired an Iowa farm boy to sell stock feed. He was an earnest
fellow, very persistent and consistent in making his calls, but the
tangible returns were negligible. Finally, one day I said, "Son, I'm afraid
I

young

you are
selling

.

the wrong spot. You just can't sell."
lad looked at me in earnest perplexity. "Mr. Al," he said, "I'm
I'm selling all the time. The trouble is that folks just ain't buyin."

in

The
.

.

T
An

Indian named Joe wowed a small Canadian community with his
uncanny way of predicting changes in the weather. On a sunny day, along
would slink Joe and say: "Bimeby rain come."
One day it was particularly miserable rain, wind, cold. "Joe," inquired
a hunter, "when will all this blow away?" Bimeby nice day?" The red man
shrugged. "Dunno," he replied, "Radio he broke."

—

T
store where customers wait on themselves
and set their own prices. There are no prices on the merchandise merely
a tag on every item showing what that particular article cost the store. The
customer selects an article, wraps it himself, and pays whatever he thinks
the owner's profit should be. The store has been operating at a profit for

In Waller, Texas,

twentythree

years.

is

a retail

—

—

TRY
If

Jlppln^

you consider tipping a

racket, better stay

home

and play with the baby.
by

JOHN WARINGTON

TRY
stomach,

tipping to save your dogs,
sobriety, temper, time

and peace of mind. Try tipping to
prevent

visits to

ticket-scalpers,

You want
want

the doctor, librarian,

jail.

to "see the town."

to see a city

You

where the bright

do not end with the corner
drug store. You may even want to
lights

tread where "angels fear to tread."
Then pick yourself a taxi-driver who
can give you the lowdown on the
"hot spots." If in doubt, have him wait
taxi-driver is reliable; he
for you.
has to be with his picture right up
there next to the spotlight. But do
not spoil your trip by the lifted eye-

A

brow

of

your

under-tipped

taxi-

needed

universities,

for

his

thesis

on the sacred
rites of one of our Southwest Indian
tribes.
For spying, this tribe of
Indians had murdered in cold blood
more than a score of persons. But
first-hand information

Jack Tuttle secured the information.
How? He secured the services of a
man wise in Indian lore. Before sunup he took him to a spot overlooking

where the sacred ceremony

the valley

was

to be performed.

After remov

ing a rock, he fitted Jack Tuttle into
the space. "Retain that position," he
said, "until I

return for you."
properly results in

Tipping
ordinated

services

Thus

and

co-

specialized

you consider tipping
by the
Smith Brothers, stay at home, play

skills.

if

or custom imposed

driver.

a racket

So you want what you want when
you want it. Sgt. Tazewell on leave
in Germany wanted something special

with the baby, play bridge, work in

Armed

with four cartons
of cigarettes under his arm, the
sergeant set out. His prize
a 100
secured
piece set of Dresden china
at half the price he would have paid
in this country. The cigarettes brought
the china to light even though it was
buried in a dark underground cavern.
studying
for
his
Jack Tuttle,
doctor's degree in one of our large
for his wife.

—
—

garden, paint the house, listen
radio
do anything. Only
don't come to the city and, do be

the
to

—

the

careful.

Tipping has become part of our
American way of getting quick and
efficient

abuses,

ment

service

and,

granting

its

a gracious acknowledgof service well performed. But
it

is

sure you know why you tip.
Englishmen tip to insure promptness.

be

i6

s.

Frenchmen say to the employee serving him, 'Tourboire," which means
for drink. Germans say "drinkgeld,"
which means drink money. Spaniards
say "propina," which means it is
Americans,
given for cigarettes.
in our easy manner, might say "Here
buy yourself a farm."
Back in feudal days, the tip had a

We

certain

nobility.

A

plumed knight,

resplendent in glistening armor and
astride a stallion, charged up to the
gate of a walled castle.
Before the gate lay a beggar doz'
ing in the shade. With eyes only half

open, he jumps to his feet, struggles
with the gate and presently flings it
wide open.

For

this service

from the wretched

beggar, the titled lord of lands and
vassals tosses him a coin
a token
flung from the great to the lowly.

—

The

one of gallantry. It
is in keeping with the tradition of
knighthood, for it bespeaks the chiv
airy of the man of wealth toward the
gesture

is

less fortunate.

Since then tipping has come a long

July,

1946

way. Today it usually means extra
income for public servants the salesmen of personality on a commission

—

basis.

Tipping usually starts aboard the
But you can keep your chin
up if you toss the porter a quarter
for a quick brush-off and flick of a
tired rag across your shoes. You toss
him another quarter a night for section passengers, a half-dollar for compartment or drawing-room passentrain.

gers.

And

incidentally,

if

he

talks

you into changing your berth for
more commodious accommodations,
such as a single-occupancy section or
room, the porter gets a commission.
Don't open a box of sandwiches
and fruit in your chair car and then
stroll to the dining-car and expect
the boy to break a leg serving you a

cup of coffee. Well
maybe you
had better come in on the bus.
Tipping ten per cent of a check
(food) is generally acceptable if you
are dining alone or with a companion
and the check is under $5.00. But it
doesn't make you a Jim Brady, or
give you the right to boss the help
.

.

around, or dismiss them.
just

is

a

mild,

polite,

.

Ten

per cent

besp'ectacled

tip.

However, if the Skylight dining
room is crowded with football enthusiasts and you demand a special
salad with marchino cherries, or you
demand gallons of coffee, or send
your steaks back because they are too
rare (Your waiter works like seven
dogs to please you), you better tip
him 20 per cent and smile.

Remember

redcaps are allowed ten
per piece of luggage by law.
However, a quarter or 30 cents is a
cents

TRY TIPPING
wee

more decent
two pieces up

redcap
long ramp
and to the taxi. And should your
bag contain heavy hunting equipment, books, or ball'beanng samples,
it would be sporting to take that into
bit

carries

if

Bellboys are on the list of tipees.
Here again you have the matter of

What do you want?

A dime

frown, fifteen cents a
"thank you," a quarter
starts a slow smile. Bellboys have you
on the spot. They can delay service,
forget to bring the ice and make you
wish you had brought the trailer.
repeat tip on each visit to your
room is a "must" if you wish to keep
your temper.
assures

a

grunted

A

And

winsome hat-check girl
Night Club. Hastily
you slip her a quarter. That should
help her buy an Easter bonnet for
that bonny head. But what's that?
that

at Squeeze- You

She drops the quarter into a locked
box.

Why?

You'll

know

if

you're

around when the concessionarie drives
up in his limousine with the key that
fits

as a dime.

85 cents you better dig out another
nickel. After that you're on your

own.

A

few tipping don'ts might not be
name bands do not

amiss. Leaders of

consideration.

baggage.

In a taxi, start figuring your tip
When the meter registers

the

a

17

the locked box.

be tipped. Smaller bands ex-

like to

pect an expression of thanks for play-

Do

ing request numbers.

buy

not try to

the boys in the orchestra a round
tip. Managers
and moreover it looks

of drinks in Heu of a

frown upon

it,

showy.

The

captain of waiters gives you

a special table, interprets the

menu,

provides extra cuts of steaks specially
prepared, a careful selection of wine.
You should tip him a dollar for every
two persons. On the whole, do not
tip captains or head waiters unless
they really give you service.

Nor do you have

doormen

to tip

for the simple gesture of helping your
guests into the cab.
step

out into

to hail a cab,

the

But

if

he has to
or

blizzard

you should

tip

Meanwhile, and for
idea

is

to

make

all

time, the

tips serve you.

One who appears before an audience without preparation should
appear without delay.

is

more expedient

combat ideas than

for a speaker to

to

dis-

antagonize

phrases.

An

audience that lends

principal back.

its

ears

a

quarter.

SPEAKING DF SPEAKERS....
It

rain

him

to

a

bore

is

lucky to get even

its

JUVENALIA
One
friend

"How
the

old are you,

morning while shaving,
mine was carrying on

a
so

of

angrily, tells Morton Downey, that it
attracted the attention of his wife

Bobby?" asked

who was

visitor.

"I'm just at that awkward age,"
Bobby answered.

kitchen.

"Really," parried the visitor, "and
what do you consider the awkward

"My

preparing breakfast in the
in the world's the

"What

the young
razor
it won't

matter?"

—

woman
cut!"

the husband. "Don't be
she replied, "You mean

age?" To which Bobby gave forth
with this:
"Well, I'm too old to cry and too
young to swear."

your beard
linoleum?"

T

silly,

to

tougher

is

asked.

shouted
dear,"
tell

than

me
the

"Mommie," said 6-year old Judy,
"while you were away last night I
looked for somebody to say my
prayers to, but Nursie had gone
and Auntie was talking on the phone,
so I just said 'em to God."

Barbara Stanwyck tells this one on
her young son Dion who has been
impressed with the value of speak'
ing the truth, even when it cramps
the product of a vivid imagination.
Not long ago she heard him telling

T

"You know, it's really
a boy friend
swell lying in bed in the morning and
ringing for my valet."
The young friend was properly

Helen refused a second helping
of ice cream with a polite but wistful, "No, thank you."
"Do have some more, dear!" her

impressed. "Gosh!" he said in awed
mean to say you have

hostess urged.

:

"Well, uh, no," confessed Dion,
"but I have the bell." he added

told me to say, no, thank
Helen explained naively "but
I don't think she could have known
how small the first helping was going

brightly.

to be."

"Mother

tones, "D'ya
a valet?"

you,"

T

TinKETS, PLEASE
A

prominent American traveling in Italy in behalf of his government
stopped at a small inn for the night and instructed the native courier who
accompanied him to enter his name in accordance with the local police
regulations. Later in the evening he asked the servant if he had complied
with his orders.
"Yes,

"How

sir,"

was the

reply.

did you write

"Well, signor,
your portmanteau,

I

can't

my name?"
pronounce

asked the American.

it,"

was the

reply, "but

I

copied

it

from

sir."

The American could not remember having affixed his name to his
luggage, but being very tired, decided not to press the matter further.
The next morning he saw the light, when, upon coming downstairs, he was
greeted by the desk clerk with "Good morning, Signor Warranted Solid
Leather."

A COW

SEND

BY

l^udio

i

The indomitable Greeks have

devised a

most unique system for shipping animals by
wireless to restock their devastated homeland.

THE

ingenious Greeks

always

to

by

JOHN QUINN

as

word

"it" was.

point at the very last
minute on their anniver-

had a
Whatever

have

for

it.

Modern Greeks

sary.

not only have a word for
it, but a way with them.

The word

is

hubby wires flowers to
from a distant

wifey

of antiquity were said

Sounds

like all a

has to do
sage,

"unique,"

and

file

is

donor

a mes-

presto, a

Greek

farmer has a cow for his
dairy herd to be. What's
more, it is just that easy.

and the way is their
method of sending a cow,
or other farm animal by
international radio from
the United States to the

But

naturally

doesn't

fly

more than do

the

cow

through

the

flowers.

The

farming areas of Greece.

ether any

the plan of the
Greek War Relief Association to
supply upwards of half a milUon
farm animals, in batches of 10,000,
to the devastated homeland in order
to return the country to self sufficiency by the 1947 crop season.

plan took a bit of preliminary doing,

It's

Under
ditions,
ful,

part

all

of

today's transportation con-

with animals none too plentifeed even scarcer,
the

and

GWRA

and the Greeks have done

GWRA

it.

volunteer organization for co-operating with the United
Nations Relief and Rehabihtation
Administration, which actually handles
a

is

supplies.

relief

GWRA

makes

its

the way for
(Agricultural ReUNRRA's
habilitation Division).
task

that

of

easing

ARD

realized that shipping any
animal to Greece, for an individual,
would be no less than a Herculean

The first step was to devise a
means of helping the destitute Greeks

task.

fidence

They simply had
process,

the

lest

throes

to

simplify the

their relief plan

of

transportation

die in

woes.

send a cow by
telegram, or rather radiogram, much

Their solution

is

to

in such a

way

as to restore their con-

and productiveness, with a

self-sufficient nation as the objective,

not just temporary help.

With an eye to the future the
"Give an Animal" campaign was devised. The
rounded up a

GWRA

S.
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J»ly>

shipment of 1,200 animals, purely on
the credit of its officers. These were
assembled and necessary' clearances

be made to a particular individual
the donor so specifies, but if none

obtained from the Department
Agriculture, State Department,

of

worthy

re-

animal.

and

Proper innoculations, vaccinations and other
precautions were administered to the
animals. Before the campaign was
even announced these animals were
shipped from Norfolk, Va., to Greece
officials

lief

UNRRA's

in

As

others.

care.
first shipment had
began work of arrang'

soon as the

GWRA

left,

ing for a second load of 1,200 ani'
Thus there is always one ship'

mals.

ment docked

in

Greece and another

in preparation for shipping.

A

donor merely makes

bution
States

the

his contri-

GWRA

in the United
to
and some Greek farmer gets

an animal.

money

As
at

soon as
its

so indicated

GWRA

office,
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gets

West

57th Street, New York 19, New
York, a radiogram is sent to
in Greece to deliver an animal of the
type paid for here. The delivery will

UNRRA

The

UNRRA

Greek

and

will select

give

him

Holstein
Holstein
Holstein
Holstein
same

a

an animal to a donor

cost of

reduced, estimated about
one-third of normal charges on the
local market.
Brown Swiss heifer,
for instance is priced at $180, a
Brown Swiss bull at $215, a mare at
$98 and a bargain, a stallion at $600.
vastly

is

A

Nor
tail

did the Greeks overlook a dewhich might have spelled failure

for

the plan.

here,

it

is

While feed

is

scarce

even more so in Greece,

GWRA

and
supplies three months
of feed along with each animal
in-

—

cluded in the gift price.

The Greek farmer

is

likely to find

with an extra dividend on
his
hands, too, for the efficient
has seen to it that each female animal was bred before shipment from the United States.
shipment of 1,200 animals may well result in a contribution of nearer 2,000
himself

GWRA

A

heifers (bred)
heifer* (pedigreed)
bulls
bulls (registered and record of production)
heifers (bred)
heifers (pedigreed)
bulls
bulls (pedigreed and with record of production)

Price

$180
215
215
315
157
197
197
315

(In the event that Guernseys or Jerseys are desired, the prices will be approximately the
as those listed for Holstcins.)

Stallions

98
600

Mules

125

Mares

is

the

CATTLE FOR GREECE
Type
Brown Swiss
Brown Swiss
Brown Swiss
Brown Swiss

if

$

(With respect to horses and mules, every effort will be made to secure animals between
the ages of three and five years. However, in the event the available supply within this me
range is insufficient, the age range will be increased to eight years. No animals over eight
years of age will be procured.)

SEND A

COW BY
who

also hopes to care for 25,000
orphans not now cared for by pres-

tion

GWRA,

P.

and

vice-president,

national

Skouras,

George

ent limited

has also arranged a food
package program. The cost of a 35Ib. package of food delivered to any
part of Greece is kept down to
$12.75 by their efficiency

GWRA

.

In addition

has programs

health centers on twenty
mass radiological examinations,
an anti-malarial campaign in Crete,
reestablishing the YMCA's in Athens,
Salonika and Corfu, and rehabilita-

manent
sites,

GWRA's child feeding program
provides a good warm meal daily for
children,
and
each
of
600,000
like to

GWRA

for an extensive medical service, per-

country.

would

facilities.

GWRA

vice-president,

appeared at mass meetings in forty
Kansas
cities,
including
different
City, of the United States during
April and May.
Although
has pledged its
immediate help in raising 10,000 animals in this manner, it probably will
go right on with new commitments.
The national schedule of mass meetings will be repeated and other meetthe
ings
encouraged
throughout

GWRA
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1,000,000 for the Greek youngsters
are two to four years behind in
their natural growth. The Associa-

animals to the Greeks within the year.
To acquaint the pubhc with the
by
full details of sending a cow
radio and the other relief activities
George Xanthaky, exof
ecutive

RADIO

tion for disabled

The
the

war

fight has just

Greek

War

veterans.

begun

as far as

Relief Association

concerned.

raise this to

I'l y"^

LIE
A

AWAKE NIGHTS

from Kansas City married a girl from a little town in France.
her that every Saturday night the Indians get drunk, sweep into
the city and tomahawk and scalp the settlers. But he also explained that the
Redskins are not very smart and are easily hoodwinked. All one has to do is
duck when the tomahawk swings and hand the Indian a wig. He'll think it
contains scalp and everything and trot along. The story came to light when
custom officials found half a dozen blonde swatches in the young lady's
luggage.
soldier

He warned

T
Two

farmers, jealous of each other's early rising, became boastful. One
allowed as how he got up before 3 a.m. His rival, hoping to catch him in a
fib, rose at 2 the next morning and went to call on his bragging neighbor.
When the latter's wife answered the door and was asked where her
husband was she replied; "Dunno ^but he was around early this morning."

—

is

BOURBON
Ray Millands
THE
ends and
those

of lost week'
discriminating

who request "make mine
are in for tough going. Not
only is the immediate future grim
in production, but the next several
will
America's liquor
years
find
shelves
short'Stocked
on
bonded
whiskies.
drinkers

bonded"

From

the annual report of the DisInstitute,
the
liquor
situation, sad as it is, is still throttled
by war'Creatcd problems. Even though
control of the facilities of the
beverage distilling industry has ended,
there is still the general confinement
of restrictions, limitations and controls inaugurated during the war.
Spirits

tilled

that is becoming increasingly vital
at a time when high protein and vitamin food supplements are alarmingly
scarce.

The amount and kind of grain
may be used is allocated by the

Take the word

that

Spirits

Department of Agriculture. Types
of bottles which glass manufactuers
can ready for beverage purposes are
by CPA. Products of the
are,

OPA. And

of
as

course,

controlled

was noted

in

Institute,

of

it

the

will

Distilled

be

several

years before your favorite liquor store
will be stocked with the assortment
of bonded whiskies you remember before the war. About all you can do
is
face the situation with neutral

limited

industry

the trend to production of blends affected the already critical shortage
of aged whiskies, matured straight
whiskies.
Taxpaid withdrawals in
194? increased to 156,000,000 tax
gallons, as in contrast to 116,000,000
in
1944, and 175,000,000 gallons
withdrawn in 1941.
Although not generally known, the
distillers are being conscientious in
their support of the food conservation drive. Low grade corn being
used in making alcohol is not wasted.
It
is
being converted into highly
nutritious poultry and cattle
feed

WPB

by

BONDAGE

IN

194?,

spirits.

— Marion

OdmaT\.

DID YOU KNOW?
Camel's hair brushes are made of squirrel's hair.
Lead pencils are made of graphite not lead.
Cork legs are not made of cork, but derive their name from Dr. Cork,
invented them.

—

Kid gloves are made of lamb skin.
Table salt is not salt, but is composed of chloride of sodium.
Hudson Bay is an inland sea, not a bay.
A prairie dog is a rodent, not a dog.
whale is a mammal, not a fish.

A

The

A

lady-bird
blind worm

is
is

a beetle,

not a bird.

a lizard and has two eyes.

who

BLOOD AND
Good
you

DLander!

Or would
down

for the kids?

Shakespeare

foist

their little necks?

VAN DEMARK

by HARRY

A LMOST

every parent in America,
has now and then

./i. probably,

cried out in utter exasperation:

"I wish there

Radio

radio!

as

with

A

my

were no such thing
is

playing mischief

children's orderly habits."

typical scene in

home

any American

Junior, a sensitive little boy,
sitting with ears glued to the radio
is

when the gang'busting. Wild West
and G-men playlets are blaring forth.

Or

haven't the energy to cope with the
driving demands of the younger
generation.

Sister,

sitting goggle-eyed before

when the simpering,
and mushy "romances" are on

the radio

soft

the

it

happens

in

homes everywhere
same questions

with the same fervor:
"Why do my children reject all
the seemingly worth while radio programs and insist on the shocking and
the violent?"

air.

"If she's to get her ideas of life

and love and courtship from that silly
stuff, then heaven help her future
husband!" many a mother has, in substance, exclaimed.

But the problem of radio in the
doesn't end here. Not at all.
It generally happens that the prO'
grams Sister wants to listen to, are
broadcast at the same time as the
programs Brother wants. So there is

home

daily argument, perhaps even a daily

which station shall be
very often poor Mother
and Father do not hear their favorite
programs for weeks on end. They

quarrel, as to
dialed.

So

that parents ask the

And

"What makes a radio program
good or bad for children?"
"What essentials do children look
for in a radio program?"
"What effect do these programs
of poor taste and too much melc
drama have on our children? Is this
effect

temporary,

them through

or will

it

follow

life?"

"How can parents provide a better
radio fare that will also interest their
youngsters? And what can they substitute

today as

rival

attractions

to

disturbing radio?"

These are some of the questions
which the Child Study Association

»

s.IVm
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of America has recently considered.

Man

These questions, and many more,
were turned over to one of their

cliff

Member

workers. Staff

who was

told to study

—

Josette Frank,
all

sides of the

question
the parents', the childrens',
the radio producers'
and try to

—

come to fair and tolerant findings.
Her report is interesting and to

July,

Benjamin

tosses

us

over

1946
the

or whether, in some way not
"
yet apparent, we get free.'

And finally. Miss Frank explains,
"Children want their radio for the
same reason
tive stories,

their elders read detecgo to the movies or see

a

certain extent enlightening.

of

First

all

Miss Frank

"Radio

is

much

permanent force

a

stressed,

here to stay. Radio

movies or

in

is

our

as

lives

All
parents to
worry about, as they influence growing children."
Another point which her studies
confirmed, "Children listen to socalled 'objectionable' radio programs
from the most wholesome and reasonable of motives— From the very
same motives parents see plays that
may not be instructive, but surely
are interesting."
As to motives, Miss Frank made
the

as

these

this

automobiles.

are something

for

comment:

sary routine."

"Children want excitement in their
radio plays. Drama is another word

They

find in

radio

plays a sort of sociability, a
able' quality, which appeals

'club-

for excitement.

child's

to

a

need for friendship, 'belong-

ing,'

"Radio,

again,

violates

all

the

stupid, set rules of prosy life in the

most

delightful

the hero

who

way.

is left

For instance,

bound hand and

end of the playlet steps
the mike after the last bit of
dialogue to say:
" 'Children, this is a pretty tight
corner v.'e're stuck in tonight. Well,
foot, at the

to

listen

—

They want escape
escape
from a grown-up world where there
are so many rules and so much neces-

plays.

tomorrow

to see

whether Bad

Miss Frank turned up something
in her search for radio knowl'
edge: Radio plays that parents approve and list as good, in almost

else

every instance the children disliked
and passed by. In fact, there was one
earnest mother who decided to do
something about radio playlets. She
helped get up a program. Then she
turned on the radio. The sketch that
came over the air waves was pleasant,
suitable and eminently harmless. The
lady's little girl listened quietly to the

end. Then, with a mingling of pity
and rebuke in her voice, she said:
"I suppose that is a program your
committee will recommend, mother.

BLOOD AND THUNDER
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to

thing of that sort. "But you can only

listen!"

listen

comments Miss Frank,
"the child's words were prophetic.
The sketch was short'lived. We will
have to do better if we hope to in-

prove."
All these attempts to regulate
radio fare are absurd. The child meets
the radio on the street, at the drug
store and in the homes of parents

But

you

won't

get

anybody

"And,"

fluence our children's listening."
Consider
now the rip-roaring,
gang-busting radio dramas of shoot-

and thunder. Children
because of a need for
drama, inherent in most of us, young
ing,

blood

seek

these

or old.

What

special

harm do

these

plays do their listeners?
Miss Frank is of the opinion that

they do little if any harm. Certainly
they provide an outlet for which the
child needs expression. There are certain children, however, according to
Miss Frank's survey, who are not
benefited by the over-exciting play.
She has heard of little boys who
don't want to go to bed, or who find
they cannot sleep peacefully after so
much excitement. But she does not
believe the play itself is entirely responsible. Rather, the play accentuates in the child "some tension, some
insecurity,

some

timidity, that

is

al-

ready there. The care for that child
is not so much denial of the radio
as determining what it is that makes
him frightened or timid, and correcting that."

So far the efforts of parents to
provide a better radio fare for children have not been very successful.
Perhaps they have not always been
intelligent.
entirely
Back in the
earlier days of radio, parents said,
"I won't have a radio in my house;"
or else they told their youngsters,
"You can Hsten when they give
Shakespeare for children," or some-

5:30

at

something

to

ap-

I

more broad-minded and tolerant. To
try and regulate radio from what
Miss Frank calls "the consuming
end," is impossible. But there is the
producing end. Miss Frank tells how
parents have tried to get producers
to put on plays which they, the

more

consider
belonging

parents,

Mothers

suitable.

have

clubs

to

asked the members to "deluge" radio

with requests for programs
keeping with what they
think should go on the air. Or they
stations

more

in

went

in

to try

"The
Frank

groups, or as a committee,

and change
reports,

things.

many

result in

"was

Miss
induce the

cases,"

to

producers to take the childrens' pro-

grams off altogether, and to
plays for adults which,

tute

substiif

the

children listened, as they often did,
were not nearly as fitting for young
ears as those they

To sum up

had replaced."

the siutation,

in

this

long range project of helping to develop a radio fare more according to
what parents believe are the standards
of

good

taste,

manners

good

and

proper instruction, parents v/ill have
to change their approach and revise
their ideas of tolerance. To do this
they will, in a sense, have to become
children

again— or

at

least

get

the

children's viewpoint.

The whole matter

of better radio

an affair of
slow, patient progression, of keeping
plays

for

children

is

—
26

July,

and

eternally

us

all

—

only natural for
to seek excitement, drama, even
it is

the beautifully impossible in

—

our entertainment. Then
if there
must be a change to give children
the excitement they crave in a perhaps more artistic form.

tactfully after a goal

of agreeing that

1946

some of

ROOM SUPPLIES

SICK

got off a street car this morning," said a doctor, "and being in
I began morah'zing on the actions and probable characters of three
men who had alighted just ahead of me. The first one was even then halfway
down the block
There, thought I, goes a hustler a man who's bound
to succeed in life. The second man was walking rather slowly and impressed
me as one who would do fairly well, perhaps. But the last fellow was just
dawdling along in the most shiftless sort of way. I very quickly set him down
as a loafer. Just then a thought came to me. All three men were ahead of ME."
"I

no hurry,

.

.

—

.

T
week," said the patient over the phone.
"When may I have an appointment?" "You must make a date with my
secretary, answered the dentist.
"I did; we had a swell evening; but I've still got to see you."
"I've been trying to sec you

all

T
A woman

Having brought up a clever orphan girl the sick
woman called the orphan to her and said: "I shall soon leave my little
children motherless. They know you and love you and after I am gone
I want you and my husband to marry."
The young woman, bursting into tears said, "We were just talking about
lay very

ill.

that."

The

On

wife recovered.

man with a dreadful cold, Mr. Smith leaned across
and spoke to him. "You have a cold, haven't you?" The man
nodded. "Are you doing anything about it?" The man blew his nose resoundingly and shook his head. Mr. Smith then proceeded to give him some
good advice. "Best thing in the world for a cold is water. Drink just as
much of it as you can stand. Gargle with salt in the morning, get a good
hot rum toddy at night and you'll be well in no time
Near the end of the trip, Mr. Smith approached his patient and said,
"By the way, I think it's time we introduced ourselves, I'm Mr. Smith."
The man shook hands. "I'm Dr. William Mayo."
the

a train, noticing a

aisle

.

.

IMPRESARIO OF THE SmponiUe
Kansas City merchant has
33,000 items stashed away
in his amazing enterprise.

by CHARLES H.

HOGAN

ARE you in need of a fluting iron?
"^J^Does yovir domestic life suffer

contract

dime's worth of putty is tossed
Hawkins' sagging shirt pocket;
folding money for larger sales is
wadded nonchalantly into the pocket
of the baggy pants which this dynamic, 5 3 -year-old merchant effects

a slam-

as

from lack of a log'chain tightener?
Does your social circle yearn to quit
piddling around with gin rummy, or
the

insults

bridge,

and

that
settle

go

with

down

to

bang game around a second-hand
carom board? Well, good people,
your picayune problems are solved.
Ernest Hawkins of Kansas City,
impresario of the abso-damnlutely impossible, can supply you
with such fantastic items which are
tucked away in a terrifying jumble
of practically everything under the
sun. Mr. Hawkins operates a store
at Independence Avenue and Cleveland in Kansas City, Mo., which to
the layman's eye has neither

rhyme

nor reason.
He manipulates a stupendous
hodge-podge of merchandise without
a staff, and his cash register buried
away in the plunder which packs the
place, is merely an antique oddity
on which the markers are fixed permanently at $0.00. The charge for
such transactions as selling a customer

a

into

he gallops tirelessly about his emporium selling his wares.
To say this ruddy-cheeked indivi-

dual gallops tirelessly is putting the
matter mildly. Because the old red
brick building which
houses this
thriving

enterprise

from floor

to

is

lofty

literally

ceiling

piled

with a

welter of assorted merchandise, the
steady flow of customers is constrained to a narrow "clearing" near
the front door. The patrons tell Hawkins what they want to buy and he
goes charging off down the single
narrow excuse for an aisle to lay
his unerring hand on a couple of
specialized light sockets or a thousand feet of sewer pipe or what have
you.
Hawkins figures he has at least
33,000 items stashed away in the
dingy vastness of the place or dangling from the high ceiHngs. He can

Su
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lay his hand on every one of them
almost instantly and snap out the
price

from a memory that seems

times to

at

product of witch'

be the

There is none of the shuffling,
fuss-budget consultation of catalogs
and pursing of parsimonious lips
ordinarily found among traders in
the Hawkins technic of building a
modest fortune out of selling the uncraft.

want two

bolts, three inches

by

with hexagon heads," a customer
informed Hawkins. To other patiently waiting patrons the would-be
customer added, "Bet he don't find
them!"
"Okay, I'll have 'em for you in
Hav/kins whooped
justa
second,"
Yf,

cheerfully,

and went slamming down

the meager aisle like a fullback making an off-tackle plunge. He charged

back with the bolts, pocketed the
customers change and at the same
time turned to another client and
"Okay, now what'U you
asked:
have?"
This party, it seemed wanted to
purchase a head for a pick.
"Sure, okay," Hawkins whooped
and was again on his way. But he
stopped and suggested "You better
come back and pick one out yourself.

There's a

these picks

door stripping at the price of the
29 inches which she had demanded.
I gather as I dawdled around this
that many of the
nourish such vague
suspicions of the merchant. "Ernie
stabs you plenty fer this junk anycrazy-quilt

store

veteran

buyers

way,"

one

groused. "But

attainable.

"I

suspicious lady that he wasn't gypping her by selling her 30 inches of

and

you wouldn't

lot
I

of difference in

might fetch up one

like."

The customer cautiously wandered
down the aisle between the towering heaps of merchandise and another
customer rummaged around for a

sack and proceeded to weigh himself
out two pounds of nails. Soon Hawkins came pounding back to the front
of the store to convince a scowling,

overalled

what the

individual
hell, he's al-

ways got it!"
But while I'm not an authority
on the asking price for second-hand
tent poles or a fair charge to make
for a Little Dandy Calf Weaner, it
seemed to me that the prices he asked
for everything from linoleum to lawn
hose were extremely reasonable.
Frankly, after watching the cheerfriendliness of this "Ernie" at
work, one becomes certain that such
churlish complaints about the Hawkins dipsy-doodle selling system are
without foundation. He strikes me as
being too much the extrovert to
ful

IMPRESAMO OF THE IMPOSSIBLE
away

parsimonious
parsimonious customers. Besides, as the one-man staff of
a of still'hfe bedlam, Hawkins is too
busy to be bothered with such defritter

his time in

haggling with

bates.

He

blithely

teeming

aisles

galloped down the
of his shop to dig up

several cans of paint for an oleagi'

who

nous individual

murmured

slyly

carefully

that the paint

and
was

be used to grace the walls of a
Sunday School.
"Ah, how much will that be?" the
Sunday School man asked hesitantly.
forget
"That's okay
go ahead
it," Hawkins shouted. He slapped his
hands
together
and
exclaimed:
"Okay, that takes care of the Sunday
School. Now then, who's next?"
to

—

And

it

is

—

particularly pleasing, in

and
yawning disdain of the
wistful, humble customer, to watch
Hawkins gladly and eagerly dip into
his vast stock and come up with
some article which the weary cus'
tomer had despaired of ever buying
these dark days of surly insults,

of haughty

of Paradise. Certainly, nO'
to pull any wires or toss
in a gratuity on the side to do busi'

this side

body has

ness with the man.

Hawkins

boasts that he has been

here
for
20 years.
"Started with a store in Altamont,
Kas., and never worked for anybody
a day in my life," he added. He has
a simple philosophy for the more
than modest success he has made out
of the business.
"I stock stuff nobody else ever

in

business

carries

in

"Look here

He

their

—

store,"

he asserted.

see this thing here."

pointed

to

a

wood-handled

29

doohinkus that looked like a whiffle
tree with a pair of gigantic ice tongs
affixed in the middle.

"Know what that is?" he demanded. "That there's a log carrier.
It works just like an ice hook and
they can pick up a log by this handle
with it. I sell 'em right along because
nobody ever bothers to carry 'em."
For the same reason he enjoys a
steady business in such diverse items
as chimneys for the coal oil lamps
of our grandfathers and more or less

"moderne" end tables.
If some woman with
surrounding

herself

torian horrors

which

a passion for

with
in this

the

Vic-

madden-

ing world currently pass for antiques
should flutter into the gloomy store
Hawkins could quickly provide her
with a set of china wheel casters for
her decorative monstrosity.
"They haven't made those wheels
for 50 years or more but I got plenty
of 'em," Hawkins remarked.
He also has what seems to be a
pair and a half of rubber boots
dangling from the ceiling. That is he
has one matching pair hanging in a
cluster of all manner of light fixtures
and one stray boot looming in solitary
rubbery grandeur between a couple
of old laundry baskets and a pair
of gigantic shears. The latter, Hawkins explained, are used by farmers
to cut bundles of hay in two. These
items are hung beside a stroller for
the baby, an old magazine rack and
right over a jumbled pile of merchandise
embodying everything from
decrepit shoe trees to antedeluvian
radio

sets.

weary boxing gloves
dust-covered windows.

Several sets of

hang

in

the

S.
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which contains a mad jumble of
In case anybody should need a

stuff.
solid-

wheel, Hawkins can trot
out from the stygian depths of the
place. There are four anvils, assorted
sizes, awaiting the comeback of the
tire bicycle
it

horse.

Coal hods and thundermugs are
available for

of

discerning connoisseurs

almost

those

essentials.

forgotten

Boxes of

DDT

domestic

powder and

the latest thing in photo flash bulbs

are tossed helter-skelter

among

piles

such antiquities as iron muffin
pans and iron waffle irons.
"Look here there's something for
you," Hawkins beamed as he fished
through his merchandising madhouse.
"That's a farmer's dinner bell. He
brandished the brass gong proudly.
"Listen to that they could hear it
of

—

—

a mile."

Away

back in the dimlit rear of

the place, just abaft a typical "depot
stove," several relics of the unla-

mented days of prohibition loom

like

ghosts out of the shadows. They are
home brew jars, ready for the day

when

the wowsers and the blue noses

once again rape our

"You

civilization.

haven't got

a

good second

hand ouija board tucked away
this

junk?"

"By

I

in all

challenged.

couple of 'em,"
he retorted. "Let's see, they're upstairs. You want one?"
"How about a nutmeg grater."
"Yeap, how many of 'em do you
want?" He lunged off through the
confusion of the emporium bent on
producing the graters. I have no
doubt that he also could have pro-

1946

would have been equally easy
Mr. Hawkins to have trotted out

It

for

a set of browbeaten golf clubs in
hangdog bag or enough rope, be

a
it

clothesline or hawser, to corral any-

thing from a pair of panties to a
modest big top for a circxis.

And in case I was in the market
for such a commodity, Hawkins had
in stock numerous huge cases containing

"waterproof covers for the
and tail assemblies of B-25
bombers." It is hard to imagine the
Hawkins clientele, given to demand-

wmg

ing such rarities as bolts that are
threaded backward and odd lengths
of guttering, stampeding the joint to
buy waterproof bomber coverings,
but Hawkins operates on the principle that sooner or later somebody will
turn up to buy every one of the
33,000 articles in the store.

He
many

acquires his merchandise from
sources but oddities and antiquities are purchased on annual roving pilgrimages around this country

and Canada.

Incidentally, Hawkins
doesn't take inventory because his un-

memory retains the hiding
place of everything in the place.
ordinary accountant, of course, would
canny

An

go

mad

just trying to

wade

his

way

inside the front door.

golly, I'v got a

duced the nutmeg,
too.

July,

in^

real

or wooden,

The unorthodox merchant lives in a
home on Kansas City's
gracious Gladstone boulevard. The
house owes its being as far as Haw-

spacious

kins is concerned to the vast pile of
seeming junk which he so successfully

turns into cash.

An

amusing indication of Hawcame up during the
recent shortage of a bathroom eskins' versatility

IMPRESARIO OF THE IMPOSSIBLE
sential.

A

gathering dust since it had been
years ago
in Japan.

customer, none too hope-

—

fully but in a spirit of desperation,

wandered into the
wait

"Sure,

thundered

and

Oh, yes about those fluting

store.

there,"

right

loped

off

into

labyrinth of his store. There,

he had hundreds of

rolls

it
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made
irons!

Just in case you never heard of such,
"fluting irons" are an intricately

he
the

metal dingus with which belles of bygone generations used to press beautiful tiny pleats into their frilly duds.

seems,

of the stuff,

THE DEFENSE RESTS
attorney demanded at a coroner's inquest that a witness be
describing a barroom shooting. "Did you actually see this man
shoot the victim?" the prosecutor asked.
"I saw the gun flash, heard the report and saw the man fall," replied
the witness, and added somewhat apologetically, "but I can't say I saw the

The county

explicit in

bullet travel."

T
"The lady

says you tried to speak to her at the station," said the Judge.
was a mistake," said the salesman. "I was looking for my friend's
sister, whom I had never seen before, but who's been described to me as a
handsome blonde with classic features, fine complexion, perfect figure,
." at which point the witness announced:
beautifully dressed, and
"I
don't care to prosecute the gentleman. Anyone might have made the same
"It

.

.

mistake."

T
open and shut case. Judge," said the tenant in his own
is an
"She just doesn't agree with my religious beliefs."
The Judge was shocked. "My good lady," he admonished sternly. "You
can't evict a man just because you are of different faiths. You are living
in a democracy, and one of the cornerstones of democracy is tolerance."
"It wasn't so much that I object to his beliefs, Your Honor," explained
the landlady. "When I got mad was when he wanted to sacrifice a black
on my new rug."
bull to Jupiter
"This

behalf.

—

SHOW FUNNY
A

bootblack was working among the Broadway theatre crowds wending
way home from Saturday night performances. He was announcing;
"Get your shine! Get your shine!" Farther down the street was the expert,

their

couple of years younger; "Get your Sunday shine here!" Get your
Sunday shine here!" That Sunday shine seemed to be a reminder which

just a

motivated

many

passersby to stop.

T
who was having a radio debut in
admirer telephoned her long distance and assured
her that her broadcast had been wonderful. "You were fine!" he declared.
"There's no doubt about it; you have a great future in radio, just as I've
told you."
"But," protested the actress weakly, "there must be some mistake. I
haven't gone on the air yet." The admirer was stunned, but only for a
moment, "Ah," he said, "you forget the three hours' difference in time.
You are all through here."
Wishing

encourage

Los

to
Angeles, a

a

young

actress

New York

T
Joe Frisco was reminiscing about his early days in show business, "It
w-W'W-as so t-t-t-ough, once," said Joe, "That I a-a-a-te a p-p-p-erforming
p-p-p-parrot"
"What was it like?" asked the interviewer. "Not b-b'b-ad," replied Joe.
"Oh, t-t-t-turkey, c-c-chickcn, w-w-w-ild
"Yes, but what did it taste like?"
That p-p-p-parrot could imitate anything!"
duck
.

.

.

.

.

.

WorM
GOOD WITH

FIGURES??

.

.

.

for

Then guess

the weight of lovely Lenna Alexander,

who has

again been nominated WHB's Swing Girl for
the coning year. If selected, her pictoral charm
will travel far and wide with WHB's famous
slogan, "In Kansas City the Swing Is to WHB."
Lenna, in pcse minus the Swing, adorns our
center pages this monfh. Swing will pay $10
for

the

first

her weight.

letter

received correctly guessing
to Swing, 1120
Mo. If you are
measurements may

Send your entry

Scarritt Building,

Kansas

good with

figures,

help:
Height, 5

ft.

3

City,

these

in.

Bust, actual, 37'/2 in.
Bra size, 34, C-cup

Waist, 25 in.
Hips, 36 in.

.

.

.

Thigh, 20'/2 in.
Calf, 13 in.
Ankle, 9 in.
Wrist, 61/4 in.
Leg length, 29 in.

Our PicLureS
Shoe size, 7'/2 AA
Glove size, 6V2

Arm

length, 19V2

Head
Dress

size,
size,

SWING

23

in.

9 or 10

FEVER ... Not

Shoulder to waist,
18 in.
Dress, waist to knee,

26

in.

Weight

? ?

? ? ?

the season, not the

cche or pain, but the title of the movie upon
Ava Gardner rode into the cinema spotlight for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer some time ago.
Her most recent picture is "She Went to the
Races." Miss Gardner (on opposite page) is the
former wife of Mickey Rooney, and is now married to Bandleader Artie Show.
v.hich

SWING'S MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

.

.

.

R.

J.

(Hop) Gardner, chairman of the $20,000 Kansas City Invitational Golf Tournament at Hillcrest Country Club, July 11, 12, 13 and 14.

uuLtiq s

MAN

THE MONTH

DF

"GDLF-$2D.DDQ Worth"

HE

WOULD

rather have two ounces
of aged-in-the-woods Ozark Pine
Stump Eh'xer than ten gallons of the best
post-war joy-juices, so he says. Hap Gardner can slap a golf ball 300 yards standing
up, and probably half that distance sitting

down.

He

is

rugged,

big,

good-looking,

and is not afraid to
or
get into an argument on the 18th
19th hole. His talents range from hawking
newspapers on the streets of Springfield,
affable,

a

bit

salty,

—

Missouri, as a boy, to conducting Izaac
Walton lovelorn columns in rod and reel
journals, to underwriting earthly chattels
for the Charles D. Williams Insurance
firm, to his present assignment of heading
the committee to underwrite the facial
likeness of 20,000 federal fish for the
Golfing Goliaths who will storm Hillcrest's
carpety acres for all the glory, titles and
peacetime promissory notes that go with
Kansas City's $20,000 Invitational Golf
Tournament July 11, 12, 13 and 14.
Son of a harness and saddle maker,
Ralph J. Gardner was born at Perry, in
the then non-existent state of Oklahoma,
on April 23, 1905. That sand-trap tan
he now wears probably has nothing to do
with the fact that he was born and spent
his first tender year on an Indian reservation.

When

Little

Hap had

notched 12
James F. Gardup his awl and stitching boss
and moved saddles and baggage to Guthrie,
which at that time was the capital. But
when some strange men came along one
day and told the businessmen of Guthrie
that they were about to lose their capital.
Pop Gardner decided that losing his capital
wasn't for him, and so the family

months of

ner, picked

life, his

father,

moved

across the top of the Ozarks to
Springfield, Missouri.
son of a harness maker is seldom a
sissy to begin with, and with Indian kids

A

and bronzed

little sons and daughters of
weather-beaten ranchers as playmates, Hap
Gardner grew up to know his way around.
He was bigger than most of the other
kids, and it was never healthy for them
to start something they couldn't finish.
At the age of 12 Hap decided that
fishing for craw-dads and chasing hoops
was not a paying pastime, so he got a job
as newsboy for the Springfield LeaderPress. Well, you know the stories of the
heroic little newsboy who snatched babies
from the paths of speeding automobiles,
and who walked seven miles out in the
country to give the poor widow her two
cents change, and who never once knocked

down on

the near-sighted millionaire who
50's and 20's to change for
three cents worth of paper, well
Hap
says that stuff goes all right in books and
movies, but selling papers was a damn lot
of hard work
but he sold lots of papers.
Finally the publishers recognized the
boy's initiative and assigned him to display
advertising, from where he was to browbeat merchants into buying more space
than they needed to advertise articles
which they probably didn't have. (Note
to J. C. Turney of the Star: please skip
this
paragraph.) And all of this time
Hap chiseled enough time from his believing employers to attend grade school, high
school and Drury College. Dwight Fiske

gave

him

—

—

would

probably have called it a damn
well waste of time.
With a love for the out-of-doors that
amounted almost to a mania. Hap is said

38

July,

have beaned the advertising manager
day with a 50-pound Meyer-Both
display book, and went out into the world
shooting off about cartridges. Which is
another way of saying that Gardner doorknobbed his way through Midwestern
hardware stores selling for the Federal
to

one

Company.

Cartridge

Hap had been

playing golf since he was
years old, and there was no way of
letting the world know that one day he
would be slick enough with the irons to
tie the course record
His
at Hillcrest.
golfing mate was a phenomenal links star
who turned pro fresh out of high school
and Drury College. Of course you know
him, too
Tom Talbot, pro at Kansas

H

—

City's Hillcrest?

Well,

anyhow.

Hap and Tom were

golfing Siamese twins, almost. They were
on the Horton Smith tournament team
one hot summer afternoon, and
just ready to tee off on Number
2, when all hell broke loose from
the skies.
The rain came down
in sheets, but Hap teed up any-

gan into inviting our friend out to his
house for a two weeks stay, from where
he jumped into ever more exciting adventures.
Hap and Morgan are now fast
friends. When Morgan was grounded here
last fall enroute to Milwaukee, and was
partied at the Muehlebach hotel penthouse,
did Morgan stay at the Muehlebach over
night? He did not. Some time early that

morning Denny was comfortably esconced
between the oaken bedposts in the spare
room of the Gardners at 7412 Lydia. And
this brings
up the subject of another
Gardner. Yes, there are two, and only
two, lo after these long

13 years. Just
1933, Hap sold
Mary Virginia Parsons, former-editor of
the Kansas University yearbook, a bill
Mary Virginia took the conof goods.
signment and has had him ever since.
prior

such

out of

way

the

places

as

bars

Somebody carried the good news from Ghent
to Aix, and soon Hap found himself
a fine baritone voice.

warbling over the Springfield radio station.

About

all

Hap

ever got ot of his vocal

prowess was a big white elephant of a
golden loving cup which designated him
as Springfield's most popular radio singer
for the year of 1930
and, a friendship
with Dennis Morgan, of which you arc
about to hear.
.

.

.

Captain in the Army, Hap's
peregrinations (nothing harmful) took him
At an impromptu. Sweet
to California.
Adeline, stage door canteen session. Hap

While

and

a

Dennis Morgan

acquainted.

left

to

and

Springfield

Kansas City
D. Williams

with the
Insurance

Charles
he volunteered for military
service. That was in March, 1942.
He was assistant to a couple of
important colonels, planned and
executed a training program for
troops in the China-Burma-India
in

ball

Hap had

Hap had

came back to the
November, 1944, and

theater,

was washed away
into torrents of water that swept
the fairway. It was time to quit,
and they did.
Along about that time it was discovered
that

15,

firm,

out of his hands.
It
narrowly missed his partner and
sailed over the fence into a nearby

in

September

came

slithered

The

to

After

how. He took a mighty swing
and the wet and slippery club

field.

1946

got pretty
Hap's baritone swooned

well

Mor-

states

com-

tenure April
12, 1945, wearing the two bars
of a Captain. From there he dove
back into the insurance business, and subsequently joined the American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
pleted

his

military

It was last December when some of the
loco golf bugs were still talking over the
prospects for a major-league tournament
in Kansas City.
It seems they had been
for a long time.
Claude Cochran was
president of the Kansas City Golf Association at the time, and he, too, figured

should be done.
But
Lots of conversation, but no action
had been.

something

So,

Hap

how?

—

there

volunteered to shake the bushes

what would come out. He had
known and played golf with Ed Dudley,

to

see

president of the Professional Golfers As-

and Fred Corcoran, tournament
Without too much difficulty
manager.
Hap was able to have them name Hillsociation,

R, J.

(hap) GARDNER,

the place and July 11, 12, 13
the dates for a national invitational tournament. No other big tourna'
crest

as

and 14

as

ments were near, except the Tam
O'Shanter at Chicago, which follows the
Kansas City event. And then, the British
decided

they would hold their

National

Open the first week in July.
The British could have thrown

a

monkey-wrench in the K. C. works but
here's the situation.
The Oxfords have
very, very few good golfers, according
He says it would be comparto Hap.
able to having the good golfers of Kansas
City go over and play for the championBonner Springs, Kansas.
mean no more than that.
ship of

So, the big boys who
land for the Open, will
profitable
Kansas City

Most

of

the

go to England

big
at

shots,

It

would

may go

to Engback for the

fly

divot

ir

however,

MAN

OF THE

far entrants may come
from.
It
seems there was some divergence of
opinion as to how much territory the

"midwest" included.

like

.

.

are personally taking a hand
a 32 x 8 foot scoreboard
which will reveal to the clubhouse audience at all times the exact location and
score of the gladiators out on the course.
erecting

But,

when

the

won't

crowds

have

gone

All golf courses, caddy houses, sporting

Aside from the tremendous business
of selling tickets, the golf bugs do have
fun.
Hap and Bunny Torpey, pro at
Indian Hills, all but vitriolized the walls
at Blue Hills one night arguing about
II

are

all

in,

the

Herman
Nelson, Lloyd

home,

and

are counting
al,
Victory Bond prize
money, Kansas City folks will
have something to count on, too.
They can count on the fact that
stacks

when

et

of

it

comes time

to

stage

another championship golfing
show, fellows like Bill Sanders,
Bob Talbot and Hap Gardner,
will be ready to lead the way.

plus

goods shops, clothing stores, and offices
of doctors, lawyers, Indian chiefs, if any,
all have ample supplies of season tickets.

cards

Byron

Mangrum,

never

.

in

all

The boys

in

iting.

other staggering expenses, must
be raised before the first ball
whistles down the fairway July
11... and all on the proceeds
of ticket sales.
For the latter
job, local golfdom has appointed Bouncin'
Bill Sanders to do the job.
Sanders, who
operates a big Standard Service station
on the Country Club Plaza, has literally
wall-papered Kansas City with tickets
$4.88 season tickets which admits
a person to about $15 worth of golf
if he had to buy them singly, each day.
Bill believes that the more tickets you
get out, the fewer will come back.

was

black ants.

Keiser,

money,

it

There's Hap, Bill Sanders, Bill Powell,
Fred Schendler, Bob Leacock, Bunny
Torpey, Bob Talbot, Merrill Rose, and
scores of others who rip each other to
shreds on the fairways, but for the tournament they are working like a hill of

PGA

tickets

But

good, clean fun, and the next day or so
Bunny and Hap were out battling brassies.

all.

prize

39

how

In the meantime the Kansas
City Golf Association, the Midwest Professional Golf Association, and the National
roll
merrily along. The Kaysee boys
are plugging
before.
The

MONTH

Barnum,

the great showfooled at his own
game.
stranger from Vermont
wrote him that he had an outstanding attraction for the famous Barnum
Museum— a cherry colored cat. The
Vermonter informed him that the
price of this odd cat was $200, payable in advance. But he guaranteed
that the feline was cherry colored,
as described in the letter.
P.

T.

man was once

A

The idea sounded good to Barnum
and he immediately sent $200 to the
Vermont owner. In quick fashion, he
received a large black cat. Examining
Tabby, he found a note attached to
its neck.
"I forgot to tell you that
all cherries up here in Vermont are
black!"

A MINUTE

^eit

Tom

(With
Catherine, our maid

was

colored

our

in

of

work,

all

me about a friend, a
woman who was prominent

telling

little

"She

sanctified

saint

in

Catherine said,
"and a
mighty fine woman. Good and true.
Sweet and pure. But Mrs. Smith,
you know, she has one hindrance.
Even her dearest friends ain't fond
of her."

Automobiles continue to be driven
two speeds lawful and awful.

—
T

The
ain

t

v;itl>

clerk asked:

affiliate

ain't

What

party

with?"

mountain

a-tellin".

girl

The

Idealists maintain that all nations
should share the atomic bomb. Pessimists maintain that they will.

the truth; she
forty-two and five
months. It may have been pleasing
to the angels, but her elder sisters
were not gratified.

replied:

party

I

"I

affiliate

Remit funds by noon tomorrow."

T

divorced yit."

While riding the
rural

telling

Washington Dodge, the broker, reports that a client of his who recently bought some Childs restaurant bonds, created quite a stir in
the rural telegraph office where he
chanced to receive this sinister message:
"Child
executed
yesterday.

T
Abraham

it."

T

said

"No, Honey, the three letter word
meaning 'what's drunk in the after"
noon is not 'DAD.'

do you

then beat

She started
she was

T

\ voting

in,

our

church,"

at just

Then there was the moron who
away while he was making a
cake. The directions said, "Put one
ran

egg

town.

a

is

Collins)

If there

circuit in Illinois,

Lincoln, staying over in

a

community, one Sunday, went

hear a circuit riding preacher, a
man of high flown language and enthusiasm. A^kcd by his host, later,
what the praine lawyer thought of
the lively elder, Lincoln replied:
"Well, now, if the good brother
would only pluck a few feathers
from the wing of his imagination and
stick them in the tail of good judgment, he would make quite a good
speaker."

in

had been drunken driving

the days

of the

Ten Command-

ments there would have been eleven

commandments.

T

to

Worry
of

its

does not empty the day
trouble, but only of its strength.

The good old days were those
when there were two cars in every
garage,

now,

it's

two

families.

T
The salesman who used to sell reEskimos is now selling

frigerators to

In a country church, the story
goes there was a quarrel over a new
organ. Somebody asked an elderly
man of strong convictions how he
felt about the issue. "I have not yet
made up my mind," said the deacon.
"But when I do, I shall be very
bitter."

butter
wives.

knives

American

to

house-

T
One

Professor Reimers' pupils
was asked to define the word agri"Agriculture," replied the
culture.
boy, "is something like farming only

farming

of

is

doing

it."

WHAT'S

IN

A

flame?

Burlycue, Straw Hat, Music Hall,

Video and

Fleapit, Flop House,

White Elephant
by JACK

other day

I

theatre

trigue

fleapit

was

my

and
and

it

I've

friend's

de-

hadn't been swept for aeons

was

a

wonder

that

my

desire

anyone

entered the theatre to meet up with
all the filth so
apparent in every
nook and cranny. The place literally
reeked with a distasteful odor.
In other words, my friend said, it
was a dump, a creep joint, nothing
but a fleapit.
Of course, I'd heard such terms
as dump and creep joint being employed for down-at-the heel theatres,

about the word

in-

ever into catch

devour new terms
their meanings for

To

you an idea what

rundown movie place,
poorly kept and managed that the

floors

in

things theatrical.

scription for a

and

new

a

descriptions

me

creasing

thing in the world."
It was the first time Fd heard the
word fleapit used in connection with
a movie house and after the meeting
broke up I cornered one of the men
and inquired further into the usage
of the term. I was politely informed

so

to get in!

was

fleapit

Such

le-

and the

fleapit of yours for any-

a

You pay

one.

movie business when one,
quite annoyed at something, suddenly remarked:
"I wouldn't have anything to do with that

that

.

but

hap-

upon some

discussing the

I'riends

.

ANDREWS

THE
pened
gitimate

.

been
legit,

I

hearing

give

mean,
a

lot

a short cut for

legitimate. It's been used quite frequently in newspapers and theatrical
and you've probably
publications
heard or read it more than once.
But what did legitimate mean?
What does it stem from? Is there
anything illegal about the theatre
that the word legitimate has to be
used to describe its heritage to the
average theatregoer?
Well, in order to find out how the
word came into being for the theatre
I had to do a bit of research of my
own. I had asked numerous editors
and reporters on newspapers and

theatrical

publications

for

their

knowledge of the derivation, but to
no avail.
So the next best bet was the New
York Public Library where I filtered through masses of volumes to

42

July,

wini

exhume

"American

Slang" by Lester

Van Den

vin

F.

Thesaurus of
Berrey and Mel-

Bark.

In

legit,

explained

McCoy,

"the

thick

this

tome was the word
as

1946

which was
lawful,

legitimate actor, a legitimate theatre."

Which was
wanted. So

I

hardly the definition I
groped some more until

found "A Dictionary of American
Slang" by Maurice H. Weseen, asI

professor of English at the
University of
Nebraska, Lincoln,
Neb., Prof. Weseen describes legit
as "a legitimate drama, a stage show."
Still unsatisfied, I delved further into
the archives until I met up with
"Theatricana," a vest pocket glossary
by Ken Carrington. "Theatricana"
stated legit was "a straight dramatic
presentation as opposed to vaudeville,
sistant

musical,

burlesque,

chure

and

in

etc."

was published back
it

I

The

bro-

in
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learned for the first time
meaning for dog house,

the theatrical

described as a theatre where shows
haven't got a chance.

While I was content for the moment with these answers, I mentioned
them to a friend of mine, a lawyer
in

the theatrical

He

world.

agreed

with Ken Carrington and went on to
explain
not to

that

be

a

legitimate

confused

theatre

with

a

is

stocl{

house.

Stock shows, my legal friend redate back fifty years or so
and enjoyed a healthy life in princivealed,

They were
from 1929 to 1933,
pal cities.

heyday
which time

in their
at

they petered out. Today these theatres
are known as the Little Theatre
where groups put on shows, changing
them from week to week. They may

be

made up from

New

York

casts or

local groups.

At one

time there were as many as
units, but in recent
years this number has dwindled to
a mere handful. Chicago and a few
more cities find a strong boxoffice
for these shows, some remaining for
as long as two years, as in the case
of "Oklahoma" in the Windy City.
"Harvey" and "Life With Father"
now have roadshow units touring the
country and more current Broadway
shows will have duplicate units in
the field as they gain popularity.
thirty

My
first

roadshow

friend

also

told

me

that

a

doss show means one where the

original cast

from

New

York

is

seen

in a particular city, after its Broad-

way

run.

He

likewise stated that a

Repertoire Theatre is one where a
cast, local or from the east or west,
puts on a series of different recognized hit shows of past years, each
week.

You may have heard

of the Sub-

Circuit and then again you may
not have, so to be sure, the explanation is this term applies to a theatre
owner who has a number of theatres

way

;

!

—
what's in a name?
and

book

will

a

legitimate

show,

recent Broadway popularity, into one theatre and follow it
down the line into as many houses
as he controls. Then when the show
usually

of
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Hate Blondes," the mystery chiller
novel. Straw Hat is used to denote

pic-

converted barns in summer situations
where tryout shows are held. New
talent is developed at these theatres
and many big names in the theatrical
world today made their first appearance at such places.
Miisic Hall, of which there are
more than a hundred throughout the
country, was brought into being long
before Tony Pastor. Halls, usually
designed for meeting places, were
converted into temporary places of
entertainment in the old days, but
today the theatre of that name in
Radio City is the largest in the world
and the epitome of showmanship
under the expert operation of G. S.
Eyssell, formerly of Kansas City.

have
probably
of
heard
"Arty" house and wondered what it
was all about. Well, "Arty" theatres
are those where unusual attractions,
foreign and domestic, with social
and cultural significance are shown.
Such pictures never grow old, like

producers in principal cities like New
York, Chicago, Kansas City, Los
Angeles, and other key points of
mass populations. Special advertising
campaigns are put on in advance of
the engagement of a picture being
tested for its special popularity ahead

"Gone With

of regular exhibitions.

completed his circuit, he may
book it into theatres where he can
get open time. These hit shows are
usually revitalized during the summer months at admissions considerably below original prices charged.
Because of the limited engagements,
they are usually a success in each
has

locale.

Nickelodeon
really
got
name, such words

Before

around
as

as a trade

common
itself

—

Cinemas Vitas
from
from Bioscope, were
synonyms for a movie

Kinetos,

Vitascope; Bios

—

an abbreviation of motion

Showwindow

ture.

You

the Wind," "The Informer,"
"Oliver
Twist,"
"Pygmalion" and the like.
Burlycue was an originality of
Variety more than thirty years ago.
It was the brain child of the late
Jack Conway, one of the theatrical
magazine's staff writers and was used
as a substitute for burlesque. Bernard
Sobel, a former

newspaper man and

agent for Florenz Ziegfeld,
wrote a book about burlesque and
called it "Burlycue."
Straw Hat is another Variety connotation. It was given birth by Wolfe
press

Kaufman,

who

recently

wrote

"I

is

a test theatre for

A

theatre where vaudeDeLuxe.
and name bands surround the

ville

film attraction.

Flop House. Where patrons find
chairs a convenient spot for a

the

snooze.
doesn't

Whatever picture is showing
count much with the jaded

patron.

Where

second rate picshowing.
Foreign. Where language films are
the main fare. No subtitles are used
Slough.

tures

to

open for a

translate

the

first

dialogue

in

these

theatres.

T^ewsreel. There have been about
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forty such theatres around the country devoted to exclusive showing of
newsreels.

The show

generally runs

an hour. Some newsreel theatres recently have added short subjects in
order to round out the hour schedule.
Grind. Such theatres never closed
have been
because of the labor problem. When
they reopen the show starts at seven
or eight in the morning and closes at
two or three the next morning.
as a rule but lately they

This term has now
but during the war
theatre owners put on special weehour shows for defense plant workers
unable to visit the theatre at other

Swing

faded

shift.

out,

hours.

Action. These theatres have developed audiences which go in for
horse operas (westerns), killer- dillerthrillers, and films that have a holdon-to-your-seat reaction in every foot
of celluloid.

"WeeX Stands and
During vaudeville days

Split

WeeJ^s.

theatres play-

ing acts for seven days were known
as Week Stands; those playing three
and four days were known as Split

Weeks.
There are theatres known as cirhouses, which means they are
controlled by a chain; A, B and C
houses, meaning first run, second and
third run; Dumps, which is another
word for a Fleapit; Joints and
Bastard houses, which are a disgrace
cuit

Drive-Ins. They are becoming more
and more popular in warm climate
during
situations
and
elsewhere
spring, summer and early fall months.
All you have to do is drive your car
into
an open lot where special
screens and projectors are setup and
look at your favorite movie without

The idea is taken
Open Air Theatre, now

leaving the vehicle.

from

houses today are expected to be converted into Video theatres, where
shows are being televised and broadcast before audiences.

the

practically

passe,

would go and

see

where you
a picture under a
but

blanket of twinkling

stars.

Not

yet widely used but
coming into popularity with the ad-

Video.

vancement of

television.

Many

movie

to the neighborhood but

still

a "living" for the owners,

and

provide
finally

White Eelephant, a theatre that
has never made money for the owner
a

but which he has to continue to
operate for reasons bearing on other
theatres he has in his setup.

With the ever changing cycle in
the theatre and motion picture business

you can expect more fancy ap-

pelations in the future.

—

THE

Seedteii

HERB

Poor

Olaf, he ran himself almost
ragged looking behind big rocks.

by LEWIS C.

across the verdant
FAR
since
afternoon, Olaf's young

HODGINS*

vi^ife

hush of the darkened
But even then Olaf was reluctant to turn homeward from his

night be as

fruitless search.

valley,

late

had waited for him. Would toempty for them as last
night? If he couldn't find the herb
then what
.?
.

.

She lifted her soft eyes to the
ghstening canopy of the invisible
world, the lighted amphitheatre of
the firmament, and traced the shining stars gleaming like a jeweled
necklace in the oval ceiling of the
storied heavens.
After a moment she lowered her
eyes as though she would penetrate
the black curtain that shut from her
view the sweep of the

valley.

For two days Olaf had searched
through field and forest for a strange
herb. Now, the orange disc of the sun
was dipping behind the forest, its
radiating shafts of golden light spraying the emerald beauty of the giant

with lambent flame and rich,
scintillating hues. The great shadows
from the regal oaks that sheltered the
soft
carpet of its mighty timber
slowly lengthened into an enfolding
night as the ebony curtain from the
nether world unfolded and silently
swept in on invisible wings, while
all growing things and moving creatures seemed suddenly to become still
trees

*(Note:

Two

Hodgins authors in

this

in the tranquil

earth.

Then suddenly

saw Olaf, tall
moving
swiftly home. When he came to the
rose-bordered pathway to the new
cottage, she ran to meet him, laughand

lithe,

she

far out in the field,

ing softly as he swept her into his

arms.

"Ah,
cried in

you found it, Olaf!"
happy anticipation.

she

The smile left his face, and he
looked at her there in the night, wondering what he should say. Then he
spoke to her in his quiet, serious
manner. "No, I did not find it."

He

felt

the tenseness of her slender

body against

his own, and he could
shadow had stolen into
and he winced from the

sense that a

her eyes,
thought. Bravely he forced himself
to laugh convincingly when he promised her, "But tomorrow I will find
it."

Olaf was right. Late the next day
he found the elusive plant near the
edge of the forest, growing in the

shadow of a huge boulder. Excitedly
he dug his fingers into the rich, black
earth, being careful not to bruise the

issue are different breeds of cats.

Strangers to each other.)
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Swin^

precious herb while he freed
the virgin soil.

In

aroused

swiftly

at

from

he walked
then broke into a

ing into the house,

fields, burst-

breathless,

star-

That night Olaf

tied

the strange

herb to a knotted strap, and then he
stretched the strap under the bed.

A

smile

up

at her.

But why have I told this? Well,
you see, it illustrates the belief commonly held by Europeans in the
thirteenth century that certain herbs

tling his wife.

delighted

down

1946

done lighted their faces;
at him and he looking

a task well
she, looking

agitation,

first,

then ran across the

trot,

it

J**b.

of satisfaction

over

could

prevent

and the
would
children were

child-birth,

number of knots

in the strap

how many

indicate

bom.

thus prevented from being

FULL HOUSE
He:

I'll

bet

you wouldn't marry

me.

So she
him five.

called

his

bet

and raised

T
"Young man,

didn't

"At 3:00 p.m."
you have a

brother in this class last year?" asked
the professor. To which the student
answered: "No, 'twas I. I'm taking
this course over again."
"My! My! Extraordinary resemblance!" was the professor's reply.

T
They

The easy going Southerner strolled
onto the station platform and up to
the station agent. "When does the
westbound train arrive?" he asked.

"When

train

be

"At 4:00 p.m."

"What

about

the

northbound

train?"

not due until 6:00 p.m."

"It's

"And

are telling of an enterprising
who started a new business

next

the

will

going east?"

southbound train?"
two hours ago."

the

"It left

veteran
in the northwest by purchasing all
surplus flame throwers he could lay

The Southerner considered the information carefully, then bestirred
himself. "Well," he said, " I guess

hands on.

It's

What

Why

did he do with them?
he sold them to Duluth householders
to clear the snow from the sidewalks
and drives. They melted those high
drifts in no time at all, saving hours
of shoveling.

now."

safe to cross the tracks

One
matches

tree

— one

million trees.

can

make

match

can

a

million
a

destroy

THIS »SLrinLin^

WORLD
Can the world's
be thrown into
without

JOHN

by
Air

H.

TWA

social

Airlines

arrival of the airis

likely to

patterns

cally as did the

closer

change

advent of

oceans

HP^

now

re-

bottlenecks that can be controlled

by

which happen to be in
them. Air is the one
medium providing possible communication and transportation between
every nation and all others.
At the same time, the air- age has
the nations

brought

of

speed

a

of

transportation

which has so reduced distances that
it is no longer meaningful to speak
in terms

geographical miles, but
time required to go
from one place to another.
The distance between New York
and Boston was much greater in
terms of travel time in the days of
George Washington than the distance
rather

is

of

of

the

today from

All

the

New

from other peoples must

and

moved, and whole areas of the earth
which were once isolated are now on
the main highways of aerial transporAir
extends
everywhere.
tation.
There are no boundaries, shores, or

possession

York

the

who

(n^k
\^^F

the industrial revolution.
age-old barriers of

mountains,
been
have

were

This means that peoples
once lived their lives
in comparative isolation

radi-

as

than

thirteen colonies in 1776.

The

land,

air-age contact

frictions?

FURBAY

World Education,

THE
age

new

cultures

Bombay.
nations of the world are
to

are

now

learn to get along
with other groups who
only a few hours distant.

There are other factors which

will

contribute to bringing the peoples of
the world together. Time has been

mentioned. Another is the reduced
costs.
Since the airline fares have

dropped

below

first-class

rail

and

steamship tickets, whole masses of our
population who once could not afford
to travel in planes will now be able
to do so. The remarkable safety records of the airlines have practically
removed all fear of air travel from
the minds of most people. In addition, several millions of our youth
have had actual air experience during the recent war. The net result is
that we are an air-minded people,
and that we possess the physical
equipment to carry us almost overnight to any desired point of the
earth
the farthest point away from
any of us being only 60 hours, with
a likely reduction to 40 in the near

—

—
4S

S.

future. World tours are now being
organised which will make it possible
for a person with a two-weeks vacation to go around the world and
spend eleven of his fourteen days on
the ground.
All this brings us to the point: Are
we ready to face the social obligations of this mass travel? Has technology advanced too far ahead of our
social
consciousness for safety to
civilization? Can the races, religions,
and varied cultures of the world be
thrown into intimate contact without
creating frictions and antagonisms
out of which may grow hatreds and
wars of the future? This question can
be answered only by the educators
who mold the minds of our children.
must prepare them for participation in this world-community.

We

It

said

is

among

the

that

most

Americans

provincial

are

people;

we regard ourselves as superior
other nationalities; that we look
down upon races with shades of skin
color darker than our own; that we
that
to

have a

particular

phobia

regarding

"foreigners."
If this

is

little

we might examine

opportunity to exist in a

small nation which must depend upon
contacts with other nations for survival.

1946

Americans themselves did not
care to do. All this adds up to the
provincialism of which we are actasks

cused.

Mass
cans

travel

on the part of Ameri-

certain

is

for the

future.

The

problem which faces every student of
is "How can we neutralthe attitudes of intolerance and
prejudice, and create travelers who

social science
ize

offend these neighbors

will not

now been brought
by the air-age?" One

have

steps

is

who

so close to us

of

the

first

to rid ourselves of the notion

Americans are superior in all
and to take stock of the
aspects in which other peoples may
be superior to us. Another is to recognize that the standards by which we
judge progress and superiority are
not the standards used by others. To
boast of our advancement in terms
that

true,

the causes of these things. Provincialism naturally grows in a country
which is so large that there is little
contact with other countries; and it

has

July,

The average American

of past

generations has not been outside the
United States; has never found it
necessary to speak or understand any
foreign language; and has not had an

opportunity to meet foreigners other
than laborers brought here to do

respects,

number of bathtubs per thousand population, or the number of
automobiles or radios or telephones
this would leave most other countries
cold. They do not judge a nation by
these
mechanical
achievements in
which we have excelled. Many prefer to judge on spiritual planes, askof the

THIS SHRINKING
ing what music, poetry, and art a
nation has given to the world.
Another problem facing educators
in this matter is the idea that we
should "teach tolerance." This is
probably the worst thing we could set
out to do. "Tolerance" impHes put'
ting up with something that is in'
ferior, but not labeled as such.

We

"tolerate" things

which are below

us.

What we

need to replace tolerance
something positive, such as a
is
genuine appreciation of other peoples,
their history, contributions to world
culture, and their philosophies of
life. It is only when we come to ap-

we

automatically
lose our prejudices regarding them;
and, in turn, we are likely to erase
from their minds prejudices they hold
preciate others that

regarding us.
The time has ended when assembly
speakers and commencement orators
can honestly tell our boys and girls
that we are the "chosen people."
can instill a healthy Americanism and
a pride in our nation and its achievements without trying to rate all

We

D

WORLD
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others as inferior. It

would be much

better to teach our children that

much
fine

to learn in the realms of the
arts,

integration,

social

If the air-age is to bring to mankind a better understanding and ap-

preciation of one another,

begin
of

now

mind

we must

to develop those attitudes

that will

make informed,

apof our citizens.
will have opportunities to visit
our world neighbors and to live
among them. Let's learn from them
preciative

travelers

We

and let them learn from us. Let's
teach appreciation rather than tolerance; and let's not forget that we are
the foreigners while we are abroad.

IPLDMATIC ERRDRS

unsatisfactory. The committee in charge
were hopeful as the guest of honor was introduced by the toastmaster.
"Gentlemen," said he in a stentorian voice, "we have with us tonight Professor Haxworth, who will tell us some of his biggest and best after dinner
stories."

Amid

rousing

how thoroughly

applause.

Professor

Haxworth

said he, "to begin with
I

and

everyday Hving. Many nations whose
scientific
developments
have
not
ascended to the heights of our own
can teach us many valuable things
about "living." While we regard
some parts of the world as unsanitary, they may be regarding us as
without souls.

The banquet had proved very

and gentlemen,"

we

have excelled in scientific fields, and
that the world looks to us for technological leadership; but that we have

my

arose.

"Mr. Toastmaster
me tell you

biggest story, let

have enjoyed your banquet."

WAS So EASY!

IT

"Fate

—

/ guess."

And

he pulled

the rope that raised the gate!

KANTOR

by JOSEPH

t'l^URDEROUS

thoughts raced

J-VX through my head
admitted

time/'

Jerry

made up my mind

the

all

Doakes.

"I

to kill that fore-

man. He'd hounded me long enough
and I had to act."

The

smoothed

prisoner

sweaty

hair.

in

details

He

a

cheerful,

matter-of-fact

way.
'T

but
his stuff
I'll admit that
he found immediate fault with heretofore accepted methods and instituted changes that annoyed and exasperated me.
"

am

52 years old. Single.

I

taught school. Monotonous job. I
to make a change for ages
but somehow just didn't get around
until the

"He

in-

For

a

minute

he

was

lost

in

'1 came to New York in the spring
and began work in the Johnson Steel

reported at 10 p.m. every
night. What a difference from the
plant.

I

classroom. Teacher to inspector.

amined

I

ex-

shiny equipment all night
long. Shaft after shaft
night after
night the annoying gleam of light
on metal gave me frequent headaches.
Soon, it was worse than teaching.

along at this tiresome
continued vaguely, "until

drifted

he

That's the

enough sense to

you

important? I've inspected it fifteen times within the
past hour. On the job, you loafer,' he
"
yelled, 'and get busy.'
that

it

is

"I could scarcely credit

My

ing.

my

threateningly.
in

my
me

I

hear-

the

raised

it

didn't like the look

eyes and backed away.

"I calmed
to

He

hand.

my
over

closed

fingers

micrometer in

—

—

far.

cursed bitterly.

" 'Haven't

know

war."

thought.

job,"

you

custom,'

I

"I

times have

" 'Three times so
I answered.

come

wanted
it

'How many

spected this gasket?' he demanded
one night in his overbearing squeaky
voice.

from Newton City, Minnesota, where

to

—

—

knew

thin

his

volunteered the grisly

Frank became foreman. Oh, he

that

down. 'Don't ever talk
warned him

like that again,' I

quietly.

"For

a

number

nothing. But

of nights, he said

could sense his little
black eyes boring into me. At the
I

S.

^2

bench, he peered over my shoulder.
On the floor, he padded after me.
war of nerves,
He pried snooped.
and he was winning.

—

"On

A

that

ported in a

Thursday

night,

lifeless

listliss,

I

re-

mood.

I
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self

up

ing

at

and peer-

to his full five feet

me through

his

slant

eyes.

Not fair
You know

'Get busy, or get your time.
to others if

one guy

loafs.

that.'

raced up and down my
knot formed at the pit of
my stomach. The white lights turned
to a bright red. The pounding presses
made an odd roar in my ears.
"Chills

spine.

A

"Di2:;ier than ever,

grabbed an

I

inkwell and staggered toward the
foreman.
" 'Brain him,' was my intention.

"He was

He retreated
my arm one of the

alarmed.

hastily. I raised

—

stepped between us and removed the inkwell from my grasp.

boys

" 'Steady, Doakes,' he cautioned.
fiddled with shafts.
ings.

I

let

I

glanced at hous-

the shiny bushings drift

through my fingers. The fluorescent
lights shone with an unusual glare.
My head throbbed frightfully.
"I forced myself to pick

up

a shaft.

—

.850"
muttered to
myself. 'Watch the "A" dimension
.350" plus or minus .003". Watch
.032", the groove
the groove depth
width, .015", the blueprint watch

'Watch the bushing length
plus or minus .002",'

—

I

—

—

—watch.'

"Those infernal

presses

pounded

looked at my disreflection
in
curved shiny
torted
metal. I picked gadgets up. I put
them down. I walked to the water
cooler. I returned without drinking.
I moved around in a haze.
continuously. Idly

" 'I'm quitting at the end of the
shift,'

Frank

told

in

a cold, dead

" 'O. K. with me,' he answered indifferently.

He went

the bench holding

"Dawn was

away. I sat at
aching head.

my

breaking through the

windows when

arose and
walked from
the lighted machine-shop into the dim
stock-room. I paused a few feet from
dirty

went down the

the

freight

aisle.

I

I

A

elevator.

revengeful

feeling stirred within me.

"At

I

"Through a fog, I saw the foreman. 'You haven't done any work
tonight,' he accused, drawing him-

I

voice.

at

moment, Frank stopped

that

the

elevator.

Fate,

I

guess.

He

pulled the rope that raised the flimsy
safety gate and shouted down the
shaft to the

elevator

was

Doakes laughed out
"It

was

although the

operator,

at the floor above."

so

easy.

quick, gentle shove."

loud.
I

gave him

a

putting

it

beauty

and

A

rare combination of
she had accepted a
musical scholarship instead of the usual vaudetour and quickie
ville

mildly.
brains,

BEAUTY AND
BRAINS

movie

offer.

among young people began
and
tour.
hit

in

Her work
York

New

has continued during a nationwide
In Chicago she made more of a

than Sinatra.

That young man has just finished a
seven-shows-a-day stint at the Chicago
Theatre, flagship of the Balaban and Katz
movie chain. The police and the theatre
were ready for The Voice, but the elaborate preparations

By

made

for record-breaking

crowds and swooning bobby-soxers turned
out to be needless. The nurse on duty
stood around the lobby with nothing to do
but look bored and the bone-crushing
crowds failed to materialize. With the exception of a relatively few hardy ex-

NORT JONATHAN

who stayed up all night for
the privilege of entering the theatre at
seven o'clock in the morning and swooned
for the benefit of the photographers, there
was little commotion. Apparently Frankie's
press agent had done his job too well.
Most of Chicago, afraid of a terrific jam
and a long wait in line, stayed away.
hibitionists

HAIL

the conquering heroine! Miss
America has come and gone, leaving in her wake a bevy of exhausted aides,
two or three dozen smashed hearts, and
a platoon or two of enthusiastic admirers
in bobby sox.

Bess Myerson, the tall, dark, dclovely
girl who won the title at Atlantic City
last September, spent five hectic days in
the Windy City speaking mostly to high
school students. Her subject: You can't
hate and be beautiful. Her daily schedule
of five to ten assembly appearances, plus
assorted luncheons, teas, receptions, and
public meetings, would have stunned Mrs.
Roosevelt. But Bess took them all in her
stride

and would have covered even more
if Mayor Kelly's Commission on

territory

Human

Relations hadn't almost collapsed
strain. Miss Myerson was sponsored in Chicago by that busy organization, in the interest of better racial relations among teen-age young people.

under the

To

say

that

Bess

was

sensational

is

Chicagoans will have an excellent opportunity to hear one of the best imitations of The Voice when young Larry
Storch opens an engagement in the Empire
Room a few weeks hence. We're enthusiastic about Larry because we knew him
in the Navy— when he was one of the
sailor stars of the "Meet Your Navy"
radio program on many a bond-selling
tour. Kansas City saw, heard and applauded him in January, 1944, when Com-

Eddy Peabody and his Great
Lakes gang packed the Auditorium to the
roof. And if our memory is still working
correctly, Larry also appeared during that
Kansas City visit on Jetta Carleton's
mander

"Show Time" program on

Young
who owes

WHB.

Storch is an amazing
his present top-billing

mimic
to

an

Su

^4
Admiral's nasty whim. The
at
Great

Commandant

AN AMAZING

Lakes happened to drop in on a

MIMIC

variety

show being

staged for homesick recruits just in time to catch Larry in a
highly irreverent impersonation of an Admiral making a speech. And so, very
shortly thereafter, Mr. Storch found himself on his way to Pearl Harbor. There
he met Dennis Day, Jackie Cooper, Alvino
Rey and numerous other HoUywoodians
who were so impressed by his talent that
when Larry returned to the west coast

December

fame had preceded
him. He quickly found himself starring
at Ciro's, featured on Duffy's Tavern,
and a guest on numerous other shows. In
Chicago he'll join Ted Straeter's orchestra
for an important spot in the Summertime
Review.
last

his

A long-time Chicago favorite is now
back in town in a new role. We mean
luscious Ada Leonard, who has joined the
ranks of the all-girl orchestra leaders. It
was only a few years back that Miss
Leonard, who is statuesque and beautiful,
great
was our local Gypsy Rose Lee.
favorite at
Chicago's biggest burlesque
house, the Rialto, Miss Leonard did her
work in such a provocative fashion that
she spent five or six years disrobing before the footlights with never a lay-off.
Now she's at the renovated Colisomo's
leading her own orchestra and wearing
the same gorgeous gowns she wore at the
Rialto. But this time the gowns stay on.

A

Most

of

Randolph

Street

is

talking

about the highly entertaining article in
Fortune magazine on the well-known innkeeper, Ernie Byfield. Mr. Byfield claims
to be the only veteran restaurant and
hotel

man

who

didn't

invent

crepes

suzettes.

By

the time you read this, the famous

July,
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moonlit Beach Walk of the Edgewater
Beach Hotel will be open for business
which will help Romance no end. Many
a man and a maid during the last few
decades haven't been able to resist the
Beach Walk's combination of sweet music,
soft breezes, moonlight on Lake Michigan,

and colorful lighting. More romances have
bloomed there thr.n anyv.-hrre else in
town, with the possible exception of the
Oak Street beach or the Forest Preserves.

warm

These

cagoans are

summer

Sundays, Chito suddenly

becoming used

coming upon droves of bicycle enthusiasts
on their way somewhere. The

PEDAL
BRIGADE

Pedal

Brigade

force.

Daddy

have

taken

is

out

and

in

full

Mother

over

Junior's fafor Sunday
trips to the Forest Preserves, to the Indiana dunes, and to such other local
beauty spots as Starved Rock and the Fox
vorite

method of locomotion

River valley.

The Straw Hat Theatre season is almost
upon us for the first time since 1941.
Again this year almost every good-sized

—

barn within motoring distance of Chicago
will have its perspiring group of amateur
or semi-professional warm weather thespians. They'll

feature the works of prac-

playwright from Moss
Hart to the Bard of Avon. With wartime
restrictions lifted, and lots of male actors
back from the wars, it'll be a big season
tically

every

top

for the hayloft Barrymores.

The saddest, grimmest sight in town is
the dark, lifeless hulk of the LaSalle
Hotel, standing alone against the bright
lights and noise of the Chicago summer
night. The night after the hotel's fire,
bed sheets still fluttered in some of the
darkened windows ghostlike witnesses to
a tragedy which all Chicagoans say must
anywhere. And so it
not happen again
does
in Dubuque!

—

—
—

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
MARION ODMARK

By

Cyut of Doors

BEACH WALK.

Edgewater Beach Hotel. 5 300
Lavish,
lakeside
Sheridan
Road
(Lon.
6000).
dancing spot in the best romantic tradition, with
Henry Brandon's orchestra in the bandshell and
Dorothy Hid's revue in the llimelight.
IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 East Walton Place.
(Whi. 5301). Chicago's newest show-place, much
"21" in New York with multiple dining
like
rooms and lounge and a very continental walledRene is maitre
patio for dining and cocktails.
d'hotel.

JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT,

900 N.

A

delightful
(Del.
Michigan Avenue
0904).
garden spot to relish authentic French cuisine and

company.

fashionable

Smart Set
if

BOULEVARD ROOM,

Hotel Stevens,

7th

and

Avenue

(Wab. 4400). Orrin Tucker's
and Dorothy Dorben's magnificent pro-

Michigan
orchestra

duction should be imperative on every stepping-out
directory.

BUTTERY. Ambassador West
State
little

those

Hotel, 1300 North
Parkway (Sup. 7200). A delightful, clubby
room that's a pet of the younger crowd and

hep

moment

the

to

best

in

small

bands,

at

this

Gorden.

Phil

CAMELLIA HOUSE.

Drake Hotel, Michigan
Place
(Sup.
2200). Suave Ramon
orchestra are the new attraction
in
the bandstand; new decorations, too,
in
the
bedouin motif.
and

Where They Are

Walton

Ramos and

his

ROOM,

EMPIRE

.

Palmer

House,
State
and
Straeter and his "star
the latest big band swoonews and
satirist,
heads the handsome mid-

Monroe (Ran. 7500). Ted
dust" music is
Imogene Coca,

summer company

stars.

Congress Hotel, Michigan
at
Congress (Har. 3800). Until September, the big
excitement is the South American band of Gonsalves-Menconi, which is manna for rhumba connoisseurs.

MAYFAIR ROOM,

Blackstone Hotel, Michigan
at
7th
(Har.
4300).
Ernie Heckscher's
sweet
strings and romantic swing, and top drawer single
acts
are all society asks for.
Don't forget the
Balinese Room for a quiet dance and dinner.
HORIZON
Hotel Continental,
505 North Michigan Avenue (Whi. 4100). Joe
Vera's
very
fine
band,
Robert Crum's piano
portraits, and Saturday fashion revues at luncheon
arc high spots in this decorative room.
Ambassador East Hotel, 1300
North State Parkway (Sup. 7200). Second home
visiting
of
celebrities
and Chicago's own first
families
for
such very good
reasons
as
decor
destingue,
cuisine elegant
and matchless service.

NEW

show

two-act

for

divertissement.

YAR RESTAURANT,
181
the

East Lake
first

vacation

two
and

—

Lake Shore Drive Hotel,
Shore Drive (Del. 9300). Closed
weeks in July to give employees a

for

redecorate.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BROWN

.

fun.

For Dancing

Especially

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT,

Wabash and
Randolph (Ran. 2822). Del Courtney and his
band are back, which couldn't be better news to
faithful admirers.
little show
augments.
Hotel Sherman, Randolph
LaSalle (Fra. 2100). Best rhythm bands in
the land play here on a rapid change policy.

very

his

PANTHER ROOM,

and

Out

WALNUT

ROOM, Bismarck Hotel, Randolph
and LaSalle Street (Cen. 0213). Sherman Hayes
and his orchestra for dancing and a trim little

.

(Del. 3700), along with the king of calssic taps,
Georgie Tapps
.
LATIN QUARTER. 23 W.
Randolph (Ran. 5544) has its usually flashy Broad'
way-styled entertainment
COLOSIMO'S, 2126
South Wabash Avenue (Vic. 9259), scoops the
town with an ice show plus Ada Leonard's allgirl band.
And at
DERBY, Monroe
and Wabash
(Sta.
1307), CLUB MOROCCO,
11
N. Clark Street (Sta. 3430), and VINE
GARDENS, 614 W. North Avenue (Div. 5106)
are variety shows that stack up good for all around

ROOM,

PUMP ROOM,

.

RIO CABANA, 400 North Wabash Avenue

at

.

of

HAT,

<r3LASS

Joe E. Lewis, that modest madman, is at CHEZ
PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court (Del. 3434) along
with a solid show.
Harvey Stone, most
sought after up and coming comedian, is appearing

of the Ordinary

you're looking for something different in the
way of backgrounds, try the catacombs of Ralph
Jansen's IVANHOE, 3000 N. Clark Street (Gra.
2771).
The splendid Cantonese delicacies
of
THE BEACHCOMBER'S. 101 East
Walton Place (Sup. 8812).
The Victorian
gentility of L'AIGLON,
22 East Ontario (Del.
If

.

.

.

DON

.

.

.

^6

July,

6070), famed for Creole and French cooking
The Bavarian color of OLD HEIDELBERG. 14
W. Randolph (Fra. 1892) and traditional Eitel
.

food.

.

.

LA, 222

.

.

The fax horijon retreat of SHANGRIN. State Street (Dea. 973 3), superior

.

concoctions
temple-like
Place (Del. 7194).
oriental

a

carte.

la

HOUSE OF ENG.

.

.

110

And

.

East

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

the

Ballrooms

Walton
i( Nothing but
bands at the
rence Avenue.

dancing

to

America's

dance
1100 Law-

best

ARAGON BALLROOM.

Purely Palatable
ic Any gourmet dish you might order at Joe
Miller's 885 CLUB, 885 Rush Street (Del. 0885),
is
bound to be exceptional.
There's no
beating steaks as they're found at the STEAK
HOUSE, 774 Rush Street (Del. 5930).
Hungarian dishes take honors at BLUE
CAFE, 500 W. North Avenue (Mic. 5988).
Spaghetti leads
at
AGOSTINO'S, 1121 North
State (Del. 9862).
Entire bill of fare at
.
CHEZ EMILE, 180 East Delaware Place (Del.
Tops in
9713), is remarkable artistry.
Scandinavian cooking. KUNGSHOLM, 631 Rush
Street
For barbecued ribs,
(Sup. 9868). .
there's
nothing
like
SINGAPORE, 1011 Rush
Street
(Sup. 5496).
national favorite,
BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 Rush Street (Del.
1492), for the obvious reasons.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

... A

Rugged

Is

the 'Word

if For those who can take it, the way the gals
can take it off, Chicago's more sophisticated sundodging is in its element at the
STAGE

BACK

CLUB.

are

palatial

RAINBOW BALLROOM.
... and TRIANON BALL.

935 Wilson Avenue.
1359 West Madison.

MINGO.

.

.

.

.

CLUB FLA-

.

.

L

bf

L CAFE,

Grove.

Cottage

sopts

in

the

.

best

.

And

.

sense

of

Legitimate
if

comedy

of

Negro

that long-running dramais still
going strong at the
Wacker Drive (Fra. 7818).

life,

20 N.

Civic Theatre,

*

Stage

"ANNA LUCASTA,"

"UP IN CENTRAL PARK,"

is

Mike Todd's

musical set for the summer
Theatre. 22 W. Monroe (Cen.

sensational

Shubert
In

its

cast

of

Betty Bruce and

"LAURA."

100

you'll

love

Maureen Cannon
makes

Wilbur

the

at

8240).
Evans.

especially.

pre-Broadway debut at
the Harris theatre.
170 North Dearborn (Cen.
8240). a chilling mystery drama with Miriam
Hopkins playing the Gene Tiemey movie role and
Otto Kruger in the Clifton Webb part.
if

its

"STATE OF THE

UNION." is the jack-pot
year's excellent
plays,
showing at the
Blackstone theatre. 7th near Michigan (Har. 8880).
of

this

with Judith Evelyn, Neil
Rennie superb characters.

Hamilton

and

Janes

BUSINESS AS USUAL
Here

is a telephone episode typical
efficient
circles
business
(so

of

called).

—

morning."
"I

"Mr. Perkins?

Who's

calling,

want Mr. Perkins, please."

"Who's

calling,

please?"

Poppum and Pogg

see

if

he's

in.

"Just

a

moment

Mr. Pincham

Perkins' office."
"Hello, Mr. Perkins'

ahead, please."

me

office."

speak to Mr. Perkins."

is

calling."

"Just a minute, Mr. Pincham. Put
Mr. Perkins on the line please."

"Mr. Pincham of Pincham, Pettam,
Poppum and Pogg."
"Just a minute, I'll give you Mr.

"Let

I'll

please?"

"Mr. Pinchem of Pinchem, Pettam,

The phone rang. "This is Perkins,
Parkins, Peckham and Potts
good

the

word.

.

.

A

.

Clark and Lawrence
6201 South

.

.

.

ROOM,
there

DANUBE
.

1946

1316 West Madison.
CLUB SO-HO, 1124
W. Madison.
And THE PLA'^OUSE, 550
North Clark Street.
You don't need to make
reservations
or have any!

please.
right here. Go

I

have

ahead.
Parkins, Peck-

Okey with Perkins,
ham and Potts, Mr. Pincham. Go
"Lo, Joe. How's for lunch?"

"Okay."

Letter

flew IJorL

.

.

.

neat as a pin and ex'
managed. In Roslyn, a
few miles further, the
BLUE SPRUCE Blue Spruce rambles
on the side of a hill
overlooking the village. It is breezy and
popular
comfortable and tremendously
which is always a good
with residents
test. The Swan Club (which isn't a club)
nearby is right on the water and although
new this season, is showing every indication of arriving to stay. Rothman's in
East Norwich is one of those "you-can'tmiss-it" places because it's right on the
highway with a sign that needs no rerestaurant.
ceptionally

as

It's

well

.

.

search study. Inside it is the old tavern
long bar, heavy chairs
type of thing
and tables and huge servings of marvelous food. On to Syosset there is Villa
Victor which like so many others is a
converted house. One can dine here in
one of the many inside rooms or out on
the porch, and most any item on the
.

by LUCIE

INGRAM
Manhattan

is

winter season

providing one knows where to go. The
city
itself
with roof gardens and airconditioning offers comfort and recreation in abounding .quantity and a summer
spree in Manhattan can be definitely huba
huba. But, leave us talk about some of
the places within easy driving distance
from town that come under the heading

of "country dining." If you haven't a
friend with a car you can always rent a
drive-it-yourself job; just be sure your
driver's license is handy. Out Long Island
way there is the Studio Club at Great
Neck which is cool, softly lighted and
has excellent food. No dancing here but
there is sweet music which always adds
delight to a cocktail and vitamin intake.
short distance on there is Mori's in
Manhasset.
not so glamorous setting

A

.

bound to please. The Penguin
is
Club (which means what it says and is a
club), is over Glen Head way. The mem-

in

as

.

menu

summer season
THE
the
equally
gay
as

.

A

here and no music, but good food and
good drinks and very popular. Also to
be recommended in Manhasset is the Hidden House. This is one of those big, old
houses that has been converted into a

bership list has reached bewildering proportions (the membership fee is sometwenty-five dollars),
thing like
so
it
shouldn't be too difficult to wangle a
guest card. This club was formerly the
Woman's National Golf Club and has
been kept intact with only the necessary
additions made to make it one of the
attractive "country dining" spots on the
most attractive "country dining" spots on
the Island. There is music and dancing and
superb food. Advance reservations always
simplify one's entrance so don't be hesitant about that twenty-cent call.

Connecticut way are
follow than out Long
Island way. In fact, the Merritt Parkway
which streaks along as far
Directions

much

easier

up
to

NOT HARD

up

TO FOLLOW

well
that

as

New Haven

is

so

marked and beautiful

it
is a pleasure every
inch of the way. Turning off at Mount
Vernon one can go to the Studio Club.
It is a duplicate of the one in Great Neck
and under the same management. Good.

Turning

off to

Yonkers

.

.

.

Ben

Riley's

58
Arrowhead Inn which

is high on a hill,
music but no
spacious and attractive
dancing. Silver Mine Tavern, a few raHts
off the parkway, is not only one of the
most beautiful spots imaginable but is
full of such a number of things that one
wants to linger for hours. It's a tremendous place and besides the bar and dining
rooms there are rooms filled with antiques
and curios for sale. Rather high prices
but most unusual. On the Parkway, near
.

.

.

Westport, is The Red Barn. This would
be hard to miss and a shame if you did.
Wonderful food and real old New Eng'
land atmosphere. In Stamford, where they

have a summer stock company, the Roger
Smith Hotel is the favorite wine-dine
spot.

The summer

theatre

has

excellent

shows (Clare Luce did Candida there last
summer), and the whole evening can be
a

lot

1946

July,

of

fun.

You

really

should

up the Merritt Parkway anyway
just to see what a honey of a
Connecticut

drive
.

.

off right on cue
and
few seconds. It's funny from
beginning to end and closes on such a
gay note that one forgets about hitting
the hay and wants to hit a couple of nite
spots. CALL ME MISTER, in two acts,
is
such rapid-fire entertainment and so
packed with clever songs that it's over
before you get your elbows adjusted. Betty
Garrett (aided by a beaded dress), proves
what South American rhythm can do to

shoot

to

It

the

cord

spinal

is.

If
you are more interested in your
destination than in the drive, hum along
to the Princeton Inn at Princeton, New
Jersey. Scenery along the way certainly
can't be recommended but once you hit
Princeton all will be forgotten. It is a
garden spot and has a romance all its
own. The Princeton Inn is so delightful
you'll want to stay over-night. Cocktails
on a gay terrace over-looking rolling hills
and the same cuisine that delighted the
Duke of Windsor. It's a pity for visitors
in Manhattan not to get acquainted with
the surrounding country. It's as beautiful
as anywhere in the world and makes the
desire to live in the East so much more
understandable. And the hour or so it
takes to drive to these places is so well
worth the effort.

Ethel Merman has a big hit on her
hands and it looks as if she is going to
be mighty busy for a long, long time.
As Annie Oakley in

ANNIE GET YOUR
AND
MUCH FUNNIER GUN she faster and
FASTER

is

funnier than ever before. And the hit tunes arc too numerous
to mention. The way she packs a gun
the ears of a
isn't likely to prick up
huntin' hound but she always manages

.

.

a

in

hilarious

number

"South America
take it away."
The show has no continuity other than
the theme of the returned G. I. It's a
series of skits
and a riot. These two
shows are sold out every night and have
a load of standees, so try and get seats
called

.

.

well

in

shall

.

.

.

.

We

advance. They're sure bets.

.

state

.

that's every

Old Vic when

miss

it

goes

.

.

.

which is very soon now. Laurence Olivier
and Company have moved right into the
hearts of Manhattan's theatre lovers and
they'll just have to come back, that's all.
In

a

few minutes

will

begin to

the

Avenue.

fill

now

the shop

FALL FASHION

fashions

very
temperature and the displays never seem to get

It's

ON THE WAY

fall

windows along
confusing. The

With
four
snow on the
curb we have bathing suits, and when
it's a hundred and ten in the shade we
have wool dresses and fur coats. Makes
together.

inches of

it

hard

to

settle

down and enjoy the
new wrinkle

season at hand. However, a

Manhattan
muchly
winter wear. It's a mouton

worthy of note has arrived
from Paris and is scheduled
talked about for

coat with

a

plastic

finish.

in

to be

It's

as

soft

as

any natural fur but is weather-proof and
no doubt will be practically wear-proof.
In the lower priced bracket, too. This information came from The Tailored Woman
at 57th and Fifth Ave. Better get your
order in early. What a marvelous idea
for school girls at that demanding and
destructive age.

—

NEW YORK CITY

PORTS OF CALL

by JEANNE TAYLOR

i^ar C^ratvier J d^aedelier
asides concerning food, people, atmosphere, and
Tou'il find the addresses and phone numbers listed at the end.)

(With footnotes and
tarijfs.

you contemplate a
IFmanagement
suggests

few days on the town, the

that you put in at some
of call listed below. Some are big,
and noisy. Some are shabby and cosy.
Some are elegant saloons. And some are genially
respectable as your favorite old aunt. And maybe
Just as boosy. Depends upon your aunt. But all
of them seem to offer something rather special in
one way or another, and in case anybody cares
what we'd do if we were you, here's what we'd do:

ports

of the
bright

start
with lunch. For breakfast you're
on your own, but if you like Danish pastry,
at the St. Morits have the best!
You can order orange juice and coffee in your
room, run up your own three-minute eggs, or pour
yourself some Scotch and milk, if you have a
bootlegger and a cow.
But as for lunch Ah, now! Since this is July
and sunglasses are in order, we sugqest a luncheon
out of doors. Number one place on

We'll

strictly

RUMPELMEYERS

—

this

list

the

is

back

garden

the

of

MUSEUM OF MODERN

ART.

You

sit
under umbrellas, hard by
those curious bits of metal known
as abstract sculpture.
assure you.
the Museum's fresh and refreshing
buffet
is
considerably less
abstract
than the art.

We

Another choice

for

gourmetrical hippodrome; or
the

DRURY LANE.

.

If

time,

.

.

MAYAN RESTAURANT

lunch at the
the
International
Building.
hustle-bustle. Each day the
ferent and authentic foreign
enjoy

down

you're

around

you

If

Mayan

in

mind

don't

features

a

dif'

dish.

Village

the

at

lunch

WHITE TURKEY TOWN HOUSE.

the
pretty Colonial
try

wonderful!
Or drop in at HELEN LANE'S, where they have
cleanest scrubbed oak tables and the handsomest
copper collection around. Or, if you don't mind
the Fifth Avenue buses whipping by and throwing
dust in your food, luncheon on the BREVOORT'S
sidewalk is fun. Also for lunching in the sun, the
It's

FIFTH

and

the

AVENUE HOTEL

food

and

is

LONGCHAMPS

are exciting.

So much

for lunch. You've
time to start the

had

it,

brother.

And

about
day's drinkin'. The
alchemy of summer sunlight and good liquor turns
an afternoon into pure gold. So, choose your spots
and get with it. Any sidewalk cafe is a good
it's

a balloon

and a beer,

CENTRAL PARK ZOO.

If
you'd rather imbibe inside, try TOOTS
because it's a pleasant enough place and
people like to be seen there. Or, the BARBERRY
ROOM, because it's the plushiest place we know
deep, dark, starlit and cool. (Don't go in your
little
cotton
golfin'
shirt
or your second
best
dirndl. Not unless Hattie Carnegie dreamed it up
and it cost you two weeks' salary or the best
years of your life)
Then, we'd poke our nose
charm
corners
into
such
as
MEWS, PATCHIN PLACE, or
ALLEY. After a stroll through Washington Park,
v.ie'd be in the midst of the Italian section of the
Villn<;e, and probably stop at FRANK'S PIZZERIA
and have a small pizza with anchovies and sausages
and tomatoes and a small shell of beer to wash
it
down. Then we'd walk the length of Bleeker

SHOR'S,

—

.

.

.

WASHINGTON

MACDOUGAL

Street
where
most wonderful
the
vegetables
are
sold
from pushcarts
and all the store windows are hung
with strange cheeses and there are
big baskets of clams, mussels, eels,
prawns, etc. We'd be in the old
part of the Village by then

are wonderful.
each one. The

that
little

its

Or, for good clean fun.

suggest the

.

Both have
the same wonderful food, good rich
drinks and pleasant service. But you
may have to stand in line. Drury
Lane is all done up in fake silver filagree like a
cross between a prop room and
a
romanticised
castle. But it won't bother you
You might

sister,

we

.

.

and every bar is an experience.
They're neighborhood bars and the
arguments you hear, and get in on,

mid'town lunch

TOWN AND COUNTRY,

is

start.

Stop

for

a

beer

in

LEROY at Leroy and
Carmine, JULIUS' famous bar is exciting
just
a
block from NICK'S,
where Miff Mole and other jazz
greats play every night. If you want
a typical Village dinner with atmosphere, PETER'S
BACKYARD or any restaurant between Fifth and
Sixth Avenues on 9th,
lOth,
llth, or
12th is
fine.
If
you're
interested
in
try
good
food,
CHARLES on Sixth Avenue. Two excellent Village seafood places are SEAFARE and THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE. Later, we'd travel over to Times
Square, to the Astor, and if we could get in
we'd dance a while at the
COCKTAIL LOUNGE. It's one of the less hysterical
spots in this historic hotbed.
Then, at sundown
and please do! have a peaceful drink in BEEKM.^N TOWER, 26 floors up, where you can
walk around the Tower outside, look down on this
fabulous
island
and ponder on atomic bombs
and such stuff as dreams are made of. But, maybe
you'd be happier over at JACK DELANEY'S on
Sheridan Square, where every other bar stool is an
old English saddle and the phone booth is an old
lacquered carriage ... Or, at LEE CHUMLEY'S,
near the nine-foot wide, three-story house where
St. Edna used to live. If you can park the little
woman up the street, you fellas would enjoy the

BROADWAY
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wonderful

ale

at

McSORLEY'S

wonderful

saloon.

the one somebody wrote a book about.
It
has sawdust on the floor, an old pot-bellied stove
and a potbellied clientele.
If you want to keep on,
it's only a
skip and
a jump to the El station on Ninth street and in
no time at all you're in Chinatown. Get off at
Chatham square. It's fun to wander around Pell
and Mott streets. Chinatown bars are no good
but the eating places, particularly
LANE,
are wonderful and inexpensive.
If
you still want to keep on, stroll up the
Bowery. Don't be frightened
no part of
New York is better policed. But don't drink in
Bowery spots. Remember that rinsing doesn't always clean a beer glass.
If you're still perpendicular by this time, we'll
Bet on with dinner. If you want it without fanfare and sequins, try the
(where
a
lot
of famous
writers used to gather in a
corner) or
where they
have enormous popovers. It is suggested that you
bring your own box of butter.
SHOR
has pretty fair food at prices that will make you
sit up and take notice
and so will Orson Wells.
Ralph Bellamy, Maxie Baer, Wauhillau LeHay
(ex-WHB girl who made good), and any other
It's

decor and a moon over three or four Manhattans,
a good combination.
If you've covered half these spots by this time
dearie, it's time you went home and took in the
milk. The stuff begins to sour after sun-up. But
just to polish off the night in style, stop in for
breakfast at
REUBEN'S. It's noisy and you'll
have to stand in line. But the food is good and
is

besides,

CHINA

fine
store.

...

ALGONQUIN,

TOWN AND COUNTRY,

TOOTS

—

celebrities who may and probably
For a look at radioites, LOUIS
at
lunch only, the
and dinners, and of course, the

will

drop

in.

AND ARMAND'S
BARBERRY ROOM, lunch
CUBROOM OF

THE STORK.
.nnd

don't

ley,

why

you must go to the STORK
Jack Spooner or Sherman Billingsnot just sit at the bar? You'll see everyIf

know

body who comes in anyway.
TONY'S on W. 52nd is a celeb spot, and don't
miss Cy Walter at the DRAKE HOTEL. Not such
a
hot room, but he's wonderful and his piano
draws the celebs like flics. If it's still food, and
of the unusual, try LEE'S, one flight up from
a
narrow Chinatown street, or for food with a
Russian flavor and floor show you might enjoy

KRETCHMA.

the

After dinner,

if

you're

one of
snootier

still

away

the
big,
brassy
ones. At the
with the charms of

port,

Charles

on the town, choose

spots

or

EMBASSY

the

smaller,

you may swoon

the newest French imor you may want to
see Hildcgardc in the
If
you like the show
fast and furious, try the LATIN
or the
ZANZIBAR. The VERSAILLES offers the handsomest show girls who ever walked in your sleep.
At the
lovely Jane Froman (who
survived a Clipper crash, remember?), atill heads
the bill.

...

Trcnet
and

save your pennies
Plaja's PERSION

go

ROOM.

QUARTER

COPACABANA,

Personally, we like that little velvet-padded cell,
the BLUE ANGEL. Or, if you're down a round
Washington Square, take in EDDIE CONDON'S.
He's the hot guitarist, and a nice young man.

Not far away is CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.
The food is good and the show is better. Josh
White and some celebrated Negro musicians make
it

a

rather
dollar

TOWN'S
If

special.

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN

more

expensive
graduates.

the July

moon

is

and
out;

offers

the

is

DOWN-

you'll probably want
roof. They've opened

spend some time on a
by this time, in full splendor. Our fa'vorite
REGIS ROOF with Paul Sparr's orchestra. The STARLIGHT ROOF features Mr. Cugat
and his men again. Their music, with the general
to

up
is

the ST.

THE

just

it's

And,

place

have breakfast.

to

dear Pepys, and to get off to
tomorrow we suggest the corner dru?-

so to bed.
start

-1

They pour

bromo

really lovely

a

seltzer.

•

ALGONQUIN— 59

West

MU. 2-0101.
52nd. PL. 3-5800.
University
Place.

44th.

BARBERRY ROOM— 19 E.
BARNEY GALLANT'S— 86
ST. 9 0209.

BEEKMAN TOWER— 49

and

EL

Ave.

1st

5-7300.

ANGEL— 152
BREVOORT— 8th St.
BLUE

CAFE
Square.

PL. 3-0626.
and 5th Ave. ST. 9-7300
2
Sheridan

E.

55th.

DOWNTOWN—

SOCIETY

CH. 2-2737 (Minimum).

UPTOWN— 128

CAFE SOCIETY

PL

58th.

E.

(Minimum).

5- 9223

TABLE— 410

CAPTAIN'S

OR.

Ave.

6th

7-9320.

CASINO— 157 W. 56th. CI. 6-6116.
CHINA LANE— 20 Mott. CO. 7-4694.
LEE CHUMLEY'S— 86 Bradford. CH.

— 452

CHARLES

GR.

6th Ave.

COPACABANA— 10

8-1060

PL.

60th.

E.

2-9512.

3-9192.

(Minimum)

DRURY LANE— 47 E. 49th.
EDDIE CONDON'S 47 W.

8-3017.

PL.

GR.

3-8736

3-8998

(Mini-

3rd.

(Minimum)

EMBASSY— 149

E.

PL.

57th.

mum).

FIFTH AVE.

HOTEL— 5th

ST

and 9th.

BARNEY GALLANT'S

nicely done, there's
place down in the

HELEN

Ave.

genial

Village.

LANE'S— HO

Waverly

SP.

Place.

7-0303.

JACK DELANEY'S— 72 Grove. WA. 9-9215.
LEE'S— 36 Pell St. WO. 2-8191.
LATIN QUARTER— 48th and B'way. CI.
6- 1737.

LONGCHAMPS— 12
directory.

CH.

telephone

See

locations.

3-2200.

ROY— 46 and Bradford. CH. 3-9684.
MAYAN RESTAURANT— 16 W. 51st.

LE

CI.

6- 5800.

McSORLEY'S OLD ALE

HOUSE— 15

7th.

E.

GR. 7-9363.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART— 11
CI.

W.

53rd

5-8900.

NICK'S— 170 W.
LOUIS y
PERSIAN
59th.

PL.

PETER'S

10th.

ARMAND— 42
ROOM— Plasa

3-1740

CH.
E.

2-6683.
52nd. PL. 3-3348.

Hotel.

5th

Ave.

at

(Cover).

BACKYARD— 64

W.

10th.

ST.

REUBEN'S—6 E. 58th. VO. 5-7420.
RUSSIAN KRETCHMA— 244 E. I4th.

GR.

9-4476.

7- 6444.

ST. REGIS ROOF— 5 th
3-4500 (Minimum).

Ave.

at

55th.

PL.

.

NEW YORK
STARLIGHT ROOF— Waldorf
EL.

5-3000

Park

3-9000.
3-1940.

PL.

TOWN AND COUNTRY—284

Park,

49th.

at

5-5639.

VERSAILLES— 151 E. 50th. PL. 8-0310.
TONY'S— 59 W. 52nd. PL. 5-0170.
WHITE TURKEY
University
1
Place. AL. 4-3677.

TOWN HOUSE—

ZANZIBAR— Broadway

at

49th.

CI.

7-7380

(Minimum)

•

NEW YORK THEATRE
listed at the

ANNA LUCASTA.

end)

(Mansfield)

An

(Lyceum) A comedy fresh
wet behind the ears. Paul Doug-

BORN YESTERDAY.
it

were

still

a

who

—

DREAM

beautiful play, beautifully played by Laurette
Julie Haydon and Anthony Ross. Nightly
Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:40.
likable old
(48th Street Theatre)
dipso who barkens to the philosophies of an invisible white rabbit, throws his family and assorted
psychiatrists into a spin, and the audience into the
aisles.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

Taylor,

e.\cept

—

DEAR RUTH. (Henry Miller) Because
and marriage and the problems of same seem
to stay, this Norman Krasna comedy seems
to stay. In its second year. Nightly except

love
here
here

Sun-

A

HARVEY.

(who won an award

for this performance) is
gentleman of international and devious dealings,
gives his little playmate, Judy HoUiday, everything she wants
three fur coats and a sniff of
Culture. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
las

A

A
all-Negro

play, as rich and earthy as good black loam. It's
the story of a young and handsome girl whose
profession is ancient if not honorable, told with
some tenderness, some laughter. Nightly except
Monday at 8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sunday,
2:40.
as if

at

THE GLASS MENAGERIE. (Royal) The sad.
funny and exasperating pursuit of happiness by a
domineering mother and her two dreamy children.

and telephone numbers

( Addresses

61

8:40. Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
ROOTS. (Fulton)
panic•{r DEEP
ular phase of the racial problem faced squarely
and dramatically by Amaud d'Usseau and James
Gow. An intelligent and lovely girl, and a young
Negro home from the wars, fall in love. And
there you have a meaty problem for both the
theatre and for life
whether you like it or not.
The play is well done. Nightly except Sunday at
8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
GIRL. (Coronet) Elmer Rice describes
the secret and public life of a rather dreamy young
woman in a great many scenes, of which about
half are extremely amusing. Nightly except Sunday
at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

day

ARE THE

(Cover).

TOOTS SHOR'S— 51 W. 5l8t.
STORK CLUB— 3 E. 53rd. PL.
VO.

CITY PORTS OF CALL
49th.

at

I

REMEMBER MAMA.

(Music Box)

A

sweet

comical remembrance of things past. Mady
Christians
and Oscar Homolka walk off with
honors in this story of a Norwegian family in San
Francisco. Nightly except Monday at 8:35. Matinee
Thursday and Saturday, 2:35.
LIFE
FATHER. (Bijou) Another remembrance of things past. The play's seven continuous years prove its merits. Donald Randolph
and Mary Loane are the umteenth pair to play
Father and Mother. Nightly except Monday at
8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.
AVENUE. (Cort) The story
of a Negro family and a white neighborhood which
did not recognize emancipation. Another honest
facing of the racial problem. The earnestness of the
play compensates for some lack of good theatre.
N'i' hfly
except Monday at 8:40. Matinee Saturday
?nd Sunday, 2:40.

and

WITH

ON WHITMAN

STATE OF THE UNION. (Hudson) Ralph
Bellamy decides he'd rather be right. Russel Crouse
and Howard Lindsay wrote this Pulitzer Prize
comedy, and Ruth, the Gorgeous, Hussey shares
top honors with Bellamy. Nightly except Sunday
at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

A

SECOND BEST BED. (Barrymore)
comedy
about the Shakespeares by N. Richard Nash, with
Ruth Chatterton as co-producer, co-director and
with Miss Chatterton in the lead role. Something
to chatter about. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
THE DANCER. (Biltmore) A new play by
Milton Lewis and Julian Funt, produced by George
Abbott and directed by Everett Sloane. Nightly
except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday,

2:40.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco)

It

heard in the land for the third year, now,
thanks to the deft workmanship of Author John
Van Druten and the general joyousness of the cast
which is entirely composed of Beatrice Pearson,
Alan Baxter and Vicki Cummings. It's a comedy,
in
case you wonder.
Nightly except Sunday at
8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
is

Su

62
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it
mellow to the point of being musty now
and then. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
ST. LOUIS
(Martin Beck) Although
it
is slightly top-heavy with plot,
this all-colored

like

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
Merman

(Imperial) Ethel
voice like the five o'clock whistle,
the sharp-shooting antics of Annie

with

a

involved in
Oakley. The book it by Herbert and Dorothy
Fields, music by Irving Berlin, dances staged by
Helen Tamiris, and the whole thing presented
by Rodgers and Hammerstein, the two gentlemen
who seldom do wrong. And they didn't with
this. Nightly except Sunday, 8:J0. Matinee Saturday and Wednesday, 2:30.
WITH IT? (Shubert) Yes and no.
ARE
Yes to some capable performers, including Dolores
Gray, Johnny Downs and Lew Parker. No to the
book in general. Nightly except Monday at 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
THE WORLD. (Adelphi) Mr.
Welles has found a vehicle for all his talents
you might call it the Orson buggy. While he and
the rest of the enormous cast perform in this
vehicle, everyone else is climbing aboard the bandwagon to shout the good news that here is one
of the biggest and funniest shows ever cooked up
by two people as apparently diverse as Orson
Welles and the extinct Jfules Verne. Nightly except
Friday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Satur-

YOU

k AROUND

day.

—DOLLAR
with
Green — and

BABY.

The

(Alvin)

gestures. Also song
all of it adding

twenties

roar-

and dance

up to the
year's best satire. Nightly except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
CALL ME MISTEI^. (National) A bunch of
vets, assisted by Betty Garrett and some other appetizing gals, perform a merry post mortem on
army life. Some call it the best show in town
and Mitzi

and they couldn't be very far from wrong. Nightly
except Sunday at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.
CAROUSEL. (Majestic) Ferenc Monar's winsome llittle love story of the man who couldn't go
straight, even in heaven
set to equally winsome
music by Rodgers and Hammerstein, and decorated
by Agnes de MiUe choreography. In its second
Nightly except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee
year.
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.
(St. James)
In its fourth year
and no wonder. Nightly except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2.30.
THE RED MILL. (46th St. Theatre) In its
fortieth year
more or less. Victor Herbert brought
Dorothy
out this sentimental comedy in
1906;
Stone and others revived it last fall. Fine, if you

—

OKLAHOMA.

—

Blauvelt

—Green

NEW YORK
Bush Theatre.

—
—
——Art Theatre.
"Hamlet."

Clinton Hollow Goode Theatre.
Great Neck. L. I. Chapel Theatre.
Hempstead.

L.

I.

Smithtown. L. I.
SuppERN County Theatre.
Woodstock Playhouse

—

—

CONNECTICUT

—
NEW JERSEY
Cape May —Cape
Clinton — Music
Jutland— Hunterdon
MiLLDURN — Paper Mill
Barn
Teanbck —
Upper Montclair —Studio
Litchfield

Litchfield Theatre.

New Milpord—Theatre-in-thc-Dale.

Little

Theatre.
Hall Theatre.
Hills Playhouse.
Playhouse.
Theatre.
Playhouse.

is

SHOW

A

—

SONG OF NORWAY.

(Broadway)

A

costume

piece thrilling to the eye and to the ear in spite
of a story that fails to match Grieg's very fine
music. Nightly except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

THREE TO MAKE READY.

Bolger

muscles

molasses

of the
best in

(Broadhurst) Ray
clowning around

show not quite good enough
him but stilt funny. Nightly except Sunday
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
at

his

—

a

for
at

NEW YORK THEATRES
("W"

2:30.

BILLION
ing

WOMAN.

generally a treat. And so is Pearl Bailey!
Nightly except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
BOAT. (Ziegfeld)
magnificent revival
packing in converts every night. The book,
you know, is by Edna Ferber. "The music by Jerome
Kern. The latest cast includes Carol Bruce, Kenneth Spencer and Buddy Ebsen. Nightly except
Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

musical

"E"

Denotes Wejt or Eajt of Broadway)
250 W. 52nd CI. 5-6868
160 W. 44th
CI. 6-5097
E
243 E. 47th CI. 6-0390
Bijou
209 W. 45th CO. 5-8215
Biltmore..
CI. 6-9353
261 W. 47th
Broadhurst
-..
235 W. 44th CI. 6-6699
Broadway
.-B'way at 53rd CI. 7-2887
Cort...._
E
_
138 W. 48th BR. 9-0046
203 W. 49th CI. 6-8870
Coronet
Fulton
201 W. 46fh CI. 6-6380
Forty-Sixth St
226 W. 46th CI. 6-6075
Forty-Eighth St.
157 W. 48th
BR. 9-4566
E
E
Henry Miller ...
124 W. 43rd BR. 9-3970
W. 44th BR. 9-5641
E
Hudson
141
Imperial
249 W. 45th CO 5-2412
4-4256
W.
E
Lyceum
149
45th
CH.
Martin Beck
302 W. 45th CI. 6-6363
.256 W. 47th
Mansfield
CI. 6-9056
Morosco
_ .....217 W. 45th CI. 6-6230
239 w. 45th CI. 6-4636
Majestic.245 w. 44th
CI. 6-0730
208 w. 41st PE. 6-8220
National
242 w. 45th CI. 5-5760
Royale
246 w. 44th LA. 4-4664
St.
James
225 w. 44th CI. 6-9500
6 Ave
(f 54th
CI. 5-5200
Ziegfeld..or

Alvin_
Adelphi
_
Barrymore-

w
w
w
w
w

_

W
W
W

W
W
W
W
W
W
w
w
w
w

.

SUMMER THEATRE

—
—

MASSACHUSETTS

Cambridob Brattle Hall.
Wbstboro Red Bam Theatre.
Worcester The Playhouse.

—

PENNSYLVANIA

—

JcNNBRSTOwN Mountain Playhouse.
Mount Gretna Playhouse.

—

— Hedgerow Theatre.
Hope — Bucks County PlayhouM.

MoTLAN

New

—Grove Theatre.
Playhouse.
—Green
MAINE
Lakbwood—Summer Theatre.
VIRGINIA
Theatre.
Abinodon —
Bailet's Cross Roads—Cross Roads

NuANOOLA
Reading

Hills

Barter

Theatre.

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
place where the Star gang gathers.

1713 Grand Avenue.

Closed Sundays.

GR. 9732.

EGYPTIAN TEA ROOM.

Dim and

cozy with
"slenderella" or seawho shy
for
those
wonderful
is
food
The banana cream pie is wonderful.
at calories.
Under management of Zonola. Closed Sunday.
1121 Grand. HA. 8626.
readings
salad bowl

leaf

tea

gratis.

A

FRANK

Booths, tables and
J. MARSHALL'S.
this glassy, bright and
flown in from
food
edifice.
Sea
eating
attractive
the gulf daily is still available. Open 11 a.m. to
Brush Creek Boulemidnight.
Closed Mondays.
vard and the Paseo. VA. 9757.

if

good service are available in

GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE. To a long line
seafood devotees who seem to show up every
dav, there is now available Glenn's famous black
walnut, golden brown walfles. You've never tasted
anything better. Very clean, cool, and the service
Open 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
amazingly efficient.
is
of

Just for food

.

.

Closed

.

Good food and
if AIRPORT RESTAURANT.
twenty-four hour service amid all the excitement
of one of the nation s busiest air terminals! That's
Milleman and Gilbert's contribution to the air
Counter stools, lots of 'em. in
traveling public.
Muraled walls,
scallop fashion, for quick service.
pretty
airline
view
of
the
field,
glassed'in
hostesses, dapper pilots are all part of the fun.
There's also a newsstand in connection. Municipal

NO.

Airport.

4490.

ALLADIN COFFEE SHOP.
eating and
the
same

Red oak and

silver

spacious hotel of
Air-conditioned and featuring
name.
Kansas City sirloin, club and T-bone steaks. Complete dinners from $1.25.
1312 Wyandotte, VI.
coasting

place in

the

0371.

No

directions

are
the

needed to find this blue-glass stopover in
Linwood'Troost area. The food is as good as the
place is colorful and there's usually a line of
standees.
Just south of Linwood at 3215 Troost.
VA. 8982.

BpWMAN'S RESTAURANT.
City's

room.

One of Kansas
newest east side spots.
An attractively
canopied bar, with a convenient dining
Choice of chicken,
steaks
and regular

course meals.

3210 E.

15th.

Norman Turner

at

the

Grand

nitely.

BE. 9399.

A

COMMERCE

GRILL.

surroundings

touch of the well
bread and sweet
1448.

Generous portions, pleasfast
service,
all
with the

and

known Ray Dodd. Home made
917 Grand Avenue. CI.

rolls.

819 Walnut

An

Street.

ensemble

of

chrome, black, and red leather, with comfortable
booths and an ample number of tables. Menu feaService, 7 a.m. to
tures choice steaks and chops.
p.m., 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. In the Mayfair apart1
ment Hotel, Linwood and Tracy. VA. 3870.

MAURICE'S. An ideal
Home style dinner with all
All

food

preparation

is

family dinner spot.
the food you want.
personally supervised by

Noonday luncheons from 50
Maurice himself.
6332 Brookside Plaza. JA. 9572.
cents.
MILANO'S. Coming from a long line of spaghetti twisters, we happened one evening on Uiis
place and haven't been able to move on since,
they
Italian
spaghetti
the delicious
of
The surroundings are
there every day.
Closed Sundays.
colorful and the service native.
VA. 9662.
31st and Campbell.

because

an
18th century
scrubbed oak tables,
of

Wyan-

MUEHLEBACH COFFEE SHOP. A
busy

bright and

paneled and mirrored, with a fine
and Maxfield Parrish murals. Open
Hotel Muehlebach. 12th and Baltimore.

place,

night.

all

GR.

1400.

NANCE'S CAFE. A

very large restaurant with
neatly appointed rooms.
The service is
Parking just across
good and prices reasonable.
the street.
In the B.M.A. building, first floor.
several

217 Pershing Road.

HA.

5688.
Despite

shortages,

Overbecks are still featuring a hangup noonday
luncheon for 50 cents.
Your choice of tables,

dim

booths, or at the bar.
The cocktail lounge is a
lively spot later on in the evening. Closed Sunday.

copper

lamps

and

an

collection
of
antiques.
Features
fried
chicken dinners at $1.25, sandwiches and barbecued meats.
Swope Parkway and Benton. WA.

9699.
you're

one

of those inkstained wretches of the Fourth Estate, or a relative thereof, you'll find plenty of company at this
If

and

Johnson

county homemakers are taking it easy these
while the whole family cats out at this airy
inviting
drive-in.
Just flash your lights for
and
service.
Choice T-bone, club and sirloin steaks,
barbecued ribs and fried chicken. 41st and State,
New Highway 40, Kansas City, Kas. DR. 9588.

very good imitation
half-way house, with big,

amazing

LUNCH.

MARTIN'S DRIVE-IN.
dotte

days

OVERBECK BROTHERS.

A

CROSSROADS INN.

•A'ED'S

Sunday.

array of food

BROOKSIDE HOTEL.
casual, quiet dining
room catering to full-course family dinners. An ideal
choice for Sundays. 54th and Brookside. HI. 4100.
if

ant

and

unwind out

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA.

lighted,

Saturday
Arcade.

HA. 9176.
MAYFAIR COFFEE SHOP.

Scarritt

325

1

Main.

PHILLIPS

VA.

9363.

HOTEL COFFEE SHOP. An

ideal

break in any crowded shopping trip, and a wise
choice for lunch or dinner.
Tables and booths.
Just a few steps up from the Phillips lobby. Hotel
Phillips. 12th and Baltimore. GR. 5020.

e4

S.

PLA-MOR

COFFEE SHOP. Red and beige
cuisine-corner of the big Pla-Mor bowling alleys,
featuring home-made pies, cakes and tender, luscious steaks. Pla-Mor, 32nd and Main. VA. 7848.

unity

inn. Meatless meals done up in untAt
believable style with accent on big salads and rich
desserts.
It's the nationally known vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of Christianity. Luncheon
11:30-2:00;
dinner
5:00-7:30.
Monday through
11:30-2:00.
Saturday.
Friday.
Sunday,
Closed
Tracy.

901

8720.

VI.

A

^VERDI'S.

cool, downstairs restaurant with
Was
massive stone pillars and haybam fittings.
formerly the Rathskeller. Complete Italian dinners
from $1, plus a fine choice of chicken, prime ribs

Dinner music by the lovely Monica
and turkey.
Triska.
1115 E. Armour. VA. 9388.

A

Z-LAN DRIVE-IN.

circular

beautiful,

ex-

ample of modern architecture, with golden oak and
red leather booths and tables. The home of Z-Lan
rabbit dinners and fine fried chicken and steaks.
Weekdays 11:30 to 1 a.m.;
Air conditioned.
Sunday, noon to midnight. Closed Mondays, 48th
and Main. LO. 3434.

For Food and a Drink

.

.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. A

bar, restaurant
cocktail lounge all under one congenial canopy
of conviviality.
Juliet Turner is pianist in the
cocktail lounge, while Joshua Everett Johnson beats
out black light boogie in the restaurant.
The
Sunday midnight interludes from 12 to 1:30 a.m.,
at the end of the weekend, are extremely popular.

and

Broadway.

35 45

Hattcn,

VA.

0926.

on

harmonic

a

journey

musicland.

of

touching folk songs, and then a^ain it is the
Bowery, Tin Pan Alley or Old Mexico. Food and
service

south

exceptional

are
side

Broadway.

this

in

comfortable,

and

lounge
5115.

cocktail

WE.

casual

3529

restaurant.

A

DIERK'S TAVERN.
place to enjoy fine
foods prepared for your taste at one of Kansas
The quality
City's most comfortable dining rooms.
of drinks is thoroughly in keeping. 113 E. 10th.
VI.

4352.

DOWNTOWN

ie
corner of the

Rocco
type

Ray
of

leave.

INTERLUDE.

Robert E.

rides

the

Lee

jives

A

small and coiy
Hotel where Rockin'
with black light.

A

entertainment you hate to get
13th and Wyandotte. VI. 0022.

FAMOUS BAR AND RESTAURANT.

up

and

Famous

rainbow trout, famous as a
meeting place of the famous, and famous for the
organ music of Pauline Neece.
1211 Baltimore.
VI. 8490.
GUS' RESTAURANT. That hand-shaking Gus
Fitch, formerly of the Muchlebach, has built up a
happy and hilarious following at the former Colony
Club. Newly decorated and very handsome indeed!
Right now the brilliant young piano stylist, Johnny
Bamett, is the musical magnet. 1106 Baltimore.
GR. 5120.
for

k

losbter,

shrimp,

ITALIAN GARDENS.

and

tables,

but

still

not

KCMO, WHB

Plenty of latticed booths

enough

to

satisfy

the

Ken

KCKN

MART

KELLEHER'S
CAFE.
Ultra modem
kitchen
and beautifully designed restaurant, all
pink, blue, blonde and mirrored, with a cute bar.
Wick Bacci will see that you are well served; Alva
will help; Henry O'Neill will entertain you, and
most important, Russell Barnhill will feed you.
The bar has a map mural that is intriguing. In
the K. C. Merchandise Mart. 22nd and Grand. VI.
6587.
ir

A

PHIL TRIPP'S.
know

their
the bar

popular standby of those who
this town.
Mixed

way around

and a convenient dining room
nearby with really something in it.
Across from
the Pickwick Bus station. 922 McGee. HA. 9224.
PLAYHOUSE RESTAURANT. Chicken and
steak dinners plus a sightly and sharply revue.
First floor show on weeknights is at 10:30. Charley
Rankin is the MC. 2240 Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.
PLAZA ROYALE. Harry Newstreet's place is
the pet of Plaia nightlifcrs, with its good food
and liquors and hospitable service. Plenty of booths
and tables, or you can sit at the horseshoe bar.
Mary Dale entertains at the piano and Solovox.
614 W. 48th. LO. 3393.
at

PLAZA LOUNGE.

Each week Alma

pianist, takes her listeners
to the seldom-trod paths
Sometimes it is the deep south for

expressionistic

BAR AND RESTAURANT.

KENN'S

Prater runs one of the most popular luncheon spots
in town, with
people
and
all but taking over the place.
It is a roomy spot,
with ceilings high as an airplane hangar and a convenient bar.
If
you prefer to sit, just waggle
down a waitress and she'll bring the drink to your
table.
In the evenings the Grill is fine for sociability and steaks. 9th and Walnut. GR. 2680.

drinks

well-bred
RESTAURANT.
bar and dining room with the welcome mat out.
Popularly priced good food and a favorite with
south side diners. Hotel Ambassador. 3650 Broadway. VA. 9236.

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.

connoisseurs
of
Italian- American
food who
are
around about the same time every evening. Pretty
in cute Italian costumes bring in your platters
of genuine Italian spaghetti. Closed Sundays. 1110
Baltimore.
HA. 8861.
girls

really
.

A

AMBASSADOR

J»b. 1946

tainment

known

Smart,

Country

Martin's,

and a

club

the

for

as

it

cafeteria.

major-league enter-

Club

Plaza.

Formerly

has two large bars, a night
Don Reid and his popular

foursome of Swingsters are
47th. LO. 2000.

now

featured.

210

W.

PIONEER ROOM.

Growing in popularity is
in the Westport Arms hotel. Canocircular bar, with a divan and low tables
Occasional organ music.
around the entire place.

new room

this

pied,

Armour near Broadway. LO. 0123.

NEW

YORKER. Luncheon, dinand those magnificent Pusatcri steaks
with garlic sauce.
Not a spacious
it's always filled with interesting people.
There's piano music at night and Saturday noons
by Willie Weber.
very
PUSATERI'S HYDE PARK ROOM.
comfortable reformed tea-room offering a cocktail
lounge, booths, tables and bar stools for your comPusateri steaks are just about the town's
fort.
and the salad is wonderful. Occasional piano
best
music.
Opens 4 p.m. Hyde Park Hotel. Broadway
at 36th.
LO. 5441.
PUSATERI'S

ner,

drinks

and salad
room; but

A

—

ROSE'S

A

RANT.
people

in

COCKTAIL
favorite

BAR AND RESTAU-

gathering

place

Waldo, the 75th-Broadway

of

friendly

district.

It's

large place with a modernistic bar and indirect
attractive dining room is just a little
lighting.
family gathering place for
separate.
ideal
noonday lunch, dinner, and ala carte after nine.
a

An
An

405

W.

75th. JA. 9796.

KANSAS CITY

POSTS OF CALL

'

if

SAVOY

GRILL. An

institution

—

since the days

Sarah Bernhardt, Theodore Roosevelt, ct aL
all
knew the Savoy the same as gourmets
Itnow it now, from the dim browned murals, the
high leather booths, the favorite old retainers. The
food is traditional in style, but up-to-the-minute
9th and Central. VI. 3890.
in method.

of

—

They

TOWN ROY ALE.

brother of the
spot is also
Harry Newstreet. With

Playful

popular

Royale, this

Plaza

little

downtown

under the management of
Chummy and just
booths, tables and bar stools.
noisy enough, and conveniently close to the sidewalk. Nice music, too! 1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.

Just for a Drink

f* ALCOVE

.

.

.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE.

A

micro-

63

The same customers who haunt
if EL CASBAH.
the Pump Room in Chicago and the Stork in New
York, also like Barney Goodman's El Casbah.
Rococco decor, with almost continuous entertainment by really top-name stars. Saturday afternoon
is popular, with a Cocktail Dansant, free Rhumba
lessons by Arthur Murray teachers, and no cover
charge. Hotel Bellerive, Armour Blvd. at Warwick.

VA.

7047.

MILTON'S TAP ROOM.
smoky kingdom,

Julia Lee's dim and
crowded and authentic. This

noisy,

13th year at that piano. She sings, too,
and is one of the best genuine jazj-makers left
this part of the country.
Her sparring mate is
that drumming bronze bomber. Baby Lovett. 3511
Troost. VA. 9256.
is

Julia's

m

ROOM.

if PENGUIlvf
dining room with

he may try to sign this
It's
all
so genuine, even
league, too.
the dark-eyed little rascals who deliver your drinks.

This is a large mirrored
a junior-size dance floor. Roy
are being held
his popular orchestra
over indefinitely.
music for luncheon but
you'll find the customary excellent food and service.
The hotel's manager, R. E. McEachin, says that
many people would rather just talk than listen
to a band during the noonday meal. Barney Allen
doesn't argue. Hotel Continental, 11th and Balti-

Mignon Worley,

scopic little place but big in hospitality. It"s popular
with people who like to make their greenbacks do
double duty. The bargain "two for one" cocktail
hour is featured every day from 3 to 5. Hotel
Continental. 11th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.

CABANA.

Jorge

If

Pasquel

evening,

in
some
place for the

drops

Mexican

popular

WHB

with

the

Omar Khayyam.
bar

is

more.

if PLANTATION. An attractive dining and supper club just a convenient drive east of the city.
The musical magnet is still Jerry Gilbert's fine
trio.
Highway 40, East of K. C. FL. 1307.

the

and

dim and inviting cocktail
inspired by the stories of
That incredible mirror over the

decor

always fascinating as it the organ music of
Hotel Continental. 11th and Baltimore.

6040.

ZEPHYR ROOM.

A

pleasant room in dim-lit
green, chummy and intimate. Smartly south-side,
the Zephyr offers entertainment, food and drink,
all in attractive surroundings, smooth and modern.
You'll see and hear many of the name acts of the
El Casbah, and many of the same customers. Opens

if

at
11
a.m. Entertainment
Bellerive, Armour Blvd. at

from 3 p.m.
Warwick. VA.

Hotel
7047.

With Danchtg
An ideal place for a perfect
if BLUE HILLS.
evening in a friendly blue and silver hideaway.
Featured on the menu are barbecued ribs, beef and
chicken, for dinner or supper.
Through a glass
arched door is the cocktail lounge where "Tony
Curuchi and his Latin music are on hand for
nightly entertainment.
Your host is the very competent ai\d friendly Eddie Cross.
6015 Troost.
JA. 4316.

CROWN

ROOM. Here at the La Salle (and
thank goodness, ours didn't burn!) you can be
with the patrons who have raved over Judy Conrad's
music for more than a year.
Marilyn Bliss and
Billy Snyder are the soloists. Just beyond is the
Russian Room with the glass bar, all mirrored and
paneled and very dajjling.
Dancing from 9 p.m.
Hotel La Salle, 922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

A-

4[

DRUM ROOM.

by George

Decor by Winold Reiss. menu
Souchet, and music by Dick Morton

and his gorgeous gal singer, Jeanne Carroll. The
Gauginesque murals were done by the man who
painted the country's largest, those in the Union
Station in Cincinnati.
The magic eye door is a
fascinating contrivance. Hotel President, 10th and
Baltimore.

GR.

5440,

6040.

did

and

Lois Ellen.

HA.

HA.

artist,

City

OMAR ROOM. A

ir
lounge

No

walls.
Pretty
presides over
Phillips. 12th

Kansas

those colorful dancers on the
talented Alberta Bird of
Novacord each evening. Hotel
Baltimore. GR. 5020.

Mack and

*-

SOUTHERN MANSION.

Comfortably elegant

with solid pillars and the atmosphere of a real
southern mansion. Recently re-decorated, the Mansion turns out to be just about Kansas City's finest
restaurant
spectacular decor, wonderful food
(steaks!)
and swell music by Dee Peterson and
his polished orchestra
(heard nightly at 7;30 on
WHB). 1425 Baltimore. GR. 5131.

—

SKY-HIGH ROOF. Dancing Friday and Saturday nights to Kenny Whyte and his rather large
band.
Not only large, but it's good, too. Other

if

nights

the

McEachin
iJaltimore.

roof

is

available

Hotel
6040.

for

parties.

Continental,

the

at

HA.

Call
11th

Mr.
and

TERRACE GRILL. Schiaparelli chose the pink
for the walls, and a goodly portion of Kansas City's
smart set have chosen the grill as a time-honored
spot for luncheon or dinner. Luncheon music begins
at 12:30 p.m., by Bobby Meeker's band, which is
to follow Russ Caryle any day now. The evening
dinner session begins at 7:45. Sunday night dinner
and supper attracts lots of home folks for "family
night." Hotel Muehlebach,
12th and Baltimore.
GR. 1400.

if

GILLHAM

PLAZA. Here's a place
get your jollies with the musical assistance of
pianist-vocalist Jenie Leitt.
For a gal, she has
the best beat you ever heard.
They call her stuff
"Boogie, with a college education," and Webster
could have done no better. But he'd be shocked
by her song lyrics. So would your aunt. The place
STUBB'S

to

is

chummy, noisy and

neighborly.

VA. 9911.
TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR.

3114

Gillham

Plaza.

A

roomy night club out
open until you
Under a new
setup, two bands alternate. Max Bicknell has one
band; and the Four Tons of Rhythm, with marvelous singing and terrific beat, are worth the
admission! 79th and Wornall. DE. 1253.
if
in

the

Waldo

district

that

stays

can hear the rattle of milk bottles.

WITH THE STARS

SWINGIN'

Warner Brothers

Paramount

THE BRIDE WORE BOOTS—
Stanwyck, Robert CumDiana
Lynn,
Patric

Barbara
mings,

Ann

Dennis Morgan,
Jane Wyman. Jack Carson, Alexis
Smith. Portions of this may be
recognizable as the original and
unforgettable Phillip Barry play,

Knovvles. Two men, two women
and a horse make up this fiveromantic
comedy.
Cumtided
mings loves only his wife, Barbara; she loves him, too. but
wild about horses which, in
is
turn,
him wild. Diana
drives

change
wasn't

flirtatious

a

handful

foremost
Terry,

land's
Phillip

character

stars;

late
of
THE
WEEKEND; and Bill
Goodwin, who has THE STORK
CLUB as a recent credit. This

personal love story, a tear jerker.
to borrow the trade
if you care
expression, is a World War IWorld War II epic presenting 27
years
in
a
woman's life Jody
Norris', to be specific. Olivia de
Havilland
could
well
be
an
Academy
contender
on
the
strength of her performance, as
she moves from a teen-ager to an
embittered woman in the middle

—

forties.

RKO
Claudette

Colbert,

John

Wayne.

Don DeFore.
Claudette, as a famous authoress
has written a book about
the psychology of returning war
veterans, encounters two r. w. v.
who think her book smells. She
promptly
falls
with
in
love

who

Wayne, and
him in the
film

Not
she

just

as

promptly sees

leading role of the
to be made from her book.
revealing her true identity,
travels to the West
Coast

with them on an

ONE-NIGHT
Getting

assume
movie

the
the

IT-HAPPENED-

role

journey.

of

sort

modest
of

Wayne
a

to

famous

—

another story but
Claudette manages, you betcha!
star

is

story

young

of

a

people

many.

are

Twentieth Century Fox

SMOKY—Fred MacMurray.

Anne

MacMurray

back in the
saddle again, riding hard on the
cattle range owned by Anne Baxter.
In accordance with the original Will James story,
concerns a horse primarily, the
is

SMOKY

MacMurray-Baxter
taking

second

traces

the

place.

life

of

love

interest

The picture
Smoky from

the time he is a wild range colt
to his demise as a plug horse
pulling a junk wagon.

SMOKY

is

all

down
tunes

"the

west and a yard wide, even
the

to

rootin",

by Burl
troubadour."

furnished
singing

tootin'
Ives,

MARRIED—Joan

JANIE GETS
plays the
to
last

Leslie

Baxter.

Fred

sequal

title

role

year's

in

this

JANIE;

(who wooed Janie

Robert Hutton

film),
is
the
bebridegroom.
As loveyoungsters
who muddle
through problems both real and
self-inflicted
both stars come
across with serenely natural portraits.
Others whose individual
portrayals win high praise from
this
corner
include
Edward
original

in

wildered

—

happy

—

Arnold

and

Ann

Harding

as

McDaniel

Hactie

parents;

Janie's

Dick Erdman as Scooper
and little Clare Foley, as

as April,

Nolan

—

Elsbeth

—

Conway

Janie's

kid

sister.

•

Radio Pictures

WITHOUT RESERVATIONS—

ONE MORE

the

is

bright

it

Barry's

try
to
publish
liberal
a
magazine, and the attempts of
other
bright
young people to
prevent them. Their problems
both professional and amorous

Tentative Schedule for
Films Showing In July
In Kansas City

•

be

to

isn't!

it

of

The

indicates

who

OWN—Olivia de
—HIS
four
leading
men:

LOST

intended

TOMORROW

TO EACH

John Lund, sensational acting discovery from Main Stem, with
a
double debut as father and
son; Roland Culver, one of Eng-

name

in

story— and

the horse.

Havilland

Sheridan,

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

Southern
belle, sets her cap for Bob; and
Knowles,
Pat
Barbara's partner
in horses, has more than a business interest in Bob's wife. This
marital steeplechase is aided and
abetted by scene stealer Albert,

Lynn,

MORE TOMORROW—

ONE

NEWMAN
HER KIND OF

MAN
OWN

TO EACH HIS
THE WELL-GROOMED BRIDE
ESQUIRE, UPTOWN,

SMOKY

FAIRWAY

LOVER COME BACK
CENTENNIAL SUMMER
CANYON PASSAGE

LOEW'S MIDLAND
BAD BASCOMB
NIGHT EDITOR*
TWO SISTERS FROM BOSTON

ORPHEUM

WITHOUT RESERVATIONS
STOLEN LIFE
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN
•Companion

Picture

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

TWO

SISTERS

— Kathryn

FROM BOSTON

Grayson, June AllyLauriti
Melchior,
Jimmy
Durante, Peter Lawford.
Once
upon a time there wen two
sitters from Boston. One was amson,

bitious

New

enough
York to

to

run

make

a

away
bid

to
fox

grand opera fame, even though
she had to sing in a Bowery joint
to do it. The other was scandalized
by her sister's behaviour and followed her to the big city to

"save" her. Yes, of course there
a millionaire's son, a famous
star, and a bowery piano
pounder on hand to see that the
girls get career and romance. And
are

opera

there's
pocketful
a
of
songs
you'll be humming for days after

seeing

TWO

BOSTON.

SISTERS

FROM

OR CALF MAKEUP?

...

A

girl

ar-

rived here from the East and took a posi'
tion with a retail feed store. She was
warned that Missouri farmers were great
joshers, so she made up her mind not to

be taken in by them. The first morning
a farmer came in and asked for some
shorts (ground corn) for his pigs, and
the girl replied: "I'm sorry, but we are
out of pig shorts. How about some nice
brassieres

for your

cows?"

PLENTY OF NUTTIN' ... One of
the tales told by a local airline official
is about the time he approached one of
the natives of a small western Kansas
town and inquired: "Is there much good
around
hunting
here?"
The native
glanced around for a minute and then replied:
"Well, sure, there's plenty of
huntin' but damned little findin'."

THAT OLD FEEUNG

Fellow
looking into the mirror the morning after:
"Listen Bub, I don't know who you are,
but if you'll hold still long enough I'll
shave you.
.

LINE OF THE WEEK:
anything, but
day."

I

certainly

.

"I

.

don't do

keep at

it

all

•

LOBBY HOBBY
myself.
oil

I

... I'm
no

believe there's

a Diesel man
fuel like an

fuel.

MISTER, MISTER?
This yarn
comes from the University of Illinois at
Champaign where three professors stood
on the Illinois Central depot platform
talking like mad. They were so engrossed
.

.

.

in conversation that they didn't hear the
train come in, nor did they hear the con-

ductor's "All Aboard" call. But they
attracted by the puffing of the
engine as the train started to pull out.
Two of them rushed for the train and
scrambled aboard while the third looked
on sheepishly.

were

BUCK

A

PASSING
...
friend of ours
reports she was riding a street car and
happened to look out and see a green*
back blowing down 31st and Main streets.
She rang the bell, stepped off, walked
calmly over to the sidewalk and picked
up the buck.

The agent, standing by, remarked. "Too
bad. Mister, but don't worry. Two out of
three of you made it, and that's a good
percentage."
"Yes," sighed the professor, "but the
other two came down to see me off."

68

July,

OKAY, WITH CORRECTIONS

.

.

1946

.

dread to take a proof to the man who
wants to change things.
Who says, "That's fine, just what I
want, but let us rearrange things.
Let's move that building over and give
I

the

man

And
case

it

a cane.

add an umbrella to the scene,

in

to rain.

starts

And change the girl's expression, to
one of glad surprise.
And if it ain't too much trouble, change
the color of her eyes.
Don't clutter up the picture with meaningless detail.

But get a dock in somewhere, with a
boat about to sail.
I suggest a troop of soldiers and a fat
man with the gout.
Or perhaps a railroad station with the
for the train

and

fears

So have him looking at his watch with
the hands at half past eight.
Don't let the things get crowded, we
must have room for copy.
But give the girl galoshes because the
weather

sloopy.
that oak a maple, and make
the horse a cow.
And make the hen a rooster and make
that rake a plow.
With these few minor changes, everyis

And make

thing will be okay.

We're much behind our
please finish

(ThanXs

it

to

deadline,

so

today.

A! Troxel, Continental DisCompany.)

play Advertising

IS

HERE ...

The phone

"Say Ray,
that

fix

droppin'

wish you'd hurry up and
watch of mine. I keep
that pocket watch you loaned
I

wrist

me."

•

ALARM ... A few days after
two tragic hotel fires in Chicago and
Dubuque, workmen were burning tar
FOLKS

the

train just pulling out.

The man is running
he may be late.

SPRING

rang in Ray's jewelry and watch repair
shop one day and this is what came over:

paper covering from a section of new
cement walk alongside the Kansas City
Club, down on 1 5th and Baltimore. As
the

clouds

of

smoke

yellowish

swirled

towards the heavens, a figure was seen
climbing out of a window on the 13th
floor

of

suitcase,

the

club.
his

made

The man, carrying a
way carefully down

He looked neither
nor right nor down as the bystanders
watched his progress. The more they hol-

the grated iron steps.
left

at him that there was no fire, the
more the man hurried.
Finally, two or three floors above the
sidewalk, he did look down and saw what

lered

caused the smoke. He then made his way
back up the fire escape and climbed back
in the same window.

A

OR FROG

waiter in
LEGS? ...
the diner of a Missouri Pacific train approached a regal-looking woman and bent
over her solidtously. "Pardon me," he
asked, "are you the -cold salmon?"

RIGHT SIGH-2E
woman's shoe
that pair!"

store:

.

Heard in a
"Ouch! I'll take
.

.

HOWN BELOW
is

the latest avail-

Hooper report
Kansas City

WHB

.

.

.
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and
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WEEKDAYS A. M.
MON. THRU FRI.
8A.M.-12 Noon

24.6

24.0

14.6

19.5

12.7

3.4

WEEKDAYS P.M.
MON. THRO FRi.
12 Noon-6 PM.

25.4

20.7

25.8

10.3

14.9

1.3

SDNDAY
AFTERNOON
Neen-€ P.M.

17.7

28.3

27.4

10.8

12.2

3.0

30.4

28.9

13.7

7.6

17.0

0.6
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DAYTIME
« A.M.-$P.M.

DON DAVIS
JOHN SCHILLING

President

-

National Advertising

....

WHB, KEY STATION

for

Vice

the

President

-

Representative
General Manager

KANSAS STATE NETWORK

PRAISE AGENTS ... OF PICTURES,
Powers Model
LAURA WELLS, beautiful,
blonde and king-size, is enacting the role
of a press agent in the interests of United
Artists'
forthcoming picture, "Caesar and
Cleopatra," which will be released in Kan*
SOS City through Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer. Her
tour recently included some show-shop talk
with WHS's Showtime Gal, Rosemary Howard.

ANDRE

AND FOOD & WINE!

SIMON,

president of the Wine and Food Society of London
was interviewed on WHB in June, when he visited Kansas City t<
inaugurate a Branch of the Society here. Objects of the group are U
advance the art of gracious living and the pleasures of the tablethrough better cooking of available foods and the proper choice o
suitable wines. A. D. Eubank is president of the Kansas City Society|
Harry J. Fawcett, vice-president and secretary; E. M. "Ted" Dodds
treasurer. Other branches are in Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Nev
York, Son Francisco, Washington, D. C, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, U.S.A.
Melbourne and Sydney, Australia.
L.

BIG LITTLE AMERICAN

je^dence. Missouri, was se
lected recently as a "Big Little American" on Morton Downey's "Cok<'
Club" (WHB-Mutual 10:15 a.m.). Twenty-five years ago Hopkins rtgget
up o snow plow to clear the snow from yards of schools and churches!
gratis.
and he has been doing it ever since
.

HOPKINS
the mayor's

2:30

p.m.

office

Left

to

wos awarded

the

Coke

Club

Scroll

and

broadcast was wire-recorded from
"Showtime With Rosemary" on WHB at

the
to

right

ore

WHB

News-Chief Dick Smith;

E.

M. Neville, gencrol monoger of the Coca Cola Bottling Company, Kansas City; Mayor Roger T. Sermon of Independence,
and Hopkins.

.

.
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ARTICLES
AUGUST

is traditionally a fat,
sleepy month of full-moon
and full-bloom. It is Time in
maturity, June grown older, all
that Spring was striving to be.

May was

a maiden: August is
the complete woman. The harvest and fulfilment.
Every side street is a verdant,
mid-day cathedral this month;
and, in patches of shimmering
children
play
desultory
games of unrecorded devise-

heat,

ment. Night comes earlier now.
In the twilight, voices edged
with the dread of inexorable
mutation hint the imminence of
office,
and
schoolyard.
Baseball is stretching at the end
of the seventh. Furs and plaids
city,

appear

Vacation in the Ozarks
Salesmen Are Back
Care and Feeding of
Husbands
Fly Away Baby
War Dads Don't Forget

kids.

August

is rich,

and

an-

and

Fading, too, are the troublous

7

15
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B. Forsythe

19
23
27

Marion Odmark
Mori Greiner

31
41

Esty Morris
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Tom
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Collins
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37
61

66
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67
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New

Barn, Salon Prize Winner by J. C.
Staff PhotogNews Reel, Center Pages, by
raphers. Frank E. Whalen by Hahn-Millard.

Back Cover, "The

"

WHB

Turney.

bombing

against

runs,
target
and units of magnetic
fuse production.

visibility,

Perhaps in this August, 1946,
only the old will die. The
foundation was laid with uranium, and the rest is up to
UNRRA. Two years back, Paris
was liberated, and it was only
a year ago that fourteen San
Franciscans perished in an obvious overcelebration of Pacific
victory.
Now that Bikini is

behind

safely

harvest

beyond

us,

this

year's

month is important far
the gingham pinafore,

hayrack, and ice-cream social of

popular remembrance. The war
against people is over: the war
against starvation
has begun.
The world needs food, more
food than you can shake a mid-

European ricket
at. And, here in America, August is a full
month.
dle

11

Minute
Air Made Him Famous

and irrevocably fading.

memories of a half-decade of
wartime Augusts when time was
the lapse between offensives, a
tenuous something laid to gauge

Norton Hughes Jonathan
John Quinn

Jest a

shop windows, and
somewhere an air-conditioned
Fire
the
robust,

3

Pencil Packin' Mamas
Five O'clock Alarm
Vanity the Victor
Fraternity in Cowtown

in

account executive scans his
nual cough syrup campaign
wonders if he can get to
Island for a weekend with

D. W. Hodgins
John Warington

-
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AUGUSTS HEAVY DATES
SWIMMING
diving boardi

BASEBALL

—

August

(free).

15

and Ben-

ART

(free)

Community

Center,
17th
and Paseo. (Colored).
(^Pools
with no diving boards,

l^amci City Art institute. Student show, exhibiting the work
of

/recj.

Budd

Hardesty

Park,

near

William

Pools,

for

GOLF

Pla-Mor

Ward

69th

Fields,

Parkway.
Belle-Air,

H

Nail,

Johnson

4gth

H

Washita,

93rd

County.

Old

Mission,

State

Meadows, Blue
Highway 40.
Swope Park Golf Club,

Line,

Ridge,

Swope

Victory Hills, 4 miles

Park.
40.

W. on

Wyandotte County.

Kansas
City
Civic
Orchestra,
under direction
of
N. De
Rubertis, each Sunday evening,
7:45 in Loose Park.

Conctiti,

Band,

Kansas

No

For list of
Lake of the

Box

Bass,

miles

35

season.

Crappies,

34,

East

Highway

on

City

closed

Bluegilla,

Kansas
under

City
direc-

tion of N. De Rubertis; Tuesday nights, Budd Park; Wednesday nights, Penn Valley Park;
Thursday nights, Troost Park;
Friday nights, Swope Park.

15,

Cat-

Smithville

race

No

automobile.

license required.

Good

fishing

miles from downtown
City. Follow Highway
pass South to sign.

Springs

and

Laites.

$1

25

Kansas
71

13,

21,

22,

25,

MUNICIPAL

AUDITORIUM

— Independent

2

Voters

Committee of American

Veterans.
Stage

4—Evening.

show

with Spike Jones and
The City Slickers.

6

—

Sports
Incorporated,
wrestling.
for Christ.

—Youth
11—Dance (A
N).
—Citywide Playground

10

Bass,

15

6?

Fine

Bluegill

fishing.

City on

Taneycomo. Fine Bass, ChanCrappie. Jack Salmon
Write
Bud
Brown,
Box 100, Branson, Mo.
Tonganoxie Slate Lalie. Largest
Bass, Crappie and Bluegill fishing within one hour of Kansas City, West.
Bean Lal;e, Keene's Camp. Only
40 miles north of Kansas City
on Highway 45, Rushville, Mo.
nel Cat,
fishing.

11,

9,

Sharon Rogers; 24, Ted Weems;
31. Hal Mclntyre.

by-

One hour from Kansas
50. Warrensburg, Mo.
l-a\t

8,

George Winslow;
McKinley; 17, 18,

Staulcup;

Jack

of

on High-

track

F.

per

rtorth

Scott;
16,

Ray

August

way

Pcrtle

14,
10,

of
40.

Open now.

Remote. One mile

Crappie

MUSIC

Municipal

Venita.

Lalie

Allendale Lal;es.

Swope

Park.

Band

o/ the Oiarlts.
112 resorts, write

ZaWTOom Outdoor Ter32nd and Main
1,
3. 4, Joe Cappo; 7,

Raymond

ROD AND REEL
Lolte

fish.

Stayton

2,

August

LoJte

County.
St.
Andrews, 8501
Johnson County.
Johnson

Swope Park No.

race,

Ozarks Association,
Gravois Mills, Mo.

Public Courses

school's departschool galleries.

DANCING

children

3-io;

Mulkey,

13th and Summit.
West Terrace, 1 7th and Jarboe.
Roanoke, 37th and Roanoke Road.
Loose Park, 55th and Wornall.
Sheffield Park, 12th and Ewing.
Garrison Square, 5th and Troost.

of the
at the
Rocl;hill

Melson. Gallery
o/ Art. Exhibit displaying the
history of American water color
painting.

John.
Park, East Bottoms, Nicholson near Monroe.
Columbus, 5th and Charlotte.
Swope Park, near Shelter No. 2.

fWading

all

ments,

St.

Heim

Armour

6, Louisville.

8, 9, Indianapolis.
25, 26, St. Paul.
27, 28, Minneapolis.
7,

Summit

and

26

Valley,

Grove, Grove Park,

all

5,

Stadium,

(adm.)

ton
Paseo

4,

sociation.

the In/antile Paralyjis epidemic
ahattt)
Swope Park Pool, in Swope Park

Penn

1,

filues, American AsAll games at Blues
22nd and BrooVyn.
2, 3, Columbus.

City

Ti.(miai

Su/imming pools
uiich
open daily when

(^Public

Program.

16— Dance (A
18— Dance (A

6/
6?

N).
N).

—
20— Music
Kansas
City Apparel
Show.
—
22 — Convention
20

24

Sports

Incorporated,
wrestling.
Hall,
Association
Style
Colof
ored Elks.

—Youth

for

Christ.

26— Dance (A ^ N).
27- 31— Music Hall. Road
Show (A

N).

31—Dance (AWN).

Vacation in the KJzarhs
From

flower-strewn springtime

through mallow Indian summer.

by D. W.

HODGINS

man walked nervously
THE
hardware
neighborhood

into a
store.

While waiting for service he clinked
his hand through an open keg of
scraunched the floor with a new
garden hoe, and then grunted futilly
as he tried to lift a five'gallon pail of
nails,

paint.

Finally the clerk sidled over

asked the

"A

and

man what he wanted.

Countryside white
Just imagine!
with dogwood and apple blossoms in

by mile after mile of
pillowy svunmer cloud patterns play
ing tag across valleys sleeping bespring, followed

came the troubled
reply. "Anything from a .22 to a .45
calibre, and a box of cartridges."

tween

looked at the man thought'
fully. "Just a minute."
Two minutes later the clerk re'
turned, not with a new .45 automatic,
or the shells therewith, but carrying
an armful of Ozark vacation folders.
What happened then?

and Lake Taneycomo country, is located in northwest Arkansas and

revolver,"

The clerk

Well, jarred off his suicidal course,
man went home, read the folders
and began life anew. That was 15
years ago, and he has spent the last
15 summers going to, staying at, or
coming from the Ozarks.
Perhaps you, too, have been looking
for an escape from the burdens and
stress of everyday city living. If that's
your case, the Ozark country has all
the makings for fishing, fun, beauty,
and everything that rhymes, grows, or
the

sings.

majestic
and purple-hewn
mountains; shadows changing slowly
through the lazy autumn hours, flow
ers and trees everywhere.
The Ozarks offer two excellent
vacation areas. One, the White River

southwestern Missouri, about 175
miles south of Kansas City. The other
the Lake of the Ozarks country, lo'
cated 150 miles southeast of Kansas
City, some 30 miles south of the state
capital, Jefferson City.
The map-makers trace the meander'
ing and temperamental White River
from the Ozark National Forest in
northern Arkansas, on a northward
course up through the Mark Twain
National Forest in southern Missouri.
From there it winds its way east to
is
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Lake Taneycomo. Taneycomo is an
artificial widening of the White River,

Marvel Cave, on Highway 80, nine
miles east of Branson. It s spooky but

with the impatient waters held back
by a large dam, just a short distance
west of Forsyth. The lake is hair- pin
shaped. Branson and Hollister, towns
of 1,500 population, face each other
across the lake. Rockaway Beach is on
the north bend, and Forsyth is at the

very

From

far east end.

the

dam

the river

narrows and scampers to the Missis'
sippi near a point where Missouri, Arkansas and Tennessee borders join. All
along the White River lies picturesque
vacation country. It is known as the
"Shepherd of the Hills" country which
inspired Harold Bell Wright to write
his masterpiece some years ago.

The village of Branson is the commercial hub of the White River country. Nestling on the west shore of
Taneycomo, it maintains the region's
largest and best-kept airport.
Both
Branson and Hollister may be reached
by Highway 65 connecting with 71
from Kansas City, and Highway 80
from the St. Louis region. From KanCity, a typical Missouri Pacific
railway schedule looks like this: Leave
Kansas City 7:30 a. m., arrive Bran-

sas

:40 p. m., and the round trip
fare is $10.50. By airline, Mid-Continent Airlines serves Joplin, Missouri,

son,

1

and Fort Smith, Arkansas, on the
fringes of the 02;ark vacation country.

Rockaway Beach, on the north side
of Taneycomo, is a popular and pleasant place with swimming, fishing, boating, good hotels and cottages. And for
you

gals

.

.

.

collegiate

bands appear

nightly at the dance pavilion through-

out the summer.

One of the wonderlands of the
"Shepherd of the Hills" country is

intriguing.

Stairways,

with

stalagmites poking at you, lead a mysterious pathway through ever chang-

ing scenes, down into the Cathedral
Room, highest natural unsupported
dome in the world. The place is visited
by thousands of tourists every summer.
No trip to the Taneycomo and

White River country would be complete without a

down

fishing "float trip"

river. Float trips are

from two

days and the boat is big
enough to carry complete camping
trip like
and cooking equipment.
this has all the witchery of an adventure with Huckleberry Finn, coupled
with bass fishing in its most exciting
form.
You simply climb into the boat with
to

eight

A

all your paraphernalia, and float for
hours, or days, down river, fishing as
you go. At the end of your trip the
boat is trucked back to the starting
point and you and your fish are picked
up by automobile. Probably the best

equipped operator in the float business is Jim Owen, of Branson, Missouri.

The

other phase of your Ozarks
probably wind up at the Lake

trip will

VACATION IN THE 02ARKS
of the Ozarks, 150 miles southeast of
Kansas City.
good motor route is
Highway 50 from Kansas City to Tipton, and then south on Highway 5 to
Gravois Mills. Or, you can take Highway 71 south from Kansas City and

A

3

from the rest of the world by
rugged hills. Sustained by the self-sufficiency of the region, customs of the
people have been maintained very
much as they were 60 to 80 years
lated

ago.

Grandmaw Jones, or Smith, or Carpenter sits on the sagging steps of a
mountainside cabin. Inside, the hardworking lady of the house kneeds
cornbread, made from meal ground at
the old water mill. Her hair, buntopped and confined at the sides with
high combs, is streaked with weary
gray. Two or three ragged tots tug at
her faded apron, begging for cornbread and butter, the staff of life in
the Ozarks.

cut over on Highway 35 to Warsaw,
and youVe right in the Lake of the
Ozarks country.
Lake of the Ozarks has some 800

—

with talons of
clutching the waters
like the claws of a supernatural eagle.
On the west side of this hodge-podge
of woods, water and fishing haunts, is
the city of Warsaw. On the north lies
Versailles and Eldon, and on the south,
Camdenton, Linn Creek, and Lebanon. Eldon, on the northeast shores,
has one of the finest small-town airparks in the nation, and has been set
up as a Civil Aeronautics Administration pattern of what can be had in
the way of an airport for $25,000.
The Lake of the Ozarks region, too,
miles of shore line

wooded

forest

has excellent rail accommodations and
can be reached by Missouri Pacific,
Frisco

and Rock Island

lines

from Kan-

sas City or St. Louis.

The

entire

Ozark country

is

iso-

Country cured hams are supplemented with squirrel, rabbit and other
wild game and fish to give a protein
diet that makes city people envious.
Fried chicken or frog-legs are commonplace to the natives, but make city
slickers' mouths water.
to the
or "hillbillies," but the native's reference to
a city man as a "gosh-durned furriner"

City

natives

people
as

often

refer

"backwoods,"

drips with even

more

disdain.

Residents of the area have an unbelievably small cash income. Our bar
bills are probably equal to or more

than the average $300 per family.
The city dweller, accustomed to paying plenty for everything except the
air he breathes, finds it hard to believe that a family could exist on such
a meager income.
In the Ozarks the visitor will see
the abundant beauties of nature,
feel the solace of woods, streams,
mountains and sparkling lakes, see the
all

Willi
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quaint customs of the

hills,

and

thrill

new cities.
Move freely over paved highways

to the

in three states, to the haunting lakeside or brink of a silver stream.

Relax

in clean, pleasant accommodations, or
enjoy the atmosphere of farm homes
or woodland camps. Ozark facilities
will make your visit convenient, and
the people will make it memorable.

HELP yoUKSELP/
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Are d^aa

Salesmen

So that the consumer may profit,
in enjoyment, or better, in money

—

YES,

salesmen are back better and
more irresistible than ever. After
Pearl Harbor the Nation's sales force
was drastically reduced by almost
4,000,000. But now that the peace is
won the salesmen are mushrooming

by

JOHN WARINGTON

back.

And

groan when salesmen
was never
more vital than now. Upon salesmen
depend peacetime prosperity. They
are the men who must persuade you
to buy goods turned out on warswollen assembly lines if we're even
to approach our goal of 60,000,000
jobs and a $150,000,000,000 national
don't

ring your doorbell. Selling

income.

Gone
men of

are the high'pressure sales'
yesteryear the glib talkers
and gyp artists the ones who'd fleece
you and run for the next victim. An
old
story
illustrates
high- pressure
salesmanship. It's the story of a hard'
ware store with the back storage room
lined with boxes of "Sure Swell Vac
uum Bottles."
friend strolled in
one day.

—

—

A

"Jeepers!" he said.

"You must

sell

Vacuums."
the hardware dealer

a lot of those Sure Swell

"No,"

said

sadly. "I don't

but the salesman

who

them to me does."
That was salesmanship of a bygone

sold

era.

A

modem

salesman does not unon a con-

load goods shortsightedly

sumer, or dealer
the consumer.

A

who

ultimately

sells

salesman of today

makes sure that the consumer profits
in enjoyment or in money. Only
thus will the consumer become a good
advertiser. Only thus can industry
keep the wheels of production spin-

—

ning.

Salesmen of today are not only

sales-

men but psychologists as well. They
know how to strut their stuff. Before
modern salesman attempts to sell
you, say an electric roaster, he makes
the transaction psychologically sound
from your point of view. What is the
size of your family? What kind of
cooking do you do? Then he begins
a

his

He

story.

what the

tells

you

specifically

do for you with
your individual set of conditions and
problems. Everything else he skips.
roaster can

But you aren't sold on the electric
Next step for the salesman is to find out what you are thinking, even though you attempt to hide
it under a bushel. By skillful questioning he puts his fingers on the sore
spots on any objections you may
roaster yet.

—

8
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have.

Then he plunges into answering
your objections.

a grocery store, a salesman was trying
to get an order. Sleighing was bumpy,

Answering objections is the modern
salesman's dish. In this he has been

not because he was letting his mouth
run like a cold water faucet, but because the shelves were full of Dr.
Bright's Breakfast Cereal. The salesman thought a moment. Then he wrote
a brief sales talk, gave it to the dealer's
clerks and showed them how to use
it over the telephone at odd moments

especially primed.

You

"I'm very

say,

some other day."
Back he comes "Yes, I realize that,
Mrs. Whipple. But why wait several
weeks before you can enjoy the ad'
vantages of an electric roaster."
Again he enumerates the advantages.
You squirm, and sign on the dotted
busy today,

call

:

cash

hne.

Or you may

say: "I'm really not in'

And he'll come back with
any one or more of the following,
whichever fit your condition best.
terested."

"Do you mean

you're not inter'

ested in better health, security in your
old age, increased enjoyment, personal prestige, popularity, praise from
others, greater efficiency,
fort,

social

more com-

advancement,

improved

appearance?"
You're still adamant. You won't
even listen. Before you buy you want
everything on a practical bread and
butter basis. What does a salesman
have up his sleeve to meet such a
tough situation? Watch out! Here he
comes.
The salesman asks for your opinion.
"Okay! Mrs. Whipple," says the salesman. "I realize I can't sell you. But I
have to make a living and I'd appreciate

A

certain customers.
week later
the dealer's shelves were empty, his

on

it if

points

me

just

will

sell

you'll tell

you think

what

sales

the most

roasters."

What! Did you end up by

selling

yourself a roaster? Well, don't fret.
Such is human nature.

Salesmen of today are helpful.
They'll demonstrate, cook, or tend the
baby. The other day, when I was in

register

full

and the salesman

sold his carload.
Selling of today

is

scientific.

Re-

search specialists have probed the public
over the telephone, house to

—

house, personal interview, catch as
catch can. "What," the specialists
asked the housewives, "is wrong with
present day washing machines?"

Plenty was wrong. "I don't like to
heavy wet clothes, makes my back
ache," and "wringers must go. Susan's
lift

finger
Johnny
ing tubs after washing
.

.

.

.

What was

.

and "cleanwhat I hate."

.,"
is

the result of this type

Manufacturers knew exactly what type of washing machines
consumers wanted.
of survey.

You may

think you're as practical

That you do things only for
sound reasons. But the salesmen know
better. They know you're human. Reas air.

salesmen sell long, cool
drinks and the taste of tempting food.
Once he has built up your desire, he
knows you'll manage the financial
part, somehow. Likewise automobile
frigerator

salesmen sell you delightful rides, com*
fort, personal prestige, popularity. The
boy-conscious college coed buys a dress
because it's stylish, because Betty
Grable has one, because the boys will

j

I

j

Mi

SALESMEN ARE BACK
like it; and not because the dress is
durable as well as practical.
Salesmen of today are novel.
story
I heard recently illustrates the point.
salesman who was trying to sell a
new product to a busy executive was
stymied by the old argument. "Your
product may be good," said the executive. "Again it may not. FU wait and

A

A

9

ment. Four minutes later he repeated
the silver dollar routine. On the third
toss'out, the executive's curiosity over-

flowed.

"What in the world," he demanded
of the salesman, "are you doing?"
"Throwing money out the window,"
replied the salesman simply, "just as
you are."

A

see."

At

that point the salesman walked
over to a window, drew a silver dollar

out of his pocket and threw it out.
Thereupon he returned to the argU'

grin spread over the executive's
Then as he reached for his pen
and order blank, he said: "Now I
know the war is over for real salesface.

men

are back."

HOLD THE PHDNE!
Husband: "I suppose you are still angry with me because I came home
night with a black eye?"
Wife: "Maybe you've forgotten, but when you came home last night
you didn't have that black eye."
last

Farmer's wife to druggist: "I wish you'd be sure and write real plain
labels which medicine is for the horse and which one is for my
husband. I don't want anything to happen to that horse before spring
plowing."

on them

Girdles should be issued for rumors

—

the

way they

spread.

"This hat is like new," proudly declared the man, "despite that fact that I
bought it six years ago, have had it cleaned four times and changed it in a
restaurant twice."

In just one month at the physical training school he picked
with red hair.

pounds

—

up 100

of a perfect life are simple. After all, all you need to own
comfortable bed and a comfortable pair of shoes because you're in one
or the other practically all of your life.

The makings

is

a

A MINUTE

(}eit

(With
"So you met your wife at a dance,
did you? Gosh, that must have been
romantic."
"Naw, embarrassing. I thought she
was home taking care of the kids."

A serviceman stationed in the
Phihppines greatly admired an elaborately
embroidered handkerchief
which his laundress had made of
white parachute silk. He engaged her
make two

for girl friends at home,
giving detailed instructions as to the
embroidering.
Since
the
Filipino
to

matron had only a sketchy knowledge of English, the cautious soldier
carefully printed on a bit of paper the
names to be embroidered on each
handkerchief.
In due time the laundress returned
with the commission neatly executed.
The work was beautifully done. She
had followed instructions in precise
detail. And each handkerchief was
delicately
embroidered, "To Mary

and Helen."

A
Few
S.

when

it

came

to

sales-

manship. At one time, he was touring the West with Henry Ford and

Thomas Edison. Ford, no mean salesman himself challenged Firestone's

—

ability.

Edison

man would

try

Collins)

The
took

each
product

set

the

terms;

to

sell

his

director of an African firm
native houseboy back to

his

Europe with him. The first cold
morning he was roused by the boy's
cries. Rushing upstairs he found him
in bed, wailing that he was on fire
inside! But he was quite cool to the
touch. "You haven't a fever," said
the master. "Get up!"
"I can't sir. Oh, the fire! Don't
you see the smoke coming out of

my mouth?"
In tropical Africa the boy had
never seen his breath, and not until
he was dragged out to the yard and
saw the horses happily puffing smoke
from their nostrils was he able to

overcome

his

you teach 50 people to read and
in Mexico you will be given
medal by the President. You'd

If
a

even have a chance
win some land. If
people, you may be
pass to your favorite
busses

the

all

for

year.

a

—

his son.

and
you

street

cars

teach 10
be printed

announcement was made: "Cards
have been mailed to your wives announcing this event." From the back
of the

by

to

A

minutes returned to his friends wearing a broad smile. He had sold the
Indian a tire
to be used as a hoop

futile.

raffle

teach 25
given a year's
movie or may

In Minneapolis 250 pairs of nylons
were handed out to members of a
service club at their luncheon. Then
this

proposal

a

you

merchandise.

to sell him a tire
Undaunted, Firestone
took the man aside and in a few
stone's

seemed

If

in

people, your name will
in gold letters in a book of honor.
University students who teach 50
illiterates to read and write need not
pay any more tuition to the school.
And there arc scores of minor awards
such as books, food, clothing and

to a certain wealthy Indian.

For an hour, Ford spoke eloquently
about his car, but returned without
making a sale. Since the Indian had
no car and wouldn't buy one, Fire-

fear.

write

ride
free

could touch the late Harvey

Firestone

Tom

room came

that's

so,

from

9I/2

this

change the
to

request: "If
of mine

size

10'/2."

—Des

Moines

Register.

Care and ^eealn^ of Husbands
Wife's vocabulary should consist
of two words only "Yes, Darling.'

by

NORTON HUGHES JONATHAN

THE

art of keeping Daddy from
gayly running off to slide down
some other gal's cellar door is sadly
unappreciated and badly under'csti'
mated these days. Back in the days
when Grandma was a belle, the female
who had a matrimonial bust on her
hands was considered a failure. If she
ran through a whole string of hus'
bands, she was thought pretty dumb,
or worse.

Now

all this

seems changed. Three

or four husbands are supposed to be

proof of a woman's great appeal or
charm. Our national heroines are often

who have changed husbands

girls

many

times that

Reno

make them

so

hotels are will'

A

a yearly rate.
siren's current candidate for alimony
ing to

county courthouse may be
a freckled bumpkin with air-cooled
teeth or a fortune-happy wolf, but if
he happens to be her third or fourth

row

at the

victim a lot of citizens are willing to
consider her a regular Cleopatra in
nylons.

All the while whole platoons of less
more successful Eves
manage to hold on to the same husband anniversary after anniversary
without anyone offering to set off any
fireworks or even lead a few well'
deserved cheers. Contrary to some
opinion, it's the successful wife who
spectacular but

—

the applause
not the gal
changes her last name every time
a cute new one comes along. If our
heroine can keep her husband from
straying off somewhere without

deserves

who

clutching
girl

who

at

his

coat-tails,

really has

what

it

she's the
takes.

However, at plenty of country club
dances this summer an Operator in a
gown cut down to there will be found
pointing a dainty finger of scorn at
some Plain Jane and her happily domesticated spouse, demanding, "what
on earth can he possibly see in her?"
The answer seems simple. It's what
she makes him think he sees in her
that keeps him close to the family fire'
side

and Junior's

crib.

of holding a man is
not only a wife's most difficult accom'
plishment; it's also the most important.

The technique

It requires an entirely new approach to
the male ego because the very sweet

—
12

S.

^

which a gal successfully used

tricks

to lure her quarry to the altar leave

him cold

after the

just a lovely

wedding trip is
a bunch of

memory and

cancelled checks.

To

illustrate,

the

When

matter of
it

comes to

attracting an eligible male's attention,
many knowing women will tell you

no better way than gazing at
with big, round, faS'
cinated eyes. However, this doesn't
gal can't go
work so well later on.
through life staring fixedly at her husband. If she insists on doing so, one
of two things will probably happen:
(1) He will have a nervous collapse.
there's

fondly

A

(2) He will develop a guilty conscience and start looking around for a
good reason for having one.
Similarly,
ing-vinc act

the
is

helpless'little-cling-

bad.

It

works wonder-

during courtship because

fully

well

many

suitors are

bride thinks she sees something under
the bed becomes somewhat tiresome.

So does going out on the town every
Contrary to the opinion of some

night.

advice-to-the-lovelorn columnists, the

take

looking at a man.

him

August, 1946

knocked all in a heap
by girls who can appear prettily helpman's heart starts tapping like
less.
a woodpecker gone berserk when some
fragile little thing so sweetly depends
on him. But it's another story when

A

when he wants to
down, usually doesn't marry the

average playboy,
settle

girl who has been patiently waiting for him to tire out. Instead, he
usually marries the gayest, most tireless Dawn Patrol maiden in his crowd.
He marries her because after fourthirty in the morning
the hour when
the yen to get married and stay home
with a good book strikes him hardest
the playgirl is the only gal still up
and about. Then after the ceremony
she discovers too late that the fascinating fellow who was always willing to go to Pete's for another round
of double bourbons now wants to stay

home

—

home and
ily."

an

listen to

"One Man's Fam-

He claims he's tired

ulcer,

out, expecting

and bored with night

life.

Freshets of tears usually won't hold

man either. Before marriage some
men can be successfully wept into suba

mission. Just the sight of swimming
eyes and a tiny bit of hankie making

dabs will make them
promise anything. Anything to head
off their beloved's hearty sobs
But after marriage the same men will
stanH like granite before an outburst
of feminine sniffling. When the tears
start coursing, they head for the nearineffectual

.

.

.

est exit.

Keeping a husband's romantic inby building up the idea in

terest alive

the honeymoon is over and he is expected to continue playing the role of
Sir Lancelot night and day. Buckling
on his armor every time his gentle

his mind that other men find his wife
entrancing is a theory long cherished
by lady novelists of the Faith BaldwinKathleen Norris school. It's a theory
easy to write about at twenty-five

CARE AND FEEDING OF HUSBANDS
cents a word, but most difficult to put
into actual practice.
For one thing, being very pleased
with themselves, most men have to be

tell

him

13

he's the kind of

man who

can't

be flattered.

Remember

2.

that although during

happy days of courtship flattery
could be laid on with a shovel, it must

the

now

be introduced with at least a
finesse. After a few months of
married life that you-great'big'wonderful'hero act is taken for granted
little

and no longer rivets the hero's atten'
tion. But an even more effective job
can be done by a much more indirect
attack. Sneak up on him with some'
confronted with damaging evidence
before they'll believe that the girl they
courted and married so successfully
ever gives anyone else in trousers a
serious thought.
For every male jealous of his wife's
interest in another man there are at

who have been brought
mothers to believe that
once they've married a girl it isn't nee
essary to worry about her. This dozen
won't even notice the "competition"
so carefully nurtured. They're too busy
hoping they've made an impression on
the blonde job in the bathing suit that
fits like a sunburn.
So we come to the question of what
does work. Some of the following sug'
gestions, or observations, may be xiseful. They are to be considered only
least a

dozen

up by

their

as suggestions or observations. Only
the sonorous voices that advise on

marital problems

on the

air

dare to be

dogmatic.
1

.

Try

praising your husband

—even

does frighten him at first. Flat'
tery has the great advantage of work'
ing on any man, both before and after
marriage. If you can't think of any
other way to flatter your husband.
if it

thing like this: "I told the girls at
bridge club this afternoon what you
said to the magician in the floor show
at the Banshee Club, when he wanted

you

in his act.

hard

we had

They

all

screamed so

to stop playing." This

will subtly get across the idea that (a)

you think

he's clever

(b)

you think

wonderful (c) your friends think
so too. The oh so casual remark will
seem to be an unconscious tribute.

he's

Lavish breathless interest on
(3)
everything he does or says, but don't
make the mistake of expecting him to
be interested in anything you do.
man will happily talk for hours about
what happened at the office what
the boss said to him, and, of course,
what he told the boss. But if you so
much as mention that you had a nice
chat with Aunt Penelope while you
were both standing in the same nylon
line, a sort of glazed look will creep
into his eyes. This indifference to what
she does is a cross which the shrewd
wife bears without a whimper. In the
eyes of many a married male, a wife's
vocabulary should be limited to a
couple of words Yes, darling!

A

—

—

4.

Try not

to give

your husband

a chance to put his foot

down

stub'

14
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u/tnc

bomly and

say, no!

he

feels that

The

average male

a traitor to his sex if
he doesn't fold his arms and refuse to
be budged when he is either asked for
something or a suggestion is made

which he

is

he should have thought

feels

of himself.

The experienced wife makes her
man beheve that anything she really
wants to do is an original idea of his
own. And she gives him plenty of opportunities to reject ideas or sugges'
tions which she cares nothing about.

This humors him into believing he's
making all the decisions, his way.
Men like to be persuaded. It makes

them

important. Witness their
great reluctance to cUmb into formal
clothes. However, once encased in
black and white, they usually have a
feel

wonderful time.
5.
Wear smart clothes, but have
a small secret gold mine somewhere to
pay for them. Men are far more
clothes conscious than some women
believe. They're proud of a wife who
dresses unusually well but take a fiendish delight in

not admitting

it.

Be a good dancer ... a

6.

khng

conversationalist

social politician,

A

...

spar-

a clever

but be sure your hus-

band

the

gets

credit

for

all

your

triumphs.
7.

At no

brightly that

time do you shine so
you dim your husband's

The gal who won't let Daddy
important doesn't know much
about strategy.

glory.
feel

8.

Good grooming and good

house-

keeping shouldn't have to be mentioned, but a look around at some
housekeepers and some homes indicates that dropping a hint won't do
any harm.
Invite your husband's business
9.
associates
plus their wives or a rea-

—

—

thereof to a few
bang-up parties. If you refuse to
worry about the neighbors or the
police, they'll probably have a wonderful time. The next day Daddy will
hear about what a wonderful wife
you are from one and all. What is
more, he'll have to believe them besonable

cause

facsimile

in

business

he

respects

their

judgment.

A man will live happily with
woman who makes herself terribly
important to him. He just has to have
10.

the

her around
And of course it
helps somewhat if they happen to be in
love with each other.
.

.

.

man answered the distress call of a stalled car some few
the road. Arriving at the scene, he found the fluttering female
driver, pulling and jerking and peering, but to no avail.
His brief once-over revealed that the car was out of gas.
"Oh," sighed the lady with relief. "I'm so glad that's the only trouble.
But do you suppose it would hurt the car if I drove home on an empty tank?"

miles

filling station

down

Fly
An
for

Away

d^abi^

enterprise once too big
its

wheel pants, again

takes off in Kansas City!

by

IF ANY

JOHN QUINN

of the

prises started

many new

by veterans

in

enter'

Kan'

City has a "sign'of'the-times" tag

sas

hung on it, it is the fly away baby of
young Bill Saunders.
Bill is the scion of the family of
fame,
the
Saunders
auto rental
Drive-It- Yourself System which once
operated across the nation but now
confines its business to eight agencies.

Bill

When he went away to war
was too young for a very prom'

inent part in the business, but

when

he recently returned he was ready
for

active

participation.

He was

faced with multiple choices, whether
to take his place in the firm and keep
autos rolling, whether to set up a
branch of his own, or something else.

An Air Corps man, he had a hard
time seeing anything with a future
that would not be connected with
flying. With a heritage of transpor'
tation he reasoned there must be a
profitable bridge between the well'
established auto rental string built
by his father and uncles and air

planes to rent than they did autos to
hire.

When he found the same story
everywhere he investigated. Bill de'
cided that the "something else" was
for him, and that the fly away busi'
ness was it. So he returned to Kansas City and in mid-April organized
the Saunders Fly-It- Yourself System
at the Municipal Airport
with 26year-old Bill Saunders as president
and with a silent partner.

—

The

was that the bridge
limousine
lay somewhere between
service from airport to town in a
first

guess

fly

ness with

away agency began
a pair of Ercoupes,

busi-

and

immediately placed an order for three
more. These are one of the many
types of post war light planes which
can fly economically at about 100
m.p.h. for four or five hours. An
Ercoupe holds only two persons, however, and Bill expects to acquire some
four and five-place jobs as soon as
they are available.

The

traffic.

His

number of principal cities and setting
up car rental agencies at airports.
But on surveying several larger cities
Bill found more pilots who wanted

rent it and fly it idea is not
new/ with Bill and the Saunders
family, and this is actually the second time the Saunders name has

so

Su
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backed an airplane rental service in
Kansas City.
The first time the idea was good
for but a short spin in 1929. The
Saunders brothers decided that pri-

August, 1946
there were many people who could
drive but could not afford to own a
car (about $1,500 was required for
a Ford touring car then).

Air-

Today there probably are more
people without planes who can fly
than there were earless drivers in
1915, Bill believes, and his business
is proving it. The airplane possibly
is even more accepted today than the
automobile was then, at least the idea
of plane rentals is not revolutionary.

The
Arrows were the latest thing in their
day, seating two persons tandem in

The fact is the Saunders brothers
were practically into the auto rental
business before they knew it. It was

about 100
$3,500
each the order for $250,000 worth of

became the proud owners of a Ford

vate

was the coming

flying

thing,

and with the idea of being early in
the game as they had been with auto
rentals, they set up offices at the
Fairfax Airport. Going full throttle,
the

company ordered 100 Sport Pur-

suit biplanes

out of the

craft factory at Lincoln,

open

m.p.h.

cockpits,

And

flying

Arrow
Neb.

at

at a cost of almost

planes was a monumental
private planes in that day.

About

one for

the most that could be said
was that it was ambi-

for this venture

—

and premature. There simply
weren't enough private pilots, the
shiny new planes languished in the
hangars and business lagged. But not
for long. Seeing they were too far
out in front, the Saunders brothers
tious

quickly closed up shop and sold their
planes down the river, many of them
without even turning a prop.

Edward C. Landon, who was
branch manager at Fairfax, still is
an active figure in the flying game
in Kansas City today. The idea was
good, he will tell you, but it was just
too early by 17 years.

The way

Bill

Saunders looks at

it

a prophetic note between his
father's entry into the auto rental
business and his own entry into the
there

is

airplane rental game. When the auto
rental idea was born in 1915 the idea
was little less than revolutionary, yet

in

Omaha

1915 that the brothers

in

touring car. When a friend offered
to rent the car for $10 for a few
hours they were so astounded at the
fabulous sum they let him have the
car without even receiving the money
first. Then they had to sweat out the
return of the car, and out of that
anxious wait was born the idea of
insurance and deposits on auto rentals.
In a vague

and

policies

Bill.

way

the matter of rates

were thus pioneered for

When

he

Ercoupe

from

Ercoupes

and

Now

rate

acquired his
Parks Aircraft,

first

he
decided that ten dollars was a fair
figure for the renting of an Ercoupe
for an hour. He now has three

more are on

order.

has been reduced to
$8.75 per hour, up to five hours.
After that a flat figure of $45 per
24 hours is available. If a pilot is
needed the fee of $8.75 per hour is
jumped back to $10 and the pilot is
furnished. On a 24 hour basis the
fee for pilot alone is $15.
Ground time is assessed to guarantee $4 per hour for the time the
the

FLY
plane

up

is

on

AWAY BABY

rental. Liability insurance

$100,000 protects renter and

to

passenger.

Saunders settled on the Ercoupe
because it is the easiest of all light
planes to fly. An all metal job except
for outer wing panels, the ship is
"characteristically incapable" of going
into a tailspin, according to the
placard in each ship. Five hours of
instruction are required to solo an
Ercoupe, compared with an absolute
minimum of eight in other types of
aircraft. Moreover, it cruises about
25 miles an hour faster than most
other light planes in its class, and a
tricycle landing gear simplifies the
job of landing.

CAA

Bill

has not forgotten his ground

schooling in auto transportation, for

he is coordinating the flying service
with auto service at destination air'
ports. He has already arranged for
auto service at some 270 airports
within Ercoupe distance of Kansas
City, thus making available door-todoor transportation.
huge map, 15 feet long and 10

A
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United States,
on the east wall of the
Saunders office. Centered by a protractor to which is attached a cali'
feet high, of the entire
is

pasted

brated string, the mileage, direct
route and compass heading is instantaneously available.
For example,
stretching the string from Kansas
City to Green Bay, Wisconsin, it
was found that the distance is 530
miles, the compass heading 43 northeast, and the route over Ottumwa
and Dubuque, Iowa, and Wisconsin
Dells.

Expansion, too,

number of
sible

is

principal

on the books.
cities

targets for the fly

possibly St. Louis,

are

away baby,

first.

has had inquiries from as far
Canada and Virginia wanting to know how to launch a fly
yourself service.
Whether or not it is a success as
yet. Bill isn't ready to say, but it has
all the possibilities. It is transportation, it is in the air, it is lined up
with his family firm, and it is his
baby.
Bill

away

as

It's that comical Webster cartoon character, Mr. Milquetoast, who strikes
funnybone the quickest.
One in particular I have in mind. The meek little chap was standing on a
street corner in a downpour of rain. His eyelashes were dripping, his moustache
drooping and his clothes sodden. Finally his wet-spaghetti backbone stiffens and
he looks at his watch.
"Well, I'll wait one more hour and if he doesn't come by then he can go
and borrow the hundred dollars from somebody else."

my

—

A

pos-

War

Dads Don t ^ot^et

dozen different
remember!
prove
they
-ways they
'Every day, in a

by ESTY MORRIS

MARCH of 1942 there was a
INvery
sad man in Kansas City. Nat
Milgram, president of a large system
of supermarkets, was back in town
after having visited his son at Camp
Lee, Virginia. Milgram wanted desperately to do something for his son,
something to brighten his leisure
hours, and to make him feel a little
less
lonesome at his new base, a
thousand miles from home. But boy
and father were separated by five
States, a distance neither money nor
paternal instincts could wholly bridge.
So he was a sad man indeed.

And when Milgram returned to
Kansas City, he became aware for
the first time of the large

servicemen there.

Army

had

school; the

number

of

The United

up a
Navy was
set

States
radio training
giving primary

training to aviation cadets at nearby

Olathe; Naval Air Transport
ice

and

had
tion,

Army

Transport

Serv

Command

installed facilities; and, in addi'

thousands

of

soldiers,

sailors,

and Marines were passing through
this great rail center daily, en route
to embarkation ports or other U. S.
camps and bases.

Then Nat Milgram had an

He

idea.

invited forty of his friends, all
fathers of servicemen, to luncheon

downtown

hotel. "Gentlemen,"
"our sons are scattered all
over the world, and there's nothing
we can do about it. But right here
in Kansas City are thousands of sons
of other men, and there must be
something we can do for them. How
about it?"

at a

he

said,

The response was

"We

can

they're

be

here,"

Somebody

else

instantaneous.

dads to

them while

someone
said,

"We

suggested.

can play

and money-lender and advicegiver, and try to see that they have
everything we'd want our own sons
host

to have."

So they
office;

trucks.

On the spot, sufficient
contributed to rent an

did.

money was

and Milgram donated two
Radio and newspapermen

were asked

to publicize the effort.
Furniture, playing cards, radios, cvirrent
magazines,
and recreational

equipment were donated by townsand the self-appointed god-

people;

fathers trucked it into the barren
fourth and fifth rate hotels in which
the servicemen were billeted. Game
rooms, writing rooms, and lounges
were fitted up in all the barracks.
The boys were made welcome in
every home in town. They could
kick off their heavy shoes, discard

20
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Sivtn^

their

ties,

lots

of

and loosen their belts over
good cooking "just like

Mom's."

In May of 1942, a national council
of six members v.'as elected. Nat Milgram was chosen first national presi-

Word spread, and fathers all over
the city began to join the group. Men
who had

daughters in uniform asked

were

they

if

eligible,

and

met

a

hearty, "Sure!''

The Dads
Kansas

organized a service at

Union

City's

Station

that

took up where other volunteer units

They lent money, no
They located lost

left off.

ques-

tions

asked.

gage,

and straightened out hundreds

of

bag-

problems. They stood
and sandwiches, and

assorted

to coffee

treat

dent,

and H. Roe

Boy Scout

Bartle,

executive,

well-known

was appointed

always had at hand whatever a boy
might need or want: stationery,

national executive director. When
the first national convention was held

needle and thread, fresh fruit, spare
shaving equipment, books, most anything.
They organized sightseeing

there

tours and

theater

parties

for

units

with layovers between trains, and
they saw to it that every service boy
and girl got a full share of Kansas
City hospitality.
Then an amazing thing happened.
From all over the United States,
letters began pouring in. They all
commenced: "My son has told me
.," or, "While passing through
." All the writKansas City I saw
ers had questions. "What kind of a
.

.

.

club
it?"

is
.

.

it?"
.

.

.

"How

.

.

"What do you
can

I

start a

call

chapter

my town?"
Within a few weeks it became
apparent that the movement was too
large for a single city. The name
"American War Dads" was chosen,
and a chapter chartered in Racine,
Wisconsin. Another was organized
in

in Marshalltown, Iowa; then another,

and another, and another sprang up.

Kansas

in

City

in

October,

1943,

were 538 delegates from 241

chapters located in thirty States of
the Union. Today the American War
Dads are growing faster than at any
time during the War. There are 892
chapters spread over 47 states, the
District of Columbia, the Territory
of Hawaii, and the Republic of

Mexico.

Now
real

that

work

the

of

War is
War

the

over,

the

Dads has

begun. Since sixty-five percent of the
members are veterans of World War
I, they realize more fully than any
other group the necessity for providing our new crop of veterans with
jobs, homes, educational and rehabilitational opportunities, hospitalization,

and adequate

legislative

protection.

"Lots of promises were made to you
boys while you were overseas," they
say, "and we're going to see that
if we have to change
they're kept
every member of Congress to do it!
People are beginning to forget. But,

—

WAR
by God, we're not going to

DADS DON'T FORGET

let

them

forget!"

When War

Dads

the

petition

municipal, state, or national legislatures for action, they usually get it.
They stand to gain nothing for themselves,
and legislators realize that
these

men

unselfish

behalf of

are

working from

sincere,

They work in
World War II veterans,
they have no World War
motives.

although
II veterans as members.

The Dads have

their

When

the
G.I. Bill of Rights was being blocked
in committee by Representative John

Rankin of

Dads' "inside

Mississippi,

man"

in

the

War

Washington

discovered that Rankin had been
given the proxy of another committee

member, who was
it

ill,

lishing a three-to-three

tie.

He

learned,

that the missing committeeman,

who was

The

Bill

was

favorably reported to the House, and
a few days later became law.

Many

people have never heard of
War Dads, because

American

the

they seek no publicity. Their motto

"We

don't care who gets the
long as we get results!" But
there are many praiseworthy activ'
ities of these large-hearted men who
have taken on the job of helping mil'
lions.
hundred and seven thousand
is:

credit, so

children
in the

actually in favor of the
measure, was recuperating in Florida.
So he telephoned the president of the
Florida War Dads and explained the
.

whose fathers were

War

killed

will not be forgotten

birthdays or special

on

They

holidays.

have been "adopted" by the
Dads, and will receive letters,

War
gifts,

and cards from them at Christmas,
and on those other days so important
to children.

and was using

to vote against the Bill, thus estab'

too,

in favor of the G.I. Bill.

A

own method

of expediting vital issues.

E.
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War

The

Dads'

kindness,

and

their ability to get things done, has

A

been demonstrated repeatedly.
few
months ago, a man prominent in the

War

Dads movement was

visiting

Lawton
General Hospital. He met a boy from
Charlotte, North Carolina, who had

bilateral

left

lose

cases

in

Atlanta's

both legs in Europe. "I didn't
my legs," the soldier told him,

swapped them for a clear conBut he didn't know what
he would do when released by the
Army. He'd always wanted to work
in a broadcast studio, and supposed
that no one would hire him now.
"I

science."

Much
situation.

War

Dads there hunted

out the legislator, put him on a plane,
and flew him to Washington, where
he appeared in the committee meeting the following day to cast his vote

impressed, the

Dad

spent the

remainder of the afternoon with the
young man, doing his best to paint
a bright picture of what might well
be a grim future. Two days later the
boy was wheeled into the hospital
office to receive a long-distance

The

War Dad

call.

was on the other end
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Swinf

of

the

line,

telephoning

from the

office of the president of a Charlotte

radio station. "Son," he said, "when
you get out of that hospital you've
got a job waiting for you here as
announcer on a four'hour daily program of recorded music. Do you want
it.
When he
Atlanta War Dads
presented him with an airplane ticket;

it?"

The boy wanted

left the hospital,

and, in Charlotte, War Dads wel'
corned him with a homecoming parade
and banquet, and a substantial

advance'pubUcity

campaign

new program. He's

still

for

his

announcing,

by the way, and doing well at it.
War Dads don't forget, and they
won't

let

their effort

now

is

Much

of
expended to con-

us forget either.

vince employers that disabled veterans are actually the best men for

many
and
lead

and

positions.

At American

universities,
all

colleges

veterans

disabled

other students in scholarship,

their

intensive

rehabilitation

training qualifies
jobs of

all

them for

specialized

kinds.

In Kansas City, War Dads have
up a night school for G.I.'s who
plan to open small businesses. The
lecturers are successful businessmen,
who explain in detail the many tech'
nicalities
perplexing to neophytes.
They advise the veterans, hold "prob'
lem clinics," inspect possible business
sites, provide legal counsel, and actU'
ally work with beginners until the
new business is prospering. Various
"slick operators" who have tried to
take financial advantage of returned
G.I.'s know all about the American
War Dads
to their considerable
sorrow. For the Dads waste no time

set

—

handling unscrupulous dealers.
"Everything for our boys," they
keep saying, "don't forget it!"
Yes, every day, in a dozen different ways, the War Dads prove that
they remember. They'll go on remembering. And they won't let us forget
in

SELECTIVE SERVICE
in

Only a few months
Europe had roared to

after
its

the

war

tumultuous

finale, a twenty year old soldier in a
wheel-chair sat in a Detroit railway
station. Both of his legs were missing,
but his face was proud, and his left
breast was bright with the decorations
of three governments. He was on convalescent leave, and headed home for

in many months.
He
an elderly lady approached
him. After a moment's inspection she
ventured: "Well, young man, have
you been overseas?"
The boy turned up an impudent
face. "No ma'am," he grinned, "they
drafted me this way."

the

first

smiled

as

time

JPencd
Van club

Packin'

Mamas

cuties deluge radio

movie studios with
of sighs and "abs."

stations,
letters

Clubs," the groups are star makers, a
positive influence in the entertainment
world.

by GRIER

In the Middle West, fan club membership tips the scales at slightly over
one-quarter million. Frank Sinatra's
sattelites
the Semper Sinatras, the
Frank-ly Impressed Club, Frankie's

LOWRY

—

SWOONERS are organized. Bobbysoxers, the fabulous teen-agers of

have pooled their sighs and
now, united, pay homage to their idols,
be it Sinatra, Gene Kelley, June Ally
son, Glenn Ford or Jimmy Dorsey.
this era,

With
criticism

—

Autry, Van Johnson, Guy Madison,
Lauren Bacall, Perry Como, Glenn

thick-skinned

Ford,

heaped on

ter

who

hairs,

Followers, Slim's Swooners, Sinatra's
Slick Chicks, and the House of Sinatra
are in most profuse evidence. But
Nelson Eddy, June Allyson, Gene

disregard for
them by long-

ridicule their garb, decry

Woody Herman,

and Tex Rit-

formidable

other

are

fan

club

favorites.

the saddle oxford set continues to give
vent to their emotions in their own

Fan clubs are thickest in New York
and Los Angeles, but the majority of
the small and large clubs lie in the
vast in-between area, with the exception of the Deep South, where youth
hasn't embraced the fan club craze so

unorthodox fashion.

enthusiastically.

Like their mothers, who in the roaring twenties, fell smack dab on their

Ninety per cent of the fan clubbers
are teen-aged girls; however, glamour
girls in their 20's, college co-eds, house-

their

rambunctious behavior in public,

and point fingers of shame at the new
low in buffoonery to which they assert the younger generation has fallen,

with hubba-hubbas for Rudolph
Valentino and John Gilbert, today's
teen-age crop has a penchant to give
kissers

outward expression

to

its

idolatry.

In one mighty chorus, from Los
Angeles to New York, the swooners
have banded to pay vociferous genuflection to their favorites. Called

"Fan

wives, mothers

and grandmothers, shop

feminine careerof all types, and a small per cent
of the male sex, are represented in the
gals, artists, singers,
ists

memberships.

Not

all

fan clubs are in America. In

fact the largest club in the

world

is

in

S.
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—

—

England
is
over 5,000 branches
composed of Britains who revere Film
Star James Mason.
Not all fan clubs support movie and
radio stars. The Chopin Music Club
(inspired by the movie on Frederic
Chopin's life) and a group of fol'
lowers of Neil Coleville, hockey star
of the

New

York Rangers,

are recent

entries to the field.

August, 1946
erans, help Sinatra to

and

combat

funds to build therapeutic swimming
pools for veterans, make other beneficial projects their

"babies."

Less significant fan club activities
include maintaining scrapbooks of in-

formation on their star, buying movie
magazines which contain articles concerning HIM, collecting records and
assembling portraits of their idol.

Fan clubs! Kid stuff! the critics
Fan club officials say their activities are composed principally of
three ingredients
fun, fellowship and

American

a fondness for a particular entertainer.

poll of fan-clubbers reveals.

hoot.

—

Their primary aim is to boost a
favorite, i.e., if not popular, to make
him popular; if popular to maintain
and increase his popularity. Guy Madison and Peter Lawford, two young
movie stars, owe most of their success
to the fact that fan mail, swooning
and magazine stories have made such
terrific demand for their talents, Hollywood studios have been compelled to
cast

them

in bigger

and better

parts.

Diligent pencil packing mamas, fan
club cuties deluge radio stations, movie
studios, movie magazines, with letters
of approbation for their idol. Many
publish their own journals. They also
hold frequent fan-fests when they

sometimes get a chance to meet their
favorite personally. And, with a hitch
the fan clubbers
use the club meetings as an opportunity in which to concoct new techniques destined to boost the popularity
to their bobby-sox,

rating of their star a few more notches.
Clubs with well-heeled treasuries
step out into the field of broader activity. Sinatra clubs adopt local and
national charities, raise money to provide recreation for disabled war vet-

religious

contribute

intolerance,

racial

What
club

is

the average Sinatra fan
like?
pretty typical
teen-ager, a cross-section

member

The

A

Sinatra fan clubber

is

not, teen-

have you know, a silly,
swooning drip, who sits around droolagers will

ing over Sinatra scrapbooks.

No

bird

and does, hold her own
in high school and college classrooms.
brain, she can,

She decks herself out in bobby-sox,
American-style
and
saddle
shoes
sweaters and skirts, because they're
comfortable. Her hobbies: movies,
radio, collecting records, dancing, making friends, and her fan club.

PENCIL PACKIN'

life,
and "what he wants,
want," said one loyal Sinatra-ite.

his

ers,

THAT MAN:

My

"You Go

What

does she like about Sinatra:
ability to make each
girl feel that he's singing to her.
Favorite Sinatra movie: "Anchors
Aweigh." Because it was Frankie's
first good role. One Sinatra idolizer
saw it sixtyfour times. Said one
Sinatra fan clubber: "He wasn't Frank
Sinatra, King of Swoon, in that movie.
He was Clarence DooHttle, forgotten

His sincerity, his

personality."

Regarded as fortunates among the
Sinatra fan clubbers is the member
who has a collection of 200 Sinatra
an accumulation for which
almost any teen-ager would trade all
of her bobby-sox, and another who
has a 15-by-25-foot photograph of
Frank plastered across the outside of
her home.
To fuddy-duddy standards, fan
clubs may seem a little zany.
In reality. Aunt Suzie, they're not
just added evidence that the squealing
bobby-soxers are jitter-bugging to a
spiritual downfall. They're merely a
diverting hobby of really nice people
who live in a wonderful, exciting
world of their own.
records,

gob,

arise,

would

average Sinatra-ite like to see
Frankie in person? Obviously, but she
is afraid she might faint dead away.
If extended the opportunity, what
would she talk about? She would probably be hopelessly tongue-tied, but
would ask him about his wife and
daughter, Nancy, subjects on which
he waxes very voluble.
Does she mind that her idol is married? Not at all, because his wife and
the

A bore
An

is

a

guy with

a one-crack

we

"Sure, he's skinny," summed up another self-appointed Sinatra impresario. "He's not handsome. He's no
Charles Atlas. But he's got a head
full of common sense, and a gilt-edged

to

Head."

and he was good!"
Should the occasion
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kids are the most important things in

Favorite food: Popcorn, hamburg'

malteds and coke.
Favorite song by
"Old Man River," and

MAMAS

Remember when you were

sixteen?

mind.

optimist laughs to forget; a pessimist forgets to laugh.

Pat turned up in the office one morning with a large tear in the sleeve of
his coat.

here, Pat," said the boss, "why don't you get that hole mended?"
"Faith," replied Pat, "not Oi.
hole may be the result of an accident,
but sure a patch is a sartin sign of poverty."

"Look

A

MADE HIM FAMOUS

AIR
AN

accident

he

was

which

travelling

while

occurred
started

a

boy

a career that made him one of the
greatest successes in the world before he
wais twentytwo years old.
freight trains collided and no

upon

Two

Our

passenger went
outside to investigate and learned that
lack of time for using brakes had caused
the wreck. Both engineers had tried to
6top and had whistled for the brakemen
to set the hand brakes on each car.
While the brakemen were rushing to do
this, the wheels of the engines kept gO'
ing, the engineers had to jump for their
lives and the freight was struck and

traffic could pass.

scattered.

The young

investigator returned to

his job in his father's factory in Schenec'
tady and began spending his lunch hour

tinkering

instead

of

in

eating.

He

wanted a better brake than those on the
wrecked cars. Because of its power, he
first tried to use steam but was not

capable of stopping a fast moving train.
was impractical.
An ant couldn't
be expected to move a church on its
back.
It was just as foolish to expect
air to stop a train, were arguments of
It

the wiseacres.

Commodore Vanderbilt was president
of the New York Central and was
considered a very shrewd business man
and a great promoter. But when the
young inventor tried to interest him,
the Commodore said, "I've no time for
young man."
Such treatment might have defeated
anyone else but this young visionary,
who persisted in trying to market
something he knew was too valuable
fools,

to be ignored forever.

Andrew

On

successful.

An

advertisement for drills being
used in building a tunnel in the Swiss
Alps and operating by compressed air
finally started

him off

right.

He

de-

veloped plans which were to save both
the lives of countless railroad employees and passengers and also to prevent
railroad companies from paying out

huge damages and court fees.
Only no one would give his invenEven his father said, "It's
tion a trial.
Railroad officials
a foolish idea, son."
it was insanity to consider air

the

—A

trial

trip,

the engineer ap-

new brakes when nearing the
Union Station in Pittsburgh. The air
which Commodore Vanderoilt had conplied the

sidered such "foolishness" halted the
train so quickly that the pasengers were
pitched from their seats!

That

is

how George Westinghouse,

then

only twenty-two years old, became world famous overnight! He had
found a new use for air, that cheap,
yet necessary, element to which the

whole human race owes

—

agreed

Philosophy

Carnegie, president of the

United States Steel Company, saw the
possibilities in the idea and produced
enough money to equip one train with
the air brake in September,
1868,
78 years ago.

study which enables

man

to

E.

its

be unhappy more

gently.

Political

war

—One

in

existence.

M. Marshall

which everybody shoots from the

lip.

intelli-

Beyond the powers of detection
is the depth of a woman's heart.

of a gun in the night, and in a few
moments an ear-piercing scream. Her
hand explored the sheets where her
husband should have been. They
were still warm, but she was alone
in the bed.

She arose, snapped on the light
and beat on the unlocked door. Two
women servants and the butler came,
barefoot. They showed her, with terror filled eyes, what she had not seen
before
the body of her husband

—

lying in jivulets of blood.

by

A MAN
a

Inspector Jesse searched the room
found no clues. Finger-

FORSYTHE

R. B.

popped

second

his

story

carefully but

head out of

window and

screamed "Murder." In a few seconds the palatial home of wealthy
Charles Glover swarmed with hys'
babbling neighbors.
it was. Murder, perhaps, in the first degree. That's why
Inspector Frank Jesse was called in
on the case.
Throughout the night Inspector
Jesse remained in the Glover household. The coroner's jury was impaneled, and as gray streaks of dawn
crept over the Glover homestead,
they had written a verdict of death
at the hand of an unknown assailant.

terical,

And murder

By

Mr. and Mrs. Glover
Almost instantly
Mrs. Glover fell asleep, so it seemed
11 o'clock

had gone

to

bed.

to her.

Suddenly as if in a dream she had
heard angry voices, the sharp crack

prints were lifted but they turned
out to be from members of the
household.
Then he listened to the stories of
neighbors, especially the folks next
door, a remarkable couple. Dr. Evan
Zochovay, blind Lithuanian pediatrist,
whose expert diagnoses often astounded his colleagues, and his beautiful wife, Sylvia. She was obviously
15 years younger than he.
Their story was the same as the
others. They heard the scream
yet Mrs. Glover had not screamed
she had been too stunned to utter
a sound. Who was the woman who
screamed before the butler appeared
.

.

.

.

.

.

at the

window?

For two weeks Jesse worked doggedly on the case. One night he suddenly sprang up in a cold sweat,
remembering something that he had
previously ignored.
Early the next morning Inspector
Jesse called on Sylvia Zochovay. She

was even more

than he had
immediately
that she was the kind of a woman
whose love could be stronger than
death. Had Dr. Zochovay aroused
lovely

He

remembered.

felt

that love?

Then

Inspector Jesse arose as if to
turned quickly on Mrs.
Zochovay with the accusing question:
"Mrs. Zohovay, were you the woman
leave.

He

who screamed?"
At that moment Dr. Zochovay
came down the hall. Terror stricken,
Mrs.
tive's

he

is

Zochovay clutched the detecarm
"Don't believe what
.

.

going

.

to

...

say

he

has

delusions."

As though

reciting a medical case

Zochovay

history, Dr.

sat

down and

the story of the murder.
He
recalled the days of romance in the
lives of himself and his beautiful
wife. Their devotion was seemingly
told

intensified

by

his

affliction.

But

there had been neighborhood
whispers that it was a good thing the
lately

doctor could not see how attractive
wife was to other men.
Inspector Jesse then visualized the

his

scene. With a pistol in his pocket,
the doctor returned late the night of
the murder. But in the dementia of
his jealousy,

he got into the house

next door instead of his own.

The

was identical. He crept
up the stairs and entered the bed'
architecture

room. Awakened from a sound sleep,
Glover thought the intruder was a
burglar, and called out. Dr. Zochovay, taking Glover's voice for that
of his wife's lover, fired in the direction of the voice.
With a blind-man's sure-footedness
he hastened out, dropped the pistol
into a catch-basin and rushed into his
own home. One look at him and Mrs.
Zochovay screamed. She knew that
something terrible had happened.
On the morning that Inspector
Jesse meant to formally accuse Dr.
Zochovay of murder, he was ordered
by the district attorney to take a
group of observers and make tests of
the blind man's skill with a pistol.
As the party drove through the
quiet outskirts of town, the only
sound was the monotonous ticking of
an alarm clock that was to be the
blind man's target.
They stopped
near a clearing and the party got out
of the car. Inspector Jesse placed the
ticking alarm clock on a tree stump.
The hands were set at five minutes
to five. At five o'clock the alarm
bell would ring and the blind man
would shoot. Pistol in hand. Dr.

FIVE o'clock

Zochovay made ready
self

to prove him-

a criminal.

There were moments of expectant
Then the shrill sound of the
alarm bell, followed by the flash of

silence.

pistol

fire,

the

clink

of

shattered

and a woman's scream.
On the tree stump the target clock
ticked on undamaged, for it was not
yet five o'clock, but the bullet had
found another target.
The unhappy wife of Dr. Zochoglass,

alarm

29

vay sank, mortally wounded, to the
ground, with the wreckage of another
clock falling from her cape.
The doctor knelt to hear his dying
wife say that he had erred in believ-

Now, as they whispered together, they were making
appointments in eternity.

ing her faithless.

"There are some things beyond
powers of detection," Inspector
Jesse ruminated. "And one of them
is the mystery of a woman's heart."
the

BAHBARIC!
The absent minded professor walked into a barber shop and sat in a
chair next to a woman who was having her hair bobbed. "Haircut, please,"
ordered the professor.
"Certainly, sir," said the barber, "but would you mind taking off your
hat first, sir?"
The customer hurriedly removed his hat. "I'm sorry," he murmured
apologetically as he looked around. "I didn't know there was a lady present."
The customer was being shaved in a country town where he was a visitor
and the barber cut his cheek. The barber was all apologies and to stop the
bleeding, he placed a piece of tissue paper over the cut.
When the shave was over, the customer surprisingly handed over a
substantial tip.

"That's all right," said the victim with a smile of forgiveness. "I don't
often get shaved by a man who deals in three trades."
"Three trades?" asked the puzzled barber.
"Yes," came the sarcastic reply, "Barber, butcher and paperhanger."

An

had been transferred from one parish to another. One of
met one of the new.
"Well," he said, "and how do yez like Father Murphy, Dennis?"
"Ah, to be sure," murmured Dennis, "he's a fine man; a fine man, but a
Irish priest

his old flock

trifle bellicose."

"Bellicose,
thin as a rail."

is it?

Well,

if

When we

had him, he was

my husband where he eats out of
a lot of dishwashing, doesn't it?

First Bride: Yes, I've got

Second Bride: Saves

that isn't queer.

my

hand.

as

PLASTICS FROM GAS
MAGIC

from the chemist's labora'
tory has now made it possible
for you to run, walk or sit down on
gas.

Familiarly

known

as

ethylene

gas,

with several uses in chemical industry,
recent experiments uncovered an entirely
new plastic until now un-

dreamed

of.

Ethylene gas can be obtained from
petroleum, natural gas, coal and farm
crops.

To

discover further uses for this

al-

ready well-known gas, a group of research chemists in England decided to
ethylene's
behaviour
when
study
subjected to high pressures.
devised new types of cylinders
capable of standing enormous presWhen they applied 20,000
sures.
pounds per square inch they were
amazed to find the gas had completely
disappeared.
They repeated the experiment several times before they found out what
was happening. On the inside of the
apparatus was discovered a coating of
a strong, white, waxy substance. It
resembled both rubber and plastic. The

They

A

movie man hired a new Negro
On her first day at work her
employer asked what her name was.
She said: "Pislam, Siv."
"There can't be any such name as

maid.

that."
"It's

right

out

of

the

Bible,"

she

vowed.
"Confronted with a Bible, she was
asked to show just where such a name
occurred. She turned to a certain page
of the Old Testament and pointed to
the words Psalm XIV.

chemists named it "polymerized ethylene" shortened to "polythene" for convenience.
Polythene is very different from
other plastics.
It is simple to produce
and is very economical.
By varying
the pressure and other factors different
products are obtained ranging from
thick liquids, through rubbery films, up
to hard lumps like metal.
So far polythene has been confined
to military needs such as sheets, tubes,
rods, tapes, wrappings and insulating
material for telephone, radio and television equipment.

Due

to extraordinary resistance to
cold and to submersion in
and the fact it is one of the

extreme
water,

plastics known, polythene is
widely used in military aircraft.
Many uses will be found for polythene released for civilian use.
From
it can be made attractive modern furniture, for it is cheap, tough, light and

lightest

moisture-proof.
Other uses will be women** hand'
bags and shoes, jars and collapsible
tubes and innumerable products yet
undiscovered.
Ernest Miles

—

A fellow was dragged from his
wrecked car and taken to a nearby
house. "I can't help you," said the
householder, "I'm not an M.D., but a
veterinarian."
"You're just the fellow for me,"
said the injured man, "because I was
a jackass to think I could do fifty
with those thin tires."

A—

"We

lecturing
are now
passing the largest distillery in the
United States." Tourist "Why?"

Guide,

—

oldest of all industries
is the cosmetic business.

Vanity the Ulctof
by AAARION

ODMARK

ment encouraged progress and imagination that began working time and
a half. For by 1,000 B.C. they had
thought up meal masks to whiten the

VANITY

has been a long time
growing since that Cro-Magnon

woman

strung herself a necklace of
stag-teeth and fish vertebrae back in
50,000 B.C., fashioned herself a
comb, the first of any kind, out of
a fish's back-bone, and pioneered the
road for woman's eternal search for
glamour. Oldest of all industries, the
cosmetic business and its magnetism
in beauty preparation awareness have
survived history and hysteria. And
the cause is the effect.
Officially, the business of physical

was a

gilding began in 5,000 B.C. It

Kohl
eye-shadow come in along with henna,
nail and toe paint, but face creams,
rouges, perfume, wigs, cuticle sticks,
eyebrow tweezers, razors and .baths
made their bow. The girls along the
Nile very likely had many exhilarat-

red-letter era, for not only did

ing

moments

vations.

in these successive inno'

And

probably just as

many

of apprehension, because their only
mirrors were in masculine response
and the none too confiding polished
metal.

At any

rate their

new

adorn-

skin.

They concocted chemical washes

to bleach the hair blonde.

ceeded
lashes,

in

popularizing

And
false

the first shower baths,

suc'

eye'

and a

white lead powder that turned out
to be poisonous at first even though
a good basic idea. Here was probably
the beginning of the fair-haired, fair'
faced fad and look how long it's
lasted!

Toilette became more luxurious by
A.D. Madame soaked in asses' milk
baths and spent many a nervous hour
applying beauty patches here and
there. She became tooth conscious for
the first time and took to pumice for
polishing. She found that oatmeal
and lemon mixed by a recipe passed
from courtyard to cottage would
remove freckles. That a brassiere con'
fining the bosom trimmed her figure.
1

She used a depilatory made of psilo'
thron for the first time. And most
welcome of all, a little item called
soap, made of tallow and ashes, that
helped to remove dirt miraculously.
In spite of the fairly Dark Ages
being in fullest confusion about 1,000

S.
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A.D., there was plenty of illumina'

the field of face and figure refurnish-

the ladies.
Glass mirrors
appeared on the market. What excite
ment that must have been! There
was a trend, too, toward more gen-

ing. Science.

tion

for

Nineteen hundred introduced the era of dazzling discoveries.
Like electrolysis, permanent wave
machines,

marcel irons,

plastic

sur-

paper handker-

gery, face lifting, vitamins, cosmetics

chiefs from the Chinese, and finger
bowls of rose water.

by scientists and
no less, nail lacquers, and sun and anti-sun preparations. There were radical, sensational
accessories.
They boomed beauty
into a major industry and its products shortly became priced for even

delicacies,

teel

like

hundred

Five

years

later

false

made of

porcelain were a Godsend. Hairnets were a boon for knee-

teeth

length tresses.
latest

thing,

privacy,

hand-knitted

were a prize
next,

High heels were the
and in well-guarded
stockings

silk

possession.

What was
Most

the fair sex wondered.

men, bewitched but bothered
bewildered, couldn't guess.

And then

a

new

and

tested in laboratories

degreed

chemists

the poorest pocketbook.

War

or peace, there's no killing
the feminine vanity nor what it feeds

upon

in

the

way

The record proves

contributor entered

priority

of cosmetic diet.
it.

There

is

on imagination.

DETECT AND CDLLECT-SIO
Wouldn't

it

be ironical

if

a

young lady

in the industrial division of a scales

manufacturing concern in Brooklyn were to be the first to guess beautiful
Lenna Alexander's weight at 116 pounds? Call it coincidence, clairvoyance,
connivery or what you may, but the weight of WHB's Swing Girl was guessed
by Miss Betty Mcisel, Industrial Division, Detecto Scales, Inc., Brooklyn, New
York. Betty's was the only correct guess, out of hundreds received, up to
August press time. Wrote Mr. Mack Rapp of Detecto: "As your little magazine, which we cannot compliment too highly, makes the rounds in our office,
and we are in the scale business, you can imagine how many guesses we had on
Lenna's weight. Of course the expected pun turned up more often than we
care to mention. It was: "Do they mean on a Detecto Scale?" Betty's correct
and Swing sends
guess was included with others from the Detecto offices
.

her $10.

.

.

no

m „».Jfi
^

DOUBLE
TROUBL
Leiond (Duke)
son,

(left)

Hills pro,

omong
City

boys

good

was

Kon
ploy-for

with a
for

'

$.'

but the pilch
shown here v
sour.

Scoreke'
Mrs. Bob Ale;
der found foil
ing
the
pros
pretty tough g<
her tootsies.
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AHHHHHH!
And
the
for

....

Chicago's jimmy Mines sank
long putt that gave him a 66
the first day's totals, and 0

temporary lead. Who couldn't sink
a long putt with such a cheering
section? (left). At the right o Kansas

City

Bobby Brown, finds
$75,000 swimming pool

gal,

Hillcrest's

much more

interesting.

r

Stranahar
Kansas C
divot

'Thank God For The Amateurs

. • •
,oid former
Eastern Airlines pilot Johnny Bulla after he hod won, yet lost, the $20,000
Kansos City fairways morathon. Bulla was low omong the pros with 275,
but not OS low OS the winner, Frank Stranahan. Bulla received $2,500 in
cash, while Smilin' Frank was awarded a big silver loving cup to odd to

his

growing

collection.

WINNAH

THE

.

.

"CHAMPION,

dil<

C

HAN
Yes, that good looking muscis man
Charley Kimmel, the official scorer. Frank modi
Kansas City. Legend hos it that Frank's fothei
Toledo, told the boy he could drow on any pc
grooming himself os the nation's champion om<
.

.

.

i

I

PLUGS AND HILLCREST, FRANK STRANAis
having his 274 totol posted by
Hogon^ Snead, et al, eat humble pie in
of the Champion Spark Plug Compony of

Toledo
,

'heir

olfer.

40-million

fortune

for

expenses while

Jug McSpaden,

former victory Hills caddy, and a resident o
Kansas City for 25 years, tells WHB's sportscaster Dave Hodgins that flying t<
Kansas City from Columbus in his own plane was no trick at all. The Jug ha
175 flying hours to his credit and he landed half a mite from the course. Th>
next day he went out to smash Hillcrest's record with a sizxiing 65.

MAN

DF THE

"I'll

LOOKING

right at

Take the Sirloin"

you from

his

comfortable, albeit warm perch
across on the opposite page, is Swing's

Man

Month, Frank E. Whalen,
head of the Frank E. Whalen Advertising Agency, and president of the
Saddle and Sirloin Club.
You can't tell it from here, but Mr.
Whalen was enmeshed in a cruel comof the

mercial lesson at the

moment

the lens

caught him in this position. About a
dozen Klieg lights were blazing fiercely
Messrs. Harold Hahn
and Dick Millard were standing on
chairs and stepladders shouting "hold
right at him.

your mouth
straight,

straight,

smile,

sit

up

hunch down, move that hand,
your

unbutton

coat,

look

serious,

Moreover, the
temperature was 104 outside and gosh
smile, etc., etc., etc."

knows how hot inside, and there sat
poor Mr. Whalen stewing in his own
juice.

"My gawd," Frank exclaimed, fleeing from the scorching blaze of the
lights.
"That's murder, just plain
murder under those blow torches."
Then came the cool and studied
reply of Kansas City's panatomic Rembrandt, Mr. Harold Hahn:
"Mr. Whalen," he began. "I
glad

you

am

happened. Now, perhaps
have a little mercy on those

this

will

MONTH

poor models you send over here to
simmer under the lights all day."

Everybody thought Mr. Hahn had
Mr. Whalen in a tight crack.
"I'll agree with you, Harold," came
back the resourceful Whalen with another swish across his steaming brow.
"But remember, those models don't
wear any clothes to speak of; and I
do. They're dressed for this sort of

thing."

Well, so much for Mr. Whalen's
initiation

into

the

Klieg

light

fra-

ternity.
It was in the winter of 1894, January 4, to be exact, when a Chicago
salesman received a hurry up call. He
was to come home immediately, if not
sooner, because the Whalen family
had been increased by one squalling,
black-haired infant named Frank.

Just like any other Chicago kid,
young Frank ran the gamut of infantile and adolescent adventures.
The

family liked Chicago fairly well, but
longed to be back around the old
familiar stamping grounds of Kansas
City, and Frank was the first to get
his wish.

After completing school, Frank
found himself in Kansas City, where
he took a job as a newsboy with the
old Kansas City World. On his first

S.
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day he stood on the corner of 12th
and Main hawking his headline wares
when he was approached by two larger
and rough looking fellows. They edged
over and asked whether or not he belonged to the Newsboys' Union. Frank
told them he did not and they said he
would have to join and pay dues of
$1 a year. Well, Frank hadn't had a
chance to earn even a dollar, so the
big boys took his papers and he was
immediately out of that business. The
next day or so he caught on as checking and order clerk with the Frank A.

Gray

advertising agency, and

resolved to
City.

make

a go of

it

was

in

still

Kansas

Along about that time the lad was
getting quite a reputation as a baseball

pitcher.

Working daytimes and

semi-pro ball didn't go well together,
so
to

Mr. Gray made him a deal. He was
work in the advertising office dur-

ing baseball's off seasons, but during
the summer he could play with semipro teams around the country and
take off all the time he needed for
travel.

Frank toured the bush-league
circuit, pitching with all the cunning
of his ideal, Christy Mathewson. He
played with Topeka, Lawrence, Pittsburg, in fact any town which had a
ball team and the $25 or $50 to pay
a good outside pitcher. Sports pages
of the Kansas City Star still record
the fact that Frank pitched 52 consecSo,

utive scoreless innings.

One

time he was pitching for Toit was a scoreless tie in the
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go with an in-shoot and the big
fellow had to hit the dirt to keep from
going to a hospital.
let

Coming up out of the
batter, war club

Wichita

started for the
pitcher,

"Lissen,

you

punk,

the

hand,
glowered

about a head
half shorter than he was.
at the

and a

were

you

throwin' at me?"

Frank thought for a minute and
then replied.

"No, you big punk, I just throw at
good hitters."
Taken back by that brave answer,
the Wichita slugger walked quietly
back to the plate and took his third
the

strike as

calm as a

calf.

Frank reflects now that Mr. Gray
made a good business deal in offering
him an unleashed pitching career
during the summer. It all developed
that the more money he made in baseball during the summer, the less Mr.
Gray felt obligated to pay him during
the winter.

During his years with the Gray
company, advertising agencies composed bales of copy for direct mail
advertisers and Frank was right in the
middle of it all. In fact, that's the way
most advertising was done in those
days. They wrote copy for mining
stock, farm machinery, all by mail
order. In addition, they wrote copy
for correspondence schools that could
teach a person to do anything except
swim. For instance there was "How

peka and

to

ninth inning. The batter was the big
left fielder of their opponents that
day, Wichita, and Frank meant to

sons.

pitch carefully to that fellow. So, he

mound. He

soil,

in

Be

a Detective," in ten easy

les-

"Be a Motorman or Conductor
In Three Months," "Learn Dressmaking at Home Be Independent,"
and "Let Me Teach You How to

—

MAN

OF THE

Make

Hats." Yes, and they even had
who wrote a twenty course
lesson on "How to Drive a Milk
Wagon." It seems that in those days
the milkman came by with his fluid
wares in tin cans. People wanting
milk came out with their little pails
and the milkman filled 'em up. The
author of that prize educational

one fellow

pamphlet was J. B. Digman, who
passed on without teaching millions
of people how to drive milk wagons.
Unfortunately for Mr. Digman, but
possibly fortunately for the world at
large,

Digman was never

able to get

his proposition financed.

seven years with Gray,
entered the armed forces. He
was commissioned at Camp Pike and
retained there in officers' training

After

Whalen

school as an instructor in bayonet

gas work.

and

At

the time of the Armis'
with the A.E.F., which the

tice he was
boys in his outfit nominated to call
the "Arkansas Expeditionary Forces."

Frank returned to Kansas City and
joined Potts - TurnbuU Advertising
agency. He worked up rapidly in the
organization and held the position of
account executive for a number of
years. After leaving Potts-Turnbull
he formed a partnership with Wesley
H. Loomis, J. F. Baxter and Donald
Dwight Davis under the firm name
of Loomis, Baxter, Davis and Whalen.
Later on this firm dissolved. Don
Davis became president of
and
it all wound up with a new firm of
Loomis, Clapham and Whalen, with
H. L. Clapham of Chicago, as the
third man in the ring.

WHB

When Loomis decided to retire
from advertising agency work and de'
vote his time to the telephone direc-
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tory business,
the firm and

Whalen

Mr. Whalen took over
named it the Frank E.

Advertising Agency, which

today, with offices in the Federal
Land Bank Building, 10th near Bal'
timore.
it is

In looking back over the years,
Frank reflects that he might now be
permanently rooted in professional
baseball, probably in an administrative position by this time, had it not
been for a certain little dimpled
blonde by the name of Jaunita Woods.
Jaunita didn't like baseball and all the
traveling that went with it, and since
1917 Frank has been taking orders
from her instead of Judge Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, or the present com-

missioner

of

baseball,

Happy

Chandler.

The Whalens live out on the south'
west side of town during the summer
months, but hie themselves away from
the wilderness (sO'called) to the convenience and warmth of the Sophian
Plaza apartments during the cold spell.
Their summer home is out on "RazZ'
berry Hill," in Wyandotte County,
Kansas. This place has always been
a favorite with their daughter, Betty
Ellen, too.

Before the hill became populated
with pioneering Kansas Citians, the
place was known around among the
farm neighborhoods as "Raspberry
Hill," and they say the place used to
fairly run with the juice of raspberries.
"But," as Frank put it, "they razzed
us so much about living out there
that we finally changed the name to
Razzberry Hill. It sticks because it
fits."

Looking back over the years, Mr.

Whalen

points to the vast changes

Su
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that have overtaken

the

advertising

business. Years ago display advertis-

ing

was considered

a gift, or a dole,

something to keep the publication alive
as a sort of a

community

institution.

Merchants expected no return, and
advertised accordingly.

But now, advertising
different again.

It is

is

something

a dollar for dollar

proposition, with the resultant growth
of advertising pacing Kansas City as

one of the nation's leading manufacturing and merchandising centers. As
a result, the Whalen firm is kept busy
hatching new sales and advertising
ideas

day

in

and day

out.

Mr. Whalen

adds that direct mail advertising has
dropped off almost to a small trickle.

Frank is a casual and chummy sort
of a fellow, and there's nothing stiff
or stilted about him. His kindly, yet
sure blue eyes, have the knack of put-

you immediately at ease. He is an
excellent organizer and a good community worker.
Mr. Whalen is a member of the
Kansas City Club, Tavern of Chicago, Rotary International and the
American Legion. Naturally, like most
ting

of us, his favorite food

is

a big

16

ounce Kansas City steak. He smokes
a moderate number of Old Gold cigarettes.

He

prefers coffee before five

in the afternoon, but after that

you
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can make
is

Scotch. His favorite sport

it

baseball.

He was

one of the first members of
Saddle and Sirloin Club and
served as secretary in 1943 and 1944.
In 1945 he was elevated to vice-president and this year he was the logical
choice for president. For something
more about the Saddle and Sirloin
Club, we suggest that you read Mori
Greiner's fine story "Fraternity In
the

Cowtown,"

which

follows

in

the

pages just ahead.
If

Frank had the time, he would

hours searching for authentic French Provisional
furniture, and trying to figure out
what makes the American people do
the things they do, and why. To top
like to divide his daylight

it

all

down and
book on advertisers and

off, he'd like to sit

whack out

a

unexplainable
period of 30 years.

their

capers

over

a

seemed a foregone conclusion
Mr. Whalen, as president of the
Saddle and Sirloin Club should be an
It

that

expert horseman.

"That's what you think, and that's
what many people think," he remarked. "But after our trail ride in
the fall of the year, I am a fit candidate for a hospital. Let's put it this
way. You take the saddle and I'll take

the sirloin."

Fraternity in
Not

horseflesh alone

—but

steaks, flap-jacks, man-size.

by MORI GREINER

EVER

see a bank president on
horseback? Ever see a western'
style polo match starring a mayor, a
city manager, a city counselor, coun-

ample compensation for the "tender-

Ever see a

and the two-day jaunt which starts
with a 7 a. m. breakfast of flapjacks
and sausage includes such bygone
mouthwaterers as charcoal grilled

cilman,

and

fire

chief?

broker wrestling a circuit judge for
possession of a prize bit of barbecued
beef, or hear a top radio executive
playing a harmonium in a hayloft? It
has happened, and goes right on happening, at Kansas City's unique Saddle
and Sirloin Club. And it proves not
only that boys will be boys; but that
men will be boys, too, given half an
opportunity.

Every Autumn more than a hundred leaders in Kansas City's business, professional,

and

official life

—

don

amidst
togs, saddle up, and
the shouts of the trail boss, the rolling
creak of the chuck wagon, the anxious
imprecation of worried wives swirl

cowboy

—

foot's price."

As

steaks

la

Man

Size,

and

alone,

lumpy beef

and

it is not unusual to see a retired
general carefully turning a spitted
side of beef, or brewing coffee in a

smoky

kettle.

Twilight finds the group at some
hospitable ranch, with their bedrolls
stretched out in a barn or bunkhouse
or previously pitched tent, their campfires kindled, and their voices and

moment on, a man's no better than
the songs he sings, the horse he rides,
and the bottle which may be tucked
in his blanket roll. For the less expert
horsemen in the group, the long trek
means merciless ribbing now and ach-

There

Monday, but the warm
trail is more than

suggests. Saddle

Royal steers. Some of the members
supervise the preparation of "chuck,"

spirits

camaraderie of the

a

name

love not horseflesh

stew simmered for hours, baked pork
chops, and whole barbecued American

off for a two-day ride over historic
Missouri and Kansas trails. From that

ing muscles

their

Sirloiners

settle

warming

down

to

the

songs

that

as naturally as nightfall.

are spontaneous jokes and
answering laughter, and much jostling
when the dinner gong sounds its longwaited call. The men eat on tin mess
gear and drink from tin cups, range
style. There's no limit on seconds, nor
western music, nor the tunes everyone
remembers and can sing tenor to. No
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matter how grueling the day's ride, it
midnight before the last hoarse
voice is supplanted by the full breath'
ing of exhausted slumber.
is

One
early

is

thing tenderfoot members learn
the cardinal rule of good horse-

men everywhere: "A man's mount
comes first." During the day, when a
leg-stretching halt is called, or in the
evening, when the tired caravan
reaches its campsite, the horses receive
immediate attention. They are fed,
rubbed, and watered before thought
is given to other matters. The instinct
to give animals proper care is natural
in

Saddle and Sirloin members, but

and

races,

a

late-afternoon

ranch

dinner.

The Saddle and
exclusive socially,

Sirloin

but

it

is

Club

is

a hard-

working organization with definite
objectives of service to the

commu-

primary goals are the
improvement and perpetuation of the
American Royal Livestock and Horse
Show, and the improvement and promotion of livestock and agriculture
in the territory tributary to Kansas
City. Membership in the club comes
only as recognition of meritorious
nity.

Its

service

in

behalf of

these

aims,

so

no room for loafers or "social
members only."
This policy has welded a fraternity

there

is

of livestock men, business executives,
doctors, lawyers, and city officials

whose

spirit and energy is unparalby any other civic group. In
Kansas City there is never any doubt
as to the success of the American
Royal, because under the sponsorship
of Saddle and Sirloin each annual
show is as good as careful planning
and concentrated effort can make it,
and each year sees the Royal grow
in importance as one of America's

leled

they also know that it doesn't pay to
gamble with your only means of transportation,
few things being so
ludicrous as a horseman on foot.

Morning

finds

the

Trail

Blazers

sleep from their eyes over
troughs of hot and cold water, rubbing up saddles and equipment, and
losing their healthy out-of-doors appetites on a seemingly limitless supply
of ham, bacon, and eggs. The last leg
of the journey is usually a short one,
and a leisurely ride brings the party
to their beautiful home ranch at 103rd
and Mission Road, where families and
friends in buckskin and plaid wait to
welcome them with games, stunts.

sloshing

outstanding exhibitions of thoroughbred horses and purebred livestock.
It was with this object that the club
was born, when a number of veteran
committeemen felt the need of an
activity to hold the workers together
throughout the year. The proposal by
Elmer Rhoden of Fox Midwest Theatres, to

band

in

permanent form met

response from all those
joined in the common cause of promoting the Royal; and on December
10, 1940, Dan L. Fennell, vice president of the Kansas City Public Serventhusiastic

FRATERNITY IN

Company, took office as the
Saddle and Sirloin Club's first president. From the beginning, the spirit
of the club has been remarkable. It
is
unwritten law that no member
declines an assignment, whether it be
judging poultry, soliciting program
advertising,
or digging post-holes.
ice

Much

of the work on the club's build'
and grounds has been done by
members, and at show time their
ings

energy

is

Now

in its sixth year, the Saddle

Sirloin

entire

Midwest.

Sandy bought two tickets to a raffle
and won a $1,500 car.
His friends rushed up to his house
to congratulate him, but found him
looking

miserable as could be.
what's the matter wi'
ye?" they asked.
"It's that second ticket.
I ever

"Why, mon,

Why

bought

it

I

canna imagine."

A
"Was

your husband badly hurt
when he was struck by a car, Liza?"
"Yassuh, he suffered from conclusion
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Just southwest of the city is the
Saddle and Sirloin Ranch, with tennis
courts, trapshooting facilities, barcue ovens, show ring, a large springfed lake with sandy beach, a weekend house, and a clubhouse complete
with bar, dining room, and rustic
dance hall. Here new members are
initiated at the annual "dogie brandings," and here Saddle and Sirloiners

entertain colorfully and hospitably in
the tradition of the West.

prodigious.

Club has a membership
of nearly two hundred. It sponsors a
Spring "roundup," and a Summer
horse show which this year attracted
260 ribbon-winning animals from the
and

COWTOWN

of the brain."

"You mean concussion of the brain,
don't you?"
"No suh, ah means conclusion. He's
daid."

But the club

isn't

through grow-

A

polo field is planned, and a
seventy-five box-stall stable and tack
room will be built when materials are
available. Like the activities it suping.

ports, the Saddle and Sirloin Club
has a bright, happy future!

A

businessman had in his employ an
boy who was addicted to the bad

office

habit of telling the other officers of
the company what happened in the
office of his employer. The boss decided to fire him, and in doing so, gave
him this advice:

"Johnny, you must never hear anyis said in your boss" office.
You must always do as you are told,
but turn a deaf ear to all conversations
that do not concern you."
thing that

The boss thought that his stenographer might learn the same worthy lesson. He turned to her and said, "Miss
Smith, did you just hear what I said
to

Johnny?"
"No, sir," she

replied promptly.

SVELTE FIGURE PAYS
THAT

epigram, "Virtue
is only partially
applicable in the case of Mrs. Marie
Wilson, 29'year-old Kansas City housewife and mother of two.

well-worn

own reward"

is its

Shedding 60 of her 180 pounds
through dieting, which was primarily
inspired by the nation's cry to pull in
our belts to help our less fortunate
brothers in Europe and Asia, paid off
for Mrs. Wilson with a streamlined
and glamorous figure with which she

won

the nationwide
Figure" contest.

"Beautify

Your

Virtue's reward in this case not only
a svelte figure, but a 10-day, allexpense trip to New York where she
was feted royally. Mrs. Wilson visited
all the famous Broadway night spots
and restaurants; she attended the hit
plays and musicals: and hobnobbed
with stars of stage, screen and radio.

was

Mrs. Wilson,

herself,,

became some-

radio figure by appearing
in a guest capacity on Mutual network's "Married for Life" program.
The radio show which was broadcast
from the stage of the Longacre Theatre before an audience of over a thousand, heard Mrs. Wilson advise the
prospective bride and groom how to
stay married.

what of

"A
attempt

a

woman
to

keep

should
make
her girlhood

every
figure

An

life," Mrs. Wilson told
the radio audience. "The marriage ring
and vow are not the signals for a girl
to relax her efforts to look glamorous."

right through

The Kansas City beauty went on to
say that a woman had a two-fold purpose these days to keep her figure
streamlined and fit. It was an asset to
good health as well as the keynote to
a

happily

married

life.

"Nowadays

the word mother does not end with
kitchen sink and dirty dishes. It should
also mean a fresh appearance and a
youthful outlook on life," concluded
Mrs. Wilson, who presented gifts to

prospective bride and groom: a
subscription to "Beautify Your
Figure" for the former and a "MiniGym," the home gymnasium, for the
the

year's

latter.

Mrs. Wilson also received a bouquet
of flowers from Larry Brooks, handsome singing star of Mutual's musical
show, "Passport to Romance," for obtaining her own passport to romance
a beautiful figure.
It was indeed another triumph for
Missouri, and as the popular newspaper
columnist, Nick Kenny, was inspired
to write: "Kansas City should be proud
of Mrs. Marie Wilson, housewife and
mother of two, who won a ten-day
Cinderella trip to New York City and
captivated radio row with her charm
and beauty."

—

old colored farmer was asked by an evangelist what denomination he
to.
He did not reply directly, but said, "Bress ye. sah, dah's t'ree
de long road, de sho' road, and dc swamp
roads leading from hyah ter town
road
but when Ah goes ter town wid er load er grain dcy don't say ter me,
"
'Uncle Calhoun, which road did you come by?' but, 'Cal, is yo' wheat good?"

belonged

—

—

HOW

TO WAIT IN A DOCTOR'S OFFICE

sure
BEtake
a

and

walk right in and
chair (if you can find
one.) The receptionist doesn't care
who you are. Besides you were there
once seven years ago and she prob'
ably remembers you (unless, of course,
it's a different girl.)
She looks up
from the desk and smiles inquiringly.
Well, if she wants to know who you
are, let her come over and ask you.
(She does). You try patiently to
explain to her that she doesn't need
to know your name. The doctor will
remember you. She says she wants to
get your file. (Now, isn't that silly?
Last time you were here, it was for
your nerves and now you're just
sure it's your heart. Why, it's not
the same ailment at all!)

A patient returns from a mysterious
door down the long white corridor
and claims your chair for his own.
You try, oh so patiently, to explain
to him that he left it. The office
nurse interrupts at this
asks you to follow her.
treat

you

just

like

point and
(My! They

just too, too business like,

not the tiniest

bit

She is
and seems

cattle!)

interested

in

the

you have actually lost onequarter of a pound recently. And
you just knew you were ailing. In
fact that

she has the audacity to suggest
lose twenty-seven and threequarters more pounds! You explain
fact,

that

you

that what you really
came for was the pain in the region
of your heart to which she inquires

confidentially

"What

impudently as to what you have been
eating!

You

return to the waiting room
the chairs filled, and you
start a search for that office nurse to
ask what you are supposed to sit on,
and she gives you a look that answers
your question with profanity, but you
see that she has a chair in her hand
a wretched,
stiff
backed thingama-jig, and you volunteer you hope
you won't have to wait long as you
simply must be at the beauty parlor
at four o'clock and you show her it
is three o'clock already. She says the
doctor is doing the best he can during some emergency or other. You
realize everyone is looking at you,
and you glare at them right back.
You'll show them who you are. Just
wait until Doctor Brown sees you.
He was so nice to you seven years
ago!
Only one ahead of you now, and
that girl has better not try any
to find

all

—

fancy tricks! What's this? That man
came, and she's taking him right
in! She won't get away with that!
You were next! You ask her why
she wasn't shown in before that man
in the overalls? She replies in a tone
that
would melt butter that he
smashed his hand on some kind of
engine or other that it was an
emergency. You tell her if she's going
to let every Tom, Dick and Harry
in ahead of you, you'll find another

just

—

doctor.

But where?

kept you so long, Arthur?" asked the woman in waiting.
"I met Grandmother Stinsen and asked about her family and she told me,"
sighed the man who was late for supper.

may think of Mr.
novel, he got there first. He
actually wrote a novel about radio advertising, sold it, and had it published. All
this and Hollywood, too, while his contemporaries kept right on talking great
advertising
novels.
So up and down
Michigan Boulevard the receptionists have
Well, whatever you

Wakeman's

tucked away "Forever Amber" under last
month's telephone messages and are readhoping
ing "The Hucksters" instead
that one of the characters from the book
will come along and whisk them off into
never-never
the
land
of
radio
and
Hollywood.

—

by

Perhaps delayed by "The Hucksters,"

NORT JONATHAN

THE

favorite outdoor sport in Chicago
these days, and indoor, too, for that
matter, is identifying the characters in
that satirical novel of radio advertising,
"The Hucksters." Practically everybody
along Radio Row
from the Actors' Club
to the Wrigley Building Bar
has man'
aged to nail a real life identity to at least

—

—

"character"
in
Fred Wakeman's
And of course the "No! No! It
isn't us!" protestations of the boys and
girls in Foot, Cone and Belding's ivory
tower haven't been helped by the fact
that the author of the book used to work
for that agency.

one

novel.

Some

of the criticisms of this readable
not too well done novel have a
slightly sour sound. On every hand, ever
since the first Account Executive drank
the first double Martini, advertising guys

but

and gals have been telling anybody who
would listen that someday, somewhere
they would take time off, renounce security and the weekly pay check, and write
a true expose of advertising that would
singe the binding off the book. At last
the real truth would be revealed! At last
they would write about advertising
particularly
radio advertising
as it
really
exists. At last the awful truth would be

—

k"own!

—

the coal shortage, the railroad strike and
the OPA, the majority of Chicagoans
seem to be just getting around to discovering the artistry of a young man named
Phil Gordon. Mr. Gordon, who played
Navy war bond shows as Phil Gulley, is
the happy discovery of Frank Casey, the

poor man's Admiral, and comedian Bill
Thompson, who on the "Fibber McGee
Molly" shows portrays Wallace
and
Wimple, the Old Timer, and other
assorted characters. To those who have
seen and heard him in The Buttery of the

Ambassador West

the Chihas been
in that lush spot for some twenty-three
weeks, something of a record
and in
that time has tripled the room's business.
Something of an accomplishment for a
young man just seven months out of the
Navy. What's more The Buttery engagehotel, Phil

is

He

cago discovery of the year.

—

ment

is
his
entertainer.

When

first

job

as

you go to see

a

professional

Phil, don't expect
great singer, or a great
is
neither
but he is rapidly
becoming a great entertainer. His material
consists mainly of original
songs,
some of them written by himself. The
material is average, but it's his way of
putting it across that is crowding The
Buttery every night. He can sing "Zing
Went the Strings of
Heart" with so
much happy enthusiasm that tired busi-

to discover
pianist. He

a

—

My
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nessmen beat time like hepcats and forget to worry about the size of the check.
Phil was in Chicago doing hospital
shows with Bill Thompson when Jimmy
Hart, the Ambassador's manager, heard
him perform at a Navy party in the Polo
Room. On the spot Hart offered him a
post-war contract; Gordon accepted on
the spot
and went right on entertaining,
for free. And now the next stop on the
road to fame and fortune is the Panther
Room of the Hotel Sherman, another
Bering-Byfield stronghold of swing and
sway. So he'll still be around
and well
worth looking up well into September.
Another Chicago show that will be
around for years and years, literally, is
the Museum of Science and Industry out
in Jackson Park on the south side. For
ten cents
the price of a suburban train
ticket to 57th Street on the electrified
Illinois Central
you can spend hours in
the most fascinating displays, modern and
ancient, dreamed up since the World's

—

—

—

—

—

Fair closed.

The most

misleading thing about the
place is its name. Instead of being a
"museum" in the usual sense of the word,
it
is
a well-organized, well staged "Century of Progress" in miniature. In addition to the model coal mine, which actually operates, there are displays of old
and new machines, methods of transportation, and scientific devices. Old cars
galore dot period settings that are correct
in every detail. Ancient locomotives stand
on real rails. An actual replica of Main
Street,
1905, leads to a real old-time
movie theatre complete to Fatty Arbuckle

—

films

and

a

tin

pan piano which accom-

panies the actors during their dramatically
silent breast-beatings.
The whole family

have a wonderful time.
Other hot weather diversions include
dunking the body in the lake and running
out to Ravinia for what is fondly known
in these parts as "the Mosquito Symphony." Both at Ravinia and at Grant
will

Some ingenious Yankee should
instantly folding

up whenever

it

Park there are symphony concerts to dethe most exacting music-lover.
At
Ravinia the hazard is mosquitos
huge,
fearsome things which are as big as flies.
At Grant Park the hazard is the elements.
With adequate shelter blocks
away, a sudden squall blown in from the
lake can reduce Petticoat Lane's most
expensive finery to a damp rag. Don't
light

say

—

we

warn you.

didn't

you're looking for Summer Theatre
dramatics, look up the Actors Company,
which is roosting in the Town Hall in
suburban
Riverside
this
summer.
twenty-five minute train ride from the
Loop on the CB^Q will take you to Noel
Coward and Rose Franken, well done.
Don't be frightened if sirens begin to
wail and bells begin to clang in the middle
of a performance. The Actors Company
has chosen to set up its scenery directly
above the village fire house.
If

A

—

"Henry the Fifth"
the technicolor
English movie starring Laurence Olivier
has taken over the air-conditioned Civic
Theatre following the departure of "Anna
Lucasta." The film was originally scheduled to open late in July, but the ads

—

now mention August ^th. It seems someone thought to inspect the long unused
projection booth in the theatre. No movie
machines were visible.
On a summer night there's Henri
Rose and his wonderful piano playing
in the New Horizon Room at the Con-

And there's that spaghetti
sauce and lots of Italian music, classical
and otherwise, at Riccardo's artists and
writers restaurant on Rush Street in the
And
shadow of the Wriglcv building.
there's a sweet Irish colleen named Maureen Cannon making male hearts from
sixteen or so on up beat faster in "Up
in Central Park" at the Shubert Theatre.
tinental Hotel.

Also
that

make

no

there's

Mae West

than

in

something

authors couldn't
into a play. But don't worry. This
less

four

heat rash will soon pass.

invent an automatic chairman with knees
"Our speaker needs no introduction."

says,

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
By

MARION ODMARK
band is scoring a neat hit and the show with him
combines ballroom dancing with impressions.
YAR RESTAURANT. Lake Shore Drive Hotel.
181 E. Lake Shore Drive (Del. 9300). Newly reopened following mid-summer clean-up job. with
the fabulous Colonel Yaschenko and maestro George
Scherban back on the scene.

Sky Top Settings
Dancing under the stars on the romantic lakefront is afforded on the BEACH WALK. Edgewater Beach Hotel. 5 300 Sheridan Road (Lon.
with Henry Brandon's music and Dorothy
6000)
Hild's
revue
Dining in the garden of
JACQUES FRENCH RESTAURANT. 900 N.
Michigan Ave. (Del. 0904) is very continental
and rewarding in fine Parisian cuisine
And
in the patio of the very new.
very swank IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 East Walton Place (Whi.
.

.

.

5 301 ).
is
rendezvous.

Chicago's,

.

.

summer

loveliest

evening

Majors In Show-Fare
Cream

Elegant Leisure

BOULEVARD ROOM.

Hotel Stevens. 7th and
Michigan (Wab. 4400). Orrin Tucker's new and
enlarged orchestra is a honey and Dorothy Dorben's mid-summer revue a new high in frivolous
diversion.

BUTTERY. Ambassador West

A

Parkway (Sup. 7200).
rewarding smart spot to dine,
be seen.
State

Hotel,
cojy.

dance,

1

N.

300

colorful
cocktail

and
and

Drake Hotel, Michigan
and Walton (Sup. 2200). Cool and inviting in its
green
and
white
Federal
stripes
and Ramon
Ramos and his orchestra to encourage the light
fantastic.

EMPIRE ROOM.

Palmer House. (State and
Monroe (Ran. 7500). Don't miss this mad satirist.
Imogene Coca, who heads the new "VacationTime Revue," with stellar acts and Ted Straeter's
delightful

music.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michigan and
Congress
(Har.
3800).
Best
in
rhumba-samba
rhythms by the famed South American outfit of
Gonsalves and Menconi.
MAYFAIR ROOM. Blackstone Hotel. Michigan
and 7th (Har. 4300). Mel Cooper's society orchestra

is

usual

the new rave of the first families
there's a choice single act or two.

NEW HORIZON ROOM.
North

Hotel

and

as

Continental.

Michigan (Whi. 4100). Joe Vera's
the big surprise of the season and the
feature attraction is Henri Rose, a keyboard magician of the first order.
Ambassador Hotel, 1300 N.
State Parkway (Sup. 7200). David LeWinter and
his tempo-tricky orchestra will stay on till October, which is happy news for his faithful following.
Bismarck Hotel. Randolph
and LaSalle (Cen. 0123). Sherman Hayes and his
505

band

is

PUMP ROOM.

WALNUT ROOM.

go

to

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court (Del. 3434)
LATIN QUARTER. 23 W. Randolph (Ran.
5544)
RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash
.

.

.

.

.

.

(Sup. 3700).
For trim

Revue"
Monroe

at

show-pieces

little

BROWN

the

(Sta.

1

.

.

.

the
entrenched.

famed

House

5106)

.

.

.

Wabash (Vic. 9259)
II N. Clark (Sta. 3430).

S.

.

CLUB MOROCCO,

where

"Crazy

try

DERBY. Wabash and
VINE GAR-

Hospitable
North Avenue (D.v.

307)

DENS, 614 W.
COLOSIMO'S, 2126
or

CAMELLIA HOUSE.

honors

cafe-entertainment

of

Carrie

Finnell

.

.

firmly

is

Music Counts Most

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT,

Wabash and
(Ran. 2822). Del Courtney and his
and the vivacious Dottie Dotson have the
summer spotlight here and a two-act show-piece.
PANTHER ROOM. Hotel Sherman, Randolph
and LaSalle (Era. 2100). Hot and modern music
by the country's leading swing bands make this a
Randolph
orchestra

love of the bobby-soxers.

That Unusual Touch
It's

easy

to

DON THE

go native in spirit at
101 East Walton Place

BEACHCOMBER'S,

(Sup.

8812) with superb Cantonese cuisine and ima<zinative

rum drinks

ages

at

.

.

Go

.

back

Ralph Jansen's romantic

N. Clark (Gra. 2771)

the

to

medieval

IVANHOE.

3000

Victorian at Teddy's
L'AIGLON. 22 E. Ontario (Del. 6070) with
Creole cooking and rare old wines
Relish
continental elegance in the main dining room of
OLD HEIDELBERG. 14 W. Randolph (Fra. 1892)
or laugh your head off at Louie and his Gang in
the Rathskeller
Reminisce of another world
at SHANGRI-LA. 222 N. State (Dea, 9733 ). and
come back to earth with delicious oriental delicacies.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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For Palate

the trimmingi,

all

your best bets are the STEAK HOUSE, 744 Rush
(Del. 5930)
AGOSTINO'S. 1 121 N. State
(Del. 9862)
RESTAURANT.
1110 Lawrence Ave. (Lon. 5051)
GIBBY'S.
192 N. Clark (And. 8177).
For seafoods. IRELAND'S. 632 N. Clark (Del.
2020) ... For smorgasbord. A BIT OF SWEDEN.
1015 Rush (Del. 1492) and KUNGSHOLM. 6J1
Rush (Sup. 9868)
For barbecued ribs.
SINGAPORE. 1011 Rush (Del. 0414) and TRADE
WINDS. 867 Rush (Whi. 905 4) ... For Chinese
dishes. HOE SAI GAI. 75 W. Randolph (Dea.
8505). HOUSE OF ENG. 110 E. Walton Place
(Del. 7194)
And for Hungarian goulash.
BLUE DANUBE CAFE. 500 W. North Ave.
(Mic. 5988).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

theme

song

.

1

.

9230)

.

.

.

L

6^

L CAFE.

the

BACK

(Rav.

10077)

of

STAGE CLUB. 935 Wilson Ave.
CLUB FLAMINGO. 359 W.
.

Madison (Can.
1316 W. Madison

A Dutchman was recently expatiating
on the

.

.
.

CLUB SO-HO. 1124 W. MadiPLAYHOUSE CAFE. 550
.

.

(Whi. 9615).

Theatres
•k

"VP IN CENTRAL PARK"

theatre.

Todd's
era

in

at the Shubert
22 West Monroe (Cen. 8240). Michael
engaging musical hit of the Boss Tweed
New York with the devastating Maureen

Cannon.

"STATE OF THE UNION"
theatre,

Evelyn,

at the Blackstone
7th near Michigan (Har. 8880). Judith
Neil Hamilton and James Rennie are the

handsome

trio of stars

in

contemporary

this stirring

comedy-drama.

.

Exotica
is

.

N. Clark

NORMANDY

.

it Take-it-off

son

.

.

.

9344)
(Can. 9260)

(See.

Pleasstre

it For iceaks and roast beef and
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folly of giving

women

the vote.
He declared that in Holland there was
greater efficiency among the female sex
where they did not possess that doubtful
privilege. He pointed to the fact that
the Dutch woman sits with one foot on
the spinning wheel or churn, and with
the other she rocks the cradle containing the twins. With her hands she knits
socks for her husband, while on her
knee rests a book from which she is improving her mind. And all the while she
sits on a cheese, pressing it for market.

Dick, aged three, did not like soap

and water. One day

his

mother was

try-

ing to reason with him.
"Surely you want to be a clean little
boy, don't you?" she asked.
"Yes," tearfully agreed Dick, "but
can't you just dust me?"

A
Housing conditions are getting so bad
that people are sleeping in churches on
week days, too."

"OBSESSION"

at the Erlanger theatre. 127 N.
Clark St. (Sta. 2459). Eugenie Leontovich and
Basil Rathbone comprise this twO'Star revival of
an old favorite play.

it "HARVEY" at the Harris theatre. 170 N. Dearborn (Cen. 8240). Joe E. Brown plays THE role
in this nationally famed Mary Chase comedy that
people have been talking about all year.

According to the present-day legend,
Diogenes met a war veteran on the
street.
"What were you in the war?"
Diogenes asked.

"A

private," the vet replied.

Whereupon, Diogenes blew out
lantern and went home.

his

"That's a hard working little wife
you've got," said the customer to the
small shopkeeper as he watched the
man's busy wife.
"Gosh, yes," he answered, "I wish I
had a couple more like her."

A
She: I hear the chief of police is
going to try and stop necking.
He: I should think he would a man

—

his age.

A
Love

the delusion that one
differs from another.
is

woman

A
A
owns

revised slogan:
one.

Tax

the

man who

AUGUSTICKLEHS
Two men were arrested for brawling
and the judge charged them by asking
them if they were not guilty of fighting

"I guess I've lost another pupil,"
said the professor as his glass eye rolled
down the drain.

in the street.

One had a novel defense. "We were
not fighting when the officer arrived,
were trying to separate each
Judge.

We

other."

There are two valid reasons why
some people don't mind their own
business
they haven't any mind and
they haven't any business.

—

A

More
waits

who

if

things would

come

to

him who

they were not captured by him

waits not.

Mrs. Jones cautioned her maid that
waiting on the guests to be care
ful and not spill anything.
To which

when

the maid replied:
"Don't worry, ma'am, I
to keep my mouth shut."

know when

Mr. Humphrey Ward once wrote a
to a member of Parliament in
behalf of a needy family in his district.
The lawmaker replied: "I am so busy
with plans for the race that I have
no time for the individual." Charles
T. Holman.
letter

A
A

fellow insisted always that he was
very optimistic about the future and his
prospects for business.

"Then why," someone asked him,
"do you look so worried all the time

when

you're so optimistic?"

"Oh, that," he replied. "Well, to
tell you the truth, I'm worried about
my optimism." Farm Journal.

A

woman in the center seat of a
parlor car heard the request of a female
passenger sitting opposite asking the
porter to open a window. Anticipating
a draft, she snapped, testily:
"Porter, if that window is opened, I
shall freeze to death."
"And if the window is kept closed,"
said the other, "I shall suffocate."
The porter stood between the two,
puzzled and uncertain.
"Say, boss," he said finally to a
traveling salesman seated nearby," what
would you do?"
"That's a simple matter," replied the
salesman. "Open the window and freeze
one woman. Then close it and suffocate
the other."

A
Electric light bills rarely worry Mcx'
icans living along the Gulf. They have
the cucuji, a greenish black beetle that

produces a phosphorescent
a dozen in a bamboo cage

light.

will

Half

provide

much light as a l?-watt bulb. Men
who must go abroad nights frequently
as

two or three cucuji to each ankle to
illuminate their path.
tie

A
"And

are

you

really content to

spend
your hfe walking around the country,
begging?"
"No, lady, not at all. Many's the
time I wished I had a car."
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"Yes," said the old man. "I have
some terrible disappointments
but none stands out over the years

had
like
I

came

the one that

was

me when

to

a boy."

"And what was

"When

I

was

it?"

a

boy

I

crawled

under

a tent to see a circus and discovered it was a revival meeting."

If a man could have half his wishes,
he would usually double his troubles.

A
group of citizens
Lancaster, Ohio, a little over a
century ago, petitioned the school
board for the use of the schoolhouse
for a discussion of the new invention,
the
steam
locomotive.
The
school board gave careful consideration to the petition and gave this
decision: "If God in His infinite
It

told that a

is

in

wisdom had intended mankind

to be
through space at the outspeed of fifteen miles an
hour He would have said so in His

hurtled
rageous

Holy Scripture."

Along a western highway is a
billboard plugging Smith Bros. Cough
Drops with this catch line: "Take
one to bed with you." Across the
bottom of the board some local wag
has written: "I wouldn't sleep with
either one of 'em."

A
Move upon
will

his

a

man's mind and you

produce an opinion; move upon
emotions and you will produce

action.

A
Advice to loose
better

mouth

talkers:

Build

a

Very frequently
what

for

A
Depend
you

will,

on the rabbit's foot if
but remember it didn't work

for the rabbit.

A
Don't ask

horse with
to describe the landscape.
a

all

right," said the merchant. "I saw
yester-

you walking with General Lee
day and he doesn't walk the
with men who don't pay their

streets
bills."

A
other

other

fellow's sins, like the
car
lights,
always
glaring than our own.

fellow's

appear more

A

"Why

—

blinkers

A man visiting General Robert E.
Lee went into a local store to make
some purchases, but when he came
to pay for them he discovered that
he had left his wallet back at the
General's house. He was about to
send for it when the proprietor of
the store said:
"You needn't do
that. We'll be glad to charge your
purchases.
"But you don't know
me," the customer answered. "That's

The
ants were racing at great
speed across a cracker box.
are we running so fast?"
asked the first ant.
"Don't you see it says tear along
this dotted line," replied the second
one.

fight for what
into a quarrel

left.

is

trap.

Two

a

degenerates

right

is

When
rabbits.

two

I

years later

bought two
I
still
had

How

I

was

Two

rabbits.

a

boy

they were brothers?

I

was

to

know

YJew IJorL Letter
By LUCIE

INGRAM

disparaging remarks? As we passed the
the dog's master and the man were
trying to adjust the irreparable situation.
They seemed rather unfriendly. The dog?
He just relaxed on his haunches ... a
job well done. And no newcomers to the
scene would ever dream that he had just
committed a crime of passion.
trio

AUGUST
tion

the

is

month

most popular vaca-

in the East

...

as

it

is

Holidaymost parts of the country.
bound vacationists jam Grand Central
and Penn Stations, the bridges and highways, which all lead to the water in some

in

direction like a huge wagon wheel. The
faces and luggage always look so neat at
the departure and so sun-burned and
ragged on the return. It's easy to tell
which way they're going. But, no matter
how many Manhattanites leave town,
the streets and parks still remain crowded
to capacity. In the evenings all the walks
and benches along the East and Hudson
rivers are filled with dogs, children, parents, lovers, and lonely souls looking for
a bit of conversation. It's quite a sight
.

.

and proof that everyone must

.

urge

that

for

sky whether

it

satisfy

earth and
be for only an hour or for
the

water,

the

a glorious week.

"Dog

Bites

Man,"

in the original form,

was presented on Madison Avenue the
other day. The dog, one of those shaggy
affairs that looks Hke a bathroom rug
thrown over a stick, was being dragged
down the street by a leash. He wasn't
even allowed to investigate his favorite
water plug and it was evident that he was
getting pretty burned up about his lack
of canine rights. Just at his breaking
point a man started to pass him. The
man had the look of one just showered
and changed and his lively stride bespoke
of a pleasant and important appointment.
But the dog didn't give a wag about that.

He was sore. So, as that well-creased
trouser leg swung by his left ear he relieved his emotions by taking a healthy
nip of material and holding on until a
neat but ample strip of gabardine lay on
the pavement. The man was speechless
plunged from a high sense of wellbeing into complete chaos. His problem
was painfully plain. Should he go back
home, change and be late or continue
on and be the victim of hard glances and
.

.

.

When

the lid blew off the

OPA

Man-

wondered what would happen.
But they didn't wonder very long. With
few exceptions there was no change at

hattanites

all.

Large

stating

businesses

their

their

ran

prices

advertisements

would

remain

the same and small businesses stated
verbally that they welcomed the relief
and return to competitive selling. The
general opinion was that anyone who
abused the return to freedom would blow
up by their own petards very shortly.
The U. S. still can go on the honor
system.

June Havoc went through the "works"
Elizabeth Arden's just before she left
for a run with a summer stock company.
We spotted her in the hair salon under
a dryer. She was swathed in one of those
big, white, body massage coats with her
sun-tanned legs and bare feet extended
at

to

a

shelf

higher

than

her

The

head.

body massage had been interrupted

for

the hair-do. Needless to say, her posture
as well as her name caused considerable
curiosity. When she emerged from the
dryer and had her long, golden hair
combed out she was really something
delectable to see. She is as blond as her
famous sister, Gypsy Rose Lee, is brunette.
She has an inviting smile and
pleasant manner. As she skidded back to
the massage salon in her paper scuffies
it was
delightfully obvious that the big,
white coat was her only piece of rai-

ment.

Maybe

more out of

One

of

her
it

the

sister

could have

made

... we don't know.
greatest

temper

tests

in

Manhattan today is waiting to be waited
on in the stores. It happens to all alike;
the famous and the small fry. In W.6^J.
Sloane and Co. on Fifth Ave. we saw
Cornelia Otis Skinner wafting up and

—
34
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down

the aisles of the lampshade departa large lamp-shade in her
hands in quest of someone to make her
"find" legal. She wasn't having much
luck but her patience seemed well in

ment clutching

Let's hope they don't try to make face
by running recipes for casseroles or the

bright

sayings

of

children

(for

five

dollars).

Why

They say
obscene and stuff. If you have a copy,
it's likely to become a
hold on to it
collector's item. One wonders how the

the world doesn't LUCKY
change their ad. That ungainly
man with the tremendous leaf of tobacco
is
enough to make an inveterate chain
smoker simmer down to a link. And we
have to look at him month after month.
Maybe he does all his own work
we
don't know
but it seems as though
there
should
be
SOMETHING else
around the plantation to take a pitcher of.
Hint for summer theatre-goers in New
York: Call the theatre and find out if it
is
air-conditioned. No matter how good
the show, it is almost impossible to sit
for two hours or so in a steamy, sticky
seat and keep track of what's going on.

New

And

hand.

One wondered how

such

a

bril-

wit,
author, actress and worthy
challenger to the erudite minds on INPLEASE could ever lack
for attention. But then, anything can

liant

FORMATION

happen in New York.
Authors who have taken a lashing
under the pen of the New Yorker's book
critic,

Wilson, can now chuckle
Mr. Wilson's new book
County," has been pulled off

Edmund

their garrets.

in

"Hegate

the shelves by the vice squad.
its

.

this

.

.

Yorker Magazine

will

around

step

charge of shame to one of

its

staff.

in

STRIKE

.

.

.

.

.

.

it's
surprising how
are not air-conditioned.

many

theatres

I
The well-known American conducEdwin McArthur, was directing
one of the rehearsals of the Summer
Symphony not long ago when to his
tor,

amazement one of the French horns
suddenly sounded a prolonged blare
during a long pause in the music.
With a quick gesture McArthur halted
the

players

culprit

with

early days?"

"Well,
pollytics,

I never tuk much int'rest in
but I kin recollect when John

C. Fremont was 'lected President."

"Fremont?

Why, Fremont was

never

and

strode

over

to

the

elected."

a

demand

for

an

ex-

Well, now that gets me.
speaker talk the night
'fore 'lection, an' he said if John C.
Freemont wun't 'lected the country
would fall to ruin an' everybody would
have to shut up shop. Course, I didn't
take the papers; but noticin' thet things

planation.

"He wun't?

I

"Ach, Maestro" explained the horn
player in some embarrassment, "It was
and I played him."
a fly on my score

—

There are two kinds of people
those who own the earth, and the 98
per cent who spend their lives paying
interest.

"I suppose. Uncle Jim, you remember a good deal about the politics of the

heerd

a leadin'

went on 'bout same as before, I calcuJohn won. So he wun't 'lected?
Well, 'byjinks! Thet gits me!"

lated

NEW YORK

CITY PORTS OF CALL

Some Summer

'ZJliin^ 'Z)o

Se*

by JEANNE TAYLOR
pvOG DAYS

are growling just around the corner
and the days ahead will be hotter than Mrs.
but sultry New Yorkers and
eager beavers from the Hinterlands still muster
enough ambition to prowl around Peter Stuyvesant's

Murphy's laundry,

cow

old

pasture.

seems to enrich a tan as much t» a
gold against bronzed skin, and if you
possess $23.49 for sun glasses, go and try on a
pair of gold-plated specs by Suray at Macey's.
You'll see plenty of good-looking bathing suits,
lacks, pedal pushers, et al, but we suggest that
you stick to tall buildings. After all, isn't that
what you came to
York for?
for
sightseeing business.
If
you're
that
staying midtown, take a double decker bus down
Fifth Avenue. Take the El to Statcn Island ferry,
and ferry across. It's particular fun after you've
had a wet, late evening and you're full of cigarette smoke and booze. Go over and
come back on the same ferry (there's
nothing to do on the island excep't
eat stale frankfurters and drink awful

Nothing

touch

of

New

Now

and manage to come back at
dawn. Success of this trip depends
upon the company you keep. Never
coffee)

—

anything better with the Statue of
Liberty coming out of the mist; the
lights going on in the big Wall street
buildings as charwomen start to work.

The most

exciting

trip

to

take

is

boat around the island. Takes
around four hours and you sail from
Pier 1 or 2 and go around the Battery and up the East River, across
the Bronx River and down the Hudson. Really fun and you see more
this way than any other way, I believe.
Don't miss Wall Street and Pine
the

Street. Go
get pushed

on Saturday or Sunday when you won't
around. On this trip go to Washington
Market and guess you'd better make it Saturday.
The market is exciting and surrounding streets
have all the flower carts in the world. Also nice
.places to pop into for hot shrimp and beer.
Bleeker Street is also for Saturday fun. Go on
the El to Delancey street and look over what's
happened to Hell's Kitchen. All nice and clean.
But the push carts on Orchard Street are fun to
see and there are some super Jewish dairy lunch
places where the coffee is superb and cheese blintzes
melt in your mouth. You can watch the Italian
boys play bocci in the playgrounds. That's a wongame.

derful

Have

cocktails

but plan to go

on the roof of the RCA building
least by 4:30 so you can get a
Nice, dreamy music.
room isn't open but

at

to the windows.
Good drinks. The Rainbow
it's practically
in the same

table

next

lounge.

Don't ever discount the Empire State building.
fun and it's good to have tea up there and I

It's

mean

tea!

You

can

get

drinks,

of

course.

The

Observatory is open from morning until midnight
and the tariff for going up there is a dollar twenty
for adults, sprouts under 16 years, 45 cents. However, it's free from Saturday noon through Sunday.
After you've been on a conducted tour of Rockeending on RCA observation roof,
feller Center,

why

not take a ride on the Long Island Railroad?
a full day going out to Montauk Point. Or,
take a train to Bay Shore, then a boat to Fire
Island to the most wonderful beach in the world.
As you know. New York is the greatest summer
resort in the country. (And our office boy says to
include the cities, too.) Try the Fire Island trip
on week days, and be sure to check your boat
schedules. Weekend boat schedules are heavy and
always crowded. There are fewer boats during the
week but you can at least get on.
New York churches are wonderful, but we advise
getting a guide book for these. There
are good guide books that tell you, too,
where the different nationality sections
are located. Greeks, Italians, Armenians, etc., and the shops are terrific.
"The theater section looks shoddy
in the daytime, so why go through
all the bother of being pushed around?
Doing Sixth Avenue is exciting,
and another grand street is 38th,
northside between 5th and 6th. Millinery section and fun. It's interesting
to watch the diamond boys work, too.
Mostly curbstone business.
Third Avenue or Second Avenue
antique
is
for
in the 50s and 60s
shops. Wonderful, exciting and noisy.
Madison is the best shopping street,
for little things, jewelry and clothes,

Spend

and
Fifth,

probably

just

as

expensive

as

too.

the kids keep tugging at your elbows and you
still have enough physical stamina for another day
of it, the Bronx Zoo is good for an all day whirl.
However, if they're scholastic little squirts and
like the finer things of life, the Children's Museum
at Brooklyn Avenue and Park is unexcelled. They
have special movies for kids Wednesday and Sunday at 4:30 p.m. Then there's the Gilbert Hall of
Science at 25th and 5th Avenue, with a number of
mechanical exhibits which children may operate,
and to top it all off, go to McCreery's Big Top
Restaurant, 34th and 5th Avenue. The place is
entirely given over to the whimsies of the youngest
generation.
By the time you get back to your hotel and the
bank has been calling long distance all day about
that overdraft, brother it's time to pack up and hit
for the tall timber. Tired and winded as a glass
blower after a long day's stint, it may be that the
boss will give you a few days off to rest up from
your vacation.
If

}6
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NEW YORK THEATRES
(Addresses and telephone numbers listed at the end)
Plays

ANNA

A

LUCASTA.

thrilling
(Mansfield)
all-negro play about a determined young woman
of poor reputation, which is fast earning a reputation for director Harry Wagstaff Gribble as it
rolls into its second year on Broadway. Valerie
Blade, Charles Swain, and Claire Jay have the
leads. Nightly except Monday. Matinee Saturday

and Sunday

at

2:40.

(Lyceum) A fast moving
comedy about a lady tramp who gets religion and
double crosses her racltcteer boy friend. Paul Doug-

if

BORN YESTERDAY.

las is a hit as the nimble fingered gentleman of
devious dealings. Judy Holliday turns out a great
performance also. Nightly except Sunday, at 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
DEEP ARE THE ROOTS. (Fulton) The authors
of "Tomorrow the World" present their plea for
racial tolerance under guise of drama. The play is
more successful aa melodrama than as social discussion, but it's worth seeing at any rate. It is the
atory of a negro veteran and a lovely young white
girl who fall in love. Barbara Bel Geddes, daughter of the famous architect, turns out a brilliant
performance. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
THE GLASS MENAGERIE. (Royale) The winner of the 1945 Drama Critic's Award continues
to win the plaudits of the New York audience.
Laurette Taylor is magnificent as the matron who
wants to get her daughter married. Julie Haydon,
Eddie Dowling and Anthony Ross also turn out
excellent performances in Tennessee William's uneven but effective play. Nightly except Sunday at
8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
side splitie HARVEY. (48th Street Theatre)
ting story about a likable old rounder who usually
rounds out the evenings hob-nobbing with his close
friend, a six foot bunny, at the local bar. Winner
of the 1945 Pulitier Prite. Harvey is still a four
bell favorite with Frank Fay taking most of the
honors as the contented alcoholic. Nightly, except
Sunday, at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:40.
LIFE WITH FATHER. (Bijou) Father's whiskers may be streaked with grey as this lively play
enters its seventh continuous year, but his dialogue
Clarence Day's
is iust as sparkling as it ever was.
rich and affectionate biography of his family continues to prove its merits. Donald Randolph and
Mary Loane play Father and Mother. Nishtly. except Monday, at 8:40. Matinee Saturday and Sun-

A

day

at

STATE OF THE UNION. (Hudson) Ralph
Bellamy gets caught in an attempt to get into tne
White House and stay in his own at the same
time. Russel Grouse and Howard Lindsay are the
authors of this Pulitier Prize winning play, whose
cast
includes Ruth
Hussey, Myron McCormick
and Margalo Gillmore. Nightly, except Sunday at
8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.
SONG. (Booth) Another addition to
the
growing list
of
psychological
melodramas.
Though the play is written by Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur, there is little to draw your
attention except a twelve-year-old piano prodigy
called Jacqueline Homer. The atory is about murder
among musicians. Nightly, except Sunday, at 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE. (Morosco)
lively comedy by John Van Druten about an innocent working girl who refuses to face the facts (of

SWAN

A

life)

squarely.

Now

in its third year,

the cast con-

of Vicki Cummings,
Beatrice Pearson and
Alan Baxter. Nightly, except Sunday, at 8:35.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.
sists

Musicdls

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.

(Imperial)
Ethel
the brass coated lungs, plays the part
Annie Oakley, in this boisteroua
comedy, who tosses targets into turmoil and the
audience into the aisles. Irving Berlin wrote the
music, and the two Fields wrote the book.
The.
whole thing is presented by Rodgers and Hammer
stein.
Nightly, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matiitee
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Merman,

of

of

sharpshooting

AROUND

THE WORLD. (Adelphi)
simple
novel by Jules Verne has been made over by the
wonder boy, Orson Welles, into a riotous conglom*
eration of silent movies, burlesque melodrama, andassorted vaudeville numbers which rocks the audi*
ence in their scats. Arthur Margetson and Mr.
Welles head the enormous cast. Cole Porter wrol»
the music. Nightly, except Friday, at 8:45. Mati*
nee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:45.
MISTER. (National)
CALL
parting aboi
at army life by an all-vet troupe, proves to be OM
of the best finds of the current season. Songs by
Harold Rome, sketches by Arnold Auerbach, anc

ME

A

A

2:40.

O MISTRESS MINE. (Empire) Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontaine very capably portray the eternal
triangle.
The show was written by the young
Englishman, Terrance Rattigan, and was formerly
called
"Love In Idleness." Nightly except Sunday, 8:40. Matinees Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
Re-opens August 26. Tickets now available at
box office.
ON WHITMAN AVENUE. (Cort) This play
makes a stab at portraying the problems of a
negro family moving into a white neighborhood,
but is not quite eloquent or dramatic enough to do
the situation full justice. Canada Lee heads the
Nightly, except Monday, at 8:30. Matinee
cast.
Saturday and Sunday at 2:30.

J

NEW YORK
a

magnificent

by
show

headed

cast

Munshin make

Jules

this

Betty
a

Garett

"Must"

in

and

New

exceppt Sunday, at 8;35. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:3 5.
ir CAROUSEL. (Majestic) Rodgers and Hammerjtein have turned out another hit in this moralistic
story set in I9th century New England. Agnes de
Mille arranged the fascinating dance sequences, Jo
MieUiner designed the sets, and Rouben Mamoulian
is
the director. It is in its second year. Nightly,
except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinee Thursday and
Saturday at 2:30.
(St. James) No longer a show,
but an institution. This marvelous musical portrayal of "Green Grow the Lilacs" is in its fourth
year. By all means don't miss it. Nightly, except
Sunday, at 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday
at 2:30.
lively
THE RED MILL. (46th St. Theatre)

York.

Nightly,

OKLAHOMA.

A

Foy Jr., Michael O'Shea and
Myrtil. The music by Victor Herbert is
good as it was forty years ago. The plot is
lively though it is a bit creaky in the joints. Nightly,
except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:40.

THEATRES

:57

and set to his music. The book is a little unwieldy
carried on magnificently by Grieg's music.
is
Lawrence Brooks and Robert Shafer play the leadbut
ing

roles.

Sunday,
at

It

at

is

his

Ray

chummy revue. The young and lively cast inBrenda Forbes, Jane Deering, and Rose
Nightly,
except
at
8:40.
Inghram.
Sunday,
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
this

cludes

("W

NEW YORK THEATRES
"£
Denotes West or East of

or

Adclphi

160
209

Bijou
Broadhurst

235

Broadway

....B'way
..138
...B'way

Cort

Empire

just

Fulton
_
Forty-Sixth St
Forty-Eighth St

(Ziegfeld) By now a classic, this
great show continues to pack in the crowds nightly.
Heart-warming music by the late Jerome Kern and
book by Edna Ferber. The cast includes Carol
Bruce, Kenneth Spencer, Charles Fredericks, and
Buddy Ebscn, all of whom rival their famous predecessors. Nightly, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

(Broadway) A musical
upon the life of Edvard Grieg

SONG OF NORWAY.
based

masterpiece

second year. Nightly, except
Wednesday and Saturday

(Broadhurst)
hilarious
clowning and
Bolger's
dancing
will
make
you
glad
you saw
shoe

soft

revival starring Eddie

SHOW BOAT.

its

TO MAKE READY.

THREE
Funnyman

Odette

as

in

8:30. Matinee

2:30.

Henry Miller...
Hudson
Imperial

Mansfield
Majestic
National
Royale
St.

James

W.
W.
W.
at

W.
at

W.
226 W.
157 W.
124 W.
141 W.
249 W.
149 w.
256 w.
217 w.
245 w.
208 w.
242 w.
246 w.
201

6 Ave.

Ziegfeld

y

44th
45th
44th
5

3rd

48th
40th
46th
46th
48th
43rd
44th
45th
45th
47th
45th
44th
4Ist

45th
44th
54th

Broadway)
E

CI. 6-5097
5-8215
CI. 6-6699
CI. 7-2887

CO.

BR. 9-0046

PE 6-9540

NEW YORK

—

—

Theatre.
— —
Theatre.
Cragsmoor— Cragsmoor Theatre.
East Hampton, L.
—Drew Theatre.
FiSHKiLL —-Van Wyck Playhouse.
Great Neck, L.
—Chapel Theatre.
Hempstead. L.
—Art Theatre.
LoKo Beach, L. — Crest Theatre.
Malden Bridge —Maiden Bridge Playhouse.
Mt. Kisco—Westchester Playhouse.
Pawling—
Theatre.
Saratoga Springs— Spa Theatre.
Smithtown. L.
—Old Town Theatre.
SuppERN — County Theatre.
White Plains— Playhouse.

Chautauqua Chautauqua
Clinton Hollow -Goode
I.

I.

I.

I.

Starlight
I.

Woodstock

—Woodstock

Playhouse.

CONNECTICUT

—Montowese Playhouse.
—
—
Playhouse.
Guilford— Chapel Playhouse.
IvoRYTON — Ivoryton Playhouse.
Litchfield—
Theatre.
New Milford—Theatre-in-the-Dale.
Stamford— Guild Playhouse.
Westport — Westport Playhouse.
NEW JERSEY
Cape May — Cape Theatre.
Clinton — Music Hall Theatre.
Jutland— Hunterdon
Playhouse.
Bran FORD

Canton Show Shop.
Greenwich Greenwich
Litchfield

W

BR. 9-4566
BR. 9-3970
BR. 9-5641

E
E
E

LA. 4-4664

W
E
W
W
W
W
W
w

CI. 5-5200

E

CO
CH

5-2412
4-4256

CI. 6-9056
CI. 6-6230
CI. 6-0730

PE. 6-8220
CI. 5-5760

Hills

—
—

MiLLBURN Paper Mill Playhouse.
Teaneck Little Barn Theatre.
Upper Montclair Studio Playhouse.

—
MASSACHUSETTS
—
—
Cambridge—
Cohasset — Town
Dennis —-Cape Playhouse.
Fitchburo — Lake Whalom Playhouse.
Gloucester—Bass Rocks Theatre.
Provincetown — Town
Stockbridge —Berkshire Playhouse.
Westboro— Red Barn Theatre.
Worcester— The Playhouse.
MAINE
Boothbay — Boothbay Playhouse.
Bridgton —Riverside Theatre.
Harrison — Deertrees Theatre.
Ken N ebun KPORT — Kennebunkport Playhouse
Lakewood— Summer Theatre.
Ogunquit —Ogunquit Playhouse.
Skowhegan —Lakewood Theatre.
Surry— Surry Theatre.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Keene —Keene Summer Theatre.

Beverly High School Auditorium.
Boston Boston Summer Theatre.
Brattle Hall.
Hall.

Hall.

PENNSYLVANIA

—Mountain Playhouse.
— Playhouse.
Moylan — Hedgerow Theatre.
New Hope — Bucks County Playhouse.
NuANGOLA— Grove Theatre.
Reading — Green
Playhouse.
Jennerstown
Mt. Gretna

Hills

E

W

CI. 6-6380
CI. 6-6075

SUMMER THEATRE
Blauvelt Green Bush Theatre.
Bridcehamton, L. I. Hampton Playhouse.

W
W

RAMIFICATIONS
The local athletic champion had
been holding forth as usual at great
length about his strength. None of the
club members could do anything about
it. Presently one of the visitors looked
up.^
"I'll

"that

I

bet you ten

dollars,"

he

said,

can wheel something in a wheel

barrow from one street lamp to the
next and you can't wheel it back."
The local champion looked him over

— not

a hefty sort of a guy. He thought
of bags of cement, bricks and old iron,
and concluded that whatever the
stranger could wheel, he could do

better.

"Bet taken," he

The
couple

said.

stranger smiled and with
of witnesses they set out.

a

A

wheel barrow was borrowed and taken
to the nearest steet lamp. "Get in, old
man," he said to the boasting fellow.

A

A
his

"I

man entered a big store and made
way to the gardening department.

want three lawnmowers," he

have two neighbors."

The new

minister was enthusiastic
about foreign missions and one of his
first tasks was to call on parishioners

he knew would have money to enlist
their support. "I'm sorry," said one
wealthy farmer, "but I don't approve
of foreign missions."
"But surely," the minister persisted,
"you know that we are commanded
to feed the hungry?"
"That may be," came the grim reply.
"But couldn't we feed 'em on something cheaper than missionaries?"

A
The work relief interviewer looked
the applicant squarely in the eye. "You
have a wife and family?"
"Yes, lady," was the reply," I must
have a job. I'm in so much trouble.
wife has gone to her folks and the
children are all in the orphans' home.
If I don't get a job I'll lose my car."

My

A

said.

The assistant stared hard and said,
"You must have a large estate, sir."
"Not at all," replied the man, "I

A
"What's wrong with a fellow asking you if you can dance?"
"I was dancing with him when he
asked me."

A
When

Joe's dog tipped over a table
cafe, four waiters dropped their

in a
trays at the same time and two couples
got up to dance, thinking it was a new
swing tune.

A
The

entered the drug
handle pills that contain vitamins A, B, C, D, and G?"
he inquired.
"Yes, sir," said the druggist.
"And guaranteed to give you pep
and energy," persisted the nut. "Will
they make a man of you and supply
you with nerve and bounce and energy and wit?"
store.

screwball

"Do you

appear in slacks on
it's hard to know
whether it's a girl walking ahead or
a man with a grapefruit in each hip

"Oh, yes," assented the druggist,
seeing a large sale coming up.
The screwball sighed. "Gosh," he

pocket.

them."

The way

the streets

girls

nowadays

said wistfully.

"How

I

wish

I

needed

"

RAMIFICATIONS

A

^9

—

bus driver in Chattanooga gets
by calling out "All right

Advice to young women. Don't
marry a man to reform him. The
rites never right him and the altar

folks,

won't

in church."

him.

alter

results

fill

up the back. Act

like you're

A

A

Everyone can give pleasure in
some way. Some by coming into a
room and others by going out.

Aid Instructor: "Let us assume you are driving along a country
highway at night. Suddenly the car
ahead of you skids into a ditch and
turns over. As you approach, a man
crawls out of the wreck and collapses
on the ground with one leg twisted
under him. What would you do?"
make sure
Star Pupil: "First I'd
he was unconscious and then I'd

The bride tottered down the aisle.
Her hair was gray and thin, and her
sunken cheeks cracked in smiles as
she nodded to friends and relatives.
The groom was able to walk with
assistance
of
two
younger
the
groomsmen. His head was bald and
shining and his store teeth chattered
and clicked

as

he walked. These were

the two who waited until they could
afford to get married.

A
We
as

grow neither better nor worse
we grow old, only more like our-

First

swipe his

tires."

A
An

old Negro was asked which
breed of chicken he liked best. "All
kinds has merits," he replied. "De
white ones is de easiest to find in
de dark, but de black ones is de
easiest to hide after you finds "em."

A

selves.

A
She

"Don't you love an eve
this?" And he replied,
I usually wait until we get
farther out in the country."

said:

ning like
"Yes, but
a little

A

An

Irishman was relating his adventures in the jungle. "Ammunition, food and whisky had all run
out," he said, "and we were parched
with thirst."
"Wasn't there any water?"
"Sure, but it was no time to be
thinking of cleanliness."

A

An

angry wife accosted her late
returning husband at the door. "Well,
what's your excuse for coming in at
this

time of the night?"

my

—

"Well,
dear, I was playing
golf with some friends
likely story, playing golf at 2

"And now," said the teacher, "give
me a sentence using the word
"
'candor.'

mam," said the bright boy,
father had a very pretty stenographer, but after ma saw her he
"Please

"my

candor."

A
"I want you to vaccinate

thing."

A
Judge:

"Do you

wish to challenge

anyone on the jury?"
Prisoner: "Well. I think I could
lick that little guy on the end."

A

"A

a.m.!"

not only the
the taxi driver,
people I run into."
"It's

"We

certainly were.
using night clubs."

We

were

said

A

—

Far out on a western gas station
is a sign
"Don't ask us for information.
If
we knew anything we
wouldn't live here."

me where

won't show."
"All right and my fee is ten dollars in advance."
"Why in advance?"
"Because after I start to work, I
often weaken and don't charge anyit

work

I

"but,

enjoy,"
the

it's

A
"I married

a

man

in

partment."
"'Volunteer?"

"No. Pa made him."

the fire de-

60
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A

a new nurse how she
temperature of the baby's
The new nurse replied: "You
water and put the
fill the bath with
baby in. If the baby turns red, it's too
hot; if the baby turns purple, it's too

mother asked
the

tested
bath.

and if the baby turns white,
needed a bath."

cold;

it

The diner who had done himself ex'
tremely well, called for the manager of
the restaurant.

A

comment on the housing problem
included in this story of an inspector
who found four families living in one
room of a tenement house. Chalk lines
had been drawn in such a manner as
to mark a quarter of the room for
each family.
"How do you get along here?" asked
the inspector.
"Pretty well," was the reply, "except
for that family in the corner. They
keep borders."
is

A

"Do you know," he
"that

you

asked genially,
dined here five years ago, and
had me thrown out because I
I

couldn't pay?"

"Indeed, sir?" laughed the manager.
"Well, well; please accept my apol'
ogies."
"Don't mention it," laughed
the diner.

"Do

it

The

boss was sore.
"You've already
had leave," he shouted, "to see your
wife off on a trip, for your mother-in'
law's
funeral,
for
your daughter's
measles and your son's christening.
What is the excuse for time off this

time?"

again."

"I

Maybe you can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear, but many a woman
has gotten a mink coat out of an ofd
goat.

A

man walked

just lost a bet,"

into a hat shop. "I've

he

"and

said,

I

want

a soft hat."

The
the

salesman, selecting a hat from
handed it to the customer

shelf,

with a remark:

"This

is

tively.
little

"What

I

want,

more tender. You

eat it."

we have."

the softest hat

The customer gazed

at

it

want

to get married, sir."

Their cars having collided, Sandy
and Pat were surveying the wreckage.
Sandy offered Pat a drink. Pat drank
deeply of the liquor and Sandy returned the bottle to his pocket.
"Thank ye*," said Pat, "but aren't
ye going to have a nip yourself?"
"Aye," said Sandy, "but not until
the police have come and smelled
liquor on your breath and not on
mine."

A

specula-

something a
see I have to

A

is

Washington
and

hostess
"I hear

I

phoned

a

your hussaid:
about to be appointed to a
cabinet post. If that is true, won't you
please come to dinner Tuesday evening.
If it isn't true, do come in for coffee
friend

band

is

afterwards."

An

—Washington

Tapestry.

undertaker found a donkey dead

front of his premises and went to
inform the police.
The officer had a
sense of humor.
"Go ahead and bury it," said the
officer.
"You're an undertaker, aren't
in

you?"
"Yes," said the undertaker, "but I
thought it only right to come around
and inform the relatives first."

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
OYSTER

GLENN'S
HOUSE. Catering to devotees of fine sea food. Glenn offers the most delicious
black walnut waffles, too. Quick service
for busy business-people in this spotless, newly
redecorated eating place. Open from 7 a.m. to 3
Closed Saturday and Sunday.
Arcade. HA. 9716.

p.m.

819

Walnut.

Scarritt

MAYFAIR COFFEE SHOP. Comfortable red
and black leather upholstered booths trimmed with
chrome. Choice steaks and chops. Breakfast, lunch'
eon and dinner. Opens 7 a.m., closes 9 p.m. In
the Mayfair Apartment Hotel. Linwood and Tracy.
VA. 3870.
MILANO'S. If you're raving for ravioli and
sighing for spaghetti, here is the answer to your
prayers. For a melody in meat balls this place is
hard to beat. Colorful surroundings and fast service.

Just for

Food

.

.

AIRPORT RESTAURANT.

For the best in
drama, the airport restaurant is
unsurpassed. Breeje through breakfast, luncheon or
dinner as you watch through glassed-in walls the
atmosphere

of

airliners taking off for distant cities. Beautiful
hostesses, fascinating murals, dapper pilots, busy
crews, are all part of the 24-hour show at the
Airport restaurant. Municipal Airport. NO. 4490.

big

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA.

Tasty dinners served

air-conditioned comfort keynote this colorful
eating spot. Crisp garden vegetables and enticing
•alads are summer eating features. There's a wide
assortment of pastries, and fine choice of meats.
Good food and prompt service are bywords. Plenty
of parking space in rear. Just south of Linwood at
3215 Troost. VA. 8982.
in cool

BROOKSIDE HOTEL.

Beautiful

dining

room

famous for tempting dinners. The casual quietness
of the atmosphere makes it an ideal spot for family
and Sunday dinners. Facilities for banquets and
dinner

large
this

food

available. The popularity of
a swell idea. Excellent
service receive top billing.
54th

parties

make reservations

place

and

quick
and Brookside. HI.

4100.

COMMERCE

GRILL.

home-cooked
atmosphere
sweet

rolls

ED'S

Generous helpings of
and fast service punctuate the
the Commerce.
Tasty bread and
featured. 917 Grand. VI. 1448.

food
at
are

LUNCH.

If

you have nostalgia

for

the
plenty

newspaper world and its people, you'll find
company here. Frequently inhabited by the Kansas City
Star bunch. Tasty food at reasonably
prices.
Closed Sundays. 1713 Grand Ave. GR.
9732.

of

FRANK

MARSHALL'S. Fresh sea food is
J.
not just an expression here. Tasty shrimp and fish
arrive daily by air express from the Gulf. Cosy
booths, quick service, from 11 a.m. until midnight.
Closed Mondays. Brush Creek and the Paseo. VA.
9757,

Closed Sundays.

3 1st

NANCE'S CAFE.

.

and Campbell.

Long famous

VA.

9662.

Kansas City
for food. The walls of the place are crowded with
photographs of celebrities who have eaten there.
Parking just across the street. In the B.M.A.
building,
first
floor.
217 Pershing Road. HA.
5688.
in

NU-WAY DRIVE IN. Largest in the city. Spein fine sandwiches, which are honestly
and truly different, and refreshing fountain drinks.
Here is the spot for that evening snack. Nu-Way
caters
to
the
evening
crowds,
and
summer
formals and off-the-shoulder gowns can be seen
any night while their owners munch tasty hamburgers. A pre-war feature is prompt curb service
to your car. Linwood at Main, Meyer at Troost.
VA. 8916.
cializing

PHILLIPS

HOTEL COFFEE SHOP. An

oasis

and a wise choice for luncheon
and booths in cool air-conditioned surroundings. Just a step up from the Phillips
lobby. Hotel Phillips.
12th and Baltimore.

for busy shoppers
or dinner. Tables

GR. 5020.

PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP. Just around the
corner from the big Pla-Mor bowling alleys.
An
ideal place to get a snack after bowling, or roller
skating on the big Pla-Mor rink. Home-made pies
and cakes are a featured specialty. Pla-Mor, 32nd
and Main.

VA.

7848.

UNITY INN. One

of the most unique spots in
the middle west. Meatless meals are almost miraculously prepared with the emphasis on big, cool
salads, ideal for summer eating. It's the nationally
known vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of
Christianity.
Luncheons
dinners
and
Monday
through Friday. Sunday 1 1:30-2:00. Closed Saturdays. 901 Tracy. VI. 8720.

VERDI'S. Famous
stairs

setting,

artfully

food in a cool downdecorated by massive stone

Italian

Formerly the Rathskeller. Complete dinners
from $1, and a fine choice of chicken, prime ribs
and turkey. Dinner music by lovely Monica Triska.
1115 E. Armour. VA. 9388.
pillars.

Z-LAK DRIVE-IN. One of the most popular
spots on the County Club PUza. The most beautiful
drive-in spot in the city, with its circular architecture
and colorful interior. Prompt service always, inside
and out. The home of Z-Lan rabbit dinners and
fine fried chicken. Air-conditioned. Weekdays 11:30
to I a.m.; Sunday, noon to midnight. Closed Mondays. 48th and Main. LO. 3434.
it

For Food and a Drink
AMBASSADOR S CAFE FIESTA. A
.
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long-time

with south side diners, an attractive dining room, an ideal place for your date. Tempting
summer dinners, and the colorful El Bolero cocktail lounge is conveniently near for those who preappetizer before dinner. Prices are very
fer an
reasonable.
Hotel Ambassador.
3560 Broadway.
VA. 5040.
CONGRESS RESTAURANT. An intimate south
side spot featuring talented Alma Hatten at the
piano.
versatile expressionist of the keyboard.
Miss Hatten's nostalgic and sometimes breeiy renditions, attract admiring crowds each night. Food
and service are exceptional. Convenient parking
next door at the Congress garage. 35 29 Broadway.
WE. 5115.
favorite

A

*DIERK"S TAVERN. An

ideal

choice

for

cool,

comfortable summer dining. Excellent food served
in a smart setting of oak paneled walls. Finest of
fine place to start
foreign and domestic liquors.
the evening off. It is also a popular noonday lunch-

A

eon spot, too. Under the same
Maurice's on Brookside Plaja. 113
4352.

GUS'

RESTAURANT. One

newest restaurants

is

cheerfully

management
E.

10th.

as

VI.

of Kansas City's
dominated by Gus

formerly of the Muehlebach. The former
Colony Club has been completely redecorated under
new star has arisen in the
Gus' guiding hand.
Kansas City entertainment sky. Johnny Barnctt,
brilliant
young piano stylist, offers fascinating
rhythm for dinner or cockuils. 1106 Baltimore.
GR. 5120.
popular spot for many
if ITALIAN GARDENS.
years, and distinguished for serving the best in
Italian foods,
choice, ancient vintage wines, by
pretty girls in gay and colorful costumes. Spaghetti
and ravioli, of course. Closed Sundays. 1110 Baltimore. HA. 8861.
RESTAURANT. Friendly
KENN'S BAR
meeting place of radio actors, writers and announcers.
Roomy and high-ceilinged and congenial atmosphere
sound choice for late afternoons. 9th
always.
and Walnut. GR. 2680.
it MARTIN'S. Missouri and Kansas homemakers
alike are taking it easy these days while the whole
family eats out at this inviting spot. Choice T-bone
steaks, barbecued ribs and fried chicken are featured. Dancing and entertainment on Friday and
Saturday nights. Air-conditioning and plenty of
good cold beer go hand in hand to make this a
Fitch,

A

A

AND

A

stop on your "must" list. 4l8t and State, New
Highway 40, Kansas City, Kansas. DR. 9588.
it PLAYHOUSE RESTAURANT. A cozy supper
club just East of the city limits where you may
shapely and sightly floor show. Southern
see a
fried chicken dinners. 2240 Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.
it PLAZA ROYALE. Favorite first stopping place
for all Plaza sundodgcrs. Good food and liquor
coupled with hospitable service never fails to draw
crowds. Tables and booths, or you can sit at the
Fascinating Mary Dale
attractive horseshoe bar.

W. 48th. LO. 3393.
YORKER. Willie Weber
nightly with his popular piano
capers. Good food and cozy atmosphere add to your
pleasure, and those famous Pusateri steaks with
garlic sauce are the answer to a gourmet's dreams
and prayers. 1104 Baltimore. GR. 1019.
PUSATERI'S
casual
dining room which usually wins the nomination of
as
many southsiders who can get in. Famous
Pusateri food, and the salads are wonderful. Don't
miss those French fried onions. Piano rhythms in
the evening. Opens 4 p.m.
Hyde Park Hotel.
Broadway at 36th. LO. 5441.

entertains at the Solovox. 614

PUSATERI'S

packs

the

NEW

place

HYDE PARK ROOM. A

ROSE'S

RANT.
provide

Waldo

COCKTAIL BAR AND

RESTAU-

Modernistic fixtures and indirect lighting
an intimate atmosphere for this favorite
meeting place. Excellent food served in a

dining room apart from the cocktail lounge, making
it ideal for family luncheoiu or dinners. Ala carte
after nine. 405 W. 75th. JA. 9796.
GRILL. Eating here is a remembrance.
Richly furnished with dark mahogany paneled walls
brings on nostalgic aches for the good old days.
The food is traditionally the best, and there is a
fine assortment of imported and domestic liquors.
9th and Central. CI. 3890.
TOUT4 ROYALE. One of the more popular
downtown spots where there is always plenty of
people
yet plenty of room. Twinkling Zola Palmer
and sparkling 2^na Shcnk entertain with beautiful
arrangements on the Hammond organ. Conveniently
located, it is a fine choice for late afternoon as
well as evening. 1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.

SAVOY

—

Just for a Drink
ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE.
,

.

.

A

small,
for the late afternoon cocktail hour. Best place in town to make small change
go a long way. The bargain "two for one" cocktail
hour is featured daily from 3 to 5. Hotel Continental. 11th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
organAlberta Bird, popular
ist,
is the musical magnet with her popular rendi-

cozy

downtown stopover

CABANA.

tion

of requested tunes. Quaintly
beautifully decorated in Latin

and
non Worley, popular Kansas City

WHB

South American
murals by Migartist.

Conven-

—
PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS
ient sanctuary from the summer heat. Hotel Phil'
lips. 12th and Baltimore. GR. 5020.
Followers of the mystic grape
ir
will find a pleasant haven in this smartly deco*
rated room, inspired by the poetry of the famous
Persian philosopher, Omar Khayyam. Hot evenings
are eased by cool drinlcs and the music of lovely
Lois Ellen at the organ. Hotel Continental. 11th
and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
LA CANTINA. The perfect place for a quiet
drink. Smartly decorated in colorful red and white,
this cojy place is really soothing after a hot day.
Ward Perry enhances the calm atmosphere with
distinctive piano stylings. Hotel Bellerive, Armour
boulevard at Warwick. VA. 7047.
THE TROPICS. Soft lights, deep green walls,

OMAR ROOM.

palm fronds, tall iced drinks, and smooth music
a busy man's dream of a summer paradise, that's
the Tropics. This popular oasis on the third floor
of Hotel Phillips is always amply peopled. Cares
float away as you listen to soft melodies by Mary
Anne Garwood and Eleanore Roberts. Phillips
Hotel. 12th and Baltimore.
GR. 5020.
A-ZEPHYR ROOM. A cool green room just off
the famous El Casbah. The dark green walls together with soft lights makes this another slick
summer hideaway. You'll see and hear many name
acts of the El Casbah. Excellent food and drinks.
Opens 11 a.m. with entertainment from 3 p.m.
Hotel Bellerive, Armour Boulevard at Warwick.

VA.

7047.

With Dancing
BLUE HILLS.

A

.

.

.

go back to again
and again. Colorfully decorated in blue and silver.
Blue Hills has long been famous in Kansas City
for its tasty barbecued ribs, flavorful steaks and
fried chicken. Spacious and beautiful Amber room
is now open and entertainment is continuous from
7:30 to 1:30. Tony Carraci offers scintillating
Latin rhythms nightly. Eddie Cross is your host.
6015 Troost. JA. 4316.
ir

place you'll

BOWMAN'S RESTAURANT.

One of Kansas
City's newest spots. For excellent east side dining
and drinking. Bowman's is first choice. Tasty
Southern fried chicken and juicy steaks in an airconditioned dining room next to a canopied cocktail
lounge. Orchestra and dancing nightly. 3210
E. 15th. BE. 9399.
CLUB FIESTA. If you want to dance to music
by one of the smoothest bands in town you'll not
want to miss Larry Phillips and his five piece
orchestra.
spacious dance floor with air conditioned atmosphere contributes to an enjoyable
evening.
Another feature is fine drinks mixed
exactly to your specifications by that old master,
Hubert Jenkins. Your host is Russ Wassweiler.
12 East 39th St. For reservations call VA. 95.79.

A

CROSSROADS INN.

Barbecued

ribs,

crisp fried

chicken and juicy steaks served on big scrubbed
oak tables in an old world setting of beaten copper
lamps and antiques in this amajing replica of an
old half-way house. An attractive cocktail lounge
in connection is free of the cabaret tax. Dance in
air-conditioned comfort every night. The Swopc
Park street car brings you right to the door. Closed
Wednesdays until 4:30. Swope Parkway and Benton. WA. 9699.
ROOM. Judy Conrad's popular band
entertains nightly with Billy Snyder, the world's
smallest trumpeter,
stopping the show with his
musical capers. Popular with south side dayhaters.

CROWN

OTY
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Russian Room with the
dasjiing glass bar.
good place for a full evening
entertainment.
Dancing
of
from 6 to 1:30| LaSalle
Hotel. 922 Linwood, LO. 5262.
EL CASBAH. Mecca for all those who long
for the famous entertainment characteristic of ChiPump Room and New York's Plaja.
cago's
Paul Reagan, widely lauded comedian and mimic,
will be the featured entertainer during August.
Saturday afternoon is very popular, with a cocktail
Dansant and free rhumba lessons by Arthur Murray
teachers,
and no cover charge. The cuisine and
liquors served are only the best. Hotel Bellerive.
Armour Boulevard at Warwick. VA. 7047.
MARY'S. One of the most popular night spots
in Kansas City. The consistently good music and
spacious dance floor never fails to draw large
crowds. Newly remodeled with romantic soft lighting arrangement. An ideal choice for weekends.
"Name" bands change every two weeks. No reservations. Setups and beer only. Easily reached, at
8013 Wornall Road. JA. 9441.
MILTON'S TAP ROOM. Walls are lined with
drawings of famous people, and the room is filled
with the sure-beat rhythms of Pianist Julia Lee.
Good food and drinks. 3511 Troost. VA. 9256.
PENGUIN ROOM. Cool and inviting as the
name implies, the Penguin Room is artistically
mirrored. Roy Mack and his orchestra are being
held over indefinitely by popular demand. No music
for luncheon, but you will find the customary excellent food and service. Hotel Continental. 11th
and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
OLD PLANTATION. An attractive supper club
it

just

is

beyond

the

A

located in a spacious colonial style mansion just a
short drive east of town on Highway 40. Al Duke,
famous singer of Irish songs, will be the featured
entertainer during August. The dinner menu includes chicken, steak and delicious frog legs. Dance
to Jerry Gilbert's lilting melodies. Weekend reservations assure you a table. Highway 40. East of
Kansas City. FL. 1307.
Long a favorite dinner dancing spot of Kansas City society. Recently
redecorated, the Mansion turns out some of the
most tempting steak dinners in town. Sweet, yet
swingy dance music by Dee Peterson and his orches-

SOUTHERN MANSION.

tra.

1425

GR.

Baltimore.

5131.

SKY-HIGH ROOF. Wonderful weekend
in

the

popular

outdoors,

atop

hotels.

Kenny

dancing
Kansas City's most
and his orchestra
Friday and Saturday

one of

White

offer
smooth dance music
nights. Other nights the roof is available for parties.
Call Mr. McEachin at the Hotel Continental. 11th

and Baltimore.

HA.

6040.

TERRACE

GRILL. Traditionally the finest in
these parts for many years. Name hotel bands change
every four weeks. Noonday luncheons are tasty
and reasonable, and usually no reservation is
needed. Evenings, however, it is a different story.
Hotel Muehlebach, 12th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.
STUBB'S GILLHAM PLAZA. Jeannie Leitt continues to wow the loud, chummy crowd with her
heavy-beat boogies and cute little songs. She is one
of the highest paid entertainers in Kansas City and
worth it. The food is good, prices reasonable and
service efficient. 3114 Gillham Plaza. VA. 9911.
roomy night club
TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR.
with all around entertainment until the wee hours.
Currently featured is Max Bicknell's orchestra, with
emphasis on smooth dance music. Floor shows at
11:30 p.m. and 2:30 a.m. with a new show every

A

—
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week. There's something about Tootie's that always
makes a party feel welcome. 79th and Womall
Road. DE. 1253.

For the Week-End

.

.

of the most fashionable
-k
spots in the Ozarks. Beautiful Sunset Hotel overlooking the valley. American plan. The prices are
very reasonable. Farm fresh foods from the land of
milk and honey are on hand for all meals.
All
summer amusements are available for the guest
swimming, either in the pool or lake, boating, fishing, hiking, riding. Dancing nightly in the cool
underground night club. Long famous as a vacationer's paradise, Bella Vista is the ideal spot to
spend a pleasant week-end or vacation. Write or
wire Linebarger Brothers, Bella Vista. Ark.

THE

ELMS. Picturesquely set in the cool green
of Excelsior Springs, this massive resort hotel
offers the most complete facilities in the mid-west
for a pleasure-filled week-end.
Horseback riding,
cycling,
hiking, swimming, tennis
all
may be
hills

—

found on the beautiful grounds surrounding the
Elms. Dining and dancing in the cool evenings to
the music of Ray Drake and his orchestra. Spacious
and beautiful rooms, good meals, and pleasant atmosphere make the week-end at the Elms one to
always.

American

Plan.

Weekly

from $10. The Elms Hotel. Excelsior Springs,

FAIRYLAND PARK.

Everything

to

make

rates

Mo.
the

day enjoyable. Swim in the crystal pool or dance
on the spacious dance floor. Rides for the kiddies
from seven to seventy. There are excellent facilDancing to "name"
ities
for week-end picnics.
bands every Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening.

—

Producer Joe Pasternak was getting
shaved on the Chief as it roared toward
Chicago. With the ease of one trained
to his job the barber slashed away
contentedly to the rhythm of the swaying train. Shortly the train came to a
stop and the barber laid down his
razor. "What's wrong?" asked Pasternak. "Why don't you finish the job
while the train is standing still?"

"Not on your

"Do you

Magazine.

—

opens

Prospect.

10

at

a.m.

Fairyland

DE. 2040.

THE OAKS HOTEL. One

of the newest resorts
adjoining the million
its

swimming

huge

bath. Excellent fooa
served in the beautiful Java dining room. It's
easy to relax in the fascinating Coon Hunt Room,
one of the most quaintly decorated cocktail lounges
in
the mid-west. American plan.
Weekly rates
from $35. European plan optional. The Oaks Hotel.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
BEACH. One of the most popular
resorts in the Ojarks. on beautiful Lake Taneycomo.
Easily reached by bus, train, or auto, Rockaway
Beach features the finest of accommodations at rates
which are easy on your pocketbook.
thousand
and one things to do for the week-end vacationer.
Swim, fish, boat, surfboard, golf, ride, tennis,
dancing. Relax and play at Rockaway. Write
The
Merriam Co., Rockaway Beach, Mo.
TRAILS
RANCH.
beautiful four thousand acre guest ranch in the heart of the Missouri
Ozarks. Near luxurious Bennett Springs State Park.
Moderate rates that easily fit your budget. All
summer sports are available to the guest. Horseback riding, swimming, boating, fishing, hiking,
tennis, and many others. Good home-cooked meals
in a restful atmosphere. Write P. O. Box 783, Kansas City Mo., or Trails End Ranch, Lebanon, Mo.
is

ROCKAWAY

A

—

A

END

WILDWOOD

LAKES. An ideal place to spend
All the facilities are available for cool
picnicking.
The picturesque lake is an
excellent place to swim. Dancing on the modem
pavilion until midnight to the smooth music of
Curtis Foster and his orchestra. Only eight minutes
from Swope Park. 63rd street through Raytown.
the

day.

summer

A

small boy quarreled with his
playmate across the street. The neighbor boy went home in a huff. "All
right with me," said the first lad.
"Let him go home. I don't need him.
I can play by myself."

"Fine,"

said

his

father.

"Now

you go out into the yard
and play on your teeter-totter."
let's

see

A

life," replied the bar-

think I'm going to take
a chance on cutting you?"
Santa Fe

ber.

7501

Park.

in famous Excelsior Springs,
dollar Hall of Waters with
pool. All rooms have private

.

BELLA VISTA. One

remember

The swimming pool

Love

starts

when

a

man's arms but
with her arms in a sink.
into

a

woman
it

sinks

winds up

CDLLINSTUFF
The average person probably
the jitterbug
rending of dances.
siders

the

most

con'
floor-

The old'fashioncd
regarded as proper and sedate.
Yet a study of the vibrations set up in
polka

is

floors by various dances, the
fox trot and rhumba, as well

tango,
as the
shown that

Jitterbug and polka, has
the polka beats all the rest and is far
ahead of the pneumatic jack drill used
to break up asphalt pavements in its
power to cause vibrations.

—"How about
He—"My
She

a

diamond brace

let?"

dear, extenuating circum'
perforce me to exclude you
from such a bauble of extravagance."
She "I don't get it."
He "That's just what I said."

Two men

left a banquet together
had dined too well. "When
you get home," advised one, "if you
don't want to disturb your family,

after they

undress at the foot of the
fold your clothes neatly and

up

Men
down

who

drive
one-handed are
church. Some will walk
the aisle
others will be carried.

headed

for

—

A
One day an

Indian came into the
of a Gallup trader, blinking
from the brilliant noonday sun. The
trader sold him a pair of black sunstore

glasses.

After the usual dallying for an
hour or so and the usual bottle of
pop the Indian started home. Almost at once he was back. He hadn't
realized it was getting dark outside;
he was a long way from home, in a
strange
country.
Whereupon the
trader said a few well chosen words
of comfort and sold him a lantern
and a quart of kerosene.

creep

and into bed. It's the undressing in your room that awakens
stairs

the wife."

Next day they met
did you get along?"
"Rotten," said the
off all my clothes at

at lunch.

"How

asked the one.
other. "I took
the foot of the
stairs, as you told
me and folded
them neatly. I didn't make a sound.
But when I got to the top of the
stairs, I found it was the L-station."

stances

—
—

stairs,

A
An

Englishman and an American
were traveling in the same compartment on the Liverpool Express. The
former spoke not a word to his
companion, who was the only other
occupant of the compartment. Only

when

the train was crossing

Runcorn

Bridge did the American speak:
"Excuse me, sir, but your tie is
riding up over your collar."
"Well, what of it?" curtly demanded the Englishman. "Your coat
pocket has been smoldering with fire
for
five
minutes and I haven't
bothered you."

A
A

a tack. He will only
get as far as his head will let him.

man

is

like

A
Money may

not make you happy
but it will enable you to be miserable
in comfort.

A

A

English clergyman
and wit, Sidney Smith, was discussing the relative importance of two
prominent men. "There is the same
difference between their tongues,"
he observed, "as between the hour
and the minute hand on a clock. The
one goes 12 times as fast, the other
signifies 12 times as much.

"Say, Jim, where did you get that
beautiful blonde I saw you with last
night?"
"I dunno. I just opened my pocketbook and there she was."

The

celebrated

A
Philosophy is the discovery that you
might be worse off than you are.

SWINGIN' WITH THE STARS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

COURAGE OF

LASSIE

Paramount
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE—Bob

— Tom

Frank Morgan. Elizabeth
David Holt.
Hollywood has finally outdone

Hope,
Caulfield.
Patric
Joan
Knowles, Marjorie Reynolds.

psychological films, this
time Lassie is the unfortunate
victim of neuroses and phobias.

dashing,

Drake,

Taylor,

j

plays
part
the
of
slashing Monsieur Beauc^ire in this playful burlesque of
Booth Tarkington's novel of intrigue during the days of Louis
XV. The last time the story was
presented on the screen, Rudolph
Valentino had the leading part.

we heartily expected to
undergo psychoanalysis,
picture never quite reached
that point. The sagging plot it
bolstered, however, by the magnificent performances of the stars,
especially young Elizabeth Taylor,
fresh from her triumph in National
Velvet. Tom Drake gathers several
laurels for himself for his
memorable role as the infantry
sergeant in charge of Lassie on
Attu. In the story Lassie gets
lost from his mistress
(Elizabeth
Though

see Lassie

the

Taylor)
with a

and becomes

a

war dog

record for bravery.
He
nerves,
however, and
the
hills,
becoming
to
a killer of sheep. He is apprehended by the neighboring ranchers and put on trial for his life.
He is saved from execution in a
last
minute tear jerking appeal
by his young mistress and per
usual the ending is happy.

war
runs away

gets

•
Warner Brothers
OF

HUMAN BONDAGE—Paul

Henrcid,

Alexis

Eleanor

Smith,

Parker, Patric Knowles.
In a magnificent screen portrayal
Somerset
of
Maugham's prizewinning novel, Paul Henreid is
the hypersensitive artist who decides
to
study
medicine.
By

chance he meets and falls madly
in love with a cheap and vulgar

the growing
films about
this
musical
great
composers,
film based on the career of songwriter Cole Porter is a bit uneven
but is bolstered by the unforgettable music. Gary Grant portrays
the composer, with Alexis Smith
cast as his faithful wife. Ginny

Another addition
of

list

to

biographical

Simms. Mary Martin, and Carlos
Ramirez add color to the film
magnificent renditions
cavalcade
magnificent
of
a
of
Porter music. It is a pleasant, but
musical.
unprepossessing

with

their

•
Tentative Schedule of
Pictures Expected in
Kansas City in August

NEWMAN

questionable
(Eleanor Parker).
Throughout the remainder of the
story Paul tries to shake off the
stagnant hold of this woman, but
time and again he succumbs to
her deadly attraction for him and
is drawn into the depths.
In the
end she dies, a lonely and debut
spised
thing,
still
holding
Paul in her grasp. Freed by her
death Paul marries, and somehow
the
screen's
traditionnl
happy
ending is wrested from the chaotic
turmoil.
Though some of the
thought - provoking sequences of
the book are discarded, the film
preserves much of the unforgettable irony of Maugham's master-

NIGHT AND DAY
MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE

piece.

CENTENNIAL SUMMER
CANYON PASSAGE
ANNA AND THE KING OF
SIAM

woman
reputation

young

of

NIGHT AND DAY— Gary
Alexis
Smith,
Jane Wyman.

Monty

Grant,
Woolley,

Hope

Bob

in

itself

LOEWS MIDLAND
GREEN YEARS
(The

Walls

Came

Tumbliig

Down)
ROYS' RANCH

COURAGE OF

LASSIE

RKO ORPHEUM
NOTORIOUS
KID

FROM BROOKLYN

(Falcon's Alibi)

TWO GUYS FROM MILWAU-

Hope is cast as a barber to King
Louis of France. He incurs the
King's wrath and is sentenced to
be beheaded, but he escapes to
Spain and poses as a Duke. Disguised as a nobleman. Bob meets
with many dangerous situations
which demand his prowess as a
swordsman. In the end, however,
he proves that the wise-crack is
a more dangerous weapon than
triumthe
rapier,
and walks
phantly off with the scene and
the

girl

Twentieth Century Fox

SIAM — Irene
nell,
Rex
Rasumny.

Dunne, Linda DarHarrison,

Mikhail

Margaret Landon's
book has been made
extravaganza about the young

best
selling
into a color-

ful

widowed school
denly

finds

teacher

herself

in

who
the

sudmidst

bevy of harem hussies. Irene
Dunne's sharp wit and excellent
acting makes her performance as
Anna, the western schoolmarm
lost
in
the riches and mystery

of a

of the east, especially noteworthy.

•

RKO

Radio Pictures
THE KID FROM BROOKLYN

—Danny

Kaye, Virginia Mayo
Vera-Ellen, The Goldwyn Girls
Danny Kaye walks off with th*
show in his part of a zany mil)
wagon jockey who gets mixed u|
with prize fighting and become

champion. Another Sam Goldwyi
production in the same vein o
Wonder Man and Up in Armn
Virginia Mayo proves her prow
ess

at

the

(Bedlam)

Nimble
sister,

pulchritude in her part •
woman who spui

little

KEE

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

Caulfield.

^Joan

ANNA AND THE KING OF

Danny

ESQUIRE,

—

efforti
to
greater
on
Danny"
Vera-Ellen
as
very
gets
some
goo
in

dance sequences. The story
ters around Danny's efforts

cer
afti

accidentally gets talked int
becoming a prize fighter and pi^
ticipating in a number of fixe'

he

fights.

I

i

—

The young army wife was standing in
her doorway one bright sunny morning.
She watched the neighbor's youngster, a
sturdy lad of two, digging in the sandpile and babbling to himself as all youngdo.

sters

she stood thus, the man from the
gas company walked into the yard to
read the meter. Having finished his task
he approached the lady of the house
ostensibly to pass pleasantries of the day.
He opened the conversation with a glance
at the neighbor's tot: "Say, I have a little
boy about that age but I think mine's a
little stronger looking."

As

"Oh, is that so?" replied the army wife,
"and do you have other children?" This
was the question the meter man had
obviously been waiting for. "Oh, yes, my
presented me with identical twin
night before last. I have three
sons and two daughters, now." He paused
as if to ponder the enormity of that last
statement and then added, "Say, three
wife

girls,

just

and a pair of queens
that's a
house in any man's language."

jacks
full

.

.

PAGING DR. WEST

There was
boy in our neighborhood who had
the annoying habit of throwing things
down a certain piece of bathroom equipment, and it usually resulted in an inch
of water on the floor and a hurry-up trip
.

.

.

a little

by the plumber.

One evening while a cocktail party was
going full tilt at his parents' home, Junior
grabbed up a handful of sliced lemons
and deposited them in the forbidden
instrument.
Immediately
alarmed,
and
visualizing the paddling he was bound to
get. Junior went to the basement hallway
and obtained a pair of pliers.

When his dad popped into the bathroom and caught Junior in the act. Junior was scolded for doing such a naughty
trick, but dad was inwardly pleased to
think the boy had enough genius about
him to use pliers.
"What made you think of using the
pliers, Sonny?"
"Well," the boy replied, "that's how
I
fished
out mamma's toothbrush

.

yesterday."

•

P(L)AIN ADVERTISING ... In
offices of Drs. Ferrell Webb and

the

Franklyn Klee, at 320 W. 47th in Kansas
City, hangs a poem which was carefully
framed and given a place of prominence
above the reception desk. From a former
patient,

it

reads like this:

There was

AND DUCKS, TOO
;

'

'

'

I

1

.

.

.

.

Mayor Wil-

E. Kemp has always manifested a
bland disregard for airline schedules, and
his habit of catching planes by the skin
of his teeth has always been an anxiety
to all of his traveling companions.

liam

A
,

a

Doc

with an old pair of

pliers.

friend once mentioned this to

Coun-

cilman Paul Koonz, a longtime friend of

Mayor Kemp's.
"Mayor Kemp is such a sportsman,"
explained Mr. Koonz, "that he always
gives the plane a chance to get away."

He was one
He'd

say,

of the world's biggest

liars.

"This won't hurt," and give

a jerk,

That pained

like the

flame of hell

fires.

BUT
There was

a

young Doc named

Ferrell

Webb,

Who

meant it when he said
and this won't hurt,"
Then he'd give you a squirt,
really

"Now

And

relax,

the tooth floated out of your head!

68
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THAT'S

OIL,

known

BROTHER

.

.

Two

.

men had $4.88

season
tickets to the $20,000 Kansas City Inviwell

tational golf

local

tournament

they turned up for the

Sunday morning,
of them had lost

it

at Hillcrest.

When

round of play
was found that one
last

his ticket.

"Tell you what," suggested the other,
"you carry this can of motor oil, and the
gateman will think you have some business inside and may let you get through."

"Tickets

please,"

the

said

gateman.

"I have a truck inside, etc, etc." and
the man faded his conversation into almost
unintelligible

gibberish.

The gateman examined

the can of
thoughtfully and then said:

oil

"Look, mister, this oil is guaranteed
go through 2,000 miles. But I'll guarantee that it won't get you five feet
through this gate."
to

A SHORT SHORT

.

.

.

Dewey

Short.

Missouri congressman, says that he owes
his success in politics to a close study he
had made of the old Dominick rooster,
back home on the farm, years ago.

"He

could out-shuffle any rooster in
township, and he could fly higher
and cut deeper than any other fighting
cock I ever saw. Only he couldn't keep
his mind on his business. Right in the
middle of a fight he'd stop and crow."
the

AND LOADED, TOO

... The

best

tournament concerns
the bronzed, shorted and haltered beauty
who stood on the crest of No. 18 green
and surveyed the distance back to the
tee, some 409 yards.
story

of

the

golf

"Jeez," she remarked to her boyfriend,
sure a long ways between bases."

"It's

•

LAWN ORDER
wearing

his

oldest

...

A

clothes,

home owner,
was mowing

lawn when a woman in an expensive
car stopped and asked him, "What do
you get for mowing lawns."
his

WHY, MR. EVANS
publicity

man

this

one:

tells

for

.

.

.

Bernie Evans,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

was quite an important preview of
a new film adapted from a novel by a
popular writer. Afterwards the author
was asked what he thought of it.
It

"Excellent,"
the story?"

he

replied.

"Who

wrote

did," was the answer, "we got
from your book."

"You
it

"I

wouldn't have

"The lady who lives here lets me sleep
with her," replied the home owner, and
the lady in the car drove away without
comment.

the film rights."

"Of

it

if

known

it,"

would make an

author, "but
novel. Mind

I

said the
excellent

use it?"

course not, as long as you give

uSt
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KANSAS STATE NETWORK

BURLY BURLEIGH

Burleigh Grimes,
of the Kansas City Blues of the AmeriBill
Meyer's
recent illness,
can Association during
told
Sports Party listeners (Saturday 4:30i
p.m.] that the spit-ball, which he mode famous,
was o dangerous and sometimes unruly weapon.
It was oboTished by organized baseball to avoid
undue risk to batters. The pill, moistened with
slippery elm, was liable to break wildly in any
direction, and when moistened properly, it always
did. Burleigh's greatest pitching effort was probably the near no-hitter he hurled for the St.
Louis Cardinals in the 1931 World Series. It was
spoiled when Bing Miller of the Athletics caught
one on the handle and sent it just over the infield. Burleigh is now a part-time farmer on his
240 acres near Trenton, Missouri.

manager

WHB

POLIO PARLEYS

Infantile Poralysis. its prevention and treatment, were discussed in two
forum broadcasts on WHB, with nationally prominent figures participating. In the top picture, left to
for
right, are Roe Bartle, Konsas City Boy Scout orea executive; Dr. Harte Van Riper, medical director
pictures,
the National Foundations; and Jomes J. Rick, chairmen of the Jackson County Foundation, lower
Director, and News Chief
in another broadcast, shows Rick, Dr. Hugh S. Dwyer, Konsos City Health

Dick Smith.
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Colorado Vacation
D. W. Hodgins
Those Indefatigable Swiss
John W. Fraser, jr.
HUBBA HuBBA
Malcolm Hyatt
William Ornstein
Valley of the Churches
Don Fredericks
"Mr. Watson, Come Here"
Murder and No Mark
R. B. Forsythe
Keith Wilson
So You Want to Be Funny.'
Three Dimensional Pictures. Harry Van Demark
Abner D. Klipstein
Composer Laureate
Benefactor Barnard
Joel Longacre
Mori Greiner
They Call It Unity
.

THIRTY

days hath September
and everyone of them is something like a pecan praline
rich

— and

and sweet and sorta nuts,
around the edge. September
feel like the middle of July
or early November, depending
on where you live and the
whims of the season. But you
crisp

may

can always recognize the month
by black satin dresses, rush
parties, dust on the goldenrods,
the sound of recess, the sudden
uptake in the sales of lead pencils and Parker Si's, and people
falling off cliffs on Labor Day.
September is called September because in the old Roman
calendar it was their lucky Septem. (Craps
to you). In our
calendar it's the ninth month.

—

But the Christians

still

lions, and we do mean meated.
In September the sun moves
through the signs of Virgo and
Libra.
It's
a
well
balanced
month. Mars, Jupiter, Venus
and
Mercury
are
wheeling
around in orderly commotion
in the sky. At the 59th minute
of the 9th hour of the 11 th day,

the

Ha rvest Moon

appears.

And

on the 23rd, there's the Equinox.
At a certain moment the center
of the
directly

lonely terrible sun falls
on the belt of the earth.

And everywhere

in

our world,

the night and day are of equal
length. Then the insistent turning of the earth moves us into
the
third
season,
and
the
autumnal nostalgia sets in slowly
gentle
ache
a
compounded of
the remembrance of things past
and a yearning for something
that never was. But the almanac
makes no mention of
this. The day, the hour,
when nostalgia strikes
are not calculated.

—

But it comes. Depend on it as on
the Harvest
Moon, t h

—

Equinox,

the
and

anc

decline
fall

of the

year.
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went on

calling it September, probably
because they were afraid if they
didn't they'd be meted out to the
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HEAVY DATES

September 6
in

KANSAS CITY
SCHOOL OPENINGS

WRESTLING

Sept. 4 All Kansas City, Missouri and Kansas City, Kansas
public and parochial
schools,
grades and high schools.
Sept.
16.
University of Kansas

City registration.
16.
Rockhurst University
opening of classes.
Sept.
University of Kansas
17
City opening ot classes.
Sept.

•
City A»t Institute
Reception and Open
House from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Vanderslice Hall.
at
Sept. JO. Fall semester opens.
Exhibitions: Faculty show in galleries of Vanderslice hall during entire month of October.

MiMouri Axociation

Inaurance

Agents,

13-H.

Independent

Hotel

finera.

Midwest

IS-16.

Sept.

Re-

President.

paper Advertising
Hotel President.

News-

Executives,

15-18. American War Dads
Gold
Star
Auxiliary,
and
Parents, War Dad Headquar-

Sept.

ters.

Sept.

21-2?. National Council of

Hotel Mueblc
bach and Municipal Auditorium.
26-28. Missouri Bar AsSept.
sociation, Hotel Phillips.
Catholic

Continental.

Hotel
Sept.

Oil

Sept.

Socony- Vacuum
Company, Hotel Conti-

2-Oct.

2.

nental.

1.

"Up

Mutic Hall.

In Central Park".

Show,

Little

•
FOOTBALL

torium Arena.
26. Congregation

Sept.

of

clash between
Texas Christian University and

University of Kansas.

the

•

GOLF

15th and Blue River.

•

Armour

3,

4,

and

32nd

Ballroom.
2,

5.

6.

7,

8.

Don Glasser.
Mickey
15.
Sept.
14,
11,
12,
Bride.
Sept.
18,
19, 21, 22, 25, 29.
Oizie Clark.
Sept. 25, 29. Wayne Wills.
Sept. 26. Jerry Wald.
Sept. 28. Lawrence Wclk.
From Tuesday, Sept. 10, regular
and

69th

Fields,

(f

Ward

Parkway.

93rd

Bclle-Air,

(f

Nail,

48ih

if

Johnson

County.

Old

Mission,

Washita.

County.
Andrews, 8501 State Line.
St.
Johnson County.
Blue Ridge,
Stayton Meadows,
Highway 40.
Johnson

Swope

Park

Golf

Swope Park No.
Victory
40,

30"

Kate

orchestra.

dances

with

Tom

Beckham

and

their

Hills,

2,

Club,

Swope

4

Swope Park.
miles

W. on

Wyandotte County.

BASEBALL
Kansas City Blues. American Association. All games at Blues
Stadium, 22nd and Brooitlyn(double header). Mil2
Sept.
waukee.
Sept. 3 (single game), Milwaukee.

DANCING
1,

CouTscj

Public

B'nai

Music Hall.
Sept. 29. Food Show, Municipal
Auditorium Arena.
Sept. I. 8. 15. 22. 29. Midget
Auto Racing, Olympic Stadium,

Sept.

Annual

21.

Jehudah,

Pla-MoT
Main.

22nd and Broo\-

Stadium,

Park.

Sept. 16. Mexican Fiesta, Municipal Auditorium Arena.
Sept. 20. TWA's "Frantic Follies
1946",
AudiMunicipal
of

"Over
Sept.

Antique

14.

Theatre.

Women,

Sept. JO-Oct. 4. American College
of Osteopathic surgeons.

Collec-

•
SPECIAL EVENTS

of

8-10.
Heart of America
Coametology Inatitute. Municipal Auditorium.

Latin-American

Drawings.

Bumap
Special Feature:
tion of Pottery.

Muehlcbach.

Sept.

Sept.

Art.
Loan Exhibitions:

Mcljon GaUery

of

1-3.
Sept.
Department of Mis'
and
American Legion
•ouri
Municipal
AudiAuxiliary,
torium, with a banquet in the
arena Sept. 2.

Sept. 6-7.

Roclihill

Kansas.

lyn.

29.

William

by

Sept.

Kimas

coNWEtmom

3

Blues

ART
Sept.

and Sept. 17. Sponsored
American Legion and presented by Sports, Incorporated,
Municipal Auditorium. Wrea<
tling every Thursday night at
Memorial Hall, Kansas City.

Sept.

VACATION
Where
there,

to go and how to get
and what you'll see.

HODGINS

by D. W.

THERE

you

are

in

your

one-

shoulder dress motoring through
the Colorado mountains. You were:
lucky enough to draw the front seat
in the cool, colorful Colorado auto

and now

tour,

mind

you have on your
both arms tanned
changing places with the
all

getting

is

without

driver or removing a sleeve.

Your whole

trip

in a feverish rush
5

o'clock

when

had been planned
between 4:30 and

the boss

went out

and gave you an unexpected
chance to get out. Then there was the
mad dash to Continental Airlines
ticket office where your space on a
Skystreamer had already been conearly

firmed.

Mom

and the kid brother

packed your tennis racket, golf clubs,
fishing rod, water wings, and yes,
even a ski suit, for those cool Colorado evenings, while you tore around
the house getting ready.

With
the
the

the plane and your head in
clouds you paged idly through
Colorado pamphlets, and won-

dered where you would go first. But
Continental Airlines had taken care
of all of this, and reserved space for
you in the Stanley Hotel at Estes
Park.
Estes Park is in north central Colo'
rado, in the heart of a rugged vaca-

tion

joining

area,

Rocky Mountain

National Park. It is really a gorgeous
gorge in the center of 150 acres of
tumbling foothills, cut through by the
Big Thompson river. The Stanley has
room for 300 guests who spend much
of the evening sitting in the getacquainted bar, and then tripping
into the spacious dining room for
steaks

and

trout.

It takes half a week to clue the
curio shops of Estes, with a couple
of days thrown in to make the restau-

rants

and

haunts.

A

nocturnal

theatre

the mountain
little

brook

sits

amusement

at the foot of

by which an impatient

rattles along.

You

realize

you're in the mountains and you're
glad
especially for your wool shirt.

—

The

next

day

you

transfer

to

Estes Park Chalet, a huge mountain
lodge parked beneath a big rock, with
balconies,

logs in the fireplace,

and

September, 1946
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the smell of the pines. You ride horses
at the stables on the property. Then,

you trek with a party of 20 towards
Long Peak, 14,225 high. By that time
you wish an ambulance would come
along and pick you up, but it doesn't
and you walk home for a night of
refreshing slumber.

The next day you grab up a "convenient one- day tour" across the 12,'
OOO'foot trail. Ridge Road of the
Continental Divide, to Grand Lake,
a

wonderful

and the highest

spot

yachting point in the world. The lake
swarms with boats all the year from
oar jobs to high speed launches. In
the afternoon you sit in varied establishments, one with a huge fireplace
in the center of the

room

skirted

by

smooth dance floor. And another
with hugeous hamburgers and French'
fried onions set before you.
a

You
at

arm
Grand Lake Lodge,

stay without an

the

twisting

a

twc

room accommodation overlooking the
lake. In the evening you gather with
the main lodge
open campfire of
and think up fish

the other guests in

around

a

crackling
stories

great
logs

the first year since the war.

The

Pete

Smythes beckon with an offer for a
little trout fishing, horses, and exviews of the cattle country
genuine homey atmosphere.

cellent
in a

Next is Saddle String Ranch,
snuggled in the crook of a mountain's
arm, under the shadow of Devil's
Head Peak, just 50 miles from Denver. You have a colorful, rustic cabin
and good wholesome food served
ranch style. Your camera gets a
sound workout on the spectacular
scenery and wild life. The guests, including you, are right there for the
supper parties and moonHght rides.
And then you find yourself at
Shady

Brook

Guest

Ranch

in

Deckers, an hour drive southwest of

—where

Denver
handy

your

levis

come

in

horseback rides up
the valley past the beaver dams, and
then back for a terrific meal.
for

the

So you can tell your friends how
beef looks on the hoof, you check
in at the Open Box C, to get some
true western life. The ranch is located

and multiple plain experiences

to exchange.

The Rocky Mountain Motor company has convenient trips back to
Denver on which you can catch connecting

Continental

Monday morning
twang of

flights

for

the

but

for

the

job,

your lungs,
the feel of the softest soft water on
your face, and the sake of our story,

in the Black Forest district with one
of the largest herds of cattle in Colo-

you stay

rado roaming the 5,000 acres.

fresh

air

in

on.

Turning
you choose

to the

more rugged

life,

Rivercliff Ranch, 52 miles

southwest of Denver,

now open

for

You'll

probably want to

numerous

stay

at

Fisheranch, and the
other dude ranches sur-

Drowsy Water,

—

—
COLORADO VACATION

rounding Denver, but the lure of city
life is still in your veins and the next
stop is in Colorado Springs at the
Broadmoor Hotel. Located at the base

3

of this plus the gorgeous red sandstone spires of the Garden of the
Gods. The Will Rogers "Shrine of
the Sun" is a must on Cheyenne

famous for top resort entertainment.

Mountain, which also offers a spec
tacular view of the country.

The hotel is a city within itself,
offering golf, riding, football, tennis,

Airlines arranges your flight back to

of

Pike's

Peak,

the

Broadmoor

is

skating, swimming, etc. It is a
"you name it and it's yours" resort.
There are horse shows, ice carnivals,
ice

tournaments, auto races, polo
tournaments and rodeos to offset the
Diesel cog train trips to the 14,110'
foot summit of Pike's Peak, and all
golf

And

then

it's all

over. Continental

Kansas City, Chicago, or wherever,
and you go home with a beautiful
arm.
Your
you're happy, and
you're convinced that vacations by air
are wonderful, and you're going back
to Colorado next year.
tan

mind

on that
is

sleeveless

rested,

TALES FROM THE TDTS
The youngster had heard much about his little cousin Peter, although
he had never seen him. At last Peter came for a visit and the excitement
was intense.

When the meeting took place, nobody could understand when the lad
took one look at his cousin and burst into tears of disappointment. When
pressed for the reason for his tears, the boy sobbed, "I thought that Peter
was

a

rabbit."

Cappers Wee\ly.

A

middle aged man rescued a small boy from the teasing of some older
children and gave the victim some cookies and two old tennis balls to
take home. The next morning his doorbell rang and there stood the ISttle
boy beaming. He walked up to the nearest table and began to empty his
pockets of keys. Hundreds of keys came out of his pockets
big keys, little
keys, dozens of keys to nowhere. Keys on chains and in rings. Broken keys
and rusted keys. "I came to tell you," said the lad, gravely, "that if you
ever need any keys I can let you have some."
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

—

The watch came from Geneva.

—

it kept more than time
kept the faith.

But
it

by

JOHN W.

FRASER,

JR.

THOSE INDEFATIGABLE Swia
THE

year was 1919, and

Paris in the spring.

it

was

The war was

over and gay crowds thronged the

American soldiers were
hand in hand with maids of

boulevards.
strolling

gay Paree

and

.

.

.

whispering fond fare'

the samie time eyeing
bulletins pasted on shop windows an'
nouncing the departure of troop ships
for the United States. On a side street
wells

at

a young major ambled along and
thought of his imminent voyage home.
During his saunter he chanced upon
an army surplus store. Turning in
the doorway, the army man found
counters and shelves piled high with
the hundreds of little items that al'

ways accompany an army into battle.
While browsing through the musty
collection of knapsacks, razors,

field

boots and things found only in an
army surplus outlet, he spied the
watch. It was a massive thing thick

—

his billet in preparation for his

Being an ambitious young man, the
major resigned from the service and
came west to Kansas City, Missouri.
It is 1922 and our hero is managing a
ten-cent store near 11th and Main.

During the preceding three years the
Swiss creation has kept excellent time
and not once has the ex-army man
been late for work. And then
catastrophe!
crowded store, a harried manager, a nervous gesture and
the gleaming watch slips inadvertantly

—

A

to the floor.

manager

tachment had been damaged in the
fall.

Happy

enjoyable

vided the information that the timepiece was one of a consignment pur'
chased during the war from the Swiss
government for use by our Corps
of Engineers. It was a real he-man
watch and the major, being a real
he-man, promptly decided that this
was the watch for him. He purchased
it for the sum of thirty-five dollars,
tucked it safely into his breast pocket
and, whistling happily, he returned to

crestfallen

damage. He found the name of a
jeweler in Geneva stamped inside the
cover and further investigation revealed that only the stop watch at-

watch attachment. The cover of
the box containing the watch pre
stop

The

pried off the back cover of the timepiece to learn the extent of the

luminous numerals, and a

steel case,

voyage

to the States.

much more
when they occur in true
The watch lover learned

stories.

through

coincidences are

a

family

letter

that

his

young thing in her
was about to embark

cousin, a bright

early twenties,

upon a scheduled tour of Europe.
Wishing only the original maker to
repair
girl,

the watch,

who was

he wrote to the

in St. Louis, to deter-

mine whether or not her route took
through Geneva. He was delighted to find that it did and he
requested that she take the watch

her

September, 1946

with her and deUver it to the jeweler
upon reaching Geneva. He was a
apprehensive, of course, for the
watch had never left his sight since
its purchase. And then
once more
fate cast a crooked shadow. The early
summer of 1922 found the girl and
her party in Florence, Italy. It was
a sad and somber group, for four
members of the entourage had belittle

—

come

soul

and wishing no harm to come

his precious timepiece,

he sought
out the customs officials and inquired
about duty that might be charged
against the incoming watch.
to

stricken with a serious stomach

A

short time later the agent
conducting the tour informed the
"bearer of the message to Garcia"
that the swing through Geneva was to
be cancelled and that the group would
make all haste to return to the United
States because of the illness. Being
a resourceful lass and not wishing to
come home with the broken timeailment.

piece,

she

mailed

it

An

to

in

and

the address in Geneva.

accompanying

written

wrapped

carefully

travel

letter painstakingly

folder

lined instructions as to

Swiss out'
the watch

how

should be returned to America.
When the Kansas Citian learned of
the illness that had befallen the group,
and that his cousin had mailed the

watch on from Florence, he donned
mourning clothes for he felt certain that he would never see his
beloved watch again. But he was soon
his

to

learn

that

Swiss business ethics

are not to be surpassed.

months he
Geneva in

received

a

Within three
from
watchmaker

He was

chagrined to learn that
duty, a matter of fifty dollars,
would be charged. The sad young
full

man

letter.

Five long years pass and the scene

letter

which the
stated that the watch was now repaired and in excellent running condition.
He read joyfully on and
learned that upon receipt of four
dollars for repairs, the watch would
be packed and shipped immediately.
But our watch lover was a cautious

listened patiently while the cus-

toms man explained that if he had
registered the watch before sending
it to Europe, it would be returned
duty free. In his room that evening
the watch lover counted his pennies.
No! Fifty dollars was just too much.
Besides, he had paid only thirty-five
for it. Unhappily he made up his
mind to ignore the watchmaker's

an American Legion meeting
Kansas City. The delegate for the
convention in Paris is being selected.
Our former major is at the meeting
and no sooner has the delegate been
chosen than he is besieged by our
hero who is by now mouthing incoherent sentences about watches, dime
shifts to

in

THOSE INDEFATIGABLE SWISS
stores,
all is

Geneva and

travel tours.

After

quiet the watch lover learns that

the convention delegate plans to take

a brief tour through Europe before
attending the convention and that

he will be passing through
Geneva.
month later the delegate
sailed from New York armed with
the jeweler's letter which fortunately
the major had kept, and the four
yes,

A

dollars to cover the cost of repairs.

Neither
piece

man dreamed

would

that the time-

actually be at the watch-

maker's after more than five years.
Both recalled those little signs seen
so often in American jewelry stores
"If not called for within sixty
days this merchandise will be sold."
.

.

.

Days stretched into weeks and
weeks into months. Finally, his trip
to Europe completed, the Legionnaire
reached New York and began the
trek west to his home, Kansas City.
There were tears in the watch
fancier's eyes as he greeted his friend
at the station

—

for the

A

man

possessed

THE

The

watch.

delegate related his

He had

walked into the little
Geneva shop and presented the
jeweler's letter that had been written
five and a half years before. Without
a moment's hesitation the old watch'
maker spun on his heel and deftly
plucked the watch from a board upon
which there had been hanging at least
a hundred watches! The little gray
haired man's bright blue eyes twinkled
as he carefully wrapped the heavy
timepiece, and this prompted the delegate to ask how he was able to pick
the watch without hesitation from a
selection of so many. The little gentleman replied in broken English that
he always knew his "own work."
story.

And

then the delegate asked how
longer he would have held the
watch. He chuckled and said, "I

much

knew someone would come after it
some day people just don't forget

my

—

watches."

Now
faith

—

was

there

in his

little boy was trying to lead a large dog.
take that big dog?" asked a passerby.

own

"Where

"I'm waiting to see where he wants to go and then
replied the boy.

9

a

are

I'll

man who had

craft.

you trying

to

take him there,"

ATOMIC QUIZ
To

celebrate the world's successful entry into the year 2 A. A. (After
is a quiz to end all. Test yourself for susceptibility, character,
personality, sex appeal, B. O., dandruff and falling hair. There are eight
questions.
score of five is passing; seven, red hot; and nine, unbelievable.

Atom), here

A

Ready? You're on your own.
1.

In

Shakespeare's immortal play,

Juliet peers wistfully

5.

down from

the balcony and cries out to her

approaching

"Romeo, oh

lover,

Romeo."
A. "Let's

neck!"

his

famous

soliliquy:

A.

"Why

didn't

C. "Evenin' Folks,

How

D. "Wherefore

thou Romeo?"

art

yo' all?"

D.
6.

"To be

Henry

Glasgow Farra'
gut, at the battle of Mobile Bay,
calmly surveys the situation and

through

remarks bombastically:

village.

Admiral

David

A. "Don't put bananas

full

the

outa

hell

Paul

He

exclaims:
it

riding

small

A. "Rags

.

B.

"Got

.

mad,

and

ex-

your

I

buy old

rags!"

now

offers

I

presume."

William

Prescott in comthe
revolutionary
troops at the battle of Bunker
Hill, peers at the enemy and
CkA.

of

A. "Whereinhell

A. "Ouch!"
B. "Now what

will

your cigarette
different lately?"

this."

D. "Et tu Brute!"

you

sec the

men
him

happen

mob

fire until

whites of their eyes!"
8.

In Kansas City the Swing

is

A. The basements
wind is from

the
stock-

when
the

to:

yards.

to

B.

my

taste

C. "Let's scram outa here!"

for

OPA!"
'til

the air sup-

"Does

D. "Don't
Caesar,
gasping
looks up at the
who have just stabbed
fatally and cries out:

is

port?"
B.

Julius
breath,

about

let's

this joint."

commands:

...

"Hi-Ho Silver!"
D. "The British are coming!"

"Wait

my

is

.

C.

C.

This

match chum!"
clothes and

a

blow

7.

like

village

B. "Medical Science
Proof Positive!"

4.

bud.

D. "Dr. Livingston,
the

Revere,

.

Stanley,
plodding
wilds of darkest

the

C. "Get

torpedoes
speed ahead!"

enters a
claims:

M.

."
.

territory!"

mand

3.

or not to be

A. "Beat

the

in

this."

"Damn

Mum?"

suddenly comes upon a
ragged white man in a forgotten

C. "Schenectady was never like

D.

use

Africa,

refrigerator."

get
B. "Let's
here."

I

do not choose to run."
C. "Sighted Sub, Sank Same."

B. "I

B. "Didja bring the booze?"

2.

In
Shakespeare's Hamlet, the
lonely Dane stands by himself on
the empty stage and cries out in

Herman
on

hears

Hoffelheimer's
Saturday night.

C.

The

D.

WHB.

bar

streetcars at five o'clock.

—

Not a tail gunner but a dancer
brought these words to our shores.

HUBBA HUBBA
by

MALCOLM HYATT

stranger, but later, to prove that he

had been accepted amongst them,
they performed a dance which was so
wild and wierd that it actually staggered his imagination.

As

part of the ceremony,

was painted

coln

in

Mr. Lin-

native

colors

and placed in the center of a small
ring of fires.
circle of bones from
a sheep foot and a human skull were
placed around him. Then a native girl
began to dance. She danced for hours,
her movements getting wilder with
every passing second. The sweat on
her body made her gleam in the
fire-light while drums beat savagely
through the jungle. Hours passed

A

ccTTUBBA HUBBA"—the

LL

mod-

ern American call of the
wolves did not originate in the land
of jive and bobby-soxers but came out
of the darkest jungles of Africa. The
man credited with bringing these
strange words to our shores is a
dancer,
known professionally as
Lesar, but whose real name is Nat

—

Lincoln.

seems that years ago Mr. Lin'
who was born in Johannesburg,
Africa, decided to do research on
dancing techniques so he went CX'
It

coin,

ploring into the deepest parts of
Africa's Bechuanaland. There he dis'
covered a tribe known as the Bantus
whose dances appealed to him considerably.
At first the tribesmen
weren't too friendly toward this

when suddenly the dancer fell exhausted, and lay in a deathlike trance.
Mr. Lincoln was led by the natives
to the girl's prostate form.
witch
doctor appeared and commanded her
to revive and speak. Drums were

A

muffled

while the doctor chanted
strange melodies. Soon the girl stirred
and spoke softly, almost inaudibly.
She spoke the words "haba hubba."
The witch doctor then turned to Mr.
Lincoln and said: "Son, the Spirit
has given you a word take it and

—

meaning. You will travel far
and 'haba hubba' will bring you good
give

it

will."

Since

that

unforgetable moment,
lingered in Mr.

"Habba Hubba" has

—
12
Lincoln's

mind constantly. When he
America in 1923, he se-

arrived in

cured an engagement as dancer at the
Old Palace on Broadway, using the
name of Chief Sakabona-Sonki. It
launched his American theatrical
career. But no matter where he performed, he always passed the words
"Haba Hubba" along to his companions
and stage colleagues as an expression
of good-will and friendship. By 1930
he was paying members of night-club
orchestras 25 cents a head to yell
"Haba Hubba." In 1934 children in

Hempstead, Long Island, were playing leapfrog and squealing "haba
hubba" as they flew over one another.
During the year 1935, Mr. Lincoln

met

September, 1946
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young American aviators
who were on their way to China to
become Flying Tigers, and from him
several

they learned to say these words.

Mr. Lincoln continued

A

salesman

to

who had

his

a long

Hubba."
"I used the words for years but
they wouldn't catch on," explains Mr.

"Then

Lincoln.

war came and

the

suddenly everybody began saying the
words. I couldn't quite understand
the suddeness of it all. But during
the last five years my wife and I,

known

professionally

have

Fedora,

Hubba"

two

and

Lesar

as

danced

before

the

"Haba

Allied
while it is
not a sexy dance, people take it that
way. To most people it is a wolf

and

soldiers

"but

it

Mr. Lincoln,

doesn't

Many

million

And

sailors.

call," declares

troduced

promote
"Haba Hubba" dauntlessly. He wrote
a song in 1938 and titled it after
those strange jungle words. He bought
40 acres of land and named it "Haba
Hubba." He did everything in his
power to spread the words and.

began to turn

finally,
the United States Patent
Office granted Mr. Lincoln exclusive
rights to the trade name of "Haba

mean

smilingly,

that to me."

years ago Eddie Cantor ina

new word, "whoopee,"

into the language. Clara

Bow

meaning

and

greater

much

to "It"

brought
it

looks

"Haba Hubba" is due
for a long American engagement
thanks to Nat Lincoln's consistently

very

like

effective methods in promoting
words of good-will.

run of bad luck suddenly rushed home and

room upside down.

"What have you

lost,

dear?" asked his wife.

"I've taken an order today," replied her husband, "and
placed the address of my firm."
Ban\ing.

now

I've

mis-

his

"All souls must find their way
Into one of these synagogues."

VALLEY OF THE CkurcLi
by WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

NO

matter where

I

go for a vaca'

tion there's one thing

ably do.

As

soon as

get

I

invari'

I

off the

train or bus, I take a quick look

and

then decide to come back again later
to spend an hour or two in the heart
of the town, studying its people, their
habits, and eke out something of more
than casual interest to talk about
when I return home to the routine
of a rather prosaic job.

and

cure-all

settled there, relinquish-

ing prosperous businesses and breaking ties with friends of long standing.

But what impressed me was not
might

It

be

Pine

Hill,

Fleisch-

mann's,
Liberty,
Monticello,
or
Spring Valley in the upstate regions
of New York. I remember having

much the climate as the row of
churches on both sides of Main Street
in this little town hidden away among
the lush Ramapo mountains.

these places. They all had
something to bring back fond memories. But there is one town that will
remain with me long after IVe for-

architectural

so

visited

That town

is

a spring.

I

it

Spring Valley. And
is a valley without

would rather

call

it

the

Valley of the Churches.

Known
of

for

its

climate,

physicians have sent

any number
patients

to

Its low altitude offers
from a varied assortment of ailments, including arthritis and heart
trouble. Many who have gone there
for two or three weeks have found a

Spring Valley.
relief

doesn't have to be steeped in
lore or the pulpit to
appreciate The House of Sanctuary

and what

gotten the others.

oddly enough

One

A layman like

stands for.

it

myself cannot but be immediately imbued with a new spirit when he passes
through the row in Spring Valley.
There is something
an intangible
something that lifts him from the
ordinary and makes him feel like a

—

—

new

person.

The

hotel

on what

is

where

called

I

stopped

The

Hill.

vantage point in summer,
look

down upon

is

located

From

this

you can

a bustling, thriving

town. All the hotels are not on

The

14
Hill, but the one where I spent my
vacation is propped five hundred feet
above the pivotal point of activity.
The first House of Meditation and
Prayer is about 100 feet from the
business section toward Hillcrest. It
is the Church of the Nazarene and
perched on a bank nine steps
is
above street level. The one-story
wooden frame could very well be
mistaken for a barn, if it were not for
its colored windows. They are spear

shaped, seven to the west and six to
The missing window on the

the east.

not an accident, for in its
place has been substituted an eneast

is

The

trance.

tops of the spears are

sea green or grape juice in
color, contrasted with muddy brown
or light green stems.
either

On
a

the same side of the street but
further down stands the Jew-

little

ish

September, 1946
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Community

Center.

It

was

built

along the same Une as its neighbor,
with a dull coating of gray paint.

One

has to walk up five steps before reaching the slate path leading
to the entrance. Two large cement
lions guard the entrance, resting on
their hind- and fore-legs as if in anticipation of events to come.
The windows here are not stained

or colored. And I wondered if this
Center has ever been converted into
a House of solemn prayer for the

with rows of
trees

— front

The

there

is

out.

They

light

shade of tan.

was open but nowhere
could I see a bell. I would Hke to
know what has happened to the bell,
belfry

it isn't for me to find out. Its
stone base is covered with clinging
vines which reminded me of thin
black snakes crawling up the build-

but

winding their long slimy bodies
around the stones for protection from
a preying enemy.
ing,

There is no identification on this
imposing structure, but being hard
by St. Vincent de Paul's Summer
Home I wonder if they aren't connected, for the exclusive use of the
sisters

who

dwell

in

the

two-story

frame buildings a stone's throw away.
the
Church of the
another House of Worship
a two-story affair
dressed up
in gray stucco with a parochial school
as an adjunct. Here again there is no
way of identifying its sect. Its doors
were closed. There wasn't any sign of

Opposite

Nazarene

—

is

to give

The
Main

—

me

nearest

the faintest clue.

House of Worship to

the First CongregaChurch. It is a one-story building which seemingly cries out for a

new

another
church. It rests on a stone base and
is situated on a bank two feet high

ahead

pines

windows peeking

mixed with a

are

tional

seating capacity.

pine

The

are milky white shields, one for each
window below. The larger windows

observances each year attract more
penitents than can comfortably fill

Further

stately

roof converges and there are

Its

five small

life

its

and
back.

stand out as silent sentinels, day and
night, through the four seasons of
the year.

days. From the outside,
there is no way of telling. Yet I am
inclined to believe these two holiday

High Holy

tall

and

Street

is

coat of paint.

It

has five stained

windows on each side of the building
and two entrances off the street.
There is no indication who the pastor

VALLEY OF THE CHURCHES
might be and somehow

why

I

wondered

Farther down the same street is the
most imposing church in the valley.
Built of rich red brick,

an

apparent
you are not aware of

transmit

the other churches.
projects

looks a

A

its

two

stories

exclusiveness

when

passing

stately belfry

on another story and over-

wooden canopy

in the circular

driveway. After a closer inspection,

saw the bell was missing and I
drew the conclusion there must be
I

a reason for

its

This is a reformed church. It is
shaped with five colored windows
facing west and two to the south.
The three missing windows have
made way for the vertical part of the
L. There are no trees, front or back,
but from a patio in the rear you can
look down on a sweeping landscape
of the Ramapo mountains.
I retraced my steps back to The
Hill, imbued with a feeling that all
souls must find their way to one of
these churches and synagogues in
spirit or in the flesh. Whichever way
it turns out, he will be well served.

L

the secrecy.

absence.

TALL TALES
Exaggeration

is

a

favored

fountain

American humor. There is the dustbowl story of the farmer, who feel'
ing some drops of rain after a long
drought, fainted, and had to be revived by having a couple of buckets
of dust thrown in his face.
of

The

was looking over some
"And are you certain
this is a high powered pair?" she inquired of the salesman. "Madam," was
field

An old farmer was telling a neighbor
about the loss of his peach crop. "Every
peach we had blew off the trees," he
recounted. "Were they a dead loss?"
inquired the neighbor.
"No," replied
the victim. "My wife ate one and I
ate t'other."

lady

glasses.

suave assurance she received, "if
at anything less than
ten miles away with those glasses, it
would appear to be behind you."
the

you should look

Two

were discussing the
of their wheat crop. "My
wheat was so short I had to lower my
reaper to the last notch to harvest it,
one recounted. "That's nothing," the
other replied. "Mine was so short I
had to lather it to mow it."
poorness

farmers

ere^i

one in ever^

office.

He had a bell of a time making
the world believe wire could talk.

WATSON, Come

"MR.

WTHAT

hath God wrought,"
can verily be said of Bell's
telephone invention. And to this can
be added what change hath come

CCTT

—

about.
started

It all

on a hot afternoon

in

June, 1875, when the full twang of
the clock spring came over the wire.
More weeks passed, more experiments,
and on March 7, 1876, the telephone

Thomas A. Watson,

talked.

who was

Bell's

lower end
of the wire, in the basement, heard
assistant,

Bell

distinctly

come

here;

I

at the

say, "Mr.
Watson,
want you." Watson
receiver and dashed

dropped the
madly up three flights of
tell Bell the good news.

And

patent,

stairs

number 174,465

to

—"the

most valuable single patent ever is'
sued"—was awarded to Alexander

Graham

Practically

like?

the

Yet,

What was

Bell.

telephone
it

most

was

like

we

then,

sensitive

call

and

the patent
that part of
the receiver.
is

instrument

now, the
has

that

been put to general use.
opened a new world to sound.
ever

The
simple

first

as

It

telephone lines were as
clotheslines.

Each

short

wire hung by itself, with one
instrument at each end. The first line
in the world connected the Williams
Electric Shop in Boston (where Bell
little

by

had

FREDERICKS

Met-e"

workshop) and the Williams'

his

home

DON

in Somerville.

The

exchange had its birth in
month of May, 1877. A
young man named E. T. Holmes,
who was a friend and customer of
Williams and who ran a burglarfirst

the merry

alarm business, proposed half in

jest

and half in earnest that a few telephones be linked to his wires. Bell
and his associates jumped at the idea.
Without asking permission. Holmes
went into six banks and nailed up a
telephone in each. Five bankers made
no protest; the sixth ordered "that
playtoy" removed. The five telephones were connected by a switch
in Holmes' office and the first, crude

exchange came into existence.

Most people shared
views. The

banker's

the protesting
public

pelted

with a hailstorm of ridicule.
People called him an "imposter," a
"ventriloquist," "a crank who says he
can talk through a wire." In Salem,

Bell

where

Bell

perfected his idea in

a

one editor displayed the headline, "Salem Witchcraft." The Providence Press said: "It is hard to resist
the notion that the powers of darkness are somehow in league with it."
The New York Herald said: "The
effect is weird and almost supernacellar,

tural."

In an editorial of bantering

18
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Swin^
Boston Times said:

ridicule, the

"A

fellow can now court his girl in China
as well as in East Boston; but the
most serious aspect of this invention
is the awful and irresponsible power
it will give to the average mother-

gave many profound reasons why
speech could not be sent over a wire.
In the beginning, boy operators
often aroused the public ire. In 1879,
an editor who visited the Chicago

in-law, who will be able to send her
voice around the habitable globe."

Poor Bell! As he ran the gauntlet
of public scoffing and adversity, he
learned to sympathize with Howe,

whose

first
sewing machine was
smashed by a Boston mob; with McCormick, whose first reaper was
dubbed "a cross between an Astley
chariot, a wheelbarrow, and a flying
machine;" with Morse, whose inven-

ten Congresses regarded as a
nuisance; with Cyrus Field, whose
Atlantic cable was denounced as "a
mad freak of stubborn ignorance;"
tion

and with Westinghouse, who was
promptly dubbed a "fool" for proposing "to stop a railroad train with

wind."

Amid
on

ridicule Bell

all

way.

To him

went

blithely

exchange said of

"The

racket

is

Boys are rushing
and thither, while

madly

hither

others are putting in or taking out

pegs from a central framework as
they were lunatics engaged in a
game of fox and geese."
if

An

exchange in those days was
Teen age boys yelled

the idea of talk-

a frantic place.

ing at a piece of sheetiron was a
natural one. To him the idea wasn't
too freakish, too bizarre, to be used
outside the museum. Bell understood
how it worked. Mostly because he
knew much about sound, and just

to one another.

his

it:

almost deafening.

From two

to six

were

needed to complete each call, what
with playing tricks with the wires,
fist

fighting, whittling switchboards,

The Lon-

and swearing at subscribers. Squabbling and fighting, a sort of cat and
dog affair, between the boys and the
public was common. There is a story
that tells how a young New York
minister attempted to dissuade a boy
from profanity. From then on all the
boys ganged up on him, and whenever he tried to place a call he was
promptly connected with the saloon.

don Times alluded pompously to it
as the latest "American humbug" and

The boys were incorrigible; nothing could he done with them. Often

enough about

electricity.

Skeptically, as the infant telephone

industry was greeted in America, in
it met downright open hosSaturday Review said: "The
telephone is little better than a toy

Europe
tility.

...

it

is

inferior to the well-estab-

lished system of airtubes."

—
"MR. WATSON,

COME HERB"
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Most

telephone service was stopped com-

with a

pletely while the boys slugged

frowned upon the gadget and were
slow to change from the old-fashioned
and more dignified use of written
documents and uniformed messengers.

it

out.

They were immune to all schemes of
discipUne. By general consent and
with many "hurrahs" from the public,
all

the boys were fired.
Docile, soft-voiced girl operators re-

placed the fist-heaving boys.
deft

the feminine touch
patient courtesy and

—

At once
fingers,

attentiveness

permeated the exchanges, which was
precisely

what the gentle telephone

required of

its

Today when

attendants.

a

man

starts a busi-

ness the first thing he installs
true.

is

a

was not always
Business men were slow to

telephone.

But

this

accept the telephone as an article of
commerce. "That toy, that plaything,
that scientific wonder." It just wasn't

Business men wanted
everything in writing. Competitors
could listen in. Operators could dis'
close their conversation to business
competitors. Many executives used
practicable.

snail-like pace.

officials

Neither Cleveland nor Harrison
used the magic wire very often. Under
regime, there was one lonely
telephone in the White House,
used only by the servants several
times during the week. Garfield was
the first American president to possess
a telephone, and his was a gift. In
1878, when he was a member of Congress, an exhibition instrument was
placed in his house.
their

idle

McKinley gave the telephone busiWith him the
instrument was more than a necessity; it was an exhilarating pastime
and sport. Over its wires in 1895, he
heard the cheers of the Chicago Conness a terrific boost.

vention. Later,
piece,

served as his mouththe first presi-

it

when he ran

dential telephone campaign.

On many

he

eulogized the
telephone by saying, "It is bringing
us all closer together."
public

occasions,

Streets in the larger cities became
black with wires. Poles had risen to
fifty

feet

in

seventy, eighty.

then

sixty,

Along West

Street,

height,

New

York, the highest of all pole
built, every pole a huge
towering Norway pine, with its top
ninety feet above the street, and carrying thirty crossarms and three hundred wires.
lines

private-code gibberish for fear of in-

formation leakage.

Today in Washington, D. C, the
slogan goes, "Don't write, telephone."
But government by telephone came in

was

People objected to darkened streets,
roofs of buildings covered with
dangling vnres. Chimneys, the deadly
enemies of iron wires, rusted them to
merest shreds in two or three years.
to

S.
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Windstorms, blizzards, sleet-storms
sometimes wiped out a years' revenue
in a single day. Wires weighted down
with ice, often three pounds of ice
per foot of wire, disrupted telephone
service for days. Engineers set to
work and wires went underground.
Today the only place open wires are
in evidence is in the country
still
and in small towns.
Back in the old days salesmen
tramped from door to door (Fuller

Brush fashion),

When
Mark
the

the

R.

Bell

soliciting subscribers.

war ended, according

to

Sullivan, vice-president of

System, there was a long

September, 1946
waiting

list

of more than

two

million

applicants.

What hath God wrought? In
seventy short years! Today Bell and
his experts would be lost in the mazes
of later telephone inventions and expansions. In 1910, there were seven
million telephone subscribers in the
land of its birth and three million
scattered abroad in foreign countries.
Today

there

is

instant

communicawith 26,'

tion over millions of miles

960,000 subscribers (March, 1945)
in the United States, and 22,261,487,
subscribers (January, 1941) in foreign countries.

FROM THE MARTS DF TRADE
"But,
"It's

I thought," said the typist, meekly.
not your business to think," snapped the boss. "Just take

down

say word for word, and keep your own ideas to yourself."
So that afternoon a letter was brought to him to sign. It read:
"Dear Mr. Browne Write it with an 'e'. Pure swank. His father was
a gardener. With regard to your letter of whatever date it was, I can quote
you the following prices. Hey, Thompson! It's that outsider Browne. How
much shall we stick on? Twenty per cent? Make it thirty. Righto. Thirty
dollars a ton. Awaiting your esteemed order, I am yours truly. That'll settle

what

I

—

that old fool."

A young man of bu:->ing ambition approached a great merchant and
begged of him the secret of success. "There is no easy secret," replied the
great merchant. "You must just jump at your opportunity."
"But, sir, how can I tell when my opportunity comes?"
"You can't," said the merchant. "You've just got to keep on jumping."
"So you and your son
"Sort

of.

I

arc carrying on the business together, huh?
my son does the carrying on."

run the business and

WurJer-AND NO MARK!
Nobody would

believe the old
night watchman, but they had to!

by

R. B.

FORSYTHE

Mark Hesselman had been a
OLDnight
watchman
the Confor

Detective Service for many
years. His job was to patrol a twO'
square block area of Chicago's Mulberry Street industrial district, checking unlocked doors and peeking in
windows. He reported into the central
office every hour, usually that all
was quiet on the beat.

nors

husky policemen collared the burglar
and whisked him away, not even
bothering to ask Old Mark his name.

Next day
the burglar

Old Mark was a

He

frustrated soul.

on the
Chicago detective force, and he
studied hard for a promotion to the
tried

status of

own

for

years

get

to

a private detective in his

But the answer
was always the same. "Mark, you're
all right where you are."
organization.

One

night the beams of

flashlight caught a

jimmying

man

Old Mark's

in the act of

the Perfex
Camera Company. It was not money
the man was after, but the treasure
the

safe

of

and Bausch and Lomb lenses
in the camera company's
safe. Old Mark picked up a brick
and heaved it through the window.

in Zeiss

concealed

Then he climbed through

the scallops

broken glass, with gun drawn.
Blood rushed from a bad cut on his
arm as he held the gun two feet from
the burglar's head and shouted at
of

the top of his voice. Help

came

the form of a district patrol car.

in

Two

states for

was

it was discovered that
was wanted in several

many

crimes.

His capture

a feather in somebody's cap, but

unfortunately not the one that fit
the head of Old Mark Hesselman.

"We

saw the man through the

Murphy here broke the
window and I went in with both

window.

guns drawn," the officers told th^
precinct captain.

"Old Mark? Why yes, I guess he
was around there somewhere. Any
how he came running up all out of
breath when we were taking our bird
to the coop.

He mumbled

something

about cutting his arm."

And that same day Old Mark
Hesselman was fired for not having
been on the job. Evening papers came
out with pictures of the two cops
and their prize catch, but no mention
of Old Mark. He was heartbroken.
For two weeks the old bachelor
the rounds of all the detective

made

S.
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agencies and watch services in town.
But the old man was washed up, and
they told him so.

Early one morning came a persistent knock on Old Mark's rooming
house door. In the threshold stood a
woman in a dither of alarm and tears.
It was Mrs. Thompson who kept a
down'at-the-heels rooming house just
across the street.

September, 1946

woman

back and she turned away

in horror.

Hesselman pointed out, after cover
ing the distorted face of the corpse,
that they were in the presence of a

"Oh, Mr. Hesselman," the land'
lady wailed, "come over to

Poor Mr.

my

house.

George must be dead."

St.

Old Mark expressed annoyance at
being aroused. He doubted if he could
be of much help; a doctor, or maybe
an undertaker ...
Finally he consented. Gratefully
Mrs. Thompson dried her eyes and
crossed the street to wait on the porch
afraid to enter her own house.

—

When

watchman
Mrs. Thompson ex'

the grizzled old

was

at her side,
plained that Jim St. George always
got up at 6 o'clock. He was a roundhouse foreman for the Illinois Central and was out of the house every
morning at 6:15. You could set your
clock by his departure.

That morning she did not hear him
stir, yet she knew he had been there
the evening before. She knocked
quietly on the door, then hammered
with her fists; she rattled the knob
and called his name at the top of her

No answer.
And now Hesselman,

voice.

to

knock with

too,

his balled hands.

began

Then

he hurled himself against the door,

and

little

by

little

the

woodwork

en-

and splintered.
Hesselman entered he warned the

dastardly crime. The unhappy lodger
was lying on his back in bed with
his hands over his head. There was a
gaping red wound in his throat from

which blood
mortally

still

oozed.

He had

probably

slashed,

been
with a

razor.

Yet, no razor could be found and
the only door had been locked. The
windows, too, were firmly locked
and the fireplace chimney was too
narrow to admit the passage of even
a child.

M\irder?
get in

How

would the murderer

and out?

Suicide?

If

Jim

St.

George had

taken his own life, how could his arms
be folded above his head with no
knife or razor in sight?

Soon Chicago detectives were
swarming all over the place. Old
Mark had ideas but the big boys
snickered and turned away. The
probed into the past of the

closing the lock ripped

police

As

murdered man. They learned

all

about

—
—AND NO MARK

MURDER

romantic meetings with a married

his

woman, and the

woman and

jealousy between the

her estranged husband.

The former husband, Al Van Alstine,

was

arrested for

brought to

trial.

The

murder and
circumstantial

"Then," asked the warden, "when
was the man murdered?"
"Immediately afterward," replied
Hesselman, drawing a blood'Stained
razor from his coat pocket.

"You mean

evidence was convincing to the jury
and the man was sentenced to the

son

electric chair.

"I did

Hesselman flew into a rage in the

What

"No,"

truth.

had him thrown

solve.

out, bodily.

Hesselman then became the leader
of a move to free Van Alstine. He
got some mention in the papers and
built up quite a following. Up to
the very last night he worked for a
reprieve and a new trial for the
but

prisoner,

still

nobody

would

listen.

As
near,

hour of execution drew
hope seemed lost.

the
all

As the legal witnesses and newS'
papermen were being searched in the
warden's office before going into the
death chamber, Hesselman entered the
room. Facing the warden he demanded
the prisoner's immediate release.

"When

the bedroom door flew
open and I looked in," he began, "Jim
St. George was sleeping peacefully."

to

replied

—with

say Mrs.

Thomp-

Hesselman

steadily,

this!"

it

Then Hesselman told
Thrown out of his

could you expect
of 12 tradesmen in a jury box? C3nly
experts like himself could hope to
find the truth. But the authorities
would not listen to Hesselman. They
court room.
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the

grisly

job because

two policemen had taken credit for
a capture he had really performed,
he planned a unique revenge, a crime
that police would never be able to

He had made friends with Jim St.
George and the night before had
visited

the

man

in

his

They both had a couple

own

room.

of drinks,

but St. George's drinks were heavily
drugged and he went to sleep.
The next morning when Mrs.
Thompson came running for him, as
he knew she would, he waved her
back before he entered the room. He
shielded himself with a towel from
the red

geyser of the jugular vein

and made one

While

slash.

newsmen

and witnesses
amazement and horror,
Hesselman pulled a gun and shot
gasped

in

himself through the heart, just as sure

and

just as scientifically as he had
planned and executed the murder of
Jim St. George.

QUESTION OF PROOF
Two men sat fishing on a river
bank when one suddenly dropped his
line and sprang to his feet. "Did you

A

man

doctor was presenting his bill to
the executor of the estate of a deceased patient. "Would you prefer that
I have this bill sworn to?" he asked.
"No, that's not necessary," replied the
executor. "The mere fact of the death
of the deceased is ample proof that
you attended him professionally."

can we tell?" asked the first.
"Well," said Bill. "Let's wait and
see what happens to him. If he drowns,
then he wasn't making a picture."

argument and one shouted angrily,
"You're crazy." The second denied
the charge and the first insisted. Finally

"A

see that, Bill?" he cried, excitedly
fellow just fell off that cliff into the
river."
"Don't get worked up," advised

"Maybe

Bill.

making

it's

just

a

stunt

a movie."

"How

*
"Now William," questioned the
teacher in a geography lesson, "How
do you know the world is round and
hangs suspended in space?
can

Two

politicians

it?"

"Hell,

prove

teacher,
it,"
replied

said

was."

it

don't
William.

have to
"I never

a

heated

•>

If
I

into

the second politician said, "I can prove
I'm not crazy and I'll bet that's more
than you can do." Whereupon he produced his discharge papers from the
state insane asylum.

How

you prove

got

you

don't

think

people

think

examine the wedding
presents next time you go to a wed-

and

ding.

act

alike,

So

You Want To Be

a

^unn^man ?

Raconteurs resort to rules
to rouse roars.

iK^lM

by KEITH

SCIENCE,
field

of

which

is

WILSON

entering every

human endeavor nowa'

days, has finally outdone

Joke
writing has become scientific. Don't
jump to conclusions, however, and
assume that radio gagwriters spend
hours in steaming laboratories before
coming up with a side-splitter. They
haven't reached that stage yet. How'
ever, veteran funnymen have devised
itself.

certain empirical rules for rolling the

audiences in the

is

gross exaggeration.

it is

all the jokes
including the thousand
and one about the traveling salesman
all
come under four simple rules.

at

first

to believe that

we have heard

However, when you
find that

it fits

Mr. Davis

by the idea of becoming
cided to do a

little

trite, he deresearch into the

will

says that he

method of being a

jokes conformed

your

you

his

success

I

one of the four.

laughs.

all

start testing

favorite after-dinner story,

Bob has been concocting
since he was knee high to
that

'

Once one
with these four categories
easy to write jokes. It seems hard

the leaders of this strange procession.

Bob noticed

gross

familiar

of

to certain like standards. Frightened

is

becomes

Veteran
laugh-producer
Robert
Davis of New York City was one of

a pun. As
he rounded out his millionth joke.

It

understatement.

aisles.

rib-ticklers

4.

to

the

owes most

discovery of

these four yard sticks for measuring

he hadn't found out this
riot, he might
have gone stale years ago, and that is
the worst fate that could befall a gag
man. After schooling yourself on the
four situations it becomes easy to
make up your own jokes and be
If

original.
j

subject.

He wondered why

it is

that

some jokes shake the house and others
go over

like a lead balloon.

For instance take the first situation. It might be worked into a joke
like this
sweet young thing entered
a flower shop and began to look
around. After carefully examining
the show window for several minu:

After several months of deep and
on the matter Bob
devised a formula for being funny.
All jokes, according to Mr. Davis,

intensive thought

tes,

A

j

|

\

j

she inquired of the elderly old
|

fall

into four categories

:

1

.

The

action

of the joke moves from the abstract to
the concrete. 2. It moves from the

concrete to the abstract.

3.

The

action

gentleman who was tending the
flowers, "Haven't you got any passion

poppy?" The old man slammed down
his trowel and glared at her. "You

^1
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just

wait

I'ln

til

show ye!" he

through

and

I'll

evening.

As

usual the sacred

were written on a scroll buried
When one of the worshippers dug up the scroll and started
to read the service he found that
worms had eaten the scroll and ob'
scured the writing. The other worshipper became infuriated at the halt
in the service and cried out, "Good
heavens, Herman, don't you know
your mass from a scroll in the
ground?"
rites

in the ground.

We

have all heard stories exempli'
fying gross exaggeration.
This is
probably the most used of any of the
four categories. You might work up
little gag like this: "Come down
from the goal post Grandma! The
quarterback isn't making passes at

a

you."

The

fourth

understatement,

is

cartoonists for gags.

yelled.

This prize gem from Max Schulman's book, "Zebra Derby," illustrate the second category. Two tree
worshippers were setting out to say
high mass before a large oak one

summer

September, 1946

category,

calling

for

widely

The

by
Yorker

used

New

magazine

is famous for its sophisti'
cartoons which poke satirical

cated
fingers

at

Most of

New

staid

York

society.

these gags get their laughs

from understatements. Into this last
group falls the sweetheart of the
raconteur the Shaggy Dog story.

—

Try

this one:

A

man

rushed into a

hardware store and pounded frantically on the counter. "Quick, give me
three pounds of rat poison," he
shouted at the clerk. "Shall
for you?"
said the

the

man,

clerk
"I'll

rumored

eat

I

replied.
it

wrap it
"No,"

here."

some circles that
the scientific approach to the joke
is only equaled by the Atomic Bomb
in importance to mankind. Think
what this will mean to the common
man! Every man a potential Benny
or Hope! Now every shy, henpecked
husband can become a sparkling wit,
It

is

in

a master of repartee, the life of the

Now we can forget Social
Security and Sixty Million Jobs, for
the millenium is on its way. Truly
there is a great day coming!
party.

THREE DIMENSIONAL Pictures

by HARRY

100-year-old stereoscope develops
into instrument that measures the
actual height of hills and buildings.

VAN DEMARK

youngsters of
FEW
though they

this generation,

in a scientific
greater than any other period
live

age,

of world history, have ever had the
pleasure and dehght of peeking into
a stereoscope to behold the magic of
the third dimension.

This amazing little contrivance was
considered one of the wonders of
the world when it came into ex'

more than one hundred years
Yet in all the years which have
elapsed since then, little forward
progress has been made in perfecting
the device so that it may have some
value other than living room enter'

istence

ago.

tainment.

The
elty
its

result

wore

way

was that

after the

off, the stereoscope

nov

found

to the attic, only to be

re

discovered and resurrected as a rainy
day toy by youngsters forced to remain in from play because of the ele-

ments. Those same youngsters are
grandmothers and grand'
today's
fathers and if any stereoscopes are in
existence now, it is only because they
kept them for sentimental reasons.
Since the war, however, threcdi'
mensional pictures have returned in a

new form known as vectographs. And
because vectography gives the third
dimension of depth, its importance
in aerial photography has been of un'
told value.

Photographs made by reconnaissance planes over enemy territory can
be made into vectographs in as little
time as thirty minutes, once the
original negatives are developed and
dried. The results will reveal the
height of buildings or hills or the
depths of valleys.

No

cumbersome apparatus

is

sary to view the vectographs
a pair of polarizing glasses,
Polaroid S-D viewers.

Unlike

the

original

neces-

—only

known

as

stereoscope,

where one had to await his turn to
see what the little magic box brought
forth, several people may look upon a
vectograph at the same time.

They can be made
slides as rapidly as

into

lantern

they can be made

28
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^wtnf

into prints, thereby allowing a

whole

roomful of people to witness the prO'
jection at a glance.

viewed

If

without

the

aid

of

made

into vectographs,

Polaroid glasses, the pictures seem to
or
prints,
be badly out'of-focus
double-exposure prints. Actually they
are double exposures with the image
of one negative printed on the front
and the image of another on the
back of a transparent Polaroid vectograph sheet. Through the medium of
Polaroid viewers, however, this sad

mensional

looking print to which you would
not ordinarily give album room, is
transformed into a spectacular three-

machinery as

dimensional picture.

Like a great
discoveries

fic

many other scientimade at the time of

war, vectography will be eagerly
awaited by civilians. What its full
potentialities will be in the fields of
science, technology, education, adver-

giving tech-

and surgeons an entirely new
perception of bone structure, never
before revealed by the flat two-di-

nicians

plates.

Tests have been made in photographing machinery and transferring
the images to vectograph sheets. The
results have been astounding. Instead

of the flat print, which is ordinarily
produced, showing the width and
height of the apparatus, one gets the
impression that he is looking at the

up

if

it

in front of him.

were actually

set

The depth

of the
third dimension separates each part to
such an extent that it appears as if
you could reach out with your fingers
and feel each piece of metal.

Army

and

navy

instructors

in

navigation have had their
numerous charts made into vectograph
lantern slides, and find that because
of the third dimension, which they
reveal, the students have been able
to catch on to the tricky problems
in much faster time than ever before; the reason for this being that
when a chart or globe is viewed via
vectograph it stands out upon the
screen with all sides visible. The process has speeded the study of celestial
celestial

navigation.

The

process of making vectographs
simple and so rapid that any
photographer, amateur or professional, can master it after a few lessons.
Army and navy personnel
emerge from a vectograph school as
technicians
in
two
accomplished
weeks' time.
is

tising

will

and entertainment, only time

As

tell.

Already

so

X-ray

plates

are

being

two

all

photographers know,

different images to

make

it

takes

a three-

THREE DIMENSIONAL PICTURES
dimensional picture, one for the right
eye and one for the left eye of the
observer. Because the human eyes are

accustomed

to

working

a

as

team

29

the image in terms of degree of polar-

The conception of such an
image is the invention of Edwin H.
Land, president and director of research for the Polaroid Corporation
and Joseph Mahler, a specialist in
ization.

three-dimensional presentation.

There are a number of different
ways of setting up the polarizing
images

of
there are a

the

vectograph,

number of ways

a photographic print.
quick.

It

is

just

as

making
easy and

in

most elaborate piece of

Its

equipment

a

is

clothes-wringer.

To make

and normally look at the same place
at the same time, the two different
views should be ideally one over the
has always been
impossible to place them so, because
both eyes insist on seeing both images.
For one hundred years or more
scientists have found that every escape
from this technical trap has required
a ciunbersome optical device, such
as a stereoscope, for making the two
images appear to exist at the same
place at the same time without actually being there, or has involved a
discouraging impairment in image

other. Practically,

it

quality.

The

vectograph

is

solution of the problem.
it,

the

a

successful

By means

two images required

of

for the

three-dimensional picture can occupy
the same sheet of vectograph

film,

one over the other, without interfering with each other in the slightest
degree when they are viewed through
three-dimensional viewing spectacles.

The extraordinary properties of the
vectograph are all based on the fact
that the vectographic image renders

a vectograph print you
start with a pair of stereoscope negatives.

may

These

be made either with
camera or with a single

a stereoscopic

lens camera. In

making the negatives
camera extreme
care must be taken when moving the
camera from one position to the other
that is strictly on line with the first
negative and that the exposure of
a

w.'ith

single

both films

is

lens

identical.

After the negatives are prepared
and dried as done ordinarily, they
are printed photographically on washoff reUef film. This part of the prois much hke making a regular
paper print, except that a wash-off

cess

bath

replaces the

and the operation

usual fixing bath
is

reduced by about

five minutes.

On the finished relief films, the
picture images appear in relief on the
gelatin surfaces. Where the picture
is
to be light the gelatin is thin;
where

it is

to be dark, the gelatin

is

thick.

While the reliefs are still wet the
tricky part of the whole process takes
place. This is in matching the two

Su

30

Once

matched they arc
an angle just a frac'
tion of an inch and then hinged tO'
gether, with the emulsion sides face
reliefs.

slithered off at

to face.
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The

relief films have given up all
printing solution to the two
thirsty sides of the vectograph film.
They are then stripped off, and
placed back in the solution to soak

their

When the relief negatives are
hinged, the most difficult part of the
operation is completed. This is performed in dayhght, as are all sueceeding operations. The reliefs are
next bleached and washed, which consumes only about a minute, and are

for the next print. As many as 2,000
vectographs can be squeezed through
the wringer from the same set of

ready for printing.
They are next soaked in a printing solution and allowed to stand
anywhere from half a minute to two
sheet
minutes even a little longer.
of vectograph film is then inserted

and dry it with a towel in the same
manner as you would dry a dish. To

—

A

between the two reliefs and the whole
business is run sandwich-like through
the clothes-wringer.
that the essential

process

occurs.

It is at this

point

phenomenon of
Emerging from

the
the

wringer a pale yellow, the "sandwich"
instantly starts to change to a blueblack. The images begin to appear
and in a few seconds are complete.

relief films.

You

finish the vectograph by washfor a minute or so in a special
fixing bath, run through a squeegee,

ing

it

preserve

it,

the

surface

with clear lacquer.
for

a

is

If it is

painted
intended

both sides are
intended for a print,
coated with clear lacquer
opposite side is covered

transparency,

lacquered.

one side

is

If

while the
with aluminum lacquer.
Army and navy photographers who
have attended a vectograph school

have been able to produce finished
vectographs in thirty minutes after
only two practice runs through the
process.

FRED VINSON'S FAVORITE STORY
The

minister

of

a

little

backwoods

hill

community

finally

got

his

chance to move to a larger big dty congregation. He made a trip to the
metropolis to look over his congregation and during the course of the inspection he was invited to a dinner given by the church elders.

A

few days later he returned to the hills a sadly disillusioned man. "I
commited a social error," he reported sadly. "When the host asked
wanted more corn, I absent-mindedly passed my glass."

guess
if I

I

COMPOSER LAUREATE
by ABNER D. KLIPSTEIN

Berlin, writer of ragtime, earns
minister.

more money than a prime
there were such a title as "comIFposer
laureate," it should be be-

who has
deserved it by contributing
more of his works for the benefit of
his country than any writer of music
in history. In the first World War,
he wrote "Yip, Yip, Yaphank" and
in the second "This Is the Army,"
both of them complete and eminently
successful musical revues; for the
stowed upon Irving Berlin,
richly

Treasury Department he wrote "Any
Bonds Today" and "I Paid My Income Tax Today;" he did "Arms
for the Love of America" for Army
Ordnance and "I Threw a Kiss Into
the

Ocean"

for

Navy

Relief. In ad-

he wrote "The President's
Birthday Ball" in aid of the late
dition,

President Roosevelt's Infantile ParalyFund and allocated the proceeds of

sis

"God

Bless

America"

to several

youth

organizations.

After all these patriotic activities,
which have produced astounding fortunes for the various causes to which
they were devoted, Mr. Berlin has
finally returned to the theatre with
the lyrics and music for a rootin',
tootin', shootin' Broadway musical,

"Annie

Get

Your Gun," starring
The last time he was
Broadway was with

Ethel Merman.
represented on

"Louisiana Purchase."

The best-known, most
•successful of

Berlin

is

prolific

American song

and

writers,

an extremely modest, shy.

sentimental and somewhat nervous
person. He abhors crowds, and speechmaking frightens him to such an extent that once, when he was suddenly called upon to give a talk, he
composed a song on the spot and sang
it

instead.

Berlin's

first

tunes were

written

for Nigger Mike's restaurant, on Pell
Street in
York's Chinatown,

New

where,

many

years ago, he

worked

His maiden effort
was made when a competing restaurant owner's employee wrote a song.
Nigger Mike handed his employees
an ultimatum someone in his establishment would have to do something
about it or the whole bunch would
be fired. What Berlin turned out was
not an especially good song but it was
better than no ditty at all. It was
called "Marie from Sunny Italy" and
it was the first of hundreds to bear
as a singing waiter.

—

his signature.
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Hearing that Irving Berlin cannot
read or transcribe nmsic has made
many people wonder how he has

managed

The

these years.

all

a battered old piano,

now

secret

is

thirtyseven

years old, whose original cost was
$100. The instrument has a special
Berlin's

for

Mr.

incapacities.

The

compensate

attachment to

technical

composer writes everything

in the
In case of tunes
that don't adapt themselves to this
key, the little gadget comes to the
rescue. By means of a lever, Berlin
can transpose any tune into the key
musical secrc
that is suited for it.
tary takes down every note while

Key

of

F

Sharp.

A

Berlin thinks in F Sharp.
Berlin doesn't consider inspiration

an important factor in creative work.
"seems to
"Inspiration," he says,
a special mood a person has to
get himself into to do what is, after
all, just a job. Most of my songs have
been written deliberately, a little
sulkily, while my business associates

mean

have stood around
suring

me

that

me
if

in a circle, as'

come

didn't

I

through with a hit soon, our publish'
ing business would go on the rocks."

HJorJi 3-or
"CONNIE" CONFERENCE
•ft,

WHB

preildent of
listeners

.

.

.

Jack Frye,

Tran* World Airlines, told

that

the Constellation

will

News

Chief

Dick

Smith

that

many of the
company had

changes ordered by CAA, his
been in the process of doing anyway. Frye
said that
ships

when

flights of the

are resumed, they

fireproof as any

With Frye

is

will

transport

in

Rear Admiral H.

big three-flnned

be as safe and
the

air

B. Miller,

Probably no other modem American song has enjoyed the long life of
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," which
was written by Berlin as an instru'
mental melody called "Alexander and
His Clarinet," and which incidently
did not achieve popularity. Several
years later, when Berlin had begun to
devote all his time to song writing,

he was elected a member of the Friars'
Club. For his initiation he was asked
to have a song ready. He wrote a set
of lyrics for the old tune and changed
its
title
to "Alexander's Ragtime
Band."
Some years ago in London, some
newspapermen deplored the fact that
a writer of ragtime was earning more
money than the Prime Minister, and
also scoffed at Berlin's claim that he
could write at will. One evening, he
invited a group of them to come to
his hotel suite and asked them for
a title to which he would write words
and music while they waited. One of
the carping critics, none too subtly,
suggested "The Humbug Rag." In
exactly twentynine minutes, Berlin
played and sang words of a catchy,
thoroughly acceptable ballad.

Our
new

today.
right.

piclurei
vice-president

tions for

to

think so

title

charge of public

in

.

.

.

.

Wouldn't a guy

.

.

month

like

but that happens to be the

of the Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer

coming

rela-

TWA.

EASY TO WED?

be

back on many runs by September 10. As for
grounding of the Constellation, Frye told
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picture

up-

which lovely Esther Williams, Swing's luscious center spread girl, is
starred. She will follow in "Fiesta," as a
female matador, and don't you envy the bull?
this

in

MAN-OF-THE-MONTH
chairman of Kansas
Drive, October 9-18,
Menth.

.

.

.

City's
is

Kearney Wornall,

Community Chest

Swing's

Man-of-the-

wing

MAN

i

DF THE

MONTH

"Mr. Energy Himself"

DAVID

BEALL says: "Kearney
Wornall has the most completely unbounded energy of any

pum. He could probably buy the
town and sell it to Kansas for a
state capital. He was chairman of

man

Special Gifts for the 1945 War
Chest, and Director of the Special
Sales Division during seven War loans
and the Victory Loan Drive. He has
given his own time unstintingly, and

I've ever seen."

Morton
throws all
he does,
enthusiasm

"Kearney
adds:
Jones
of himself into everything
working or playing. His
ama2;ing."

is

remarks George
amount of work Kearney

surprising,"

"It's

Catts, "the

Wornall can get out of people. He
can pile it on and make them like
it.

I

guess

it's

because

his

own

tremendous effort is a challenge to
anyone working with him."

And those are a few, just a very
few, of the nice things people are
saying about Swing's Man of the
Month. Kearney Wornall
discussed

figure

these

is

days,

much

a

having

named chairman of
Kansas City's Community
Chest
Fund Drive, and smart money about
town is of the opinion that his leader-

recently

been

ship will carry the drive well over
the top.

Mr. Wornall

is no novice as a fundHe's been badgering Kansas
Citians for money for a long time.
Good thing he's a banker, because if
Kearney were the type to get his
personal dibbies on only ten per cent
of the Kaysee cash he's raised for first
one good cause and then another, it

raiser.

would amount

to right serious

wam-

has expected others to do the same.
They have done the same, and the
success of the campaigns has been
remarkable.

One way and
forebears

all

other,

were

Mr. Wornall's

active in local

life.

Four generations of them have contributed

to

building,

the

growth,

settling,

founding,

and advancement

of Kansas City.
Great-grandfather Thomas Johnson was a Methodist preacher who
founded the 2,240-acre Shawnee Mission, and undertook the task of civilizing Indians. He rode an ox. Kearney thinks of that ox every Fall when
he climbs into a saddle for the annual
"Trail Ride" of the Saddle and Sirloin Club. He says that each autumn
brings increased respect for his ancestors.

One
father

of them, another great-grand-

named Colonel John

came from Kentucky with
and seven daughters. He

Harris,

his

built

three-story

House,"

hotel

Mississippi

"Harris
west of the

wife
the

largest

and

38
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oldest in Westport. His

home

and Main was preserved

as a

for

many

at

40th

museum

years after his death.

ing authority on the history of Old

Westport.

has

It

been moved to make way for encroaching business, but still stands

that

It

intact.

Richard B. Wornall,

still

another

great'grandfather, had a large estate
south of Westport Landing. In 1858,
his son,

was in the Old Westport district
Kearney Wornall was born in

the spring of 1891, in a large Victorian house at 39th and Baltimore.
At that time, a plain stretched out

from 20th

Street,

proper ended.

where Kansas City

The

oldest

of

three

John Bristow Wornall, who

was a Missouri state senator, used
bricks burned on his own farm to
build

the

lovely

southern

colonial

what is now 61st Terrace
and Wornall road.
During the Civil War, Confederates looted the house and were in
the act of hanging John Wornall
when a company of Union cavalry

home

at

intervened with split second timing
would bring a blush to the cheek
of modern Hollywood. To this day,
that

Kearney won't wear gray.

Kearney

is

named

for his maternal

Colonel

Charles
E.
Kearney, who was a big wheel in
the development of Kansas City as
one of the world's great rail centers.
Colonel Kearney and Colonel Kersey
Coates built the first railway bridge
across the Missouri River, an ac'
complishment that attracted wide attention when the Hannibal Bridge,
grandfather,

was called, was opened for trafon the Fourth of July, 1869.
balloon ascension was the feature attraction that day, and there were fireas

it

A

fic

crackers a foot long.

So runs the pattern of achievement
the Wornall family. Kearney's
late uncle, T. J. was also a state senain

tor.

91,

His father, Frank, still active at
widely quoted as the outstand-

is

Kearney attended Allen School,
and went on to Westport High, from
which he was graduated in 1909.
At eighteen, Kearney enrolled in
night classes at the Kansas City Law
School. By day he worked for the

sons,

Dean S. Kelly Abstract Company.
Later he was employed by the Union
Abstract and Guaranty Company,
but continued his studies. It was undoubtedly a tough two years, but
with the energy friends now remark
in
him, young Wornall breezed
through and on to the University of
Missouri.
At Missouri, Kearney played football.
He earned the nickname of
"Slick," and used to deUght in the
claim that he and Mort Jones were
the ugliest boys in school. He was a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and
was elected to Phi Alpha Delta and
Mystical Seven, an honorary organization for outstanding senior men.

MAN
During

his

last

year,

the

OF THE

SAE's

played the Beta's in the finals of the
interfraternity

baseball

tournament

was

a hotly con-

at Rollins Field. It

and in the seventh inning Kearney broke his foot on a
hook shde back to second base. The
foot was set and put in a cast, and
he was able to attend classes on
crutches the following morning. But
before leaving the fraternity house,
Kearney spent an hour and a half
closeted with his typewriter. Then he
set out across campus. One after
another, his friends stopped him to
inquire as to the nature and cause
of his injury. To each one, Kearney
said not a word, but handed him a
typewritten statement describing the
tested game,

accident in detail, giving the doctor's
diagnosis, and concluding with the
final score of the game. By noon,
there were fifty copies in circulation.

MONTH

39
proudest boast.

filiations are still his

From

Kearney went to the
legal department of the Metrof>olitan
Street Railway Company, now the
Kansas City Public Service Company. In less than two years, he was
school,

general claims attorney.

The war came, and with
chapter

spectacular

it

the

in

the most
life
of

It was a gruesome,
bloody event that might well have

Kearney Wornall.

mind and

shattered the

less resilient individual.

of a

spirit

The

incident,

beloved by crime-historians, became
notorious as the "Camp Funston Bank

Robbery."
It

happened on a

bitter cold night

Kearney, ineligible for military service because of weak eyesight, had taken a job as cashier of
the Army bank at Camp Funston,
Kansas. This was a branch of the
Huttig Bank in Kansas City, and
in 1918.

was

located in a one-story frame
building in the center of the military

On January 11th, the
of the camp newspaper sat
by the stove chatting with Kearney,
a vice-president of the bank, and two
cantonment.

editor

employees

who were working

the books. It
evening.

Kearney received his
That was 3 1 years ago,
but he has never forgotten M. U.
In

1915

He's past president of the Missouri
Association, and has been
active in all graduate groups to the
point of being characterized by Tom
Collins as a "professional alumnus."
Interviewers find that, whatever his
achievements, Kearney's Missouri af-

Alumni

on

in the

Outside, a howHng wind
the frozen street and
clapboard sidings. Sentries

down

blasted

L.L.B. degree.

late

was seven-thirty

rattled

clumped their feet, cursed a useless
watch, and tucked their ears more
deeply into woolen mufflers.

The bank door

Army

rattled,

captain came

positor,

in.

opened.

He was

An

a de-

and had been in previously

to discuss his mess account.

At

point, he forced the bankers

newspaperman

to

lie

pistol

and the

on the

floor

S.

40

while he tied them with a length of
tent

rope.

Then he

packed $62,000
off.

When

in a

he'd

systematically

bag and started

reached

the

door,

someone made a remark indicating

September, 1946
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But at noon on the twelfth came
word that Kearney was coming out of
coma. He'd told the investigating
by General Leonard
Wood that he could identify the name
of the bandit from a list of bank depositors. When that rumor reached
the camp, Captain Lewis Whisler
stepped into a closet and shot himself. Later, a note and the missing
currency were found in his quarters,
his

officers appointed

and

Kearney positively
Captain Whisler 's body.
It

fore

was five and
Kearney was

a half

identified

months befrom the

released

hospital. Friends feared the grisly ex-

perience might have affected his
but it hadn't in the least. He
went to the Army National Bank at
ability,

would be recognized.
"You know me, do you?" asked

that the robber

the captain.

"You
drel!"

bet I do, you black scounanswered the vice-president.

The

captain stood a moment, one
hand on the door. Then he closed it,
and produced a short hand-axe from

He

toward
one ever
remembered anything beyond that exbeneath his coat.
the

men on

started

the floor.

No

cept Kearney, who came to in a pool
of blood, and staggered into the night

hatchet

hold-up

almost

suc-

During the twenty-hour
period which followed, Kearney was
intermittently delirious and unconceeded.

No

one suspected the guilty
captain. He had planned carefully.
No traces were left to point him out.
Four witnesses were dead and one
was dying
scious.

He was

vice-president,

and was

presi-

dent for several years before its merger
with the City National Bank and
Trust Company in 1933. He has been
vice-president of the City National
ever since, and is known and liked in
the country's highest banking circles.
He is a member of the Reserve City
Bankers Association, has served on

American

the executive council of the
Bankers Association, and

to spread the alarm.

The

Fort Leavenworth as cashier, and on
to Kansas City as manager of the
new business department of the NaWith others, he
tional City Bank.
organized the Broadway Bank in 1920.

of
Association.
president

Mr. Wornall
is

is

Missouri

the

a

past

Bankers

and

especially hkes,

liked by, the bankers in the south-

western territory.

They

consider him

their personal representative in
sas

City.

And

at

the

Kan-

Chamber

Commerce, where he was

of

a director

MAN
and treasurer for four

years,

OF THE

Kearney

MONTH
It all

referred to as "our ambassador to
the Southwest." Perhaps this is be-

41

adds up: the background, the

and

the

experience.

is

personality,

cause he doesn't put the lug on southwesterners for funds as often as on

People say nice things about Kearney
Wornall because they like him, and
because they have confidence in his

the homefolk.

new

discharge this

ability to

Kearney belongs

obliga-

to the University

tion as creditably as those previously

Club, the Advertising and Sales Ex-

placed upon him by his community.

Country

It's an important job, and it takes
an important man. Let Swing add its

ecutives Club, Mission Hills

Club, and the Saddle and Sirloin
Club. He and his wife Berenice, are
a popular couple about town.

SILLIES
African hunter:

voice

the

to

others:

"Good

luck,

Kearney Wornall!"

FROM THE VALLEY

"While wandering around

a

native village

I

spotted

a leopard."

Sweet

girl:

"Don't be

silly.

They grow

that way."

The stingiest man we ever heard about bought his bride a nickel's worth
of peppermint candy and took her on a trolly ride for her honeymoon. He
gave her one piece of the candy and said, "Honey, let's save the rest of
the candy for the children."
•*•

Cannibal cook: "Shall I boil the missionary, chief?"
Chief: "Don't be silly. That's not a missionary, that's a

friar."

A

this

traveling salesman, reading a message from his wife was startled to get
information: "Twins arrived tonight. More by mail."

Wife (trying on hats): "Do you
Husband: "How much is it?"
Wife: "Twenty-five dollars."
Husband: "Yes, turn it down."

like this

turned down, dear?"

Then there was the Chinaman who said: "Lighthouse no good for fog.
Lighthouse he shine. Whistle he blow. Bell he ring, but fog he come just
the same."

He has spent a lifetime giving
LaCrosse, Kansas, children something greater than toys or candy.

BENEFACTOR
by JOEL

TO

Ea,-n.aJ

LONGACRE

many children in LaCrosse,
Kansas, the elderly man with the
felt boots, the wool cardigan and the
cane is known as "Santa Glaus." The
reason the children call him that is
obvious for few men these days wear

The

long white beards.
But Howard R. Barnard isn't the
kind of a Santa Glaus that climbs into
a red suit, stuffs himself into a rolypoly shape with pillows, and distributes presents at Ghristmas time.
Barnard has spent a lifetime giving Rush Gounty children something
greater than toys and candy canes.
He's given them education and instilled in them his love of books, and
it's books and knowing how to use
them which waters education and
understanding
into
a
flourishing

The New York-born Barnard, a
son of some wealth, became a pioneer
school teacher in the days when
classes were held in sod houses on the
plains. In each school in which he

plant.

His has been a long lifetime spent
working with two great loves books
and children for Barnard will be

—

—

83 years old in September. He was
bom while the Civil War still was
a potent threat to the unity of the
world's great democracy.

You can

find

him

a

good part of

the time in the Barnard Library in
LaCrosse. He's proud of the recogni-

members of the library board
paid him when they decided to carve
his name in stone above the doorway.
tion

library

is

housed

in

a

native-

stone building erected in 1937 and is
a combination of the library he himself started, the rural high school
library and the LaCrosse Library Association.

taught,

Barnard

installed

a

library

for the use of the pupils, for books

were

scarce.

Many

came to his
were drawn by

pupils

schools because they

the magnet of his libraries.
It is for his books that Barnard is
perhaps best known but there was
another side to him, too, that made
his work doubly important. He was
an educator years ahead of his time.
Even in the days of the sod house
schools, he realized the importance of

and games and did his best
pupils had the best
equipment and opportunity. He

sports

to see that his
in

tried

many

years ago to "help the

child find out for himself," for that,

he held, was what really counted.
In the early 1900s, he inherited a

lump sum from his father's estate and
was informed he would be paid annually a similar amount. He decided
to build a school of his own. It be-

Su
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came the most unique educational
experiment in Western Kansas.

He

bought

land
"Why in the world don't all high
schools buy ten acres of land rather
than a city block and then have room
for athletic fields and future expansion?" he asks
and built on it a
large frame building for his "Entre
Nous School."
ten

acres

of

September, 1946
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"I've always been too busy with

the library

and the children to read

much," he

says.

He

has been so busy these

last fifty

—

Barnard established

his school as a

private institution, equipped

every

facility

for

that he could find.

better

it

with

education

He employed an

excellent faculty, even to a physical

education instructor.

Then he opened the doors of his
school free to every child in a radius
30 miles and sent horse-drawn
busses through the farm districts to

of

bring pupils to their classes and re'
turn them to their homes.

Entre Nous school operated in fine
shape for eight years and then Barnard's income vanished as an estate
fight tangled his source of money.
Creditors were unsympathetic. All
that remains today to commemorate
his unique school is a flag pole
unless
you count the Rush County
citizens who obtained their educations

—

there.

Barnard went back to teaching, for
opportunities for him were plentiful.
He went back to putting much of his
meager income into books, riding on
wheat wagons to Hays 26 miles away
or to Great Bend 40 miles distant to
buy the precious volumes.
Strangely enough, he has never appeared to buy books for his own enjoyment. He's been more of a book
collector than a reader.

years with his libraries and his pupils
that he says he just never thought
about getting married. And, as for
children, he says he has had more
than anyone he knows. In a way, he
explains, every child he has known
was his, in that he influenced him
through his books.

has been estimated that in those
he purchased some 10,000
books. He's still buying them from the
small annual salary he receives as the
It

years

LaCrosse

librarian.

His progressive ideas didn't always
meet with school board approval but
generally Barnard came out on top
because the pupils and their parents.
were strongly behind him. Today
he looks back and allows he certainly
has been a crank at times "because it
takes a crank to get things started.",'

—

—

Barnard ran away from school at|
Hartford, Connecticut, in 1883 and,!
penniless,

started

walking west.

He

barge horses along the Erie'
canal, then walked on into Ohio
where he worked as a farm hand.

drove

BENEFACTOR BARNARD
Later, at Indianapolis, he

hooked up

with a wagon train leaving for Kansas and in 1884 reached Fort Scott.

From

him to
Wichita, Great Bend and on to Rush
county. His shoes were worn through
so

there his travels took

he took a job at a molasses

He worked
Curry,

an

for
Irish

mill.

a time for Mike
cattleman. It was

1886, the year of "the terrible Kansas blizzard,"
feet.

Ever

and Barnard frose both
winter and summer,

since,

he has worn knee-high

felt boots.

the best that

is

develop along whatever line they

within them.

Feeling that way, the venerable
educator and book lover says that
all schools should be loved by pupils
who attend them. Such a hookey-

may

take.

"Young people
tell

and

you.

are not wild," he'll

"They're just

that's

full

of

life

what we must have for

progress."

He seems to regret that he no
longer can teach for he says teachers
nowadays are doing what he wanted
to do forty years ago and couldn't.
He
his

still

has the grand dreams of

youth but

them.

Looking back on his long life,
Barnard says he thinks youth of today "is the most wonderful thing on
earth," for he believes that the greatest potential in the world is locked
within man's brain. Children should
be given every opportunity to develop
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Now

his

money

can't

match

that his library has been

as one of the more important centers of community interest,
he says that "we should have a big,
fine high school building with plenty
of room for vocational work and an
athletic field and stadium close to it.
It should have trees around it and
be out at the edge of town."

established

But, as far as his own resources
it can be only a dream. He has
drawn a will leaving all his books to
the LaCrosse library association in
the hope that they will long be a
joy to the children of Rush county.
go,

In each of them is stamped, in
purple ink, the name of H. R. Barnard, the recluse-like

man who

lived

only for children and for their better
education through
methods years
ahead of his time and through the

medium
Rush county

ageless

of excellent books.
children as yet un-

born will study in his books. He could
have no finer memorial than his
name above the door and within those
thousands of books.
less state
if

can be reached, he believes,

teachers will

and find the
people,

then

learn

to

search for

latent talents in

allow those

young

talents

to

When you have a fight with your
conscience and get licked, you win.

THE MARRIAGE RELATIONS
One tried and sure method of
getting your wife home soon from an
out of town vacation is to send her
a copy of the local paper with one
item cut out.
During the course of

his pastoral
minister called
on one of his parishioners, who in
recounting his blessings, said that his
little
family had lived together for
many years without a single quarrel or
difference.
Replied the wise old minister, "If
there never was a difference, there
must have been a vast amount of in'
difference."
Better Homes and Gardens.
visits,

a

white haired

—

«
"Honey, said the young man, "if
you will marry me, I'll put electricity
in

my

farmhouse,

get

new

kitchen

equipment and paint the house inside
and out. Also I'll buy a milking masighed

the

wise

young

—and

you

do

all

those

then ask me."

A

minister was asking a confirmation class to define matrimony. "Matrimony," recited one lad, "is a place of

punishment where some weak souls
must suffer for awhile before they can
go to heaven."
The minister thought a minute and
said, "you have given the definition
for purgatory, but I think maybe it'll
do very well for what I had in mind
also."

"Hiya, Jim," cried Sam, meeting a
crony for the first time since the end
of the war. "Did you marry that girl
you used to go with or arc you still

doing your own cooking and darning."
"Yes," replied Jim.
•>

A

few girls want to remain single,
but most of them would rather knot.

A

chine."

"Honey,"

woman, "Suppose
things

wedding shower symbolizes the

beginning of a reign.

"When

oneness has been attained,

good

health, prosperity and
happiness follow naturally."

by MORI GREINER

THEY CALL
West Virginia, west Texas,
FROM
and Nigerian West Africa, the
They come from Eng'
Sweden, Russia, Ru'
mania, Panama, and Paducah. They're
letters of praise, letters of doubt, and
letters from people with problems.
Throughout the world a consciousness is growing, an awareness of a
letters

pour

land,

France,

religious

in.

philosophy

called

Unity.

IT Vnlt^

ings of Jesus, and upon the writings
of various religious philosophers. The
Fillmores, however, gave new interpretations to a number of accepted
values and couched their teachings
in terms that could be understood
easily.

Essentially,

love

and
and

flects

all

things good.

perfection.

tions of belief

To answer these questions, the
Unity School of Christianity pub'
lishes monthly a million and a half
copies

of

seven

languages, and

magazines in

nine

many books from

library of 35

titles.

country
Unity's

the

Through

positive affirma-

and faith, he manifests oneness with his Creator. When
oneness has been attained,
good
health, prosperity, and happiness follow naturally.
Originally,

Unity was conceived

as

a school of practical Christianity to

These go to every

be studied by members of any denomination or by persons with no
church affiliation. It was not intended to develop into a sect with
regularly ordained ministers and other
symbols of ecclesiasticism. This is
something that has been brought
about by Unity students, much
against the will of the founders.
Charles Fillmore refuses to join a
Unity church. "I am a teacher," he
says, "not a preacher." He is president of the Unity School, and continues to spread his doctrine of nondenominationalism.

world,

bar

Unity was founded 57 years ago
by a Kansas City real estate man and
his wife at a time when both were
tubercular
and expected to die.
Myrtle Fillmore did die, but not until
45 years later. At 92 her husband,
Charles, is still the actual and active
head of the Unity movement.

The theory

re-

its

none.
"Wee Wisdom," for boys
and girls from five to thirteen, is the
oldest and second largest magazine
for children in the world.
in

Man

inherits these qualities of

are

offer them.

presents

as Spirit, Principle, the fount of

And men and women

everywhere
wondering what Unity has to

Unity

God

of metaphysics evolved

by the Fillmores in their hour of distress was not original in its components. It was based upon the teach-

By
study

publications,

personal

classes, lectures,

letters,

correspondence

courses, local centers, movies, street-

4S

S.Win 9

car cards, and personal interviews,
the Unity word is being projected;
but the greatest number of people is
reached
through
radio.
On 37
American stations, and others in
Australia and New Zealand, Unity
conducts 200 broadcasts a week. The
scripts for all programs are prepared
at
the School headquarters.
Carl
Frangkiser broadcasts "The Unity
Viewpoint" each weekday morning
over
in Kansas City, and the
scripts are sent to other stations for
radio delivery by staff announcers.
Through these publicity channels,
great interest in the movement is
aroused.
Particularly
notable
has
been the tremendous volume of re
quests for help by "Silent Unity," a
group of 100 workers who maintain
a 24-hour-a-day prayer service. This

WHB

group
ready

is

at

specially

any

trained,

time

and

is

undertake
problems that
to

prayerful action on
reach it by mail, telegraph, and telephone. Each year some 600,000 telc'
phone calls alone are received from
persons in mental, physical, or fi'
nancial distress; and all of them receive
tion.
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ing doubled in the last half-decade.
is predicated on the belief that
there are five readers for each name
on Unity's mailing list of one million. It is certain, at least, that the
Unity idea is catching on, since every
succeeding day brings new sub-

This

scribers.

The present Unity headquarters
occupy nearly one square block in
downtown Kansas City, but the group
is

soon to relocate 14 miles out of

town on

its

1,300-acre farm, which

devoted to the training of Unity
students. The farm produces quantities of fruit and vegetables, but it
is really more a campus than an agricultural

rooms,
ments,
built.

venture.

There

dormitories,

lounges

The farm

are

houses,

— and

class-

apart-

more being
has a tea room, an

amphitheater, golf course,

swimming

and tennis courts. Its 165-foot
campanile is a well-known landmark.
pool,

prompt and careful consideraLetters are answered indivi-

dually. Perhaps literature

is

enclosed,

cheering
metaphysical
advice.
or
Naturally, this requires a large staff,
and, at its main offices, Unity employs

activities there:

more than 500

and administration. As

people.

Because of the manner in which

Unity societies arc organoperating under a variety of
names, it is impossible to ascertain
with exactness the number of adherents the philosophy has today. It
affiliated

ized,

is

is

now

estimated, however, that the figure

may now approach

five million, hav-

Present plans are to center

all

Unity

publishing, training,

a convenience,
houses will be built to accommodate
workers who may wish to live on the
farm, but no religious colony is
planned.
the
son
of
Rickert
Fillmore,
former
founder, manages the farm.
architect and art student, he also
plans and executes all buildings. This

A

THEY CALL
a boon to the movement, because
Rickert's ideas are definitely progres'

is

sive.

His houses, for instance, will be

four five-room units laid out in the
shape of a cross around a central prefabricated
heating
and plumbing
plant. Time and expense will be
saved, yet each house will be a sep'
arate dwelling, with privacy, sunlight, and fresh air. In accordance
with Rickert's scheme of things, all

Unity buildings are
concrete. Flooring

built of pre-cast

concrete blocks,
and siding is two two-inch concrete
slabs insulated with four inches of
rock wool. Fountains, balustrades,
friezes are all pre-cast in the Farm's

moulding room,

is

later

to

into their proper places.

be hoisted

The

archi-

modified ItaHan Renaissance, but methods have been evolved
to color and "age" concrete pieces
while still in the mould; so Unity Farm
buildings, though new, will have a
15th century flavor despite discreet
use of glass brick and precipitronequipped air-conditioners.
tecture

is

IT

UNITY
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All wood used for furniture and
doors is walnut grown on the Farm
and cut in the Farm's sawmill. The
Farm has its own dairy, flour mill,
cold storage plant, sewage system,
reservoir, quarry, water tank, oil and
gas wells, repair shops, and power
supply. It has street, fire, and police
departments, and is definitely a growing organization.
Lowell, another of the Fillmore
sons, is treasurer and manager of the
School, and edits "Weekly Unity."
He, too, is considered an outstanding
progressive leader, guiding the thirtyfive departments under him with a
firm but sensitive hand.
He has been active in the work
since childhood, and has literally
"grown up" with Unity. He is said to
have witnessed many miraculous healings and demonstrations over want,
among both his own family and its
followers. He saw his mother
overcome her seemingly incurable affliction and set about to share her dis-

many

covery

of

principles

efficacious

with

their

metaphysical
In

neighbors.

1889, when his father and mother decided to devote their lives to religious
teachings,
and began publication
of their first magazine, "Modern

Thought," Lowell was on hand to
cut paper, set type, and run errands.
Every
day Unity grows and
New study groups and
spreads.
churches are forming all over the
world, in alliance with the 200 already
established. In Kansas City, the Unity
Society of Practical Christianity is
four-story,
building
a
$500,000

temple.

And every day, from everywhere,
the letters pour in.

DEEPER AND DEEPER
deepest man'made hole
the
THE
world
located
Brazos County,
in

is

in

Texas. The drill reached 16,65? feet,
but the hole was finally abandoned
when no commercial production was
obtained.

is
believed impenetrable.
consequently, no reason to
drill further than to the top of this
rock, whether it is 100 or 10,000 feet
beneath the earth's surface.

the world's first oil well in Pennsylvania to 695/2 feet. By 1920, a 3.000
foot well was considered "deep," but
in the early 30's the drill had made
10,000 feet an obtainable depth, and
now the drill has taken an even greater
bite into the earth's crust.

other factor has to do with the
oil or gas to be found at extreme depths. Deep drilling has proven
that the farther down into the earth
the drill is carried, the less chance
there is of getting fluid oil. Instead,
if any petroleum is encountered, it is
most likely to be distillate or natural
gas. This also tends to reduce the
reason for extremely deep drilling.

type of

Tremendous pressures have been encountered in the deeper wells, and
temperatures above the boiling point
of water have been recorded. New

the discussion about depth of
two factors are usually
ignored, yet these factors will determine to a great extent the ultimate
depth of oil well drilling. Oil and gas
are only found in the sediments of the
earth, never in the complex structure
of granite or igneous rocks, commonly
referred to by geologists as "Basement"
all

Two

Americans stood at the
a land crab drag over the ground.
to seek cover beneath leaves.

and
and

equipment by the
manufacturing
industries
could be used to drill to 20,000 feet,
but to drill such a well there would
have to be good reason to believe that
sediments were that deep at the proposed location, and that petroleum
might be found in amounts which
alloys

steel

In

is,

The

Both the public and those in the
industry have frequently speculated as
to just how deep it might be possible
to drill a well. No one can give a
decisive answer to this question, but
the trend of drilling has been toward
greater depths ever since Drake drilled

drilling for oil,

which

rock,

There

better

would make the venture economically
justifiable.

edge of

From

its

—Pran^

B. Taylor.

New Guinea's jungle watching
path a myriad of ants swarmed

mighty ugly," one of the watchers said, looking upon the grayish
stem-like eyes, "but it isn't dangerous."
"I guess not," his companion admitted, "but I'm just thinking what
a hell of a monster it must be to those ants."
"It's

body and

Letter

icaao

.

ago. In most cases, the better established
actors,

and producers have

writers,

fol-

lowed the shows.

The
four

and

greatest blow of all fell when the
programs written by Irna Phillips
produced by veteran Carl Wester

moved

STARTED
AS A JOKE
IT

soap opera

—

to Hollywood in
block. Chicago is now
the origination point for
only
one
coast-to-coast
a

the venerable

"Ma

Perkins."

out as a joke. Marvin Miller,
who has done right well for himself in
both radio and pictures, started the
parade. He was closely followed by John
Hodiak, who hasn't done badly either.
Then, before you could say "Control
Room" the big migration began out of
the Actors Club and onto the Super Chief
and the 20th Century. Actors suddenly
began looking at timetables and talking
about buying a house in the Hollywood
Hills. The fever swept through the Wrigley bar and up the Chicago river to
It started

—

Henrici's.

The

strange fact is that most of the adand agencies controlling the
"bread and butter" programs in radio will
remain in Chicago.

vertisers

by

NORT JONATHAN

For the most part, they have merely

THIS

moved production
is

year of the great Wight.

the

Radio bhght, that is.
For the better part of a year now,
Chicago's most important radio programs
have been packing their scripts and shoving

off

for

either

New York

or Holly-

wood. Principally the latter. The sunny
clime of California seems to have a pe'
culiar attraction for Soap Opera actors.

Most of the
some months

big night-time shows moved
or even years— ago. For

—

"Fibber McGee and Molly,"
which first took to the air from Chicago's
Merchandise Mart studios, has been a
west coast origination for more than a
decade. On the other hand, the "Contented Hour" stuck around until just reinstance,

cently,

moving to

New York

a

few months

details

to

New York

or the west coast. Naturally actors and
producers, catching the fever, have quickly
followed. Programs planned and developed
by Chicago brains have been snatched
away by the more glamorous production
centers. As one radio executive put it
recently, "You can't beat a sun tan and
a chance at the movies."

The

attempts to combat the blight have
few and feeble. There have been
several committee meetings. A few attempts have been made to generate interest

been

new programs. NBC has moved several
low-budget sustaining programs to the
Chicago River front. But, for the most
part, no real attempt has been made to
develop Chicago anew as a radio production center. The town which once origi-

in

32
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nated forty to fifty dramatic and musical
commercial programs a day, in addition
to many sustaining shows, is practically ex'
isting on a few strictly local crumbs. And
the crumbs are fewer every week.

Wholly unaware of

this debacle in

our

midst are the college girls happily planning their back to school wardrobes. One
can always tell that

SCHOOL FASHIONS
PROMOTION IS ON

the

summer

is

prac-

over when
Marshall Field and
Company unleashes its annual "back to
school" fashion promotion. The faces of
beaming undergrads pop out from the
advertising pages of the papers. Each store
has its scholastic Fashion Board, with all
kinds of advice handed out on what to
tically

wear and how to wear it. Being a mere
male who merely likes to look at feminine
clothes
and at what's in them your correspondent doesn't feel qualified to talk
about what's going to deplete Papa's bank
account this September. However, we have
it
on the very good authority of Miss

—

—

Kay Daly,

the extremely decorative fashion editor of the Herald-American, that
this September will really be a honey on
the fashion front. You'll be able to spend
all of Daddy's money without half trying,
right in one store!

There's nothing that can be said here
can add to the out-of-town understanding of the William Heirens case. It
is to be hoped that by the time this issue
reaches the stands, the whole
of
unsavory mess will be well in the past
and on its way toward being forgotten
probably pushed out of the limelight by
some new horror. However, it's only fair
to say that most Chicagoans are thoroughly
disgusted with the way the entire case has
that

SWING

police, the press, and
the State's Attorney's office. The tendency
of one and all involved to run into the
spotlight on the drop of a clue has done
little to help Chicago's already none too
sweet reputation.
On the far more pleasant side of the
entertainment ledger is Joe E. Brown's

been handled by

One improvement
make brakes

tight

when

performance in "Harvey." If you haven't
had an opportunity to see the show in
New York, experts declare that the
Chicago version is a worthy substitute.
Performances also worth seeing when
you're in town are the almost nightly television shows at station
in the
State-Lake
building.
Reservations
arc
necessary, but easy to make by mail or
telephone. The same know-how that made
Chicago the center of Navy radar instruction during the war under the direction of Bill Eddy produces television shows
of the highest calibre. Visitors may watch
both the production and screening of
complete programs and are gladly shown
the equipment which makes video pos-

WBKB

sible.

Another show well-worth taking in
and one which has been running for years
is the National Barn Dance, broadcast
every Saturday night from the 8th Street

—

TTieatre over a nationwide network.

food is on your mind, try one of the
well-known restaurants popular with
Chicagoans but off the beaten track for
most visitors.
If

—

less

Over on Dearborn street, for example,
"Ding Dong" Gus' restaurant. It's
a good spot to take a buyer from Coundl
Bluffs when he wants to whoop it up.

there's

The

Italian cuisine features steaks and
chops in addition to the usual spaghetti
and chicken dishes.

While we're

talking

about

extroverts

in the restaurant business, there's

Market Club

Barney's

of the Chicago
wholesale produce district. Barney had a
during the
little trouble with
the
war, but things are now back on the old
in the heart

OPA

standard. Barney himself will probably be
on hand to greet you with a hearty,
"Hello, Senator."

With football in the air and sunburns
forgotten, it looks like September will be
for everybody but starva happy event
ing radio actors. Some of them are down
to their last singing commercial.

—

that is badly needed on automobiles
the driver becomes so.

is

a

device to

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
by

MARION ODMARK
NEW HORIZON ROOM.

if
505

Hotel

Continental.

(Whi. 4100). Joe Vera's band
is scoring a big success and is augmented by Karen
Ford, vocalist, and a solo pianist.

N. Michigan.

PUMP ROOM,
N.

Ambassador East Hotel. 1300
(Sup. 7200). Last month of
more
Kirby-like-classics,
but

Parkway

State

David

LeWinter's

on hand than

celebrities

WALNUT ROOM,
(Cen.

LaSalle.

near

ever.

Bismarck Hotel. Randolph
0123). Sherman Hayes and

his orchestra and a brace of
of a conservative clientele.

acts

fancy

the

strike

YAR RESTAURANT.

Lake Shore Drive Hotel.
Lake Shore Drive. (Del. 9300). The season
starts off with plenty of gayety and color with
George
again
hosting,
and
Colonel
Yaschenko
Scherban as maestro. Louis Stcffen is the suave,
181

E.

handsome maitre

d'hotel.

Star Acts
big three of night clubs with name acts,
or four supplementary numbers,
lines
of
girls and standard dance bands are policy proijramCourt.
610
Fairbanks
ming at CHEZ PAREE,
400 N. Wabash
(Del. 3434)
RIO
(Del. 3700)
And LATIN QUARTER, 23

The

three

.

CABANA,

.

.

.

.

W. Randolph

.

(Ran.

5544).

Not so expensive but informal fun are COLOSIMO'S, 2126 South Wabash (Vic. 9259)
.

.

VINE GARDENS,

and

Exclusives

5106).

(Div.

BOULEVARD ROOM,

Hotel Stevens, 7th and
4400). Clyde McCoy and his
irchestra set the musical background for dancing and
)orothy Dorben's wild west extravaganza called
"Yippee."

BUTTERY. Ambassador West

Hotel. 1300 North
Parkway. (Sup. 7200). Very chic and cozy
the order of New York's smartest and most inti'
nate rooms. Excellent food and dancing if you like.

^

Daitci7tg

(Wab.

Michigan.

.

W. North Avenue.

614

if Dancing

main

the

is

interest

BLACK-

the

at

HAWK RESTAURANT,

Wabash and Randolph.
Courtney's music
(Ran. 2822).
PANTHER ROOM, Hotel Sherman, Randolph
and Clark (Fra. 2100). to swing parade leaders.
Del

to

.

.

.

!tate

Atmosphere Counts

in

t

CAMELLIA HOUSE,

Drake Hotel, Michigan

at

2200). Ramon Ramos stays on till
Dctober to insure tangy rhumbas for another month.
X'alton.

(Sup.

k EMPIRE

k GLASS HAT,

Congress Hotel, Michigan at Con:rcss. (Har. 3800). Matinee dancing, evening band
ittractions and Fashion luncheons every Wednesday
ind Friday make up a full and rewarding program.

MAYFAIR ROOM,

Blackstone Hotel, Michigan

teasing

DON

at

COMBER'S. 101 E. Walton
SHANGRI-LA. 222 N.
.

.

.

BAMBOO ROOM.

.

Park

West.

(Div.

.

Cues to Cuisine
AGOSTINO'S, 1I2I N. State.

MARINE DINING ROOM,

:uisine.

N.

.

.

.

.

.

Edgewater

Beach

.

9862),

STEAK

.

for

all

BLUE DANUBE

CAFE, 500 W. North

Sheridan Road. (Lon. 6000). Henry
5 300
Brandon's 19'piece orchestra, eye-filling Dorothy
iild revue and traditional Edgewater service and
lotel,

744

(Del.

and seafoods
(Del.
Rush.
5930),

kinds of thick, juicy steaks

HOUSE.

.

.

me. sometimes two,

k

Parkway
5000).

.

.

7th. (Har. 4300). Mel Cooper's great band is
ct for the season and the booking continues to be
star acts.

BEACH-

(Sup. 8812)
(Dea. 9733)
Hotel. 2100

State.

Old English charm at IVANHOE. 300 N.
Clark. (Gra. 2771) and OLD ENGLISH ROOM.
Hotel Pearson. 190 E. Pearson. (Sup. 8200)
Parisian Victorian at L'AIGLON. 22 E. Ontario.
Austrian background at OLD
(Del. 6070)
HEIDELBERG. 14 W. Randolph. (Fra. 1892).

for roast beef, spaghetti

it

THE

Place.

.

.

Lincoln

ROOM,

Palmer House, State and Monoc. (Ran. 7500). Evelyn Knight tops off a rich and
landsome Merriel Abbott Revue and Freddy Nagcl
new maestro, beginning September 12th.
s the

k

ir Tropical

(Mic. 5988) for Hungarian
food
SINGAPORE. 1011 Rush (Del. 0414)
CHEZ
for mouth-watering barbecued ribs
PAUL. 180 E. Delaware (Del. 9713) for con631
KUNGSHOLM,
tinental bill of fare
Rush (Sup. 9868) and A BIT OF SWEDEN,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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win 9
1015 Rush (Del. 1492) for smorgasboard and
Scandinavian specialties
IRELAND'S, 632 N.
Clark (Del. 2020) for SO varieties of seafoods
And for chop suey you won't go wrong at
HOUSE OF ENG. 110 E. Walton (Del. 7194),
HOE SAI GAI, 7S W. Randolph (Dea. 8505)
and the NANKIN, 66 W. Randolph (Sta. 1900).
.

.

.

.

bloomer era with Nanette Fabray the daring

.

.

"DREAM
Dearborn

GIRL"

(Cen.

light-headed

8240).

darling

in

Selwyn.

the

at

Judith
this

stai.

180

H.^

Parrish plays tttif
Rice play.
at the Blackston*

Elmer

"STATE OF THE UNION"

near Michigan
(Har. 8880). The Pulitj*
Winner with James Rennie, Neil Hamiltoa
and Judith Evelyn is "must see' entertainment.
"HARVEY" at the Harris, 170 N. Dearborn
(Cen. 8240). Joe E. Brown plays the lovable
alcoholic and Marion Lorne just about steals the
show.

7th

Prize

La
The

girls

take

it

Strip Tease
off

at

I

BACK STAGE CLUB.

935 Wilson Ave., CLUB FLAMINGO. 1 359 W.
Madison, L &? L CAFE. 1316 W. Madison. CLUB
SO-HO. 1124 W. Madison and the PLAYHOUSE
CAFE, 550 N. Clark ... No reservations neces-

•k

The Stage
"BLOOMER GIRL" at the

"LUTE SONG"

"OKLAHOMA"
Shubert,

22

Monroe (Cen. S240). Ingenious musical about

W.

Clark

the

perennial

ANAdams

hit.

in

American Public?" Whereupon, selecting some 200 names from metropolitan
telephone books, he addressed a num-

practically
servants.

ber of letters to unsuspecting citizens.
One hapless individual, a 79-year old
White Plains, N. Y., housewife, was
completely baffled when she received
the following communication in her
morning's mail:
"We recently received an inquiry
from a party with a name similar to
yours, but without an address, requesting that we send them one of
our educated apes for a thirtyday free
trial.

If

you

if

our apes can be used

at

the

nitely,

now

in

low,

is

410

Studebaker,

music

127
of

DF NEXT?

Our apes are
many homes. Their

yes.

they

require

no

clothes.

etc.

Defi-

service
initial cost
in

food

and

They make

ideal

little

"Unless we hear from you to the
contrary, we will send your ape, together with an instructor, in the near
future. The instructor will live with
you for a week to orient your ape
in

his new environment."
At her wits end, the

recipient of
the police, who, together
with
the
immediately
FBI,
began an investigation of the case.
Needless to say, the "ape" has not
yet put in an appearance at the distraught lady's house.
—Betty Waller.

the

letter

called

you must worry, always do your worrying in advance. Otherwise
most of tnc chances. Construction digest.

will miss

S.

adapted.'

16.

Erlanger.

housework, table-waiting,

enterprising writer, James C.
of Bernardsville, N. J.,
recently conceived the idea to write
an article called "How Gullible Is the

ask

the

2459). Return engagement
Beginning Sept. 16.

(Sta.

WHAT WILL THEY THINK

"You

at

Michigan (Cen. 8240). Play with
from the Chinese. Beginning Sept.

sary.

f\

COMMUNIQUE
and new decorations

the old familiar
season arrives
all indications are that hotel reservations
and all factors of moving about and having a "being" in Manhattan will be as
difficult as they have been for the past
several years. It's hard to plan very far
in advance these days but for anything
in Manhattan its a case of, "Gad, you'd
places.

And when

in

this

fall

'Ttter."

No

how

matter

women

valiantly

at-

tempt to prove the equality of the sexes
there
always remain a few typically
feminine

EQUALITY
OF SEXES

ample:

name under
thing done.
a

familiar

the

An
bell

using

stress

of

instance
to wives

a

steadily worse.

A

on her own but

by

to

the

husband's
some-

getting

which will ring
happened here

recently. For sometime the
certain apartment building

resorted

lend

that

traits

credence to the title,
"Weaker Sex." For ex-

service

was

in

a

getting

doctor's wife complained
to

old

avail.

At

weapon

of

no

she
saying:

last

"Doctor Doe will certainly see about this."
Service improved instantly so she continued to use this weapon day after day.
Now the doctor thinks she has overdone
it a bit. After all, he is a man of slight
build with a most gentle bearing and appearance, and has no taint of violence in
his entire make-up. The resultant captouching and general scrambling about
when he appears has left him a little bewildered and a mite terrified. His only
hope is that "service" won't discover the

LuoE Brion

fallacy of his wife's threats.

MANHATTAN

gayety hits a low spot
and September. This

August
in
means that one doesn't have to elbow a
way in and out of the usual popular
places: and also is evidence of the fact
that Manhattanities and visitors alike seek
the good earth during these months. As
October approaches we all can prepare

for the biggest season of the year
that which precedes and includes the
Yuletide holidays. Hints are already in
the air about new shows, new fashions
.

.

.

Sailing on Long Island Sound is not
only one of the most beautiful sights in
the world but one of the most exciting
sports as well. Races go on continuously
during the summer months with all types
of boats competing according to class.
The winds, the tideSj the sails, all demand
expert understanding and handling. And
the element of chance in which way the
wind will blow and where, keeps every-

one on the alert until the finish line is
reached. Night races are even more thrilling than the day. With a full moon silver-

}6
ing the water where little puffs of wind
ruffle the surface, sails full and ghostly
white against the darkness, lights flickering along the shore-line, it's an experience
never to be forgotten. And there is such
a quietness about a night race. Everyone
whispers so that their voices won't skip
across the water and give away the crew's
secrets.
The East is more boat-minded
than ever this year and boat manufacturers
are swamped with orders for next year
there were very few deliveries this
year due to production difficulties.
.
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wini

.

.

Here
ears

is

back:

Saks Fifth

a factual case of pinning one's

A

young lady employed by
Ave. likes to wear her hair

up. But, her ears have
PINNING ONE'S a distressing way of
sticking out and ruinEARS
ing the contour of her
head. So, what does she do? She puts
liquid adhesive on the backs of her ears,
holds them tight to her head for a moment and then goes merrily on her way
with a stream-lined contour. This might
be an idea for mothers to use on small
children in training unruly ears.

BACK

New

York newspapers and

radio com-

mentators had a real old-fashioned field
day over the recent Kansas City political

The

visitor

was

trying

to

make

with the young son of the
house as he waited for the older sister
to finish dressing. "I think I have met
all
of your family but your uncle
Henry," he said. "How does he look?
I mean what side of the house does he
resemble?"
The little boy considered and
thought of his fleshy uncle. "The side
with the bay window," he said.
friends

campaign.

Few

people

understood

wh

was going on other than a good hot figh
Nevertheless, it was a most popular top
of conversation. Kansas City has alway
been intense, to say the least, over politics
but when its proceedings are reported
back here one would call Bikini a quiet
spot in comparison.

The Long Island railroad system, never,
known to be anything more than bareh
adequate, is now seriously falling apart.]
The crew men are
threatening to strike]
RAIL SYSTEM

FALLING APART

...

not for higher]

wages but for nevv
equipment. It has really become a matter
of chance for commuters to get back and
forth on the same day. For a great many
years residents out on Long Island have
discouraged any means of transportationt]
that would bring an influx of populationj
;

out to the treasured country-side. Electric!
engines have not as yet made an appear-*
ance even though they are the most logical
types of all for this run. However, many
new settlements are cropping up in spite
of the bad transportation and now that
new equipment has become a "must" old
residents are trying to resign themselves
to the acceptance of hundreds of new
neighbors.

idea," demanded the
of her husband the morning after, "of telling me that last night
you were at the Grand Inn with George

"What's the

irate

wife

Baker?
told

I

just

met Mr. Baker and he
at the Trocadaro

me you were

Tropical

Paradise."
dear," replied the husband,
"last night when I phoned you I was
in
no condition to say Trocadaro
Tropical Paradise."

"My

^EW YORK

CITY PORTS OF CALL
by JEANNE TAYLOR

the background Pancho and Mark Monte orchestras
provide very satisfactory dance music.

PIERRE. 5 Ave. at 61. (RE 4-5900): If you've
snitching lately, Myrus. the talented mind
reader, may catch you in the baroque Cotillion
room. If he doesn't, Stanley Melba's bouncy dance
been

band

will.

ST. REGIS ROOF. 5 Ave. at 55. (PL 3-4500):
A glamorous spot that would speed anybody's
romancing along to a nifty tempo. Paul Sparr's
and Theodora Brooks' casual orchestras for dancing.

SAVOY

PLAZA. 5 Ave. at 59. (VO 5-2600):
of Barry Winton's orchestra in
the worldly Cafe Lounge, plus Clemente's Marimba
The sweet music
band.

STORK

CLUB. 3 E. 53. (PL 3-1940): The
years cannot stale the fascinating sameness of this
ancient hideway. Lester Lanin's orchestra and a
rhumba band play appropriate music.
VERSAILLES. 151 E. 50. (PL 8-0310): Carl
Ravazza, one of the more recent meadow larks,
is always in a lilting mood. Joel Herron's
orchestra and Panchito's rhumba band provide heari:er
music.

WALDORF

Show Caset

AMBASSADOR GARDEN.

Park at 51
(WI
2-1000);
cool, deep and leafy catacomb with
music by Jules Lande's unobtrusive orchestra.
*•

A

BILTMORE. Madison

at 43

(MU

9-7920): This

where Dunninger, the mental maestro, performs
black magic. Musical maestros are Nat Brandwynne and Ralph Font, the latter an addict of
the rhumba.
is

5-3000):

The

ASTORIA.
cats

call

it

Park
at
"schmaltz,"

(EL

49
but

Guy

Lombardo's brand of music continues to take well
year in and year out. The Starlight Roof (stars
by Commonwealth Edison) also has Mischa Borr's
band helping out at the after-theatre hour, and
Michal Zarin's orchestra in the Flamingo Room.

his

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.
Square

(CH

2-2737):

A

night
torrid tempos and folk songs.
J.
and pianist Cliff Jackson.

Sheridan
devoted to
C. Hcard'a band
2

club

i*CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.

128 E. 58 (PL
5-9223): Humor of a very exceptional quality by
Bernie West and Patty Bright. Ed Hall's band is
jdanceable.
1

A

45 E. 58 (VO 5-6374):
very good
facsimile
of upper-bracket
grandeur,
greatly
enhanced by the chipper music of Eddie Davis's and

LARUE.

Gil

A

MOROCCO.

154 E. 54 (El 5-8769):
magnificent dining and
gilt-edged goldfish bowl,
chi-chi atmosphere. For music it is Chauncey Gray's
orchestra and Chiquito's rhumba band.

PLAZA.

Rosario
and Antonio with their highly decorative dancing
the
Persian
at
«upper.
In
in
Room
dinner and
5

Ave.

at

A

little

orchestra

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

VANGUARD,

178 7 Ave. S.,
VILLAGE
(CH 2-9355): Hank Duncan's hot trio,
Freddie Moore and his hot drums and Don
EL
Frye's hot piano is enough to fry you
CHICO. 80 Groi,e at Sheridan Sq. (CH 2-4646):
very pleasant and un-Sheridan square mix ture
FIFTH
of Latin atmosphere and music
AVENUE, 5 Ave at 8 (SP 7-7000): Here is
where Hope Emerson takes a leather-lunged view
.

.

.

11

with

MONTE

EL

Bright

56
(PL 3-8887):
establishment with music by Dick
heard across the str-cet
CASINO RUSSE. 157 W. 56 (CI 6-6116): Soviet
son!; and dance acts but done with such an enthusiasm that they are forgivable; dance music,
ancient and modern
DRAKE. 71 E. 56 (W!
elequent,
with
and
stylish
2-0600)
Subdued
musical nourishment by Cy Walter at cocktails
and supper and by Paul Berlin in between
MADISON. Lackadaisical atmosphere and music
for dancing by Irving Roberts and his orchestra
bustling

Wilson's

at

Murray's orchestras.

CARLO. Madison at 54 (PL 5-3400):
This fancy restaurant-night club is like a strip out
Gasparre's orchestra
of
the
movies.
Dick
and
Alberto's rhumbas top it all off.

^k-

Wee and
COQ ROUGE. 65 E.

58.

(PL

3-1740):

.

A

.

of

.

.

.

.

ONE

life.

The Trumpets Blare
CARNIVAL. 8 Ave. at 51. (CI
Milton
Elljr

Berlc,

Ardelty.

6-4122):
by

plus an upsadaisy trapese act
Lots of more interesting stuff

in-

58
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NEW YORK THEATRE

ZANZIBAR.
eluding dancing by the customers
B'way at 49 (CI 7-7J80): Big and barny but
softened somewhat by Pearl Bailey, Claude Hop.

.

.

(Addresses and telephone numbers
listed at the end)

band and Cab Calloway's orchestra. COPA10 E. 60. (PL 8-1060): Show personalities plus a line of dancing girls are handsome
accessories
to
Ernie Hoist's orchestra and Desi
LATIN QUARTER.
Arnai's rhumba band
B'way at 48. (CI 6-1737): Ted Lewis ("When
mah bebby smahles at me") in as Broadway a
fetting as you could (or could not) want.
kins

CABANA,

.

Plays

ANNA

.

EDDIE CONDON'S,
on

W.

47

(GR

3.

NICK

Dave Trough, Joe Dixon,

by

et

al

.

.

.

(CH

2-6683): Miff
Mole. Muggsy Spanier, Peewee Russell and their
compatriots take you back, way back
JIMMY
RYAN'S. 53 W. 52 (EL 5-9600): Rough and
ready jazz with George Brunis, Tony Parcnti and

Ave.

7

S.

at

S.

10.

.

.

whipping

others

up

a

brisk

BOARD.

54 W. 52. (PL
leatherette lounges
one of the more

newer
era

.

.

by

KEY-

.

One

9-6043):

manned

.

of the

Wild

.

.

creative

.

5-9861):
eyed pipers look on, in this not-too-prepossessing
former store front
SPOTLITE. 56 W. 52
(EL 5'8I48): This makes three in a row, and
this
time it's Coleman Hawkins and bis warweary trio, but still very good.
.

A

.

.

Waltz, Please

ASTOR ROOF.
'Tommy Tucker's

B'way at 44. (CI 6-6000):
orchestra are the workmen in this

huge and usually crowded but generally merry rooftop ..
ESSEX HOUSE, 160 Central Park S.
(CI 7-0300): Hal Saunders orchestra in this sometimes crowded and always noisy hoof emporium
PENNSYLVANIA. 7 Ave. »t 33. (PE 6-5000):
Spacious, beautiful and a bit too swank for casual
going, with EUio Lawrence and his good band
ROOSEVELT, Madison at 45. (MU 6-9200): Joe
Reichman, keyboard strategist, and his not too
bouncy orchestra hold forth here.
.

Out in the Open
TAVERN-ON-THE-GREEN. Central
67,

(RH

4-4700):

A

acre, full of fresh air,

Park

.

.

.

.

.

.

W

replica

of

CLAREMONT

INN, Riverside Dr. at
2-8600): Nice for a sobering-off dance or
two at the end of the evening
BOSSERT,
Montague and Hicks Sts. (MA 4-8100): Tiz here
that Brooklyn dons party clothes. Provincial but
very pleasant.
music
124.

.

.

.

(MO

.

.

.

jo^

ROOTS.

About

(Fulton)

love which recognizes no color lines. An expect
melodrama about which Bilbo, Talmadge and Ran>

could find nothing
at 8:40.
Matinee

kin

day

good.

Nightly except Sun-

Wednesday and

Saturday,,

2:40.

DREAM

GIRL. (Coronet) The Elmer Rice
Mrs. Elmer Rice Betty Field to
about a girt who day dreams a lot and
it's
awfully entertaining. Nightly except Sunday
at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.
comedy
you.

—

starring

It's

||

HARVEY.

(48th Street Theatre) Frank Fay in
wonderland with a big white rab*
bit.
Last year's Pulitzer Prize play and you can
see
why providing you know a good scalper.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday. 2:40.
a

psychiatrist's

—

WITH FATHER.

LIFE

(Bijou)

Father's

whis-

kers should be streaked with gray as this highspirited comedy rounds the corner into its seventh
year.
Clarence Day's rich and affectionate book
continues to prove its merits. Nightly except Mon-

day

Matinee

8:40.

at

Saturday

and

Sunday

at

2:40.

MAID
you.

Sex

THE OZARKS.

IN
is

here

to

stay

.

.

(Belasco)

"I

bless

.

.

it

love
."
.

That should give you some idea. Evenings except
Monday at 8:45. Matinee Saturday and Sunday,
2:45. Milkmaid's Matinee Wednesday 2:30.

O MISTRESS MINE. (Empire) They wouldn't
have to because they've been married for years,
but Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontaine do a very nice
job with this adultry yarn of British origin. Nightly
except
Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Thursday and
Saturday, 2:40.
j

at

God's half
greenery and easygoing dance
good

i

—

Bill

trumpeters of
THREE DEUCES. 72 W. 52 (EL
Slam Stewart's quartette, while the pie-

Davison,
this

blaze

And

(Lyceum)

and culture. Garson Kanin wrote and directed thii
very deft, sometimes daffy comedy. Nightly except
Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,'!

DEEP ARE THE

3-8736):

patter of James P. Johnson's mighty fingers
the local Steinway, plus hot music in its finest

flower

BORN YESTERDAY.

Judy HoUiday as the young thing wl
unwittingly proves to her protector, Paul DouglasJ
that crime, even on an oblique and international
scale,
doesn't
pay even if it is the medium
through which the young thing has her fur coata
forever.

2:40.

Music, Maestro Please
The

—

girl

Christie"

57
139 E.
(EL 5-9215):
musings on the problems of fissionable
life
about town, and flamboyant music by the
Three Flames
RUBAN BLEU. 4 E. 56. (EL
5-9787): Just reopened with Ruby Hill, one of the
pleasantcr memories of "St. Louis Woman" at the
head of a useful collection of entertainers, including the Cedric Wallace Trio.
.

bad

of a

Spivy's

.

LUCASTA.

(Mansfield) The old story
whose heart is pure a sort of "Arma
transplanted into a Pennsylvania Negro
home and played by an all-Negro cast. They're all
good. Ruby Dee is Anna and as beautiful as tt«
play is sad and funny.

.

No Dancing

But
ROOF.

SPIVY'S

.

ON WHITMAN AVENUE.
Lee heads the

cast

(Cort)

Canada

'.

which portrays a Negro family

They move
into a white neighborhood.
right out again, of course, and that's why plays
except
Monday at
Nightly
written.
like this are
8:30. Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:30.
moving

STATE
Francis

OF THE

takes over for

UNION. (Hudson)
Ruth Hussey in this
' ^

/

Kay
year's

^

"

'

'

'

NEW YORK
Priter about a
man torn between two
gvomen and a Presidential campaign. Ralph Bellamy
heads the cast of this LindsayCrouse comedy.
Nightly except Sunday at 8:55. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:}5.

THEATRES
THE RED MILL.

Pulitzer

SWAN

SONG. (Booth) Patrons have been
waiting for this psychological melodrama to renact its own title, but the 12-year-oId piano
Erodigy, Jacqueline Horner, and others of the cast
eep it alive. Nightly except Monday at 8:40.
Matiness Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morosco)

Van

Druten's skillful play is set in three
rooms, with a cast of three, in three delicious
about a young actress who lets a nice
acts.
It's
young sergeant stay overnight on the living
room couch. Nightly except Sunday at 8:35.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

John

Musicals

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (Imperial) Someone once advanced the theory that when a woman
il out to get her man, she either sings to him or
shoots him. In this ear-splitting saga, Ethel Merman does both, although she admits (with Mr.
Berlin's help), that "you can't shoot a male in
the tail like a quail." In other words, she shoots
from the lip as well as the hip. Nightly except
Sunday at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Sunday,
2:35.

CALL ME MISTER.

(National)

A

one didn't go so
all.

A

(46th

well

as

older.

If

SHOW BOAT.

Theatre)

Street

you

'em

like

after
nostalgic

Wisconsin
the

great

(Zicgfeld) Edna Ferber, the Apnovelist, can count among her
wearing qualities of this once

MAKE

READY. (Broadhurst) Ray
THREE TO
Bolger is darn near the whole show, but anybody
who can dance like that and have such fun at it
deserves to be. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
Miscellany
ICE TIME. (Center) Another of those musical
revues on ice. We don't know how they do it
ttie last one in lavishand ingenuity. Sonja Henie and
Wirti are the producers. Evenings ex-

but each one seems to top

comedy

ness.

M.

Arthur

few good

sad,

OKLAHOMA. (St. James) Like a good wine, it
improves with age. Though heaven knows there
wasn't anything wrong with it in the first place.
Nightly except SunIt's now in its fourth year.
day at 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

cept
Monday at 8:40, Sunday evening, 8:15.
Matinee Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, 2:40,
Sunday at 3 p.m.

NEW YORK THEATRES
("W"

OT

"E"

Denotes West or East o/ Broadmoy)
115

Belasco

W.

209 W.
222 W.
235 W.
Center..Ave. of Americas (f
Coronet
203 W.
Cort
138 W.
Empire
__B'way at

Bijou.._

Booth
Broadhurst

Fulton

Hudson
Imperial-

Lyceum
Majestic
Mansfield

Morosco
National
St.

W.
W.
W.
W.
249 W.
149 W.
245 W.
256 W.
217 W.
208 W.
246 W.
201

Forty-Sixth
_
Forty-Eighth St

James

226

157
141

__6 Ave.

Ziecfeld

6^

44th
45th
45th
44th
49th
49th
48th
40th
46th
46th
48th
44th
45th
45th
44th
47th
45th
41st

44th
54th

CO.

5-8215
CI. 6-5969
CI. 6-6699

BR. 9-2067

CO. 5-5474
CI. 6-8870

BR. 9-0046
PE. 6-9540
CI. 6-6380
CI. 6-6075
BR. 9-4566
BR. 9-5641
CO. 5-2412
CH. 4-4256
CI. 6-0730
CI. 6-9056
CI. 6-6230
PE. 6-8220
LA. 4-4664
CI. 5-5200

One shiftless farmer had an enormous appetite and some of his neighbors
determined to test the limit of his capacity. Accordingly they staged a trial
and baked wheatcakes, of which the fellow ate forty-nine. "Go ahead and
eat one more," they urged. "Make it an even fifty and that'll be a record for
these parts."

"Not me,"
for one cake."

This

"Oklahoma," but

unobtrusive little book. With music it's terrific
and the old songs are lovelier than ever. Nightly
except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:30.

funny
story
of
rascal
written
by
little
It was
Ferenc Molnar, who called it "Liliom."
given a New England setting, some songs and
•ome dances, and it's now well along in the
Nightly except Sunday
at
8:30.
•econd year.
Matinee Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.
sweet,

lot

a

is

pleton,
laurels

were accomplished by the war. At least
t gave some G. I.'s something to write a show
about and the show is something to shout about.
With Betty Garrett, Jules Munshin and Bill
Callahan. Nightly except Sunday, 8:35. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.
(Majestic)
an incurable

it

and if you still swoon over Victor Herbert, this is
your dish. Nightly except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

things

CAROUSEL.
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replied the eater. "I'm

durned

if

I'll

make

a

hog of myself

W

W
W
E

W
E

W
W
E
E

W
E
W
W
W
W
W

WISE TD WQDLENS?
the

shopper these days
the difference between
worsted. Identifying the

smart

IT'S
who knows

woolen and
two by sight and touch

is

to

know

the story of their basic variances. It's
the yarn that counts in judging quali'
ties, in making the best buy in woolen
materials.

And

here's

why.

from short, broken or imperfect fibers.
Spun or twisted, they produce a compact, smooth yarn.
What is woolen yarn? Shorter wool
fibers left criss-cross in every direction

the carding process. Compared to
worsted yarn, it is softer and fuzzier.
Only a slight nap, or no nap at all

in

one way to know
texture is smooth
and clear. And in wearing experience,
you'll find them handsomely resistant
to dirt and wrinkles. Serge, gabardine,
covert, light-weight suiting and dressweight woolens are for the most part

Your favorite suit had its beginning
when the wool was sheared from the

worsted

sheep and shipped cross-country, no
doubt, to a scouring mill. Here grease
and foreign matter clinging to fleece
are removed in a thorough cleansing
operation that paves the way for card'
ing
and spinning. Carding is the

worsteds.

process that separates the fibers into a
thin web. If a woolen or worsted yarn
spinning
is to be made, carding and
vary.
What is worsted yarn? It's the spinning of long, fine wool fibers that
have been carded straight and separated

on the surface,
fabrics.

is

The

Woolen fabrics are noticeably more
woven and heavier in weight.

loosely

Tweeds, flannels, novelties and homespuns
come under this particular
bracket.

Being
woolens

by

bested
is

to

know

worsteds

and

this short story.

—Marion Odmar^.

ABOUT POOR FARMERS
A

wealthy farmer was having a lot of trouble because one of his shiftless
One day he made a deal with the fellow, promising
him two hogs for himself, free, if the tenant would promise never to steal
another hog from his landlord. "All right," agreed the tenant, "But I'll tell
you one thing. I'm going to lose an awful lot of good meat by that deal."
tenants stole his hogs.

One Christmas season a benevolent landholder gave one of his tenants a
30-gallon keg of whiskey of his own distilling. In a few days the tenant was
back hinting that he was out of liquor and that he'd like another bequest.

"Why, man

alive," said the farmer, "It's not

been

a

week

since

I

gave

you a barrel of whiskey."
"That's true, Squire," replied the tenant, "But you know a keg of liquor
don't last long in a family that's too poor to keep a cow."

American Royal Coronation

Saturday, October 19

Ball,

KANSAS CITY

IPORTS OF CALL IN
Just for Food

,

.

into the mysteries of fish and chips, there are
those
wonderful black walnut waffles. Open 7

.

ABOUT TOWN COFFEE SHOP

.

.

.

Just

a

up from the Hotel

Phillips lobby into a colorlow-ceilinged
cranny with red leather
'ul,
:hairs and maple su^ar walls. The service is quick
jnd the food is strictly big league. Priced right,
too. If you look closely you can detect a life-like
mural of the Kansas City skyline hiding behind
lome potted plants. Hotel Phillips. 12th and Baltiitep

little

nore.

OR.

5020.

AIRPORT RESTAURANT

.

.

.

Growing

in

popularity among discriminating Kansas Citians is
his busy bite shop in one of the nation's busiest
terminals. The tempting dishes are served in
lir
an atmosphere of glamour and excitement. Dapper
pilots, uniformed crews, and pretty hostesses are
your eating companions as you have breakfast,
luncheon, or dinner amidst the roar of engines on
the line. Twenty-four hour service. Municipal Air-

NO. 4490.
BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA

a.m.
if

.

Fresh vegetables

.

casual and
quiet. This family-size dining room in the popular
Brookside Hotel has long been a favorite with
Sunday diners. It's a nice place to have banquets
and big parties too. The service is fleet footed
and the food is like Mother used to cook, but

doesn't any

FRANK

more.
J.

.

.

Cool,

.

54th and Brookside.

MARSHALL'S

.

.

.

HI. 4100.

Booths, tables,

service are available from 11 a.m. until
midnight, in this bright, glassy, and attractive eating edifice. Fresh sea food isn't just an expression
jumbo shrimps and fresh fish are air-exhere,
pressed in from the Gulf every day. Closed Mon-

and

fast

VA. 9757.
GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE ... One of

days.

those
hip-pocket places that always seem
to make culinary mountains in mole-hill kitchens.
Always packed to the rafters around noon with
sea food devotees clamoring for Glenn's piscatorial
been initiated
delicacies.
For those who have
little

modernistic catacomb

autographed

Building,

first floor.

HA.

217 Pershing Road.

A-NU-WAY DRIVE

IN

5688.

Midnight

snack
rendezvous for all of the atter-theatre, night club,
dance, bridge game, and bowling alley set. Nearly
everyone in Kansas City ends up here sooner or
later munching one of those tasty Nu-Way hamburgers
too.

the

after

Linwood

VA.

at

.

.

event.

big

Main,

and

.

The service
Meyer at

is

fast

Troost.

8916.

...

Red

and

beige ten-pin tavern, just a step away from the
big Pla-Mor bowling alleys, featuring home-made
pies, cakes, and tender, luscious steaks. Pla-Mor.

32nd and Main.

UNITY INN
served

in

a

VA.

7848.

...

The accent is on large
tasty
vegetarian
dinners
green latticed room spiced by an

amazingly

and

salads

cool

the
nationally
occasional
box
of
flowers.
It's
vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of
dinners
Monday
Christianity.
Luncheons
and
through Fridays. Sunday 11:30 til 2:00. Closed
8720.
Saturdays. 901 Tracy. VI.

known

DRIVE IN

Z-LAN

Where the cliff
the Locarno. Biarritz, and the res;
Plaza apartments gather nightly for
beautiful circular
sandwiches and late snacks.
with golden oak and red leather booths
pi u-e
and tables. Home of Z-Lan rabbit dinners and
fried chicken. Air conditioned. Week days 11:30 to
a.m. Sunday, noon to midnight. Closed Mondays.
1
dwellers
the

of

.

.

.

from

tall

A

48th and Main.

Brush Creek and the Paseo.

crowded

A

rooms enclosed in blue mirrors
portraits of celebrities who have
eaten there in the past. The neon sign says, "Just
good food," but that isn't half the story. You may
also look forward to quick service, varied menus,
and air-conditioned atmosphere. In the B. M. A.
furnished

richly

and

PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP
.

and man-sized salads make summer eating a pleasure at this long-time favorite in the Linwood-Troost
area. There's a wide assortment of pastries, and
a fine choice of meats. Usually crowded, but the
line marches on. Plenty of parking space in the
rear. Just south of Linwood at 3215 Troost. VA.
8982.

BROOKSIDE HOTEL

p.m. Closed Saturday and Sunday. 819
Scarritt Arcade. HA. 9176.

3

Street.

NANCE'S CAFE ...

of

port.
..

to

Walnut

LO. 3434.

For Food and a Drink

.

AMBASSADOR'S CAFE FIESTA

.

.

.

.

.

Three

down from either the lobby or the cocktail
lounge to big juicy steaks and fried chicken served
in
a
subdued atmosphere faintly reminiscent of
those quaint little cafes on Chicago's famous Rush
steps
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Street.
The f lathy £1 Bolero codctail lounge is
just two fingers away for those that like a nip
with
their
noodles.
Hotel
Ambassador.
3560

VA.

Broadway.

5040.

... A

CONGRESS RESTAURANT

5441.

turned

.

Congress

garage.

DIERK
little

S

.

WE.

3529 Broadway.

TAVERN ... A

bistro just off of

Tenth

5115.

RANT ... A

modem

bar highlighted

with

touched

off

where you can

beautiful
lighting and

indirect

with some

masterful murals. Surround this with a spacious
dining room, noise, smoke, and lots and lots of
people and you have a full evening. 405 W. 75th.

JA. 9796.

SAVOY GRILL ... A

deep, dark, mahogany
room that has been left over from
days of Sarah Bernhardt and T. R.
tradition in Kansas City, the venerable colored
retainers
that serve you have been there since
the place was built. Temptingly cooked sea food is
the piece de resistance here. 9th and Central. VI.
3890.
it

cozy, dark timbered,
street

ROSES COCKTAIL BAR AND RESTAU-

rangy

into a dining room on one side
where you'll find talented Alma Hatten playing
the piano, that is. The
for your supper
.
drinks and the music are intoxicating, and the
food has long been a favorite of south side night
Convenient parking next door at the
crawlers.

lounge

famous Pusateri salads are the real McCoy. Wonderful drinks and smooth music add to your enjoyment. Hyde Park Hotel. Broadway at 36th. LO.

and green

tile

halcyon

the

A

TOWN ROYALE ... A

chummy

nook

little

off of the sidewalk, outfitted with trailing
draperies, tall mirrors, and fascinating murals. Red
divans line the walls surrounding a magnificently
mirrored bar. Music by Zena and Zola add to
the intimate atmosphere and make your afternoon
or evening complete. 1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.
just

dine, and soak up the atmosphere. Plenty
mahogany booths to match the paneled walls
which are lined with rare vintage wine bottles.
A fine place for an intimate evening. It's also
popular for luncheons. 113 E. 10th. VI. 4352.

wine,
of

GUS'

RESTAURANT ... A

sparkling, neonlit
glass bar,
live
lobsters cavorting in window
boxes, intimate atmosphere, and the liveliest crowd*
in town that pack the place nightly to listen to
that grand old
man of boogie, Joshua Johnson.
Joshua's nimble fingers continue to beckon to all of
Kansas City's sun dodgers except the stone deaf
and the infants. Gus Fitch is the genial genie who
created the place.
1106 Baltimore. GR. 5120.

if

ITALIAN GARDENS

more

.

.

.

There

has

been

spaghetti
and ravioli
years than you

served here in the
can shake an over*
Signora Teresa is a past master
at
composing melodies in meat balls, and as a
the world over have beaten a
result celebrities
path to the door to partake. Closed Sundays. 1110
Baltimore. HA. 8861.
Plenty of
PLAYHOUSE
fancy chicken for dinner and plenty of slick chicks
entertainment afterwards in the sightly and
for
shapely evening revue. Weekdays the first floor
show is at 10:30. Charley Rankin is M. C. 22<0
Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.
last

sized

twenty

bambino

at.

RESTAURANT

.

.

Just for a Drink
if

.

,

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE

.

...

A

low-ceilinged drinking nook just off the
Hotel Continental lobby. Walls are forest green
and there are comfortable chairs and divans spotted
around a huge "Purgatory red" juke box. Small
change goes a long way during the "two for one"

friendly,

two drinks
more.

HA.

day

every

hour

cocktail

for

the

price

from

to

3

5.

You

lltb and

of one.

get

Balti'

6040.

THE ASSEMBLY

.

.

.

One

of

those

colorful

on colorful Twelfth street. The old time
piano stylings of Hugh Voss are a nostalgic delight
right out of the days of mustache cups and bustles.
The place is loud, smoky, and crowded, but on
12th.
Twelfth street that's atmosphere. 7 W.
GR. 9877.

spots

.

PLAZA ROYALE ... The

attractive big sister
the Town Royalc complete with horseshoe bar,
hospitable service, and a glistening Hammond organ
that is put through its paces every evening by
fascinating Mary Dale.
It's a spacious room but

of

always filled with enough people to make it close
and cozy. 614 W. 48th. LO. 3393.
PUSATERI S
YORKER
Luncheon,
dinner, drinks, noise, music, and everybody you
know. If they made the place any bigger it
wouldn't be as cozy. People love its crowded
atmosphere. The steaks arc big and juicy and the
falads
hubba hubba. 1104 Baltimore. GR.

NEW

.

.

.

.

.

.

1019.
if

PUSATERI

comfortable

S

HYDE PARK ROOM ... A

south side cuisine corner where they
serve the steaks that made Kansas City famous.
Fast service is not just a slogan here, and those

it

CABANA

down

.

.

.

The atmosphere

is

Latin

—

right

the ambcr-eyed natives who serve your
colorfully muraled bar and the spacious
divans offer a cool escape from the heat. Alberta
organist, offers smooth rendiBird, popular
tions of requested tunes on the Novachord. Hotel
Phillips. 12th and Baltimore. GR. 5020.
...
book of verse beneath
the bough"
The bough in this case is a
beautiful set of mirrors that overhang the circular
bar, giving patrons the feeling of sitting under a
drinks.

to

The

WHB

*OMAR ROOM
.

.

"A

.

OTY

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS
The room

arge tree.
illed

with smoke

is

and

—His

shirt

lis

Continental.

big

written across

name
11th

is Smith not Khayyam. Hotel
and Baltimore. HA. 6040.

LA CANTINA ... A

if
.vith

women. The

OMAR

downstairs room

large

and white decor. The bar is extra
the usual week-end rush.
Vard Perry entertains the crowd nightly with his
niodern piano stylings. There is always plenty ot
room and the atmosphere is inviting. Hotel Bellerive. Armour Boulevard at Warwick. VA.
7047.
TROPICS ... The Phillips has imported
a slice of the south seas and set it up on their
third
floor.
The accent is on swaying palms,
soft
lights,
cool breezes, and believe it or not,
an amazing tropical storm which blows up every
hour on the hour, when the barkeep turns the
oriR

bright red
to

accommodate

*THE

... A

CROSSROADS INN

dim, cushiony, and equally
beautiful

ellow behind the bar with

63
neighborly

ole

where you don't need a tie and if you have
one you'll probably take it off. The food and
atmosphere is typically Kansas City, and you'll
be surprised at whom you bump into in the dark
corners.
gaudy little cocktail lounge free from
tax is located within easy reach. The Swope Park
street car brings you right up to the door. Closed
Wednesdays until 4:30. Swope Parkway and Benton. WA. 9699.
place

A

CROWN ROOM ... A

comfortable room of

no definite shape, but offering booths, tables, and
a postage stamp dance floor for your enjoyment.
Judy Conrad's orchestra offers distinctive music
featuring Billy Snyder, the smallest trumpeter in
the world. If you look hard you can see the Glass
smoke beyond the
Bar glistening through
the
dance floor. Hotel LaSalle. 922 Linwood. LO.
?262.
Always plenty of fun in
CLUB FIESTA
this homey haven for ex-air raid wardens. Needless
to say the atmosphere is dim, and packed
Phillips
and his
with friendly
crowds.
Larry
orchestra add music to the melee from a corner
surrounded by an amazingly large dance floor.
Those smooth drinks are concocted by that old
St.
For
39th
master,
Hubert Jenkins.
12
E.
reservations call VA. 9597.
Great goings on in Barney
EL CASBAH
.

.

.

.

.

.

Goodman's ornate night club, where they'll be
celebrating their second anniversary come the 14th.
After the big birthday party Don Richards, the
singing star of Winged Victory, will entertain.
There's a cover charge of $1.00, except at the
bar. Dinners are from $1.50. And don't forget the
cocktail
dansants from 12:30 til 4:30
plenty of entertainment
there's no cover,
free rhumba lessons. Hotel Bellerive, Armour

Saturday
switch. This cool green spot continues to
be one of the most popular places in town. Lovely
Mary Jean Miller entertains at the Hammond
organ and the Steinway. Open every evening at
1. Saturdays at I. Hotel Phillips.
12th and Baltiright

more.

GR.

ZEPHYR

5020.

ROOM

... A soft green hideaway
around the corner from the famous El Casbah.
green walls and the soft amber tables
malce this a good place for summer afternoon fun.
Dorothy Enslen and Norman Turner entertain in
the evenings with romantic songs and smooth piano
melodies and Fleurette sings 'em on the slightly
naughty side. Opens at II a.m. with entertainment
from 3 p.m. Hotel Bellerive. Armour Boulevard
at Warwick. VA.
7047.
/u»t

The deep
»

With Dancing

.

when
and
at

Warwick.

MARY'S
colors,

this

VA. 7047.
Newly remodeled in sparkling
popular night club is broad and brim.

.

.

ming with happy mobs of collegians who flock in
to laugh, quaff, and listen to the inimitable music
of Bert Mader and his orchestra. The dance floor
extra large and the atmosphere is extra rois

.

.

... A

it BLUE HILLS
colorful catacomb done
over in dark blue and silver on the edge of town.
The beautiful new Amber room (not from the book
of the same name), is now open for the pleasure
of southside sundodgers. The barbecued ribs and
fried chicken are traditionally tasty. Tony Carraci
will be the musical attraction during September.
Eddie Cross is your host. 6015 Troost. JA. 4316.
.
Elections
come and go, but Bowman's continues to win the
nominations of smart city dwellers for dinner and
dancing. Dine on tasty Southern fried chicken in
the air-cooled dining room and then a quick dash
into the colorful canopied cocktail lounge for a
bout with Bacchus before tripping the light fantastic to the rhythmic arrangements of the Three
Sharps. Open nightly. 3210 E. 15th. BE. 9399.

BOWMAN'S RESTAURANT

.

.

mantic.

No

reservations.

Setups

and

beer

only.

8013 Wornall Road. JA. 9441.

PENGUIN ROOM ... A

cozy inviting little
room where you see yourself in the mirrored walls
and your best friends at the small tables. Roy
Mack and his popular orchestra hold sway over the
junior sized dance floor. No music for luncheon,
but
you'll
find
the
customary good food and
service.
Hotel Continental.
11th and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.
OLD PLANTATION ...
large rambling old
•outhern colonial style mansion just a short drive

A
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east of town. Accentuated by massive columns on
the outside and spacious rooms on the inside, the
cool crowded atmosphere is ideal for dancing. The
floor is large and the music good. Al Duke and
his Irish songs are currently featured along with
the
rippling rhythms of Jerry
Gilbert and his
orchestra. Highway 40. East of Kansas City. FL.

1307.

SOUTHERN MANSION
with

large

white

.

.

smooth

columns,

Walls lined
music by Dee

.

Peterson, and tall iced drinks in the best tradition of the Old South. Long a favorite with Kansas City society, the food will make you a lifetime devotee of Dixie. The extra large dance floor
makes dancing a pleasure for those who are tired
of the midget variety. 1425 Baltimore. GR. 5129.

SKY-HIGH ROOF
high

dancing

above

.

.

.

Kansas

Wonderful
City's

week-end

sparkling

sky

The

glassed-in walls offer an impressive view
glistening panorama that is Kansas City at
Kenny Whyte plays twinkling melodies for
your enjoyment. Week nights the roof is available
for parties. Call Mr. McEachin at the Hotel Continental. 1 1th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
line.

of the
night.

Two

weeks before Christmas, Ingrid
a personal appearance
a benefit and told this story:

Bergman made
at

"A

rich

man

said to his minister,
that everybody is always
criticising me for being miserly, when
everybody knows that I have made
provision to leave everything I possess
to charity when I die?"
" 'Well,' said the minister, 'let me
tell
you a story about a pig and a
cow. The pig was lamenting to the

"Why

is

it

cow one day about how unpopular he

He

complained that people were
always talking about the cow's gentleness and kind eyes. He admitted that
the cow gave milk and cream, but
maintained the pigs gave more. He asserted that pigs gave bacon and ham
and bristles and people even pickled
was.

their

feet.

He demanded

the

reason

for such lack of appreciation."

"The cow thought awhile and
'Maybe
still

it's

living.'

"

because

I

give

while

said,

I'm

TERRACE GRILL

Pink and plushy, with
and night. Bob Berkely and hil
orchestra play for your noonday and evening enjoy
ment.
Hotel
Muehlebach,
12th
and Baltimore*

music

.

.

.

noon

at

GR. 1400.
STUBB'S

1

GILLHAM PLAZA

.

.

.

This dark.'

tavern harbors some of the bouncin'est
boogie in ole K. C. dished out by talented Jeanie
Leitt (as in light) who features cute little songs
accompanied by the strongest base hand we've heard
in a long time.
The atmosphere is intimate and
the crowds are friendly. It's usually packed to the
rafters,
hut there's always rum for one more.
pleasant,

3114 Gillham Plaza.

'VA. 9911.

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR

... A

big

barn-like

on the south side of town featuring a king
music,
and a racy
siied
dance floor, drinks,
floor show which keeps the crowds yelling for more
until something like four a.m. Max Bicknell and
his orchestra have control of the down beats during September. Plenty of tables, ringside and otherwise, take care of the usual week-end crowds.
The cover charge is one buck. 79th and Wornall.
place

DE.

1253.

"I've been asked to get married
plenty of times," declared the plain
girl of middle age.
"Yeh?" replied the skeptic, "Who
asked you?"

"My

mother and father."

Pessimist:

dungeons

in

A

person

that

builds

the air."

A farmer was troubled every year
by picnickers from the city who helped
themselves to so many of his hazelnuts that he never had a decent crop
for himself. When his son came home
from the agricultural college he put
up the following sign: "Rattlesnakes
are never found here, but Corylus
Avellana abound generally. Trespassers
enter here at their own risk." That
season the farmer had all his hazelnuts to himself. His son, who had
studied botany, enjoyed a good laugh
that the picnickers didn't know Corylus
Avellana is the Latin for hazelnuts.

—

]os.

Spurgeon.

—

—

CDLLINSTUFF
Most of us think we could move
if
somebody would only
Sunclear the hills out of the way

mountains,

—

Some men

shine Magazine.

A

pessimist

world

the

One drunk came

across another on
sidewalk, looked over the victim
and said: "I can't help you up, but

blaze a way, while others

merely blaze away.

glasses.

a

is

can

lie

A

little

down with you."

morose

—Counterpoints.

looks at
colored

•>

that period when a
placed in solitaire confinement.

Engagement
girl

is

—Des Moines

boy complained: "Mamma,
make Bobby behave himself. He makes
faces at me every time I hit him with

man who

through

the
I

CoahGetter.

is

Register.

Thanksgiving is the time of year when
everybody begins to plan fowl murder.

a stick."

was quite an important preview
new film adapted from a novel
by a popular writer. Afterwards the
author was asked what he thought
It

of a

of

The teacher had spent most of the
morning telling the class something of
the wonders of nature. At the finish
"And isn't it wonderful how
she said

—

the

little

chickens

get

out

of

their

it.

"Excellent," he replied. "Who wrote
the story?"
"You did," was the answer, "We
got it from your book."
"I wouldn't have known it," said
the author. "But, it would make an
excellent novel. Mind if I use it?"
"Of course not, as long as you give
us the film rights."

shells?"

One

quick-witted lad went her one
"Teacher, I think it's far more
wonderful how they get in the shells."
better.

"That
is

girl certainly is disliked.

won

"She

"We

must go to Stratford," an
American on a visit to England said
to his wife. "What's the use of that?"
she inquired. "We can buy Stratford
postcards in London."
"My dear," replied the husband,

"One
send

travels for
postcards. I

name

tomb."

—

The old narrow trails where two
cars could barely pass without colliding
are being replaced by wide highways
on which six or eight cars can collide
one time.

last

year's

popularity

contest."

"I'm the kind of a boy," explained
the youngster, "that my mother doesn't
want me to go out with."

more than just to
want to carve my

Shakespeare's
on
Christian Observer.

at

Why

she so unpopular?"

Erie Magazine.

An irate lady of the house called
the police department and complained
that there had been a dead horse in
front of her house for three days. She
was more than surprised to receive the
reply, "Lady, take it down to the
lost and found department of the police
station
five

and

days

if

it's

nobody

calls

for

your property."

it

in

SWINGIN'
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

COURAGE OF

LASSIE — Tom

Frank Morgan, Elisabeth
Taylor, David Holt. Hollywood
has finally outdone itself in psy
chological films, this time Lassie
is the unfortunate victim of neuroses
and phobias. Though we
heartily expected
to
Lassie
see
undergo psychoanalysis, the picture
never quite
reached
that
Drake,

The plot is bolstered, howby the magnificent performances of the stars, especially
young Elitabeth Taylor,
fresh
from her triumph in National
Velvet. Tom Drake gathers sevpoint.
ever,

laurels for himself for his
memorable role as the infantry
sergeant in charge of Lassie on
Attu. In the story Lassie gets
(Elizabeth
lost from his mistress

eral

and becomes

Taylor)
with a

a

WITH THE STARS

Warner Brothers
ONE MORE TOMORROW
Based

on

WED— Van

and

it

Ball.

A

is

rated

among

year.

the best of
the old bit

RANCH—Jackie
tops

his
his

it

is

acted
four-

Jenkins,

previous

performances in
first
starring
role. James Craig plays the part
of the organizer of a ranch for

boys, very much like
Flanagan's "Boys Town,
Nebraska." Skippy plays the unrepentcnt juvenile delinquent who
determined to sec the ranch
is
fail.
In a fast moving climax,
disaster
is
barely
averted
is
Skippy repent* and the ranch is
saved.

orphaned
Father

Andrews^

Eddy,

Jerry Colonna, Lichinc (/
Sterling
Hollo- p
way, Andy Russell. Magnificent L
Walt Disney musical atid caf .F
toon.
Technicolor
revue.
Ten P
items, every one a delight, with i^a
Benny Goodman, his orchestra j
and quartette,
and the whole

Riabouchinska.

crew doing "Peter 6^ The Wolf,"|
"Casey at the Bat," etc. Don't
miss

it

it.

!

NOTORIOUS—Cary
Bergman,

grid

Grant,

Claude

In-

1

Rains,

Calhern, Leopoldine KonIngrid
Lenore
Ulric.
Bergman, daughter of a convicted
Louise

stantin,

German spy,
G-man who

falls

in

takes her

i

J

love

witli

on

dan* 1

a

gerous mission to South America.
break a German spy ring,
the G-man, Cary Grant, allows
her to marry one of the spies.
Claude Rains. Ingrid's mother-inlaw discovers her duplicity and
orders
executed,
but
the
her
G-man shows up in time to
liquidate (be would-be murderers,
rescue the magic sand containing
uranium, and marry Ingrid. Like
all
Alfred Hitchcock pictures, i
revue cannot possibly scratch the

'

To

Twentieth Century Fox

ANNA y THE KING

— Irene Dunne,

OF SIAM

Rex Harrison, Lee
Cobb, Linda Darnell, Gale Son-

dcrgard.

A

utterly

delightful

stunningly beautiful
version
of

Margaret Landon'i entertaining
book about an Englishwoman at
the court of Siam in 1862. The
story
complete with laughs
is
and tears as Anna masters many
situations.

surface.
see it,

The only remedy
and by

all

is

to

means do.

•»

Wynn,

James Craig, Skippy Homeicr,
Dorothy Patrick. Jackie "Butch"
Jenkins

Nelson

Shore,

a

Paramount
Tentative Schedule for
Films Showing in September In Kansas City

LOEWS MIDLAND
WED
COURAGE OF LASSIE
BOYS RANCH
EASY TO

NEWMAN
BOYS

'

Sisters,

fast,

Based on
show,
"Libeled
Lady,"
jammed with laughs, and
to the hilt by the above
some,
the

play,
the

tells

Pictures

MAKE MINE MUSIC—DinaJ

Johnson,

Keenan

Williams,

screamingly
funny farce-comedy with music
Lucille

Barry

others.

difficult

Esther

Philip

sometimes gay, sometimes
poignant, of a handful of bright
young people who go about to
publish a liberal magazine. Their
problems, both professional and
amorous, are many, and it is only
after near failure that the publishing venture and the tangled
romantic affairs are satisfactorily
ironed out. Co-starring with Ann
Sheridan are Dennis Morgan, Jane
Wyman, Alexis Smith and Jack
Carson. Supporting the five stars
is
an excellent company of players including John Lodcr, Reginald Gardiner, Marjorie Gateson,
Thurston Hall, John Abbott and
story,

war dog

record for bravery. He
gets war
nerves, however,
and
runs away to the hills, becoming
a killer of sheep. He is apprethe
neighboring
hended
by
rancheri and put on trial for his
life.
He is saved from execution
the last minute by an appeal of
his young mistress, and per usual
the ending is happy.

EASY TO

a

"One More Tomorrow"

RKO

—

.

STRANGE LOVE OF

MARTHA

IVERS

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE

RKO ORPHEUM
NOTORIOUS
MAKE MINE MUSIC

UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

ESQUIRE,

BLACK BEAUTY
ANNA AND THE KING OF
SIAM
CLAUDIA AND DAVID
TIME OF THEIR LIVES

O.S.S.— Alan

Geraldine
Ladd.
Pairic Knowlcs. John
Continuing in the role
tough
guv,
steely-eyed

Fitzgerald,

Hoyt
of

.

the

.

.

STRANGE

THE

MARTHA

LOVE

—

OF

Barbara
IVERS
Kirk
Heflin,
Stanwyck,
Van
Douglas. A murderess, a gambler
and a dipsomaniac, none of them
what you'd call exactly charming,
whirl through this one with the
violence.
All
greatest
possible
three contribute handsomely toward making the film a taut
melodrama.

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE— Bob
Patric
Caulfield.
Hope,
Jo.in
Knowlcs, Marjorie Reynolds. Bob

Hope

plays the part of the d.i<hthis
in
ing Monsieur Beaucaire
playful burlesque of Booth Tarkington's novel of the Louis
era. Last time Rudolph Valentino
had the leading part, so that gives
you an idea of how much bring-

XV

ing

up

had

to

to date

do.

the

movie makers

i

— —

WHEN THE CATS AWAY

^

.

.

.

me

day while the boss was gone from
ne of Kansas City's leading hotels, a fella
ailed up for some information. The sweet
oice at the other end hummed merrily

i

"

u
•

s

she

laid

the

Tumbed through
.

down

telephone

and

records.

UNCONVENTIONAL ENDING

Ail of a sudden, and while the fella
n the other end still hung on to the
hone, there came a shrill screech, fol>wed by the admonition
"Joe, keep
.

.

.

our mind on your business."

.

.

.

and the humor editor of this
magazine, Tom Collins, was the featured

Our

friend,

speaker at a Montana convention recently.
As the 17th orator took his seat a sigh
of expectation filled the room as Tom
was introduced.

"Gentlemen," he

said, "I

am reminded

of the story of two skeletons. For several
days they had been imprisoned in a musty
old closet. Finally, one skeleton said to
the other: 'What are we doing in here
anyway?' Whereupon the other skeleton
replied: 'Darned if I know, but if we
had any guts we'd get the hell out of
"

here."

THE GRACIOUS TOUCH
PAGE MR. SINGER

...

A

lieutenant
rolonel we know decided that a career in
:he regular army was for him, and a
:ouple of weeks after his terminal leave
jxpired he applied for a commission. It
seems that his age of 27 made it neccs'
sary for him to start back up the ladder
as a first lieutenant.
lieutenant colonel
in the regular army must be no younger
than 48.

A

Pretty soon his papers came back say
ing that he was disqualified because of
physical
disability.
Believing
himself
sound of mind and body he tried, not
once, but four more times. The last time
came a curt note to the effect that he
was physically unfit, and that a careful
review of his case had been made by all
concerned. For the fifth try he went directly to the War Department in Washington to track it all down.

found, according to army records,
that he was only 15 inches high.

.

.

They

cidentally held a pat hand with the chief
occupant of the White House (now you
can guess), had just completed an address
before a group of Kansas City society
women out in the southwest. Impulsively
one of the ladies, who had grown grandchildren and freely admitted being past
70 said: "I was encouraged to speak to
you because somebody said you loved old
ladies. "Yes," replied the candidate. "I
do! But I also like them your age."

AN ART

.

.

.

Although she knows

When
Her

sitting

dress

its

useless.

she will seize.

and make an effort

To hide those pretty knees.
And I sit there puzzled, wondering,
If

He

.

attribute this one to the successful candidate for Congress in the Fifth District
of Missouri. The office seeker, who, in-

she honestly and true

Doesn't want me to see them.
Or makes darn sure I do!

Su

68

September,

TACT

.

.

.

194m

Discouraged by a laundrfll

»

kept sending his clothes back
shrunk out of shape he could hardly ga
them on, a customer finally got mad anq
that

a large railroad spike. To it
a note saying: "I'll bet you<
can't shrink this."

sent

them

wired

he

Eventually the laundry returned to himi
small package and a note. In the
package was a carpet tack. The note said:
a

THE NOES HAVE

IT

.

.

.

Joe Sun-

"The heck we

can't."

nen of the Sunnen Automotive Products
of St. Louis received the following letter

from

his

FRIGHTFUL FINALE

daughter in college:

"Dear Dad: Gue$$ what I need mo$t
That$ right. Send it along. BeSt
WiSheS, YourS, Ruthie."
To which Uncle Joe answered:
"Dear Ruthie: I am glad to kNOw
that you are NOt doing badly in college.
NOthing pleases me more. Write aNOther
letter soon. As I have NO news I must
Dad.
close NOw
.

.

GOING MY WAY?

.

.

.

People

who

Traffic Patrolman Roy Pierce of
Kansas City are going to be surprised,
especially those who thought they knew
real well.

seems that one night on his motorbike, Roy followed a weaving, irregular
driver for several blocks, wondering what
was coming next. Finally he pulled alongside, flagged the guy to the curb and said:
It

"Pardon me

but

sir.

"Damn
MISS

this

post-war elastic!"

OPA OF

1946 ..

.

The Kan-

City Grocer Magazine, displayed this
little boxed-in announcement on Page 25
sas

of their

August

issue:

being widely circulated that
Hyena," alleged to be the
most horrible monster ever created, has
just been unofficially named 'Miss OPA
of 1946.' In the contest. Gravel Gertie
was runnerup."
a

report

is

"Lena The

do you have any

particular plans?"

LAMENT
I

.

.

.

bought a dress on the installment
plan,

The
a

reason of course was to please

man;

The

dress

is

gone

But those
and on!

is

worn out and the man

damn

installments

go on

Tomorrow: That day that comes
when you have given up trying to
figure

out today's problems.

A

TARGET FOR THAT NIGHT

i

A

"Readers of the 'Little Abner' comic
strip will be interested in knowing that

know
Roy

.

.

graceful feet, the shapely gal
Was tripping the light fantastic.
When all of a sudden she tore
For the powder room door!

of?

.

.

With

.

.

.

Kansas City ex-bombardier was rummaging through his collection of war souvenirs when he ran across the picture of
a gal. "There," he said, "was one of my
near Mrs."

2ie Swingis^^^^^r^r

Let's

^

Face

Figures!
IN THE
FIRST HALF

OF

1946

KANSAS CITY
SUPPLIED:
1

,067,760,000

bushels of wheat

133,773,000
bushels of corn

7,804,000
bushels of oats

3,648,000
bushels of barley

EVERY YEAR

KANSAS CITY
SLAUGHTERS:
1,000,000 cattle

400,000 calves
2,267,000 hogs
1,500,000 sheep

I7E

WILL COME REJOICING

....

the "bread-basket-of-the-nation" states served by Kansas City, harvest time means a
ash farm income of seven billion dollars. And, brother, that ain't hay! Already this
ear, Kansas City has shipped one-eighth of the world's total wheat supply! Cattle, hogs,
tieep, bran, barley, rye, kaffir and milo stream in for translation into consumer cash.
Here at the gateway to the southVe live from the earth and we're proud of it!
west, through which billions of farm dollars pour annually, stands
WHB, speaking the language of the people in Kansas City Marketland
n

—introducing supply
is

demand
The Marketland consumer crop
medium that reaches the people. Choose
Dominant Daytime Station. We will come reto

.

.

.

ready to harvest, so select a

WHB,
joicing,

Kansas

City's

bringing in your sheaves.

DON DAVIS
JOHN SCHILLING

WHB, KEY STATION

President-National Advertising Representative
Vice President-General Manager

for the

KANSAS STATE NETWORK

r
OaOBER

1946

25*

WELCOME, WILBUR.

Wilbur Evans,
of "Mexican Hayride"
Central Park," the latter
which played in Kansas City recently, was a guest of Dick Smith on
Showtime. Assisting Smith was Announcer Bob Kennedy, shown here
(right) at the WHB mike. They talked
about Evans' appearance with Alan
Ladd in the Paramount production,
"Right Kind of Man," and the forthcoming stage and cinema productions
in which Evans is scheduled to appear.
He is not only a good looking brute but he has a fine voice,
too.
In fact, Evans is regarded as
Decca's Number One baritone.
He
singing

star

and "Up

has

in

been

and does
for that

on many platters
of the light opera work

heard
all

recording company.

VOL.

Pheasant Country, U.S.A
Abolish War!
Mizzou and Oklahoma
to be said about October that wasn't said last
and the bad we
good
year? The
had then we have now. And we
open our eyes on the bright blue

VITHAT'S

W

^veather of

October wondering.
I seen you before?"

Where have

There

still

aren't

iiouses nor enough

enough

not
new cars to go around.
t nough
There's still too much chauvinism
on a neighborhood scale, too
much propaganda and not
enough truth; too much greed
and too much blind hate; too
many people who think Beethoven's Fifth is a racehorse and
democracy a fine excuse for living
in an ivory tower. Housing isn't
that bad.
But on the other hand there's
still the transient and recurrent
wonder of October, done up in
the primary colors with skies by
Maxfield Parrish and woods by
Gaugin. October is still the leaves
burning, the first bite out of the
crisp apple, the lacquered clacking of blackbird wings. It's still

(please forgive us) the sound of
punting.
This year one thing new has
been added, but it's an old tradition. It's the masquerade that

prolongs Hallowe'en even beyond
the Hallowe'een month. In Paris,
the peace parley
and we do
mean parlay plays a monstrous
game behind masks, while the

—

—

threat of World War III fiddles
a furious danse macabre over

Europe.

There has been quite enough
and then some of the masquerades

in

this

time.

Come

out,

come out, whoever you are! Do
you want to miss the red sumacs
smouldering on the hill? We
think it would do human relations no harm if all men who
make the rules camev
out and looked at the;
red sumacs, the October moon, and the
little boys rolling in
the raked leaves: It
wouldn't do you any
harm either, to look
at all this
or your

—

regional facsimile.

^
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OCTOBER'S HEAVY DATES
DRAMA

SPECIAL EVENTS
29-Oct.

Sept.

Food Show.

KansM

City

Arena and

Little

5,

Sept.

Music

Tlieatre.

Oct.
daily

Community
9'17,
meetings,
report

30. Oct.

Cbe«t
noon,

U,

Oct. 17. Dunninger. Muaic Hall.
(Town Hall).
Oct. 19-26, American Royal Live

6?

Ballroom.

J2n(J

and

Oct. 2, Frankie Carle.
Oct. 3. 5. 6, Wayne Wills.
Oct. 9, 10, 13. 16. 17, 20, Leo
Pieper.
Oct. 23, 24, 27, Don Glasser.
Oct. 30, 31. Lee Williams.

Tuesday and Friday nights. "Over
30 Dances" with Tom and
Kate Beckham and their orches'

FOOTBALL
(Intcrscholajtic League. All games
at filues Stadium, 22nd and
Brooljlyn)

Oct. 4, SE-Central, 8 p.m.
Oct. 5, Paseo-SW. 1 p.m.

p.m.
3
Manual-East, 8 p.m.
NE-Paseo. 8 p.m.
SE-SW, 1 p.m.
Manual-Central, ) p.m.
E-Westport, 8 p.m.
Central-SW, 8 p.m.
Manual-Westport 1 p.m.
East-Paseo, 3 p.m.
SE-NE, 8 p.m.
Westport-Paseo, 8 p.m.
Easi-SE. 1 p.m.
Manual-SW, 3 p.m.
Central-NE, 8 p.m.

NE-Westport,

Oct. 18.
Oct. 19,

Oct.
Oct.

25,
26,

speaker,

(Town

MUSIC

CONVENTIONS

Main.

12,

"Life With
Music
show.

N).

21. Lewis Browne.
Music Hall
author.
Hall).

DANCING

11,

Glats

N).

Oct.

Arena.

Oct.
Oct.

"The

LECTURES

Horse Show.

Oct. 25. 26, 27, Ballet Ru»«e At
Monte Carlo. Music Hall.
Oct. 28-Nov. 3, Shrine Circui.

Pla-Mor

6?

12,

road

HaU. (A

and

2,

(A

Hall.

Oct.
10,
Father."

Arena.

stock

1,

Menagerie," with Pauline Lord.

30-Oct. 1,
Theatres, Hotel

Sept.

Sept.

Oct

30.

2,

Commonwealth
President.

Company. Hotel

Oil

Phillips.

2, Missouri-Kansas TheaHotel Muehlebach.
Valley
Missouri
3,
Oct.
2,
Wholesale Grocers Association.
Hotel President.
Oct. 5, 6, Boy Scout Regional
Conference. Hotel President.
Oct. 7, 8. Avon Products. Hotel

Oct.

1,

ters.

Phillips.

Auditorium.

Oct. 9, 10, Missouri Fraternal
Congress. Hotel (Continental.
10-12, Western Seedmen's
Oct.
Association. Hotel President.

Oct.

11.

Group

Missouri

Bankers,

12-15,

nental.

Oct. 16. 17. United Daughters of
the Confederacy. Hotel Phillips.
19-23, American Royal 4-H
Club Conference. Auditorium.

firooll'

lyn)

Oct. 3, Exhibition game, American and National League All
Stars on nationwide tour. Featuring Vern (Holiday in Mexico) Stephens.
Oct. 15. Bob Feller's All Stars vs.
Satchel Paige's Negros.

Oct.

21-24.

America.
Oct.

27-30.

Oct.

(Ruth

Seufen

14,

Gall' Rini. accordionist.

Cochran Music Company. Music
Hall.

Opening concert,
15-16.
Oct.
1946-47. Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra. Efrem
conducting. Arena.
Oct. 22. Albert Spalding, violinsoprano,
Tourel,
Jennie
ist;
Con(Fritschy
Music Hall.
ccns)
Oct. 25, 26. Katx Drug 0>m-

Kum

Tommy

Dorsey's orches(Pla-Mor).
Sanrom*.
Maria
Oct. 28. Jesus
(Ruth
Music Hall.
pianist.

Oct. 27.
tra.

Arena.

Seufert Concerts).
Philhar
(Afternoon)
28.
monic school concert. Arena.
PhilCity
Kansas
30,
Oct. 29,
harmonic orchestra with Sylvia

Oct.

Zaremba,

4.

B'nai B'rith. Kansas
State Group. Hotel Muehlebach.
Oct. 12-17. American Society of
Civil Engineers. Hotel C^ti-

Oct.

Hall.

pany concert. Arena.

Southwest Clinical
7-10,
Oct.
Conference. Hotel President and

Municipal

Music

Concerts)
Oct. 8, Concert of Modem Music.
Atkin's Auditorium, Nelson Art
Gallery.

Socony-Vacuum

Oct.

BASEBALL
(Bluei Stadium, 22nd and

Sept. 30-Oct. 4. American College of Osteopathic Surgeons,
Hotel Continental.

lyric
Steber,
Eleanor
Oct.
3,
Metropolitan Opera.
soprano.

Future Farmers
Auditorium.
Central

State

of

Sales-

men's Association. Hotel Muehlebach.

Oct. 31. Nov. 2. Missouri Valley
Chapter of Radio Representatives. Hotel President.

pianist.

Where game wardens do not resemble
the mortgage holder with a black

look and a snapping blacksnake whip!

Pkeaiant

COUNTRY,

TF you're

bothered with that autumn
hunter's malady that makes your
nose twitch, your feet itch and keeps

your trigger finger jumping Hke a
seismograph in an earthquake, take

—

my word
is

for it
the thing for you
a trip to the Dakotas, "Pheasant

Country, U.
This

the

S.

A."

who

U.

S.

A.

The female's getup is a little on the
mousy side, but her drabness serves as
protection.

The ancestors of the American
pheasant came from Asia by way of
England, where different Asiatic
pheasants were crossed for hunting
birds.

home

of the spectacular
ring-neck pheasant, a gaudy gamester
is

by OLEVA JONES

The pheasant country
get to

by

air,

is

highway or

easy to

rail.

Mid'

more hunters than any
other American game bird.

Continent Airlines flies direct to the
hunting lands stopping at Sioux Falls,

There, in a section comprising
roughly part of South Dakota, and
reaching into North Dakota and
northern Nebraska, hterally milUons
of pheasants feed and roost in the
thousands of acres of com, cane and

Huron, Watertown, Aberdeen, Bis'
marck and Minot.
skyliners
will take you there quickly and in
comfort, ready to bag your limit the
first day, and the time saved will
add many hours to your days in the

grain

field.

attracts

fields.

and grouse

Partridges,

waterfowl

MCA

country a hunter's paradise.

Now is the time to lay your plans
and make your reservations.

The pheasant is built like a military
fighter plane with short wings and a
long tail and combines speed in the

The South Dakota pheasant season
opens October 15 and lasts 60 days
in 33 southern counties and 45 days

this

also

abound here

to

make

air and on the ground with cunning
and courage. The hunter who brings
him down is justified in bursting the

buttons off his mackinaw
toasts his exploits

when he
with a scotch and

water.

The sartorial elegance of the male
pheasant reminds you that he is a
cousin
and not too distant of the

—

best dressed in

—

birddom

—the peacock.

in

10 eastern counties of the state.
season in south central
and southwestern North Dakota, the
only part of the state where any
pheasant hunting is allowed this year
opens October 5 and runs through

The pheasant

November

30.

Special air travel provisions have
been made for your dog and gun this
year. Rover can go with you on the

October, 1946

„^
same plane if arrangements are made
him with your local air express
agency. And your gun travels the
airways free now, under a new prO'
vision allowing ten extra pounds of

And now that you know the glories
that you're going to reap as a result
of your hunting, you should know

free visible sports equipment.

common method

for

Country,

Pheasant

U.S.A.,

is

a

where everyone goes
all out to make your hunting pleasant.
The Dakota cities, hotels, chambers
of commerce and many friendly farmers stand ready to find you a place
to sleep, to hunt and plenty of good
food. Each town has expert guide
service to transport you to hunting
areas where you are bound to find
good hunting.
friendly place

And if you had an idea that game
wardens resemble the skulking mort'
gage holder with a black look and
blacksnake whip
it just ain't true.
The wardens of the Dakotas make it

—

their business to

help strangers ob'

good hunting and pleasant ac'
commodations wherever they are.
Eating, did you say! Well, if you
haven't enjoyed the progress of one
handsome pheasant from field, to

tain

steaming platter, to watering mouth
(via very fine Dakota cookery meth'

how

you go hunting

and
But

year

there's even a provision for the folks

you

left at

home

—commonly

known

as scoffers. Just let them dare to doubt
your worth as a huntsman, when you
send them the proof of your skill
pheasants, cleaned, frozen and packed

up in each north'
and shipped home by air ex-

at special plants set

done.

a

field"

defend them to the death.
sportsmen agree that the first

will
all

is to select a field where a lot
of pheasants are hiding- they hope.

step

—

Two

groups cover a field. One remains at one end and another walks

toward them from the opposite side,
and attempting to
flush the pheasants from their hiding
places.
third group may patrol the

rustling the grass

A

outer edges of the field. (And when
we say groups, we humbly bow before
those sturdy individualists in the hunting world to whom any group larger

than two is anathema.)
If everything goes according to
Hoyle, the moving hunters (following
a straight or zigzag course, depending
on the individual's system) force the
birds from their cover. In their effort
to retreat, the pheasants rush

toward

the second group of hunters.

When
this

is

is
the most
of bringing in the
pheasants. All true hunters have their
own special techniques and variations;

ods) you just ain't lived.

When

the job

"Driving

the birds are confronted by

their enemies, they thresh out in frantic

Then

flight.

the barrage begins.

you hear those disgusted
comments about guns that don't shoot
straight, and people who get in other
people's way, and some jubilant yells
Then,

too,

that attest success.

Then

ern city
press. Said doubters will take a very
happy beating when they shove your
honest-to-pete friend pheasant down

hunters

their gullets.

hunted

tight

to

there
tell

are

times

when

the

you the birds hold too

their

—but

cover

we

don't

talk about that.

Another way that pheasants arc
is called road hunting and is

—
PHEASANT COUNTRY,
done with faithful old Rover, whom
you brought with you on the airplane.
The hunters sit on the fender of a
slowly moving car with the dog leading by a few lengths. When the dog
a

halt,

giving the

prepare for the

The
dog

signal

men

state.

time to

In South Dakota yo\ir hunting day
noon and last until dark
and you can ship and carry 25 birds
back to the homefolks enough to
make my mouth water. But, only 10
shipping tags will be issued to each
hunter.
will begin at

then given for the

—

to flush out the quarry, the birds

(or shot at,

are shot

a

small voice

and Rover retrieves the kill.
is done at dusk when
the pheasants come to the roadside
says)

Road hunting

this

hunting

is

—

Only one more catch (ain't it
always?)
money. The hunting li'
cense in South Dakota costs $20 and

to gather gravel.

All

A.

five birds. In the North Dakota
counties where there is an open season, three cocks a day is the limit in
the south central section, and four
cocks in the southwestern part of the

kill.

is

S.

is

points, the driver brings the car slowly

to

U,

—

great fun, but

there are limits to how good you can
let yourself get and still get along

North Dakota $25.

in

Now

with those friendly game wardens.
In the 33 "most favored" counties
jof South Dakota, the daily bag limit

if

you

youVe had it
you for sure.

want to go
hunting bug has

still

—the

FACTS OF LIFE
August: "Honey,
June: "No,

I

will

you marry me?"

never intend to get married."

August: "That's what they

all

say,

but

I

notice they're

still

building

school houses."

it

George had been to
got home.

a stag dinner

and

his wife

wanted to hear

all

about

when he

said, "one rather odd thing occurred. One of the guys got
the table because some one wanted to tell a risque story he did

"Well," he

up and

left

not approve of."

"How
George?"

noble of him!" exclaimed the wife.

"And what was

the story,

HOBBIES

.

.

.

BEANS TO BUDDHAS

TP HE

other day, I put myself in a
corner and took a long look. I saw

guy who did too much toe-tapping,
finger strumming, and necktie-fiddling.
It was then I realized that I was long
overdue in using my leisure time for
something other than
reading
the
sports page or thinking up excuses
for not helping my wife do the weekend household chores. So, I set about
to have a hobby.
lot of people before me have done
the same thing.
For instance, Rudy Vallee took a
hankering for amateur motion picture
photography. Of course, Rudy had
plenty of folding stuff with which to
obtain all the necessary equipment
the average citizen can't always draw
out of his spare sock to sink a couple
hundred smackers in a movie camera.
But, the important angle is that here
was a man who found a great deal of
fun in creating a hobby.
Then there was Ely Culbertson
the man who helped to make the game
of bridge a national pastime. It wasn't
a

A

—

long before Culbertson was king high
in the bridge racket. He forgot his
other interests and really bore down
on his hobby. It has become his business.

Fred Waring, the famous orchestra
doesn't smoke. It would seem
that he would have no use for a
cigarette lighter
yet, for a hobby, he
collects them! All sizes, shapes, and
some for very fancy prices. He also

leader,

—

toy
orchestras,
records and watches.
collects

phonograph

Don Marquis was

a playwright who
unusual hobby. It was
Beans! When he wasn't making with
the plays, he was looking for, testing,
filing and sampling recipes for baked

had

a

very

beans.

Tommy

Dorsey, "sentimental gentleof swing," plays with miniature
trains to whittle away his leisure time
Collecting Dresden China is Kate
Smith's idea of something to do in the
and Dunninger,
line of hobbies
mighty mystic, has 3,000 Buddhas.

man
.

.

.

.

Incidentally,

.

.

what

is

your hobby?

ARE YDU RADIO WISE?
Below are listed characters that you may have heard on your radio
Each is merely an established character and not the actor's name.
How many of their names do you know? A score of 7-10 is excellent; 5-6
ANSWERS ON PAGE 46
is good.
recently.

1.

Pedro of the Judy Canova show.
Simpson on Amos and

2.

Sadie

3.

Andy.
Hubert

4.

Young show.
The Mayor of

Updike

on

the

Alan

6.

Charlie McCarthy.

on

the

Fred

7.

Kay

8.

Mr. Dithers in "Blondie."
Digby Digger O'Dell, the merry
undertaker on "The Life of Riley."

9.

the

Senator Claghorn
Allen show.

Town.
10.

Kyser's Ish Kabibblc.

Henry

Aldrich.

)

ABOLISH War/
wars must be. Gold Star Parents
would share dangers with their sons.
If

by C.

R.

Secretary,

MOONEY

Gold Stars United

(Of course this article is strongly worded. Anything coming from the
pen of C. R. Mooney naturally would be. This man, to whom the
world owes a great debt for the progress of private flying, has forsaken
aviation to devote full time fighting for what his son died for permanent
peace.
The former executive director of the National Aviation Trades
Association writes this with authority, too, for somewhere in far away China
is a white cross bearing the name of Lieutenant Robert Mooney, U. S. Army

forceful

—

Air Forces.

VICTORY in war costs too much.
Let us make victory forever un'
necessary by making this peace perma'
nent.

We

Gold Star parents know the

terrible

price

widows

also

of victory.
understand.

The war
Our war

orphans, if too young now to compre'
hend,
will
learn.
Already their
mothers are learning how quickly an
ungrateful nation forgets.

An

enduring

ideal of
Iain's

Gold

peace

is

Stars United.

the

high

Chamber'

"peace in our time," even if
would not have been suf'

realized,

We Gold Star parents insist
upon war's aboUshment forever.
ficient.

The atom-bomb

—

alarmists

seem de-

termined to terrify mankind into willingness
to
accept
peace.
Their
threats do not alarm
Gold Star
parents. What can remain frightening
to us in the prospect that we on the
home front may die by the thousands

in the next

waiting,

war? From 1941 to 1945,

waiting,

waiting

in

the

agony of suspense, many war parents
were plunged into greater agony by
arrival of those

dreaded telegrams.

we want to share
the dangers with our fighting sons
If

wars must

be,

and daughters. But

our faith
So let us,
working together, do whatever is

that
all

war can be

it

is

abolished.

necessary to abolish war.

Let Benjamin F. Bowman tell why
Star parents seek the active
aid of all citizens in an organized
movement to crush war. Particularly
we appeal to the Blue Star parents,
those whose soldier sons and daugh"
ters have returned home or are still
in the armed forces.

we Gold

Mr. and Mrs. Bowman reside in
Muncie, Ind. They gave to our nation's defense the last of three sons.

Two

died years ago when a fire
stroyed their home. Lieut. Daniel

dc

W.

October, 1946

wini
a pilot in the Anny Air
on a mission out over

Bowman,

Forces, flew

the English Channel. The message
received at the Bowman home Fehc
ruary 25, 1944, was "missing in
action"; later confirmed as dead.

Some weeks

after V'J Day, the
met a neighbor on a street
corner.
merchant, he was, whose
son had just returned home.

father

A

"Hey, Ben, did you hear about
"He's
in yesterday. Gosh, he

neighbor

Bill?"

this

home.

Came

exulted.

"My friend," Ben Bowman finally
spoke, "get this right. Those tears are
not for Dan. I'm crying because I'm

—

mad clear through."
"Why, Ben, old timer, what have
I—?"
"Listen to me. You own a big business here. You worked hard to build

You would
trouble

go

to

—wouldn't

any amount of
you? to protect

—

your investment here."
"Well, sure

looks great!"

would, Ben.

I

you driving at?"
"Look at it this way:

What

are

"Sure

good news," responded

is

Ben Bowman. "Congratulations! Bill
made a marvelous record. You ought
to be

proud of him."

"Proud! rU say

.

.

Well,

.

not be going to the
meetings with you any

Ben, guess

I'll

War Dad

more. Bill's home. War's over. Next
meeting night, don't bother stopping
by for me
Ben, it beats me why
you keep on going to War Dad meet'
ings. There's nothing there for you
any more
Anyway, check me
out from now on."
.

.

.

.

.

.

Ben Bowman, who stands 6

feet 4

310 pounds of brawn,
neighbor talked, had drawn

inches, weighs
as

his

himself
nothing.

up

He said
man sensed a
demeanor. He looked up
to

The

change in

and saw

quizzically,

Bowman's

"Aw,

in

tears

Ben

eyes.

say,

Dan. Sorry

Ben

height.

full

other

—about

Ben; I'm sorry
can be."

as I

Bowman

remained

grimly

silent.

"Look, Ben, I didn't mean to
Ben, I'm awful

really,

—

have made

I

my

the biggest investment of
this

—my

country of ours

I'm asking you to help

am

I

I
j

up, didn't you? Best years of your
life invested in this store, aren't they?

it

life

in

Now

boy.
me protect

that investment."

"Of
can

I

course

I

will,

Ben.
—

But what

do? War's over

"You can keep on working with
in the American War Dads," said
Ben Bowman.
This Gold Star father voiced the
message of all Gold Star parents who

me

1

ABOLISH
are

loyal

citizens.

We

want

America

our

strong to uphold world
Gold
peace.
ask all Americans
Stars and Blue Stars alike; returned
veterans and others
to join with us
in self 'dedicated labors to protect the
investment in our nation which has

—

We

—

more than 300,000
pended to win victory.
totaled

There
cover

is

lives

ex'

no recompense that can
price

We

As Ben Bowman's merchant friend
some readers may inquire: "But
what can we do?"
The voters of some states, in
did,

primary

elections,

have

defeated

candidates for Congressional positions
whose records marked them as isola'
tionists. This writing is not a political
screed. Gold Star parents, as such, do
not divide by partisan alignment. In
the past, unfortunately, we citizens
have not concerned ourselves much
about international affairs.
have
been too engrossed in petty localized
issues. By death's hand it is written
into our hearts that international
affairs are far more important to us,
as citizens of the U. S. A., than are
any city or township elections.

We

Gold Star parents have a right to
be gratified that the voters, in certain
"test" states, have nominated men
who oppose isolationism.
Harbor was our country's
worst military disaster. Both the naPearl

9

tional leaders in Washington, and
our mihtary leaders in cormnand at
that powerful military outpost, failed
us. They were not alert on December
7, 1941. Despite repeated warnings,
a surprise attack smashed our defenses.

We

ourselves;

failed

we,

FAILED

OUR

the

— WE

parents of this generation

represented in the
lives of our sons and daughters who
died to win victory. To us, their
fathers and mothers, they were ap'
praised beyond price. Yet that price
now has been paid in, and victory is
won.
ask our fellow Americans
to help us protect that investment.
the

WAR

SONS. Blame

for

Pearl Harbor cannot rightly be imputed entirely to our national leaders.

While a raging world confHct converged unmistakenly toward America,
we citizens bickered over trivialities.
By only one Congressional vote was
military training kept in force for
our sons, who, in a few weeks, were
destined to be enlisted to fight a
desperate defensive war. That vote
reflected the mood of our citizenry
at the time.

—

Fundamentally yours
The fault
and mine, Mr. and Mrs. America.

—

The penalty More than 300,000
of our sons and daughters killed in
what Winston Churchill has called
"the unnecessary war."
The

lesson

—"Eternal

vigilance

is

the price of hberty," in Washington's

day; in our day, the price of continning peace.

The admonition
that lesson,

accept
bility

— Having

we Americans

studied

all

must

our individual responsi'
to prevent World War III.

The

it

as

—

Every intelligent
remembers, but takes

challenge

citizen not only

action on, the knowledge and experience in co-operative effort gained
while we were at war.

Sam picliA
MIZZOU AND OKLAHOMA

Our

Loi^

Press bureau at Kansas City, earned his
( Sam Smith, manager of the United
sports spurs as the editor of several metropolitan sports pages. With this
solid declaration we are leaving Sam to his own devices to battle off

University of Kansas hecklers.)

He

always did have the bad

sweatered veterans ready to answer

(?)

habit of monkeying around tvith
saws when there's limbs around.

the

call.

Take Missouri,
Tigers of

for example. The
Headman Don Faurot were

pushing into the top teams of the

THE
who hke

citizenry

of

their football are in for

a hallelujah season this
looks

It

——

Midlands

the

as

Fall.

though the Big

Six

loop of the Mid'
nearing big league status in
coaching, players and the general
adornments which go with the faster
brands of the pigskin sport.
circuit

lands

The

principal

is

colors of the Big Six schools

will be seen this Fall
coast,

from coast to

throughout the Big

try to the northeast,

Ten coun'

against South-

west Conference opponents down
Texas way and into the Rocky Mountain precincts. The schools carded an
ambitious extra-loop program which,

among other dates, carries Oklahoma
to West Point to play Army; Neto
Los Ajigeles to meet
U. C. L. A., and Missouri to Ohio
State and Texas.

braska

Where

during the war years a Big
Six coach felt himself favored of
Jehovah if he could muster two or
three lettermen, the problem now ap'
pears to be what to do with all the

nation

when

the Japs

Harbor and knocked

true the Tigers, without

corner.

It's

service

help,

league

last

bombed Pearl

football into the

managed to win the
year and go to the Cotton

Bowl.

That 1945 team might represent
Tigertown in the "B" league this
coming season. Faurot, back at coach'
ing after a tour of duty in the Navy,
has something like 44 lettermen due
back. Many of them are veterans of
the powerful 1941 eleven which went
to the Sugar Bowl and lost a 2'0 game
in the mud to Fordham.

Turn

for a

moment

to

Oklahoma,

because right now it looks as if it
should be Missouri and Oklahoma at
the top of the league.
The Sooners have hired Jim Tatum,
also an ex-navy man, to direct their
destinies. Tatum served under Faurot
at Jacksonville, incidentally.

Advices

from Soonerland say that there should
be in the neighborhood of 39 letter'
men back there.
When Faurot left for the Navy,
he was regarded as the "youngster"

S.

12

the head coaches handling Big
Six reins. He's now an "old man" in
the ranks as the schools went out for

of

hustling younger mentors.

At

Kansas

George Sauer; at Nebraska,
Bernie Masterson; at Iowa State Col'
there

is

Mike Michalske; at Kansas
Hobbs Adams. All but Michal'
ske were in the Navy.
lege,

State,

For many years, Nebraska was the
lone Bix Six candidate for national
honors. The Big Red Cornhuskers
rolled easily through league opposition and into the bowl games but
times grew tough and the corn re'
mained green in Nebraska so green
that the Huskers dropped out of first

—

place competition.

Masterson's job will be one of reBut he has a fine start with
34 veterans due back. Fifteen of those
letter wearers will be men who played
with Husker teams before the war.
One will be Ed Schwartzkopf, a Rose

building.

Bowl team guard

in

enrollee at Lincoln
fine passer,

who

is

1941. Another
Vacanti, a

Sam

played with Iowa,

Purdue and the Great Lakes naval
elevens during the war.

Sauer up on Mount Oread appears
have some line worries. His back'
field seems in good shape and K. U.
will pose a threat to the powerful
all-around elevens Missouri and Okla'
to

homa

will field.

Sauer has

Ray was

Ray Evans

back, for one.

a brilliant pre-war ballplayer

October, 1946

Charley (Red) Hogan to attend K. U.
and the veteran Hogan likely may
prove to be the Number One signal
caller this season.

In the forward wall, though, Kanway of depth or
experience and it takes a line to permit the razzle-dazzle backs to get

sas has little in the

away.

Down

at the Athens of Missouri,
the ivy adorns Missouri's
columns, such football greats as Fred

where

Bouldin and Ed Hodges, Leo Milla
and Wilbur Volz, Jim Austin and Bus
Entsminger, Verlie Abrams, John
Tarpoff and John Reginatto, are due
check out their pads. Bouldin
played with the championship Seventh

to

Army

team in Germany last fall.
Hodges was 1942 captain-elect with
Bouldin and an all-American mention
at tackle.

Jim Kekeris, the 285-pound hardtackle,
will be back and
Kekeris, vaguely reminiscent of an ice
wagon, drew all-American mention

hitting

last year.

The Tigers have a top center in
Ralph (Boots) Stewart. Reports indicate Faurot would like to have a
little more depth in the replacement
ranks at the snapperback post. There
are numerous state scholastic stars due
in at Columbia this fall but generally
Faurot kept his news to himself as
the hot August days stretched into
September.

unimpressive Jayhawker teams.
He's bigger, huskier and more experienced now and may be the standout back of the league.

the war years, is going to pack a
potentially
powerful wallop, too.
Hobbs Adams is switching to the

did a little selling for his Alma
Mater while in service. He induced

formation to give his scamper backs
a chance to break away. There's

on

Ray

Kansas State, downtrodden through

T

i

MIZZOU AND OKLAHOMA
strength at Manhattan, as there ap'
pears to be around the entire league.

campuses
and older

Most of the coaches arrived on the
home grounds in time to direct spring

armed

training.

There

were some sum'

also

mer

gridiron sessions as the drive for
championship
contenders stretched

way around

the

all

the league.

Some

of the coaches already have
their reputations, others see in their
Big Six assignments the door to big

young men.
And, unlike the time Frank Carideo
came to Missouri and tried to do
wonders with no playing personnel,
there is plenty of help on the
things for they are

13

this year

—tough,

men who

hardened

spent years in the

services.

should be the best year of many
in the Big Six. Certainly it will be a
fine fall season for the fans; and
stadiums from Ames to Norman
should be well'filled.
It

How will they finish? Brother, we
learned long ago to be careful with
the saw when there was a limb
around. But we'll take Mizzou and
Oklahoma,

then

Kansas

braska, finally Kansas State

and Neand Iowa

—

State
just for the sake of discussion,
of course.

CDLLINSTATEMENTS
A
the

pessimist

Many

who pads

fellow

a

spend half our time
something we could get
we didn't spend half of our time

wishing
if

is

odds against himself.

of
for

us

wishing.

You may
never see

a

long time, but you'll
person lost on a straight

Housing conditions are so bad that
people are sleeping in churches on
week days too.
It is better to think without talking
than to talk without thinking.
How'
ard Newton.

—

live a

road.

A

—

Always do right
some and astonish the
Twain.

it

gratify

will

rest.

—

-

Mark

a

By working faithfully eight hours
day you can get to be the boss and

work

bragging a

bit.

string of fish,
the back alley

a

successful man for
you catch a good

12.

Education
a journey

is

not a destination.

It is

and we are always enroute.

A
A

Don't blame

for

merely something
give new color to an old pastime.
lipstick

is

to

When

you don't go home by
you?

—do

Things could be worse. Suppose you
were seasick and had lockjaw.

From Halligan
As

twilight

doses

in,

the

Saman, he might hghten the punishment in fact it was thought that if
the gifts and sacrifices pleased Saman
enough he might even let the sinner's

wind'

to

blown shocks of corn arc silhouetted
against the horizon, the dry brown
leaves rest lightly on the earth, a shift
in the wind and the leaves dance like
elves over and through the haze. Overhead billows of clouds bestow an air

—

poor shivering soul enter the nice

human being.
When the Romans invaded

body of

of expectancy. It is just the night for
a party
a party where witches play
host to ghosts and goblins masquer'
ading on Halloween.

warm

a

Britian

Druid

ceremonies were banished
and the sacred oak groves destroyed.
the

—

With the coming of Christianity the
old gods were forsaken, but the chang'
ing customs led to a minghng of the

Halloween has come a long way in
the thousand years since it was a Druid
festival.
The Druids of
religious
ancient Britian held their revels in
sacred oak groves where the altars
ran red with the blood of human
sacrifices. The Druids believed in immortality of the soul and transmigration from one body to another. On
accord'
the last night of the old year
Saman, the lord
ing to ancient belief
of death, gathered all the wicked souls
and condemned them to inhabit the
bodies of animals for the next twelve
months. The Druids figured that Saman
placed a price on their misdeeds, so if
gifts and human sacrifices were given

some parts of

old and the new. In
Ireland, October 31st

is

still

called:

"Oidhche Shambna," or the vigil of
Saman. It is also called: "Samhain,"
which means summer's end. It was at
turn of the season that the ancient
Celts drove their flocks in from the
pastures and fires were lighted on
hilltops in honor of Baal, the sun god.
In Great Britian the Christian festival
of martyrs became associated with the
old Druidic feast which at that time
was known as Halligan. All Hallows
was the next name, then it was called
Eve of All Hallows, and finally Halloween.
Rowland G. Bird.
this

—

—

Halloween

to

A

WHO'S THE DUMB ANIMAL?
and

Mr. Sardine suggested a weekend in the country, and
ways and means of getting there.

at

breakfast he

his wife discussed

"Do you

think I'm crazy?" shrilled Mrs. Sardine. "Ride for hours in

that train packed in like people?"

Papa Hog, growing tired of the sty, wandered down to the brewery
where he found a big puddle of sour beer that had been poured out. Staggering

home

later,

his squealing

could be heard for miles around.

Mama Hog, quickly shunted him around the barn, out of sight of the baby
pigs, and with a furious grunt admonished: "You shameless thing! What do
you mean by making such a human being of yourself in front of the
children?"

WHO WANTS
Let her hair

down!

.

.

.

Why

Qiamour?

you couldn't

even dent that lacquer with a pick-axel

by

ANN SEDGWICK

GLAMOUR

is

these days,

sure monotonous
I don't mean it

and

as sour grapes either.
I think glamour is great. It does
things for a girl. For a fellow, too,
for that matter. And at times it's a

very pleasant distraction to have
around, especially if you're stuck with
conversation, the aesthetic divertissements of entertainment, or, say, a
losing streak at cards. I'm for glamour
all

right.

appreciate
those

And
it.

$32.50

don't think

I

don't

Right down to
custom-made wedgies,

I

do.

darling.

Sometime when you can out-brim

must maintain that disdainfully aloof
look, that hauteur of head and chin
line.

You

is to be
appearance at

see the idea

cally chilled, in

classi-

least.

Naturally, the later the hour, the
sterner the test this is. Anyway, the
upswept hair-do is glamorous, particularly with six or seven jewelled
combs scattered here and there, maybe
a rose or two, and naturally, of course

the hat in front of you, take a good
look around the night club, theatre, or
restaurant. Get a load of all those

economy

Lana Turners.
See that upswept hair-do?

may be so clipped, but there are
those who lobe, love, that is, multiple

and by
I,

all

means, large earrings.
think one large

personnally,
size

diamond shows up

well,

if I

You

should know the trouble that is. Not
only is it a darn hard work-out on
those upper arm muscles, but it's a
tricky job to get those assorted puffs
(please, not rats) in their assorted
places without the pin curls coming
unpinned. Try it sometime. It goes
without saying that with an upswept
hair-do, you're not supposed to be
cute, coy or kittenish, which is awfully hard for a really old-fashioned
feminine young lady. At all times one

jewels in multiple colors. Either style
is good taste, because this season it's

fashionable to be flashy,
Incidentally,

it

is

it

says here.

no longer con-

sidered considerate to invite a lady

down and relax, as the
old saying goes, even in a joking way.
Let it down, did you say? You
couldn't chip that lacquer off with

to let her hair

a pick-axe.

Which reminds me

of a gal I

saw

one night in a fashionable supper

16
club. It

was

was a very unsual

this girl

sight.

Here

out in public, mind you.

And you know

what? Her hair was
actually hanging straight down, just
the way it grows. You couldn't even
Funniest thing I ever
saw. And FU never forget how self'
conscious and embarrassed I was. For
the girl, of course.
see her ears.

As for glamour in the gown, speak'
ing of the gown per se, anything goes
as long as it has a plunging neckline
or a turtle-neck drape, no sleeves at

upward. About an inch and a half up'
ward.
Platforms are really wonderful,
glamorous, too, and what is more,
they are taking care of that nail-head
surplus very nicely. It is very hard
feet wet in platforms. In
very hard to get your feet
in platforms. I have heard of one girl
who sleeps in her custom-made
wedgies because she can't figure out
the answer to the maze of straps.

to get

It is also

legs

and so is black. If you
opinion, however, forget the

that

this season

want

my

in glamour importance. No'
body's going to see it, preoccupied
as he is with head, first, and feet,
second. That is, what passes for feet

gown

these days.
I

can remember reading in history

books, looking at the pictures is more
like it, and seeing how women took
their very

life

in

their

slipper soles that weren't

than a

slice of leather.

hands with
any thicker

They

actually

walked out of doors in these flimsy
footees, it is said. Of course they had
toes and heels in their shoes then but
what protection is that, I ask you?
As proof of progress, times change
and the gals have really made a step

your

fact, it is

gravy-sweeping
very full,
sleeves, bare mid-riff or a heavily
swathed hip. Colors are glamorous
or

all
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imperative with platforms

you wear nylons. Nylons look

that

good

in these elevated stations.

do

too.

Maybe

All I'm concerned with

platforms and the irresolute fact
they are glamorous and that
they cost as high as $32.50 for a
is

custom-made

As

for

job.

glamour in hats and make-

up, the more of both the better. Just
don't make the mistake of buying a
hat that fits the lines of your head

and lower anatomy, or using a makeup base that matches your own peculiar sallow skin tones. Dare to be
an extremist, sister, and let the olive
pits fall where they may.
That's why I'm pretty tired of this
sameness of glamour. Maybe next
week, though, I won't feel this way.

Tuesday
wedgies.
yours.

I

get

They

my

custom-made

cost $32.50, just like

ITS IN

THE CatcL!

Al Wood's search for two disabled
veterans opens bright new chapter.
by KARL KELLAR

several months Al Wood, man'
FOR
ager of the

And as developments proved,
Glynn did know the man Wood
wanted. J. N. Markwell, an employee

Company, searched for a disabled
veteran to take over his picture post
card club business, which Al and Mrs.
Wood had started as a mere hobby
twelve years ago.

of

Mitchell, 24 years old,

Wood never dreamed that his
hobby would develop into a business
of such scope that someday he would
have to choose between it and his
position with the street car company.

And so Ray Mitchell was the man.
He had had previous experience in

commercial department
of the Kansas City Public Service

He
had

decided that one or the other

to go, so he began casting

around
for a disabled veteran who would be
willing to assume management of the
Post Card Collectors Club of America with its 1400 members scattered
throughout America and a few foreign
countries.

But nowhere could he find such a
As the weeks dragged on
Wood's idea began to sour. One day,
almost at the point of desperation, he
called Mrs. Wood to report that he
was about to give up. Wood was dis'
veteran.

cussing

the situation with his

when Bernard

J.

ent of overhead
discuss

company

wife
Glynn, superintend'

lines,

stopped in to

business.

"Pardon me," Glynn

said,

"but

couldn't help overhearing ... I
just the man you want."

I

know

overhead

the

Wood

lines,

introduced

to his stepson, C. R.

(Ray)

who is para'
down from a

lyzed from the waist
mine wound he received in Italy in
August, 1944.

club work and looked forward with
enthusiasm to publishing the club
paper
the Post Card Collectors
Gazette.

—

But the first thing Mitchell did
was to call his friend, Robert H.
Miller, another wounded veteran with
whom Ray had become acquainted
while both were in Wadsworth hos'
pital. Miller had been confined to a
wheel chair since a German bullet
smashed through his back as he
stormed a Normandy beachhead on
D-day. Miller agreed with Mitchell
that here was a business made to
order for veterans who would never

walk

again.

Oddly enough, both Miller and
Mitchell are paralyzed from the waist
down. They became buddies during
their hospital days. Although they
both went to Kansas City's Northeast
High school they had never met prior

J8

S.
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Wads-

containing items of interest to post
card collectors.

and the boys believe that
postcard club can become a
$10,000 a year business. The club receives from 50 to 100 letters a week.
Nearly all of these must be answered.
Members write in sending money for
post card albums, filing cases, club
pins and other articles which the club
could not supply. However, from now
on the boys will have these items for
sale to post card collectors.

At the rate they are going the business will soon outgrow its living room

to being placed side

worth

by

side at

hospital.

Wood

the

Wood

estimates

there

that

are

75,000 collectors of postcards in the
country today. The club sells life
memberships at $1, which includes a^
collection of 24 assorted views, a roster of members, a membership card

and

a subscription to the club paper,

a multigraphed monthly

news sheet

headquarters. An architect has already
drawn plans for a building.

In a town like Wilmington, Delaware, an actual check was made and
it was found that they sold 600,000
post cards a year in that town alone.

Such figures definitely take the post
card business out of the "needle and
thread" class.

And

Wood

Al

so

as great a service as

has performed
though he had

gone to war himself. He has given
two disabled veterans a business capable of not only providing employ-

ment

themselves,

for

but

possibly

others.

GREAT MINDS, ETC.
Lord Kelvin, the great physicist, once paid an unexpected visit to an
extensive electrical plant. He had not disclosed his identity and was shown
through the plant by a young foreman, who painstakingly explained all the
rudiments of electrical science, as here manifested, to the great man.

When
is

the tour was completed, Kelvin asked

electricity?" His guide

"No
tricity

matter,"

said

which you and

I

him

quietly,

"What

then

was stumped.

Kelvin kindly, "that
don't know."

is

The wife of the great physicist, Robert A.
through the hall of her home in time to hear the
"Yes," Mrs. Millikan overheard, "this is where
not the kind of a doctor that does anybody any

the

only thing about elec-

Millikan, happened to pass
maid answer the telephone.
Dr. Millikan lives but he's

good."

HOW
IN

A

TO

J!we

TRAILER

by JOSEPH W. BELL

—

Or, to rephrase an old truism
There's no place like a

home!

SOME

fifty
thousand ex-G.I.'s,
most of them college students, the

home
site

—

or are satisfied with a rental
they'd damn sure better

well,

rest lost in the desperate shuffle for

stay there.

adequate housing, have discovered a

Trailer living is not a dull, stodgy,
stereotyped way of life. It is so chock
full of surprises, so different from
anything you've ever known, that
you should certainly not plunge into
the trailer housing pool without first
carefully deciding whether or not you
are capable of learning to live in one.

facet of civilian living in

war-time training
able.

Months or

is

which

their

proving invalu'

years of living in fox'

and quonset huts have
enabled them to accept with equa'
nimity the rigors of their first peacetime home, a house trailer.
holes, barracks,

The trailer market is booming. As
housing becomes tighter, more and
more people are investing their sav
ings in a home on wheels. And in the
months to come, until large-scale
building is able to accommodate the
swollen demand for housing, hardy
pioneers will continue the trailer trek.
It

is

itiates

this

who

group (the
are

trailer unincontemplating buy-

ing trailers and moving from the
northeast corner of the third floor
sewing room which they are renting
for $75 monthly) which should be
particularly analytical of their qualifications for trailer life. For the people
who are already living in trailers, it's
too late. And for those who own a

There are a few basic qualities of
character which a trailer resident, in
order to prevent premature encroachments of age, baldness or greying hair,
and, in some cases, insanity, should
have.

The first of these, and probably the
most important, is patience. It is discouraging dayafter'day to jar yourself to the heels by forgetting to duck
when you enter or leave the front
door. It

is

discouraging, too, to fall

over the youngster's toys, or over the
youngster himself, every time you get
to your feet. Or to watch rain seep
through an overhead vent onto a
newly scrubbed floor. Or to shock
hell out of yourself vhile washing a

20
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window

because

the

trailer

hasn't
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only to be prodded into wakefulness

been properly grounded.

by your wife who informs you that

Only by a quiet, abiding patience
can you combat these irritations until
you've licked them until you learn
to concentrate on the front door for
five minutes each time you leave so

she thinks the stove has gone out.
You stifle a desire to tell her that
you know damn good and well it has
and climb out of bed to see what can
be done. The kerosene has saturated
the bottom of the stove, and each

—

that you'll be sure to lower your head
as you go out. Or until you decide to

—or

with washing the windows
find out what a ground wire is.

hell

One chap who occupied a trailer
skinned his leg for 27 consecutive
days on a swinging step which protruded from beneath the front door.
On the 28th day, he concentrated on
nothing but that step. When he left
the trailer, he remembered the step
(which was

just far

trailer so that a

match you drop is immediately
snuffed out.
Thirty minutes later, after throwing fourteen lighted pieces of rag into
the bowels of the heater, you have a
fire going. Then you need only wait

enough under the

grown man couldn't

it)
and blithely leaped
landed in a drainage ditch
workmen were digging and

possibly use

over

it.

which

He

broke his leg in two places. But by
patience and perseverance, he had
conquered his nemesis.
Secondly, a trailer resident should
cultivate emotional stability. He should
learn to control his temper, to shrug
off minor irritations. Daily hfe in a
trailer
is
replete
with numerous
small incidents

whose quantitative re

to induce a roaring
rage in a Casper Milquetoast. In a
high-spirited person, the results are
apt to be catastrophic.
Take, for example, the heating
stove. On cold nights when heat in
the trailer is essential, you are apt to
awaken in the middle of the night,
shivering, to find that the heater has
gone out. The thought of arising and
battling to relight it depresses you,
suits are

likely

and you attempt to go back to

sleep.

another 45 minutes until the excess
kerosene has burned out so you can
turn on the stove again before going
to bed.

You rise at 6 o'clock to pacify junwho was awakened at 5:30 by

ior,

the

who

—

next-door neighbor the chap
has a milk route and cooks his

HOW TO LIVE IN A TRAILER
breakfast about ten feet from junior's

window.

You

then wait for ten minutes at

community bath house for a bowl
in which to shave. Upon returning to
the trailer, you stow away the bed'
ding and fold up the bed into a couch
so that you may have room enough to
open the dining table and eat break'
fast on it.
Breakfast completed, you finish
dressing, falling only twice over jun-

toys

which are

now

scattered

the length and breadth of the trailer
Then you give your wife a hasty kiss,

brush aside a nasty scalp

wound

in'

you bump your head on
the front door, and go to work.
flicted

In the evening you eat the meat
which has had ample time to
cook during the whole of the after'
noon. Doing dishes entails three trips
to the community hoiise to procure
hot water. Then into your work
clothes to prune the front lawn. This
consists of five minutes at pushing
the community lawn mower and two
hours of snipping with a pair of shears
at grass which has grown under the
edge of the trailer.
loaf,

the

ior's

21
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You return home for lunch, reasonably cheerful, and ready to make
a clean start. At home, you find your
wife in tears and a half'cooked meat
loaf in the oven. The cooking stove,
your wife explains, went out while
she was giving junior a bath in the
community laundry room.
strong,
acrid odor of gas permeates the trailer.

A

So you sit down to a hastily pre
pared cheese sandwich and brood
bitterly over the dreams you dreamed
on Okinawa a year ago of the spacious home that would be yours after
the war. Thus fortified with food,
you duck through the front door, leap
over the protruding step, and return
to work.

Tired from honest labor, you wait
another ten minutes to get into a
shower bath, and then return to the
trailer to try to

make

yourself com'
on the studio

fortable with a magazine

couch until bedtime.
This procedure is repeated six days
On Sunday, you drive fifty
miles to Aunt Minnie's and turn
a week.

loose on the spacious front
lawn while you spend most of the
day operating the water tape in the
bathroom, watching admiringly as hot
and cold running water come gushing
forth at your touch.

junior

Trailers, of course, differ radically

shape, and number of con'
veniences offered. But, in spite of
these differences, they all have a great
in size,

deal in

common. They

measure,

are, in large

housing short'
ages, especially on college campuses.
But, to rephrase an old truism, there's

no place

alleviating

like a

A

home.

—

hard working farmer hired a gangling city youth as a hand. Getting
the lad out of bed at 3 a.m. one morning the farmer said
"Better get into
the kitchen and eat now, if you want anything."

"Not me,"

replied the lad.

"I never eat before

I

get to bed."

MIDGETS ARE Ei^

(Business

Roar of the Offys and sputter
of the ^'clunkers" echoes over
the Cliffs of old Blue River.

by DICK SMITH

{Half of the fun of taking in the auto races at Blue River is listening to the
rhetorical sidelights by Announcer Dick Smith, WHB's News Chief. When
he speaks of Tiny Wainivright needing a can opener to get into his midget,
it's always good for a chuckle. )

WHEN

seven

thirsty

thousand

individuals

part

blood
with

$1.10 every Sunday night from the
middle of June to the middle of Oc'
tober to watch a small group of dirt

—

that's
track hellcats risk their necks
big business. That's what's happened

in Kansas City this summer, and is
happening in half a hundred big and
middle sized cities all over the country. Thrills, spills and chills, that's
midget auto racing.
The popularity of midget racing

mushroom over night. It has
taken ten years to achieve its present
didn't

proportions.

The

Kansas City

in

history of the sport

is

typical of the na-

tional diary.

Back

in

chanically

1934

minded

six

or

seven

me-

lads started build'

Some

used
powerful outboard motors, some used
engines,
some experi'
motorcycle
mented with motor-driven propellers,
ing

pint-sized

racers.

and a few built their cars around
Model A Fords. There was one midget
powered with one of the famous

the spirit of competition, wanted a
place to race against each other. They

approached

George

Miller,

who

operated a barely paying softball park
out at 15th and Blue River, near
Kansas City, and Miller saw things
their way. George figured he had not
much to lose, so he laid out a sixth
of a mile track around the outfield of
the ball diamond. The track was out'
lined with bails of hay, spotted about
ten yards apart on the outside and
inside of the oval. Hay was used to
soften the frequent crashes into the
out of bounds districts.
However, at one spot, and one spot
only around the track was a large
pole that held a cluster of lights. One
driver, Joe Anello, crashed into that
pole and became the
Olympic Stadium.

Some

first

casualty at

of the other pioneers in the

little more fortunate than
were Carlo Badami, Tudy
Galleta, Scrappy Saluzi, Eddie Beam,
Phil Catalina, Danny McClusky, Roy
Pierce, Larry Bunch,
Vito Calia,

game, a
Anello,

Marchesi-Miller Special motors that

Swede Larson, Roy Mansell,

had won an Indianapolis race or two,
and there were many others.
These intrepid souls, imbued with

grimy individuals who made up the

plus the

Most of these boys are still
driving midgets, while others gave up
pit crews.

24
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the game, probably at the insistence
of their wives.
As the records will show, attendance for the first advertised midget
auto race drew two hundred and
seventy'five at fifty cents a head.
Compare this figure with the seven
thousand who pay a dollar ten each
Sunday night throughout the summer
to watch the midgets tear around the
oval.

The program in the early days was
much the same as today, with time
a couple of heat races, a handicap race, novelty race, consolation
event and the Class "A" feature,
trials,

owning or driving a midget
Is
profitable? Well, yes and no. Take that
yellow and blue No. 5 8 for example.
It is owned by Carlo Badami, once the
crack driver at Olympic, who no doubt
could still give today's drivers a run

mama would

for their money,

if

and has sunk no

less

allow.
Carlo is a motion picture projector
operator by trade, but he loves midgets

than six thousand

dollars in his Offenhauser. You could
buy a couple or three Buicks for that
amount of money. George Binnie, Carlo

Badami

and

Tiny Wainwright, who

drives Binnie's not-so-fast Offy, have
a three-man team. In a house-sized
trailer they make the rounds of the
tracks at Wichita, St. Louis, Farmington and Kansas City. Racing four
nights a week and splitting the winnings they end up with a pretty fair
weekly take. Purses have grown so
that forty per cent of the gate goes to
the drivers at Olympic. This often
runs as high as $2,000 on a Sunday
night.

Of course the gate
source

of

revenue

"Dutch" Miller and

isn't

the only

for

Promoter

his associates.

On

which was a rip-roaring eight laps
with hay flying in all directions.
The novelty race was for laughs.
Four or five of the drivers would
line up without their cars on the opposite side of the track.

At

the green

would remove their trousers
to display some of the wildest ideas in
male lingerie, and hot-foot it around
the track to their cars. They would
put on their pants, which had been
delivered by special messenger, get
in their cars and race a couple of
flag they

laps.

Another

was

favorite

for

the

dog and drink

drivers to eat a hot

average Sunday night they sell
thousands and thousands of bags and

an

bottles of
refreshments. They rent
chairs to reserved box seat holders and
pillows
to occupants of
the hard

wooden

seats, and they sell thousands
lucky number programs. If that's
hay it's baled, but good.
The dyed-in-the-wool midget fan is

of

as rabid as the driver is daring. Let
a driver show an indication of a
"feather foot" (light on the accelerator); let the announcer (that's me),
make just one mistake; let a driver
show signs of unsportsmanship, and
you'll hear howls and boos that make
wrestling matches sound like a YMCA
party.
If you have an idea that midget
races are "fixed," forget it. Those
drivers are hungry, they want the

dough. Many of them need it badly
and they'll drive their fool heads off
to get it. But the fans love it and
they keep coming. A few years back
now they
they came in hundreds
and with the
come in thousands
new stadium completed they will
probably come in tens of thousands.
.

.

.

.

.

.

MIDGETS ARE BIG BUSINESS
pop before entering their
fun and the crowd liked
There
it and came back for more.
was plenty of spins and flips in those
a bottle of

cars. It wcis
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built. Frank Aylward, a Kansas City
lawyer, promoted races at the American Royal arena one winter, but the
noise, smallness of the track and the
smoke proved too much of a problem.
In
1940, George Miller's son,

"Dutch," who had grown up running
errands for his dad, helping around
the track and getting wise in the ways
of midget racing, decided to promote
the

races

The

himself.

track

was

changed and lengthened to a fifth
of a mile with banked turns and a
special
kind of clay track. New
stands were built to accommodate five
thousand. And the five thousand

came every Sunday night to watch
faster midgets, more daring drivers
and imported stars perform on a faster
and better track. They came from
Chicago, Los Angeles and St. Louis
such stars as Wally Sale, Harry

—
early days.

pealed
that

to

It

wasn't fun but

the same

made

Roman

morbid

it

ap-

instinct

gladiators

and

Spanish bullfights such terrific draw
ing cards. The fans loved it, they
told their friends, and it wasn't long
before the capacity of the grandstand
was reached, a bulging five hundred.

Midget racing needed a promoter,
Frank Murphy to

so Miller engaged

show, to import drivers
from other tracks, and to keep the
local boys happy.
exploit the

The next
seating

season found additional
capacity with new grand-

stands, but

still a flat dirt track that
required constant soaking to lay the
dust, plus a lot of "ironing out" be-

tween

races.

Well, so it went. Each summer the
crowds increased, purses got larger,
and more and better midgets were

McQuinn, Cowboy Roarke, Eddie
Krachek and Tony Bentonhauser.
However, Eddie Krachek became the
second casualty at Olympic Stadivmi
when his midget spun into the north
wall,
did a couple of flips and
mangled Eddie so badly that he died
as a result. But that only served to
stimulate bigger gates, bigger purses,

and
came

better cars

Then

faster drivers.

war.
Drivers
Rationing boards
scowled on using gasoline for such
couldn't get

the

tires.

and the drivers
were entering the armed forces in
herds and droves. The mighty midgets
were holed up, waiting for V-Day.
non-essential purposes,

But
weren't

many
idle.

of

the

car

builders

They worked on

those

employed
aircraft-type superchargers and generally "hopped up" the midgets. When
cars, built sturdier frames,

^6

s.

V-Day came

they were ready. Three
weeks after August 14, 1945, they
were thrilling, spilling and chilling
once again at Olympic Stadium.

The

last

spring

snow of 1946 had

hardly melted before the scream of
the Eltos, the throaty roar of the
Offys and sputter of the "clunkers"
could be heard echoing over the cliffs
of Blue River. The first race meet'
ing had the thrill seekers hanging on
the rafters with hundreds turned
away. And there to thrill were George
Binnie, Tiny Wainwright, Ben Harle-
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„^
man,

Phil Catalina, George Smith,
Bruce, and many others fresh out
of service. The crowds kept coming
and the Millers built an additional
thousand seats but still the walls
bulged. So what?

Deo

Next year
big

addition

will probably see another

the

to

stadium.

Plans

have been drawn to build a complete
bowl, with more tiers of seats so that
more blood-thirsty individuals can
come to watch more and ruggeder individuals risk their necks when the
starter cries "Roll 'em."

RICH LITTLE POOR SCHOOLS

TWO

THOUSAND

acres

of

With

all

these

millions

of

dollars

were
deeded by the state many years ago
to the University of Texas, and the
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical

one might think that certainly
these schools have no financial problems. When this land was deeded to
these institutions, however, a provi-

College.

sion was written in restricting them to
only from the
use of the
land.

"worthless"

land

in

Texas

Today

the schools don't like to
estimate the value of this land, for it
runs into millions. Income from it

alone ran almost $200,000
recent single month.

during

a

The

royalty
from oil producing
accounted fro $179,353 of this
amount; $2,185 came from gas royalty
and $8,665 from rentals on oil and

wells

gas leases.

This huge income keeps growing,
for during this same month locations
for thirteen new oil or gas tests were
made; forty-eight more wells were
already being drilled, two being completed for

good producers.

in assets,

INCOME

The University of Texas, which owns
two-thirds, estimates the income from
the property takes care of less than
1 1 per cent of its operating costs. The
State Legislature appropriates money
from taxes to take care of the remainder.

Informed of this unique situation
whereby a school is worth millions of
dollars, yet being unable to pay its
operating overhead, philosophically

re-

marked: "Well, you can't get all your
coons up one tree!"
Garland Farmer.

—

MERRYVALE
How an amateur became one of the nation's
outstanding breeders in six short years.
1939 THE
INShorthorns

breeding of Purebred
was
probably
the

from

furthest thing

L. Russell Kelce's

mind. In 1940 he purchased Merryvale

Farm

and

in

Grandview, Missouri,
same year he attended

at

that

the International Livestock

Show

at

The

Sinclair Coal Co. exerank amateur in livestock
circles, took one look at Royal Lady
VI, a fine purebred calf, and purchased her on the spot. This move

Chicago.
cutive,

a

was prophetic of things

to

come

Kelce's career as a breeder of
pions.

For

ensuing two years
was defeated but

the

Royal Lady VI
once in the numerous shows
she

in

Cham-

An

was entered!

at

which

interesting side-

Royal Lady was
mated to an outstanding Merryvale
bull and in 1943 she and her calf
competed against one another for
light is the fact that

Grand Champion

at several shows.

Merryvale Farm, founded in 1916
by Mr. Fred Merry, has been a
breeding ground for Purebred Shorthorns since that time. The rolling,
limestone soil of the 650 acre farm,
verdant pastures and scattered, living
springs furnish an ideal home for
Merryvale's 200 Purebreds. William
Milne, Jr., farm manager, and Glen
Fronk, chief herdsman, maintain the
establishment and keep things on an
even keel while Kclce is attending
to his coal business.

The owner and

his associates are constantly receiving
visitors

to

the

from such far
Scotland and Aus-

farm

away

snots

tralia.

This spring Kelce entertained

as

twenty - one
Chinese
Nationalists,
ample proof that Merry\'ale is known
the world over for its superior Shorthorns. Kclce has entered shows all
over the United States and Canada.

The backbone
rests

on

four

of the Merryvale herd
outstanding animals.

first, Calrossie Prince Peter was
purchased at Perth, Scotland in 1940.
Second on the list of well-known
Merryvale stock is Supreme Goldfinder. Purchased in Iowa in 1941
for $7000, (at that time the highest

The

ever

price

paid

for

a

bull

the

in

United States), his get won more
first
prizes and Champion awards
than any other bull at the last International Livestock Show. This included
serve

Bull

Grand Champion Bull, ReChampion Female, Champion

and Female and Get of

Sire.

One of Supreme Goldfinder s sons,
M. F. Goldfinder, is being retained
at Merryvale and has won seven
Grand Championships

this

year

in

the United States and Canada. Mr.
Kelce's latest purchase of note is Cal-

Supreme, bought for $14,000
1945 at Perth. Cattlemen say he
one of the finest bulls ever brought

rossie

in
is

to this country.

the Merryvale sale in Decem1944. fifty animals brought an
average of $1285 per head! At the
1945, five
International Show in
head averaged over $1925. The writer

At

ber,

asked Mr. Kelce if Merry\'ale was a
paying proposition. The answer—

"Arc you kidding?"

CALROSSIE PRINCE PETER
at a show in
1940, Calrossie Prince Peter

Supreme Champion
land, in

doubt one of the

He

is

Perth,
is

Sc

without

world todi

finest bulls in the

"excellent in the head, wide, level on

ti

remarkably smooth, with perf
quarters and tailhead," according to the b
judges of stock. Bulls of this type have contribut
much to the fame of Merryvale Farm. A son, Prii
Peter, sired and undefeated get of sire in ei(
shows throughout the middle west in 1944.
would be a strange American Royal Show inde
which many of the Kelce livestock exhik
in
would not walk off with a great number of hone
All of this would seem to make the job of bei
a judge a rather hair-splitting assignment.
of great depth,

ROYAL LADY VI
An amateur purchase. Royal Lady
was indicative of the fame that was
befall

VI
to

Russell Kelce as

a breeder of
Purebred Shorthorns. Royal Lady VI is
I.

a handsome red with a well-nigh

per-

head and quarters. In the stiffest
of competition, she was defeated only
fect

once
ing

in

two years, taking

honors,

including

all

several

the lead-

supreme

championships. By scientific breeding
alone is it possible to develop animals
of the type of Royal Lady VI. If you
see a large group gathered around any
one animal at the Royal, the animal
will

probably be Kelce's Royal Lady VI.

BEAUTIFUL MERRYVALE
scenic,
sylvan
drivewa
leading into the Kelce Merryvo'
Form, is lined with two perferows of maples. They were plants

This

in

1916 by Merryvole's founds
Merry. At the end cf tl

Fred

drive

lies

Mr. Kelce's Engl'sh

styi

home, replete with indoor and ou
door barbecue facilities and a
the conveniences of a city mansioi
This is a far cry from the old fori
house you and
knew as boys an
I

girls,

isn't

it?

Doesn't

make you lonesome
outside, er, ah,

it

for

sort

the

smokehouse?

<

of

STAR LANE
Champions from E. C. Rhoden's
Star Lane Farm are known the
country over.

YOU'LL

have to search far and
wide before finding finer horse
flesh than the golden colts born at
Star Lane. Mr. Elmer C. Rhoden,
president of Fox Midwest theaters in
Kansas City, has been closely connected with the equine world ever
since he was old enough to grasp a
stirrup while standing on his tip toes.
Star

Lane,

hundred

a

spacious,

grassy,

five

farm is located five
miles west of Overland Park, Kansas.
The back bone of Rhoden's breeding
acre

establishment is Herman Affalter, veteran trainer and showman. With
Affalter in managerial capacity Star
Lane has become the largest and most
outstanding breeding farm of saddle
bred horses in the country, running
over thirty head of fashionably bred
brood mares. Generously equipped
with five barns containing sixty box
stalls,

the

farm

goes to make
grounds.

up

nothing that
complete breeding

lacks
a

Rhoden became deeply
American Royal
has worked untiringly

interested

1939 and
cementing
downtown business relationships with
stock yard interests. Pride and joy of
the Star Lane Farm is the Champion
Sire and five-gaitcd stud, Sunkist Peavine. The ancestry of this famous
golden horse goes back to the immortal Rex McDonald on both his sire's
and dam's side. Sunkist Peavine is
known by thousands who have admired his pomp and glamour when
in

the

in

in

shown

in parade classes. Sunkist Peavine has captured the Parade Class

Saddle and Sirloin Club for
two seasons and has also
triumphed at St. Joseph. Standing
sixteen hands high with a pure white
mane and tail, seventy to eighty percent of the five year old's colts are
pure gold in color.

at

the

the

past

Each year Rhoden holds a sale at
Star Lane. This year's sale was held
on May 2nd. Buyers from all over the
country attended and eighty horses
were sold. To give you an idea of
the popularity of Star Lane stock,
horses were sold and shipped as far
north as Canada, east to Ohio, south
to San Antonio and west to California! An example of the outstanding
quality of the

Rhoden

colts

lies

in

the fact that three of the youngsters

averaged over two thousand dollars
a piece at the sale. One little golden
beauty went to a California buyer for
three thousand dollars. Star Lane is
indeed appropriately named. For

many

owe

background
and excellent care afforded them during their
early days at Rhoden's magnificent

to

"stars"

their

the scientific breeding

farm.

Mr. Rhoden is president of the
American Golden Saddle Horse Association and each year the organisasponsors a golden horse show.
was held at Platte
City, Nebraska and Sunkist Pcavine's
get won both the Yearling Championtion

Last year's event

and the Reserve ChamAt this year's show

ship

pionship.

in Springfield, Missouri,

Sun-

Peavine's get made a clean
sweep of the colt class. The
master himself won the stallion
cind two get class and the
kist

Parade Class. One golden
beauty went for three thousand
dollars to a lady in California.
Rhoden is holding the check!
He says he wants the horse
back now!

As

long

can

Missouri

as

boast of horsemen like Elmer

Rhoden and

man

his trainer,

Affalter,

Her-

there need be

no fear of competition from
anyone anywhere.

—

SUNKIST PEAVINE
Sunkist

man
after

Peavine,

Affalter
the

with

astride,

Champion

is

trainer

shown

five-gaited

Herjust

stud

had captured the Parade Class at the
Saddle & Sirloin Club in June, 1946.

With the grassy
pastures

Star

of

Lane farm

in

background,

the
this

photo-

Flanking

graph portrays the
full

and

beauty

grace of
Rhoden's
tered

E.

C.

regis-

American

saddle

bred gold

horse,
Peavine.

Sunkist

THE O'BRYAN RANCH
Joe says

—

''Let's

have more

of the 'meat type' hogs!"

when Joe O'Bryan was a
INlad1921
in his early teens, he acquired
two bred sows. Several years

later,

with the profits gained from this
youthful enterprise, Joe paid all his
expenses for a four-year stay at Notre
Dame. Such industriousness breeds
the kind of success that has followed

him ever since. Incidentally, after becoming owner of the two sows, Joe
decided that a boar was needed to
increase production. He went to a
friend and asked for a loan of fifty
dollars. The friend said, "Joe my boy,
go see the banker. You'd better become friendly with him right now
because you'll be seeing a lot of him

for the next thirty or forty years!"

The 16,000

acre

Hiattville, Kansas,

O'Bryan Ranch

hog breeding establishments
ica, is

known

at

one of the largest
in

Amer-

the country over for

its

superior Hampshire herd. Joe is not
interested in the show world for the

He

is

striving to perfect the breeding of

an

glory

or

glamour attached.

unsurpassed market type of hog. In
selecting the

Hampshire

for this pur-

pose, he has taken into consideration
not only his own profits as a breeder
and seller, but also the packer and
the housewife. O'Bryan has inaugurated what he calls a "balanced program." He is producing a hog that for
the farmer will be the healthiest, most
prohfic, have greatest amount of milk
to feed large litters, easiest to main-

tain

and

will

grow

to

market

size

it will be the
type to handle and kill, will
produce the greatest amount of the
highest priced pork, ham and bacon,
and have the least amount of lard; for
the housewife leaner bacon, plumper
ham and less fat. O'Bryan terms this
the "meat type" of hog. He believes
that one of the prime factors necessary to such a program is the use of

quickly; for the packer
easiest

strictly

registered

stock.

With

reg-

swine a breeder can maintain
more accurate records, keeping close
track of each litter as it progresses
towards market size. Another vital
reason is that the men charged with
istered

the

responsibility

of

caring

for

the

herd will take better care of it as they
realize that a detailed record is kept
of each animal. The pork eating public will heartily endorse Mr. O'Bryan's
"meat type" breeding program and it
it

gratifying to

men

know that there are
who are produc-

in the industry

ing hogs with an eye towards benefitting the packer and also the housewife, who first sets eyes on her bacon

and ham

at the corner grocery store.

In 1945 Joe O'Bryan won the John
H. Oliver Memorial Trophy for the
second time in five years! This beautiful trophy is awarded each year for
the most significant barrow winnings
for the year. It is by far the most important honor to befall a Hampshire.

Keep up the grand work, Joe, and
have more of the "meat type"

let's

hogs!

Af the left is th
OLIVEK Mt/viOKIAL
John Oliver Memorial, awarded the O'Brya
Ranch the second time for Barrow Supremacy
The award was made on the basis of unusual!
significant records of Hampshire Barrow wir
nings. The magnificent trophy was donated
the breed in 1941 by E. C. Quigley, a directo
of Swine Registry, to honor the memory of thi
much-loved Dr. John H. Oliver. For the pos
year it has been in possession of Purdue Uni
versity, Lafayette, Indiana. Photo below is <
view of the O'Bryan Hampshires roaming thi
fields of one of the largest hog breedin;
establishments in the world. Perhaps some o
these fine hogs will go to make up anothe
grand champion carload for Mr. O'Bryan a
the American Royal, October 19-26,
.

.

.

ti

\
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"The Hardest Trying"

DYNAMIC

Harry Darby has
spark-plugged production of
Kansas City's annual American Royal
Livestock and Horse Show for a considerable time now. For many years
he served as vice-president of the
Royal; and this year in the president's
saddle, he promises the biggest and
best

show

ever.

Harry Darby

Not Henry
Harry

the man's name.
Harold W., or even

is

T., or

anything.

Just

plain

Harry

Darby. It's quick to say and easy to
remember, but probably that has
nothing to do with the fact it is one
of the best-known of midwestern
monickers.

The name gained

attention first as

a student; second as a major and hero
of World War I; third as an industrial builder, and prolific producer of

combat equipment for the globe's most
recent fracas; fourth as a leader in
raising,

horses;

most

and

racing,

and

fifth,

as a friend

showing
and

finally,

—everybody's

fine
fore-

friend,

everyplace.

To

begin way back, Harry Darby
captained a field artillery battery in
the second battle of the Marne. That
was 1918 and he was 23 then, just
out of the University of Illinois,
where he'd been an honor student,
member of Phi Delta Theta, and

president of the student body. He had
acquired a wife upon graduation, and
his daughter
who was to be the first
of several
was born while he was in
France.

—

—

The battle baptismal came at Chateau Thierry. It was a far cry from
the campus, a muddy death-struggle
in a tiny town no one had ever heard
The streets and bridges were
paved with the bodies of Marines.
Captain Darby's battery was badly
mauled, but fought brilliantly
throughout the action and on to the
Soissons-Rheims line, where the entire
German salient was wiped out. Every
man remaining received the Croix de

of.

Guerre.

Captain Darby was detached then,
and sent to the United States for
duty as an instructor. However, his
war was not over. The ship he was on
was torpedoed. Eventually, on another
ship, Darby reached the States.
Shortly thereafter he was promoted
to the

rank of major.

The war ended, and Harry Darby
returned to Kansas City with his wife
and small daughter. He took a job in
the Missouri Boiler Works as a mechanic. He worked up to foreman,
then to superintendent of the little
company with its 20-odd employees.
He was a repairman, really, and a

S.
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good one; but he wanted something
more. So he went back to lUinois to
study construction engineering, and
returned in 1923 to buy the Missouri
Boiler Works for $40,000, mostly
borrowed. He hung the name "Harry
Darby Corporation" over the door,
and started doing things his way.

Over its average life, the Harry
Darby Corporation expanded, arithmetically, at the rate of three hundred
and thirty percent a year. In twenty
years it became 70 times its original
size!

Partly, it came about like this:
Harry Darby had always been enthusiastic about the American Navy,
and was vice president and a director
of the Navy League of the United
States. He did outstanding work in
promoting public interest in the Navy,
and fought bitterly to prevent the

scrapping of ships. From this position,
he realized the gravity of impending
events. Long before Pearl Harbor he
began the manufacture of various
structural

the

and protective devices for

Panama Canal. Came

the

war,

and he wanted to build ships. Sitting
right smack out in the middle of the
continent, he wanted to construct
landing craft!

He

proposed to float

them down the Missouri to the Mississippi, and thence to the Gulf and
the wide open sea. This was early
1942, you'll recall, and that sort of
thing sounded pretty fabulous then.
But he did
slid

down

his

it!

By hundreds, LCTs
They were commanned by skeleton

ways.

pletely outfitted,

crews, and able to

own

power.

sail

off under their

LCM's were produced

in

even greater quantities, and hauled
cross country on flat cars.

October, 1946

„^

Better than most, Harry Darby had
grasped the importance of full production. His factories began turning
out 1000 lb. semi-armor piercing
bombs and 4000 lb. blockbusters. For
the Army, he built locomotive boilers
(which are locomotives sans driving
gears) for use in Russia; and retractable aluminum landing gear for aircraft.

Most

of the

work was new

to his

but they caught on quickly,
worked hard, and brought ingenuity
of their own to bear on rapidly improving production methods. Darby
held conferences with his foremen; he
crews,

talked

where:

and

listened.

in

He was

Washington

every-

unsnarling

contracts, at the forges, in his office,

the Kaw Riverfront, on the
telephone, beside the drawing board.
He was a driving force. "We're not

along

biggest outfit," he would
"but we're the hardest trying."

the

The

say,

attitude brought results: to the

initial-less

head of the Darby Corpo-

—

five E's
Army-Nav>awards for efficiency and excellence.

ration

came

The Darby Shipyards occupy

the

point of land where Lewis and Clark

:

MAN
camped on
west.

their trek to the

The people

OF THE

North-

of Kansas City, Kan-

had long planned to erect a monument of some sort on the spot; something fitting in size and shape, with
a few bronze or chiseled lines of commemoration. But Harry Darby gave
them a memorial in production lines,
and Kansans felt the all-out production said more in the causes of freedom, progress, and America than any
bit of delicate verse. Boats built on
this spot were going out across the
seas of the earth, and were carrying
new bands of young adventurers to
the shores of Los Negros, Tarawa,
Salerno, Iwo Jima. Lots of little places
no one had heard of.
sas,

Throughout the war, the Women's
of Commerce sold war

Chamber

bonds to purchase invasion vessels.
Elaborate ceremonies were held at the
Darby Shipyards as another and
another

would

squat
sail

bearer

off to join

of
its

warriors
comrades.

The steady flow of equipment
amazed even those who knew Harry
Darby and the capabilities of his employees. The answer lay in improvisation, creative imagination, and the
Whatever
was forthcoming, Harry Darby
passed on to his men. They have a
'know-how,' he would say. Or, "They

spirit of trying the hardest.

credit

understand trick welding and the use
of new metals. They're hard workers.

Harry Darby's willingness
credit has always stood him

to share
in

good

stead with his employees, his friends,

co-workers on
an era of industrial

his

In

civic

projects.

strife

and flaming

labor-managerial relations, the record
of the Darby Corporation is almost

MONTH
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There has never been a
stoppage, the threat of a stoppage, or even a misunderstanding in
any of the Darby ventures.
incredible.

work

When Harry Darby walks through
one of his plants, word doesn't spread
"Pssst! The boss is coming!" Men
don't scatter back to their machines
and get to work. Chances are they're
already working, because Mr. Darby
is

a severe taskmaster.

But

if

they're

gathered for a
smoke, they stay where they are. The
boss understands.
at

fountain,

the

They might

ask

or

Harry Darby how

perform a certain task; beginning,
"Say, Harry
" If they don't ask, he
probably won't advise them: but you
can bet he knows!

—

to

On

these

little

Harry may

strolls,

pause beside a lathe to chat with the
operator. Farther on, he'll stop to talk
to a Negro janitor. He knows every
man by his first name. He knows
who his wife is, how many children
he has and where he lives. This adds
the personal touch.
Professionally, Harry Darby knows
the value of every man he employs.

He knows

because he can personally
supplant any one of them he can take
over and operate any machine he
owns.
Charles MacGowan, President of
:

the International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, which is the bargaining

agent
there

for Darby
would be no

plants,

says

that

labor trouble any-

where if all industrial leaders were
like Harry Darby. He has praised Mr.
Darby in public speeches, and in editorials in the

Now

union trade paper.

the war contracts are
completed, the Darby Corporation is
that

S.
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turning

attention

its

agricultural

to

equipment and farm implements for
the West and Southwest. This is an
expression of one of Harry Darby's
favorite bits of economic philosophy,
which runs: "Kansas City has too
long been a back door to the East.
Its future growth and development
lie

in the fact that

it is

now

the front

door to the West."

one million dollar metal towers to be
used in the manufacture of granulated
soap. There wasn't even the formality

A

soap executive
explained this by saying: "Harry's got
the only outfit in the country that can
do the job. One tower goes in New

one in Indiana, and one in
Kansas. His roving field crews can get
them up with a minimum expenditure

Jersey,

of time and money."

Darby and

Mr.
have

now

girls are

his

increased

their daughters to

wife,

four.

Edith,

number

the

Two

of

of the

married, and both their hus-

bands were

in

the

Navy.

remarked:
horses for

cow

ponies.

One

"Harry gave up
show horses. Now

friend

I

slow
can

eat!"

appeal of the West is strong
Harry. He raises white-faced Here-

The
in

mark. He's active in Kansas City's
Saddle and Sirloin Club, and considers organizing a similar group in
Platte County,
to be called "Saddle
and Sore Loin."

—

What Harry Darby
friends.

He's

sincere,

has most of is
plain-spoken,

guy with a drink. When
he grabs your hand you know you've
got hold of something. He looks right
at you; says what's on his mind; and
five-gets-you-ten he remembers your
name next time around, even if it's
three years from now.

His name mnemonics come

in

handy, politically. He knows by name
thousands of midwesterners and hundreds of New Yorkers and Washingtonians and Mexicans and Canadians.
For years past counting he's been Re-

National

publican

Committeeman

from Kansas, and rumor has it he has
more than once been unofficially
offered the national chairmanship. He
was Kansas State Highway Director
for four years under

Harry

Horses are Harry Darby's hobby.
On his farms in Southern Missouri
and Edwardsville, Kansas, he has more
than a hundred of them. For a time
he bred race horses, but he foreswore
it
because a number of his friends
were kept broke betting on them out
of loyalty. Now he raises show horses,
hunters, and

fords and markets a lot of products
under the "Cowboy Brand" trade-

a two-fisted

The "know'how" with new metals
is
still
evident. Only recently, Mr.
Darby was handed contracts for three

of requesting bids.

October, 1946

„^

is

preference.

a Kansan,

Alf Landon.

by birth and by

The boundary

line divid-

ing Kansas City rankles some of his
it
doesn't
associates, but for him

His home and his office are on
Kansas Side, but his clubs and

exist.

the

many of his activities are in Missouri.
He participates in everything concerning Greater Kansas City, and think,=

no more about

it.

Right now Harry Darby is con1946 American
cerned with the
Royal. He says it's going to be the
finest yet.
that,

then

And

if you don't believe
you don't know Harry!

McCarthy! Ee Ca^efJ!
Don't yoii dare get slivers in that
fine specimen of cowhood !

{0\ay. now you \now all about the
Royal President
Harry Darby! y^ow
how's for something on the Royal itself?)
.

.

FOR MANY

.

years

the

Show

tional Livestock

in

Interna-

Chicago

has been one of the oustanding purebred animal exhibitions in the world.

The

Holsteins and Herefords,

minos

Palo-

and

Percherons exhibited at
the International have distinguished
their owners as great stockmen, and
helped to make the entire nation conscious of better livestock practices.

But throughout the years a great
challenger

has
been growing out of the Southwest.
It is a livestock show that will eventually

clinch

International

the

to

Kansas

as the greatest

cattle

City's

position

marketing and

breeding center of the nation.
the American Royal Livestock

Show

Horse
tober

19-26,

at

Kansas

City,

It

is

and
Oc-

1946.

With Edgar Bergen and

his little

from a picket fence looking
on, Royal Judges will distribute more
than $100,000 in premiums, stakes
and prizes at this, the 48th annual
American Royal in Kansas City.
fugitive

During the war years, the Royal
was limited to a marketable fat stock
show. This commendable effort was
in
keeping with the program of
American producers to keep not only

and our allies, but conquered countries as well, supplied
meat. It
with the energy of life
was still a great show, but in battle
ourselves

.

.

.

it lacked the fanfare and color
of the years that had gone before,

dress

and the years

to come.

But in 1946 the American Royal
is coming back with all the drama,
glamor and showmanship of years
gone by, plus the promise and enthusiasm of a nation once more at
peace.

Entries in livestock, horse show
and other divisions have been phenomenally heavy. For years the out-

standing breeding stock
has come to the Royal,
it
will be in numbers
ever. Junior activities.
ers of

of the nation
and this year
greater than

Future FarmAmerica, Smith-Hughes voca-

40

s.win 9

tional

agriculture students, and

show and

year will
be no exception. College and high
school judging teams, educational exhibits, and the newest innovations in
improved livestock farming will be
features of the 1946 Royal. Special
"State" days and awarding of the
"Star Farmer" designation, flashy
high school bands, parades of sleek
livestock,
prancing,
finely
drawn
horses, fluffy, billowy sheep and fine
specimens of curly-tailed pork chops
on the hoof will all be part of the
general pageantry.
part of the

this

The subject of shapely calves will
not be confined to the mooing variety
either, because a young lady who will
reign for seven glorious days as

Queen

American Royal will be chosen.
She will be adulated, adored, waited
on and treated in full accordance
with American Royal tradition. More
than 75 cities in six states have been
invited
to
submit candidates for
of the

of the Royal. Young ladies
between the ages of 18 and 25, and
whose names are prefixed with a

Queen

"Miss" are

Queen

eligible.

contestants

arrive

will

in

Kansas City on Friday morning, October 18. They will be feted for two
days while the judges (those lucky
dogs)
didates

make

their selection.

will

Ball at the

attend

the

All can-

Coronation

Municipal Auditorium the

evening of the 19th, when the judges
will

announce

their decision.

The queen and her princesses will
remain in Kansas City for the entire
week, on a continuous round of fun,
festivities

and entertainment.

As

4'H

clubs have always been an important

October, 1946
the Coronation Ball wasn't

if

and glamorous enough

big

who

as

it

is,

come but
Charley Mc-

should volunteer to

Edgar

Bergen

and

Carthy,
21
Bergen
entertainers,
Singer Anita Gordon and Ray Noble.
Bergen, a midwesterner, is interested
in this sort of thing and will come
to Kansas City and the Coronation
Ball for rail and hotel expenses only.
Ray Noble will direct the band, but
because of travel inconveniences it
will not be his own band. An hour's
entertainment by the Bergen troupe,
together with the pageantry accompanying the Coronation, will be followed by an evening of dancing.
History

of

the

American

Royal

dates back to 1899. Prior to that time

American Royal shows were held irregularly. They had shows, of course,
but very often there were not enough
good animals to make a good showing. The first show was a Hereford
cattle exhibition and was held in a
tent on the grounds of the present
Royal building. More than 500 Herefords were shown, but the exhibitors
were so hard pressed for money that
about two thirds of the animals had
to be sold so that their owners could
get home. Since 1899, the show has
been an annual affair.
1900
and they
pany horse
cattle were
In

in

Angus

the Shorthorn men came
used the Stockyards Combarns. In 1901 Gallov.'ay

added, in 1902 Aberdeen
and in 1903 came the

cattle,

swine. A Drovers Telegram editorial
by Walter Neff suggested the name
of American Royal. The name im-

mediately caught on.

A one-story building was erected in
1908

at

the

corner

of

20th

and

Mc carthy/

be careful
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show had
had to move
to Convention Hall. Next year it
went out to Electric Park at 45th
and the Paseo, and finally ended up
back at Convention Hall in 1919
and still growing.

Louis S. Rothschild, and R. A. Willis.
Karl Koerper is publicity chairman

The Stockyards Company put up

ment program. Years ago if a farmer
had a herd of 40 scrub cattle, he had

Genessee.

grown

.

.

By

1906

so large that

the

it

.

a building

on the present location

in

1921. However, it was swept by fire
in the summer of 1925 and prospects
for a show that year seemed dark.

But civic-minded Kansas City took
hammer, saw and a few boards, and
had the building ready by showtime
a

that

publicity

is

The American Royal Livestock
and Horse Show seems to be part of
a great,

diversified quality improve-

a hard time getting $4 or $5 a hun-

now, with new
breeding and scientific
feeding, the old-time farmer's grandson can get as much for five of his
purebred cattle as his grandfather

But

dredweight.

strains, better

The
stayed on at that loca-

tion but continued to grow.

To

re-

object of the present

two

auxiliary barns

have been added to house other

lines

of cattle, horses and sheep that have

been added.
Present officers of the

American

Royal represent a cross-section of forward-minded Kansas City people.

Mr. Darby are Vice-Presidents Dallas R. Alderman, J. C.
Cash, W. A. Cochel, John B. Gage,
Dan L. Fennell, Elmer C. Rhoden,
R. Crosby Kemper, treasurer and A

is

to send

Paterson, secretary.

R. J. Kinder, James E. Nugent,
Joseph O'Bryan, Elmer C. Rhoden,

.

.

Royal.

Assisting

Directors are John C. Cash, Harry
Darby, E. M. Dodds, L R. Kelce,

day pro-

good, prime cattle
the kind of cattle that
to market
will net best results for producer,
packer and the housewife. The best
breeding stock is held back and improved from one generation to the
other, and it is this type of livestock
that is exhibited at the American

gram

.

lieve congestion

M.

McDermott

S.

director.

did for a whole herd.

fall.

The Royal

and John

Livestock,
livestock,
all

tive

superior

and improved

serves as an inspiration to

purebred breeders, and an incento

all

cattlemen

to

constantly

improve their stock. This will mean
bigger and greater American Royal
Livestock shows, more money in the
packers'
and retailers'
producers',
pockets, and a vastly superior brand
of meat products for

all

America!

A

IT'S

jCadics'

ROYAL, TDD
Crowds

!

are for her the minute she

enters the

They

ring.

like

her fine

showmanship and sportsmanship, attributes which have endeared her to
show crowds all over America. She
always a favorite in fact, you
is

—

could safely call her the Sweetheart
of the Horseshows.

Mrs.

Combs

has herself expressed

hometown audiences are the best in the country.
the opinion that Royal

Incidentally, she has written a book
which should make most interesting

reading, not only to horse lovers, but

Kansas City audiences

to

thrilled

the

men
THE
can Royal

haven't got the Amenhog-tied and roped in
spite of the fine fund-raising job
they've been doing to bring back the

1946 show in
Not by a long

all

its

glory.

No

sir!

sight arc the ladies out

of the picture, either as spectators or
participants.

who have

her Longview exhibits at

to

for

R(5yal

Another

a

good many years.

consistent

Royal favorite

is

Carol

winner and
Hagerman.

Carol will exhibit her own horses
again this year after spending several
war years in India with the Red
Cross. She has been winning show
audiences
and blue ribbons as well
since she was knee-high to a grass-

—

—

hopper.

may

be the Queen, the Coronation Ball, the chance to dress up for
society night, or, this year at least,
just the chance to see a real piece of
It

meat

— but

women
the

total

whatever

the

reason,

about fifty percent of

American Royal attendance

ac-

Today, the American Royal

—

entries; a diversified display ot

exhibits,

farm and home

—and

divisions,

and

in visi-

tors alike.

Mrs. Loula Long Combs,
lady of the Royal by all counts.

Take
first

a

A

cording to conservative estimators.
And each year finds additional entries
the various ladies classes in the
horseshow; in the educational 4-H

m

is

complete family affair each October
a Mecca to thousands of men, women
great exhibit of every
and children.
type of farm animal; a thrilling horseshow with the country's outstanding
cational

and

industrial

edu-

farm and home

the Royal touches every
phase of farm life. Just take your
county fair multiply it many times

—

you have some idea of the atmosphere of a typical Royal scene.

And

a

pretty definite idea of
fit that scene!

well the ladies

how

A mountain of discrepancies surrounds
man

credited tuith discovering America.

COLUMBUS—
THE
By

JOHN WARINGTON

What

did

Columbus look

When one starts

TODAY,

an elapse of four
and a half centuries, mystery surrounds the life and career of Christopher Columbus, the amazing and
elusive discoverer of America. Today
scholars are

after

still

trying to pierce the

mystery which surrounds his
place

of

place,

and much more.

birth,

nationality,

Now

.

.

.

Exactly where

tomb
Domingo,

is

he buried? True,

on the island of Santo
whence his body was
brought across the sea from Seville,
his

Spain.

had rested

us consider the year Columbus was bom
and even that
date is enshrouded in mystery. Some
scholars hold out for 1430, some for
1436, others for 1440, and still more
for 1451. You can take your choice
with assurance of contradiction.
let

.

birth,

And isn't it strange everything Columbus supposedly wrote is in Spanish? If he had been born in Italy and
grown to manhood in Genoa, as the
Genoese hold, wouldn't he have been
most familiar with Italian?

like?

looking for a portrait

of Columbus he must go through an
assortment of nearly 500 ...
and
not one is like the other.

burial

For example, just where was Columbus born? In school we learned
Genoa, Italy. But it is not certain
Columbus was actually born in that
city. Research reveals that 23 cities,
scattered over the map of Europe,
have claimed the honor of being the
birthplace of America's discoverer.

MAN

W^iter^

is

Prior to Seville his remains
in Valladolid. From Santo

Domingo his remains had supposedly
been transferred to Havana, but later
was discovered that the ashes transported were really those of his son.

it

Somewhere out of all that moving
back and forth there has been a slip.
Now it is generally assumed that the
remains are in the Dominican Republic. But historians will not vouch
for that fact. More than four and a
half centuries have elapsed since the
lot
could
death of Columbus.
happen to the body, and very ob-

A

viously a lot has.

But what are some of the points
concerning Columbus which historians do agree upon? Although they
do not agree on the question of his
parentage, there is strong evidence
that he was a devout communicant
of the Catholic Church. They agree,
too, that 453 years ago a courageous

,

S.

44

mariner by the name of Christopher
Columbus landed on the shores of the

New

World. But

a mystery.

They

just

where

is

still

agree, too, that he

came on an expedition sponsored by
Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.
But most historians agree that Co'
lumbus was not the first, nor anywhere near the first, to set foot on
the New World. They say that Leif
son of Eric, landed on Newfoundland,
Laborador or Nova Scotia,
sometime during the year 1,000 A.D.
Other history scholars hold that
Columbus had entered the New

World

long before 1492, but that it
trip that rang the
One professor claims he has
bell.
"documentary evidence" that Colum-

was the sponsored

October, 1946

ns

bus had been in America around the
year of 1477. According to some
highly disputed claims for the birth'
date of Columbus, our discoverer
would have been only five or six
years old at the time
pretty young
for such a bold undertaking.
.

.

.

But insofar as the development of
America was concerned, those early
voyages meant nothing. In the year
1492 Europe was budding; man was
looking longingly toward all new and
far horizons
learning,

—

and

in art, in literature, in
in the physical

sions of the world.

The

dimen-

discovery of

America climaxed that tremendously
important era, and started the ball
rolling upon which the modem world
is

still

rolling.

WHO ARE THEY?
When

it comes to writers' names, both past and present, there arc many
that are familiar to you. Yet, just how familiar are they? Here are 10 well
known writers who are famous for various kinds of work.
many of them
(Answers on Page 49)
do these sentences make you think of?

How

1.

Irvin always liked his corn
cob.

on the

6.

She had faith that her husband's
bald head would win the prize.

2.

Although it was stormy Edgar
had many guests during the day.

7.

Even though he was not hungry
George ate his O. Henry candy

3.

Erncft is
bathrobe.

4.

5.

hemming away on

bar.
his

"East is East and West is West,"
but mark my word, "never the
twain shall meet."
Oliver

built

many homes

he made one that pleased.

before

8.

Wealthy

9.

Oh! Oh!

10.

was,
Stephen
as
he
never helped his foster parents.

How

hard

it

was for

Mac to put the tube in the tire.
To conceal his age Zane dyed
his

grey hair.

SWINGIGGLES
A
tain

father was buying his son a founpen for a graduation gift.

"It's to be a
said the clerk.

surprise,

I

suppose,"

"ril say it is," rephed the father.
"He's expecting a convertible coupe."

A

distinguished actor had a large
Wordsworth prominently
of
displayed in his dressing room.
friend, surprised at the picture, remarked, "I see where you are an
admirer of Wordsworth."

photo

A

"Who's
the

Wordsworth?"

demanded

actor.

"Why

his

that's

picture.

That's

Wordsworth, the poet."

The actor regarded the photograph
with renewed interest. "Is that old fellow a poet? I got him for a study in
wrinkles."

A
Many
build

people are lonely because they

walls

instead

of

bridges.

A
Texas Pete:
that tenderfoot

If

head

you
in

persist in driving with your
the clouds, you are due to

find a permanent

home

there.

A

"What happened to
who was out here last

week?"
Badger Joe: "Oh, he was brushing
his teeth with some of that newfangled tooth paste and one of the
boys thought he had hydrophoby and
shot him."

A

Men

have from time to time proposed the axiom, "No work, no
bread!" But no man has ever dared
the calamity
to threaten
thought, no talk."

of

"No

"Now, gentlemen," said the president of the Honey Baby Bottle Co.,
"we have 50,000 of these feeding
bottles in stock and the
pects you salesmen to
create the demand."

company

ex-

go out and

Our language must be

confusing to

How

can he understand
a foreigner.
that applesauce comes from a fruit and
baloney from a meat, and yet they both
mean the same thing?

A

woman

rushed into the local

Red

handed over two letters
and exclaimed, "I came in just as soon
Cross

and

as I could."

The secretary opened the letters and
found they were from the woman's two
sons in the service.

In San Antonio recently a police car
cruising the street received the following
radio call: "Calling Car 13. Car 13.
Go to Broadway at Houston street.

Nude woman running down
That is all."
There was

the street.

a pause. Then came the
after-thought: "All other cars stay on

your beats. That

is all."

"These are for you personally," she
explained. "Is the trouble that you
can't read and want me to read them
to

you?"

can read all right," replied the
mother, "But on the outside of the
envelopes it is stamped "Give to the
Red Cross" and I hurried down as
fast as I could to give them to you."
"I

—

A

lady from a large house, very
conscious, called on another lady
are
•who lived in a small house.
troubled with rats at home," she said.
"I suppose you are similarly troubled
with mice."
Des Moines Register.
class

"We

—

If
all
the neglected Bibles were
dusted simultaneously, we would have
a dust storm of such magnitude that
the sun would be obscured for an
entire week.
Watchman-Examiner.

—

The only thing more expensive than
education is ignorance.
Banking
Magazine.

—

A
What

—and

"Prices are born here
elsewhere."

Sign in Tucson Grocery.

"Artful dressing and a smooth
paint job will take 20 years off her
true age. But, you can't fool a long
flight of stairs."

— Chicago

A New

— "You

squelched

you

country needs is dirtier
fingernails and cleaner minds.
Edgar
(Wis.) News.
this

a

now

club performer
heckler with this nifty
have 32 teeth. Would

none?"

like to try for

A
"If

an

—Elmira

auditorium

—

Way

—Santa

"Pedestrian:

good

in

One way Americans could make
more bread available to the starving
people would be to eat only buttered
bread.

— Nashville

"Not

man

a

who

at

all."

1.

2.
3.

Newman.

5.

6.
7.

"With

high building costs,
every house now constructed will be
Banking.
a house that jack built."
the

—

—John

guy

8.

9.

10.

Holmes.

with

—Journeyman

three

Barber.

"America: A land where people
one generation can rise from a

plain

4.

— Cardinal

A

If

cabin

to

a

cabin

—

plane."
Coal-Getter.

ANSWERS
talks

bravely against the church, but docs
not owe it to the church that he can
talk

tires."

Tennesseean.

exists

a

the speaker
stuffy, better use the door."

A

Fe Magazine

News.

stuffy,

is

window may be opened.
is

Daily News.

York night

—

Old Rastus settled himself in his
chair and addressed his good wife: "De
boss done cut wages half in two again.
Some of the boys is kicking mighty
powerful agin it. But I ain't goin' to
half of
kick none.
I figures it
somethin' is better than all o' nuffin."

raised

Mel

Blanc.
Hattie McDaniels.

James Gilmore Buckus.
Lionel Barrymore.
Edgar Bergen.
Ken Delmar.
Mcrwyn Bogue.
Hanley Stafford.
John Brown.
Ezra Stone.

:

Assistant

manager of the Pla-Mor

Bowling Alleys ranks with Christy

Mathewson

as a great pitcher.

by JACK STALEY

THE J(td FROM KANSAS CITY
OCTOBER

is the month of Indian
haze on the hills, of a
new-born football season with its roaring crowds, of corn in the shock midst

would have pitched

pumpkins glowing

Figures generally make dull reading but a few totals from Kid Nichols'
record for fifteen years in the majors

Summer

To

richly in the fields.

a large part of the population

more than that. It's the climax of
another baseball season. It's the month
of the world series. It's a time when
a white-haired old man looks back
across the years and wishes there
might have been such great series
it's

He's Charles A. (Kid) Nichols of
Kansas City. Nichols, now 77 years
is

assistant

manager of the

Pla-

Mor

bowling alleys. Meeting him and
talking with him, you'd think he was
perhaps 60.
Kid Nichols wrote into baseball's
records one of the great stories of the
mound. Yet today there is no niche

him in the Baseball Hall of Fame
Cooperstown, N. Y. He says that
"us old codgers" have been forgotten.
There were no world series when
Kid Nichols broke in with the Boston

for
at

Nationals in 1890. The series dates
back to 1904, the year he was managing the St. Louis Cardinals. By then
his days in the big time were numbered.

Had
during

there

the

them

team to
decade.

reveals

That he pitched

in

582 games in

fifteen years.

That he won 360 and

lost

202 for

a .641 percentage.

in his time.

old,

in five of

mound work

helped his
five pennants during that

for his great

been the world series
Kid Nichols

Nineties,

That he worked

a total of 5,015
allowed 4,861 hits, walked
1,230 and struck out 1,845.

innings,

Stop and study those figures. You'll
see that he failed to get credit, either

for wins or loses, in only 20 of the
games in which he pitched. You'll see,
too,

that he lacked only 23

innings

of pitching 582 nine inning games.

Kid Nichols says that

in

his

day

"we went the route." They went all
the way with very little rest between
starts.

was

And

far

in a year's time their pay
below that which even the

losers get for their series' share.

"We

played for the glory of the

game," he

said.

Nichols served twelves seasons with
Boston. The first ten of those years
he won at least 20 games a year and

October, 1946
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for seven straight years in that decade
30 or more victories for his win

hit

column. In the years 1891, 1892 and
1893, he won a total of 100 games.
Nichols was born September 14,
1869, at Madison, Wisconsin. He
moved with his parents to Kansas
City in 1881 and played ball on the
comer lots. In 1887, when he was 18
years old, he played with the Kansas
City team, then in the old Western
League.

He was

a stripling, weighing in at

135 pounds and standing about five
feet

ten inches

tall.

The

old'timers

him "the batboy." Then someone hooked onto him the nickname he
still bears proudly. They called him
called

"Kid."
In 1890 he signed on with Omaha.

Frank Selee was managing that team.

struck out at least 200 hitters per season. He pitched right-handed, without
a swing. It was a simple overhand

motion from the chest but he had a
dazzling

hop on

He mixed

it

his fast ball.

up with

a

and a change of pace

good curve

ball.

As

he

learned the tricks of the trade, he conserved the arm and pitched more and
more with the head hitting the spots
where the batters liked his offerings
the least.

—

The Kid never roughed the ball
with emery, nor spit a coating of
slippery elm on it. He'll give you a
look today that indicates he believes
even the question was unnecessary.

One of the last of the greats of the
Nineties still living. Kid Nichols ranks
with

Amos

Mathewson

as

chuckers of

all

Rusie
and
Christy
one of the mightiest
time in the game. His

was the era of John McGraw,

Wee

Dan Brouthers, Rusie,
and Hugh Duffy who hit for an allWillie Keeler,

—

time National league record of .438
in 1894 as a Boston outfielder.

While Kid Nichols never knew the
of a world series, there was

thrill

something akin to it in the National
circuit during the Nineties. It was
then that the old Baltimore Orioles

were
a break for Kid Nichols. The Kid won
36 games in 48 starts that year and
he cut down the amazing total of 357
men by the strikeout route.
Selee figured the boy was ready for
major leage ball and recommended to

Boston that they take him. Boston
paid $3,000 for Nichols' contract.
For three straight years under the
big tent, the kid from Kansas City

at their peak, a tough, battling

ball club.

Five years saw Boston win the pennant. The other five years of the
decade saw the Orioles, playing for

Baltimore
finish

on

and
top.

then

at

Brooklyn,
of the

The competition

two clubs was,

in

its

way, the world

series of its time.
If

"iron

you want another idea of the
man" stuff of which pitchers

THE KID FROM iCANSAS CITY
were made in those days, here's one
for you and for the books:
Nichols pitched and won games on
three successive
ferent towns.
It

was

days in three

in 1892. Nichols

won

a

dif'

game

from

St. Louis, played in the old ball'
yard at Fifteenth and Montgall in
Kansas City as a part of a big con-

49

and went out again in 1906 but the
ginger was gone. He started in four
games, then gave it up.
Kid Nichols returned to Kansas
City. He worked with real estate,
with motion pictures and as an automobile salesman. But bowling always
had been his hobby. In 1892 he organized the first league in Kansas
City.

So it was a "natural" that he should
gravitate to the alleys. For years he

managed

the

Pla-Mor

alleys.

Nowa-

days he is assistant manager. He's
been one of the top bowlers in the
city and today he still is limber and
trim.

He still can swing his arms
smoothly into the old pitching motion.
You watch him and you think back
to the days of the bunt, the hit-andvention program in the city. The next
day he beat St. Louis again in St.
Louis and on the third day beat Louis'
ville in Louisville.

run, and the place hitters. It was an
art in his day to play for one run

and the

Now

ball game.
they swing from taws at a

Nichols pitched for and managed
the Kansas City Western Association club in 1902 and 1903 while it
was engaged in a bitter fight with
American Association interests sponsoring its own ball team. Ahead of

livelier ball and aim for the fences.
Today's players draw salaries that
would have had Keeler and McGraw
bug-eyed back there in the Nineties.
Yet talking to Kid Nichols you

him, if his club won, was stock in
the club.
But the American Association
entry won out and Nichols in 1904

had a wonderful time

went

to

know

the St. Louis
pitched and won 21
games that year and was hired for
the 1905 season.
He balked one day in Cincinnati
at an order from the club owners that
he work on one of the gates to the
park. For that he was fired. He
finished the year with Philadelphia

He

—"for the glory

legion of old-timers

of playing."

Answers

work managing

Cardinals.

his great

1.

Irvin S. Cobb.

2.

Edgar Guest.

3.

Ernest Hemingway.

4.

Mark Twain.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Faith Baldwin.

O. Henry.
Stephen Foster.
O. O. Mclntyre.
Zane Grey.

STINGERS
The

previous generation wasn't so righteous.

It

just

pulled

down

tlie

shades.

A
Don't ever cry over

There

If

is

spilt

milk,

it

was probably

one good thing about being in a rut

—you

you paddle your own canoe, you don't have

MODERN PROVERB— "The

full

to

of germs anyway.

can't skid.

worry about

early bird," has to get his

own

gasoline.

breakfast.

n|

THEY

SEE

Overfilling.!

That's produced on the Silver Screen!
Goody bad, indifferent or horrible

—

HAVE
and

you ever taken time out

how many

tried to think

By Jack Andrews

only 55 million can be counted on as
sure-fire customers.

New

people go to see motion pictures re-

tial

long as they go to the movies? The
pictures may be good, bad or indif'
ferent, but nevertheless there are five
and a half miUion people who want to
see everything that is produced on
celluloid, believe it or not.

The

These

figures, as well as others to

be mentioned, are based on an actual
survey made by Audience Research
Institute over a period of three years.
The survey was an arduous one and
thousands of research workers covered
thousands of miles to bring many interesting facts to the fore.

computed

is

as

follows:

139,000,000 inhabitants in

There are
the United

Deducting the millions in hosinsane institutions, in jail, incapacitated for one reason or another,
and blind the number is whittled
States.

pitals,

down

There are

make up

91

Marys" came along

which

to

Wind" was

ARI, 41

St.

that the attend-

ance record achieved by
the

"Gone With

shattered.

According

million patrons paid to see

Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald
emote in "The Bells of St. Marys."
This total was four million more than
the number which saw Clark Gable
and Vivien Leigh in the film version
of Margaret Mitchell's best seller. It
is

estimated that two per cent of the
that saw "The Bells of St.

get-

twice.

ting 81 million into the movies, but

An

is

cities

250,000 population.
wasn't until "The Bells of

This leaves a potential market for

It

116

It

total

million.

in all

the bulk of box-office reve-

nue for film producers, the populations in those cities averaging from
250,000 to more than half a million.
Of the 116 cities, 16 are listed with
populations of more than 500,000, 20
cities with populations from 250,000
to 500,000, and 80 cities from 75,000

estimated
that there are between 9 and 10 million in the 5 -to- 15 age group and they
are not included in the 56 million.
to

the most poten-

is

next nine important revenue
bearing cities are Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Los Angeles, Cleveland,
Baltimore, St. Louis, Boston, and Pittsburgh, in the order named.

to

For instance, for years it was believed that 80 to 90 million people
attended the movies every week. Now
it is revealed by ARI that only 56
million go to a picture show each
week. The way the 56 million was

York City

area for attendance and revenue.

gardless of the nature of the film as

Marys" made

a second visit to the
movie, while 15 per cent of the 37
million

saw "Gone With the Wind"
average

"A"

picture,

it

is
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s.

^2
stated, will gross

money comes from,

two

towns represent 35 to 45 per cent of

million

from two million to
one hundred thousand

and in order to achieve this
must pay ad'
mission to see the film. Of the 400
dollars,

all

the

the people in those

money taken

in.

gross 18,400,000 people

have gone up
everywhere, as you no doubt know.

made each year for the past
few years not more than 100 can be

In the overall picture, it is striking to
observe that in 1940 the average admission price was 34^/^ cents. Today,
the average admission price is 45

pictures

classified

double

each

"A"

year

jis

an

"A"

or

attraction.

During the past three years of the
survey, it was found that 70 per

ARI

cent of those attending movies knew
in advance what they were going to
see. Compare this with seven years

ago

when

see"

was

cent

is

the percentage of
30.

The

to

increase of 40 per

attributed to

creases in national

"want

and

substantial

in-

local advertis'

ing as well as the adoption of a new
approach in advertising to the filmgoing audience.
It is interesting to note that the
5,400,000 people who see every movie
only represent half a million dollars
of the nation's box-office returns.
These people came from small towns
as well as big towns. However, in 116
"key" towns where the important

Admission

prices

These figures do not take in the
116 key towns mentioned, for the admission price average for these towns
for May, 1946 was 68^2 cents.
cents.

In the

last

three months,

ARI

re-

ports a noticeable trend toward "travel

on wheels," now that
restrictions

have been

all

traveling

lifted.

More

people are flocking to the big cities
from the hinterlands and smaller
towns. This trend, no doubt, will have
a beneficial effect on the motion picture theatre box-office. Just how long
this trend will continue no one knows,
but it is a good sign, for it means that
when people travel they are going to
do a lot of things they couldn't have
done before, and taking in a big town
movie is one of them.

"Shortly before our son was born," wrote Walter Winchell, "I remarked
newspaper that if our new baby was a boy he would be named Reid
Winchell, and if a girl. Sue Winchell. To which a reader heckler telegraphed;
"Boy or girl, it should be called Lynch Winchell."
in the

Dr. Abernathy, a famous London diagnostician, was once approached at
a social function by a dowager who tried to wangle free medical advice. "Oh,
Dr. Abernathy," she said, "If a patient came to you with such and such a

symptom, what would you recommend?"
"Why, I would recommend Dr. Abernathy," he answered.

—

—

C^Lica^o Letter

—
—

teams the long'Cstablished Bears
and Cardinals around since the days of
Red Grange and Bronco Nagurski and
the neophyte Chicago Rockets. No matter
what turns up in the way of college football (and the prospects look particularly
promising), our town can look forward
to some great professional games. And
just a few hundred miles to the north,
the bone-crushing Green Bay Packers
another pioneer pro team
will rush into
action in the most violently partisan professional
football town in the United
States. In Green Bay if you're not a
Packer fan, you might just as well move
to a less robust community. Green Bay
lives
to almost the youngest citizen
and breathes football from October to
sional

—

—

—

—

January.

On

the college gridiron there's Northand old reliable Notre Dame.

western

Wisconsin,
Northwestern
will
battle
Minnesota, Ohio State, Indiana and Illinois

by

NORT JONATHAN

"VrOU

can say what you will about the
Chicago Tribune's editorial policies
its various and sundry prejudices, and so
on, but when it comes to comic strips and
getting out a big crowd, the "World's
Greatest Newspaper" has no peer. Some
eightyfive thousand music-loving souls

jammed

Soldier's Field for the Trib's an-

nual

music

week

later, just a little

festival.

more than a
short of a hundred

Little

thousand hysterical football fans witnessed

—

the All-Star Game
won 16-0 by the AllStar players in a continuously exciting
battle with the Los Angeles Rams.

At some
tional

date after they won the NaFootball League title last winter

the Rams moved from Cleveland to California
taking the championship along
with them. In the words of Jimmy Segretti,
the sports oracle
"They should have
stood in Cleveland."

—

—

The game

served as a kick-off for the
This year Chicago
will be blessed by three top-rank profes-

local "big time" season.

in

that

order.

On November

16th

Northwestern meets Notre Dame at South
Bend for one of the biggest local games
of the 1946 season.
Miss Jane Russell, the full blown
brunette whose married name is Mrs. Bob
Waterfield, was one of the extra attractions

THE FORTUNATE
MR. WATERFIELD

at

the

All-

game.
Mrs.
Waterfield accepted
for her
a trophy
husband, who was unable to be present
being involved in a halfat the moment
Star

—

time conference. Subject of the conference:

How

to stop the All-Stars.

Other signs of autumn, in addition to
the usual mass of dead leaves in the
suburbs, include oratorical maneuvers on
the part of politicians and the finale of the
Lake Michigan yachting season. The
politicians are getting ready to run again
and the boat-owners are regretfully laying
up their craft until next season. During
October the "jack-knife" bridges which
are as much a part of Chicago as the Loop
will rear up on their haunches to permit
the passing of sailing craft on their way
to snug moorings. Downtown traffic will
be backed up for blocks while the yachtsmen calmly sail up (or is it down?) the

October, 1946
only river in the United States that flows
backwards. That's Chicago!

The

political

situation

is

rapidly

be-

rooms

—

occupancy

From now

furlough.

Army and Navy

on,

will

peacetime

the

have to

shift

terests

—now

that

"ruptured ducks" out-

number khaki and blue.
It looks like a happy October. With the
big hotels and Jimmy Petrillo getting to-

The hotel situation has been eased somewhat by the conversion of the excursion
steamer "City of Grand Rapids" into a

gether,

it

may even

be a musical October.

A

AUTDMIC BDMBS
motorist:

"Say, this car you sold

swore up and down that it was a good car."
Dealer: "I didn't swear up and down.
good car."

A

rich

man on

his service for years

his

and

I

me
said

can't

climb a

on the

death bed called his chauffeur,

level

hill.

it

You

was

who had been

a

in

said:

"Ah, Sykes, I am going on
you ever drove me."

a

for

themselves on Randolph street. The free
entertainment is back in the night clubs;
the volunteer hostesses have other in-

time!

Angry

by

lavishly
extended
to
soldiers,
and marines. With the Kansas City
Canteen
(which your Chicago correspondent remembers with particular pleasure), the huge Servicemen's Centers entertained thousands of G. I. guys and gals
during training, on travel orders, and on

last

this

for

and

pitality

support

luck

ready

tourists

sailors

Herald-American campaign was
on anti-vivisection, and only
a few weeks ago the boys in Hearst
Square dug up a crime "expert" who was
sure William Heirens was just a nice boy,
and an innocent nice boy at that. Better
in

next

eight or nine

advertising executives
who can't face the long trip to
Winnetka or Lake Forest from the Tavern
Club and the Wrigley building bar. If
you can't find a room anywhere else in
town, there's always the "Grand Rapids"
and the dubious advantage of being rocked
to sleep by the gentle Chicago River.
The closing of the twin Servicemen's
Centers, operated for the past five years
by Mayor and Mrs. Kelly with the wholehearted cooperation of most of Chicago,
marks the official end of the city's hos-

Mr.
All the while the Herald-American
Hearst's local sheet
happily carrying
is
on a campaign against "dirty" books.
Someone at San Simeon must have read
"The Hucksters" because the local Hearst
editors have been grinding out an almost
daily editorial and quoting the platoon of
Chicago citizens, well-known and otherwise, who seem to like to be quoted on
practically any subject under the sun.

The

be

will

homeless

ging, heatedly accusing each other of (A)
Mud-slinging; (B) Assault and battery;
(C) Dishonesty; (D) Bribery; (E) Mayhem. In fact everything but Arson and
Wife-beating, so the November campaign
and election should be pretty entertaining
the best show in town.
in itself

—

hotel.

months, this venerable tub will remain open for business at
the Michigan Avenue bridge. Its state-

coming noisy, with both the Repubhcans
and the Democrats working up a fine
frenzy. The November campaign started
out with "No mud-slinging" promises on
both sides. Having soberly made the
promise, both parties have started in slug-

—

2 10- room
During the

STEAMER NOW
FLOATING HOTEL

long and

rugged journey, worse than

"Well," consoled the chauffeur, "there's one comfort
and you won't need any gasoline."

—

it's

all

downhill

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
NEW HORIZON ROOM.

Continental.

Hotel

505 N. Michigan (Whi. 4100). Joe Vera's bantl
and sweet singing Karen Ford will stay on for
some time, which is reassuring news indeed.

PUMP

ROOM. Ambassador East Hotel. 1300 N.
State Parkway
(Sup. 7200). David LeWinter is
another popular maestro whose contract has been
extended for many weeks.

A-

WALNUT

ROOM. Bismarck Hotel. Randolph
(Cen. 0123). It's handsome Sherman
Hayes, a petite floor show, and pre-war service for
heany dining and wining that keep this room a
and LaSalle

constant

favorite.

YAR RESTAURANT,

Lake Shore Drive Hotel,
Drive (Del. 9300).
very
rendesvous enhanced more
than a little by suave host and owner Colonel
Yaschenko, maestro George Scherban and pianist

if

Lake

E.

181

handsome

Romanoff

Boris

A

Shore

continental

in

the lounge.

Stars

in

the Spotlight

doing two shows only a night
610 Fairbanks Court (Del.
Comedian Jackie Miles does three at
3434)
RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (Del. 3700)
And a very trim variety hit is the loop attention-

if Sophie Tucker

is

CHEZ PAREE.

at

.

.

.

.

getter at the

(Ran.

Name Brands

* BOULEVARD ROOM,

Hotel

Stevens.

7th

and

Michigan (Wab. 4400). Between Clyde McCoy's
augmented orchestra and a smash hit Dorothy
Dorben revue, dinner and supper diversion is
decidedly on the lavish side.
BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N.
State Parkway (Sup. 7200). Nino Nanni and his
utires in song have replaced Phil Gordon and
very

w.'ell

at

that.

CAMELLIA HOUSE.

Drake Hotel, Michigan
2200). Bob McGrew and his
and so are the winter decor
and appointments of abundant burgundy.
EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State and
onroe
(Ran.
7500). Freddy Nagel and his
orchestra and Merriel Abbott's bright fall revue
(tarring the singing sensation Evelyn Knight make
most rewarding entertainment.
and

Walton

orchestra

are

(Sup.
back

LATIN QUARTER.

5544).

Other

suggestions

Congress Hotel. Michigan and
Congress (Har. 3800). Milt Herth's Trio in the
evening. Kiki Ochart's rhumba band for matinees
and fashion luncheons every Wednesday and Friday
should prove a satisfying policy.

IMPERIAL
(Whi.
to

5301).

ultra-chic

HOUSE.

50 East Walton Place
unusual residence dedicated
interiors,
fine
food and celebrity

A

very

MAYFAIR ROOM.

Blackstone Hotel.

Michigan

(Har. 4300). Mel Cooper's orchestra is
inspiration for dancing, a select act for attention,
and society in attendance all you need for fashionwise ogling.

and 7th

show-fare:
(Div.
(Vic.
Clark

Dance This One?

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT,

Wabash and
(Ran. 2822)
Saxie Dowell is leading
a great sweet and swing band and for extra measure
there's a two-act revue in support.
PANTHFR ROOM, Hotel Sherman, Randolph
and LaSalle (Fra. 2100). Swing swings out here
to
a
mostly adolescent crowd, by the nation's
number one exponents of modern music.
Randolph

.

The View

Room
DON

the

in

THE
i( Easier than going 'round the Cape,
BEACHCOMBER'S, 101 E. Walton Place (Sup.
England in
8812), very Tahitian-terrific
the days of Sir Walter Scott, IVANHOE, 3000
N. Clark (Gra. 2771)
Primly Victorian
with a soupcon of Parisian color. L'AIGLON, 22
E. Ontario (Del. 6070)
Old world camaraderie,
OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph (Fra.
Dream-scene romance, SHANGRI-LA,
1892)
222 N. State (Dca. 9733).
.

.

.

.

Tops

.

.

.

.

.

for

5930)

(Del.

.

.

The Inner Cry
STEAK HOUSE. 744 Rush
... For roast beef. AGOSTINO'S.

steaks.

...

N.

State (Del. 9862)
For ChateauGIBBY'S. 192 N. Clark (And. 8177)
Seafoods get the nod at IRELAND'S. 632
N. Clark (Del. 2020)
Swedish cooking at
BIT OF SWEDEN. 1015 Rush (Del. 1492)
and KUNGSHOLM. 631 Rush (Sup. 9868)
Barbecued ribs are piece de resistance at SINGAPORE. 1011 Rush (Del. 0414)
And plain and

1121

briand.
.

ir

for

3430).

(Sta.

patronage.

it MARINE DINING ROOM. Edgewater Beach
Hotel. 5 300 Sheridan Road (Lon. 6000). Stephen
Kisley's orchestra and a romantic Dorothy Hild
production introduce the new season in this spacious
landmark of the northside.

.

VINE GARDENS, 614 \V. North Ave.
5106). COLOSIMO'S. 2126 S. Wabash
9259). and CLUB MOROCCO.
11
N.

.

GLASS HAT.

.

W. Randolph

23

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

——

—

—

36
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Win 9
HOE
HOUSE

male the bill of fare
SAI GAI. 75 W. Randolph (Dea. 8505).
OF ENG. 110 E. Walton (Del. 7194).
chop

fancy

suey

at

abounds

the

at

the

of

BACK STAGE CLUB.

935 Wilson
FLAMINGO, 1359

(Rav. 10077)
CLUB
W. Madison (Can. 9230)
L
1316 W, Madison (See. 9344)
SO-HO. 1124 W. Madison (Can.
.

.

.

.

.

Cr"

.

.

and the PLAYHOUSE
(Whi. 9615).

L CAFE.

.

.

9260)
550 N.

CAFE.

CLUB
.

.

.

Clark

"BLOOMER GIRL"
got

tired

of

stage

I

have

Now

advertising

is

the

'Wor\man.

it's

day when the

"how soon?"

to stick to the
finished and to pick
up after themselves, and you'll never
have to worry about their characters.
until

it

is

— Cooper.

How

at

with
Globe.

ten

miles

Boston

slug.

a

telephone

A
The
tains

faith

that

believes

and dynamite.

in

makes a
Fabray an

century

Nanette

;.

a minority, reaching majority,
authority, hates a minority.

Rohhins.

A
a

woman

would

or

could

to make a man think she is
fascinated by his talk about himself
and at the same time plan her new

Gas Flame.

A
A

Hollywood star astonished at the
high price on a new hat, commented,
"why there's nothing to this hat. Why
should it cost so much?" The sales-

woman

replied:

you must pay
"Waiter,

A

The Daniel Boone of today is a
fellow who can bag a 5-roora apartment

last

and

at the Erlanger. 127 N. Clark
2459). Return engagement of this Americana
all
times with many of the original company still with it.

question

first

"how much?"

Teach your children

job

musical

spring wardrobe.

was

W.

of

Only
manage

About the only business that makes

life

22

personality.

my

A

a

Shubert.

(Sta.

hit

H.

Tourist: "Thanks, but
own views of your hotel."

business

the

in

"DREAM GIRL" at the Selwyn. 180 N. Dearborn (Cen. 8240). Judy Parrish is the wandering-minded young beauty in this attractive Elmer
Rice comedy and Richard Witmark, a becoming

sir."

Was

skirts

handsome

very

exciting

seizing

in

the

at

Monroe (Cen. 8240). What happened when women

Hotel Keeper: "Here are some good
views of our hotel to take with you,

without

nominated

to be

the

"OKLAHOMA"

•k "STATE OF THE UNION" at the Blaclcstone.
7th near Michigan (Har. 8880). Judith Evelyn.
Neil Hamilton and James Rennie add their smart

money

at

foil.

Theatres

Mint.

how

Presidency.

Harris. 170 N. Dearborn
(Cen. 8240). Joe E. Brown plays the rabbit-seeing
alcoholic who has his share of trouble. Nothing
funnier has ever hit Chicago.

burlesque variety

blushless

the

for

"HARVEY"

For the Tired Businessman

^ Sophistication

performances to this hit play of

why

ordered

did you bring

"Sir,
all

I

"Madam,

I

nowadays

for the restraint."

one egg.

Now

me two?"

hated to separate them after

these months."

Papa: "I'm not arguing with you

really

moves moun-

using

steam

shovels

I'm keeping

my mouth

shut."
but you were listening
in a very unpleasant manner."

Mama: "No,

from the Battery to the Bronx and every
one sits tight waiting to see what will
happen. However, and whatever happens,
Manhattan will be one of the most ex'
citing spots in the country for some time
to come. Hotel reservations may not be
quite so difficult to obtain as in previous
seasons
but don't take a chance on
.

.

^

.

waiting.

Charlotte Greenwood rushed into Elizabeth Arden's the other day for a quick
wave-set. She had just arrived from the
West Coast. Her droll way of expressing
herself, the twinkle in her eye and her
friendliness radiated throughout the salon.

She had a healthy golden tan which made
her eyes seem bluer than ever and her
evident vitality was the answer to her
youthful appearance. She has put on a
few pounds since the high kick days of
"So Long Letty," but she is ready for a
and she'll be good. She
new show
.

is

still

And
may

.

is

new

MANHATTAN

has its foot in the
door of what always has been, and
which should be, the biggest season of
the year. It's the time when fashion presents new ideas, theatres present new
productions and all gaiety is in full swing.
In view of repeated strikes however, this
season's promise lacks confidence. People
are leary of new enterprises and expan'
seems, in this crowded little Isle,
that each strike, no matter the type, drastically affects the city as a whole. And,
it
seems that no sooner is one dispute
settled than another crops up. This makes
for a general feeling of uneasiness.
current verbal fear is that the unions will
strike us into a depression. When the
stock market is jumpy one may be sure
that nerves are jumpy, too, and everyone
is watching
the market these days as a
forecast of what conditions are likely to
be for the next few months. When the
market breaks shivers run up the avenues

sion.

;

It

A

t

-

S

favorites.

always room for a new idea.
with all the returned veterans one
be sure that there will be plenty of

There

by LUCIE BRION

.

one of Broadway's

ideas about.

ALWAYS ROOM

returned

FOR

hit

tling,

NEW

One
has

veteran

on a new advertising slant which is starto say the least, and may become

IDEAS

beginning of a new advertising era.
has taken a blimp and installed lengthwise an electrical sign which runs sentences like the Times Square Building on
Broadway. He may waltz through the air
over Manhattan ... we don't know
but we saw him far out on Long Island.
From a distance he looked like a strange
apparition in the sky and everyone took
to the open spaces to see what it was all
about. As he passed over we read, "Come
." and a whole
to the Capitol Theatre
lot of information about the stars and the
pictures then showing. It was a most
startling sight. Soon we expect to read
in the sky not only where to go but how
to regulate our lives and whom to vote
the

He

.

.

.

.

.

for.

Longer
span.

are definitely here for a
old sages say that when skirts

skirts

Some

;
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wini
go down it means a depression. But, whatever it means, here they are. If they drop
slowly, by inches, the old wardrobe jnay
be able to handle the situation with a little
adjustment of hems; but if they skid to
the ankles we're lost. Those OPA hems
won't stand much pushing. It's really a
man's world.
Seaplane
service
from Long Island
towns to lower Manhattan is making progress.
Private planes have been making
the run for some time, and now commercial lines are eager to start a schedule.
The weather back here is variable and
during the winter months may be quite a
handicap. But enthusiasts for the service
claim that most weather vagaries have
been conquered with wartime gadgets, and
that it is a coming and certain means of
transportation. Getting in and out of
Manhattan is something everyone has to
work out for himself. Some rural residents
are dead set against plane service; partly
because it makes their sheltered locales too
convenient for too many people, and
partly because tired business men, charming as they can be at times, wouldn't be

any fun at all mixed up on a roof-top.
That there will be a commuting air service into Manhattan from all nearby points,
however, is a certainty. And one not too
far in the future.
It

no uncommon

is

sight

now

to

see

pheasant running across the roads out in
rural

Long

A

Island.
are

WHY GO TO
S.

many

complaining

itch

DAKOTA?

great

on the

motorists
of
an

trigger finger.

Outside of a few sections
reserved

especially

for

pheasant and duck shooting, each village
has its own regulations. On Centre Island,
for

instance,

lifted for

are

in

FORBIDDEN
And

No

ban

is

the pheasant
that day will

doubt
which residents and non'shootcrs

thick there.

be one
will

the

only one day.

take to shelter.

Ray Van Buren, a former Kansas Citian
now drawing and composing the comic
strip of

"Abbie and

A

girl

Slats," says that there

.should hold

onto her youth

is

more to the job than meets
While fan followers of Slats and

a lot

eye.

the
his

experiences aren't as prolific writers as
fans for the radio and movies, their response is something to be reckoned with.
Some letters are congratulatory and enthusiastic; others have their own ideas
about what Slats should be doing. And,
if there is the slighest discrepancy as to
story or wearing aonarel, a howl goes up.
Mr. 'Van Buren says that the strain of
remembering what each character is wearing, or has worn, as the strip progresses,
is one of the biggest parts of his work.

He

is

supposed to keep

six

weeks ahead

of the published strip but finds that his
average output runs about three. Fan mail

no burden to Mr. Van Buren; rather,
he says, it lends pep and makes the whole
thing seem worth while.
Hildegarde is singing between shows at
is

the Roxy movie theatre. Maybe it's a good
idea
or good business.
don't
know. But, somehow it doesn't seem quite
in keeping with the Hildy of the Persian
Room that we've all grown to know anJ
enjoy for the past few years. Not mud
doubt about her being invited back, how
ever. So perhaps we shouldn't worry.

We

...

—but

not while he

is

driving.

—A. W.

Speaks.

^

NEW YORK CITY PORTS

OF CALL

by JEANNE TAYLOR
HELEN LANE'S RESTAURANT.

for Festive Fun
it

ADMIRAL.

modern setting. Specialties
chowder and baked Idaho
from noon and there's a

Spacious,

clam
oysters,
potatoes.
Open daily
bar. 250 W. 57th. (CI

fish,

ASTOR.

7-8145)

features Sammy Kaye'i
p.m. to closing. Closed
(CI 6-6000)
it BARBERRY ROOM. Dim lights and fat comfortable chairs, plus good food. Luncheon and dinner rather expensive. 19 E. 52. (PL 3-5800)

•if

band

for

Columbia Room

dancing

from

BEEKMAN TOWER.

Elbow Room, a cojy little
if
bar from which you work your way up to the
top of the tower, 26th floor, for good American
cooking, moderately priced. 49th and First Ave.
(EL 5-7300)
BELMONT PLAZA. In the Glass Hat it"i
Eddie Stone's orchestra and Curbelo'a rhumba*
and a brand new show starring Russell Swann.
at

49th.

(WI 2-1200)
In

the

Josephson's Sheridan
Square one-flight walk-down,
Pete Johnson, Sarah Vaughn, Timmie Rogers and
C. Heard's band rank high on the list of
J.
entertainers.
Minimum $2.50. Closed
distinctive
Mondays. 2 Sheridan Square. (CH 2-2737)

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.
the

Josephsons

another

present

Off Park Avenue
distinguished

show

headed by Patricia Bright. Ed Hall's band is still
around and popular as ever. Minimum $3.50.
Closed Sundays. 128 E. 58th. (PL 5-9223)
ir ASTI'S. Everybody sings for your supper including the bartender, the hat-check girl, and assorted others who wander in and out with songs
ranging from Pagliacci to Jerome Kern, and it's
kinda nice. It's a little old room about two
all
jumps from the street and usually crowded. Dinner
from $1.50. Closed Mondays. 97 W. 12th. (GR
5-9334)
CAFE TOKAY. Strictly from Hungary. The
food and geepsy music are both authentic and both
fine. There's a dark and handsome man who plays
dream nostalgia on his violin. Dinner from 5 to
9. Dancing after that. Closed Mondays. 2nd Ave.
between 82nd and 83rd. (RE 4-9441)

COPACABANA.

Popular night club with

gay

show

Phil
Silvers
and of course the
starring
beautiful Samba Sirens. Minimum $3 except Saturdays and holidays, $4. Cocktail lounge has piano
music. 10 E. 60th. (PL 8-1060)

'-:

EDDIE CONDON'S. What you can hear in full
in Town Hall on certain Saturday afternoons

dress
i

you can hear informally

at

Eddie Condon's hang-

place draws a clientele
to the pure emotion flowthat
ing from horns and drums. In the meantime the
kitchen sends out some pretty decent food. Eddie's
band has Dave Tough, Gene Schroeder, Max
Kaminsky, Joe Dixon, Jack Lesberg, and Freddie

out for hot

musicians.

The

listens intellectually

''''^

,
'

Third. (GR 308736)
S CAFE GRINZING. Gay. coty
Mntinental atmosphere. Viennese-Hungarian cooking. Bela Villanyi ensemble from 7;30. Continuous
entertainment. Bar closed Mondays. 323 E. 79th.
(RE 4-9117)

Ohms.

47

W.

EBERHARDT

bred

LEXINGTON.

Johnny Pineapple's orchestra in
Hawaiian room plus a shapely Hawaiian revue.
for dining Sunday but no music or

the

Room open
shows.

Lexington

at

48th.

LEE CHUMLEY'S.

(WI 2-4400)

A

dim old one-time speak,
book jackets hinting of the glory that
was Greenwich in the Golden Twenties. Around an
open fireplace and the bar chess, backgammon,
bridge and gin rummy always find a taker or a
fourth. The waiters are oriental and the food is
mostly American and pretty good. 86 Bedford.
(CH 2-9512)
lined

with

OLD HOMESTEAD RESTAURANT.
market

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.

Well

England

village.
It's
in the heart of the
dean, relaxed and gracious with scrubbed oak
tables and old burnished copper. The food is plain
American and superb. Lunch and dinner from 85
cents
and $1.50, respectively. Closed Sundays.
110 Waverly Place, off Wasnington Square.

7

Monday. Times Square.

Lexington

New

section,

for

In

the

Used

to be
ladies share
$2.50 for food that would
some of the better known

gorgeous

men only but now they

for

the wealth. Prices from
cost twice as much at
restaurants. 56 Ninth Ave.

steaks.
let

(CH

the

3-3346)

ROOSEVELT.

In the Grill, Henry King's orchesPhil Darcy's band at intermission. Palm
Room for tea or cocktails with music by Esther
(CI
Vela's string ensemble. Madison at 45th.
5-6150)

with

tra

RUSSIAN YAR. Where

Muscovites gather it's
be fun. George Magiloff's orchestra is
the dagger
better than you expect and Zachar,
Stroganov
killing.
Specialties,
beef
dancer,
is
shashhk and blinchiki. 38 W. 52nd. (EL 5-9746)

bound

to

STORK CLUB. A
with

some rather

fashionable finishing school
courses in the social

interesting

sciences.
Payson Re's orchestra and
band alternate for dancing. If you can

Cub room is unusual.
SPrVY'S ROOF. A

3

E.

53rd.

a
get

Rhumba
in,

the

(PL 3-1740)

blithe little bird's nest in
which Spivy presents her findings on the love life
of the higher mammals. 139 E. 57th. (EL 5-9215)

TOOTS SHOR.

Beyond the neat brick facade
more or less circular bar and a big dining
room where Toots does some fine things with
steaks and roast beef. Lunch and dinner come ala
cart.
Entrees from $1.60. Opens Sunday at 4
p.m. 51 W. 51st. (PL 3-9000)
WHALER BAR. So authentic you may get
is

a

seasick just sitting there. The portholes are alarmingly realistic: so are the old salts who serve your
drinks. They wear sloppy blue middies and look
kinda cute, even at that. Lunch ala carte, except
on Sundays. Open noon until 2 a.m. Madison
at 38th.
5-3700)

(CA

WALDORF ASTORIA.

Griff

Williams orches-

with Mischa Borr's for dinner and
There's a two buck cover charge beginning
around 9 o'clock. Park at 49th. (EL 5-3000)
tra

alternates

supper.

VERSAILLES. Two shows a night with Carl
Ravazza's orchestra and the GI Showcase winner,
Rufus Smith. Fine food but rather expensive.
Minimum $2.50 weeknights, $3.50 weekends. 151
E.

50th.

(PL 8-0310)

NEW YORK THEATRE
(Addresses and telephone numbers
listed at one end)
Plays

A FLAG

•k
again,

IS

BORN.

(Alvin)

Paul

It's

Muni

time carrying the ball for a free Palestine. Of course the show is slanted to certain ends
but that does not detract from the acting. Evenings
except Monday, 8:35. Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:35.
this

ANNA LUCASTA.
play
reason. It's a
stirring

Gribble

staff

day
•A-

at

8:40.

is

now

in

(Mansfield) Philip Yordan's
its third year and for good

show you shouldn't

miss.

Harry Wag-

Evenings except

Mon-

Matinee Saturday and Sunday,

2:40.

is

the director.

BORN YESTERDAY.

(Lyceum)

Judy Holliday

the young thing who unwittingly proves to her
protector Paul Douglas, that crime, even on an
international scale, cannot possibly pay. Written
and directed by Carson Kanin. Evenings except
Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
2:40.
is

DEEP ARE THE ROOTS.

(Fulton) The authors
of "Tomorrow the World" have given the Negro
the
patient, we're unproblem the treatment, but
happy to report, is improved very little. But nevertheless it's a highly satisfactory melodrama. Evenings except Monday at 8:40. Matinee Saturday and
Sunday, 2:40.

DREAM GIRL. (Coronet) The Elmer Rice
comedy starring Mrs. Elmer Rice Betty Field to
you is about a girl who day dreams a lot and is
awfully entertaining. Evenings except Sunday at 8:40.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

—

—

THE FRONT PAGE. (Royale) Arnold Moss
and Lew Parker are never going to replace Lee
Tracy and Osgood Perkins in the affections of those
who saw this comedy-melodrama back in 1928, but
it
is still a very expert and exciting show. Evenings except Sunday at 8:25. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:30.

AND

THE BEES
THE FLOWERS. (Cort) Re"On Whitman Avenue" and it's probably
good thing for general morale. It's a new comedy
by Frederick Kohner and Albert Mannheimer. Evenings except Sunday at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:35.
places

a

THE MAGNIFICENT HEEL.

man who

of the

Saturday,

2:40.

HIDDEN HORIZON.

(Plymouth) Agatha
own mystery novel
produced by the Sbuberts and Albert de Courvillc. Cast is headed by
Diana Barrymore and Halliwell Hobbles and is directed by Mr. dc Courville. Evenings except Sunday at 8:35. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,
Christie's

adaptation

of

"Murder On The Nile,"

her
is

2.35.

LIFE

WITH

FATHER.

(Bijou)

comedy, based on the

This

high-

Clarence Day's
stories,
is
in
its
seventh year. Donald Randolph
and Mary Loane play Father and Mother. Evenings
except
Monday at 8:40. Matinee Saturday and
Sunday, 2:40.
O MISTRESS MINE. (Empire) The Lunts arc
superb in this slight play by Terrance Rattigan.
The plot has to do with one of those fashionable
British adulteries, but you can just forget about it.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Thursday
and Saturday, 2:30.
•k STATE OF THE UNION. (Hudson) Kay Francis
takes over for Ruth Hussey in this year's Pulitzer
Prizcr about a man torn between two women and
a presidential campaiRn. Ralph Bellamy heads the
cast.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:35. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.
spirited

SWAN SONG.

(Booth)

late

You

might

Hecht-MacArthur piece about dark doings

thi»
call
a psycho-

(Henry

Miller)

Peggy Wood and Bert LytcU in a new play by
Constance O'Harc. Produced and directed by Brock
Pcmberton with a setting by John Root. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday,

2:40.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

(Morocco)

John Van Drutcn's

skillful play about a girl who
entertains a sergeant on his weekend pass, is now
in its third deserving year. Beatrice Pearson, Alan
Baxter and Vicki Cummings are the whole case.

Evenings except Sunday
day and Saturday, 2:35.

at

8:35.

Matinee Wednes-

Musicals

HARVEY.

(Forty Eight St. Theatre) About a
takes up with a six-foot rabbit, and one
most engaging fantasies in years. Frank Fay
and Josephine Hull are magnificent. Evenings except
Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and

if

logical thriller, but you'd be pretty optimistic. The
redeeming feature is 12-year-old Jacqueline Homer's
piano playing. Evenings except Monday at 8:40.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
Merman

(Imperial)

Ethel

an carsplitting delight in this saga of
Berlin wrote appropriate music and
lyrics.
Herbert and Dorothy Fields did the book,
and the very competent cast includes Ray Middleton, Marty May, and Harry Bellaver. Evenings except
Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday, 2:35.
is

Little Sureshot.

CALL ME MISTER.

(National)

A

resourceful

group of GI's and their gals have put together the
happiest
military
offering
since
"This Is The
Army." Arnold Auerbach wrote the sketches and
Harold Rome provided the songs. With Betty Garrett,
Jules Munshin and Bill Callahan. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday,

2:30.

A

CAROUSEL.

(Majestic)
sweet, s,id, funny
story of an incurable rascal written by Fcrenc
called it "Liliom." It was given a
New England setting, some new songs and dances,
and now it's well along in the second year. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Thursday and
Saturday, 2:30.
little

Molnar who

GYPSY GIRL. (Century) An operetta set to a
composite of Victor Herbert scores with new lyrid
by Robert Wright and George Forrest. The book it
by Henry Myers and Melville Cooper heads the
cast along with Helena Bliss and Clarence Derwcnt.
Directed by Wright and Forrest and produced by
Edwin Lester. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

OKLAHOMA.
version

of

(St.

James) This splendid musical

"Green Grow The

Lilacs,"

which wa

NEW YORK

THEATRES

also contrived by Rodgers and Hammerstein, is rollicking in its fourth year with no sign of a letup.
unit hit Des Moines, Iowa, recently
and was completely sold out for one solid week,

Miscellany
if ICE TIME. (Center) Another of those flashy
musical revues on ice. We don't know how they do
it, but each one seems to out-lavish the one before
in comedy and ingenuity. Sonja Henie and Arthur
Mr. Wirtz are the producers. Evenings except Monday at 8:40. Sunday evening, 8:15. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40. Sunday Matinee, 3 p.m.

The road show

weeks prior to the engagement. Evenings exat 8:30. Matinee Thursday and Satur-

three
cept

Sunday

day,

2:30.

THE RED MILL.
This one

isn't

(Forty Sixth Street Theatre)
going so well as "Oklahoma" but

NEW YORK THEATRES

If you like 'em nostalgic
and if you still swoon over Victor Herbert, bring
your crying towels and come on along. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and

after all, it is a lot older.

Saturday,

("W"
Booth

Broadhurst...„

(Ziegfeld)

Center
Century
Coronet
Cort

Empire
Fulton
Forty Sixth
Forty Eighth
Henry Miller

MAKE

READY. (Broadhurst) Ray
THREE TO
Bolger does his nimble best but even he is not quite
up to redeeming this successor to "One For The
Money," and "Two For The Show." The

cast

Hudson
Imperial

in-

Lyceum

Deering, Brenda Forbes and Rose InEvenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinee

cludes Jane

Wednesday and Saturday,

MY

Majestic
Mansfield

2:40.

Morosco

HEART.

(Shubert) Richard
Tabuer's magnificent voice and Lehar's lovely songs
are almost lost in this rather flimsy operetta. With
Stella Andreva and Fred Keating. Evenings except
Sunday at 8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday,

National

2:J0.

Ziegfeld

IS

"E"

Bijou

Edna Ferber's book
turns up again, this time in a very fast moving
revival with Carol Bruce, Kenneth Spencer, Ralph
Dumke, Charles Fredericks and Buddy Ebsen. The
physical production is brilliant and the old songs
are lovelier than ever. Evenings except Sunday at
8:30. Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

YOURS

or

Alvin

2:40.

SHOW BOAT.

ghram.

61

Plymouth
Royale
Shubert
St. James

Denotes West or East of Broadway)
250 W. 52nd CI. 5-6868
CI. 6-5969
_..209 W. 45th
—222 W. 45th CI. 6-6699
23 5
W. 44th BR. 9-2067 E
Rockefeller Center CO. 5-5474
932 7th Ave. CI. 7-3121
CI. 6-8870
_.203 W. 49th
E
138 W, 48th BR. 9-0046
B'way at 40th PE. 6-9540
CI. 6-6380
201 W. 46th
226 W. 46th CI. 6-6075
E
157 W. 48th BR. 9-4566
E
124 W. 43rd BR. 9-3970
E
141 W. 44th BR. 9-5641
209 W. 45th CO. 5-2412
E
149 W. 45th CH. 4-4256
245 W. 44th CI. 6-0730
256 W. 47th CI. 6-9056
217 W. 45th CL. 6-6230
208 W. 41st PE. 6-8220
236 W. 45th CI. 6-9156
242 W. 45th CI. 5-5760
225 W. 44th CI. 6-9500
246 W. 44th LA. 4-4664
CI. 5-5200
6 Ave. d 54th

W
W
W

W
W

W
W

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

FAMOUS PEOPLE
George Washington once

lost a pie-eating contest

by one

pie.

The win-

ner ate 15.

A
Mark Twain once remarked
for

one year, even

if

was going to
he had to borrow money to do it.
that he

live within his

income

"There are two ways of meeting a rotten situation," opined Robert W.
Chambers.
"One way is to pull the covers over your head, and try to forget about
it.
The other is to get up, put on your pants, and go out to meet it."

The

H. G. Wells had such

a big head that he had trouble getting his
that balanced nicely on his head he just
walked off with it, and blandly penned a note to its owner, the mayor of
Cambridge, Massachusetts. "I stole your hat," wrote Wells, "I like your hat.
I shall keep your hat.
Whenever I look inside it, I shall think of you and
your excellent sherry and the town of Cambridge. I take off your hat to you."

hats to

late

fit.

Once when he found one

AND ANSWERS

QUESTION
"My

husband's face dropped a mile

when we first visited

the

Grand

Canyon."

"Was he disappointed?"
"No he fell over the rim."

me

a couple of dollars?"
"I could not. 'Tis my wife's child by

A
"How much

her

$6

your

are

asked the young smart

"Three

" "Tis a fine lad you have there," said
one Irishman to another who was walking with a child. "A magnificent head
and a noble look. Say, could you lend

alec.

dollars a foot,"

first

husband."

A

shoes?"

was the

alert

reply.

"Are you
"No, I'm

a self-made
the revised

man?"
work of

a wife

and three daughters."

"Well, son, what have you been doing
nil afternoon?"
"Shooting dice, mother."
"That must stop. Those little things
have as much right to live as you do.""

A
"If molecules can be split into atoms

and atoms broken up into electrons, can
electrons be split up any further?"
queried the professor.

"Well professor, you might try mailthem to someone in a package
marked 'Fragile'."
ing

"Why is your flivver painted blue on
one side and red on the other?"
fwell trick. You should hear
the witnesses contradicting each other."
"It's a

A
"Number, please?"

"Number
in here.

nothing.

I

just put a nickel

"May

my

have next Wednesday off?"

I

my

wedding anniversary
wife and I would like to celesilver

brate."

gosh", his boss grumbled back.
"Am I going to have to put up with
this every twentyfive year*?"

A
was

a

fool

when

1

married you,"

complained the Missus bitterly.
"I guess you were, but I was so
fatuated at the time

I

didn't notice

all

those

"Spitz."

A
Ah

finishes rolling
sleeves and sails into yo' has
mo' questions to ask?"

up my
you any

"Jes' one, big boy, jes' one. Is you-all
leaving a wife an' chillun?"

A
"Whatever

"Good

"I

you doing with

cuspidors?"
"I'm taking them home for my dog."
"What kind of a dog have you?"

"Befo'

asked the timid clerk.
"Why?" barked the boss.

and

are

Where's my chewing gum?"

A

"It's

A
"What

you to strike
your wife?"
"Well, your honor, she had her back
to me, the broom was handy and the
back door open. So I thought I would
induced

take a chance.

A

in-

A man

it."

as far as his

is

like a tack;

head

will let

he can go only
him.

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
and fast aervice are available. Closed Mondaya.
Brush Creek and the Paaeo. VA. 9757.

GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE.

fish is the
If
claim it ia, acorea and
acorea of people are getting physical and mental
nouriahment at thia aeafood specialty house.
Seal*
leps, fried oysters, fish and chips, the works. For
a delightful change a black walnut waffle is won'
derful.
Open 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Closed Saturday

aome

food

brain

and Sunday.

people

Arcade, 819 Walnut.

Scarritt

HA.

9176.

A

NANCE'S CAFE.

large place of blue rooma
and many mirrors that features good food at modest
the
prices.
In
neighborhood of the Union Station,
Located in
it's probably one of your best
bets.

B.M.A.

the

building,

first

217

floor.

Pershing

HA. 5688.
NU-WAY-DRIVE-INS. Two

Road.

of the newer places
on the southwest side that have already earned
popularity spurs with excellent food and service.
Everything from a tasty NU-Way hamburger to a
full course meal, and the service is fast, too. Linwood at Main and Meyer at Troost. VA. 8916.

PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP.

Red and

beige

cuisine corner of the big Pla-Mor bowling alleys,
featuring home-made pies, cakes and meat dishes.
If you can spare the time from your game, this ie
the place to strike.
Pla-Mor, 32nd and Main.

VA.

7848.

UNITY INN.

Just For Food

.

.

ABOUT TOWN COFFEE SHOP.

The

finer

thinga of life in Kansas City can be enjoyed here,
including good service and food to go with it.
It'f
a low-ceilinged little nook with red leather chairs
tnd maple sugar walla.
life-like mural of the
Kansas City skyline hides behind an array of potted
plants.
Hotel Phillipa, 12th and Baltimore. GR.

A

1020.

AIRPORT RESTAURANT.
the

cabin

groomed

as

Cojy and orderly

of a Constellation, as neat
the pretty airline hostesses

and well

who drop

in for aandwichea between hops, and just aa popular with the Kansas City land lubbers as it is with
the flying clientele.
Stopover celebrities may be
your eating companions at breakfast, lunch or din'
ner.
Twenty-four hour service. Newstand in connection. Operated by Milleman and Gilbert. Municipal Airport.
NO. 4490.

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA. Probably one of the
finest cafeteriaa, featuring an amazing aasortment of excellent food.
Prices are very reasonable and there are plenty of tables on the main floor
as well as the mezzinine.
It's a place you'll be
proud to take your dinner guests.
Plenty of parking space in the rear.
Just south of Linwood at
5215 Troost.
VA. 8982.
nation's

BROOKSIDE HOTEL.

This family-size dining

room in the Brookside hotel is an ideal spot for a
Sunday family dinner; or any other day of the
week for that matter. Fleet-footed service and the
quality of food that even the most meticulous
gourmet would find above criticism.
54th and
HI.

Brookside.

FRANK
food

is

4100.

MARSHALL'S.

Bright, glassy and
place out southeast.
Fresh seaflown in daily from the Gulf. Booths, tables

attractive

J.

eating

The accent is on large, luscious
vegetarian dinners served in a
latticed green room, pleasantly decorated with potted
flowers. It's the nationally known vegetarian cafetcria of the Unity School of Christianity.
Luncheons and dinners Monday through Fridays, Sunday
Closed Saturdays.
901
dinners 11:30 to 2 p.m.
and

aalads

.

Tracy.

tasty

VI. 8720.

A

beautiful circular eating
Z-LAN DRIVE IN.
palace with golden oak and red leather booths and
Home of Z-Lan rabbit dinnera and fried
tablea.
Air conditioned.
Week days, 11:30 to
chicken.
1
a.m. Sunday, noon to midnight. Closed Mondaya.
48th and Main, on the Country Club Plaia.

LO. 3434.

For Food and a Drink

AMBASSADOR'S
atmosphere,

.

.

.

CAFE FIESTA.
reminiscent

Subdued

those

quaint
LatinAmerican in decor. The El Bolero cocktail lounge
is just a few steps away for those who like a nip
Hotel Ambassador.
with their noodles.
3650
Broadway.
VA. 5040.
little

cafes

faintly

of

on Chicago's famous Rush

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

street.

Under new man-

entertainment, new faces, new
policies, new everything.
The accent is on good
They have been known to
food and entertainment.
have steaks when other places far and wide did not.
Entertainment features the talented 17-year-old Eddie Oyer, Kansas City piano marvel, and Juliette,
who fills in during the cocktail hour. Their capable
reliefer is Eugene
Smith, the quick-fingered keyboard wizard.
3535 Broadway.
VA. 0926.

agement

with

new

CONGRESS RESTAURANT.

An

attractive

lounge with a dining room off to one side, where
talented Alma Hatten plays the Hit Parade and
your request tunes. The food is something nice to

64

October, 1946

think about as well as eat and there's service to go
it.
Convenient parking at the Congress
garage.
3529 Broadway. WE. 5115.

with

it DIERK'S TAVERN.
businessmen at noon as

As popular among hungry

it is with the evening bar
crawlers.
An unsophisticated, friendly place where
the watchwords are good food, good drinks and
congeniality.
Mahogany booths and dark paneled
walls.
Between Walnut and Grand on 10th Street.

double duty here, especially at the "two-for-one"
cocktail hour every day from 3 to 5. You get two
drinks for the price of one. Hotel Continental. HA.
6040.

VI. 4352.

CABANA.
RESTAURANT.

In
GUS'
addition
to
the
friendliness of Gus Fitch, there's the liveliest crowds
in town, thoughtfully prepared food and drink, and
the
resourceful piano music of Joshua Johnson.
Decorative emphasis is on the neon-lit glass bar.

1106 Baltimore.

OR. 5120.

GARDENS.

colorful

Twelfth

Street

From

amber

the

at

fluid

Chiquita

strictly

WHB

staff

GR.

the cigarette girl to the maa
spigots, the atmosphere here ia
The colorfully muraled
divans are sip spots for Kansas

Banana.

bar and spacious
City's smart set.

Novachord.

ITALIAN
Italian
meatballs and
spaghetti lack their magjc unless served with the
authenticity of the people who created these delicious dishes.
In this respect, Italian Gardens really
have the "know how."
pretty place with lat*
ticed booths, and your food is served by chic young
ladies in native costumes.
Closed Sundays.
1110
Baltimore.
HA. 8861.

A

THE ASSEMBLY.

bar which seems to bring along just a little bit of
days gone by in Kansas City. Adding to this are
the homesick, old time piano tunes ragtimed by
Hugh Voss. 7 W. 12th. GR. 9877.

The ever popular Alberta Bird,

organist,

plays

Hotel

Phillips.

requested tunes on the
12th and Baltimore.

5020.

A

PLAYHOUSE RESTAURANT. Plenty of fancy
fried chicken for dinner to inspire you for the
evening shows of shapely revues and everything that
That
goes to make up an exciting night club.
hilarious emcee, Charley Rankin is still around.
First show at 10:30. 2240 Blue Ridge. IND. 5702.
PLAZA ROY ALE.

The

attractive

big sister of

Town

Royale features a horseshoe bar, hospitand a glistening Hammond organ that
is put through its paces every evening by the fascinating Mary Dale.
A very popular spot among
LO. 3393.
614 W. 48th.
the Plaza people.

the
able

service

NEW

YORKER. An extremely
if PUSATERI'S
popular downtown spot, always crowded with people you know.
The food couldn't be better, and
steaks,

the

when

available,

you've ever tasted.

among

arc

the

GR.

1104 Baltimore.

best

1019.

PUSATERI'S HYDE PARK ROOM. A

highly

respected south side cuisine corner where big steaks,
available, are of the first order. Other reasons
for coming back are the excellent drinks and friendly
service. Opens at 4 p.m. Hyde Park Hotel. Broadway at 36th. LO. 5441.

when

SAVOY

In the historic section of Kanfrom the main business section
is a restaurant solidly grounded on the tradition of
Its grand repugood food and genuine hospitality.
tation barkens back to the days of Sarah Bernhardt
kindly
old
colored waiters
Roosevelt.
The
and Teddy
have been there many, many years. That's why
people are stomping to eat at the Savoy. 9th and
Central.
VI. 3890.

if

sas City,

GRILL.

and not

far

A-TOWN ROYALE.

A

chummy

little

nook

just

the sidewalk, outfitted with trailing draperies,
tall mirrors and fascinating murals. Red divans line
the walls, and there's a magnificently mirrored bar.
Music by Zena and Zola. 1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.
off

Just For a Drink

.

.

ALCOVE COCKTAIL LOUNGE.

.

A

friendly,

low-ceilinged coasting nook just off the lobby of the
Walls are forest green and
Continental Hotel.
there are strategically spotted chairs and divans.
flaming red juke box is nearby. Greenbacks do

A

OMAR ROOM.

Unique decor, with a beauti'
overhanging the circular bar. %iv*
ing patrons the pleasant sensation of sitting under a
large tree.
Dim, cushiony and there's lotsa beau-

ful set of mirrors

tiful

gals.

HA.

6040.

Hotel Continental.

|

\

11th and Baltimore.

LA CANTINA.

An auxiliary room to the
Room and El Casbah where the diversion
informal drinking at a red and white bar with
matters helped along by Ward Perry and hit
modern piano stylings.
Hotel Bellerivc.
Armour
Zephyr

I
'

is

Boulevard

at

VA.

Warwick.

7047.

PINK ELEPHANT.

An intimate little cockbright and cheerful, yet dim and subdued enough for your particular occasion.
When
the parade of little pink elephants above the bar
pulls up into double file, it's time to go home.
Max. the friendly bartender is the official greeter,
and for your extra-curricular diversion there's the
In the State Hotel on 12th
old time movies.
tail

lounge,

Street.

GR. 5310.

THE TROPICS.

Swaying

palms,

soft

lights,

breezes, lots of greenery, low glass tables,
comfortable divans, everythinjt in fact to simulate
It's even authentic to the tropia south sea oasis.
cal typhoons that happen every hour on the hour.
(Push button control). Tommy Ott. well known
Mutual Broadcasting System organist, comes in OcHotel Phillips. 12th
tober 6 until mid-November.
tropical

and Baltimore.

GR. 5020.

BLUE HILLS.

Dark blue and silver cozy spot
out in the district famous for a golf course of the
same name, Eddie Cross has built a quality clientele

i

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
on good drinlcs, cordial bartenders, tasty fried
In the cocktail lounge
chicken, and barbecued ribs.
Tony Carraci and his musicians continue to charm.
6015 Troost.

JA. 4316.

BOWMAN'S RESTAURANT.

Popular

dine
and dance restaurant on the east side, featuring the
Three Sharps.
Open nightly. 3210 E. 15th. BE.
9399.
Spacious oaken bootht
it CROSSROADS INN.
upon which they set one of the nicest chicken
Replica of an old country inn,
dinners in town.
burnished copper lamps and enough antiques to
start a collection in business, make it all very interesting.
The cocktail lounge, free from tax, fea'
tures dancing nightly.
Closed Wednesdays until
Swope Park street car right to the door.
4:30 p.m.
Swope Parkway and Benton Boulevard. WA. 9699.
ROOM. People who like to get away
from the smoke nuisance of most night clubs, are

CROWN

the
to
Crown Room. A new modern
mechanism floods the place with sterilized air and
healthful sun rays. Popular Judy Conrad gives forth
from the bandstand with the kind of music Kansas
City consistently likes. Must be, cause Judy is in
his second big year. Foods and drinks are of the
first order. Hotel La Salle. 922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

flocking

CLUB FIESTA. A spacious night club with a
dance floor and good solid music by Joe
Meyers. Those smooth drinks are concocted by that
Hubert Jenkins. 12 E. 39th. For resermaster,
old
vations call VA. 9597.
It's
an understatement to call
if EL CASBAH.
room merely ornate. It's something entirely
this
modern in plan and appointments and embelishes
the beauty with tasty food, good orchestras and
if

large

name

There's a cover of $1 except at the bar.
Dinners are from $1.50. Saturday from 12:30 to
4:30 features cocktail dansants when there's no
cover, plenty of entertaiment and free rhumba les'
sons. Hotel Bellerive. Armour Boulevard at Warwick.
VA. 7047.
MARY'S. Newly remodeled in sparkling colors,
this popular night club is brimming with hilarious
groups of collegians who flock in to laugh, quaff,
and listen to music by the country's name bands.
The dance floor is extra large and the atmosphere
is romantic. No reservations. Setups and beer only.
8013 Wornall Road. JA. 9441.
PENGUIN ROOM.
cozy and inviting little
acts.

A

Grandpa

down

the
Finally they

and
street

Grandma

strolled

windowshopping.
a dentist's show-

came to
Grandpa, pointing, said: "I'd
like to have that nice new set."
"Hesh up, paw," replied Grandma.
"How often have I told you not to
pick your teeth in public."
case.

6^

room where you see yourself
and your best friends at the

in the mirrored walls
tables. Roy Mack and

popular orchestra are proving that popularity
can be a lasting and wonderiful thing. No music for
luncheon, but you'll find the customary good food
and service. Hotel Continental. 11th and Baltimore.
HA. 6040.
large rambling southern
if OLD PLANTATION.
colonial style mansion just outside the east city
limits. Yes, and like Senator Claghom, it even face*
the south. Massive columns, spacious rooms and
convivial atmosphere. Al Duke and bis Irish songs
are currently featured, along with the Jerry Gilbert
trio.
Highway 40, East. FL. 1307.
his

A

SOUTHERN MANSION.

Walls lined with
large white columns, smooth music by Dee Peterson's orchestra, and tall iced drinks in the best
tradition of the south. Large dance floor, the best
of food, and all combining for a very pleasant
evening.

1425 Baltimore.

ROOF.

SKY-HIGH

OR. 5129.
Weekend dancing

high

the noise and confusion of a big city.
Glassed-in walls
offer
striking
view of the
a
twinkling panorama of streets far below. Kenny
Whyte provides the musical inspiration. Week
nights the roof is available for parties. Call Mr.
McEachin at the Hotel Continental. 11th and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
GRILL. Schaiparelli pink walls with
if
strategic mirrors refracting the glow of artfully concealed lighting. Dim, not too noisy, yet cozy and
congenial. It's on the circuit for some of the best
known hotel bands. Hotel Muehlebach. 12th and
Baltimore. GR. 1400.
PLAZA. Kansas City's
STUBB'S
highest paid night club entertainer is Jeannie Leitt,
boogie pianist who magnetizes crowds to this friendly
place every night of the week. She has a terrific
beat and an "educated" left hand. To make it still
more intriguing, Jeannie comes out now and then
with cute little songs in her "Lauren Bacall" voice.
3114 Gillham Plaza. VA. 9911.
TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR. Almost as big as Ringling's big-top is this night club on the south aide,
but the popularity of the place keeps it crowded
something like 4 a.m.
every night until real late
Max Bicknell's band is still featured. Plenty of
tables. Cover charge is $1. 79th and Wornall Road.

above

TERRACE

GILLHAM

—

DE. 1253.

Bridget,

maid,

our

had

been

just

fired for general incompetence.

Going

out the door she extracted a five dolfrom her purse and threw it to
the faithful Scottie.
"Sur'n I
Joe,

lar bill

niver

forget

helpin"

me wash

a

friend.

That's

the dishes."

for

SWINGIN' WITH THE STARS
Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer

ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER—
Paul Muni, Ann Baiter, Claude
Rains.
gangster dies and goes
where you'd expect him to go,
and persuades the Devil to come
back to earth. The duo raises
havoc with a judge and his pretty
daughter, but the judge outwits
the devil and sends the loathsome
pair back to where they're supposed to be. Now you have the

A

ball.

BOYS'

RANCH—Jackie

Jenkins,

Homeier,
Skippy
James Craig,
Dorothy Patrick, Jackie (Butch)
Jenkins. A heartwarming story of
another Father Flanagan. Skippy
is
the unrepentent juvenile delinquent who is determined to see
the ranch fail. In a fast moving
climax, disaster is averted. Skippy
repents and the ranch is saved.

FAITHFUL IN MY FASHION—
Donna Reed, Tom Drake, Edward

June

"O. Henry

Pidgeon,

Jose

Iturbi,

Roddy Mc-

Dowall, Ilona Masscy, Jane PowXavier Cugat and his orchestra. Romantic as a Mexican moon,

ell,

tuneful as a troubadour, colorful
as a serape. Pidgeon is the American Ambassador to Mexico who
turns his talents toward cementing
the good neighbor policy. Probably
the most lavish musical of the

"

twist at the end.

Ava
Sam

O'Brien,
Albert
Dekker,
Gardner,
Levene. John Miljan, Burt

Lancaster. The peaceful routine of
a small village is violently interrupted when two killers ride in

and

gun

machine

Swede

Lunn

It all
adds up
super-dupcr of a doubleloaded with all the melodrama Mark Hellinger could possibly pile on. Directed by Robert

(Burt

Lancaster).

to
a
cross,

Diodmak who

Ann

HOLIDAY IN MEXICO—Walter

Bro-

Lorre,

THE KILLERS—Edmond

equal to his own.
(He
thought). But, after much travail,
they discover each other from
adjoining windows.
is

Peter

Duryea,

Crawford, Wallace Ford,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Constance
Dowling. Dan Duryea, vaudeville
headliner, degenerates to a Los
Angeles ski-row bar. There's a
murder, drunken interlude, and
an innocent man about to be executed for a murder he did not
commit. But as usual there's an

Spiral

love

Vincent,

— Dan

derick

Horton, Spring Byington.
Tom Drake, a returning soldier,
seeks out his pre-war heart-throb,
but is mistaken in believing her
Evert

RKO

Universal

BLACK ANGEL

also

directed

"The

Staircase."

ONE MORE TOMORROW
Sheridan,

Dennis

—

Morgan,

Jane Wyman, Alexis Smith, Jack
Carson. Based on a Philip Barry
play, it tells the sometimes gay,
sometimes discouraging experiences
of a group of young people who
invade
the
magazine publishing
field. The tangled romantic affairs
are eventually ironed out.

LUCKY—Vivian

IF I'M
Perry Como,

Harry James,

men Miranda.
a girl who

Tells the gay story
couldn't make up

of

Loew's Midland

her mind, a shy crooner and a sly
trumpeter who find that love and
politics
mix with a vengeance.
Harry James of course is the guy
with the hot horn and burning
ambition.

THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE
June
—
Blaine,

Haver, Vera Ellen, Vivian
George Montgomery. A
musical,
original
an
romantic comedy of three girls on
"the make." It's Mack Gordon's
first
production and should take
very well, too. Music and lyrics
by Myrow brothers.
satisfying

MY FASHION
HOLIDAY IN MEXICO

FAITHFUL IN

Newman

Blaine,

Car-

Andrews

Eddy,

Jerry O>lonna, Lichine (f
Sterling HoUoway,
magnificent Walt
Andy Russel.
Disney musical and cartoon Tech*
nicolor revue. Ten flashy items.
Sisters,

A

Every one a delight. Benny Goodman, his orchestra and quartette,
and the whole crew doing "Peter

"Casey At The
Don't miss it.

,

The Wolf,"
Bat,"

etc.

TILL

THE END OF TIME

I

—

Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison,
Robert Mitchum, Bill Williams.
A moving story of how three exMarines solve the problems of readjustment to peacetime life. Love
interest is high, with Miss McGuire, as a young war widow,
falling in love on sight with Guy
With
patience
and
Madison.
understanding she steers him into
waters.

clear

THE STRANGER

— Edward

G.

Loretta Young, Orson
Welles, Philip Merivale, Richard
fetching
Long, Billy House.
story centered upon a dangerous
criminal, his innocent bride, and
trailing
the
a
relentless
sleuth
suspect to his doom. Naturally
Edward G. is the villain and this
time WcUcs is cast in an entirely

A

new

that

role,

of

sleuth.

a

1

|

A

drama.

suspenscful

Paramount
Tentative Schedule for
Films Showing in October in Kansas City.

LITTLE IODINE. (COMIC)
BOYS' RANCH

Twentieth Century Fox

Nelson

Shore,

Riabouchinska,

Robinson,

Warner Brothers

ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER

year.

Pictures

MAKE MINE MUSIC — Dinah

OUR HEARTS WERE GROWING UP
ONE MORE TOMORROW

THE

BIG SLEEP

—

Humphrey

Lauren Bacall. Brandv.
bullets and banter between Bo"
and Bacall are plentiful in il
exciting blackmail story by Rl^
mond Chandler. Mr. Bogart, who
plays in his admirable early stvlc.
is backed up by an excellent cast.
Bogart,

—

OSS Alan Ladd, Geraldine Fiti« j
gerald, Patric Knowles, John Hoyt,
j
Continuing in the role of thM
steely-eyed tough guy,

Ladd doeM

remarkable job. The story
about the undercover activities of

a

Office

Strategic

OSS

the

BIG SLEEP

during the war. Exciting,
very good performance.

RKO Orpheum
MAKE MINE MUSIC
THE STRANGER
TILL THE END OF TIME
Uptown, Esquire
Fairway
IF I'M LUCKY
BLACK ANGEL
THREE LITTLE GIRLS
BLUE
THE KILLERS

IN

of

Ser\i.

anJ

OUR HEARTS WERE GROW.

—

Gail Russell, Diana
ING UP
Lynn, Billy Dc Wolfe, William
Demarest. James Brown, Bill Edwards. A lively affair, with amvi<ing mix-ups and tangled roman^^
Gail
and Diana, two mad*
sophisticates, become careerists to
win back their wayward boyfriends.
lej;gcr
It s

They
with

also
a

yen

adopt
for

well worth the teeing.

bootculture.
a

PRECIPITATORY EVENTS

.

.

.

Out

Kansas, where it doesn't rain
sometimes quite as often as Weatherman
Flora over at Topeka says it might, a visitor
from the east was complaining to one of

in

Salina,

the natives.

"Doesn't

it

ever rain out here?"

"Oh, yes," replied the native. "They
had a good rain about fifteen miles northeast of here night-before-last, but I was
busy and couldn't go."

POLICE, SIR, A DIME! ... A very
new policeman got on a street car and
neglected to show the motorman his street
car pass. Instead he walked past the coin
to ignore it completely.

box and seemed

The
at

EQUANAMITY OF EQUALITY

.

.

That night, at home, we finally caught on
what he meant.
Four of five owners of new houses in
one block in a Kansas City suburb got together to compare prices on their freshly
built hovels. We concluded, after adding
this and that, that the electricians, carpenters and paperhangers were bigger wage
earners than the guys who owned the

make with

to

fledged
.

other day Robert R. Wason, the OPAbattling head of the National Manufac
turers Association, told a press conference
that this country would never get along
with itself until there was an equality between manufacturers and labor unions.

The

motorman

elderly, track-wise

him

a dime.

yelled

The newly

cop snarled "Can't you see

my

pistol?"

At that the motorman replied, "Even a
rabbit hunter carries a gun
fork over
.

a

.

.

dime."

ALMOST EMBARRASSING ... A
group of

gals were giving a shower for one
of their friends. The guest of honor was
thrilled as she gleefully looked over the assortment of booties, blankets, little sweaters
and the like. About nine thirty, just as the
party was well under way, she asked to be

excused.

when she
About

Nobody thought much about
failed to return right

it

away.

1 1
o'clock the lady's husband
up and asked if the guest of honor
had returned, and then added. "I guess

houses.

called

you'll have to excuse her for now because
she just had an eight pound baby boy."

IN HIS
Warner

BONNET

.

.

.

Don Walker,

the state of Pennsylvania is unable to pin
income tax raps on the Ku Klux Klan they
might try to nail them on the federal textile

Brothers' long-legged fast traveling publicity representative in the Kansas
City area, was daubing honey on his hot
muffin the other evening, and then announced: "You know, I like this stuff so
well I think I'll keep a bee myself next

limitation

summer."

ONE THING OR ANOTHER

order.

...

If

—
68

—

October, 1946

MR. PORTER, PLEASE

THE ZOMBIE ROOM

A business

...

survey here indicates that the people are
not saving as much money as they did a
year ago. It seems that the citizenry is
showing a deplorable tendency to deposit
their earnings in grocery stores instead of
banks.

We
It

A

it every morning;
happens every day;

see

double

file

Meander on

A

of pretty gals
their

way.

thing that puzzles all us men
gives the gals gray hair.
when they go to the Powder

And
Is

They always go

Room

in pairs.

is long and rough;
dark and lonely;
But two by two they always go
To the room marked "Ladies Only."

Perhaps the

The

The

hall

trip

is

bosses stand and pull their hair;

And

simply boil with

grief.

The

day's production goes to pot
While the girls go on relief.

EXCEPTIONALLY

A

BRIGHT

.

.

.

we know

has sent on, more in sorrow than in anger, a letter received from
his son Keith.
fella

It

At two o'clock each afternoon
The march begins once more;
what the heck goes on out there
That cannot wait "til four?

Just

reads:

"Dear Dad

I guess you will be surprised
to hear that the University of Kansas has
:

finally excepted

me."

A

A

STORY OF THE WEEK
following item

is

.

reprinted in
(Pa.)

.

its

from the Wilkes-Barre

.

(The

nurse

entered the first floor surgery at St. Mary's
Hospital and noticed a queer bulge on the
operating table. She pulled back the sheet
and screamed.

A
SOUTHERN BRAWL

looking

who

...

A

lonesome-

was from
Memphis, dropped in at the La Cantina
room of the Bellerive hotel, set up a cupcake with one candle on it and started
soldier,

said

he

singing "Happy Birthday To Me," at the
top of his voice. He was showered with
drinks the rest of the night.

A
RELATIVITY OF SPEED
on

Pennsylvania Central
Grand Rapids, Michigan

arrives in

Milwaukee

ONE FOR THE CAA

entirety

Record)

KANSAS CITY (AP)— A

—

The only way that we can sec
To make production boom
Is to move the whole damned office
Into the Ladies' Room.

air circles a

...

A

is

... In

civilian

a non-priority per*

son, usually a company employe riding on
a "space available" basis, and who must

be removed

if

a

paying passenger comes

along. If possible, what is known as "pro
tection" is given him; arrangements to
continue the journey on a later flight, by
train, pony cart, dog sled, or whatever is
available.

Recently a young hostess, unfamiliar
with airline vernacular, went to work for
a large airline. An hour out of Chicago
she received by radio the following in*'
structions:

to remove shorts at
protection."
For a while she was quite

Prepare

Detroit.

No

about

it

unhappy

all.

A

flight

Airlines leaves
at 9 a.m. and
at 8:50 a.m.

"short"

.

.

SIGN IN A LOCAL RESTAURANT
"Try our hamburgers. God hates a
.

coward."

WHB

For

Availabilities
'Phone

DON DAVIS
any

at

ADAM YOUNG
office:

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

KANSAS CITY

Let's Face

Figures!
FIRST SEVEN A'^ONTHS

OF THIS YEAR, KANSAS CITY:
RECEIVED

.

livestock,

.

.

head

3,970,057

at

of
value

a

per

of
$1,000,000
day.

SHIPPED
2,199,355

.

.

.

head

of

a value
of $700,000 per day.
livestock,

at

SLAUGHTERED
2,083,643

.

.

head

.

of

a value
cf $505,000 per day.
livestock,

at

COWTOWN,
hen

it's

roundup time

in Texas,

rgest source of stocker

it's

and feeder

market time

We

cattle.

mually, and that's a lot of beef. Chief!
jckets of

U.S.A.
in

Kansas City, the world's

handle four million head

That's a lot of dollars, too, in the

Kansas City consumers. And if you're considering a roundup, via
advertising, of Kansas City consumer cash, select a medium
that will rope, tie, and put your brand on the whole herd
quicker than you can clog out a chorus of "El Rancho Grande."
Choose WHB, Kansas City's Dominant Daytime Station, and
rest assured of a full corral

DON DAVIS
JOHN SCHILLING

WHB, KEY STATION

.

.

.

President-National Advertising Representative
Vice-President-General Manager

for the

KANSAS STATE NETWORK

In

cooperotion

with

the

National

Safety

Council,

and Rolston-Purina, sponsors of Tom Mix, Sept. 23Oct. 4 was Tom Mix Child Safety period. WHB publicized this worthy cause by bringing six Kansas City
Shown with Johnny
civic leaders to the microphone.
Fraser, jr., associate editor of Swing are (1) Judge

Earle W. Frost: (2) Al Wood, President of the Safet/
Council, and (3) Henry W. Johnson, police director
of traffic and safety; (4) Francis J. Wornall, director,
Kansas City Fire Deportment; (5) Mayor Wm.
Kemp; (6) Mrs. T. J. Seburn, chairman, PorenM
I
Teachers Safety Council,

NOVEMBER,

NO.

11

Rick Allison
You'll Fan Through the Air
Charleski H. Hoganovich
Wright Or Wrong.'
Harold S. Kahm
HiNES Was Here

9

VOL.

2

1946

ARTICLES

NOVEMBER

is

October

to

Club Date Champs
Careful Who You Kiss
as
to

the Army-Navy game is
sand-lot football; as a praline is
to the pecan bumped from the
tree: one is an extension of the
other. It is to October as a redcheeked gal in a red sweater and
pigtails is to the same girl turned
out in strapless velvet for the
Thanksgiving dance. Distill these
differences and you have the year
the wine
at its eleventh phase
of November lifted as farewell
to the fall and hail to winter.
In the beginning, November
wears the hand-me-clowns of its
elder sister. Then the month

—

grows up

and

binds

her

What

Fur.'

wintertime job.
This year over the salvos of
Armistice Day we hear the tumult and shouting of the peacemaking. This is possibly the
angriest peace that ever hung by
a hair. And this year the festive
board of Thanksgiving Day may
groan less audibly than in the
old days. But in spite of all confears, and scarcities, we
can count a few blessings this
year as every year, and more
than a lot of people we could

fusions,

name.

We

can be duly grateful
for a motley list
including
books and music; the just and

—

Nuernberg; more nylons than you saw
this time last year if you were
looking (and if you weren't, better see your psychiatrist); every
new house that goes up; Ella
Fitzgerald singing "Stone Cold
Dead"; canned pineapple once
more; Billy Rose's rosy prose;
and a woodfire to back up to
on the long convivial nights in
November.
relentless

discipline

at

Abner Klipstein
William Ornstein

Narrow Gauge Popularity

11
17

19
23
25

OUR TOWN TOPICS
November's Heavy Dates in Kansas City
2
29-50
Swing's Special Aviation Section
Swing's Man of the Month, Lou Holl/vnd
R. S. (Swede) Knowlson
31
Kansas City Ports of Call
Swingin'

Mori Greiner, Johnny
Stars

Eraser,

jr.

With the

60
62

Swing Around

hair.

takes to the cities and puts on
The come-easy go-easy
month becomes a sophisticate,
exchanges the crisp out-of-doors
for warm rooms heavy with the
smell
of chrysanthemums
and
brandy sauce. It trades in a
hockey stick for a concert score,
and the Halloween mask for
the twin masks of drama. The
arts are in season, and radio has
cut out the coyness of summertime and settled down to a good

Of the Theatre

First Lady
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NOVEMBER'S HEAVY DATES
CONVENTIONS

MUSIC

31 -Nov. 1, Missouri Valley
Electric
Association.
Accountants' Section. Hotel Continental.

Oct.

31-Nov.
Chapter of

Oct.

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchci'

Nov.

Missouri Valley
Radio Representa-

Nov.
5-6,
Scheduled
concert,
Music
Hall,
with
Edmund
Kurts, brother of Efrem Kurtz,

Nov.
3-5,
Kansas
City
Shoe
Show.
Hotel
Phillips,
Hotel
Muehlebach.
Nov. 3-5, Southwest Automotive

guest
Hall.

Nov. 26-27, Scheduled concert,
Music Hall, with Erica Morini,
guest violinist.

Other musical presentations.
Nov.
Vronsky and Babin,
4,
"Premier Duo Pianists," Music

deavor

Hotel

Continental.
Nov. 15-16, Missouri Dietetic As-

Auditorium.

sociation.

19-21,
Consumers Cooperative Association. Auditorium.
Nov. 22-23, Central State Shrine
Association, Phillips.

Nov.

(All

games

Stadium,
Blues
Brooltlyn)
8 p.m.
1
p.m.
2, Central-East,
22Tid

at

and

SW-NE,

1.

Wcstport-SE, 3 p.m.
2, Manual-Paseo, 8 p.m.
8, SW-East, 8 p.m.
9, Paseo-SE, 1 p.m.
p.m.
3
9, Mamial-NE,
9, Westport-Ccntral, 8 p.m.
2,

PRESENTATIONS
Oct.

28-Nov

3,

Shrine

Circus,

Arena.

Nov.

II,

Arena.

Day

Firemen.

12,

Arena.

Nov.
Nov.

18,
19,

Professional
Sports. Inc.

Singers,
Hall.

Icelandic

Nov.

14, Xavicr Cugat and his
orchestra. Arena. (Pla-Mor)
Nov. 23. Boys Town Choir, Boys

ART
Wilham
of

Rot-lthill

7ic\ion

Gallery

Art.

Town, Nebraska. Sponsored by
Shrine.
24. Boogie
cidc. Arena.
Nov. 25, Don
the

Exhibitions; Loan Galleries, China
Painting. Ceramics Room, English
Pottery from the Burnap
Collection. Print Rooms, "The
Disaster of War," etchings by
Francisco Goya.
Masterpiece of the Month: Reliquary, French, 13th Century,
Champleve Enamel and Gilt

Nov.

Woogic

Caval-

Cossack

Male
(Town

Music

Chorus.

Hall.

Hall)

Nov.

Adolph

29,

Rudolf

Busch

and

\iolin-piano.
Serkin,
Hall.
(Ruth O. Seu-

Music
f.-rt)

Wednesday
Evening
Lectures;
Nov. 6, Art in the Far East
During the War. Nov. 13, An
Introduction

to

Chinese

Paint-

Nov. 20, Ming Paintings
in the Loan Exhibition.
Motion Pictures; 7;30 p.m. Ating.

kins Auditorium,
charge. Nov.
1,

soms.

Nov.

8,

no admission
Broken Blos-

The Story

of

Gosta Berling.
Musical Programs; Concerts arc
scheduled for Friday evenings
at 8; 1 5 p.m. and Sunday afternoons 3;30 p.m. No admission

ON THE
Show,
30-Nov

Lavish
Oct.

Ice

Boxing,

Amateur Bojtine, Arena.
Amateur Boxing, Arena.

31-Nov.

"Lute Song,"
Matinee Saturday
2.

Music Hall.
Nov. 2 (A
N).
Nov. 8, "Dream Girl," Musi(
Hall. Matinee Saturday Nov. 9
(A y NJ.
Nov. 13, "Claudia," Music Hall
(Spencer)
Nov. 14-16,
tie,"

Main.
"Ice-Cycles,"

"

Combined

10.

"Ice Follies"
and
Ice-Capadcs."
Hockey, Major • League. Kansas
City Pla-Mors vs St.
Paul,
.shows

Nov.
Fort

of

Omaha, Nov. 17;
13;
Worth, Nov. 20; MinneNov. 24, Dallas, No

apolis,

27.

DANCING

DRAMA
Oct.

ICE

32nd and

Pla-Mor.

Ball,

RING STUFF
Nov.

Hall)

The

12,

36 male voices. Music
(Fritschy Concerts)

charge.

Armistice

VFW

Nov.
22,
Shrine
Ceremonial.
Music Hall.
Nov. 25-Dcc. 1, Skating Vanities,
Arena.
Sponsored by Kansas
Citv

(Town

Hall.

Nov.

Bronje.

FOOTBALL
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

cellist.

Nov. 24, "Pop" Concert. Music

Wholesalers Association. Hotel
President.
Nov. 6-9, Missouri State Teachers
Association. Auditorium.
Nov. 8-10, Missouri Christian En-

Union.
Independence
Ave. Christian Church.
Nov. 10-13, Heart of America
Men's Apparel Show. Hotel
Muehlebach, Hotel Phillips.
Nov. 14-16, American Society of
Plastic and Reconstructive SurRcry. Hotel Muehlebach.
Nov. 14-16, United Fresh Fruit
and
Vecetable
Association.

directing.

"Pop" Concert, Music

3,

Hall.

2,

Hotel President.

tives.

E/rem Kurtz,

tra.

"Voice of the Tur
Music
Hall.
Matinee
Nov. 16. (A fip N)

Saturday,

Pla-Mor

Ballroom.

32n,i

am

Main
Tuesday and Friday,
dances

"0\cr

.^0'

.ind

Kat(

Tom

with

Beckham and their orchestra.
Nov. 2, Frankie M.istcrs. Nov
3,

6,

7,

Tucker.

10,

Lee

Nov

orchestra.

Nov.

13.

9.
14,

Willi.im;

Xi>nim\
20

17.

Winslow orchcs
tra.
Nov. 16, Henry Biisse
Nov. 23, Tonv Pastor. N.
21, 24, George

27,

28,

30,

Walter Bloom.

No, windmills

aren't for Hollanders!

They're for you, to get places quick.

THROUGH THE

YOU'LL 3an

AIR!

by RICK ALLISON

THOSE

American small

villages,

cities

and

too small to be served

by regular airline service, and not
adaptable to non-scheduled service,
can soon hope for a different type of
air transport to serve their needs.
Their salvation lies in the rapid de'
velopment and use of the helicopter,
the windmill planes which will travel

down.
It will get in and out of places where
good
no other vehicle possibly can.
illustration of this utility was demonstraight

up

as well as straight

A

when

16 persons
were rescued from a 50'foot square
steel mat, deep in the tangled unexplored wilds near Gander, Newfoundland. Had it not been for the
windmill ship, these 16 persons would
have perished on the spot where the
big Belgian airliner crashed.
strated

recently

The helicopter has no stationary
wing. Lift is provided by a vertical
windmill fan powered by a motor.
An auxiliary fan is used on the tail
to combat "torque," or the tendency
of the plane to roll with the movement of the propeller, or in this case
the "fan."
If

the

helicopter's

motor

should

stop in flight, the thing will "windmill" to the ground. It will land at

greater speed than if power were
used to check the descent, but not
hard enough to damage the aircraft

or injure the passengers.

A

new type of helicopter is the
Platt-LePage job with two fans. One
fan combats torque of the other, and
there

is

no necessity for an auxiliary

fan on the

tail.

has been found through tests by
the Post Office Department, that helicopters will land on the huge flat
roofs of
metropolitan post office
buildings; thus eliminating loss of
time incurred in trucking mail out to
the airports.
It

The helicopter is verily "coming
home to roost" in this midwestern part
of the country. The Burlington railroad has filed an application with the
Civil Aeronautics Board for helicopter service to speed rail deliveries.
The route would be a non-scheduled
operation, at first, but would be

Su

4

worked out

to

make

possible that are

train conneetions

now

absolutely out

of reach.

November, 19^6
through buses and transcon-

trains,

tinental planes.

The Burlington people

The

routes asked for cover an ini'
portant section of midwestern Amer'

which the Burlington now oper-

helicopters could be

owned by

already

believe that

landed on

sites

the railroad or bus

ates buses, the Burlington Trailways.

lines.
Railway and bus personnel
would handle many requirements of

The company

the helicopter service.

ica in

is

a part of the Chicago,

Burhngton and Quincy railway sys'
tem and the new helicopter line would
be

known
The 67

as

Burlington Airways.

cities

on proposed routes

would include Kansas City, Chicago,
Omaha and Denver, important rail,
bus and air centers. Smaller communities would include Creston, Keokuk and Shenandoah, Iowa; Hannibal,
Chillicothe and St. Joseph, Missouri.

Of

these 67 towns on the route,

are without air transport service.

^^4

The

value of helicopter lines
would lie in the provision of rapid
connections with large centers whence
journeys could be continued on fast
principal

The cost? Well, not too much.
Burlington accountants have figured
that the company could break even
with a fare of about 6.1 cents per
mile. Schedules would be tied in with
those of rapid transportation facilities

the terminals, and the heliwould be expected to carry

at

copters

some mail

And

as well as passengers.

goes to prove that windnot confined to pumping
water for Hollanders, and sooner
than you think you may find yourself fanning around the country at
mills

it

all

are

speeds and conveniences never before

dreamed

possible.

The System
A
"exam"

but eccentric
to his students.

brilliant

college

professor

was giving

a

final

written

"I'm a firm believer in the honor system," he solemnly announced.
prove that to you, I'm going to pass out the 'exams' and leave the class."

"To

As the door shut behind him, the students accustomed to furtive use of
"ponies" and other ingenious devices squirmed uncertainly in their seats for
a few minutes.
Finally, a voice

from the rear resolved the enigma. "He's got the honor,"
Who's got the answer to the

cracked the wit, "but we've got the system.
third question?"

WRIGHT OR WronfF
Us Historians prove Orville and Wilbur

new

tvere trying to perfect a

by CHARLESKI

H.

bicyclel

HOGANOVICH

Wilbur Wrong, who was piloting
few feet above
the ground shouted to his brother,
Orville Wrong, who was impersonat-

the vv'obbling craft a

ing

ground

the

crew:

"How'm

I

doin'?"'

"Well, you seem to me to b;
the ground crew averred

ing,"

fly-

ju-

diciously.

IT'S

about time somebody debunked

a lot of these myths which have
been cunningly fostered by certain
persons (names on request) who are
connected with the aviation industry.
With sly and persistent energy they
have spent the past 40 years or so
beguihng us into all sorts of fallacious

For instance, those

who

Wright brothers invented

We

that this

time

is

the

historians, of course,

air-

know

absurd. Here, for the

that bleak

Wright

"That's
Orville,

and windy day when

Wrong

brothers, first

crasy kitelike fabrication
of silk and umbrella ribs skittering
shakily over the forbidding sands of
Kitty Hawk they realized full well

made.

it looks from here,"
fun-lovmg brother, in-

"Get me out of

history

indeed

had

this thing," the

willing aeronaut gasped.

couldn't get

me

"Why

not

been

un-

you

into one of these con-

traptions for a million dollars!"

The

inadequate

creaky,

glorified

ground.

engine'

and the

slowly to the
brothers solemnly

settled

kite

The two

inspected their creation.

"What do you

their

that

how

the

obligingly sputtered to a stop

brothers, hereinafter re-

ferred to as the
sent

confused with a pogo of the

same name.)

first

are— THE FACTS!

On
the

to be

are not in

know, generally believe that the

plane.

Wilbur, clutch-

madly at a kind of a stick which
seemed to be in his hand. (N.B. This
later became known as a joy stick, not

sisted stoutly.

thinking.

the

gasped

'Tlying!"
ing

vented?"

Orville

frown creasing

"Damned

if

new

bicycle."

we've inworried

a

brow.

his

know,"

I

reply. "I thought
a

think
asked,

was the
inventing
brothers, it should

we were

The

November, 1946

fig.

be

were in the bicycle
modest way at the time.

explained,

game

in a

Thus,
shattered

with

their

the

two

brothers

across the dunes of Kitty

slunk

Hawk,

that their modest

realizing

dreams

fondest

kinds of

Chief among these, of course,

UNCOMIC COMIC

is

STRIP

the

Every afternoon, allowing ample time
for junior to dash home even if he

DID

and dauntless

In the

pilots roar

UNCOMIC COMIC STRIP

game innumerable stern-jawed guys
of impregnable virtue fly through the

with jet propulsion jobs of
approaching that of light.
They also seem to have all manner
of luscious, blank-faced babes hanging
around them, panting, with unmaidpages
speed

enly desire for the

men

of the skies.

Thus, the good brothers of Kitty

Hawk

actually invented neither a

new

Columbia bicycle nor an airplane, but
the "bosom beautiful" school of art.
The camp followers who hang
around the manly aviators in the
comic strips are palpitating proof to
our kiddies that uplift is here to stay!

Which

is

more than can be said
is already on the

for the airplane. It

way

to a rocket

face to

is

We
the

are in the rocket era! This

Atomic Age! But

scientific

is

re-

searchers already are skulking around

trying to devise a feasible method of
abolishing the rocket.
I

have learned from the highest
(which cannot be named)

sources

that the

government

work on

at

a

is

project

now
to

Wishful Thinking for the

secretly

substitute
rocket.

get kept after school again, fear-

through
the ether in planes such as our two
ingenious pals never dreamed of.
less

zing, he

-

him

tov's back!

busi-

more or less allied with the
show for kiddies on our radios.

ness. It is
serial

-

where a pretty
and
face with Molo-

to the airport

hostess will tie

little

contrap-

some day would give rise to all
new industries and legends.

tion

may go

out.

In

fact,

without

fear

of

may

be asserted that
we have now reached the point where
the traveler, desiring to attend another peace conference to aid in plancontradiction,

it

ning ground rules for another war.

Under

guy with
proper priority tickets would merely
sit at home and wish to hell he waj;
anyplace else and, presto, there he'll
be!

With

this

system

a

his choice of those beautiful

stewardesses sitting on
feeding him aspirin tablets
and stroking his brow.
hostesses
his

or

lap,

This top-secret attempt to render
and rocket industry ob
soletc any minute now is referred to
by Washington as "Operation Brain."
(Note: Operation Brain is not to be
confused with "Operation Congress,"
as if anyone would.)
the aviation

But resuming our debunking, ty
coons of the aviation industry try to
pretend that a party named Bleriot
first flew across the English channel.

WRIGHT OR WRONG?
Hah! Pure chicanery and they know

I flew to Denver
plane piloted by "Cannonball
Bill" Branagan.
"Cannonball Bill" hit every place
on the map but Denver. From time
to time we paused at county fairs

the fact that in 1926
in

It!

Gertrude Ederle nrst flew across
the channel in a coat of winter grease

but the Smithsonian Institute refuses
to recognize this feat. In fact, the
Smithsonian Institute is so old it can't
ccognise much of anybody, aviation
I

or otherwise.

Despite a 40'year tignt, the man
the most aaring flight in
a heavier-than-air craft ever to be
recorded by science, has been snubbed
by the reactionary cabal who hold a
clutch of death on the Institute.

who made

He was
made

a

tot

when he
His name was

of eight

famous flight.
Wrong-Way Hoganovich, and his
historic flight was made from the top
of our old barn to the bottom of our
old barn. He had rigged up an ironing board with wings and, with a
brave shout that he was "flying in
his

search of Icarus" he soared into the
air with all the buoyancy of a cue
ball

bouncing off a snooker

table.

is his flight recognized? No,
he got out of it was a broken collar bone and a broken heart. He didn't
even get his ironing board back from
the Smithsonian Institute!

But

all

by such devious and, to be
frank about it, dubious methods that
a "select few" in the aviation industry propagate the various legends
which have been fostered since the
Wrights' failure to invent a new
It

is

bicycle.

To show

the baleful cunning of the

"Old Guard"

in this respect I can
without fear of contradiction,
that even the pretty hostesses themselves are a myth. As proof, I offer
state,

7

a

the old. "Cannonball," who
claimed he could "fly a dining room
table if you'd put wings on it,"
wheedled the round-hair-cuts into
taking jaunts in his jolting jallopy of
the airlanes. He also ran a three catd
monte game with great success.
Well, do you think there was any

where

comely hostess around

to stroke

brow and hold my hand

my

solicitously

every time we got chased out of one
those fair grounds? Not on your life!
Even "Cannonball" refused to hold
my hand.
This offers proof positive that
every thing connected with the aviation industry is a tissue of lies and
deception.
have seen that the

We

Wright

brothers^ for instance, didn't

invent the airplane in the first place.
didn't even invent the Yo-Yo,
aviation
so rightfully esteemed in

They

circles today.

What
a

better,

which

they invented was a newer,
yes a smo-o-o-ther bicycle

would

smoothly

over

more

GL-L-I-D-E
the

sands

of

Kitty

Hawk.
Every
after that

blessed

was

that
came
and a delusion.

thing

a fraud

A rich old aunt was paying her
nephew's college expenses and her visitor asked her if it was expensive.
"Well," said the aunt, "Some of the
languages run pretty high. My check
this month covered $10 for Chemistry,
$20 for Latin and $250 for Scotch."

THE LITTLE
MAY
ITgetting

be surprising to know that
back on our national economic feet isn't entirely a matter of
policy or party, much as we
hear it is these days. Nor is it the
power of Washington, labor, capital,
controls or demise of controls, or any
of the themes and theories of large and
small
businesses.
answer
The
to
whether we will have economic security in the immediate future may be
sitting across the room from you this
very minute. It's the little woman. And
the fate of the nation is up to her.
The weapon the American woman
holds exclusively in her possession is
the decision to save or spend. It is she
who will or can control inflation. It is
she who will be responsible for the
restoration of thrift in the American
way of thinking, and to promote it as
zealously as she did in buying war
bonds.
own 70 per cent of the
nation's wealth. What they do with it
is the
final test of patriotism.
Recently in Chicago over a thousand
women attended the first "Finance
Clinic" sponsored by the Women's
Finance Forum of America. This is the
only organization in the country of
women principally concerned with the
dollar sign. At this meeting, four napolitics,

Women

.

.

Headline in a New York newspaper
"Father of Ten Shot
Mistaken

—

.

for

WOMAN

ISN'T

tionally prominent financial
ness experts of the opposite

and

busi-

sex took

the stand and in no quibbling terms
pointed out their responsibilities, their
flagrant failings, and what they ought
to do about both.
One speaker decried the fact that
the American woman hasn't fully exerted her voting rights to assure clean
elections and economic budgeting in
national affairs. But first she must decide to purchase only what is really
needed, and thereby put "national
horse sense into the national house-

keeping."

A
the

bank president pointed out that

women

ficiaries

of the nation are beneof 80 per cent of the nation's

insurance policies, own more than 50
per cent of its bonds, 65 per cent of
Its savings. He advised the purchase of
government E bonds to prevent inflation and "know what you're buying
before you do." Other speakers emphasised the importance of saving as a
safeguard against depression, the salvation of the state of the union.
Next time the little woman points
out how she saved a few pennies, give
her a pat on the back and encourage
her. It's the saving frrace that counts!

— Marion

Many
when

a

Odmark.

fellow comes out of his shell
him on.

a girl eggs

Rabbit."

Women
ures.

A

are wise about fact and figwith a good figure soon

girl

learns the facts.

All men want to succeed.
to succeed so badly they're
work for it.

Some want

"I shouldn't be offering you wine
should I? You arc thq head of the
Temperance League, aren't you?" remarked the hostess to her male guest.
"Oh, no. I am the head of the AntiVice League."

willing to
I

"Well, r knew there was something
shouldn't offer you."

Author of "Adventures In Good Eating"
transformed his hobby into profit for
himself, service for other travelers.

"HINES

WAS

^Me,e

halycon days before the
INwar,those
when new automobiles were
begging to be purchased and fine new
were piled high in every filling
station, America's excellent highways
were crowded with motorists. In
tires

those good old days, also,

dom

it

was

sel-

to

say,

by

A

HAROLD

traveling

S.

KAHM

salesman,

Duncan

poor food at high prices on not-tooclean plates. He knew also that good
restaurants were the exception, not

thought a good deal about
this.
His work took him to small
towns, big cities, tiny villages and he,
perforce, took his stomach, protesting,
along with him. Hines, a sincere and
worthy exponent of the joys of the
table, used every means he could devise to discover, wherever he went,
which was the best restaurant in town.
He button-holed his fellow travelers,
cross-examined well-fed local merchants, to discover a good place for
lunch or dinner.
Because of his constant traveling
and the likelihood that he would someday retrace his steps, Hines made a
note about each of his finds. He recorded the name of the place, address,
kind of food, prices, and various per-

the rule.

sonal observations.

that a hotel clerk

had

"Sorry, we're all filled up," to a tired
applicant for a room. Travel was easy,
not only by automobile but by rail

and air as well. The railroads were
competing for passengers and thinking up all sorts of new thrills to entice

them.

But there was one flaw in

The

picture.

strange

city

with

fronted
places.

tourist,

mealtime,

at

a

this travel

arriving

variety

He had no way

in

a

was con-

of eating
of knowing

which were good and which were
bad.

The experienced

that

the

frilliest

traveler

places

knew

could serve

Napoleon once declared that an
army travels on its stomach. The same
thing applies to the traveler, whose
day can be ruined by a bad meal.
Could nothing be done to make it
possible for the stranger in town to
know just where to go to find a good
eating place?

Hines,

Before long

grown

this

list

of notes had

lengthy list of eating
places spanning the country. His list
of nearly 500 good eating places was
a highly useful as well as a pleasant
hobby.

At

into a

these notes were haphazon week-ends and vacations

first

ard, but

S.

10
he compiled them into an orderly
by cities, towns and states.

One day Hines had an

idea.

list,

It

occurred to him that he was being
selfish, that he was using something
for himself which should be freely
shared. So, instead of sending out
Christmas cards that year, he sent
out mimeographed lists of his good
restaurants to fellow travelers.

The

was an article in the
Saturday' Evening Post, followed by
American, Readers Digest, and others.
Thousands of people wrote to him
result

asking for copies.

Hines would have gone broke had
he undertaken to supply this growing
avalanche of a demand out of his own
pocket, so he published a small book
with a gay red cover titled, "Adven-

Good

Eating," selling it for
SI.'jO a copy. It soon became a na-

tures In

tional best seller.

A

new and

larger edition followed

while restaurant owners all over the
country clamored to have their places
listed. Hines refused. If a restaurant
was worthy, it would not have to pay.
If not, it couldn't get into the book
for any price. He would not mislead
readers who trusted his recommendations.

Throughout the country bad restaurants found themselves losing busi-
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and strove to make themselves
worthy of inclusion. Those that did
get in the book advertised that fact
ness

widely.

Finding of good hotels and tourist
camps was another sticker. Hines had
a wide knowledge of such places, and

with additional personal research produced another book, "A Lodging For
The Night." This too became a best
seller.

Today Duncan Hines'
home town

lished in his

books, pub-

of Bowling

Green, Kentucky, have reached sales
of over a million copies. When automobile and tire production permits,

and millions of

tourists

again roam

the highways, there's no telling

many more

how

will be sold.

Of

course the war has wrought a
number of changes, and many
these recommended restaurants may

great

of

be out of existence that were flourishing five years ago.

But Hines has the answer for that
"A good restaurant will stay

one, too.

in business year after
is

that, a

who

is

year because

good restaurant. After

anxious to

kill

or

sell

it

all,

the goose

that lays the golden eggs?"

(Reprinted
publication

from

Good

Business,

of the Unity School of

Christianity.)

CLUB DATE
the Barry Brothers,

whom

you

never have even heard, or of!

by WILLIAM WALLER

This means that mostly
they play one-night stands, pick-up
jobs, any old job at all. That's when
the fun really begins!
Club-dates are so lucrative that
first-rate musicians like the Barry
Brothers prefer them to more routine
club-dates.

ASKyouany

musician, and he'll

that anything can

tell

happen

in

But for sheer
variety of experience you must ask
the

music

business.

—

the
who play club-dates
who play a swank wedding at

the boys

fellows

the Waldorf-Astoria one day,

and a

dizzy clambake at the seashore the
next; a very stiff, formal dinner for

high-ranking

a

admiral

at

a

Long

and the following night a golden wedding celebration at Kaplan's Katerers on New
York's Second Avenue!
Take the Barry Brothers, for inThe names probably don't
stance.
register unless you've heard them play
Island mansion one night,

such places as the Roosevelt in
New Orleans, the Wardman Park in

at

Washington, the Marcy at Lake
Placid, the 800 Club in New York—
or,

for that matter, a social function

in Canarsie.
it

is

At one

possible that

them over the

air

time or another,

you may have heard
via one of the major

networks. The chances are, however,
that you've never heard the Barry
Brothers at all, for they specialize in

jobs,

which are known

Many

as

"location

musician from radio
or pit orchestras will play a club-date
after his regular work is done. Musijobs."

a

rates come high. Moreover,
whatever the rate may be, it is only
for four hours work, after which the
musicians are paid overtime. Regardless of when the boys start playing,
however, at one o'clock the rate becomes overtime. Now let's watch how
cians'

the boys milk the golden calf.
The Barry Brothers are playing a
wedding reception at Sherry's, let's

evening they've played soft,
with a fair share of
waltzes thrown in for good measure
until James Barry notices that it is
now twelve thirty. He directs the
band to play something slightly on
the "hot" side. By five minutes to
one, the joint really is jumping. Then
the number ends, and James seeks out
the head-man.
This individual, it seems, is feeling
just as rosy as everyone else in the
say. .^11

sweet

—

-

music,
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crowd. Nevertheless, James reminds
him that it is now almost one o'clock.
After that, the rate becomes overtime. "Should we stop?" he asks the
head'man.

vincing story to the effect that the
affair is his second-cousin's wedding,
or a lodge brother's testimonial din-

they organized the Barry
Brothers and their orchestra. Their
first engagement was at the old Surf
Club in New York, and engagements
followed at such far-flung places as
Monaco's in Cleveland, the Park Lane
in New York, and the Marcy at Lake
Placid. The band obviously was on
the map
but the manager of a certain southern hotel apparently never
had heard of them. He demanded an
audition before signing a contract.
The booking agent called up James
Barry. Outside, New York was beinc
treated to an all-day drenching. Nevertheless, it was imperative that the
Barry Brothers come downtown immediately for an audition. "Okay,"
James replied, although he knew that
half of the band was unavailable as
a result of an epidemic of the grippe.
Rain or no rain, outside Charlie's
at 7th Avenue and 51st Street loitering musicians were holding their
usual sidewalk meeting. From their

ner, or his wife's brother's son's con-

ranks, James rounded

firmation party --and they couldn't
possibly pay more. This type of agent

musicians. There

"Stop?" says the head-man. "Why
should you stop just when everybody's enjoying himself? Nah, nah,
stay another hour!"
This hour, of course, is apt to extend to two or three. Everyone has a
good time including the musicians,

—

who

collect their overtime.

Very seldom, however, do
play for minimum rates

cians

days.
rates

musithese

When
it

is

the boys do accept such
most likely the result of ex-

upon them
by a certain species of booking agent,
known to musicians as the "whiner
type." This fellow always has a conpert inveigling practiced

has been known to lose a client when,
at the end of an evening, the headman inadvertently has handed the

bandleader a check for six hundred
bucks for what was supposed, to be
(according to the agent) a $175 job.

How

do musicians break into band

business?
drift

into

As
it.

often as not, they just
Back in the Terrible

'Thirties, James and Paul Barry were
both studying law. To help pay for
their tuition, they organized little
bands which played at proms and
neighborhood dances. This proved so
profitable that they abandoned their
plans to become lawyers. Combining

forces,

—

hearsal;

so

up several good
was no time for rehe told them what they

CLUB DATE CHAMPS
would

play.

The

rest lay in the lap of

the gods.

Ordinarily, an audition is pretty
a cut-and-dried affair. This one
was destined to go down in musical

much

As the boys were tuning up,
Paul Barry, who plays the violin and
doubles on bass, accidentally dropped
the bass. It cracked wide open, and
the tony hotel manager did a marvelous double-take.
history.

The

audition

proceeded

without

further ado until the sax player, a
handsome, Van Johnson type, began
singing

"Too

Romantic."

James

Barry happened to look his way, and
promptly burst into wild, uncontrollable laughter. The romantic tenor
was doing his soulful solo in farmer's
rubbers that were two sizes too big!
James' unprofessional attack of the
was terminated somehow when
his turn came for an accordion solo
He lifted the instrument, pulled it
and the entire thing came
wide
apart in his hands!
giggles
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know you boys from somewhere?"
The Barry Brothers never enlightened
him.

Another

time,

someone with

a bet-

did trip them up. They
were booked for a one-night stand
ter

memory

into an exclusive Westchester beach

club as an authentic gypsy band. Accordingly, the boys first went to a

costumer and were outfitted in gypsy

They were billed
Barry
Gypsy Duo

garb.

—

—

as the

Yrrab

spelled back-

wards, of course
and everything
went according to plan until late in
the evening.

ated

Then

a

financier cam.e

somewhat inebriover and said:

"Stop the nonsense, fellows! I heard
the Barry Brothers at the Roosevelt
in New Orleans." After that, it was
strictly a request performance, with
the Barry Brothers ranging from

rhumbas

to hot jazz.

the strength of their reputation

Their attempts at disguise, which
have been dictated by necessity on
occasion, have been more successful
at other times. Once they were booked
into a high-class Borscht Circuit resort as "Los Hermanos," an authentic
rhumba band. With the aid of considerable pseudo-Spanish double-talk
on the bandstand, they got away with
it. Another time, they were billed as
"The Original Oldtimer's Trio from
Chicago," and came disguised with
fake beards, powdered grey hair,
synthetic wrinkles, and an amazing

with

repertoire of old-time songs.

—

That brought the audition to an
abrupt close and P. S. they didn't
(Afterwards, James
get the job.
learned that one of the musicians he
had picked up had playfully loosened
a
all the screws on his accordion
practical joke which cost the Barry
Brothers a job)'. But a little later, on

—

—

and
no audition whatsoever, they
were booked into that same hotel for
a four-week run. Their music proved
so popular that they stayed on for
seventeen weeks. The Barry Brothers
got quite a kick out of the hotel manager. Every now and then he would
scratch his head and say: "Don't I

To

this

audience remains blissfully
unaware that the eldest member of
day,

the

the sensational "oldtimer's trio"

under

was

thirty-five.

While

all

this

comes under

the

heading of honest deception and good
clean fun, band business is not with-

Su
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out its hazards, too. Talce the Bkrry
Brothers playing a clambake thrown
by the top executives of a nationallyknown concern. The picnic lasted several hours, during which the Barry
Brothers did their musical best while
the guests put away a ton of seafood
and assorted liquid refreshments. By
the time lunch was over, several of
the executives had reached the conclusion that the only way to settle an
argument, which threatened to disrupt the party, was to choose up sides
and play a baseball game.
Accordingly, the band was given
instructions, and the ball game started.
Standing right behind the catcher, the
Barry Brothers played "Take Me Out
To The Ball Game," "In The Good
Old Summer Time," and other rollicking tunes. James says he and Paul
never hit so many off-key notes as on
that afternoon. The pitcher, they dis-
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covered, never had learned that baseball and bourbon do not mix. The

boys were kept mighty busy dodging
wild pitches.
That very same night they played
a formal testimonial dinner tendered
a high-ranking admiral. The setting
was a Long Island mansion, a neat
little
shanty of some twenty-two
rooms. The boys played their most
dignified tunes until James, out of
sheer boredom, decided to throw in
an unscheduled Irish jig just to shake
the party out of its lethargy.
It
worked perhaps too well. Momentarily forgetting his dignity, the admiral
began hopping madly all over the
place. It seems the old boy had a drop

—

of Irish in his blood.

ask any musician, and he'll
you that band business is screwy

Yes,
tell

—

^but screwiest of all are the things

that

happen on

club-dates.

Rural Free Delivery
An

old Negro had just paid the last instalment on a small farm when the
who sold it to him said: "Well, Uncle Joe, I will make you a deed to
the farm now since it has been paid for."
"Boss," the old darkey replied, "If it am all the same to you I had much
rather you would give me a mortgage to de place."
The realtor, somewhat surprised said, "Uncle Joe, you don't seem to
know the difference between a mortgage and a deed."
realtor

"Well, maybe not," said Uncle Joe, "but I owned a farm once and I
deed and de Fust National Bank had a mortgage, and de hank got de
farm."

had

a

The Magic
ONE

OF THE

according to

Creek

most interesting

stories concerning the hidden powers of
transmitting station at Cartaret, New Jersey.
Franke, station supervisor, there is definitely more to

radio emanates from

And

"Casey's

of

Ed

WOR

s

radio than meets the ear.

In the vicinity of the station is a small tributary which the radio men
have dubbed "Casey's Creek." It seems that different kinds of music cause
various electrical frequencies which are transmitted to "Casey's Creek" by the
miles of underground wire. When a soprano manages to reach high "C" the
fish in the creek suddenly turn over and float belly-up. Apparently a soprano
creates frequencies which gives the water a soporific quality. "The fish seem
to get paralyzed," says the baffled Ed. "They simply can't move! Just lie
there still till the soprano stops her warbling. Then they roll over sleepily and
dive for the bottom."

Symphony music
them
drill.

has a military effect on the creek's population, causing
as though they were about to execute a close order
course they don't really march," admits Ed, sheepishly.

to line

"Of

A

up snappily

realistic radio

Ed

engineer,

nevertheless constantly

is

amazed

at radio's

hidden powers. Recently a few home owners, living in the vicinity of the
station, complained that they heard the station every time their water faucets
were turned on. It seems that the water picks up electrical energy as it flows
from the faucet to the drain, creating "singing water." Then there was the
farmer whose chicken-coop lights wouldn't turn off, resulting in greatly increased egg-production. The hens, thanks to the free current furnished by
the radio transmitter were put on a 24-hour shift.

What
3 3

station's

farmers

has really confounded
-acre tract.

jump

at the

Whatever

Ed
it

is

is,

what radio does
he opines,

it

is

for the grass on the
good, for neighboring

chance to graze their cows there. They claim their cows
produced by cattle grazing on other pastures!

yield milk twice as rich as that

One day last summer a man was found bathing his feet in one of the
ponds on the transmitter property. They approached the trespasser who informed them that the water would be able to cure a bad case of athlete's
foot. Upon investigation, it was found that the copper sulphate solution which
engineers

dump

into the

pond

is

a recognized

treatment for the ailment.

"Yes," says the affable Ed, "we've got our problems.
Malcolm Hyatt.
dull around 'Casey's Creek'?"

—

A

golfer trying to get out of a trap,
"The traps on this course are very
annoying, aren't they?"
"Yes," said the second golfer trying
"would you mind closing
to
putt,
said,

yours?"

Who

said life

is

WHO YOU

Careful

It's

it!

KISS

the germs who cause
Nasty little things.

by DEWITT WILCOX, M.D.

how
man

absurd that sounds when every
of experience knows that if he
stopped to take any precautions, he'd
never kiss! It's only because he gets
into a state of absolute blind

germ

staggers that he wants to kiss at

the germs which cause

It's

little

"A

is

mouth instead
Cyrano de Bergerac.

a secret told to the

of the ear."

—

it

all.

— nasty

things!

our present precautionary trend
continues, the time is not far distant
If

when

a lover will say to his sweet'

"Darling, I am going to kiss
you." (The sanitation laws requiring
him to give her from forty to sixty
seconds notice, on an operational
frequency). Then, taking a small vial
of collodian and a camel's hair brush
heart:

SOMjE

doctors

tell

us that

it

isn't

sanitary to kiss, but I can't whole
heartedly believe that anybody ever
kissed for sanitary reasons anyway.

We're

told

we may

that

measles or whooping cough
indiscriminately.
that

—merely

to

catch the
if

once told

I

make

we

my

kiss

wife

conversation,

understand. She laughed in a nasty
key and hazarded the opinion that
measles would be a picnic compared
to what I'd catch if ever she found

me

kissing indiscriminately. She al.m
mentioned that even pinching out-of'
wedlock would bring afflictions to
dwarf the epizootic diseases. That's
when I evolved a little proverb all
my own: "There are worse eruptions
than measles!"

We
septic

are

told

we must

precautions

before

take anti-

we

kiss;

from

his upper left vest (or kissing)
pocket, he will gently paint her Hps,
and his own. Finally, with that palpi'
tation of heartstrings born on high,

may

he

passionately impress a sticky

on her collodian. She may return
it,
provided this does not produce a
combined lip temperature greater than
92 degrees Centigrade (as specified

kiss

in

Article

graph

4-a;

39253,

Section

C,

Para-

Board of Health Kissing

Regulations of 1948).
Personally, I'd as soon be

Pyramus

Thibe through a chink in the
stone wall and running the risk of
stone bruise or chinkinitis, as to duck
kissing
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their mothers and fathers before them.
After all, how do they think their
mothers and fathers got to he mothers

exposure with the collodian type of
geriri'proof veneering.

Of

course,

baby-kissing

is

quite

and fathers?

from babe-kissing. (At a
nickel a word, one might as well labor
the obvious). Babies have everything
to lose by kissing, and nothing to
gain. I say, let them wait until they're
old enough to decide for themselves
whether the bliss is worth the risk,
then let them take their chances like
different

There's

serious

doubt

young man runs greater

that

an\'

risk in kiss-

ing his wife or sweetheart than he

does in eating her cooking. As to the
which the girl takes, women never

risk

have hesitated

.

.

.

"where duty

calls,

or danger."

Questions and Answers
"What

is College Bred, Pop?"
"College bread
a four year loaf made from the flavor of youth and the
i.s

old man's

dough

"

"Can you describe your assailant, lady?"
"Of course I can that's what he hit me for."

—

The woman

at

the insurance office inquired as to the costs, amounts paid,

etc.

"So," she finished, "if I pay $5, you pay me $1,000 if my house burns
down. But do you ask any questions about how the fire started?" When told
that a careful investigation would always be made the woman flounced toward
the door in disgust, saying,
"Just as I thought. I knew there was a catch in

it."

A
"Pop, what is a low brow?"
"A low brow, iny son, is a person who likes the funny papers, snappy
stories, girl shows and the like and doesn't mind saying so."
"And what's a high brow. Pop?"
"A highbrow, my son, is a low brow who won't admit it."

A
of

"So you deceived your husband, did you?" asked the judge gravely.
"On the contrary, your honor, he deceived mc. He said he was going out
town and he didn't go."

WHAT 3ur?
What

the Astors built an economic
empire upon, Missouri does well, too.

The

meant almost four
money.
It doesn't matter what his name
was for this boy has thousands of
counterparts throughout Missouri and
place.

pelts

dollars in spending

much

of the nation. Civilization

may

have pushed entirely across the continent, swallowing the Indians' hunting grounds and smudging rivers with
foul by-products, but the ancient
on just the same

its

art of trapping goes

shadow of big
concrete highways.
in the

by

literally milhons of doleach year to the farmers and pro-

fessional trappers of the United States
even in these years when the frontier

HE WAS

just an average Missouri
farmboy, probably still a student in the consolidated high school
the
had built a few years ago
in the nearby town, but as he came
up from the creek in the dusk of the
January afternoon he walked in the
shadow of the pioneers who pushed

PWA

civilization's frontier

westward across

the face of the Louisiana Purchase.

and a denim jacket
and the rifle he
carried under one arm was a single
shot .22 instead of the big bore guns
of the prairie days. But in his free
hand he carried the fresh pelts of a
overalls

instead of buckskin,

brace of muskrats.

The youth had been running

his

creek which sliced
across the back forty of his father's

trap line in

and near

Fur means

SAM SMITH

lars

He wore

cities

the

is

just a chapter in history books.

Since the beginning of history, fur
has been one of the most important
of nature's commodities as far as man
is concerned. Then it meant warmth
and life to the trapper. Nowadays, it
and
means luxury to its wearers
money in the pockets of farm boys
and professional woodsmen each year.
More than a century and a half ago
Louis was founded by French
St.
traders and that point became one of
the world's greatest fur markets. To-

—

day it still is a major market for that
commodity.
The French traders expanded westward along the rivers and from their
trading posts grew cities such as Kansas City and St. Joseph in Missouri.
Behind the French moved the bearded,
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sharp-eyed American plainsmen and
mountain men to search out the beaver
sign and swap trinkets with the Indians for bales of fur.

not an unusual harvest.
earlier, the state's fur
583,000 pelts. That was,
212,000 more than the

Behind them, in the parade of expansion, went the cavalry and the
Stars and Stripes and then it just was
a step to the era of settlement with its

Alaska produced in that year.

wagon

trains

fighting

Three years
was

harvest

incidentally,
territory

of

The

westward

against the Indians.

Fur, more than any other commodity, opened the West. Men fought
and killed for it, and in the world's
glittering cities women preened themselves in its luxury and men prized
their high quality beaver hats.

The Astors
on

pire

it

built an economic emand England spread its hold

into the farthest

recesses of

Canada

under the banner of the Hudson Bay
company.

When

Jefferson bought the terri-

from France

tory called Louisiana

in

he obtained
for the infant republic an area of
883,000 square miles. In 45 years of
this century, farm boys and trappers
of Missouri have taken furs valued at
one and one-half times that purchase

1803

for

$15,000,000,

from the creeks and ponds of
that one state.
price

The average

with an all too
vague knowledge of our national history,

associates

citizen,

the

era

of

the

fur

trapper and mountain men with a vast
vacant land and believes that with its
settlement we turned to the recesses
of Russia, Alaska and Canada for our
supply.

Then

listen to this:

In a six-week-

long trapping season in 1944-45 Missouri trappers alone took almost 580,000 pelts, valued at $807,000. It was

higher in value but it is an eye-opener
compare the figures on the harvest.

1

to

Missouri, first state carved out of
Louisiana Purchase and "queen

I

the

mother of the west" in the days when
the trails stemmed from Independence
and Westport, consequently provides

i

1

picture of pres

a fair cross section

ent-day fur production.
Its cities

,

of pioneer fur men,

its settlers

moved

1]

and trails marked by
and today they still
the voyageurs

up the

rivers

n

harvest.

Another surprising

fact

is

that the

comes
from the northern part of the state,
where the corn grows on the rolling
prairie just as it docs a few miles

best portion of Missouri's fur

that

i
i

Missouri has an excellent conserva'
tion commission which can supply the
current picture because it is helping
constantly to preserve the furbcarcrs
and make possible the continuing

in

n

—

are taking fur.

north

:

followed the trading posts

"tall

corn

state

of

WHAT
Iowa," rather than from the lonely
spaces of the Ozarks which cover a
big part of southern Missouri.

The Missouri

conservation commission estimates that at least 80 per cent
of the state's fur harvest is taken by
farmers. They've learned that the

FUR?
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only when it is in prime condition
during a short mid- winter season.

What is true in Missouri is true
throughout the country. In Kansas,
flat ''breadbasket" state of the
country, fur is taken annually in all
parts and rough estimates indicate

the

water pro-

that farm boys of that state receive

vide excellent muskrat water and provides crayfish, mussels and frogs for
coons and mink.

a quarter of a million dollars for their

ponds theV

built for stock

The commission keeps

a close eye

on furbearers. In 1940, after the coon
population hit a severe low, the commission and the coon hunters got together, approved a reduced open season, a bag limit and a program of

harvest every year.
Missouri's fur

figures

include

gion those pelts are not of suitable
quality. Last year 1 1 ,000 mink were
taken in the state, worth about $10.50
per pelt. In states farther to the north,
rabbit

and squirrel

pelts

make up a
North

habitat restoration.

big part of the annual harvest.

That year 11,000 coons were taken.
In 1945, a total of 40,000 was bagged.

Dakota

The same

picture applies to musk-

fur producer.
Relief from the drought of the Thir-

and improvement and expansion

of water

areas

resulted

in

a

much

better population of muskrat.

Stated simply,
lions of dollars

we still produce
worth of fur in

nation yearly because

we have

1,403,233 pelts in
1,117,256 of them jack-

rabbit hides.

The boy who came up from

the

creek with those two muskrat pelts
learned how to set his traps from his

and he from his father. Under
we have learned to use
encourage furbearers and to pre-

father,

the methods
mil-

to

this

serve them, he'll be able to pass the

learned
to cultivate it as a crop, to care for
it properly and to permit its harvest

A

taking

1942 with

rats, the state's biggest

ties

no

rabbit nor squirrel. In the central re-

along to his son and
be game for his rifle and fur-

knowledge
there'll

bearers for his traps.

farm hand took his girl out for a buggy ride and nine miles out in the
country the horse dropped dead. "Oh dear." sighed the girl, "and I am so
tired." "Suppose I give you a nice kiss," said the farm hand, "that will put
life in you." "In that case," answered his date, "you'd better kiss the horse."

Hitch Your Wagon
ABRAHAM
"Friends

LINCOLN

me in
House." William Howard
put

the

said:

White

to

Never intrude on a busy man's time.
Never neglect your personal appear-

Taft held
highest
in
positions
the
United States President, Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court, Secretary, State
Department
not because of exceptional ability, other men had far greater
talents, but because he had learned the
knack of getting-on with people.

your load.

Would you be successful? Happy?
Make an outstanding contribution to

Watch

the

three

—
—

mankind?
Discover,

your

at

possible

earliest

age, your great gift, a talent that is
distinctly your own. Everyone has one.
Develop the gift and use it to the

ance.

Never delay paying your bills.
Never shift responsibility. Hold up
Never become angry when thwarted.
Never gossip unwisely.
Never overstay your visit. Be alert.
for signals.

Never linger at the door.
Never indulge in personalities.
Never boast about how much money
you make, how much you spend for
this or that.

Never elbow your way

utmost.

Probe your

Go

all

moderate

in

Face them.

faults.

out to correct them.

Guard your
all

Star

a

health; be

things.

Never flatly contradict anyone.
Never belittle a competitor.
Never yield to a sudden impulse.
Never boast about yourself. Nothing
stamps you as ill-bred like selflaudation.

Never

Never use common

past others.

slang.

Never assume

authority.

Never

stand

to

fail

up when you

should.

Never speak
Never

in

Never interrupt
Never

too loud a voice.

force an opinion.

greet

a

person speaking.

strangers

with

undue

familiarity.

shout,

not

even

over

the

Never show impatience when

you

telephone.

have

Never bore your friends with wearisome tales.
Never make the same blunder the

Never complain about anything, not
even the weather.

second time. Correct your blunder instantly and resolve never to do it again.

lovable.

Humiliation

is

to wait.

Remember;

to be loved

—John

you must be

Warington.

an emotion caused by suddenly shrinking to our normal

proportions.

A

chip on the shoulder always indicates that there

is

wood higher

up.

FIRST

LADY OF THE

Okeati-e

Helen Hayes has an "Oscar
she

prefers

the

legitimate

EVEN

before Helen Hayes portrayed royalty on the stage as
Mary of Scotland and Victoria of
I
England, she has been given the title
of First Lady of the American Theatre.

Critics

and columnists have been

trying for years to bestow the title
upon Miss Hayes or Katharine Cornell,

by

because both actresses have been

ABNER

KLIPSTEIN

seen by huge numbers of people, posgreat drawing power and have
done more than anyone else in recent
keep the theatre alive
years
to
throughout the country. It is notable
that neither Helen Hayes nor Katharine Cornell have shown any interest

sess

in the controversy; in fact,
tresses
is

would

such a

both ac-

like to forget that there

title.

played
123
Regina"
weeks on Broadway and in some forty-five cities on a coast-to-coast tour.
"Victoria

did a gross business of over three
million dollars. In all but two of the
cities, the play broke local box-office
It

records

—records which,

in every city

were to be broken a few years later
when Miss Hayes went on tour portraying "Harriet."

In the many years she spent in
theatre
she made her professional debut at the tender age of
eight
Helen Hayes has become a
past mistress of the art of make-up.
Her highly developed technique along

—

the

—

that line, though a

minor accomplishment compared to her superb gifts

as

an

actress,

has been an invaluable

aid in the projection of a

of roles.

Her current

"Happy

Birthday,"

wide variety

starring vehicle,
is

the

first

role

Miss Hayes an
opportunity to appear in modern
dress. One of the most difficult problems in make-up which she has had
in five years to give

was that presented by the role of the Queen in
"Victoria Regina,"- in which she had
to age from Prince Albert's young
bride to the dowager Empress. She
achieved such a complete transformation in her facial contours that many
in her audiences found it hard to believe that the lovely young girl in the
to solve in her career

opening parts of the play and the
majestic old lady in the final scenes

were portrayed by the same

To
the

actress.

create a facial resemblance to

Queen

in her old age,

Miss Hayes

S.
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Drew and Wil-

her dentist make two guttapercha supports to be sUpped inside
the cheeks. They were soon discarded
because they proved uncomfortable
and interfered with the clarity of her

our times, from John

speech.

ence," "Bab,"

Charles Laughton, the British actor,
then suggested the use of half an apple in each cheek, a device he had
tried in "Henry VIII." For a while
Miss Hayes played the part in this
manner but she found that the pieces
of apple softened quickly, and she
was constantly tempted to swallow
part of her disguise.

Moderns," "Dancing Mothers," "Co-

had

The

final solution

was Miss Hayes'

own

idea. For the rest of the long run
of "Victoria Regina" she used two
wads of absorbent cotton moistened

The

Some of the plays in which Miss
Hayes has appeared include "Clar-

"To

the Ladies,"

quette," "Petticoat Influence,"

Good

"Mary

Fairy,"

of

"We
"The

Scotland,"

"Ladies and Gentlemen," "Candle in
Wind," "Victoria Regina" and
"Harriet." She won an "Oscar" for
her motion picture performance in

the

"The Sin of Madelon Claudet," and
followed it with a highly praised performance as the young nurse in "Farewell to

Arms." In

spite of these suc-

stage

though

country.

experience of Helen
she is not so old,
bridges the period between the extrav'
aganzas of Weber and Fields and the

modern

and

Price

Miss Hayes has not
deserted the legitimate stage. After a
lengthy run on Broadway, the star
generally goes on a tour of the

with a liquid antiseptic.

Hayes,

liam Gilette to Vincent
Louis Jean Heydt.

theatre.

At

the age of eight, she appeared
with and under the management of

two famous comedians in "Old
Dutch." In the show, too, were John
Bunny, Vernon Castle and Ada
Lewis, and Victor Herbert conducted
in the pit. On the opening night,
Lillian Russell and Diamond Jim
Brady in all their splendor watched
the performance from a stage box.
On her way home from the premiere,
little Helen blithely skipped up Broadway, making and throwing snowballs
the

cesses

in

films.

Miss Hayes' continued loyalty
the

stage

is

partly

attributable

to
tc

movie producers' proclivity for type
casting. Now that Miss Hayes hatriumphantly played Queen Victoria
and the aging Harriet Beechcr Stowc,

Hollywood understands that sh^
knows how to play old ladies, and
she has had some fabulous offers for
pictures. One recently was made by
a producer who wanted her to play
a grandmother. Miss Hayes mildly
protested that she was tired of playing old women and would like to do
another contrasting role for a change.
movie producer demonstrated

as she went.

The

Since that memorable evening, Miss
leading men have included
virtually all the important actors of

that Hollywood too, can be flexible.
"O. K." he said. "In this picture we'll
make grandma young."

Hayes'

NARROW GAUGE PopJarit^
Junior width films carrying light
friendship to the entire world.

of

educational

and

entertainment

films for exhibition in the remote cor-

ners of the

World

is

Arthur M. Loew,

president of Loew's International and

M-G-M
is

to

International Films. His plan

employ mobile

units,

special

with projectors and screens
that can be put up on fifteen minutes'

trucks

notice and

by WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

show the various types of
where theatres do not

films in places
exist.

UP

few years before the war
much had been said about visual
education. Little was done, however,
until the war was well under way and
then the Army showed what could
to a

be accomplished with a well-organized
program of narrow-gauge film, principally pictures produced for trainees

and the peoples of Europe for whom
we had a message of vital importance
to get over. There is no question that
the

messages brought

home

to

the

and the peoples abroad were
effective. So much so that the numerous interests in the motion picture
business who had given up their jobs
to make the Army's program a farreaching one now are destined to
keep up the good work and further
the educational program with entertrainee

tainment subjects.

One

of

the

first

executives to launch a

The films will be made in the
language of the country where they
are to be shown. The men who will
be in charge of these mobile units,
none of whom are American, are being trained for their jobs. They are
being brought to the United States
from all parts of the world for an
eight week course, which includes all
phases of production, exhibition and
schooling in the handling of projec
tors under varying circumstances.

Loew was among the important film
men who gave up his job to coordinate the Army's program and is convinced that his new undertaking will
do more in goodwill for Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer and

United States

way

of profits.
Schools, churches
tions in

motion picture
16mm program

the

than he can ever expect in the

all

and other

institu-

countries that can benefit

by the 16mm films to be produced
under Loew's setup will also get the

S.
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pictures, provided they meet requirements that do not conflict with normal

and are well pleased with the progress

established exhibition marts.

Arthur Rank, who controls most
of the theatres and production in

made

so far.

J.

Numerous inquiries already have
reached Loew. For instance in North
Sweden, where winters are very long,
the Swedish government has been
anxious to secure a mobile unit to
entertain
the habitants and have
them remain at home manning the
mines instead of leaving their cities
for other forms of divertisment. Already a Swedish private enterprise, in
collaboration with the government,
has set aside 500,000 crowns (close
to $100,000) for the purchase of portable projectors.

From Palestine, too, has come a
request for the new type educationentertainment unit for servicing farm
communities.
Swiss trade unionists want cultural
on the United States for their
meetings: material on American inshorts

dustry,

housing.

Turkey has

educational

gauge

subjects

sociological

also

and on

requested

on the narrow
Chung-King has asked

subjects

film.

for such pictures as

"Young Tom

Edi-

"Edison the Man," and others
on 16mm for use in schools on a nonson,""

profit basis.

The

Ministry of
France recently voted
for

showing

of

a

Education in
special budget

16mm

subjects

in

5,700 auditoriums in 1946. The country will produce most of the pictures
to he shown, but in addition a number of American subjects which lend
themselves to the program the Ministry has in mind also will be exhibited.

Great Britain
started

16mm

and

Canada have

educational

programs

England, some time ago inaugurated
Saturday morning shows in

special

many of his theatres. These morning
shows have the specific purpose of
showing educational films and touch
upon every conceivable

subject.

In the United States there are

churches

and

more

today using
16mm educational films than ever before.
Special companies have been
formed to produce the types of films
schools

preferred by these institutions. Some
use devotional and others educational
films.

Within the

past year approximately
independent producing and distributing companies of 16mm films
took root in the United States. These
companies provide subjects for large
industrial firms as well as churches
and schools.
Recently formed in New York was
the Protestant Film Commission for
fifty

NARROW GAUGE POPULARITY
the production of narrow gauge films

made

with pledges from Methodists, South;
ern Baptists, Presbyterians, Episco-

pilots

palians

and Northern

operating in the

YWCA,

and

move

are the

YMCA

and

other

national

for training ushers

All in all, the 16mm has become an
important instrument in educating the
people all over the world, showing

Cathedral Films and Audio Visual
Devotional Films Aids and Post Picture Corp., the latter with twentynine Hymnalogues in its library, has
been serving many Sunday schools
with specialized subjects.

been

them how
angle

and make

as

life

worth

the entertainment

concerned the best of the
have been reduced to

films

the small size since the
gain in circulation as

war and

mobile unit idea.
Visual education

is

a step in

of

creating

among

all

a

better

understanding

the peoples of the world.

Remember

to

you cannot win, make the one ahead of you break the record.

What

the future holds for us depends on what

Little girls

'todays"

make

want an

'high

we

hold for the future.

winning tomorrows'.

all-day sucker; big girls

want one

just for the evening.

A
People who haven't time to stop at grade crossings always find time to
attend the funeral.

A
No

rotton stone or cracked beam was ever laid in the edifice of any man's
character that he did not put there with his own hands.

A
Makes no
thinks the store

difference what
is

losing

money.

it

is,

a

the

Bravo to the men who
had the foresight to use this means
right direction.

Northrup and Consolidated Vultee

Hard working

will

new avenues

open up with the expansion of the

narrow width
and newone large in'

comers. For instance,
surance company made a special subject on detecting forged money and
counterfeit checks. Lockheed, Boeing,

If

is

35mm

film for educating employes

Things

to live

Insofar

living.

industrial corporations have

employing the

and other person-

nel.

groups.

Many

few shorts on training
and engineers. Some theatres

quite a

have even used the small sized film

Co-

Baptists.
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woman

will

buy everything on which she

The Battle
FEW

Westport

of

KANSAS CITY

people realize that their peaceful Country Club Plaza
of today was once the scene of the bloodiest battle of the Civil
this same ground which is today covered by
War west of the Mississippi.
a beautiful and unique business section. Confederate General Sterling Price's
army was annihilated by two Union armies on October 23, 1864, just 82 years
district

On

ago.

After this last battle of the Civil War on Missouri
Kansas City was a young river town of only 38,000, Price
with only tattered renmants of his once powerful army.

soil,

fought

fled into

when

Arkansas

Price figured that a break-through in Kansas City would mean the capture of Fort Leavenworth, a move that would cut off the entire west, and
might possibly divert troops from the sorely pressed eastern front.
Price's army of 10,000 drove into Fredcrickstown, Missouri and proceeded up the Mississippi to menace St. Louis. However, a massing of Union
troops discouraged that idea, and Price decided to drive west. The Missouri
Volunteers, under General Pleasanton, came out of St. Louis in hot pursuit.

As

the armies passed Jefferson

and gained strength from the

Federals drew closer to Price
pressed into service.

City, the

Home Guards

While this was going on the Kansas Volunteers under General Curtis
moved an army of 15,000 into Kansas City and Shawnee Mission and prepared
for a stand. First action took place at Lexington, Missouri, when Curtis sent
a small band of "feelers" against Price. The Union boys were quickly driven
back.
In Kansas City a line of earthworks was thrown
the Big Blue River, several miles east of the city.

up along the bank of

Price drove through and reached a point on the high ground just south
of the Plaza. The Kansas army under Curtis took up positions in the valley
that is now the Plaza while the Missouri general and his 6,500 troops held
forth on a line near Troost avenue.

Came Sunday morning, October 23, and Price charged down the hill.
In the meantime Pleasanton and his Missourians began a drive from their
Troost line. Price succeeded in gi.tting one company north .icross Brush Creek,
but they were quickly driven back, with the Federals following up the hill.
Price fell back to 51st. then to 63rd Street, with the Missourians ramming him
from the east and the Kansas troops from the north. The retreat became a
rout and the roads were clogged with disorganized troops moving south. After
dark the two armies broke off and the battle of Westport ended in a complete
victory for the North.
Compared to Gettysburg in the East, the battle of Westport ended the
Confederates' challenge west of the Mississippi.

An

accurate count of casualties in the battle was never made, since
army was disintegrated and the Kansas-Missouri forces disbanded.
However, historians estimate that over 1,000 men lost their lives in the
thice day battle and many more thousands were wounded. —John Harvey.
Price's
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"In the Beginning"

By

R.

S.

(SWEDE) Knowlson

YEARS

and years and years ago,
years have gone in aviation,
Lguis Edward Holland (Lou to you)
was engaged in conversation with the
as

Henry F. McElroy, then city
manager of Kansas City.
As almost anyone might suspect,
the conversation had to do with avi'
ation.
More especially the talk was

late

about a municipal airport for Kansas
City.

"No one

but a damn fool would
remarked the then city manager.
"Why do we need an airport?"

fly,"

Fortunately Mr. Holland did not
way. In justice to all concerned, it also should be related that
Judge McElroy if he really did feel
soon got safely
that way at the time
over the idea. That is one little bit
of history in connection with the
Kansas City airport.
feel that

—

—

according to my assignment,
this is to be somewhat of an aeronautical history of Lou Holland.
I
already have told him of that assignment and have warned him he'd better
move before it is too late. At first
he thought it might be a good idea.
But,

"But on second thought," he added,
I'll stick around regardless.

"I guess

I've weathered some pretty tough
storms in my time and maybe I can
stand this one. You're not half as
tough as you'd like to be."

All of which indicates that Mr.
Holland knows what he's talking
about. There are just a heck of a lot
of persons who understand that and
it
is
one good reason why today,
among many other things, he is the
chairman of the mayor's aviation adboard. It also is why those
hold forth, or hold anything
else in the City Hall lend an attentive
ear when our Mr. Holland speaks.
visory

who

The Holland conversation with
Judge McElroy did much to bring
about a municipal air base for this

community. Subsequent Holland conversations with

many other men also
much for Kansas

have accomplished

Mind

City.

you,

ments have not
Far from it.

Of

all

these

accomplish'

been in aviation.

course you've been in the main
City post office building.

Kansas

Who knows? You may even have
bought a stamp there. Anyway, somC'
where in that big structure is another
of those very blase', but not so subtle
inscriptions
which says something

32
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about this building having been erect'
ed in the administration of F.D.R.
An even more fitting inscription
would read something like this:
"Lou Holland had this structure
assured for Kansas City before the
passage of the federal bill which
authorized this and other post offices."
Mr. Holland can tell you the story.
Yes, and he can tell you plenty more
of things done out of aviation as well
as in it. But this is supposed to do
with Mr. L.E.H. and a smattering of
the part he has played here in aeronautical development.
The word "smattering" is used ad'
visedly. For Lou Holland has had a
municipally inclined finger in so many
aeronautical pies having to do mostly
with Kansas City, that it is not possible
to cover each in this issue.

Without,

I

company payroll. And to
what do you think that payroll
amounts here? It is in excess of H
the annual

just

million dollars.

In addition to
tinent Airlines

is

T.W.A., Mid-Conalso based in

Kansas

City, with general offices in the Waltower building. About half of their
1,500 employes are based here. Kansas

City

is

also served

by Braniff

Inter-

national, with headquarters in Dallas,

and Continental Airlines,
from Denver and the west.
It's

flying

in

hard to believe, but between

the rising and setting of the sun over
Kansas City, there is a total of iVo

and departures of scheduled
by four major companies.
In addition, there are several hundred
arrivals

air

liners

non-scheduled

flights.

becoming too enno hesitancy

think,

thusiastic, this writer has

in stating that the highly important

presence of the T.W.A. headquarters
base at Kansas City constitutes a distinct monument to the tireless and
persistent

efforts

betterment of

As
ways

of L.E.H.

this

how much

to
this

for

the

community.
better in certain

community has become

be-

cause the T.W.A. base is here
Well, consider this: As of almost
right now, the air line concern employs 6,283 persons here.
That is
more than one-third of the total number of persons it employs in its worldwide organization.
.

has been estimated officially by
that there is an average of
three persons for every T.W.A. famIt

T.W.A.
ily at

must

Kansas City. That means there
be 18,849 men, women and

children in this city

who depend upon

All this of course, keeps the contower pretty busy, but they
handle the traffic like clock work.
Since the first of June it has been
an airport rule that all planes using
the Municipal as a base must be
equipped with a radio receiving set.
Thus all takeoff and landing instructrol

tions arc flashed

by

radio, rather than

MAN
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the west and the Burlington, et

fusing red and green lights.

on the east, it is less than 4,000
and seldom used by commercial

The government weather bureau

is

his choice of several predictions,

Although such modern gadgets are
from the pioneer days when
Lou Holland and his associates finaa far cry

gled the

first

air

mail run through

here, the gadgets are here,

and

in use.

The one we refer to particularly is the
"Ground Approach Control Unit,"
an aid to blind flying.
Probably as you are reading this,
T.W.A. check pilots will be checking
out their younger and less experienced
brethren on the rather mysterious art
of

blind

approaches,

landings,

and

takeoffs.

One

side of the cockpit,

where the

student pilot sits, is completely hooded, thus shutting out all view of the
ground. His sole guide to safe landings is a dial on the instrument panel
which tells whether or not he is on
the glide path. It signals with colors,
blue and amber, as to whether he is
veering one way or the other.
Of
course there's more to it than that,
but you have the general idea.

As

3-

hey

rl
-lit

;in!

It

nii

jiai

I
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the old'fashioned and sometimes con-

operated in the administration build'
ing, making it convenient for fliers
to obtain weather information first
hand. Moreover, the airlines operate
their own weather bureaus, and there
have been occasions where a pilot had

i

MONTH

metropolitan

airports

go,

the

al.,

feet
air-

liners.

However, Lou Holland had this
in mind years ago and it still
and that is the
holds good today
proven fact that Kansas City's Municipal airport is nearer to the downtown business district than any other
airport in any metropolitan city in
the United States. And that claim includes Boston, which has an airport
fact

.

—but

not

nearly

.

.

quite

downtown.
The number of
varies from time to

—

as

close

to

private operators
time, but the field

A

hemmed

recent
in with hangars.
revealed that 165 privately
owned airplanes are based at the
Municipal. Add that number to the
is

count

and somevery nearly blackens the sky.

daily gist of visiting ships

times

it

From his office at 816 Locust
Lou Holland can look out over

street,

Kansas City rooftops on this wonderWith the important role
Lou has played, he should indeed feel
very proud of it all.
Lou Holland has been an aeronautical booster for Kansas City throughout more than a score of years. Today
he remains one of the city's, indeed
one of the country's, greatest air
travelers. His is an abiding faith in
aircraft and airlines. His also is an
ful layout.

abiding

faith

in

the

capabilities

Kansas City Municipal is a fine layout.
The long runway, north and
south, stretches out 5,209 feet. The

those

next longest runway is the northeastsouthwest strip, which is 5,049 feet
long. The east-west runway is something we don't like to talk about,
Hemmed in by the Missouri River on

that Kansas City can thank

of

who fly, not only the airlines,
but who fly period. He knows many
of them. Many of them know him.
From where I sit, it seems to me

—

Mr. Holland any time it wishes for the fact
that it received its first air mail; that

-

S,
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was placed on an air mail
once borrowed $10 from Lou
Holland. Whereat he remarked
"It's the little personal touch that
this

city

route.

I
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Mr. Holland
Kansas City's
mail service was inaugurated

personal touch" of our

was put
first air

May

to

good

use.

12, 1926.

counts!"

was the

"little personal touch"
counted, too, in the matter of
Kansas City being placed on its first
In this case it was
air mail route.
applied by Mr. Holland, except that
he applied it for Kansas City rather
than in his own behalf.
It

that

Along about 1924

the

Commerce had heard
service

was

to be

Chamber

that

expanded

air

of

mail

in these

Through the high Holland position in the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, Lou

United

States.

had had many and intimate contacts
with officials high in the post office
department at Washington. He can
tell you the why and wherefore of
those contacts if he wishes. I beg to
be excused from attempting to do so.

Anyway, because

of those contacts,

Holland was asked to take up at
Washington the matter of air mail for
Kansas City. Accordingly, he went to
the top of the postal heap, the post-

master general, Harry

S.

"See Henderson," said
is

New.
New. "He

the second assistant postmaster gen-

He handles air mail. He
veloped night air mail. He is the
eral.

de-

man

to talk to."

Holland went to Henderson. The
was, and is. Col. Paul Henderson, who subsequently became the
head of Kansas City's first air transport organisation. National Air Transport. Henderson gave to Holland a
few valuable pointers on how to go
about circumventing a substantial
amount of crimson tape. The "little
latter

It

interesting,

is

connection to

know

I

think,

Henderson contact of that day

warmed

rapidly

in

that

that the Holland

into

a

in

1924

prevailing

friendship.

"And
ing,

it

hasn't

certainly has been prevail-

Lou?"

it,

I

asked him a

few days ago.
"Yes, it certainly has," he said. "It
has been one of the finest friendships,

I

think,

between any two men."

There are not very many things
finer than a lasting friendship.

Your

airport correspondent, sitting quietly

on the sidelines so far as this HollandHenderson friendship is concerned,
has seen much of it and certainly has
admired, if not envied it. Perhaps the
mellowness of oncoming old age (on
the part of this writer) adds to that
idea, but, whatever the reason, I think
the mutual understanding, the tolerance and the will to do for each other
between these two men is something
worth applying in any relationship.
It is the hope of this writer that
whoever may read this will forgive
the seeming already mentioned mel-

MAN
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lowness in regard to Lou Holland. I
have had the pleasure of knowing him
many years. That is why I had no
hesitancy in replying in the affirmative when I was asked to write an
item for "SWING" regarding this

MONTH

Lou Holland has done
and eventually
changed his mind. But invaaably the
mind -changing process has had to
be based upon really worthwhile

own

investigating

evidence.
I

interest in aviation

error,

i2;ed his

his

gentleman.

Lou Holland's

35

have no apology to make for

all-too-brief sketch of Louis

goes far beyond his interest in the

Holland.

matter of air mail for Kansas City.
Years before his meeting with Paul
Henderson he was flying about the
world, not because it was essential to
his business, but because he believed
in air travel as a means of getting

from where I
a book. There

from point
it

in

then
it

to point.

—about

1920

He

believed in

— and he believes

now.

From

all

pression that Mr. Holland has not
made mistakes. Who hasn't? Remember what the Quaker said;

"Everybody's queer but thee and
sometimes thee is a little

me and
queer!"

The Quaker might have added
that

it's

also

Someday Kansas City may realize
what its potential is in aviation.
Today there is little indication that

just

Kansas City does

turtle.

realize

that possi-

you prefer, that potential.
does come to realize just how

bility, or, if
it

much

of a part it can play in this
business of the air, this more or less

who also has had
disagreements with his good friend,
Lou Holland, hopes that this community may recognize the part that Mr.
Holland has played in this city's aeronautical development.

literary disquieter,
his

better to turn 'round than to

Mr. Holland has done
just that upon many occasions. It is
the smart man, it has been said, who
realizes his mistakes and who is governed accordingly. Once having realturn

looking at the character
sit, I think he is worth
is not that much space

here, of course.

When
of this do not get the im-

Still

this

Edward

If,

when and how

ognized

—

that part
there will

is

rec-

be a
permanent mcjnument erected here to
well,

,

memory of a man and
who has done much and
Louis Edward Holland.

the everlasting
a

gentleman

said

little

—

,

THE
•

Bill

fly

"The

J4i^li

Gremp says: "Don't tell me you can't
... You can drive an automobile can't you?"

two-control,

s^iit

proof

two-place, post-war Ercoiipe, in the

opinion of

its

manufacturers, has a

more widespread ownership among
the consumer class of private
owners than any other private plane

m

ROAD

"The riwh is on to feed and
groom the private airplane. Some
25,000 of these little smgle-engme
planes buzzed in American s}{ies at
the start of this year. The total is
expected to soar to 100,000 by the

end of

the mar\et.

spoke the
SOFlying
in

its

magazine
issue

Private

of Septem-

J

947."

SO nalspoke

the

Wall

in its issue of

Street JourAugust 29.

1946.

ber 23, 1946.

You can accordingly assume that
much heralded Air Age for Mr.

and bravery. Airplanes at
were far from foolproof, and

cial talents

the

that time

and Mrs. Joe Doaks is not just around
the corner but is, on the other hand,
here today right in our laps. Leading
exponent in the realm of private flying in America is Parks Aircraft Sales
Service, Inc., headed by Oliver L.
Parks, eminent aeronautical authority

before a man could learn to be a pilot,
it was necessary for him to be indoctrinated in an extensive period ot
training, based on coordination be-

of St. Louis, Missouri. It is significant
that Mr. Parks' organization is exclu-

media two of them operated by the
hands and one, by the feet. In such a
procedure of piloting it has always
necessary that
and remains
been
the pilot coordinate his aileron and
elevator contnils (operated by a stick
or wheel with his hands) with his
rudder control (operated by two foot
pedals with his feet).
One thing was needed to remove
private flying from the professional
to the amateur stage; one thing was
needed to convert personal aviation

—

sive distributor for the

most modern

plane yet designed, the Ercoupe, in
seven midwcstern states. It is equally
significant that Mr. Parks regards his
base at Kansas City one of the greatest
key operations in private flying anywhere. But behind all of this there is
a story.

Up

until

recent

years

flying

was always regarded
Herculean task requiring some

airplane

as

an
a

espe-

tween his feet and his hands. For, as
you probably know, the average airplane

has

—

—

three

principal

—

control

il

—

J-
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GREMP,

Parks Aircraft and General Manager of Kansas City
Ercoupe in business with Mr. Ralph DeVoll, a Bendix
Radio Representative, who covers the United States in an Ercoupe.
BILL

Vice-President of

Base, discusses the use of an

into a tangible factor within the easy

grasp of Mr. and Mrs. America. That
thing was simplification, which brings
up the next part of the story.
In 1943, Mr. Parks visited the plant
of Engineering and Research Corporation, Riverdale, Maryland, and
found that this firm had designed an
airplane with simplified controls. It
is quite possible that if he had not
expressed such a keen personal interest in this airplane, the

we know

Ercoupe

as

today would never have
bloomed into full life. Because it was
through his enthusiasm for this airit

plane and through the cooperation of
the factory that the present-day Ercoupe was marketed.
Thus, a milestone in aviation was
reached through the joint efforts of a
distinguished manufacturer and a de-

termined leader in aviation. The results can now be studied at first hand.
At Municipal Airport in Ka.nsas City,
for instance, the Parks organi::ation
is represented by one of its extraor-

and far-sighted viceD. Gremp. Under
Mr. Gremp's supervision, more Erdinarily capable

presidents, Willis

coupes are taken

to

the

sky every

I

|

j

November, 1946

Swin^
day.

And

who

the people

are flying

them are not pilots as such. They
are, on the other hand, civic leaders,
business men, students, housewives,
etc. These people, in turn, are pilots
in the sense that they

and

control

extreme

their airplanes;

they

utility

through
things

use

confidence

in

and the pleasure and
currently

are

of

have complete

their

phenomenal

getting

Ercoupes

are

to behold.

The

reasons are three' fold:

(1)

The Ercoupe can be

piloted by

anyone who can drive an automobile,
mainly because of its simplified control and because of the fact that
people

who

operate

it

are not required

to learn coordination; the coordination
IS,

of course, actually built into the

(2)
It is,

The Ercoupe

is

mainly because

the ultimate in
it

is

spinproof.

for that matter, certified as being

spinproof by the United States Government, and It enjoys the distinction
of being the only spinproof airplane
being delivered today.
•
(3) The Ercoupe is not only sold,
but also serviced by the vast network
comprising the Parks organization.
This means the Ercoupe is always kept
in apple-pie order, and that tremendous service advantages are available
for those persons who conduct their
operations from a Parks base. Mr.
Parks set his standards high and has
endeavered to supply the owners of
personal planes with every possible
aid and convenience.

A

Parks base at Kansas
City is more convincing than any
words. There the Ercoupe can be examined at first hand. You will find
trip to the

it

private license, which entitles

any and

him

to

privileges except carrying

all

passengers for money.

By

the same token, a further in-

vestigation

reveals

that

many hun-

dreds of people within flying distance
of Kansas City are saving time and
reaping rich rewards in pleasure in
their Ercoupes, principally on crosS'
country flights. Ercoupers go everywhere by that greatest short cut in
the world

—

through the sky.
amazing to find out how many
small communities have airports, airparks, or landing strips. Recently Mr.
Gremp and an official from the home
office of the Parks organization toured
the state of Kansas, and even they
were surprised to learn of the tremendous utility being afforded to farmers
and to ranchers through the use of
It is

airplane.

safety,

because of its tricycle landing
is guided on the ground like
an automobile. You will find, also,
that the Ercoupe can be soloed in a
period averaging five hours. After an
average of twenty hours of solo in
an Ercoupe, a person can obtain a
that

gear

Ercoupes. To such people the
personal airplane has virtually revolu-

their

tionized their lives.

Typical

Lund who

example
lives

is

near

Mr.

Bernard

Dodge

City,

Kansas. He goes from one of his
ranches to another about once a week,
a distance v^^hich is approximately 50
miles by air and at least 65 miles by
road. "The air trip generally takes me
between 25 and 30 minutes, but the

by automobile takes three
Mr. Lund declares. "Mrs.
Lund and I do all our shopping by

same

trip

hours,"

he added. They shop at Plains,
Kansas, 30 miles from his Dodge City

air,''

W. D. (BILL) GREMP, Vice-President of Parks
Manager of the Kansas City Base.

At

ranch.

Plains the airport

is

only

away from the general
store. "It is naturally much easier and
much faster and much more fun,"
three blocks

Lund.

says
it's

safer.

"Also,
Actually,

am

I

their

holiday trips and for business
From all over the Parks sys'

&

Service, Inc.,

and General

Ercoupes by themselves and Ercoupes in mass flights, journey to such

tern

spots as

New

Orleans, Florida,

York, Wisconsin,

New

etc.

The Air Age

convinced

would rather
than go to town in an
I

take a licking
automobile over those dirt roads."
Utility and pleasure of the Ercoupc
are, of course, not confined to the
wide open spaces. Kansas Citians are
using Ercoupes more every day for
jaunts.

Aircraft Sales

it

is

The

is not only here, but
here for Mr. and Mrs. America.
airplane is taking its place along-

side

the

automobile

American mode of

as

a

typically

Yet the
and more

travel.

air-

newer, faster,
cinating than any other

fas-

plane

is

medium

of

transportation.

The

Aircraft

consequently mighty
role they are playing.

are

proud about the

folks

of

Parks

RENT
The

IT
safe

to travel

AND

and convenient way
anywhere
fly\

CCKTO

penicillin,
please!" cried
young Bill Saunders. "For
God's sake, no daring rescues!" Then

the

26'year'old president of private
newest venture, the Saunders'

flyings'

Fly-It'Yourself System, sat back and
theorized.

"That's the trouble with aviation
The public thinks of it in terms
of hairbreadth happenings. When Eskimos are perishing and the dog-sleds
break down, take to the air! That sort
today.

It's inaccurate."
"Actually, flying is an attractive,
clean,
convenient, and economical
mode of travel. The Saunders' System
is
organized on a strictly business
basis, catering to the business, rather
than the recreational, flying trade.
Businessmen are learning that by flying themselves, or with a charter
pilot,
they can save time. Time's
money. They can arrange their own
itineraries to go and come as they
please, independent of regular commercial routes or schedules. Not only
that, they like it. It's pleasant."

of thing.

Apparently,
young Bill knows
whereof he speaks, because more and
more Kansas City businessmen are
taking to the air on their own. The

.

.

.

Saunders'

System

offered

various

executives sample trips, to prove the
practicality of the service, and since

then enthusiasm has grown to the
point where several corporations are
drawing up exclusive contracts with
Fly-It-Yourself. Bill is ordering more

new equipment to meet their needs,
and the companies are guaranteeing

minimum of so many hours or days
per month. The exact prices involved
were arrived at after considerable experimentation, and are satisfactory to
all parties. It's the Saunders idea to
adjust rates to create volume, rather
than to make a large profit on a few
flights. At the present time, it's possible to fly a Saunders plane for an
average cost of only eight cents a mile,
or to charter one with a pilot for only
ten cents a mile.
There's been a lot of talk, lately,
about the possibility of arranging a
network of stations throughout the
nation, where planes could be rented
or could be left at the end of a oneway run. But Bill doesn't hold out
much hope t\)r it, because of seasonal
changes. His family has been in the
since
automobile
renting
business
191"?, and they experimented with
a

'

THE HIGH ROAD
one-way

rentals.

The

result

was most

displeasing, because during the winter
,ill

11^

their cars

were

summer

the

all

and
were in
doesn't work with
in the South,

their cars

the North. "If it
.lutomobiles," Bill says, "it isn't going
tn
.ill

work with
right

airplanes.

between

cities

It

in

might be
the same

section of the country, but the climate

cause trouble."
One of the first services young
Saunders offered his chents was a
tie-in between auto and air transporlines will

He

arranged for car rental
agencies in almost 300 cities to meet
Saunders Fly-It'Yourself planes with
Drive-It-Yourself automobiles.
This
t.ition.

i?

known

as licking the transportation

problem "from the ground up."

BUSINESSMEN FLIERS

.

.

.
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A

businessman may be bound for
Dallas from Kansas City, with several stops in between. He'll set down
first at Chanute, Kansas, say, and
step from his plane into a waiting
automobile. When his business there
is
completed, he gets back in the
plane and he's off for Coffeyville or
Ardmore or Tulsa, at any or all of
which he can have the immediate use

—

of an automobile

if

he desires

it.

winged
eighth month, but
Nothing amazing

The Saunders' System

of

hacks is only in its
it's going
strong.
about it, according to Bill. "It bears
out what the prophets have been saying for years," he comments.
"The
airplane is the convenient way to
travel

—anywhere

.

'

Ted Brown and R. C. Corbin, executives of
embark on another "Saunders

the Associated Bearing Company, Kansas City,
Fly It Yourself" business jaunt.

MEET MR.
It

HARRY
agent

can be done unless Blick says it can't
and he's never yet said that!

PUREL, purchasing

Trans World Airlines,
was having a bad time of it trying to
locate a certain obscure part for which
company engineers were clamoring.
shops couldn't produce the
Item, and no fabricator would touch
for

TWA

the job.
"It

be

can't

just

sighed.

"It's

So

—

another (ine for Blick."
picked up the telephone.

it's

Three mniutes
for

a

later

its

cigarette.

guess

And

he

he dropped the

"Thank God! BHck
by

he'll

And

I

cradle and reached

have it ready
o'clock. Plenty of time."
says

Harry

done,"

impossible.

receiver back in

eight

that's an introduction to

Herb

an unorthodox character
has knocked the "no" out of no-

Blickhan,

who

can-do, and has built a worldwide
reputation for himself in the knocking. Blick is one of the biggest fabricators of aircraft

component

parts in

America, and is tar-and-away the
most versatile. He specializes in the
hard-to-do; anything that's impossible
is right up his runway.

The

War

3mpoA&il)ie

Production Board called

—

way to Blick's postwar success.
For years prior to the attack upon
Pearl Harbor by the Imperial Japanese
Navy, the Blick Company had been
steadily advancing to the top in the
manufacture of gift and art objects
and novelties. They were the nation's
third largest manufacturer of these
items, and had established a reputation
for handling tricky fabrication and
the

assemblage problems. When war came,
it
was apparent that much of this

knowledge and

skill

was

readily trans

latable for application to the
ficult phases of aircraft

more

dif-

manufacture.

Accordingly, they were called upon
by North American Aviation's modi
fication center to rework tools, dies,
and many components of North
American Aircraft.

The union of Herb Blickhan's
trouble-shooting outfit and the avia
tion industry was a huge and immediate

success.

Planes

service in Russia

earmarked for

would suddenly be

needed on some Pacific fighter strip
in the Torrid Zone, and the climate
differential necessitated hurry-up
modifications of

design.

Call

Blick

Company

The boys were waiting and the goods
had to be delivered. Herb Blickhan

most diversified shop west of
Chicago." Certainly their ability and
performance are recognized by nearly
every airline in the United States and
abroad, because orders are on hand
from all of them.

never missed a delivery.
So, for over two years, Blick de
voted 90 percent of his facilities to
pulling North American out of tight
cracks. At the same time he was
building ramp equipment for the

the

Blick

Manufacturing

"the

It

was complete conversion

production,

incidentally,

that

to war<>

paved

"Ramp equipment" is a trade
phrase used to describe a multitude of
Navy.

—

START ONE! . Calls the crew chief, and the first engine of the big
Constellation whirs. He is standing besid? the "chore boy," a mobile auxiliary
power plant designed by
and completely fabricated and assembled by
the Blick Manufacturing Company of Kansas City. The stainless steel unit
furnishes power to start engines, pumps water to the plane for passenger use,
and contains fire fighting equipment.
.

.

TWA

items for ground use; such as passenger loading stands, cargo racks, and
service

wagons of all types. Most of
was routine, but a lot of it

the stuff

be made. That's why he
got such a kick out of making it. He
was the man to see when the chips
were down and the situation called
for a miracle with a welding torch in

just couldn't

hand.
Since then, Blick has been turning
out more and more equipment for the
airlines. Two years ago he moved his
operations to a plant four times the
size of his former location. Now he's
erecting an additional two'Story build-

its

supply the growing deand food service
equipment. He is rapidly expanding
and cataloging a line of standard
items, and he has added to his facilities
until he is in a position to handle the
needs of any and all airline departments: modifying, designing, engineering, ramp equipment, food and
passenger service
the works!

ing, mostly to

mand

for air buffet

—

The strange thing is that
made all arrangements to

Blick had
reconvert

war's end, but
wouldn't hear of

customers
Im-

at

possible
to the

is

his airline
it.

So

fabricating

immense

now Mr.
for

flying

satisfaction of

all!

3denclt^

CHARLEY TOTH

Shows you the
of the

you happen to be probing around
Kansas City's Municipal Airport
sometime and your journey takes you
to one of the largest aircraft operations on the field, you would know
without looking at the big sign over
the door that the place is Charley

IF

Toth's.

walks up to you, puts
a friendly arm on your shoulder and
joins in the conversation about that
gleaming new airplane, that friendly
fellow is Charley Toth himself
probably one of the most agreeable
If a fellow

.

.

.

men in the aircraft business, anywhere.
His graying temples reveal that
Charley is not exactly a youngster.
His ruddy complexion tells you that
he is an active, out-of-doors man.
Well, that wind-blown complexion is
the result of peeking out from behind the windshield of aircraft in
flight. Yes, aircraft dating way back
to the old baling wire Jennys of 1919,
powered by snorting OX-5 motors.
Yes, Charley Toth is a pioneer in
Kansas City aviation, and the position
he now holds as one of this area's
leading operators, was earned every
inch of the way.

airplane, a product of the builders

famous Mustang, the new
North American Navion, four-place

of

the

personal airplane.
it's

Culver.

It will

take off in 695 feet and climb
830 feet per minute. It

at the rate of

150 miles per hour at 75
per cent of normal horsepower. It

cruises at
will fly

gasoline,

700 miles on one filling of
and consume no more per

mile than the average automobile.

The Navion is upholstered like an
automobile, with plenty of leg room
and wonderful visability. The hatch
slides straight back, enabling passengers to get in and out with ease. It
is rugged,
all metal, and safe as an
airplane can possibly be built.
Charley has a Navion demonstraright now and will gladly give
you a demonstration ride, just like he

tor

Of course you will
question we did: arc

did this visitor.
ask

the same

they available?

The answer

is

that

North Ameri-

can is one of the largest aviation
They
manufacturers in the world.
built thousands of Mustangs during
the war, and are tooled and equipped
right ncnv to pour the coal on the
Navions. An order now will assure
quick delivery.

And

while looking around Chararray of aircraft, our attention
became glued on that New Culver,
a two place plane at considerably less
money than the Navion. The Culver
ley's

You talk with Charley and at the
same time look over the new postwar

points

fine

New N avion.

You

agree, too, that

a marvelously engineered aircraft.

is

here, right

Fliers call

it

now, and

in

numbers.

a revelation in easy fly

ing. The secret is the "SimpH-Fly," a
gadget which not only thinks, but acts

FRIENDLY CHARLEY TOTH
tor the

pilot.

It

position of

adjusts

light

and safety during the various stages of
flight. Once in the air, you fly by
wheel alone, just as you would drive

is

an accredited GI flying school and
gotten, and are get-

many GIs have

their wings.

ting,

However,

rugged, roomy
aircraft that will cruise well over a
hundred miles an hour and will go
720 miles on one filling of gasoline.
Its retractable, tricycle landing gear,
makes landing a soft touch.
But Charley has many other airplanes around there, too. Most of
them are used for GI and civilian

The Culver

and are busy the dayhours around the clock. Toth's

flight training

the flaps to insure utmost efficiency

an automobile.
is

a

FATHER AND SON

45

because

operations, there
civilian
Is

is still

who wants

of

expanded

room

for the

to learn to fly, too.

that all? Heck, no!

Charley
space,

sells

gas and

aircraft accessories

oil,

and

hangar
parts,

and maintains a complete service department. Moreover, he operates a
charter service to anywhere. What
more could you want?

Charles Toth, operator of the Toth Flying school,
22-year-old son, Jimmy, believe that the new North American
will solve the busy executive's transportation
is the airplane that
troubles. This picture was a "breather" for Charley and the Navion, because the gleaming new, 1 5 0-mile-an-hour craft was busy the rest of the
day on demonstration flights. Many new orders were written on that day,
.

.

.

and his
Navion

and

since.

\

THE BEST

WAY

—
Mt^way^

For Airtvay Flight Service
business

THESE

is

going up, up!

are busy days for aircraft

service operators everywhere, but

there to earn private and commercial
flying licenses, and instrument or in'

probably very few are buzzing and
like Kansas City's two yearold Airway Flight Service, Incorpo-

structor's

zooming

"Quite a number of our students,
says manager Karl McAnally, "are

rated.

businessmen.

In 1944, Flight Service bought two
planes and a barracks building at the
Municipal Airport, in order to acquire
space on the field. The project was
largely sponsored by three Kansas
City doctors who were aviation enthusiasts, and willing to start on four

where a man thinks of an airplane
as standard equipment, like an auto-

wings and a prayer. An office was
set up and operations begun on a
small scale. But under the pleasant,
bustling guidance of Karl McAnally,
great changes have been wrought. The

it's

company has

progressed
and expanded. Today, Flight Service
has a large hangar, a suite of offices,
training and class rooms at Municipal
Airport; and a branch operation at
Grandview, Missouri. They have fifteen new Taylorcraft, Cessnas, Luscombs. Sky Rangers, and Rockets,
with more on order. They are area
leaders in aircraft sales. In addition,
their four instructors work a full
schedule. And all this in two years
time!

For

its

continually

fine

new equipment and

teaching methods, the school
has won the approval of the State of
Missouri, the Civil Aeronautics Association, and the Veterans' Administration. Now, by dozens ot dozens,
civilians and ex-GI's are studying
tested

ratings.

It's

getting to the place

mobile.
"It used to be that

an airplane was

a recreational device, but those days

are long gone. Flying
also

so safe,

is still

fun; but

so economical

and

has become a primary
means of private transportation."
practical, that

He paused

it

to chat into a recurrently

summoning
"For

telephone,

then

con-

one of our
former students bought a Cessna 140
when he completed his training. He's
a salesman, and for the first time he
used the Cessna to travel his territory
last week. Boy, he's certainly sold on
it now! In five days he covered the
grourtd which normally requires two
weeks by automobile. Instead ot
spending the week-end in a stran^o
town, he was home by Friday after
noon. He flew the whole distance at
car mileage, and figures he saved
twenty dollars in transportation
tinued:

example,

costs!"
It

happens that the particular

man

sales

Karl described is not alone in his
discovery of the airplane as a time
and money saver.
number of stu
dents are buying their own planes for

A

GLAMOR HATH WINGS

when

lovely Betty Curnutte takes to the sky with
an instructoress at Kansas City's Airway Flight
Service, Incorporated, and as competent with the controls as she is with a
you're
compact. Popular with her pupils? Put this magazine down, son

her

new Cessna

too

young

140.

She's

—

to read!

And the Cessna seems
popular choice. It's an excellent performer, an all metal airplane with an 8 5 -horsepower Continental engine. It will climb 680 feet

business use.

easy to

to be the

tain.

per minute at sea level, cruise across

country nicely at something more than
a hundred miles an hour, and carry
gasoline for four and a half hours in
making 400-mile hops just
the air

—

a breeze.

Inside,

In

fly,
all,

week-end
any other

and inexpensive
the Cessna is

to

main-

ideal for

trips, vacations, business,

or

activity that calls for quick,

comfortable, cross-country transportation. Airway Flight Service handles
Cessnas and several other types of
planes,

and offers

service

on

all

of

them.

"We've

got plans for the future,
Karl says. "They're somewhat
dependent on things the city does or
doesn't do, so we're not ready to
talk about all of them yet. But we're
not through growing!"

too,"

the

plane

is

tailored

for

There's a large, roomy cabin,
highly soundproofed. The side-by-side
travel.

is deep and comfortable, and allows ample leg room. Behind the seat,
a luggage compartment will accomo-

seat

date two large suitcases, a hatbox, and
a couple of briefcases. The plane is

And everyone who has seen the
rapid rise of this lively operation will
heartily

agree.

Service, business

For Airways
is

Flight

definitely going up!

The Ape Man

of Java Is Miising

—J^ews

Item.

AN IRREPARABLE LOSS
WHILE

I

have not been

notified,

I

am

willing

—

officially

to

take

the paper's word for it
my poor beloved relative has disappeared.

True, the Ape Man of Java was
only a distant relative. But he was one
of the few relatives who never sidled
around trying to put the bite on us
for gall bladder operations. With a
dignity befitting his years the Ape Man
(or Uncle Jake as we of the family
always called him) kept his distance.
Most of the time he maintained his
residence in Java where, I understand,
he was beloved by all in the village.

So

never got to meet Uncle Jake
Japs swept into Java and

I

before

the

swiped Uncle Jake. At the present
according to the news dispatch,
hordes of eager scientists and an army

like

a

congressman's

brains.

Then, too, this beloved relative of
mine is getting along in years. According to the school books which I cracked
now and then in my salad days. Uncle
Jake was at his prime in the days ot
the

pterodactyls.

It

ant youth the

believed

is

some time back there

in

Ape Man

his

that

flamboy-

got drunk and

into a bank of clay. He was still
plastered when some scientist dug him
out of the ditch about a hundred years
ago.
fell

in

recognized.
should
be easily
Jake is described by all who

The scientists who are conducting
the posse for Uncle Jake say it is presumed the Ape Man of Java is dead.

or two of yawning GI's are
the bushes of the mysterious
search of the Ape Man.

Uncle

petrified

weathering the storms
intervening centuries, the Ape
Man of Java finally has vanished
completely.

time,

He

ing to his portraits. His teeth stick out
though he is just on the verge of
biting a hunk out of a mastodon.
Furthermore, the Ape Man is ossified like a deb at a cocktail party and
as

knew him

as a

beating
east

But

of

The

rather stony, lethargic

without any clothes on. He has
an aggressive, eager expression accordcitizen

S D

Yn

ii'r B

Did you know

alas, after

the

omitted.

a

family requests that flowers be

—Carl

Revere.

Bowler!

that the game of "tenpins" was originally a game of "nine
covered alleys used nine pins set in diamond form, but during
the first part of the nineteenth century the game was prohibited by law. To
circumvent the restrictive legislation a tenth pin was added, thus establishing

pins"?

the

The

game

as

first

we know

it

today.

AGI

of ours who had
an unenthusiastic pas'
jsenger among gasoHne barrels aboard
a C-47 wheezing over the hump from
India to China, came out of the army
saying he was filled up with flying

friend

flown

as

and before the end of the week
he already had in two hours of dual

order,

instruction.

future aerial junkets would be aboard

It was no time at all until the former GI had soaked up his $1,200
credit and was possessing a private
license and nearly one hundred hours
in the air. Not being in the upper

:levators only.

salary bracket, he

Back in blue serge, he picked up
where he left off as a radio announcer
with no thought of the air except as
measured in kilocycles.

out $10 to $20 each week-end for flying was not a pleasant experience.

However, around the radio station,
made with fellows and gals who

reconcile that amount of dough each
week with impending expenses.
And then one day our Iriend got
acquainted with a member of a large

way up

le

to here!

He vowed

A'ere interested in flying.

One

that his

already

and three others were
;aking instructions under the GI plan.
:iad his license

One Saturday

afternoon he found
limself at the airport, unwillingly of
;ourse, fondling the controls of a new
i^eronca Champion. The next Monday he was at the Veterans Adminis;ration office getting his papers in

Mama, who was

Moreover,

home

knitting

flying club,

that

it

cost

found that shelling

duds,

little

30 members.

$200

sitting

couldn't

He found

to enter, $7 a

month

regular dues, plus $3 per hour flying
time.

Well, the
raled

some

transcriptions

fella

went out and

extra

work,

and the

like,

cor-

electrical

with the

—
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net result that the $200

From then on he can

lated with

from

any

mosy

right

was accumuno hardship on the prospective family.
He found that he
could afford the $7 a month and $3
per hour very easily. In fact, many
people spend that much in front of
bars. Some, more.

The

club he joined has an Aeronca
an Aeronca Chief, an

Champion,
Interstate

Trainer and

place Stinson 150.

With

a

new

that

four-

number

of planes our friend has never had to
"sit

it

out." There has always been
and more often than

a plane available

not, the plane he

club has a nice cross-country
plan, too. The member pays $5 per
day plus gas and oil, going as far as

he cares to go, with no limitation on
number of days. Such an arrangement
probably ranks with hitch-hiking for

There are 40 or 50 such clubs
around Kansas City and a variety of
deals for getting in. Some seem to be
better than others.

And

then right away somebody
up the subject that everybody

can't enjoy the privileges of a

on through to

and

his private

Speaking of good flying deals, five
boys living near Hortonville, Wisconsin, have one of the best. They bought
a Cub trainer and planted it on the

farm of one of the members. They got
a couple of Sundays and
graded some runways. Next they built
a wooden T-hangar out of odds and
ends. An instructor came out from a
nearby city once a week and they all
together

fly.

Now they charge

them-

hour for use of the plane
and have enough money in the "pot'
to pay for operating expenses, periodic checks and complete insurance
selves $2 per

coverage.

However, there are many fliers whc
steal enough time froir
business to keep up their flying tech
niquc. Maybe it's half an hour a week
or an hour a month for them.
The answer to such problems car
be provided by the regular aircraft
service operator who makes a busincs;
can hardly

low-cost transportation.

brings

take check time
instructor,

license.

learned to

wanted.

The

licensed

GI

of renting planes at nominal prices

'

learning to fly gratis.

The answer to that one is that any
normal person can learn to solo an
airplane for $100 or a little less. After
solo a fella is ready to join a club.

It all

seems to

boil

down

to the fac

you really want to fly, then
are ways it can be done without mur
dcring your pocketbook, or workinj
hardships on yourself, the boss, o
anybody.
that

if

icaao Letter

.

.

.

NORT JONATHAN

by

those amazing
ONE
lawyers and
of

tangles that only

realtors, aided

and

abet-

ted by the courts, can think up is currenthy occupying front page space in the
Chicago papers. The stories highlight the
between Roosevelt College,
[difficulties

which has been skimping along

in

tempo-

and landowner

Row will have to struggle along
without 250 midget-sized staterooms within

Roosevelt versus Teitlebaum explains
isomething like this: The college, with a

staggering distance of the Wrigley Building bar and the New Horizon room of the
Continental Hotel.

rary headquarters, and one

baum,
for

a

windy

many

'large

Abraham

city landlord

Teitle-

years.

financial

assist

from the Rosenwald

tising

Unfortunately crowded conditions are
confined to the hotels. If you read

Foundation, purchased the old Auditorium

not

'Hotel building, more lately the home of
iMayor Kelly's Servicemen's Center Number Two, only to make the unhappy discovery that Mr. Teitlebaum owns part of
the building. It seems that Mr. T. owns
that part which adjoins his Fine Arts
ibuilding
and won't sell for what the
college considers a reasonable sum. Mr. T.
owns part of the Auditorium Theatre
itage and half the dressing rooms. He owns
:he heating plant, but the college owns
:he smokestack and the elevators. Mr. T.
Tas shut off his part of the building by
jrecting a fence across the corridors on
ivery floor. The college wonders what it
:an do with a stage minus orchestra pit
ind most of the electrical equipment.
They're on Teitlebaum property. The local
egal eagles are having a field day uncrambling this merry real estate mess.

the recent article "What's Wrong With
the Airlines" in Fortune Magazine, you'll
know what a sad place Chicago's air
terminal is these days. The crowds sitting

—

Alas, last month's Chicago Letter was
00 hasty when it announced that the
xcursion tub, City of Grand Rapids, was
jeing converted into a floating hotel to
ease the hotel situation. Commodore
Tom McGuire, the upper Michigan Ave|Tue shipping magnate, was unable to der-ise
a satisfactory plan for heating the
lelp

5ld

girl

jioles in
|;adlv

without chopping numerous costly
the decks. So the Grand Rapids

waddled across the lake

ivinter

hibernating

Michigan.

spot

The boys and

in
girls

to
St.

usual
Joseph,

its

on Adver-

and standing (mostly standing) all have
the look of having been there hopelessly
waiting for a plane since the end of the
war. The clusters of servicemen hoping
to get space on the last possible plane
back to duty have been replaced by tired
mothers and crying infants.
If you're an animal (especially an expensive one) the treatment is much better.
Three reporters, two photographers, three

men, and numerous airline ofrank and boredom recently were on hand to greet the arrival
bv United Airlines Cargoliner of a blueblood Guernsey cow and calf on consignment to the Curtiss Candy Company's
farm at Gary, Illinois, This was a new
version of the old "cow jumped over the
moon" jingle. Enough of one anyway to
publicity
ficials

interest

of varying

the

newpapers. The only excite-

ment came when

it
was discovered that
thoughtfully consumed and
digested almost the entire contents of a
box of orchids being sent to a girl in
New York by a romantic swain on the
west coast. This posed something of a
problem: (a) Was the airline or the
owner of Bossy responsible for the loss?
(b) How to replace the orchids without

Bossy

had

*
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giving away the loss, since Bossy had also
eaten the accompanying card.

The town

has broken out in a rash of
shows. Most of the hotels with
swank eating and drinking rooms have
come forward with at least a show a week,
and a couple of the nightclubs have announced similar plans.
This sabotage
against Papa's bank account has proceeded
to the point where its not safe to let
feminine members of the family out at
fashion

night. Whether
Street stores or

sponored by the State
by the bistros, the shows
parade the latest and most expensive creations in the most locally glamorous surroundings.

The models

these shows are provided by the greatest collection of soagencies and schools since John
called
Powers got into the limelight. Apparently
the supply of Chicago girls who want to
become models (whether or not they have
anything approximating the talent
and
curves needed) is practically inexhaustible.
The modeling school has replaced the radio
school as the number one gct-rich-quick
scholastic idea. In fact, only one model
agency in town doesn't have some kind
Connie
of school gimmick attached to it
for

all

—

and Al Seaman's Models Bureau. Connie
claims that .she can teach any girl who has
what it takes how to be a successful model
in
five or six
exactly what she
one of Chicago's
a young lady

—

hours

—

free.

did with the

And that's
who was

girl

top models for two years

from Rockford Illinois,
Barbara Hale, who hasn't been
doing so badly in the movies lately. Connie

named

Seaman discovered her while waiting
Sheridan Road bus.

for

a

These

days

its

busses, incidentally.
the double-decked

a

long

wait

between

The cowboys who
"Queen Marys

lumber over Chicago's
vards are out on strike

Responsibility

streets
as this

pilot

that

and bouleis

written.

means growth

Ditto the motormen and ticket-takers on
that creaking electric interurban line, the
Chicago, Aurora, and Elgin. It is better

known however

as the "Horror and Elgin"
or just as the "rancid transit." The line,
which apparently hasn't made a dime in
years, may be scrapped if the boys can't
get together. This transportation trouble,
even if continued into November, shouldn't
bother the visitor from out of town. The
bus strike does not seem to have added
much to the usual transportation jam on
the street cars and elevated lines
and it
seems as though most of the discharged
G.I.'s in town who could buy a secondhand car have gone into the taxi business.
casual survey would indicate that veteran cabs now outnumber Yellow and
Checker cabs considerably.
Radio actors who have found their
source of livelihood snatched away to New
York and the west coast arc finding a
new source of income at the six or seven
important commercial film studios in and
around Chicago. The largest of thc^c
Wilding Pictures, occupies the old Esanay studios on Argyle Avenue. Hcu
years before Hollywood became the glam

—

A

our capital of the world, such oldtimcrs
the Keystone Cops, Mary Pickford
Gloria Swanson, and Charlie Chaplin m.tdi
the one reel comedies which launched then
careers and made Essanay famous. Duniii
the war. Wilding, like most other com
mercial producers, was tied up with hu'ili
hush government production. But no\>
that commercial films are going strong
again fifty to a hundred actors a day emot<
before the cameras. "Ham" has movec
from the stockyards and the broadc:istinf
studios to the commercial movie 'o's
November 1st means that the hocke»
fans come out of hiding and make fo
the Chicago stadium and their preciou
Blackhawks. Mayhem on ice takes ove
as

the sport scene.

for the wise

man.

intlation for the simpleton.

1

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
by

MARION ODMARK
YAR RESTAURANT,
181

Lake Shore Drive Hotel,
Lake Shore Drive (Del. 9300). Imperialistic

E.

charm

the Boyar Room, the rustic theme in
excellent
Russian delicacies in both

in

lounge,

gypsy

character

that

the

and
by George Scherban's ensemble. Host is

airs

of

all

W. W.

Colonel

characters,

Yaschonko.

Star Shoivs
if The hig three of night clubs, name acts, three or
lour supplementary numbers, lines of dancing beauties, and stable dance bands at CHEZ PAREE. 610
Fairbanks Court (Del. 3434)
RIO CABANA.
400 North Wabash (Del. 3700) ... and LATIN
QUARTER. 23 W. Randolph (Ran. 5544).
.

.

.

if Variety revues, with comedian, the customary
dance team, singer and addenda dancers at COLOSIMO'S. 2126 S. Wabash Avenue (Vic. 9259)
.

if

platinum

production

of

name

acts

7th
spot

and

and
and

name

bands.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N.
Parkway (Sup. 7200).
cheerful luncheon,
dinner and supper rendezvous; dancing
the evC'
ning is to a small rhythm-minded orchestra that
usually goes on to the bigger time of New York.

A

Slate

m

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel. Michigan
and Walton (Sup. 2200). Dorothy Draper designed
cushioned jewel-box setting and there are sc
tempos by Bob McGrew and his orchestra.

this
cicty

EMPIRE ROOM,

Palmer House. State and Monroe (Rand. 7500). Hilton ownership is enhancing
the tradition of this loop landmark with remodeling
now under way. Reopening around the hoIiSays.
if

GLASS HAT.

Congress Hotel, Michigan

gress (Har. 3800). Spacious and airy
ite for cocktails and dinner-dancing.

MARINE DINING ROOM,

at

Avenue

Confavor-

Beach

originality.

BLACKHAVVK

Blackstonc Hotel, 7th and
4500). Great dignity of atmosphere, stately as a minuet and the smart set's first
choice. Two shows nightly of one name star onfy
and Mel Cooper and his orchestra.

(Har.

NEW

HORIZON ROOM. Hotel Continental,
5 05 N. Michigan Avenue
(Whi. 4100).
fabulous
show-case in Shangri-La motif, not inexpensive but
worth it in dining and orchestral fare.

A

PUMP ROOM.

Ambassador East Hotel. 1300 N.
State Parkway (Sup. 7200). Headquarters for visiting
celebrities,
gourmets who appreciate flaming
sword cookery and music lovers of David LeWinter's orchestra.

—

shows.

Hotel, Randolph
pleasant, hospitable
neat but petite floor

Bismarck

—

A

Wabash

and

PANTHER ROOM. Hotel Sherman. Randolph
and LaSallc (Fra. 2100). Cream of the swing bands,
colored and white, alternating in usual twoweek engagements.
Scene Changers
if Tropical flora and fauna

COMBER'S. 101 E.
.
SHANGRI-LA.
.

.

DON THE BEACH-

at

Dalton Place (Sup. 8812)
222 North State Street (Dea.

9733 )
BAMBOO ROOM. Parkway Hotel.
2100 Lincoln Park West (Div. 5000).
if Miscellaneous interior magic of Old English
vintage at IVANHOE. 3000 N. Clark Street (Gra.
2771)
French Victorian majesty at L'AlGLON.
Bavarian setting
22 E. Ontario (Del. 6070)
of Eitel s OLD HEIDELBERG.
14 W. Randolph
.

.

.

.

.

.

(Fra.

Street

.

.

1S92).

Dining Tips

AGOSTINO'S.

1121 North State Street (Del.
spaghetti and spumoni
STEAK
744
North
HOUSE.
Rush Street (Del. 5930). for
all cuts of you know what
BLUE DANUBE
CAFE, 500 West North Avenue (Mic. 5988), for
heavy Hungarian feasting
SINGAPORE, 1011
Rush Street (Del. 0414), for wonderful barbecued
ribs
KUNGSHOLM. 631 Rush Street (Sup.
9868). for superb Scandinavian dining and puppetfor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

recording operas
885 CLUB, 885 Rush Street
(Del. 085 5). for gourmet dinners and unusual selections
IRELAND'S. 632 N. Clark (Del. 2020).
for fifty varieties of seafoods
WINDS,
867 Rush Street (Whi. 9054), for quality steaks
.

.

.

.

.

.

and chops
Street,

.

.

TRADE

... A BIT OF SWEDEN,

(Del.

1492),

for

abundant

1015 Rush
smorgasbord

And for chop suey and all its derivatives:
HOUSE OF ENG, 110 East Walton Place (Del.
7194). HOE SAI GAI, 75 W. Randolph Street
.

WALNUT ROOM,

RESTAURANT.

(Ran.

both

.

near LaSalle (Cen. 0123).
scene
excellent cuisine
and

W. North Avenue

614

2822). Russ Carlyle's handsome
assortment of
musicians, several vocals and the
maestro, a very good-looking backbone of entertaining music.

Randolph

9862).

MAYFAIR ROOM,

Michigan

GARDENS.

.

Edgewater

Hotel, 5 300 Sheridan Road (Lon. 6()00). Terraced
magnificence, most sizable dance floor, large, string
conscious orchestra under the baton of Stephen
Kisley and a Dorothy Hild revue of color and

if

and VINE
5106).

.

Light Fantastic

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,
(Wah. 4400). A palatial play

Michigan
a

.

(Div.

Chi-Chi

.

.

(Dea. 8505). and THE NANKIN.
dolph Street (Sta. 1900).

66 West Ran-
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born.

Burleycue

Judy Parrish

is

the title in this

dream

of

a

play.
exotic dancing, stripping, or the higher
arts of exfoliation, the all-girl show goes on from
9 to 4, usually continuously, at the

if Call

MAMA"

it

at the Studebaker,
if "I REMEMBER
418 'So. Michigan. Mady Christians and a superb
company dramatize John van Druten's success that

BACK STAGE

Wilson Avenue (Rav. 10077), CLUB
FLAMINGO, 1359 West Madison Street (Can.
9230), L
L CAFE, 1316 West Madison (See.
9344), CLUB SO-HO, 1124 West Madison Street
(Can. 9260), and the PLAYHOUSE CAFE, 550
North Clark Street (Whi. 9615).

CLUB,

935

ran two years on Broadway.

"FOLLOW THE GIRLS"

"SWEETHEARTS" at the Opera House, 20 N.
Wacker Drive. Limited engagement of the Victor
Herbert operetta with Bobby Clark.

Legitimate
if

"STATE OF THE UNION

political

plus

"

play.

"HARVEY
It s

"HAMLET"

at the Erlanger, 127 N. Clark, beginning Nov. 25. Maurice Evans' G.I. production
of the Shakespeare favorite.

at the Blackstone,
Judith Evelyn, James Rennie
divide honors in this timely

near Michigan.
and Neil Hamilton

7th

W.

at the Shubert, 22
stars in a robust musical

Monroe. Gertrude Niesen

of pretty lavish proportions.

"

at

the

E. Brown as
invisible rabbit.

Joe

"DREAM

GIRL"

Ice

Harris, 170 N. Dearborn.
the playmate of the six-foot

at

the SeKvyn,

Show

"ICE FOLLIES OF "47"

at the Chicago Arena,
Nov. 1-17, the handsome Shipstadi' and Johnson's
famed spectacle on ice.

180 N. Dear-

Ports of Call from All Over
Wliaf.s

YOUR

How

about putting in the good
your favorite Port of Call,
no matter where it i.s in any town,
state, or country?

word

for

Favorite?

—

address
and the phone number
you happen to know it. SWING
readers do get around. And the next
the

if

—

time they land, SWING-in-hand, in
Trinidad, Winnipeg, or on Third Avenue, they'd know just where to go,
thanks to your directions.

Beat out a blurb about that Greasy
Spoon in Vulture Gulch the one with
the atmosphere and the blue plate
special ... or that exclusive saloon
en grande tenite in Butte, Montana, or
Rio de Janeiro.

—

Dash off
words
Send it to

a

dred

description in one hunor less
preferably less.
1120 Scarritt

—

SWING.

Building, Kansas City 6.
Port of Call printed,

Mo. For each

SWING

Tell us something about the food,
the service, the decor, the entertainment, the people who run the place
and the people you meet there. Also

you one buck

—enough

next time you
Port of Call,

a drink
ite

to

will

send

buy yourself

visit

your favor-

A
We

never used to be able to find
granny's glasses, but now she just leaves
'em where she empties 'em.

There

isn't

much

small town, but
up for it.

to

be

seen

in

a

what you hear makes

Report on the success of

this plan later.
regulation .which will ease traffic
congestion will be welcome.
Fish and fowl, fish and fowl, plain or
disguised,
thats the tune of restaurants. If, occasionally, there is red meat
on the menu one has to get there early.
It doesn't last long. One small restaurant,
when able to list meat, offers it as "The
Real McCoy" in the hope that too many
people won't catch on too quickly and
thus avoid a stampede. One of the most
delightful little restaurants in Manhattan
is
the Newport, Eighteen East Sixtieth,
where even the most banal food is so
attractively cooked that one can forget
Newport is very
it's the same old thing.
tiny and very popular with Manhattan
regulars so its essential to make a reserva-

Any

.

.

.

tion.

The

"K/TANHATTAN
.

are

.

.

filled

crowded,

still on the sick list
Although the hotels
capacity and the streets
is

strike fever.

to

there

is

a

general

of

feeling

The average man in the street
muttering in his beer, "Nobody wants
unrest.

work anymore." Even though some
are settled, or partially so,
out. And each affects in

is

to

strikes

new ones break
some way the

a whole. Current rumors say that
nothing will be really settled until after
the November elections: so Manhattanites
are putting up with ridiculous shortages
and inconveniences in the hope that this
may prove to be true. Certainly that postwar boom that we all looked forward to
has taken some severe body blows
and its likely to take the count if the
confusion of purpose and lack of production isn't cleared up within a very
short time. No store here will take an
advance order on anything and the merchandize on hand is a pretty sorry looking
sight. The traffic problem, one that is at
least tangible, is trying out a new wrinkle
•
no parking from nine till five from
city as

.

.

.

.

.

way down town up

Seeing Eye is about to swing into
annual campaign. Its a very quiet sort
of campaign but, due to its fine record
and fundamental need, it seldom runs into
any opposition. When the Seeing Eye
dogs perform in Rockefeller Plaza to
encourage new sponsors, crowds gather,
and there is always a noticeable hush as
they watch. The dogs are unbelievable in
their caution
and understanding. They
won't even let their master walk under an
its

by LUCIE BRION

to

fifty-ninth

street.

awning

for fear of hitting his head. Needsay, the dog and his master are
welcomed evervwhere no matter the regulations about "No Dogs Allowed." And the
very sight of the pair make everyone pause
less

to

sympathy and admiration. All donations
by mail
but there isn't
much doubt about the campaign going over.
There is a new way of asking for an
airline ticket at the last minute
ask
for a "No-Show." As with most new exin

are asked for

.

.

.

.

NO, THERE'S

NO

SHOWS TODAY!
the approach

ment
exccuts

make

by the vounger generation. The idea behind

many

governbusiness
series of reservations on

and
a

.

pressions, this one has
been taken up in force

this: a great

is

officials

.

important

day or evening so that they can
get out of town despite any snags or unforseen, lengthy conferences. Being able
a certain
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to use only one reservation at a time it
leaves the other suddenly available. These
"No-Shows" may also be the result of a
change of mind on the part of just plain

people but

.

.

.

anyway ...

its

the thing

to ask for. And the best place to be when
the airport.
asking for a "No-Show" is

AT

For
little

called

great many
racing boat on
a

The Fanny

there was a
Island Sound
Dunker. In reporting
years

Long

races all papers in Manhattan
referred to the little boat by its full name.
York
That is. all papers but the
Times. Holding steadfastly to its policy

news of the

ning a commuting system. After all; measured by time, Bermuda is no further away
than Philadelphia. At present the hotel
iacilities there are not equal to the demand
but no doubt this demand will create a
building boom in the near future.
Finding an unfurnished apartment here,
and furnishing it, are two separate things
entirely. If one is lucky enough to find
a

home

spot

in

stumped by how

the first place, one is
to live in it in the second.

of "All The News That's Fit To Print"
the Times always referred to the boat as

For instance: drapes take from two months
on to have made
and that's providing
one can find some just passable material;
furniture is terribly scarce with no promise
on delivery: rugs, with the exception of

"The Dunker."

orientals,

Seen and heard at the swank Colony,
Sixty-first and Madison ... a woman
be-decked and be-jeweled, with two large
Birds-of-Paradise on her hat (something
one always connects with Grandma or
smuggling) saying to her five dining companions; "No matter what you say, he's

eight

New

till

a

stinker."

.

.

with

impossible

are

furnished or unfurnished
the rental offices consider a new
turn-over cause for celebration. No let-up

they are

.

.

.

.

real

executive

is

a

man who

power

is

ready to boom^
beginning spring

is

in a big

way

down

... all waiting for the
down. And so it goes

.

.

.

it's

just

there

to settle

.

.

strikes

.

can hand back a

letter for the third

typing

strong enough to be lasting

if

it

labors under the weight of

fear.

The

A

best place to find a helping

rich

man

thing cheaper.

is

one

who

isn't

.

sight for at least a year.

South American travel

to a red-headed stenographer.

No

.

and

Definitions
A

to

six

a

month wait for delivery. By the
time one could make the little home inviting it would be time to move again.
Most everyone is sticking right where

in

More and more Manhattanites are buying homes in Bermuda. With that fair
spot now only an easy two-hour hop away
the Pan-Am airlines are practically run-

.

hand

is

at the

end of your arm.

afraid to ask the clerk to

show him some-

NEW YORK

CITY PORTS OF CALL
by

JEANNE TAYLOR
A

COPACABANA.
chestras
the

at

(one

Latin,

of

huge

show

course),
10

same familiar stand.

and

two

or-

doing business
60th St.
PL

all

E.

8-1060.

DOWNBEAT

A

CLUB.
52nd Street storefront:
long, low-ceilinged, and little. But great, big music
that's well-worth the hearing.
66 W. 5 2nd St.

if

EL 5-8773.

EDDIE CONDON'S. The old Howdy Club in
the Village has had a face-lifting and is now jumping to the music of jazzdom's outstanding hot
guitarist,
abetted and accompanied by other big
3-8736.
names in swing.
47 W. 3rd St.

GR

CHICO. Cozy, cheerful, and
if EL
pseudo-Spanish in atmospjiere and music.
2-4646.
St., at Sheridan Square.

pleasantly

80 Grove

CH

EMBAS.SY.

ADMIRAL.

if

fish,
and
shrimp,
For oysters,
There's a bar,
big baked potatoes.
250 W. 57th St.
daily from noon.

— plus
Open

chowder
too.

CI 7-8145.
A-

AMBASSADOR GARDEN.

pleasant.

Jules

Avenue

Park

Lande's

at

51st

Leafy, quiet, and
music for dancing.
2-1000.

sedate

St.

WI

ASTOR. There's that bar where everyone
meets and up in the Columbia Room Sammy Kaye
Times Square.
makes with the schmaltz.
CI
6-6000.
i(

BEEKMAN TOWER.

Romance on the East
the tiny and congenial Elbow Room.
26 floors higher you'll find good food, moderately
priced.
First Avenue and 49th.
EL 5-7300.
River,

in

English, Irish, and
•k BILL'S GAY NINETIES.
American ballad singers do a continuous routine
in the manner of the Mauve Decade.
"I Had a
Hat" and "The Night That Paddy Murphy Died"
go an easy 5 0 choruses a night
by request. The
atmosphere is loud, lively, and guaranteed to keep

—

any

party

going.

57

E.

54th

St.

EL

5-8231.

A long arid pleasant evening
ir BLUE ANGEL.
with the town's top supper club entertainers. Good
too,
food,
but no dancing.
152 E.
55th St.
PL 3-0626.

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.

Always

reliable

entertainment and distinguished music at the Josephsons' spot just off Park Avenue.
Minimum, $3.50.
128 E. 58th St.
PL 5-9223.

A

busy, barny place. There's
CARNIVAL.
trapeze act and Milton Berle. who also does
nip-ups for laughs. Dancing by the paying guests.
Eighth Avenue at 51st St.
CI 6-4122.

•ir

a

CHRIST CELLA'S. A down-and-under spot
where shirtsleeved waiters serve some of the world's
finest food.
Chops, steaks, lobsters, and slabs of
roast beef in no uncertain terms, while little carts
of chopped parsley and sauces trundle among the
it

tables.

144 E. 45th

St.

MU

Vaudeville

still

lives

the ornate

at

Embassy, where there are two kinds of dance mus**c
149 E.
and a show reminiscent of the old Palace.

For Festive Fun

2-9557.

57th

St.

PL 3-8435.

New

HELEN LANE'S RESTAURANT.

Eng-

land has come to Greenwich Village, and is doing
nicely, thank you! Scrubbed oak, burnished copper,
and superb food. Lunch from 85 cents, dinner from
$1.50. Closed Sundays.
110 Waverly Place, off
Washington Square.

LEXINGTON.
Hawaiian Room,
Oahu was never
entertainment
2-4400.

or

music
the
in
"island"
All
plus a shapely Hawaiian revue.
like

this!

dancing.

Dining Sundays, but no
Lexington at 48th St.

WI
if

LEE CHUMLEY'S.

An

and

inexpensive

inter-

Village, rife with atmosphere. Gamesters around an open fireplace, that
2-95 12.
sort of thing.
86 Bedford.
esting

restaurant

in

the

CH

MONKEY

BAR.

They sing them dirty and
this uptown bistro where waiters
in on the tag-lines. Fun for the

sometimes funny at
and barkeeps join
uninhibited and the slightly crocked.

60 E.

54th

PL 3-1066.

St.

MOTHER

LEONE'S.

Stellar food, both Italian
Everything is wonderful, but especially the anipasto, shrimp sauce, and spumoni.
There's neat, inobtrusive piano in the background,
239
and nearly anybody at all at the next table.
W. 48th. CI 5-5555.

if

and

American.

NICK'S. No dancing, but wonderfully hot
music by Miff Mole, Mugsy Spanier, PeeWee Rusand others of the ilk. It's a popular nightcap
Seventh Avenue at
rendezvous for the younger set.
CH 2-6683.
10th St.
if

sell,

if

OLD HOMESTEAD RESTAURANT.

mer "men only

This for-

eatery down in the market section
now allows ladies to dine. It's a privilege, because
the steaks are gorgeous and the prices half those of
56 Ninth Avenue.
better known restaurants.
"

CH

3-3346.

RUSSIAN

YAR. Balalaikas, beef Stroganov
shashlik, dagger dancing, and blintzes where Muscovites gather for bilingual fun.
38 W. 52nd.
EL 5-9746.

November, 1946
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Sherman Billingsly's much-disit STORK CLUB.
cussed play pen, from the movie of the same name.
Beware columnists in your Vichy-soisse! 3 E. 53rd
St.
PL 3-1740.

SPIVYS ROOF.

As

always, Spivy headlines
her own show with musings on the lives and loves
139 E. 57th St. EL 5-9215.
uf Manhattanites.

TOOTS

SHOR. Deservedly, one of the town's
best known food palaces. Steaks and roast beef are
Enthe specialties, but you just can't so wrong.
trees from $1.60.
Open Sundays at 4 p.m. 51 W.
PL 3-9000.
51st St.

it

WEDGEWOOD ROOM.

it

Two

Avenue
it

WHALER
ships

months'

cruise.

CA

5-3000.

Atmosphere from the days of
men), and as salty as a six
Lunch ala carte. Madison at 38th

(iron

5-3700.

Fine food, music, and enterit VERSAILLES.
tainment. All very lush and rather expensive. Minimum $2.50 weeknights, $3.50 weekends. 151 E.
PL 8-0310.
50th St.

* ANNA

a

errant

A problem
redeemed by true love,

(Mansfield)

played by an excellent all-Negro cast. Meticulously
directed by Harry Wagstaff Gribble. Evenings except Monday at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday. 2:40.

*BtmN

YESTERDAY.

serious

yet

play

written

(Lyceum) A sharp, spry,
and directed by Carson

About a bland ex-chorine who
some "Pygmalion" treatment by a

Kanin.
to

public" writer. Judy Holliday
Evenings except Sunday at 8:40.
are a brilliant team. Evenings
8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
it

CYRANO DE BERGERAC.

Wednesday

nees

HARVEY.
edy

fantasy

and

Saturday,

2:30.

A

(48th St. Theatre)
about a genial booze

is

A

ICEMAN

LOCO.

(Biltmore)

A

Dale Eunson-Katheline Al-

bert comedy with Jay Fassett, Jessie Busley and
Elaine Stricht. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN.

Wilde's

classic

play

with

(Cort) Oscar
Otis Skinner,

Cornelia

Harry Daniell, Penelope Ward, Douglas Louden,
John Buckmaster and Estclle Winwood. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,

2:30.

LYSISTRATA.

(Belasco) Revival of the Aristophanes farce with an all-Negro cast including Etta
Moten, Rex Ingram and Fredi Washington. Evenings
except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and

Saturday,

MR

2:30.

AND

MR. HOOKER. (Music
Box) A new play by Edward Paramore with Howard
Smith, Rhys Williams, Jeff Morrow and Dorothy
Gilchrist. Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinees
Thursday and Saturday, 2:40.
PEEBLES

at

OBSESSION. (Plymouth) An able successor to
Hidden Horizon, which, it seems, didn't go too good
and had to close. Basil Rathbone does fairly well as
a husband with a past marriage to a woman in love

excel-

with her "godfather." The sparks fly thicker and
thicker. Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.

except Sunday
Saturday, 2:40.

An

revival of the Rostand classic and some good
acting by Jose Ferrer, Ralph Clanton, Frances Reid,
and Paula Laurence. It seems to have the earmarks
of a hit. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:30.

A

challengDEEP ARE THE ROOTS. (Fulton)
ing, controversial play about race prejudice in the
South. Fine direction, excellent acting, with Frances
Waller,
Gordon Heath, Edith Atwater. Edwin
Jerome and Theodore Newton. Evenings except

Monday

8:40.

at

2:40.

new
COMETH. (Martin Beck)
play by Eugene O'Neill produced by the Theatre
Guild. Cast includes James Barton, Dudley Digges,
Carl Benton Reid and Jicholas Joy. Because of iti
length, play starts at 5:30 p.m. nightly except Sunday. Intermission, 6:30-7:45.

•A-

lent

it

and hi?
by Frank

subjected

"New Reand Paul Douglas
Matinees Wednes-

(Alvin)

delightful com-

hound

six-foot invisible rabbit. Beautifully played
Fay and others. Evenings except Sunday

it

girl

A

DUCHESS OF

MALFI. (Barrymore)
spinechilling murder mystery by John Webster, with a
cast of Elisabeth Bergner, Donald Eccles and John
(^arradinc. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Mati-

A-

A

2:35.

LUCASTA.

drama about

and

LIFE

propaganda
(Adelphi)
pageant advocating resistance against England in
the Jewish homeland. Super acting by Luther and
Celia Adler, and we guess the show does what is
expected of it, although it is overwrought in spots.
Evenings except Monday at 8:35. Matinees Saturday
and Sunday,

With
8:35,

larly

end)

BORN.

IS

play
quite
pro-

ing

PLAYS
A FLAG

(Coronet) Elmer Rice's
it
concerns a young girl who almost but not
substitutes day-dreaming for real life. Superb
duction and fascinating sets by Mielziner.
June Havoc, Edith King, Richard Midgley
large, good cast. Evenings except Sunday at
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.

WITH FATHER. (Bijou) Immensely amusdramatization of Clarence Day's book, particuabout how Father got baptized. With Donald
Randolph and Mary Loanc. Evenings except Monday at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

Neii> York Theatres
(Namss and telephone numbers
listed at the

GIRL.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,

BAR.

wooden
St.

EL

49th St.

at

orchestras against

Waldorf-Astoria.
Park
after nine.

swank background of the
There's a two buck cover charge
the

DREAM

8:40. Matinees .Saturday and Sunday, 2:40.

it

O MISTRESS MINE.

(Empire)

A

sophisticat e

comedy in the very best Lunt-Fontanne tradition.
About an English cabinet minister and his mistress
whose affair is almost wrecked by a serious adolescent.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees
Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.
it

STATE OF THE UNION.

the

best

laughs in town.

Lively,

comedy-drama concerning a
takes to politics, and with

(Hudson) Probably
timely and telling

liberal
a

wife

industrialist

who

likes

who

to tell

NEW YORK
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great musical. If you haven't seen it, do.
Kilty, Betty Jane Watson, Ruth Weston

Martin. Evenings except Sunday

at

8:30.

With Jack
and Owen
Matinees

Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

THE RED MILL.

(46th

St.

Theatre)

Amusing,

revival of a popular Victor Herbert operetta.
plot is slightly pedestrian but Jack Whiting and
Odette Myrtil make you forget it. Evenings except
Monday at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday.
lively

The

2:40.

SHOW

BOAT. (Ziegfeld) Edna Ferber's book
turns up again, this time in a very fast movjng
revival with Carol Bruce and Kenneth Spencer. The
physical production is brilliant and the old songs
seem to be lovelier than ever. Evenings except Sunday

at

Matinees

8:30.

Wednesday and

Saturday,

2:30.

THREE TO MAKE READY.

(Broadhurst) Ray
Bolgcr!s dancing, from old soft shoe to modern pan-

tomime, makes this latest Nancy Hamilton-Morgan
Lewis revue one of the current musical treats. With
Jane Deering, Brenda Forbes and Rose Inghram.
Evenings except Sunday at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40.
YOURS IS
HEART. (Shubert) Richard
Tauher's magnificent voice and Lehar's lovely songs

MY

the

truth

too

well

for

Evenings except Sunday
day and Saturday, 2:35.
\k

her
at

husband's

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.

Van

Druten's

skillful

own

8:35. Matinees

good.

Wednes-

(Morosco) John

play about a girl

who

MUSICALS
ANNIE GET YOUR

GUN. (Imperial) An exceptional musical about sharp-shooting Annie Oakley
and her life and times with Buffalo Bill. Engaging
tunes and lyrics by Ethel Merman and Ray Middleton. Interesting dance sequences by Tamiris. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:30.

CALL ME MISTER.

(National) Extremely enter-

taining hit in the revue category. Skits, sketches and
songs woven about theme of the returned veteran,
but not limited to him in appeal. Harold Rome's
songs are worth the price of the show alone. Evenings except Sunday at 8:35 .Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday, 2:35.

if CAROUSEL. (Majestic) Superlative and moving
musical drama based on "Lilliom," set in 1870 New
England.
Another top-notch production by the
Theatre Guild. Music and lyrics by Rodgers and
Hammerstein. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

GYPSY LADY.

(Century) An operetta set to
composite of Victor Herbert scores with new lyrics
by Robert Wright and George Forrest. The book is
by Henry Myers and Melville Cooper heads the
cast.
Produced by Edwin Lester. Evenings except
Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday,
A-

2:30.
A-

HEAR THAT TRUMPET.

(Playhouse)

A

new

musical with a jazj background. With Bobby Sherwood, Frank Conroy. Audra Lindley, Ray Mayer
and Sidney Bechet. Evenings except Sunday at 8:30.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday, 2:30.

OKLAHOMA.

(St.

With

lost

Stella

James) The Theatre Guild's

in

this

stiffly-mannered

operetta.

Andreva and Fred Keating. Evenings
8:30. Matinee Wednesday and

except Sunday at
Saturday, 2:30.

enter-

on a weekend pass. Beatrice Pearson,
Alan Baxter and Vicki Cummings are the whole
'show. Evenings except Sunday at 8:35. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday, 2:35.
tains a sergeant

it

almost

arc

MISCELLANY
ICE TIME. (Center) For

ice

show

addicts only,

gaudy skating extravaganza is tailored to order.
High spots include comedian Freddie Trenkler. clowning Three Bruises, leaping James Caesar, and ballerina Joan Hyldoft. Produced by Sonja Henie. Evenings except Monday at 8:40. Sunday evening. 8:15.
Matinee Wednesday and Saturday, 2:40. Sunday
Matinee. 3 p.m.
this
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PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY
by Mori Greiner and Johnny
Just For Food

ABOUT TOWN COFFEE

.

.

Froser,

jr.

.

SHOP.

An

urbane

eatery just five steps up form the Phillips' lobby,
tailored for busy people. Fast service here, and

news

late

the -menu.

in mimeographed form accompany
Phillips, 12th and Baltimore. Gr.

flashes

Hotel

5020.

* AIRPORT
anyone here.

RESTAURANT.

—

Might

see nearabout

or national celebs, or the little
Different for after-theater supping,
with lots of activity all night long. There's an observation deck topside if you're waiting for your
ship to come in. Municipal .Airport. NO. 4490.
BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA. An outstanding array
of fine dishes at remarkabley reasonable prices, all

lady

next

local

door.

glittering-clean
setting.
The mez:anine-main
arrangement assures you of a table, and there's
for your car in the private parking lot out
back. Just south of Linwood at 3215 Troost. VA.
8982.
BROOKSIDE HOTEL. Emphasis on atmosphere
in
a
floor

room

of the quiet variety.

You'll find all the right people
here on Thursday night and for Sunday dinner
testimonial enough as to food and service. 5 4th and
Brookside. HI. 4IOri.
GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE. Business is so good
that Glcen has taken to farming out his chowder.
He's also put all his famous seafoods in carry-home
packages, so your other half can see where the
lunch money goes. If he ever packages his black
walnut waffle, he'll make a million. Open 7 a.m.
to 8 p.m.
(Closes 5 p m. Saturdav. all day Sunday.
Scarritt Arcade.

HOOVER

S

819 Walnut.

HA.

9176.

COFFEE SHOP. A

far-south affair
large
a
family following, especially recommended for Sunday evening Counter, booths, and
tables. 201 East Clrcgory. HI. 5518.
DRIVE-INS. People arc talking about
these brand-new twins. Inside or carside, you'll find
quick service and good food ranging from sandwiches
to full course dinners. Main at Linwood, and Meyer
at Troost. VA.
8916

if
with

I

NU-WAY

PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP. A
who

cluster

po;nt for

with big marbles. The homeprobably restore the pound or two
you managed to lose in the course of the evening,
but better have some anyhow. It isn't quiet here,
but you can hear a pin drop. Pla-Mor. 32nd at
Mam. Va. 7848.
if UNITY INN. A large, cool-looking room with
latticework and flowers and an all-vegetarian menu.
The salads arc delightful and the pastry may be
highly and unequivocably recommended as the city'«
finest
Luncheon and dinner Monday through Friday.
Sundav dinner 11:30 to 2 p.m. Closed Saturday.
901 Tracy. VI. 8720.
S
BALCONY. H.mc
salads, incomparable English muffins swimming in
whipped butter, and tlic lushest milkshakes in
conservatively
the world. All in all, a shopper'i
paradise. Fred Wolferman, Inc., 1108 Walnut.
Z LAN DRIVE-IN. This nippv weather should
remind you, in case you've forgotten, that Z-LAN
IS the
home of w<jndcrful fried rabbit and chicken
dinners. Hamburgers, too, and nothing prosaic about
them. Week days, 11:30 to 1 a.m. Sunday, noon to
the

lads
pie

made

play

will

WOLFERMAN

—

WALNUT

midnight.

LO.

Plaza.

Main, on

48th and
3454.

For Food and a Drink

AMBASSADOR

S

Club

Country

the

.

.

.

CAFE FIESTA. An

under-

ground hideaway hosted by the genial Mr. Weisi
and a hospitable retinue of helpers. The decor i5
Latin-American, but you'll find gcfultafish, borschi
and kreplock on the widely varied menu. Everything
is
just right.
Hotel Ambassador, 3650 Broadwav

VA.

5040.

k BROADWAY

INTERLUDE.

D. T. Turner, wh^

made night club managing

history in Chicago an.'
the South, has taken over the former McConki
spot in the Uptown district. The accent is on good

food and continuous entertainment. "Silents" flicker
over the bar, while Juliette, Eddie Oyer, and Eugene

Smith

take

turns

at

pianos.

the

WE. 96 3 0.
DIERK S TAVERN. Dark

Broadway.

3 5 3 5

and mahogany booths ptovide ihc fricndiv setting for thii
congenial, sunken grill. Popular with business lunchcrs, and with late afternoon and evening dr:nkert
or snackers. On lUth, between Grand and Walnu:.

GUS' RESTAURANT. Gus

pannelling

Fitch,

formerly

of

Muehlebach. has taken unto himself a couple
partners and opened on his own. The prices are
stiff, but the food is good, and in the background
there's the resourceful jump pianoing of Joshua
the

i-f

Johnson.

A

beautifully appointed restauIL PAGLIACCIO.
rant-bar now in its fourth month. The drinks are
suspiciously weak, but you'll like the Italian food,
including spumoni. 600 East 6th. HA. 8441

k
in

ITALIAN GARDENS.
setting

n

tics,

looks

Sp..glutti

something

and
like

m.MiK.lU

an

,ij

lot

Swiss Colony Wine. In the latticed booths,
autographed pictures of various oelebri'
don't be surprised if you find those varioiii

Italian

under

that

the

—

—

PORTS OF CALL IN KANSAS CITY

—

winding yards of spaghetti and drinkthe dry wines Frank and Johnny like to serve
their fine Italian foods. The Gardens is a
habit with most show people w^ho pass this way
and with most of the natives, too. Closed on Sun11 HI Baltimore.
HA. 8861.
Jav.
celebrities

61

With Dancing

.

.

.

ins

with

k PLAZA

ROYALE. The

talk

even-stephen late

is

dates and new babies, when the campus queens of
the last two decades hold regular Saturday night
court at this southside gathering place. Everybody
IS there
sometime in the course of the evening, so
you'd better go early to get a table. The kitchen
eloscs at nine. Mary Dale is at the piano-solovox.
614 West 48th. LO. 3393.
YORKER. Famous for salads,
stc-.ks.
French fried onions, and almost especially
roast
beef.
High in the not-tO'be-missed class
come Gene's adroit Martinis. The room is small,
but if you love good food and drink, Jerry will find
a place for you. Willie Weber, happiest man in
town, plays an unobtrusive piano good. 1104 Balti.

PUSATERfS

NEW

—

—

more.

GR.

^ SAVOY

1019.

GRILL.

Like

The

Fox

Blue

in

San

New

Francisco. Christ Celle's in
York, and Antoine's
Orlean's, the Savoy has a reputation of
long
standing with
food lovers throughout the
nation. The venerable chophouse has been culinary
tops in the midwest for generations, but the service hasn't slowed a bit. There's a fine choice of
hard-to-get wines and liquors. Better phone for reservations. 9th and Central. VI. 3890.
ROYALE. Harry Newstreet's heart-ofAtown rendez\'OUs is still going strong; partly because
jit's
convenient for meals, cocktails, or nightcaps;
and partly because downtowners like the smart interior,
soft lights, and music by Zena and Zola.

New

!in

TOWN

1119 Baltimore. VI. 7161.

Just For a Drink

CABANA,

From

.

.

the

WHB

12th and Baltimore. GR. 1020.
Pretty girls have an affinity for
so if you've an affinity for prettv
iZirls,
you know the answer! It's dim, overstuffed,
and the good drinks inevitably taste like one more.
Ho'el Continental. Uth and Baltimore. HA. 6040.
smooth, distinctive lounge
At THE TROPICS.
on the third floor of the Phillips, You'd never find
it unless someone told you, but now someone's told
you. There's the utmost in clever decoration, and
exotic drinks a la Trader Vick
perfect for them as
likes the effect, but not the taste. If you -an't make
It
to Honolulu this winter, vou'd do well to settle
for the Tropics. Mutual's Tommy Ott is at the
Hammond. Hotel Phillips, 12th and Baltimore. GR.

Hotel
•k

Phillips,

OMAR ROOM.

the

Omar Room,

A

—

'1020.

Eddie Cross' hospitable hangout ii
i(
still the long range favorite of the southtown crowed,
and small wonder! Barbecue is the chief drawing
card, but don't sell short the drink-and-dance music
of bombo beating Tony Caracci. Continuous music
from 6:30. 6015 Troost. JA. 4316.

BOWMAN'S RESTAURANT.

Eastside

diner

with canopied cocktail bar and dancing to the Three
Sharps. Fried chicken is featured, but where isn't
It? 3210 East Inh. BE. 9399.
•A-

CROSSROADS INN.

Sort of a tollhouse affair,

with antiques galore, that has grown right popular
feasting
for
on
dinners
and end-of-the-evening
chicken, barbecue, or thick sandwiches. There's a
small bar and a large dance floor, where the music
is t;Lx-free.
because it's served up on platters. The
Swope Park car runs right to the door. Swope Parkway and Benton Boulevard. WA. 9699.

A

spacious spot, midtown. feaif CLUB FIESTA.
turing danceable music by Joe Myers' orchestra and
interim entertainment by Shorty Frear at piano and
solovox. The floor is large enough to permit the
Lindy Hopu or hijinks of like cut with no danger to

innocent

dancersby.

—

recommendation. Drinks
Street. VA. 9579.

in

by

an overwhelming
Sherry. 12 East 39th

itself

MARY'S. Certainly the biggest and best floor
around, and uniformly excellent music. It's "out in
the country," so the joint jumps after hours, especially on Saturday. All newly redecorated, by the
way. and looking mighty pert. Setups only. 8013
Wornall Road. JA. 9441.
ir

OLD PLANTATION.

AI Duke, the Irish balladbecause the folks won't let
the same goes for the Jerry Gilbert
Trio,
The beautiful colonial mansion is a few
minutes east. Massive columns, spacious rooms, and
convivial atmosphere. Hi'jhwav 40, East. FL. 1 307.
The traditional choice
and
for a full evening of fine eating, drinking,
dancing this last to the competent rythms of Dee
Pe'erson. It's all quietly exciting and very pleasant.
John is the sitter-downer, under Mr. Maggio's
watchful eye. 1425 Baltimore. GR. 5129.
STUBB'S
PLAZA. The kitchen is
open again, and the barbecue you love is back. But
most important. Jeannie Leitt is still giving that
big piano what-for and singing 'em naughty to the
obvious delight of a packed house. She has a left
hand that could move mountains. 3114 Gillham
Plaza. VA. 9911.
GRILL. Some of the best known hotel
•k
bands take the stand at the Muehlebach's tastefully
decked-out basement bistro. There are no reservations on Saturday night, but tables are available
for a price. Minimum; no convert. Hotel Muehlebarh, 12th and Baltimore. GR. 1400.
singer, is
him leave.

still

around,

And

SOUTHERN MANSION.

.

cryptic peon on the door
of the gent's room to the tamale-skinned drinkbearers, this Twelfth Street retreat is all-out Latin.
But we'll thank you. South America, to leave it
where it is! Alberta Bird, the charming
staff
organist, is at the Hammond with the snl;d stylings
that have brought her fame. Lunch, but no dinners.

i(

BLUE HILLS,

—

GILLHAM

TERRACE

TOOTIE'S MAYFAIR. There's a floor show,
big band, and lots of dancing room at this huge,
but friendly after hours spot iust south of the citv
limits. Skylarking 'til four of a morning, so don't
be afraid of keeping Tootie up. $1 couvert. 79th and
Wornall Road. DE. 1253.
a

WITH THE

SWINGI'N'
m

RKO

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

RAGE

HEAVEN

IN

— Inghd

Bergman,
Robert
Montgomery,
George Sanders, Lucile Watson,
Oscar Homolka.
Another bestseller by James Hilton, author of
Lost
HoTiz07i.
Goodbye,
Mr.
Chips, Random Harvest, in on
celluloid.
This
good engineer,
dustrialist, and

one

is

about

weak -brained

a

a
in-

a lovely lady who
unwittingly
precipitates
towering
jealousy, attempted murder, and
eventual suicide. It's a psychological
thriller that
should keep
you on chair's-edge throughout its

running

entire

The

time.

setting
and the
perfect

is an English steel town,
climax
comes
with
a
crime, a missing diary, and the
hero incarcerated
in
murderer's
r6w.

GALLANT

—

BESS

Marshall
Thompson, George Tobias, Clem
Bevans. A sixteen year-old Texas
boy leaves his ranch to join the
Seabees, under pressure from a
recruiting
officer.
While home on his last leave before
embarking, the youngster's
favorite horse, Bess, dies in foal.
He unjustly blames the Navy for
the
death,
horse's
and has a
highly unhappy time of it until
finds
another
he
horse
on
a
Pacific
island.
He adopts her,
christens her "Bess." The horse
later saves his life and eventually
is allowed to accompany him back
to the United States. Back home,
the new Bess drops a foal, and
Tex's lifelong dream of owning a
fast-talking

horse

ranch

is

on

its

Alexander Knox,

Lauren

gart,

myelitis.

methods

of
treating
infantile
paralysis arc the only correct ones.
That belief is as yet unproved,
and the picture industry has no
right to implant such a dangerous
fallacy in the public mind.

20th Century Fox

MARGIE—Jeanne
rence.

Martha

and paced them through
their first (and highly successful)
co-starring venture. To Have and
Have X.OI. This time it's a racing
breathtaking yarn from the keyboard of the ace mystery writer.
Raymond Chandler. The plot conan aged orchid grower, his
two spoiled daughters, blackmail,
and a tough private "eye." (3f
course Bogart is the shamus of
cerns

He

displays

his

usual

competence in stepping over warm
corpses and kissing on tlic run;
w-hilc
wife
Lauren makes with
the eyes and sings sultrily in her
big,

fish-wife's

voice.

Cram.

Ann Todd.

Langan.

Alan

Glenn

Barbara Law-

Young.

Lynn

hip

are

and

sports
roadsters,
Incidentally,

flasks,

school

proms.

heroine winds things
snaring all three men.
the

up

by

Tentative Schedule for
Films Showing in K. C.
in

TWO YEARS
MAST—Alan

November

KENNY

LADY LUCK
CRACK-UP*

RA(;E rN

HEAVEN

BLONDIE KNOWS BEST*
NO LEAVE. NO LOVE

GALLANT

BESS

Newman
BIG SLEEP

TWO YEARS
MAST

BEFORE THE

Esquire

>

THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN
BLUE

MARGIE
SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM
•Companion

Picture

Don

Pilgrim
with
the
brig
an
autocratic
hand and an omnipresent "cat o' nine." The twoof

master is out of Boston, bound
California
around the icefor
in attempt to set a
record; but scurvy, mutiny, and

bound Horn

murder intervene. The rebellious
crew finally wins command andreturns the ship to Boston, there
wage a successful fight against
injustices
and inhumanities
the
practices
of
the
maritime
of
period.
to

COLUMBIA

'

WHILE YOU DANCE

SINC;

Stanton,
Robert
Drew.
Lane.
glamour-seeking young maidensong-plugger,
who wants to be a
and a personable young man whois.
engage in a race to secure an
additional song from an obscure
composer whose first tune has already scored a success little short
The search leads
of sensational.
them to an isolated hamlet named
Graves Corner. There they deduce that the writer was a millionaric. now dead. They are arrested
while rifling his deserted man'
sion.
and when they eventually
gain possession of the song it
turns out to be not-so-hot anyEllen

Andrew Tombcs, Amanda

A

how

Loew's Midland
MR. ACE
SINC; WHILE YOU DANCE*

THI

Brian

An

.

(Thanksgiving)

CLOAK AND DAGGER

Ladd,

levy. William Bendix. Barry Fit!
gerald, Howard da Silva.
excellent film of the old sailing days.
There are marvelous shots at sea.
and there's a bang-up male cast tt
carry
the
heavy, action-jammed
story. Howard da Silva does ar
outstanding job as the implacable
disciplinarian who rules the crew

Bari.

Family fare with a flashback to
1928 and the story of very involved lovelifc of a young high
It
seems there's a
school girl.
beau she's got but doesn't want,
a gay dog she w^ants but can't
get, and a French teacher. There

SISTER
Bo-

coached

piece.

There were two loves in

—

RKO Orpheum

Vickers,
Dorothy Malonc. The
Bogarts are back under the direction
Howard Hawks, who
of

the

Jag-

life
one for a man whom
never found time to marry,
and the other for the children of
the world threattned by a crippling disease. It is too bad that
the film leaves theatre audiences
with the strong but completely
mistaken idea that Sister Kenny's

her
she

way toward

Baoall.

Dean

Merivale,
Beulah
Bondi, Charles Dingle. The story,
unfortunately timely, of an Australian
nurse
and
her
long,
courageous
fight
against
polioPhilip

ger,

reality.

Warner Brothers
THE BIG SLEEP- Humphrey

Rus-

STARS,
Paramount
BEFORE

Radio

KENNY— Rosalind

SISTER
sell,

-

United Attists

MR.

ACE— George

Sidney,

Hadcn.
vers.

Stanley

Raft. Sylvia
San
Ridges,
Sid Sil-

Jerome Cowan.
Edwards.
Alan

Roman

Bohnen. The story of a Congresswith an estranged multihusband and a yen
millionaire

woman

to sit in the governor's chair. In
order to get there she has lo play
games with a bigtimc racketeer
named Eddie Ace. There's a
between
back-and-forth
love-spat
the two that ends with the lady
in
the stale house and Ace in
the stale pen. Both their terms
expire in four years, however, at
which time they plan to marry
so you could probably call it
a happy ending.

—

DEFINITIVE DRUNKENNESS
Been obfuscated

.

.

.

lately? Potvaliant? Quiffy,

temulentive, bosky, top-heavy, or sozzled?
It's possible, you know. My, yes! That's

what happens when you swill; or when you
lush, bib, tipple, tope, swig, booze, bouse,
guzzle, soak, sot, carouse, sacrifice at the
Shrine of Bacchus, bend the elbow, drain
the cup, tip the pot, crack the bottle, kill
the keg, or splice the main brace. You may
become tipsy, intoxicated, inebriated, in
your cups, fuddled, fou, mellow, cut,
boosy, fresh, merry, elevated, plastered,
befuddled, disguised, flushed, flustered,
lit
up, high, groggy, beery, gin-happy,
potulent, overtaken, whittled, tight, primed,
oiled, corned, raddled, sewed up, nappy,
muddled, muzzy, maudlin, crapulous,
looped, loaded, gassed, glassy-eyed, paralyzed, buzzed, dead, blind drunk!
Should that happen, people will be very
hard on your character to be sure. "A
drunkard," they will say, "a sot, toper,
tippler, rum-pot, wine-bibber, dram-drinker,
soak, soaker, sponge, tun." Others will
add, "A lovepot."
thirsty soul, a reveller, a carouser, a Bacchanalian, a dipso-

A

maniac."

But you won't care! You'll have a katzenjammer, a big-head, a wallowby, butterflies in your stomach and gnomes in your
head, d.t.'s, a morning after
oh, hell! The
word is hangover!

—

makes damn sure
close

when

the

that he's standing

photogs

around

mug Governor

Thye of Minnesota at a big airport opening. The picture comes out captioning Governor Thye very happy to meet said paid
Each night the public

advertiser.

man spends an hour and
calouses off his thumb and

elation
half soaking
forefinger, the

a

combination that holds the two-ounce glass.
His wife gets out the ironing board and
presses out the foot-prints of magazine,
newspaper and radio execs from the seat of
his pants. They open a can of 24-point,
bold-face Bodoni italics, heat it on the fire
of his over-worked imagination, and eat
on a table of new schedules going into effect Tuesday which have already been

changed.
Airlines public inflation men have funny
bones where other people have ribs and
skulls and stuff. Take 'W. R. (Bob) Moreland of Mid-Continent Airlines. He is sure
to pounce on you in the Rendezvous of the

Muehlebach or some other far off the path,
unsuspecting place and ask you confidentiallly, "Do you think the airplane is
here to stay?"

TWA

strokes his chin
Clay Irwin of
sagaciously, strides to the window, spends
five minutes in profound thought, and
then solemnly informs you, "T still think
your best bet is a horse." Hal Grayson, also

TWA,

of

tion,

PUBLIC ELATION
all

MEN

of the airlines have them.

.

They

.

.

call

Yes,
the

newspaper and remind the city desk that
the St. Mary's oofball team is coming
through at 4:10 a.m. tomorrow, and to be
sure to get a picture, and the more mentions of the airline the better. Another

but

adds, "I can't get you a reservahave a lot of nice pictures."

I

Mr. Shepherd of Braniff has a stock excuse for everything, including the scarcity
of Scotch.
"I guess there's mechanical
trouble in Dallas."
Mr. Buchanan of Continental
for

kids)

insists

that

"Despite

('/2

fare

whatever

——
November,

64
aeronautical engineers may say, I still don't
think the damn things will fly."

To which we
door, grandma,
the range.

add: "Get off that oven
you're too old to ride

"

watcrtank revealed that

194(:

was right or

it

their route.

"You see," barked Tex. "You can't gc
by those damn gadgets. We were right al
the time."

Which might go

to prove that

some guys
some

can fly better in their sleep than
other people can wide awake.

WHICH LANGUAGE DO YOU
SPEAK?
Room

A

Room

DEBATABLE QUESTION ...

her

reported
question? Oh, yes,
let's see ... it goes like this: 'Resolved that
there should be compulsory conception for
all 18-year-olds!"'
school
parents,

girl

to

innocently

DEAD RECKONING

.

.

Tex

Grone, one of Kansas City's pioneer
doesn't believe too

much

in these

La-

bp /;h

^

a

hawf.

TONGUE

TWISTER
H. C. Sexton of the Kansas City Electric Associa.

win

tion failed to

.

.

a five dollar prize

when

he was given the opportunity to rattle off
the following:

"The debate

.

with

Four and

It

seems that the universal question to be
debated this year by all Kansas City high
school debate teams is worded something
like this: "Resolved that there should he
compulsory conscription for all 18-yearolds." When asked, one Westport high

with a bath

buck and a haff,

That Bim
Said

Min

That Bim

To

is

slim

to

Tim

is

slim,

Min

her said Tim.

Mr. Sexton progressed
line and was lost.

slightly past the

first

pilots,

new

fan-

ideas such as radio beams. Tex
reasons that an aircraft radio just makes
a lot of noise and wears out your battery.

dangled

Last fall Tex and his hunting partner
took off in the LaGronc Waco for the
pheasant country of South Dakota. The
weather was fine when they left Kansas
City, but up around Crcston, Iowa the
skies began to close in. Tex had turned
the controls over to his partner and was
Whitney 202. The
snoring like a Pratt
pilot, unable to see the ground, wallowed
around in the fog, probably going in circles. He hated to awaken Tex and concede
a navigational defeat, so he snapped on the
radio. The noise of the radio brought Tex
to life and he reached over and snapped it
off. He looked around, saw nothing but
fog. He took the controls and the Waco

scudded down through the layer of clouds.

At 400

feet they

directly above a

came out of the fog bank
town. The name on the

QUOTATIONS:
Oscar Wilde: "It was as if a rose
shook in her bloodstream and shadowed
"

her cheek.

Stcphan Crane: "The moon
been lighted and was hung in a

had
tree-

top."
like butter in
Aldous Huxley:- ".
mouth of August."
".
the warm, living darkness be.

.

the

.

.

hind closed

lids."

Thomas Wolfe: "Two dimples

sen-

tinelled a platoon of milk-white teeth."

"There
Scott Fitzgerald
'hey!' of a telephone
from the room."
F.

silvery

:

was the
coming

1ARKETLAND-INGS
prosress

licrc s

in the air

\rr Kansas City! On four
a|or airlines, seven hunred thousand passengers
iiiuially

'

..i

^Jhe

Swing is

,^

toWHB

in Kansas

Q

depart,

arrive,

pass through this seclargest air connecting
oint in the world. Be-

:nl

lul

ilo that, air traffic here
IS
increased more than
M^nty-seven per cent in

Indisputably, busi-

•

"going up." That s
reason why we're
roud of our town, and of
r radio station. Both are

es',

is

lie

11

p to-date,

sky-minded,

nd Kansas Citians are in
with the times' lisning and buying habits,
>o. Thev themselves have
Kansas City's
.ade
ine

WHB

ominant Daytime Station
if you've an idea
project in Kansas City
[arketland, take to the
r. Let
pilot you to

So,

)

WHB

ire results!

et's

Face Figures

lOnsas City has:
major municipal fields
J
4 major airlines

2 international airlines

•

170

scheduled
passenger flights
daily

•
10,000 aviation

employees

ansas City

is:

World's 2nd largest
airline headquarters
•

World's 2nd largest
air connecting point

For

WHB

availabilities,

phone
DON DAVIS
at any
dam Young office

DON

JOHN

.

T.

DAVIS

SCHILLING
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LOngacre

3-1
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CHICAGO
ANDover 5448
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NETWORK
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Inc.
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KEY STATION FOR THE KANSAS STATE NETWORK
KANSAS CITY

EMPORIA

w

SALINA

GREAT BEND

WICHIT/

to airport. In a race that attracted national attention.
Postmaster A. H. Giilis of Kansas City, Kansas, was clocked at
4r01. Close behind was Postmaster Alexander Graham of Kansas
City, Missouri, with 4:22. Top picture shows Postmaster Graham
being interviewed by WHB Newsmon Dave Hodgins. Picture below of the finish line shows News Chief Dick Smith, Postmaster
Al Gillis, the winnah, and Jack Torbett, of Kansas City, Kansas.

office

Admiral Willia
IT PAYS TO BE SMART
Halsey, above, speaker at the Kansas
American Legion Armistice Day program, w
agree that it "Pays To Be Smart," os the I
Navy demonslroted to the Japanese. Bottoin
ture shows contestants in the WHB-Universll
Kansas City school quiz show, "It Poys T<
.

I

Smart,"

in

the

first

.

.

session

of

the

Shownee-Mission High.
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ARTICLES
Stilwell's Dream
Visit to Moscow
a miracle
the foot
amid
the ringof Petticoat Lane
ing of Salvation Army bells and
the echoing laughter of Emery
Bird's Santa Claus; or among
e Christmas trees shining along
Park Avenue; or in La Salle
Station swarming with Christmas; or at Hollywood and Vine
or along the streetcar tracks of
Telegraph Hill; if the miracle
hould happen at any of these
ilaces at Christmastime, perhaps
fall flat on his
lO one would
ace or consider it too irregular,
or Christmas is the time of
liracles
the time of the walk-

—

ng of angels upon the

11

.

.

—

want so desperately that
all
be good and
We hope it is for
and that you see the
ou,
nimals kneel. And whedier you
ill
him Kriss Kringle, St.
icholas, or Daddy, we hope

ee all
ife

should

eautiful.

^lat in
^laus!

your

life

there

is

a Santa

.

.

.

Jay

Woodman

15

19
23
25

29
45
47
51

OUR TOWN TOPICS

...

December's Heavy Dates in Kansas City
Swing's Man of the Month, Efrem Kurtz
Kansas City Ports of Call
Jimmy Talbot
Swingin' With the Stars

37
63

Swing Around

67

.

.

earth,

time of a great rushing of
when blindness is healed
nd hearts made whole. And it
rumored that on Christmas
is
Ve at twelve of the clock the
'animals kneel down in their
moved by some urgent
italls,
atavistic wonder that comes over
;hem at that moment like a
leavenly light. If the animals
lo kneel, it seems only natural.
Whether you hang your star
}n a cedar tree, a cocoanut
palm, or a hickory limb, you
all of us
achieve a certain
faith at Christmastime. And if
,ive are to look for a miracle oh
is planet this year,
we shall
lave to hold fast to that faith,
eep it for use later when we've
orgotten the words we spoke so
>rilliantly
with the wine of
Christmas upon us. If it can last
he year, the miracle has a
Jiance. Only, for miracle read
lomething like "economic stabiization" or "disarmament" or
the equality of man." And for
aith read "hope, energy, and
ustice." It is faith perhaps of
his kind that shines around Deember like a halo, brief but
ery bright, because at this time

....
John Quinn
Rodger Ebbington
.

A Century of Greetings
Jumping Joe McCarthy
Holiday in Taxco

.

.

.

2

66

OTHER TOWN TOPICS

'le

ings,

3

7

Hazel Sequin
Muriel Ward
Hypnotism Grows Up
Betty and William Waller
Mighty Paul Bunyan
Eric Jensen
He Moves Presidents
Joseph N. Bell
Please, Mr. Quartermaster
Robert Lankford

Christmas Tree
The Verse Gets Worse

AT Christmastime
IFshould
happen at

—

Esty Morris

W. Hodgins

D.

Chicago Letter
Chicago Ports of Call
New York Letter
New York Ports of Call

Nort Jonathan
Marion Odmark

....
.

.

.

55
57

Lucie Brion

58

Jeanne Taylor

60
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HEAVY DATES
KANSAS CITY

IbecemLr'd
in
Conventions

Music

5-6, Midwest Transit Association, Hotel President.
Dec. 5-9, Economic and Business

(Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz, Conducting)

Dec.

Dec.

Foundation, Hotel President.
Dec. 5-7, Conference on Home
Canning Research, Hotel Con-

artist.

Dec. 5, Suburban school concert.
Dec. 8, Pop Concert.
Dec. 9, School Concert.
Dec. 17, 18, Concert with Artui

tinental.

Dec. 18-21, Hall Brothers, Hotel
Muehlebach.
Dec. 27. 28, Phi Beta Pi, Hotel
Preiident.
28. 29,
President.

Dec.

Phi

Dec. 29-31, Phi
Hotel President.

pianist, guest artist in
return engagement.
Hall
Tou-n
Dec.
Vivian Delia Chiesa,
2,
Lyric Soprano, Music Hall.
Dec. 23, Cochran School of Music
recital. Music Hall.
Fritschy Concerts
Schn,->hel,

Omega, Hotel
Alpha

Delta.

Dancing
(Pla-Mor

Eugene List, interna10,
tionally famous pianist. Musi<
Hall.
Dec.
Muehlebach Chorus
22,
Music Hall.

Dec.

32nd

Ballroom,

and

Main)
Tuesday and Friday nights "Over
30" dances with Tom and Kate
Beckham and their orchestra.
Dec. 1, Walter Bloom; Dec. 4, 5,
George Tidona; Dec. 7, Chuck
Dec. 8,
Alexander; Dec.

Foster;

11,
14,

22, 25. 26, 28, 29,
Clark.
Fiesta
Ballroom,

(La

Concert with Blanche
Mezzo-Soprano, guest

4,

3,

Thebom,

12, Bob
15,
21,
31, Oizie

4l3t

and

Main)
Dancing every night except Monday and Thursday. Old time
dance Wednesday nights. Saturday night old time dancing at
Carpenter's Hall, 3114 Paseo,
under same management.

Art
Bowling
Armour

Lanes,

Clifford
Troost.

and

HeUon GalleM

(William Roclthill

3523 Troost.
Tessman,
2629

of

An)

Loan Galleries: Sixth Annual Mil
souri Exhibition.

Cocked Hat, 4451 Troost.
Country Club Bowl, 71st

and

McGee.
Esquire Lanes, 4040 Main.

1232 Broadway.
Pla-Mor. 3142 Main.
Plaza Bowl, 430 Alameda Road.
Shepherd's, 520 W. 75th.
Palace,

Ceramics
Room:
Chronologica
Survey of English Pottery iron
the collection of Mr. and Mrs
Frank Bumap. Slip Ware o
the 17th century,

Lambeth Delf

and Salt Glaze Wares.
Masterpiece

donna

the

of

and

Child

month: Ma
with Fou

Angels,

Basketball

Wrestling

games at Municipal Auditorium Arena)
Dec. 12, Big Six game. Contestants to be selected.
Dec. 16, University of Missouri
versus University of Illinois.
Dec. 17, Professional basketball,
American League.
Dec. 20, University of Kansas
versus University of Oklahoma.
Dec. 27, 28, N.A.I. B. basketball
tournament.
Dec. 30, University of Kansas
versus Stanford University.
(All

attributed
di Bartolo.

Lectures: Dec. 4,
Scottish Rite Temple,
Linwood Boulevard at Paseo.
Thursdays: Memorial Hall, Kansas City, Kansas. Sponsored by
the American Legion and Heart
of America Sports.

Tuesdays:

The Shosoin,

Dec.

19, 20, 21,
tractions present
in
"Hamlet."

Municipal

A. (f N. AtMaurice Evans
Music
Hall,

b'

Mr.

Sickman. Dec. 11, Dis
of Missouri Exhibition
by Mr. Gardner.
cussion

Motion

pictures: Dec. 6, Joan c
Arc. Dec. 13, The Four Horse
men. (no admission).

Musical programs: Dec.

Drama

Tadde

to

1,

Sigm

Alpha

Mu
15,

Iota
concert; Dec.
{
Phi Epsilon concert; Dtc
University of Kansas Cit

Christmas

Program.

Auditorium.

Special Events

Hockey

Dec. 6, Cub Scouts annual show
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

(United States League. All games
at
Pla-MoT Arena, 32nd and

Dec. 18, Boxing show for Mayor'
Christmas Party, Arena.

Main)
Dec.

1,

Houston; Dec.

4,

Minne-

apolis; Dec. 15, Houston; Dec.
Omaha; Dec. 22, Tulsa;
18,
Dec. 25, St. Paul; Dec. 29,

Dallas.

Dec.

19,

Advertising

Executives'
Party, Arena.

Club

and

Sale

Christmsl|il

Dec. 22, Mayor's Christmas Party
Arena.

STILWELUS ^ream
by ESTY MORRIS

Kansas City's great Union Station sas City, Mexico and Orient railway,
came to railroad builder in a dream! was up to his neck in railroads.
Finally he left the window and
dropped off to sleep. Two hours later,
year weis 1902 and Arthur
at five o'clock in the morning, he
E. Stilwell paced the bedroom
was busy at his desk with diagrams
floor of his home at 720 E. Armour
of tracks, trainsheds and ticket offices.
Boulevard. He walked to the window
A location between Main street and
and looked out upon a motionless
Broadway on 20th and 21st street
Kansas City. From the far distance
had come to him in a dream!
he could hear the faint puffing of
He dreamed also of a company
(locomotives. He slammed the window
made up of the various railroads to
operate the terminal. He put the reto shut out any noise or suggestions
sults of his dream down on paper and
of trains. He had enough for one day.
presented them at the meeting of railThere had been a confused, wranroad executives the next day.
[liigling discussion as to where the proNot that year nor the next, but 12
posed new Union Station for Kansas
years later, Stilwell's dream came
City should be built. The Commercial
true. Kansas City actually did build
Club favored the old Tenth and State
its new 10-million dollar terminal on
Line location; another group wanted
the exact site where Stilwell had

THE

'9

ft

to build

it

in the west bottoms; the

wanted
they didn't want

(^railroads
rails

new

station,

City,

but

move any more

to

than they actually had

Stilwell,

sas

a

who had

built

to.

the

Kan-

Gulf and Pittsburgh Railit grow into the Kan-

^way, watched
[jiQ

6215

City Southern,

felt it

slip

away

and who was then
working on organization of the Kan-

into receivership,

dreamed

it

should be.

History of railroads in eastern Missouri
dates back to
1849 when

wooden, hand-hewn rails were laid
for the old Independence and Wayne
City

railroad,

miles.

Its

a

rolling

distance of four
stock consisted of

wooden cars towed by twenty
mule teams. The redeeming feature
was the depot, a neat two-story buildrickety

December, 1946
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By 1855 came the first steam
locomotive, and what an event that
was! Hardy pioneers stood in awed
fright as the thing chugged along the
ing.

rails.

Between 1849 and 1856, when the
old Independence railroad was abandoned, railroads of various names
sprang up. There was the Nebraska,
St. Joseph and Eastern Missouri, the
Southern Iowa line, and several which
died an economic death before they

came

to

life.

Just prior to 1869, the Santa Fe,
Missouri Pacific and Rock Island

threaded thin strips of steel into Kan'
sas City, over which wood-burning
locomotives hauled creaking rickety
cars. Three lines came down from the
north, the Burlington, St. Joseph and
Eastern Missouri, and the Wabash,
terminating on the north banks of
the Missouri river.

Then came

the need for a bridge

On

October 31,
1869 it was opened and christened
the "Hannibal Bridge." The original
across the Missouri.

superstructure still supports the bridge
that connects Kansas City of 1946
with its Municipal airport, and part
of North Kansas City.

In 1871, and at an expenditure of
$300,000, the finest depot in the

West was opened

for business.

News-

papers of that day described it as the
"Handsomest depot in the world."

Hardly had the varnish been
scuffed from the floors of the new
depot before it became apparent that
it was too small. As early as 1895
there was a strong move for a new

Union

Station.

Kansas City council'

men

talked of a million, maybe two
million dollar station, but certainly

no more.

From 1895 until 1911, when the
work actually got under way, Kan'
sas City was torn by railroad factions.
The railroad men wanted the city tv
vacate a large number of streets. The
were asking
too much. Finally enough of it

city claimed the railroads

way

was ironed out
for the voters.

to

frame a referendum
issue passed by

The

the overwhelming majority of 24,522

and only 708 against.
Times were hard and labor was

for,

plentiful as hundreds of men were
put to work. The millions of yards
of earth that had to be moved to

make way for the vast area of trackage was excavated mostly by hand

Opening of the Hannibal Bridge
was a great civic achievement and

labor and horse-drawn scrapers.

people flocked to Kansas City from
miles around. The railroads, across
the Missouri river at last, then built
from the bridge
the "gooseneck"
along the river bank to the old depot
at 10th Street and State Line.

well's

Kansas City was rapidly becoming
the gateway to the great unexplored
West, and local people as well as
railroad men felt that their depot was
sadly inadequate.

Yes, after 14 years, Arthur E. Stil'
dream of a Grand Union Sta'

tion came true. It was officially opened
on October 31, 1914. At the time it
was the largest railway station in the
v.'orld,

with 144,150 square feet of

room alone.
However, the Grand Central Terminal
in New York City was remodeled in
1924, and now has more floor space
floor space in the waiting

than Kansas City.

Soon

after the

Union

Station was

stilwell's
completed and put to use, the Kansas
City Terminal Railroad men realized

weary flights of steps
between the waiting room and the
train sheds would some day have to be
conquered. Delayed by poor financial
that the long,

condition of the railroads before the
war, and then the war itself, escalators
to replace the steps, have been a long

time coming. However, the work is
going on right now and the escalator
system will probably be in operation

by

late spring or early summer.
During the war on busy days, the
Kansas City Union Station handled
more people than Grand Central

A

Terminal in New York.
total of
465,578 passengers either arrived or
departed during the year of 1945.
These twelve major trunk line raih
roads use the terminal: Burlington,
Alton, Wabash, Milwaukee, Great
Western, Santa Fe, Rock Island, Kau'
sas City Southern, Missouri'Kansas'
Texas, Frisco, Missouri Pacific and

Union Pacific.
While Kansas City

is

one of the

nation's leading rail centers,

the

hub

motive
to

of a great

movement

packing center, is by
more than 600 com'
mercial trucks enter and depart from
Kansas City daily. It is served by 126
truck lines, most of them large and
connecting with Chicago, Minne'
apolis, Denver, Oklahoma City, St.
Louis, and the east and west coasts.
Twenty'five offer direct service from
coast to coast. The movement of meat,
food, drugs and other merchandise
amounts to an inestimable tonnage.
When added to the tremendous
amount of building material, crushed
stone and gravel not included in the
records of the Associated Highway
Carriers, the total would be staggerto

great

this

truck. Moreover,

ing.

Trucks are the only form of transportation reaching some 2,500 towns
in Missouri and Kansas, 949 in Oklahoma and 882 in Colorado. The business life and very existence of these
communities are dependent upon
movement of trucks from the great
hub of the Southwest, Kansas City.

Bus

lines, too,

have kept pace with

also

the progress of transportation in the

of autO'

Southwest. There are approximately
415 arrivals and departures of interstate, intra-state and commuter buses
in Kansas City every day of the week.

it is

Normally, from half
three quarters of livestock shipped
traffic.

dream

The number

of people using buses in

and out of Kansas City last year, exclusive of city buses, was 515,000-

—

half again the size of the population

of Kansas City,

Bus

travel,

Mo.
like

that of

rail,

has

back into a comfortable rather
than pack-jammed load factor. During the war the plight of weary bus
and rail travelers beggared description.
settled

WTiile other forms of transportamade steady progress up

tion have

Swin^
through the years, the Missouri River,
once the artery of hfe for this part
of the country has slowly but surely
given

way

to the trends of

more rapid

transportation.

Prior to 1875 practically all of the
great Kansas wheat crop was moved

on the Missouri River down to St.
Louis and on down the Mississippi to

New

Orleans. From 187? to 1900
was a steady dropoff as the
Santa Fe, Missouri Pacific and other
lines proved the practicability of moving wheat by rail. Since 1900, river
shipment of wheat has fallen off to a
small fraction of rail shipments. During the shipping season the Federal
Barge Lines send on the average of
two loads of grain downriver. On
the return trips heavy package goods,
there

farm machinery and bulk coffee are
brought back. During the war there
was practically no river shipping but
now, according to the federal naviga'
tion bureau and barge lines, it is on
the way back and will probably approach a level that it will hold for
many years to come.
In recent years a new and revolutionary mode of travel has been rushed
through adolescence into a reliable
and convenient service. It is the airplane, the propellor-driven projectile
which plunges from Kansas City to
St. Louis in a little under two hours;
less time than it takes a barge to pull
away from the wharf and get out of
town. Of course, where the airplane
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load is measured in pounds, the barge
captains count only in tons, hundreds
of tons.

City is now the second
connecting point in the
world. It has three municipal fields,
four major airlines and over 10,000
aviation employes. Serving the dty
and the surrounding area are Braniff
International Airlines, connecting the
midwest cities with the Gulf and Old
Mexico;
with its five-mile-aminute Constellations serving the east
and west coasts, points in between and
an international route to Cairo,
Egypt. Add this to Mid-Continent's
service
from Minnesota to New
Orleans, and Continental's run into
Denver, Albuquerque and the west,
and it all sums up to make Kansas
City the world's second largest air-

Kansas

largest

air

TWA

line headquarters.

In 80 years, Kansas City has grown
from a struggling little village of 2,500
population, into a modern, thriving'
metropolis of nearly 600,000 peoplein the Greater Kansas City area. Itthe transportation hub of the mid'
west at the crossroads of America.
is

In years gone by millions of travelhave stopped off at Kansas City.
Many of them, probably impressed
by the city's unlimited opportunities
for business, industry and its fine
facilities for enjoyable living, must
have decided that they need go no
farther
that this was what they
had been looking for all along.
ers

.

.

.

'
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Only

to

Moscow

W. HODGINS

D.

unofficial caller at the

Capital in

several

Tucker, surprised to

IF

a

some

see

Red

Charles

years,

blondes!

the Russian people are plotting
war with the United States as

scream far and wide

politicians

that they are, it seems only fair that
a certain group of people be told
about it in advance, before they start

something they can't

And who

is

Many

missions to

people?

The group comprises the average
people of Soviet Russia. The same
people who manifest admiration rather
than hate for America!
"Well," you ask, "whose ideas are
you parroting? That certainly is not
the trend of public opinion in

Who

ica today.

Here

before World War Two.
people have been on various

since

sia

finish!

that certain group of

told

Amer-

you so?"

the answer

is

The information comes from a
the only non-commissioned,
ncaxe-to-grind civilian to enter Rus'

civilian,

years, but

stores in

dependence, Missouri. He is a native
of Kansas City and has been in business
many years. He was formerly president
of the Kansas City, Missouri, Board of
Public Welfare, and is now president
of the Community Welfare League of
Eastern Jackson County.

of them,

few
mind you, were

in the last

on official or semi-official assignments.
Going to Russia as a civilian visitor
is

just not being done.

are reluctant to

lift

The

the latch

Russians

on

their

frontiers.

Yet

they

did

in

this

one

case.

Through some stroke of luck, Charles
Tucker of Kansas City, Kansas, became the first unofficial Russian
visitor in several years. He bore no
secret messages, he sought no official
information. He went to Moscow to
visit

Tucker operates furniture
Kansas City, Kansas, and In-

Charles

Moscow

all

Robert C. Tucker, an
of the American Embassy,
he hadn't seen in a number of

his son,

attache

whom
years.

Since coming back, Tucker has received innumerable invitations as a
speaker. Publications have besieged him
for articles on this or that concerning

S.
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However, he has turned down
99 per cent of them because the sub'

Russia.
ject of

Russia

is

a ticklish proposition.

made more

difficult by the fact
American people, have
as little conception of what the Russians are trying to do as the Russians
have of what we are trying to do.
In Moscow, Tucker was not treated
as a strange animal from another
world, but as a guest from another
country; a country which the Soviet
people seem to look up to and respect.
It is

that we, the

To
ing.

substantiate this trend in think'

Tucker

Russian

recalls

was not too

taker

Army

officer.

an incident on a

The woman

train.

The

polite

officer

to

ticket'

a

Red

promptly

upbraided her, saying, "They don't
do like that in America. Ticket takers
are polite

and courteous.

to be like the

Many

want

Americans."

of the people

Moscow

We

Tucker met

in

expressed a desire to some

day go to America. They would go
not as invaders, but as

visitors, to see

some of the wonders that have

trickled

through the highly controlled Soviet
press.

The

Tucker reports, are
surprisingly similar to Americans in
general appearance. He was surprised
Russians,

many blonde Russians, both
men and women. Trimly dressed tow'

to find so

heads with the upswept hair-do were
something he had not expected to see

on the

streets of

Moscow. From

a dis'

they looked like American
women, but up close one could easily
detect the difference in manner of
tance

dress

and

carriage.

Russian businessmen dress well
enough but not as flashily as the
American office occupant. For some
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ng.

reason, probably the unavailability of
cleaning fluids, there are no drycleaning establishments to speak of in

the entire city of Moscow. Consequently, Russians must wear dark
clothes

and wear them

By and

longer.

every'day
exceeds that of
America. People pay as high as ten
rubles ($2) for an ordinary candy
bar. That, however, is inflation at its
worst. The unrationed food and sup'
ply markets feature prices substantial'
ly higher than the rationed markets,
where price and quantity are rigidly
controlled. Meat, bread and potatoes
are sold at rationed markets and are
not out of reach of the workingman's
budget. The store clerks in unrationed
and rationed markets as well as in all
living

in

large, the cost of

Moscow

;

'

i

department stores are predominantly
older folks, from 60 through 65 years
of age.

The Russian people, however, have
figured out a way to beat the high
cost of living,
and we'll have to admit it is the hard way. Their system

—

is

simple.

A
file

V^or\ and more wor\.

school teacher is likely to be a
clerk or stenographer at night;

!

'

'

'

^

^

P

]
<^

^

VISIT

TO MOSCOW

perhaps a streetcar motorman operates
a small shoe repair shop during his
off hours, and so on. Thus they reenforce their incomes sufficiently to

buy the

necessities of

life.

For getting around Moscow, the
average Russian uses the surface lines,
buses and subways. Few of the work'
ing class can afford automobiles.
Many cars, but not nearly so many as
in America, roam the streets of Mos'
cow. Various types include the Rus'
sian'made "Zis," a cross between a
Lincoln and a Cadillac. They also have
two cheaper models and now and then
a German-made Mercedes can be seen.
American cars are there but not in
any great number. They all seem to
belong to diplomatic or military
people.
tions in

Of course there are filling staMoscow but they are few and

far between.

The Russians have

motor

problem in a manner that
might possibly be a solution for our
metropolitan street snarls. There is
positively no parking or parking lots

downtown Moscow. Motorists
drive in as close as they dare and then
hop a street car or bus.
in

Their traffic control system is odd
but it seems to work. There are stopand'gO'lights but they are hand operated,
and usually by uniformed
women. Moreover, Moscow swarms
with traffic cops who enforce rules

down

a certificate. Thus, by carefully marshalHng traffic, an automobile accident
in Moscow is an unusual rather than
an every-day occurrence. Russian drivers do not employ the "hog" technique of nuzzling through traffic.

There is not the pushing and shoving to get on street cars and buses
that there is in American cities. Surface line patrons wait in orderly
queues of two abreast for their vehicle.
When it comes along and
there's room for only a few more,
the others wait patiently in line for
another that may have room for them.
It's

not easy for a truck driver to

commit a

traffic

violation

and get

away with it. On all trucks the license
number is reproduced in huge block
letters

on the

tail gate.

Conspicuous,

sure, but a cinch for the cops.

During Moscow's warm summer
licked the

traffic

right

9

to the last letter.

Getting a driver's license in Moscow
is not easy. Tucker's son. Bob, who
thought all along he was a pretty good
driver, was turned down flat on his
first attempt to get a license.
He
studied the traffic manual a soHd week
before he was ablp to pass and get

months, which compare in climate to
any midwestern city, people come and
go from the soccer fields and horse
race tracks. The latter has the larger
following. The American "Bookie"

would find himself in a mutual paradise if he were assigned to place odds
on the oat sniffers on Moscow tracks.
It seems that there are no weight
limitations on jockeys and the unfortunate nags carrying 160 pound
jockeys have a distinct disadvantage.
Pity the poor boss, but spare a few
tears for the parlay boys.

Quite unexpectedly. Tucker was
permitted to come and go with absolute freedom. Naturally he refrained
from questions which might provoke
complicated answers. You probably
would do the same.
Because he lived at the Spaso
House, home of the American Ambas-

Su
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was not compelled to strugwith ration cards or the problem
of buying in state controlled stores.
Tucker visited one of Moscow's two
ice cream parlors and was served red
pop with each dish of ice cream. He
did not drink the pop but found the
ice cream comparable to the American product.
On casual strolls throughout the
city he found clean and orderly
sador, he
gle

well-kept

streets,

homes

rows of apartment houses.
it

was

a

common

and

He

neat
said

sight to see hoxjse-

holders out in front of their places
washing the sidewalk and adjacent

with a hose.
Tucker's visit to Moscow came to
an almost anxiety-wrought conclusion when he discovered he had over-

street
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stayed his two-week passport. He had
premonitions of serious trouble. However, his passport was sent to the
foreign office with explanations and
was approved and returned immediately.

The Kansas City furniture man
looks back on that long aerial jaunt
to Moscow with some misgivings. He
he was not only lucky in getting
but equally lucky in
having its conditions and privileges
carried out. Not long after his return
he was jolted one morning to learn
that the American Overseas air liner,
the very one on which he made the
initial leg of his trip from New York
to London, had crashed just a few
days later in Newfoundland with all
39 passengers lost.
feels

passport,

his

Childosophy
A

little
girl went to the wedding
of a neighbor and as the bride walked
slowly down the aisle in bridal gown
and train, the child's clear voice broke
the solemn moment with, "Carolyn,
your dress is draggin'."

A

small girl in a progressive school

stamped her foot and snarled at her
teacher: "Do I have to do as I please
again today?"

"and

I

you.

It's

still

can't call her to the phone for
not 3 o'clock yet and I'm
asleep."

A
A

attended
prayer
meeting not long ago with his parents.
When he knelt to say his prayers before going to bed, he prayed: "Dear
Lord, we had a good time at church
tonight. I wish you could have been
there."

A
Two

One day I wanted to speak to
Rosemary's mother on the phone but
was thwarted by her five-year-old.
"Mommy's in the garden," she said

four-year-old

boys were astride a none
too large hobbyhorse. Things came to
the point where one little rider said
to the other: "If one of us would get
off, I could ride better."
little

C^ltridtmad

by

Tree

HAZEL SEQUIN
This tree, this young child of the
your holy tree!

forest, shall be

OUR custom

of having a
Christmas tree in every
home as a part of the celc
bration of Christmas has ""s,

much legendary
Houses
since

all

sanction.

^

over the world,
began, have

history

been adorned with boughs and green

The

evergreen. See

how

it

points

upwards

exact origin of the Christ'

to heaven. Let this be called the tree

mas tree custom is not certain but
each one of the many legends add
to the beauty of our Christmas fes'

of the Christ'child. Gather around it.
It will shelter no deeds of blood, but
only loving gifts and rites of kind'

tivities.

ness."

trees.

A

legend of Anglo-Saxon origin
us that St. Boniface, in the midst
of a crowd of converts, cut down a
giant oak which had been an object
of worship by the Druids. As the
blade of the ax circled above his head
and the flakes of wood flew from the
deepening cut in the tree, a whirling
wind passed through the forest. It
tore the oak from its foundation. The
tree fell backward groaning. Just behind it and unharmed, stood a young
fir tree, its green spire pointing tO'
ward the stars.
tells

Boniface dropped the ax, turned
and speaking to his people said, "This
the young child of the
little tree,
forest, shall be your holy tree tonight.
St.

It is the wood of peace, for your
houses are built of its fir. It is the
sign of endless life, for its leaves are

An

old German legend also tells
the pine became the Christmas
tree. They tell us that long, long ago
there were little pine trees in a forest

how

Germany and they were very un'
happy because they had to stay out
in

in the stormy weather, while

all the
flowers went to sleep and the birds
flew away to the south. AH the little
pine trees wept and sighed until the

wind heard them and

carried their

the way to Judea
Christ-Child lived.
voices

all

where the

When the wind told Him the
trouble of the little trees, he was
grieved because he loved to have all
things happy. He said, "The little
pine trees must help something else
before they can be helped."

So the wind carried the message
back to the little pine trees and they

S
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began to try to help something. When
a frost came, each tree spread out its
branches as far as it could reach and
they sheltered grass and ferns from
the bitter cold. When a snow storm
came, the little pine trees called to
the snowbirds and said, "Come, little
snowbirds, we have seeds for you to
eat, and our arms shall protect you

from the snow."
When the wind heard this, he flew
back to Judea and told the ChristChild how the pine trees were helping.

When the Christ-Child heard this,
he was glad and came Himself to the
pine trees and blessed them. He
Uttle pine trees, you have
tried to help others, and now you
shall have the joy of always making
happiness for little children. Every
winter you shall have many beautiful
things given you, to give away to Uttle
children,
if
they have tried
throughout the year to be loving and
good."
Then the little pine trees were glad,
for they had learned how blessed a
thing it is to give happiness. That is
the way the pine trees became Christlittle

said,

mas

"Dear

trees.

another legend tells us about
Christmas tree originating in

Still

the

A

Europe in the 1 6th century.
peasant
and his wife were very poor. They
lived in a hut in a lonely part of the
country. One Christmas Eve there was
a big blizzard and the wind blew the
snow into huge drifts in front of their
door. As they sat down to their simple
supper they heard a knock at the door.
When they opened the door, they
found a small child standing there.
The child was cold and hungry and

the peasant and his wife gave their
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fig^

porridge to the child. After he had
eaten they made a bed for him near
the fireplace.
In the morning when they awakened the child was gone, but where
he had slept there stood a tree. It was
loaded with glistening stars and with
gifts. The peasant told his wife that
a miracle had happened, that their
visitor must have been the ChristChild and that the tree was the Tree
of Life. The story goes that every
year after that on Christmas Eve, he
comes again; and that from that time
forth, trees were put up in every home
at Christmas time.
Many legends are told about how
the Christmas tree, as we know it, all
decorated in tinsel and gold, originated.
very old and oft repeated
legend tells us that Martin Luther was
wandering under a starry sky, through
a snow covered country, one Christmas eve. As he looked up at the stars
through the trees, he was struck by
the wondrous beauty of the winter
forest, snow- flaked and frost jeweled.
He told his family about it, upon ar-

A

riving home.

CHRISTMAS TREE

As he was
came

them, an idea
out into the
tree, brought it

telling

He went

to him.

yard, cut down a fir
into the house, put candles on it and
He added colored paper,
lit them.
apples, cookies and sweetmeats, to
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The custom

was

of Christmas trees

brought to our country by our

earliest

immigrants. Tinsel and colorful balls

and

now

gifts

decorate eight million

decorate the tree. Neighbors came in
and marvelled at the beauty of the
tree. After that everyone had a Christ'

United States every year.
Surely no custom is dearer to our
hearts than that of having a Christmas
tree in our homes during the holiday

mas

season.

home.

tree in his

trees in the

TAKING THE AIR
""KTOW

speak

>

How

Mrs. Goonigle, before we
go on the air, I want you to
understand that we here at the radio
station realize this is your first ap'
pearance on the ether waves, but, please
remember, there is nothing to be afraid
of.
Just step up and speak into the
-I-

mike

microphone
and
not yet Mrs. Goonigle, Til tell you
when. No, you don't have to shout
Mrs. Goonigle, the microphone will
carry your voice. If you will say just
a few words so our engineer can get
that's
a voice level
just a few
enough
THAT'S ENOUGH
thank you, Mrs. Goonigle. Didja get
it Ed?
A little more? Mrs. Goonigle,
just a couple of more words if you
thank you
ALL RIGHT, MRS.
GOONIGLE. Don't hang onto me
Mrs. Goonigle, and don't be nervous,
just read what is written on your paper. Yes
into the micro ... oh
oh
fifteen seconds
ten sec
get ready
five
quiet
ends
.
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we're on.
"Ladies and Gentlemen of the radio
audience, tonight we have the privilege
to present Mrs. Julius Goonigle, President of the Woman's League of Female
.

.

.

Horticulturists and Botanists,

who

will

on

subject, "Flowers, and
Smelling.' Ladies

the

Keep Them

to

and Gentlemen, Mrs. Goonigle
uh
uh
Mrs. Goonigle. Psst, Mrs.
Goonigle ,you're on the air
Uh,
Ladies and gentlemen
Mrs. Goonigle
please Mrs. Goonigle
say something
anything
don't
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

stand there
Ladies and gentlemen
flowers
have

just

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

uh
uh

.

.

.

uh

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

stems

.

Mrs. Goonigle
your
you've twisted it
I
Ed, cut ber out
I
Ladies and
gentlemen, due to circumstances over

and

.

.

script

.

.

.

psst,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

we have no control, we are
unable, at this time, to present the adwhich
dress,

"Flowers and

How

Keep Them

to

We

Smelling," by Mrs. Julius Goonigle.
present instead, a recital of organ music
played by Serge O'Brien on the studio
organ. Thank you.

"Whew
you cut

it

.

.

that

.

was

close

.

.

What

out in time, Ed?

did

.

hap-

Mrs. Goonigle? Why didn't
you say some
I
but
why
Mrs. Goonigle
I
.
you
PLEASE, MRS. GOONIGLE,
pened,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WE'RE OFF THE

AIR,

—Raymond

NOW."
J.

Morin.

.

.

.

Music
Miss

fine, declares

is

Ward, but the

our gal

by MURIEL

WARD

lyrics are a

conglomeration of gibberish!

The Verse Gets
THERE was a time when the lyrics
made

sense and
employed fair grammar, but some of
the hits of the past year or so make

of popular songs

as

much

would

sense as gibberish,

fall flat

depended on
them up.

on

and others

their faces if they

their

grammar

to hold

Take the very romantic and success'
"The More I See
You." It contains this gem of phras'
ful recent ballad,

ing:

"I

know

the only one for

me

can

only be you."

That second "only"

is about as use'
an electric fan at the North
Pole, and was obviously just stuck in

ful as

a two-syllable word was
needed at that point. One can imagine
and approve of lovers cooing, "The

because

only one for me is
only one for me
Lovers say some
they're not quite

you," but not "The
can only be you."
foolish things but
that inane.

"More and more I'm

less

and

less

unwilling

To give
of you."

up wanting more and more

Those words were the climax of the
song, which began by declaring that

was being caught

the singer's heart

more and more

in his (or her) sweet'

After many phrases
comes the above
quotation. Now, if one keeps becom'
ing "less unwilling" to do a thing, it
means, in plainer language, that one
is more willing to do that thing. There
heart's caresses.

avowing

passion,

when

fore,

singers

(who evidently

weren't listening to the lyrics them'
selves) sang that final sentence dreamily, they were saying, in effect, that

was becoming much easier for them
give up wanting more of their
sweethearts, and intimating that love's
flame was dying out instead of burn'
ing brighter. They were bestowing
it

to

not a romantic compliment but a dirty
dig.

Should Care"

is another song
strange lyrics.
It supposedly
voices the thoughts of someone who
has lost out in a love affair. You are

"I

with

that this someone is
quite casually. In one breath
he says, "I sleep well," and in the
led

to

taking

The song "More and More," ex'
tremely popular not long ago, en'
deavored to express a simple senti'
ment in a very complex way:

lAJorde

believe

it

next breath he says he counts his
sheep well. If a person has to count
sheep to induce slumber, then he
isn't being truthful in saying, "I sleep
well." He is evidently all fouled'up,
though, because speaking again of his
romantic misfortune he says, "It just
doesn't get me," and after a
words contradicts himself

should

care^

— and

I

do."

few more
with

"I

Su
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Undoubtedly any

hospital's psycho'

ward could produce lyrics that
intelligible and probably more so.
Another popular song of fairly re-

pathic

cent vintage begins:

"Love me a
tle,

little, little,

only a
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say with "It's not hke with you" is
it's not as nice as dancing with
the object of her correspondence, despite his obvious stony-heartedness.
The phrase won't win any English

that

lit-

httle.

That's

all

I'm asking you to do."

The composer

of that lyric must

have had a very limited vocabulary or
an irrepressible urge to be coy, for
"little, little" is used several times in
it,
and becomes "little, little" too
much for anyone who likes good lyrics
to bear.

"Can't
Lines?"

is

unofficial

You Read Between the
worthy of mention in this
indictment, on two counts.

It expresses the feelings of a girl writ'
ing to her absent serviceman. She

says to herself:
"It might
If I told

worry you
you I cried every

me it won't.
But why take a chance

You

night.

tell

that

it

might?"

That certainly takes the romance
out of that ballad. You are treated to
the silly spectacle of a girl wasting her
time pining for and writing to a man
so

callous that he

says

it

wouldn't

worry him if she cried every night.
In the words of W. C. Handy, a song
writer really worthy of the name,
"That man's got a heart like a rock
cast in the sea."

The second

song lyric gives
you is a grammatical one. The infatuated girl in her musings comes
out with:
"I go dancing when I'm blue.
As you wrote me to do,
But it's not like with you."
What she is probably groping to
jar this

medals for its creator, but it fits in
with the rhythm of the music and
rhymes with the previous two lines,
so he is probably happy with it.
The same defect in "I'm Gonna
Love That Guy" {li\e he's never been
loved before) may as well be passed
over because it's evident that its lyric
writer doesn't know the meaning of
the simplest words. His contribution
to confusion is:

"And though I miss that guy.
He's the fellow I'm waiting for."
"Though" means "in spite of,"
what the two lines convey is that

so

in

spite of the fact that the girl in the

song misses a certain man, she's going to wait for him. It doesn't make
sense. It would if "because" occupied
the place of "and though," but it
doesn't. It's another case where we
can only wonder what the writer had
in mind.
So is "If I Loved You," a soliloquy
on how someone would act if he were

:

THE VERSE GETS WORSE
in love. Since

how

it's all

in the supposing

knows so defi'
nitely the way he would act is puzzling. Also to be wondered at is how
he knows that
"Soon you'd leave me off you
would go in the midst of day."
state,

the person

—

How

does he know his sweetheart
if he were in love, of course)
would leave "in the midst of day?"
What's to prevent her from leaving
in the morning, or late afternoon or
evening? The midst of day, if the
lyricist means "middle" by "midst,"
is twelve noon.
would she neces'
sarily run away at twelve noon? She
could be one of those people who
never eat breakfast, so at noon she'd
be pretty hungry and have to go get
(that

is,

Why

something to

eat. But all that is just
conjecture
the rest of the words
don't give a single clue that might
point to the explanation of the mys-

—

tery.

There

A

is

another mystery in "Out

A
a

This World," contained in the

of

words
"All at once from the long and
lonely night time.

And

despite time, here

you

are."

It sounds pretty, but what does it
mean? One can come from Missouri,

the other side of the railroad tracks,

or Park Avenue, but how does one
come from night time? And why "despite time"? Of course "despite time"
rhymes with "night time," which in
turn rhymes with "right time" pre'
ceding it. Perhaps that explains the
whole thing: The words are supposed
to rhyme, not make sense.

That, alas, seems to be the tend'
ency with popular lyrics nowadays
to rhyme but to be sadly lacking in
meaning and good grammar. Only a
few lyric writers are putting words
to music in a skillful way. The rest
are out to imitate the village idiot
with the rhyming dictionary.

—

KNOW YOUR SEXES
MALE

dog is just a dog, but a female dog is a bitch and their offspring is a pup or a whelp. The same
applies to hyenas and to jackals.
is

11

male tortoise is a bull, the female
cow but the little tortoise is a

The male

antelope, chamoise, gazelle
reindeer are bucks, the females
are does and their offspring are fawns.

and

The

fallow deer, goat and kangaroo
known as bucks and does but

little

known

as

ones are kids. Hares are
bucks and does but little

hares are leverets.

Bears

are

just

bear,

she-bear

cub; cats are Tom-cat, she-cat and

and
kit-

fox according to gender is a
stag, vixen or a cub and so the confusion among the sexes of many animals go; but when papa jackass and
ten;

turtlet.

are also

their

a

mama mare

have a

foal

it

with no hopes of posterity.

is

a mule

MDNDCLED MDNIKEHS
By

PAUL ROYSON

We

of the United States have not had a king since 1776, yet the terms
connected with nobility still seem to have their appeal. Witness such terms
as they leap out at us from the advertisements and store counters all over
America. Sixteen of them are numbered below. How many can you dub by
matching with the lettered column? 14 to 16 is excellent, 11 to 13 good,
8 to 10 fair. Answers on page 65.
1.

2.
3.

Royal Crown
Little Countess
Duke's Mixture

a.

b.

e.

Baking Powder
Footwear
Cola

f.

Coats

g.

Syrup

c.

8.

Lady Seymour
Prince Gardner
La Marquis
King
Queens

h.

9.

Le Roi

i.

10

Crown

j.

11.

Corona

12.

Royal Swan
Empire

4.
5.

6.
7.

13.

d.

15.
16.

k.
1.

Shields

o.

Bill Folds
Pipe Tobacco
Pipes

p.

Ribbons

n.

Royal
Royal Demuth

Rayon Yarns
Hosiery
Furniture
Typewriters

m.

14. Imperial

Cigars
Blankets

Old man Brown made every moment pay on his big farm. One fine
haying day he fell into the cistern and his wife hearing the splash came
running. Poking her head over the rim she yelled, "That you Arthur?"
"Yup," came the answer. "I

just fell

in."

"Just hold your bosses!" she said, "I'll ring the dinner bell and get the
hired men from the field to pull you out."

"Wait

a minute,

Mary, what time

is

it?"

"Just 11:30."

"No, Mary don't ring the bell
swim around till dinner time."

yet.

Water's cool and not so bad.

I'll

just

two women riding on a bus suddenly realized she hadn't paid
go right up and pay it," she declared.
"Why bother?" her friend asked. "You got away with it so what?"
"I've found that honesty always pays," the other said, virtuously, and
went up front to pay the driver.
"See, I told you honesty always pays!" she said when she returned,
"I handed the driver a quarter and he gave me change for fifty cents."

One

her fare.

of

"I'll

—

—
Amazing Ralph
brief cases;

Slater finds lost

startles

of stage fright.

It's

singer out

by BETTY and WILLIAM WALLER

remarkable!

Hypnotism

^mwd Up
you look

at

interesting

it. His act has proved so
and entertaining that re'

made

appearance
York's Carnegie
Hall. You've got to have what it takes
for that
and you've got to be even
better to earn the plaudits of such
columnists as Danton Walker, Elsa
Maxwell, Dorothy Kilgallen, and Earl
Wilson. The latter, one of the Big
Town's sauciest commentators, has
termed Ralph Slater's act "remark'
able!" The columnist scarcely was
cently he
this

year in

his fourth

New

—

WATCHING a professional hypnotist such as Ralph Slater,
whose fascinating act recently was
broadcast weekly over a coast' to- coast
Mutual network, one comes to the
conclusion that here at last hypnotism
has come of age. The days when it
was freely associated with charlatans
and quacks, when phony vaudeville
acts relied upon stooges and plants in

the audience, definitely is a thing of
the past. Hypnotism has hit the big
time!

A

handsome young man, Ralph

Slater has spent sixteen years perfect'

ing his art of mental suggestion, and
today is billed as "the world's fastest
hypnotist."' It usually takes Slater a
mere fifteen seconds (or less) to put

an hypnotic state
work, no matter how

his subjects into

which

is

fast

of overstatement, as anyone
has seen Slater in action will
testify. In the field of hypnotism,
Ralph Slater simply is tops!
guilty

who

Take
for

the case of the young singer,
Reluctantly, she was

instance.

brought to one of Mr. Slater's broad'
casts by her father. As the latter ex'
plained the case, the young lady really
was a good singer but every time she
had to sing before an audience her
vocal chords would freeze up. Un'
doubtedly, a bad case of stage-fright.
Right then and there, the girl was
asked to sing, and the results were
pretty terrible. Her voice quavered
badly. One almost could see her knees
knocking together from nervousness.

Thereupon the hypnotist, by a few
quick gestures with his hands and very
rapid speech suggesting sleep, put
her into a hypnotic state. He asked

S.

20
the

—

young woman to sing and the rewere a revelation! She really was

suits

possessed of a fine voice.
tist

jhe

The hypno-

then told his subject that after
she would never again

woke up

suffer

from stage-fright, that forever
would sing in public with
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stammering, and various psychological
For example, amnesia loss
of memory of one's self
used to baffle the psychiatrist. Nowadays, under
hypnosis the patient readily is led to

disorders.

remember

—

his

name and

after she

of his

complete ease. Whether or not the
cure was one hundred percent effective, we do not know
but to judge

ability to fall asleep

—

from Ralph

Slater's previous success
with post -hypnotic suggestion, as it is
called, there was a better than even
chance for a permanent cure.

Or take the case of the man who
couldn't remember where he had left
his brief case.

The

brief case

—the

tained building plans^

an architect

—and

its

loss

had con-

man was

was

a seri-

mon

life.

complaint.

other details

insomnia

Likewise,

—

—

is

Many

—

in-

a fairly com-

people resort

an effort to find
relief
and sleeping pills, as we know,
are dangerous things in the layman's
hands. So Ralph Slater decided that
he would try to do something about it.
If by the magic of his voice he could
put people to sleep, he reasoned, why
couldn't he help those who suffer
from insomnia? The result was the
to sleeping pills, in

—

new "Time To

Sleep" records recent-

ous one. Under hypnosis, this man was
led to remember where he had been
on the day the brief case was mislaid.
By a process of ehmination, Mr. Slater led his subject to

remember that

he had inadvertently left his briefcase
at the Astor Hotel. When the subject
was snapped out of his trance, Mr.
Slater suggested to him that he call
the hotel, and ask if they had found
his briefcase. Skeptically, the
call

the hotel

man

did

—and, sure enough, they

had found the

brief case

where he had

left it!

Such stunts as these have entertained and amused the radio audience,
as well as those who have been fortunate enough to be in the theatre
from which the broadcasts emanated.
But there is a more serious side to
hypnotism, and Ralph Slater has been
exceedingly active in this work, also.
Psychiatrists have found hypnosis frequently effective in treating those suffering

from alcoholism, stuttering and

put on the market. People suffering
from insomnia may now expect relief
in a harmless way. All they have to
ly

—
HYPNOTISM GROWS UP
do is put one of Ralph Slater's records
on their phonograph turntables, relax,
and fall fast asleep!

The

Ralph Slater's
comes under the
heading of "anything can happen."
On one of his broadcasts the audience
was regaled with the childish antics
of a group of servicemen.
Under
hypnosis, the boys took an imaginary
shower on the stage, reverted to their
three year old days and lisped and
talked babytalk, and went through
some other unsoldierly antics. One fellow, who previously had told the
audience that if there was one thing
in the world he hated it was K. P.
this very same fellow begged for K. P.
when he was hypnotized! When
aroused from the hypnotic state he
was astounded to learn that before all
those people he had expressed a burning desire to peel potatoes! Another
soldier, while under hypnosis, was led
to believe that he was a bird.
nest
was all ready for him on the stage.
lighter side of

activities

more or

less

A

He

sat in the nest, flapped his wings,

and cackled like a bird! That soldier's
face was redder than a summer's sunset when he was told later on what
had happened.
But this, of course, all comes under
the heading of good clean fun
and
it is far from Mr. Slater's intention

—

to embarrass anyone. All these stunts

are designed to prove to people that
hypnotism, which can be fun, also
has its practical side. For this reason,
members of the medical profession
have shown extraordinary interest in
Ralph Slater's performances. More
than one thousand physicians attended
one of his demonstrations, including

members of the

staffs of several hos'

21

pitals. At Fort Jay, N. Y., Slater hyp'
noticed a whole platoon of soldiers
at the count of six. Another time, in
a radio studio, Slater went into the
control room where the audience
could not possibly see him, spoke

through a microphone
subjects

to

sleep!

Of

—and

put his

course,

some

after-dinner speakers have been known
to do the same thing, but that's not

hypnotism

One

—

or is it?
of Slater's more spectacular

was an attempt to hypno'
an entire band. The band was
Tony Pastor's, then playing at the
"400 Club" in New York. Slater sue
ceeded in putting seven of the musi'
cians into the hypnotic state. The rest
exhibitions
tize

evidently were immune, for not everyone can be hypnotized. Only those
who are willing can be put into the

hyponotic state, and no one under
hypnosis will obey a command which
is contrary to his fundamental moral
beliefs. There is nothing to fear from
hyponotism, no adverse after-effects,
As
and nothing sinister about it.
Ralph Slater has proved with his entertaining act, hypnotism is of great
psychological benefit— and it can be
fun!

When

called to a house
confinement had been
upstairs a few minutes he came down
and said to the husband, "Have you
got a corkscrew?" He was given one
and went upstairs. A few minutes
elapsed ... he came down and said,

to

a

attend

doctor
a

a screwdriver?" He was given
Again he went up. A few minutes
and he was down for a third time,
asking for a chisel and mallet. "Good
gracious, doctor," the worried husband
said, "Is it a boy or a girl?"
"Don't know yet," replied
the

"Got
one.

doctor.

open."

"Can't get

my

medicine case

Speaking
A

of

lady came into a room in a well

known

hotel

official

whom

and saw

recognized

she

once, telling
speaker.

government

a

his

experiences

as

a

A
Many

a man who is proud
right to say what he pleases,
he had the courage to do so.

"I'm going to deliver a speech," she

of his
wishes

told.

"Do you

usually find that

you get

The sermon

very nervous before addressing a large
audience?"

"Nervous?
he

of

pacing

up and down. The lady asked what
he was doing there.
was

Speakers

No

I

listen

never get nervous,"

as

a

will

better

if

you

critic.

A

said.

"In that case," demanded the lady,
"What are you doing in the Ladies'

an angel brought a message containing all wisdom, few would be impressed.
great speech is one that
tells us what we wish to hear and already know.
If

Room?"

A

"People used

to

listen

to

me

with

open mouths, which seemed to me
tribute

be

Christian rather than as a

.

.

.

A

a

The average

noticed that their
tendency to close at the
until

speaker is not
only loquacious, but he also talks too

I

eyes had a
same time," remarked Parke

Cummings

public

much.

At the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, Scientist Albert Einstein tries to impress upon his students the importance of learning the fundamentals of mathematics. One afternoon a student remaining after the last
dass watched the professor set his desk in order before leaving for the day.
After he had sorted his papers and replaced his books, Einstein walked
over to a blackboard on which was written a profoundly complicated mathematical equation, and scrawled the word, "Erase," his instruction to the
charwoman. Then the scientist stopped before another blackboard and reprinted in heavy letters, "Do Not Erase."
On the second blackboard was written: "Two plus two equal four."

A
Jones was a family man who had
been inveigled into a poker game. He
experienced growing apprehension as
the hands of the clock moved relentlessly on toward morning. Finally at
3 a.m. he had a sudden inspiration. He
called his home and when finally the
little woman answered the phone, he
shouted in frenzied haste, "Don't pay
the ransom; I'm back."

Everything went tvell until Paul's
imported bumblebees began to fall
in love with and marry mosquitoes!

by ERIC JENSEN

MIGHTY

uny,an
so that he could take a

He

also

shower bath.

dug Lake Superior

as a per'

manent watering trough for Babe,
his big blue ox.

Paul could cut down acres of tim'
ber singlehanded in a few minutes
by tying his big axe to a long rope

and swinging

power was

it

in circles. His lung

so great that he called his

logging crews together by blowing
through a hollow tree. Once he blew
too hard and uprooted 12 acres of
jackpine. To save the timber he tried
blowing upwards, but this caused
destructive cyclones.

To

PAUL BUNYAN,

legendary superwoodsman, hero and patron saint
among the loggers of the early North'
west, was the mightiest man who ever
lived. No feat of strength or courage
was beyond his power, no obstacle
ever stopped his work of logging off
the Great Northwest.
Paul's size and

power can be visual'
by the fact that every time
he sneezed he blew the roof off the
bunkhouse. His booming voice made
ised best

necessary

for

lumberjacks to
wear earmuffs the year around to
preserve their eardrums. He used pine
saw'logs for toothpicks and a logging
chain for a watchfob. Bunyan is said
to have dug and built Niagara Falls
it

his

—

keep his pipe filled required the
time of one man using a scoop
shovel. The smoke he blew out kept
all the loggers believing there was a
forest fire in the vicinity.
full

The winter
a

great

of the blue

snow was

mystery until someone

dis'

was caused when Paul
hit his thumb with a hundred pound
hammer. He cursed the air blue and
the snow became saturated. Babe got
his color by rolHng in the snow.
covered that

And
ged

it

Paul was not without his rug'

assistants, either.

Sourdough Sam

supervised the camp kitchen.
With
hundreds of helpers he brewed great
tanks of pea soup, made cakes on a
griddle so large it had to be greased

by two boys with

slabs of

bacon tied

Su
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to their feet as skates. Big Ole, the

camp

blacksmith,

punching holes in

was kept busy
doughnuts so large

two men could carry only three
of them suspended on a pole over
their shoulders. Big Ole originated
the North Star, too, as one of the
sparks from his mighty forge flew up
there and stuck.
that

Shot Gunderson, the giant camp
foreman, once had a fight with Paul.
They fought all over South Dakota,
kicked up dirt and knocked down all
the trees.

Black

They now

call

the area the

Hills.

Johnny

Inkslinger,

camp

book-

keeper, invented the fountain pen by
running a hose from a barrel of ink

He
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Babe hauled the camp tankwagon,
wagon sprung a leak. This created
Lake Michigan and the overflow
trickled to New Orleans to form the
the

Mississippi.

Babe refused to haul logs unless
was snow on the ground, so
Paul fooled him by whitewashing all
the logging roads in the summer. A
new mine had to be opened up every
time Babe needed new shoes.
Mosquitoes were really whoppers
in Paul's time. Some of them had
there

wingspreads of three feet. The men
fought them off with poles and axes.
Paul imported some giant bumblebees
hoping they would kill off the mosquitoes.

However, the bees

fell

in love

saved five barrels of
ink one winter by omitting the dots
over his "i"s.
Chris Crosshaul was the straw boss.
Once he made a mistake and took
the wrong logs to New Orleans. Paul
solved the problem by having Babe
drink from the Mississippi as fast as

with the mosquitoes, intermarried,
and their offsprings had stingers fore
and aft. They got their victims coming
and going. Afterwards Paul tamed a
couple to drill holes in his sugar
maple trees.
During the winter of the Blue

he could. The tremendous suction
upstream caused the river to flow
backwards, carrying the logs back to
the north country on the swift north-

could reach
the listener. In the spring when the
words thawed out the din was terrific.

in his pen.

bound current.
Babe was a remarkable animal.
Paul raised him from infancy and
he grew up to be seven axehandles
between the eyes. The camp laundryman hung out the wash on Babe's
horns. Babe stamped around so much
that his hoofprints filled up with
rainwater,
lakes in

thus creating millions of

Northern Minnesota.

Paul's loggers had to be supplied

with drinking water from Lake Supc'
rior. No other lake was big enough.
On one of the frequent trips in which

Snow,

it

froze in

was
mid

so cold that conversation
air before it

In Paul's time the timber was so
dense that when he trimmed his beard
he had to haul the trimmings north
in search of a clearing where the hair
could be burned. He found one near
the north pole and the remains of his
beard are still burning. People call it

Northern Lights.
Kansas was once

the

Whiskey

trees

so

with

covered

naturally

Paul's

men were anxious to go down there
and spend a winter cutting logs. They
cut

down

all

the

—

Whiskey

trees

—

be-

tween drinks and Kansas has been
dry ever since.

For 15 years, railroading
has earned him title of
"White House Ambassador."

by JOSEPH N. BELL

HE MOVES
THE

reporter figeted nervously in
front of the small railroad station

at Jefferson City, Missouri. Before
him, the placid waters of the Missouri
River rippled, unagitated and unmind'
Behind
ful of the great occasion.
him, the hills which drop precipitously
to the river bottom of the Missouri
capital city were dotted with crowds
of the curious. To his right, the rail'
road tracks wound their ubiquitous
way, disappearing around a curve a
mile in the distance. The reporter
peered intently along the line of
tracks, and, seeing nothing, began to
pace the platform.

Realizing that he was holding an
unlighted cigarette in his mouth, the
reporter sought a match from a
grizzled old man who stood nearby,
calmly smoking his pipe.
"Looks Hke the President's going
to be late," remarked the reporter.

Preiidenb
The

old

man

consulted his watch.

"Three minutes, yet," he answered.
"They'll be in on time."
"You seem pretty sure," said the
reporter.

"Well, sonny," replied the old
man, "I've been working for this rail'
road for thirty 'five years, now, and
I've

seen

come and

lots

of Presidential trains

There's no room for
mistakes on those trips. They'll be
here on time."
And three minutes later, the train
carrying President Truman and Win'
ston Churchill to the Missouri hinter'
lands for Mr. Churchill's speech at
Westminster College in Fulton, Mis'
souri pulled into the station.
go.

"No room for mistakes," the old
man said. And his words might well
be echoed through all the vast levels
of railroad employees who work feverishly to see that there are no mistakes
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when

President of the United
by rail. At the top of
this mighty group of raibroad workers,
pulling the scattered strings which cO'
ordinate their activities and oiling the
wheels of operation, is the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad's General Passenger Agent, Mr. Daniel Moorman,
who, the past fifteen years, has earned
the sobriquet of railroading's "White
the

States travels

House Ambassador."
Mr. Moorman, slight,

bespectacled,

with slowly thinning hair the only
indication of advancing middle age,
today is in full charge of a majority
of the Presidential trips by rail. It
is perhaps peculiar that this responsi'
bility should fall to an official of a
particular railroad when sometimes
the facilities of as many of 25 dif'
ferent railroads are used on a single
trip.

The
tive

an Execu'
Mansion mandate which states
explanation

lies

in

when a railroad is called upon
by the White House to handle a
Presidential trip which originates on

that

its

lines,

that railroad

is

officially in

charge of the entire trip, even though
it may extend beyond the limits of
its
own track. The Baltimore and
Ohio is the only railroad maintaining
east'west service through the nation's
capital. Thus has Mr. Moorman become a specialist in the handling of
Presidential trains.

Dan Moorman began moving

Presi'

dents during the Hoover administration, but he received his real baptism
under fire when Franklin Roosevelt
took over as chief executive. During
his twelve years in office. President
Roosevelt traveled 243,827 miles, or
more than ten times the distance
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around the earth, by

rail alone.

Dur-

Dan Moorman became

ing this time,

a familiar White House figure and a
personal friend of President Roosevelt. On April 12, 1945, when the
world was saddened by the death of

FDR, Mr. Moorman
news

as

desk

laying

received

the

he sat at his Washington
detailed

plans

for

the

which would have carried Mr.
Roosevelt to San Francisco for the
opening of the World Security Contrip

ference.

Today, Dan Moorman can recall
numerous instances of FDR's camaraderies and his genuine appreciation
of a job well done. He was introduced
to the President by Marvin Mclntyre,
former White House secretary, who
admonished Mr. Roosevelt, "I don't
know whether to bring this fellow in
here or not. He's been running around
the country with Hoover." The presidential response was a warm handclasp.

He

likes

to

remember,

too,

that

President Roosevelt wanted his train
to travel slowly during the daytime.
He often said to Dan Moorman, "I
love this country of ours

of

it,

and

I

want

—every inch

to take the time to

really see it."

Two
prized

of

Dan

possessions

Moorman's
are

proudly

most
dis-

T

HE MOVES PRESIDENTS
played in his office. One is a picture,
autographed "For Daniel L. Moor'
man, from his friend. Franklin D.
Roosevelt,"

which

enshrined,

rests,

his desk. The other is a letter,
written by FDR to the president of
the B
O, which reads in part, "In

on

fact,

whenever

in the offing,

going to be

all

I

I

see Dan Moorman
know everything is

right."

Dan Moorman,
Presidential

rail

in

his

advisor,

tenure as
has had a

wealth of precedent to aid him in
meeting the problems of moving Presi'
dents. Ever since Andrew Jackson
took the first Presidential train ride
on June 6, 1833, railroads have been
fulfilling most of the traveling needs
of our chief executives. Today, the
airplane is playing an ever more im'
portant

part

transporting

in

the

But the railroads still offer
two important advantages, namely the

President.

necessary consideration of greater
safety and the opportunity for the
vast entourage, which must needs ac
company the President when he
travels

to

officially,

throughout the

be with him

trip.

Before the Franklin Roosevelt ad'
ministration, the railroads served

al'

medium

of

most exclusively

as

the

And

every Presi'
dent had his own train'riding quirks
and foibles which posed problems for
the Dan Moormans of bygone days
to handle. Calvin CooHdge, for ex'
ample, quite often refused to travel
Presidential travel.

and would occupy
a drawing room on a regular Pullman.
in

He

a private car

might frequently be seen stoically
climbing into an upper berth for his
afternoon nap.

Down
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through the years, the Presi'
shown one common ten'

dents have

dency in their traveling habits. They
have, almost without exception, been
lovers of fine cuisine, and as a rule
they haven't been disappointed by the
culinary masterpieces set before them
by specifically selected corps of chefs
and waiters. President Arthur was,
indeed, so enamored with the service
given him that he prevailed upon his
personal waiter, Hames Norfolk, to
forsake the railroad for a position in
the White House.
Before

President

his first trip

Roosevelt

made

under the watchful eye

Dan Moorman et al, Mr. Moor'
man consulted at some length with
Mrs. Roosevelt and daughter Anna on
of

the eating habits of the President.

Says Mr. Moorman, "No effort
was spared to serve Mr. Roosevelt's
favorite dishes to his liking. We had
friends all up and down the hne on
the lookout for good fish and game,
and our most talented chefs were
used to prepare them."
President

Truman

also likes a well'

turned vitamin. During the Fulton
trip, Mr. Churchill expressed pleasure
with some excellent roast beef, and
asked the President to what he at'
tributed the tenderness of American
beef. The prompt reply from ex'Mis'
sourian Truman was, "Why it's that
good Missouri com our cows are
fed on."
Reporters covering the Fulton trip
field day when they discovered
that the two most important cogs in
the machine which handled the meals
for the Presidential party were named,
respectively, Dasch and Rush.

had a

Su
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Mr. Moorman administers his dy
nasty under a set of rules as inflexi'
ble as our own Constitution. For

many of these must
remain the exclusive property of Mr.
Moorman and his associates, but a

security reasons,

few will illustrate the elaborate precautions which presage the moving of
a Presidential party.
The Presidential train is given ab'
solute right of way over all other

The best equipment is used
and carefully inspected beforehand.
trains.

Selected men are placed in charge of
the train and an operating officer

always accompanies it. Emphasis is
never placed on speed, but always on
safety.

At cuts or fills, watchmen and
track-walkers are provided to further
insure safety. No switching is permitted on tracks adjacent to the main
track for a period of 30 minutes prior
to the passage of the train carrying

December, 1946
the President. When the train is
parked, other trains are not permitted
to pass at a speed exceeding 30 miles
an hour.

These things are only segments of
the Bill of Rights of Dan Moorman's
Constitution. His Congress and Cabinet

are the

people with

whom

he

works and who help him to administer his laws. His Supreme Court is
the Presidential party, and they have
yet to send down an unfavorable
verdict.

Today,

sitting

blocks from the

in

his

office

two

White House which

he serves so well, Dan Moorman is
probably making plans for another
Presidential junket.
And another
President may be saying as did Franklin Roosevelt of this man who moves
Presidents,

man
is

is

"Whenever Dan MoorI know everything

on the job

going to be

all

right."

Famous People
Barbara Stanwyck tells this on her
twelve year old son, Tony, who is a bit
careless about spilling food on the table-

Irvin S. Cobb once said,
be entirely bad if

can

.

"Yeah," Tony agreed. "I know that,
I
can rub two spots into one,

but

can't I?"

it

is

speech
brief

enough."

A

cloth.

Barbara made a ruling that he
would have to pay a fine from his
weekly allowance for each spot he
caused. Some days later she noticed
him briskly rubbing the table linen
vvith his napkin. She told him he was
wasting his time, that spots can't be
removed with rubbing.

"No

Hildegarde, the radio singer, was attending a banquet recently, given for
Greek heroes.
Hellenic American
told a joke in his native tongue that
made the guests roar with laughter.
Observing Hildegarde chuckling too.
George Skuras, the showman, leaned
over and whispered, "I didn't know
you understood Greek, Hildy."
"I don't," she whispered back, "but
I have confidence in the audience!"

A

War

tvas hell

damage

it

—

clear aoxvn to toe

did your household goods

even when a bomb never got near them.

Pteaie,

by ROBERT

LANKFORD

MR. QUARTERMASTER!
and veterans free of charge. It's a
decent thing for the Corps to do, and
quite a job. But accidents will happen.
They always have. And in one pat'
ticular case we happen to know of,
the

victim

lying

wasn't

down on

going to take

it

the bare floor of his

unfurnished apartment.

—the

Hence

copy of one which
the Claims department received some
weeks ago.
present it not to
frighten you
in case you have some
goods to be shipped this way but
in hopes you'll get a laugh out of it
even if an uneasy laugh.)
following

letter, a

We

—

—

'.

—

,

'

A

i

i

For a number of years
people all over the country have been
carting their furniture and household
belongings off to the warehouse and
trooping about the country, mostly
out of necessity, because of the war
and the housing shortage. Naturally, a
good many of these people were servicemen, and for some time now the
process of removing the goods from
storage and moving them elsewhere has
been going on. As you know, if you
are or have been in the service, and
may not know, otherwise, the Army
Quartermaster Corps will pack and
ship household goods for servicemen
(Ed's note:

The Quartermaster General

)

Claims Department

\

Arlington, Virginia

[l

SUBJECT: CLAIM
|j

Dear

Sir:

I

am

not by nature a Terrible Tempered Mr. Bangs. I am, unfortunate'
ly, the exact opposite
a sort of Cas'
per Milquetoast, Jr. You might say
one of the Terrible Meek. But when
I got home last night I found just
cause for outrage and this letter. In
one end of my living room was heaped
what looked to my suddenly jaundiced
eye like the contents of Fibber
Gee's closet, the
fe?
J Sloane Aur.'
I

—

H

—

Mc

,

;

I

—
and
had never

tion House, the corner drugstore,
a

few odds and ends

I

seen before.

There,

before

scattered

my own

eyes,

was what we tenderly referred

to as

"Our Household Goods." There,

too, was my poor dejected mother who
had been waiting not weeks but months
for the Sunday china, the good silver,
the radio, her best blue dress, and her
the homey things! I
ironing board
tried to cheer her up by saying,
"There, there, old girl, it isn't as bad
as all that." But it was quite as bad

—

as all that.

For one thing, the cat must have
been away. The mice had obviously
been at play. And included in the
contents were moths, no end of bookworms, a few spiders and likely
Miss Muffet herself if we'd had the

—

heart to dig deeper. As for other effects we did dig for and couldn't
find

—

here's the

uecemoer, 1^40

„^

handle and a bag, than to go traipsing
across the room kicking a piece of
metal that keeps spitting up its inards
in

your
3.

face.

Mr.

I.

But

Two card tables and four chairs.
1
Yes, they're listed on the bill of lading, but evidently the engineer had
at our table.
a fourth in for bridge
Meanwhile, we're still having dinner

—

You know what

a useful thing a card table
small apartment.

is

in

a

—

vintage 1941
attachments (I'm
happy to report), and looks spanking
2.

has

Our "Hoover"

all

its

fancy

new. But at this moment it is standing by my side with its bare bottom
exposed, minus a dust-bag and, of
course, the handle. Now I have never
objected too strenuously to sweeping
the rugs, cleaning the Venetian blinds,
and emptying the old bag. But I must
say it's a helluva lot cleaner to push
a vacuum cleaner with a pole and a

to slick

tans

that

up

a couple

laundry

the

—

couldn't get out fast enough
and I
ironed them on the kitchen table because our ironing board wasn't here.
It

still

nati

It's probably in Cincinchange trains there.

isn't.

—they

And another thing: I expect
go home tonight and find my good
mother flipping sheets from her open
window, hoping to lure in some obliging sailor who can tie up a line.
For, of course, our clothes rack is not
among the stuff present in our house4.

to

hold shipment.
to get

down

to the

more

—those we did find—and

serious items

.

at the coffee table.

had

I've

summer

of

And now

list:

you

have

Quartermaster,

ever tried to iron a week's wash on
the kitchen table? Well, neither have

how!
1.

The

Sunday

china—a

service

from soup to nuts.
ivory, with a gold

for eight, complete

Lovely delicate

band bordering the edges.

Now

I'm

PLEASE, MR. QUARTERMASTER
not saying it was the gold plate special
or anything like that. But it was our
best and we used to be rather at'
tached to it. Would that it were at'

—
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against the top. It won't even play

Song from "Faust." Which
O. K. by me, but I would like to
hear "Stone Cold Dead in the Mar-

the Flower

tached to us at this moment intact.
now have six dinner plates, the
lid to the sugar bowl, and one goddam

ket."

cup.

mess (hitherto referred to, facetiously as "Our Household Goods") evidently played end against center for

We

2.

My

most

item

priceless

—my

phonograph records. I never exactly
went hungry to buy them, but many s
the time I've settled for a ham on
rye and a five-cent coke so I could
buy a Bach fugue or a collector's

—

The boys who put a
work when shoveling

4.

their

lady.

Bed
them

[Sir!

well

leave

springs!]

shovel.

when you shake
sounds made by

,

3. Four years ago I purchased a
Wilcox'Gay Recording machine. It
made records, played
did everything
them back, belched forth Tchaikow'
sky's 6th and Sinatra's eighth, re-

—

corded
a

my

favorite radio

few soap operas when

shows and
I

forgot to

turn it off. As of today, all I have is
a case with its entrails of glass and
wire shoved, as by a fireman's fist,
smack through its bottom and pushing

the

in

We

—

kick in
in

this

dear old State. They laughingly told
my mother, "Your springs are broken,

item in jazz. When I left for the
Army I stacked the records 150 of
them in neat stacks. I was assured
by the Army Transportation Office
Missouri, that
at Camp
they would be individually packed,
crated, and shipped, and would reach
me safely. Now as you know, records
are fragile things and nothing to play
tiddlc'dc'winks with. You know it,
and I know it, but did the movers
know it? I now have less than fifty
records left, and of that number there
are only ten that I wouldn't gladly
break over the nearest station agent's
head. They were marked, as everything else was, "repacked in Chicago."
They must have done it with a steam

—

I

is

Might

as

basement."

did.

!

Luggage

5.

Christmastime was

at

extremely hard to find. But since last
Christmas was my first in the States
for three years, I wanted to present
my mother with something special
and I did: a right sharp matching

—

Now

of luggage.

set

it's

a

']

i

!

sort of
^

mis-match. The luggage was included
with our household goods, shipped to
Washington from Missouri. In my
own two-suiter, the mice have had a
field day.
two suits will probably
never see civilian life again even if

My

I

.

|

—

do.
6.

The

clock

electric

tically irreplacable

at

gives

It

all.

— prac—won't run
that

gadget

off
it,

a

tinkling

noises

not unlike the
cocktail

shaker.

Unfortunately, the clock won't double
as a shaker.
j.

'

Then

there is the matter of a
plastic record holder. Used to hold
7.

one

hundred

Busted,

plumb

records at a sitting.
busted, beyond all

So is "Beat Me, Daddy,
with a Broken Beat." And Shubert's
recognition.

Fifth

is

now

a

finished

as far as that record

is

symphony

concerned.

—
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Swin^

This, then, is the present condition
of the Lankford goods and chattels.
except that
I wouldn't bring it up
everything is in such a sorry state,
and Fm afraid I do mean everything.

Sincerely yours,

Robert Lankford

—

Now
just

please,

what

Mr. Quartermaster,

in the hell

am

I

Captain,
P. S.

sterling tea set
lid.

supposed

to do?

But

I

AUS.

neglected to mention our

I

can

(Ed.'s P.

S.

with

its

one hung low

fix that myself.

The Quartermaster Corps

responded favorably.)

Definitions
The measure of a happy person
His abihty to be tough with himself
and tender with others.

Kindness

—The

inability

to

Home
free

remain comfortable in the presence of
another who is uncomfortable, the
inability to have peace of mind when
one's neighbor is troubled.

.

—A

place

Growth

—A

much

is

attempt to
mensions.

others

reduce

—Becomes

in

di-

—The

prejudice

we refuse to see the good
we happen to dislike.

^liadow of a

our

largest room in the world
for self-improvement.

Preference

at-

simpler to

to

The

—

Who

a man is
pleases, be-

hard and painful proc-

ess for ourselves. It

room
Middle age That interlude of disturbing doubts when the thumping
sound could be a loose fan belt in the
car, or your heart.

where

anything he

say

cause no one will pay the slightest
tention to him.

remain

at ease in the presence of another person who is ill at ease, the inability to

to

.

when

anything

14JoOman

said that? Surely nobody in his right mind! They couldn't mean
the lovely shadow that stretches across Swing's center pages for December.
Oh, no, they must be talking about the new picture in which the lovely
Warner Brothers star Andrea King, is soon to appear.

living i
Su

MAN

DF THE

"The Sissy

MONTH

Gone

Is

.

by MORI GREINER

ML. HENDERSON, manager

of

the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra, swivelled his office chair
.

and gazed across the rooftops of three
cities. One Kansas City spilled over
the rim of a line of low Kansas hills
and piled up along the banks of the
Kaw. Across the turgid Missouri,
North Kansas City belched quiet
smoke and seemed to pulse with a
regular

flow

of

commercc'carrying

trucks and trains.

"This town," he said, rolling them
an all-inclusive singular "this
sprawling, hustling, overgrown town.
There's nothing sissy about it!"

—

into

He waved

a cigarette westward.
there
see them? Factories. And
down there look at that
airport. Pretty close to two hundred

"Stockyards

—

—

—

passenger flights a day, I guess.
ing
everything young and

—

Growgrow-

ing."

He swung

back to

his desk

—

lean,

keen, efficient-looking. "Kansas City's
full of cattlemen. Full of wholesalers

and businessmen and builders. They're
regular guys, and very active, but
you wouldn't think they'd be interested in symphony music. Symphonylistening is an acquired taste. As an
ex-college trumpet-player, I had to be
dragged to my first concert. It was

about the same with most Kansas City
businessmen. But after a few trials
they got really enthusiastic. Now
they're out in force for every concert,
and our Philharmonic has the second
best financial record in the country.
Efrem has done it. He's taken the
'sissy' out of symphony."

"Efrem," of course,

is

spare, vital

Efrem Kurtz, whose fiery enthusiasm
on the podium has made him one of
the world's most sought-after conductors. In his four seasons before

City Philharmonic, Mr.
Kurtz has programmed for the people,
beginning with Hght stuff and gradually increasing the dose. Now he can
the Kansas

see the educational fruits of his labors.

"When

I come here," he says, "they
me: 'No modern music, please.
Our audiences do not understand.'
Now I can give them anything and
they like it. Already this season,
tell

Shostako witch's Ninth. Many, many
people write to say they enjoyed it
and, please, to repeat it. I cannot
say too much for this audience, they
learn good music so fast."

Box office receipts show that the
audience has a high opinion of Mr.
Kurtz, too. Each concert at the Music
Hall draws a near-capacity crowd for
each of its two performances. The
Sunday afternoon "pop" concert series

Su
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a pre-season sell-out. Kansas Citians
have discovered good music, and they
won't let it go.
Efrem Kurtz is a "white" Russian,
the grandson of the conductor of Czar
Nicholas Ts Imperial Army Band. He
began his musical study under Tchereprine, Glazounow, and Vitol, at the
is

conservatory in his native St. Petersburg, and made an early decision to
become a conductor. When the Revolution drove the Kurtzes from Russia,
young Efrem went to Berlin to study
under Carl Schroeder at the Stern
Conservatorio. Apparently he was an
able student, because he attended
special classes and progressed rapidly.

His

first

opportunity

to

appear

was a story-book sort of
thing. Isadora Duncan, famous barefoot dancer, was touring the Continent, and Artur Nikisch was to conduct for her Berlin recital. But a last
publicly

minute illness prevented Nikisch from
appearing.
Somehow Kurtz, only
twenty-one, was summoned and asked
to take over in the baton-wielding department. He did so, performing with
such fervor and brilliance as to be
immediately engaged to conduct the
Berlin Philharmonic for a series of
concerts.
tour of Germany, Poland,
and Italy followed; and in 1924
Efrem Kurtz was appointed first conductor of the Stuttgart Philharmonic.
The same year he was placed in charge
of musical direction for the broadcasting station servicing Southern Germany. Kurtz had definitely "arrived"
on the German scene.
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company in Covent Garden,
London, and on her South American
tour. Kurtz accepted, but left the
company at Rio for an extensive

ballet

Australian performances.
Australia liked the Kurtz style, the
dramatic podium-manner. Three cities
down-under bid for his services. But
Kurtz declined gracioiisly, and re-

series of

turned to fulfill engagements at Stuttgart. For several years he appeared
with various European orchestras, and
in 1931 and 1932 he conducted at
the Salzburg festival in Austria.
Then another unusual incident oc-

was

in Paris in 1933, and
Russe, scheduled for an
intunediate
performance, was sadly
sans conductor. Colonel DeBasil, director of the troupe, asked Kurtz if
he would aid in the emergency by
taking the stand. There was no time

curred. It
the

Ballet

A

In 1927 the renowned
lova

came

to Stuttgart.

Anna

Pav-

She saw Kurtz

conduct, and was so impressed that
she invited him to conduct for her

must proceed to the
He did it, and
completed the unorthodox assignment
so well that he was appointed musical
for rehearsal; he

hall

and do

his best.

director of the Ballet Russe, a position

he held for nine years, with time
out for special engagements in Europe,
South America, and the United States.
Gradually his fame spread. He was
popular with audiences everywhere.
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in increasing demand as a
Only forty-six,
conductor.
Kurtz now has an impressive list of
performances to his credit. He has
won laurels with every major symphony orchestra in the United States,
and in almost all the countries of the
world including the Fiji Islands. He
has frequently conducted the New
York Philharmonic, the N.B.C.,
Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Lewisohn
Stadium, San Francisco, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles and
Portland Symphonies. Naturally, Mr.
Kurtz has done a great deal of recording work. He was musical director
for two motion pictures, Catherine
the Great and As Tou Li\e It, both
London productions with Elizabeth
Bergner, and has done some conducting for Warner Brothers.

and was
guest

—

What

goes toward success of that
you were afraid
ofwork. "Every child," says Efrem,
"is born with a special talent of some
sort. Success is how he develops his
talent. Always there are difficulties.
If, to him, the difficulties are more
sort? Just the thing

—

important than his art, he fails. But
if the art is more important, he goes
on. He succeeds, he is happy."
It

is

giving
that

discovering
it

now

young

talent,

and

an opportunity to develop,

Mr. Kurtz. At
young American who
a future on the concert

occupies

present, every
aspires

to

New York. If he
no money, he slowly withers
there, blooming all unseen. Otherwise,
he buys a concert at Town Hall and
distributes complimentary tickets to
every music critic within long-range
commuting distance. Then he proceeds to give an inferior performance
stage migrates to

has

MONTH
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before the toughest audience in the
world, because he lacks the stage
presence necessary to free his mind
for complete devotion to virtuosity.

Mr. Kurtz'
is

to

select

present

plan, now in execution,
deserving hopefuls and

them to

less

critical,

more

enthusiastic audiences in other cities.

Here they can develop self-assurance
and build reputations, and eventually
be in all respects ready for New York
debuts.

To

New

this end, he spent two weeks in
York auditioning young artists.

His one stipulation they must not have
made a New York appearance. Finally
he selected eight of them to make their
bows to Kansas City audiences during
the current season. The first to appear
was Jacob Lateiner, an eighteen yearold pianist. To say that Lateiner
scored a sensational success would be
to
understate the matter. Critics
raved. They said he played "with a
mature mastery and serious devotion
to
melodic structure." They compared him with Horowitz and Gabrilowitsch. His descending two-hand
octaves were "unbelievable and un:

.

.

.

forgettable."

From Pittsburgh, Fritz Reiner
wired that he would like to have
Lateiner appear with his orchestra as
soon as possible. Cincinnati made a
bid. Others followed. Kurtz' judgment had been sound, and Lateiner
was launched on an otherwise unattainable career
Even if Kurtz
discovers
only one good concert
artist a season and helps him toward
success, his percentage will be high,
and his contribution to music a very
.

.

.

real one.

Efrem Kurtz

lives in

a comfortable

Su
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apartment at a southside hotel with
charming wife, Katherine, whom
he married in Germany fourteen years
ago. She is his sternest critic, and his
best one. This is because she has no
technical knowledge of music, Efrem
says. "She doesn't pick apart. She
criticizes a performance as a whole.
his

From her I know how people who
hear me feel. That is, after all, the
one important thing the audience."
Efrem rises at seven and utilizes
the first morning hours for study.
At nine-fifteen he breakfasts, and
from ten to twelve-thirty conducts a
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on the number of young pianists,
quite good, who would leap at such
an opportunity. After all, he reasoned, estabhshed performers do not

—

rehearsal of the entire orchestra. He
lunches downtown with the musicians,

because he feels it is important that
he should know them all personally.
From one-thirty to four-thirty he rehearses individual sections.

So the Kurtzes

live a quiet, indus-

Katherine cooks beautifully
and is an expert ceramist. Efrem does
caricatures and water colors, and coltrious

lects

life.

stamps.

They

don't

play

golf,

but often they drive to some nearby
around,
merely
walk
course
to
usually with Dandy, their huge white

French poodle. They share a similar
enthusiasm for painting and fine
music, and are currently very excited
about Efrem 's new program for in-

unknown performers.
The program was born partly

troducing

of

and partly of stubbornness.
In 1941, Kurtz was to conduct the
New York Philharmonic. He wanted
to do Khatchaturian's Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra, and asked a

necessity

celebrated pianist to play the solo pasThe artist refused. It was too

sages.

he was not in the mood.
Offended, Kurtz began to speculate
difficult;

need the support of conductors and
managers, but beginners do. Introducing new artists would show the world
that America produces great musicians.

So he auditioned a number of unknows, and discovered a seventeen
year-old boy whose musicianship was
sound, and who showed great promise.
He asked the lad to prepare the Concerto within the next few weeks. Six
days later the boy returned. He was
ready. Kurtz was convinced he had
a find.

A

battle with the New York Philharmonic ensued; but Kurtz can be
stubborn, and was. Young William
Kappell made his debut. He was good
but not sensational. Then Kurtz wired
Montreal, his next engagement, that
he was bringing with him a pianist
named Kappell. Montreal wired that
they'd never heard of Kappell, and
didn't want him. Kurtz wired back:
"No Kappell: no Kurtz."
So the boy appeared in Montreal,
and really scored this time. Kurt:
took him to Chicago, and there waged

the stiffest fight of all to arrange a
performance for his protege. He won,
and Kappell was given a tremendous
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Today, William Kappell is
way to national fame, and
Kurtz can turn his attention to other
musicians who only need a public

ovation.

well on his

hearing in order to

make

their starts.

Meanwhile, he has advanced the
Kansas City Philharmonic in the ranks
of major American symphony orchestras.

On the basis of quality, size of the

orchestra,

and

size of the

budget, the

Kansas City Orchestra rates very high
nationally,

and

is

climbing.

still

In

addition to its subscription and "pop"
concerts in Kansas City, the orchestra

Words

of

Virtues are learned at mother's knee,
some other joint.

vices at
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tours Missouri and Kansas. At every
stop they play a special children's
matinee. They give concerts for fortyfive thousand Kansas City public
school children, with special perform-

ances

for

suburban

still

"I never refuse to listen," he

talent.

"Who

says.

knows when or where

another genius will appear? All he
will need is an opportunity, his art
and hard work will do the rest."

Wisdom
Tenacity

is

more

least.

The best way to get a cold shoulder
to start a hot argument.

As

the hours, so the days; as the days,
so the life.

is

Successful men follow
they prescribe for others.

makes every man

is

the

man who

The law

What you

hear never sounds half so
important as what you overhear.

A

The

best

We

learn more wisdom from failure
than we learn from success.

A

and have friends;
wear a scowl and have wrinkles.

of

a

smile

A
A

mark

heads aren't headstrong.

A
Wear

a sure

of averages pays extra for

A

A

is

advice

overtime.

feel great.

Well arranged time
a well arranged mind.

the

A

A
man

than

A

A

really great

important

brilliancy.

A

seems to be the study

from which we learn the

A

parochial

Always, Mr. Kurtz is listening to
young ones who think they may have

A
History

and

schools.

leader never sets himself
above his followers except in carrying
great

responsibilities.

Decemberemarks
TOM

by

The club bore was boasting of his
abihty to distinguish between different
beverages. Finally one of the listeners
took a flask from his pocket and asked
the connoisseur to taste it and tell him

what it was. The man tasted a mouthful and promptly spit it out. "Great
Scott!" he cried, "That's gasoline."
"I know," came the bland reply,
"But what brand?"

A
A New
for

tains

hotel one
side.

his

In

Yorker went
the

first

to the

time.

He

mounthe

left

morning to view the countryfew minutes he returned,
torn, his face and arms

a
clothes

bleeding.

"What happened

to

you?" the hotel

asked.

clerk

"A little black snake chased me!"
the visitor cried breathlessly.
"But that little snake isn't poisonous!"
"Listen," the man replied, "if he
can make you jump off a 60-foot cliff
he doesn't have to be poisonous."

COLLINS

A

was seen to bow
whenever the name of Satan

sailor in a chapel

silently

was mentioned. One day the minister
met him and asked him to explain.
"Well," the lad answered, "politeness costs nothing
and you never
know."

—

A
sign
read:

A

shop in Mexico City had a little
on display in its window which
"All languages spoken here."
curious

prietor:

many

interpreters?"
no," the

"Why

asked

friend

"Do you

really

man

don't have any at all."
"But who speaks

all

the

have

prothat

answered, "I
those

lan-

guages?"

"What a foolish question,
eign customers, of course."

my

for-

The directions that come with a
known brand of fountain pen

well

"When

this pen runs too freely,
a sign that it is nearly empty."
Is there an application here for us,
when our tongues get to running too

say,
it

is

freely?

A

steamboat captain was seeking a

"Do you know where

pilot.

the

all

snags are in this river?" he asked.
"No sir," was the answer, "I don't
know where all the snags are but I
reckon I do know where they are not

and

that's

where

I

do

my

sailing."

An

immigrant just stepping off the
dock saw a half dollar lying at his
feet; started to pick it up. "No," he
said straightening up. "This is the land
of

opportunity.

I'll

them lying thicker."

wait

until

I

find

This is the saga of Jefferson Jones,
gourmet and worshiper at the shrine
of feminine pulchritude. It came to
pass that Jones had his choice of marriage to either of two maidens. One
was fair to look upon, but couldn't
cook; the other, ugly but superlatively
gifted in culinary arts.
Finally young Jefferson married the
good cook. The morning after the
wedding he awoke, took one penetrating look at his sleeping wife. Then
in frenzied haste he shook her. "Wake

up!" he shouted. "Wake up and cook
something quick."

A CENTURY

OF

Friendly custom of sending Christmas
cards originated just a century ago.

by

JOHN QUINN

you want to make like an astronomer and doodle with big fig'
ures, have a guess at how many
Christmas cards will be sent through
the mails this holiday season. But be-

IF

you

fore

start get yourself a plentiful

supply of ciphers. You'll need them.

Would you
million?

A

billion?

good

guess

is

only

guessing,

as

number is a
trillion? Your

guess the

A

as

ours,

too.

for we're

Some mightier

had a fling at
and come up with estimates like

brains than ours have
this

3,000,000,000 or 4,000,000,000.
If

you estimate that 15,000,000

to

people send Christmas
cards and each one sends a conservative average of 10, the huge estimates
fall in line. Such a figure is pretty
well in line, too, with the estimate of
total production given by the greeting
card industry.

25,000,000

When you look around for your
share of the printed Yule sentiments,
you'll find plenty from which
to
choose. This year's cards are brighter
and better because many of the limiting conditions of wartime are gone.

The
jects

traditional Christmas card sub-

and themes have become well

es-

tablished within the last decade or so.
The list includes Santas, snow scenes,

snowmen,
deer,

sprites,

holly,

elfs,

tinsel,

fawns,

bells,

rein-

candles.

Christmas trees, poinsettias, the cuties
such as children, teddy bears, puppies,
kittens and pandas, and the everreliable religious themes.

As with most lines there is always
for new themes or ideas, but

room

generally the public's taste is pretty
Thus the creative de-

well defined.

partments are limited to proven ideas

up in new frills.
Whatever your choice may be from

dolled

generous selection, you'll
be carrying on a custom which is just
100 years old.
this year's

It was in England in 1846 that
Henry Cole, later knighted, first ordered up greeting cards in a special
design and sent them to a large circle

of friends. He had the design done by
J. C. Horsely, a friend in the Royal
Academy, and the card printed in
considerable quantity.

At one

time Sir Henry was acthe originator of the
Christmas card. One of the authorities
who most dogmatically makes this
claim is Ernest Dudley Chase, ironically enough an American, a Boston
printer whose book, "The Romance
of Greeting Cards," was published in
credited

as

1926.
British journals are more likely to
claim W. M. Egley, jr., another Englishman, as the originator in 1842.
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They

cite his original

British

Museum

as

card now in the
proof positive.

Christmas cards undoubtedly went
back beyond either of these dates, al'
though there are few on record.
Artists, painters, printers

particularly interested are

and others

known

to

have made up an occasional original
for a friend or two at Christmas time
in the early

1800's.

A

collection in

the Wisconsin State Historical Mu'
seum, for example, includes a card
made by hand, as were most early

ones by an Ohio
friend about 1 800.

girl

and sent to a

Whatever the nationality of
German influence on

origin, the

its

the

December, 1946
a refugee from the

German

revolu-

tion of 1846, settled in Boston.

excellent craftsman.

An

Prang perfected

the process of multi-color lithography
to the point where his reproductions

were unexcelled in either England or
America.
In the early '70s, Prang sold his
cards in England, but he dropped
that market completely to concentrate
on America. Five years later he was
leading the industry, and held the
upper hand in greeting cards well
into the 1890's. The paintings of
Elihu Vedder, whose murals grace the
Library of Congress in Washington,
served as designs for Prang's first

Christmas cards can't be discounted.

cards.

The

About the turn of the century the
greeting card craze gripped the pub-

fact that the art of printing

was

well developed in Germany early in
the 19th century, coupled with the
fact that the Germans were also avid
followers of Kris Kringle and fond of
celebrators of the Yuletide, establishes
their interest.

One German

in particular, Albert,

had certain
influence on Christmas cards. It was

lic.
By 1908 the greeting card had
developed into somewhat the same

form

who brought about the joyous
"Weihnachfest" observances, and it
was the idea of this celebration which
many of the early Christmas cards

sought to portray.

There are many others who had
influence on Christmas cards,
a principal one being Charles Dickens
and his many writings beginning with
early

"A Christmas Carol" in 1843. Another was Kate Greenaway, who came
25 years later, the designer of the
cute children sets, which were tops
in greeting cards in the 1880's.
The
America

German

influence

reached

in about 1870. Louis Prang,

we now know

it.

The

public

new industry.
The interest in

vest

Victoria's Prince Consort,

he

as

craze gave way to a new demand for
quality cards, and the opening of a
greetings

cards

swept Kansas City just about that
same time.
young man named
Joyce C. Hall had come to Kansas
City from Nebraska to establish him-

A

He
in the postcard business.
found, instead, new fervor for the
greeting card and turned to develop

self

it. Two brothers, Rollie B. and William F., came on from Nebraska, and
soon Hall Brothers, Inc., was formed.

However, despite brighter and

bet-

Christmas cards this year, the
cards which prove most popular year
after year are those which stick to
the tried and true Christmas greeting
"Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year."
ter

.

.

.

Successor to Robert M. LaFollette

bopped through high school in one
year and won a "post-card" election!

McCarthy

JOE

by RODGER EBBINGTON

V\ THEN

the United States Senate
convenes early in January, the
name of La Follette will be absent
from the rolls for the first time in 45

VV

years.

A

new

voice, that of 37'year'

McCarthy,
from Wisconsin.
old Joseph R.

From

will

answer

the turn of the century until

his heart'breaking bid for the presi-

dency in 1924, old Bob La Follette

He

was the iron man of the Senate.

battled trusts, the railroads, industry,

everybody

who

La

didn't believe as

Follette believed.

Old Bob died following

his

last

and unsuccessful political lunge. The
next term saw the Wisconsin Senatorial seat being taken over by his
son, Robert Marion La Follette, jr.,
a prototype of the old fighter in

ways, but a far better

many

governor of Wisconsin, too, but the
mistake they made in trying to launch
a third party, the Progressives, eventu-

proved

politically fatal.

It

it,

fell

the

within ten years, and with

La

FoUettes.

Without
La

a political party. Senator

entered the Wisconsin
primaries this fall attached to the Republicans. They didn't want him and
they beat him. Thus entered Joseph
Follette

R. McCarthy.

The son of Tim McCarthy, a
farmer, was graduated from grade
school in 1922. He worked on his
dad's farm, as a construction foreman,
and

finally

wound up managing

a

chain grocery store in Manawa, Wisconsin. At the age of 21 he decided
he needed a high school education,
and with the aid of the Manawa high
school principal, hurdled the four year
course in exactly 11 months, working
in the store daytimes and studying
nights.

strategist.

Young Bob was a good Senator,
nobody can deny that. His brother,
Phillip Fox La Follette was a good

ally

and

rose

From there he went to Marquette
University law school at Milwaukee
and worked his way through as a
boxing instructor. The odd part of
it was, Joe had never boxed a lick
before in his life. It was tough going
all the way, but by
1934 he was

:
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through law school and a graduate
practicing attorney.

1936 McCarthy ran for DisAttorney of Shawano county,
Wisconsin, as a Democrat. The Republicans were starting to come back
in that area after the 1932 upset and
In

trict
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fig^

were called to immediate trial. In
two hair-raising days McCarthy disposed of exactly 204 cases and
brought the calendar up to date.
Then came the war and Judge McCarthy made a quiet announcement

Joe was defeated.

From then on McCarthy began

to

groundwork for the impos'
sible
that of becoming a 30'year'
old circuit judge. Judge Edgar V.
Werner had been on the bench 24
years and wanted to make it 30.
There was no good reason for voting
him out and nobody but a McCarthy
would have tried.
For a year and a half Joe visited
around the circuit. He walked with
lay

the
.

.

.

farmers in the fields, played ball with
the youngsters and chatted with the
housewives with never a word that he
was running for office. His announcement came in due time and nobody

was

surprised.

And then came the master stroke!
Two days before election every family,
every voter in the three county district received a picture postcard with
a friendly message. One of them read

"Dear Ken: Tell Junior next
time I'm around I'll teach him
how to throw a curve. I hope you
and T^orma can get out and vote
next Tuesday. Tell Doug hello.

Tour

friend, Joe

was taking

enlisting in the

a leave of absence

Marines

as a pri-

Nine months later he came out
of Cherry Point, N. C, as a captain.
He went to the Pacific area, rode tail
vate.

gunner on a dive bomber, commanded

and the war correspondents
up. McCarthy's friends back in
Wisconsin ran him against Alexander
gainville,

McCarthy."

ate

it

Wiley
1944.

for United States Senator in

He was

defeated by a narrow

margin.

judge.

a judge McCarthy
red-tape cutter.

ritating

that

and

a group in the toughest part of Bou-

And what did the voters do? They
trooped to the polls and put their
friend Joe McCarthy in as circuit
As

that he

is,

was an

which
for months

to the lawyers. Cases

had been hanging

fire

Back home

ir-

Irritating,

as

a judge,

and

still

McCarthy launched

an-

this past year,

other unusual campaign.
visited,

He

chatted,

shook hands and debated.

He
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On Our Money

defeated an over-confident Bob LaFoUette by a comfortable margin, and
in the general election ran over his

beginning with "Not

Democratic opponent rough shod.

ly didn't care

The Democrat was Howard J. McMurray, brother of Fred McMurray,
the movie actor. The influential Milwaukee Journal joined Secretary of
State Fred R. Zimmerman and State
Treasurer John M. Smith in contend-

And now, as Senator, has McCarthy reached the end of his rope?

ing that McCarthy could not legally
run for the Senate and still hold his
job as judge. But Joe replied that he

needed the money.

McMurray

plastered the state with

newspaper

full-page

advertisements

Now You
Inquisitive people are the funnels of
conversation; they do not take anything for their own use, but merely
to pass it on to others.

"My

stenographer

desk. What can
tion being what

insurance

man

sleeps
her
at
do, the help situa-

I

inquired an
of an efficiency expert
is?"

it

he was consulting.

"Hang
sleeps,

a

placard on her while she

"When you

which reads,

way

insurance, you'll sleep this

have

too."

A
"Let

me

kiss the

tears

away, Sweet-

heart," he begged tenderly. She fell
into his arms, but the tears flowed on.

"Can nothing

—Two-Job Joe."

But the Wisconsin people obviouswhether Joe had two
jobs or six, they wanted him for
United States Senator and got him.

A

large

lieve

They

number

of his followers be-

that Joe just has a good start.
wouldn't be surprised to see

him the dark-horse Republican nominee for vice-president in 1948, and
there are some who believe that by
1952 Wisconsin may have a man in
the

White House.

Tell

One

Young Smithers was feeling not too
well and consulted a specialist, who examined him and

said

"All that's wrong with you, young
fellow, is that you smoke too many
cigarettes. Here is a way to cure yourself of the habit

.

.

.

whenever you

light

a cigarette, put a stone in

your pocket.

Soon the discomfort of
stones will cure you."

carrying

Young

Smithers

nodded

and

the

de-

parted. Three days later the specialist
received a postcard from him, saying:

"Dear Doctor, I am following your
advice but I look darn funny pushing this wheelbarrow."

stop them?" he asked

breathlessly.

"No,"
fever,

she

murmured.

"It's

hay

but go on with the treatment."

He who would be well taken care of
must take care of himself.

It's

"Habitdashery"

man
THAT
and very often

a creature of habit,
for no good reason,
is no better proved than by his attire.
Or are you forgetting a silly little bow
in the back of your inside hat band?
is

fellows wax eloquent on
the nonsense of Nancy's new hat or
gown, hold it a minute.

Next time you

Let's get

back to that bow in your

hat band. Back in the days of livery,
daily hunting, hats for the occasion
had an inside buffer or band laced
with a narrow ribbon, tied in the back
with a bow. Thus, hat size could be
adjusted and tightened when riding a
stiff course. There isn't any reason for
the bow in hats these days. But there
it

is.

Why that notch in your lapel? It's a
hang-over from those days when a high
collar and broad, exaggerated lapels
a large notch. Nowadays,
proportions are down to a fraction of
the former size, but the lapel is strictly
ornamental.

necessitated

Sleeve buttons are another gimmick
that affords no function. You can take
your pick of two sources authorities
credit this habit. According to one,
cuffs were once buttoned back to protect rich and costly fabrics. Another
says that the custom originated with
an edict once given by a certain English

"I'll have to have a
companies after me."

raise,

sir,"

monarch. Annoyed because his troops
persisted in wiping their noses with the
of their resplendent uniforms,
he ordered rows of ten buttons sewn
sleeves

around every

Why

sleeve.

on trousers? When men
went from knee breeches to long
trousers, bottoms were turned up to
keep them out of the mud. One of the
early Beaux fancied this as a becoming
touch and had his cuffs made permanent. When he was copied, the cuff
became a fashion.
Buttons on the tail coat survive from
the time of the Peninsular War. At
cuffs

first

time British uniforms served both
the field and on dress occasions. At
the battle of Salamanca, upon going
into
action
with
the
French, the
this
is

Britishers found movement seriously
hampered by their long coat tails. A
resourceful officer had two buttons
sewn on the back of his coat at the
waistline so that he could turn up
and button the tails out of the way.

The

simple

expedient

saved

many

and the two buttons, though
appendages, are on tail coats

casualties,

useless
to this day.

So, habit is the thing in haberdashery
that women find as silly as men do
women's hats. And the score is tied.

—Marion

said

the bookkeeper.

"There

Odmar}{

arc three

"What

three?" demanded his boss.
"Light, telephone and water," was the reply.

many

Lewis Cotlow, president of the Adventurers' Club,
ride on a burro while their wives walk
along behind. Finally he stopped a peasant and asked him the reason. The
Mexican, looking very surprised answered, "But senor, my wife doesn't own
Like

tourists,

wondered why Mexican peons always

a burro."
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TAXCO

The Colonel knew what he wanted
but Hope got what neither she nor
the Colonel had hardly expected!

rwas

Acapulco and the army
was on leave. He sat at a

in

colonel

corner

little

across the

peering

table

room

at a

intently

handsome

girl

whose companion appeared to be a
little

drunk.

The

colonel sighed once

and turned his pale blue eyes to the
lieutenant and his wife who sat idly
toying with their scotch highballs.
"J™," he said, "it's about time you
and Toni start for the airport. Your
plane leaves in about half an hour."

The young couple voiced

their assent

and were about to leave with the
colonel when the drunk at the far
table suddenly lurched to his feet and
came toward them. He sidled up to
the group and lisped, "C'mon over
to our table fr'a drink!" Once more
the

eyes strayed to the
man's lovely companion.

colonel's

drunken
Golden hair framed and oval face of
beauty.

exquisite

from

vision

this

Tearing
of

his

loveliness

eyes
the
think

murmered, "Don't you
you had better take your wife up'
colonel

stairs?"

And

lieutenant

with that he steered the
his wife from
the

and

room, unwilling to play the part of
a

romeo

With
aboard

in front of a junior officer.

the
their

army couple enscounced
plane

States the colonel

to

made

the

United

haste in re'

by JAY

WOODAAAN

little Mexican bar. His
was rewarded with an

turning to the

second

visit

empty room. For the first time the
colonel was aware of the Christmas
trimmings in the cantina. Mexican
course, but yet faintly sug-

style of

gestive of the holiday decorations so

abundant

in the States.

He

sought the

head-waiter and quietly inquired

gentleman and
panion were staying at the
the

if

his

com-

hotel.

The

tipsy

waiter hesitated and said, "I do not

know, Senor. The Senorita, she left,
pouf! like that. The gentleman with

much tequila stayed on. I think
he go to the cock fight." The colonel
voiced his appreciation, pressed a bill

too

into

the

hand and walked

waiter's

upstairs. "Senorita,"

could

the
course, she

The

waiter

he mused,

know

"How

that?

Of

wore no rings!"

colonel's

room

was

located

above the patio and opened on
to a portico that ran along all four
sides of the enclosed court yard. All
the second floor rooms opened on to
this balcony and some of the guests

just

were warming themselves in the holiday sun. The colonel strolled aimlessly through his balcony door and
sank into a deck chair. He had played
36 holes of golf that morning in
defiance of his fifty years and was a

—
S.

^2

weary. His temples were etched
with grey and in the evening sun they
glistened with little drops of prespira'
tion. On the whole he was a handsome chap and his looks belied a half
century of life. He glanced idly over
the potted hedges at the occupant of
the adjacent aposento. The man's
weariness left him in a flash and he
little

became joyfully aware of the quickened pulse and shortness of breath
that takes place in one who finds
himself gazing at a beautiful woman.
The girl looked sad and lonely. At
least the colonel hoped the expression
features
could
be
absorbing
her

He was used to making quick decisions and the one he

classed as such.

was

in the process of

making could

have been measured with the second
hand of any watch. He ventured a
tentative cough and spoke in a low,
cultured voice, "Your husband docs
he need any assistance? I noticed he
was a little under the weather when

—

I

saw you downstairs
goodness," came

"Oh

reply,

"that

man

isn't

the bar."
the startled

in

my

husband.

aboard the plane on my flight
from Chicago and when we landed
here he offered to buy me a drink. I
don't think he can hold his Hquor
very well, do you?" "I can't say that

He was

he does," was the colonel's rejoinder
and that evening found the two dining together at a quaint Mexican
fonda.

During

the

evening

the

colonel

learned that the lady's name was Hope
Kennedy, that she was a New York
fashion designer on Christmas vacation in Mexico and that she was as
gay and charming as she was beautiful. "A lovely friendship has begun,"
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„^
the colonel reflected,
to

end so soon

"and

it

will

have

—much too soon." "My

leave is up tomorrow, Hope," the
colonel began, "I must go to Cuemavaca to meet an officer from the

Mexican government. We are to confer on lease-lend supplies." The girl
was pensive for a moment and then
offered, "I'm going to Taxco the 24th
as I cannot keep my room here beyond that date. Maybe we could meet
there Christmas Eve
surely you
won't be working Christmas Day."
.

The

.

.

colonel pondered the invitation

moment

—but

only for a moagreeing that
such a meeting could be arranged.
Taxco was fifty miles from Cuernavaca but knowing the ways of the
Mexicanos he knew there would be
no business transacted on Christmas
Day even in war time.
for a

ment

—before

heartily

—

The army man paced
the shabby

the floor of

inn at Cuernavaca.
He was considering the problem of
transportation from Cuernavaca to
Taxco. No trains, planes or busses.
knock on the door disrupted the
colonel's rumination. The door creaked
open to disclose a tattered child with
a telegram in his outstretched hand.
The wire was from Hope. It read,
"Reservations, Rancho Telva, Taxco,
December 24, arrive midnight." It
was now the afternoon of the 24th;
The girl was coming and he wasn't
even in Taxco. "Holiday in Taxco
hmph!" brooded the colonel.
little

A

He donned

his jacket

and walked

out into the dusty street. It was a
sultry afternoon and not a soul

A mangy little dog whined
and brushed past his leg as he strode
down the board walk that served as a
stirred.

HOLIDAY IN TAXCO
sidewalk.

At an

And

then fortune smiled.

intersection a large tree pro'

tected the driver of a

worn out

taxi

from the hot sun. He lay curled in
the back seat snoring noisily. Rudely

awakened the man

sleepily declined a

paid fare to Taxco, "Ah but mebbe
no one come back with me. I take

—

Taxco 20 pesos. I come back
alone
no pesos. No, no Senor!"
Til pay you forty pesos, then," said

you

the

to

—

colonel.

"Weell,"

replied

"you get two more

the

40
then we go to Taxco!"
pesos each
"Where will I find you?" asked the
colonel. "Right here, Senor," and the
driver,

—

fellas,

reply drifted into a loud snore.

Quickly the colonel returned to the
checked out and on his way
through the entrance bumped right
into his quarry ... a painter and a
writer whom he had met earlier in the
day. "Say boys," queried the colonel,
"how would you like to go to Taxco?
inn,

There'll be a big fiesta there tonight.

women and music!" At nine
evening the trio arrived in
Taxco. The colonel parted company
with his friends and marched up to

,Wine,
that

33

Rancho Telva

the

ask for his
Colonel,"

to

Senor

"But

reservations.

protested the clerk, "we have no
reservations for you. "This wire," ex'

claimed

the

colonel,

"See,

it

says

December 24th\" "Oh
Senor, the lady, she meant MAKE
reservations
you think she say
HAVE reservations. We have no
'reservations

—

You

room.
wait!

A

try someplace else

little

—

room

just

—

but
beeg enough

one no bath." "I'll take it,"
sighed the colonel. Fortune smiled
again in the form of another room,
this one with bath, in a dilapidated
hotel on the outskirts of Taxco. "Not
as romantic as it might have been,"
contemplated the colonel, "but at least
for

I

have accommodations."

The

had a couple of hours
before Hope's arrival on the
only transportation from Acapulco, a
rumbling old bus. He borrowed Hope's
room for a bath and change of clothes
and then took all his gear to the little
garret room at the Rancho Telva.
After dinner he went for a stroll.
The sound of tinkling laughter and
much merrymaking came from a villa
down the street.
posada was in
full swing in the patio of the spacious
house. The artist and writer seemed
to be the center of attraction for at
least
eight
pretty
senoritas.
He
watched the dancing and festivities
and at quarter of twelve decided to
walk over to the bus depot. He found
the shanty that served as a bus station. He stood restlessly fingering his
pocket watch. The bus was late. It
was now 12:30 and the strains of the
Spanish guitars gradually faded into
the night. Candles were snuffed out
here and there and the town drifted
to

colonel

kill

A

34
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The army man became
The hot night seeped into

into slumber.

impatient.

clothes as he sat on a splintery
bench outside the shanty. On a hill
overlooking the village a church bell
his

the hour. It was two
the tones of the bell faded
away the bus came lumbering into
view. The bus pulled up to the curb
and the passengers aUghted. The last

peeled

out

o'clock.

As

person

finally

Hope

stepped

Kennedy.

The

and no
colonel was
off

An

anxious question to
the driver revealed that another bus
crestfallen.

was due
sat

an hour or so. The colonel
dejectedly on the bench.

At

in

three

the depot

o'clock

Rancho Tclva.
against
colonel

"A

a

the colonel

and walked sadly

A janitor

pillar

in

to

left

the

lay sprawled

the

lobby.

handed him a note and a

golden

The
bill.

haired Senorita," the
colonel said, "If she comes, give her
this note." The colonel went to his
garret room, left another note on the
bed, picked up his gear and went to
the hotel where Hope was to have
stayed. "Might as well sleep comfortably," the colonel decided.

Hope walked into the lobby five
minutes after the colonel had left.
The janitor handed her the note and
showed her to the garret room.

An hour later the German agent
from Rio stole into the lobby. He
glanced at the still form of the janitornight clerk wrapped in the arms of
Morpheus.
swift perusal of the

A

register

revealed

the

colonel

occupied

room

tower.

It

fact

that

of 304

was open. He crept

twice,

thrice

in. Once,
plunged the knife
into the sleeping figure. "And now,"
muttered the agent, "the United States
Army has one less supply expert!

he

Heil!"

The colonel waited until eleven the
next morning for a call from Hope.

He was

an unhappy man. "And she
was very beautiful," he thought. "I
wonder why she gave me the gate."
"Holiday in Taxco hmph! Nothing

—

ever happens to me," he brooded as

he chmbed into
Cuernavaca.

a

taxi

bound

At a local first aid class, the question of fainting came up. The instructor explained to the class that the cause of fainting was primarily a
fault of circulation and that it could be prevented by getting the head lower
than the heart.
"For instance," he said, if you feel faint, and don't want to call attention to the fact, just lean down and tic your shoe lace over again."

A

woman

sort of a

knot

in the front
is

used?"

row

the

304 in the
was a hot night and the door

raised her

hand and asked

timidly,"

"What

for
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NORT JONATHAN

HE

boys in the back room have picked

themselves

up

off the

floor,

slinking

French Lick Springs, Eagle River,
Wisconsin, and other favorite political
watering places to lick their wounds. The
democrats are pulling themselves together
or another try in the spring, when they'll
)ff

to

ry to hold the line for Mayor Kelly; the
lepublicans are jubilantly giving credit
0 practically everybody and everything
with even Colonel Mc'
or their victory
Oormack, the "white knight" of the Tri)une Tower, getting some of the credit.

—

Anyway, the

election is over and all
minute political periods of
leated air are gone from the broadcasting
schedules. Both parties whacked away at

hose

fifteen

:ach

other

on

the

kilocycles

probably
—than
they

osing more votes, and listeners,
gained. Intelligent use of the radio

purpose by
apparently impossible
political

local

—

in

candidates

for
is

Chicago anyway.

However, there was one bright spot.
This was the television coverage of the
Section by WBKB, Captain Bill Eddy's
pioneer viedo station which continues to
field. Refusing to be dis:ouraged by either technical difficulties or
1 lack of ready cash. Bill Eddy and his
staff have brought to the local television

go places in that

the same "know how" which
marked Eddy's radio technician training
program for the Navy during the war
years. While New York television stations
controlled by the networks and the big
electric companies garner the major share
of the publicity. Bill goes right on televising on an eight to ten hour daily
schedule. Coverage this fall in addition to
station

election has included baseball, football, and several outdoor public meetings.

the

Bill

Eddy

is

a tireless inventor, a great

improviser, and a

happy gadgeteer. Hard

of hearing since a hitch in the submarine
service years ago, he has been a pioneer
in the field of electronics nevertheless.
His cluttered office on the top of the
State-Lake Theatre building is full of
home-made devices to make the Eddy life
more simple. One is an ingenious hearing
device built into the bowl of an ordinary
pipe. When listening to somebody speak,
Bill inserts the stem of the lightless pipe
in his mouth
his teeth.

and

literally listens

through

The world

of television will hear a lot
Eddy of Chicago. The
thousands of men who received electronic
training in the Navy under his direction
weren't kidding when they fondly nick-

more about

Bill

named him "Captain Radar." He
bothered

is

never

by

opinions, either critical or
laudatory. He delights in showing his
friends the report of the Naval Laboratory
in Washington on one of his earlier inventions. "Undoubtedly," the report states,
"this device is the product of an unsound

mind."

The "unsound mind" goes right on
seeing to it that the windy city stays well
up in the television sweepstakes.
recent
addition to the schedule was several hours
of sponsored programs
among the first
in the field.

A

—

One

of the other recent events

to

at-

was the 3rd
Show. Coming

tract a lot of attention locally

Annual Chicago Horse
close on the heels of Kansas City's great
American Royal, it attracted many of the
same exhibitors and

a lot of strictly local

December, 1946
Staged again in the crummy old
Coliseum, this equine "beauty contest"
drew some ninety thousand nag-lovers in
nine days. Chicago sports who previously
had confined their appraisal of horse flesh
to pilgrimages to Washington Park and
even less exhausting trips to the nearest
bookie showed up in sufficient numbers
to bring a happy smile to the usually dour
face of Colonel A. P. Fleming, manager
of the show. The only jarring comment
overheard was made by Seymour Rudolph,
the crack International News Pictures
photographer. After vainly trying to get
a good shot of an agitated mount, he was
heard to remark, "If I had enough money
to support a horse like that I'd buy a
talent.

motor boat."

By the time you read this the Chicago
Business Men's Orchestra will have announced the winner of the State Street
Music competition for the best serious
work based on the sounds and color of
that remarkable shopping thoroughfare.
The winning composition, "State Street
Symphony," by talented Chicago Earl
Hoffman will soon be played over the
Mutual network. One of the judges was
Henry Weber, conductor of "Chicago
Theatre of the Air" and top music man
for Mutual in Chicago. The composer is
the happy recipient of a thousand dollar
prize.

Mr. Hoffman in his symphony,
some thirty minutes to play,
Street from the honky-tonks
around Harrison Street to the

takes
State

which
covers

down
highly
of the

respectable stores in the middle
Loop, from the cheap beaneries and movies

Dearborn station to the plush
Shangra-La restaurant and B and K's overdecorated Chicago Theatre. The symphony
near the

reputed to musically depict everything
Street except the traffic snarls.
The noise will be in it, though.
is

on State

Two

and

Club

away from State
members of the Tavern

a half blocks

Street the exclusive

dedicated

their

lushly

redecorated

clubrooms high in the sky. After the opening

party the place almost
decorated all over again.

had

to

be

One event missing from the fall calendar of special-special events was the yearly
combination ball and brawl known locally
as the AFRA Antics. AFRA stands for
the local chapter of the American Federation of Radio artists; Antics stands for
the largest outpouring of thirsty radio
talent in the middlewest plus a few thousand non-professionals who show up to
pack the Stevens Hotel ballroom to capacity. The yearly Antics was put off until
the first of February this year, until the
actors have had a chance to replenish
ranks sadly depleted by Hollywood and
New York. So this winter there will be
two great dark 'til dawn endurance contests
the Antics and, of course, the
equally noisy press photographer's ball.

—

Marshall Field came to town before
election day, apparently to take a firm
grip on his noble journalistic experiment,
the Chicago Sun. Colonel McCormack's
competition has lost money steadily since
publication five years ago. Mr.
it began
Field went into action on November 6th.
No less than three dozen editorial department employees found themselves with
severance pay. To a man they had stoutly
supported Mr. Field's new deal editorial
doctrine of security and prosperity for all;
to a man they were out of a job. On the
morning of November 7th, the city room

looked as empty and grim as Democratic
headquarters. In fact, a shocked and
frightened member of the Sun's Washington staff wired in over the teletype,
"Is

anybody there?"

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
by

MARION ODMARK
Shotv-Time
If

go

you'll

big

a

it's

CHEZ PAREE,

to

first

show you want

night club

Court (Del. 3434)
400 N. Wabash (Del.
.

.

.

Second to
3700)
.

610

to

see,

Fairbanks

RIO CABANA,
Third to the

.

.

LATIN QUARTER, 23 W. Randolph (Ran. 5 544)
And you know what to expect: one star,
.

.

.

two or three supplementary acts, line of girls, dance
band. Best to make reservations, and for a table
not near the kitchen, a five to the waiter will
help.

Show-Cases

DON THE BEACHCOMBER'S,

101 E. Waltrader tantalizing
IVANClark. (Gra. 2771), throw another
log on the fire
L'AIGLON, 22 E. Ontario
(Del. 7060), rambling mansion of the mauve days
HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph (Fra.
1892), colorful as the "Student Prince" .
.
SHANGRI-LA, 222 N. State (Dea. 9733). right
out of "Lost Horizon."
ton

8812),

(Sup.

.

.

.

HOE, 3000 N.

.

.

.

.

.

.

OLD

.

Show-off

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens, 7th and
Michigan (Wab. 4400). Ted Weems and his band
and a happy "Holidaje" production are a festive
winter salute.

and

Parkway

listen to

going places

Hotel, 1300 N.
Take a good look
the young singer who's

7200).

(Sup.

Jeanne Shirley,
fast.

Drake Hotel, Michigan
Walton (Sup. 2200). Your mink will never look

lovelier than against
society mirror.

EMPIRE

the

plush

background of this

Shay

GLASS HAT,

Congress Hotel, Michigan and
Congress (Har. 3800). Lots of cushions and mirrors and high ceilings to enhance dancing to the
Milt Herth Trio.
5

IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 East Walton Place (Whi.
301). Very expensive but a value in fine food and
Mai is the host-owner.

clientele.

MARINE DINING ROOM,

Edgewater Beach
5300 Sheridan Road (Lon. 6000). Holiday
hit with the college kids and the excellent dance
fare of Stephen Kisley, show by Dorothy Hild.
MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel, Michigan
and 7th (Har. 4300). Dress to the teeth when you
go there, the room demands it, and the patronage
expects it. Mel Cooper's music, one star act.
PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel, 1300
N. State Parkway (Sup. 7200). Incomparable as
the Stork Club to see stars
gourmet quality in
food and drinks
and don't think you don't pay
Hotel,

—

for

—

it.

WALNUT ROOM.

Bismarck Hotel, Randolph
near LaSalle (Cen. 0123). Music by Joseph Sudy
is
the new attraction and a surprise sensation at
that!

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake Shore Drive
(Del. 9300). Wonderful Russian food, continental
atmosphere and gypsy music to create a fine
romantic mood.

9040)

.

.

.

SINGAPORE,
.

.

.

IRELAND'S,
BIT OF

... A
.

for barbecued ribs

.

.

.

.

.

Palmer House, State and
7500). Reopening Dec. 26 with
and Griff Williams. Meanwhile
have your cocktails in the chic Town and Country
Room, lower level.
(Ran.

Dorothy

.

.

.

.

.

Clark (And. 8177)
Seafoods at
632 N. Clark (Del. 2020)
SWEDEN, 1015 Rush (Del. 1492)
HOLM, 631 Rush (Sup. 9868)

FRENCH RESTAURANT,

ROOM,

Monroe

.

.

CAMELLIA HOUSE,
at

restaurant you choose these days has plenty
of steaks, roast beef, or what have you
Prices have gone up a little (not too much to
scare away business), and you won't go wrong
at any of the following
.
STEAK HOUSE,
744 Rush (Del. 5930)
GIBBY'S, 192 N.
.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West
State

Food
Any

.

KUNGSJACQUES

.

.

900 N. Michigan (Del.
1011 Rush (Del. 0417),

HOUSE OF ENG,

Walton Place (Del. 7194).

110 E.
Chinese delicacies.

for

Theatres

"SWEETHEARTS"

at the Opera House. 20 N.
Wacker Drive (Fra. 7800). Bobby Clark does a
wonderful job at the main interest in this revival
of the Victor Herbert operetta.
"HAMLET" at the Erlanger theatre. 127 N.
Clark (Sta. 2459). This is the GI production of
Shakespeare's play that added to the laurels of star

Maurice Evans.

"FOLLOW
theatre.

THE GIRLS"
W. Monroe (Cen.

22

Niesen

the girl to
is
spree of a musical.

"I

watch in

REMEMBER MAMA"

theatre,

418

Michigan Ave.

S.

the

at

8240).
this

Shubert
Gertrude

robust laugh-

Studebaker
(Cen. 8240). Mady
at

the

Christians heads the company of this John van
Druten masterpiece here from a two-year Broadway run.
GIRL" at the Selwyn theatre, 180 N.
Dearborn (Cen. 8240). Judy Parrish has the title

"DREAM

in this new Elmer Rice comedy with Richard
Widmark and Ann Andrews.
role

"STATE OF THE UNION"

at the Blackstone
Michigan (Har. 8880). Top
year with Judith Evelyn. Neil
Hamilton and James Rennie, written by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse.
"HARVEY" at the Harris theatre. 170 N.
Dearborn St. (Cen. 8240). Joe E. Brown plays
the lovable alcoholic in this very famous Mary
Chase comedy, produced by Brock Pemberton.

theatre.

near

new

the

7th
play of

Letter

.

by LUCIE BRION

IT'S

GREAT

to have ocean liners and
plowing through the waters

freighters

of the North river (West river to us as
flows zJong the West side of Manit
hattan), and again mooring in the comb
of docks. Makes us seem more a part of
the world. The Mormacisle sailed the other

day for South America

Cormack

Though

Lines.

.

.

.

Moore-Mc

a freighter
eighteen passengers in quite a
super style. In fact, if one doesn't care
for pomp and ceremony these freighters
offer a most comfortable and interesting
way to travel. The Mormacisle was loaded
to the brim with cars, buses, petrol, a loco'
motive and various other supphes for our
Latin neighbors, which they have been
waiting for for months. The luxury liners
won't be ready for the South American
cruise much before next May, and, as
that is the beginning of the winter season
down there, tourist trade probably won't
ripen until next fall. The delay in shipping and pleasure trips is, of course, due
to strikes. During the strikes it was interesting, if not irksome, to find that a
majority of pickets could neither read nor
speak English
made one wonder how
they could help us run the country.
it

it

is

carries

.

The
really

is

limit

not to be taken lightly.

in

They

days. And it is no unoccurrence for visitors to find

mean

common

.

day hotel reservation

five

Manhattan

.

five

themselves suddenly without a room and
no place to go. It's no fun moving from
place to place anyway and if one dosen't
know where to go, it's grim. So, either
confine your visit to five days or have
another reservation ready. Everything has
to be signed on the dotted line in Manhattan ... no favors being passed out
now. Some people attribute this deplorable
lack of space to the U. N. as it has
brought nearly ten-thousand representatives to the city. This may be so but regardless of the why or wherefore, the
situation

is

drastic.

Theatres are offering some exceptionally

good shows

this season.

One

of the most

outstanding is Lady Windemere's Fan. The
play itself is perhaps Oscar Wilde at his
best
each line packed with wit and
keen philosophy. The sets and costumes
are breath-taking and the whole play
seems to be over before one can drop a
glove. Cecil Beaton, famous as a photographer, artist and author, designed the
sets and costumes and also acts in the
play. His acting adds a new laurel to his
career. He is so agile and at ease on the
stage that it is hard to believe he is a
neophyte. The stage sets are so perfect
in every detail that one is torn between
.

.

.

and observing. The entire cast
performs with perfection
Cornelia
Otis Skinner as Mrs. Erlynne is superb.
As all hit shows, tickets are a struggle
but have a try at it if you
to get
come this way. It's worth it.

listening

.

.

.

.

.

.

There is a French poodle living in town
by the name of Cyrano de Bergerac (same
nose, no doubt), who is the constant com'
panion and light of his mistress' life. He
proportions and as
is a dog of no mean
sentimental as his namesake. When guests
arrive he is the first to receive them and
insists that they take their hats off and
stay a while. With two enormous paws
placed on the guests chest he gives a fond
kiss of welcome (just like his mistress),
and then goes for the hat. Gentlemen

may

relinquish their hats, straighten their
and appreciate the service, but with
the ladies its different. They, too, love i
collars

NEW YORK
warm welcome

but their hats were put on
Cyrano's welcome means
twenty minutes in the boudoir to repair
the damage. Apparently nothing can be
done to remedy the situation for to
Cyrano a hat is a hat, and on the head
it
means that one is going somewhere.
Ladies protestations to the point of screams
have no effect whatsoever. Well, Cyrano's
mistress still has a few friends left.
to

stay;

and

Christmas shopping has been going on
since the middle of October. Evidently
people are more serious this year about
avoiding that last minute rush. Wouldn't
it be wonderful if we could all take Christmas calmly and have everything in order?
Don't forget to have an extra gift or two
tucked away for the friend you forgot
or the present

you didn't expect.

Traffic congestion has eased noticeably
with the new parking bans. Now, it is not
only possible to get a cab but also to go
somewhere in it. When private cars were
parked along the streets trucks pulled
along side and parked double to unload
... all of which took from five to fifteen
minutes. With barely enough room for one
small car to pass round them you can

"Ah, well," moralized the moralizer,
"somewhere behind the clouds the sun
is

shining."

"Maybe," demoralized the demoral"And under the sea is land, but
that doesn't help a guy when he falls

izer,

overboard."

LETTER

imagine what happened; traffic piled up
for blocks in every direction. And dispositions became very horny. It was necessary to enlarge the police force suddenly
to meet the emergency of traffic ... so
suddenly that the new recruits began serving before uniforms were available. All
they had, and have, is an arm ban for
distinction, But, this also has been a great
help.

Garage space

A

Manhattan

is

as difficult

Recently

family here received a new
which they had been waiting

Cadillac
for for

a

months and months. They were thrilled
beyond words with this new dream of a
car and, in a rosy glow, drove it to their
garage, fully expecting the men there to
be no end pleased to couch this lovely
thing. But, they were greeted with snarls
and disparagement. It seems that this
lovely dream is a little wider and longer
than former vehicles and takes up more
space
and space in Manhattan is something there just isn't any of. There was
even a veiled threat that the dream couldn't
stay there. Well, someone's always taking
the joy out of life.
.

The

.

.

following notice was inserted in

columns of a country weekly:
"Anyone found near my chicken house
at night will be found there in the
morning."
the

A
Friends,
time.

There's an old story going around
about the man on the flying trapeze
who caught his wife in the act.

in

as a roof over the head.

to get

it is

said, arc the thieves of

A
On

dinner so late?" asked one
Bridge Fiend of another.
"No, he just kicks about having to

the morning that the sophisticated man was told of the birth of his
first grandchild, a friend asked how it
felt to be a grandfather.
"I don't object to being a grandfather," he answered, "but I can't say
I feel so good about being married to

get it."

a grandmother."

A
"Does your husband kick about
ting

his

get-

NEW YORK

CITY PORTS OF CALL
by JEANNE TAYLOR

ic

ADMIRAL. A

spacious

restaurant-bar featuring

big baked potatoes in company with fish, oysters,
chowder, steaks, or whaddya want? Open daily from
noon. 250 W. 57th St. CI 7-8145.

If ASTI'S.

crowded

Two

little

jumps from the
room where everybody

street

is
this
sings for your

supper, including the bartender, hatcheck girl, and
an assortment of others. Kinda fun. Dinner from
5-93 34.
$1.50. Closed Mondays. 97 W. 12th St.

OR

A

more famous meeting place than St.
it ASTOR.
Louis, blow though this might be to some of you.
Lenny Herman's band in the Broadway Cocktail
Lounge, and Edith Lorand's Eensemble making dinner music in the Columbia Room. Times Square.
CI 6-6000.

BAGATELLE. Expert French cuisine in a charmatmosphere, inspired by Lamotte's beautiful
murals of prewar Paris. Dinner to $4.75. 3 E. 52nd
St. PL 3-9632.

if

ing

GAY

BILL'S

NINETIES.

A

two-story

bistro

packed to capacity with nostalgia and out-of-city
merrymakers wearing cardboard mustaches. The entertainment is continuous and loud. 57 E. 54th St.
EL 5-8231.

BLUE ANGEL. The

town's top entertainers spin
and pleasant evening with a show headlined
by Irwin Corey and the Golden Gate Quartette. No
dancing. $3.50 minimum. 152 E. 55th St. PL 3-5998.
if

a long

if BOB OLIN'S. Excellent steaks and really incredible slabs of prime roast beef served with huge
Idaho baked potatoes. Should you have room for
dessert, the pie is well worth your attention. Table
d'hote to $3.00. Open until 3 a. m. daily. 128 W.

58th

St.

CI 7-0652.

A

three-tiered eatery featuring
ic BRASS RAIL.
hearty fare. Hot pastrami that's out of this universe,
and the finest cheesecake around. Drinks, except at
the sandwich bar. 745 7th Ave.
5-3515.

CO

CAFE SOCIETY DOWNTOWN.

Pete Johnson,
Susan Reed, Timmie Rogers, Cliff Jackson, and
J. C. Heard's orchestra blend folk music and hot
)3Zi at this traditional mccca for supper club goers.
2-2737.
Minimum $2.50. 2 Sheridan Square.

if

CH

CAFE SOCIETY UPTOWN.

Barney Josephson's

brother to the down-island establishment has
Alberto Soccaro's rumba band backgrounding an entertaining show which features Jack Gilford, Patricia
Bright. David Brooks, Hope Foye. and Dorothy Jarnac (successor to Celeste Holm in "Bloomer Girl ").
Minimum $3.50. 128 E. 58th St.
Dancing.
PL 5-9223.
big

it

HELEN LANE'S RESTAURANT.

HAPSBURG

HOUSE. An extensive cellar amusingly decorated by Bemelmans. The food is Viennese and the music is jither, of all things! Both are
55th
St.
different,
and pretty good.
313
E.
PL

3-5169.

STORK CLUB. The

establishment of Mr. SherBillingsly, who by now must be the most highly
publicized saloonkeeper in the world, is still doing
nicely. Payson Re's orchestra and a rumba band alternate for dancing. Perhaps you haven't heard, but
they have food at the Stork, too, and very good.
3 E. 53rd St. PL 3-1740.
if

man

TOOTS SHOR. Known

far and wide as an encreditable eatery. Toots, himself, has gained
as a character, and seems to collect
celebrities like the Queen Mary gathers barnacles at
dock. Late afternoon is the he$t time of day to
glimpse well-knowns. 51 W. 51st. PL 3-9000.

if

tirely

some reputation

CARNIVAL. The

Milton

Berlc,

things,

and

a

big theater-restaurant still has
occasionally says very funny
of a trapeze act by EUy
lavish, with a minimum charge for

NEW YORK THEATRES

who

dinger

Ardelty. All
each show. Eighth Ave. at 51st. CI 6-4122.

CAFE TOKAY.

and dreamy gypsy
music strictly from Hungary. If your wine tastes
salty, blame the sobbing violin. Dinner 5 to 9,
dancing after that. Closed Monday. 2nd Ave., between 82nd and 83rd. RE 4-9441.
COPACABANA. Girls, girls, girls! Also Joe E.
Lewis. Michael Durso's orchestra, and Frank Marti's
rumba band. Piano music in the cocktail lounge.
$3.00 minimum weeknights; $4.00. weekends and
if

Greenwich

Village can thank well-bred New England for
scrubbed oak. burnished copper, and superb American cookery. Lunch and dinner from 85c and $1.50,
respectively. Closed Sundays. 110 Waverly Place,
off Washington Square. SP 7-0303.

holidays.

Fine

10 E. 60th St.

(Names and telephone numbers
listed at the

food

PL 8-1060.

end)

Plays
if

A FLAG

best

things

IS

BORN.

about

this

(Broadway)
are

its

Probably the
and the

intentions

Otherwise, it's a lugubriom
appeal for justice, humanity, and a free Palestine
causes good enough to warrant a better play
than Ben Hecht has concocted. Alexander Scourbi

Kurt

—

Weill

music.

NEW YORK

CITY PORTS OF CALL

Quentin Reynolds as narrator, but
and Celia Adler are still around.
Evenings, except Monday, at 8:45. Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:45.
succeeded
Luther Adler
has

AMERICAN REPERTORY THEATRE,
.

'

1

'

'

[

INC.

(International) Sparked by the incomparable Laurence Olivier, London's Old Viv players have set a
high mark for repertory companies to draw bead on.
group does half so well
If the present American
as its British cousin, it will be doing all right.
indications
are that the rotating
However, present
productions of Henry VIIl, essentially a dull play;
What Every Woman Knows: and Henrik Ibsen's
John Gabriel Bor\man, leave something to be desired. This despite such names as Eva LeGallienne,
Victory Jory, Walter Hampden, Margaret Webster,
Ernest Truex, and June Duprez. Evenings, except
Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:30.

ANNA LUCASTA.

(Mansfield)

The problem

play about a Nesro prostitute redeemed through
true love is still playing. Harry Wagstaff Cribble's
directing is careful and sound, and the all-Negro
cast is excellent. Evenings, except Monday, at 8:40.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:40.

A

ANOTHER PART OF THE FOREST.
brand-new

Lillian

Hellman

(Fulton)
Percy

with

play

Waram, Leo Genn, and Mildred Dunnock. Evenings,
except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday

at

I

I

trying

to

get

on

A

(Lyceum)
the world

in

selfmade
bollixed
her heart

is

up by a little ex-chorine )'ust because
happens to be pure. Paul Douglas is the junkyard
king; Judy Holliday, his girl friend. And if anybody could do better with these two superb parts,
we just don't give a damn. We'll settle for it the
way it is. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

CYRANO DE BERGERAC.
Ferrer

in

a

the audience after the sixth or seventh curtain call.
Harvey's there, too, of course; but you can't see
him. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
JOAN OF LORRAINE. (Alvin) Friend Maxwell
Anderson seems to have regained his stride and his
Eride with a drama whose merits won't have to be
aggled with the critics. It's a play within a play
thing about a girl rehearsing for a Joan of Arc
role, and gives gifted Ingrid Bergman a full range
for her talents. She's an attractive and well-scrubbed
as ever, and is truly splendid as the humble queen.
Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.
LADY WINDEMERE'S FAN. (Cort) The old
thing still stirs up quite a breeze in the capable
hands of Cornelia Otis Skinner, Estelle Winwood,
Henry Daniell, and a few others. It's the satire
by Oscar Wilde, you remember, dressed up in
new costumes and sets by Cecil Beaton, and it
couldn't look more elegant. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:40.

LIFE WITH FATHER. (Bijou) If you haven't
heard about this one, you've been in a coma for the
last seven years plus. This season Donald Randolph
and Mary Loane, in that order, are playing father
and mother. Evenings except Monday at 8:40.
Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:40.

MADE

2:30.

BORN YESTERDAY.
gangster

putty

proboscis,

(Barrymore)

Jose
starring in that old
with the nose.

A

French play about the man
schmaltzy number to be sure, full of sword play
and romantic verses, but the accomplished Mr.
Ferrer and his cast (including Paula Laurence and
Frances Reid), have done it no harm, and perhaps
Evenings,
except
vice
versa.
Sunday, at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

DREAM

GIRL. (Coronet) June Havoc takes
turn in this fanciful and funny comedy by
who
turns the lady's dreams inside out
Elmer Rice,

her

an admiring public. Many scenes, large cast,
and imaginative settings by Jo Mielziner. Evenings,
except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and

for

Saturday at 2:40.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. (Broadhurst) The longrun boys, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
II, are the producers of this new play by Anita
Loos. Helen Hayes, who hasn't been around since
her summer performance of Alice-Sit-By-the-Fire,
superb as a mousy librarian who gets stewed
is
to the ears in a Jersey barroom, and it's highly
advisable that you rush right down and see her.
Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
HARVEY. (48th Street) Even the entrancing
vehicle by Mary Chase and the stellar performance
of Josephine Hull take back seats to Frank Fay's
magic personality. He is almost unquestionably the
most charming person on the American stage and
never more so than when talking things over with

—
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IN HEAVEN.

(Henry Miller)

A

new

by Hagar Wilde about a ten year-old marriage
which gets tired and dies. It's later revivified and re-established as a semi-going concern,
but you're apt to wonder why they bothered.
Donald Cook and his associates on the boards hide
their dismay well, but are certainly deserving of
better things. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.
play

Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:40.
cozy, if not
O MISTRESS MINE. (Empire)
so eternal, triangle composed of a cabinet minister,
a charming and vacuous lady, and the lady's son
an en/ant terrible when it comes to politics and
social consciousness. The three are played by the
Lunts, of course, and by Dick Van Patten, in a
style completely right and often uproarious. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday
and Saturday at 2:30.
PRESENT LAUGHTER. (Plymouth) Another
Noel Coward play about his favorite subject,
adultery, but this time something's missing. And
without a lot of expert dialogue, even the Ancient

A

—

couple of acts.
though, and
not even remotely his fault.
any bad notices
Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
Sin can
Clifton

get

pretty

Webb

is

boring

in
are

there

after

a

pitching,

STATE OF THE UNION. This year's Pulitzer
and deservedly so. Written by Lindsay
and Crouse, it's a fine satire on presidential campaigns, and a very funny play. Two movie people,
names of Ralph Bellamy and Kay Francis, are currently starred. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:35.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.
Prize play,

THE FATAL WEAKNESS.

(Royale)

A

comedy

George Kelly, spanking-new and starring Ina
Claire, Margaret Douglass, and Howard St. John.
Miss Claire is well-worth watching. Evenings, at
8:40. Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:40.

by

THE

ICEMAN

COMETH.

(Martin
Beck)
with Eugene

Around

the

O'Neill.

The foremost American playwright

clock

(or

thereabouts)

returns
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—

—

THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD.
Theatre Incorported

presents a revival of
familiar play about an Irish lad
or says as much, at least.
father
It's a satire, comic and poetic and purely Irish, with
Burgess Meredith as the Playboy (although that
word may not mean what you think). Evenings,
except Sunday, at 8:45. Matinees Wednesday and

(Booth)

M. Synge's
who murders his

J.

—

Saturday at 2:45.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE.
Still

the

December, 1946

^9

the theatre after a twelve-year absence with a
play that makes up for lost time, literally if not
figuratively. Even though it may not be up to
O'Neill's best, it's still powerful good theatre, and
the imaginative directing by Eddie Dowling hasn*t
hurt it a bit. The whole thing takes place in a
waterfront saloon
which isn't the only thing it
has in common with Saroyan's The Time of Tout
The cast includes James Barton, Dudley
Life.
Digges, Carl Benton Reid and Nicholas Joy
an
unusually competent group of performers. Evenings,
except Sunday, at 7:30.
to

piping sweetly on West

medium

John

of

Strictly for those

who

we

to

want

don't

Sunday, at 8:35.
day at 2:35.

Van

45th
Druten's

love love,

know

(Morosco)
through

Street,

and

little
if

play.

you don't,
except
and Satur-

Evenings,

you.

Matinees Wednesday

MUSICALS
ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
Merman

(Imperial)

Ethel

least
thousands of inimitable
on current Irving Berlin, and it's entertainment you can't top nohow! This is the show
where they sing that song about doin' what comes
natcherly. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.
MISTER. (National) A very rosy
it CALL
revue with overtones of khaki. It was turned out
by ex-GI's and is performed with the help of some
lively and engaging young women. Betty Garrett
and Jules Munshin are prominent in the activities.
Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.
Molnar's Liliom re(Majestic)
if CAROUSEL.
named and set in New England instead of Vienna.
A pretty show indeed, distinguished by Agnes de
Mille ballets and a sound score by Oscar Hamat
8:30.
merstein II. Evenings, except Sunday,
Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.
•k GYPSY LADY. (Century) Helena Bliss struggles
valiantly with the most viscous book of the season;
but even her heroic work and tunes from two

looses

at

decibels

ME

(••W
Adelphi. 160 W. 44th
Alvin. 250 W. 52nd
_
Barrymore, 243 E. 47th
Belasco, 115 W. 44th_
Bijou,

209

W.

45th.._

261 W. 47th
Broadhurst, 253 W. 44th
Broadway, 227 W. 45th
Center, Rockefeller Center
Century, 932 7th Ave
Coronet, 203 W. 49th
Cort, 138 W. 48th
_
Empire, B'way (f 40th
Fulton, 201 W. 46th
Forty Sixth, 221 W. 46th
Biltmore,

E

CI 5-6868
CI 6-OJ90

\V

CI

BR
_CI

CO
CI
CI

BR
PE
CI
CI

(Old
Knickerbocker
burlesque, but not of the strip-act
This concerns Yale men of the Class of '00
(pronounced "double aught"). The audience sits
at tables, well-plied with drink, and is encouraged

A

type.

to

heckle
Drunltard.

the

players

fashion

the

after

of

9-2067
5-8215
6-9353
9-2067
6-0300
5-5474
7-3121
6-8870
9-0046
6-9540
6-6J80
6-6075

OKLAHOMAI

(St. James)
If things keep
up
you can see Oklahoma! over and over
every few months for years and years and
you'll want to. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

this

way,

—

again

PARK AVENUE.
people

that

reads

(Shubert)

like

Involving a

theatrical

a

social

SHOW BOAT.

A

(Ziegfeld)

lavish

and spare-

no-expense revival of the grand-daddy of
cal
comedies, a product of the talents

all

Jerome Kem.

A

THE RED MILL. (46th Street)
revival of
tremendous hit of forty years back, and siiU
an exceedingly pleasant evening in the theater, hy
almost any standards. The Victor Herbert music
is as beautiful aa ever, and the production is topnotch throughout. Evenings,
except Monday, at
8:30. Saturday matinee at 2:30 and Sunday matinee at 3.
THREE TO
READY. (Adelphi)
rather
wilted series of sketches, enlivened by Ray Bolger
who is good enough not to be touched by the rest
of the show. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
the

MAKE

A

BR
BR

Forty Eighth, 157 W. 48th
Hudson. 141 W. 44th
Imperial. 209 W. 45th

Lyceum, 149

W

musi-

of Edna
and Oscar Hammerstein II.
Everything is wonderful, and it's hard to see how
it
could possibly be improved in any department.
Evenings, except Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:30.

Ferber,

International,

W

of

produced it, George S. Kaufman and
Nunnally Johnson wrote the book, Ira Gershwin
wrote the lyrics, and Arthur Schwartz turned out
the music. The cast is headed by Leonora Corbett
(Mrs. John F. Royal of the vice-president of NBC
Royals), and Arthur Margetson, who made that
brief but praiseworthy trip Around the World with
Orson Welles. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:3 5.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.

„

E

list

register.

Max Gordon

W
W
E
W
W
W

The

Things you'd like to say in other
can be said here in loud tones. Sunday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings at 9;
Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 and 11.
theatres

d enotcs West or East of Broadwty)

_..CI 6-5097

BR

NAUGHTY-NAUGHT.

Music Hall)

YORK THEATRES
NEW
•'£

07

CO

Victor Herbert operettas aren't sufficient to save
the evening, which may be conservatively described
as deadly. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Columbus

CO
Circle — CO
CH

W. 45th
Majestic, 245 W. 44th..„
Mansfield. 256 W. 47th
Martin Beck, 302 W. 45th
Morosco, 217 W. 45th
Music Box, 239 W. 45th
National, 208 W. 41st_
Playhouse. 137 W. 48th
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th
Shubert. 225 W. 44th
St. James. 246 W. 44th
Ziecfeld. 6th

Ave.

(/

54th

CI
CI
CI

CL
CI
_

PE

BR
CI
CI

LA
CI

9-4566
9-5641
5-2412
5-1173
4-4256
6-0730
6-9056
6-6363
6-6230
6-4636
6-8220
9-3565
6-9156
6-9500
4-4664
5.5200

KANSAS CITY PORTS OF CALL
by JIMMY TALBOT
PLA-MOR COFFEE SHOP.

Ten-pin

topplers

consider a big hunk of home-made pie as necessary
fortification tor a 280 game. And here's where
they get it. Full meals or snacks during any hours
the bowling alleys are open. Pla-Mor, 32nd and

Main.

VA.

7848.

UNITY INN. The
salads
latticed

and

accent is on large luscious
vegetarian dinners served in a
pleasantly
decorated with
It's
the nationally known vegeof the Unity School of Christianity.
dinners Monday through Fridays.
11:30 to 2 p.m. Closed Saturdays.

tasty

green

potted flowers.
tarian cafeteria

room,

Luncheons and
Sunday dinners
901 Tracy. VI. 8720.

Z-LAN DRIVE IN. This nippy weather should
remind you that Z-Lan is the home of wonderful
fried rabbit and chicken dinners. Hamburgers, too,
and nothing prosaic about them. Week days, 11:30
48th and
to 1 a.m. Sunday, noon to midnight.
Main, on the Country Club Plaja. LO. 3454.
Just for Food

For Food and a Drink

ABOUT TOWN COFFEE SHOP. A
room

equipped

with those swing-around tables,
made to order for busy business people. Pleasant
food, fast service, and organ music piped in from
the Cabana all combine for an interesting lunch
or dinner.
Hotel Phillips,
12th and Baltimore.
OR. 5020.

AIRPORT RESTAURANT. Air travel may be
comparatively new, but the kind of cooking they
here has been practiced for a long time.
Your eating companions are not only those of the
flying fraternity, but townspeople who know good
food and service and where to get it. Twenty-four
hour service. Newsstand in connection. Operated
by Milleman and Gilbert. Municipal Airport. NO.
4490.
serve

BLUEBIRD

CAFETERIA.

Despite

large

a

one cafeteria where you will be
served very quickly. Food is first quality and
service is excellent. Plenty of tables on the first
floor, and if not a waitress will carry your tray
this

clientele,

is

to the mejjanine. Parking space in the rear. You'll
spot the place immediately because of its aureate
exterior. Just south of Linwood at 3215 Troost.

VA.

8982.

BROOKSIDE HOTEL.
atmosphere of the
dining

family-size

people

you

quality food.

Emphasis

here

54th and Brookside. HI.

on

4100.

GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE. Around
horseshoe

is

and restful variety. The
will probably be full of
Fleet-footed service and high

quiet

room

know.

a

counter

819 Walnut.

NU-WAY

HA.

9176.

DRIVE-INS. People

are talking about
or carside, you'll

these brand-new twins.
Inside
find quick service and good food
sandwiches to full-course dinners.

wood, and Meyer

at

Troost.

VA.

ranging

Main

8916.

at

.

FIESTA.

.

.

An

under-

ground hideaway hosted by the genial Mr. Weiss
and a hospitable retinue of helpers. The decor is
Latin-American, but you'll find gefultafish, borscht,
and kreplock on the widely varied menu. Everything always seems to be just right. Hotel Ambassador. 3650 Broadway. VA. 5040.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE.

D.

T.

Turner,

popular

night club impressario, has
acquired a
vast following of southtowners since he took over
the Interlude some months ago. Chief reasons for
his success here are Eddie Oyer, phenomenal 17year-old
pianist,
reliefers
and Eddie's capable
look up from
Juliette and Eugene Smith. Also,
your work at the old time silent pictures flickering
over the bar. 3535 Broadway. WE. 9630.

DIERK'S TAVERN.

Lots of booths and a bar
the downhill side of 10th Street
where noonday lunches are probably the best in
the neighborhood and afternoon snacks and drinks
are a real delight. Unsophisticated, friendly atmosphere. Between Walnut and Grand on 1 0th. VI.

tucked away on

4352.

GUS" RESTAURANT. Where

the lively, careless

crowds gather and eat big steaks at not too modest
prices, and where friendly Gus makes it a point to
shake hands with everybody who comes in. In
the background there's the established boogie of
Joshua Everett Johnson, which many, many people
like. 1106 Baltimore. GR. 5120.

ITALIAN GARDENS.
roomy

they serve authentic and tasty
sea food.
One of the cleanest places you ever
saw,
and you'll agree that the black walnut
waffles and lemon pie are probably the best you
ever tasted. Open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays.
Closes 5 p.m. Saturday, all day Sunday. Scarritt

Arcade.

AMBASSADOR'S CAFE

nice blond

Spaghetti

and meatballs

setting that looks like an ad for Swiss Colony
In
the
latticed
booths under the autographed pictures of various celebrities, don't be
surprised to find those celebrities. The Gardens is
in a

Wine.

habit with show people who pass
Closed on Sunday. 1110 Baltimore. HA.

a

NEW

this

way.

8861.

YORKER.

PUSATERI'S
Famous for
salads, steaks. French fried onions, and especially
roast beef. High in the not-to-be-missed category
is

adroit Martinis. Although
Jerry will find a place for

Gene's

the room it
you. Willie
very commendable operation on
1104 Baltimore. GR. 1019.

from

small,

Lin-

Weber conducts
the

keyboard.

a
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SAVOY GRILL. Like the Blue Fox in San
Christ
Celle's
in
New York, and
Antoine's in New Orleans, the Savoy has a repu'
tation dating back to Prestolite days. This venerable
chophouse has been culinary tops in the midwest
since before you were bom, and the quality of food
and service hasn't skidded one millimeter. 9th and
Central. VL 3890.
Francisco,

CABANA.

From the cryptic peon on the door
of the gent's room to the tamale-skinned drink
bearers, this Twelfth Street retreat is all'Out Latin.
But we'll thank you. South America, not to take
it away. Alberta Bird, talented
staff organist,
is at the Hammond from early evening until closing.
Lunch, but no dinners. Hotel Phillips, 12th and
jf

WHB

Baltimore.

GR. 5020.

OMAR

ROOM. Unique decor with a beautiful
arrangement of mirrors over the bar, giving the
patrons an idea how they look to a spider. Casual
and friendly because of the large circular divan
around the bar. The cute little things you see
around there aren't built in, either. Dim, cushiony
and the drinks are fine. Hotel Continental, 11th
and Baltimore. HA. 6040.

•A-

THE TROPICS. A

smooth

distinctive lounge
on the third floor of the Hotel Phillips. You'd
never find it unless someone told you, and now
someone's told you. South sea atmosphere in a
melee of palm fronds, grass skirts and bamboo,
with a tropical storm breaking out at intervals during the evening. Hotel Phillips, 12th and Baltimore.

i(

GR.

December, 1946

•fi^

5020.

ELEPHANT. Intimate little
if PINK
lounge where you can always elbow your
somehow. Once

cocktail
in

way

you'll stay until the place
closes.
When the parade of little pink elephants
parading around above the bar pull up into double
file, then it's time to go home. Max, the friendly
bartender, is the official greeter. Extra attention is
given the quality of drinks, and there's the old
time movies to watch in case you come alone.
In the State Hotel. 12th Street. GR. 5310.
inside,

Park

runs

car

right

to

the

door.

WA. 9699.
LA FIESTA BALLROOM.

Swope Parkway

and Benton.

Murray

steps

into

practice.

Put

those

Arthur

There's dancing every

Monday and Thursday

except

night

at

La

Fiesta.

Each Wednesday night at La Fiesta there's an old
Time Dance. Saturday night old time dancing
holds forth at Carpenter's Hall, 3114 Paseo, under
the same management. Old time matinee dance at
La Fiesta every Sunday from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m.
After this period regular dancing is resumed. Admission before 4:30 on Sunday is only 45 cents.
Plenty of soft drinks and delicious sandwiches. Ice
cream and cake available. 41st and Main. VA.
9759.
'

if MARY'S. Certainly the biggest and best floor
around, and uniformly excellent dance music. The
best dance bands in the country are a regular
feature since the place was enlarged. It's "out in
the country," so the place jumps after hours,
especially on Saturday. All newly decorated, by
the way, and looking mighty pert. Setups only.
8013 Wornall Road. JA. 9441.

NEW

ORLEANS ROOM. The newest place in
town. This spacious room with wine and pearl
decor is rapidly drawing the crowds. The drinks
are good, too, served at that extra long bar that
used to be Jeb Stuart's favorite. Howard Parker,
his
piano
and his orchestra,
make with the
"sweetest swing" in town. Vocals are more than
adequately handled by Jack Teagarden's former
crooner, Kenny Field. The dance floor, ringed with
a quaint
brass railing,
is
big enough to make
dancing a real pleasure. Parking right next door.
On Wyandotte, just north of 12th street. GR.
9207.

OLD PLANTATION.

AI Duke, the Irish balaround because the folks won't let
the same goes for the Jerry Gilbert
Trio. This beautiful colonial mansion is just
few minutes east. Massive columns, spacious roomi
and convivial atmosphere. Highway 40. East. FL.
ladier, is still
him leave.

And

1307.

With Dancing

SOUTHERN MANSION.

.

.

.

BLUE HILLS. Eddie Cross' hospitable hangout
the long range favorite of the southtown
is still
crowd, and small wonder. Barbecue is the chief
drawing card but don't sell short the drink-anddance music of bombo'beating Tony Caracci. Con*
tinuous music from 6:30. 6015 Troost. JA. 4316.
if

if

CROWN ROOM. A

up by Joe Nauser adds

clever innovation dreamed
to the attractiveness of this

night
spot.
Behind the bar stands a
fiopular
arge clock. During the cocktail hour from two to
five daily an alarm is sounded at various intervals.
When that happens, everyone in the place receives
a duplicate of the drink he has at the moment
for free. Smooth music emanates nightly from Judy
Conrad's bandstand and the drinks are especially
good when one realizes there has been no inFree parking in the La Salle
crease
in
prices.
garage. Hotel La Salle, 922 Linwood. LO. 5262.

CROSSROADS INN. Sort of a dollhouse affair
antiques galore, that has grown popular for
dinners and end-of-the-evening feasting on chicken,
barbecue or thick sandwiches. There's a small bar
and a large dance floor where the music is taxfree because it's served up on platters. The Swope
if

with

The traditional choice
of fine eating, drinking and
to the competent rhythms of Dee
Peterson's orchestra. It's all quietly exciting and
very pleasant. John is the sitter-downer, under
Mr. M.iggio's watchful eye. 1425 Baltimore. GR.
for

a

dancing

full

—

evening

this

last

5129.

STUBB'S GILLHAM PLAZA. The
open again and the barbecue you love

is

kitchen ii
back. Love

but we'll bet you'll love Jcannie
Leitt's solid heat on the piano. Now and then she
comes out with a nice naughty little song, all to
the obvious delight of a packed house. 3114 Gillham Plata. BA. 9911.

barbecue or not.

TERRACE

GRILL. They get a stinkeroo band
basement bistro occasionally, and the food
not back to its pre-war quality. But,
Gordon has an engaging personality; and the spot,
because of its location and long-standing prestige,
is
still
an obvious stop. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th
and Baltimore. GR. 1400.
it
in

this

is

certainly

TOOTIE S MAYFAIR. There's a floor show,
big band, and lots of dancing room at this huge,
friendly after-hours spot just south of the
79th and Wornall Road.
city limits. $1 couvert.

if
a

but

DE. 1253.

Ports of Call from All Over

YOUR

What's

Favorite?

(How about putting in a good word for your favorite Port of Call, no
in any town, state or country? Beat out a blurb about
matter where it is
that Greasy Spoon in Vulture Gulch, or that exclusive saloon in Butte, Montana. Tell us something about the food, the service, the decor, the entertainment, the people who run the place and the people you meet there. Dash
off a description in one hundred words or less and send it to SWING, 1120
Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo. For each Port of Call printed,
will send you one buck.)

—

SWING

*

BUFFALO.

On

a

recent

*

you

We

"CHEZ

to

ST.

mebbe

guests to see the floor show from all
angles.
The food, floor show and
music were of excellent quality. All
this
on a very reasonable budget.
Therefore, in Buffalo, we nominate
AMI" as the place to go.
Christy R. Stewart.

Answers

LOUIS.

Lika da spaghett; or
preferra chef salad wid
anchovies? Brother, don't try to consume a large order of each. It ain't
advisable. But they're both good. The
spaghetti without garlic contains only
five per cent of the stuff by weight.
In the various types "with garlic" it
varies from 20 to 50 per cent. Chef
salad? Boy, you muttered something
that time. This place is located in the
lush low-end time-payment furniture
and clothing store neighborhood, but
that seems to make it all the more fun.
nominate ROSE'S, 92? Franklin,
Louis.
Kranzberg of
St.
Paul D.

to

visit

Buffalo a spot which impressed me as
a "pass-on" suggestion to other tourists was the "CHEZ AMI," a darb of
a place for dining and dancing. Originally a theatre, the building was transformed into a night club by five
brothers.
They installed a revolving
bar,
mirrored walls, thus enabling

—

"Padco."

MONOCLED MONI-

KERS:
1,

—7,
12,

"You're an apt boy.

e— 2, f— 3, n— 4, b— 5, m— 6, d
g— 8, a— 9, — 10, h — 11, k—
p— 13, 1—14, j— 1?, c— 16, o.

Is

i

your

sister

apt, too?"

"If she gets a chance, she's apt to."

"You told me how good you were
when I hired you two weeks ago," said
a

foreman

tell

"Johnnie, do you want to leave the

me

all

to

one of his men.

"Now

over again, I'm getting

dis-

couraged."

room?"
"Say, teacher, you don't think I'm
standing here hitchhiking, do you?"

The
tion

is

best

way

to

open a conversa-

with a corkscrew.

SWINGIN' WITH THE STARS
RKO

Radio

SINBAD THE SAILOR—Douglas
Jr., Maureen O'Hara,
Walter Slezak, Anthony Quinn,
George Tobiae, Jane Greer, Mike
Mazurki, Sheldon Leonard, Alan
Napier, John Miljan, Barry Mit-

Tentative Schedule for
Films Showing in K. C.

Fairbanka,

A

chell.

«hip founders in a storm

(Douglas
the coast. Sinbad
Fairbanks, Jr.) and Abbu (George
Tobias) his first mate, get aboard
and find the crew all dead from
poisoned water. When the ship
is
put up for auction, Sinbad
finds competition from a lovely
adventuress,
Shireen,
(Maureen
O'Hara). She bids against Sinbad
until
she sees a certain locket
around his neck. Sinbad falls in
love with her and a series of

in

intrigue follows, involving a treasure. Sinbad eventually
proves that true treasure lies only
in the hearts of people, and sweeps
Shireen into his arms.

December

Hugo Haas,

MIDLAND
UPTOWN,
FAIRWAY

MARGIE
RAZOR'S EDGE

NEWMAN
TWO YEARS BEFORE THE
MAST
OF HUMAN BONDAGE
BLUE SKIES

ORPHEUM

is

out too well on the
deal.

Wame,

is

the

suave,

hard-boiled

murderer, Frances is nearly killed.
Finally, he confronts four women
with the evidence and the murderer
apprehended. Thus the case
is
of the philandering composer is
closed.

20th Century-Fox

THE RAZOR'S EDGE—Tyrone
Power, Gene Tiemey, John Payne,

Anne

Baxter,

Clifton

Webb,

Herbert Marshall. Cinema masterpiece of William Somerset Maugnam's novel of the same name.
Power, as the dashing Larry Darthe covetous
rell,
tangles with
Isabel (Gene Tierney), a fascinating as well as dangerous woman.

The

role

of

Sophie,

the

loveable

who became a dipsomaniac
and ended her life in tne lowest
of Paris dives, went to Ann Baxter, whom Producer Darryl Zanuck
girl

chose after 90 days of tests during which virtually every young
actress in Hollywood went before
the cameras.

Chandwick

urally,

I

Chandwick

<

UNDERCURRENT

doesn't come
investment

oil

—

Katharine

Hepburn. Robert Taylor, Robert
Mitchum, Edmund Gwenn, Mar*
jorie Main, Jayne Meadows, Clin*
ton Sundberg, Dan Tobin, Kathryn Card, Leigh Whipper, Charles
Trowbridge,
James
Westerfield,

a beautiful, unidentified

detective. He studies the pictures
of ten women, and finally falls in
love with Frances
(Lynn Bari)
whom he chiefly suspects. Before
the
real
successfully
traps
he

Warner Brothers

OF

HUMAN BONDAGE—Elea-

nor Parker, Paul Henreid, Alexis
Smith,
Edmund Gwenn, Janis
Patric
Knowles,
Henry
Paige,
Stephenson, Marten Lamont, Isabel
O'Connor,
Eva
Elsom,
Una
Moore, Richard Nugent, Doris
In
Paris,
Philip
Carey
Lloyd.
(Paul Henreid) is told that he
lacks talent and will never be a
Hypersensative,
Philip
painter.
realizes the truth of the statement
and returns to London to study
medicine.
meets
Mildred
He
Rodgers (Eleanor Parker) a Cockney waitress at a London shop.
Cheap and rude, yet she is a
girl
of strange magnetism, and,
despite himself, Philip is drawn
back to the tea shop. Philip's
work in the hospital suffers after
he learns that Mildred has married another man.
Nora Nesbit
(Alexis Smith), comes to London
to write her novel and becomes
devoted lo Philip. In the meantime Mildred gets into difficulties
with her husband, leaves him and

becomes

destitute.

He

[

engages

housekeeper and on
her as
a
Christmas even she slashes and
breaks everything in sight. Finally
freed from Mildred's fatal fascination, Philip marries another girl.
Sally Anthelny.

Billy McLain.
people whose
was blighted
shadow of an
folded step by

to

terrific

a

The

story of two
martial
happiness
the mysterious

by

unseen

rival.

Un-

step and mounting
climax, it ends in a

of dramatic power. Miss
Hepburn plays Ann Hamilton,
small town girl, who is swept off
her feet by the whirlwind courtship of Alan Garroway, (Robert
the mysterious Michael,
Taylor)
Robert Mitchum, throws a constant shadow of suspicion and dis'

surge

,

between husband and wife.
would be unfair to give away

trust
It

but
story's ending,
be stated that it comes
complete surprise.
the

it

as

can
a

Paramount
BLUE SKIES— Bing Crosby,

Fred
Joan Caulfield. Billy De
Wolfe, Olga San Juan, Frank FayKarolyn
len,
Victoria
Home,
Grimes. Jed Potter (Fred Astaire),
popular radio commentator, has a
certain lovely lady listener. She is
Mary (Joan Caulfield). With het
one evening they stop at a little
where
nightclub,
the
Flapjack,
Jonnny Adams (Bing Crosby), is
Astaire.

Although Jed
and Mary go down the aisle together, Mary's heart still beats
for the nightclub singer. Throughthe featured singer.

out the picture, in various scenes,
Astaire's dancing ability is brought
into play. Jed (Astaire), is tight
when he docs a sensational dance
to

the

song,

7

certificates,

(Lloyd (Dorrigan) in an oil investment. Ace finds a lovely redhead,
Ricki
Woodner (Lucille
Ball), at Chandwick's table and
things start from there. Ace follows the way of all transgressors
and ends up on a train bound for
New York and Sing Sing. Ricki,
the second of the two smart people
twosome, turns away to anotner
train for Little Rock, where she,
too, owes a jail term. Quite nat-

SINBAD THE SAILOR

Mable Paige, Bernard
Ashley,
Hoffman, Qucenie Smith. Keith
(Edward
Ashley) comVincent
poser, is found dead in bis luxurious home; shot while finishing
his latest song, "Nocturne." Only
girl,
"Dolores," whom he had
been trying to discard in his usual
manner. George Raft as Lt. Joe

killing
in
gilt-edge
interests Dwight

and

CLOAK AND DAGGER
NOCTURNE

NOCTURNE—George Raft. Lynn
Virginia
Huston,
Joseph
Bari,
Myma Dell, Edward
Pevney,

witness

>

ence Muse. Smooth swindler Ace
Connors, (John Hodiak) made a

ESQUIRE,

romantic

John Hodiak, Lloyd Nolan,
Lenore Ulric, Elish
Cook, jr., Lloyd Corrigan, Vladi'
mir Sokoloff, David Cota, Clar*
Ball,

UNDERCURRENT
TWO SMART PEOPLE

off

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

TWO SMART PEOPLE—Lucille

"Heat

Wave."

!

.

[

i
'

|

One

of the outstanding musical events
City's first post-war season
will take place on Monday evening, December 2, when Vivian Delia Chiesa,
youthful, American-born lyric soprano, is
presented in concert by the Town Hall
of

Kansas

Series.

The

charming

prima

donna,

whose

musical career began in radio when she
sky-rocketed to fame as winner of a contest conducted by a Chicago radio station
(WBBM), will be heard on the "Treasury
Hour of Song" on the Mutual network
beginning January second.

Her home town

of Chicago was also
the scene of Delia Chiesa's operatic debut
when she scored a sensational success with
the Chicago Opera Company as Mimi in
"La Boheme." Coast-to-coast broadcasts
and extensive concert tours, appearing
with such leading orchestras as the Detroit, San Francisco, Toronto, Los Angeles,

Chicago and Rochester symphonies, have
her fine reputation as an
artist.
The great Arturo Toscanini recently paid her an unprecedented tribute
when he presented her as soloist in two
established

successive

Sunday broadcasts. Less musical

compliments

paid the vivacious blonde
singer include being twice listed as one
of the "ten-best-dressed women of the
year," as well as being named "one of the
ten most glamorous women in America."

WORTH

Fred
HIS MONEY'S
Cooper, a Kansas City police officer who
trundles around town on a three-legged
motorbike,

one

this

tells

.

.

.

as gospel.

The

elderly farmer came out of a
hardware store on Walnut street, dumped
several packages on the seat of his car
and then scrutinized the parking meter.

There were 15 minutes

left.

Buying a newspaper from the little old
lady who vends the city's only produrt
of that kind in front of Kenn's Grill, the
farmer leaned on the meter and began
to read. Alternately looking at the dial,
he stayed there until the red indicator
showed that his hour was up. At once
he tucked the paper under his arm, got
into the car and drove off, on his face the
contented look of a thrifty man who has

had

his full nickel's worth.

A
HOW'S YOUR AVERAGE? ... A
well

known businessman

was on a
ago.

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR ...

In the
window of a Wyandotte county, Kansas,
home was observed a sign. "Trumpet for
Sale."

In the window next door appeared
another
card
with
just
one
word:

"Hurrah."

Just

rail

out of

Pullman porter:
tip you get from

"One
The

of Kansas City
to Chicago not long
curiosity he asked the

trip

"What

dollar, suh,"

the

is

a passenger

on

was the

average

this

run?"

reply.

handed over a dollar bill
porter immediately broke into
profuse thanks. "Suh," he said, "you are
the first man who ever come up to my
average."
and

traveler

the

68
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A

START EATING, BUD

...
house
house salesman rang the bell of a
suburban house. As the door opened he
tossed in a carefully prepared mudball
which splattered in the middle of the
to

room

living

rug.

"Now

don't get excited,

he said. "I'm demonstrating this
new Super Duper vacuum cleaner. If this
little wonder doesn't remove every trace
of dirt on your rug, I'll eat the whole mudlady,"

ball."

THAT'S DIFFERENT ... In Jackson
county, Missouri, it has been only through
a recent enactment of a state law that
women were called up for jury duty.

A

bailiff tells this one.

COMPANY POLICY ... A
relations

man

for

an

airline,

public

who can

re-

member back

A

woman called up for jury duty dc
clined to serve because she didn't believe
in capital punishment. Trying to persuade
her the judge explained, "This is merely
a case where a wife is suing her husband
for divorce because she
gave him a

thousand dollars to pay down on a fur
coat and he lost the money in a poker
game."
"I'll

The indignant housewife left for the
kitchen, returning in a few minutes with
a bottle of catsup, jar of mustard, salt,
pepper and a rolling pin." She deposited
the condiments with elaborate care on the
carpet, and then hefted the rolling pin.
"Start eating," she commanded, "we ain't
got no electricity."

serve," said the

woman.

"I could

be wrong about capital punishment."

MODERN LEGEND ...

The

to the days of the old tin
goose (Ford Tri-Motor), as if it were
this noon, said that when the air lines

were young and people were wary of flying, a promotion man suggested to one of
the lines that they permit wives of busi-

accompany their husbands
was to prove that flying
was safe. The plan was quickly adopted
and a record kept of the names of those
nessmen
free.

to

The

idea

who

accepted the proposition. In due
time the air line sent a letter to those
wives, asking how they enjoyed the trip.
From 90 per cent of them came the baffled reply, "What airplane trip?"

boss

one of his clerks into his private
office. "I have noticed Jones," he began,
"that you, of all my clerks, seem to put
your whole life and soul into your work.
No detail is too small to escape your at'
called

tention.

No

detail

is

too small to escape

your attention. No hours are too long
for you."
Jones glowed with pride and anticipation of the promotion and salary increase
welled up within him.

"And

so, Jones," his employer went
"I'm forced, against my better judgment, to fire you. It is such men as you

on,

who go

out and start rival establishments."

SHOCKING ASSIGNMENT

.

.

.

Many, many

years ago when I was a cub
reporter on a small newspaper, a live wire
fell across a street during a storm. People
feared to touch it. The city editor assigned two reporters to the story.

"One

to touch the wire," he directed,
to write the story."

"and the other

Major Trunk
Lines:

4 air
12 rail
13 bus

126 truck

I Daily Passenger

Movements:
164 air
170 rail
218 bus

Daily Freight

Movements:
20
163

air

612

truck

rail

Missouri River Barges

OING
AND COMING
From

East to West,
SJorth to South, or

—

jack again
Kansas
City is a gateway.
It's the back door of
the East, the front
door of the West; open to every form of modern transportation. Every week,
millions of tons of utilitarian riches stream to or through our city by wheel,
wing, or rudder ... In this vast Marketland, there's an audience waiting to
bear your message. Use a carrier you can count on. To send it swiftly, surely,
to the greatest number of listeners per advertising dollar, select a dependable
medium. Choose WHB, Kansas City's Dominant Daytime Station!
always
delivers the goods!

WHB

WHB Avoi/obi/ifies, 'phone DON DAV/S o/ ony ADAM YOUNG office.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

For

LOngacre 3-1926 ANDover 5448

SUtter 1393

Michigan 6203
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